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B'WAY SCHEDULES 184 PLAYS
Gov t Wiuits Tax Return on Charity
Shows; Drastic and Discriminatory?
The U. S. government has filed
claim against the Treasurers Club,
iqr $1,400, estimating that amount
due on tickets sold for the
is
benefit shows of the ticket men's orThe shows
ganization since 1932.
given were in aid of the club's sick
and burial "fund and whatever is
paid the collector, will have to be deducted from that coin.
Contention of the Internal Revenue Department is that the club is
not a wKoily charitable group and
therefore- an admission tax should
larger
have been, collected.
amount .might have been claimed,
but for the^fact that such items are
voided after the five-year statute of

Lay-off,

Sweet Revenge

Net

Rines was standing at
Broadway and 46th when an
approached,

agent

'What

are

you doing, Joe?'
'Nothing,' answered Rines.
'Why don't you come up to
the office and we will put you
under

contract,'
says the
a
agent.
'No, thanks,' the bandman replied, 'I'd rather lay off direct.'

limitations.

Admissions tax regulations provide for. an exemption of the admisBions levy if the performances are
'

for charitable purposes. Rules' provide that by application to the local
collector permission may be given to
sell tickets minus the tax. It is stipulated, however, that the Governmetit reserves the right to make
claim in the event that it is later
decided that the event is not held
ior the purposes set forth.
This contingent clause was the
(eohnical wedge whereby the claim
was made: Proceeding along the
licies permitted, tickets for the club's
•Ocairs w«re sold at $3 top flat, but
that is no out so far as the federal
people are concerned. They say that
failure to collect tax is no excuse,
placing the. full responsibility on the

(Continued on page 61)

APPLE' UNIT TO

TOUR; CRAZE SPREADS
Consolidated Radio Artists, Mills
Artists and Charlie Shribman have
combined to route an all-colored
'Big Apple' dance and band unit
through the one-niter and vaude
.

Show

is

comprised

of

the

mixed couple champs from
Columbia, S, C, and another six
couples recruited from Harlem. Ted
Wallace's
Swing Band of seven
original

voices and five instruments, current
at the Savoy ballroom, in Harlem,
v^ill back 'em up.
Unit opens at the
Earle. Washington.

'The 'Big Apple' has

grown

NBC broadcast last
(Tuesday) 9:30 to 10:00 over a
9^ iiation coast-to-coaster with Ben
Criuer announcing and describing.
"yaiti at special

NEWSCASTS A

HEADACHE

Regular use of guest performers
on network shows will suffer a setback this fall and winter season,
according to policies outlined by the

—

—

Bankrolling

Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
Harold Davis, program director of WDAS, didn't go to
the mountain, the seashore or
the camp for the first three
days of his vacash.
.

He

trying to dope out a way
to
send a broadcasting crew to
Shanghai to short wave back to U. S.
listeners on-the-scene accounts of
the Sino-Japanese strife. Difficulties
to be met are securing an o.k. from
the State Department, and getting
transportation to China.
is

It is not generally deemed ethical
for any outfit dealing with the State
Department to reveal how negotiations are proceeding, or even admit
Cordell Hull's office has been approached, but it is established that
NBC has extended an overture.

According to past practices of the
State Department, NBC would not
be refused, but neither would an
The netopen o.k. be accorded.
work's reps in the war zone would
be on their own ri.sk.
the
knottiest
Transportation
is
problem, since the U. S. has ordered

merchantmen
Shanghai.

steer seaward of
would have to some-

As

usual,

there

are

a

flock

Buriesk Straight

Man

No Clown as a Barber

cations nevertheless are for healthy
activity.
Also, a perusal of the announcements gives promise of some
distinctly interesting events.
There are quite a lot of important
playwrights on the list, some of

whom

have not been seen nor heard

of in years. Eugene ONeill will be
missing again, for his third consecutive season, but George Bernard
Shaw reappears on the scene, after
three or four seasons, and there is
also a new entry from A. A. Milne,

(Continued on page

.')8)

3 'Progressive'

man

of

ing in theatres.

36,

policy this year

is difJlcult

to arrive

at, but for some months there have
been ominous rumbles issuing from\
inner sanctums around the agencies.
Seems that some of these air ad
yogis have concluded that use oE
guest names can make for an In-and-

SCHNICKELFRITZ

Publicity a
out listener foll(5wing,
guest-using' program, gets is, admittedly, always greater than one
adhering week after jveek to {h«
same layout. But, it itf, thought, this
alien reacts against aJ program. If
the listeners figure tney won't like
the specific guest on a certain night,
they won't listen at all. Rest of the

BAND NEWEST
NITERYFIND
Minneapolis, Aug,

show thus becomes subjugated

to the
guest of each program, and. the regare overlooked, is the- argu-

31,

They're still appai'ently 'beating
paths' to out-of-the-way doors to
ferret out outstainding talent.
Case
in point is Freddie Fischer's corny
'Schnickelfritz' band, playing in- a
fourth-rate Twin City night club,

ulars

ment,

Another new conclusion needling
(Continued on page 61)

Midway Gardens.

Band comprises
youths from smallest Minnesota
towns and this is its second professional engagement. Came into Midway Gardens unheralded from the
Sugar Loaf tavern, an obscure Winona, Minn,, nitery, where it had its

'39

Schools in Phi!.

Alva
John.son,
consultant
on
amusement section of N, Y. Woi'ld's
Fair under John Krimsky, has completed his design for the midway
and awaits the return of Grover
Whalen from Europe for the final
okay.
As laid out by the designer of the
Texas Centennial, layout will take
in an area twice the size of the entire
Times Sq. sector along the
lagoon front of reclaimed Flushing
Bay. It will accommodate about 30
buildings of various types, including
several theatres for films, legitimate
shows, night clubs, restaurants, etc..

start.

At Midway Gardens during the
past several months it ha.s been a
sock and, working for a small stipend, has packed the establishment
to its doors nightly.
More lucrative
came pouring in, but the band
couldn't accept them because its
contract runs to Oct. 31.

Local Decca record representative
signed the boys for waxings.
And

Tommy

Align Class Pix

Rockwell,
Rockwellof
O'Keefe, is here on a flying trip to
look at 'em. He heard the band in
three numbers and gave it a con-

which will have varying capacities
from 500 to 5,000. Concerts, lectures,

tract.

Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
Kids in three 'progressive' schools
here will be shown regular feature
Films
pix in cla.ssrooms this fall.
being edited by Progressive Education A.ssociation to show 'social conPix so far. setent' of the flickers.
'Winlcrset,'
Black
include
lected
Legion,' 'I'm a Fugitive,' 'The In'Fury.'
'The Devil Is a
former,'
Sis.sy' and 'Men in White.'

High School,

in

the

suburbs.

Band leaves Nov.

1 for Hollywood
a .story will be built about
it for a full-length feature.
Followitig the picture, it will go into New
York in a spot that will be especially built for it.
Special stories will
appear both in Time and Fortune,
and Life is picturing the band next
week in 'Life Goes to a Party.'

where

5,000 SAG'ites to

etc.,

show

Day Cavalcade

local history. Around 5,000 niemlx-rs
of the Screen Actors Guild will also

march.
Lnok.s like a field day for candid
camera bugs and autograph hounds,

be

among

the

all

type

biz locations.

revivals.
To 'his end Laurence
Stallings and Kay Swift are prepar-_
ing a script for Krimsky and John'

Murray

Parade

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
This year's Labor Day parade will
probably draw the biggest crowd in

will

Show plans thus far figured are
for new attractions and very few

I

In Labor

FAIR AS BREAK-IN

SPOT FOR B'WAY LEGITS

offers

an Italian comNew York,
in burlcsic. i.s adding to weekly inFilms are supposed to show kids
come by doubling a.s ton.sorial artist,
setting up cufl'o shop in dressing how to look for social material in
room of theatres played and trim- pix, it was explained by Dr, Alice
ming hair of botli male and fcmmc^ V. Keliher, chairman of the commish on human relations of the Proat two biL.s a shearing.
Does okay work, having taken a gressive Education Association.
course in barbering while laying Schools are Friends' C^entral and
ofV and now v.-oilcini; at it between Oak Lane Country Day, both pribookings in shops and while Work- vate, and Cheltenham Township
straight

edy duo playing around

were

shows above last year's total, which
was an all-time .high. Just why
fewer programs will pursue such a

of

shows listed which will nevtfr come
in, and some others unlisted which
will suddenly pop up, but the indi-

in.

Shanghai has more radio stations
of all descriptions than any city in
But when the Nipthe world— 39.
pon bombing planes first went into
action they methodically decommissioned all of them, That would make
(Continued on page 63)

there

Shrinkage comes as somewhat of
a surprise to the! trade, which expected the agencies and sponsors to
swell the number of guest-hosting

came

'

In spite of the lateness of the in-

coming season, indications are that
there .will not be a 'drop in the number of shows coming in. Thus far
there have been 184 productions announced for the season of 1937-38,
of which 177" are new plays and
seven are revivals. At this time one
year ago there were announcements

to

NBC

how smuggle

just

'programs already riding or set to go.
There will be only 26 commercials
on the webs using guests. Last year

into his office,
locked the door and put his
tootsies up on the desk.
Then
every time the phone rang, or
someone tried to (inter, he
smiled and put his fingers to
his nose.

of 181 plays.

NBC

tre-

mendously since first reported in the
south. Three music publishers have
souijs out of the same title. Mills.
Crawford
and
Shapiro-Bernstein.
Roxy theatre, N. Y., has a Big Apple
show slated for opening Friday (3),
Even the swank Rainbow Grill and
Rainbow Room in N. Y. stages
Bii; Apple' dances
every Tuesday
"i-ilit.
Dancers are contest winluM-.s
from one of southern meets.
Newsreelers
have
taken
cognizaf>c«and 'caught' some of the
carryings-on down south and shot

^mu

Hollywood Scripters Back
on the Boards
More
Foreign Pieces, Too Pix

MORE MUSICALS

NBC SHANGHAI

•

fields.

—

A

.

'Blfi

Late Start of the
New 1937-38 Legit Season, Plans Are Ahead of
Last Year
Flock of

Despite
Joe

Nets;

Agencies Suspicious of 'Name' Value

ARE REVIVIIIS

7

Cag Fading on

Guest Star

1//

Anrlerson is on call for
direction.
Quite possil)le that theatres of Fair will become break-in
spots for regular summer tryouts.

So-called midway will house no
tonks, strips, etc.
Instead,
dignity will be the dominant keynote, relegating the carny attractions to more leinole locations in
and near the grounds. Street will
accommodate only tliose theatres,

honky

class

eateries,

proval of

llie

etc.,

board.

that

meet

ap-

'

;

PICTURES

VARIETY

2

Wednesday? September

DP
THURS., BUT HERE'S LEGAL PROTON ON IT
MPLS. PAR INJUNCTION SUIT COMES

Both Legal Batterie» Air Their Blackstone Views on
the Paramount-Exhib Tiffing— An Illusory and
Worthless Instrument,' Defense Avers

Hanline Back to

Other

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Maurice Hanline has returned to

Warner writing

staff

Judge. J. P. Devaney, will be
ciently recovered to argue the case.
The temporary riestraining order

hibitors cannot tell what their aver-;
age price or cost per picture will be.

after re-

PAR'S

Belligerent Pa.

Exhibs Almost

.

ference with its business remains in
effect liiitil the hearing and decision
by Federal Judge G. M. Nordbye.
Judge Nordbye granted the motion
of Dave Shearer, Paramount counsel, to join eight other additional defendant exhibitors in the action,
making a total of 71.
Shearer was to move to strike out
entire
practically the defendants'

to deliver pictures
plassifications.

in

the

lower

"We claim that Paramount has ho
right arbitrarily to refuse to deliver
pictures promised and ready for delivery just because it wants to obtain more money for such films. If

InGNTiifToft

has

-

Created

•

'

To 20th-Fox Eix

that there is lio materialt^ to the defendants' claim that Paramount has
'come into court with unclean hand.s
and must perform equity in order
to be entitled to relief in an equity

1937,

L. A. to N. Y.
Backer.
Francis Bateman.
Bill

Ben Bloom.
Bobby Breen.
Mary Brian.

-

Coslow.
Ernest Cossart.

Fred Daniell.
D. A. Doran,
James Dunn.

Leonard

Fields.
F. Scott Fitzgerald.

Natalie Garson.
Francis S. Harmon.
Badie Harris.

Helen Hayes.

relea.se

any of

its

pictures

purports to have sold to the
and therefore it would
not be obligated to deliver them.

Neil F. Agne\v, vice president in
charge of sales for Paramount, re-

Among

&

,

Rowley chain

Lam

exchange

Prudential circuit (Joseph Seider)
has closed for Warners entire program for the ensuing season. Circuit operates around 30 houses in

Erlen,

in

RKO s

that just between them they paid
Par. practically $100,000 last 'season.
They, were Luke Gring, of the
$11,000;

Key

of the larger

be

closed

independent

Henry Lartigue,
(Ile.de France).

Sept. 28 (London to New York)
Eric Portman (Berengaria ).
Sept.

(New York
and

Page

Sept. 1 (New York to London)
D. E. Griffiths, Edmund Gwenn, Norman Hurst, B. Bennison, Fred Dartnell (Aquitania).

is

Rinzler in the Brooklynterritory. Circuit has cona contract with Sears that

Sept, 1 (New York to London)
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.,
Hervey
Allen. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
commits it to the Warner program
iNoron a 100% buy. In' addition to all C. Fischer, Louis K. Sidney
features. F. & R. takes the WB shorts mandie).
York)
New
Sept. .1 (London to
and trailers.
Evelyn Laye, Adele Dixon, Noel
Coward, Gertrude Lawrence, BealPhiladelphia, Aug. 31.
Few changes being made here in Irice Lillie. Peggy Hopkins Joyce
protection and clearance in termers (Queen Mary).
now being negotiated between exchanges and exhibs.
Both sides have expressed themN. Y. to L. A.

Queens

Emergence from 77B

.

Chances

of

RKO's emerging from under

77b situation this year now depend on the report of special mas*Jn this instance, Paramount's re- ter George W. Alger.
It is hoped
fusal to deliver the pictures involved! that the special master will be able
jYi the controversy caused the playto make his report by the close of
dale
strike.
Thds
refusal
was September.
pronipted solely by a decision to obIf no material changes in the plan
tain higher rentals than called for are recommended by the special
in the contracts and was a fraud. master, such as could cau.<;e delay in
The pictures were ready, for relea.se bringing about the company's early
and delivery, but Paramount decided reorganization, and his recommendations are accepted by the court,
that it had sold them too cheaply.
'Even back in January, 1937, five RKO could come into the clear bemonths after these contracts were fore the close of the year. Othersigned. Paramount in its advertise- wise, on Jan. 23, 1938, RKO will be
ments and conversations with ex- observing the fifth anniversary of
hibitors was still promising to de» its original receivership action of
In January 1933.
liver these pictures.
"RKO Is progressing smoothly
j{i.doJph; Zukor was placfidAin.iohargq

—

i

j

'

|

'

-

able contents of the special master's
report touches upon what his findings may be regarding the settle-

'

j

'

Leo Spitz, president. The
company's studio end is recorded in
the black, and the income of the
theatre end is on the upbeat.
The important point of apprehension in some quarters over. the prob-

it.s

i

"

as

.selves

pattern

pretty

worked

well sati.sfied with
out over past few

Bela Blau.

Richard Bonelli.
Nate Blumberg.

seasons.
i

ment terms which have been made
by the .>;pon.sors of the reorganization with Rockefeller Center on the
lalter's $9,000,000 claim.

During the hearings on the plan.
before

the
special
ma.sier
last
spring, the referee, indicated that he
was much concerned about the R.C.
claim matter. Undoubtedly, he will
scrutinize this p;irt
of
the plan
clo.sely.

.

.

London)
(American

to

Banker).

cir-

by Warners

3

Kimberly

&

Frisch

Ar-

(Paris to New York)
Clifford C. Fischer

29

Sept.

.

to

Sablosky,

SAILINGS

Island, Connecticut, and New
Seider handled the deal for
chain and Ben Kalmenson f or
Warners.
Warner j3ros., under a policy set
by Grad Sears, general sales manager, is trying to keep to itself any
product deals made by the company
with theatre chains or operators.
Sears' angle is that these deals are
Warners' own business and shouldn't
be tipped.
his

Abe

(Continued on page 54)

Jersey.

cuits

the

than $50,000 as a result of it, was
read at meeting. There were gufat this, as three UMPTO members immediately arose and declared

Long

cluded

Man

Barney Balaban's recent statement

meant little to Paramount and they wouldn't lose more

faws

One

destruction of the studio or the dealh
01 indisposition of a star.
Paramount's interpretation of the contract, however, makes it invalid and
worthles.s a fraud on its face,

chief,

Harry Harris circuit in New York
and New Jersey; the Joy Hoiack
string in Louisiana, and the Rosenblatt & Welt circuit in Staten Island
and New Jersey.

Arthur Richmond.

Now

Ben Golder, attorney for UMPTO,
declared he doubted that Par could
refuse to sell to the group if they
are willing to sell to each man individually. He said the committee
would be acting just as Warner
Bros, do when they make a singl*
buy for a large group of houses.
that the strike

Erin O'Brien-Moore.
Walter Plunkett.

Special Master Alger

circuit

Monogram has signatured product
deals for the 1937-38 product with
the powerful Interstate circuit of
Texas; the Rapf - Rudin - Lederer-

I

1

RKO

by

are those of the Robb
of 92 houses and
of 12 theatres in
Alabama and Georgia. Harold Robb
and Ed Rowley are in New York
now, the deal with their circuit in
the southwest being closed with
them by Cresson E. Smith, western-

closed

I

exhibitor,, depending upon this
prpduct to keep his theatre open,
v«)uld be in a ruinous jam.
*We contend there must be a reasonable excuse for failure to deliver
pictures, such as, for example, the

When all powers are in, committee intending to' write Par and ask
for conference to make a buy.
Aarons said the procedure was perfectly legal and not in restraint- of
trade. 'It's just the opposite,' he declared. 'We're asking to purchase
from them. The idea differs in no
way from farmers' and other consumer cooperatives.'

Chain numbers 58 theatres.
important product deals

mount.

exhibitor,

The

:

'

Edwin J. Mayer.
Henry Myers.

Harold Young.

(30)

closing .one of the morfe important product .deals of the year,
with Balaban & Katz and the Great
This insures Par
States, circuits.
major outlet in Chicago as well as
the states of Illinois and Indiana.
Another major circuit deal for
RKO has been closed with the M. A.
Lightman string in Arkansas, Tennessee and Mississippi, which is operated in partnership with Paraafter

Lissner.
Collette Lyons.

Iraci.

New York Monday

turned to

Raymond

Cinda Glenn, John

Motion Picture Theatre
execs, heading the local date
biiying walkout against Par,
said they expected to havfe almost
$800,000 worth of the p.'s-.of a. to
wave in the exchange's face before
all exhibs have been contacted.
At last Friday's meeting, all but
three of the men attending signed
up after a talk on the proxies by
secretary and counsel, George P.
Aarons. The three who didn't sign
did not do the buying for theit
respective houses.
United

and

Roger Johnson.

Max Helmer, Edwin M. Fadman,

$500,000 annually of Par biz. More
than 90 indies, at meeting in Broadwood Hotel last Friday (27), signed
up pt-actically 100%, after explanation by strike leaders of what groupbuying could do for them.

Owner

Ben Hecht.
Henry Henigson.

Bob Taplinger.Conway Tearle.
Jim Tully.

Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
Philly exhibs' group buying committee now holds powers of attorney
for 141 houses, representing almost

Lam.
'

Irving Fein.

ARRIVALS

it

Jr.

Sales Attitude

H. M. Lyons, RKO branch manager at Atlanta, signed up Oscar

Sam

its obligations and deliver
period, 1935-36 amounts to more than
pictures in controversy.
If it 15%.
will deliver these pictures, they wiil
tell the court, the defendants are
willing that it should have the requested relief and their playdate
Constance Cummings, Berin W.
strike and other activities will cease Levy, Joseph Schildkraut, Margaret
immediately.
Webster, Gilbert Miller, Theresa HelJudge Devaney will argue that if burn, Percy Waxman, Arthur BrenParamount's construction of the con- tano, Mr. and Mrs. Ceroid Lauck,
tract is correct, ft is' 'an illusory and Mr. and Mi-s. Jack Benny, Isa Miworthless
instrument'
and Para- randa,
Kurt Robitscliek,
Leslie
mount perpetrated a fraud in ob- Banks. Bob Hall, Lawrence Weingarlaining signatures to it.
ten. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Chotzinoff,
'As the contract is interpreted by Stella
Andreva. Ladislas Bartal,

which

DEALS ARE SET

las

James Cagney.

the

not to

57

Deprecate Par s

southern RKO sales manager; J. H.
Maclntyre, southern district manager of Dallas, and S. M.. Sachs, Dal-

Ladislaus Bus-Kekete.

perform

!

MORE PRODUCT

the

according to tentative figures
released by the trustee, Howard S.
Cullman, the Roxy Theatres Corp.
shows a profit of $270,686. This is
after taxes,- lobby rent, and interest
court.
on receivers* certificates, but before
Defense's Argnments
interest on funded indebtedness and
Justifying 'the defense set up ,m other
charges.
For the similar
the answer, Judge Devaney and L. period, 1935-96, the* house earned
B. Schwartz, his associate, are to in $159,434.
sist that, inasmuch as Paramount is
This increase rode along with the
in an equity court, there is a direct booking of 20th Century-Fox prodconnection between Paramount's al- uct into the house consistently over
leged breach of contract and fraud, the past yearly period, and is up by
on the one hand, and the defendants' 69.77% over what the house did
allegiefi" wrongdoing, on the other. prior
to obtaining this consistent
As a condition to the granting of re- flow of 20th Century-Fox films.
lief, they argued, the court must
For the 1936-37 period, the increase
compel the plaintiff, Paramont, to in attendance over the similar

Paramount,' says Judge Devaney,
'P.nramount arbitrarily could dcide

57

SCHULBERG

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Deal between B. P. Schulberg and
for the producer to sign
a new contract is expected to jell
nhis week.
Studio and Schulberg are coming
io mutually agreeable terms, with
the budget of 'Blossoms oh Broad"
way' definitely upped.

Paramount

Profit

48
49

RENEWAL LOOKS SET

Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
isn't playing marbles and
undertaken a legal, obligation,
Exhibs here are so cocky over
the court should compel it to perform successful battle being waged against
obligation before receiving any Par 'they're ready to sink teeth into
He would such
answer as 'irrelevant.
relief.
any exchange they think "ain't doin'
leave only that part denying the ex"The complainant's tondiict in re- right by them. Flew into Grand
istence of the conspiracy and, if he
f u;$ing to deliver to^ the exhibitorNational last week, but hurriedly
is successful, there will be eliminated
defendants the pictures which it had backed out when they were told to
from the court's consideration the
cdmpleted under its 1936-37 contract read their contracts and found their
various issues raised by the defense.
and had, promised, and in attempting wrath was uijcalled for.
These include the alleged invalidty
(Continued on page 27)
of the Paramount standard contract,
GN had promised them two Cagas construed by the film companies,
ney pix for 1936-37, 'Great Guy' and
the alleged perpetration of a fraud
'Dynamite.' First was delivered, but
jn inducing exhibitor defendants to
Manager Johnny
second wasn't.
sign such a contract, the alleged -ilBachmann- sent out letters 15 days
legality of Paramount and other film
in advance of close of season noticompanies* method of selling picfying exhibs 'Dynamite' wouldn't be
tures and doing business with exdelivered on 1936-37 season. He also
hibitors, and its own alleged retold them, however, that they could
straint of trade in 'throttling' thea
have it' at past reason's price, as per
Ire owners.
original agreement; if- they notified
The Paramount attorney was to
him in writing within 30 days that
argue that the sole issue is whether
they wanted it This is in accord
the defendants are engaged in' an un
with clause 17 of standard exhibition
lawful conspiracy in restraint of
contract, Bachmann claimed. Exhibs
trade' and "whether the plaintiff is
were calmed and everything was
entitled to relief. He. was to contend
For the 52 weeks ended Aug. 19, smoothed following explanation.
^

B. P.

36

Paramount

under
the picketing of the Paramount contends that
it arbitrarily can raise
Paramount exchange and theatres the contracts
the average- cost of picture by failing
pictures or other interits

19

35

.

prohibiting

showing

Page
Page

&

Radio Reports on Sally Eilers, Irene Rich, 'Twelfth Night'
(Bankhead, Menken, et al'.). Haven MacQuarrie, Modern
Screen Mag of Air
Page
Republic Picts' music tieup with Santly-Joy,
.........Page
Songwriters' $50,000 war-chest on sync rights
page
George White talking pix production return
,
....Page
Max M[arcin back on B'way after 10 years
Page

*

the

of Pix Interest

John Maxwell's $3,000,000 GB suit reported settled...^
Metro-Lucky Strike $25,000 radio deal seen as likely. Lord
Thomas joins HoUywood trek...

WB

He went to Holly- signing as production aide to Jesse
of Paramount.
Minneapolis, Aug. 31.
wood and looked at the completed Lasky.
Paramount's injunction suit against
arbitrarily to
decided
and
assignment is on "The
pictures
Initial
Northwest Allied and independent
hold them, over to another season for School for Scandal.'
exhibitor playdate strikers has been
prices.
higher
decontinued again to Sept. 2, the
"Moreover, the contracts are unlendants once more asking for the
enforceable, as interpreted by Paradelay so that their chief counsel,
because under them the exsuffi- mount,

News

I937

1,

Ned Depinet.

U's

I

'

Dummy

Sally Eilers.
Wolfe Gilbert.

Script

L.

Henry Jaffe.
Dr. Harry Martin.

I

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Oiiginal yarn is being scripted for'
Edgar Bergen and 'Charlie McCarthy' at Universal and Myl,es Con-

Luuella Parsons.

nolly.

Morgan Wallace.

j

John Stahl

will produce. and direct

Kenneth Thomson.
Sophie Tucker.
Rocco Voc'co.

Hiiny Ward.

Wednesday, SeplemLier

1,
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BIZ UNIONS
Nathanson-U Deal in Canada Seen

IJISE

^

As Forerunner

to Tie-In with

I

To

Justice Dept. Pledges Itself

Wool

finish Fight

If

Trust-Busting
,

In some trade quarters an
between N. L. Nathanson, of Canada,
and Charles M. Woolf, of London, is
alliance

foreseen,

whereby the respective

dis-

tribution business of Universal Pictures, which each respectively con-

may be amalgamated

trols,

in

the

Who Knows

Cases Arise; No Consent Decrees

Better?

Actors, Musicians

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Orville Wright is due on the Warner Burbank lot Sept. 15 to do an
experting chore on 'The Wright
Brothers.'

Gary Cooper

will be starred.

is

among

the first reactions in

upon

circles

trade

Nathanson has acquired cbntrol
Canadian distribution,
on different terms, of course, but

CAPRA

VS.

of Universal's

similar

considerably

basis to that

in

under which Woolf ob-

COL

FOR $100,000 ON

bution in England.
His Universal deal has no connec-

own.
Nathanson operates Regal Films,
Ltd,, of Canada, which is a Parafhount company subsidiary and in
Which Nathanson has a minority
ownership interest. This is apart
Players-Canadian.
Pairtous
from
Probability of Regal assuming distribution of Universal's films is one
of those things, but not now inhis
*

.

dicated.

Reported that N. L. Nathanson
paid around $300,000 cash for control of Universal's distribution business in Canada, for a period of
around 10 years. There were other
considerations.

Regal

CONTRACT

Paramount
The U deal is a
made by Nathanson, on

a general clearing house

is

for major distribs

and

others.
Regal
Films, Ltd., operates
around eight exchanges in Canada.
The Universal Film Co., Ltd., U's
Canadian subsidiary, operates exchanges in St. John, Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Toronto and Van-

couver,
Universal

announced

the

deal

with Nathanson, officially, on Monday (30). Company announcement
made by R. H. Cochrane stated that
(Continued on .page 60)

Los Angeles, Aug.

31,

Suit for $100,000 charging breach
of contract is on file in superior, court
here by Frank Capra, director,
against Columbia Pictures
Corp.
Capra asserts through counsel that
he was placed under contract by
Columbia June 6, 1935, to direct four
pictures at $100,000 each and to assist in the selection of stories and
writing of screenplays. On Feb. 6,
1937, he said, he contended $100,000
was due him, for which he asked.
The request, according to the suit,
was ignored.
Columbia's ace director said that
Feb. 20, CoK in a letter to him, refused payment of the $100,000, and
denied he had any right to accept
payment unless he waived charges
of breach of. contract.
Capra also charged unlawful use of
his name in distributing pictures in
.

PAR'S 'ANGtt,' AFTER
RECUTS,

MAY GO

R. C.

THEN LONDON

with no buyers and the selling quotations less than

buying

figures to have spent
$4,500,000 oh putting up a
new Paramount theatre at Birmingham, which is set for opening Sept.
4.
Will be most ambitious of the
company's dozen houses in key
U. K. cities, with rOom for 3,000.
Part reason for the big outlay was
site costs, which involved Par to the
tune of over $2,000,000, Site is in
the very center of the city, a most
jealously guardad locaticin, formerly
.

occupied by a school.

Commute

To HVood; Wilkie West
111

attempts of

the future Bob Gilman, Parapublicity
and advertising
at the home office, plans spend-

mount

ing more time
studio plans

on the Coast close to
and production.
He
proposes splitting the year between
the two Coasts, about six months on
each end.
Al Wilkie, h.o, publicity manager,
^
left Monday (30) for
Hollywood for
a two weelcs' stay, mostly
vacation,
but will check into the studio departnient whUe west.
-

>

•

'

A's,

AFM

to effect the

unions,

and reject

wyn

the

letter

touch.'

MY-GIRl'S'

derstood George Browne, lATSE
prez, and Joseph N. Weber,
head, upon their return from the
AFL confab, will huddle with

AFM

NO

NAME CAST, WB

Ralph

IDEA

NOW

effected,

Kenneth Thomson,

Domestic B.O. Expectancy

From 'A.&M.' Rentals

DEPINET, BLUMBEKG

campaign

operations in film,

and other

Passe as

B way, So

Hollywood, Aug.

total
domestic rental return
$1,700,000 to $1,900,000 on 'Artists

cement

steel,

WARNER TO SPEND
MUCH TIME ON COAST

Harry M. Warner is settling on the
Coast and in future will spend majority of his time away from the
president's office in New York.
In addition to being more active
the studio, which is in chai'ge
of brother Jack, a v.p. of the company, Warner is said to prefer living
on the Coast near his daughter,
Doris, and son-in-law, the Mervya
at

LeRoys.

Trade Mark lieglstered

of

and

FOUNDED ny aiMic KTi-vrenMAN
rublUIted weekly by V.^IIIETY. Inc.
Sid Sllvcnnan. I'resldetit
1G4 Weat IGlh Streets New York City

make.

a four weeks' run through
at the Par, N. Y., the musical
grossed $169,000.
It is the second
picture to play the theatre a full
month, other having been 'Big
Broadcast,' which, with its strong
draught and including Armistice Day
in its four weeks' run, was $17,000
behind 'A. & M.' or $152,000 on the
month. Thi.s difference is scored in
spite of the fact that 'Broadcast' was
exhibited in October and November,
while 'A. & M.' had the off-seasonal

August

31.

WEST

terms 'iny official statement':
'The News assigned me to HollyNed Depinet, vice-president and
wood for a year to do a column. I
is
RKO,
for
chief of distribution
going to the Coast next week on have been here, four years. The
company business, to preview some News wanted me to return to do a
column.
I believe that
of the new product of his studio, Broadway
among which are 'Stage Door' and Broadway columns are as passe as
Therefore I have reNate Blum- Broadway.
'Music for Madame.'
They got me wrong. I love
berg,' general manager of RKO thea- signed.
Hollywood.
tres, will accompany Depinet.
'I
have no plans other than to
start
my broadcasting series for
TruQx in Colleger
Bromo-Seltzer over NBC Oct. C.
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Coto
switches
over
Truex
Ernest
Ed Sullivan goes to the Coast to
lumbia on a loanout deal with Samuel Goldwyn for a featured comedy replace Sidney Skolsky as Hollywood columnist of the N. Y. Daily
role in 'Freshman Follies.'
Picture is skeded to get the gun News effective Sept. 15. Instead of
Sept. 9 with Jimmy Durante. CJer- switching to Sullivan's Broadway
trude Niesen, Joan Perry and Wal- stint, Skolsky is understood to be
ter Connolly featured.
Al Rogell figuring on a' long vacation, although
(Continued on page 60)
will direct

oil,

Industries.

H. M.

auB!3caiP'noN

On

Columns As

extensive

is

studies now being made by DJ men
in viarious sections of country into

Based on how the picture is selling
and what it is doing on initial firstrun dates. Paramount is estimating a

August to contend with.
Another spot where- 'A. Sc M.' has
Sidney Skolsky, apprised of the already opened is the Par, Newark.
Twentieth-Fox has bought rights
It is playing this theatre four weeks,
to an Italian film, 'Daro un Milione' N, Y. Daily News' intention to have
Ed Sullivan, Broadway columnist the first time in history of the house
('I'll Give a Million').
Intends to use the story for re- on the News, swap spots with him. a picture had been held that far.
In picture's initial 35 engagements
had this to say in what 'the Mickey
make in Hollywood.
Mouse of newspapermen' broadly it is a holdover in all of them.
20.

Department did deny, however, reports that Congress would be asked
for legislation in January tightening
up anti-trust laws, but rumors persist Government next vfrinter will
begin its long anticipated trustbusting drive.

WB

studio stock roster.
paid $100,000
for the screen rights to this George

to

6 way

General

Basis for continued belief in im-

Screen Actors Guild executive sec- Models' which will top anything on
it< program this past season (1938(Continued on page 54)
37).
Picture cost around $1,000,000

20th's Italian Pic
Rome, Aug.

wrote Attorney

pending

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Plans are reported being discussed
at Warners for production of 'Boy
Meets
Girl'
established
without
names, cast to be drawn from the

ployees.

may be

he

Cummings congratulating latter tin.
nixing consent decree in oil case on
the West Coast. Justice officials refused to affirm or deny statement,
declaring that each case is handled
on its merits, but did not deny that
department was against acceptance
of agreements, to end prosecutions,
which could easily be evadei as soon
as heat was turned off.

.

business.

At present that threefold lineup is
in the proposal stage, but the
tops of the organizations involved
are constantly (if informally) discussing it and some specific and
definite action may take place at almost any time. While none of those
in the huddles will make any predictions as to when the alignment

offers of consent deci'ee

were , seen here last
week in publication by Representative John M, Coffee (Washington) of
stipulations/

and the lATSE,

Whitehead,
American
Federation of Actors top, to map
plans for a united drive to organize the nitery field.
With
that as the spearhead of the attack, idea would" be for a general get together of the three
show business unions in the immediate future on the vertical
idea as generally followed by the
CIO. Figured cementing of this
lineup would thwart any CIO
attempt to get a hold in show

31.

monopoly,

cases in the film industry to a finish,

Sam Goldwyn and

Chaplin-Fairbanks-Pickford Interests in United Artists.
'Seems,' said one of the producer's rival producers, 'as if
Sam has lost the famous^ Gold-

proposed alignment of the three

show business

Justice will fight future

Alex Korda to promote a bank^
roll big enough to bUy out the

CROWD OUT OTHERS

Skolsky Resigns

Paramount

head

for Reemploy-

starrer.

figures.

nearly

Gillham to

Also Entangled in

Immediate steps

Washington, Aug.

Indications that the Department of

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Latest Goldwyner, still in
the incipent grapevine stage,
concerns the Various thwarted

still

Paramount's 'Angel,' which has
gone back to the Coast for added
footage, will probably go into Radio
City Music Hall, N. Y., when ready.
Par had discussed a deal, also, with
Lon&DM, Aug. 31.
the Rivoli, but that is off because of
Adolph Zukor disembarked at prior bookings made by the Riv.
Cherbourg and went to Paris on ar- Originally set for national release
rival in Europe. He will visit Buda- Oct, 1, due to sending picture hack
pest, Prague, Vienna and Rome be- to the studio date has been postfore coming here on Sept. 12 to dis- poned to Oct. 29.
cuss the quota situation.
Considerable footage with Edward
Although denied by John Cecil Everett Horton which was cut out of
Graham, Par's local head, reports the print is to be replaced and the
persist regarding a big theatre deal
picture recut.
This decision was
with Paramount. Credence is lent to reached by N. Y, Par executives
denial by stock market quotations on
after looking at the Marlene Dietrich
Union Cinemas stock offered for sale

1ST,

AFM

Gold wyn*s Lost Touch

AFRA

Abbott hit.
Dick Purcell, Marie Wilson and
If and when the proposed alignment of the three inclusive show Mabel Todd are being tested for top
business unions (actors, musicians spots. So is Joan Blondell, just in
case.
and stagehands) is established, a
This was penciled in for Marion
number of smaller unions will probEngland, specifically in connection ably be crowded out of the picture. Davies' next Cosmopolitaner but that
with a picture titled 'If You Could Three principal groups are the As- looks chilled now as are Cosmo and
Only Cook,' with which, he said, he sociated Actors and Artistes of WB relations at the moment.
America, the American Federation
had no connection.
of Musicians and the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em- $1,700,000-$1,900,000

ZUKOR'S CONTINENTAL

TREK

Affiliate,

will probably be talcen as soon
as possible after the present
American Federation of Labor
convention in Atlantic City. Un-

interests.

private deal

dio

Four

Nathanson's

with

company

Midst of
Straightening Out the Ra-

biff

tained control of -Universal's distri-

tion

and Stage-

in

-4

announcement

that

otherwise

—

Campaign
ment

future.

This

hands

HARMON

VICE HART,

Annual
Sinerlo

Francis S. Harmon has superseded
Vincent G. Hart in charge of the
production code administration for
the Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors in New York. He was
brought on from the Coast to take
the post. Hart, formerly in charge,
remains with the department.
'

Harmon came

to

t\\e.

Hays

office

Match, jpining the production
code administration on the Coast under Joseph I. Brecn. He was previously general secretary of the International Y. M. C. A. and prior
to that had practiced law in Jacjcson,

last
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Fight

Screen Directors Holding Out For

It

•

4_

HoUj'wood, Aug,

KNOW HOW

31.

Guild threw
Directors
down the gauntlet to the producers
at its meeting Monday (30) night and
served an ultimatum that there will
Screen

Members

rectors, assistant directors

and unit

Producers had suggested

that directors have their own organization, apart from assistants and
ufiit managers, so that negotiations

•

could get under way.
Consensus of membership is to
keep organization intact. The producers* committee, headed by Darryl
Zanuck, Eddie Mannix and Jack
Warner,, was so told. Guild is rep-

FEELS
by

Pickete<)

Own

in Chorister Protest

Hollywood, Aug, 31,
Screen Actors' Guild headquarters
on the Sunset. Strip was picketed f or
two hours last Tuesday (24), by 15
SAG members after Metro had employed St Brendan's choir in preference to the Maxwell Choristers,
latter being Guilders.
Philip Maxwell, head of the choristers, advised Murray Kihnell, sit-

be no dissolution of membership into
two separate groups, and that collective action will be taken if the
sti^dio heads refuse to negotiate a
working agreement covering dimanagers.

Guild

Actors'

IT

ting in as SAG secretary, that the
choir was not obtaining sufficient
picture work to warrant their mem-

bership investment

row

novel.

Hope

to Coast for Par;

Will Continue Airing

NBC Out There

For

Bob Hope leaves for the Coast
next Monday (€) after his next
Woodbury program. Will fill out the
series from there,' with Shep Fields
remaining east and playing from
Claire Hazel drops out
this end.
after Sunday's show, going, on the
road with 'Brother Rat' She'll be
replaced by Patricia Wilder, the
original 'Honey Chile.'
Program washes up Oct. 3. Len-

FOR FIX STENOGS

stood

he'll

be spotted in

another

show out of Hollywood.
Comedian is under contract to
by Hawks, refuting the producers'
Renewed efforts of the C.I.O. Paramount and will report at the
Has been mencontention that the National Labor Bookkeepers, Stenographers and Ac- studio Sept. IS.
Relations. Board refused to negotiate countants union. Local 1$, to or- tioned for 'Money 'from Home,' a
with designing engineers for Chrys- ganize eligible workers in film com- Damon Runyon story^ and 'Strawler because they are highly paid cre- pany home offices is. causing con- hats
in the. Summertime,' farce

'

•

.

'

,

•

Producers hold diative artists.
rectors fall into the same category,
but are willing to negotiate with
them it partitioned off from assistants and unit managers, Brannen
declared NLRB recognized the engineers' right to collective bargaining, but refused to certify body as
an exclusive bargaining rep because
it did not represent the majority of
engineers. Producers' claim that the
directors are entitled to ho protec'
tion from NLRB, because they have
jurisdiction in- hiring and firing

^

'

wdrkers, drew

•

fire

cern and

,.

,

!

impression about summer stocks, with Charles
Ruggles.

is now being made, may
conceivably gain representation for
the union in filin ranks. Workers of
some companies approached before
are being further bombarded with
literature, handouts, etc., with people
from the Bookkeepers, Stenographers and Accountants union dispensing come-on pamphlets, cards,
etc., at entrances to offices.
This is the only C.I.O. affiliate
which has bothered the picture business so far.

from Brannen,

said, 'contract customarily gives
to directolrs no power to commit the
producing organization to any employment obligations. Contract gives
director neither power to engage nor
authority to discharge members of
cast or other employees in production unit. In practice, director may
exert substantial influence in selection of cast or designation of members of production unit, but this influence is exerted vicariously by
means of recommendation and suggestion and not as a matter of right
by any authority given him under
bis contract.'

Brannen said that even had the
Chrysler decision been adverse, it
would have lacked finality, as all
decisions of the NLRB are subject to
federal court review.

the

this

GLORIFYING MODERN
FRISCO IN BREEN PIC

more than

who

•

creating

C.I.O. labor outfit is determined to get a foothold in the
picture business.
The fact that some cases exist
where certain office help is known to
be somewhat dissatisfied over small
increases in pay or ihablUty to get

that

San Francisco, Aug. 31.
San Francisco's 'Fishermen's
will form the background fot

Wharf

Bobby Breen's next film according to
announcement by Louis R. Lurie,
San Francisco financier and theatriman, who discovered the 9-yearold warbler two- years ago, and
started him on his film and radio
cal

career.

The new

which

will bear
the title of its locale, will be propicture,

late in September by Sol Lespresident of Principal ProducInc.,
and will be released

duced
ser,

tions,

Sounds FamOiar, But

through RKO.
Approximately 600 staff members
and cast one of the largest companies ever to travel on location
from a Hollywood studio, will be
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Mel Shauer will produce a musical used in the picture, which is to
show with a desert background for record the story of modern San
It's

Paramount
.

Spdled Different

titled,

'Sheik to Sheik.'

Francisco, in contrast to Metro's pre-

Tentative cast inclijdes the Yacht earthquake
Club Boys, Ray Middleton, Shirley

Ben Blue, Akim Tamiroff,
Charles Butterworth and Rufe Davis,
with the scripting chore assigned to

'Frisco."

Owen and Grant

Gaynor Draws Franken

Garrett.

Novel as Next (or

S-I

INME DIRECTOR KEEPS

TWO

Hollywood, Aug.

24;

Trem Carr has two

pictures shootsimultaneously on location at
Lone Pine this week, both directed
by Joe Lewis.

ing

Films are 'Courage of the West'

'

Hollywood, Aug.

Par's ItaGan Import

GOING AT ONCE

After being on the Paramount
payrool for a year in Italy studying
voice and film technique, Isa Miranda, Italian star, sailed Thursday
(26) for

New York

31.

Next Janet Gaynor film at Selznick International will be 'Of Great
from the Rose Franken

Riches,'

novel.

George Cukor will direct

from Genoa and

McCarey Leaving Par

on

arrival in this country will go
direct to Hollywood for mpre school-

and 'Renegade Wranglers,' featuring ing.
Miss Miranda was signed a year
Bob Baker. Screen Actors Guild has
ago after tests by Italian cameramen.
ruled players must be paid double
Six months later Par's own camerachecks for appearing in

films

the

same day.

Tarzan Vs. Mayo

Sonja's

Own

Preview

tract.

.

is

currently in the real es-

tate biz in Beverly Hills.

Claire Trevor's 'Big Town'
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Claire Trevor steps into the femme
lead of 'Big Town Girl' at 20th-Fox,
Sol M. Wurtzel production with
Donald Woods and Alan Dinehart
opposite.

recovered from
kept her out of the cast
of 'Dangerously Yours.'
Actress

illness that

recently

,ning to resume
Marvin Stephens,
15 - year - old cameras.
actor, drew the assignment of the
recting.

tough kid.
He has beeh off the
screen since 1930, when he played

Mickey McGuire

in

Larry Darmour

productions.

WB

Hollywood, Aug.

31.

in color.

signal has been set for Oct. 18.

Under

Way

Hollywood, Aug,
Production

Hueing 'Scandal'

•Food for Scandal,' Mervyn LeRoy
production at Warners, will be made

Go

'Follies'

his career before the

of

'Goldwyn

31,

Follies'

got under way last week with an
operatic sequence featuring Helen
Jepson and Charles KuUman, both
of the Metropolitan opera, singing

from 'La Traviata.'
Film is being made in technicolor,
and Ben Hecht is .still working on
revamping of the script

arias

Come

lA-Pic Actors Guild

If

to Grips

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
indujstry is engaged in interstate
Fight. between Screen Actors Guild business.
SWG and Screen Playwrights, I>,c
and International Alliance, of Theatrical Stage Employes is in the mak- which now has contract with tirol!
ing as result of refusal of SAG to re- ducers, are both asking to be desigstate Jane Tallent, who was sus- nated as exclusive bargaining reprepended for six; months for acting sentative for screen writers under
as makeup artist at Paramount dur- collective bargaining clause of Wagner Labor Act.
ing the May studio strike,
Pat Casey, producer labor contact
lATSE asked the Guild to lift
suspension on ground that Miss Tal- is now in New York negotiating inlent had lATSE makeup card at formally with American Fedei'aticn
time, and additional fact that latter of Musicians on demand that sound
did
not
recognize; track libraries be abolished, and
organization
makeups and music used only for picture in which
strike of painters,
scenic artists.

SAG

Board

of directors

of orchestra was hired

to

produce

it

nixed request despite warning
Thomson, executive

Screen Actors Guild expects to
that decision might lead have all the eastern studios signed
tp Guild contracts within the next
to open warfare with lATSE.
First move of lATSE against SAG few werfcs. With the completion last
came when William Bioff vetoed week of a deal with Wilding, other
plans for an international working studios figured '\ikely to follow as a
agreement between lATSE, Ameri- matter of course, since Wilding reps
can Federation of Musicians and wore also acting unofficially for the
SAG. Bioff is Coast head of lATSE other indies in the east and midwest
Studios already signatured in the
representative
and
personal
of
President George E. Browne. AFM east include Paramount Warners,
and lATSE.have had close working Republic and Audio. AH contracts
agreement for 25 years. Tops had carry terms precisely like those with
proposed to extend this agreement to the Coast studios. Notable feature of
take in SAG and other units of new- the Wilding pact is that it contains
ly reorganized Associated Actors, and a clause covering interchangeability
New group of cards among members of the AsArtistes of America.
would have been known as Amuse- sociated Actors and Artistes o£
ment Federation.
America, parent group of the SAG.
announced
that
action
Bioff
of SAG Terms permit any player holding a
in Tallent case made it impossible for card froni any of the Four A's
LATSE to go through with original groups, including Equity, the Ameriplans, and plainly indicated that can
Federation
of
Actors,
the
lATSE would retaliate against SAG Anverican Federation of Radio Artfor
its
action
in
Tallent
case. ists, Chorus Equity or the American
ITATSE, most i>owerf ul union in film Guild of Musical Artists (amalgaindustry, will have backing of Studio mating this week with the Grand
Drivers Union, Opera Artists Association), to work
Transportation
AFM, and Dave Beck, Seattle labor without a transfer to the Guild or
leader, who recently started drive to
without paying the difference in
organize Los Angeles drivei's. .
dues. First time the interchangeAided on Union Shop
ability of cards has been actually
Tops in lATSE are said to have perinitted among Four A's groups,
been keenly disappointed at action except within certain limits between
of SAG, since it was through in- the SAG and Equity.
tercession of Browne and Bioff that
Kenneth Thomson, SAG executive
Guild was able to negotiate union secretary, was in New York over the
^op contracts with major and in« weekend, but devoted little time to
dependent studios.
Aubrey Blair, Guild affairs, being occupied with
business manager of SAG, and other the settlement of the scrap bietween
leaders publicly thanked lATSE for the AGMA and GOAAA, He left
aid, and stated contracts could not
for the Coast Monday night (30),
have been closed without support of
lATSE. Move to heal breach between two organizations is expected
when Thotnson and Blair return to
Former has been in New York
city.

Kenneth

of
secretary,

.

'

.

CLARA BOW'S H'WOOD

PUZA

CAFE BERTH

reorganization meetings
of AAAA, and Blair has been on
vacation in Canadian Rockies.
Hollywood, Aug. 3L
Next real fight to be faced by proClara Bow has passed up her reducers will be with Screen Directors
Guild.
Studios heads refused to ported film comeback for a fling in
negotiate working pact with direc- the .local nitery biz together with
Pair will
tors unless SDG was divided into her husband, Rex Bell,
two separate groups, one composed take over the Cine-Grill in the Holof directors and the other comprised lywood Plaza hotel and rename it
of unit managers and assistant direc- The Cafe.
Former Miss Bow has been in retors.
Producers adopted attitude that tirement for past three years on hus-

work

of directors

tive,

while unit managers and asdirectors
represented the

sistant

was

band Rex

entirely crea-

Bell's

Nevada

ranch.

'

business
management of studios.
Directors refused to accept sugges-

WB's

tion of producers' committee, headed
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Leo McCarey, who has been nego- by Darryl F. Zanuck of. 20th-Fox,
tiating with Paramount for release and notified studios they would inmen made a test to determine ad- from his contract expects to get sist upon recognition and working
agreement
vances in English and otherwise but away from the studio this week.
Negotiating committee of directors,
Director's last work -was ojn loanpostponed her importation until now.
out to Columbia where he made 'The •composed of Howard Hawks, Edward
Awful Truth,' starring Irene Dunne. Sutherland and John Ford, pointed
He may align with Col. on a con- out that directors, assistant mana-

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Print of 20th-Fox's 'Thin Ice' has
Eddie Mayo, still holding on to
been rushed east to be shipped to Coogan Barnstorming;
that 10-year contract he has as manOslo, Norway, in time for a showing
Grable Nuptials Dec. 19
ager of Glen (Tarzan) Morris is beof the film before Sonja Henie deing sued by the decathalon champ
Atlanta, Aug. 31..
parts Sept 22.
again, this time for $25,000.
ComJackie Coogan, hotfooting it beSkating star is due to start' around
plaint alleges similar charges to one
Oct. 1 on her next feature, 'Bread tween train and plane here Saturthrown but of .court by Judge Ken- Butter and
Rhythm,' which Roy Del day (28), revealed that he and Betty
ney a few weeks ago, but ups the Ruth will direct.
Grable would take their nuptial
damages from 10 to 25 G's,
vows Dec. 19. Erstwhile 'Kid' of
screen fame blew in from SpartanAmong the charges are that Mayo
15Year-Oldster'*
Comeback
burg, S, C, chartered a sky buggy
(a lightwheight) threatened Morris
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
and headed for. Birmingham to fill an
(a heavyweight) with bodily harm
New Jones family picture, 'Bor- engagement with his 'Hollywood orand used language unbecoming a
rowing.
Trouble,'
is
chestra,
in
work on the
gentleman in the presence of Sol
20th-Fox lot with Frank Strayer diCoogan also declared he was planLesser, Morris' producer.

Mayo

as Cause Celebre

attending

Ross,

Seena

Girl

1937

31.

Metro has handed thfr directing
chore on 'Benefits Forgot,' Civil War
drama, to Clarence Brown.
John W, Considine, Jr., will produce from the Hon ore Willsie Mor-

non & Mitchell agency has an option
on Hope, however, and it's under-

CIO CAMPAIGNING

by Howard Hawks, Edward
Sutherland and John Ford.
Barry Brannen, Directors Guild
attorney, presented an opinion read

resented'

Makeup

1,

'

Collective Bargaining, or Else

—

Over Again

Holly woo(}»,: A'ug»;

.

:

Wednesday, September

Clemens

Old

now

malting

whether

Home Week
in

for

Par Opus

Hollywood, Aug. 31,
Next. Martha Raye-Bob Burn? co-

Paramount will be 'The
Arkansas Travelers,' Harlan Thompson producing.
Scripters are to be assigned this
week.
starrer at

personal

investigation of film industry, with
special reference to duties of screen
writers. Walsh and Dr. Towne Nylander, regional director of National
Labor Relations Board, will spend
next two or three weeks building
up the case before starting formal
hearing.
Walsh plans to talk with writers,
producers and heads of picture companies. After the hearing he will go
into a huddle with Dr. Nylander to

determine

directs.

Burns

.Checking Up~On Biz
William Walsh, special attorney
sent here from Washington to conduct hearing on petition of Screen
Writers Guild for election of screen
writers to select a bargaining repreis

Expose

duction at Warners this week lagged
'Accidents Will Happen.'
Bryan Foy produces and William

agers were eligible for membership
only in junior division of SDG.
Directors also called attention of
producers to fact that each division
had submitted separate demands and
that no objection had been raised to
considering each separately.

sentative,

Ins.

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Original yarn scripted by George
Bricker around current insurance
rackets in Los Angeles goes into pro-

evidence

The

to Pichel

Hollywood, Aug,

31.

Film
10 with

is

skeded

to roll

around Sept

Herman Schlom

as a.ssociale

producer.

ON THE SCHNOZ
Hollywood, Aug.

war-

31,

Universal's 'Blonde Dynamilt" vifii
brought in on schedule by DJrec-lor
^1
Milton Carruth last wetk Hlia

NLRB

rants holding of election,
experts are sparing no time or expen.se
in building up ca.se in belief that the
writers' side may be u.sed a.s nulibnal
test of jurisdiction of board.
First
objective will be to show that film

Duke'

Irving Pichel will direct 'The Duke
Comes Back,' from Lucia n Gary s
Satevepost serial, at Republic.

shooting days.

William Gargan and Noah Etuy,

I

Jr.,

are featured.

a

September

tTednestlay,

1,

PICTURES
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FARMERS AND
Nication Ceremonies
WOl Rogers
Colorado Springs, Aug.

•

It

bration.

was

built

by Spencer

Colorado Springs sportslong a friend of Rogers.
As the vibraharp and chimes in
the singing tower of the shrine are
started for the first time by the
press of a button by Mrs. Penrose,
there will be a procession of nocowaviators,
tables statesmen,
boys, Indians and friends up the
switchback highway of the Cheyenne mountain. Leading the procession will be a saddled but ridercless horse, and as it approaches the
'memorial the chimes will, play
'Empty Saddles,' the tones drifting
from the mountain to the plains half
a mile below. Other western song
Penrose,

man and

;

FIGHT ON FOR

—

!

'

De

•

.

whose brief
dedicate' the shrine.
college,

eulogy

With the singing tower accompaniment, the cowboy quartet will
'Home on the Range' as the
•magnificent oversize bust of Rogers
is unveiled on its granite pedestal
With a smile
close by the tower.
hair
, twitching at his mouth and his
^partly over his right eye. Will Rogers looks off to the southwest, across
the plains that roll off into his native Oklahoma. This unveiling will
be' the privilege of three of Mrs.
Rogers' Oklahoma kinsmen: former
Senator W. M. Gulager of Muskogee, cousin; Gunter Lane, nephew,
who looks almost exactly like Will
Rogers, and Mrs. Lasca Luckett,
hiece, who has been hostess at the
shrine this summer. The bust was
done by Jo Davidson, who is also
making a bust of Rogers for the national statuary hall in Washington.
Immediately after the unveiling
Penrose will press a button that will
Ignite the Will Rogers Memorial
Light on the pinnacle of the tower.
.

,

light will be visible for 125 miles at night and will

The sodium vapor
.

burn perpetually.
Christening of the memorial will
be done by a full-blooded Osage,
Fred Lookout, son of Chief Lookout, of the Osage tribe in Oklahoma.
The Lookouts were cjose friends of
Rogers, who was proud of the In-

,

dian blood in his veins.
The climax to the solemn occasion will come as the Cowboy band
of Abilene, Texas, which made a
special trip from Mexico City to
the dedication, will
Rogers' patriotism by
playing 'The Star Spangled Banner.'
As the crowds stand in the midday
sun a squadron of airplanes circling
participate

in

emphasize

.

ACAD UNIFYING SOUND
44 PREVIEW SPOTS

.

are:

John

Aalberg, Elmer Raguso, John Hilliard, E. A. McClintock, K. F. Morgan, Gordon Sawyer, S. J. Twining,
S. Mitchell, Lawrence AichBarton Kreuzer, Ralph Townsend and William Thayer. Hilliard
is chairman.

Gordon
oltz.

'real

didn't have some
for him
old-fashioned ropin'

why they

.

'

when he came back the following
year.
Rogers, was killed in ati
Alaskan plane crash but citizens here
went ahead with the rodeo, and in
cowboy-humorist
honor
the
of
nanied it the 'Will Rogers Memorial
Rodeo.'
It
will be held Sept. 3-5 undai
sponsorship of the Vinita American
Lotion post. The old settlers' convention is ona of the chief features.
Oane Aulray, singing cowboy
ac'ior, is scheduled to appear at tho

a 10tour in
Oct. 14 in

U

Signs Nitery Tenor
New Orleans, Aug. 31.

Gordon

lyric

Miller,

tenor

now

appearing at the Roosevelt here, was
signed to a film contract Saturday
(28) by William Pierce, executive
assistant to Charles R. Rogers, president of Universal, after conference

LEAVING GINGER ALONE
Calgary, Aug. 3.
Ginger Rogers, spending a holiday
at Banjfif. Canada, is having the se-

tion of money. Merchanls who have
crowds at the moun- carried bills for years are beginning
tain resort admire the film star from to get their money.
They note that
a respectful distance.
with the turn in crop conditions and

Canadian

consider advisability of
building a museum near Claremore,
aKhough President Roosevelt vetoed
a $500,000 appropriation, for Federal

meeting

A

O'.clahoma City,
u 2- "1Con. Roy lIoiTman, chairm?.ii (.;'
tK\ O'clnhoTia Will Rogers Com.ni.^sioti,
plans to tall a Commisiipn

to

parlicipalion.
•Mr. Roosevelt's Implied suggestion
of a crippled children's home is im-

commenled Gon. Hoffman,
would not want to have to ask the

proclical,'

keep up

a

memorial

it

had

I
already given ?)200,000 to build.
memorial as
the
building
iavjr
i

'inally

planned and c,\3cct

to re-

ceive a .deed siiorlly from Mrs.
Iljyera for the sile.noar Claremore.'

mount's

Hollywood

is

As a

2411.

mon

result scribbler gets
of calls from sleepyeyed extras who can't dial
right, ^sking hini if he is Paramount. After months of it he's
tearing out the three remaining
strands of his hair.
Friends sensing a nervous
breakdown have urged him to
change his number.
.

*

do:;ens

'Why should
'let

I?',

the high prevailing prices for beef,
hogs, etc., the farmers are also replacing worn-out equipmont and do
ing other buying.
All this in turn makes it possible
for the theatre operator to provide
more and bettor amusement, fi:c up
his own properties and gamble more
than he has dared in many years,
The fact picture product looks much
better this year is aL-j cncouragin.c;.
In addition to two new h'His'Js in

stock.

.

Planning to

sell 600,000 shares to
public at $2.50 per share, of
which the company will get $2, and
with 425,000 shares reserved for options
at
progressively increasing
prices running from $3 to $7 per
share, company will net anywhere
from $1,200,000 up, depending upon
when options are exercised, it was

the

shown.

countered

the last of the rugged individualists,

(26)

with

the Securities and Exchange Commission, covering a. proposed 1,025,000-share issue of $i par value com-

The new Ambassador, formed May

Paramount change

3 last, by a merger of Ambassador
Pictures, Conn Pictures, Melody Pictures and Conn Studios, will continue to operate as in the past by
issuing pictures to distributors under
five-year franchise contracts on a

theirs.'

FARMERS YEN

percentage basis.

Maurice

WESTERN PIX
Minneapolis, Aug.

31.

The big crops are booming the

Conn, president,
also
act as general manager under
five-year contract dated August
14,' witli. salary for first year of $25,000 and for subsequent years to be
fixed by agreement.
He is shown
to be owner of all presently outstanding stock, 151,000 shares, and
will be one of the underwriters lor
the new issue.
will

a

market for westerns in this territory.
Bountiful yields and comparatively
Robert W. Morris will serve as
high prices spell prosperity and increased buying power for farmers treasurer under a contract similar
and they and their families and to Conn's, with first year salary fixed
farm hands are starting, to flock to at $12,500.
Costs of operation of the comthe theatres in the small towns, but
they demand westerns or action pic- pany for the next year are estimated
tures.

Society and sex dpamas, in parare nix with this element.
The farmers give the musicals a
slight tumble, but even the girl
shows don't begin to supplant their,
the cowboy dramas.
first love
As a result, local film exchanges
are selling all the westerns they can
get their hands on and report the
demand for this type of picture is
the biggest in history.
ticular,

'

—

Agricultural Upswing:

In all the agricultural states, after
several brutal years, encouragement
Throughout the grain
runs high.
belt the best crops in many years
are coming through, while in the
south this year will see the biggest
cotton yield in history. The upper
Mississippi valley states such as. Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, and Missouri are all celebrating big wheat
and corn crops. The state of Kansas this year will produce more
wheat at good prices than ever before in its history, while in that region, also, as well as in the south,
the outlook for corn this fall is unusually bright. The northwest, also,
In the
is reaping a record harvest.
southern states not only is cptton
production running to new highs but
corn and other products are also
claimed to be particularly encouragThrough all of these states the
ing.
theatre is importantly dependent on
crops and livestock.
Drought and the high cost of feed
in recent years has greatly diminished grain as well as livestock sup
ply, this being reflected in current
Due to the improvement in
prices.
and lack of drought
conditions
throughout the entire midwest and
south, farmers are aiding in circula-

clusion she craves.

Slate to

Cbr^morc Memorirl

levels.

opens

(.and possibly longer)

'Antony and Cleopatra'
Rochester, with a Broadway run to
Doesn't expect to be availfollow.
able for pix before April, though
Cukor recently notified her he
would be doing another film before
Anythe Margaret Mitchell yarn.
way, she says, she's heard so much
about 'Gone' she's tired of it.

"I

Talk

new seats, new wiring, etc.
that conditions, especially in
badly' stricken areas, look so
promising for the first time in close
to 10 years, the operators are taking a chance on putting their properties into order.
the

sa\^or Pictures, Inc., Thursday
in a registration statement filed

studios had low telephone numbers to make dialing easier,
wangled a Hollywood 3411 out
Paraof the phone company.

repairs,

Now

depth

Bankhead

Tallulah

week

Washington, Aug, 31.
Plans for production of 36 pictures
during 1937-3a season at a cost of
$1,100,000 were revealed by Ambas-

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Author, spotting that all the

hundreds throughout the country
that have had little maintenance
since 1929 and are in dire need of

Now

.

asked

Bumper crops and higher prices on
livestock as well as other produce
makes the outlook for business so
much, better this fall and winter that
theatres are also being reconditioned,
redecorated and repaired. There are

In the entire midwest as well as
the south, and to a lesser extent
New England and the far west, farrners and smaller business men have
It's Official
been in such bad shape that theatres
have been afraid to spend any
money, to take chances on reHollywood, Aug. 31.
Tallulah Bankhead has been def- opening daritened houses, or go in
initely set to play Scarlett O'Hara in for any building. Efforts were made
Selznick International's 'Gone With to increase admissions during the
past year in some localities with disthe Wind.'
Player was extensively tested for astrous results simply because people
the part by George Cukor while she couldn't stand the extra tariffs. In
was playing in 'Reflected Glory' on those instances, .admissions quickly
went back to the old depressionBroadway last winter.

by telephone. Miller will remain in
night spot until- Al Donahue's band
di)5 and drop flowers—
he'll leave
from Rogers' friends of the closes in month. Then
for Coast to join 'Mad About Music'
air.
Durbin.
Deanna
opoosite
memorial
NBC will broadcast the
Pierce heard him sing Friday
services from the Shrine of the Sun
night and contract followed.
over their nets.
Vinita, Okla., Aug. 31.
Will Rogers attended the old
convention here in 1934 he

Construction
of Farmers'

has stimulated building in some sections and very probably will mean
increased admissions during the coming season,
:

tribute

When

New

Result

-

members

H wood Pix Withdraws

and

BEST SINCE

above will

settlers'

Some
as

Committee

SEC;

Rugged-Ragged
Face-Lifting of Theatres

Hollywood, Aug, 31.
Bumper Crppsi, Bullish
Big scene showing part of the
Battle of New Orleans in Cecil B.
Livestock Markets, Etc.
De Mille's 'The Buccaneer' was
started last Friday (27) at Catalina
with more than 3,000 persons tak1929
ing part and 60 pieces of artillery
booming all over the place. Battle
was continued through Saturday
and Sunday.
A vastly improved agricultural
De Mille, having completed all the and livestock condition throughout
arrangements, did not stay .for the the country, making this year look
battle but left his assistant, William the best since 1929 for the farmer
H. Pine, to direct operations.
ai>d his market, is encouraging theatre operators to reopen houses that
have been closed for many years. It

IN

Files with

C. B.

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Research council of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
has submitted recommendations for
adjustment
of
Standardizing -the
sound equipment in 44 theatres used
major studios for previews.
will by
William Koenig heads the council.

•sing

Maurice Conn s Ambassador Pics
E BLDC.

Mille IJses 3,000 Men, 60 Field
Pieces Jn Battle Sceine

Rogers will be sung by
ithe NBC quartet, 'Men of the West,'
who will finish with 'Old Faithful'.
U. S. Senator Edwin C. Johnson
of Colorado will introduce Thurston
Davies, president of Colorado
J.
"favorites of

BENEFIT

B. 0.

|f n[[|

Shrine of the Sun

31.

Dedication of the Will Rogers
•Shrine of the Sun will take place
Labor Day (6) at 11 a.m. at the site
of the shrine on Cheyenne MounThe dedication will culmitain.
nate two days and open a third day
of the Will Rogers rodeo and cele-

All Set For

VARIETY

in the statement at $1,675,000, including, in addition to the $1,100,000
for
production, $100,000 for distribution and overhead, $50,000 for
advertising, and
sales
promotion,
$25,000 for purchase of release prints,
and $175,000 for payment of deferred
liabilities.

Ewart

C. B.

named

is

Co., Inc.,

of stock, contingent
in selling the issue.

Conn
000

'VERY irrrLE cash' in

&

New

is

upon

its succes,<i

an option on 150,and Morris on 25,000

to get

shares

&

both for services; Marks
Corp., which assisted in the financing of the company, 25,000 shares; Hays, Podell
Sherman, counsel, 37,500 shares, and
Harold A. Lerman, attorney, 12,500
shares, with 50,000 shares reserved
for options to employees, dealers and
distributors.
The optioned stock will be available at $3 per share up 'to Oct, 1«
1938, increasing in price at rate of
|1 per year thereafter to a maxiof $7 during year ending Oct.
1, 1942.
shares,

HARLOW'S 41G ESTATE

York,

principal underwi'iter

as

and given options on 125,000 shares

Malcolm Trading

&

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Net estate left by Jisan Harlow
aggregates around $41,000, according
to figures

presented before Superior

Judge Kincaid in probate court,
Mrs. Marino Bello, mother of the

among the assets three
automobiles, 'very little cash,' some
furs, jewelry, clothing and furniture.
player, listed

2

Killed

When

mum

H'wood

Cantor's

'Magic Carpet' Collapses
Hollywood, Aug.

31.

F. P.

Backs Out

Withdrawal of Hollywood Famous
Pictures registration statement wa."*
requested, by company of SEC Thursday, reason for planned abandonment of issue not made public. No

intimation' given whether suspension
Philo Goodfriend, 47, and Harry of issue will be temporary or permaHarsha, 36, 20th-Fox property men, nent.
were killed last Friday (27) when
iRegistratioh statement filed Sept.
the magic carpet constructed for the 3, 1936, called for issuance of 50,000
Eddie Cantor picture, 'Ali Baba shares participating preferred and
'

Goes

Town,' collapsed and

td

them.
J. D.

fell

on

similar volume common stock, both
of $1 par, to be used in units of two
shares preferred and one common af

Bowman and

Nick De Conner, also prop men, were seriously
injured. Accident was declared due
to the breaking of a faulty guy wire
concealed in the set. Accident will
delay the completion of the picture

per unit, remaining 25,00(r
shares of common to go to promolera
of the company.
Registration was made provision-

$2.50

effective Oct. 14, last, under
notice of deficiency on which heavNothin.g
ing was held October 29.
further transpired until July 23,
ally

a couple of days.

when company requested withdrawal

East of All the Shootin

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Paramount will give the starimg
gun to 'East of Shanghai' around the
middle of Ssptsm'ocr, with John
Howard, Charles Bicklord and Anthony Quinn set for featured roles iti
Little Rock, Arl:.. and onr; in Jack- support of Anna May Wong.
Script is being written by Glady?
which nro uncU:r conMi.ss.,
and Garnett Weston, and
strui'tion. Pararn-iuiU is layint; plans Unger
George Archainbaud will direct.
(Continued on page 55)

of statement, last week's request being second effort to get away from

.

.

•

'

•

'

SEC.
Postponement of effective date of
its rc.c{istration of Aug. 9, coverin.ii
407,000 shares of $1 par common
stock, wijs asked of the SEC Thursday (2G) by Cinccolor, Inc. Reason
for the request was not disclosed, but
understood to be to give the company time to furnish necessary ini.s

forn^ation not yet filed.

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

Wedneedaj, September

1, 3.937

40)— 'Blonde Trouble'

(Par). Not so
hot at $3,500. Last wieek 'No Man
Her Own' (Par) was fair at $4,000.

L A. Trade Breaks, Tourists Shuffle

of

Denver (Fox)
'Thin

Sock biz

Home;
Fire

22G,Breen

Los Angeles, Aug. 31.
Biz oft generally this week, probably partly due to a streak of hot
•weather and tourists starting to trek
'Souls at Sea' at Paraeastward.
mount is town's solo leadef, with
'Stella Dallas' continuing to pile up
substantial takes at the day-date

Warner

Ma

Off,

'Love Under Fire'
so slim $22,000

on,

Strong

'Broadway Melody

— 'High,

Wide and Hand-

prising even thie most optimistic.
Pak-amount (Fox) (2,000; 25-40)—
'One Mile From Heaven' (20th) and

is to be a break for quite a
it is expected to be around the
second week in September, State
week.
Fair
Estimates for This- Week
10-15)—
(1,200;
Liberty (LTC)
'

'Riders of Dawn* (GN) and 'Westbound Limited' (U) split with 'Blazing Barriers (Mono) and 'Rose of
Rancho' (Par). Will wind up with

'Armored Car'

and 'Fight to the Finish' (Col) closed
the wpek; take was around $2,500.

—

—

Alps'

(MG)

dull $800.

considerably exceeding ex-

'$15,000,

pectations.

Four Star (Fox^

—

1.65)

'Firefly*

(900; 55-83-1.10-

(4th week).

Still

playing to profitable biz and should
good for at least another four
weeks. Third stanza brought satisfactory $6,800, oke considering strong
counter attractions and heat.

.be

Hollywood (WB)
65)

—

(2,756; 30-40-55'Stella Dallas' (UA) and 'Tal-

ent Scout* (WB), dual (2nd w^ek).
Holdover on 'Dallas' looks like another $8,500 in the coffers, on top
of nifty $14,000 garnered on initial
"week
Pantages (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)—

•Make a Wish' (RKO) and 'Flight
From Glory' (RKO), dual. Bobby
Breen pic isn't meaning much for
:

the- boulevard crowd, so it looks like
only $5,000 for the nine days,, with

THIN ICE' SOCK

DENVER

'Horizon on

sical,

on

moveover,

strength at $5,000.
.

Dominant Sex' (AD)

finished with
a poor take.
'Star is Born' (UA) may swing into,
the smash class, but biz to date has
not been sensational an^ this week
should tell the tale. "Met Him in
Paris' (Par), and 'Woman Chases
Men' (UA) came in at the weekend'Lost Horizon'
and may develop.

Indianapolis, Aug. 31.

Eddy Duchin and

his brch,

cou-

pled with 'Confession' at the vaudfilm Lyric, is dynamiting his way to

a new all-time house record on the
strength of the first three days, all
of which ran ahead of any previous

Minneapolis, Aug. 31.
times are on deck currently
blistering heat can't keen
'em away frdm Kudy VaUee or 'Thin
Ice," and both the Orpheimi
and
.*Iinnesota are in the money.
Indications point to a total take of more
than $30,000 for these two houses
alone. And considering that Vallee
is only in for five, days, that won't
be

Boom

.

Even the

(Col) and 'Rainbow on River' (RKO)
fold after nine Weeks. Metro's 'Man
in Possession' started well and should

cop

half bad.

customer squawks. It's Vallee's first
time here, although he played a St.
Paul engagement last winter. 'Marriage Before Breakfast* is his screen
adjunct
Although 'Thin Ice' came in cold

11.

Infantile paralysis outbreak is still
[lurting trade in the city and nabe
territory. Managers are hopeful the
outbreak will be curbed soon, allowing a biz pickup.

,

at the 11th hour, it is pulling highly
profitable biz to the Minnesota.

.

News'

Estinuitcs for. This Week
Aster (Publix-Singer) (900; 15-25)
at Olympics' (20th) split
with
'Sing
and Be Halppy' (20th) (2d
Million* (Fox), 'Wintersef (RKO),
'Men Are Not Gods' (UA), 'Plough runs) and last three days dual first
and the Stars' (RKO),. 'Time Out for runs 'Big Shot* (RKO) and 'Devil's
Romance' (Fox) and 'Big Fella' Saddle Legion' (WB). Pretty good
$1,400 indicated.
Last week, 'Go(G-B).
Getter' (WB) (2d run) split with
dual first runs, 'Man in Blue' (U)
arid 'Public Wedding'
(WB) fair

(Fox), .'Met

Him

in

is

(Par),
in

Paris'

After Thin Man' (Metro),

— Chan

'Girl

figures.
Five shows were played
Friday and Sunday, while six were
run Saturday for the first time in
the history of the house.
Loew's, with 'Dead End' heading
a dual bill, and the Circle with
'Souls at Sea' topping another twin
bill, are running about even, with
good grosses.
The Apollo is the
Baltimore, Aug. 31.
only first run in trouble, and its
Rather unexciting here this week,
double bill of 'Borneo' and "Hot
with
weathfer
and
sb-so product the
Water' is deep in the red.
reasons.
Setting the pace is the
Estimates for This Week
combo
Hippodrome
with 'Make a
Apollo (Fourth Ave) (1,100; 2540) 'Borneo'
'Jones Wish' (RKO) and a vaude lineup to
(20th)
and
Family in Hot Water' (20th). For- satisfactory $11,500, Second week of
mer pic plugged heavily, but results 'Artists and Models' (Par) is holdnot forthcoming; $2,200, very poor.
Last
week dual of 'Wild and ing up at the Stanley in fairly Solid
Woolly'
(20th)
and. 'Mjle From style to $6,000.
Heaven' (20th) was just over the
Estimstes for This Week

-WISH'

Century

(Monarch)

(2,800;

25-40)—

Minnesota (Publix-Singer) (4,200;
25-35-55)—'Thin Ice' (20th). Powers
and Henie bringing' 'em in. Younger
element in particular flocking. Fine
$11,000 likely.
Last week, 'Artists
and Models' (Par), very big, $13,000.

Orpheum

Pop Run,

Wow

$16,500;

.

good, $3,200.

not more than $5,600.
Hippodrome (Rappaport)

Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Imitation of Life* (U). Third week for
revival, which has played about a

(2,200;

—

15-25-35-40-55-66)
'Make a Wish'
(RKO) and vaude. Setting town's dozen other loop engagements and
pace with $11,500. Last week. 'It's all nabe bouses; really remarkable
AU Yours' (Col) plus anniversary showing, with good $600 in prospect
stage show wowed matters to tune Last week, $700.
of $14,600.
Keith's (Schanberger)

—World
'King

very

much

(WB)

MONTREAL UKES 'CANT
TO TUNE OF BIG $9,000

15-25-35-4055)—'Artists and Models' (Par) (2d
wk). Holding up. ^olidly to good
$6,000, after town-leading first session of $15,000.
(3,450;

GOOD AT $14,000,
BUT CINCY BIZ SPOTTY

'LOVE'

Aug. 31.
'Love Uridsr

Cincinnati.

This- week's topi>er is
Fire,' ticketed for
$14,000 at the
Albee.
Palace has a miss-out in
'Make a Wish,' which is s'.ruaslinc
for $8,500. 'Mr. Dodd Takes thVAif'
has Keith's in the black with $5 500.
'Wild Money' is a ho-dicer for $3 500
at the Lyric.

Estimates for This

Albee (RKO)

Week

Orpheum.

JOE

BROWN'S $2,800
STRONG IN LINCOLN

E.

Lincoln, Aug. 31.
Lincoln's two ace houses are corralling nearly -all the biz currently.
'Good Earth' is off to a sock start at
the Stuart, and the Lincoln also looks
Joe
v/?.U set with 'Riding on Air.'
E. Erowh's name, always a big b.o.
a'.Li'action- here, aids the latter imir

p

"

-7ely.

1 no

sign of a truce in the new.<;-..s-theatre war, and. it' looks as

tb'-ii^'h

white

nobody's goirtg to
flag, for quite some

wave
time.

thfe
If

Montreal, Aug. 31.
Capitol will top the town on 'You
Can't Have Everything.' If it holds
up, it should gross around $9,000.
Repeat of 'Good Earth' at the Palacp
should be the runner-upper.
Estimates for This Week

.

Another outstanding bill, from the
standpoint of bringing them in, is
'San Quentin' and 'Love Under Fire'
at' the Fox.
Estimates for This Week

tive $6,000.

Paramount (F-WC)

(2.740:

35-55-

75)r-'Bi'oadway Melody' (MGM) and
'She's No Lady'
(Par) (2d wk).

Keith's (Libson) (1.500: 25- O^—
'Mr. Dodd Takes Air' (WB).
l-V-A
Ditto last week on "S n
$5,500.
.

Quentin' (FN).
Lyric
(RKO)

(2,700;

50)— '(3ood

Loew's (M.T.Co.) (3,200; 40)— 'MidMadonna' (WB) and 'North of
Nome' (WB). Should be average
f;3.500.
Last week 'Ever Since Eve'
(WB) and 'White Bondat-e' iWB)
f?=r f53,000.

^Princess (CT)

3.-)-1>—

Money' (Par).' Poor f^^H)'),
Same last week ort 'As Go d' As

'Wild.

Married' (U).

(2,300;

50)— 'Toast

York' (RKO) and 'On Aga)n,
Ol' A«ain' (RKO). Good houses at
wc£':-end point to neat $6,000. Last
'Exclusive'' (Par) and "Smg
wes'.;

of

Be

end

Happy'

(20th),

good

at

;:5.500.

Or heum (Ind) (1.400; 34)— 'Sing
As We Go' (Brit) and 'Where There s
V7!ir

(Bf-'t)

(2nd week).

Expect.

M.5C0, good after nice $2,000 on
"Pn ng week.
s
Chienla'de Paris (France-Film)
1600; 50)— 'Nitchevo', and .'Le MaImasinaire.' New pix after H1: de
on
V ecks Of -Cesar' brou.'^ht 'em in
'.•8 \ves':-end, and $2,000, very good.
'

(F-WC) (5,000;. 35-55-75)— Hiefty iSlS.Ono in the bag after bangPclace
<RKO) (2.600; 35(WB) and "Love Un- up first week of $24,000.
'Make a Wish' (RKO). Soiir i-'.'OX
der Fire' ,(20th).
Both attractions
St. Francis (F-WC). (1,470; 35-55-„ Last week 'Broadway
Melody'
""G
given equal billing and great $19,000 75)— 'Good. Earth' (4lh wk). Far hit the high
mark in a year bv '.;)';- i;'',on"d iresult. Last week of "Cc'^iir
in ^ight.
Last week, .Artists and from sterile. 'Good Earth' will yield
-cd $1,000, good,
-^^
Models' (Par) and 'Case of Stutter- an amazing $7,000, Lasfweek plenty ins up $21,000.
34)
•2)—
Shuberi
(RKO)
(2.150;
35Sf. Denis (France-Film) (2.300:
ing Bishop; (WB> (2d wk) did oke productive at $8,500.
— 'Grant!'
Amour de Beethoven' im"
$12,000.
Wnrneld fF-WC) (2,680; 35-55)— 'Good Earth' (MG). He^d ove Ijr
HouijC
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55) 'Souls at Sea' (Par) and 'Blonde four days in. fourth w.ee',;. Ta c on •Mon Cousin de Marseille.'
"uopt picking up, and may gross fii.my—'Big Shot' (RKO) and Gene Autry Trouble' (Par). Strong star value first half tame at $2,000.
Last week hoi
'ood, ciirrently.
oh stage.
Biz looks satisfactory means fine $19,000. Last week 'They Horizon' (Col) opened Tuesday (.31
oi)
.gross
d.)wn
'Earth' fetched
enough, considering the absence of Won't Foreef -(WB) and 'Marry the for a run.
f
pulled
v.'calher
draw names.
No complaints- at' Girl' (WB) did a disappointing $4,000 on fourth week. Pull on 25- •Police Mondaine' and 'M, Besjomiit
I^ast week "Border Cafe' $13,500.
$16,500.
day run was. .$22,500,
lo $2,500, fair.
Fox

'San.

.

^i5.500.

;i

(1,400:

(CT)

Palace

FollowEarth' (MG)' (2nd week).
ing a very good $7,500, expects to
gross another fine $6,000.
Cupitol (CT) (2,700; 50)— 'Cant
Have Everything' (20th) and 'Think
Has all the
Fa.st, Mr. Moto' (20th).
fans worked up and is heading for
an excellent $9,000. Last week h.o.
of -Wee Willie Winkie' (20th) nice

night

35-42)— 'Love
Under Fire' (20th). Good. $1'1.000.
Last week 'Confession' (WB), $3:500,
(3,300;

Franci.sco,

top everything else that has
played this house, with an expected
gross of $16,500.
Last week 'Happened in Hollywood' (Col) and 'Dangerous Adventure' (Col) did nega-

(350; 25-35-40-55)

at $3,500.

Horizon,'

attracting a different class of people,
of whom are new to the

(Steffes)

(GB>.
Solomon's Mines'
Well liked, but lack of b.o. names a
detriment. Will do well to top light
$1,200.
Last week, 'Dreaming Lipsf
(UA), light, $1,000.

15-

(2.500;

25-35-40-55-66)— 'They Won't Forget'
(WB) opens tonight (Tues). Last
week, *DOdd Takes Air' (WB) not

engagement

many

(2,890;

Crowds

mense

(RKO) and Sybil Jason in person awful.
Aug. 31.
Family (RKO) (1.000; lli-'S)—
which is playing its got the same figure.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440: 35-55)— 'Bad Whispers' (Ind) and 'You C-.in"t
at pop prices at the
'Lost Horizon'
(Col).
Plenty, of Buy Luck' (RKQ), solit,
Pr- a'
Hollywood week for likely $8,700. Orpheum theatre, will give this business for pic. playing
its first en
$2,100.
Same last week for C- /id
Last- week, 'Topper' (MG) and 'Behouse the best week it has had in gagement here at pop prices. Mati- Flow' (U) and 'Criminals ol Air'
tween Two Women' (MG), very good
nees surprisingly good. Will just (Col),
many
a
year.
Picture
seems
be
to
split.
$8,000.
about
San

'Lo.st

first

Vallee.

five

.

—

(MG) and Rudy

storming doors to. lamp Vallee in
person on first visit to Minneapolis.
Almost constant hold-outs and house
records smashed opening days. For

(MG)

Stanley

.

(Publix-Singer)

35-50r60)—'Marriage Before Breakfast'

days should skyrocket to imLast week, 'Road
$18,000.
Back' (U). light, $4,500,
Stale (Publix-Singer) (2,300; 35Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 1540)—'Wild Money* (Par) and 'Stut*
25-35-40-55)-'Knight Without
tering Bishop* (FN). Doing surprisf
Armor' (UA) and Disney car^toon ingly well; heading for big $4,50Q.
feature. Getting fair play to $7,500. Last week, 'Super Sleuth' (RKd)
Last week, "They Gave Him Gun' and 'Born Reckless' (20th), pretty

—

Sydney, Aug. 11.
Biz is very bad right now. Maybe,
with the school holidays soon» it'll
swing to a higher tempo.
'Shall We Dance?'
(RKO) got
plenty on the first week, but the
second stanza, saw a decided drop
and the pic comes off on the third.
'Good Earth' (MG) is very solid in
a small-capacity house, but 'The

(1,600;

ing on all cylinders.
Profitable
$4,000 looms. Last week, 'Ever Since
Eve' (FN), fairly good, $4,200.

$11

New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15-25-3040-55)—'Love Under Fire' (20th);
Opened last Wed. (25) and. with
AUSSIE BIZ VERY POOR
panning by local crix, not indicating more than $2,600.
'Thin Ice'
Melbourne Epidemic Hurts Sydney (20th) opening during the week.
Just Asleep

(Publixr Singer)

25^35-85)—'Artists and Models' (Par)
(2d week). Hit wonderful pace at
Minnesota last week and still travel-

—

Circle

'

$1,100.

BALTCS

BEST AT

'Souls at Sea'
(Par) and 'Blonde
Trouble' (Par), double. Doing very
well at $7,500. Last week, 'Toast of

<

House records were smashed at the
Vallee on the openinff
days, Friday and Saturday. Admission was upped. but there were no

Orpheum by

biz.

Current lineup has "Love

'Quentin and 'Love' 19G, Frisco

Two

Wilshire (Fox) (2,296; 30-40-55-65)
'Broadway' Melody'
(MG) and
"Moto* (20th), dual. Doing about as
good as could be expected on moveever after strong downtown and

$11000, Hpls. Booming

~

showing okay

Last week, 'Top-

(MG) and 'Between
Women' (MG), fair $3,900.

Indianapolis Record

.

—

per'

Looks Likely $14,500,

New York' (RKO) on twin with 'Big
Shot'
(RKO) finished to $7,100,
Denver, Aug. 31.
good.
•Thin Ice* is topping the town at
Loew's (Loew's) (2.400; 25-40)—
the .Denver, packing them in day 'Dead End' (UA) dualled with 'Can't
after day. Goes to the Aladdin for Last Forever' (Col). Sock draw at
Last week, 'Good Earth'
further run. 'Broadway Melody* is. $7,500.
(MG) even better at $8,500.
being held five extra days at the
Lyric (Olson) (2,000: 25-30-40)—
Orpheum because of crowds.
'Confession' (WB) and Eddy Duchin.
Extra shows every day and stanEsdniates for This Week
dees; both stage and film helping
Aladdin (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)—'Lost toward all-time record of $14,500.
Horizon' (Col), following a week at Last week, 'Love Under Fire (20th)
the Denver. Big biz at $5,000. Last and vaude strong at $11,000.

—

Fme

Ice

Melbourne, Aug.

Dachin-Xonfession'

borderline at $3,500.

$18,000,

pic being held extra two days to
permit opening of 'Life of Party' on
Thursday. Last week, 'Riding On
Air' (RKO) and 'Night Key' (U),
disappointing at $4,400.
Faramoant (Partmar) (3,595; 30week 'Love .Under Fire* (20th) did
40-55)
'Souls at Sea* (Par) and
stage show.
Got away to smash around average at $3,000, after a
start and should have no trouble week at the Denver.
'hitting excellent $23,000. Holds. Last
Broadway (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)—
week, 'Artists and Models' (Par)
'Platinum Blonde* (Col) and 'Dan(2nd), finished to big $16,300.
Pulled
(2,950; 30-40-55)
'Make a gerous Adventure* (Col).
Wish'
(RKO) and 'Flight from after three days, and 'Love Under
Glory*
(RKO), dual. Downtown Fire'
stuck in to finish week. Will
patrons giving Breen opus a little
better play than at Pantages, but go to $3,000 all together, splendid,
weak at $5,400 on nine days. Last considering 'Love' had already
week, 'Riding On Air' (RKO), and played the Denver and thie Aladdin.
'Ni^?ht Key' (U), showed strength at Last week 'You Can't Have Everything' (20th) did $2,500, good since
$6,600.
State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-55- the film had played both the Denver
75)—'Love Under Fire' (20th) and and Aladdin.
'Wild and Woolly' (20th), dual. Biz
I>enhftm (Cockrill) a,500; 25-35about on par with its day-dater (Chinese) for just fair $11,000. Last week,
'Broadway Melody' (MG) and 'Mr.
M.oto' (20th), bettered expectations
by few hundred for sweet $20,000.
United Artists (Fox-UA) (2.100;
30-C.0-55)—'Broadway Melody' (MG)
and 'Mr. Moto' (20th), dual. Filmu-

EKO

$3,500,

(20th)

$2,300.

week brought smash

About

(U).

Last week 'Born Reckless'
and 'Michael O'Halloran*
(Rep) were pulled after three poor
days; 'Outlaws of the Orient' (Col)

fair.'

.

First

(MG) and

(MG) and 'Between Two Women*
(MG) sailed along to $10,000, sur-

there
while,

$18M,

25-35-40)—

'Border Cafe' (RKO). Lovely to look
Last week 'Topper*
$12,000.

Orpheum (LTC) (1,350; 10-15-20)—
some* (Par) (3d week) .Playing to
(WB) and 'Midnight
lowest grosses in the history of this 'Big Shot'
house^ third week's outlook is pretty Madonna' (Par) split with 'Angel's
dismal. Second week finished brutal Holiday' (20th) plus 'Wild Money*
Engagement winds up Sept. (Par). Should mark up nice $1,400.
$3,900.
7 with WB's 'Zola' going in oh two- Last week, 'Dreaming Lips' (UA)
and 'Make Way for Tomorrow* (Par)
a-day basis (9).
Schoolboy*
'Hoosier
with
Cfafpese (Grauman) (2.028; 30-40- split
65-75)
'Love Under Fire' (20th) (Mono) and 'London, by Night'
and 'Wild and Woolly' (20th), dual. (MG) didn't make much at $950.
Hollywood croyird manifesting slight
Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40)—
interest in this pair so best in sight 'Good Earth' (MG). Back at popular
is fair $11,000, aided :by couple of prices, word of mouth sure to build
previews over week-end. Last week, to nice proportions, maybe $4,000.
'Broadway Melody' (MG) and 'Mr. Last week,. 'Willie Winkie' (20th)
Moto' (20th), brought strong $16,300. took profitable $3,500.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55Varsity (Westland) (1,000; 10-15)—
'Stella Dallas' (UA) and 'Tal- •Love Takes Flight' (GN) plus 'Out65)
ent Scout' (WB), dual (2nd week). laws of Orient' iCol). Under averHolding remarkably strong on sec- age with $800. Last week, 'Small
end stanza with good $9,500 the Town Boy' (MG) and 'Hidcrout in
outlook.

(2,600;

of 1938'

at,

!

in sight at two houses. Two two- (MG) fair $900.
-a-day roadshow attractions, 'Firefly'
Lincola (LTC) (1,600; 10-20-25)—
at the Four Star, and 'High, Wide 'Riding on Air' (RKO).
Trade in
and Handsome' at Carthay, continue this area goes for Joe E. Brown in a
their runsj with former still showing big way, and it looks as though a
profit, but 'Handsome' very hand- possible $2,800 is on the horizon.
somely in the doldrums.
Last week, 'Ever Since Eve' (WB)
and 'Sing and Be Happy' (20th) not
EstimateiB for This Week
Carthay Circle (Fox) (1,518; 55-83- so well on the stretch, but a good
1.10-1.65)

Last week 'Lost

at $18,000.

Orpheum (RKO)
,

a bad $800. La.st week, 'Hollywood
failed to catch Cowboy' (RKO) and 'Under Red
Robe' (20th) split with 'Thief Meets
looks like best
Thier (U) and 'After Office Hours'

houses.

Vallee, Carriage' Inunense

.

Horizan' (Col) packed the house to
repeated standouts to" set a house
record for several years with $19,000.

Big $23,000, 'Under

'Souls'

25-35-50)—
and stage band.

(2,500;

(20th)

Ice'

Quentin'

(

)

.

i

.

•

.

.

)

'i<

ii-

,

)

.

PICTURE GROSSES

Vetlnesday, September X, 1937

$52,m Bobby Breenl6G, 'Zola OK
Chicago, Aug. 31.

tre operators, rather

'A

for $3,380.

Lawman

Is

Born'

(Rep), dual,

good $2,400.
Fifth
Avenue
(Hamrick-Evergreen) (2,400: 32-37-42)- 'Broadway
Melody' ( Mf^M ).
Looks to land
around $10,ooO, great. Last week,
'Wee Willie' (20th) and 'Sing and Be
Hapny' (20th), dual (2d week), dandy

SOULS AT

$6,400.

BIG

Liberty (J-vH)

(1,900; 21-32-42)—
'Stella
Dallas'
(UA) (2d week).
than a business Heading towards very nice $7,000.

Louisville. Aug. 31.
'Souls at 5ea' at the Rialto looks
sturdy b.o. material, and will
lead the local first-runs by a nice

margin. 'Love Under Fire,' coupled
with 'One Mile From Heaven' at the
Strand, is pulling in the pennies.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (F o u r t h Ave.-Loew's)
.

which

b.o;,

moveover

profitable.

—

Breen picture and Red Norvo-Mildred Bailey in person forces around
$16,000 into the till.' Last weeK, 'Love
Under .Fire' (20th) and vaude did
.

.

%m: SOCK 33G
IN DETROIT;
'ZOLA' NIFTY

thv'ee-week run with a

'MELODY' BIG $10,500;

SEAHLE

BIZ

HOTCHA

McCoy

at $9,000.

Strand

(Fourth Ave.)

(1,500;

15-

Best take in weeks; at $4,000
should produce smiles. Last week,
'Artists
and Models' (Par) and
'Blonde Trouble' (Par), dual, on

dual.

moveover copped
H. 0.
Met,

fair $3,300.

WEEK

IN

B'KLYN

and Albee in Second
Week But Olcay on Biz

Par

Brooklyn, Aug. 31.
Ict-up in hot
Considerable
weather, accompanied by cloudy
skies and rain, gave downtown deluxers a chance to recoup soms
summer losses. This Is a week of
holdovers for three houses. Loew's
Met with 'Captains Coura.geous,'
Fabian Par with 'Artists and Models,'
and RKO with 'Can't Have Everything,' all reporting satisfactory biz
for the second stanza.
Eitimates for This Weeic

Scot. 11.
Fox (Indie)

30-40-65)—
(5,000;
'Road Back' (U) plus stage show.
Should get around $25,000, good, but
not what it should be. 'Love Under
Fire' (20th) with Eddy Duchin band
on stage as the lure, wowed 'em last
wi^ek vvith $36,500.
Madison (United Detroit) (2,000;
Earth' (MG) (4th

."30-40-65)— 'Good

week). Holds on for oke .$3,000. following sessions of $13,500, $8,000 and
Seattle, AiV- 31.
Tov/n seems to be going into its !^.4.500. Figures to pull out Thurspickup a bit early this summer. day (2).
Attractions are ace high and busiMichigan (United Detroit) (4.000:
ness is up, with fall weather* in the 00-40-05)—^'Artists and Models' (Par)
air.and vaude. The town's winnah at
Got around $20,000. oke.
'Stella Dallas' and 'Good Earth" are big $33,000.
strong enough to h. o. at the big Inst stanza on 'Emneror Candlesticks'
seaters.
'Can't Have Everything' is (MG) and Mai Hallet ork on stage.
Detroit)
(United
surprising by warranting third week
Palms State
at the 2,700-s'!ater Orpheum. *Wee (3,000: 25-40)— 'San Quenlin' (WB)
Willie Winkie' gets the moveover to plus 'D-^nce, Charlie, Dance' (WB)..
the M. B. after two oke weeks at the dual.
Sticking around the .$6,500
Fifth, so all the pix with real draw cla.s.s. good.
'On Again, Off Again'
are hancfin? on for extra gravy.
(RKO) plus 'Border Cafe' (RKO)
clipped off normal $6,000 last week.
Estimates for This W«ek
United Artists (United Detroit)
,„^'<»« Moii^.e (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(900;
10-27)— 'Rose-Marie'" (MGM) (2.000: 30-40-65)— 'Broadway Melody'
and 'Hell Divers' (MGM.), both re- (MG).
Swell sendoff and should
issues, clickin« tc> $4,200, great. Last nvah big $15,500 first session and
week. 'Love in Bungalow' (U) and stick for couola more stanzas. 'TopArmored Car' (U), dual, nice enough oer' (MG) slumped near finish line
at .1i2.250.
l.Tst .<;tanza. and caine up with $7,800,
ColiscHTn (Hnmrick-Evergresn) (1,- oke, however.
900; 21-n?)_'st.ir Js Born' (TJA> r"''
Gloat H.i.sDital Mystery" (20th), du?!.
Gettiu' 'Becky' Ready
Headed fir fiS.ROO. good. Last we?k.
IloUywood. Au!i. 31.
I>ay at Races' (MGM) and 'Make
Preparations have started at 20lhWay for Tomorrow' (Par), dual, slow
Fox tor Shirley Temple's next starat S2.900.
Colonial (Sterling) (850: 10-21)— rer. .'Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm.'
Louion of Missing Men' (Mono) and
Raymond Griffith will produce.
fall

week

25-40)—'Love Under Fire' (20th) and
'One Mile From Heaven' (20th),

—

finished its
fair $8,000.

'Exclusive,'

Sock

Clyde

Surprise

m,m Pitt

—

Albee

25-35-55 )
'Can't
(2.500;
(20th) and 'Lady
(20th) (2d week).
Olcay
week
Last$14,000.
$13,500.
Fox (4.000; 25-35-55)
'RoarinR
Timber' (Col) and 'Talent Scout'
Satisfactory $12,000.
Lust
(WB).
week 'Dodd Takes Air' (WB) and

Have Everything'
Escapes'

.

.

•

Met

(2,400;

$13,000, okay.

25-35-55) — 'Caotains

Courageous' (MG) (2d week). Holding up to tune of nice $14,000, Last

week
Dallas'

•

it

got

$16,000,

'Stella

fine.

duo Thursday.

25-35-55)—
Paramount
(4,000;
(Par) and
'Artists
and Models'
'She's No Lady' (2d week). E-cpect
pleasant $15,000. Last week $16 000.
25-35-55 )
'ReStrand
(2,000;

—

ported Missing' (U). and 'Meet the
Boy Friend' (Ren). Dualers due for
okay $5,000. Last week 'Rhythm in
Clouds' (Rop) and 'Gold Racket,'
$5,000, okay.

•

of previous fortnight. Alvin's striking Day dirt again with another Clark
Gable reissue, 'Manhattan Melo-

drama,' on dual with 'King Solomon's
Mines.' Only the Fulton, with 'One
Mile from Heaven' and 'Oh, Doctor,'
is setting it in the neck.
'Zola' opened a road-.show engagement Sunday night at the Nixon, got
off to great start, and looks practically set for three weelcs.
Estimates for This Week
Alvln (Harri.i) (2.000; 2.5-35-40)—
'King Solomon's Mines' (GB) and
'Manhattan Melodrama' (MG). Latter,
a reissue, turning the trick:
hiu1f1 have no trouble topping $6,000, fine. La.<<t week, second of" 'You
Can't Htive Every thin/i' (20th). very
much all rUtht nt ^6.250 on top of
record-breakiufT Sll 2.350.
Fulton (Shca-Hvdc) (1.7.50: 25-40)
On« Mils from Plenvon' (20th) and
'Oh, Doctor' (U>. Brace of weakics:
house markin" time until Wednesday, when 'thin Icr' (20th) opens:
'•iirrcnt bill will be liirky to get $2.500. preity bad.
Last week. 'Love
from a Stranger' (UA) finished .stron''
after moderate c;claway and wound
up with b-'Uor than $4,000.
:

—

(Erlan-rer) (2,100; 50-$1..50)
— Nixon (WB).
Opened Sundav nifiht

—

'Frame Up' (WB)

"^.ola'

(29 > to virtual rapacity, with free
down to a minimum. Crack camnaiin. together wilh r;^.ve notices and

list

:

nlcndid word-of-mouth, should

!

Holly wooa, Aug. 31.
Clark Gable has bfien ordered to
abbreviate his vacash and report at

Metro .studio for 'Test
Richard Fleming directs.

the
I

I

Pilot.'

theatre this long, 'Big Broadcast' and
had October-November dating.
It's impoi5sible to hold the entire
Warner bunch since 'Zola,* on a
twice-daily run at the Hollywood,

latter

grossed

more on

second week.

its

$25,800, than it did for Its first, which
was $25,500. 'Souls at Sea' is picking
up at $2 Globe. Last week,, its third,
it got $9,500, which
is $1,000 more

than it nabbed on the second week.
Plans are to play it five, maybe six,
weeks.

At the State, 'Captains Courageous'
plus the Harvest Moon ball winners
on stage. Is sending the ticket machines to a possible very fancy $44.000, close to the record.
At the
Palace business is also humming, and
with the fight pictures on the screen
yesterday (Tues.), as an aid, gross
should go over $10,000, good. Same
Louis-Farr fistic reel went on at the
Rialto yesterday morning (Tues.)
and with 'Bad Guy' doing well prior
their

to

arrival,

with the boxing

holding

it's

over

films.

'High, Wide and Handsome' closed
its brief $2 run at the Astor Sunday
night, getting $4,700 the final (6th)
week. This is $200 better than the
prior week.
Metro tonight (Wed.)
premiers 'The Firefly' at this house.

Estimates for This Week
-4stor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—
'The Firefly' (MG). Bows in tonight
(Wed.) on a twice-daily $2 nick basis.
Fihal (0th) week of 'High, Wide and
Handsome' (Par), a disappointing
roadshow attraction, $4,700, poor.
Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$!. 25)—
After a big face-lifting job costing a
claimed $350,000, this house reopens
tomorrow (Thurs.) with 'Broadway
Melody! (MG). A week ago 'Topper*
(MG) closed house to $28,000, okay.
Central (1.000; 25-35'40-55-65-75-8599)—'Man in Blue' (U>. Doing all
right, probably $7,000,
Last week,
'Dark Journey' (UA), also satisfac-

plenty good.
La<;t week.
'Broadway Melody' (MG) clicked off

S15..500.

a

now

hip^h

for the year, collec'' ig

around $23,000.
Stanley

(WB)

Criterion (1,002; 25-40-55)—'Dance,
Charlie, D^nce' (WB).
Failing to
arouse any interest, looking no mortf
than $4,500. red. Last week, 'Talent
Scout' (WB), under $4,000.
Globe (1,274; 55.$1.10-$1.65-$2,20)—
'Souls at Sea' (Par) (4th week). Got
$9,500 last week (3d), entirely satisfactory, a pickup of $l;p0O over the
prior (2d) week.
Hollywood (1,454; 55-8;>-$1.10-$1.65>
'ZoJa' (WB) (3d week).
virtual
sellout, gros.sing $25,800 last week

—

A

(2d).-

thus

beating

initial

$25,500,

week's
.

Palace (1,700: 25-35-55)—'Wee Willie Winkie' (20lh) (2d run), and 'San
Quentin' (WB) (2d run), plus LouLsFarr fight films. A nice week of
$10,000 or better is anticipated. La:;t
week $10,100 trickled in for 'Toast
of New York' (RKO) (2d run) and
'One Mile from Heaven' (20th) (1st
run).
Paramount (3,604: 25-35-55-85-09)

—'Artists and Models' (Par) and Phi
Spitalny orchestra (4th-nnal w^'jk).

Showing enough

profit at $30,000

on

fourth week ending last r'fht
(Tues.) to have been field a fiflh,
bookings preventing. Third week v^s
."tsSOOOO, excellent.
'Double or N-^lhing' (Pnr) and Shep Fields band in
today (Wed.).
Radio Citv Mu '.ic llnll (5.080; 4000-85-99-$1.65)— 'Vogues' (UA) ard
.(staTe show (^d-final week).
Went 1o
mighty $108,000 nr.st week and w'll
be $91,000 or bit over on the second,
very good. 'Prison'^r of Zcnda' (UA)
opens tomorrow (Thur.t!,).
P.ialto (750: 25-40-.55 )— 'Bad Guy'
(MG) and Loui.s-''''arr n"ht films. .Pii»tiir^ good enou^fh on first woe'' nt
P9.000 to be held with T.ouis-F,''-r
films which arrived yc 'I'irdnv movnin.*? (Tmc.).
In phoad. 'Roaring Tlmits

•

b?«r'

(r.nl

nivoH

)

wrx<;

Hfl.SOO,

(2.092: 25-55-7->-85-99)— 'D^.-d

End' (UA). At WO.OOO or close first
Week ondinT Irst ni-rht (Tii'^«,) very

and looks set for highly profrun hero.
Hou c grindi"!?
Crom 9 a.m; to 3 a.n, for turmvci*.
Final (3d) we?k for 'You Can't H"ve
Everything'
(20th)
under $18,000,

pmfi'-hy
itable

okay.

Roxy (.5.3.36: 25-45-.5o-75)— 'Love
make Under Fire' f'?Oth) and st^'Te show.
A real draw but can't be held nvc>r

clear sailing.
P-r>ri (Loew'.<;-UA) (3,300: 25-35-50)
—'Artists and Models' (Par). Right
tio viWU summer's ton grosse.<;; around

due to previous commitment: .$50,000
for the seven r'lyjs, swell; In^t v/ck,
'GanTw;iv' (GR) finished stronn. doing $30,000 and keeninT house away
from red V/ith noenin" Fridav (3)
of 'Thin Tee' (20th), 20th-Fox takes
control of th.p^tre.

25-r'5-60)—

(3.R00:

S^ranfl (2.767: 25-55-75)— 'C'^nf«<?(WR) (2d w^ek). N-^v-^r .^ih^uld
hnvf h;on hnld bnt could b-* worc*.^
!';12,000.
First week "'.ns over $1.5.000.
'•v-T.'.'ilv
Show' (WB) opens today

Clyde McCoy's
band and Hal LcRoy. Surprise of
'he year, haadin'r for summer's top:
ninnin."? a fcv himdrcd dollnr.s ahead
of 'Topoer' (MG). Georfc Olsen ahri
K\h"} Shiill'i. li.';t wn.-k, and that

•tion'

combo

Cou'T'-^ou^' (MG)
(2d run)
pnd
""uc'is h.^^'ed hv wip'ior.'< nf HavvcBt
Moon hnll. Unu<;n'iUy stron* bnsi-

'Exclusive'

(Par).

got n^nrly f;25.000.

AV>'-TiT

Gable Rushed Back

Big

2d, 'Zola

tory, $7,000.

Pittsburgh, Aug, 31.

I

—

(MG)

15-25)—

(900:

^

.

'Firefly'

galloped

(WB), good enough at $3,500.
August biz is going down the home
Ohio (Scttos> (900; 15)
'Jungle stretch like a fresh starter, with every
Princess' (Par) and 'My American indication that the month will
waltz
Wife' (Par), dual, split with 'Down off with the best all-around
grosses
the Stretch' (WB) and 'Midsummer in years. for this 30-day
period. Town
Night's- Dream' (WB), dual.
Just hasn't ever witnessed anything
like
ordinary $1,300.
Last week, 'Hot it during the hot weather
spell and
Money' (WB) and 'Texas Rangers' the Triangle's all smiles,
figuring It's
(Par), dual, split with 'Dimples'
a harbin.E;er of the new season.
(20th) and "Gay Desperado' (UA),
Stanley's again going nuts with
dual, average $1,400.
'Exclvisive' and Clyde McCoy's band
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000: 15-2540)—'Souls at Sea' (Par). Out in and Hal LeRoy, a combo from which
nothing exceptional was expected,
front, with little or no opposition.
Should cop $7,000 with ease, putting but which is running neck-and-neck
house well in profit column. Last .with the 'Topper'-George Olson-Ethel
week, 'Toast of New York' (RKO) Shutta smash figpre of last week,
and 'Born Reckless' (20th). dual, Penn is keeping right up in there
moved over to the Brown after big with 'Artists and Models,' although
not quite up to the smackeroo grosses
$6,700.

§16,000.

.

At the Paramount $30,00() ain't tin
for a fourth week on 'Artists and
Models,' ending last night. Par would
bave liked to hold musical a: fifth,
but pictures are beginning to push
for dating, plus fact bands nave been
booked. .The 28-day run for 'Artists and Models' totals to $169,000.
which again ain't tin. This figure
beats by $17,000 the four weeks' gross
of the only other picture to play the

°

—

week,

week-end.

Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
15-25-40)—'Confession' (WB). Kay
Francis enjoys a strong following
here and pic looks to do okay at
$3,200. Last week, 'Dodd Takes Air'

Ballyed for weeks, 'Artists, and
State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; i25-35Models' at Michigan looks the first'Reported Missing' (U) arid
Back' at the Fox,
vaude. Should pull business into its placer, with 'Road
Melody' at the UA and
'Broadway
steady $13,000 class. Last week, with
Emile Zola' roadshowing at the Cass,
'Hell Divers' (MG) the enthusiastic
runners-up.
reissue
hounds plopped down a as close
Estimates for This Week
grand $16,000.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 25-40)—
35-55-65-75)
'Good Earth' (MG) 'Wild and Woolly' (20th) plus 'Lady
(3d week). Regular run following Esca^>es' (.20th), dual.
Pulling in a
roadshowing, nice $10,000 will be the normal .$5,500. Last stanza, 'Manhatgait, following good $12,000 of last tan Melodrama' (MG) and 'I Cover
week.
the War' (U), sna.gged nice $5,800.
Erlan;er (1.400; 55 - 83 - 1.10 - 1.65)
Cass (Indie) (1,400; $1.65 top)—
'Emile- Zola' (WB). Got started 'Emile Zola' (WB). Muni opus given
Sunday, after strong sales campaign nice sendofT and should click off nice
past
two weeks. Will get great Sl2,000 first seven days. Sticks imtil

Last

get a big $50,000. Owing to the fact
;iUth-5'ox takes over the Roxy on
Friday (3), 'Thin Ice' is set for that
date and there can't be a holdover.
At the Music Hall, which has had
a good July and August this year,
'Vogues' is the best of the summer
pictures here, getting a sensational
$108,000 last week (1st) and remaining strong at $91,000 on the holdover,
but not Staying for a third week, an
considered at first. "Vogues' started
off like .it was going tb force a third
stanza, but began dropping on the

$2,500.

Kentucky (Switow)

first

the

crow about is 'Dead End' iat the
smash at $50,000. At the
Roxy, 'Love Under i'ire' should also

Loew's State (3,000; 15-25-40)—
'Broadway Melody' (MG) (2d wk).
Promises fair $6,400, after honey of
a

at

Rivoli, a

Exile' (Col), dual, fair $2,300.

—

$16,000.

Loew's,

grabbing okay $2,500.
Last week,
'Met Him in Paris'
(Par) and
'Frightened Men' (Col), split with
'Slim'.
(WB) and 'Racketeers in

sock $15,000.
Detroit, Aug. 31.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65Several winners here despite race
75)
'Captains Courageous' (MG).
Doing its second week after road- track reopening, sellouts for TigerYankee
baseball
ganies over weekshowing at the Erlanger. This week's
end, and plenty of heat for that last
$12,000 will be okay after last week's
fling in the outdoors.
zipping
45-55)

Reckless'

'Mountain. Music' (Par) and 'Chan at
Olympics' (20th), dual. Can't miss

$3,500 in re-

funds bacause of Miss Morgan's sixday illness knocked things down to
$19,000, but still good.
palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55t65-75)
'Make a Wish' (RKO). Bobby

from

home with good

—

is

some

New

of

(RKO) and 'Born

(20th).
Figures to get excellent
$2,700 after big stanza at the Rialto.
Last week, 'Stella Dallas' (MG) and
'Devil
Driving'
(Col),
dual,
on

My

for

15-25-40)— 'Toast

(1,500;

York'

.

$19,000,

$7,

like

.

-

SEA'

imiE

—

some

Music Hall, Rivoli,
Roxy, Paramount, Hollywood, State,
Palace, and other houses feel particularly cocky. Really something to
agers

•

play for the bunch that goes for re- Last week, 'Artists and Models' (Par)
Evidently
issues with 'Trader Horn'; the Palace (3d week), fair $2,900.
cashing in on Bobby Bresn's two pood weeks at the Paramount
is
'Make a Wish,' but giving the rest got all the cream.
adding
Red
by
competition
real
Ornheum
(Hamrick-Ever.<*reen)
Norvo-Mildred Bailey combo on the (2.700; 32-37-42)— 'Can't Have EveryTwo other houses. United thing' (20th) and 'Midnight Madonna'
stage.
Artists and Roosevelt, are reaping (Par) dual (3d .week). Latter .liked
the results of exploitation done on almost as much as the former and
two roadshowers, 'Captains Cour- helping to big $5,800 after $6,300 last
ageous' and 'Good Earth.'
week.
Eslimates for This Week
Palomar (Sterling) (1.450; 16-27)—
Apoiln (B&K) (1,200; 35-45-55-65) 'Meet Boy Friend' (Rep) and vaude.
Reissue Only about $3,500, fair. Last week,
'Trader Horn' (MG).
opened on Saturday, and looks for .'Frameup' (Col) and vaude, moderate
an okay $4,800. Last week, 'Sara- $3,000.
.Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
toga' (MG) in its fifth loop stanza
32-37-42)
'Good
Earth'
(3.106:
did a plentiful $4,200.
Chioaso (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)— (MGM) (2d week). Cinch for $8,000,
'Artists and Models' (Par), plus Jack great, after immense $13;300 last
Danny band. Latter helping; should week.
be $52,000, big. Last week, 'ConfesRoosevelt (Sterling) (850; 21-32)—
sion' (WB) and Rudy Vallee $48,000. 'Riding on Air' (RKO) and 'King of
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75) Gamblers' (Par), dual. Should do
(20th).
In
Everything'
—'Can't Have
Last
approximately $2,600, good.
its third loop week, and second here; week,
'Another- Dawn' (WB) and
should click around $5,000, good, 'There Goes
Girl* (RKO), dual,
ajter doing a smash $6,500 last week. fair $2,300.
Oriental (B&K)' (3,200; 25-35-5565):— 'It's All Yours' (Col), plus
vaudeville bill, headed by Jack LaRue^ and Vince Barnett. Will colled

Morgan

50G Each; 'Vogues 91G

'Two of Us* (GB), dual. Expecting
about $2,000, fair. Last week, 'Bulldog Drummond at Bay' (Rep) and

it

Last week, with 'Mile From Heaven'
(20th), but Lou Holtz and Helen

'Dead End' and 'Love Under Fire Sock

year at $65 a week.
Agreement, plaintiff claims, was
A healthy condition exists up and
to run until June, 1938.
Never re- down Broadway.
This being the
ceived a cent, he claims, and is suing week before Labor Day, the man-

Last week the picture got $11,200,
was formerly.
marvelous.
So, in line with the modern trend,,
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen
the 1937 last week in August is a
time to parade the best in talent and C900: 32-37-42 )^'Wee Willie' (20th)
and 'Sing and Be Happy' (20th), dual
pictures— and get the coin.
(3d
'A,rtists
week).
with
Hot release from the
bullish
is
Chicago
The
and Models'; the Apollo makes a Fifth Avenue, anticipates $3,500, good.

murderer as

Pre-Lakor Day, but B'way's Hey-Hey;

Warrant of attachment on the New
York property of Condor Pictures.
Inc., was issued Friday (27) in N. Y.
supreme court at request of Sam S.
Kestenbaum, press agent, pending
outcome of breach of agreement suit.
Kestenbaum claims Condor hired
him to handle publicity and advertising oh the West Coast for one

Bugaboo; 'Artists-Models Strong

My* my, how times have changed.
Even a couple of years ago, tWe last
weelc in August would see managers
holding their heads, knowing that
they wouldn't do business, and consequently, throwing in any sort of
a bill. But that's all over. Chicago
has become a place to go for a vacation, rather than one to leave; summer heat is almost an asset to thea-

Condor

P.A.'s Suit Vs.

Strong Fix (Mfset End-Aug. Chi

VARIETY

'Broadway

(""'P.)

('>.0'^'^-

Melody'

25-35-.'»0)—

here 3 Iter sock week at

and still h-"? nlcnty o{
h.iv no trouble comip"
l;»sl

aiuft;

rhovV\
with

thi'Oii'!h

That's Pbout .•';.'">00 .better th^ri
week's 'Stella DaTTas' (UA), also

.^a.500.

on

Moved
the Penn

(MG).

h. «,

J

(Wpd.).
St.ite

PCS.S

(3 450-

.'^'>-5ri-75)— 'Caotiin.?

being enjoyed by this combina-

tion house, gross looking a resounding .$44,000. clo::e to \ly<i record. Show
week, 'Ea.sy Livin.g*
holds.
I^ast
(P."v) (2d nin» pnd Chick Webbs
orchestra.- arouiid $27j300.

•

'

-

.

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

8

Wakes Up;

Phifly

7

'

Runs on

First

'SteUa Big $13,500,

WeAnendxf^ September

Wmj

The

Week
.

of Sept. 2

Astor-'Firefly' (MG)
Capitol

Some

for a number of Philly's downtown
houses, despite an overload of mu-

still

swell.

Last week.

—

most attention.
getting
the
are
Former, which relighted the Aldine,
bucked the unusual rainy spell- and
is going into its second week with
plenty of strength. House has a
number of pix lined up and ready
andlhat may have something to do
with length of stay,
'Souls at Sea' has been somewhat
of a surprise and, starting its second,
(Tuesday),

$9,500;

'San Quenten' (WB) and 'Marry That
Girl' (WB), so-so at $5,500.
Strand (Indie) (2.200; 25-35-50)
'Blonde Trouble' (Par) and 'King
Solomon' (GB). Poor week in prospect; house doesn't look for more
than $5,000. Last week 'Exclusive'
(Par) and 'Meet Boy Friend' (Rep),

sicals and adverse weather conditions.
'Stella Dallas" and 'Souls at Sea'

week today

to

very good at

looks

neither is big.
Estimates for I'his Week
Capitol (Loew> (a,424; 25^5-66).
—'Love Under Fire' (2bth) and
Johnny Perkins on stage
vaude.
fair
but
helping,
won't better
Last week 'Wee Willie
$20,000:
(20th)
and local revue
Winkie'
Bice $23,060.
Earlo (WB) (2,244; 25-35-40-6677)—'Confession' (WB) and vaude.
No names, on stage leave it all up
to ICay Francis, who's getting oke
Last week ^Artists and
$t6;500.
Models'
and Hal LeRoy
(Par)
slipped slightly to still big $20,000.
Keith's
(RKQ) (1,830- 35-50)—
'Make a Wish' (RKO). Should see
good $8,590. Last week six days
of 'Eorneo' (2Qth) got weak $4,000.

500.

25-35-40)—'Topper'

(MG> (2nd run and 2nd week).
Phenomenal trade for this little
house; $2,600 indicated after a rousing $3,400. House jgets 'Under the
Red Robe,' (20th) first run, next.
Boyd (2,400; 40-55-65)—'Vogues of
1936? (UA). Ending one week's stay
for an undistinguished $11,500 and
holds one day^ with 'Thin Ice' folEarle

.

Under

(2>.

—

25-40-55)
(2,000;
'Love
(:20th)
and Will Os-

Fire'"

hut okay
at $15,500.
Last week, 'Girl Said
No' (GN) and Jimmy Dorsey's Orch,

borne's hand.

Off a

little,

nice $15,200.

Stanley

Met
:

Fox (a,000; 40-55-65.>— 'Saul* at
Sea* (Par>. Started second week today and trade good, $18,000 for fit^t
week was mighty sweet.
(3,700;

40-55^65)—'Broad-

way Melody' (MG).

Ending nice
two' weeks' fun today,, with 'Varsity
Show' (WB) due tomorrow. 'Melody* hit $14,000 in last week.
Stanton (1,708; 30-40r50>— 'King
Solomon's Mines' (GB). Crix kidded
but adventuk-e yarn should eoax in
$5;^. Last week, 'One Mile from
Heaven' (20th). under average at

it

$5^000.

Tickle IV»T.,

(1,853;

^12,000

Providence, Aug. 31.
cool weather, coupled

Continued
with fairly good picture program.?, is
houses in the money

(20th) (4).

(Reviewed in Vabiety July 21)
'Bulldog DrumCriterion
Back' (Par) (3).
'Souls at Sea* (Paf>
Globe

—

mbnd Comes

—

(4th wk).'

Solomon's Mines' (GB). Nice $6>5O0.
Last week 'Great Gambini' (Par).

Oke

$4,400

nialee

(Loew)

(2(363;

'Broadway Melody* (MG)

Oke

— 'Emile Zola*
— 'Prisoner of
— 'Double or

35-:55)—
(2d wk).
same pic

Last week
slid with advent of rain to $17,000.
Btalt* (Indie > (1,100; 25-30-40)—
'Dark Journey' (UA). Thrown in
cold on Wednesday (25) but will
get. oke $2;400 for. seven days. Last
week 'Transatlantic Merry, -Got
Roqnd^
(UA) (re-issue> yanked
after three days with brutal $800.
$9,000.

Paramount

Nothing* (Par) (1).
Vaiueiy Aug.
(Reviewed

m

18)

Rialto—'Bad Guy' (MG) (2d
wk).
Rivoli—'Dead End' (UA) (2d
wk).

Roxy—'Thin Ice** (20th)
(Reviewed in Variety Aug.

(3),
25)

Strand—'Varsity Show' (WB).
(1).

(.Reviewed in Variety Aug. 11)
Week of Sept. 9
'Firefly' (MG) (2d
Astor

—
—
—

wk).

Capitol
'Broadway Melody'
(MG) (2d wk).
'Souls at. iSea' (Par)
Globe
(5th wk).

Hollywood

(WB>

—
—

'Emile

Zola*

(5th wk).

*Musie Hall

'Lost.

Horizon*

(Col).

(Reviewed in Vabieiy March Ift)
Paramount
'Double or
Nothing' (Par) (2d wk),
Rialto—'Borneo' (20th) (10).
RiTolt—'Dead End' (UA) (3d
wk).
Roxy—'Thin Ice* (20th) (2d

—

wk).
Strandr-'Varsity Show'
(2d wk).

'A.

(WB)

& M; N(at|I7,Q00

In Boffala Bot Veterans'

GoDTeniion

N» Hdp

25-40)—'King
Buifalo, Aug, 31.
National Convention of Veterans
of Foreign Wars is bringing thousands of visiters into Buffalo and
sending the hotels, bars and restaurants to- 24-hour a day capacity, but
spelling liittle in the way of additional business for b.o.'s. Consensus
of opinion seems to be that the boys
think they can. see pictures at home.
Another blistering weather season
isn't helping any, although 'Artists
and Models' at the Buffalo- looks very
nice and 'Broadway Melody' in its
second week is standing up.
Estimates for f his Week
Buirato (Shea) (3,600; 30-40.-50)—
'Artists and Models' (Par). Neat busi-

stepped into Darling's vacated berth
as 20th-Fox airt director.
Darling is retiring to devote his
time to painting.

Majestic

is

likely to lead the

town

Topper,' 'Women' Big

$31M 2 Hub

Houses,

kt

'Confession,' Hfish' Off

Loew's is garnering most
money, however, with 'Topper' and
Boston. Aug. 31.
'Erhveen Two Women.'
Heavy rain boosted all b.o.'s last
Albee took off the shutters Thurs- week and gave the new shows good
day (26), resuming with a .straight openings. 'Topper' on dual at the
picture policy, 'Make A WLsh' afld
Orph and State will lead easily,
'Super Sleuth,' initial bill, is off to with
a nifty $31,000 or better in view
a good start.
for the two stzinds.
'Confession' at
Estimates fo-r This Week
the Met and 'Make a Wish' at the
Memorial'
are both sad.
Albee (RKO) (2,200: 25-35-50)
•Make A Wi.sh*' (.RKO) and 'Super
'Firefly' ended a roadshow date
Sleuth' (RKO).
Considering tough here (3 weeks) and built in the
opposish, opening week is not at all closing week, taking the edge ofi
Hou.se anticipates $6,500.
br.d.
two paler stanzas preceding it.
Keith Boston opens its vaude
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-3550)— 'Good Earth' (MG). Feature season Thursday (2) with Ethel
pretty well milked by road.show at Merman and Three Stooges topping
the bill.
Last year's successful
thi.s house last fall and showing at
Loew's la.st week; maybe $3,500. so- name policy will continue this seaLast week. "Stella Dallas' (UA) son and top will again be 75e.
so.
and 'Fight to Finish' (Col), good at
Estimates for This Week
$5,300 on holdover;
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 25-40-55)—
'Wild and 'Man Who Cried Wolf (U; and
Fsy's (2,000; 25-35-50)
Woolly' (20th). and vaude. Hou.se 'Way Out West' (MG), dual. So-so
finally getting a break after ter- $6,000. Last week $5,700 for 'I Cover
rific .shellacking throughout .summer; the War' (U) and 'One Mile From
opening pace indicates at lea.sl $5,900, Heaven' .(20th), double.
Fenway (M&P) (1,400; 25-35-40oke considering what has been going
on teoently. Last week, 'One Mile 50)—'Artists and Modehs' (Par) C2nd
run) and 'She's No Lady' (Par) (1st
Fi om Heaven' (20th), ditto.
run), dual. About $6,000, oke. La.st
Loew's State (3,200; 25-35-50)
'Can't
Have Everything'
'T.^oper' (MG) and 'Between Two week,
Women* (MG). Looks good and. (20th) (2nd run) and 'Borneo)
•with the right break.s, .should be well (20th) (1st run), double, okay $5,800.
Keith
Earth'
Memorial
'Good
(RKO) (2';900; 25cv£r $12,000. Last week.
40-55)—'Make a Wi.sh' (RKO) and
(MG), was oke at $11,600.
Water" (20tb), dual. Tepid
nfiijiestic (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)— 'Hot
•Thin" Ice' (20th) and 'Hot Water' $12,1500 indicated. Last week nice
(20th). Good bill and should benefit, $16,500 foi* 'It's All Yours' (Col) and
by fine word-of-mouth; looks like Flight From Glory* (RKO), double.
nicely.

—

—

—

.

hob.

and Mrs. Alfred Hitchcock, Mrs. H. in slim 'pale green
crepe with matching bolero. Rosamund Pinchpt floated in in .pale yellow
chiffon, on the arm of Conde Nast, who posed for pictures with Miss
Pinchot's Encouragement. Police Commissioner Valentine was snapshotted
and Mrs. Valentine smilingly declined the snapper's Invitation, in a pale
British director

gray lace dinner dress.
Clifford Odets and Luise Rainer, Miss Rainer escaping the fotogs in a
Harriet Hilliard in black
long, black, fitted coat and wide picture hat.
street dress, huge black hat and silver fox crepe. Ethel Merman was discovered under a huge fox cape, and snapped at the entrance.
Josephine Dunn lured the lensman, wearir»g a fitted black coachmaa
coat and a fetching black bonnet with floating veil framing her soft gori'
waves.
Estelle Taylor, smartly tailored suited in brown, dashed from the rain
I'm not dressed for it.
to' camera range, shrieking, "At a time like this!
Please describe me in sables and diamonds.' But the brown ensemble did
very well by her.
Joan Bennett made a belated appearance, looking tinier than ever in all
black, long slim gown and tiny fur cape. Looking over the dress parade,
it seems that silver fox is the drum major in the wrap division.
Switches in the Script
'Dead End' had its face lifted slightly between: New York and Hollywood.
Joel McCrea is 'Dave,' but not 'Gimpy,' They seemed to think he had
enough troubles as a starving architect without making him lame besides.
Miss Sydney suffers in simple wardrobe, as befits the character of
'Drina.*
Claire Trevor, as 'Francey,' who finds that the alleged easiest
way, isn't, is limited to one ill-fttting black frock. The dressing up is left'
to Wendy Barrie, whose 'easiest way' brings bigger dividends than 'FranShe wears tailored sports things except for an. appearance in much
cey's.'
white fox and white chiffon.
Humphrey Bogart certainly rates the title of Hollywood villain NOi 1
as 'Baby Face Martin.' No one is inclined to doubt the fact that he's killed
eight 'men and doesn't mind adding to the score.
The tough kids yfho appeared also in the stage production are somewhat inclined to dissipate the effect of the horrors of slum life. They're
so much happier and more attractive than the rich brat, Charles Peck,
who lives in the mansion next door.
In spite of the wider scope of pictures, the 'Dead End* setting seemed
even more effective on the stage. The public is used to the fact that pracBut igetting the East
tically anything can be reproducied on the screen.
River, the slums, and magnificent apartment buildings all into a one stage
set was something!
The picture managed a happy ending without having 'Dave' deliberately
turn in his boyhood ex-chum. And, too, it's more cheerful not to hav^
Miss Sydney mowed down by machine guns as you've been led to expect

from prior Sydney

sufferings.

.

Xove Under

class.

a comparative bdsis, dual of
'Thin Ice' and 'Hot Water' doing very

Accepted outfit for the general public \consisted of raincoats and umbut Tuesday night's '.'unusual" weather didn't keep distinguished
from lending an elegant note to the premiere of 'Dead End' at
Sylvia Sydney, accompanied by Norman Bel Geddes,
the Rivoli, N.
arrived in a long black gown with a gold belt, and a red flower at her
Perching on lop of her
waist, and a short square-shouldered fur cape.
head, without visible means of support, was a large white gardenia.
Sally Eilers, with author Sidney Kin^sley, wore wide-skirted black laffeta striped diagonally in red and green, to set off her red gold, very long

brellas,
visitors

Brigrht Ideas in 'Dark Journey*
More British film activity at the Central, with 'Dark Journey' concerning itself mainly with wartime espionage. Vivien Leigh has- the complicated job of pretending to be a German spy when she's actually rooting
for France. The German spy workv, on his own,, and the romance in collaboration with Miss Leigh, is well taken care of by Conrad Veidt.
The wardrobe situation is handled with discretion, gowns being simple
without letting the period intrude too much. Since lovely Miss Leigh
utilizes her feminine charm in her business of spying, she gets to wear c
number of flatteringly feminine frocks, str^sing deep square necklines
with touches of fluffy white. Miss Leigh also distinguishes herself by
Waking up from a shipboard nap with her hair actually mussed.
The pair nobly refuse to allow love to interfere with their respective
without sacrifice of
ness, over $17,000. Last week, 'Stella snooping activities, but a happy ending Is maneuvered
Dallas' (UA),. drove up in great style honor.
and came home with swell $10,500.
You'll find Joan Gardner in a great many British-made films, and she
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)— turns up in this one as the loose rival for Veidt's affectipns. 'Dark Jour'Foiu- Aces* (Ind.> and 'Off Again, ney* has a lot of good performances if you're not tired of fighting the
On Again' (RKO). Half of this dual World War.
(Continued on page 29)

placing most

on

SiWer Foxes Keyaote 'Dead End' Preem

.

Herzbrun Full Fledged
sistant

^.500;

Toiiper,' Dual,

(WK)

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Bernard Herzbrun, formerly asto
William Darling, has

Thin lce,"Hot Water'

—

Zenda' (UA).

IOVE; PERKINS

—

lowing Thursday

(Reviewed in Variety Aug. 18)
"Wild and Woolly'
Central

Hollywood
(4th wk).
Musie Hall

WB

(600;

(MG).

$7,500,

mighty sweet.
Stanley changes pix tomorrow,
succeeding
Show',
with 'Varsity
^Broadway Melody,' which had two
Washington, Aug. 31..
successful weeks. House has had a
succession of tune films and this one
No smash attractions this week.
may. suffer from a general surfeit. With
keeping
tourists
Weather
That's what happened to 'Vogues of
away, the homefolks are shopping
1938' which, despite good notices
pretty
the
grosses
splitting
and
perand. ballyhoo of Joan Bennett's
sonal appearance, is scramming to- evenly. Best money-maker in town
morrow after eight days of indiffer- is 'King Solomon's Mines' (GB),
ent biz. 'Thin Ice,' still another mu- giving the Met,
low-priced spot
sical, follows 'Vogues.*
frequented only by localities, a
Earle, which has upped its weekly
average considerably during the nice take.
'Love Under Fire' (20th) is leadlast month" or so is not making out
quite so well this week with 'Love ing at the Capitol and 'Confession'
Under Fire' and Will Osborne, hut (WB> is c*e at the Earle, but
pace js okay„ aU factors considered.

ArcadiiL

— 'Broadway Melody*

(WB)

Estimates tor This Week
Aiaine (1,200; 40-55-65)
'Stella
Dallas' (UA). Starting second week
today and still getting good money,
with third likely. Last week, $13,-

Eye View

By Marian Squire

(1).

(Revieuoed «» Vabietv July- 2aj

close

193

(Subiect to Change)

'Sauls' $18,000, -Vogues' Fair $11,500
Philadelphia. Aug. 31.
first-class biz is indicated

Oris'

1,

)

Metropolitan (M^iP) (4,300; 3555-75)
'Confession:
(WB)
and
stage .show. Disappointing, Iticky to
hit $16,000. Last week. $17,500 for
'Love Under Fire^ (.mh) and stage

—

show.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-4050)—'Topper' / (MG) and 'Between
dual. Very good,
$17,0001,

(Continued on page 16)

Last week, holdover

Dallas" (UA) and 'Devil
(Col), double, whammed
with $16,800, on third frame.
Paramount (M&P) (1,800; 25-35of

Clothes

short puffed sleeves, tight, low-neck bodice, trimmed with tiny crystal
flowers; and skirt billowing yardily about the floor.
Miss Young's features take kindly to off-the-face turbans too. She wears
one that might give ideas. It has a paisley scarf draped under the chin
and caught at the opposite ear. With it she wears a paisley-trimmed cape.
the
Fluffy fur gets a big play in a most becoming coat. The fur forms
Crown effect turban
collar, sleeves and bands the wide circular hem.
with this. Frances Drake, also involved somehow among the missmfi

Two Women' (MG),
around

—(ind

Fire'

Of course Loretta Young didn't really swipe the jools, and Don Amech*
(Tracy Egan of Scotland Yard) loves her in spite of the fact that he thinks
she did. That much is clear in 'Love Under Fire* but it doesn't take itseU
nor the missing gems too seriously, with Borrah Minevitch and gang and
Walter Catlett in the middle of the Spanish revolution.
A lone bit of realism is injected by Miss Young's small satchel harboring
but one.evening gown, instead of mysteriously erupting with Schiaparellis
entire collection, as too often happens in some films. She weats the gown
twice, and couldn't have made a better choice. It's ©f net or. tulle, with

'Stella

Driving'

3 H.O.'S IN

55)— 'Artists and Models' (Par) (2nd And
run) and 'She's No Lady' (Par) (Lst
run), dual, very good $8,500 in
view.
Last
week,
'Can't
Have
Everything' (20th) (2nd run) and
'Borneo'

(20th)
(1st
rufl),
dual,
satisfactory $7,500.
(M&P) (2,700; 25-35-4050)— 'Can't Have Everything' (20th)
(3rd run)
and 'Public Wedding'
(WB) (l.st run), dual. Very pleasing,
vet-y

Soollay

around

$7,000.

Last

week

dandy

$7,200 for 'San Quentin' (WB) and
'Exclusive' (Par) (both 2nd run).
State (Loew) (3,300; 25-35-40-50)

All

PORTLAND

Okay—'Everything' Grand
$7,000

Portland. Aug, 31.
the. middle of the dog day
It's
season here, with the b.o. hovering
on ihd verge of a comeback. Pix
are holding over because of guaranteed results.
'Good Earth' in its
third week at Parker's UA. 'Broadway Melody' in a second stanza at
the Broadway and 'Topper' in a
third week at the Mayfair are all
getters.

Going great at $6,500.
answered to exploitation

week

Firsi

for lern nc

$9,000-

Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen
'Topper' (MG) and

30-55)

—

)

•

1 Ann1.400,

Be-

tween Two Women' (MG) (3d wk;.
Last week was
Still good at $2,500.
okay at $3,000.
(Hamrick - Evergreen
Orpheum
30-55)— 'Love Under Fire
(2,000;
(Fox) and .'Blonde Trouble' tPsr
Only average at $5,000. La5=<
One
'Artists and Model.s' (Par) and
guod
Mile From Heaven' (20th) was
on second week at $5,200.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
EvtTy(3.000; 30-55)— 'Can't Have
,

.

biz
'Think Fast. Mr—'Topper' (MG) and 'Between Two
'Love Under Fire' and 'You Can't thing' (Fox) and
Women' (MG), double. Very good Have Everything' at Hamrick-Ever- Moto' (Fox). Getting great $/.('WJWillie' (20th) ai.t
$14,500, Last week, 'Stella Dalla.s" green's
Orpheum and Paramount Last week 'Wee
(UA) and 'Devil Driving' (Col) are getting a slice of new trade this •Wild Money' (Par) closed a ^ouu
$4,500.
dual, holdover, $12,500.
week, with the latter etipeeially enough second week at
Colonial
(Loew) (1,643;
United Artists (Parker) n.UGO: JU55-83forte.
$1.10-$1.65)—'Firefly* (MG). Closed
55)—'Good Earth' (MG) '3d wk).
f-^ouEstimates for This AVeek
roadshow run here after three
Getting nlc« biz at around
stanzas. Built en closing week to
Broadway (Parker) (2.000; 30-55) Second week was great $5,600 v.- fine
$9,500, but on the whole run was
'Broadway Melody'
(MG) and first week mopped up for tt/rint
disappointing.
'Love in Bungalow' (U; (2d wk). $8,700.

—
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Mr. Zukor continues his address

for next year of sueh high

entertainment value to run

2, 3,

5 weeks in key towns, and

I

be prepared for runs of

4 or even

want you

to

this kind."

MR. ZUKOR knew
what he was talking about!...
There

is

no limit

to the pla ying

time of

1

Paramoimfs
"Artists

...

first

two big 1937-38

pictures...

and Models" and "Souls

look at their long run records

on

at Sea.

the opposite

page

1,

1937
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00% HOLD-OVERS
"ARTISTS AND MODELS"
35 key

city

502 Days playing time
4 WEEKS,

Pi

runs— 35 hold-overs

first run,

— more than double normal

Paramount Theatre, New York;

Paramount Theatre, Newark,

N,

J., first

ill

i

time in history

of house picture has played four consecutive weeks at

Paramount, Newark and second time
at

Paramount, New York.

3 WEEKS,

first

Milwaukee,

Seattle,

2 WEEKS,
13

in history of house

first

run, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco,

Long Beach,

Calif,

run Philadelphia, Denver,' Los Angeles,

Minneapolis, Kansas City, Indianapolis, Salt Lake,
Louisville and countless other key cities-

M
mi
ill

1

m
m

i
i

mi

SOULS AT SEA"

1
i

Hold-overs in every one of
its first four engagements:

few-*

4 WEEKS, New York

City,

Globe Theatre

3 WEEKS, San Francisco, first run to tremendous business

2 WEEKS, Paramount, New Haven, to the year's top gross
2 WEEKS, Fox, Philadelphia, to smashing business

VARIETY

12

We<lnes<lay,

PARAMOUNT'S

1937-38

SOULS AT SEA

.•.V.'.-A'.T

1937

with

PRODUCT!

Martha Raye m

with FRANCES DEE, Henry
Wilcoxon, Harry Carey, Olympe
Bradna, Robert Cummingi
Porter

1,

Bing Crosby

Gary Cooper and George Raft
in

RUNS

LOiVC

Get ready for

September

DOUBLE

Virginia Wcldler
Joseph Schildkraut
Hall,

OR

ANDY

DEVINE,

Williom

F

5

NOTHING
MARY

CARLISLE

>

:

5

^

owlcy, Fay Holden Samuel

Hindi, William Hi-nry

Bi'iiny

Buker

comes

that double
<

everything musical with BING
Irene

Dunne

-

^

I

CROSBY and MARTHA RAYE;

in

HIGH,WIDE AND HANDSOME

the biggest picture Paramount has ever

with Randolph Scott
DOROTHY LAMOUR, AKIM

C

>x-:->:v5

RAYMOND WALBURN

TAMIROFF,

1-

Ben Blue, Charles Bickford, Elizabeth Patterson. William Frawley

produced, the picture that London,

New York and

Los Angeles are now raving about;

Robert

f
•.v.r

Poberr Lojii Sicvonioo

^

EBB TIDE
•4

Louis Stevenson's

^

A

Lucien Hubbard Production
with

Oscar Homolka

in Technicolor

produced the

the

first

big sea picture

(remember Paramount

first

big outdoor picture in Technicolor, ^'Trail
i/

of the

Lonesome Pine

ERNST LUBITSCH'S

MARLENE DIETRICH
ANGEL
in

with

Herbert Marshall

MELVYN DPUGLAS, Edward
Horlon, Louro

Everett

Hope Crews, Ernest
Mundin

Cossarl, Herbert

Produced

starring

Marshall,

MARLENE DIETRICH,

with Herbert

Melvyn Douglas.

Four Big Pictures

qjid Directed

by

ERNST LUBITSCH

in the next Eight weeks!f

^

PICTURES

^ednesdaj^, September 1, 1937.
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N. 0/s 2% Amusement Tax

Hollywood Runaromid

Nets City $42,252, 6 Mos.

Russe Pic Makes 'Em Think Lefty's

New

Orleans, Aug, 31,
on theatres here
netted the city $42,252 for the first
half of the year, Richard R. Foster,
director, of
public
welfare,
an-

The

By

Rtkdie Harris

Hollywood, Aug, 31.
Conversation overheard between George Cukor and his house-guest,

2%

tax

nounced Thursday

Red; Temple Puts B. 0. Into Black

'The cost of
maintaining the welfare department
Joe Laurie, Jr.
same period was $126,672,
This was the first item the departCoolacre, Cal., Aug. 31.
ment has issued the figures, stead- pear Joe:
fastly refusing to make public the
I guess when you get into this picture hous? business you're put on a
receipts in the past on the grounds sucker list. The season must be starting according to my mail, but the
that 'it might hurt the theatres.'.
cash box doesn't know it, Guys want me to buy new seats, I wrote 'em
Release of the figures was said to and told them mine are like new because hardly anybody used them all
have been made to offset charges season. Then they want to fix up the front of the house with some kind
that
the
of
cost
administration of glass bricks.
That would be swell, wouldn't it? The people would
(salaries of employes, etc,) was 80% just stay outside and look through the bricks.
Qne pamphlet sez
'Is your sound equipment okay?' They can hear me moan through it for
of collections.
rniles around with a bad picture.
They want to sell me new. gadgets for
the booth, new ticket machines and all that kind of stuff.
I'm haying
enough trouble paying up for what I got now, I bought my equijntient on
the pay-;as-you-can plan and now they insist I pay when I can't,
The
comedies they send me only get a laugh when they're over.
IN
I had some hectic, week.
Get a load of this. The first two days they
send me a picture with niy old pal Charlie Buggies in it and he was good
Movic-ias Alvnr
too.
Well^ in this picture he gets saved by a troop of boy scouts, so even
Pittsburgh, Aug. 31.
Threat of strike by maintenance though r swore off -exploitation after that skii jumping contest la$t week
The best dialog in 'Confession' (WB) you'll never hear. It's the offand cleaning employes in
and where a 6uy broke a leg, I sez, here's a good idea, I'll have the local order
stage noises between Kay Francis and her new director, Joe May,
Dolly Haas, who gave such an effective performance in the talker re- Loew theatres here over week end of. Boy Scouts march on the main stem then right into the theatre..,
vival of 'Broken Blossoms' that Columbia nabbed her on a long termer, was averted when union representa- gratis free. Well,. Joe, on the count-up that afternoon all we had in the
Aggie In the box office didn't even need
will make her American debut in a musical, 'P^ris On Broadway,' with tivs apd M. A. Cullen, representing house were the Boy Scouts,
score by Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd, and Ben Oakland, and Al Hall at the the showmen, agreed on a closed hands.
Then they send me a Russian picture by mistake. Well, Herman in
megaphone.
shop.
Contract also calls for nomAfter Allen Joslyn re-creates his original role in the screen version of inal pay increases for workers in the booth called me after the third reel. He thought he was seeing things
'Boy Meets Girl' he will return to the George Abbott fold to play an .low income brackets, but doesn't in- when the titles came on. We .had a western billed for those t>vo days and
important role in 'All That Glitters,' new play authored by Jack Bar- clude check-off, which was original- Herman thought it was a new idea of a western. I taike a gander and
didn't'know what it was about either, Ti^e audience started booing and
angawath, husband of Neysa McMcin.
ly demanded.
Lady Cavendish will revert to her former role of Adele Astaire to
Contract covers only
houses walking out, and so did I,
satisfy her yen to return to professional activity, but instead of saying,
and Loew's Perni and about 200
Then it got around town that me and Aggie was Communists or sonie>
'Shall We Dance?' to brother Fred in Hollywood, she'll remain on the workers are affected. Separate deals thing, I sure had a h^IuVa time 'squaring it,
other side of the Atlantic to co-star with Maurice Chevalier in a Rene are being worked out with other
I called up the exchange and told them all the trouble I was in on
Clair vehicle.
first- run situations locally.
account of their mistake, so they said they would send me up a big
Dennie Moore has been ticketed by Warner Bros, to succeed Glenda
surprise for the last two days, a mortgage lifter. Well, Joe, we nearly
Farrell when she leaves that studio to free-lens at $3,000 per.
went nuts when we find out its a Shirley Temple
an old one but still
Obviously, David Seiznick is waiting to launch Margaret Tallichet on an
a Shirley Temple.
We got the cans late so didn't have no time to bill
Incorporations
auspicious screen debut because her inconspicuous part of lady-in-waiting
it or do any exploiting so we just sent the word around via the barber
to Madelaihe Carroll in 'Prisoner of JSenda' has been completely eliminated
shop and the post office
you know, word-and-mputh, or brldgework to
from picture.
^
ears as Aggie sez, and the place was packed and jammed.
The ticket
CALIFORNIA
Before training back to New York with her famous mama, Helen Hayes,
Saoramonlo.
machine got a hot box. Aggie was so busy in the box office that Vic
VMnna,
Jmf..,
TjOH
.SM«»iv*
of
AnseiRs;
d-year-old Mary McArthur, had a fond wish realized when she met Shirley
Of course, I watched him
r^pital stock, (Z&.OOO; nona nubiicrtbed. had to go in and relieve her for a few hours.
Temple on set of 'Heidi.' Jean Hersholt acted as m.c.
Blr^.tors:
.Tohn K. Tj»i>e, Stadord B. and I don't think he got away with much,, but I'm gonna watch his bets
Milton Beecher, formerly talent scout for Bill Grady, is now Edwin Hrti riaon, George B. Meyer, of J,. .A»
on the horses for the next coupla days.
Sertpt OInrks' Uulld, of. I^oh Ansele-i.
Knopf's new story assistant at Metro.
How you gonna figure things in this .business? When I do exploitation
Plreplora:
Trudy 'WeUman, Roho I>oewIf Frank Capra and Columbia can't get together on their, present squab- Inger, Eugene Busoh, Bose yt^lnber^, I don't do no business -and then when I don't the place is packed.
A lot
<.'ora Pnlmatler, of
A.
ble, .there is every possibility that Leo McCarey, who is asking for his
She could play
UtivUiy of Motleu Picture Film K4U«m-h, of us exhibitors should put up a monument to Shirley.
.Tainea King Lear and pack 'em in.
of l.OH AnRe)e.s.
Directors:
I.
release front Paramount, will shift to Columbia to All the gap.
Gee, a couple of days of good business makes
WilkiniKon, Harold McCord, Pivllllp Calm,
a guy feel like a showman. Why can't thbse producers send good pictures
Scenes In A Day
A.
Ben Lewis. Bernard Burton, of
iitfrletyof AiAtl*]! 'Ptctiira Art PlreetAm,
and make everybody happy? I suppose if they only made
The world preview of 'Prisoner of Zenda' at the Chinese <26) brought (it '\.itK Angelea. Directors; Van Nest all the time
good pictures it would put the trailers out of business,
out such a gathering of film celebs that it looked like a $5.50 ducat preem. Pol^lase, Bernard Herabrtkn, Rol»nd AnWllUain A.
Give my best to the boys and girls on Mazda Lane and tell 'em to get
Uooson,
derson.
Sleplien
Among those who had autograph books shoved in their faces were the >Tornlng-, of Ij. A.
their six-piece orchestrations together and be ready in case vaudeville
of
Motion )*l«>tiir« Interl<»r
Franchot Tone's, Charles Boyers, Freddie Marches, John Cromwells, Mary
Mo4-lrty
Keep your nose tidy, sez
Directors: comes back.
of JiO.s AngeleM.
Pickford, Buddy Rogers, Alan Marshall, Barbara Stanwyck, Miriam Hop- DeforutMR,
A. E. Freudenr>«n, E;<lwln B. Willis, DarYour pal,
kins, Paulette Goddard, Simone Simon, Gene Markey, Gail Patrick, Ernst lel SHvera,
Paul R. Moyer, of I-os
LEFTY.
Lubitsch, Mary Astor, Bram Fletchers, Kay Francis, Grace Moore, Janet Angeles.
Bh-hard A. Monter-Kdwikrd M. finiy,
P.S. Aggie and Vic are at needles-point. The other day he called her
Gaynor, Tyrone. Power, Judy Garland and the Robert Montgomerys.
of I..oa Angeles; capital stock, 10 shares.
homespun. .Aggie sez that a guy that can keep a collar clean for a week
Monler,
Kdward
Richard
A.
r)lre<-tors:
At the luncheon fashion show at Victor Hugo's, Mary Pickford treating AI. UraV. .Tohn A. Peckhain, Jr., of I.. A. is no good for anything else.
her niece to a new fall outfit right off the floor. Other shoppers were
$!«H;lety at Noiion Picture Artlittft and
Mrs. Clark Gable, Glenda Farrell, June Lang, Dixie Dunbar, Ester Muir lIliiittratorH, of Lio» Angeles. Directors:
Renie Broiilllet, Al Pyke, Kinll Kosa,
and Minna Wallis,'
Dorolhv WlUiam.s, Ties Thomas, of Ij. A.
N. Y. OPS'
'High, Wide' Delayed
TVrlt«r8' Bound Tabl«t of Los Angeles;
Sybil Jason and Freddie Bartholomew being mobbed at 'Madame ButTelix M.
Dii-eclors;
no capital stock.
terfly' performance at the Hollywood Bowl.
<''iinnlngh»m. .Tohn Barry, Jri, of L. A,;
Anita Louise, Marjorie Gateson and Paul Stone guest-of-honoring at the Amv Wulf. Beverly Hills.
(WED.)
Hollywood, Aug, 31,
Kuge.n >'rcake Producltons, Inc.; irioAssistance League.
piftuve producing; cauital Btock,
lioii
National release date on ParaParkyakarkus moving into 'the house that gags built' on Benedict l.UQO.OOO shsres, par value fl; permitted
Further time for both sides to
ISugen mount's 'High, Wide and Handsome'
Directors:
lo Is.Hue 300 shares.
Canyon Drive.
Krenke. T^on Kaplan, H. I>. Kaufman,
mull what booth operators should
"
has been moved up to Oct. 1,
VVIody.lnilerz Gawarlln and Hana KaufAnii- Cljniax Departm ent
„..„
or shouldn't get is en abled b^ Post—
Uiaii.
auIUti SlftlT and t>ou S?jih^,j^^
Have you heard about the film fan who rushed over to a fern player
meeiif^ scneduTea
of
flacks, started Monday (29)on cross- ^3fi?l(5n^
ind g,ushed:
TEXAS
country junkets to plug this one, Monday afternoon (30) until today
'You're my favorite actress because I never have to- stand in line to
Austin.
(Wed.) when Greater New York
"Tide' and 'Angel,' Smith taking
'Ebb
Inv.., Fort
Co.,
ltroad<-a8tlnic
Frontier
iee your pictures!'
Worth; ladlo; capital Block, $10,000, In- the northern route and Blair the managers will sit down with repreScooping; Around
Klltott Roosevelt, Ruth O,
c'oiporfllor,i:
sentatives of Local 306, Moving Picsouthern.
The reason behind the signing of Gloria Blondell to Warner Bros, con- Roomevelt. and Harry A, Hutchinson.
ture Machine Operators of N. Y., to
tract on the same lot with sister Joan is said to be because when Joan's
consider a contract for the coming
contract expires next year the younger Blondell will be groomed to take
year.

Ina Claire:
ClaUe: 'What's new on the "Western Front since my last visit here?'
Cukor: *WeH, there's a rumor going around that I'm to direct a picture
called 'Gone With The Wind/ but it's supposed to be a big secret. I
also understand that Tallulah Bankhead, Bette Davis, Margaret SuUavan,
Paulette Goddard and Minnie Mouse are being considered for the role of
Scarlet OUara ^but of course, that's off the record. There is also a report
to the effect that Clark Gable, Cary Grant, Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, jRonald Colman and Donald Duck are competing for the part of
Bhett Butler, but that's just between ourselves!'
Despite all this kidding. Miss Bankhead is the ultimate choice for the
role of Margaret Mitchell's widely read heroine. Ever since she flew out
last season between performances of 'Reflected Glory' for one day's elaborate test under Cukor's supervision, he has been rooting for her for
Seiznick,. however, was anxious to And an unknown whose
the part.
discovery he could capitalize on later, but the risk of entrusting such an
important role to a neophyte seemed inadvisable, and so he has capitulated and conceded the part to the experienced, talented and southern Miss
Bankhead (of Huntsville, Alabama, suh!).

(2'6),
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WB-LOEW AGREE TO A
CLOSED SHOP
Pin
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HUDDLES TO
RESUME TODAY

;
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Loew s WB and RKO Theatres Among

sister's place.

Ruby Keeler. who celebrated her natal day (25) in a hospital bed at
the Cedars of the Lebanon, has recovered sufficiently from her appendectomy to return to her home in En Cino (31st).
Metro plotting another talker vesion of 'Arsene Lupin.' with Robert
Montgomery playing the role originally interpreted bj' John Barrymore,
When Ed Gardner, who has been sitting in on the Kraft and Chase &
Sanborn hours, returns from his Honolulu vacation, he will launch the

new Feg Murray show emanating from

%

D. C. Houses to

Up

Prices

this 'end Oct, 4,

Washington, Aug. 31.
Incidentally, speaking of Chase & Sanborn, an interesting commentary
DIRECTING
Upward revision of admission
on fan mail received by Edgar Bergen reveals that 70% of the letters
go to Charley McCarthy.
prices affecting at least 75% of
'PROF.'
LLOYD'S
Jack Curtis looking the Hollywood scene over for names for his new Capital's pix houses will go into efMove was decided
musical comedy on Broadway, after a local try-out here,
feet. Friday (3).
Sam H. Harris would like to have Margot Graham for the only fern upon in Sonference of Loew, WB
Hollywood. Aug. 31.
part in 'Of Mice and Men.'
and RKO operators here and most
Harold Lloyd has set Elliott Nugent
Your Hollywood Runaround returning to the N. Y. Runaround, so more indies indicated they would follow to direct 'Professor, Beware,' which
anon from the eastern front.
suit.
Lloyd will make for Paramount reMost significant aspect was de- lease.
cision of Earle to wipe out 40c balcony
aroiind
midProduction
starts
at night and of Met and Columbia September
Service
General
at
PA, PIXITES PIN
Barrymore Tells All
to eliminate 25c galleries.- Action Studio.
differential
of
price
vestige
ends last
Hollywood. Aug. 31.
CENSORS' CO-OP.
based on favored seat locations in
John Barrymore has been set for

NUGENT

PAR

It is expected that a mean tu.ssle
will ensue following notice by Local 306 that it wants a 48% increase
in scales from Sept, 1 on. Unless an

impasse develops, undoubtedly any
agreement would be retroactive to
that date, but no assurance, meantime, can be had that ops will not
walk out if. negotiations toward a
settlement are prolonged. Under a
term recognition contract, if there
is any deadlock, the matter goes to
arbitration. That step is looked for

:

.

i

POSY

unle.s.s

demands

are

.greatly

sened.

Op

les-

^

reps and

manages

will

hud-

dle today (Wed.) in the office of
C. C. Moskowitz, Loew's theatre
executive.

Rose by Another Name

ON

Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
Exchange execs and exhibs licre
have expressed themselves as highly
pleased with i-easonableness and expedltiousness
Pennsy Censor
of
Board during the season just shuttered. Board did little slicing at all,
and practically none that in opinion,
of exhibs wasn't justified.

Films,

exchanges

minimum

length

Alfred Lewin produces.

U's 'London Bridge'
Hollywood. Aug.

31.

was on two sex-disease pix
Charles Bennett is scripting 'Lonwere delayed almost two don Bridge Is Falling Down' for Unimonths by the board and passed versal.
«nly after pressure from HarrisBuddy DeSylva will produce.

l>ucy:.
Censors are Mrs; A. Mitchell
Pahner, Hester N. Frye and Patrick

sjroup's

Durty.

them
industry

leaders

feel

o.o.

within.

by

severe

ea.<;y

piuninj!

for

rfrom

'Bluebeard' Starts

Hollywood, Aug.

Hollywood, Aug.

Metro has changed
31.

Production of Paramounfs 'Bluebeard's Eighth Wife' is scheduled to
get under way in early fall with

the

31.

moniker

of Rose Stradner, Viennese singing
actress, to Andra Marlow.
Her initial assignment will be as
the lead opposite James Stewart in

'The Last G&ngster.' starring Edward
Claudctte Colbert and Gary Cooper G, Robinsoh,
featured.
Ernst Lubitsch will produce and direct.
Crosby's Film
Gloria Swanson made the film as
opened in line with long-conA picture of the future for Bing
templated upping, will go up 5c, a silent.
Crosby, now under consideration by
top.s in the sectional spots being 40c.
Paramount, will be one made at
Mrs. Houdini's Expose Pic
papers explained move was
All
Crcsby's Del Mar racetrack and
.caused by increased film and vaude
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
It will be antitled 'Racing Form.'
The widow of Harry Houdini will other in the cycle that brought out
costs, pay raises and salary uppings
due to unionization of lower brackpt have the lead in Fanchon Royer's 'Saratoga' (MG), which figures show
employes. Town has .seen no city- indie picture exposing spiritualism.
to be August's biggest grosser.
Frank O'Connor writes and will
Crosby is now at Saratoga Spring*
wide upping in theatre prices in
also direct ghoulcr.
attending the races.
decade.
J
.

I

I

work being made

and Capitol, only vaude
agreed to kill 25c tickets
from opening to 1 p.m., charging
straight 35c from opening to 5:30
Ace
and straight 6i>c at night.
Palace and
pic
houses,
straight
Keith's, remain same with 35c mats
and 55c nights.
WB nabcs, except tho.se recently
Earle

spots, also

Cast toppers are Carole Lombard

and Fred MacMurray, with William
Collier. Sr.. Edgar Kennedy* Porter
Hall and Una Merkel also featured.

tiouble
"Which

Most

city.

]

I

were held
time.
Only

say.

of

a featured role in Paramounfs 'True
Confessions.' which Wesley Buggies
will get going tomorrow il).
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16

Tales of a Golf

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Widow

Hollywood, Aug.
Louis B. Mayer, production head of MGM, as a favorable gesture
home town and province, assigned FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc., of
York, to do a travelog of the city of St. John, and province of New
Brunswick, he started something. Working almost simultaneously with
FitzPatrick has been the Lowell Thomas traveltalk outfit for Universal
distribution. Warner is also arranging to make a third travelog of N. ti.
March of Time has completed work on a travelog picturizing and narrating
a trip through Nova Scotia, the production group returning to New York.
Paramount now has a travelog in production on Cape Breton Island, and
Prince Edward Island is also to be filmed in traveltalking by Paramount,
All of the films are in color.
it is stated.

New

Hart has until Sept. 16 to decide what action to take in his
May either institute proceedings
against United Artists.
again in N Y. supreme court or carry on to the N. Y. Court of Appeals.
Is conferring from the Coast with his attorneys, House, Grossman, Vorhaus & Hamley, of N. Y.
Actor won a judgment of $85,000 in. his suit in N. Y. supreme court, but
the verdict was set aside by the Appellate Division. Original suit had
asked $500,000 for alleged violation of a contract by United Artists to reWilliam

getting on.
'I don't know,* said the little woman, 'but his clubmates
tell me he's doing all right'
Director later passed the bpn
mot on to his old pal, who
stopped his \vife at dinner
with:

'What are
around

UA

attorneys are O'Brien, Driscoll

^

'

erty.

&

Raf-

Probably unprecedented is the coincidence of Martha Raye's representation at the Paramount, N.' Y-. where her name has been a part of the
show for eight weeks, in films and on a personal,' plus that beginning today (Wed.) she comes in with another picture, 'Double or Nothing.' Comedienne was in 'Mountain Music' at the house for two weeks, then came
in on a two weeks' stage personal, followed in turn by four weeks of
'Artists and Models' which includes her in the cast. Now, on a change in
bookings, she is still around in 'Double or Nothing' which will go at least
two weeks and make it a consecutive 10 in which her name has figured.

Metro 'Used dij^lomacy and shied from ballyhoo when Michel-Georges
•Manegat, Paris exhib, delegated by French exhibs and fans to pay their
respects to tomb of Jean Harlow, was granted permission to visit sanctuary and place basket of white flowers on it.
No photogs, no press releases, brily six people were present. It really had
the dignity which Metro's policy calls for but doesn't always live up to.
French floral tribute took its place beside daily flowers sent by William
Powell, beneath daily white camellia, which Powell is also furnishing, in
memory of- Miss Harlow's daily wearing of the Camille symboL
Written apology was exacted of a top Hollywood producer-owner by an
important director in his own studio as the result of affronts offered to a
stellar comedian and the film editor of a Los Angeles sheet. Group was
visiting a set at the invitation of the director, himsdLC of no mean importance, when the exec stormed along ordering everyone off the set. Director walked, too, and refused to return until the written apology was
forthcoming. Producer's apologies were extremely profuse and only then

my

clubmates dohere in my ab-

ing

S.

sence?'

,suit

lease his pic, 'Tumbleweeds.'

DENVER CONVENSH

Denver, Monday (30). For. the
second year, convention passed no
resolutions and reelected about same
set of officers.
Organization was
urged to fight any further unionization of theatre employes, and Harry
Huffman warned of evils of daylight saying declaring that numerous theatres in -Denver would be.
forced to close if daylight time was
adopted.

Rick Ricketson urged higher admission

pointing

prices

out

that

numerous commodities as well; as
farmer income in territory have increased, some of them several hundred percent. Ricketson denianded.
closer exhibitor distributor cdo'pdra-'
tion as a necessity to industry and
urged
exhibitors
get 'chips
off
shoulders and work in closer, harmony with exchanges. iSe also
'

but adjo'iirned early

opening day so members,
attend picnic.

About

:o'n

cbiild also
'

•

-

Dave

•

.

Beef of cigarmakers that in pix ciggies get all the breaks has twice recently been .softened by planting a cigar, lighted and half smoked, in a
living room and have a femme lead pick it up and smoke it for laughs.
Jean Harlow' did it in 'Saratoga' and Gertrude Michael does it in her latest
Sophie Lang

pic.

New high of three title switches goe^ to a recent Fanchon Royer production caught at a N. Yv nabe. Marquee billed film as 'Larceny on the Seas,'
posters and screen title favored 'Crime Afloat,' and the campaign book
listed it as *Mile-a-Minute Love.'
'

OHIO FAIR'S NEW NfTE
B. 0.

KAYOING COL. PIX
Columbus, Aug.

31.

Increase of night activity at Ohio

Los Angeles, Aug.

31.

Suit for $150,000 charging plagiais on file in superior court here
against Metro-Go|ldwyn-Mayer Corp.,
the Marx Bros., George Opp6n-

State .Fair has about killed chances heimer, Robert Pirosh and George
Seaton, writers.
'

of increased biz during Fair Week,

Plaintiffs,

theatre managers here moan.

Fairgrounds used

to close shortly
spilling thousands of

David

Henry Barsha,

Weissman

assert that material

New

packed houses all week.
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
In recent years night fair has
Eight sound stages are to be
gained in importance, helped by a erected on leased property in WestNight Horse Show which draws clo.se wood by Richard Pearl, studio manto 7,500 nightly and a vaudeville ager for Maurice Conn. New execushow which packs 10,000 nightly into tive offices for Conn Productions are
Fairgrounds grandstand.
also in the building
to

plans.

Present quarters of the company
on Sunset boulevard are being re-

Hollywood, Aug.

Grace LaRufi, Hamilton's
mulling a returh
stage.

to the

Mickey 'Gross, Ed
McCormick, Russell

Capitol, N. Y.,

Appeals

:

From letty' Decision
Moredall Realty Corp., owner's of
the Capitol theatre, N. Y., on Friday
(27) filed a notice of appeal itt U. S.
District Court against the recent de-

Judge Murray Hulbert in
holding the corporation libel for
allowing the showing of the picture,
'Letty Linton' which had been held
a piracy of the Edward Sheldoncision of

over, all profits made by the theatre
to the
authors.
The corporation through its attorney, J. Robert Rubin, asks a reversal
of
the
Hulbert decision
mainly on the ground that the

on the showing of the picture

.

tained.

Alan Hale's

New

Seat

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Alan Hale, actor, has invented a
new type of theatre seat, use of
which is said to give houses 10%

wife, is greater capacity.

New York

Pants-warmer

is

now

being manu-

factured in Inglewood, Calif.

Kay

Francis' ]Vfj|iskyesque Couturier

Kay Francis, variously billed as 'she sings, she dances, she's blonde,
she's brunette,' is also drunk (in one scene). and noble (in several)
in
'Confession.'
mother'.s sacrifice, made in Warsaw just to be different
strikes most observers as a bit belated, since she's already lost home and

A

husband by getting tight and being indiscreet with Basil Rathbone, not
that Mr, Rathbone isn't as good an excuse as Hollywood has for wrecking
a home. Ian Hunter is a convincingly betrayed husband who takes his
charming daughter away from there and marries Dorothy Peterspn.
Miss Francis startles her fans by making her first appearance in the
unfamiliar blonde wig, and a black and white gown^with a definite Minsky
flavor. The gown is cut to below the v,raist in front and filled in
with
chiffon so that it looks like it was filled in only with Miss Francis. Thafs
in character,' however, because she's a brokeri-down cabaret singer by
this time. Later cutis back to her briinet operetta days where she gets
a
much better costunie and coiffure break. A fluffy white ballet dress with
a high white" crown headdress make her fans feel a lot better about her.
Then the entire feminine cast, including Veda Ann Borg (Zenia, who
fumes most reasonably over Rathbone's philanderiiigs), go on to the 1915IB period. Those fussy tops, ballooning hip draperies and tight at the
ankles dresses, bring out the worst in any woman, going again' naiure
"

:

as they

do'.

'
,

.

Daughter Jane Bryan escapes these clothes by not showing up for a
of years, when she wears girlish outfits of the simple collegiate
type, as does her. cute girl friend, Mary Maguire (Hildegard).
Laura Hope Crews, Robert Barret, Donald Crisp and Ben Welden dp
what'they can about the somewhat erratic developments. But if you want
to see Miss. Francis singing, dancing arid being blonde, better
see 'Confession.' It is hardly likely "that these innovations
will be introduced
again, for some time at least.
.

number
,

'

'Topper' Is Tops for LunacyAdjective dripping ads emanating from the west coast have been kicked
around so indiscriminately that nobody believes them any more (even
the producers). But 'Topper,', the Capitol's closing tenant before its iacehftmg and- reopening soon with 'Broadway Melody,' should renew faith in
what you read in the papers.
/ _ In absolute lunacy it reaches a new high. Constance Bennett and
Cary Grant start things off as the too wealthy doorbeU-ringing 'Kerbys'
and Roland Young picks them up from there as 'Topper,' a bank president whose wife, Billie Burke, won't let him have any fun
or any
vitamins—both being vulgar in Mrs. 'Topper's* eyes.
-.Of all the insanities, even the most impartial observer would report
that Alan Mowbray, the 'Topper's' impeccable butler, delivers the southof-the-meridian whoop of the film. He has three, but one totally un-

—

'

expected line is tops.
Stepping from her glamor pedestal.
the proceedings, withal maintaining
strictly, Bennett achievement.
One
slithery, sparkly evening affair, long
tight

from elbow

to wrist.

throat to waist behind.
Billie

dark

f,^

Burke

Miss Bennett clowns merrily through
a little air of arrogant dignity
a
of her most effective gowns is a
sleeves, full kimona' at thfe top, and
The neck is high in front with a coy slit from

—

>

as feminine as Eve in floating soft materials, and smooth
frocks with cascades of white ruffles at the throat.
CAre those
flattering as all that, or is it Miss Burke's effect on
n./®^^^
is

them?')

Roland

Young, the turning worm, Eugene Pallette, the most baffled of
house detectives, and Arthur Lake, the ditto elevator boy, all
are driven twittery by the antics of the Kerby 'ghosts.' And there should
be medals struck for all who had anything to do with the photography.
Going places note: Keep an eye on the fox terrier (unbilled) in the
country lane scene. With his personality he'll rival the 'Thin Man's' Asia.
all baffled

Rain No Cuffo 'Radio Deterrent
Sunday night's deluge a week ago failed to discourage the prOfe.«:sjonal
broadcast goer-toer. Like the postmen, neither rain nor sleet nor however
the rest of it goes, will keep them at home. The
huge studio theatre housing NBC's 'Sunday Night Party' was jammed to its modernistic rafters with

non-paying guests.
Screen guest star Elissa Landi helped swell attendance Sunday, coupled
^^^^'^ fans of the regulars, James Melton, Wynn ('Johnny One
*
-f
Note
Metro
Pictures,
) Murray, the Lynn Murray
singers and comics Tom. Howard and
producers
of
George Shelton.
'Letty' have also been directed
to
Appearing in a dramatic sketch, Miss Landi dressed for her public in
turn over its profits to the plaintiffs.
Accountants are trying to- determine black taffeta with a high round neck, short puffed sleeves and a between
street and evining length skirt, which
the amount of profits made in
swished about three inches above
the
her trim ankles. Miss Landi retains her willowy silhouet, but has given
picture up to the time it
was
up being a blonde. Her hair is now light brown.
stopped.
Robert Emmett Dolan's orchestra brightens the stage picture in red
bellhop jackets with dark trousers, and announcer Ben Grauer in prifline
'COURAGE' ON
white from head to toe, save for a dark tie.
Hollywood, Aug, 31.
Much as the audience appreciated James Melton's voice, Miss Landi's
Tr-em Can's Universal feature, acting,
and everything, audience attention became centered on an un'Courage of the West,' went before billed
member of the troupe on whose busy shoulders the fate of the
the cameras last week with Joe
whole program seemed to rest. One Bob Brewster, in charge of productrial.

WAY

,

Lewis

directing.

Bob Baker

is"

•

tion, practically stole the

cast topper

and most

of the exteriors will be shot at
Pine.

show before the broadcast was over. He tiptoed
elaborately about the huge stage moving mikes
up an inch, then down
inch, studying the small piano before deciding
to move it a quarter
inch to the left, and .standing off to view the effect of his handiwork.
But a bit with a music rack climaxed his off-the-air performance. Beginning at the right of the piano, he transported the rack first to the
Ijand platform, then to the left of the piano,
behind and in front of the
instrument, finally completing the various side journeys with the mu.sic
rack back in its original position for Melton's solo. Added to these strenuous duties, Mr. Brewster acted as applause-signaler at the finish of numbers, once swooping wildly from this chore to examine a mike— the only

Lone an

31.

Hamilton returns to film
after a long illness in a featured character role in Samuel
Goldwyn's 'The Adventures of Marco
Polo.'
Hale

work

nice to see a high-kicking routine for a change.

and Court had denied Moredall a jury

utilized in the Marx film, 'A Day at
after 6 p.m.,
the Races,' was filched from their
visitors into downtown show places
original yarn, 'High Fever.'
for the evening.
For years Al G.
Fields' Minstrels ialways opened the
Hartman trieatre fall season here on
Conn's
Studios
Monday of State Fair Week, playing

Hale Hamilton Back

Cockrill,

Schulete, John'

Hardwick, Charlie Klein and! John
Greve, Enimett Thurmon continues
as secretary ^nd counsel.

Margeret Ayer Barnes story, 'Dis$150,000 Plagiarism
honored Lady.' Judge Hulbert in
Suit Over Marxs' Pic his ruling directed Moredall to turn
rism

It's

wardrobe.

the

idO attending
Although earnings' statement for the third quarter for Universal's fiscal
Fox convention. Officers elected by
year is expected to show a loss again, present indications are,, that the final
fOMA include Tony Archer, presiquarter will reveal the company operating in the black. It will 'be the
dent; Charles Gilniour,- Harold Rice,
first time in several years.
Third quarter Earnings were reported reduced
Louis Finske, v.p.s; Earl Briggs,
because little of the coin from 'The Road Back' will show up in this period.
treasurer, and as directors: Howard
This .film and next Deanna Durbin feature are being counted on to swell
Federer, Rick Ricketson, Dave Davis,
grosses.
Bullish conversation on the building up of business at the picture theatre boxoffice as a re.sult of the 5-day week is helping nunierous film
company stocks. The influx of numerous industries in adopting the
shorter weeks with its influence resulting from more leisure time was
given serious consideration by stock market traders, many picture issues
going to new highs for the current move, and Loew's reaching a new
1937 top.

"

'

.

Very British doings at the Roxy last week witi^ Jessie Matthews in
The atmosphere was so Brittania the first sound of Nat Pendleton's familiar dese, dems and doses causes one male patron to remark
loudly, 'Geez, it's a relief to hear somebody talk English.'
Songs and dances are injected at odd moments while Scotland Yardman
Barry Mackay and Pendleton, a New York mug, both suspect Miss Matthews of being a jewel thief. The reason she's suspected Isn't entirely clear
but Miss Mathews has lots of personality. Her voice is pleasant and her
'Gangway.'

in

picture.

solos.

•

,

.

Green,

(Continued from page 8)

wears simple tailored things for the most part, the best for
her
being a slim fitted black gown with a trick collar.
(Everett True note: lady theatregoers please remove their hats
when
same .are inspired by dunce-caps. People can't see over the top just
because there's no brim.)

But Hollywood dress fashioners would itch to get their hands on her
Her very slim waist is obscured by fitted basques that don't
IN
quite fit, and invariably she dances with -much floating of scarves and
capes as though it were necessary to disguise the top of her figure, which
it Qertainly isn't.
The English star still wears the Bordoni bangs' which
Denver, Aug. 31;
Forty-five registered for the sec- are practically a Matthews trademark by now.
ond annual convention of the The'Gangway' is rather a family affair, directed ,by Sorinie Hale, from a
atre Owners and Managers Associa- screenplay by Sonnie Hale.
tion of the Rocky Mountain Region

;

J.

Eye View

jewels,

dancing graceful.

TOMA AND FOX MGRS.

.

Howard

Girls'

.

urged exhibitors to work on Congressmen to get admission tax
exemptions raised to 65c. ConvenWith Bfen Hecht assigned by Samuel Goldwyn to a complete rewriting of tion was for .one day' 'only with
the script and story of 'The Goldwyn Follies,' a muddled situation has early
adjournment
so /' members
come up with' respect to writer credits on the picture. Hecht's story could attend Screen Club picnic
at
switched the, background from backstage Broadway to a Hollywood studio Cherry Hills country
club Tuesday.
setting. Scriyehers employed on the job up to the time Hecht, took over
Fox Intermountain's regional coninclude Dorothy Parker and Alan Campbell; Anita Lobs and Jfohn Emer- vention
started its four-day meet
son; Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby, all duos, and Alice Duer Miller and
Tuesday

was work resumed on the

The

I937

1,

31.

Director meeting.^v/ife of old
pal on Hollywood; boulevard
asked her how hift. pld pal was

When

I0 his old

damage

Wcilnesdayf September

Birdw^lFs 'Zenda' Junket
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
J. Birdwell planed for New
York over the weekend to handle
the opening of Selznick. InternaRussell

tional's 'The Prisoner of Zenda.'

Subsequently he will wing to Ber- one he had left
untouched so far.
muda, Montreal, Toronto and Ottawa
It's little things like that you miss when
you
on the same chore.
ing to your chosen program.

sit

stodgily at

home

lii-ltn-
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....THE POPUIATIOIV

OF AN ENTIRE CITY

IS

FLYING 600 MILES TO

ATTEND TOMORROW'S

WORLD PREMIERE
DAVID

0.

OF

SELZNICK S

NEXT SMASH HIT!...

VARIETY

1»

. . .

BUT

Ontario^

who
who
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the twelve citizens of Zenda^
are temporarily deserting their

homes^ will be
Yorkers

Weilneflilay,

lost in the

will line

thousands of

up at the box-office

see the newest entertainment sensation
the producer of

"A

New

Star Is Born^^

SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL

.

.

to

from

.

presents

WMTM

MADELEINE CARROLL
MARY ASTOR DAVID NIVEN
RAYMOND MASSEY C AUBREY SMITH

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
as Rupert of Hentzau

Released thru

UNITED ARTISTS

need

DAVID

Opens To morro w

0.

SELZNICK

RADIO CITY MUSIC

UMl

•VARIETX'S'

LONDON OFFICK.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

8 St. Martla's Plnce, Trafalrar Sqaara

ROYAL MQUIRY

Out

ON AUSSIE
TAXES
Distrlbs

There's Rice and Rice

Sydney, Aug. 11.
have been advised by cir-

cular letter that a Royal Commission
dealing with taxation covering film
biz will take place this month vmder
Commission has
Justice Ferguson.
been sitting in other states for some
time and now moves in here.
Info* is that it's really a probe into
biz dealings by distrlbs in Australia.
Latter have been asked to attend and
Some time ago,
Bpill some dope.
it's stated, the distrlbs complained

that tax burdens imposed on them
were much too heavy, and a request
was made in Federal circles for a
Now the Commission wants
cut.
to know all about the way distribs
run their biz affairs; film negatives
printing
costs;
profits
imported;
gained on pix after full distribution;
something about the amount of
money sent out of the country;

whether distribs are hard pressed
on operation costs, and any other
points which might throw some light
on co: "tions in the distribution biz.

on

LOSS PUT

London, Aug. 22.
the North Wales

countryside for fake Khyber
Pass exteriors for 'The Drum,'
Zoltan Korda
bumped into
plenty of trouble.
Hundred
Indian
natives,'
shipped out for crowd work,
started a riot on account of the
chow served to them. Curry
and rice was selected for them,
but a spokesman pointed out
that half a dozen castes were
represented in the bunch and
this particular- dish was tabu
to most of them.

Got

BRITISH LION'S NET

Any Money?

This Gent Wants

AT

London, Aug. 24.
British Lion ended its last financial
year in the red, annual report and
accounts just issued showing a losi'
of $70,081, compared with profit of
$60,468 the previous period.
Gross

on trading is shown in the
and loss account at $276,080.
but balancing this on the contrai'y
side are head office, branch and
profit
profit

studio expenses set at $272,640.
Actual cash in hand is down to
$1,180, against $149,886 previously,
and assets also include $250,000 on
deposit with the Chemical Bank &
Trust Co., New York, in respect to
the company's distribution contract
with Republic. Tfie balance sheet
states a second similar deposit is
due under the same contract.
•

Among major assets, advances and
payments on films to be recovered
from owners' share of gross receipts are put at $304,027, films valat $385,087, studios and equipment at $430,327, and sundry debtors at $266,360,
Liabilities include
$287,070 for sundry creditors.
comment attached to the balance
sheet indicates no value has been

little

Booms Theatre
Another Tokyo Spot
Opens for U. S. Pix
Tokyo, Aug.

10.

London, Aug.

22.

placed upon unmatured contracts on
films the company is exploiting for
other producers.
These, it is believed, after accruing would square
off the net loss at least, probably
leaving something over for profit.

VENICE FILM

MAXWELL-G-B

SEHLED?

SUIT

library

and museum.

31.

Although a closely-guarded secret,
It is understood that John Maxwell
has come to an agreement with Gaumont-British as regards his suit for
$3,000,000.

Maxwell's suit resulted from the
involved Gaumont-British status immediately "following the first attempt to sell the company to Amer-

eign distribs that, roughly, the issu-

sideration

the past year, plus con-

of

the

nimiber

of

sentimental people.'

and

grossing potentialities of
pix in the vaults now.
Ministry further stated that, when
actual percentage to be permitted is
decided upon, this amount will be
further reduced;- according to conditions at the moment of granting the
permit.
Summed up it means that no definite regulations are ready to be imposed and that all permits wiU be
stymied until such regulations are
formulated.

.

Mexico

land.

HAGUE BANS 'JUDGMENT
DAY' AS ANTI-GERMAN

is

participating for the

time.

first

probable

tinreleased

SHOW STARTS

Now

Owlett wants a mere $2,000,000
Tokyo, Aug. 10.
and expects Americans (who pracMinistry of finance has advised for- tically paid for the Shakespeare

While the regulations do not require that each country which submits films be represented by at least
one in the final selection of films to
be shown, the Committee which
selects the films has felt bound by
courtesy to pick at least one per

theatre

uptown

at

a

of

cost

Seating capacity would
be in the -vicinity of 2,000, with the
theatre set for legit and musical
shows, Nell also said that his present vaude-revue house here will be
remodelled,
and a new theatre
erected
in
Melbourne, with the
chain also extending to Adelaide and
across to New Zealand.

Snider-Dean, Too

London, Aug.

Poland, United States and Switzer-

furnished in
ing dishes of the period. Sponsors
are also playing with the thought of
including a permanent Elizabethan

is

$1,000,000,

made during

JAPAN SERIOUS

Sydney, Aug. 11.
on for more theatres. It's
serious and extending without letup.
Craze

new

the regular fare.

Memorial theatre at Stratford-onance of remittance permits will be Avon) to hand over most of it.
Tve no doubt they'll love it,' he's
based on an average of remittances
credited with saying. 'They're very

Mermaid Tavern,
Tudor style and offer-

lica of the ancient

Down Under

Kokusai Gekijo (International theSir Ben Fuller is out on a finance
de luxer, opened
Asakusa amuse- search for erection in a central city
ment district, has decided to take a spot now on option. Knight plans
flyer with foreign pix in conjunction a theatre
and office building larger
with regular stage show. Since openthan the St. James, formerly run in
ing, Sochiku revues have held the
conjunction with his brother John.
boards exclusively.
he's
almost set.
First pic contracted is 'Camille' Says
Theatre's
(MG), skedded to open Aug. 20 for destined for legit and revue attracten days. On the stage will be Cho- tions.
Directly Frank Neil hit here from
iro Hayashi, Japan's best known film
actor. If the experiment proves suc- England, he told bporters that the
cessful, foreign flickers will become Tivoli circuit planned building a

ican interests. Maxwell bought $3,000,000 worth of stock in the company on an understanding he was to
get control. Couldn't get it so sued
for his money, plus damages. Case
was down for hearing in July but
was postponed to October.
Rome, Aug. 20.
understood that it has all
Sixteen countries are represented been quietly settled out of court,
at the Fifth. International Cinema with G-B to return the shares or
Exhibition,
now in progress at the equivalent in value. Also unVenice. They are Austria, Belgium, derstood that G-B forked out $250,000
Checkoslovakia, France, Egypt, Ger- for damages involved on an agreemany, Great Britain, Holland, Hun- ment to forget the whole thing.
gary, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico,

COIN TIEUP IN

Bldg.

atre), Schochiku's
last month in the

A

F. C, Owlett is setting his course
for New York with plans of relieving American
philanthropists
of
their dollars.
His job is raising
funds for a scheme to build a replica of Shakespeai-e's original Globe
theatre at or about tjie spot where

19

Return of PnbEc Interest in Stage

ued

Only $2,000,000

LONDON

Telepliuiie Teinplo lt»r aOil-SinVi

$70,081

British Lion made eight pictures
it that the distribs are
in the year reviewed, and are also
worried about the whole affair now, not, of course, that they the Bard's dramas first saw the handling U., K. distribution of Republic
output.
have anything to hide, but whether light.
thB Commission will look at things
General idea is for a fake Tudor
from their (distribs) point of view. building on Elizabethan lines, reviving the open stage and bearpit
auditorium of olden days, though
having twice as much audience
room. Adjoining would be a rep-

Inside has

a

Cable AdAress; VARIRl'T,

Metro Wants House
In Holland;

May Be

Beginning of Fight

Snider-Dean is anxious to secure
a new theatre in this city for the
presentation
of
stage
attractions
outside of their pic activities.

Over the past few weeks there has
been a decided trend towards the
Introduction of new stage shows
from abroad, and various units outside of WJlliamson-Talt are keen
about cashing in on the public's turn

towards live shows.
Marcus Unit,
is copping a take of
approximately $15,000 weekly here,
and it is figured that the stage is
ready now to pull biz away from
pix. Trouble is th^t there aren't any
for instance,

theatres in

which

hence the desire

to spot attractions,
to erect.

In the pic field house erections
continue apace, especially In the
nabes.
Tom Archibald, is building
a theatre opposite Hoyts Regent, and
close to the same management's
"

Hoyts tried to make a deal
with Archibald, but so far It's been
no go. Whisper Is around that Metro
is dickering to cop the theatre
for
its local chain extension.
Builder
has been undecided whether to lease
or run indie. Big trouble on indie
operation would be pic supply.
Metro also made an offer for the
Cameo through Roxy Theatres, but
Plaza.

the deal fell through. Already Metro
The Hague, July 30.
is operating two theatres in this city
Decision of Metro to build a new
and plans more.
pic house here despite the nix of the
Hoyts continues building In the
local exhib organization may bring
on a wholesale scrap in Holland film nabes, here and in Victoria, King's
circles.
Metro's proposed theatre is Theatres ai:e Hoyts biggest nabe opto be located in Amsterdam and will position In New South Wales, and
be large and lavish. Project also now .other interests are figuring on
has the support of the other Amer- nabe erections, including Greater
Union Theatres.
gether the Committee is forced to se- ican distribs with offices in this
lect from 40 to 45 feature films, and country, including Paramount, 20th
about an equal number of shorts Century -Fox, Warners and Radio.

The Hague, Aug. 20.
The Hague has banned
country. This gives the small counof /Judgment
tries whose product does not usually
Day' by Elmer Rice, planned for
reach international markets a break,
showing here by Cor van der Lugt
but gives the committee a headache,
Melsert, director and general manas it further limits the number of
ager of the biggest theatre company
films of the big producing Countries
F, A. Kennedy, RKO mgr. here and in Holland, The Hof stad. Tooneel. Inchairman of the American Motion terdiction is based on the opinion of which, by and large, are the ones
who turn out the best films. AltoPicture Ass'n., being absent from the piayor, who read the play in
Tokyo,

couldn't be reached for a
statement, but other sources stated
that the situation is becoming serious, from the standpoint of American distribs.
Estimated th&t coin
now in cold storage amounts to about
$200,000, all accumulated during the
past mpnth, one of the leanest of the
year from the angle of income. With
that' figure as the basis, distribs are
beginning to realize that after the
season opens, quite an impressive
sum will be collecting dust.
General feeling here is that the
ministry of finance knows pretty well
what it intends to do, but is using
the present tactics as a stall to hold

up

all

money on hand.

ITALIAN

niM LAWS

Mayor

local

of

performances

advance and said that it alluded too
plainly to certain persons and events
in Germany, especially to Minister
Goering and the Reichstag fire.
Decision brought great astonishment in the theatre world, as 'Judgment Day' was played in New York
and London without the -slightest
protest from the Germans, Rice, living now in England, hopped over to
Holland to see what was wrong. He
stressed the fact that the play takes
place in a fictitious country and only
deals with the legal status in an absolute and dictatorial government.
Eyes are now turned on the Mayor
of Amsterdam, as another troupe
there intends to do 'Judgment Day.'
Paris premiere of the play is expected in September and negotiations
are on with Czechoslovakia, Switzerland and the Scandinavian countries.

Doyle to N. Y.
Rome, Aug.

20.

Sydney, Aug.

11.

Stuart F. Doyle, former G. U. T.
boss, leaves here Aug. 20 for N. Y.

and London. But he'll be back later
on to set some plans in motion.
Doyle's not through with show biz
year favoring the local film industry
at the expense of foreign imported in the Antipodes by a long shot, despite the fact that he's up to his neck
films.
Regulation goes on to state that in radio with Frank Albert.
exhibitors are required to show at
least five Italian films in every three
Slight Oversight

mouth

period.

SO IT'S

NOT KUSSIA
Tokyo, Aug,

10.

Ryutaro Miyabashi who, at the request of the Russian Govt, recently
cancelled a trip to Moscow to attend the Theatre Festival, leaves
shortly for Berlin, London and New
York.
"Wants to study revue production
methods for Shochiku.

all

Mexico City, Aug. 31.
Catherine Woodward and Kitty
Nolan, American members of the
revue unit currently at the Folios
Bergere Theatre here, have made
complaint to local police that Fernando de Truchuelo. theatrical and
pic impresario, hired them to play
in one of his pics and forgot to pay
off.

De Truchuelo
a unit.

is

on the road with

the material submitted.

New

house was

first

proposed two

years ago, but was nixed by the
general assembly of the Nederlandsche Bioscoop Bond) distrib and exhib organization.
Thought likely

"Ecstasy" and "Young Love," has that either Metro or the NBB will
'
not sent any feature film this time, ultimately backtrack, rather than
rather than send second-bests; Hol- make an issue of the matter, but if
not
a
hot
tussle
in
prospect.
is
land has sent in only a couple of
shorts.

The 'big five,' England, France,
Germany, Italy and Hollywood will
probably have the competitive angle
of the Exhibition pretty much to
themselves.

That participation in the Exhibithe
tion should be accorded on
basis of artistic considerations only
was stressed by the committee when

90^ PIX IN DENMARK

ARE FROM HOLLYWOOD
Copenhagen, Aug.

22,

In 90% of the cinemas, American
German picFrench film 'La pictures dominate.
Great Illu- tures once were the most popular,
This pic, in which the great but that changed with the Hitler
sion').
illusion referred to is The Father- regime, and now it is very seldom
land, had previously been refused a that even the better Ufa pictures
dubbing permit here, and thus interest the public.
Local production of Danish films
banned from showing in Italian
is
extremely small, because they
theatres.
But despite the contention that dif- miss the foreign market. English
ference in political views has noth- pictures do not possess sufficient
ing to do with the show, Russia is dramatic qualities. In the last two
And years French pictures have been
conspicuous by its absence.
Spain, for obvious reasons, is ab- getting more and more popular, but
American pics score all the real box
sent, too.
it

admitted

Grande

TOUGHENED UP AGAIN
Starting Sept. 1, Italian exhihjitors
will 6fe obliged to show one Italian
film for every two foreign films.
This is another of a series of regulations which have been passed this

from

Small countries, with their limited markets, seem pretty much out
Checkoslovakia,
of it this year.
proud of its past Venice record with

('The

office records.

Hoyts Deluxer

Melbourne, Aug. 10.
Hoyts opened another nabe house
at Brunswick with a seating capacity
of 2,000. Erection cost $200,000 and
is the last word in modern design.
Charles Munro, Hoyts boss, came

across from Sydney for the opening,
with other officials from the Sydney
office.

Features include a revolving stage,
floating screen and ample auLo
parking space.
a

IN LONDON; 'TIME'

OUT

London, Aug. 31.
'Wanted for Murder,' Percy Robinson's play, opened at the Lyceum
(25) to an enthusiastic audience. Will
undoubtedly enjoy local success.
'Time and the Con ways' at the
Duchess theatre (26) proved an interesting theme, but no commercial
theatre. Plot is splendidly produced
and well acted. No general appeal
to new J. B. Priestly story.

the

Illusion'

New

mORDER' LOOKS A HIT

'The Good Earth,' now running
nine weeks in the Palace, the biggest cinema in town, is doing so in
the bad summer season when so
many people holiday out of town.

6%

and Nice Profit For

Prince Edward, Sydney
Sydney, Aug.

was made between Dec,

Vienna, Aug. 20.
Viktor Eckhardt, manager of the
Apollo theatre until 1926, when it
became a cinema, attempted suicide.
Recovering in Jagic clinic.
Reasons were not revealed.

193C,

and

June,

1937.
Directors are hopeful
with a fuither improvement in
pix screened, higher profits will result in the future.
Theatre screens
Par product on ace release.

that,

Mention was made that, in compliance with the Quota Act, a local
pi 2 was screened for two weeks to a
heavy

Eckliardt Tries Suicide

11.

Carroll, Musgrove Theatres, Ltd.,
operators of the Prince Edward theatre, turned in a profit on the year
of $24,515, after setting aside $10,000
for depreciation.
Directors pointed out that profit

financial

loss.

Last

year'j

amounted to $28,705.
F' :al dividend of 3Vz% is proposed
on participating preference, making
6% for the year—as was the case

profit

in 1936.

Dan

Carroll

Mel La>vton
operation.

is

in

chief of C. M., with
charge of theatre

!
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and
a thrilling charm team of madcap

romantics . . .

going to town in the screen's

otttstandingTriot-and-rhythinJshow !

and laughs^nd love for the^ heart !

fif ^glitter and ^glow Jforl the eye !
and dancing and crackling gags ! .
delightful/goofy and, gay L.
tailored

. . .

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Music

'JiUmw
•

.Singing

{t's^dizzy^

A: show hand-;

t^pull and please ^thO) widest range of

fans your theatre ever reached

:
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DIRECTED BY WILLIAM A. SEITERf
PRODUCED BY EDWARD KAUFMAN
$cr«er. play by Bert

Kalnur and Hani Ruby and VioU Brotbers Shor*.

}

.

PRISONER OF ZENDA
Hollywood, Aug.

chance in 'Zenda' and gefs a Jot from
little.
The blackhearted menace is

a

Ait)a(s:

AU\(lf>lot»e

CiiiHill

hy

Dliei'lotl^

iiluv

by .lohn

1^.

nnU.
John Cromwell. SoroonUnUlersoni adaplnllon liy
DoufTlas Piilrhiinks,

jiUUItlonnl UlaloR l>y i)on«M
Sl*w!irl; Ornmntlzntlon by ISdwanl
Ko.sp: fioni Aniiifrnv Hope's novel. Crtmoni,
Howe; inuslcnl score by _A1.lames

Wclh RoDl;

<)B(l<^n

.Wwmun;

frf!«1

si)eclnl

JuoU

eftPOts,

Cos-

.Vicholaus; tcchnicitl <i<lvIspi-M, .Slgviiril Hcrn.idotte find Ivar EnhorninK; film edliDi-n, Hal C. Kern onrt .lamea
Ki'ovr,

K.

M.

.lohn

»i\vv<im;

Iff-ederlck

director,

iis.st.

A*.

I'revhwed nt (Irauman'a Chlne.<!P,
S|)rni"fr.
A us. 27, '37. Runnini; time,
I folly n nod,
100 iiilns.
ItiisBPiidyll

IliMlnir

HiKlolI V
)
I'cini'Pf^s I'Navia
ilupei'l nl ] Ipnc/.au

Ronald Tolman
Madeleine Oanoll

KInK

.

Colonel

.

Doutrlas l>'alH>unU.«, ilr,
...^(ary Alitor

de Maubaii

Antoliietlt^

Znpt..':

Aubrey Smith

(?.

Hlai.k Michael
li"ritvs von
T<iilcnhelm.
Marshal .Strukenc^

Raymond
,

(7ai'dlnii)

.lohann

Howard

.ro.scf
'

•

In bits are Ian Maclaren, whose
fine diction makes the small role of

'The Prisoner of Zenda' (SelzElaborate filming of
nick-UA
the Anthony Hope romance;
ably acted by .Colman, Madeleine Carroll and Fairbanks, Jr.,
and destined for good b.o. busi-

the Cardinal important; Lawrence
Grant, Al Shean and Montague Love.
It is paradoxicar that Selznick, who
has used color with more entiius
iasm than most Hollywood producers,
passed up the tints in making

—

which

more

suited to color
than 'A Star Is Born.'
production as appealing to the eye as this

'Zenda.'

is

A

r.ani;

.

.

Montarrue I^ove
....William von Brinoken

.

ICraftsleIn
r..!VU('ngr«n)

Philip

,

Something

to Sing
(MUSICAL)

Sleemuh

Oe

Gtiutcl'
Alexander D'An-y
Bril.lKh Ai>il)H.<!!<iidor...,
Bcn Web.'Jter
Urltl.sh Ambassador's Wife
Evelyn Bere.<!(nrd

Boyd Irwin

MastPr of C^i-emonlCi
Chamberlain

Emmett Kin^

Ijord lllBh

Orchestra I^ea'der....
Pufifiport Otfiuer

Porter

,

Odok. ......

^

Station Ma.st-er.,
Station Attendant,

Al Shean
Charles Halton
Spencer Charters
Eleanor Wes.sclhneft
..Henry Roqucmore
liilllan

Harmer

VPat Somei-set
GiiaidH at I..ndKe

'

C

Terry Rooney.;
«lt,%

James Cagney

wickets spinning. Class production
extravagantly presehted, splendidly

.Sfljiat

-Mona Biirrie

witij orchestra

Pinky
Soloist

—

.

drawing qualities

marquee
To these

added the title
of a standard piece of romantic fiction which has stood the test of two
is

generations of theatregoers.

Can't

Forney
Easton
Davianl

,

Marek
,

Philip

Frye

Ahn

'Zenda' is hokum of the 24-karat
variety; a sheer piece of romantic
nonsense afbout a mythical European
kingdom^ a stiuggle for possession of
a throne between a dissolute true
heir and an ambitious step-brother
with larcenous inclinations; a lovely
blonde princess; a swashbuckling
duke, who bends with the political
wind, and a young Englishman, on

James Cagney's second independently produced film for Grand National release is a first-class comedy
with music, giving him a chance to
show himself in a more versatile part

ample, if modest, production. Sound
.showmanship has been used in keeping the backgrounds realistic. Good

persuaded limited to belligerent characterizations, he comes through in his latest
with much credit to himself, and deAll of v^ich is blended into an
livers- a film which will do well at
exciting meIodraiha» heightened by
the box office.
his annual outing, who is
to impersonate the king.

entertainment.

Flin.

.

flashing sabre duels, sparkling unimanly physiques, death
lurking in dark castle comers, and a
tearful renunciation Of. royal love for
the good of the peasants who pay
the taxes. 'Zenda^ had them on the
edge of their chairs at the turn of
the century. This Selznick Him version, ably directed by John Cromwell, will nudge them into the aisles.
Decidedly more difficult to make
a film of this- pre^Graustark material
than a stage production, wherein

Victor Schertzinger,

who wrote

is

much

easier

to

LADY

Hollywood, Aug.
Warner
Kay

31.

production and release.
Francis. Features PreBton Fo."!ler, Anita. r.ouiHe, Walter Connolly, Directed hy ,Stanley Txigan. Screen play, Rowland
I-eIgh from play by George S. Kaufman
Bitia.

Stars

the

original story, composed the music
and lyrics of some tuneful numbers,
and then cast and directed the piece
with imagination, keen insight and
a satiric touch which lifts 'Something to Sing About' out of the independent field into favorable comparison with the best output of simi^^
lar type from' the major studios. He

is a fine musician and composer, and
a splendid
Job of translating Anthony Hope's which 'Onedirector of musicals, of
Night of Love,' with
novel to pictures is expertly han- Grace ^oore,
stands, as his recent
dled by Wells Root, John L. Balder- most showmanly
work.
.ston, who has a knack for this sort of
Cagney has brushed up on his tap-.,
thing, and Donald Ogden Stewart,
ping
and
handles
himself easily and
whose dialog is the least stilted feawith
assurance.
There is mor^ ahead
ture of the. production. Cromwell's
of Cagney
direction is excellent,
His opening this film alOng'the new lines which
reveals him capable of doscenes in the Balkin capital are as
ing.
He already has a big followcasual as a travelog, and his players
ing that gets a kick out of his
assume
lifelike
characterizations brusque
mannerisms
and his constant
through a series of intimate, human
strutting with a chip on his shoulsituations.
Once it is established, through some der.
Schertzinger's story Is backgroundadroit double exposures
(Colman
plays the dual role of Englishman ed by life, love and manners in Holand king) that the local political lywood studios. His hero is a band
leader
fom a New' York cafe who
situation demands heroic handlin.?.
the rest is easy. Treatment is as seri- is beguiled to take a fling at picous as a church wedding. Scenes of ture acting. Beyond the setting there
the mock coronation are realistic and is little else In the yarn that is remdelicately handled,
„^ iniscent of other films of the same
confusions of
Tragedy and broken hearts
identities among the principals are S^"'"®conspitiuously absent from this
deftly arranged and believable, and
the
flamboyant military fanfare one. There is the overnight sensaseems actual and not musical comedy tional screen success, but the conGoJman has the ability to make a sequences are amusing and farcical.
full dress court uniform appear as Neither does the film poke vicious
comfortable as a suit of pajama.s. He .libe.s at the picture colony and its
never trips over his sword, or loosens inhabitants. The humor is li?ht, the
his collar for air. No matter how situations furtny and the dialog never
ridiculous the costume, hie can mako so professional 'as to confuse the
love in a moonlit garden as thoii«rh average audience.
he means it, and in this film, with
Cagney's performance is ud to the
Miss Carroll and all her blonde best he has given. Caught in the
loveliness quite receptive to im- film maelstrom, he tries' to fulfill an
passioned protestations, the romance agreement with his employers who
has a touch of verity, the clink! n'' have persuaded him that his future
sabres the .sound of conflict, and th.'; Dopularity rests entirely upon the
breathle.ss escapes the appearance of fact that he is unmarried and therefore a gay philanderer. Fact is, the
eluded danger.
newly made star has a very nice
li'fi a clo.ce race between Colman
and Fairbank.s, Jr., who plays Rupert wife, formerly soloi.st with his Manof Hent/au for ton acting hohor.s. hattan orchestra, and the two are in
Young Doup has been away from love with each other. Both try to
Hollywood films for several years. carr> off the deception, but romance
His return is a conspicuous success triumphs over art. They go back to
and .shows him to splendid advantace the band and freedom.
in a role demanding villainy of tho
Newcomer, Evelyn Daw, is given
direst kind, which he plays with hu- the supporting lead and doe.s evcrvmor, vitality and charm.
thinp which Schertzinger demands,
Mi.ss Carroll hasn't much to do She ha.s youth, looks and a fine rebeyond bein"? decorative, which in cording voice. She speaks her lines
her case is an e?£y assignment. Best distinctly and capably handles the
"emme nart i«! the scheming Antoin- modest acting requirement,<; of her
part.
The legend about her is that
'!tte, whirh Mary Astor is inclined
she comes from Dakota; Schertzinger
io underplay,
AH the other familiar leads arc is alleged to have given her one au'n cj'nable hands.
C. Aubrey Smith, dition and, iust like tliat, she i.i
iiime minister and prime movinP signed R lead in pictures. Slie sin-'';
nctor in the canard to shuffle off the four numbers and makes a good impression.
'ifiilino B^itipher for royalty, pIvp"
"e of h's b-^st performances. Dpvi''
Supporting players all convcv thr
i-."<5
been flirting around impression they are having a good
•"f edges of important roles, has hi.^time. William Frawley, as a tU.idio

illusion

FIRST

It is difficult to draw the line of
commendation between Cagney and

forms on

mind,
]..ucy

Chase Wayne
Page

Kay

Emmy

I.avlnla Mae <Ti-eevey.
Belle Hardwicke
Ellsworth T. Canning

Charles
Bleeker

Wayne

,Sltiphe)i

carter Hll.biirO

Gordon Keanp.,..,
Sophy Prp.s<-ott...(Jeorge

Hardwicke...

Mrs.

Mason

<.(}ri>nt Mitchell
T.urllle Glea.-ion

M»ir|orle Gale.'-on
Henry O'Neill
..T3ric
rtH,a

SHE ASKED FOR

Stanley
Haflen

past two years, 'First Lady,'

by George

Kalufman and Katherine
Francis appears in the
Cowl role, and the filmization is a
photographic ret)lica of the play. The
Dayton.

bright
scenes

S,

Kay

dialogue,
intimacies

the
of

relea.se

of

P,.

t'elta

Sleltln

Ted Hoyt
Randolph

official

.

I*.

,

,

of

the

•

.

London, Aug.

.

7,"

.

.Tohn Wood
.Claire I.uc»

Laddie

KlUy

.Slla.-j

Morner

nispector GlfTnmk
.sergeant Oliver
T.Hdy Drewsden
I>ord

Drewsden

AlCied

Osborne
Rk'hard Carle

".

(Mitt

.Sally Gray
Luplno
Glna Male

lommy Teacher.,..
Dolly Jordan
Alice Mayhlll

.Stanley

ludy Kelly
,

...Max Baer
.Svd Walker
Richard Murdoch
Bei lha Belmore
Fred Hearne
Archibald Batty

Crisp and thoroughly commendable version of the successful stage
musical of the same name. Humor
is mainly topical, which should not
deter U. S. citizens from bestowing
.plenty of laughs upon it. Local patrons, where the stars are household
words, will appreciate it most, how-

Drew

.

.

ever.

Best of the songs have been reand skillfully adapted to sit-

tained,

'

Flin.

uations more acceptable to picture
audiences.
Big percentage of the
stage cast is recruited, with Claire
Luce the only newcomer among the
names. That she is not as good as
Adele Dixon, who created the leading role, is perhaps not her fault;
she appears to be straining for a
glamorous effect and personality
which do not ring true. Gina IVIalo
and Sally Gray are more natural in
the two lesser femme roles,
Harry, recently come into the title
of Lord Drewsden, is entertaining
Billy and Tommy (his ex-vaudeville
nartners) and a host of friends at
his ancestral home.
Their three
.sirLs, tired of waiting for proposals,
feign falls from hor.se-riding, with
the desired effect, Alice. Harry's exfiancee, turns up uninvited, claiming
the validity of an engagement she
had broken two years previoiusly.
She has his undated letter of proposal and threatens a breach of

promise

suit.

their pal, the two men try
to get the letter back, and
finally decide that one of them shall
disguise as the decea.sed Lord Drewsden
'returned
from the grave,'
thinking this will silence Alice, who
is. only after the title. Plenty of complications ari.se, including the return
of the actual suppo.sedly dead peer,
(Continued on page 29)

To help
means

fill

.

^

18.

relea.s*.
Liti<MI«

mins.

Airtl Drewsden
Pamela.
Bowler

i

I

Picture and
features

Lupino;

Claire I.uce,

Ullly

.

'

British

Stanley

Gin* M«lo, Max Paer.
Uire<'(ed by (Graham Cults,
Screen piny,
Bll/.abeth Meehan and Hugh Brooke; from
musU'al comedy oC same name; music, and
lyrics,
Billy
Mayerl,
ttesmond Carter,
Fifink Byton, Michael Carr, Jimmie Kennedy; camera. Otto Kanturek.
At Piccadilly. Tjondon, Aug. 17, '37,
Running time

.•

.

picture version

S., Kaufman
play about
chump who outchumps others, writ-a

.Stars-

31,

Washington makes and breaks its Mr. .'Switch
Hurry KereHfoiil
political puppets over tea cups and Conrad Norris. ..
.Alan Rlrnilngham
rrarry FleiKclniiann
dinner cordials, is good film ,1enklns
Old Man .Stcltln.
Tully Marshall
material for the drawing room type. Kallo.
..Miki Morita
An excellent cast, good direction and
a tasteful production unite to make
Designed for the tag end of the
it a satisfactory first run entertsin- double
bills, and that is where it will
'_ment. It will be Greek in the for- be
played. Possesses nothing new in
eign cinemas.
story, manner of handling or showBarrage Of political news which manship, and a tough one for exhas been printed in the press during hibitors to exploit, as the title carthe past several years, and the re- ric.<5 no weight. Cast lacks outstandcent airing of Supreme Court issues ing names, although featured players
has smartened up audiences to an are known to audiences.
easy understanding of the ambitious
Story is a rehash of the old standKtru!?gle of two Washington wives
by, the author ot popular novels who
iurtliering the political careers of
his "own fiction charIheir husband.s.
Few if any lines impersonates
acter.
In this instance the book
from the orisinal play have been
hero is a detective, and the plot conchanged or deleted.
cerns unraveling a
Verrce Teasdale as Irene Hibbard, of who pushed old murder mystery
man Stettin off
wife of the Suorcme Court Justice, the balcony.
He cracked his no.«s!in
who nearly landed herself in the n the stone pavement
and expired.
While House, gives a sparkling pe
Erie
C.
Kenton
directs
in
a
I'ormance, Scene between her ah
.'•traightforward style, William GarWalter Connelly from the play's sec- }TRn plays
the author-detective, and
ond act is one of the best passage.s Oncn
Heyward is his blonde wife.
in ony film so far this season.
They do a 'Thin Man' imitation, but
Key Francis plays the grahd- not very
successfully.
Dialog isn't
daiighler of a one-lime President and half
."^
bright and snaopy }.« the
wife of the Secretary of State, whom nifiyerf;
take for granted, and their
she is launching for the Presii?ency.
manperifims and casual remsrk.s
Her performance is splendid arid fiio
n-e misconstrued
for
insinreritv
witly. :'nd her costumes .striking.
Harry Bei-p.-^ford is verv good in the
Entire rj»st has been carefully .senart of a. scheming lawyer, and Tullv
lected.
Marjorie Rambeau. 'Snra
Mar.<!hall. who ha.sn't been around
Hpden,' Mariorie Gnte.son. Louise Famuch lately. Is the murderer's viczenda. Anita Loui.<:e and .Lucllotinn.
Bec*<u.<;e the .script doesn't der;iet;son handle the feminine roles.
velop the Marshall role more than a
ODpo.site are Preston Foster. Wslter
scene or t\Vn, there isn't much ex
Connelly, Victor Jo'-v, Grant Mitch
he is pooped
ell. Henry O'Neili, Eric SUtifcy- -a .iri
^i^lTtr"^
^^J'^^'''MjV'^-^V^vienn^
O.sborne
- k^^^^^
C-i-enory GB.ve,
..
-v..
,
^ •'^'^'y 'vpe of
-"vii
Slanley Logan's direction
J^'*!:.^
''^^e to miper.sonale.
Rowhind Leigh's \«!cript is
after

i

ommy Wonder

ten some years, back under the tiUe
of 'The Butter and F.^g Man.' It will-

Cllfr.

Schulberg

Koli<ni1

.

.

r"

I

N'lvleniip.

Stettin.
.•

,

.

...Olive Ol.son

a

is

George

. '

......Frank Knylen
Robert Ilomans
-.Harvey c-iiii)t

(WITH SONGS)

'

behind-the-

how

.

(BRITISH MADE)

production;
associate
prodiu'er,
George
Aiierbach. Features William Gargan, <)rlen
Heyward. VIvlenne Osborne, Richard Carle
and Roland Drew.
Directed by Brie C,
Kenton; screenplay by Frederick ,TackPon,
Theoilor* Reeves and Howard Irving Young;
camera, T.eon Shamroy; musical dlwtlon,
Boris Morros; film edllov. Robert Hl.si-holT;
asst. director, I,eon .Talte.
Pi-pvlewed at
.Mfxander theatre, Gleudale. Calif., .\ug.
'3".
lis,
Running lime, (V! mins.
Dwlg<it Stanford
William Gargan
Penelope Slanford,
.Orlen Heyward

Warners has made an amusing, althbugh somewhat chatty version of
Jane Cowl's legit starring vehicle
r,he

,,,
,

,^.><soclated

IT

Hollywood, Aug.

Gregory Gays

Paramount

of

Clule
AfnCy Treen

OVER SHE GOES

with bolts of electricity, while Warren Hymer gets in a trenchant bit
as a happy-go-luck mugg who gets
him accidentally electrocuted on the
day of his release from prison Odec.

.....Harrv Davenport
Olat Hytton
Prealon Ifost'tr
Walter Connolly
Victor Jory

Mawm

Tom

,

Parko

Foy

.t.'hester

Collotte T.yons

,

Ulcluird Milton

comedy moments as a timid guy
when it comes to playing around

.

Grsgoruvlch

,

Jane Ardeh

ing

Verree Teasdule
.Ixiulae Fazcndn
Mar.lorie Ramheau
.

Ive.s

JWra.

create.

Francis

....Anitn Ijoulae
. . .

<-harles

•

WB

and Katharine Dayton. Previewed at
Hollywood, Aug. 30, '37,. Running time, 82

Irene Hibbard

Jenklmi
..Addlaon. Rlchanls

—

Harland Dixon directed and also
participates in the dance numbers.
Photography is better than average
and Zion Myers has given the film

than provided in previous pictures.
In this one^ he sings, dances and
plays a romantic juvenile. Having
been a song-and-dance man orginally, he does that well.
Heretofore

Miilr

••;V'^"en

Alvin Gufiselt
Jennie Wolfe....;.
Robbie Benson .
I'haille

Oritrrlon "v'
time,

..Stuart ICrwIn
Valenda barrel]

Morgan

.

'

miss.

M

serve present-day film demands as a
pro.gramer that is capably produced
well played and has sufficient motion
with a distorted conception of his to please the average customer
worth and his relations to others While the majority oif houses it wili
but the characterization and the play will be dualers, in some spot?
it might be able to get away singly.
narrative built around it ar'". given
The name of Kaufman, much more
such hazy and haphazard composi
tion that the Outconie is of minor important now than when he wrote
'Bad Guy' 'Butter and Egg Man,' could be
value.
entertainn»ent
plugged
as a possible means of helplooks destined for the lesser alsoes.
ing at the b.o. Cast
Film occasionally threatens to Erwin, ,Jean Muir, names are Stuart
Glenda Farrell
break out with sDme excitement; and Allen Jenkins, all
of whom are
but script and directorial uncer
pretty well known, plus other pertainty prevent such threats from, formers, including Tommy
Wonder,
The background of the dancer; Collette Lyons, from
materializing.
mu'Bad Guy' is the power servicing in- .iical comedy, and Olive Olson,
also
dustry, with the general ado re- from the stage.
Erwin makes the
peatedly showing the high voltaje most of the part of a lad from the
trouble shooters grappling with out- sticks, while Miss Muir does a steno'
side emergencies, as well as breaks agreeably.
With a yen for show
within the plant.
business and an inheritance of $20,Bruce Cabot and Edward Norris 000, Erwin's experiences at the hands,
are posed as a couple of these trouble of promoters he finally outguesses
shooters. They're brothers hy birth provide background for laughs and
and graduates from an orphanage action* that keep the film rolling
An unruly egotist, Cabot gets him- smoothly and entertainingly.
Allen Jenkins turns in., his u.sual
self into one jam after another, but
the brother 'entertains no reaction competent performance as a theatribut implicit loyalty even when cal producer anxious to take Erwin.
Cabot goes on the make for the girl Jenkins is a type for comedy purwhom Norris wants to marry. Sen- poses who should go further; ha
tenced to death for killing a gambler, ought to be picking ud considerable
Cabot springs a ^framed story which momentum by now. Glenda Farrell
gains him a parole. When later th's plays an ex-fan dancer.
Plot revolves around the flop of
frame is exposed and Cabot is
jugged in the local bastile, he in- a tryout of the show in which Erwin
duces his brother to help him effect has invested all h's money doctoring
a break through the application of of the show and its succeiss in New
high voltage electricity on iron bars. York, plus its sale to the original
promoters when Erwin learns of the
A desperate getaway over high plagiarism
suit. Romantic interest is
voltage cables, momentarily dead,
leads to Cabot's final payoff, and the well handled. In addition to Tommy
Wonder's dancing there is a title
brother is reconciled with his girl,
tune credited to M. K. Jerome and
Virginia Grey is the center of in- Jack Scholl, sung by Olive Olson.
terest of the boys and like the
Char.
others in the cast she gives little
but lipservice to her assignment
Cliff Ed^wards interpolates some tell-

ducer not too broadly, and Mona
Barrie impersonates a foreign film
personality without overdoing it.
Kenneth Harlan and Herbert Raw 1inson have lesser roles, and Richard
Tucker gives a fine performance of
a film director, which he plays
straight.
Schertzinger reverses the
conventional satire of Hollywood. He
keeps his people real and derives his
fun from the idolizing public.

Wln(1h»'lni

D w lg<it

John Arthur

Ito

Miss Robbln!^
.\ .Kathleen Lockhart
Transportation Manager. .. Kenneth Harlan
Studio Attorney
Herbert Rnwllnson
Edward Burns
Krnest Wood

..^..Clay ("lenient

and

Kunnlng

..V.-.

M(i<'.^rrhXlv;.,'

This

.

With skillful and honest treatment
the theme which 'Bad Guy' approaches might haye been developed
"The
into an interesting document.
central character is a young fellow

.Cully Richards press agent, has one of his best roles
Candy (.'.andldo
William Davidson and gets laughs with a minimum of
Gene Lockhart plays a pror
Richard Tucker •effort.

photographed and lavishly mounted. FuT.Y.y.
With Ronald Colman starred and Cafe Manager
Madeleine Carroll and Douglas Fair- mulne
banks, Jr., featured, the
values are ma.1or league.

Gene I.ockb'jrt
James Newlll
Harry B»irrls

.

,

l.,ynch,
20. •:)7,

,

Gordon Fox.,,...,,

'IVd

,

•

Man.'

...Evelyn Paw
William Frawle.,-

Wyatt

Meyers
Another early season box office Hnnk
Stephanie Hajos..
winner which will keep the theatre Bennett O. Regan

.'.

Qronson

•Reported Missing' (U). Mystery meller against a commercial airline
background that
will
prove nice lower-level
bracer in the duals.

Running: time, 90 mins.

.\lt

Tim

.

.

....Warren Hymer
.John Hninllton

'.Shorty '..,..,.,..

'Sfee Asked For It' (Par).—
William Gargari and Orien Hey-

.

'.'17,

Pan Grey

wai'd in ineffectual whodunit,
'Dance, Charlie, Dance' <WB).
Comedy of fair programmer
strength, remake o? George S.
Kaufman's play of many seasons back, 'Butter and Egg

31.

Orund National release of '/Ion .Myer.s
product ionj Sl;trs James Cafeney. Dlret:t*'d
by Victor ScliertBlnger. Slory by Sc'hericlnger: screenplay by Austin Parker; son^s
by Scherlzlnser; camera, John .Stumar;
musical director,
Balalelnko'lT; Him editor, Gene MUtord: dancer, Harlund DIxoff;
as.st
director.
John Sherwood; nrrangrements, Myrl .^tldcrnian. Previewed at Granman's Chinese theatre, Hollywood, Aug.
liC,

(Leslie SkelcUley

About

Hollywood, Aug.

Tucker,

Mathews...,
I'-anny Morgan

t^rey

Virginia
,

•Hl-Mne.'

prudutidon

>Mavv

.Kdward XorrlH
.Jean Chalburn
Clift Edwards
.Charley Grapcwin
.,

.

Betty

Warden

.A.ndv

.

Uruce Cabot

'Uicky' "Walden.
Kilty...
,Stevo Carroll.

Warren

Y..^wcek Aug.

time, lU mins.

Washington
b€hind-the-scen<5s
diplomatic-social doings, from
the stage hit Smart stuff, but
generally palatable.
•Bad Guy' liMiG). Tepid account of high voltage trouble
shooters. No marquee values.

Print is sepia tinted in parts. Musical
scoring by Alfred Newman is first
rate, and kept properly subdued.
Put 'Z6nda* down as one of the
Flin.
season's big ones.

Bros,

adaptation, Cmne" Wilbur and Wti
Jacobs; film editor, Frank
Magt'd'
M, K, Jerome and' J;ick Schdlij

c;iiiieia.

Feaiuret*
Metro produi'lloi) and relea.se.
Bruco raljot, Vli-glnla Orey, Kdward .MorOlJean t'hatburn. Clift Kdward.s.
ris,
Based on orlBlnal
rccted by Edward Calm,
story, 'High Voltage,' by J. Robert Hren,
Kathloefl/ Shepard, Hal r.onfr; adaptatloh.
At
Earl F«lw>n; campi«, J.*.ster White.
Running
TJIalto. N. Y., week Aug, IW, '.17.

'Something to Sing: About'
(GN). James Cagney in a
musical about Hollywood film
.studios and the goofy public.
Will please everywhere.
OK Kay
'First Lady' (WB).
Francis starrer in filmization of

one might be enhanced considerably
at the box office if it had been given
Whatever the
a spectrum setting.
cause of omission, only praise can be
given for the black ^.nd white photography by James Wong Howe.

nvi
inin;
lii
liani

.songs,

ne.«!s„

1937

(WITH SONG)
W.'irner

Flin.

BAD GUY

1,

Dance, Charlie, Dance

Hickox

to play Michel.

Ralph iTaulkner

Hor.sonin
I)ol<!hai-d

Afassey

David NIven
Lawrenre Grant
Ian Mn^^lnren
Byron Poulger

from London

September

W.e<ln<is<lfty,

paced, but confined to interiors
throughout. There is a good musical
underscoring. Photography by Sid
exceptionally good.
'First
Lady' qualifies for the best theatres.
Notvin the smash cl^ss, but an exmaking.
picture
fine
ample of

Miniatare Reviews

Raymond Massey, who came over

31.

wlcase ot Selznlok-lnteriiiiUoiiiil'.s
))i'<)ilucHlon; prortuc«d by DavUi
<). tielsjnirk; iiu.<:t. to the producer. WUllnni
K(;u-s Ronuld Colman. Fcnluitit
II, WilRlit.
HfiHiO

.

,

.
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FAR INTO THE NIGHT!
hits-

;an^

the w^^f

"And

tfiey
Start the J2gw
season with a

Road- Show
*THF

iiBROADWAY

MtLODYjthe
Greatest tiim
Musical since
the tintypes
besan to

Kit

FiRFFLY

and week aft
week the Fall
Season packs
one M-o-A^
wallop after
another. *
(For instance
be/ow

Big

Ones Soon!

•'Big

City" a

ring

Luise Rainer, Spencer

Tracy;

thrill-hit star-

"The

Bride

Wore

Crawford
with Franchot Tone, Robert
Young; *'Conqwest" starring
Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer

Red"

starring Joan

(the industry

is

due

for a sen-

sation when thisoneconies!),

•'Double Wedding" starring

William Powell, Myrna Loy;
"Live, Love

and Learn"

star-

Montgomery,
Rosalind Russell; "The Last

ring Robert

Gangster" starring Edward
G. Robirison Just the first
©f 1937-38!

Wednesday, Septeraber

VARIETY

£4

Cheek

1,

1937

the

Strand s business today

tomorrow or whenever
you darn well please
or

during

its

run --then

address your thanks to

WARNERS
as

for delivering

promised the one genuine

all-time sockorola of

musical money-makers!
Such Songs

Such a Cast!

DICK POWELL

FRED WARING
"VARSITY SHOW"
and His Pennsylvanians

in

with Ted

Healy • Priscilla Lane • Rosemary Lane
Walter Catlett • Johnny Davis* Buck & Bubbles
Directed by William Keigtll^y
Screen Play by Jerry Wald, ftichard Macaulay, Sig Heraif
and WarrcD Duff • From an OrigiBat Story. by Warren Duff and
Sig Herzig* Finale Created and Directed

IS

by Busby Berkeley

READY!

.

WedMe»da7t September

1,

—

'
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FILM BOOKING CHART
{For infomtafion af

and film exchange hooktrs. Variety presents a complete chart of feature releases of
Date of the reviews at given in Variety and the running time of prints are included.)
COrTRIGUT, 1911, BT VABIETT, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

theatre

the current quarterly period.

all

American

the

distributing companies for,

WEEK

\,HEN
TITLE

or

rRODUCER

TALENT

TYPE

DISTRIB.

DIRECTOR

BELEASK
IT CAN'T LAST FOREVER
KING $OLOIVION'S MINES

7/16/37

BOOTS OF DESTINY
BLAZING BARRIERS
RIDERS OF THE DAWN
TOPPER
EASY LIVING
SUPER SLEUTH
THE RED ROPE
THE CALIFORNIAN
EVER SINCE EVE
RENDEZVOUS IN ALPS
SARATOGA

7/23/37

PARADISE ISLE

VALLEY
THE BIG SHOT
THE LADY ESCAPES
KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOR
TALENT SCOUT
A DANGEROUS ADVENTURE
WHERE THERE'S A WILL
SMALL TOWN BOY
LONDON BY NiGHT
LEGION OF MISSING MEN

H. L. Decker

K, Goldsmith
R. N. Bradbury

EXCLUSIVE
TOAST OF NEW YORK
WEE WILLIE WINKIE
VOGUES OF 1938
THE ROAD BACK
MARRY THE GIRL
BULLDOG DRUMMOND AT BAY
8/6/37

8/13/37

RANGER STEPS IN
MYSTERY OF HOODED HORSEMAN
THE GOOD EARTH
THE OUTER GATE
BLONDE TROUBLE
WINDJAMMER
SEA RACKETEERS
BOOTHILL BRIGADE
YOU CAN'T HAVE EVERYTHING
REPORTED MISSING
STELLA DALLAS
SAN QUENTIN
LOVE TAKES FLIGHT
LUCK OiP ROARING CAMP
ARTISTS AND MODELS
HIDEAWAY
ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN
HANDY ANDY (Reissue)
DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE
JfEmJS -SADPLE LEGION^.
OUTLAWS OF THE ORIENT
KING OF THE SIERRAS
SHADOWS OF THE ORIENT
BROADWAY MELODY OF '38
SHE'S NO LADY
HOPALONG RIDES AGAIN

FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS
IT'S ALL YOUR^
KING SOLOMON'S MINES
TRAILING TROUBLE
BAD GUY
WHERE THE WEST BEGINS
ATLANTIC FLIGHT
ON SUCH A NIGHT
MAKE A WISH
THINK FAST, MB. MOTO
WESTERN GOLD
DEAD END

MAN WHO

CRIED WOLF
CONFESSION

Comedy
Comedy

Drama

Sol Lesser

WB

Mystery
Western
Western

Hagen
Hyman-Emerson

GN

Rdm-Com
Rom-Dr

MGM.

Dorothy Reid

Mono

Rom-Dr
Drama

H. Sherman

Par

Western

RKO
20th
UA

Comedy
Rom-Com
Drama

J.

Maury Cohen
L. L. Landau
A. Korda

WB

WB

,

W. MacDonald

E. Chadwick
Beri Glazer

Mono

Drama'
Melodrama

L

Chadwick
Par

E.

G. Hirliman
A, Schaefer
A. W. Hackel

GN

Western
Western

B. Allen-£. Stewart
Tex Ritter

Mono

Drama
Drama

Paul Muiii-Lulse Rainer
Ralph Forbes

Par

.Musical

Rep

Melodrama

20th
20th

Western

Schwab

L.

Melodrama

Melodrama

GN

Rom-Com

Mono

Outdoor

WB

Condor

.

H, Steele
L, E. Gensler
J.

Par

Musical

20th
20th

Drama
Rom-Dr
Comedy
Comedy

RKO

Reid

Cliff

Sol Wurtzel
Sol Wurtzel

WB'

WB

WB
WB

Col

Col

Ray

H. MacFadden
G. Archainbaud
Ewing Scott
H. MacFadden

Newfleld
N. Taurog
M. Carruth
King Vidor

Bacon

L.

^

F.

Raoul Walsh
Richard Rosson'
Allan Dwan
D. Butler

Mono

MGM

Drama

Jack Cummings

Musical

Par
Par

Melodrama

Darmour

L.

Sherman

g'..

F.

Holt-Mae Clarft
Thunder and Rex
R. Toomey-E. Ralston
R. Taylor-E. Powcll-S. Tucker
Dvorak-John Trent
William Boyd
Gene Autry-S. Burnette
O. Stevens-W. Bourne

E. B.

Rep

C. Siegel
ftpbert Sisk

RKO

N. Johnson

20th

.

WB

WB
WB

Perlberg

Col

M. LeRoy

Wm.

GB
GN

GB

Condor
Harry Rapf
R. N. Bradbury
Williani Berke

MGM
.

R. Stevenson

A. Rosson

Melodrama

WB

WB

Melodrama

K. Morley-G. Richards
B. Breen-B. Rathbone
Lorre-V. Field
S. Ballew-H. An^el
S. Sidney-J. McCrea
L. Stone-B. Reed

Rom-Drama

K. Francis-I. Hunter

M. Connolly

Col

Comedy
Comedy

UA
U

Sam Goldwyn
M. Asher

E.

Musical

Western

Drama

8/4

>64

8/25

101
&1
70
160

7/28
0/1
7/28
7/28

^

.

Cahn

E.

'

8/4
7/21
7/21
8/7/34
•9/1
.

—

I

.

.

nr-nn-r-ifn-n -r-

115
65
«5

8/18
8/18

66
70
85

8/11
8/11
7/28

80

6/30

64

9/1

71

75
66

8/18
8/25
8/18

90
85
85

8/4
7/21
7/31

Nugent

E.

Jack Randall

Melodrama

67

Wm. Clemens

•

D. Merrill-Lambie

Par

BKO

G. Marshall
A. E. Green

Chatburn

20th
20th

Em. Cohen
Sol Lesser
Sol Wurtze][
Sol Wurtzel

D. Silverstein

Ameche

Ken Maynard

Western
Western

8/4
2/10

Kane

J.

M. Carroll-F. Lederer
A. Lee-R. Younff-Robeson

Melodrama

Mono
Mono

L. Selander

Comedy

B. Cabot-J.

60
140

65

B. Lynwood
R, Del Ruth
C. Vidor

K.'Baker-J. Wyman
C. Reynolds- A. Sheridan

Western

115
105
GG
63

7/21
7/14
6/30
8/4
6/23
8/4
8/4

Schoedsack

Rom-Com
Rom-Com
Rom-Com
Spectacle

8/4

A. Rosson

'

L. Youns:-D.

.

95

B. Connolly

J.

Western
Western
Action

7/14
7/28
7/7
8/11
8/25
6/1 ft
8/25

60
68
81

McDonald

Erwin-Jean Muir
Dick Foran-Ann Nagel
S.

B. ?. Schulberg

90
73
58
60
63
99
6i

V. Willat

I.

I

Condor

7/7
6/30

Conrad Nagel

C. Trevor-S. Blane
W. Roffers-R. Taylor

Outdoor
Western

GN

,7/21

Sam

Stanwyck-Boles
Bogart

Western

Tayltfr

Franklin

S.

P. O'Brien-H.

Benny-G. Patrick
Stone-M. Lord

(iO

59
77

G. Bennett

S.

B. Cabot-Beatrice Roberts
O, Davis, Jr.-J. Woodbury
J.

Whale

J.

Worth
W. Heyburn-J. Madden
M. Brown-C. Rochelle

Drama

«/18
7/14
7/7
7/14

lO."*

Cummings

I.

J.

U

UA

Goldwyn

.

S»
98
88
73

7/7

73
93

Norman Lee

Alice Faye-Ritz Bros. Ameche
Wm. Gargan-J. Rogrers

Musical

7/28

70

Wm, McGann

Lod?e-0. Muckalll

George. O'Brlen-C.

Action

B'oi-de

M. Varnell
Glenn Tryon
W. Thiele
H. JWcFadden
Al Hall
Rowland V. r.,ee
John Ford

Overman-E. Whitney

L.

WB

M. Asher

?.

..

68
80
59

Lederman

D. R.

Mary Boland-H. Herbert
J.

Killy

Feyder

J.

Louis King

MacMMrray-F. Farmer
Farmer-Oakie
S. Temple-V. McLafflen
W. Baxter-J. Bennett
J. Kin^-B. Read- A. Devlno

Musical

RKO

Edw.
Eugene.

F.

Col

•

Nate Watt

E. Arnold-F.

Drama
Comedy

MGM

Thalberg

A. G. Collins

Erwin-J. Compton
L. G. Carroll-R, Johnson
Ralph Forbes

Melodrama

Col

Ed Finney

Vorhaus
Jack Conway

REVIEWED
BY VARIETY

B.

S.

U

WB

Rep

I.

Bushel
Gable-Harlow
Movita-W. Hull
Boyd
William
C. Witherspoon-Kibbee
M. Wha.len-G. Stuart
Dietricb-Robert Donat
D. Woods- J. Madden

Rep

WB

•

.

January

J. jRa.xter-A.

Rom-Dr
Drama

MacLeod

M. Leisen
Ben StolofI
S. Roy Luby
Gus Meins
L. Bacon

Montgomery

'Dav]es-<R.

Bradbury

N.-

N.

R. Aricn-R. Cortex

Mystery

Par

RKO
20th
UA

Slecle-Ii.

R.

D. Terrv-R. Keith
Will Hay-LHIi Palmer

Rom-Dr
Comedy

Edw. Small
Gene Markey
W. Wanger
Grainger-Whale

Bob
M.

Action

GB
GN

MGM

Zimbalist

S.

L

A. Hosson
A. Scotte

Youne

Arthur-R. Milland
Oakic-A. Sothern

J.
J.

Comedy

Col

Gainsborough
Zion Myers

R. Stevenson

Arnold, Jr.
Jack Randall

C. Bennctt-R.

.

20th

Rep

Ham. MacFadden

IVIaynard

F. Coffhiaii-E.

Cosmo

PUBLIC COWBOY NO. 1
FLIGHT FROM GLORY
LOVE UNDER FIRE
MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR

8/27/3T

Western

Par

RKO

Ken

Western

Mono
Mono

Jr.

Edw. Small
A. W. Hackel

.

8/20/37

Spectacle

MGM

Hal Roach
A; Hornblow,

jRUSTL£R'S

7/38/37

GB
GN

Condor

R. Bellamy-B. Furness
A. L«f-R. Younff-Boheson

Rom.-Com.

Col

GB

:

TIME
MINS.

R. N. Bradbury
William Nigh
E. A. Dupont
K. Neumann
Normaii Foster

H. Bretherlon
William Wyler
L. R. Foster
Joe May

1,

J/3/37

9/10/37

HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD
GANGWAY
SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT
BIG CITY
GOD'S COUNTRY AND MAN
SOULS AT SEA
LIFE OF THE PARTY
SHEIK STEPS OUT
THIN ICE
PRISONER OF ZENDA

IT

VARSITY SHOW
COUNSEL FOR CRIME

HERE'S FLASH CASEY
THE WOMEN MEN MARRY
ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN
ANNAPOLIS SALUTE
BORNEO
WILD AND WOOLY
TOM SAWYER
l«l MEN AND A GIRL
WINE, WOMEN AND HORSES
,

THUNDEB
GAME THAT KILLS
BEFBEW OF THE MOUNTED
THIBTEENTH GUEST (Beissue)
MY DEAB MISS ALDBlCH
THIS WAY PLEASE.
VICTORIA THE GBEAT
DANGEB, LOVE AT WORK
VOGUES OF 1938
liADY FIGHTS BACK
THAT CERTAIN WOMAN
WALLABY JIM OF ISLANDS
TEX BIDES WITH BOY SCOUTS
THE BRIDE WORE BED
STABS OVEB ABIZONA
SOPHIE LANG IN HOLLYWOOD
40 NAUGHTY GIBLS
LANCEB SPY
52ND STBEET
BEHIND THE MIKE
BACK IN CIBCULATION
PBAIBIE

9/17/37

9/2'i/37

10/1/37

KING OF SIEKBAS

CONQUEST

A BBIDE FOB HENRY

AND HANDSOME
MUSIC FOB MADAME
BOOTS AND SADDLES

HIGH, WIDE

LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE

CABNIVAL QUEEN

LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA

GB
GN

GB

Schertzinger

Norman Krasna
i.. N. Bradbury
Hathaway- Jones

MGM

Mono

RKO

Drama

Rep

Rom-Dv

20th

Musical

UA

Rom-Dr

'

Edelman

W. MacDonald

& A. Alexander
M. Fessier
B. P. Schulbefg
Robert Sisk

M.

Johnson
John Stone
si.

4. Selznick
t.

Pasternak

WB

Bryan Foy
H. t,. Decker
A. Herman
M. H. Hoffman

MGM

M. Shauer
H. Wilcox
H. Wilson

W. Wanger
Ed Grainger
R.

Lord

Barsky
Finney
Mankiewicz
R. N. Bradbury
Par
B,

fi.

J.

Wm.

Seiter

Engel

S. O.

W. Wanger

Lew
S.

M.

Brock

Bischoff

If.

Hoffman

B. H.

Hyman

Mrs. W. Reid
A. Hornblow

Lasky

Jesse L,
Sol C., Siege L
a. Wilson
obt. Presnell
iiH'f

Blanke

•

Comedy
Drama
Com-Dr
Rom-Dr

RKO

Outdoor

20th
20th

Com-Dr
Com-Dr

UA
U

Musical

WB
WB

Com-Dr

Col

Melodrama

GN

Western

MGM

Comedy

Par

Musical

RKO
20th
UA
U

Musical

WB

Drama
Drama

GN
GN

Rom-Dr

Mono
Par

BKO
20th
UA
U

.

Mystery

C. Quijley-R,

Hayward

Newlll-C. Hufhes
G. Ro.?ers-L. Talbot

J.

E.

M. Oliver-J. Beecher
B. Rojers-B. Grable
Neagle-Walbrook
Haley- A. Sothern

J.

W. Baxter-J. Bennett
I.

Hervey-K. Taylor

B. Davis-H.

G. Hustoii-K.

Tex
J.

Fonda

Coleman

G. Miciiacl-L. Crabbe
J.

Gleason-ZaSu

Pitt's

D. R.

Lederman

Rom-Dr
Musical

Ami Na;?el-W. Hull
Irene Uunne-R. Scott
N. Martiiu-.T. Fontaine

Western

Gene

20th

Musical

U

Melodrama
Biog

Autr.y-J. Allen
Ritz Bros.- P. Brooks
U. Ke»t-R. Wilcox
Paul Muni-G. Sondefi;aard

9/6/32

110

Cummings

Irv.

Milt Carruth
Ed. Goulding
Chas.

8/25

Lamont

105

8 '4

91

8/4

,

Ta.ylor

D. Arzner

Bradbury

R. N.

C. Reisner

6?.

Edw. Cline

6:i

Arthur Rosson

HistrRoni

65

•

O. L, Preminger

Rex-Sheik (horses)
Garbn-Chas. Boyer

Com-Rom

7/21

Al Herman
Albert Ray
Geo. B. Seitz
Robt. Florey
Herb. Wilcox

Harold Young

Par

90

H. C. Potter
H. Koster
Louis Kinij
B. Ea.son

K. Baker-P, Patterson
W. Gar^an-J. Barrett
P. O'Brien-Blondell

Mono

8/11
8/25
7/28
8/25
9/1
8/11

6.*>

Al Werker

Musical

Com-Dr

89
86
65
78
100
120

Shore.s

Earl Taggart
Erie Kenton
Chris Cabanne
T. Talley

Ray

Ritter

Crawford-Tone
Jack Randall

8/18
9/1
9/1

John Brahm

Lynn

U. Del Rio-G. Sandcrs-Lorre

Western

WB

H. Hathaway

Drama
Com-Roni

Bep

Durbin-Strtkowskl-Menjou
B. MacLane-A. Sheridan
D. Foran-E. Clancy

Western

Melodrama

GN

BKO

Garijan-O. Heyward
J. Ellison-M. Hunt
Mr. & Mrs. M. Johnson
J. W»thers-P. Moore
T. Kelly- E. Patterson

W.

Com-Dr

WB

MGM

O. Kru?er-J. Wells
Linden-B. Mallory
Hutchinson-G. Murphy

E.
J.

Westei'n

MGM

Hilliard

90
90
75

Bradbury

R. N,

J, Cromwell
W. Keighley

Biog

Com-Dr

Borzage

F.

R. Colman-M. Carroll
D. Powell-Waring'-Healy

Outdoor
Mystery

.

Mono

Schertzinger

W. A. Seiter
Irving Pichel
S. Lanfleld

Melodrama

Col

GN

Par

H. Lachman
Sonnie Hale
•

Novarro-L. Lane
Henie-Power-Treacher

.

Musical

MGM

Raymond-H.

G.

Musical

WB

Wray

Matthews

Ca?ney-E. Daw
Tracy-Raintr
T. Keene-C. Henry
Cooper-Raft

Outdoor

Par

Kaufman

,

Jessie

Melodrama

g. Schlom
R. Griffith
g. Selznick

E.

R. Dix-Fay

Musical

G.

Ratofl'

Sid Salltow
R. Enriglil

7-28

Clarence Brown
William Nii;h
R.

Mamouliin

110

J. Blystono
Joseph Kan**

W.

A. SciLor

Nate Wall

Wm.

Diel3i-lc!

123
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ARTHUR

TREACHER

RAYMnNn
•

WALBURN

.inAN
•

DAVIS

RUMANN.ALAN HALE -LEAH RAY. MELVILLE
COOPER MAURICE CASS GEORGE GIVOT
SIG

.

•

Directed by Sidney Laniield
"One in a Million." "Sing, Ba
Wake Up and Live"
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith
Scteen ploy by Boris Ingsier and Milton Sperling.
From the play
Oer Komet by Attila Orbok. Dances staged
by Harry .Losee
Darryl T. Zanuck ,n Charge o( Production
ho directed
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EXPLOITATION

theatre
special advertisements in local newspapers set in large bold-face type

but without any illustration whatsoThe unusual nature of the
ever.
ads, which attracted ctfnsiderable attention. Is self-evident in the two

excerpts given herewith:
Her best friends
'FollicUlitUs!
don't need to tell her... She knows
You
she's got it and she enjoys it.
see FolUculitus is not unpleasant in
the affected person or her associates.
really the medical name for
It's
Goose Pimples. You get that way
when you've been thrilled and exYou'll have an attack of
cited.
FqllicuUtus When you see Topper

\

Cary

with

Grant

&

*A.

Elk City, Okla.
'Topper' showed at The Elk
here the management ran

and

Bennett.'

Constance

M.'s'

Fashion

Rviels

made by

Single-reel fashioa film,

Paramount

from

'Artists

its

and

Models' pic, is to be shown at
Macy's, N. Y., in a tie-up with the
department store.
Includes shots

from the actual

cut

'Artists

and

Models' production. Reel is a 16 mm.
and will be screened in the jnillinery
dep'artment at Macy's. Was run off
once, but mechanical troubles at the
store have prevented more showings.
Understood the tie-up is a straight
swap all around. Ararnged by Bernard Waldman, of Modern Merchandising, N. Y. ad agency. Idea is that
it will be repeated in other key cities
through the country, one store in

each city

to

who

operate the theatre chain, killed
himself Aug. 30.
He was unmarried.

Son

Alexander Schoenstadt left
note saying he was tired of wine',
women and song.

by an

lo,

spine,

for

N.

Y., got

CAPITOL'S

the

Louis-Farr

350G

FACE-LIFT

pictures.

fight

frequently attended by a mild rash
The
of FoUiculitus (Goose Flesh).

attack is
the patii&nt laughs at his own
physical re-action to the stimuli
which induces Gillywibbers. We can
promise a husky attack of Gillywibbers when you see the latest
ji-G-M surprise film 'Topper' at the
Elk Wednesday Only.'

when

started off with 'Louis wins' in large
type and. a very small 'or not' with
the announcement of the showing of
the pictures at that house.
second
enclosure announced the postpone-

A

ment.
Printing was promoted from a locality paper, which took half the
space.

Colar Scheme
St.

Louis.

Final touches on modernization
redecoration of the Capitol,
a cost claimed to. run to
$350,000, are being jushed so that
house can reopen, as scheduled, tomorrow morning (Thurs.) with
'Broadway Melody of 1938,' plus new
marquee, new seats, sound channels,
etc., not to mention exploitation campaign hit upon by Ben (Peoria)
Serkowich on' occasion of rejuvenating the Cap. Serkowich crashed a
lot of publicity, on closing of the

and

N.Y., at

Columbia's 'Horizons'
As a parting gesture to final week
Columbia Pictures has issued a 4Aof 1937 municijoal opera season in al page oversize press book on 'Lost
fresco theatre in Forest Park when Horizons,' packed with exploitation
and its scheduled reopeningi,
American premiere of 'Wild Violets,' and advertising, aides. Some of the house
Drury Lane theatre operetta success exploitation is a bit far fetched, but with national story and picture
was presented, William Zalken,.p.a. most of it is pat and helpful, with breaks, three network broadcasts
for Municipal Theatre Assn., unlim- plenty of mat ads, newspaper read- over WABC, special tieups with combered his heaviest guns foir a sock ers and all the rest. Represents the mercials, window displays, etc.
exploitation campaign. 100,000 four- Columbia
In addition to a cocktail party this
tops and can stand up with
page folders, jurtnted in violet col- any of the star books.
afternoon given by Major Edward
ored ink, carried pix of seven of
Any theatre should be able to bat Bowes, special invitations have been
principals of cast: reviews of London the picture over with all these aides.
sent out for tomorrow night's show at
crix; used superlatives ,no end and
&:30 with special ceremonies to comstressed fact that 'Wild Violets' could
memorate' the theatre's 18 years of
be seen in St. Louis before its New
York appearance, were distributed
Theatre Changes
operation and broadcasting from the
via holders in trolley cars, buses,
lobby by WHN (Loew's station).
hotels,* the mail and by personal disCelebs have been invited, including
Columbus.
tribution throughout town.
Five Loew's managers and assist- many who attended the opening of
It is doubtful if as many pieces of
advertising was ever lisSd in 19 years ant managers here affected by gen- the Cap. Oct: 24, 1919.
One of Serko-.vich's stunts was an
of Municipal Theatre existence for a eral moving-day orders, issued last
week by western division chief W, A. ad in a N. Y, daily searching for the
single show.
Finney. Frank A. Henson, manager person who bought the first ticket in
of Loew's Broad here for last 18
1919. No less than 65 people claimed
Balto Hipp's 6th Anni
months, made manager of Loew's
Canton, O. Clinton G. Wander, as- they were it.
Baltimore.
Actually the first oerson to have
Izzy Rappaport, of the Hippo- sistant at the Ohio, moves into Hendrome went to town in selling his son's spot at Broad, and John Hard- bough' a ticket at the Capitol's open6th anniversary show of 10 acts plus grove, former Columbus man, comes ing in 1919 was the late Paul Herfeature film. Promoted special four- back from Loew's Midland, Kansas zog, friend of Messmore Kendall.
page anniversary section in North City, to become asst. manager at
Physically, the Cap will be someBaltimore Home News; staged a Ohio. Robert V. Kail, assistant at
what different, mostly on the outbroadcast from sidewalk fronting Broad, gets Hardgrove's K. C. post,
theatre in which Governor, Mayor with Robert Byers, student asst. at side, where a marquee running about
and many of town's prominents par- the Broad, moving up to asst. man- 60 feet and partly around one corner,
ticipated; planted contest withTI>Iews- ager.
has been built. It will be the largest
Post resulting in opening five column
The biggest
except for the Roxy.
break and daily art thereafter for
Denver.
marquee letters ever used to date,
full week; used Postal Telegrapli
Several changes have recently measuring 36 inches high, are being
blow-ups; inserts in every hotel box"
been made in the management of installed and,there will be four "rows
in town; special window displays
local and out-of-town theatres. The on marquee ends and sides instead of
in main drag shops and topped matSanta Fe, formerly under George. three previously for these letters.
ters' off with a street bally of a
Sandstrom, now has Jack Ki-amer
horse-drawn coach transporting winmanager and Sandstrom has Name of the theatre, straight up over
ner of News-Post contest on tour as
mo\>ed over to the Egyptian. Fr.ed the marquee, will be in letters eight
of city. Got big opening and grand
Eisle. former manager at Egyptian, feet high. "Also there will be a clock,
week's biz.
talcing over Grand, Littleton, Colo.,
makers of which (is zat so, Serk?)
from Ro.ss and Art Bluck. Exploita- will pay $100 for each minute it's
tion and screen advertising campaigns
Zenda (Canada) Bally
wrong, if any.
will be taken ovfer by C. A. Anderson,
A dual premiere of 'Prisoner of editor
A complete reseating job is inof (jivic News and manager
Zenda,' at the Music Hall. N. Y.. as
of the Oriental. The News position cluded in the $350,000 bill and, in
well as aboard the Normandie. and
vacated by Anderson will be filled order to provide more comfort, there
importation by plane from Canada of
by Si Gertz, present assistant on will be 100 less seats than previously,
the 12 citizens of the town of Zenda,
News.
or 4,520 in futi^re. New divans are
who today (Wednesday) will receive the
included, but lower boxes have been
a key from Mayor LaGuardia to the

~\

"

biggest City in the world, figure ^is
lead-off exploitation stunts, for the
'Zenda' picture.
Town of Zenda
over the border is claimed the smallest in existence.
Its dozen citizens
will be the guests of David O. Selznick, living at one of the big hotels,
and will attend' the 'Zenda' premiere

.

Piiiladelphia.

Name of
450-seater at

New
New

Holland

theatre,

Holland. Pa., has
Lee, and taken over

C, Aug.

31.

Attending the meeting were the
directors:
Charles W.
Piquet,, of Pinehurst; H. A. Buchananj of Hendersonville; Albert
following

Sottile,

ALLSET

out a special envelope

Each contained a sticlc of gum. Face
was printed up; 'Scoop. This is the
always temporary and ends Loew-dbwn on' and the enclosure

Charlotte, N.

Certain practices by the film distributors of the country were enumerated in a resolution passed at a
meeting of the directors of the
Theatre Owners Association of the
Carolinas in which these practices
were deplored.
•

Something to Chew On
Bob Rosen, of Loew's Canal-Apol-

attack

of Gillywibbers is announced
electric chill racing up the

Carolina TOA to Celeb
25th Anniversary Dec. 6-7

of

Agency

get the reel.

ripped out, top ones remaining for
decorative purposes.

Charleston,

S.

C;

H.

R.

Berry, of Hartsville, S. C; W. H.
Hendrix, of Greensboro; J. F. Miller,
of Hickory; S, S. Stevenson, of Henderson; H. F. Kincey, of Charlotte;

I

Sobel of the Loew-Metio exploiteers,
cu-cularized miniature flies as a
ballyhoo.

a takeoff on Monte
monkey giveaways for
French Casino preeni.

It's
Pro.sei-'s live

the

Oakleys to 'Captains'
Gushing. Okla.
All boys 17 or under were adnutted free to see 'Captains Courageous' when it showed at the Dunkin
theatre here. But their parents -had
TO accompany them.

formerly
la.ski,

manager

.succt'ed.-;

lVl.irii.<()n.

of

Temple, Pu-

Howard Nadeau

Oneida, slated

of

succeed

to

O'Brien.
Lynchbur:^.

Calvin H. Ball and Richard E.
Eas')n sv/ao|)ed jobs here by order
Ball,
of Dominion Theatres. Inc.
from the Isis to the Trenton, and
Eason vice versa.
'IVTy.st'jry' donor, said to be the son

New York novelist, has engaged
Walter R. Crowe, Lynchburg archiof !

tf)
draw plans for a $30,000
uictury hou.se to be built at Elks
National Home. Bedford. Va., 25
miles from here.

tect,

,

liquor nor cor.sets could be sold o"n
the property. Reported now that the
restriction on the cor.scts has been

wiped

out,

cor.set store
building.

though not known any
is ready to open in the

to be an important and widespread
adjunct of theatre operation. Vari-*
ous circuits that have stayed away
from this by-product are now beftinning to get on the bandwagon. The
.

some

feeling in

sections thot setling-

candy or other merchandise

In theatres wasn't quite fair to local mer-

chants and might cause
been abandoned.

ill

well has

In other cases where theatre operators refused to put in candy or.
other cdacessions because they didn't
want people to eat candy during
.shows, chew gum that would be le£t
on seats or rugs or drop popcorn
around, the worm has also turned.
Such operators have now decided to

Lyie Wilson, of Roanoke Rapids; R. sell candy and other stuff themselves
Rock Hill, S. C; E. L. since they couldn't keep patrons
Hearn, of Albemarle and F. H. Bed- from bringing it in. One such cirdingfteld, of Charlotte.
cuit is Saenger, which now has, inThe directors agreed to observe stalled candy counters in its* inoer
Saenger held out agfaiost
the 23th anniversary of the organi- lobbies.
zation of the association at a silver this form of by-product until rejubilee meeting at Pinehurst on cently.
The money that is made by theDec. tt-T.

.

atres adds to considerable totals oa
the year, even to such individual
items as popcorn which many houses
sell in front of the theatre or lo ihe
Over the Interstate circuit
lobby.
this has amounted to such
lm->
portant gross^ business that the cir>
cult employs a man who' han(ile»
.

Par Suit
(Continued from page 2)
to resell them at a higher price for
the 1937-38 season, is so Illegal, unand unethical, that these de->

nothing but popcorn and travetki to
as far as the northwest to buy the
corn in carload lots.
fendants not only had a rights but
In a the»tre like the Psu-sumount,
also a duty to refuse unanimously
N. Y., the candy sales run to as hish
to perform until the complainant
as $1,500 a week, while the weighing
recognizes its own engagements and
machines frequently will hrins ii\
undertakes honestly and fairly to
around $100 oh. seven days.
respect its
it
fair

engagements made by

advertisements and through Its
with
these
de-

in its

representatives,
fendants.

"Paramount is using its monoppower and is' seeking the

OiOAPIXFiUiS

olistic

court's

aid

to

bludgeon these de-

STILL RAZZ

fendants and all the Other Indepenexhibitors
throughout
the
dent
United States into acceptance of its
oppressive, inequitable, illegal and
extortionate conduct and policy."

A

SCREQiiUS

meeting of the playdate strike

called by President
Steffes found more than 85
theatres represented, according to a
bulletin issued after the session.

ing

exhibitors

W. A.

Oklahoma City, Aug, 31.
Local theatre audiences continus
express an evident dislike for
large masses of screen-house adverto

The

bulletin states a poll wais
individually of those present
tising and outside advertising aslearn whether they wished to
well, being hurled at them.
In
continue the playdate strike. 'Every
declared
he suburban houses here the patron
individual
present
would continue to refuse to give must sit through from five to 20 minutes of advertising and self-praise
dates to Paramoun^t and would not
for the houses Boos and similar exnegotiate for the new product,' says
pressions of disapproval have greeted
the, bulletin.
'In other words, it
was a 100% vote in favor of the advertising which is constantly repeated, week after week.
action taken at the first meeting.'
While the average audience locally
It is announced in the bulletin that
will not kick too much about adtwo exhibitors, not present at the vertising, and eveh enjoy it if clever
meeting, have withdrawn from the enough,, the constant repetition of
strike, however> and one of these has
the same ad Ires them no end.
Northwest Allied.
A com- Straight announcement
quit
advertising
munication was made public from an is being greeted with generous inErskine, Minn., individual, listed by difference.
Paramount as a purchaser of 1937-38
In some houses vocal objections
product.
The individual stated he have been expressed to ear-splitting,
has been out of the. show business for eye-dazzling
giveaway blurbs bon»three years.
barded before the patron.
StefTes says that individual counGreatest objection to advertising
ter-breach of contract suits against comes from the suburban housetr
Par to compel delivery of the pic- where managers are forced to cut
tures are being considered by ex- and delete newsreels to keep shows
hibitor strikers, despite the fact that on schedule. The sub patrons like
their defense to the Par suit attacks newsreels and resent the two and
the validity of the company's con- three item shows they have been retiaken
to

.

.

.

.

extensive alterations. James O'Brien,

The sale of candy, gum, popcoru
and other items, plus weighing machines and drinking cups, has grown

E, Bryant, of

That the Cap is far from considbeen changed to
shows again is indicated
by Harry Rush, former manager of 'ering stage
Great Northern, Philly. House was by the fact that the orchestra pit has
been covered by a six-inch layer of
at one time also known as Harner's.
Harry Colmer remodeled his Brant cement and five rows of .seats stuck
theatre. Brant Beach, N. J.; Allen
Aisles have been somewhat
there.
tomorrow (Thursday).
Print for showing on the Norman- Peterson to remodel his Palace, changed, also, those running athwart
New house will be t.he theatre a little more than half tract as construed by it. The purdie was obtained by Douglas Fair- Salem. N. J.
banks, Sr.. for this purpose, who is crocied at Paulsboro, N. J., by A. W.
way down having been eliminated. pose of this apparently paradoxical
a passenger.
Myer P. Beck of UA Hill.
New sound channels, new uphol- course, he explained, would be to
Ardmore theatre, Ardmore, Pa.,
stagted the bally.
obtain a court ruling as ^ the conreopened after 3-week darkness for stering, furniture, carpeting, drapes
Owned by Warner Bros. and other fixtures are included iii the tract's proper construction or interallerHtioiis.
to
Dreyfus Oakleys
monkey-gland operation the house pretation, to compel Paramount
admit the contract is invalid or to
Syracuse, N. Y.
Detroit.
got.
In connection with opening of
defend its validity. Some of the exMyron J. Kallet, Kallet Theatres
The Moredall Realty Co., including
WB's 'Zola' at the Cass Thursday owner,
management Major Bowes and Messmore Kendall, hibitors feel they can put Paraannounces
(26), theatre is offering pair of free
changes: Frederick W. Donahue, who are in control of the theatre, and mount in a hot and embarrassing
ducats to anyone who was in France
spot, one of its allegations being that
manager of the State, Fulduring the Dreyfus trial. Winneis became
have an operating contract with
Kallet-Comerford
when
the defendants are coercing other
must present evidence, and must re- ton, in 19:i5the
Quirk Theatre there, Loew's, Inc. Under the original 99- theatre owners into breaching their
piux-h;>SL'd
count any of the events connected
named new manager of Regent, year lea.se with the .Jacob Wendel contracts.
with the trial.
Syracuse, which ha& been closed- for estate, it was specified that neither

Miniature. (Fire) Flys
New York.
For the 'Firefly' opening tonight
Wednesday) on Broadway. Bernard

in Fix

Chicago, Aug. 31.
Ralph Schoenstadt, 32, manager of
theatre and
nephew of
Herman and Arthur Schoenstadt

also dickering for a similar tie-up
'Angel,' soon to be released.

is
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People's

on Par's

An

'He's got Gillywibbers.

Candy Vendors and Scales

Sai^eirt

32,Kak

Language

Whea

Ra^ SchoeDstadt,

By Epes W.

:-:
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KID'S GOT SOMETHING

THEEE

ceiving.

W. W.

Watts, Pioneer HI.
Exbib, Killed in Accident
.

St. liOuis, Auii. 30.

W. W,

Watts, pioneer central Ilmotion pix owner, was inweek when auto
he was driving was struck by an
Illinois Centiral passenger train on

linois

stantly killed last

outskirts of Springfield, III.
Watfc.'i'
career as an exhibitor began in 190(5,

when he toured

state with pix of
Battling Nelson-Joe Gahs championship fight. He settled in Springfield
and purchased a theatre In down-

Tulsa. Okla., Aug, 31.
town district.
Phillip Lane, aged 11 years, 8
Later, Watts bought a house in
months and 16 days, walked into the Jacksonville, 111., and expanded
bureau of vital statistics, plunked Springfield holdings until he owned
down 50c. and demanded a copy of four of town's largest downtown pix
.

DICK KLEIN'S

OP.
Seminole, Okla., Aug.

his

birth

certificate,

31.
'I'm big for my age,' he explained,
Dick Klein, manager of the Grif- 'I like to go to the movies and I'm
theatres here (Rex, State, Ri- darned tired of having them refuse
alto and Ritz) is in a Temple, Texas, to believe I'm under 12 and making
hospital recovering from an op- me buy an adult's ticket. They can't
argue when I show 'em this. I'll
eration.
His condition Is reported as not save the cost of this Uung. In three
fiths

serious.

movies.*

He

disposed of interests
to Frisina Amus. Co. and Kersota
Bros., and in 1935 retired from all
activities. He once Served as an assistant inspector for the Illinois State
Boxing Commission. Watts livdd in
a palatial home, near Springfield,
with two sisters. Funeral was heW
theatres.

last

week

In

Springfield.
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Wednesday, September

THE KIND OF A SHOW
THAT MAKES SHOWMEN'S EYES SPARKLE!
From the days of Barnum oh, there
has never been anything to com-

pare with a jungle picture for
exploitation! Flashy ads, splashy
lobbies, stunts galore!
its

thrill, its

thenticity,
is

its

And when

unusualness,

its

au^

sheer entertainment

guaranteed by the great names

of Mr.

&

Mrs. Martin Johnson

.

goinff to

town means going to the

bank

a big way!

in

So

let's

,

•

go!

OSA JOHNSON
presents

MARTIN JOHNSON'S

LAST AND
GREATEST
PICTURE!

1,

"1937

Wednesday, September

PICTURES

1937

1,

Sanford Green Must
Exam. Dec. 1 in

Film Reviews
OVER SHE GOES
(Continued from page 22)
and there are many amusing situations before the whole thing is
straightened out.
Honors are pretty well divided
among the male contingent, with
Stanley Lupinb and'I^addie Cliff getting every ounce out of their oppor-

tunities, arid John Wood making an
Judy Kelly scores*
attractive hero.
as the scheming Alice, and Max Baer

has a brief appearance as a jealous
California lover.
All told, a workmanlike adaptation which deserves to score.
,

FOR A KING

FIT
RKO

releasis of Pavid L. TLioew produc3tnra Joe K. Brown. Features Helen
Paul Kelly. Directed by Edward
jiiu<'k,
Sffl.^wlok. .Original screen play by Kfoharil P'lournoy; musical score, Arthur Mor-

.

tli>i».

ion: camera, Patil -Vogrel; fllm editor. Jack
Osllvle. Previewed at Astor, N. T., Augf.
m. '\Vt. Running time, 78 mins.
Virgil Joneri.
Joe K. Brown
J:«ne Hitmilton....
....Helen Mack
.....Paul Kelly
Bil^'SB
Archduke JiiKo. .......... .Harry Davenport
.<'(>unt ^jtrunsky
.'Halliwell
Hobbea
, . . ,
OUi».
.John Qualen
,

.

.

vision of theatres, especially 16 mm.
houses which are mushrooming in
dried-out areas, by provincial gov-

WB

W. Mahon, Prince Al-

bert, president, led delegation to see

Hon. J. M. Uhrich, acting premier.
Meeting resulted from annual confab of exhibitors at Prince Albert
when 18 mm. houses, now more than
400 in two years, were, giyen the
o.o.,
also complaints that govern-

ment

institutions
public, to shows
patients.

WB

were .admitting
for

institutional

...Donald Brlgss
....Frahk Belcher
,. ..Russell Hlcka
.Charles Trowbridge

Kurtz
Mr. Harrtwlck
Mr. MarsliHll.

Above the Joe E. Brown average
because, 'for the first time 'in too
long, it carries a reasonably strong
Plot maintains interest on its
and so the star' doesn't have to

story.

stress his familiarly uncouth mannerisms, and outlandish gags. Yarn
has an exciting finish. Still not meaty
enough for single billing, but acceptable in the duals. Film ran 73 mins,
when caught but is due for further

scissoring.

yarn. He and a rival reporter compete in a hectic scramble after the
nobleman, each playing the other
dirt at eyery chance..

of 'the company.
held at the h.o.

to

''finally

who

is

Although the star

is still

the blun-

dering rube of the story, he's not so
irritatingly dim-witted as usual. For
the audience is permitted a
of sympathy for the hero and
strengthens the film's appeal considerably. Comedian still works in a

once

trifle
it

of his well-known yowls and
typical Joe E. Brown slapstick, but
Tit for a King' doesn't depend on
those things alone.
Direction is crisp and alive. Helen

few

,

,

will

to. look the
adoration called for in the script.
Paul Kelly is satisfactory as the
hated rival reporter, while convincing bits are contributed by Halliwell
Hobe.
Hobbs and John Qualen.

Republic

REPORTED MISSING
M. Asher productli>n.
l<>Hiure.s William Oargan, Jean Roger.-i.
Oick Purcell, Hobart Cavanaiigh,
Mii-li»i>l Fltz.maurlce,
Joseph Sawyer. Dit'Miversal relea.ie of E.

)-ei'ied

by Milloo Carrurh. Screen play, JoCliodorov and Joseph Fields, from
Verne Whitehead; camera,
bv
Reviewed at Strand,
Robln.^on,
Aug. 2C, '37. Running time, \ii

oriifinal
t;''i>rge
iniii.s.

William Gorgan
.Tean Rogers
Dlok Purcell
Hoburt Cavanaugh

Jem

Clayton

Piiul Wa;ine
Al> Steele

Bill

Billy

it will do all right.
Especially well
will it bolster a bill when used in

.

presented did not constitute
Attorneys for the defense
contended that the 'jackpot' night
did not constitute a lottery because
no one had to purchase a ticket or
pay anything to become eligible for
winning the award, and that lottery
necessitated some valuable consideration
being
exchanged for the
lottery.

The cases were brought against
of the Paramount, Sanford Jordan, manager of
the Broadhurst, C. F. Covington,
manager of the Rialto and Charles

Hugh Smart, manager

manager

of

the

Carolina

theatre.

its provision.s,
right, at the

exhibs would have the

close of the regular
season, of notifying the distributor
in writing by registered mail of intention or desire to play any picts
contracted for but not delivered, it
and when released by the distributors within the 24 ensuing months.
Contention of local exhibs is that
inclusion of this clause in the exhibition contract would prevent any
recurrence of the Paramount controversy, launched in various key
centers because of Par's, failure to
deliver to exhibs six pictures contraajed by them for the 1936-37 sea.

soi?.

One

Mono's

Own

o£ the

demands

of

Southern

California

Diggings

Hollywood, Aug.

31.

To. eliminate bringing companies
from location for interiors. Monogram has leased ranch property and
is building
a western street with
complete facilities for shooting horse
operas.
in

First company to use the new setis that making 'Stars Over Arizona,' Jack Randall musical galloper,
with Robert li. Bradbury directing

indies in any settlement
with Paramount is a demand that
the six disputed features be delivered to contract holders at any tiipe
they are released by company within'
two years after start of the current
season, Aug. 1,

PAR KICKS OFF
Hollywood, Aug.

up

and producing.

31,

'Hold. 'Em,
Navy,' Paramount'a
gridiron film, went before the Cameras last week with Director Kurt
Neumann at the controls.
Cast includes Lew Ayres, Mary

Net^ York Theatres
""""

:==:;=

""!:;!""=:;;:=;:=

31,

with

Carl

Jr.

Hollywood, Aug.

31.

NatioiTSl Ijas traQsroutated
the tag of *Face the Fact? to Iwr,

Boggs Buys a Barrel.'
Title of GN's 'The Great Guy'
metamorphosized to -Pluck of thg
Irish,' and same studio's 'Song of the
Gringo' goes to the trade as 'The Old
Corral.'

Paramount changed 'Across
Riv6r' to 'East of Shanghai.'

.

Newsboys,' original by Samuel Orn-

ing car.

and Horace McCoy,

The bandit timed

his move to
perfection, the front o£ the theatre
was deserted and the cashier, Ruth
Millstien, was alone in the booth.

'Little Devil,' original by A. H, Z.
Carr, acquired by Republic.

Vienna

BUFFALO

Vienna. Aug. 20.
Robert Mamoulian is here. Came
Vienna after a short visit in
to

,

PARAMOUNT,*""*
1

the

Syracuse Riviera Holdup
Syracuse, N, Y., Aug. 31..
While Manager Albert Gilbert of
the Riviera was at a drugstore half
a
block away, an armed bandit
threatened the cashier and robbed
her of $190 and escaped into a wait-

(Continued from page 8)

IN PERSONI
Shep Fields

Bing Crosby
Martha Eaye
'

"DOUBLE OR
NOTHING"

RIpiillnr

Ahythm

Ji»ne Pickens

twice Dollr-2:40 A 1:40 p.m.

MoU.-.SO.

Ev«i.-Mc

KADIO

MUSIC HALL

OITT

j

I

I

|
',

'

in

A Mth

ROXY

$18,500,

4HAX8*
l*-'

'

.

(Rep) and
(Reo),
$4,000,

'Jim.
down to

Hanvey, Detective*
rock bottom at over

SHOW" m

On the
'X1ie

r.M.

Mgat Andy Tutkar

'9:30

C

to

I

D.«>.

— B'wty «nd 47th SIreal
— MIDNIGHT SHOW

A.M.

"THIN ICE"

ALL ^Ce TO
1

*p«n

Starting Vrldhy
Sept. 3

Htagfi

Hig Apple
ConteHt

Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 25-40)— 'Stella
Switched
Dallas' (UA) (2d run).
over from the Buffalo and looks set

•

/'VARSITY

AIR.CONOITIONCD
Do«ri

Tth At.

Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 25-35)—
'King Solomon's Mines' (GB) and
'Girls Can. Play' (Col), Takings are
up some; looks scaled to about $7,000,
good. Last week, ^Rhythm in Clouds'

$>.-AI|t.CQNDmONE0

OFZENDA"

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400r 30-,50)
Melody' (MGM) (2d
wk ). Let up from big first week, but
.^tiir looks
good for $10,000, Last
week pic jumped into the lead and
skyrocketed with a gross of over

fair $6,200,

$l.09plMil«.

Spectacular Stag* Produ«tUnt

fine $8,600.

for nice $7,500.
Last week, 'Ever
Since Eve' (WB) and 'Stuttering
BLshop' (WB), about sis expected at

.77.

lo $1.00 plui toi.j

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
Iwoy. at
WrCK rOWKLL • VRKO WAKINO

"THE PRISONER

—'Broadway
!

THE LIFE OP EMIU

and Kin

In

given over to veteran appeal, but it
looks for only fair $7,500. Last week.
'Hell Divers' (MG) (re-i.ssue) and
'Great Hospital Mystery'. (20th), hit

•

K

the

for
restoration
to
the
standard exhibition contract of the
so-called 24-months clause.
Under

Grand

Wheel,' Italian stage play by.
Cesare Vico Lodovici.
Republic purchased 'King of the

suoport.
Ingredients of the plot are brought Salzburg.
up to modernity with use of commercial transcontinental air transthe villain consumes
ports' background.
Ex-pilot turned revelation of
inventor ("William Gargan) has per- the major footage and packs fine
the heavy
fected a
'drift
(gadget suspense. The identity of
indicator'
concealed
all along the route.
well
which is neyeir lucidly explained, is
Jean Rogers, cast as a plane hostbut from description is the equivalent of the 'radio beam.' in use now ess, is the romance and as such
flow of the action
for several years).
Airline gives it doesn't deter the
Comedy gets a trifle laborious
a trial on a run and the plane serv- pic.
as served up by Hobart
in^f as the guinea' pig crashes mys-! a.t times
vet
test hell-diver
a
Cavanaugh
as
teriously.
Later, couple more ships
and Jo.seph Sawyer a.<: a slow-on-theKi.ss into mountain peaks, and it is
discovered, big robberies of wealth- cranium-draw newspaperman. Lilies
carrying passengets accompany each assigned pair, however, are far from
sustainedlv bright.
crnsli.
Dick Purcell, to whom Warners
_ni\'gin2 into the mvsterv and the
was giving a juve-lead buildup, is
the heavy and does the sweetest allVAUDEVILLE and
around job in the film, Gargan is all
PICTURE MA.NAGER
ri.iilit in the lead.
'>i>en (or asHlenmenc. Pourteen .veui-s
Direction does justice to the asiv'iUi exoerlcnce." Avallalile now.
signment and the production, while
("HAKLKS
HHERIVTAN
certainly not lavish, is adequate.
*i 1>rlve nnd Vernon HUH.
Camera fine, with the superitriposed
{.>tuK iNlnnd <'lf.v, Np«' Tork
Bert.
air shots reali.stic.
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TITLE CHANGES

Joan,

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Metro acquired screen rights to

in

exhibs

will meg Laemmle's initial production, not yet set.

termer.

Mamoulian

indie

He

'The

itz

arrangement

dii-ecting

Laemmle,
31.

STORY BUYS

Wayne

The 15-year-old plot of the masked,
mysterious airplane bandit who plies
his suspenseful way through a mass
of murders, traps and intrigues is
brought up-to-date in pretty able,
thoughtful fashion in 'Reported Missing.'
Film has plenty of action, deft
enough plot twists and is capably
acted.
Stream-lined for the duals,

Hollywood, Aug.

Metro signatured Melvyn Douglas
to acting

of

James Whale moved into Metro
(Monday) under his

Rhodes.

Joseph Sawyer

Robert Spencer

Kvans

of

Judge Teague held that the cases
asi

Lewis,

Los Angeles, Aug.

Group

Southern California area has started

studio yesterday

Novarro's

sister

Back In Contract

agitation

l!

stock contracts written at Par
for Virginia Pound, Dorothy Dayton
and Blanca' Vischer.
Sig Herzig's scripting option picked
up for a year at "WB.
Radio exercised player options on
Alan Bruce, Diana Gibson and Jane

Jtichael Filzmaurice

Jack Clayton
Brmt Martin
DulTv

Ramon

theatres.

Whale On Deck

New

BriM>lvlyn,

Sl-ve Browning

Blondell.

24-Month Clause

a de-

Herman contended the theatre managers \yere violating, the lottery laws
by giving away cash awards in their

(25-26),

option for two more films.
Glpjrja

ai.

Want

being spread over two weeks from
eastern to western Canada, On MonCarlisle,
John Howard, Elizabeth
Philly'g New Newsreeler
day (30) and yesterday (Tues.)
Patterson,
Benny Baker, Rdbert
Philadelphia, Aug. 31,
screenings were held at the Strand,
Cummings and Arthur Twitchell.
St, Johns, Que,
Demolition of Market street buildSame prints will then be moved ing was started this week to make
to Winoipegt where showings are room for Time News theatre, new
Volrht Flaokinr Rep
scheduled-for-the Garrick-SeptHS-ftrHifrwsreel- house- openinfr-4ieTe. TheaHolly wood, Aug. 31,
On Sept, 9-1,0 pictures will lie shown tre, seating 500, skedded for opening
Hubert
Voight is handling pubat the Tivoli, Calgary, while on in 65 days.
licity
releases lor Republic with
Sept, 13-14 they will be screened at
William Goldman, former Stanley- Beverly Barnett
assisting.
the Stanley, Vancouver.
Warner head in this territory, is opFlack was originally hired to exShowings were held in Toronto erator.
ploit 'Manhattan Merry-Go-Round.'
concurrent with New York and
other keys, while in Montreal they
were held Wednesday and Thursday

drew a new acting

lifted

Floyd

pictures, not possible simultaneously with those in the States Aug,
23-24, due to lack of prints, are

CONTRACTS
Billy Gilbert
ticket at RKO,

Clem Mcand

WB

brought

Hollywood, Aug,

Newman

Trade showings in Canada of new

'Voteur claims Columbia's picture,
'The Man 'Who Died Twice,' was
partly lifted from his story, 'Resurrection Morning.' Columbia disputes
his claim that he had submitted the
script and that after it was rejected
part of the story was put into the
picture.
Besides damages, "Voteur
wants an injunction and an accounting of the profits made on the pic.

and actually manage?

be oh hand;

also

Carthy, E. M.
Gibbons.

a commission to take testimony at
Los Angeles in connection with the

Mack makes an appealing heroine

won

High Point when
Teague dismissed

charges of lottery against four theatre managers following a hearing in
which Prosecuting Attorney Ben L.

.

In addition to those in the trade
Sam Sax, shorts production
Grad Sears, general sales
mgr. of WB, and Carl Lesserman,
his
assistant,
will attend.
Three
men identified with shorts series

meets the crown
traveling incognito.

a preacher.

E.

L. A. Indies

C, Aug.

Charlotte, N.

Judge Lewis

29

No Gamble

Theatre -jackpot' nights
cided victory at

will be

head;

Take

$1,000,000 infringement suit

Luncheon

invited,

burn; J. A. McKenzie, Estevan; H.
March, Moose Jaw.

by
Ferdinand
"Voteur,
writer.
Schwartz wants the testimony of
They fall in love, with each other, Tom Van Dycke, Fred Niblo, Arthur
but decide to separate, each to do his Strawn.. W,_M. .Griffith. Henry Alti'duty.'
Joe' 'fin'ally-'stumbles'' ohfo a
mus, Harry Lochman, Frances Manplot ta murder the girl (who has now
become queen), in a Keystone cop son and Selma Stein, all connected
chase he thwarts the culprits and he with Columbia, as preparation for
and the queen, who is just a Kansas defense at the trial. All those named
schoolgirl at heart, are headed for are at present in Hollywood.

Brown

in Can.

Interested in getting trade reaction to its shorts for 1937-38, plus
any suggestions or comment, Warner Bros, is arranging to show seven
or eight in various series tomorrow
(Thurs.) at the home office following a luncheon given by Norman H.
Moray, short subject sales manager

exhibitors;
re-elected same executive, F, Shepherd, Biggar, replacing' M. Bloom, Regina, bound fOr
Toronto, Ont.
Officers include: P. "W. Mahon,
Prince Albert, pres.; E. P. Fields,
Moose Jaw, vice-pres.; L. M. Grayburn, Regina, secretary; Vf. C. Davis,
Regina, treas. Council, F. W. Mi\ey,
Saskatoon; R. C. Sutherland, Wey-

Columbia Wants

Jackpot as

privilege of registering.

. Meeting
voted against bank nites
in Saskatchewan; approved Xmas
seal trailers; voted to check transient

Story has Joe E. Brown as a newsTestimony West in Suit
paper copy boy, striving to become
Columbia Pictures Corp., through
a reporter on his uncle's paper, but
nixed by the short-tempered editor. its counsel, Charles Schwartz, will
Finally gets an assignment t6 cover ask N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
the sailing of an aged Archduke and Charles Poletti today (Wed.) for an
stows away on the boat to get the order directing the appointment of

princess,

Shorts' Tradeshpws;

More Screenings

.

Piince Michael

own

Justice Ferdinand Pecora to appear
Dec. 1 in N. Y. for examination before trial of his breach of contract
suit against Vitaphone Corp. Green
is trying to recover $5,250 which he
claims "Vitaphone owes him in salary
on a 44-week contract entered into
last November.
Green was a short
subject songsmith at the "Vitaphone
plant in Brooklyn.
admits dismissing the composer in January
with 35 weeks remaining of the
agreement. Contract called salary of
$150 weekly.
"Vitaphone contends
Green neglected his woi-k and it was
forced to fire him.

Regina, Sask., Aug. 31.
Delegation
from Saskatchewan
Motion Picture Exhibitors' Assn.
has been promised stricter super-

P.

Carolina Court OK's

Sanford Green, songwriter, now in
•Hollywood, was ordered yesterday
(Tuesday) by N. Y. supreme court

Canadian Exhibs Too

ernment.

Be

WB Suit

16 MM. Competish Irks

'

VARIETY
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lit*

Perfiet

Suektr

Dance, Charlie, Dance
with

STUART. ERWIN, JEAN MUIR
FARRELL, ALLEN JENKINS
B'w/av
C»r*

GLENOA
/t

Alr.Condltitned

Criterion
Opani 9

45trst.

25c

Midnight Shawa
la
P.M.
Stni-lR
Krlday Kvc., Sept. 3il
"HiiIMoh; nriinimrtrtd C'nin«s Hiirk"
«.nt.
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I
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Wednesday, aeptenij>er

STATE,

she imitates all the regulars, includN. Y.
ing West, Dietrich, Pitts, etc. Miss
Questel doesn't go in for any grostage bill at the Roxy is weak.
tesquerie of fnakd->vip, appearing in a Pic, 'Love Under Fire' (20th), should
conventional evening gown.
carry jtsfAshare, but against the strong
Later she duWed with Charles ot>po^itlon' current at nearby rival
Foster Welsh CPopeye').
He gives houses, a wallop stage show is
his full routine, including the plea needed.
for spinach, a recitation of one of
Show opener is neatly conceived
his cartoon strip sequences, and his
number by the Gae Foster Girls, who
operatic specialty, 'Carmen,' all ©f
which set him pretty for good re- occupy the stage bandstand iand fake
playing instruments, with the house
turns.

ROXY,

N. Y.

Loew's State is doing, bullish biz
week with 'Qaptains Courageous'
(M-G) on screen and the N. Y. Daily
News' Harvest Moon dance-winners
on stage as the prime draws.' The
film is no b.o. deterrent, but the mass
interest in the ballroom winners

this

mammoth Madsquaregarden

of the
dance festival
thusiastic.

VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS

1, 193.7

seems even more en-

result the rest of the show is
Not only curtailed, but
curtailed,
hardly billed; Cappy Barra's har-

As

monicaists open; Mitzi Mayfair does
a sock'dflince specialty to 'St. Louis
Blues': and. Cookie Bowers alone is
permitted to run anything nearly
Beapproaching- normal length.
cause his panto comedy -is so effective, it is smart of Manager Al
Rosen and Booker Sidney Piermont
to include a sock comedy interlude
before the hoofing ams come on.
.

band coming from the pit to picket
Bill's other number is dance offerwith 'unfair' signs.
Gals then go
ing of Nick Long, Jr., and Nadine
into an oke dance.
House band reGae^ Long solos with some clever mains
on -the stage.
tapping, with and without the orch,
Remaining acts are in the followbut does most of his stepping with
Miss Gae. They do taps, ballroom ing ordeh Buddy Rich, trick drummer
numbers and semi-eccentrics, and and hoofer (better at the latter); Tex
Wagner,
imitations
of
barnyard
^:lick firmly.
All in all, a good bill. Biz so far. sounds; Donald and Diane, mixed
juve pair in a single tap routine that
has been very good.
Waters.
doesn't provide enough chance for
.

CAPITOL, WASH.

The Harvest Moon winning teams

are Ruth Scheim and John Englert,
Washington, Aug. 30.
the shag; Mr. and Mrs; Peter VarStraight vaude again this Week, alvaro, of Brooklyn, he's a tailor, shie
a looker, and both married eight though Johnny Perkins does his Ijest
years, the "waltz; 'Gladys Crowder in emcee spot to tie it into semand Eddie (Shorty) Davis, colored blance of a revue. Fact that each act

lindyhop champs; Helen Sekac and
Dbminik O'Connor, foxtrot; Agnes
MelcoU and Walter Cosden, rhumbaists, all-round grand prize winners,
and Marion Cohen and Rubin Dulberg, tango champs.
All are clickers; the shag, tango,
lindyhoppers and rhumbaists, because of their novelty landing a
shade more. The shagsters and lindy-,
hoppers have to oblige with extra
.

.

sessions invariably.
Ed Sullivan, columnist on the
News, who m.c.'s the Garden's an*
nual dancefest, dittoes at the State.
'

.

His name occupies the annunciators
throughout as the- sole billing, al-^
though contributing little other than
an elementary, nitery school of conAbel.
ferenciering.

kept strictly separate and no atat transition other than Perkins' inti-oductions give show less
smoothness than house, which goes
is

tempt

'

whipping ingredients into uniaccustomed to serving

in for

fied whole, is

up-

Tops

Sheila Barrett, presented
as local gal who made good. Working
informally on extended stage she
wowed 'em with. Fannie Brice and
Wc C. Fields playing Scaflett O'HaraRhett Butler,
Lionel Barrymore
pleading for life of Minnie Moocher,
a 'professional Southern girl' getting,
plastered in a New York riite club
is

and encoring with Garbo doing p.a.
in a Holly\Vopd jiitery.
Could have
stayed on stage mdef, but preferred
to leave 'em crying for more.
Perkins,

who

doesn't use his port-

able, mike or stir up any community
singing this time, fail^ to sock like he
did when last around.
Relies on
straight m.c.'ing, a fe\v gags and introduction of his latest ditty. 'Every-

MET, BOSTON

Boston, Aug. 30
Below par stage show with some
The Three where You Go.' They still like him,
commendable points.
Samuels and Harriet Hayes .emerge but town has come, to expect Perkins
with top honors, but even their very to rustle up a riot somewhere along

capable efforts in the dance department fail to save the show.
Surprise package is Max and HisGang, one of vaude's best dog 'acts.
Max opens with a jsolo aero dance
"number; and then calls' oiii-hi^ four
pups, all well-trained. Spiced with
good comedy touches and handled
in a most showmanly manner, this
unpretentious, but thoroughly entertaining pooch act travels its casual
Way, garnering plenty of laughs en
route.
One of the best bits is a
backward somersault done simultaneously by the trainer and two of
his. dogs.
Max also twirls hoops between the pup antics.
The Samuels are spotted twice,
giving utmost customer satisfaction
with their comic hoofing find hokum.
In the closing production number
they give all in a comical military
tap routine, punctuated by silly
clowning with the manual of arms.
Joe Carroll and Jean -Francis are
featured in the opening farmerette
line number, delivering ah 'unexciting, but satisfactory performance of
a. scarecrow dance, in which the

loose-limbed girl is handled lilce a
rag doll to good effect.
Although the backstage crew have
finally figured out how to strike a

microphone without walking on
stage,' two acts in the third show of
opening day found the mike dead
and the audience drowsy as a result.
The Varsity Co-Eds (6) were
completely lost, and failed to 'project
their vocal stuff far beyond the front
rows, without the mike.
Wally Brown and Annette Ameswere nearly sunk'by the flunkey p.a.
.

but fortunately Miss Ames has
a couple of dance numbers, which
this diminutive, peppy gal sold with
a Sourish s.a. and zip. Brown had to
chop his gab short when most of the
house, who could hear only mumbles, drowned out his thin voice by
set,

the wrong kind of duke din.
'Confession' (WB) on the Screen.
Biz fair.
Fox.

the line, and

is

'Rubberneck'

and comedy

hoofing act (could skip the vocal);
Carole Manners (New Acts) personable coloratura soprano; Lorraine
and Rognan (New Acts) comedy
dance pair that .cop honors of the
show, and Billy Blake, kid trum-

who is fair enough but can't
equal his buildup. Gae Foster girls
finale with a mass drum parade for
theatrical effect. "For a curtain, Paul
Ash finally introduces the ihdividual
peter,

acts.
It's all strange procedure.
Show's
'Tomorrow's Stars,' is a not-tooclever variation of an aging tag. For
another thing, the acts are tossed
on and shoved, off the stage in such
a hiirry they don't get half a chance.
Speeding a show is all Very well,
but pace isn't achieved by hurry.
For a final fault, Paul Ash, as the
established act supposedly giving
youngsters a break on J^oadway,
should give them the spotlight, or
at least the stage during their turns,
anyway. Instead, he either butts into
the spotlight ostensibly to help them
but actuadly to heckle, or he basks
in the glare of his. own spotlight to
distract the audience; by facial business or prop laughs. Once he actually drops his baton during a dance
Important thing is he shatters
act.
what attention the kids build ud.
title,

—

Hobe;

disappointed;

Mann, Dupree and Lee open with
dance
revue
in
solo snake-arm tap and modernistic acrobatic ballroom number

nicelv-balanced

which

ar
.

judgment;
George
Holmes, Negro song

the air

VARIETY

waves and dance

halls

and

Ann McCabe

Sara

Love

'Here's

Time

does nice pretty

gag with Perkins, and
over alone to warble
in

Saw

Your Eye' and

'First

She's tall and
beauteous, so they take it with a
smile, but it's the. high notes she
smashes in 'Song of Love' that makes
'em'

I

sit

'Your

You.'

up and applaud. Encore,
Broadwa.v and Mine,' gets

same reception, thanks

to the operatic

climax.

'

TABOR, DENVER

m

.

best house
is one of
had in months. A winter scene that
makes audience feel cooler as soon

as curtains part. Line does skating
routine with artte background and
finish
with snowball fight while
Cleveland, Aug. 29.
dancing.
Current bill at RKO Palace. is.lhfi_
'
A^ j&ay- at -th fr-^ftgceB^"-(jaG^ j
kind of vaudeville that gives 'em' screen,
with fair biz at openins show
more than their money's worth.
Rose.

at finish.

Pic

is

'Love Under Fire' (20th) and

biz fair.

Craig.

Orpheum,

Salt

Lake

While bill's economical in settings,
and might be quickened by some
judicious pruning, there's plenty of
variety and laughs, Kluting's aniact opens too leisurely but is a
clicker for juves. Six dogs go through
neat and tricky routines, with two
trained rabbits taking act out of the
average canine class.

mal

and Clemence.

two

girls

in bell-hop uniforms, skip out" next
for a roundelay of taps and comedy.

"Whiskbroom number

is

by

far their

HIPP,

BALTIMORE

Baltimore,. Aug*. 30,
Nicely paced show at the Hipp"
week with" four acts, Gene
this
Austin with Candy and Coco, Henny

Youngman; Jack Seymour and Company and the Neiss Troupe comprising the line-up. Took 47 minutes to
unfold with Youngman acting as
m.c.

best.

Jack-Seymour and Company, dance
Eton Boys in follow-up are always
show to good
good standbys when music is needed flash, open and pace
Foursome un- start. After tap routine by Seyto relieve a show.
some harcorks a palatable brand of vocal har- mour, three femmes do
mony ranging from a bright rib-ditty mony warbling followed by an aero

to a great rendition of 'Ciherry Blossom Lane,' following with 'Thousand

Times No' and 'Tiger Rag' to good
Lake City, Aug. 28.
Rather punchy offerings on Or- response.
Not seen locally for several seapheum stage this week, 'which runs
gamut from an inexhaustible har- sons, Rosco Ates is welcome as fourth
monicker to a pair of formally at- act. Comedian's stuttering and sputtering and fast double entendre coltired hillbilly yelpers.
Salt

Gleaning

LYRIC, INDPLS,

Palace, Cleveland

iSylvia

The Bryants follow with dummy
pantomime, beginning with fake bald
head stunt which is still surefire and
holding most of l)ouse to sock hand

CHICAGO, CHI

has an outfit that with a little polish
should go places in the de luxers as
Chicago, Aug. 30.
well. Lack of experience behind the
Stage show this week lasts but 39
footlights is evident here, however, minutes,
and. probably those wh»and McCoy's m. c.'ing was a bit care least are Balaban & Katz, sinco^
corny.
the feature which takes up the resb
McCo.v needn't worry too much of the time is a Paramount. Show is
about that end, though, it'll come a Wallop with Jack Denny and band
with experience. What he needs to providing the sock.
do is to slash his act practically in
Denny is a good showman. He'.-j
hal
since looseness of set-up de- easy, conducts without flash oi' disstroys much of effectiveness.
play, and minimizes the chatter, with
In addition to his trumpet special- what he does done in crisp, capable
ties, and he's a wiz with the trick style.
His music is absolutely outstuff, McCoy carries Wayne Gregg* .standing for a house such as this.
vocalist, and Bennett Sisters, trio, Only quality could hold an audience
who do harmony and hoof a bit. Kids even for 38 minutes with Denny'.s
are cute with only moderate amount type of music, and he held 'em sj>
of talent, and Gregg looks good but well they were hollering for moa'e at
the finish.
has only ordinary voice.
With Denny is Judy Lane, and
Next to LeRoy in returns are Trado
Twins with impression of a couple Bobe Pace, singers. Both are young,
in a dark movie house and their and have appearance. The girl does
top-heavy dance bit for a closer the a carioca number, and goes into ^
Ou
highlights. Boys knocked out a solid swing- blues thing; both okay.
hit and actually had to beg off. Car- the show caught Bob Pace had to
lay works iri one, using Dave Broudy's have Denny do a beg-off for him.
pit band f6r accompaniment, but Has a nice voice and quiet, unassumchoice of numbers wasn't so hot and ing delivery.
at accordingly.
suffered som
House has the bar^d set in heavilyLighting effects are
Picture, 'Exclusive' (Par) and good draped stage.
biz- at opening, with the ropes up excellent, With fading and colors for
different moods and changes. At finCohen.
at first snow.
ish, for finale, back drapes part and
stand rolls forward to have Denny's
men augihented by Chicago's pit
band. 'Light Cavalr.y.' Overture all
together, and hit a peak.
Denver, Aug. 30.
Only two acts- are on the show,
Stage show moves fast, consuming
only 35 minutes, with the usual three Georgie Tapps, the Three S(^histicated Ladies. Tapps is a very good
acts and three routines.
dancer,
and did ihree numbers.
Line opens in miiitaristic costumes,
Three Sophisticated Ladies—there's
remain
back as Louis Ruegnitz,
Three girls who take the
m.c. sings in 'I Love a Military Band.' an act.
Girls do clever military drill routine. hardest falls. on record, yet do sa iti
Johnny Dove, aero skater, does some a way that's sobtle enough for the
bouncing
Chicago audience, and solid enough
difficult stuff oh rollers,
himself about on the stage. Tabo* for strangers.
Of all the knockrettes back with jazz routine in jazzy abouts,
it's
probably the fastest,
Pat Daly and Jean do smoothest and most workmanlike. Td
costumes.
slapstick comedy that takes some prove it, they're not at all out of
time to get up steam, but finishes place working la front of Dehny'a
Pat tries tap dancing, and orchestra.
strong.
pair do burlesques on society Waltz
•Artists and Models' (Par) is tlvs
and adagio, St. Clair, Aline and picture, and
almost capacity on the
Davis are a fast moving singing and
third of the five shows played on
dancing trio with seemingly inexopening
day.
Bill is in for two
haustible amount of pep.
weeks;
Loop.
has
the
Finale

-

girl-fat man
then' takes

lected

a number

..of

hearty howls.

31

The
contributed by another girl.
three warblers then go into an adequate military buck, with acrobatic
dancer on again coming through
with another routine, this, time on
her toes and very nicely sold. Seycloses with some okay hoofing
joined in by the entire troupe to a
good curtain.

mour

Indianapolis. Aug. 29.
This 25-year-oId vaudfilmer winds
ihipt...y.^_; j>f.^;:CP nseeuUye.

weeks "of stagif''8how* -in -a'^pwrtacular manner this week with Eddy
Duchin and his orchestra tin the
stage 'pulling In record crowds that
gromise to set up a new all-time
ox office figure.

Philadtflphiai
.

Aug.

30.

Tljis wee.k'§.. CQjnbo .ipay pot equal
its predecessors and may
not get the b, o. activity but started
off at 'a nice clip despite the heat.
Will Osborne's Orch headlines the
stag6 show, and the film is 'Love Under Fire' (20th).
Osborne's outfit works smoothly
and mixes 'em up in neat fashion
with Will himself doing whatever
m. c.'ing is required for the rest of
the bill. The orch's regular numbers
are well-balanced mixture of sweet
and swing, but as usual the band
clicks most emphatically with imitations of other orchs, including Lombard©, Morgan. McCoy, Goodman.
Fields and Vallee.
Last-named Is
pretty devastating and gets a rousing
reception. Osborne sings a couple of
solos acceptably and a glee trio from
the orch warbles twice. Only named
specialty, with the outfit, however, is
Dorothy Rogers, who semi-torched a
couple of numbers, scoring chiefly
^ith 'NigTit and Day.'
Orch remains on the stage for rest
of show.
First was May Questel
( Betty Boop') who offers her familiar vocal specialties, socking, as usual,
,

"some of

vith her 'Hollywood Party,' in which

.

It's .Duchin and his radio follow^
who are doing it. The minute
his theme on the piano
before the traveler opens the fans
begin to applaud,
He gets away
quickly with a short medley of pop
tunes and then never lets up as
he presents in rapid succession
Patricia Norman, singer; Miriam
.Verne,
tapper;
and Stanley
solo
Worth, male vocalist. Duchin spats
another brief band number here and
then brings out Vic Hyde, billed as
the 'One Man Swing Band.' Hyde,
who used to do a two-minute specialty a season ago with Olseii and
Johnson, now does a twelve-minute
act with comedy talk, stunt of playing thr^ie trumpets simultaneously, a
bit of dancing, etc.
He is stopping
every show cold, according, t-a re-

ing

he plays

,

.

ports,

and he certainly

tied

in

it

knots at performance cau^t.

Duchin and his band follow' with
'Caravan' and Mario, and Floria do
Youngman making his first ap- two ballroom numbers that are simipearance, goes into some, gagging lar. Duchin then plays the piano
which has some age on it and fails to satisfy some of the mob's requests.

share of applause
Material and delivery is sure-fire.
Wood, young man Redheaded
goodlooker. Miss Rae,
gives comic good assist.
Helen Denizon with her American to impress because the material is He neatly gets out of this into the
Rockets are on next.
practically the same he used on his" show's finish by having the audience
Miss Denizon is the stand-outter, lasl appearance here which wasn't whistle and sing while he plays, tunes
'Merry - Go - Round
expressing airy grace plus individual- so very long ago. Why a comic with ranging from
ity and charm in a smartly costumed periodic radio appearances under his Broke Down' to 'Good Old Summertoe ballet. Precision dances by as- belt can't contrive some original or time.' He has a pleasing way about
hula
is
hold the audience
tapping
him
and
able
to
boys and girls
at least new stuff for successive pera pleasing personality which spells sisting
in the hollow of his hand.
For his*
routine are also okay.
sonal appearances seems a mystery.
sopko on any bill.
Slim Timblin. pext to closing, lifted Audience on show caught knew al- finish, ,,he does 'Stormy Weather,*
Audience goes in a big way for comedy division considerably. Adam
presenting it as ,*my favorite numopening act, Don and Shirley, and and Eve monolog is still a laugh clas- most all the answers.
ber.' The audience apparently rec-^
Gene Austin introduced next, on ognized it from his radio or records,
most of their mountain music. They sic even to regulars who have heard
have humorous style of working and it a dozen times before. Burlesqued to good reception and right in to his because it won instantaneous apdisplay showmanship in selling their wedding and Timblin's gags are style of warbling to own. piano ac- plause.
long-haired Cumberland chanteys.
companiment of 'Cherry Blos.som
Picture, 'Confession' (WB) is helpequally effective.
hand on ing biz. Standees Friday (*27) at fifth
By Woodbury and his 13-piece
Flying Whirlos, two girls and boy Lane' and 'Forsaken.' Nice
house band play sweet-hot dansapa- skaters, finish with splurge of fancy both numbers -after which he intro- show.
Kilay.
tion, as evidenced by a unique arbass
and
Coco,
slap
Candy
and
duces
a
by
hypoed
tricks,
roller-skating
rangement of 'Caravan.' The Wood- coupla stooges. On screen, 'It's All hot guitar players, the former a big
bury orch ioclu^M .th#ee st^yiigiv,
ea.sy going gQb-..w.'th.. an.*,3j!y);eAli'>f«
Pull.
f6Q'f s"""tCol >r
five brass, four reeds and piano,
smile and the latter strictly dead
Only Paramount offers' real clip
stands out in the intermountain
pan and good for plenty of laughs
dance band afield as an attraction.
Boys back up on the Slno-Jap situation, hi.ghlighton his muggihg.
PITTS.
S-3cond tops of the show, from standAustin's warbling In good style and ing the Embassy program. The newsreels
are bluffing on that conflict
point of palm enthusiasm is Frank
give his act splendid support. Series
Pittsburgh, Aug! 30.
or are impotent. As witnessed at
He offers nothng but
Hamilton.
of old Austin favorites includ'ng
It's about six years since Hal Le
himself and his still active pipes
•Melancholy Baby,' 'Blue Heaven' the Embassy this bang-up show vii
Roy
first turned up around here,
the Far-East is a complete mufteroo.
to win three encores and follows
dancing out at the Enright in East and 'Nobody's Sweetheart' close act
On the program, America gives
four bows with a smooth comedy
Liberty for $40 a week. A lot's hap- with real hand and a beg off you sports, farming, labor and fashmonologue and song patter.
since then, yet LeRoy hasn't speech.
ions. But the newsreels are behind
House band solidifies current bill pened
changed.
He's still gangling, boyish
contin'ue^i
with
Youngman
back,
the
times.
The fashion displays
'You
Can
of
with an hilarious score
extremely personable, but his feet used gags and finishes a bit Strong should be in color. Movietone's exBe The Life of the Party,' in which and
learned a lot in the meantime. with his stuff on the fidrtle.
Got hibition of jewelry in black-andmembers of the outfit are allowed to have
hoofers
of
the
One of the crack trick
some recognition on first entrance white is a bust.
go to town and deservin^ly get in/day, he tied the current Stanley show and went off to a fair hand. Should
Europe, still engulfed in war
tense audience appreciation.
sharpen up his material. Introduces clouds, sidesteps into a fancy gymHouse policy of introducing local in knots.
many
of his contempo- Neiss Troupe, three men and a girl, nast display, at Paris, mild and .faUnlike
so
with
talent again uoheld this week
betried
LeRoy
hasn't
to
raries,
miliar
exhibition stuff. "There also is
in a showmanly trampoline casting
initialer by. Bill Call, Orpheum usher
forte's hoofing
act presented in good style and to offered a weddin.!? of a Bourbon
who has melodious tenor voice and come a comic. His coming
througii excellent
princess and a Polish nabob.
Kid goes about nor- and he sticks to it,
catc'f^ers
returns.
Two
personality.
Movietone has the hotcha clip, on
mal duties of showing patrdfts to with a couple of cute stories into the strapped to ladders on opposite sldss
to have a
Moon Ball, sponsored by
their seats while waiting his tufn mike only because he had
of tramp manipulate boy and girl the Harvest
before the mike. Re'Ti'stered nicely breathing spell between numbers. flyers in skillful style, act closing the N. Y. 'Daily. News.' and pret-enbd
his
dancing
annually
that,
lets
at Madison Souave Garden.
Aside
from
he
with 'Chloe' and 'Will You Rememwith boy flyer doing at le-ast thl'-tv
The crowd is overlooked and
do the rest.
ber*
turnovers for a wow finish. A swell
Sponsor is not mentioned in the clip,
He's the backbone of a vaudeThree Arnolds, two bo.Vs and gal.
chaser on any show.
but the Lindy Hopners and Collegiafe
acrobats, wind uo with a series of t.ype presentation that also includes
Film is 'Make a Wish' (RKO).
Shaj? exponents, in cnse'^ible, ar«
ttinibling and balancinfj ,thqt aniuses. Clyde McCoy's orch. Trado Twins
(Continued on page 54)
Burm.
from
McCoy's
Rachel
Carlay.
and
Pic is *San Quentin' (FN)Gus5.
returns

is

lion's

Britt

with an abundance of lung power,
which he eloquently dispels to coax
pleasing tunes from a variety of
harmonicas. Dressed in a rural outfit, he percolates in his renditions of
pop songs and semi-classics. Spotted
next to closing, reeder easily snares
top honors. He has good looks and

.,
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RENFREW
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ROYAL MOUNTED
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^
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BARRIE

CULLY KICHARDS

*

•

•

Johnny Arthur

Original story, music and direction

Willi
*

I>f

VI CT^

by

AUSTIN PARKER » Orchestra
C. BAKALEINKOFF

Dances arranged by

JAM^

•

CANDY CANDIDO

Marek Windheim

Screenplay by

PR

GENE LOCKHART

•

conductor

HARLAND DIXON

CAROL HUGHES

famous hero now on the screen"

"WALLABY IIM
OF THE ISLANDS"
'^^^^^p

^F^V
^^^^^^^
'Collier

^ith

GEORGE HOUSTON
RUTH COLMAN
Produced by BUD BARSKY

Magazine's mosf colorful sea adventurer"
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iZION
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MYERS

Wise Guy wkb
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Fe'/
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lo^e, wjffi

a Dsm^-a-Dance

S/Ven

ASMSTRONG • PAULA STONE » ED BROPHY ana an all &m. cast of the Original New York
DANFOBTH • VERA EOSS • VIVIAN HAIT « FRANK.MOULAN wiih ALLAN lOCSiERS and
ANDREW L. STONB . Screenpky BETTY LAIDLAW end KOBE&T LIVELY
)M GILBERT & SULLIVAN ON THE SCREEN FOR THE FIRST TIME • HEAR AGAMSr,
*^
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WLW s Drift-Away from MBS

INJUNCTION AGAINST TRANSRADIO

STOPS BROADCAST OF FARR4£WIS GO
Decision

Have Important

Will

on Future

Effect

—^News Service Doesn't Think Issue
Cleared Up —May Appeal

Sports Events

Injunctibn issued Monday (30) by
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand Pecora restraining Trans.

radio Press Service, Inc., and Radio
Assn., Inc., from infringing on

News

Transradio's Plan
Transradio had arranged to
pipe the round-by-round description of the fight to ap-^
proximately 65 stations before
the injunction was served and
the whole thing called off.
It
recalls the Braddock-Louis fisticuffs, at which Transradio got
away wiith the stunt Sent five
men in to see the fight equipped
with short wave senders;. Three
.of them' got nabbed at the gate
and were turned away, but the
other two got away with it.
Transradio's
legal
rebuttal
has always been that news is
news and can't be bottled up.

Show Must Go On
Buffalo, Aug. 31.
sportcaster,
Ralph Hubbell,
carried on with his daily two-hour
sports stint last week in spite of a
severe attack of appendicitis.
His physician decided on treatment rather than knifing, which enStill
abled Hubbell to carry on.
shaky, but feeling better.

WBNY

clusive

Judge Pecora's. decision was broad
and covered every attempt of com-"
petitors from infringing oh the ex-

clusive property rights of another.
Though it had not decided by yesterday (Tuesday) whether to appeal
Transradio didn't
Ihe injunction.
consider the ruling an unfavorable*
one. Impression the news service
gathered from Justice Pecora's find- Philly United Front
ing was that, while it enjoined the
defendant in this particular case, it
Musicians Fades;
did not undertake to pass on the
or
counter-arguments
merits
of
Union Chatter
touch upon the law" of news as
property rights. Question yet to. be
decided is wbethei: any one has a
Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
lawful right to bottle up jiews, as
Split appears to have' taken place
such, or whether the issue of unfair
short-lived
allied front put up
in
the
competition takes precedence over
the right to the free dissemination by broadcasters here to win concesMusicians'
sions
from
Union in
the
of news.
new contracts. Confabs are skedded
Along with NBC, 20th-century
by the local with each station sepSporting Club, promoters of the
arately this week.
fight," and the Arthur Kudner, Inc.,
Immediate purpose of the meetadvertising agency, asked for the injunction, after Transradio had in- ings with those airers which have
formed its clients that it would tele- union bands will be to decide what
de- to do about extending the present
-^^^-iypa - to^lhe^

On

'

Goes On

.

'

'

'

.

Kudnei^ ^e^mefs^R^5ri^tMfr^
scription
of the* battle.
agency has negotiated the- broadcast- tomorrow (1) until after Sept. 14. On
the latter date the A. F. of M. is exing rights for Buick,
that,
for pected to give a decision on the recontended
Plaintiffs
Transradio to send out any descrip- cording matter. No permanent contract can be drawn up before then.
tion of the fight whUe the battle
Stations which have bands yant
was in progress, was an infringecontracts extended on the 'present
ment.
basis. Union wants more men in for
Pointed out several ways in which the two weeks, as per agreements alTransradio could obtain and broad- ready tentatively reached.
cast the battle, but held that each
Get-together with
was held
method would be violating NBC's last Friday (127). Local wouldn't
rights. Among the methods described
commit itself to anything, although
would be to have ^a commentator Joe Weber declared that agreements
smuggle into the arena a ..short wave could be made now,
subject to apset, or to have a group of reportets.
proval of the' national exec board.
present, leaving one by one at the
'Weber added that during the next
end of each round and phoning to year he wants
3,000 musicians emthe main office.
Third possible ployed in the nation's
stations at
method was io)c a commentator to $5,000,000. He also stated he.
is aimview the fight by telescope from the ing to work out a definite
ratio beroof of a nearby building.
The tween rate cards
and nunTber of men
fourth, and most likely method, acand salaries.
cording to Judge Pecora, would be
Union demands at this week's talks
for Transradio to relay the Nawill be:
22 men at combo
tional broadcast.
rate cf $52;
20 men at $45;
In granting the injunction, Judge WFIL— 16 men at $40;
12 men
Pecora held:
at $38.50;
probably 7 men at
/'Upon oral argument of this mo- $30;
14..m.en at $70
(band here works 4 hours daily, 7
tion, the Court requested counsel tor
the defendants to submit the plan days a week).
by which they intended to give their
clients a running account of the
fight. The defendants' attorney then
informed the Court that it was the
plan to obtain 'tips' from the ringside broadcast and to authenticate
them by its own representatives located at vantage points outside the
Cleveland, Aug. 31.
Stadium, but within view of the
Gene, and Glenn, one-time ace
bout.
Cleveland radio act, returns to
Wednesday (Sept. 1) for a
'Obviously such action would conof
two-hour programs to
stitute an unlawful appropriation of series
the exclusive property of the plain- ballyhoo their appearance at the
Great Lakes Exposition Sept. 11 and
tifTs.

KYW

WCAU—

KYW—

WDAS—
WPEN-WRAX—

WIP—

GENE & GLENN'S

2m

BALLYHOO BROADCASTS

Slqw, but certain, drifting away of WLW, Cincinnati, from the
Mutual Network became markedly evident last week w:hen the superwatter gladly okayed the substitution of WCKY as the local outlet
for the series which Silver Dast started over Mutual Monday (30).
Under its deal with Mutual, WLW has first and exclusive call on all
that web's commercials.
has already set for the
Breakdown of the business which
fall, starting with^the return to standard time, shows no Mutual
accounts for the evening and only three quarter-hour daytime spots
during the week. Analysis by quarter-hour units follows:

WLW

%

HR. UNITS

Evenings

Network

WLW

Line (through Transaiperican )

.

. .

Daytime

ClOUSlNGWAX

m. to

6 p. m.)

,3

Daytime
Locally sold

(6 a.

Group Wants

m.

to 9 a. m.)

48
9

,

Up on CAB

Checking
Colsfate

p. m.)

63
36
35

. .

Line (through Transamerican)

TALKS
CIO this week expanded the scope
of its propagandizing via sponsored
radio programs to the silk-mills' area
of Pennsylvania. Weekly night-time

.

Mutual

WLW

PROPAGANDA

(9 ».

V-....

Line (through Transameric^n )
Locally sold

H

75
35
9

Locally sold

WLW

WEEKLY

m. to

(6 p.

NBC

NBC

.

National Broadcasiuig Co.'s exright to broadcast the Joe
Louis-Tommy Farr fight from the
Yankee Stadium is expected to have
a wide effect on similar situations
country.
the
throughout
arising

--^"liie

1937
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to

Know How

Arrived

Figures Are

At-

-

quarter-hour waxed talks will be
aired over a three station hookup
using WSAN, Allentown; WAZL,
Hazelton, and WGBI, Scranton.
Silk-mill employees in that region
are being advised to demand that
their employers huddle with the
National Labor Relations Board and
give 'em the opportunity to vote for
a bargaining unit—the ClO's textileunion affiliate, of course.
Meanwhile,' having won the right
to vote for union representation in
•

New

England

textile

towns where

the American Woolen Co., country's
largest milling corp., has plants, the

Is Chevrolet

Copy

Happy?

series for Chevrolet, to succeed the
'

Rubinoff show.
Milton Pieman, of Music Corp.
handling.

NEWS EDITORS

ter-hours over a linkup of

WCBM,

risburg.

'

Transcriptions for use on all four
organizing fronts are supplied by
Morris Novik, program director at
WEVD, New York's labor union
station. Talks by ClO-f a voring congressmen and governors, plus labor
leaders and social-minded w.k.'s are
supplied.
made a slew of
these discs from live talks given
during the- past year over its wavelength, and secured permission from
the talkers for their use in the current CIO air campaigns.
Due soon is CIO's first ether invasion of the Deep South when two
stations, as yet unselected, will be
asked to carry the same sort of commercials when CIO opens a drive to
organize the workers in the independent steel mills in the Birming-

WEVD

ham,

Ala., district.

B&B

Benton
actly the

&

Bowles used the same
as the CAB.
Excities, the same dates

basis

same

«nd=the-same-numbeT-of--t:alls were•

involved.- Only difference was that
the B
study entailed resort to
the co-incidental method exclusively,
while the
depends on the
memory factor, since calls are made
at spaced intervals during the day.

& B

CAB

CONV.

CAB's findBowles confined it-

In checking up on the

Unionizing efforts ex-

Baltimore; WJAC,: Johnstown;
WSAN, Allentown, and WHP, Har-

rectors of the latter setup explain
the findings of the two projects
differ so widely.
study shows
that the audiences were anywhere
from three to five times greater than
accounted for by the CAB reports
covering parallel periods.
statistical

company union.
CIO battle to organize Ford workers in Michigan is still using the air
with a daily program on WJBK,
Detroit, fed to WJIM, Lansing, and
Flint.

&;

why

is

air campaign over WCOP, Boston; .jRP.RO.PJOvidence ;.WaAa>^
River, and WSJ?R, Springfield, continues with spiels admonishing the
workers to vote CIO and not for a

WFDF,

survey made by Benton

at the instigation of Colgate-

Ted Lewis, Josef Cherniavsky and Palmolive-Peet has been turned
John Charles Thomas, with the Don over to the Co-operative Analysis of
Vorhees orch, have auditioned a new Broadcasting in order that the di-

CIO

pended by John L. Lewis' outfit
among the Biethlehem Steel workers
still go on with thrice-weekly quar-

an extensive coincidental

of

listener

Bowles

Chicago, Aug. 31.

Set-up of the first annual convention of the Association of Radio News
Editors and Writers, to be held here
Sept. 10-11-12, will be that of a classroom, and the anticipated 125 delegates will be instructed in the various phases of newscasting by leading members of the industry.
According to plans made late yesterday afternoon (30) by President

John Van Cronkhlte and Secretary
Al Hollander, nine meetings are
scheduled for the three days, practically all of them with a school
angle.
Boake Carter has been invited to speak on an ievening session,
and has signified his willingness to
come, if his sponsor will permit it.
Banquet speaker will be Leo Fitzpatrick, general manager of WJR,
Detroit. He is scheduled for Saturday (11), also the day Tom Flanagan, president of

Penh Tobacco

Co.,

speaks on 'What Sponsors Expect.'
Four-hour session will be held on
Friday afternoon (10), with Ken McClure, WOAI, San Antbnio, scheduled to explain 'Editorial and Station
Policy In Selection of News Copy';
Earle Smith, KMBC, Kansas City, to
spiel on 'Writing and Broadcasting

ings,

Benton

self to

were

its

suds),

&

daytime script shows.

own Myrt

& Marge

These
(Super-

'Pretty Kitty Kelly'

(Continental Bread), and 'Backstage Wife'
(Dr. Lyon's Toothpaste). In the case
of 'Kitty Kelly' the
gave it a
rating of 2.5, while the survey coiiducted by B
B put the percentage

CAB

&

at 10.2.

Benton & Bowles used the facilities of the Clark-Hooper research
organization for the probe, with
CBS contributing a share of the expense involved.

STUHLER ON TALENT
BUYING FOR

Y.

& R.

Revised setup of Young Sc Rubicam's radio department puts Williaai
Stuhler, v.p., in charge of talent buying. This is in addition to his regular functions as the agency's director
of radio.

Stuhler's authority over talent ac-

tivities embraces both the New York
and Hollywood offices.
Therese
Lewis will assist him in the east and
WBBM.
For Morris Agency
Joseph
Angeles.
StaufTer
Los
in
WTAM
ing the Perfect Radio News ProDonald D. Stauffer, newly appointTalent J6b in N. Y. gram,' and John B. Hughes, Don Lee ed v.p., has been placed in general'
net, to have a go at 'Effectively
Scheduling News Programs and charge of show production and
-.
client contact. Pat Weaver becomes
Hollywood. Aug. 31.
Flashes.'
'The defendants' plan.' for "broa'dradio director in charge of producTeam will go on the air in an
Harry Ommerle is chucking his
Couple, of other
casting an account of the exhibition
sessions
are
berth
with Columbia scheduled, most of them for elec- tion under Stauffer, while Tom. Harwill necessarily be based, to a sub- all-request program to get listen- production
mgi'.
ers to bring kids down to see their Broadcasting for a whirl- at handling tions, committee appointments
stantial degree, upon the use of the
and rington holds the title of radio
in Hollywood.
'Jake's Circus' at the Expo,
talent at the other end for the officer inductions.
Hubbell Robinson,
plaintiffs' broadcast. Under all the
.

Ommerle Leaves CBS

News

for

Radio';

Ken

Ellington,
Chicago, to orate on 'Build-

..

-.

V.

.

.

circumstances
this
Court cannot
reach any conclusion other than that
the plan submitted by the defendanb?
cannot be utilized without unlawful
appropriation of the substance of the
plaintiffs'

tion for

broadcast.

Plaintiffs'

an injunction

mo-

is granted."

Fowler for Fields
Keith Fowler, radio gag writer,
planed to the Coast Friday (27 > to

W. C. Fields on his Chase
Walter
J.
Sanborn program.

script for

&

Thompson agency put
the writer and

is

in the call for

paying his salary.

Lsst season Fowler was retained
to script material for

by Thornpson

the guests appearing
variety show.

on

"Vallee's

William Morris office in New York.
Currently he is holding rein on the
here. His aide on
ilar broadcasts over local stations.
the ciggie broadcast, Don Bernard,
may take over the show.
Ommerle Is the second CBS proin Georgia
ducer to check out in the past few.
weeks. Brewster Morgan, who with
Ommerle produced the Shakespeare
Atlanta. Aug. 31.
Having been shutout 3 to 0 in the series, joins up at Metro as a writer
game of personnel grabbing, WATL next month.
Bernard was formerly production
finally pushed around a score on
WAGA when it got the latter's Jack chief at KHJ downtown.
Hammette for its commercial staff.
WAGA. had hired Earle Pudney.
Just a Pal
program director, Chesta Fulmer,
continuity writer and Paul Overbay.
announcer, away from WATL when
Al Jolson guests on Ben Bernie's
it opened up Aug. 1.
American Can show originating on
Albert E. ('Hoot') Gibson has re- the Coast Sept. 14.
placed Hammette at WAGA.
Herman Bernie booking.
Will

also

Akron,

visit

Toledo,

War

supplements his duties as producer with the post of personal assistant to Stauffer.
Clarence Olmstead is to be mgr. of the radio department under Stauffer in New
York.
Jr.,

Erie, Pittsburgh,
Detroit, Canton,

Ypungstown and Columbus for sim- Chesterfield show

Gabel Parting Mustache
In

Two

Different

Ways

Martin Gabel will play the Shadow
over WOR-Mutual on Sunday afterHediger to L. A.
noons beginning Sept. 12 for Blue
St. Paul, Aug. 31.
Coal.
Is
currently starred with
Alice Frost on 'Big Sister'' serial
Effective immediately. T'-*>J
daily over CBS.
Hediger, announcer and production
Actor is also set for the Cassius assistant at WCCO for the past foui'
part in Orson Welles' revival of years, moves in at NBC West Coast
'Julius Caesar' this fall ort Broadway. headquarters at Los Angeles as asProduction will be in modern dress, sistant to production manager M^nperhaps the first time the play has vin Young.
been done that way. Idea is that the
Hediger and his wife motored ^i^":
Shakespeare drama Is a striking from Minneapolis, and he>does his
commentary on present day dic- first stint assisting on production f'^''
tatorships.
the next Bing Crosby show.
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BASEBALL AROUND
Emly

Holt

Named Exec Sec

of

NAB

AFRA,

Geo. HeDer Her Aide; Organizing Chi
Aftep^several weeks of maneuvering by various factions within the
organization, the American FederaArtists
yesterday
tion of Radio

named Mrs. Emily Holt

(Tuesday)

national executive secretary. George
Heller, already national treasurer,
also becomes associate secretary.
Selection of Mrs, Holt ends a split
that was tapidly assuming serious
proportions and had brought the
AFRA drive to organize the radio
Various canfield to a virtual halt.
didates had been favored for the job,
Mrs. Holt emerging within the last
few days as a compromise. She was
previously offered the post of successor to Frank Glllmore as executive secretary of Equity, but turned
Understood the AFRA
that down.
post will pay $7,500 a year. Heller
would also be payrolled.
Question of executive sec has been
& tough nut within AFRA since the
group's formation. Large part of the

New York membership favored
HeUer, legit actor and Equity council
member.

He was named

'Bonelli's

Tea

Party'

WBBM

Morgan Wallace, Coast

understood to have been held out,
While not
at least by implication.
the nominal head of the group, the
executive secretary does most of the
actual work.
Others advanced for
the post were Morgan Wallace and
-5feFaiait^eidv^'both^from-"the"Gtjast

tary

filled,

the split in the

AFRA

is now
expected to be cemented.
Figured the organization drive in
New York, on the Coast and in other
cities,
which has been noticeably
stalled by the behind-the-scenes political skirmishing, will be quickly

pushed.

•

follow the Chicago drive, but may
run into added difficulty in the possible firmer opposition of studios and
aigencies ther£.

Now
Is

that its national organization
virtually set, the
will im-

mediately open

AFRA

its

own

office in

New

Has been using Equity headquarters temporarily.
Figure the
quarters will be selected this week.
Recognition from the networks and
agencies will also be on the early
AFRA schedule. Officials deny that
the organization will attempt to liYorl:.

publicity

office

Mc-

'He's just a Charlie
Carthy for the bosses.'
It's

pushing for a
effect an elimina-.

WGN

is

NAB

and the

associatlor^ does not contemplate sponsoring any meeting of

any group of

NAB

the

discuss

1 Promise Lads

its

membership.

board of directors will meet
next week (10), and

New York

in

deal with
to
tion of baseball f^om the schedules
of both stations, and thus confine it
to smaller spots such as WIND, WJJD

and

Hot

and
seems

to have, struck the same phrase
for attacking his rivals.

BREAK FOR MINORS

Columbia key here,

While the network affiliated stations met in New York this month
to discuss the situation, it was said
at
headquarters this was a conference sponsored by the group itself
.

exhaustively.

situation

That meeting may decide
conference of non-network

Have Pittsburgh

to call a
affiliated

station owners,, but until the board
makes a decision the Washington
office will make no move, it was
saidi

WCFL.

WGN

is

backing away froni such a

Executive board of the; American
deal, but, at the same time, is a litFederation of Musicians is confident
hesitant about backing too great
that it will get together with the
a distance, lest it find itself in the
non-network affiliated statloijs on a
same predicament as
is in
solution of the musicians employat present.
For the past couple' of
Pittsburgh, Aug, 31.
ment issue. International is inclined
years,
could have made more
in to y/ork out an agreement first with
Hottest
political
campaign
hioney by not carrying baseball, yet Pittsburgh- and Allegheny county in
the affiliated outlets, figuring that
dared not drop it. Absence of the years is proving a bonanza to five
once things are settled In this imSkelly
Oil pirogram,
'Roses
and local radio stations.
Every spare portant quarter it can turn its atDrums,' and. several other shows, minute of time from now until pritention to solving the more peculiar
particularly those of Sunday after- mary on Sept. 14 has been snatched
problems of the small independents.
noons, was due entirely to the un- up by various committees and canIt had been expected in broadcast
certain length of baseball schedules. didates, with the result that broadcircles that Edward A. Allen, WLVA,
Same is true of late afternoon casting outlets are giving possible
Lynchburg, V6., head of the Ass'a
serials, several of which started, but local commercials the go-by for the
of Independent Broadcaster.s, would
had to be dropped because baseball next two weeks,
--bring -his- own^l^oard-together for -a"forced them off two or three times a
prospective
business dlscussion of the musicians situation.
Flock
of
week.
have been clamoring for Committee picked by ihe affiliated
clients
Ordinarily, a station would not get time, but stations have nothing to
station convention in New York the
into such a predicament, but since offer them at present.
Candidates week before had advised
^Baldwin
is the only Columbia sta- are taking everything from two to
by letter that it would not' attempt
tion in Chicago, there's plenty of 15-minute spots.
to speak for the non-affiliates and it
demand for time, both by CBS and
It's gravy for the stations; since
suggested
that
take
he
up
the
matter
local
shows. WGN, the Chicago the time comes "high and the politiTribune station, has made a great cians provide their own talent, if directly with this faction.
Affiliated stations' committee Is
to-do about sports broadcasting, but any.
slated to meet with the
board
is watching things closely, for it is
broadcasting execs
Incidentally,
the only Mutual outlet here, and locally expect 1937-'38 to be the Sept. 9 and give its reaction to the
should Mutual develop an afternoon top year for coin so far. Flock of AFM's formula f6r employing a
and late afternooii spurt in time would-be local sponsors are clamor- minimum of an additional 3,000 muThis formula Is
sales,
is afraid it'll find itself ing for shows and program direc- sicians in radio.
based on the highest quarter hour
in the same category as WBBM.
tors are tearing their hair trying to
rate of a station, with the amount to
If
both stations don't drop it, cook up programs.
be expended for musicians each
neither one dares go it alone, each

Air All Tied

tle

party.'

Up

WBBM

-

NLRB OK'S

CIO'S

CONTROL OVER

WHN WORKERS

WBBM

„.

Washington, Aug. 31.
over broadcasting
workers, already exercised

CIO

control

station
in some 15 stations,

was further ex-

tended Wednesday (25) when the
Board
Relations
National Labor
held its affiliate, American Radio
Telegraphists Association, to be the
exclusive bargaining agency for the
broadcasting engineers at station
WHN, operated by the Marcus Loew
Booking Agency, N. Y.
Jurisdiction over the station's engineers had been claimed by the
Theatrical Protective Union, Local
No. 1, lATSE, an AFL affiliate,
'

which

iT^

made an

1931

effort to or-

ganize the station but without

AJVJA nQd eyt^ok

Faced

this

much

feeling that a big airing of baseball
will keep t^ie audience after the
game, as well as during it.
Also entering into the discussions
is the position of
At pres-

Metro-Lucky Strike

WMAQ.

Deal Seen as Likely;

WMAQ

neither
nor WENR,
NBC key, carries baseball, but
it's understood that Kellogg is making overtures to NBC for the purpose of switching its broadcast from
WJJD to WMAQ, or adding that sta-

ent,

other

th«.

station refused to bargain with the
until it was certified by the

tion to

ARTA

WJJD.

Tom McAvity
Thomas
radio

•

A&A

NBC

TO

in

&

to Coast

A. McAvity, directftr of
the New York office of

slated to move
the next two
basis. It will
be the first time that L & T has
used Hollywood as a major base for

Lord

However, it's not thought that this
Labor Board, which held hearings
will go through no matter what.
in New York July 2 and 6, and oral deal
argument in Washington Aug. 11.
that
held
board
the
decision
In its
FORCES
the station's engineers had organized along the lines proposed by the
ARTA and that they had shown a
CANCEL GUESTEES
desire for self-organization by becoming members of the union. It
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
was
evidence
no
that
further held
Amos 'n' Andy ran into a peck of
offered to show that the TPU had trouble with Lord & Thomas and
the~

to

the

Thomas,

,

its broadcasting activities. McAvity's
successor in the New York office has
not been chosen.

Lord & Thomas is figuring on airing two shows from Hollywood this
Contract for neither of them
fall.
has been closed. One of them in-

National Broadcasting when they
consented to make, guest appearances

.

.

!

.

Texas.

Sept. 16 to help the

AFM

solve the
Indications are
that the small indies will wait to see
what happens at the Sept. 0 meet
before making any overt move of
their own.

employment problem.

is

Coast within

A&A

19.

week being somewhere between
three and four times that quarter
hdur T&td,
Networks have been given until

WUDamson

Quits

NBC

weeks On a permanent

volves a tieup by Lucky Strike with
the Metro studio show. Bill Bacher,
radio contact for the Metro studios,
on two outside commercials and a
is due in New York this week to discomplete take-over of one show for
project with James Rogers,
Burns and Allen. Only one show, cuss the
executive on the American
Packard, was allowed to stand, but L & T
Asking price In
account.
Tobacco
NBC called a halt on A & A appearbroadcast for
ing with Al Jolson on the Columbia this case is $25,000 per
network, and L & T nixed the shot the studios.
overhead on
With
time
bill
the
the
with Burns and Allen.
Coasters were puzzled at the ac- this airing would amount to $40,000.
tion in cancelling two and allowing Chances are that the account's Wedone to ride, inasmuch as the agency nesday night period on NBC will be
has the blackface comics under ex- tagged for the Metro show, if and
clusive contract for Pepsodent, NBC when the cig manufacturer and the
Saturacted, on its artists' bureau deal, film producer get together.
radio
All
building.
Capitol
in the
which prohibits broadcasts on any day night spot on Columbia will be
performers solicited have received other chain. Lord & Thomas execs retained for the 'Parade of Hits'
This meet fol- asked to be excused from making Idea.
application blanks.
lows the tentative meeting at the any comment.
McA-vity will start picking his
Palmer House Sunday,
leave the agency after nine Hollywood staff immediately after
years Jan. 1 for a new affiliation establishing an office.
AIR
COMMENTATOR ON
Taboo froze
with Campbell Soup.
Team
thcni out of a neat $10,000.
Chicago, Aug. 31.
DRISCOLL AT KRKD HELM
Warwick & Legler ad al.so had to pa.ss up a nice wad of
Cecil,
Los Angeles, Aug. 31.
agency has signatured Commontalor coin for appearances at the Dallas
John DriscoU takes over the
magazine as a spon.sor for 'Dramatic expo, as they were needed in Hollymanagement
of KRKD Sept, 1.
at
the
rehearsals
WGNwood
Packard
weekly
for
Varieties,' 30 minute
He has been one ol tlie town's top
s^ame time they were wanted in
Mulunl show, for 26 weeks.
Starting date set for Sept.

-

WGN

to

opposition,

..

AFM

organize the
station early this year and in May
attempted to bargain with the company, when the lATSE protested, as
did the Motion Picture Operators
Union, Musicians Union and Theatrical Stage Employees Union.

with

.

WBBM

result.

recently attemipted to organize
Chicago Body
to organize Chicago got men and 'pressed its claims only
under way last weekend, when it realized that the ARTA had
when Heller and Henry Jaffe, at- successfully organized the radio
torney for the group, made a hur- broadcast engineers and was about
ried trip there to set up a local. to enter into an agreement with the
Drive will be actively pushed, but company.'
will remain under cover temporarily
for fear of reprisals.
First open cense advertising agencies somewhat
meeting will be held Sept. 12, with the way Equity does with talent
a flock of name speakers from the agents.
national
AFRA 'membership. AtChicago, .(.iig. 31.
tempt will be made to have Eddie
Cantor, national prez, headline the
American Federation of Radio
program. Organization of other key Artists holds its first open meeting
cities throughout the country will tomorrow (Wednesday) at 10 p. m.

Campaign

actively

Word-6f-mouth

Charlie McCarthy, Edgar Bergen's dummy, is getting here of
late is something terrific.
political campaign now on

Chicago, Aug. 31.
Discussions of baseball broadcast
schedule for next year are already in
progress.
Understood that WBBM,

Washington, Aug. 31.
action to call station operators
conference to discuss the demands of the A. F. of M; is planned
by the National Ass'n of Broadcasrf
ers, it was learned here today (31).

No

into

every candidate for

.

of Richard Bonelli and beeootiful written invites v/ere sent to
the prospective guests.
With Bonelli, the guest of
honor and other sponsors preytent, however, none of the inshowed their
vited
guests
schnozzes inside the door. That
washed up Wallace as a candidate and he left a couple of
days latej-ior the Coast. Affair
is now being spoken of around
Broadway as the 'Bonelli tea

Catchphrase

Pittsburgh, Aug. 31.

ness Available

candidate for the post, to local

contingent.

Coast Angles
Opposition to Heller for the job is
believed to have stemmed from various quarters. Certain elements in
the Coast faction and in the Actors
Equity administration are reported
to have been against him because he
"was identified with the insurgent
•group in Equity. It was also said he
was too young. Latter point, however, was looked on as favoring him
by some. While Kenneth Thomson,
Screen Actors Guild executive secretary, has repeatedly denied seeking
any influence in AFRA affairs, members of the board have indicated his
opposition might keep Heller from
getting the job.
Mrs. Holt, a resident of Dallas,
Texas, wheffe h6f husBahd Is in thie
oil business, was several yfears ago
associate counsel of Equity. She is
one of the few persons in that organization who held the confidence
of all the opposing factions in the
group. She is due in N. Y. today or
tomorrow (Thursday). While the
technical official acceptance by Mrs.
Holt has yet to be announced, understood this is but a formality.
With the post of executive secre-

Politico
Discuss

—

members of the board. Affair
was held at the New York home

AFRA

is

WGN

group's

national

treasurer, an honorary position, two weeks ago. He was one of
the most active workers in the for-<
mation of the Federation and, although the executive secretary post
was not definitely promised him, it

and

Deal to Shelve Pill-Pounding Broadcasts
Claimed
Too Much Afternoon Busi-

of strategy of faction
opposing George Heller for national executive secretary of the
American Federation of Radio
Artists planned a cocktail session last week to introduce

AFM

To Talk Over Demands of

jjl

Board

Denies Conference Planned

I

fight announcers.

In Chi;

Back

Al Williamson,
years

to

Newsroom

Chicago, Aug. 31.
for the past Yiine
NBC publicity
resigning effective

head of the

bureau here, is
Sept, 13, to become assistant to Davis
Merwin of the Minneapolis Star,
his former boss.
Is to have charge
of promotion, personnel and editorial
policy. Bill Ray, Williamson's right
hand man and news editor here for
NBC, will succeed htm.
At the time Williamson joined
'

NBC
He

is

he was

its only midwest p. a.
given credit for building the

He also estabto 15.
the present divisional pubset-up, per-sonnel system, and
promotion routines.

department
lished
licity

Understood that Merwin has made
several

unsuccessful

overtures

to

Williamson during the past couple
of years, but the offer of last week
was one which Williamson couldn't
afford to turn down.

Jessel-Talmadgie

Ready

Gcorgie Jessel and Norma Talmadge start their weekly hour program (Sunday, 6 p.m. EST) over

Mutual Sept. 26. Stanza will orig.
inate from KHJ, Los AngCes, with
Tommy Tucker the batonist.
Network has 12 towns already set
to take the show.
be sold locally.

Sponsorship will

——

,

RADIO REVIEWS
MOONSHINE AND SAWDUST

Twelfth Night*

Stars Even

Apphud

Technician

GVIiF REFINING
Sun, 7:30 p.m, (ffuests)
WABC, New Tork
(Young & Rubicatn)
Although this team did a similar
act in vaudeville some years back,
the routine

A

large cast, headed by Tallulah
Bankhead, Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
Helen Menken and Estelle Winwood,
brought CBS' Shakespeare to New
York for the first time Monday (30)
night— and also for the last time this
season. 'Twelfth Night* was the first
of the series to be produced in New
York, but the general public had to
t?ike the Bard over the loudspeaker
as the CBS Broadway theatre was
packed with specially invited guests,
and even yellitig for the manager
couldn't produce a ticket to the un-

News Comment
15 Mins.

Sustaining
7.30 p.ni.,

Kaltenborn
European o.o., El-

Pinch-hittirig for H. V.

during the latter's
mer Davis is" turning in a forte job.
Without attempting to turn the session into an exploitation of his own
.

-

,

,

•

.

WELCH GRAPE JUICE
Sunday, 9:45 p.m.

EDST

WJZ-NBC, New York
(H.

W. Kastor)

(29) edition of Miss Rich's
series of dramatizations for her

Sunday

long-term bankroller chinned itself
on the bar of broadcast approval
without even breathing hard. Such
a show, a quarter-hour dramatize
tion series, that undertakes to com
pete wit h the heavily armored, big
T)aT{SfT5^~ "broaacasts---15S^ feundj
nights, is taking a long chance. As
daytime, weekday show. Miss
a
.

Rich's

of

the

Mo-

program Would be socko; in
running, it'll have to

.

SEALTEST
Sunday, 10 pju.

ED St

WEAF-NBC, New York
Walter Thompson)
Dramatization on the James Mel(J.

ton variety program was far' from
auspicious, mainly because the plot
of Florence Ryerson's little playlet
has been done to tedium on the air.
It was another slice of the fast thinning loaf of the wife who, through

humor, subtlety and sophistication,
drove-

away women

fishing for her
his philan-

husband and corrected
dering.

'Joan Edwards Entertains.'
Gal has plenty on the ball and, pro
vided she gets the breaks, is a good
bet to soar high. She's a niece of
billing,

Gus Edwards.
ProdUjCtion department rates a nod
"Without attempting
on this one.
3S1 "ov glty or elaborate set-iip, it

smipTy

.

fc..-!

oilers'

the

pile

coffitiB.'jySity

that is radio's best stock in trade
But it's music that is
just music.
shrewdly selected and deftly put
across.
Miss Edwards has an appealing set of pipes, good range, interesting tone color and a sense of
how to register a song. Although

—

the series' scripts.
Though it wasn't definitely estab
background of the dra
matization was Spain's current fratricidal fracas.
Miss Rich and Hun
ter were Yank newspaper correspondents in love as well as comHe saved her at the end
petition.
as well as wSn. Ker HaniS,' anH the
method of accomplishment likely
satisfied the fireside brigade eminently.

Especially
good
and a highcharged hypo to the program were
the sound effects.
"They were as
lyric stuff is her forte, she wisely thoroughly big-league as radio has
*
Bert.
varies her numbers and her enuncia- as yet introduced.
tion makes every word clear.
Her
piano playing is ialso standout, but HAVEN MacQUARRIE
she is smart enough not to overdo 'Do You Want to Be An Acler?'
that, either.
Hot arrangement of Amateur Dramatics
'My Blue Heaven' on show caught 30 Mins.
(18) was weakest of the lot, but it Fri„ 8:30 p, m.
served nicely as novelty. Orch ac- KFWB, Hollywood
Haven MacQuarrie is back again
companies and offers one tune by
with what he prefers to call the
itself.
Program is strong stuff for the '1938 version' of the amateur skit he
did
for Chase & Sanborn. It's difi'itime of night and is a natural buildcult to discern where i1 differs from
up for the singer.
Hobe.
his coffee broadcast.
True, it has
'HAY FEVER CLUR OF AMERICA' been shortened to a half hour and
many corners are cut but otherwise
Stunt
it's the same old trick of running 'em
IS Mins.
on and teaching 'em how to act.
KDAL, Dulnth-Superior
Station aired a good gag idea on
MacQuarrie is still a little rough in
tie-up with local Chamber of Com- spots. For instance, the mild' rebuke
merce, which got plenty publicity that 'you're talking into his liver.'
breaks. Result is it will be a weekly He did two bits, the first a romantic
broadcast to promote the Duluth re- comedy and the aflerpiece a dragion as place where hay fever suf- matic sequence about a molher-to-be
ferer can find relief.
dying in childbirth. It seemed out
Broadcast packed plenty humor, of place and would never have been
including series of sniffles, snuffles okayed by a sponsor,
It looked like
and sneezes as sound effects. Per- a bad choice of vehicles.
sons who found area as the 'Hay
One
the improvement? over 1he
Fever Haven of America' testified former of turn
is' that
-MacQuarrie
over the ozone.
Bert.
doesn't put them through Iheir pedi
gree until they have delivered what
•LINDA'S FIRST LOVE'
he calls a good performance. That
Romantic Serial'
spares the 'volunteers' embarrasp15 Mins. Local
ment Players on the night caught
M. T, W, T. F, 3:30 p.m;
sounded stoo.^y and not plucked from
Kroifer Bakinr Co.
the audience as the dialers are led

CO.

to believe.
u
,

W.fR, Detroit

New series of transcriptions
plu'tging Kroner's Hot-Dated coffee
d-aals with the doings of the Crockfamily and covering get-rich
ett
schemes, Daughter Linda's loves,
etc.
It's well acted, characters (un.

billed) .are

moves

and

realistic,

swiftly enough,

drama

•

There|s a giveaway of silverware
for carton tops.

/

Pete.

Punch

X,.

of the

,

show

i.„ ,
snll the gag-

.

).<:

Ring of MacQuarrie.
Without it
there wouldn't be much to write
about.
He is bowed in a Warner?
own director and still tells the hopefuls that he's goin.s; to see that the
studio gives them a test.
It's still a
better audience show
t'lan one
catch off the set at
to
)iyme. judging froiii the howls of the
Helvi,
ni'jb inside.
•

,

.

.

by Harry Nash,

assisted
of the

sports scribe

Newark (N. J.) Evening
Broadcast ran 15 minutes
overtime, requiring reshuffling GBS'
evening schedule!
Hobe.

News.

•

.

SMILING ED McCONNELL
Dorinx Sisters, Linix Choir and
Trendler Orch.
30 Mins.

ACME WHITE LEAD
Sunday.

5:30 p.m.^

WJZ, New York

EDST

After a respite from the air of
buter, dealing with sports, fashions,
nearly two months. Smiling Ed
and humor as well as the profounder McConnell, self-styled singing
philsubjects. The plugs were orderly and
osopher of radio, is back with the
well knitted into the program.
commercial that has sponsored
Show is the first air production by same
long
time
a
now.
for
him
His
new
agency
Marco since that
Fanchon
show, with the Doring Sisters and a
established its radio program build- mixed chorus that's called
Linix
ing staff several months ago, Robert after one of the products
of his
Lewis Shavon authors the news sponsor, is known as Sunday Afterdramatization.
noon with Smiling Ed McConnell
One point which might be brought and proves very listenable. SelUng
backto
up is 'the use of an organ
angle is 'come and sit down with us
ground some of the scenes and split in the parlor for some singing, and
the sequences. An orch would serve friendliness.'
It's
the sort of apbetter for dramatic impact although proach that's appealing, wholesome
it would be costlier obviously.
and a bit different
Bert.
McConnell's numbers are
'

&

MODERN SCREEN MAG OF AIR

rud, tries to make her over-the-fence
gab listenable, and it probably finds
willing ears, "but those who follow
the daily gabbers in print won't send
up many ahs and ohs.
It's
the usual celluloid claptrap
that issues from the loud speaker,
with plenty of openings for Announcer Larry Chatterton to plug
the fur house that foots the bills. He
plays straight for both the gabber

and sponsor and

much provocation

compositions, of a 'dreamy' nature.
However, could inject a faster, or
more familiar tune, once in a while
to good advantage.
Nifty
organ accompaniment is

mercial.
Lee gal writes pieces for

and 4 DONS
Ensemble and Solo«

String:

1st

15 Mins.;

BROWN

Mon.

BACCO
WHO, Des

new

This

to

Sat

WILLIAMSON

&

TO-

Moines
series of 15-minute prois a happy

grams daily except Sunday

choice for the Big Ben smoking
tobacco advertising since both Norman and the Four Dons are entirely

doesn't require

it

to toss in the

NORMAN

D.\LTON
Novelty

com-

Modern masculine

in appeal and Norman's
baritone fits well with the string
ensemble either in western or Spanprovided by Marguerite Werner,
ish numbers.
who also contributes- a solo. Al
For their first program, their use
dggsn^ come out any too^ well on the
Chance handles continuity of the
such naturals as 'There's a Home
explpitafipn witn the warfPfeJ^ver 2J
showr, in poetic form, and spiels the
in Wyornin'g,\ "^mpty Sadie's,' etc.,
gossip th'at7s peddled in' its name.
commercial's .which
concern airproverd a wise selection, and the
Helm.
Gal's delivery is okay.
cdnditioning unit
Pete.
Four Dons' 'sweet potato' arrangement of 'Merry-Go-Round Broke
Down' provided novelty. Although
AL MITCHELL
Sports Review
first plans called for a girl soloist on
Comment
Follow
15 Mins. Local
this program, the change to Norman
DECKER BROS. SPORTING GOODS was smart since it keeps the gender
Daily, 6:15 p.m.
right on the product end.
Clem McCarthy and Edwin C. KGLO, Mason
City, Iowa
Stan Widney takfes care of three
Hill turned in one of their typical
Averaging close to 5,000 words a short commercial announcements.
misleading routines in the broadcastprogram, fast-talking Al Mitchell, Rather than give Norman the gooding of the Joe Louis-Tommy Farr
bout Monday night (31) over the sports ed of the Globe-Gazette, has bye end of the program, however,
his 200th airing on this pop- Widney would do better to handle
NBC red and blue links. It was their passed
ular sports spot, one of the first
since Norman's speaking voice
lourth like assignment and with
KGLO contracts hit the airwaves. it,
isn't on a par with his singing, and
Buick again the underwriter. As is Its commercials toare
short hardly nothing
usual with this teani of verbal jug- noticeable in the 15
is gained on the personality
min. grist of

Screen Mag, which arranged the tieup and takes its credit on the title
sheet. Furrier goes for the time nut,
all else being tossed in gratis. Fanner

.

Up

glers, the report they compounded
was slightly at variance with what
the sportswriters had to say in the
following morning's editions.
Reason was obvious. Like every-

.

to

reinforce

.

his

Dally,

.

.

m.
Providence, R.

hanaffiliates, thanks to deft
Miss
by sea.soned miker.*;.
McCullough, a contralto crooner. JS
rated tops hereabouts in her fieia.
Ranwith
Blanchard; who has sung
baidall's band in niterie.s. is a tenor
ladist The Randall unit playiiS.J';
tne
a. dates as well as working m

other
dling

I.

Difficult .iob of radio sports report
ing nicely handled. In a town where

the

^^^^

•

Not unusual
ly and rather rapidly.
in structure or pretentious in charol
acter, this hot-weather serving
light music compares favorably witn
musical sustaincrs fed to the web by

'1:30 p.

WPRO,

col

That was in the eighth
round. Hill had Farr returning to
his corner showing signs of wobbly
legs, while McCarthy the next moment assured the listeners that the
Wel.shman's underpinning were in
good shape.
Hill and McCarthy kept the sponsor in m'ind cbnsistently. but not as
obtrusively as in the last melee when
Hill was widely chided for his overplugging,

Sustaining4:30-4:45 p. m.— Network
WGY, Schenectady
New program, riding the NBC red
rim from WGY, moves along smooth-

Monday,

Sports Commentator
30 Mini?.— Local

impression that it was all
even going.
The general run of
sports writers the next morning allowed Farr but three rounds, with
but a slight minority giving him one
cr two more out of the 15.
Two mikesters crossed themselves
I

Gordie Randalls' Orchestra,
Charles
McCullough,
Annette

Blancliard
15 Mins.

.

JOE FAY

lea.gue's

i

SUMMER SYNCOPATIONS
With

outdoors man.
(This Al Mitchell is not to be confused with WOR's Al Mitchell, 'The
Answer Man.')

thy's flow becsfme repetitious in
quick time. There was a loud growl
about Farr uncorking a smashing
overhand right and then the muffled
report that the blow had come to
nothing.
And so it went on, with
Hill taking the between-the-round

inlerludes,

end.

sports items,
Mitchell sprinkles the periods with
celeb interviews now and then, and
also takes his mike out on remotes
on various stunts designed to uphold
interest in the broadcast.
Variety
of
news handled covers major
leagues,
collegiate
circuits,
high
schools and semi-pros in territory.
Program is directed primarily at the

body else, McCarthy and Hill were
so amazed by the showing Farr was
putting up they fodused their attention almost exclusively upon the
Welshman, riding with every one of
his gestures and blows, even though
the vast majority of them wev6
flicked off by the Detroiter. McCar-

—

KROGER BAKING

—

more

present

ke'ep up. the

lished, the

ted Husing's coverage of the NaAmateur Golf finals from
Portland, Ore., last Saturday was ex
pert haivdling of a tough, job. Kent
abreast of the match and brought out
the details of the play that is as
well as possible considering the difpf
culties of conveying to the listener
the situations and picture inyoIyM
Apparently Husing's golf knowl*
edge is as sound" as his understandinc
of other sports and certainly the
game is much harder to cover than
baseball. As usual, Husing avoided
dramatizing, simply following the
action and leaving the listener to react as the occasion warranted.
Husing followed the match with a
short-wave 'pack transmitter and was
tional

Appropriately picked, even if some songs
are far from being fresh off the
presses but all of those done by
the humor was overlooked in many With Lois Lee
McConnell,- the Doring sisters or the
Film Chatter
situations which cried for it.
choir are nicely merchandised. A
Negro spiritual is included by the
Miss Filers, just back from abroad, 15 Mins.
8 p.m.. Local
Wed.,
Linix group, plus 'In the Garden' as
was about o.k. as the wife, Oliver
FURS
BALL
MAURICE
a closer with McConnell leading the
could have made the husband into a
KNX, Hollywood
bunch. The Doring sisters are heard
character invested with more iron.
(Lee Ringer)
in an old pop Nearly in the proceedMiss Garde was the best of the
ings.
One of McConnell's solos is
chatteroo
this
diff
between
Only
bunch as one of the other women.
Bonnet.' He lends a perB£rt.._.. and—thft- Qthers,.. i.s. that the mill- Tn a Blue
Tonners occasionally dish up some- sanal~tauch- to proceedings much ingathering.
thing that hasn't been inked in the the manner of a parlor
Program should have little trouble
^HOUR OF DREAMS'
pillars. Lois Lee, who found that tag.
Char.
With Georse AIor£.an, Marguerite
euphonious than Louise Svens- conlihuing.

Such a plot should receive smart
handling, but 'Third Angle' was not
written adequately in that vein, and

Werner, Al Chance
peppery pace exhibited Songs, Organ
when caught in order to escape be- 15 Mins. ^Local
Mondays, 10 p.m.
ing steamrollered in the jam.
JOAN EPWARDS
Piece played was penned by vet Chrysler Air Temp
rtano, Son^s
Fact WXYZ, Detroit
radio dramatist Arch Oboler.
15 Mins.
that it clearly and cleanly estab
This is a soothing quarter-hour
TITednesday, 10:1 S p.m. ED ST
lished the characters, sifted in some show for the stay-uppers and has
yVJZ, New York
humor as well as suspense and a
By way of a sustainer buildup, fairly deft finishing twist bespoke plenty of merit
George Morgan's high baritone
femme warbltr is being ethered Oboler's ability when dealing with
over the NBC Blue net under the the air. Writfer is set to do most of does a swell job with semi-crassical
its

•

EDST.

Saturday, S p. m.

M

.

new

strictly

NATIONAL BISCUIT CO,

WABC-CBS, New York

•

EDST

WABC^CBS, New York

personality or to air his private
opinions and prejudices, he carries
an air of genuine authority. Remarks are well-informed, concise,
initiated,
s
world
of
The cast appeared to enjoy them- while the explanation
events is clear and impartial.
selves as much as the audience
Oh stanza caught (26) Davis disr."5-r«especially when Miss Bankhead lost
Sino-Japanese crisis at
a precarious shoulder strap, but not cussed the
then swung briefly to
her poise. She wore a backless gown some length,
the Spanish situation and wound up
of heavy bluish white silk, molded
by a look-see at the recent session
to- the hips and springing out in tiny,
His views on the
of Congress.
fine pleats to the hem.
uproar were as saiie and
Miss Menken was fragile in yards Shanghai
as anything heard on
and yards of smoky, chiffon with well-seasonedhostilities
started. Davis
since
the
air
fitted bodice, tiny sleeves and a brilobviously knows what he's talking
liant clip at the deep v-neck.
try to pose as
Red heavy silk that looked like about, but he doesn't
Yet the authority
moire was Miss Winwood's choice. a khow-it-all.
which he speaks, plus an unr.
Slim, fitted gown with tiny train, with
sense of humor, give
topped with a tightly fitted jacket of ostentatious
color. Voice
definite
program
a
the
the quaint persuasion. Mutton leg
are satisfactory.
sleeves and perky pleated peplum and delivery
Davis is described as a former
longer in the back with a cut-away
newspaper editor, siuthor of numereffect,
lecturer.
Shakespeare on the air is a noble ous books and articles and a
air for
experiment—but there are still a There's ample room on the returns.
him even when Kaltenborij
great many old-fashioned souls who
Hobe.
like a bit of scenery and props with
their Shakespeare, especially when
The poet's IRENE RICH
it's a theatre broadcast
resounding phrases and flowing style With Henry Hunter
seem a bit cramped by thfe necessity •War News, Exclusive'
of sticking close to the mike. The 15 Mins.
just
speeches
scintillant
Bard's
weren't meant to b6 delivered with
both feet on, the grotmd and the
mouth in a little black box.
Biit the audience response was
long and loud Monday, even without
the assistance of the cheer leader
who signals for applause. It was so
vociferous and lengthy, ih fact, that
the Misses Menken and Bankhead
became a mite hysterical and insisted
'uWfr'a5PEEfi?HHg^=0He=of==^^
cians— the only one on the stage who
hadn't received more than his share
It's that kind of ap
of plaudits.
plause that causes the great unseen
listening public to aittack the radio
Squire,
with a blunt instrument

Is

2 Hours; 45 lUEins.

For
'n' January persuasion.
Moonshine and Sawdust (nee Lawrence Drinard and Stuart Brauer)
last Sunday's (29) innin; was the dling will help much to gain it ratlng^
first on a commercial cross-country For a single station commercial, it
hookup. The gags <Jripped with the is of especially high order.
stock stuff of ancient minstrelsy,
Each event dramatized must have
with but the saving grace of neat a parallel of 20 years ago to be inPair cluded in lineup. And the handling
timing and expert buildup.
ease over ingratiating personalities, is slick in that it must be more than
and since the blackfaced assortment just the fact there is warfare in the
of joemillerisms still garners a heavy world now and was a double decade
following in the limberlost, as at- ago. There must be the tie-in.
& J,
tested by the long run of
On opening program^ Japan was
This
the chances of Moonshine and Saw- currently
China.
invading
dust finding a network groove should week, 20 years back, a Nippon emisbe pretty much in their favor,
sary wias in Washington greeting
Drinard and Brauer have been with Woodrow Wilson and felicitating the
WRVA, Richmond, consistently for U. S, on its entry into the World
In that area War to save the earth from 'imthe past two years.
In
they have also billed themselves as perialistic military aggression.
Russia in '17, the all-lemme 'BattalOdcc.
Smoky and Poky.
ion of Death' was fighting for the
short-lived Kerensky regime; this
SALLY EILERS
week some of those same women
With Sterlhig Oliver and Betty are being executed by Stalin as
Garde
traitors to the liberty they sought
Six other historically analogous
'The Third Angle'
events were also inserted in the de10 Mins.
.

1937

With Ted Husing, Harry Davi^

Mins.

First radio program sponsored by
Hearns was selected with exceedmg
care, and for what it seeks and considering its setup, it's hangup.
No news dramatization could today
escape comparison with 'March of
Time' technique, but the twist this
weekly half hour puts on its han-

lasses

ELMER DAVIS
Thursday,

20

„„.^„„
HEARNS DEPT. STORE
Monday, 8 p-n». EDST.
York.
New
WOR,
.^0

1,

NATIONAL AMATEUR GOLF

YEARS AGO—AND TODAY'

News Dramatication

Comedy

BIjiokface
B Mins.

Such a Click That

Wednesday, September

natives are crazy over horses,
this half-hour daily broadcast is iiot
without interest Fayls main job is
report oh the feature race every
day, from the time the horses go on
parade to the fini.sh of the race. "He„.
.
,
listeners complete
summary,
describes the big race as it is
being run. After that he fills in the
lemainder of the half hour with
chatter on the first five races of the
.

*

'

'

i

;

!

'

studio,

No

once
of musicians
Schenectady thcatie.
wasted in advancing

consists

employed

.

time

at a
is

tne

one number to the next,
hneibits being noticeably
Miss
Setup does 'not .seem to give
McCullough quite the chance to «hine
fi'om

vocal

siie

that is usually hers, although
Only station in town catering to croons eftectively. Blanchard. ig"i
the racing fraternity, and favorable of voice but sympathetic of tone,
reaction has justified half-hour sus- pops
Orchestra pla.vs sey^
j» •„
t"^^.. smoothly.
taining period for duration of meet eral sUyles of nuisic. sounding best i"
Jc^"^
until middle of September. 'Marc.
Ithe quieter, suaver mood.

day.
1

:

•

-

Wednesday, September

1,
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Law on

Disk Broadcasts

As Inadequate

Ban

to

eiherizinq

of

phonograph

records.

His legal findings, in simplified language, follow.)

NBC
Station Officials

Agree.:
Winter's .Time
Bookings Already Double

Contagibus
Chicago, Aug. 31.
Jack Fulton becoming a father
for the fourth time a couple
weeks ago, started something at
the Columbia studios here.
Since then, George Thorndyke, CBS announcer, got himself a 71/^ pound baby girl;
Doi'othy Shideler, dramatic actress, also has a daughter, and
.Wayne Grimstead is pacing the
waiting to be called
floor,
pappa.

Editor, Variety:

This communication

is

addressed

you in response to your inquiry
as to my opinion, in respect to the
'Restricted
Use Notice'
so-called
caused to be printed by certain manufacturers on the envelojpe in which
a phonograph record is sold.to

On May 17, 1935, the -Retail Price
Fixing Act (Laws of 1935, Chapter
976) became effective in the State of
New York. This act provides, among
other things, that no contract relating
to the sale or resale of a commodity
which bears, or the label or content
of which
bears,
the trademark,
brand or name of the producer or
owner of such commodity and which
is in fair and open competition with
commodities of the same general
class produced by others, shall be
deemed a violation of any laws of
the State of New York by reason of
any such contract containing either,
a provision that the buyer will not
sell such commodity except at the
price stipulated by the vendor, or
that the vendee or producer rec^uire
iri delivery to whom he may resell
Buch commodity to agree' that he will
not in turn resell except at the price
stipulated by such vendor or by such
vendee.

This act likewise provides, among
other things, that wilfully and knowingly advertising, offering for sale
or selling any commodity at less than
the -price stipulated, in any such contract, whether the person so advertising offering for sale or selling is
or is not a party to such contract, is
unfair competition and is actionable
at the suit of any person
thereby.

Music Pubs Not To
Get Jittery-Yet

Publishers.
there was

Protective

Ass'n.,

that

nothing for the music
copyright owners to become alarmed
about in the announced proposal of
the phonograph disc manufacturers
to license radio stations.
Fox was
assured that these manufacturers,
had a lot of problems to hurdle before moving to put the idea into
effect
He was also advised that
when all details were worked out
they would get in touch with him.
What brought the call from the
manufacturers' lavvyers was a letter
addressed to the companies by Fox
in which the latter ^warned them
that the licenses which they now

ture recording intended for public
performance for profit.
If
these

companies want to do anything in
that direction they will have to obOn Aug. 18, 1937, the President tain a form of license which will
Bigned
the
Miller-Tydings
Bill, put them on a parity with transcripamending" Section 1 of the Sherman tion makers
Anti-Trust Act.

This

act, as

amend-

ed, provides, among other things,
that nothing therein contained shall
illegal,

contracts

or

HUTCHINSON SETS

agree-

ments prescribing minimum prices
for the resale of A commodity which
bears, or the label or container of
which bears, the trademark, brand
or the name of the producer or distributor and which is in free and

open competition with commodities
of the same general class produced
or distributed by others, when contracts or agreements of that description are lawful as applied to intrastate transactions, under any statute,
law or public policy now or hereafter in effect in any state, territory
or the District of Columbia in which
such resale is to be made or to which
the commodity is to be transported
for sucb resale.

Winnipeg, Aug.

31.

Agency and

station officials here
are looking forward to the best year
in Canadian commercial business, ac^
cording to a survey just completed.
Although they didn't care to hazard
any predictions as to the percentage

tends plugging two lines. Chase &
Sanborn Coffee and Magic Baking
Powder. Both shows ai-e reported to
be all-Canadian built and will originate from an eastern city., possibly
Montreal. Booking was made by J.
Walter Thompson through the All-

SAN ANTONE STATION
San Antonio, Aug.

31.

In the city last week was H. A.
gen. mgr. of the projected Elliott Roosevelt radio chain.
He was making the necessary arrangements and details of the sale of
KABC, which was sold by Alamo
Broadcasting Co. to Roosevelt on
Aug. 5 for $55,000.

Hutchinson,

a commodity by the purwas concerned, this direct
(Contfnued on page 50)

reported that three complanning nation-wide
blasts for this fall and winter. No
announcement has been made of their
plans as to types of shows or pferiods,
but it is understood that certain
times are being held on an option
basis, awaiting their decisions.
Commercial men are still wondering what is being done in regard to
the advances of NBC and CBS to

Canadian

officials.

Canadian Broad-

is

George Gruskin, of the
riulio department in

the

WRVA
ager,

station mana point to have
attention to the

and

p.a.

made

it

call

team's
network
appearance,
both by station announcement
and through press releases.

Motors Nervous

On Sunday Eve
Competish, Too
Another account which is woiTjed
about the high-powered opposition

Bud Malloy back at hiy N. W. Ayer
desk in Chicago.

rivalry,

which

is

31.

-more

land.

Things moved along rather serenely until reports got around that
National Broadcasting would pitch
its new niilUon-doUar plant at Sunset and Vine, a mere 500 feet «way
from Columbia's site. Between them
lies only a plot of ground, which
one wag has suggested should rear
a projectile-proof steel slab to prevent the rival crews from taking
pot shots at each other from open

windows.
Mebbe it's not quite that bad, but
no one will discount that there's
no love lost between the two giiants
the

air;

And

the

situation

wasn't sweetened any when NBC
announced that its hew studio' would
be as far removed from Columbia as
possible.
And what .happens?
Like the good neighbor, Colum-

Coast prexy, Don Thomburgh,
soothed the troubled waters by stating that NBC is welcome, that the

bia's

Paleyites have always
welcomed
clean competition, and that .goes for
the gang in the block, too.
'Why, they're nice people and wa
don't anticipate the slightest
trouble,* beamed NBC's prexy, Don

Gilman.

•

But the lads are not so sure the
Columbia,' from brother Gilfrom the Edgar Bergen-W. C. Fields
man isn't pure coTffeon. They know
combination on Chase & Sanborn by now how to protect themselves
Coffee Sunday nights is General Mo- in the clinches so a vagrant left
Car manufacturer resumes its hook won't catch them off their
tors.
Sunday night concepts Oct. 3 in the guard,
8 to. 9 p. m. spQt on NBC-blue. DeTbat $25,000 Fool
spite the motor combine's policy of
NBC mob can't understand why
gearing its program for other than the
Columbians should wo;*k themmass appeal, it figures that the C & E selves into a lather
over their movshow will, by the end of September, ing into the
neighbprhood. Surely
have made itself an intrenched habit' they must know
by now that propfor a goodly percentage of those who
erty owners in the vicinity are so
formerly followed the GM concerts.
eager to have them move in that
There isn't anything that
'hail,

58 LOCAL SPOTS SET

MEMBER

CBS

than a myth along these sun-kissed
shores, may give radio a civil war
of its own, with Sunset boulevard,
just off Vine, staked off as no man's

of

GM

CRAVEN SWORN

Hubby

Despite the fact that a rival
was scheduled to carry
team,
Walter Bishop,

station

WRVA

to

f
Hollywood, Aug.

casting Corp. officials, just back from
the east, hadn't anything to say on
the matter, other than that it was
highly improbable that American
chains would be coming to Canada.
They also admitted there was a possibility of a second or supplementary
network being formed across the
Dominion, with the CBC at present
General
having the only definite network. Motors can do about it, if it wants
This second or supplementary group to stay on the. air Sunday nights.
would take in those commercial sta- No other clearances are to be had on
tions not members of the CBC na- either the red or the blue.
fortion web. It is figured by some that merly had what amounted to a franthe difference in coverage would be chise on the NBC-red Sundays from
negligible and hence the secondary 10 to 11 p. m. EST, but this is now
stations should stand a fair chance filled by .Sealtest.
of cornering some of the commercial
Texaco has sidestepped the threat
network business.
from the Bergen-Fields combination
Private commercial stations also by taking over the Wednesday 8.30
report a boom in spot and short to 9 p. m. spot, which becomes availperiod broadcast periods, one local able on CBS Sept. 29. Ken Murraystation
being
practically
booked Oswald program quits this period
solid, right
across the board for Sept. 22 for a merger with Camptheir morning hours for the fall, bell Soup's 'Hollywood Hotel.'
with additional requests for spots
coming in daily. Some are being
talked into taking other spots on the
schedule, while others have to be
turned down, according to commer-

AS

William Morris
Hollywood.

-

.

That's Love

are

—

of

Up Shop Next

Sets

Richmond, Va., Aug. 31.
For five years the blackface
comedy duo of Moonshine and
Saw d u s t (iilso known as
Smoky and Poky ) has been a
pdp feature over WRVA.
Team's popularity over WRVA
earned it a guest appearance
shot on the network Jello program, which is carried locally
by WMBG.

It is also

panies

Hutchinson has gone back to his cial managers.
home in Fort Worth after arranging
minor details involving the purchase.
Gene Cagle, also from Ft. Worth,
will be the new manager of the sta- T. A. ffl.
tion KABC, if and when the deal is
approved by the FCC. Pat Paxter,
IN
F.C.C.
The Federal act legalizes such re- business mgr. for the station, said
Bale price maintenance contracts in
last week that approval of the sale is
Wa.shington, Aug. 31.
Jnter-state
commerce where such not expected before Nov. 1.
T. A. M. Craven, for several years
transactions are lawful as intraFCC chief engineer, took oath of
siaie transactions under the Retail
office a.s member of iFederal ComPrice Fixing Acts enacted in such
Smart (!!) Announcer
munications Commission Wednesday
states. It represents a complete
re(25).
He was sworn in by Pansy
versal of the Federal attitude in
Washington, Aug. 31.
Wiltshire, notai-y in the secretary's
respect to resale price maintenance
John J. Hurley, NBC staff an- office, without formalilie.*;.
contracts which have been illegal in
WMAL,
tops
Craven,
named to Commission
inter-state commerce since the adop- nouncer at WRC and
off his eight-hour announcing day
with Frank R. McNinch, chairman of
tion, of the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act
by taking a law course at George- the Federal Power Commi.«!sion, by
in 1890.
University:
Pres. Ro»sevelt shortly before, end
Prior to the enactment of such town
With a year still to go before of se.ssion, Wt'is confirmed by Senfederal and state acts, the United
diplomaing, he took thie local bar ate after investigation of alleged inStates Supreme Court had
repeat- exam last month and passed.
edly held that such price-fixing
ter'ests in radio and other corporacontions which he represented while in
tracts would not be enforceable
unVicki Faust's Auditions
private practice, which interests- he
JPKs authorized by
legislative enVicki Faust, singer, is in New York said he had di,<;po.sed of.
actment.
McNinch, winding up things on
auditioning for two network comMas No Further Control
mercial.'!.
Expects to return to the power commish, will lake over
Insofar as the restriction of the
Coast next week.
sometime next month.
cbuser

_^

^

:

Canada Radio Facilities* (All-Canada
Broadcasting System ) Montreal office.

As yet, talent has not been chosen,
Counsel for RCA Victor and Decca but shows debut on Sept; 8 at 9
Record Co, last week informed p.m., EST, and will take in 35 staHarry Fox, chairman of the Music tions across the country.

hold from copyright owners does
damaged not extend permission to manufac-

At the present time such a law is
In effect in more than 4,0 states of
the union.

render

ANOTHER WEB?

of improvement, they did intimate
that fall and winter business would
double last year's figure, if not rrtore.
Already on the books is a full hour
for Standard Brands. Company in-

Disc Makers Tell

—

Network

Last Year

,

[

:

:

:

From Open Windows As

Pot-Shots

Practice
Agency and

By Julian T. Abeles

•
:

SHlLLIfT
—

(Variety requested J. T. Abeles,
expert on copyright law, for an interpreidtion to the radio and tnuiic
trade of the new idea to curb the

'

Coast Networkers Have Visions Of

Copyright Expert Interprets

Present
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FOR OLDSMOBILE DISCS

they've pooled $25,000 to donate to
the net In the event that much
coin might stand In the way of closing for purchase of the property.
Of course, Columbians nudge, the
fact that property In that sector
will more than double in value has
nothing at all to do ^with the landlord's philanthropy.
Why be technical? retort the blue-and-red boys.
And so it goes, with nobody giving much thought to the idea that
the whole biz of needling each other,
may be premature. The properly
fias not yet been bought and the lads
in the old studio on Melrose Blvd.
haven't even started packing. Manager John Swallow's electric razor
is .still plugged
in the wall.

Columbia han announced a total
expenditure of $1,750,000 for its new
structure,

which

will

be wrapped

up and delivered to the chain around
Dec. 1. Roughly, NBC will let go
Heavily financed campaign is being with
a cool $1,000,000 for its plant.
.set by Oldsmobile for its tran.soripBetting is better than even that NBC
tion series, which debuts on 58 stawill tack on another $1,000,000 for
tions the week of Oct. 10.
Discs,
something or other. Anything to top
scheduled for 15 minutes, will offer
Columbia. And what's to prevent
the Casa Lo'ma band. Deal with
the
calls for an immediate
cutting of 13 records and options for
39 more.
Also an option on the
unit's service for a network hookup. Campbell-Ewald is the agency.
As happened in the case of the
similarly heavy Chevrolet campaign,

us from throwing a few more fish
into the tank? snap back the Columbians. Who knows? Hollywood
may yet have platirium-lined .studios
and cloud-hopping skyscrapers.

dealers will underwrite the
Oldsmobile transcription series.
If
there's a decision to go Network,
Oldsmobile will a.ssume the obliga-

corner

orchestra

local

tion direct.

But

No

Beer, Boys!

IlatchlniT a Slogan
NBC's deal for the Sunset-Vine
is
said to be less than a
fortnight away from the inking cere-

monies. In" fact it's so near closing
that Hal Bock's flackery is bu.sy
hatching out a suitable slogan for
the site.
\
If present plans do not miscarry,
ground will be broken on the NEC

Chain is so sorely in
offices will operate ,site Oct. 15,
skeleton staffs on Thursday. need of space for audience shows
Sept. 16, so the majority of the this fall that steam shovels will take
boys and girls can be free to go the first bite out of the earth within
48 hours after Don Gilman rises
a-picknicking.
NBC Athletic Assn., formed last to his full six feet and exclaims
Another tipoff that the
.spring to promote physical exerci.se 'it',s our.s.'
among the employees, is arranging deal ha.s' jelled is that agencies aie
the day-ln-the-country.
^Continued on page 46)

NBC's N. Y.
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BILL

Binghamton Station Drops Rep,

Frisco

ANDREWS TO

Will Pipe

Programs Direct

WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y., has
amicably severed relations with Joe
McGillvra, station rep who served
the broadcaster for the last three
months. From now on WNBF plans
to dispense with use oC a rep and,
give a trial to a new idea which
other broadcasters may ogle with in-

while the test case
conducted.

terest,

WNBF

WNBF

customary 15%.
Not only will WNBF use its wire
to audition its programs for possible
sponsorship, but the same connection
is also going to be used to take pro-

WINS

an?l

WHN,

Taking No Chances

in

New

York, as well as Mutual web shows.
Wire will carry the auditions only
v/hep. not ia use for broadcast pror
grams, of course.
WNBF experiment represents the
first time such a test has been made.
Agencies have piped prospective

programs to clients, networks and
free lance producers to agencies^ and
small stations all around the country
faav* piped auditions to hoped-for
advertisers in their own communi-

But a town-to-town arrangemejht such as WNBF will do is new.
ties.

effective Sept.

6,

Chicago, Aug. 31.
Openings of three 'Couple
Next Door' scripts last week
had Ethel Owen in the bath-

room.
Girl is squawking about being typed.

AL TURNER SUCCEEDS
H. A.

WOODMAN IN Pin
Pittsburgh, Aug. 31.

was announced

la.st

NBC

vice£. Oilman,
prez in charge of the western division.

SWING OVER TO CIO

munications. Association, CIO group
affiliated with the American Radio
Telegraphers' Ass'n.
of night operations for NBC here,
Aided by Eugene Dupree, ACA orhas succeeded Andrews, who is on
ganizer here, they at once sent a leta two-weeks' vacation before aster to Dr. Leon Levy, prez of the
suming his new duties. EUets' for- station, asking for a confab on new
mer post is being filled by Robert wage and hour terms. Levy has
Dwan, who was EUers' assistant, and made no reply yet. Dupree told.
Robert McAndrews, of the an- Variety: 'We don't expect Dr. Levy
nouncers staff, has been upped to to come across without a struggle.
Dwan's previous position. Appoint- He's going to be mighty surprised at
ment of a mikeman to fill the va- the quick action we take.'
cancy created by McAndrews' pro'Quick action,' it was indicated,
announced shortly.

motion will be

Woodman farewell party at home
of Jack Gihon, station's program director,
and presented him with
parchment scroll 'in appreciation.*

CHORE AND NEW BOOK

in a bid for the termite inspector of

CWednesday).
Hollywood's Toluca Lake.
Dupree says the . flishbowl guys
Author has a new novel under his woke up to what was happening to
arm called 'Hollywood Decameron,' them when they learned that Columfirst book on his home town since
bia Broadcasting System was paying
It's Bocaccio soaked in
'Jarnegan.'
mor^ and offering better conditions,
brine to make it tough.
Joins Mutual
and that even- the new contract reInsiders will spot most of the perWIRE, Indianapolis, last week 'sonalities involved,' though the cently negotiated with 100-watt
was almost as good as 30,000signatured -a contract with Mutual author says the vol. is Action not WDAS
watt WCAU's. New WDAS pact gives
for a permanent hookup. Station is

WIRE

biography.

also on the

NBC-red (WEAF)

the dial-twisters a 20% upping, bringing the average to about $37.

link.

Alliance with Mutual was ushered
in Tuesday
(yesterday) with the
debut of the Silver Dust series.

KOIL's Party

.

Lincoln, Nebr., Aug. 31.

hoixaud on own

Mag

La Time

ACA

has made
considerable progress organizing engineers at all outlets here except

Dupree says the

He

declares that announcers
are ripe for organization, too, and he
has wired New York to send over a
nian to work on them, promising cooperation from his group.

WIP.

1, 19,'$7

Get That

N. Y. Fair

Philadelphia, Aug. 31,

WCAU's 17 panelmen resigned in
a body from their company urtion
following a stormy meeting _last
Wednesday. Union was thus automatically dissolved. Men immediately
sighed up with the American Com-

meant a strike.
Committee of three of the station's
panelmen had previously called on
JIM TULLY'S VALLEE
Levy on Aug. 19 to present demai)ds
for more money. They got a sizzling
j\o and almost a kick in the slats,
inasmuch as Levy thought be had
done right by the boys just a m,onth
Jim Tully hit town Monday (30) before, when he volunteered a 7V4%
to warm up his pipes for a spiel over pay increase and a cut fi'om 48 to 40
day.
Entire personnel of KDKA, nurri- Rudy Vallee's program on Sept. 2. hours a week. New scale was supbering more than 200, tendered It's the second time Vallee has put posed to become effective tomorrow

H. A. Woodman, for last couple of
years general manager of Westinghouse-owned station KDKA, has
been transferred back to NBC executive offices in New York and
will
be succeeded here by Al
Turner, from KOA in Denver. Latter takes up his new post Wednes-

Cincinnati. Aug. 31.
Life
a
William F. HoUand, on the WCKY
Life magazine is on the lookout for
sales staff since 1931, is opening an a program framed something along
advertising agency specializing in the lines of 'March of Time' and
radio,
which will have an underwriting apHolland was on the
musical peal for one of its advertisers.
staff, before joining L. B. Wilson's
Several agencies are already in the
station.
scramble with ideas.

WLW

WCAU PANEMEN

Richard EUers, formerly in charge

'Beatrice Fairfax.'
.

17

NBC

San Francisco, Aug. 31.
Transfer of William H. Andrews,
supervisor of announcers for National Broadcasting Co. here, to Hoi-:
lywood as night program minager,

week by Don

being

is

Leasing a piart-time wire fi-om
A.T.&T. lor $1,700 a month;
is stretching the strand from its upstate studios into New Y6i-k, where
it may l^e plugged in at all the ad
In that way the station
agencies.
can. give an audition to the agency
of any national account of a program
Saving
is anxious to peddle.
in coitimish due to the absence of
any station rep intermediary is the

grams from

to N. Y.

L. A.

by
Program Mgr.

Supervisor XJpped
to Niffht

M

Wednesday, September

Ralo

Director s Job?
Lads up and down radio row
getting fidgety
the

New York

yet

named

a

nofc

a director of radio.

Such
been announced and a

has

job

are

time passes and

as

World's Fair has

ceiling-high stack of applications, as
well as a constantly jingling tele-

phone around Fair headquarters,

at.,

interest many are exgetting the spot.
Pay
would be around $15,000 per annum
for the duration of the job.
test

the

to

hibiting

in

Fair officials have
months been mulling
that

of

batch,

a

made and an

for several
a. suggestion
transcriptions -be

effort

expended

to

place therh free on stations around
the country.

Another angle for insertion of
Fair ballyhoo gratis Is the "intereating of commercial firms taking exhibit space on the grounds in airing
their network programs direct from,
their Fair flares.
This would mean plenty of free
plugging across the country v^heathe announcers opened and closed
ptograms with mentions—in
the
vested
verbiage of
where
the
broa:dcasts
were emanating and
what the place looked like.

—

.

Gov. Lehman's Liquor
Disks Over 12 Stations
Albany,
Series

of

five-minute

Aug

31.

transcrip-

made by Gov. Hefbert H. Leh.«
man and members of the State Alco-«
tions

KOIL of Council Bluffs, la., member of the Central States broadcasthplic Beverage Conrtol Board oa
ing system, is planning a big dedicathe state's handling of the liquor
tory program for Sept 13.
problem and on 'the necessity for
Construction and installation of
temperance, were gent to 12 stations
Ralph Maddox, formerly produc- in New York State, according t*
new equipment which will give the
director-announcer
WJDX, Mrs. John. S. Sheppard, of the
station more power and a better tion
transmitter will be completed on Jackson, Miss., to Chi as NBC proNo Charge was made by any of
ducer.
that day.
the transmitters.

ABC

IVO'

V
OKio

-

so^^

^

W<e(Jncs<la7,

September

1,

-
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RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

Liaterlne has undertaken sponsorship of *rhe N€wlyweds' on the
Columbia coast network after Aug.

Eh?

Junior,

Swim

Look Magazine,

Newark,

WOR's

special

feature

division

Oklahoma

covered the end of the six-day Alto New York swim of Charles
Zimmy, legless marathoner, with
portable recording equipment last
Sunday (29). Disc, consisting of two
interviews, one just after he liad
been pulled out of the Hudson river
and the other from a bed in the
Harlem hospital, was aired late that
night and again the following mornFirst

which we had no

from the auditorium of the Gadsden
theatre.

Audience is quizzed about stars
and films and, if the intervewee ancorrectly
questions
swers three
there's a cash prize.

Schwimmer

is

8s

Scott, Chicago.

Signal Oil Co. will move its 'Cairefriee Carnivar shows, produced in

NBC's San Francisco studios; from
Friday nights at 8:00 to Sundays at
7:30 p.m. PST effective Sept. 26.
Half-hour program is aired over the

control.'

Over

57

Stations

WLW

Throogh

Hookup

being
routine
zone
Building
cleared up with muny muthorlties,
after a long wait, work on the new
$1,000,000 home for Crosley Radio
Corp.'s broadcasting division, emand WSAI, has been
bracing

WLW

Los Angeles.

Transameirican

discs

of

the

same programs wiU be spotted on
the remaining 33 broadcasters not
reached by the live hookup.

Stebbins,

Chicago, Aug.

gets.

set to start next week.
Site of the improvement

is on a
in Clifton Heights, overlooking
the basin of Cincy artd adjoining the
recently installed WSAI transmitter.
Main part of the building will be
three stories high, with a five-story
tower in front. Will house all de-

hill

Kivlan is bringing several accounts
with him from WBBM, where he
was an idea man. Developed Illinois Meat Co., Stark Piano and FitzBros,
programs,
patrick
among
others.

Marcotte to
Don

sponsored
Houston.

Marcotte,

now

WB

connected with

by

p.m.,

Co.,

,

emanate from Hollywood and will
On the third floor will be the
be piped into Pittsburgh on a special
large WLW njusic library, 16 hy 50
hook-up over WWSW, which has no
Ac feet, with ceiling-high storage cabiregular network connections.
nets. V This floor also will have 28
count' placed direct.
offices for continuity writers, music
R. B. Semler, Inc. (Kreml hair
,tonic) starts Sept. 14 over "WOR with
Thursday
series of Tuesday and

educational director, speevents director, casting director,
promotion and research departments, sales manager, program

copyists,
cial

sales

manager, manager of WSAI, traffic
manager, office manager, musical
director, arrangers, copyright bureau and artists bureau.
Offices of

Powel Crosley,

Jr.; prez;

HELP

Lewis Crosley, vice-prez, and William S. Hedges, vice-prez in charge
of broadcasting, wiU be on the
fourth floor. Fifth tower floor will

YOURSELF
TO THE

U6
* From

Same Day

in the evening.

It'll

be

'round onorgy.

Sugar beeta this year
pay Colorado lannem
moro than sixteen million
dollars in, cash.
Sheep
OBid cattle fattened on 1km
pulp and tops will bring
them millions more during
the winter and spring
will

the. McCoy,

months.
Here's a sweet market
in

WJAY

of the cities where Michigan Radio Network stations are

located—you'd tune in the

is

.

local

8SMimt6lfi

Because the local
heard clearer and
.

.

PLUS the high standard of entertainment furnished
WXYZ (key station), NBC

stronger,

,

Radio

Label

Broadcasting

Corp., which also owns WHK, is asking
the
Federal Communications
for
permission
to
call letter of WJAY,
Cleveland, to WCLE. Wants to put
the switch into effect Sept. 26, when
the outlet hooks .up with the Mutual

Commission
change the

Network.
Application states that

by

sustainings (blue)

New

and Canadian

WBCM

Broadcasting Company.

WFDF

Thr

•>

Onu SUnon

.n

W

M
WKZO
WELL
I

B

Tti-

Only

Minor

Thr O-iy Sliiion
Thf Only St» Ion

WOOD-WASH
WXYZ Kt>

Sifltion

n

^

m

effective Sept. 26.
On that date the
former outlet changes its network

JacMlon

Koljmiloo

affiliation

while

Crf ch
"

the

from CBS
latter

to
station

NBC

Blue,

joins

the

Mutual chain.
C. A. McLaughlin, general sales
manager of the two stations, announced the revised cards, which

Orfroit

call for increased rate schedules.

OV.y

to

a

will

WHK

Flin,

in Battle

WJAY

5 DENVER

have not only a new transmitter site
but new studios and equipment.
New rate cards have been issued
by stations
and WJAY here,

Lar.sing

WRITE FOR MARKET AND
COVERAGE DATA

Operated Continuousli|-Just Like Coast

product'* sales.

Cleveland, Aug. 31.

Cleveland

station practically alf the time.

WHY?

Yens

which KLZ can give
energy to your

quick

in itself. There will be ho mention
made of the afternoon hunk. One
sponsor has been tied up to b.r. the
whole thing.

Or any

sugar, Colorado

buying powor goto year«

with no punches pulled.
Denouement of the program, however, will not be aired in the earlier
half hour. That'll be saved for after
dark and listeners will be invited to
tune in later to hear how the show
sounds in its finished form.
Evening portion will be complete

-

31.

to the
gives it
a new set-up as far as radio is concerned. Plans an intensive campaign
to snare local radio accounts and to
that end is installing a studio, audition rooms and complete, equipment, including transcription gad-

be devoted to the technical department.
Erection of the new building
separates
Crosley's manufacturing
Pinkham recently went through agency has set weekly quarter-hour operations and broadcasting activithe
throes
of
legal
proceeding of 'Transradio News' over WOR, im- ties, building is scheduled for comwithin the group of owners, tiff mediately following football broad- pletion during the forepart of 1938.
chiefly being over the policy of ad- casts, starting Oct. 2.
Same setup
vertising. Side emerging victorious was used last year.
In Chicago, a
was the one advocating a heavy 15-minute 'Today's Football Scores' Preview and Pros^ram
broadcasting barrage.
will start the same day over WIND.
Both on the
Erwin. Wasey agency, placed the
On 31 other stations, including
biz.
Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
WJR, Detroit; WGN, Chicago; WHO,
Dialer-inners will get ajn. inside
Des Moines; KDKA, Pittsburgh;
LeRoy Simmons, for two years WFAA, Dallas, and, WEAN, Boston, .peek at the casting and rehearsal of
with KWTO, Springfield, Mo., and Sleet-Master airings will take form a new one-hour show 'devised as a
KCMO, Kansas City, Mo., newest of daily weather reports, frequently novelty by the WCAU program deaddition to KWK, St Louis. Hf will spotted next to news programs or partment.
Idea, as expounded by program diduring high-spot evening program;
handle studio assignments.
rector Stan Lee Broza, is to split the
hour in half, part in the afternoon,
part in the evening. Afternoon half
will be the actual casting and dijecting of the show, which goes on

.

Tom Kivlan In

Coming of Tom Kivlan
Hartman agency next month

Gulf will be locker and lounge space for
artists, a lunch room and mail deM. M. Blink, chief of Chicago office
partment. Four studios will be loPalace Credit Clothing Co. has cated on the second floor. Twelfth Standard Radio, to the coast for
sponsorship
taken
Pittsburgh
of and smallest studio will be for e.t some confabs with prexy Jerry King.
Talmadge- programs.
George
Jessel-Norma
Master control rooms,
Tommy Tucker orch program, news room, editors' and writers'
Hollywood,'
in
"Thirty
Minutes
rooms, news morgue and automatic
every Sunday night at 6 o'clock, news printers
will be on the second
beginning Sept. 12. Program is to
12:30

Brewing

Over

station

A|:ency, Chi,

north of the city.
Largest of seven studios on the

late-afternoon quarter-hours. Talent
Originally,
the
account
made is Joseph Ranald, hand ai\alyst. Erovertures to the Mutual network, on win, Wasey agented.
a deal by which the entire campaign would be via live talent, emSleet
anating from WOR. However, im33 Stations
mediate snags were struck, chief of
Detroit Aug. 31.
which, it is understood, was WOR's
windshield
Sleet-Master
wipers re
reluctance to accept the medicinal
account.
Before any adjustment sumes its news broadcasts and
could be made by or with Mutual, weather reports schedule Oct. 2 over
the WLW-Line was set and the ad33 stations in the 'sleet belt.'
junctive stations to carry the tranIn Newark, the Schwab & Beatty
scriptions were lined up.

-

1937

floor.

Live programs will be over the
WLW-Liiie in toto, plus added stations which will tilt the total to 24,
for what is to date the largest deal
Transamerican has swung On the
Line.

Cincinnati, Aug. 31.

I,

NBC's music library in the Chicago
becomes general profesdivision,
E. D. Hensley and His Possum main floor will have an auditorium sional manager of the reorganized
Hunters have returned to KMAC, 60' by 80 feet, to accommodate up to standard department of Warner
San Antonio, with a new musical a 70-people show and an audience Bros.* publishing interests Sept. 13.
show every Saturday night from 12 of 600 persons. Also on this floor
He will operate out of New Ycrk.
to

Lydia Pinkham starts its broadcasting barrage on Sept 18 with
time-bU3's over 57 stations across
the country of five quarter-hour
weekly on each.. 'The Voice of Experience' (Sayle Taylor) will be^the
talent, both for the live shows and

&

Hartman

Sprucing:;

(KPO, partments of both stations, except
KFD and the WLW. transmitter plant which
Agency is will remain at' Mason, O., 22 miles

KHQ, KOMO, KGW,
KTAR, KMJ, KERN-;
Logan

$l,iDOO,000
Set to Start

NBC-Red web

coast

basic

the discs.

WMC&

sponsoring

Inc., is

26 one-minute "transcribed announcements on KGO, San Francisco, between Aug. '24 and Sept. 18. Agency

31.

Lydia Pinkham Set

'•"^Jiaadled the pickup.

Film Quiz tor Prizes
Gadsden, Ala.
WJBY, Gadsden, Ala., has launched
a 'Inquiring Movie Mike' idea, with
Allen Brown, of the station's announcing staff, doing the quizzing

Aug.

station to disrupt the program,
switch to a chain broadcast and
then ofT«r an apology to its
audience for the remarks, over

ing.

mik* was set up on a float
in the river and later pulled over to
Record told of
the landing pier.
Zimmy's struggles during the swim,
the weight he had lost and his futui'e
plans. Jerry Danzig and Ray Lyon

City,

Junior Chamber of Commerce
speaker forgot he was on the
air during a recent luncheon
broadcast over KOMA.
Color of his nudist joke forced

bany

-

'

30.

the

New
Building AV

Crosley'«

Agencies—Sponsors

(Attention-Getters, Jie-lJps, Ideas)
III

W«Aiesd«7, September

Coast Networks

LITTLE INTO CHI L.
T.
Chicago, Aug. 31.
H. G. Little, manager of Lord &
Thorhas Dayton office, was elected a
vice-president and will move to Chicago to assist on the executive end
of the businesf.

&

i

RADIO

1937
'ABthony' Hour, Caught

Between

WHN

and

WMCA,

NEW NEWS

Detroit's

DIGEST

WJBK

GROUP TACKLES AIR

VARIETY

41

Labor Station
Threatening Suit

WGST,

Detroit^ Aug. 31.
'Voice of Labor,' is threatening to sue the Detroit Saturday
Night, anti-labor weekly, for 'false

Atlanta,

Wants More Power,

WJBK,

Forced to Drop PhQly

Latest offshoot of the serious talk

phase of broadcasting is a New York
outfit, Radio Reports, Inc., which of'The St Anthony Hour,' Sunday
fers
industrialists
and businessa.m. 30-min. program sponsored by mea a
daily digest of news comment
Monastery
at
Friars'
the Franciscan
and speech programs bearing on curGarrison, N. Y., has scratched off
rent economic and social topics.
WIP, Philly, as a result of a series Mimeograph
distribs call themselves
by two
stands' made
of 'policy
and WMCA, ah overnight service.
N. Y. stations,
How this outfit hopes to cater to
plus a stand made by John Shepard
the tagged trade is indicated by the
3d's Colonial network.
list of subjects contained in a sample
'Anthony,' a dramatization series, digest mailed
out to prospects last
WHN,
which
over
has. long ozoned
week..
One subject's title read,feeds four Colonial stations, WSPR, 'Remington Rand Official Raps Wage
WEAN, Providence; Bill,' another discloses that 'Benford
Springfield;
WAAB, Boston; WBRY, Waterbury. Warns Labor of Lewis Yoke,' while
Several weeks ago the hookup was a third states, 'Charles Harley says
Then the fire- House Passed
extended to WIP.
Tax Loophole So Fast

But Pulling Out of Commersh Biz

quotations published concerning station's

union

affiliation.'

In a story concerning radio sta-

Atlanta, Aug.

tions and unions, the weekly quoted
in part: 'With smaller stations the
situation is different;
and

31.

Declaring that immediate steps
would be taken to increase the
WJBK
WEXL have been running without power of WGST, Georgia School of
WHN
orchestral music for sometime. De- Technology station, Columbia outspite the fact that the former claims let
here,
operated by Southern
several times daily to be the Voice of Broadcasting Co., and that a gradual
Labor, it has no relationships with withdrawal from th«i commercial
the musicians union and employs no field would be; made. 'Gov. E. D.
studio orchestra. .CIO is now broad- Rivers
Saturday
appointed
(28)
casting from Detroit to a network in- Clark Howell, Jr., and L. W. I'Chip')
cluding WJBK, WMBC, WJIM, Lan- Robert, Jr., as two of the general
sing, and WFDF, Flint.'
public's members of the new Georgia
The fact of the. matter, says Man- Radio Commission, Third member
works flared.
One Might Think It Was Too Com- ager James F. Hopkins, is that WJBK will be named this week, the govdoes employ a union orchestra and ernor stated.
WMCA, which for long has plicated to Understand.'
has for several years, and does not
Exec had tendered the No. 3 post
feuded with its neighbor WHN,
use non-union musicians at any time to Clarence
Calhoun, WGST lessee,
invoked a. pact with WIP which
'The United AutomobUe Workers
who declined the appointment, deprohibited the latter from carrying Fay, Ruggles Piping
prograrh
(which
gives
labor
station
claring he felt no person associated
any program aired simultaneously in
Samples
for
Norge
tag)
is not part of any network airwith a copnmercial radjo company
N. Y., unless it was on WMCA.
ing CIO programs,' says Hopkins.
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
should be a member of the commisMeanwhile Shepard entered into
Norge Refrigerator outfit is catch- 'The UAW program heard over sion.
the argument by pontificating that ing auditions
purely
WJBK
is
commercial
a
broad^
in the
east piped
arrangehad
web
an
Colonial
Gov. Rivei's sponsored a bill,
his
cast paid for by the UAW and the
through from the Coast.
passed at the spring ses.sion of the
ment with WFIL, Philly, whereby
Charles Ruggles and Frank Fay station is not sponsoring jt; nor does
Legislature, creating the Radio Comonly that station in the Quaker town aired their samples this week.
it write any of the continuity.'
to take over, operation of
eould carry any program being
WJBK signed a contract several mission
WGST, since Georgia Tech, which
aimultrnecusly heard over Colonial.
weeks ago with
In a spot, the sponsors first tried
puzzle by
to solve
and asking if the
approaching
Loew-owned station would consent
to the program originating in

Goodkind's

the-WMCA-WHN

.

WHN

WMCA

New

calling for
two daily programs, and several, announcements daily that station is the
'Voice of Labor.' Union supplies all
the talent and continuity, with
tion reserving the right to censor

Berth

Chicago, Aug. 31.
Lewis Goodkind, former radio de-

any arrangement

WMCA

operation
'any

is

part of the

System.
Measure
to supervise
not only WGST, but
other radio stations the

University

State

calls for the

state

WCBM

Primping

Baltimore, Aug.

WMCA

the station,

title to

and

commission

of
all

may

acquire,'

was given to Tech by
Clark Howell, Sr. Governor said he
named Robert, former assistant U. S^
treasurer, to the body because he
is an alumnus of Tech and located
in Washington, where he can conveniently appear before the Federal
Station

Lux Again

Sept. 13
found
whatsoever. Query at
the Donald Flamm station of the
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
same mind.
Lux radio show will make its initrying
to
smooth tial -fall airing on Sept. 13 with 'A
So» without
Shepard, the Friars decided it was Star Is Born.'
easiet to clip Philly off the list.
Janet Gaynor of the film version
'Anthony* program sponsors also and Robert Montgomery will take
f>ankroll the 'Ave Maria' Sunday the leads.
evening half-hour, which dramatizes
the lives of Catholic saints, over
Two new additions to the KSO and
and eight other stations of KRNT announcing staff are Hibbard
the
Inter-City
system,
including Cleveland, and Gene Loffler, formerWIP.
ly of WHO, Des Moines.

has

:

copy.

nixed this, saying eral business executive.
foursome.
it would consent to no wires linking

and

UAW,

the

partment head of Lord & Thomas
and being fed by wire to agency, joins the Burnet
Kuhn
PhiUy, WHN and the New England Agency here Sept. 15 as v. p. and genit

'

.

studios

WHN
WMCA on

.

WCBM,

local

indie

31.

station,

operated under direction of John
Elmer, recently elected president of Communications Commission in bethe NAB, has been spending con- half of the state commisision if and
siderable money on new equipment when the occasion arises.

and signal clarifying devices.

Has just installed a volume limiting amplifier which helps its operator 'ride the load' and has under

^

order other equipment designed to
place the station- in a favorable spot
for

power

increase, should such an

opportunity present

itself.

state

government.

United States,'
Calhoun's lease on the stalion hns
to run, with a 10year renewal option.
Lea.se pjiys

Tech 10% of the gross
H. Summerville

W.
man-

receipts,

the station

MICHESON WARNS
ON BlURB COPYRIGHT
Leonard Michelson, of Boston,
has notified through his attorney,
William L. Lewis, almost every station in the country that he has a
claim against Shell for ballyhooing
its motor fuel in a manner and with
copy Michelson asserts he has copyJ.

righted.

Letters were sent as frank warnings to stations to be leery of the
copy they air for gasoline, sponsors.
Michelson claims he holds copyright
to such phrases as 'high energy content,'
'balanced gasoline' and 'digestible for a motor.'
Finger-wagging to the stations also staled that
if any broadcaster is found airing
such phrases as commercial copy,
proceed
Michelson
will
legally
against them.

Mac Assey ta NBC

in Chi

Chicago, Aug.

31.

Expanding on the theme of WGST's
withdrawal from the commercial
Rivers said he felt a state-

MacAssey, former sales manWCFL here, and more recently with Schwimmer & Scott as
account executive, has joined the
local sales staff of NBC under W. W,

owned

Smith.

field,

station
should not
compete with stations operated by
private capital for profi.t and that

radio

-

he hopes to restrict its activities entirely to use by departments of the

C. P.

ager for

,

Another addition Is that of Buel
Herman, who was transferred to tha
sales stafi

WATTS

PHILADELPHIA
Cemm^raial Manager

from the

motion department,

with

A. STREET.

is

ager.

WORKS

ROBERT

increased

some three years

GIVE 'EM THE

50,000

With

power the governor expects (o u.'se
the station as a means to 'advertise
Georgia and its resources to the

NBC

sales

pro-
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MOBILE TRANSMIITER

Oklahoma
Station

WKY,

City,

on Nov.

Aug.
1,

new mobile

and

2,058, 2,150

2,790

Meadowbrook, Westbury, Long Island.
National Electrical and Radio Expositbn, Sept. 8 to
Sept. 18; sponsoried by the National Electrical and
Radio Exposition, Inc., 480 Lexington Ave., New York"
.

.

Cut-Off

City.
CoTLstitutton

Week, Sept. 12 to Sept. 18; sponsored by
the Constitution Educational Association, 28 E. Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, III.
National Dog Week, Sept. 18 to Sept. 25; sponsored
by the National Dog Week Committee, 3323 Michigan
Blvd., Chicago. 111.
iV^atondl Furniture Week, Sept. 24 to Oct. 2; sponsored
by the National Retail Furniture Association, 666 Lake
Shore Drive,' Chicago, III.
National Newspaper Boys^ Week, (Sept. 26 to Oct. 2;
sponsored by the Newspaper Boys of America, Inc.,
Merchants National Bank Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

Chicago, Aug. 3L
was oft the air this morning (Tuesday) from 7:36 to 9 a. m.
Wire trouble at transmitter.
Mis$ed 'Aimt Jemima' inaugural

WMAQ

show.

HcKenzie Goes

ITite

Detroit,

OwV

Aug.

31.

Ed McKenzie succeeds Larry Genas m. c. of the 'Night Owl* shift
from midnight to dawn over WJBK.
Gentile, brother of 'Happy Joe'
Gentile at CKLW, returned to latter
station laist Saturday (28) to conduct CKLW's new 'Dawn Patrol'
stint frotn 1 to 4 a. m.
tile

New

Chicago, Aug. 31.

(8) Globe circumnavigated in 1522.
(9) California joined the Union, 1850.
(10) Elias Howe patented the sewing machine, 1846.
(11) National Felt Hat day; International Lifeboat
Race in
York.
(12) 160th birthday of
York State; Defenders'
Day (in Maryland).
(13) Star Spangled Banner written in 1814; schools
open in
York.

New

New

|

j

New
Yom Kippur,

(15)
the Day of Atonement (Tishri 10;
begins sunset previous day).
(17) Constitution Day (Constitution adopted in 1787).
(20) Jewish Feast of Tabernacles, first day (Tishri
15; begins sunset previous day).
(23) Autumn begins; first airmail flight in U. S., 1911,
by Earl Ovington, first airmail pilot.
(24) American Indian Day.
(26) Gold Star Mothers' Day; daylight saving time
ends.
(27) Jewish Feast of Tabernacles, eighth day (Tishri 22; begins sunset previous day).
(23) Rejoicing of the- Law (Tishri 23; begins sunset
previous day).

Sales promotion note: September accounts for 8,3%
of the department store's' annual sales, ranking:, fifth
amons all months. It is the befflnnln; of four-month
retail sarg^e, producing nearly half of the department
store's yearly intake daring that interval. Best seller^,
include: woolens, blankets, millinery, men's hats, ori-^
cntal ruers, coats, radios, home furnishings, shoes.

of the Seeds

BASIC COLUMBIA

Citrus

agency in Chicago.

MCA's Coast Guesser
Los Angeles, Aug, 31.
Music Corp. of America auditions
its first Coast radio show tomorrow

tale;it.

Store-Owned Station

and Etiquette

Its

Opposition

Emily Post will air for Florida
WOR is cuffoing a quarter-hour
Exchange over CBS, commencing Oct. 12. Series, carded for tomorrow (Thurs.) to Hearn's newly opened department store in New39 weeks, will use quartier-hour da;ark. Diescription of the emporium
time periods on Tuesdays and ThursRuthrauff & Ryan is the and a fashion parade will be aired.
days.
Bamberger's, owner of WOR, is
agency.

Citrus

SECRETARIAL
POSITION DESIRED
Yuung man,

ZS',

slnxle, college cratlti-j

»t«, (leftires secretarial position

with

artiftt, orchestra leader; barkof ex'rellent radio tralnln^l
experience.
Write: K. B., o|<>l
Variety, N. Y., or phone DEwvyJ

radio

f;r«tund
iiiid

Miss Post will palaver on etiquette
with a weather-eye out for the

femme

audience.

I>-7n5.

WPA

the

dept.

store

in

Newark with

which Hearn's

will compete. Station
the gratis air time as a
special events pickup.
Monday night Hearn's N. Y. main
store debuted on the ozone with a
weekly half-hour commercial which
will ride for 13 stanzas over the
Bamberger-owned broadcaster.
is

do

Donald Elamm

so.

broadcaster pulls stakes from itg
present location at Broadway and
53d
St., and, slides down nearer
Times

Square to a location above Warner's
Hollywood theatre. Taking the ton
two .floors including the penthouse
gymnasium, all formerly part of the
Friars Club. Will be completely airconditioned.

WEVD, at present atop the
Claridge hotel, in the heart of Times
Square, moves its studios to an upper-floor location on 46th
tween 6th and 7th avenues.

St.,

be-

MUCOY TO KGHL
Lear Mucoy has jointed the

staff of
Billings,
Mont, as head
of the publicity, merchandising and

KGHL,

promotion departments.
Has background, of radio and
newspaper work in the, midwest.

Leon Errol will unlimber his legs
on Maxwell House Showboat Thursday (Sept. 2)..

Radio Project's

New
WPA

Series Over

CBS

Radio Project has

set 'Epic
of America,' dramatization series, fot

airing over

broadcast
later this
It's

CBS.

Starting date and

times

will

be

for the

week.

first network representaGovernment group has had
last April when NBC sum-

the

tion the

since

listing

BREAD

NATION!

of the

marily dropped

its 'Professional Parade' after airing the show over the

time that the program' did not 'warrant its expense.' Web was paying
the
talent $25 per act, bolstering the periods with performers from
its
NBC Artists Service and, of
course, cuffoing the time and hookup.
Since NBC dropped the Project,
group has been making zealous ef-.
fort to get back on a network to help
justify its existence in the eyes of
Harry Hopkins and his subordinate
relief administiiators in Washington.
'Epic of America' will be played by
actors and directed by those on
the Project. Dramatization from the

WPA

WPA

book by James Truslow Adams was
done by WPA writers. Adams gave
the air use of his tome to the Project
with the stipulation it be
broadcast only over a web hookup.

Omaha

the highest butter-

is

producing city in the worldover 40 million pounds a year.

Omaha

butters the bread of

the nation.
You'll

your bread

find

...

tered better

if

but-

.

you reach

market through

this rich

'

favorite radio station.

NEBRASKA
IOWA form the

ern

its

East-

and western
trade terri-

known as NEBRIOWA.

tory
Its

business capital

is

Omaha

...

its

radio capital

is

WOWI

gratis

Bull Stuff

Gulf Adds MilHcan
Dallas, Aug. 31.

Intent on promoting a greater interest in the Frontier Fiesta, Fort
Worth, and the Greater Texas and
Pan-American
exposition,
Dallas,
where at both places it has elaborate
broadcasting facilities, the Gulf Oil
Corp., Houston,
has engaged the
services of commentator and humorist Ken Millican for a series of addresses over the Texas Quality Network, which started Aug. 30.
Thirteen in number, daily except
Sunday, the series can be heard over
WOAl, San Antonio, 5:00-5:15, with
a repeat show over WFAA-WBAP,
Dallas and, Fort Worth, and KPRC,
Houston, 5:45-6:00 p.m.

BUTTER

arranged

blue band each Wednesday from
November. NBC declared at the

CuffOS

after threatening for tha
several years to move studios

ik.

.

and Los Angeles.
Keyes takes over as of Sept. 1 officially, and will locate as president

will

WMCA,

last

will finally

night (Wed.) over KHJ.
Program
Freeman Keyes, chief of radio de- has a guessing angle in which
partment of the Baggley,' Horton & dialers are asked to ferret out the
Hoyt agency here, has taken over title of a pop song number from the
enactmerut of dramatic sequences.
control of the Russell M. Seeds adBuddy Rogers
orchestra
and
vertising agency.
Tommy Harris and Pat McKay,
Seeds agency has offices in Chi- vocalists,
comprise
the
musical
cago, Indianapolis

begins

1;

day).

;

stations

WMCA

sunset previous day).

Special Days During September

Freeman Keyes Takes

day, Tishri

first

(7) Boulder Dam began operating, 1936; Rosh Hashanah (second day, Tishri 2; begins sunset previous

(1) First air express service launched, 1927.
(2) U, S. Treasury Department created in 1789.
(5) First Continental Congress opened in Philadelphia in 1744; Labor Sunday.
(6) Labor Day; Lafayette Day (bom, 1757); Jewish

Over Seeds Ad Agency

Year (Rosh Has^ahah,

York

change their Manhattan addresses on
1,
and WEVD.

Jan.

kilocycles.

WMAQ'i

New

Two

September, 1937

31,

(Showmanship being largely dependent on stunts,
ter. Short-wave station will be built
tie-ups, etc., in connection wOh established holidays
Into the trtick, with a power of 200 and events, Variety herewith presents a calendar for
watts, with call letters of KAXB.
the month of September. This colendor is published
Addition of this mobile transmit- monthly from material copyrighted by the JVational
ter to WKX's present equipment will Retail Dry Goods Assn.)
enable the station to give immediate
Special M^eeks During September
spot coverage on news and other
anywhere in Oklahoma.
events
Air Progress, Sept. 1 to Oct. 10; sponsored by the
Truck will also be used to cover National Aeronautic Association, Dupont Circle, Washporting events.
ington, D. C.
New rolling station will have four
i\ratt07Mil Open Polo Matches, Sept. 4 to Sept 25; at
channels—1,622,

CHANGE ADDRESSES

will put

transmit-

1937

1,

WMCA AND WEVD, N. Y..

Showmanship Calendar

FOR OKLAHOMA CIH

Into service a

Wednesday, September

Seattle, Aug, 31.
Highlights of one of the west's
most colorful shows, the 15th annual
rodeo at EUenburg, bulldogging, calf
roping and bronc bucking, goes over
the Columbia network through KOL,
Sept. 4;
KOL will remote direct
from the rodeo stadium, pumping
out to the network from the local
station.

Thrill

out unmuffled,

show
it

is

will

be sent

claimed.

600 Kc.

WuU«

6,000

WOW
On

0.>IAHA, NEBK.
the NBC Red Network

JOHN GILLIN,
JOHN
Naw York,

BLAIR

CO.,

Chicago,

0wn«d nnd Operatsd

Woodmen

af

V'.e

Mgr.

Jr.,

Representativag

Sm

Dstralt,

liy

Franolxo

tha

Lir&

World

In^uranco

S9claty

Talk About Extremes!
Two

auditions were
held last
the Erwin, Wasey agency
the Barbasol-sponsored Friday
night
quarter-hour which
start,s
over a linkup of 15 Mutual stations
.

week by
for

EVERYTHING MUST END
That'i the

way WHIO

Tanked an the national
spot program analysis published in the August 15th
issue of

SALES MANAGEMENT.

the listeners

is

A

THE TEST STATION

OF THE NATION
DAYTON. OHIO
Nol'l,

fayorite station of

a favorite station of the advertisers!

Reprcaenlative. lOHfl^BLAIR S CO,

Regina, Sask., Aug. 31.
of
Beaver Bend,'
hick rural serial, is off the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. air this winter.
Written by Peter Dales, it claims
the long distance broadcasting record for Canada, having been on continuously for four years until this

on Oct. 29.^
Combinations heard were Chick
Webb's orch, Ella Fitzgerald and
Four Ink Spots, as an all-colored
show, and Reinald \yerrenrath and
a string orch as an alternative lay-

summer, when the

KSFO's New

'Youngbloods

special program at 8:30 p:m. the
transmitter
was officially turned
New readers on the NBC start in over to manager Philip
G. Lasky by
San Francisco are Joan Peers Allen James Middlebrooks. CBS
construcand Edwin B. Macdonald.
tion 'engineer who supervised tho
job.

the Coa.;t Wad '/j E varus.
lisle and C.^ne Autry.
\ -

r

Mnry Car-

By Actual
Survey \he
Most

out.

cast broke up at
Transmitter
Winnipeg.
San Francisco, Aug. 31.
Will be replaced Oct. 1 by another
New
5,000-watt
transmitter
of
rural with a country store scene,
Helen Jessiman, editorial writer of KSFO, local Columbia Broadcasting
outlet, went into operation SaturWestern Producer, farm weekly at
day (28) at 6.15 a.m.
During a
Saskatoon. Sask.. is authoring.

Geor^re rischsr \ iU have as £;uosts
on succ:;ssive Suturday ni-^lU.s from

WTAG

Four

hundred-foo'i tower is located
at Islais Creek on the eU'4e nf S.in
Francisco Bay, and the oalire plant
cost more than $125.(300.

^UNT

Popular

MOST

Station in

Worcester

uiEED E

compnny

REP/tesEitramisX
Mgtv YORK

•

eutenGO \

psriton-SliN umineiseo
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1,
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ADVERTISERS & PROGRAMS

5^*?^ ^'•e

•

WKY

was FIRST

WKY
year

it

is

Most P.

.

in the Southwest during the

first quarter of 1937
using spot fadio and in number of
programs* according to Publishers' Information
Bureau reports. Only thirteen stations in the entire country 4iad
more spot advertisers; only twenty had more programs.

both in number
sponsored spot

ll,e

of advertisers

^f^ST

SOUTH rPM^
CENTRA/.

iistan^

la

no stranger in the group of top spot stations. Year after
more business FROM advertisers because it gets more

gets

business

FQR advertisers.

jVKV

WKY has the frequency (900 kc.)

and

the facilities

which give

it

a

coverage advantage in Oklahoma over all other stcrtions. And because the aggregate attractiveness of its programs and the alertness of its showmanship have won majority listener preference,
WKY can furnish advertisers a "standing" audience in Oklahoma
far greater than any other station.

pus
'•cog
H'«€o

14

JS

.

From SaUt Monoqemenl.
AuyuBl

COVERAGE

* WKY.
more

t>

*

IT

WKY

balances

WKY

its

schedule o(

was named

Variety in

# WKY's

HOW

buying power than any other radio

a

special

NBC Red and

WKY

is

radio home8»

Blue programs with scores of locol

community

interest.

the outstanding newspaper* owned station in America

showmanship

citation last

RCA

by

February.

studios outclass anything in the Southwest for size

to antenna.

its

station.

sustaining, and commercial features that touch every

SHOWMANSHIP
phones

1937.

with a Va mv. signal or better, covers more oi Oklahoma, more of

ol its

PROGRAMMING

FACILITIES

IS.

and equipment. Ftom micro*

high-fidelity engineered.

PAIK OUT FOR ADVERTISERS!

^

.

RADIO
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Bargain Sale

Radio Notes

Pacific Coast

Langrman launched, a new one and all that there's no 'J'
series on KFWB (Holly- the fore-end of his moniker.
with Paula Winslow and

Sara

at

dl-amatic

Charles Carroll as cast toppers.

Mona Lowe active again as guest
on various Hollywood-originated programs.
She has been in
semi-retirement as Mrs. Paul Rickenbacher.

Bowles
Shirley Temple had

saw

to

that

it

plenty of photographic competition

from Biir Benton when
docked from Hawaii.

their boat

College.'

Former rhythm boy

write, act

and

will

sing.

Crampton has advised

lywood

Paul Schwegler hopping up inter

AU-American

net' serial

ledo,

Whitney Clement has been tied to
local sales gang.
the Chicago
Figures as a replacement for John

NBC ON COAST WINS
SUIT

Sandberg, who has gone stockyards
with Swift & Co.

WPA

Quits WELI
New Haven, Aug. 31.

blue-

'

work with him 6n

17

R

r.

A

Tel.

.

I

II

III

III

II

III

ii

Josh Higffins Park, SO-acre tract

Rose Marie Smith is the new
greeter at KFRC, San Francisco, replacing Verne McGill, who resigned
to visit Australia and New Zealand.

^

MARIO
BR/VOOIOTTI

Mills Maestros Silver
Hollywood, Aug.

31.

Felix Mills draws the baton on
the International Silver dramatic

Glenhall

series.

for

Young

&

Taylor
Rubicam.

produces

DONNA DAE
(

I

II |i

llO.

I

Gorin's

N(. \(, K

M

INN,

Chicago

.l.lvl

(

1,1

(

I

\

Til,
',
.

lmcK

-,!,,

<

(11-

M

MM

(

111,1,'
I

)S

I

By

NOW

Air Turn

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Gorin withdraws
frqm 'Hollywood Hotel' in three
weeks to head his own air turn, now
being framed.
He has two more weeks to go on
the Cantor-Texaco airshow.
Charles

\ \|

Ml(

Own

1

,..1,1

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
l

Igor

JANE WEST

RADIO'S

MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

_AUGHTER

JeARS and

Presented by Ivory Soap

|-|

EART-THROBS

99*Vioo°/o pure

NBC

IN

Red Network, Mon.

Fri, 11 a.m.

to Fri. 3:45 p.m.

DST
DST

COAST TO COAST
Dir.,

MGT.,

Blue Network, Men. to

ED

COMPTON ADVIiBTlSlNO ACKNCT

WOLF— RKO

BLDG..

NEW YORK

CITY

air

the

Mrs. Mart Adams, 'Aunt Susan,'
on WKY, has left

Wayne Varnnm, formerly in
promotion department of the
Moines Register and Tribune,
been added to the commercial
partment of KRNT and KSO,

the

Des
has
de-

Des

Memphis,, has turned

its
tij

Archie D. Scott, Chicago NBC producer of 'Saturday Jamboree,' taking
time out for a HoUywood-Catalina

If
^

AIRFINDS
The greatest

Sartell Prentice, Jr., out of script

and publicity departments of March
of Time, air and films, signed to
confect commercial continuity at

operated by

Coast Networks

radio

^

ihdwman-

ship idea of the decade t

WHN

discover* the stan of tomor-

^

row on our famous original
AmateurHour— andthencom-

^

them in a
big half- hour show directed
by Col. J. C. Flippen. Music . .

-ff

.

bines the best of

mirth ... human appeal... It's

wise advertiser

Scripps-

is

Howard

Now Availmblo
COL. J. C. FLIPPEN'S *

.

the big opportunity that some

tour.

Itadio, Inc., and is licensed
for 1,000 watts "on 1430 k.c.

Station

will

Moines.

WMFS

national sales representation over
the, E. Katz agency.

is

waiting for.

WDRC,, Hartford.
Dolly

Mitchell,

daughter

of

Al

(Continued from page 37)

Hudson Takes Elman
being promised a couple of studios
in the new building by Jan.
1.
Engineers and draftsmen have already been turned loose on the field,
so the preliminaries will l>e out of

Hudson Motors has closed for a
hookup of 75 stations on Columbia
to air Dave Elman's 'Hobby Lobby'
program Wednesday nights' from
7:15 to 7:45.
Because of Elman's
the way when Harry Chandler of the obligations
to WOR, Newark, where
Times-Mirror Co. turns over Xht the stanza
has been running for
deed.
some time on a sustaining basis, the
fNBC is laying out around $400,000 account will underwrite a separate
for the site, which has a frontage broadcast on that outlet.
of 564 feet on Vine street and 366
There's a possibility of the WOR
feet on Sunset.
Main entrance to show also going to Detroit and Chithe studio will be a eater-cornered cago by way of Mutual.
effect at the intersection.
Over all,
the lot measures 206,424 square feet,
Peddles Canada
which will allow for expansion and
television if and when. Plant will
Procter & Gamble, in behalf of
have three audience studios, each its White Naptha soap, this week
seating around 4QflC and four others. launched a series of thrice-weekly

—

Unit plan of construction, patterned after picture lots, has been
blue-printed,
the
only
building
taller than one story being Ihe administration edifice, which won't
rise higher than four stories.
Unloading the Old Plant
Although NBC has steadfastly
maintained that no move will be
made until its old plant on Melrose
is disposed of, a change of heart
seems to have arrived.
Deal for
the Don Lee network to take over
has hit a snag and Oilman is
shopping around for another byyer.
looks like the new building will
get there first. NBC idea for a sale
is a three-year lease, with option to
buy, and complete equipment for
broadcasting,
Lewis Allen Weiss,
general manager for the Lee outfit,
is hot for the spot, but the little
matter of price has not been satisfactorily adjusted. If no better deal
is available. Oilman is now in favor
of pulling out the equipment, claiming that everything except the cables
can be salvaged for installation in
the new plant
It

"^^'^^ '^^'^Y

LISTEN NBC

WMPS,

associated for five

.

Rosalind Russell and Claudette
Colbert are the only guesters set.

Til

Katz Gets

Jerry Belcher will do his second
'Our Neighbors' broadcast from San
Francisco next Sunday (5) over a
(Continued on page 48)

NBC NETWORK

COLLEGE

FB&M

series.

Gertrude Niesen will torch up
four more broadcasts for Richfield
Oil along the Coast.

Johnson,

WTMJ, Milwaukee,

Effective

t

JACQUES

re-

-

cookeiry expert,
for Alaska.

.

Caravan

II

Louis,

who

at Finchford, la., dedicated to Joe All Star-Green Bay Packers football
DuMond, NBC actor and his pro- game directly from Chicago, Sept. 1,
as well as two sports reviews.
gram 'Josh Higgins of Finchford.'

WROL

4StU Street, TSvW York
MD. S-1888

Klaat

St.

Simpson, radio scripter and
producer, joins Wesley K. Nash
agency to aevelop a radio dept. for

KYW

N „

:

Bra

Tom

Chicago, Aug. 31.
immediately, George H.
Leslie Joy, manager of KYW, has
goes to Ford, Browne & been named by Gov. Earle to the
Dale Armstrong grabbed ott the Mathews to. head the radio depart- Pennsy State Constitution Comradio ed berth ^on L, A. Times after ment.
memoration Committee.
Carroll Nye moved over to Earle
Formerly was with WJJD and the^
Ferris publicity agency in HollySelviair ad agency here.
Carlotta Dale, soloist with
wood as copy chief.
Top-Hatters back on air after an
auto accident that laid her up almost
Brewster Morgan resting up from
BLAIR GBABS
a year. Doing program on her own
his Shakespearean chores for CBS
WROL, Knoxville, has tied up at 7:45 p.in. Wednesdays.
before reporting to Metro as a staff with the John Blair organization for
writer*
national representation.
Paul Faust joining WBBM, ChiAppointment becomes effective cago, sales staff; cording in from
William Austin will do a cockney
sales job with the Chicago American.
immediately.
professor on the new fall Camel

MANAGEMFNT

b

KMOX,

at

signed.

Incledon

BOB LAWRENCE
JOHNNY MERCER
HARRY ROSENTHAL
VIVIENNE SEGAL
ARTISTS

Incledon with

Jarvis presiding over Stuff
Smith's jam session aired on Sundays over KFI, L. A.

MEN

KING'S

air material.

Al

staff

replacing Harrison Bailey,

Guy Eamie. WGY, Schenectady

general
with
line
In
Eddie Holden (Frank Watanabe)
hired Grover Jones, film scenarist, pencilling through the state.
to

tinuity

sisters,
Connecticut years with the commercial departHaverback
harmony team heard on WNBC, New ment of KOMA, Oklahoma City, has
Britain, and WTIC, Hartford, signed started his hew duties as commercial
manager of KTOK.
by NBC.

•

JIMMY BRIERLY
JEANNE ELLIS

Richard L. Scheidker, formerly of
City, has joined con-

KXBY, Kansas

transmitter engineer, made a hole
one on the I3th hole of a course
at Caroga Lake, N. Y.

WPA

ARTISTS MftNfiGtMENT

Claire Sherman, contralto, is getting a buildup with pair of sustaining shots a week over CBS. Warbler
came into New York from
WFBL, Columbia outlet in Syracuse.

in

(BeVferly Hills) with civic broadWELI has received notice that
casts to make it easier for his boss, there'll be no more
Federal
G. A. Richards, to get a fulf time Theatre of the Air, variety show,
permit from the Commission.
after Sept. 1.

TM. EDST

•

Sylvia Abrams three-a-weeking
'News Through a Woman's Eyes' at agency.
WELI. New Haven.

overruled.

KMPC

WOR's 'Answer Man
preemed last week as actress oa
same exhaler's Parents' mag hour.Mitchell,

To-

web.

NBC

Queenie Smith topped cast of
musicomedy auditioned at KHJ, L.A.

12-12:30

state

chief assistant.

.

C

WXYZ, WSPD,

over

WXYZ's

been $221.

CUFF SOUBIER

loading up

and

the 90 outlets the average had

footballer.

Van Newkirk

joins announcing
Detroit. Father is

Buryl Lottrldge, managing director of the Oklahoma Network, has
brought in Florence Freer as his

.

IM2:}0PMEDST
Mu»—SaturAiy*

WMBC,

Average per station for the
For
current hookup is $209.

Jerry Cooper let F. Wallis ArmNBC Artists Bureau was upheld in
strong hav6 his autograph for another 26 weeks.
He warbles on superior court in a contract suit
'Hollywood Hotel' from the cinema by Cliff Soubier, who sought to
terminate pact on ground bureau
city.
hadn't properly represented him
Harry Malzlish shipped Johnny Ruling handed down after court deMurray, KFWB (Hollywood) m.c. liberated three months.
producer, east to cook up a com
Radio character actor sued to
mercial to.r his new variety show.
break covenant after getting a picCourt held
ture part at Warners.
Ed Lowry buttressed his Coast NBC contract valid and ruled bureau
'Singtime'
broadcast with" Lou entitled to collect full compensa^
Prima's hot licks.
tion.
AH defense contentions were

I

Irwin,. Jr.,

at

'Michael Axford' in the 'Green Hor-

tions.

Hotel.'

est in Tay Garnett's world cruise for
air dramatization.
He's the former

Jim
staff

'

reunited with his old
boss, Fred Ibbett, as writer on 'Hol-

Harry Barrls signed a three-way
ticket with William Esty's 'Oakie

Sav(n$ton

770,

Ad Simmons

1937

cost

(1) offers 104 stations for $21,while the previous rate
card asked $19,920 for 90 sta-

soloist

&

Burns Lee of Benton

1,

Here and There

per station of
the entire CBS lineup for an
evening hour is less now than
Rate card
it has ever been.
which goes into effecttj today

Average

wood)

Wednesday, September

I

P&G

quarter-hour daytime transcriptions
on 10 Canadian stations. Talent is
Carson Robison and his Buckaroos.

Program aired Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays over

CFCN, CalCJCA, Edmonton; CHNS, HaliCKCO, Ottawa; CKCK, Regina;
CFQC, Saskatoon; CFRB, Toronto;

gary;
fax;

CJOR, Vancouver; CJRC, Winnipeg,
and CFCF, Montreal.
Compton
agency placed the

IINSK'S

biz.

AGENCY SPOT

Lester Linsk, formerly with the
ad agency, N. Y., has
joined the Coast office of RockwellO'Keefe, as pic contact.
Went out on vacation with his
brother a month ago.

Menken

EASY
ACES
BROADCASTING
YEAR FOR

7TH

BLACKETT

-

SAMPLE
INC.

HUMMER T.

A N A C

I

AND

HIS

D'ARTEGA

N

ORCHESTRA
JELLO
7:00-7:30— NBC

Wednesday, September

Philadelphia, Aug. 31,
With a heavy sked of iall programs
demanding a flock of new script

WCAU
WCAU

has combed the city
and new pros to form
stock company.
a permanent
Among the venerables Whom program director Stan Lee Broza found
living here is J. Barney Sherry. He
hts been signed for character roles.
Arthur De Angelis, son of Jefferson
De Angelis, has also been pacted for
shows,
for old»timers

Paging Tourists
Through New Mexico

the new company.
Search, conducted largely through
incognito attendance at- barn and
little theatre performances, by Joe
Gottlieb of the program department,
and Paul Fraley of the production
department, has netted a cast of

Dbout 35. Broza still is hunting fota few more experienced actors.
Program division claims to heed
the large stock group for a bunch
Many of these are
of .new ideas.
for. shows already sold, while others
are on the verge. Actors signed by
the station get no retainer, but a
small fee on sustaining and promise
of something better .if the show is
sold.

Cbamfoerlain to Head
Prod, at KLZ, Denver
Denver, Aug. ,31,
Ho\yard R. Chamberlain, announman, has been
sjgn^ .by KLZ. Comes here from
;

cer and production

Albuquerque, Aug.

Louis, Aug. 31.
'The Voice of St, Louis,*
KMOX's signature, became a
reality last week when station
inaugurated a new program
St.

KOB,
is

each

week.

£dward

for a post as narrator and director
at Vocafilm Co., N. Y., producers
of industrial pix.

WHAT

airing a daily daytime co-op proat the tourists passing

Only Cuffo Politics

in pairs they will disc\iss affirmative and negative side of
question.
Programs Will be

Rah-less

Two Towns

On

WEVD

is the only station in the
greater New York City area which
is accepting no political biz for the

Buffalo, Aug. 31.
(1) joins
as Director of Educational
Broadcasts.
is believed to be
the first independently-owned, commercial broadcasting station to employ an educator exclusively for
educating.
Darrow will get started on the feir
about Oct. 15. Station is planning
to give him the 7:45 to 8 p.m. spot
three or four times a week, as well
as other tinie when it comes up. Announcemient by the station is that
the period will not be for sale commercially, which, means giving, up
a good salable spot in .the interests

Ben H. Darrow tomorrow

Hollywood, Aug, 31,
Herschel Williams, who meets
incoming Yale men, was
miserable last week.
Two Elis, Bill Bentpn and

.

all

Lanny

Ross, popped into

Showboat

town

to catch

-

them

at-

Busch on Buff P. A.
Assignment Solo

the

Now

WBEN

of brain-builditig.

Buffalo, Aug. 31.
However, it's figured to be a smart
Addison Fletcher Busch, who for- investment in serving ,.to hush the
station will give all merly doubled as publicity director squawks of those' who howl for culparties the same amount of gratis and
for ture.^
copywriter
advertising
time to present their views,
WGR-WKBW, has been assigned to Exact nature of -Darrow's programs
WNYC, municipally-owned, broad- devote his full time to publicity and hasn't 'been 'mapped put, but it is excaster, being non-commercial, can- promotion.
pected he will work along lines in
not, of course,
sell
lime to the
As one of his first activities in the which he has pioneered in the past.
politicos.
new job, Busch has arranged, a He ha.s been close to th6 radio biz
series of transcribed announcements for 13 yfears, beginning in 1024 when
to build up WGR-WKBW shows. he put over the 'Little Red School
Blair Opens L. A.
Each record is scheduled to run 10 House of Radio' for WLS, Chicago.
Chicago, Aug. 31.
times a week. Includes a little spiel This is generally recognized as the
New Los Angeles Office is to \)e or dramatized
plug on the merits of first successful radio program deopened by John Blair, station rep
the particular show, plus a few bars vised for classrooms and broadcast
outfit,
with
headquarters
here.
within school time.
the
of
theme song.*
Carleton E. Coveny, former commerWhen Darrow was appointed diBusch is also writing advertisecial manager
of KJDS
and the
rector of radio broadcasting for the
for
stations
the
Northern California web, and more ments of the two
state of Ohio in 1928 he became the
recently
commercial manager of Times (Scripps-Howard) and Cour- first man ever io occup^ such a posi^
KFAC, Los Angeles, has been ap- ier-Express daily. Latter, until re- tion in any 'state administration.
cently aloof toward radio, is now
pointed manager,
Coveny is to be directly under going in for air promotion, including
Norman, Okla., Aug. 31.
Lindsey Spight, who headquarters in a dramatized reading of its comics
Officials of WNAD are planning a
each Sunday morning.
San Fracisco,

forthcoming
Labor-union

mayoralty

election.

.

,

Chicago, Aug, 31,
Free & Peters, station rep firm is
opening a new office in Atlanta,
Sept. 1, and has signed F. Lacelle
Williams as top exec there,
Williams was formerly general
manager of the Atlanta office of the
E, Katz Special Advertising Agency,
and, more recently, with the advertising department of the Atlanta
Journal,

.

'

Cal. Fair's

-

Radio Day

,

Crump^s
Owen

New Show

Hollywood, Aug, 31.
emcees a new

Crump

KPWB

larger educational program for the
coming year than has been used in
past years.

McCarthy for Howard?
Homer Heck, program manager,
Clem McCarthy was auditioned says that in addition to its educaweek by Howard Clothes, N. Y. tional programs the station will have

last

variety entry Sept 22 called men's furnishing house, as sports
Hollywood.'
spieler for a program to be set this
will be fall over WMCA.
in the music spot.
Eddie Dein is
Decision will be. made by next
scripting.
Program will have a week. Program laid out is a nightly quarter-hour series over the sinbeauty contest tieup,
Clairol bankrolls.
gle station.
'Let's

Go

Leon Leonardi's orchestra

bus.

on the Keys,' Negro pianist,
back on WHKC, Columbus, with
daily program.
'Felix

next year for recording
sdch programs as may be used in

facilities

summer

broadcasting.

Music of Oklahoma University
men's glee club, women'iB choral
club, the University band| qv^'^e^
and soloists will be recorded.

m
That he made 1 sale to every 35 radio homes

WLW's $15,000,000,000*

2

All
to

Money Income

in

market.

proof of purchase

WLW,

THE

in

marlcet.

That he made 1 sale to every 119 radio homes

WLW's $61,000,000,000*

1935 Spendable

in

WBEN

boat.

Peters Opens
Office in Atlanta

1

^

Week

WEVD, No Commersh

aired before live audience in
station Playhouse studio having a capacity of 550.

&

'Gain for Culture

but Williams ('28) was too
busy
with
Maxwell House

appear on each program, and

Free

WBEN s Educational Director Starts;

31.

outlet here,

other advice calculated to catch the
attention of the passers-through.
Plenty of points of interest get
plugged, and the' program attempts
induce the tourists to linger
to
awhile longer than they anticipated.

Inter-

state
and
be topics.
Dialers may appear to foster
arguments or may mail in
topics
they want discussed.
Plan calls for 16 persons to

national,
national,
local subjects will

'

WCAU spielers,,
Klang is leaving WCAU

NBC-red

from Governor Tingley is read, and
the rest consists of weather reports,
road directions and conditions and

Chamberlain will be chief of proSan Francisco, Aug 31.
duction at KLZ. WhQe at WLS,
Managers -and other execs of San
Chamberlain was chief artnouncer Francisco Bay district radio staand handled the Alka-Seltzer. Na- tions will be 'Radio Day' guests of
tional Barn Danpe.
the California State Fair in Sacramento, Tuesday (6).
Party, of 35, headed by Don E,
Philly Gabbers Switch
Gilman, National Broadcasting vicePhiladelphia, Aug. 31.
prez and 'Radio Day chairman,' and
George Hogan returns to the Lloyd E, Yoder, assistant chairman
WCAU announcers' staff from and Western Division press chief for
WABC, N. Y„ after an absence of NBC, will leave San Francisco, Monfibout a year and a half,
Calvin day night on a Sacramento River
Jackson, with WEEU, Reading, for a boat, spend all day Tuesday at the
number of years, also has been fair and return Tuesday night by
pJussed to the

.

47

through New Mexico.
On each show a different greeting

.

"WliSr Chicago.,

local

gram aimed

under same title. Thirty-minute program aired every Saturday p.m. will allow natives
to' air their
opinions on four
questions

VARIETY

KOB

Vox Pop En Masse

Permanent Stock Co.

r'-:

RADIO

1937

Phflly, Building

WCAU,

A

1,

umn

was addressed

MUSIC

VARIETY
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SANTLY-JOY ON

CRA

Convenes;

May

Most Played on Air

Send Out Units, Dig

pings on WEAF,
ore computed

Com\ivi\Qa,

REPUBLIC TUNES
Santly-Joy, Inc., has entered into
a three-year contract with RepubPicts giving the former the exclusive publishing rights as well as
the world-wide agency on performing and mechanical rights for a/l
scores turned out by the film prolic

-

ducer.-

Same publishing house recently
established a precedent by having
the entire score for a picture written in' New York and relayed to the
Hollywood studio where it is to be

WJZ

Ground Below Dixie
First annual
Consolidated Radio Artists was held
here last week, with 15 members in
attendance. Called at first purely as
a pep meeting, it went into a serious
discussion of several problems faced"
by CRA after its first year in busi

(Feist)

My

(Kninous)
I Forffet

(Robblns)
'('Loveliness o(
(MUler)

son on the 'Rise and Shine' anc
'Morning Merrymakers' programs a
Francisco, over the week
end, while Davidson spent a few
days in L. A.

(Robblns)

""Have You Any Castles, Baby
(Harms)
Sailboat in the Moonlight
(Crawford)

Afraid to

Dream

(Miller)

•

'^Remember

Me

(Wit mark)

Me, Myself and I
(Words & Music)
Stop, You're Breaking
Heart

MCA

Detroit, Aug. 31.
stronger territories.
Contract originally held by Music
Convention also revealed plans for
Corp. of America for booking talent building
two more units similar to
for Buick division of General. Mothe one headed by Jackie Coogan,
tors auto shows was won away by
carrying both a dance band and floor
Gorrell & Delbridge, club and speshow, and playing ballrooms. First
cial event agency here.
to be built will be headed by Sammy
Included in the contract was a
Cohen, and the next, all-colored,
requisition for 20 bands. Understood
'Harlem Hit Parade,' to play both
that C&D is turning that end over
white and colored spots. Talent for
to Consolidated Radio Artists to
the latter has not been selected yet
handle.

(Sanlly-Joy)

<

Stardust on the

titled

'I

Took a Taxi

Moon

(Marks)

Caravan

John B. Hughes doing his three-a
day newscasts for Borden's Dairy on sale, none of which ever come
Company again at KFRC, San Fran into New York.
In the Court of Special Sessions
Cisco, after a two-week tour of Cal
the. same week three bootleg
during which Jack Murphy pinch
sheet
peddlers, arrested at Hoffman's inhitted.
stigation,
.received
10-day workGordon Brown, for several years house sentences each. Two of them,
Bernard Brown and Morris Delfin'
conductof of the KJBS, San Fran
were from N. Y., while the third'
Cisco 'Night Owl' program, has re
Bernard Whittler, came from Baltisigned.
No plans announced.
more. Sentence was supended beBette Marino's string trio at the cause they had all been kept in jail
Hotel Canterbury, San Francisco, pending triali
gets

Looks Like Rain
(Morris)

Gone With the Wind
(Berlin)

Harbor Lights

two

weekly.' half -hour

spots,

the season.

Petit Soiree.'

(Mario)

Satan Takes a Holiday
(Lincoln)

Agatha Turley, soprano at KYA,
San Francisco, reports to RKO studios in Hollywood, Sept 23.
She

tWhere or When
.

In a Little Carolina

to

•Ride Along, Cowboy,' Sol Lesser Heaven' has been placed with Hollygalloper starring Smith Ballew.
wood Music by Stuff Smith, author,

Town

auditioned with

(Crawford)

So

Many Memories

RKO

for the

other sopranos

77

'

FLASHES —

'

bid.

"

(Shapiro)

Moon Got

in

My

Eyes

(Select)

YProduction Number.

After keeping

"THERE'S MUSIC
IN

se-

NBC

Waxman

has completed
'The Bride Wore

Metro's

marriage a

heir

her wedding ring in public.
husband is Norman Gatzert,

Clarence Muse and Elliott Carpenturned out 'When Harlem Moves
South' for air preeming by Raymond
Paige.
tire

My

HEART,

By. th« Ace WrUer.<i

Her

JOSEPH McCARTHV

attor-

ney.

and

JAMES HANLEY

Judy Garland in San Francisco
last week for a day
Paramount theatre

of p.a.'s at the
in connection

SAM FOX

with the showing of 'Broadway Melody of 1938,' interviewed over KSFO
by Helen Sawyer.

PUBLISHING COMPANY

peddled

his
Pony,' to

MY

CHEHIE"

Red.'

Frank Harford has
;une, 'Me and My Pal,
Grand National.

A NEW BAVL\1>

^

cret for two years, Patricia Sullivan,
of the
Continuity Acceptance
Dept. in San Francisco, is wearing

Music Notes
Franz

ANNOUNCING

Wallace Ford, producer at KYA,
San Francisco, has moved into a
beach cottage at Alameda.

* Indicates filmusical song.

scoring

I3S0

William Lai of
Honolulu,

KGU

SIXTH

AVENUL
RADIO CITY

RC/V BlIILOINC

KGMB,

and

HIW YORK

vacashing in San Fran-

cisco.

Harry
wrote

Town

Akst

and

Sidney

Clare

'I'll Settle for Love' for 'Big
Girl' at 20th-Fox.

Clinton

(Buddy)
Twiss,
NBC
in Hollywood, spent part
vacash in San Francisco last
week and several days in Modesto,

mikeman
of his

Walter Bullock and Harold Spina
teaming at 20th-Fox on additional
songs for 'Sally, Irene and Mary.'

POLLACK & MITCH ELU

Cal,

Score

John MoHnari has been signed

'DOUBLE OR NOTHING'

LOVE AFFAIIT'

Dick De Angelis reading poetry
Lapham, whose Japanese in a program called 'Golden Treasopens at the Radio City Music ures' on KJBS, San Francisco, and

"MY SWISS

Claucfe

wood, Sept.

The Moon Got

In

My

Eyes

(2),

leaves for Holly-

15.

Chris Schonberg, pianist for Eleanor Powell,' has collabed with the
dancer on the tune, 'Chuck-a-Boom,'
to be used in 'Rosalie.'

HILLY BILLY"

KQW, San

Jose, in Hugh Barrett
Dobbs' 'To the Ladies' morning
spots while Dobbs vacashes.

Willett

Brown back

(Los

weeks

biz survey -in the east.

Angeles)

T"pom the 20Hi Century-Foi
Muslval, "XmN ICE," stnrriii*
Soiija

Pan-American Music Co.

It's

All

The Natural Thing To Do

You Want To Do

Is

Dance

new rhumba

Double or Nothing
JOHN BURKE
ARTHUR JOHNSTON

Lyrics by

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
Produced by BENJAMIN

GLASER

pub-

Don Gilman added 11 stenos and
page boy.s at National Broadcasting
studio in Hollywood.

Jack Aaronson and Jimmie Franklin have written a. tune called 'Little
Lady' in honor of daughter of jimmie WallingtoH. Hollywood Music
publishing.

Music by

is

titled 'Said the

Monkey,' written by Marion Sunshine and Alberto Socarras.

O.

Sam FOX PUBLISHING CO io/eAo^-j
1250 SIXTH AVENUE
A

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER'S
newest and grandest score

SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT
JAMES CAGNEY
alarrlng

Drummer Makes Good
Minneapolis, Aug.

The songs are

31.

'Something to Sing About'

featured drummer with Jack Malerich's band, is the big hurdle negotiated

^

|^^^_ NEW YORK

Schirmer announces with much pride

/

From the Gayety, stock burlesque,
for the past five seasons, into the
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace,
Twin City's swankiest niterie, as a

^

MUSIC CORPORATION'
1

lishing a

Uente

ir MOVIETONE

at his desk at
after several

KHJ

with

OVER NIGHT"

and Woolsey.

Hall tomorrow

A^ln

"MY SECRET

as

Dave Dreyer and Herman Ruby accordionist wilfi the Argentine
cleffing two songs for 'High Flyers,' Trio, instrumental group on the NBC
RKO picture co-starring Wheeler San Francisco staff.

ballet

'Right or

by Jack McElroy.

Malerich's band, a local organizais in the Minnesota Room for
six weeks and will be followed by
Casa Loma and other name orchestras during the fall and winter.

Wrong'

tion,

'Lovi ng

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
is coming here to
work with Johnny Burke on the
lunes for Biivg Crosby's next picture
at Paramount.
Tentative

title

now

Policeman O'Roon.'

Is

'The Badge

You'

'Out of the Blue'

MONACO-BURKE'S CROSBY
Jimmy Monaco

of

ac-

Tuesdays and Fridays at 7:30 p.m
Hal King and hi^ orchestra, St,
PST, over KYA and the Orange network, starting Aug.. 31. KYA will Louis organization, has been booked
supply a vocalist for the broadcasts, back into Ideal Beach, Lake Shaffer,
and the programs will be called 'Le- Indiana, resort spot, to finish out

(Exclusive)

It

(Chappell)

tune

My

(Famous)

First Time I Saw You

He was

folios.

companied

in the various spots
by
local police authorities.
Only action taken was the confiscation
of
bootleg, material.
Hoffman found
six different brands of
songsheets

KFRC, San

You

So Rare

•

New

contraband song

;

.

opiment.

music supervisor of

You

(Chappell.)

Tours and Mine

Also discussed was the advisabil
going into the small unit busi
produced.
Film
'Manhattan
is
r7T-*Cerry-Go-Round' and Republic, the ness, and booking three to seven
piece outfits, as well as name bands.
producer.
Plans were laid to do considerable
Major part of this score was
turned put by Peter Tinturin and missionary work through the South
Jack Lawrence.
Stringent liquor laws in every state,
except Florida, have made this part
of the country a poor bet for banc
bookers up to now, but CRA feels
Loses Buick
that, by injecting a couple new ideas,
it
can develop into one of the

is

Mel Venter emceeing 'Feminine the
music
publishing
industry
at KFRC, San Francisco,
made a tour of Westchester County]
after a two-week stretch in North
N. Y., last week to warn storekeep,
em Cal. mountains with his wife,
Bob Benoe subbed for Bill David ers against the continued sale of

^Whispers in the Dark

ity of

Abe Meyer

PHONEY BOOKS

Fancies'

*Can

to a definite territory and make
solely responsible for its devel

(Continued from page 46)
nationwide NBC-Blue web. Belcher
was called to Chicago suddenly last
week to talk business with two
prospective sponsors, one of whom
is the F. W. Fitch Co,

Arthur Hoffman, investigator for

(BerlVft)

(ReinlcU)

Decision was reached to assign a
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WARN TRADE ON

Pacific Coast Notes

Cabin of Dreams

I Know Now

ness.

him

WABC

and

/or the tuecfc from Sundoy
Xyirough Saturday (Aug. 22-28).
*That Old Feelin;

Chicago, Aug. 31.
sales convention oJ'

man

Wednesday, September

'An y Old Love
G.

SCHIRMER,

INC.,

-3

EAST 43rd

SOLLY COHN,

Bepresentntive

ST,

'

NEW YORK

WetlnesUay, September

1,
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WAR CHEST

SPA
Mercer s SPA Resignation
Further

Up

Stirs

Mechanical

the

Rights

France Favoring More German
Issue-

A. Publications;

S.

FINISH FIGHT

WB Signs Him

Pressure to revamp

Further fuel was added over the refusing to accept his resignation.
pasfr'weekend to the controversy be- Under Article XII of the SPA's bylaws the 'members agree not to retween the Songwriters' Protective sign during the life of the associaAss'n and publishers on the mechan- tion' and it is further stipulated that
ical rights issue, when Johnny Mer- 'no member shall be permitted to
resign during the period for which
cer resigned from the association so
the association is hereby formed, unthat he could accept a renewal of his less and
except such resignation is
Warner Bros, contract. Mercer's ac- approved by the council'; also that
tion came after it developed that his 'no resignation will be effective until
asthe
SPA
under
the
obligation to
its acceptance by the council, and
sociation's Article IX of the by-laws such acceptance shall be in its discrewould bar him from assigning the tion and upon such terms and conditranscription
and
synchronization
tions as it may describe.'

Compromise

TAX ON ROYALTIES
Even though

money.

§PA counsel,
that he had not yet
selected the test case for' the association's proposed suit. His instructions from the SPA council, Schulman said, were to have the courts
determine oncie and for all whether
the SPA has the right to reserve to
itself the rights contained in Article
IX.
Samuel Schulman,

Love"
"Big Chief Swing It"
"The Rhumba Goes

declared

Collegiate"

Xew

Hits by

Soiigrs

.

FO.TXAOK nnd MITCHKT.r
From the fOrtlicomliiK 'ititV^
Ceiitiiry-Fox CoIIeife

Miieilc'ii]

"I>IFE B£GI>'S IN

COLLEGE"

INC

A

Real Hit from SKO'r
of

given the council's ^litigation plans.
Money will be collected through the
medium of a 2% levy on royalties
obtained by SPA writers from the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers. This will
involve the writers within all classifications

starting

at

class

CC and

New York"

tion

picture

German and

to

the

try the fact that a composition has
been reproduced on film or wax constitutes

an actual publication.

works,

S. A.

.

GORDOH

the fact that the French publishers
can make rnore money from them
than there is to be derived from the
plugging of American compositions.
In the case of German and South
American imports the publishers are
allowed a 50-50 split on performing
royalties, ^hile their clip on Ameri-

33%%

Of the

.

sational

work

20th Century-Fox
production:

"You Can't Have Every,
thinj"

while the French publisher must pay
portion of the other half to the
of the imported

AFRAID TO DREAM

.

THELOViLlMESSOFYOU

Fri^nch publisher gets his share of
the royalties direct from the French
Perfiirming Rights Society. The re-

maining 66%%,. with

bits

for the writer of the
is' remitted
to

French

ASCAP

YOU CAN'T HAVE

EVRYTHme

deducted

for

between the composer

lyrics,

PLEASE PARDON USWE'RE IN LOVE

50-50
and the
a

writer' of the English lyrics.

mm—

Others Split 50-50

All other, countries which have an
alliance with thie French Society put
the 'Fren<;h publisher of foreign

works oh a 50-50 split arrangement
and provide that the FPRS remit the

LOVE AT WORK
Gordon and

Also,

to the performing, rights
representing the
writers.

of major indie pubs in this
country feel that the same setup
should prevail for American works

writers in the Society
should, be. willing to reduce their

HUM A WALTZ

I

Number

and that

areat

RiBV«l's

waltz

50%

society

Hour

Hits of the

gets half,

a'

other

for tli« ssn*
Darryl Zanuck
it's

American pub-

the

lisher controlling the

split

and REVEL

CLICK AG.iIN
This time

can numbers is 33Vj%. With various
deductions the French pub's share
eventually, simmers down to \2>k%>

AH

last

Under

music.

French law a performing rights fee
may be collected even if the work
has not been printed. In that coun-

contend the advocates of the revised
performing rights divvy, is due to

ending at AA.

HANDY 20G ANNUALLY

RCA BUILOINC-RAIHOCin-NEWY0Rk.N.Y.
PmLKOaNHEIiER, C«n.Mqr.

"The Toast

LOUIS BLUES' EARNS

Swing

meeting of the SPA membership at French arranger
which unanimous indorsement was compo'sition.

Irving Caesar, SPA prez, declared
we«k. that his prgahizatioh was
primarily interested in preventing
the walkout of major publishing
combines at the expiration of their
present contracts with ASCAP in
St. Louis, Aug. 31.
1940. SPA, he said, is determined to
With. 1,500,000 copies of 'St. Louis have the courts adjudicate just
Blues' sold since its publication in where the writers stand with regard
1904 and royalties from radio and to not only the mechanical, but
films
averaging $20,000 annually, small performing fights, .so that in
William C. Handy, composer of the the event" the music business is
internationally famous blues, has no pretty well' gobbled up by motion
worries about his composition be- picture producers, the latter will be
coming public property until after in no position to' secede from the
policies,
or
dictate
its
1960. Copyright of ditty is protected Society
for 28 years with a renewal for a Caesar added that the challenge to
similar term, and Handy doesn't in- producer-controlled publishing comtend losing a grip on his biggest bines must come sooner or later and
that, if the writers prove successful
meal ticket.
As honored guest at the annual in their litigation, any ideas that the
convention of National Assn. of former entertain about walking out
Negro Musicians that attracted 2,200 on the Society will be scuttled long
persons here last week. Handy was before 1940.
Caesar's View
presented with plaque inscribed,

'ST.

HOlitWOQD SONGS

Monday

they will find themselves getting less

the Songwriters Pror publishers.

.

-

month.
The argument for the
change will be supported by statistics
showing the publication of
American music in France is rapidly
on the wane, while German and
South American compositions are
getting increased play from French

tective Association's executive coun-

.

Talk About

splitting

ASCAFs New Idea

—

.

"Why

the

And

for French publishers and less income from France.
Publishers Stand Pat oil Re- arrangements
and writers will be brought by the
It is also pointed out that unless
fusal of Sync and Tran- publisher faction of the American the change is made practically all ,bf
of Composers, Authors and the French performing
money wili
scription Rights
May Go Society
Publishers when the latter's board of eventually go to that faction of
to Court, Even If Getting directors resumes its meetings this American writers
specializing in nio-

rights of his future works to the film
Warner Bros, and its affiliate, cil had voted to collect a $50,000 war
producer. Article IX automatically Music Publishers' Holding Corp.,
members,
chest from among
its
sequesters such rights.
took precautions against becoming
Indications are that the SPA's ex- entangled in conspiracy possibilities music publishers during the. past
ecutive council will pave the way tor by not assuming not to advise Mercer week were standing pat on their remaking Mercer's move one of the on the SPA impediment. This prob- fusal to grant the SPA the right to
test cases in the association's an- lem was handled' 'by his own lawnounced campaign of litigation by yer, as was the matter of settling act for its membership in the disthe writer's management contract posal -of synchronization and trancopyrighted
with Paul Whiteman.
rights
of
"This angle scription
was cleared up Monday (30) when works. Pubs express themselves as
Mercer made a flat settlement curious on what sort of suit the SPA
through Whiteman's lawyer, Julian can bring to test the question of the
T. Abeles, with the bandman getting writer's ownership of the various
what he would have collected on the rights arising from his copyrights.
contract for the ensuing year.. WarAction of the executive council on
They're Here
ner advanced Mercer the settlement
the war chest followed a general
.

49

from 20th C^htury'i
"This Is My Affair"

th;e;

collective share' to

50%.

Otherwise

't^\tttK

M^Jisiic,

Avenue

Vila

•

(fine.

New Vorh

.

THE FIRST TIME
I SAW YOU
By

Nathaniel
Allle

Shllkret

•

hixI

Wrubel

Novelty Ballad by TIntiirlu

and

Iia\vr«nce

'FOOLIN'

'Achievement award to famous comAnother of
poser, W. C. Handy.'
compositions,
'Memphis
Handy's'
Blues,' has been producing royalties
from radio and pix for the past 10

MYSELF
—

Tn prepiiratlon
fuiir greafc
songs from
Republic's Film Musical

"MANHATTAN
MERKr GO BOUND"

years, despite his sale of the basic
copyright, ASCAP having ruled that
suc"h sale does not release complete

SANTLY BROS.-JOYJNC.
1619 BROADWAY
N Y-C-

rights.

-

made outside the SPA about the
Robbins interests being inconsiderate
of the SPA, the letter recalled how
Jack Robbins aligned himself with
the Society iri 1935, while other
publishers of major standing were
debating whether to remain in the

OUTSTANDIKO QUAUTY:

.

'POLYNESIAN HOMANCE'
AND

organization.

'JUST ABOUT RIGHT'

In commenting on Abeles' letter
Ily JiYSLB TOMEIIUN and
Caesar stated that he appreciated
ANDY lONA I.0NO
the major the gesture of goodwill and attempt
(They Wrote "South S«« liland Migit")
publishers knew what was good for to counteract the effect of statethem they would walk into the board ments recently made by Robbins. He
And XIiere'N 31iiglc In Thexe
Twin IIltN from
room of the Society at next direc- also voiced the prediction that retors meeting and sign up for 20 marks made by 'certain persons in
He said that the SPA will the publishing field connected with
year.s.
6111 Hollywood Uoulevurd
go through with its court campaign film interests' are 'going to embarIIOXXVWOOD, CALIF.
even if publishers agree to make rass' the picture industry in a big
more concessions on the controversy way in this near future.
over the sync and transcription
Issue, averred Caesar, has
rights.
AGAIN IT'S
FREED!
gone away beyond this point.
For a decade this .famous team has made the nation sing and dance
Julian T. Abeles, counsel for Robto its "Broadway Melody" score.
And now they've
bins Music Corp., Leo Feist, Inc., and
achieved the ultimate with
Miller Music, Inc., assured Caesar in
1938"
a letter last week that those controlling these three firms are now,
WITH TIIICSE HITS
and have always been, interested in
the preservation of the Society.

Caesar declared that

,

if

VANGUARD SONGS,

BROWN AND

THE

SONG SMASH OF THE SEASON

SO RARE
Rapidly and

Deservedly Attaining Top Spot

on

All

Best

BOBBINS MUSIC CORP.

A LoaaTBow to

•

Seller

Lists

799 7th

Ave.,

WALTER WANGER— The

New York

"BROADWAY MELODY OF

YOURS AND MINE

'We want you

know,' stated the
our Intention and
desire to continue to co-operate with
the writers and composers, and to
share with them in the monies ac
cruing from such rights.'
After explaining that the letter
had been prompted by statements
letter,

'that

it

to

Hollywood Genius Proves His Right

THE

m.

1

I'M FEELIN' LIKE

is

SOISG

to

That

A MILLION

YOUR BROADWAY AND MY BROADWAY
EVERYBODY SING
Robbins Music Corporation

Title with the Production,

•

799 7th

"VOGUES OF

Ave.,

New

York

1938," with

OF THE COUJSTRY

THAT OLD FEELING
LEO'FEIST,

Inc.

1629

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

C

'

MUSIC AND DANCE TOURS

VARIETY
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MCA's Booking Mishap
Jazzes

Up Lopez

Week s

Last

in Pitt

15 Best SeDers

Happy

Felton's orch winds up a-f
three-rnonth stay at William Penn
hotel's Urban Roof, Pittsburgh; tonight (.HI), moving back to Arcadia
in Philadelphia after some onenighters in the district. Before pulling out Felton and his femme vocalist, Anne Kincaid, parted company,
with Marilyn Maynard, formerly
with Henry Busse, replacing.

Jfolly

Leftwlch and his orchestra

playing the Isle of
ion, Charlotte, N. C.
solo

singer

with

Laudermar,

Palms

pavil-

Kay Keever

the

pianist,

is

band.

Pete

and

Glen

Roberson, with Lef twich, supply the
male irocal music.

Jimmy

Joy's

band into Bill Green's

Vienna, Aug, 20.
'Five dollars fine,' ruled the
judge in the case of Eduard
versus Franz.
Eduard is orchestra leader at

Happy

So Rare
Looks Like Rain,
Harbor Lights
* Whispers In the Dark
It

William Penn's
Urban Roof this weekend.
While
Vincent Lopez's p.a. was deluging
with anlocal amusement desks
Felton

at

nouncements that Lopez would open
Wednesday night, hotel's own publicity department was saying that
Orrin Tucker would come in Friday.
Apparently MCA- had cancelled
the Lopez date without notifying
maestro and he wasn't informed until his return to New York from fiveweek
engagement
at
Saratoga.
Audience laughed and Eduard
Tucker will stick until Oct.'l when
went to the police. He won.
William Penn opens its new winter
dance spot with Dick Stabile's ork.
Terraced Garden, Pittsburgh, for a
two-week stay opening Monday

Ray Pearl crew.

following the
handled.

(30),

Gone With The Wind

Sailboat in the Moonlight ,...f.,

Mix-up at MCA's home oflice had
two bands booiced in to succeed

Phil S(k)illmaii Now
Detroit, Aug. 31.
Inability to keep people from putAce Brigode's Yirglnians come ting a letter 'k' in his name, thus
into Kennywood Park, Pittsburgh, making
it 'Skillman,' has prompted
for three days of the Labor Day week Phil Sillman to change his inoniker
end to wind up the season at the to the more accepted form.
amusement place.
Maestro Skillman moved his band
into the Detroit Athletic Club this
Sammy Lascrov and his orch week for indefinite stay, following
opened an engagement at George's summer job at Cocoanut Palms garPlace, Aug. 28. Nitery is four miles den in Eastwood Park.
Played D, A,
from Little Rock on the Memphis C. lafcst winter.
It's

Pike.

,

.,. .

.Berlin

Know Now

*I

Gone With the Wind
Stop, You're Breaking
•^Sweet Leilani

Remick

My

.Berlin

Heart.

RKO

The Mew

Tommy

Musical

By

With This Great Score
and WRUBEL

MAGIDSON

Let's Have Another

'

Callens

swingsters

closes for the season in late October.
Billy Diehl's orch succeeds the
former Charlie Lantennan combo at
the Carmen, Minisink Hills, Pa., after
Labor Day.

Cigarette

Benny Goodman makes

his return
hotel.

Mew

to
the Pennsylvania
York, Oct 11.

Roses
The

DecemBer

In

Life Of

re-

main at the Glenwood Hotel, Delaware Water Gap, Pa, until the hotel

The Party

Im

Bay

Htitton opened yesterday
(31) at the Westward Park, Detroit,

for a week's stay.

Bonny Berlssn doing holiday eve

Yankee Doodle Band

Won't Sin

Ifou

m

Chirp A Little Ditty

Sunday

at

Roton Point Park, South

Norwalk.

Andy Sannella
management

the

gone

has

Mills

of

under
Artists,

Inc.

Jan Campbell's prchestra closes
Sunday (&) at Hulett's, Lake Oorge,
N. Y.

IrvingBerlin, !>»

.Select

,

When

or

799 Seventh

HARRY

Ave.,

New York

LINK, Con. Prof^Mgr.

Guy Lombard* goes back into the
Roosevelt hotel, N. Y., Nov. 1,

Rocco Vocco West
Rocco Vocco, general professional
manager of Warner Bros, pop miisic
publications, leaves today (Wednes-

He

day) for the west coast.

will rethere for the entire month of

main

September.
While on the Coast Vocco will look
in on the. scores foi:;
studios.
at the

WB

RoseDthaFs

new

filmusicals

New Combo

Harry .Rosenthal is organizing a
new band which he captions *a little

symphony
ber

in rhythm.'

It will

num-

15.

Keynote is the elimination of
sax^, but using true reeds such as
oboe, clarinet, etc., plus strings, and

EXCLUSIVE VCBLICATIONS, !«
SOLE SELLING AGENT
MILLS MUSIC, Inc.
1619 BWAY.

brass.

Bandman, currently

Club Versailles, N.
N,

Y.

Y;,

is

at

The Year's Greatest Production Score
The Hita fram the Great American Musical Romance

"VIRGINIA"
Now at Radio City's Center, New Yorl(
ARTHUR SCHWARTZ and ALBERT STILUMAN

Score by

VOU AND KNOW
AN OLD FLAME NEVER DIES
GOOD-BYE JONAH
IF YOU WERE SOMEONE ELSE
I

BOBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

o

799 7th Ave.»

the

priming for

a radio berth.

New Ydrk

Lincoln
...ChappelL

V

Merry-Go-Round Broke Down
to Dream
* Indicates filmusical song,

*Af raid

f

..Harms
Miller
Indicates stage production so7ig,

UNION ASKS

ST. LOUIS

TILT FOR

DANCE BANDS
St. Louis,

Aug.

Bob dayman Sept

31.

Union musicians employed in first
class hotels and country clubs have
started negotiations for a wage hike
from $1.50 to f2 per hour and while
managements of several hotels have
frowned on move it is likely new
contract will be signed by Oct. 1

when

Lee Shelley's orch, booked by
Rockwell-0*Keefe, back at Willows.
Pittsburgh, for a month's stay following a two-week engagement early
in August Hell be'iollowed in by

Court a patentee can
restrict the use and disposition of
the patented article by the licensee,
but once the article is the subject
of an outright sale, there can be no
restriction as to such use by the
purchaser, other than under the
present retail price fixing acts. The
retail purchaser of these phonograph records is not a licensee. It is
noteworthy that in this very notice
it is stated that the record 'is manufactured and sold' which in itself is
at variance with* the subsequent
wording 'and is licensed by the
manufacturer.^
In view of the persuasive expressions of the Supreme Court in the
many pertinent cases that have
come before it, it is my opinion that
this so-called 'Restricted Use Notice'
would not prevent the purchaser of
any such record from using the
same for any purpose he might desire, other than in the resale of such
record at less than the price stipulated by contract in violation of any
retail price-fixing act. It would seem
that had the legislature intended to
legalize the restrictions generally as

skedded

to

open with dance bands

for fall and winter season.

I

Best Soiling, Most Played
Ail-Around Biggsst Hit
of tho Year

STAR
DUST
ON THE

MOON
Orch.-50e

etc.,

mem-

Woltz Tempo

SPANISH KEHORIES
Fox-trot

SUMMERTIME

(Medley)
Old-Time Waltz Tempo

RUMBA LANS

(Medley)
Cuban Aumba Tempo

&TFSIANA (Medley)
Woltz
Orch.

across

Mississippi

in

Il-

-^c

Tempo
Full

-

$1.25

SID I<ORK.\1NK
Pro. Mgrr.

tie*.

1,150 in
of local

munities

Tempo

IN THE GOOD 010

bership ebbed to 950, but has climbed
again until, at present, there are

good standing. Jurisdiction
union embraces, St. Louis,
Louis County and several com-

Now

Hula Fox-trot Tempo

Union had 1,900 members in 1925,
but with advent of talkers, closing
depression,

It

MEZICAH MEHORIES

engaged by Symphony orch, drawing

theatres,

Get

MEDLEYS fw Orchestra
HAWAHAir MEHORIES

-

?60 per week, and those with Municipal Theatre Assn.. who gets $65
per week. Most of these tooters receive pay in excess of union minimum. About 45 musicians employed
by local radio stations receive a
minimum of $55 per week.

St.

PERMANENT LY AT
CITY, N.Y

RADIO

NO OTHER ADDRESS NEEDED

linois.

BATTLE OF THE ^APPLES'
Publications

Two

'Big Apple' songs are in the
field, one by Bobby Erne rick and
Buddy Bernier, for Crawford Music
publication, preceding Mills Music's
'Big Apple' tune by John Redmond

Will Hod»OM'» 1^1 owl

YOU'ftE

Jlli

MY DESIRE

Four SmHHh Soi»>j» ri«in <»«'»
'U\iHi\\.\y with rIeMSie Mvittli«ti'M

member

When You Gotta Sing

patentee to restrict a commercial
use as distinguished from a non-

commercial

use.

:
'-:

Crawford Music Versus Mills Song

and Lee David by a week or so,
to use, it would hayc specifically
according
to
copyright
records.
said so, instead of limiting the scope
Tommy Dorsey's Victor recording,
of the act to price fixing contracts.
issued as a special, has Victor catchhave pointed out, that in all ing up
I
with orders for the Crawsuch cases before the Supreme ford Music
(Larry Spier) tune.
Court the limitation of use was
Mills merchandizes its 'Apple' at
dovetailed with price fixing. Con12V2--for the sheet music and orsidering the present trend of the dechestrations; Crawford at 20 and
cisions of the Supreme Court, it may
25c.
now hold purely upon economic, in- latterforbythe music and orchestrations,
Lariy Clinton, swing ardustrial or commercial grounds, that
ranger.
the
legislature,
having
legalized
price-fixing in contracts, it is within
the grant of the patent law for the

to

A\ARKS
A^US

Best paid local tooters are those

of

latter

looters expect to begin cashing

contention of 9>.veral hotel mgrs.
that dance bands are luxuries and
used only for accommodation of
guests and advertisement of hotels.
question has only come before the
Supreme Court as an incident of at- One hotel mgr. said name bands
could be hired for only 10% more
tempted price-fixing. However, the
than proposed scale.
Supreme Court has repeatedly said,
Meyers pointed out that only
in respect to patented articles, that
capable
footers with good appearwhere a patentee makes a patented
article and sells It^ he can exercise ances and youth will be benefited as
trend
of modern days is along that
no S^r^er control over what the
purchaser Tnay wish to do with the line and he believes that with what
the depression did to footers everyarticle after his purchase, oi it has
thereby passed beyond the. scope of where they should be permitted to
cash in while the going was good.
the patentee's rights. In other words,
Asserting that tooters were paid
he has placed the article beyond the
limits of the monopoly secured by only for time actually spent in playing, Meyers does not agree with
the Patent Act.
The so-called "Restricted Use hotel managements that new scale
Notice" to which you refer is ob- is out of line. He said hotels forviously not a price-fixing notice. merly paid for time before playing.
The sole purported purpose is to Statler, Chase and Coronado hotels
restrict the use of the phonograph have dance orchestras at present
record for non-commercial piirposes. and Park Plaza and Jefferson are

Supreme

"

OR WRITE

VISIT

(Continued from page 37)

stated in the notice that the
record 'is licensed by the manufacturer.' Under the decisions of the

13,

round out the spot's outdoor season.

Disc Legalities

is

The

others are pops.

on new scale.
Mack Rogers and his orchestra
Samuel P. Meyers, pres. of Muhave opened an engagement at
sicians' Mutual Benefit Assn. here,
Coral Gables, Sah Antonio.
said scale of f 1.50 per hour for smaller hotels, tap 1:00ms and nlteries and
$1 per hour for taverns would remain unchanged. Meyers disputed

It

Val Jean's band at Pleasure Beach,
Bridgeport, Sunday (5).

.Famous

Satan Takes a Holiday
t Where

.Famous
.Santly-Joy

in

"Tk life Of tie Party"

Cravf ford
Robbins
Morris
.Mario

,

My Cabin of Dreams'.
First Time I Saw You.

the Westminster Cafe, Franz
plays the saxophone. The two
do not get along welL One
night, Eduard was directing his
own composition, a tango.
Franz saw a chance bt revenge.
He blew into his saxophone so
loudly as to destroy the tune.

MCA

MY CABIN
OF DREAMS

Pittsburgh, Aug. 31.

Revenge with Music

Crawford Music

isn't

a

of the Music Publishers' Protective
Assn., which accounts for two U. S.
pubs clashing on a title, a rare oc-

currence.

MOON AT SEA

Lord and Lady Whoosis

Moon or No Moon

Gangway

''

Song exploiteers

for both firms, of
course, are in the middle of the
plugging battle to make their re-

In
other
words the Supreme
Court may adhere to this rule of
property which it has uniformly announced, and then again- it may spective tunes popular.
limit or exclude such rule in cases

where it deems present conditions
Clyde Lucas booked for three
have brought about a state of things weelcs at the Schroeder hotel,
Milthat there is a predominant public waukee, starting
Sept, 9. and another
interest to prevent.
three at the Lowry, St Paul, beginJulian T. Abeles.

ning

Oct

1.

Gus Edwards handled.

I'inky Tonilin'.'i Toit Tuiio

I'M

JUST A COUNTRY
BOY AT HEART
Mills Music, Inc

Wednesday, Seplcmber

1,
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APOLLON TAKES UNIT

Jacques Charles Attaches Fischer
In $14,500 Suit

ON

on Chicago ToEes'

MEEK

ROUTE

Hollywood, Aug.

Dave ApoUon and

VARIETY

Swingover to

Hirst's

51

AFA Has BAA

Talking Reprisals; Outside of N. Y.

31.

his stage unit

open a 40-week tour probBoston in October.

of 40 will

Suing in Nassau County of the
N. Y. supreme court, as a means for
Jacques
Charles,
trial,
speedier
French stager and producer of the
presentations at the Paramount theaattached
tre, Paris, last, weekend
moneys due Cliflford C. Fischer, impresario of the French Casino, N. Y.,
from the F. C. management. Atr
tachment order was signed by Justice Meier Steinbrink on allegations
of Charles and Julian T. Abefles, his
attorney, that Fischer, like Charles,
Both,
is a resident of Paris, France.
however, are currently in New York,
although Fischer is booked to return
today (Wednesday) on the Norman-

ably in

Warning
London, Aug. 31.
American performers who
think of playing in Germany
are advised to make exhaustive
investigation of their family

with Pierre Sandrini,
Charles,
producer of Le Bal Tabarin, Paris,
N. Y, currently preparing the-

International Casino's nitery;
.revue, for its scheduled premiere a
.

week from today
Charles, in

due him from

eunge burly

trees.

Arnaut Bros, were booked

to

play the Scala, Berlin. They
arrived one day early and were
told that a search of their
family
tree
revealed
their
grandfather was 'contaminated*
Contract,
with Jewish blood.
therefore, was void and the act
was ordered to leave the coun-

told to clean
up.

STATE HOLDOVER

days more to go

'Folies

and with

from Chi

figured to do around $44,000 on the
week. This figure would top everything previous at State with exception of Rudy Vallee's $44,500 week,
which holds the house record. Burns
and Allen and other top bracket figures will easily be passed by the

4,

Charles agreed to produce 'Ca
C'est Paris' as a nitery revue for the
Chi World's Fair in 1934, stating that,
too, was his title, although, subsequently the 'Folies Bergere' tag was
utilized.

Fischer's attorney, Allen Deutsch,
generally
denies
all
allegations,
denying any debt to Charles.
Fischfer's reasons for stalling
Charles on his claims is because of
an alleged subsequent falling out
with Stein (MCA), his partner in
the Folies Bergere Producing Co,,
Inc., and that until he (Fischer) adjusted his financial differences with
Stein, Fischer allegedly couldn't account to Charles on the alleged 20%
'

split.

Charles'

based

nearly

$15,000 claim is
allegedly
paid
$58,995

on

Fischer, making $11,799; plus another
claim for $900 loss of salary from
the Paris Paramount; and 22 weeks'
royalty from 'Hello Paris' at $100 a

week, or $2,200—in all $14,899.
Fischer's present revue at the
French Casino is captioned the 'New
Folies Bergere,' and the use of the
title was arranged by special deal
with Stein, who still owns 50%
of the
old Folies Bergere Prod.
Co., Inc.. but who, of course, has no
interest in tiie present show, nor in
the French Casino (N. Y.) management. Latter is controlled by Har"ig & Blumenthal, Jack Shapiro,
,

Fischer, et

The

al.

competitive

Casino, also in the

was

to

have had

International

Times Sq.

sector,
Stein's money in-

vested, but other than some minor
fees advanced on behalf of the
bund-booking privileges. Stein isn't
finp.ncially interested.
However, an

MCA

MCA
one
the

bandsman.

of

the initials
owner.s.
The

Brtcker

(Roseland

George
of

BMO

B

is

Olsen,
Corp;,
J

Louis

and Rosemont
ballrooms.' in N. Y and Brooklyn)
and
is Joseph H. Moss (Hollywood
restaurant).
There jj; upwards of
$100,000 invested by National City

M

acts

reprisal,

if

any,

Bur-

the

on Izzy Hirst's swingover to American Federation of Actors by reclassi-

23,

are

fying shows of his road circuit as
,

N. Y., reported as
having gone overboard on the reyeal
stuff,
again under wraps after
is
official admonition to her and Max
Rudnick, theatre's op. Latter was
told in no uncertain terms that he'd
have to keep the shows within prescribed bounds, both on skit stuff and
the

Eltinge,

Thomas

strips, or else,

at
to

JERRY GOFF QUITS TO

this

of spotting unit intact for
other Loew house dates after State,
N. Y., but this was nixed because of
the Harvest Moon contestants disbanding after next week for other

be decided

a general meeting of the BAA
be called Sept. 15 in New York.
Phillips, prez of the

BAA,

has been waiting until Hirst's circuit
got Into full swing before taking any
definite action. Phillips throughout,
has been stating that If Hirst is sincere in change of policy and does not
try to give burlesque shows under a
will naturally
new tag, the
abide by previous four A's decision
that if the shows are under vaude
classification

they would be beyond

BAA jurisdiction
AFA control.

and come

pale of

Pittsburgh, Aug. 31.

Jerry Goff, musical comedy, yaude
last

will

BAA

GO NAT'L DISTILLERS

10

representative of the Mayor's
censorial committee has been visiting

years, has quit show biz for keeps
to become, representative for Naopening shows at both Apollo and
tional Distillers in downtown Pittsreports
Eltinge, N. Y., weekly since
1934 Goff has
had gone in that hurley was cheat- burgh section. Since
with Jack Kerr, playing again. Apollo had a couple of been teamed

objectionable scenes in and after a
talk between censor and Emmett
J. Callahan, who supervises the Allen Gilbert shows at the house, the
objectionable features were deleted
and everything, was okay.

supervision,

Thomas

outfit.

and nitery singer for the

A

from

vaiide units in order to escape

BAA

,

it's

week

ing, the top spots on Broadway and
in Mianii. Latter now has a band of
his own in the Warwick hotel, N. Y.

under

At the general meetinig called by
Phillips he will put the controversy
up. to the membership for vote and
guidance as to what steps the BAA
will take to cii'cumvent any subterfuge on the part of. either Hirst or
he AFA to gain control of the
burlesque

union

which,

the
Federa-

like

AFA

carries an American
tion of Labor charter.

home is in the Beaver ValIn the, instance of the New York
short distance from here. He houses control going to the AFA it
Broadway in Ed Wynn's was pointed out that the burlesque
his
up
Mary.'
took
'Manhattan
He
union was powerless tq oppose since
Max Wilner opined that he believes there is a public for the sapo- new duties last week and plans to city authorities had iimboed burlioed variety of entertainment giving bring wife and dotter on from New lesque classificatidn of the. $hows
September.
York
middle
of
weekly increased business at the
which the Four A's naturally had to
Callahan
barometer.
Apollo
as
okay.
The slough on burlesque
added that shows are getting more
classification, however, is restricted
before
which
ever
trade
than
femme
to Greater New York and is not efUnit
King
he figures a good sign since the
Hirst, however,
fective elsewhere.
fenimes usually bring the men along.
las reclassified road shows as vaudeat $7,500 ville and tossed all his eggs into the
For
Goff's

ley, a

,

hit

first

Wayne

.

commitments.
Unit comprises Cappy Barra's
Swing Harmonicas, Mitzi Mayfair,
Cookie Bowers and Ed Sullivan,

News

who

columnist,

Yande

AFA

2 'FRENCH FOLLIES'

(MG)

m.c.'s

feature, also holds.

Republic's

This

basket.
Phillips states
one
King's orch plus three that if stated policy is. pursued
acts is offered to eastern there'll be no trouble. But if it isn't
vaude houses for $7,500 a week. that's something else again.
Band becomes available for stage
Hirst controls but two of the 22
appearances next month.
houses skedded to play the wheel

Wayne

Friday—Oriental

Starts Following. Week

Fox, PhiUy, Won't

specialty

.

Minsky's Oriental, N. Y., will reopen Sept. 10 with sapolioed hurley
policy and with initialer tagged 'OriTheatre has
ental French Follies.'
undergone alterations during closed
period, having enlarged both stage
and orch pit.
Opening show cast includes Gladys
Fox, Queenie King, Julie Bryan,
Hank
Dpane',
Annette,
Barbara
Henry, Al Ciolden, Jr., Jan Murray
and Sylvia Simms. Ensemble will
comprise 16 dancers and eight show

Year and half ago when King shows and may only play traveling
his first four-a-day appear- shows in one of these, the Trocadero,
ances the orch alone got $8,500. That Philadelphia, with his other house,
put into effect its Bijou, Philadelphia, probably resumwas before
rule that to get one of its hands for ing stock policy when reopening
a stage date the supporting show next, month.
must also be supplied by MCA.
Out-of-Towners' Problem
MCA is also offered Bunny Beri- Some of the out of town houses
man's orch for what will be outAl's' that have booking arrangements

stage presentations, not encountering
great difficulty in getting name acts,

girls.

GAREICK,

according to Manager Herman Whitman, who does the booking.
Fay's theatre set to f.pen Sept. 10
with Alex Gerber's 'Five Star Final'

reclaim the Republic, N. Y,, frona
grind pix policy Friday (3), with
Weinstock interests again operating
house.

1935.

which was granted.

tyro

Harvest Mooners.
There had been some talk

Restore Stage Shows

Bill of Particulars In Charles' bill of particulars he
sets forth that all his dealings were

conducted by cable with Fischer
and/or through Fischer's Paris assistant, Georges Boronsky, partnered
with him in his Paris agency. As
a non-resident of the U.
C har les
petitjone^ f^f the attachment order,

or else

the

alleges ?14,899 is
Fischer, dating back
the first 'Folies Ber-

and Feb.

colored

Margie Hart, featured stripteaser
at

HARVEST MOONERS'

The N. Y. Daily News' Harvest
to 1934 when
gere' revue was produced in Chi- Moon contest winners with the entire
cago, in association with J. C. Stein, show holdover at Loew's State, N. Y.,
Decision was
president of Music Corp. of America. for a second week.
allegedly
produced that made after phenomenal biz unit did
Charles
show for Fischer-Stein, and later on first three days. Opening Thursalso helped put" oh a second show at day (26) and up until Monday (30)
the French Casino, N. Y., after the take on the show bettered $38,000

18, 1934,

London, Aug.

American

barred from Italy, due to the
U. S. negroes taking sides with
Despite the
the Abyssinians.
decree/ Norman Thomas and
company were permitted to
play six weeks in Itialy, including three in Milan.
Act was seen on the continent
by a prominent Italian, who

try.

(8).

Folies Bergere Producing Co., Inc.
This, in addition to $250 a week (his
salary at the Paramount, Paris) for
every week he (Charles) is absent
from Paris in America, on behalf of
Fischer; also all his traveling expenses; also an allegedly, subsequently agreed upon $100 a week
royalty from the second show at the
French Casino, N. Y.
Attorney Abeles' affidavit sets
forth that Fischer collected from the
first show $250 a week for 68 weeks;
plus dividends of $41,995 as profits;
reimbursements for
plus
$12,661
traveling and other expenses incurred. All this, states Abeles' affi->
davit, is in addition to re-payment to
Fischer of the $25,497 he had invested in the venture between June

What

secured special permission for

all,

Bergere' .had been brought
to N. Y.
Charles is isuing on a contract calling for a 20 per cent interest in all
Monies received by Fischer from the

Acts in Middle?

B.O.;

lesque Artists.. Association will lake

is in

new

Still

Thomas' Break (?)

.

die.

Burley's

Group will play the Loew circuit
thence to Texas for the
Interstate houses, and on to the
Coast, closing in Los Angeles.
in the east,

Phi;iadelphia,

Aug.

removed from Fox

Flesh,

here as hot season nut-parer,

31.

theatre
is per-

High quality of pix
available for coming season makes
vaude unnecessary as h.q. hypo,
Earle, which fias been hitting swell
grosses past few weeks with good
manently

out.

Still

unit.

under Comerford

aegis,

with Sid Stanley managing again.
Nixon's Grand showing no signs of
life. Electric service has been ripped
out of house in preparation for installation of new system, but no
work going on now.

Hirst Circuit

Week

of September 5
'Meet fie Girls' (^enturv. Brooklyn.
'Scan Dolls' Gayety, Wjishlntrfon.
Oftyety, F.nltlniore.
Model.s'
'Merry
Casino, PIttsburph.
'PleR.sure Mn.il'
With Ch.arms'— Gayety. Cin'B.ahfiS

— ——
—

cinnati.

'.rolle.<)

— Garrick,

St,

Infllannpolls.
— Gayety. Milwaukee.
—
Loose Parade" — RinUo. ChlcHKO.
Trust' — ('aslno, Toronto,
Buffnlo,
Palacp.
—
With
and Stripes' —EmbHS.<iy, BochTCelth's,

Beerere'

Scandals'

'fingo

•Foot
'Beef
'."'ay

Show'

Snyder's

'Bozo
Louis.

Glrl.i'

It

'Bars
estT.

'PrI.'sUy

'.Swing

Frollps'

— Empire.

High-Shake Low'—

lyn.

•Parisian

Flirts'

—

.Tac<iiies.

'

Another Trench

Follies' is set to

!

MCA

vaude engagements.

first

Becomes with Hirst are none

available to houses on Nov. 15.

ST. LOO,

OPENS FRI.

St. Louis, Aug. 31.
Garrick, town's only burlesque
house, is being readied for opening

Sept.

Bank, property owners, as part

of

or
double
jurisdictional
which, if it happens, will
'

Wilner-CaDahan Signing Up Flock

Of Vaude Acts; 840 Wks. with Options
Max

Wilner and Emmett Callahan

around

left of

New York and

vaude

acts

signing them

The new up for 8-10 weeks with options for
the renovation advances.
Among those
I.e. so far is said to represent al- forthcoming season.
most $400,000 in cash of which $110.- already signed are Ann Corio, cur000 is said to have come from 'rights' rently in her seventh week at the
(first preferred) from the variou.<; Apollo, N. Y., and figured to stick
dealers liquor, meats, etc. an old indcf; Arthur and Morton Havel,
who recently completed a three
trade custom.
Charles-Sandrini show a.s lined up vveek.s' stay at the Apollo and will
will include Leonce, French come* be featured in 'Broadway Follies.'
dian. debuting in Americn, as m.c: .scheduled as opening cantata for
Wilmer-Callahan
operated
six Viennese chanteuscs, Stadler and the
Philadelphia,
10.
Sept.
Rose, Jeanne Dcvereaux, Duo Dell' Shiiberl,
Adami. Gaudsohmidt Br.o.«.. Bobby Firm i.s also after acts and is curMay, Chrysis de la Grange, Cnliifinry rently dickering with Lester Allen,
Bros., Myrtle and Pacaud. Aitini. now on the Coast, and others out
Sonya and Elisabeth, Chester Halo that way.
In addition to the New York and
and Gertrude Hoffman dnnce troupe?.
George OLsen's orchestra and Yascha Philadelphia houses Wilner and
Bunchuk maestroing for the revue. Callahan will also book the shows

—

trouble,

Week

Brook-

Wiilerbury.

shows

3.

Newark.
.'<tnr,

too sanguine to
scrap burlesque classification and
several have already notified the
This angle if
circuit to this effect.
not ironed out amicably will mean
either the cancellation of the road-

have the performers in the middle
Bill Pickens, manager, says vaude through
double dues nicks from the
and circus acts will supplement roiad BAA and AFA Associations might
shows.
Winnipeg's Full
have gotten together on this angle
but it Is reported that neither group
Winnipeg, Aug. 31.
is overfriendly because of the Hirst
Vaude for Empire, Providence
•Full week vaudeville stand here
setup. BAA feels that AFA should
Providence, Aug. 31.
beginning next Sunday when Playhave talked things over as a matter
SatEmpire closed as legit stand
house opens under management of
W. A. Popham, with a policy of five urday (28). Reopens Sept, 15 with of courtesy before signing up with
Hirst, and then proffered friendly
Is former Pan vaudfilm policy.
act.s and pictures.
With Empire going vd^ide town gestures. BAA claims it was le.ss
house.
To be booked by Dick Hoffman of will have two combination houses, arbitrary when burlesque producers
decided to use vaude members of
Billy Diamond agency, Chicago.
other vaude house being Fay's.
the AFA occasionally on past two
seasons as added attncctions with
the burly shows, both around New
York and elsewhere. Phillips points
there was no coercion upon part of
the BAA to liquidate them away
from the parent organization, AFA,
closed
despite
shop arrangement

are raiding what's

—

made

at the Casino, Brooklyn, when house
relights Sept. 10. Hirst Independent
Circuit had recently announced spot
for its traveling .shows but new deal
between Sam Briskman, operator,

and Wilner and Callahan
la5t week.

New

setup gives the

was

set

W-C combo

trio of hou.ses for rotation of show^,
althoujjh" not participating in man^
agerial setup of the Casino, Brook

lyn,

merely

ment

in

on producer arrange
shows.

in rotating the

With the three houses in operation
and a possible fourth added when
sca.son gets under way, setup gives
Wilner and Callahan an edge on

with burlesque theatres that would
have given BAA unqueslionable
arbitrary powers to do so.
Instead
it is claimed the BAA. played ball
with the vaude group merely taxing acts a nominal surcharge if only
in for two or three weeks but demanded full dues if acts were in for
seasonal work.

With at least a doze n out-of-town
houses having primped frontage for

new

season, Phillip's is certain that
the owners will not scrap eilher
their fancy new tuns.'>ten s:,s?np or
the burlesk classification since these
houses built their reps on that type
entertainment,
of
and
probiibly
couldn't click with anything else.

BAA

Phillips
and
the
ar«
getting the be.st acts and burley sanguine that no matter what happrincipals around inasmuch a.s with pens there'll be enough burlesque
the .switching they can give all acts theatres around the country not
about 10 weeks' work, and double hooked up with Hirst to provide sufthat,
or, better,
lor
out-and-out ficient employment for il.s rne;Tibtrclickers.
ship In forthcoming^ season.
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and

Bar Harbor Social

Curtis, twice-divorced daughthe late Henry M, Hoyt,
lawyei', and
formfef solicitor general in the Taft
ter

Al Fresco Cafe

A

heiress has
pepped up the night life of Bar Har>
bor to hitherto unparalleled proportions.
She has also created the
paradoxical situation of being simultaneously the best attraction ever
known to a public night club and
its best customer.
Her name is Mrs.
Nancy Hoyt Wynne Curtis. She's
jamming them in at Bill Cunningham's cafe on the' Bar Harbor waterfront, and at no cost to Cunningham.
She's there most of every night
from supper hour to the zero hour
at 12:30-1 a.m.
Cunningham installed a sufficient
number of roomb in the floprs above
the ground floor of his 'building to
legalize his application for a hotel
license to sell hard liquors. Without
the rooms, under the Maine liquor
laws, he could sell nothing harder
social

registerite

than beer and wine.

(From VAiDnrr

and

GENE SHELDON
LORETTA FISCHER
Dressed by

SIDNEY FISHEfl
75/77, Shaftesbury Avtnua-

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

AGENTS
Birthday,

Everyday, Convalescent
Greeting Cardtf

Boxed ABSortmenta
Very Liberal Commissiona
In

Wrlt« for partlcalan

DOROTHEA ANTEL
S39 West

Kna St

New

lork, N.'t.

Girl Shortage.

Acid Testers

«

CUpp^r)

1,

1937

Famous Players

man
back

cuit

sick of that Gerto

surefire out-of-town cir(undfficial) t>y which the

New York

nitery managers are
guided comprises the 225 Club
and the Yacht Club, Chicago;

and preparing

connection
out.

,

Over

To Manage

is

on

Stabile

and Other Bands

lifers.

America.

John Steele was holding things up Oct.
Jerry Jainigan
was thumping the piano for him.
at the Palace, Chi.

Set for Stanley, Pitts.

1

to

Lartigue is coming over
become general manager

of the French Casino, N. Y., and to
generally operate the nitery. Prime
idea is to intensify the Gallic tone
of the F.C, and play down its

Winnie Lightner was in White's
and a ^couple o£ good 'Broadway atmosphere,'

'Scandals,'

Pittsburgh, Aug. 31.

Fischer

songs were a big help.

returns

to

today

Paris

Cramping

Style of Unit Producers

the Mayfair, Cleveland; the
First of the small time unit shows
Mayfair, Boston; and the Club
While at Cunningham's Cafe Mrs.
Curtis takes over the role of hostess was opened in Brooklyn. Four acts
Esquire, Toronto.
and entertainer. The cafe^ on the and a. production, show running 85
Ari act that clicks there is reground floor, consists of a large front mins. Staged by Lew Cantor and ingarded as almost surefire for
tended to be the first of a number.
ispace used for dancing, with a numN. Y. audiences which are
ber of booths .on the left side. Loose Some thought the idea had chances.
deemed tougher.
tables
and chairs are sprinkled
Mrs. Sidney Drew came as close
around the dance floor.
On the
as anyone to being the headliner
right is a bar. Directly behind this
at the N. Y. Palace. Pleasing show, Lartigue Coining
bar. is the 'cocktail lounge.'
This
but no names.
comprises another bar and three
booths.
French Casino
Irene Franklin topping the bill at
What the oldtimlers of Bar Harbor
fear is that the plebeian night life the Riverside and selling her songs
Henry Lartigue, who used to.be
atmosphere so evident this year at to big returns. Sans piano, the pit
partnered with Clifford C. Fischer in
the most exclusive of all .summer leader bossing.
the Agence Artistique des Champs
meccas will serve to discourage soElysees, in Paris, at that time the
Gilda Grey taking one and two
cialite families and individuals from
Continental agents for the William
settling there for the summer sea- page ads in Variety. Playing in the
Morris office, resumes his affiliations
sons to come. That is 'unless a check Ziegfeld 'Follies* and had the money
with Fischer, but this time in
to spend for buildup.
placed,
the night

was established

in 1935, but
patronage for that season and for
the season of 1936 was nothing tO'
enthu.se over.
For the 1937 season
the gross business will be at least
1,000% bigger than the take for
1933 and 1936 combined.
And. it's all due to the presence

«twl

The

administration.
Playing a role of secondary importance in the development of business for Cunningham is Jimmy
Baker, a Bar Harborite, her escort,

Cunningham's Cafe, as the place
Is titled,

YEARS AGO

• 15

of

Washington corporation

MX.

Wednesday, September

Nancy Hoyt

of

Wynne

Does

Registerite

performances

Chicago, Aug. 31,
Shortage, of acts and line girls has
brought about a curtailment of plans
for the biggest unit producing
season known to this town.
Up until 10 days ago, at least 10
producers were figuring to do
an
average of twq units apiece, with
Nick Boila to do four, three for small
towns and one biggie.
One after another the boys have
given up, some of them in part,
and
some entirely. General consensus of
opinion is that it's impossible, first
of
all,

to find line girls.

enough to
very few

fill

There

aren't

the spots in town, and
will even consider

girls

road work,.
Also holding back production is
a
definite shortage of acts, either
new
or old.
There are a few dancing
duos around, and a few singing
combos, but nobody can find either
novelty or comedy turns.
At present time, only five units are
scheduled foi: production, Sam Roberts and Bick Boila are doing one
Harry Gourfain and Max Halperin
another, Anton Sabilia is doing two
and Jack Fine one.

Mitzi Mayfair's Tour

Mitzi Mayfair, current at the State,
Dick Stabile's band has been
(Wednesday) with Mrs. Fischer and
booked into Stanley for week of Sept.
Rudolph Valentino bounced his is due back in New York, Sept. 29. N. Y., plays the week of Sept. 9
at the Keith, Boston, followed by
17.
With him as featured vocalist Famous Players salary from $750 to
First week of the 'Folies Bergere'
the week of Sept, 17 at the Earle
will be Gracie Barrie, who becomes $7,000.
grossed $46,000. The French Casino's
Philly,
Mrs. Stabile in January.
average check is $4 to $5. The miniDancer is also being considered
Date comes just ahead of Stabile's
Musicians burning over Equity mum for dinner is $2.50 plus a 50c.
for film stint, with deal not closed
opening for fall season at new winter Players' determination
to keep the location' charge per person if ocyet, Harry Bestry handling.
dance spot William Penn hotel is pit empty. Co.
cupying
a
table in the first three
backed by Actors'
fashioning to replace outmoded Chat- Equity
and held to be a bad pre- rows.
terbox. That's set for Oct, 1 so orch cedent.
will probably lay oft for a week,
filling in perhaps with couple of oneAmerican Society of Composers,
nighters.
Duchin's $8,500
Stanley still going heavy for bands, Authors'' and Publishers announced it
with name orchs following one an- aimed to get $1,000,000 out of radio to
offset
the
losses
Chicago, Aug, 31.
the
air
shows
had
other week after week. Clyde McStations
working under
Eddy Duchin and orchestra reCoy is current on heels of George caused.
Olsen, Eddy Duchin comes in Fri- temporary licenses until the deal turn to Chicago Sept! 10 at the same
Now it's salary as when playing here Aug.
day, then Stabile, followed by Horace could be workei out.
It was reported at only
13, $8,500,
Heidt, and with Shep Fields and Ted nearer ;$5,000,000.
$7,500.
Lewis booked for quick return enLfOew circuit and Metro borrowed
gagements in October,
Duchiij^rings in a unit of three
Keith's boys band to take down the
acts plus his band at that price.
bay when welcoming Marcus Loew
back from Europe. Nils Granlund
(N.T.G.) had charge.
Loew press
St. Joe House Playing
agent then.
'

^

STROUD
TWINS

Four Acts Last Half
Palace, Chi., had an agency buy of
St. Joseph, Aug. 31.
300 seats week nights and 375 on
Beginning Sept, 5, Electric thieatre
Sundays. First time.
here will play four acts of vaudeville four days a week, Fri. and Sat.
Business so bad at Coney that con- for one
bill, and a change for Sun.
cessionaires
were charging each and Mon,
Other for rides. Had been deadhead1

Bros.,

Cj

jj

um^a

b urlgy circuit tossed the
itT'wKeel. ^fot up
it wouldn't fix.

Sidman show "off
to standard and

(CLAUDE and CLARENCE)

RAINBOW

House is operated by Dublnsky
Kansas City, and managed by
Barney Dubinsky.

ing.

Broadway

ROOM

but six

slow start,
ones came in with five

legit off to

new

underlined.

NEW YORK

Equity and George M. Cohan

jam over 'The O'Brien
tracts.

Girl'

in a

con-

Submitted to arbitration.

Aug. 31.
The Great Blackstone
(Harry
Bouton) was named defendent last
week in a $1,800 garnishment suit
filed by Carl Behnke, truck operator

PAUL SMALL

of Battle Creek, Mich., where Blackstone just finished a theatrical en-

to

Behnke charges Blackstone failed
pay him in full for equipment

used during magician's tour in 1935.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

State's 75,000,000th

The
During

among

j

I

BERT

the

week

of

Sept.

Return EngrAsrement

Detroit,

Stage hands and managers in contract confabs.

BEMIS
Plajrinff

Blackstone's $1,800 Suit

gagement.

EXCLlJSIVf DIRECTION

BIILY and BEVERLY

THEATRE

at

Chez Paree

CHICAGO
KXCM'SIVK MANAOKMKNT

WILUAM MORRIS AGENCY
of the

STARS

16,

the
there

customers at Loew's
State
will be one who will
prove to be the theatre's 75,000,000th
customer.
The house will observe its 17th
anniversary during that week and
Al Rosen, manager of the theatre,
and home office officials, are busy
getting ready for a gala celebration
,

at

that time.

Howards* Two- Week Date

At $2,500 Prior

FROHMAN
NOW

ARROWHEAD

INN. CINCINNATI

•

OPENS

NEW YACHT

CLUB.

New Cuban

NEW YORK

New Cuban
j

EXCLUSIVE DIRECTION

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

to 'Show'

Willie and Eugene Howard are
currently playing a two-week date at
the Bath and Turf Club, Atlantic
City, for $2,500 a week. Just a filler
before returning to 'Show Is Oh.'
Nitery seats only 120 persons. At
that figure, nitery will have to show
a profit of better than $3 a person a
night to come out of the red.

Nitery

nitery.

tq

be called

La Conga will open about Sept. 20
at 57 W. 57th St.. N. Y. Bobby Martyn.

ex-Wall streeter.

backing and
will be in active charge, with an assist

by Nicky Quattrociocchi.

downstairs.

.

H

.

L U B

GENERAL MANAGER

I

N

is

Spot will have a bar on the ground
with a Cuban band for daiAcing

floor,

J

SIDNEY

H.

PIERMONT

BOOKING MANAGER

.

Wednesday, September

1,

NITE CLUBS--BURLESQUE

1937

gets a point
Should he win, however, his party drinks champagne on
Padula for the remainder of the evening.
Bubble^wate^ supply seldom
gets nicked unless. prearranged.

Night Club Reviews
RAINBOW ROOM,
'

Ra

N. Y.

Thelma Kingsbui and Kenneth
Davidson (New Acts), a iioyelty in
with their badr
cal'e entertainment
minton games. Second is the svelte
manner in which the youngish, but
veteran, Stroud T\/ins deport themis

selves as a
thirdly, the
ance, with

class

nitery

and,

act;

added poise and assurwhich Mary Raye and

now

and variety. The boys are
Their
young and look well.
music is more than just danceable.
Plus that, they can entertain. For
one specialty they did an eight-minof depth

WGN

perform.
Naldi
Raye and Naldi are spotted in the handling both audience and performmiarathon
R R. room on a unique
ers.
Not once was there anything
contract, covering up to some 40
but attention from the' tables, and
weeks until next year, with periodic Bale's own singirtg spot g'ave the
holds
lifts
and
Na'.di's
interruptions.
a real workout.
palms
and
are amazing in their difficulty
Undoubtedly the best act on the
strength, yet done with terpsichorean bill is Burt and King, class ballrobni
ease a6d grace. Miss Raye is a class team.
Their lerformance is warm
partner opposite, in- their sequence and spirited, and they've shown good
of numbers, and Naldi also impresses judgment in getting routines out of
dn having gotten his weight down. the ordinary run. Especially is this
But the keynote of their repertoire true of the drop-the-handkerchief
with
is the fact that they now work
and ass irance, in itself thing, where pan.tomime is as imgreater poise

no small asset.
The Stroud Twins are well suited
to an environment such as this.
They alternate as ni.c.'s, Clarence
SU'oud bearing the brunt of the

.

small talk in the introductory sequences. Their topoff aero routine
is a punchy getter-offer for them.
Emery Deutsch is the new maestro, shifting' into the RR from the
Rainbow Grill across the 65th floor
of the RCA Bldg., succeeding Al
Donahue. Deutsch's forte as a composer are' Gypsy pops, for which he
has a predilection, and which accounts for their supplementary presentation around a Gypsy campfire
with Deutsch making his violin cry,
and the Bonners with Ann Kincade,
featured vocalist with the bdnd, doing the vocal interludes. It's a deft
touch, but runs a bit long and should
•be pruned.
For the rest, the Ethelbartrymoresque Helen Myers tickles the Steinway effectively; the Bonners do
vocals, doubling from the Grill; Eddie LeBaron dispenses deft tangorhumba dansapation; Dr. Sydney
Ross gives out with his amazing
magic at the tables; Francois is an
efficient greeter at the door, etc..
Rainbow Room is still on the informal summer policy and doesn't
revert to soireede rigeur until. Oct.
Both this and the year-round in1.

portant as dancing. It's a division
hotel room stuff they're doing. New
act here, new style, plenty swank,
they'll have no trouble getting? work.
Other dance team on the double bill
was Ballantine and Pierce. They're
okay, too.
Single dancer is Sybil Roth, pretty
well known around Chicago for her
acrobatic turn. It's the kind of an
act the niteries are demanding, and
hers is the way they want it done.
Carl Sharo, a 21-year-old magician,
a

is

novelty

Working with

••act.

rards. balls and handkerchiefs, )",?'s
doubtless clever enough, but he lias
an unfortunate way of delivering
and some bad habits he'll want to

get over.

Comedy

furni-shed

is

by Johnny

Sanna, small ecqentric toby. Makes
two appearances, once in bathrobe
for some pantimimic comedy and
hoofin.?; the next time in tux for
more dancing. Does okay.

Between sliows and dance music
Harry Cox tonsils in good style, with
pianoing done by Alice Murphy.

Even

after the thing

still

it's

hard

to

is all over,
believe that such

showmanship can exist on a side dirt
road, between Peru and LaS?lle, 111.
Loop.

.

,
'

formal

Rainbow

Grill

SOUTH BLUFF CLUB
(PERU,

ILL.)

Peru, 111., Aug. 27.
There just can't be puch a place as
the South Bluff' Club, nor such a person ds Tinney Cosgrove, the man
who runs it. In the first place, the
location of the club is all wrong. Not
just that it's two hours from Chicago,
or that it's between two little towns,
Peru and LaSalle, Illi, but because
it's down a side dirt road that nobody
can find, and if they could, wouldn't
'

tr.'ive).

)h the second place,
such a spot, how did

if
it

there was
get built?

Of
There's only one Taj Mahal.
course, they say that Cosgrove and
one carpenter built it themselves, indirect lighting, ebony decorations,
two bars, keg bandstand, cocktail
lounge, dining room, and all. They
say, too, that what keeps the place
going to its 250 capacity all the time,
and holds lines outside four nights a
week, is Tinney Cosgrpve's showmanship.
For example: The floor show bills
open and close on Friday night.
Thus, on Fridays there's a double
bill, with opening and closing shows
working.
A 25c admission charge
put on the door probably talces care
of Ihe extra nut.
Then, there's Wednesday nights.
The.eie are special event nights. Formerly it was celebrity nicht, but
"When they began to wane Cosgrove
inaugurated balloOn parlies, masauerades, fancy dress stuff, and that.
Eort of thing.
There's a two-bit admission charge on that night, too.
and, of course, on Saturdays and
Sundays.
Cosgrove is a greeter par excell*'nce.
He knows everybody, and
they know him which is .really
something, considering that only 20%
.

—

of his

business

from the

is

Peru and LaSalle.

The

Arcadia-International
(PHILADELPHIA)

table

($2

d'hote, as against $3.50 prixe fixe
dinners in the Room) have been dojn.? their best business this summer,
what with heavy tourism, etc. Abel.

locals.

rest are

from

a radius of 60 miles.

In the show itself is where Cosgrove's real talent is seen.
There's
been a lot of wrangling between
agents and actors in Chicago these
last few month.s.
Acts screaming at
their agents, demanding to be booked
at South Bluff for a week; good, .solid

standard acts. So this reviewer hied
himself down to Peru to find out
exactly why.
Here it is: The acts get their regular money.
They do two shows a
mght, and live on the grounds. Outside of getting their own breakfa.st,
nothing more is required of them.
The rest of the day the golf course
surrounding the club is theirs.
Performer/? in Chicago figure it's a
vacation with pay.
Consequently,
the South Bluff gets topnotch act,-^.
But even they wouldn't make a .<;how
^nle.f..<! backed
up by a capable band.
Co.sgrove has that, too. A 10-piece

GRAND TERRACE
(CHICAGO)

all

ute old-time vaudeville show which
peaks on humor. All they need for
$5,000 weeks is a name spot and a
build-up.
Rudy Bale is the more or less permanent rri.c. T)oes a remarkable job

Philadelphia, Aug. 29.

Show

at this A-bracket spot solid
Smart
package of entertainment.
produfction by Manager Art Padula
malces for hour and a quarter of
ultra-pleasant diversion at very medium-sized nut. With heat and sea-

shore exoduses stabbing button badly, entertainment surprisingly good
for quantity of biz.
Presentation neatly balanced. On
usual side are gal singer, gal tapper,
ballroom team and an eight-girl line.
Also a ping-pong contest by local
lads, both champs.
Danceable rhythm provided by another hometowner-made-good. Milt

Kellem and
Kellem also

his

eight-piece

filling

in

op m.

outfit.
c.

job

absence of Mario Villani, who
was injured in an auto smash. He
attempts nothing more than pleasant,
affable- intro of the acts, which is
as it should be and very satisfactory.
Preemer is 8 Mayfair Girls, nicely
in

gammed and okay
terp
into

lookers. Opening
routine standard, but then go
a 'Posing* number that's tops.

Following is Eleanor Bowers, torchypiped femme. Chirping at the Arcadia
has landed her a spot on the Pennsy
She is aided
State radio program.
by an excellent accompanist.
Irma Bundel does average taps
work in better class of tliis type act.
Has nice features and winning smile.
Manno and Strafford are socko ballroom team. Routines are different.
Pair does better in slow ones than
in the allegro.

Chorus follows

in.

okay version of

the Continental, then

more Bowers

succeeded by Manno and Strafford
af^ain,
This time do another neat,
slow routine with a comic imitation
of various t.vpe dancers as an encore.
It's a flash finish and strong.
Mayfair gals close stock portion of
show with swell turn, Do veilly
Gypsy number in subdued glim, then
scat themselves on floor while one
of their members gives a very passable violin solo. When she takes her
seat another of the Gypsy lasses does
an aero bit. with the whole gang

coming in for the- finale.
Ping-pong table is chief prop for
Izzy
portion of the show.
17-year-old local tennis and
champ, and Ed Silverglade, best in the State, go to work

.second
Bellis,

ping-pong

on

this.

•

They begin with

a

few

gentle taps, then a bit of showmanship in blowing the ball across instead of hitting it, and swinging
the bats under their legs.
With actual start of game, referee
is appointed, who keeps score aloud.
Patrons seem enthralled Vrith exhibition of what can be done with
the celluloid pill and bat. Pair so
.

evenly matched,

little

hoke needed,

although this is resorted to if one
pulls unduly ahead. They finish by
Cuschallenging anyone in aud.
tomer offered 10-point handicap, and
either player will play sitting on a
chair if his novice opponent desires.
Volunteer seldom
Thi."^ gets laughs.

Burlesque Reviews

Herb.

headed by Joie Livek. They're

outfit

a much better organization than
new many of the class Chicago spots get.
One Arrangements are clever, with lots

aree elments highlight the
nijow Room divertissement.

Chicago, Aug. 30.
two-hour,
all-colored
show, split into two acts, using 41
people with the band, and having
speed and production enough to satisfy any and all legit know-it-alls.
Here's

a

While Ed Fox might be satisfied
to .let his place get along on its
newness, and on being one of the
very few class all-colored entertain-

ment

spots hereabouts, he's building

it up to an absolute standout.
Not
.One suggestive line is in the show,

no disorderliness anyAwhere
down the line, and food and service
all that could be desired.
Conse-

VARIETY

DANCING AROUND
(Gayety, Baltimore)
Baltimore, Aug. 29.
Programmed as being presented
by Izzy Hirst, 'Danding Arouna' is
the season's second Sample of the
newly created vaude-revue-burley
policy, and as such falls far short of
a good vaude show, musical revue
or burlesque.
Lacking by far the
speed, snap and versatile variety of
former burlesques, this frolic suffers from over-production of meaningless parade numbers, a sameness
of talent and a decided lack of zip
throughout.
The only highlights
when caught were the heroic eft'orls

vocal of 'A Thousand Love Song^
by Jack Keller.
Eliminating this and going right
into Bob Carney's specialty which
follows would help matter.s considerably.
As routined at present, it
took everj^thing Carney had to put
over a legitimate show stopper with
some very well sold gags and hoofery.
Long standard in vaude, he
.

knows how to work an audience to
the hilt and does very capably.
As set up at present, 'Dancing
Around' could stand plenty of pruning and whipping into shape.
Bi?
on opening show just fair. Biirm.

.

of

Bob Carney

in

some Okay

inter-

ludes of fast gagging, mugging and
hectic hoofing and a sock aero specialty by Donette Delyse.
Rest of
mild,
including
doings decidedly
two toned down strip routines by
Honey Bee Keller, carrying featured

42D ST. APOLLO, N. Y,

'Bare Facts of 1937' is moniker of
current show which opened Friday
(27) with practically nsw personnel
quently business is good. Capacity
of 'principals with exception of Ann
is 450, and when the first show was
Corio, still featured and i^ounding
finishing at 2:30 Wednesday it looked
out seventh week. Trio of former
as though capacity would be reached billing.
comics, Joey Faye, Rags Ragland and
Line of 14, divided into eight Bert Grant, have vamped hurley for
by time for the second. Sa:turdays,
the place holds 'em on the sidewalk dancing ponies and six showgirls, legit assignments.
Frank X. Silk
display a nice wardrobe through- and Charley Naples, now divide comafter midnight.
Haading the bill .is Adia Brown, out, but need plenty of work in edy burden, with Silk having edge
their
routines.
brushing
As
up
a
laugh glomwide
margin
the
by
on
She's dynamitie whether she's singing alone, working in a p.. V 'uction matter of fact, show woiild be ming.
number, or doing comedy with tiny helped considerably by cutting out
Show
runs at ah even, speedy
these rather corny ensem- tempo
Billy Adams, formerly
of Louie, many of
with ensemble and dance numbesides
Specialties include,
Armstrong's band. Nor is Ada Wil- bles.
bers particular standouts through atliams too good to work in the open- Miss Delyse, Rosalie Roy, hoofer; tractive backgrounds and nice cossecMarshall,
Betty
McKee,
June
ing.
It's personality and showmantuming.
Latter is more cover-up
Connie Lane, than previous weeks, giving greater
ship that counts. She has 'em, and ondary stripper, and
billed as a blue singer but not givso docs everybody else on the bill.
sock to the several undraped tableaux
ing out on show caught. Other prinEspecially George Dewey Wash- cipals are Bert Carr, hebe comic; when they come. Costuming motif is
ington.
Still wearing his tattered
Bobby Taylor, straight man; and distinctly Frenchy, Allen Gilbert,
costume, he whams through in crack Jack Keller, juve and vocal number stager of the shows, goes in in a big
way for color arrangements and gets
style. Has a couple spots as a single,
leader.
them via both cc>stuming and lightand leads two production numbers.
After a lengthy opening to vocal ing. With six additional girls in the
These numbers aren't just a line
of 'Cocktails for Two' by Jack Kel- line this week, now 30, it helps the
of girls with .somebody singing in
ler,
femme principals and mass ensembles and dancing plenty.
the
front of 'fem; they're pageantry, and
chorus, Bob Carney does a pick up
usually with everybody on. For exFrank X, Silk carries chief comedy
bit followed by a- fair hoof routine
ample, in one, Nae X)iggs, formerly
by Betty McKee and another line assignments adequately with okay
of the Cotton Club, starts off with
support from Floyd Hallicy. straight;
routine by girls. Sets spot for first
a blues thin.g, introducing 12 good strip,
Thelma
Temple, Dorothy Ryan and
a rather mild and quickly perlooking, well matched line, girls.
formed disrober by June Marshall, Jimmy Lewis. Silk does deadpan
They, in turn, introduce Allen and who displays a rather fresh type of eccentric, spots his former audience
Anise for an adagio session, at the personality and might score heavp,. stuff and holdup bit, although familend of which, everybody's on again with more leeway. Audience liked iar, for top results as laugh-getters.
for a flash finish. With seven such her.
Charley Naples, wop comic, also regproduction numbers, the show takes
i.sters in his skits but should speed
Bert Carr, working strictly bur- up his panto solo for better results.
on bigness and an honest-to-goodlesque, double talk, gestures and all,
nc-ss $4.40 appearance.
Latter, a bit tiresome at opening
mixed
does
the
wives
bit here with
Speaking of Allen and Anise: they
show, may be remedied as they go
have more to offer (and give it) than good support from Bobby Taylor along.
anything that's been around here. and Honey Bee Keller, who reads
The Continentals, skating trio from
Once Ihey do a hot ball room rou- lines well; after which a rather long vaude and niteries, comprising two
and meaningless chorus routine, men and' girl, stopped the show nt
tine, the rest of the time it's acroposing by showgirls sans brassiers
batic adagio which takes plenty of
this session with their remarlcable
and a walk around, brings on Ro- whirls
skatorial adagio, also incourage and ability. Their work is
Roy for a well sold hoof rou- lecting and
smooth and their appearance would salie
essence of comed,y by inviting
tine on a drum to 'Rhapsody in
get 'em by anywhere. Actually, they
tho.se. in audience to come up for a
Blue.'
Gave -doings a much needed spin
do six smash routines.
around. Two men, one probably
lift.
Nobody's an alsO-on-rthe-bill. Both
a plant, had them yelling by dizzy
Bedroom bit by Carney and Miss effect at finish. Act cleaned up and
Nae Di.ggs and Dorothy Derrick ar.e
okay singers for production num- Kellar, ably sold, preceded old only goes to show that this type of
bers; Maynes and Morrison, two girl timey drill by the girls whicli was audience will go heavy for vaudp if
badly
Another an act has something worth Svhile.
muddled.
tapsters, are clickers; Sonny and pretty
Sonny, male duo. boot out some comedy bit, the Mexican bullfighter, Babe Wallace; sepia baritone and
astonishingly sock tap stuff, with with- Carr, Taylor and some of the dancer, back from sojourn abroad
scoring
femmes
some laughs, fol- with Lew Leslie's 'Blackbirds,' also
personality grins thrown in; and
Billy Adams, diminutive comic, is lows a wow session of aero stuff on Whammed for tops with a brace of
an artist at pantomime, and almost a raised platform by Donette Delyse. vocals and nifty stepping finish.
that in dancing. His work rates him A real sock and badly needed but
Ann Corio clicks heavy in next-toas a coming b.o. pushover for Grand soon forgotten in the interminable shut with an 'Apple' audience numparade, poses, and waltz routine to ber followed by evpsy dance and an
Tcvrace audiences.
There's the talent swell, all of
artistic peeloff. Miss Corio, who has
But in the banstahd is, without
it.
piven them everything in an in'^'"''n»
a doubt, the world's loudest combo. paniment. Sherman's making a mis- .sive way during previous six w'-.s,
It may be that Andy Kirk and his
revue
in
opening
his
with
take
such confines herself to smrrle spoi ig
14 men have been used to playing a slow number ('Merry Widow'), rather than a trio of them, as in
however, and Vito and Piri should former weeks.
in a tent.
Loop.
Skits and specialties are spaced by
save their 'Death' turn until they're
Coming on so early a dozen or more dance and po'"vie
established.
numbers with Jimmy Lewis. Jhurts.
getting
Show Boat's
no cover, usinc Lyons. Dorothy Ryan and "rhr "a
(PITTSBURGH)
a minimum check of $1.50. with 50 Temple alternating on warbling asPittsburgh, Aug. 30.
Show Boat, not so long ago burg's cents more than that on Saturdays, signments.
ace nitery. now being piloted by and drinks all priced moderately.
Co/ie7i.
John Magganotti, one of Pittsburgh's
best-likcd cafe hosts, who's making
Yacht Clubbers East
a real effort to restore spot to its
N. Y.
former prominence. For several seasons, Magganotti has been a.ssociated
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Summer' is ebbing and the nilery
owner.chip of Plaza cafe but
in
Yacht Club Boys leave Hollyw' "l
.spots are eyeing anew the advent o£
dropped that connection last .spring cooler weather. But while it was this week for six weeks around t'^e
and. curiou.«;Iy enough, it will be uncertain
and hot, Leon & Eddie's east beginning with two weeks at
operated this winter by Freda Pope, invested
$15,000 to convert their en- the New York Paramount.
once the Show Boat's sl^ipper.
tire interior into South Sea atmosTeam has a London offer but picHe's put out plenty of money re- phere, this on top of the Pago-Pago
decorating the place, carrying out a backroom which gave the clientele a ture commitment at Paramount may
red and while nautical motif, with a taste of the hula vogue. L&E have .stall it,
colorful circular bar at one end of
done a corking job on the thatchthe room, and it's bright and homey
roof aura, the rain effects, the tropand comfortable. There's a balcony ical storms, the voodoo masks, and
This Leonidoff Sings
running around entire room that can all the rest of it. so that the room is
Leon Leonidoff, Russian operrl'e
seat around 400.
now
a bit of a draw on its own.
sin<4er,
is at the Wivel, N. Y. nil-"-".
Opening .show, a Noel Sherman
With Eddie Davis on a brief vacash.
He's not Radio City Music Hall's
unit, is good nitery fodder without
being, anything particularly di.stinc- Leon Enken's new .show is light and v.p. and stage producer.
It's
fairly diverting variety fare.
tive. but it's not helped any by mupalatable and pleasing in toto. Billy
sical background of Wayne Thomas
Leader, who also doubles as Reed m. c.'s per u.sual. supplementing
orch.
VAUDE POE PATERSON, N. J.
able
with
own
contributions
some
his
m. c, was formerly with Tracy
Majestic, Paterson, N. J., rcdu ot.q
Brown outfit and for last year or so apple-stomping, truckin'. suzy-Q. policy of split-week vaude on Sept.
Kathleen Maye and 3 Variety
etc.
ha.s been playing around Texas, but
premiere plainly revealed one of two Boys, under New Acts, Diosa Cos- 10, after summer of straight film.s.
things: either the Thomas crew can't tella does. .P,ul5an...bumps. Aloha and Spot uses three-act bills ea(;h half
play for a floor show or had in- her Hula-Hula Girls ('direct from the booked by Eddie Sherman.
Former seems Virgin Lsle.s,' reads Leon & Eddie'.s
sufficient rehear.sal.
open with some
to be likeliest an.swer since dance inimitable billing)
more grass-skirt atmo.sphere, giving
Mackinac's Gaming Tabu
music is pretty ordinai'y.
High spots of the unit are Vito and it a nice, tee-off. Tic Toe Girl.s—
Detroit, Aug. ''31.
Titian ^are also
blonde,
brunet
and
Piri, ballroom team featuring 'Death
Mackinac Lsland, playground of
with
their
returners,
special
lyrics,
Takes a Holiday,' in which blonde
Michigan, where
the
rich
northern
in
femme's all decked in white and her standard in the cafes.
Haine-s, Tate and Simp.son remain they've allowed everything but autos
pai'tncr in .solid black for .some good
for past 27 years, is minus its fareffects; exotic brunette terp artist, one of the mo.st serviceable trios at
who calls her.self Mozelle and does this spot, the up-front Creole a looker flung gambling emporiums for— the
.some .slick nudies, and Lily Lido, and her male singing vis-avis an first time in that long period.
Colored
blues .shouter after the Sophie Tucker equally worthy warbler.
House of Representatives commitmanner in a minor v;ay. They all pianiste is capable accomp. Trio tee Investigating gambling ferried
have a brace of spots in the mid- works hard and often, doing be- over to the island resort la.st week
chore.s,
tween-shows
and
handlin*'
gals
is
eight
night show and line of
on the q.t. and saw to it that the
on four times in routines that their own assignments o. k, Lou
Martin's orchestra and Joseph Lnnn's spots were quieted, at least for th«
Couldn't be gauged accurately on ac
time being.
Hawaiians for the hobfology. Ahtl.
count of the slipshod musical accom
there's

.

.

.

—

SHOW BOAT

'
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.
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NEW ACTS
THELMA KINGSBURY

and KEN-

.NETH DAVIDSON

Saranac Lake

Herbert Elder, here for over a
year, leaves for N. Y. with an abso-

he

shorts,

in

conventional

sports

as a cafe act in his -Rainhoviir Room
and now bids fair to start ianother
vogue with the badmintonists who
do all right on the usual dance floor
space, and are not too cramped for
room as might be suspected. They
have 'sloped down* the badminton
birds by spreading the feathers so
that all the -wham and excitement
of the 'gets' arerft sacrificed;
There's a bit «M>re bigness to the
idea of utilizing a. regulation tennis
net (although with a smaller court)
for badminton, as against the pingpotigers, although table tennis' faster
action perhaps makes it a shade
better game to watch. Table tennis
also has the advantage of needing
smaller space, but where the nitfery

„

.

:

Since the

heretofore to

.

.

&

trend has long

s^ge presentations

soing

is

protracted deuces.
curtailed to 11 points
a better idea than go-'
Ing to 21 points as wl^ pingpong.
Unlika the table %ennisters. there is
no proffer of a bottle of wine to
)iaiQdica:ppiDg opponents from the
audience.
Abel.
to

is

is

'

Coaiedy Daacing
tt»xr, N, T.
Of tha "Tomorrow's Stars* show
.

new

act in

its

present

Gal formerly was 'with

liOrraine and Digby, somewhat similar turn.
Change seems an im-

previously missed.
'

act

Casiiio,

Lem-

lich in for an op and will have a
slight siege of general hospitaling.

N. Y.

Gal

.

ORIENTAL,

provement.
Wiile not a complete knockout,
Lorraine and Rognan are well above
average. Work smoother than that
of tha former team and the roughhouse- stuff has been noticeably toned
down. Now has a subtlety and varithe comedy of the
«ome jreally hilarious

Lew Lehr has a couple of comedy
moments, one on animals, as usual.
The reel-s miss on that buried cedar
forest There ought to be more in
Wriie to those you know in Sara- that than is shown, odnsidering such
Like the Hattmans, Harris and
Pierce, Moore and Revel and other nac and elsewhere wh* are sick.
a forest was .supposedly buried under
exponents of ballroom travesty dancwater for 500 years until discovered
ing. Lucienne and Ashour give the
rerently for roof shingle purposes.
brushoff to those Apache dancers
There is a brief shot of the
who do. the 'My Man* stuff very sad
Shoshone forest blaze and a nicture
and serious.
of a 12-week Utah baby walking.
They start off in a Rue de Lappe
Other
clips include girl archers
<PaTis) setting with the conventional
(Continued from page 3)
4emonstratin^ £^ill and Miami footmayhem by the man on the woman,
b-:vllers training on the beach. That
until finally the worm-of-a-woman
Miami
stuff is becoming sour Shan.
turns and gives her Apache partner retary and a power in the Four A's,
She man- is known to have held several long
the reverse treatment.
handles and massacres him with as confabs with George Browne, lATSE
CHI.
mudti gusto, and more, so that it's
he who is finally left limp and sup- head, on the Coast recently. Idea,
Chicago, Aug. 30.
posedly bleeding, while ^e totes him apparently, is that the AAAA will
Line-up of good solid turns here
first have to, clear up its present this
off the dancfe floor.
week, plus the headliners. Jack
That's the rough idea, but the ex- tangles in the American Federation La Rue and Vince Barnett, gi ves the
pert manner in which Lucienne and of Radio Artists and the complicated Oriental something for b. o, pull, and
Ashour reverse positions makes their merge of the American Guild of the customers walloping entertainAbel.
presentation outstanding.
Musical Artists and the Grand Opera ment.
LaRue and Barnett deserve the
Artists Association, aS well as to revise its own outmoded constitution. headline spot entirely apart from
their name value. They're good. ExlATSE is in good shape to proceed ceptionally
good.
Both work like
immediately with the lineup, but the old timers, LaRue doing straight for
AFM is now up to its nebk with its Barnett's comedy, and garnering
<Continued from page 2)
drive to gain employment conces- plenty of laughs. Not a blue line in
cadia, $35,000; and booker for foiu- sions from the networks, recorders the act, either. Wherever their names
and transcription makers and then are strong enough for the b. o. Stuff,
Norristown houses, $49,000.
has several matters to take up with a house can't go wrong by booking
None of these men has played a Hollywood.
'em.
Paula and Petit do okay with their
Par date during August or inked a
Legit theatres, long organized by balancing turn. Work, all with small
new termer. A copy of the Evening
Ledger, in which all shows in all the three great unions, will not be objects, is done entirely by the man.
involved
in any freezeout of smaller Woman partner is a hander, that's
indie houses for the coming week
unions.
In radio and, to a lesser all. Part of the routine is done on
are listed, was shown. 'Hotel HayAlfred DeLorrane and Edith

LVCIENNE and ASHOUR

Comedy Aero-Dancers

French

S Unions

LORRAINE and ROGNAN

billing, this is

&

.

A

a good so(* interlude in a cafe.
miss Kingsbury is. a blonde and
a southpa-w. Unliire the previous
Ruth Aarons Hu^ies-Viktor Bama
^bl« ^jbennisters where i^e femme
usually wins, by actuality or design, Davidson won ttiis match

Th* EMie
which too

&

C

MAYE

now

is

..

Y

been to get away ttjom dancing-ona-dime environments, there should
be no limit in t^at direction.
U'm certainly a jiovelty for a
nitery, and what had been restricted

ation

!

'>

!

floor is reasonably big KingSburyDavidson ^ould not be waning for

.

I

;

'

'

makeup.

is

.

and otters
Lad is an

stuff.

Philly Exhihs

excellent foil, highlighting his partner's clowning by his expertty colorless
straight-man stint. iShrewdly
avoids the dumb-cluck mugging with
which most sparring partners spoil
the comic's antics. Fact that Rognan knows more than his straight
stuff is revealed in a solo hoof ses-

—

sion ha turns in punchy slow-motion comedy hoofing in which he
fakes several tough stunts, then does
.'em brilliantly.
Pair on for two routines together
First in a dizzy comedy turn with
okay chatter ending in a dance.
Finale Is a takeoff ballroomology to
Blue Danube,' in which they alternate straight and wildly slapstick,
ear achieves some weird gyi-atioiis.
Not overdone as much as most com-

-

number of a prop stairway.
Whitey Roberts is around again,
employee groups which do not come
doing his juggling, comedy, and rope
under the Four A's, the AFM or the dancing.
Uses a girl assistant. Does
lATSE and are slated for a flock of okay.
elbows from the big organizations.
Three Cirillo Brothers whack out
edy dance bits and consequently
Those in Hollywood which may be a neat novelty with their work and
much funnier.
Statements in some of the trade forced out are the carpenters and appearance. It's a Broadway HillHobe.
press that it was logical and good teamsters unions. Likelihood is that billy routine. Open with the nasal
biz for Par to withhold the six the lATSE will simply take into its folk stuff, and switch to full-dress
CAROLE MANNERS
(or
51,000,000
more) pix were ranks sufficient carpenters and and pop tunes. Added hoofing gets
Sonfs
Boxy, N. Y.
answered from numerous quarters. teamsters to meet studio needs and 'em acro.ss for a good getaway.
Jean Sargent was a bit of a disColoratura soprano shows limited One exhib, with a 1,700-seat house, will then shove those unions
into appointment
as far as her opening
stage experience, but impresses ad said
he spent almost $12,000 with the ashcan— at least as far as films
performance was concerned.
definite prospect. Probably there is
The
Par last year and made a net profit are concerned. Same will go for any girl just couldn't seem to
httle opportunity for her brand of
get started,
and that isn't right. She's done lots
warbling in vaude. With increased on their pix of $181. He declared other minipr unions.
development she has possibilities for that the six undelivered films just
In radio the matter is' likely toi be better both in personal and air appearances.
radio, the musical stage or picts, lepi'esented the difference between more involved,
Maybe it was just the
principally because
however.
$181 and a fair profit. His losses, he several unions outside the Big Three opening .show, and her pipes wouldn't
loosen to the mood of the popular
Assets in her favor are looks, ta.sle said, were not on
the 30 and 35% lineup have become fairly well enin duds, melodious and dulcet pipes
stulT she was trying to do.
He trenched. In the case ot the Interand an appealing stage manner! shows, but on the- 25%ers.
Picture is 'It's All Yours' (Col.).
Singer must increase her vocal flex- claimed he needed the six undeliv- national Brotherhood of Electrical Bu.siness good on Friday's opening
ereds to compensate the deficit on Workers, that is an AFL affiliate and ohow,
il>ility and gradually acquire
Loop.
the effortless assurance and personality
this latter group.
some settlement o£ the problem
that only experience and a certain
About a score of exhibs have sent .should easily be worked out. Ameriamount of success will hrinij. In
can Communications Assn. (formerly
present appearance she is ofterinff a, wire to Abram F. Myers, counsel
(LIBERTYVILLE, ILL.)
'Caro Nome,' from 'Rigoletto.' and a for Allied States, asking for action the American Radio Telegraphists
Libertyville, 111,, Aug. 30,
distinctive arrangement of 'O Chi- here by the Federal Trade Commish Assn.) is a CIO outfit, however, and
This town turned out for A. J.
is already established in some stachornia.' Former seems better suit- against Par for false advertising.
Balaban's return to show business.
tions, particularly WHN, New York,
ed to her style, and she outs it over
Some exhib leaders expressed the
Eight years ago. the oldest of the
satisfactorily, with a sock finale—
where it has an okay from the Na- Balaban brothers and
the originator
though the number is somewhat trite. opinion that the group buying com- tional Labor Relations Board. Third of the
Balaban & Katz firm retired
mittee may become permanent and
Hobe.
organization, the American Guild of from active participation in theatrihandle purchases from other exRadio Announcers and Producers, is cal business, to make his home in
changes as well as Par in the future.
likewise set in the picture and might Switzerland. Today, he has returned,
THE TITANS
be tough to dislodge. According to not only to this country but to show
Cliyainasts
business.
The opening of the New
R.C. Music Hall, N .Y.
its prez, Roy S. Langham, it has conLegiess
Swimmer
Liberty theatre here is the foundaBooked
Standout act for any stage and a
tracts with at least one network and
tion of a new firm, Balaban,
wire.' at the Lansdowne Theatre for
two days, was the pnly Par pre in
the entire list. This exhibit brought
on further sarcastic remarks concerning the Balaban statement.

extent in pix, there are a

i

,

.

^

NEW

.

tion;

(Continued from page 31)
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John Roy introduced table tennis

ndt

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.

lute o.k.

j

whites,

outlets.

I937

three are theatres already \n
operation.
Tonight's opening of the New LibPaul Imig of Erie, Pa., doing a riot. It's the funniest clip of its erty is an event not only for A j
;
nicely at the Trudeau sanatorium. kind, and a laugh oh any program. Balaban, but for this town as well*
Paramount shows the Jap invaders The theatre is of modern construcAfter six months' treatment he's up
riding into Peiping, Hopei province, tion, and in the center of the town's
and around.
and a snatch., of Jap sailors bom- square it adds beauty and dignity to
Warren L. Warren (Emerson and barding Chinese Tanghu.
the village itself. Perpendicular, and
Warren),
here
Because ot the distance of the con- extending high above the other
ogling
the
Will
Rogers, and plastering paper for the flict, from here, the censorship, plus structures of the town, is the theother obstacles, it is probable that atre's sign.
coming Van Arnam show.
these Par shots will top that SinoThe lobby is a dainty sqiiare, with
,
,
L
,
cally get it over. What they lack
Kay ^
Bros.^ circus here for a gala jap list for some weeks.
two columns donenn unfinished aviin polish, the trio offsets in gusto. day. Actors' colony given open door
Not actual combat stuff, but show- dara, making the entrance look like
This, combing with the material, greeting by Kay, with Jimniy Mar- ing wounded women, and altogether
that of a lavishly built French home
their garish checkei"ed suits (triplets)
shall acting as host for the show- in their ominous glow, the clips There are no pictures or frames,
notand a forceful desire to register, imimpart a portenous horror for on- any advertising in the entire
lobby.
presses them nicely if not sensation- folks during the day.
lookers.
It is bare outside of two panel
Harold Rodner here for an 0.0, at
ally:
Nothing of the stern apprehension for artists' pictures. In the insets
center
They have the makings, and with the Will Rogers' san.
of such an event is lost in the brief is a large glass case,
containing imexperience may progress. Right now
Coming and Going: Johnny High- scenes and watching the invading ported doUs from all over the world
ifs a bit crude and hokey. but even land
horsemen in their almost posed and
The
to N.
walls inside the auditorium
.C...
Arthur
(A.
P.
so they Ttianage fairly well. Abel.
war haughtiness, nvemory recalls the are unfinished, with dank
Gypsies) O'Coriner ditto. . .Herman almost similar shiver
blue panel
which rocked
LeVine to N. Y.
E. G. Dodds to the world, almost a quarter of a paintings.' There are 700 seats, all
KATHLEEN
Albany and N. Y. C..,.Ray (World century ago, when the Huns invaded on the main floor. TheyYe of a new
type, 36 inches wide, done in dark
Sonfs
of Mirth) Smith to Providence, R. I. Belgium.
blue, with ivory arm rests. There
7 Mins.
Effectively, these Par clips over...M. G. McEviMy to/N. Y. C...
is a stage 18 feet long and 14 feet
Leon & Eddi«'s, N, Y.
Tommy Vicks back in Boston from -shadowed the peaceful aura of the deep. Below
is a pit with a capacity
Kathleen Maye is a personality Rochester, N. H.. .Kate Smith and rest of the Embassy bll.
The side features accompanying of 12 musicians.
songstress of the 'sweet'- school, not
Ted Collins ogling the Lake Placid the Par clips are library, except
Every one of the niches and corsocko or unique in her style of bAlners are decorative, and add much to
ladeering but, after each song is Players. .Dr. Karl Fischeil landed in those which offer resident spokesthe appearance of this new house.
sung, the hand-to-hand m^lsic votes Czechoslovakia.. .Mrs. Wm. (Mother) men in opposite views on the situaPeriera, the
her more than average acclaim. It's Morris daily visiting the Actors* tion. Including among these is the Credits go to Peraera
architects; the general contractors,
Chinese Ambassador to the U, S.
a tribute to an earnest intent to Colony.
Newsreels completely ignore the Kaiser-Ducett, and Fred W. Dobe,
please, an engaging personality and
Among those at the Will Rogers' N. Y. Mayoralty situation and on in engineer, who built the house, and
a -charm which are undatable in
Hospital who are skeded to leave tea-nal problems offer a view of some leased it to Balaban, Inc.
cafe work, be it in an al fresco atOn opening night, as the new theEddie's, during September with the usual o.k. wheat fields to indicate a .golden harmosq)here such as Leon
are
Gary Sidgreaves, Bill Janny, Joe vest for this year, and William atre began its policy of twice a week
or in a class joint.
Green, presumedly addressing his ex- changes of pictures, the lobby was
special arrangement of *Night Tio, Al Boemher, Herbert Elder,
a profusion of flowers 5ent to the
and Day,* 'Where or Whfox' and 'My Carmille Carpentier, Dorothy Kruse, ecutive board on A. F. of L. prin- new firm by the
many friends of both
ciples. The A. F. of L.. Green ex
Bill,' all culled from past and cur- LucieUe McKay, Molly Mantel, Joe
Balaban and Meyers. Robert L. Colrent Broadway musicals, count for Parker, Sal Bagone, Dan Lee, Melvin plains, is. against communism, but he
lier, the resident manager, had placed
doesn't
explain
what
communism
is.
much as Miss Maye vocalizes 'em.
Fox, Eddie Ross, Betty Boswick and It's Pathe's dip.
three large boards along the walls
She has class for class cafes and Mina Morse.
England presents some kind of of the lobby. On these boards were
judicious pace for mass appeal in
Dianne Morrison and Margie Ekoy war memorial observance with Am- hundreds of wires from weUknowns
the average run of nite spots.
<Jung and Elroy) among arrivals at bassador Bingham, in attendance, in and out of show business, all welAbel.
and also former U. S. Sec'y of the coming A. J. Balaban back to the
Will Rogers' San.
Navy, Josephus Daniels.
Hnl.
theatre,

Comeaiy Seng^

6 Mins.
Badminton
Lt:on & £ddie*s, N. Y.
Rainbow Room, N. Y.
The 3 Variety Boys are a new
Another nitery novelty a«
combo. They're of the Mills, Kirk
champ,
women's
Thelma Kingsbury,
& Howard school of energetic and
and Kenneth Davidson, who holds eccentric comedy vocalists, with less
the European title, giving ehibitions of the personal mayhem than some
of these combos go in for. They rely
in badminton. Both are British, and chiefly on their material, which evimake nice cafe floor appearances in dences serious thought and not a
in little investment, and they energetitennis
she
attire,
regulation
j

1,

Variety House Reviews

By Happy Benway

VARIETY BOYS

5

Wedmesday, S^ptendier

strong turn for niteries. Thi-ee men
work skillfully and smoothly, with
plenty of showmanship for theatrical
effect.
Offer few of the usual lifts,
balances and similar stuff, but plenty
Of difficult wrinkles of their own.
Their pivots *nd- intricate balancing produced constant acclaim here.

Hobe.

For Aquacade

at $1,500 a

number

of

individual

stations,

AGRAP, however, is unaffiliated
Marty Forkins has Charles Zimmy,
with any other body and might
leglss.s Aibany - to - New York
therefore be amalgamated with one
swimmer, for theatrical engagements.
of the Big Three—particularly if all
Zimmy is dated lor Billy Rose's three are able to arrange an alignAquacade in Cleveland at $1,500 a jnent and subsequently turn On the
week and als^ has a radio deal on.
heat.
the

LIBERTY

UNIT REVIEW

SHOWBOAT FROLICS
(CAPITOl,, ATLANTA)
Atlanta, Aug. 30.
^Showboat Frolics' fills the bill in
every respect and the overflow
crowd at first show Stmday fairly ate
it up.
Clocked in *7 mins., there's
no drag, and comedy predominates.
Following brief organ music by
Bob Hess, traveler parts with band
tootling medley of 'Showboat^ tunes,
line of four girls prancing on for a
tap routine to some special music by

Bob Kuhn,

pianist.

They

finish

with

a signal fiag drill to 'Anchors
Aweigh.' Sondra Manning follow.s
with a fast Russian dance that
scored.

Personable Sarah Troutman then
plays 'Old Man River' on her violin,
with Frank Pole providing a soothing musical background with the
vibraphone. Femme presents for her
encore 'Perpetual Motion,' speed.y
tune that gives her fingers a real
workout and reveals a technique that
marks her as a real violinist. She
got a good hand.
The speed motif is further carried
out in skating act by Joe and Henrietta Catanzoro, man and wife. Pair
offer, in addition to the usual routine on wheels, a handkerchief pickup trick and a stunt in which Jcjb
lights a cigarette while twiriin.i* girl
round and roui^ with her feet locked
behind his head. Went over big.
Comedy starts with appearance of
Frank Brosseau, assisted by Sondra
Manning, in a laughable ma.E£ic act.
His tricks are clever enough, but
it's
his personality that puts him
over.

Bennett
singing
then
appears
'You're in Love With Everyone' and.
brings the line on in a picture number.
Femmes wear long wardrobe
with different colored materials that
blend with lights from booth to produce changing tints in garb. Tha.r
waltz to 'The Same Silvery Moon.'
Drummer Pole then offers a vibra-

phone

solo, 'September in the Rain,"
followed by Sondra Manning in a
toe dance.
Line returns for a parade number to 'It Looks Like Rain
in Cherr.y Blossom Lane.' with Bob
Kuhn crooning the refrain into the
p.a. system. Girls go into a soft shoe
routine to 'Melody Out of the Sky.''
Bennett next doubles with 'Cot-

ton' Watts, blackface, in a comedy
hokum turn that gets laughs, winding up with Watts doing a shuffia
dance, also Okay,
La.st act brought on Carl Dobb.s,
Irene Clark and Teddy Dare in a
dressed up knockabout comedy turn

fast and furious. Dobbs aad
a rhythmic dance and girt
joins theni in the agile tumbling
stunts. They had to beg off.

that was
Dare do

Bennett reappears and brings sacd
on one at a time for a bow ana

act

that's

•

the

finale.

There's

18

in

company, including five bandsmen
under wing of Julian Babb, trumInc. This
Music rates much better than
new company is but six months old. peter.
usual, due. no doubt, to able arA. J. Balaban is one partner; Sam rangements
by Frank Smedick, also
Meyers, an active operator with sev- a trumpeter. Line is well trained
eral successful theatres, is the other. and
costumes are bright and new
Together, they put money into sev- looking.
„
eral theatres a few months ago, as an
Pic is 'Nanry Steele Is Missmg
investment. Now, half a year later, (20th-Fox) and lobby, as well as authese several have increased to nine. ditorium, was jammed when Hr.sT.
Six are in the process of construe- show broke Sunday.
huch.

)

)

»
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Buddy Kennedy

Hotel Savo) •riiiKH

Onyi Club

Swann

Hotel

lirorgc
(Brtmkl.yn)

<

St.

NEXT WEEK (Sept. 6)
THIS WEEK; (Aug. 30)

irjsha

Hotel St.

Pavilion Royal
(Valley HtWani L.I.)

ItfelM

(MenneNe Koof
Jacqups Fray t.)rc
.^
Itasflv Danrera
Charles Wallers
I

WAr.THASISTOW

Allto 3

Galliard

R

UrauM«la

'

XOTTKNHA.M

iioifi

Cln.«:alc»Q

l'alKO«

&

Iieon

Savoy Jr Bd

Hotrl

BOSTON

CHICACO

raluce

.Marlssa

&

Glancz

Nella Goodelle

Hellak

Krutlnp Co
& Olemence
Eton Boys
Roscoe At en
Holene JJenlzon Co
Amerlcnn Rockets

CoUeqlans

SylvlH

(27)

Evers & Dolores
Barr & Estea
Stan Kavaiiagh
Bert Norvo

Pavlli«Mi

Donald Stuart
& Martin
RIos

A If Thomas
De Havpu' Si Pane

Phllpo.

4

Peel

& Concha

Concha

Bert O'Brady
.,

CiipUol

State (2)
Sullivan

Frank Marx
May Wright

(»)

Wyn Gordon
.Marie Challons

I<ew Parker

Cookie Bowere

Sliukespeiire

C

J Sa'tlpy

Cabaret

Arrowhead Inn
Irvln.^ Conn Ore

Florence

(1)

CHICAGO

Metropolitiin

(3>

Tasty Yeast JesK-rs Geo

Gloria Gilbert

ii.

Joe Mandel

& Tjce
Carmen
WAfXAS

I>llllan

Canlno

Orpiieiim

(»)

(9-1(1)

Bonny Goodman Or

Kmmett

I

Shirley

Ruth Wayne

Motel

Rhythm Boys

V

•

Riiohel Carlay

WASHINGTON
Kurle

Will Osborne Ore
Questel

Piuil

Mae

Top-Eye
Nick r.ortfr Jr
pxfonl
(All to

Ore

Graham

Ik

1-eKionna

Sandra

Gnmsw'rlh
Wyse Jr Co

riTTSBURGH

Ros.s

Stanley (»)

Dehonalrps

•!

Eddy Duohin Ore

Emily

\'on lx)fen

R

Rosplle

Honey & J Wilson
Club lA
G .^nd-'Ows Ore
Jack White

Kay

CHICAGO
Lake

State
I.ilionatI

Whiloy Roberls
I.,nVavri>

l':iiil

<3)

KANSAS

Kdlth X^ellows

("a'lt

The Bredwins

Whltcv Rohprts

Joe Dorrls .t r'rose
Roscoe Ales Co

(Two to nil)
ST .lOH, MO.

Oriental CiT)
vinco Harnpit
•la'vk r,aRue

K><'trlc.

C

Ml a Mnya
Helen Virgil
IJimllrl

-Meymo

Plaza.

1
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Tommy Harris Ore
Yula PloUrnoy
.toye Faye
Mlllan Gnle
III

ChU-aRO CD
Ore

BOSTON

S^eve'

-\Ivarez

&.

Bo Wan

.Maurice

'lll<-kor.v

.foe

.

Art J.irrett
Sibyl

ICooni)

Ore

Lou

(Coral Cafe)

Rose
Gypsy Lee
Tavern On tireen
(Crntnil Park)
Hughle liarroti ore

Kathleen Maye
La Verne Tr
Diosa Ctistello
Haines, Tate Ji S

Lester IjudK-e

liertolottl'fl

l.umb

Gil

Reed

.Mayhew Oro

Carolyn

Betty Bowker
3 Musical Rogues

CITV Dlsniond Boys

Johnny Woods
Shag Tfiain

.M.arUn

Cawlno

lKlan«1

.Nye

Russell

Blanche & Elliott
Barney Gallant'n

Paramount

Shep Fields
Barto & Mann
Jane Plfkens

l,ou

Billy

Shelniord Ine
OUIh Centiir.V TiMern

\lo.e

Harry

added

iVl-

expansion

proposed.

is

Little Rock hoiLses will be
to the partnership which P»ir

The

liiit'

Joe Allllliopr <.)rc
BpIM Chnllls
Charles Si Coieste
DIpI:
Dottle Jonos

Da via Ore

er

.Me.\

neighborhood

Omaha

iMM.'^iiiin

Silver I;nke

(Cleinenton)

Bundcl

Ben .Franklin Hotel

Patricia i.illmore

Tic Top Sis
Mori'H

CITY

4ilen

Muriel Lane

I'nrainoiint

Bills

NEW YORK

SMITH

r.iee

NEW YORK

.

iCtldie'.

(I'ligo-l'ago

ria7:it

Act SulJerb

Jiiliiiiiy

Bell«viie-St rut ford
(Planet l(onni)

<Athin'.lt< Iteacb)

some

Brown & Brown

Bowers

lOleiinor

Irnia

tion also of some new hou,<cs in
the south and southwest, while out
in
the A. H. Blank-Par territory

Cipiin Uu.ssel

Stratford

.ludge

i.)ro

Bobby Hayes Bil
Kenny Voungmiin
Don Pagonese

Variety Boys
Corllps k Palmer

NOW
&.

&

I.eoii

K.ondis

(.irc

Chib

(Jen« Oshornd

'

Marlel ore
SnrfMlde

iJua

Marie Almonte
V .\lap.\aut?hlun
Brown's 3 Shailes

Y.

LEDOY

.Mirage

&

Although nothing has been cio.«;cd,
plans are pending for tlie construc-

Kislip Ore
lllllle
Brill

Bollis

l".zv

Wis.

P!iirli/U

31

partners in thtice at Superior,

local

Bill

I'Cce

RebuccI ore
Stork Club

.Sonny

3

LORRAINE and ROGNAN

Dir:

I.e

llpnrv
Iiit'l

Kellein

.Mann

ond Wisconsin tovvn entered by Ppr,
circuit already beins; intercst(?(3 wilh

Itooni)

Van Levis

Bellis

.

Harry .Norton Drc

RCGltY

Tony Ripoletto
Eddie Draper

Ire

<

<:ui|uitu

Ena

ik

VARTICK

'

/illo

Sierney

.

Paul

Itouge

Coil

l.e

Hor;tPlo

Ore

ItKx-Carlton
(Cr.^Ndil

oh liny Gruff Ore

A

esls.

J

Bet.«!y Bain
Jack King

.May fair Glrl.s (8)
lOi; Silvergluile

<'lub

i.irc

lO build a new theatre, in La Cro.«?e,
Wis., in association witli locnl ihlcrpartnership with the/o interests will bs set up over the hou.s-e,
a 600-seater.
This will be the .sec-

HpnrI

,\i

Doris KiPlds

-

Ore
Don Renaldo Ore

Collegians

Sands Point

WIIIOWH

Bowl

ItoKe

Dlctiitnrs
Carol. -.Ipiin
Billy Sciitt

Gray

Areadta

V'alpra

lien Yost

Oro

({eiM'Re

Tlvoll
Irene .^;l)nsel

Austin Wooltord
Tlch Roylat

Lou

Larue

NEW COMBO
BOXY,

Bor.g

Rrldle D:i\la
llirudo Ore

I

Ronald Frankau
3 Canadians
Harold Waldpn
Jack Le Dair
J-iaurle. Joy & G
Myei's & St. John
Ken Harvey & IMnr

(leorge Helnl«er
Carlo. Martini

8 Guardsmpn
Flfi D'Orsay

Wlt/,1 Jfaytah-

Cappy .Barra'B Co

Barnes

.Syd

Johnny Perkins
(3eorgla HHyes

Manse

I.IVERPOOL

Arthur White
Claire Ruane
12 Karola Dancers

Ed

Inga

Capitol
rrenp

I'a.vne

The

.Sllverglade

.Miliun

Kay

Lois

KraiiU

Bernard

PHIUDELPHIA

,1

pyn.'iid
4

(Continued from page 5)

DUip Painter

Tlie De.Marcos

Izzy

3 Wiles
Wes Sommerfleld

Onnn.v

lliiule

it

•I

i<jVI

Bob Rlpa
Lyda S^e

Haymonils
H logins.

3

iBi:ox

.

Rtij-al

Ore

i.'apello

I

.

WIllliiiiis

llalrd

Bill

Leo

Mildred King

'

Saiide

Farmers

,Io

Itoonil

Ale.<<an<ler

ore

r-'eltiiiT

.Neiily

Marilyn

Show Bout
r<ee Shollpy
Wayne Thomas Ore NIta Coit

Detin Muriiliy
.'Nndrews
Violet Love

.

Nyla Ta.vlor

A pert ore
Val Ernie Oro
nddip Gnrr
Frances McCoy

.Monimarlre Bn.vn
Carter Ai Scliaub
liminle Cnntello

Flturoy

Viillan

Granii«1a

KUINBURGH

WASHINGTON

.loe

Wynne & Zella Co
Durham & KllUare

BKDFORU
Troise .Mandollers

liKW >'ORK CITY

4

Nalill

Itlvlitni

.Miokpy

Kniiilre

Ken

Hotel Steven*
(Continental Hooni

H Smith Bill lei
Hotel Palmrr House
I

Happy

3

Pines

C:irloH .Miijina
Thpi Randalls

i(-.

AnchoritKe
Travis & .Gray

2
St

Oic

Kully's
Lionel Itand Oro

Plerrotys
Afrlque

Curtis

St

Raye

Uclttiigton

.Ma>eliurl

Jiinniy

'

VVehrh

Elisabeth

Slim Tlniblln
Flying Whirlos

MUUred Bailey Ore

Ed

Dawn Davis
Nlcol

Stroud

Hotel

GI.ASfiOW

TIvoH

(27)

Frank Gaby

August 30

of

ABERDKEN

Red Skelton

li'liups

liapbael

Week

4 l\rail«looks
Lillian Roth

(3)

Whlilofl
Sapiuels Bros
Harriet. Hay<'s
Calif

Relsman Bil
Ralph Kulgers Ore

I.eii

<;r,KVJfiLANU
Puldce (8)
Saul Orauman Co

.

Ethel MeviTian
(One to nil)
,

\Nloriii
(SInrllglit KooO

Radio Ramblers
Vera Fern

BoB^n <2)
HoUywooa Hotel

Emory Deutsch ore
Eddie Lebanon Ore
Dr Sydney Ross
Helen .Myers
The Bonners
Thelma Kingsbury
Kenneth Davidson

Ualilorl-

Noel Sliprman Lin*
William IVnn
(Crban Kotif)

(Moon) Mulllns Ore

Los Triuner
Klutlngs Animals

Virginia Vaughn
Oaokles" O'Neill
Itatnhow Itooin

riifi

Dhwu

Dolly'

-

.Mipiirll Bros
fIbiiH Cnrripr

Enrip'o «t Novello

Dener

Jill

Catlzono

Billy

Donna Dae

A Warren Ore
(Board Walk)
l)ella & Billy Mack
Roger i'ryor Oro.
Danny Beck

Ore

Geo. Hall

l.ucctte

Kellh Wilbur

Frankle .Masters Oi
jHcUiu Heller

PIrl

Lily r.ldo
.MozpIIh

NewoU

Hotel Roosevelt
(Corktnll fMW^^c)

(C<illeK*> >•(<'>

Bi'at'li

Vlto

Sis

Angelo Dl Palma

Sherman

Hotel

Grand Terraee
.\dii Brown
Andy Kirk Ore
Geo D Washington
A
AnI.ie
Hotel Kdgewater
I

rodd

Vivian

Abbott .Daiiiera

Ornke Hotel
(Gold <'OH(it K(Mlm)
Fred Wn.rln'gs Oro

Ruth Dayo
Shea ft Raymond
Jonn Dillon
Johnny Russell
Hope Chandlrr

Bouvol and Tova

.AriHtijicraiB

4

Joe Parlalo

Janice

PiiraUlKe

lay Freeman <)rc
Lucille Johnson

Carlelon''* Juliette
Paul Thompson
Ed Singer

Mumerala in connection with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

&

Maxine

Hotel St Morltv
(Sky liartienN)
Mill Itkhnrds Oro

Ore

(Juspiirri's

Earl Smith
('ummodore Duo

Rhythm

Spirits of

Danl2lK Ore

Ell

Hotel Brevoort
Dorothy Duv'nl

i..ambertQns

Ore

Peitl

Kiiille

Russell

55

nid

and

Pac.Tiid.

Eli.'iabcth,

J.'hy,

y

Art-ni

E

•

s.,

Lou a

Che'tor

ITak« t n-J
(hincPi>. C'co -tie
.

Hoffman
Olson and Yascha Bnnt'huk (wchea-

t'^-rUudo
tnis.

International Casinct, N.

Y

—

—
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RECLAIMING WERBA'S,

NHPA Will Deal Direct With
Managers
Sept.

Oil

9

at

If

first

its

How accurate any compilation of hew plays for the coming season can be at this time is
indicated by last year's score.
At that time, exactly one year
ago, 181 new plays had been announced for the corning season.
Of those announced, 62 actually
came in, the diff<^ence between
that figure and the 90 produced
during the season being plays
which had not been announced.
Considering that quite a number of plays announced drop
after trying out, or during resurprising to
it
is
hearsal,
note how high a percentage
of announced productions are

basic agreement which would establish minimum salaries of $100 weekly or $150 if for exclusive services.

vote

The

indicate

will

whether the NYTPA will wait for
the League of New York Theatres
to accept the contract in toto for

its

or whether the

member managers

will seek individual signatur-

p.a.'s

ing from managers.

Shortly

after

NYTPA

the

was

the legit theatre box
joined the TMTA arid

brought

the other Minsky house.

AS LE€IT TRYOUT SPOT

sdme of the
Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
managers and advance
Philly's iegit season opens next
agents who were former members
Monday (Labor Pay), but prospects
rejoined.
were very bright
Since then the TMTA has been which previously
waiting to learn from the lATSE are now covered with blanket of
whether that parent union will take gloom.
in .the front of the house group.
Booking after booking has been
Under the plan announced during
shows skedded have
the organization drive the TMTA cancelled and
expected to become part of lATSE been switched to Boston and other
bijt to have, autonomy. For some try-out points.
One reasdn ascribed
company

reason the lA has not passed the

is a

press agents, it might conflict with
the National Labor Relations reguwhich provides that the
lations,
employers must recognize a majority faction in collective bargaining.
The NYTPA says that the managers need not follow that sugges
tton and declared its group is the
There are 47 senior
majority.
members, or considerably more
than can secure jobs at one time,
NY.TPA does not take in the road
agents, because of which the origi
nal press agent group, which also
includes company managers, showed
Neither
signs o£ revived activity.
p.a. association has imion leanings
That is believed to be one factor in
the lA's delayed decision.
If the NYTA votes to go to the
managers directly, copies of the
asreement will be sent to each
.

They will be asked to
signifying acceptance of the
Procedure is the same
conditions.

showman.
sign,

Another

reason

slighting of Philly

for

the

legit

man-

given

by the

that very few, if any, of the
try-outs last year, which afterward
is

became Broadway
here.
Can't
sion'

hits,

did any biz

That goes for 'Tovarich,' *You
Take It With You,' 'Excurand several other outstanders.

'Blow, Ye Winds,' listed for the
Forrest next week, haj been switched
Ed Wynn's 'Hooray for
to Boston.
What,' listed for the same^ouse on

October 4, has also been shifted elsewhere.
Erlanger almost certainly won't relight on the 13th, as figured, but
may get Noel Coward series of oneacters, 'Tonight at 8:30,' a week later
on the 20th, though not set.

Chestnut is the only house that's
fixed with 'Room Service,' opening
Monday (6) for two weeks, to be
followed by two weeks of 'Leaning
on Letty.' Another indication of the
seriousness of the situation is that
-the American Theatre Society's sub
scription season is not lined up as

followed by the Dramatists' Guild
smoothly as was case last few years
last year, after the League negoti
All the Theatre Guild's hew ones for
a ted the agreement. Claimed there
fall season are passing Philly by
was no blanket signature by the the
in favor of Washington, Pittsburgh,
League.
Boston and other subscription cities
Eyre,' mentioned for here,
won't be ready until later in season,
and there now seems to be sorrie
doubt about tour of 'Masque of
Last year
Kings' on subscription.
Philly had five of its six subscrip-

Jane

Pky?!oers of St. Loo
Incorp. to Plug
St.

Application

The Playgoers
ganization
l\i§h-class

hive,

to

for

Sbws

Louis, Aug.

an or-

of St, Louis,

was approved

last

Current Road Shows

productions

week

in Cir-

Court in a petition signed by
Bernard F. Dickmann, as
chairman of the group's board of directors and other officers. Petition,

WEEK AUG.

cuit

Mayor

states object of the association, was
to promote St. Louis showings of
"the very best legit theatrical attractions shown in New York and other
theivtre centers in co-operation with
theatre managers of this city, includ-

ing Municipal Auditoriurn,

by underattendance

guaranteed

wrifmg

Meets
'Boy
Brighton Beach.
.

,

amusement, education and enFinancial
joyment of the public.
assistance will come from subscriptions and weekly promotion fees to
hi i-'ceived from theatre receiving
b:-.int of association's guaranteed
al :ndance writing.
r'..;ides the mayor, others sign in;?
Robert Brookint^s
were:
pa'.ii.'on

)\

K.

h.

Sail Frai\cisc;y.

'Tobacco Road,' Convention Hall,
As'jury Park.
'You Can't Take It With You,'

f'-.-

pres.;

Martha

John Ring,
Pettus,

Jr..

v.p.'s;

M.

and

G. Burkhardt. atLorney
TU's, estimated it now has
than 1,000 members.
-'^n

.•

more

Ciin't

Take

It

With

Tou,'

Atlantic City.

—

—

'Blow Ye
Hopkins.

'Room

Winds'

Service'

—
— Arthur
(r o a

George Abbott.
'The

Women'

Whether in retaliation or not, both
were ordered for rehearsal at the beach between eight
and 11 p.m., despite bad weather.
Stated at Equity that because it was
the practice of the management to
rehearse the players if and when
companies

(road)

performances cannot be given, was
one of the reasons why the council

d)

declined to

— Max

make

a concession.

Full

salaries were paid.
It is believed, however that Equity
will agree to new rules for next sea^.^
son, especially when the shows are
.

Gordon.

'

rained out

PTSBG. PRIMPING FOR

PROMISED BANNER YEAR
Pittsburgh, Aug. 31.

What promises

to

more than once weekly.

in talking over the matter
figure that the managers will be in
the mood to ,miake counter concessions, particularly to the choristers
who are getting $25 weekly. "If there
is a raise in that part of the payroll,
understood that Equity will recipro-

Leads

be Pittsburgh's

top legit season for years gets un-

cate.

Gallo claims that the two opei\ aiv
way week of Sept. 20 at Nixon
ventures are $20,000 in the red this
when Guthrie McClintic's production summer. Other reports, however, are

by Maxwell AnderBurgess
here
with
opens
Meredith and Lillian Gish prior to
Broadway. It will follow in roadshow engagement of 'Zola,' which
opened Sunday night (29) with
prospects of three-week .stay.
Nixon is town's lonie legit and has
undergone extensive repairs during
summer, more than $30,000 hjaving
been expended on new seats, carpets
'Wagon' will be
and furnishings.
followed by 'Brother Rat,' Broadway
company opening tour here; with
Guild's 'Madame Bovary,' with Constance Cummings coming week of
Oct. 11 and Tallulah Bankhead's
'Antony and Cleopatra' following
They'll be right ahead of
stanza.
Maurice Evans' 'Richard H' and
Helen Hayes' ''Victoria Regina,' giving town deluge of costume plays all
of 'Star Wagon,'

COUNTY GROWS
Philadelphia, Aug. 31.

Moss Hart, Edna Ferbei? and LilHellman are latest of the Main
Stem swarm to sneak into rural and
peaceful Bucks
County, Pa., in
lian

search

for

historic

old

farms

on

down. Among the
'farmers' who can already be found
any week-end in their own homes
on their own land in Bucks county
are George S. Kaufman^ Pearl Buck,
Lester
Cohen,
Anthony Veiller,
Dorothy Parker, Bella and Sam
Spewack,
Edwin Justus Mayer,
Frank Black and Mrs, Joseph Ur-

which

to settle'

to the effect that the beach project
is out in front about the same as last
summer when the profit approxi-

The agreement be$80,000.
tween, Gallo and Shubert calls for
pooling all profits in the event of
alleged red operation such as lost
week. At the termination of the season the melon is cut. This summer
with the nearby Randall's Island outmated

beach, net takings
grossing the
should top $120,000. That is another

why Equity officials nixed
the salary concession.
Season at the beach which started
reason

first will wind up next Sunday (5).
There will be presentations at the
island, however, a week or more beyond then.

Other stage unions are not in conformity over the matter of cancelledl
performances caused, by weather.
Musicians get half pay in such in'»
at once.
ban.
Harry Brown stays on as Nixon's stances, while the stage hands reHart, Miss Ferber and Mi.ss Hell- mgr., also handling house's press ceive no pay if notified not to report
man are still' looking over sites with contacts as in the past.
within three hours of curtain tini&
J. Carroll MoUoy, Doylestown realtor,
who started the Boom-toBucks, and is a walking directory,
Farms, with modof the literati.
ernized houses on them run from
With telephone
$20,000 to $50,000.
booths 50 paces from the back door,
they range from $7,000 to $15,000.
Equity states that the conditions covering the English cast which wiU
Farms are centered on the road appear here in 'George and Margaret' are not unusual and that the sam«
from Hatboro, which is just a few requirements have applied to a number of other alien attractions which
miles from Philly, to New Hope, were not brought over intact and therefpre not units as set forth in th«
about 35 miles from Quakertown. rules.
Every postmaster along the route is
Except those British players who are alien members of Equity, the other,*
a connoissuer of the great and near- will pay the initiation fee of $50. Instead of dues which are $9 semi-annually
Popularity of the new col
great.
or $1.50 monthly so far as English actors are concerned, they will also pay
ony is accounted for by the drift 5% of their salaries with a minimum of $10 weekly.
.from Connecticut and Long Island.
Announcement by the Theatre Union that it was folding permanently
Land is cheaper and more attractive
and only an hour and a half by good caused some surprise on Broadway.
Union's statement spoke of its hope that the organization 'has contributed
road from New York.
Kaufman is one of the early set something in the way of management and content to the American theatiers.
He bought Barley Sheaf Farm tre' and that 'its aim of an inexpensive playhouse for the great mass of th«
about two years ago. Doesn't do any people will go into the American theatre tradition.' After presenting
farming himself, but leases crops to nine plays in four years, the Union found that 'low prices made it impo.sa tenant, which provides table vege- sible to recoup in successful periods the losses sustained at other times."
Playwright con- Statement also included nods of recognition to the various contributing
tables and taxes.
fided he's thinking of opening a lit
heads, workers and friends.
tie theatre in his barn because 'it
has t^Vo doors which would make
For their final week of burley before going legit, Apollo (N. Y.) man-

Inside Stuff-Legit

.

swell box offices.' Kaufman,
caught, was engaged^ in a

when agement

it for Rags Ragland and Joey Faye to serve as alternate
to interfere with rehearsing in 'New Faces' and 'RootU
(road company) respectively. Ragland carried the comedy assignments at matinees and rehearsed 'Faces' at night, with vice versa for
Faye. Emmett Callahan rearranged show to keep the boys on the payroll
right up to their opening in the other shows. In addition, their associates

quiet

Service'

Spewacks* (Bella and Sam) 100
is about 15 minutes farther up
rustic and modest than Kaufman's.
Pair are busy
with new play. Bella doubly bp.sy
with ivy poisoning, of which she is
getting

initial

do

their

fixed

comics so as not

croquet game with Harpo Marx, sans
wig and everything else but shorts

feted

them

at A

blowout Thursday

(26) night.

With Rockefeller money exclusively

morrow

in ''Virginia,'

which premieres

to-

night (Thursday) at the Center, the entire Rockefeller Center-

Spewacks Radio City project will plug the stage musical. Radio City Music Hall is
farming via share- trailerizing, program-announcing and lobby-frame-displaying the legit, as
well as other vantage points.
Same cooperation was accorded 'Gi'eab
very limited in the Waltz' and 'White Horse Inn' in the past but will be intensified more s)
scratch.

cropper.
Social life
colony, becau.se most of the mem- than ever,
bers are there for either work or;
rest, and one way or the other, they
Helen Jerome has completed an adaptation of Luigi Pirandello's 'Mrs.
want to be alonie: Their farmer- Morli. One and Two,' in which Brock Pemberton is interested.
neighbors show mild interest.
Another of the 35 Pirandello plays as yet unproduced in America is*
'Trovarsi,' which Gilbert Miller is expected to do.
Producer arrivt;-3
I

j

Summer

Theatres

(NEW SHOWS THIS WEEK)
'Cassandra Kelly,' Theatre-by-theSea, IVIatunuck. R. I.
'Dearly Beloved,' Playhouse,

Me.
'Empress of
Sufl'ield. Conn.

Ogun-

Rea^dying for

quit.

'New

E.

iivncss, treas., and Miss Florenco
sec, and subscription

—

son,

Also

Harris. Clilcago.

nis,

Faces,'

Destiny,'

Bandbox,

Cape Playhouse, Den-

IVIass.

•Out

"Ve'.H- naii,

tv

_

rain forced eancellatioin of seven
performances.
That is more than
double the missed shows last sum'mer. Fortune Gallo, who presents
the attractions in association with J.
J, Shubett, applied to Equity for a
concession in the matter of salaries
but none was granted.

son) Shuberts.
The Star Waffon' Guthrie
McClintic.
'You Can't Take It With You'
(4th CO.) Sam H, Harris.
The'To Quito and Back'
atre Guild.

Be Whispered!' Curran, the Delaware, more

organization, civic in nature,

profit

l[

'Rat,'

John

by Heart' ('Honor
Bright')—Lee Shubert.
'The Lady Had a Heart'
('Jean')—Barratt and Phillips.
'The Show is On' (2nd sea-

acres

'Story to

for

Smi

Brighton,

cisco.

'You

Playgoers will operate as a non-

30

Girl,'

Selwyn, Chicago.
'Room Service.' Geary, San Fran-

•Brother

th' OU'^h subscribers.'

IVfisci

before

as

promote showing of

theatrical

set

tion offerings virtually
.season ooened.

31.

incorporation

BOOM TO BUCKS

tration.

agers

tobk

der

of interference by the city adminis-

signed the agreement with the

if it

fear on the part of the producers

—

G»i*

and

'Sasan
Golden,
'Learn

Republic,

Brooklyn, which formerly
loused the Federal Theatre Project
productions in that borough and
spotted around the corner from
Werba's. Another angle on the deal
if Leventhal should take Wel'ba's is
that the name would be okay since
Louis F. Werba, who formerly tenanted the house for years when it
ran legit attractions at $1.50-$2 top,
coming over direct from Broadway,
would undoubtedly be installed as
liouse ihnanager for Leventhal. Werba
is currently representing Leventhal
ip hianagerisil capacity at the Brighton, Brighton Beach, N. Y.
Recently Werba objected to use of
his name on the house when projecting burley policy.

Outdoor musical revivals at Ran^
and Jones Beach, N. Y.,
it on the chin last week when

in Rehearsal

dall'i Island

iiestic,

PHILLY LOSING PRESTIGE

plan, although its idea of organizing
the front of the house was okayed
by the American Federation of Labor.
Yet the lA notified the league that

Shows

Terms of operation under new
policy are indef at this time. Weinstocks may continue operation and
just book in the shows or may sublet to Jules Leventhal, with latter
adding it to his chain of $l top nabes
for legit. Leventhal had previously
aeen reported angling for the Ma-

men

office

But Equity Nixes Short Payoff

N. y:

in.

19$7

Rains Socked Outdoor Musicals,

house reopening next week with
•Dead End' as initialer under new
policy. House has had burley policy
for past five ^years, originally taken
over by the late Billy Minsky and
more recently operated by the Weinstock interests which also operated

'

formed the agents were ,led to believe that the terms were generally
Suddenly there was a
acceptable.
change of attitude on the part of the
showmen, attributable to the activthe Theatrical Managers.
of
ity
Treasurers and Agents union, which
suddenly sprang to life. Nearly -all

1,

FOR $1 LECIT

Legit roadshows will replace hurley at Werba's, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Announce Many, But

general

decide on procedure to further the

majority

B'KLYN,

Theatre League Stalls

meeting since formation, the New
York Theatrical Press Agents will

IT^dnesdaj, September

Thaali-a.

Such Ruins,' Lakeside
Lake Placid. N. Y.'

of

'The Dramatist,' Casino, Newport,
R.

L

Engli.sh's

Road Shows

'

'Tovarich.'
lulah Bankhead in 'Anthony and
Cleopatra,' booked for Oct. 28, 29

and

30,

"Vincent
thi.-;

ing.

week

Burke, manager, arrives
ready hou.se for open-

to

^^"^"^

Europe Monday

(30).

Bela Blau, associate pi'oducer of 'Having Wonderful Time* (Lyceum.
N. Y.), with Marc Conneh'y, planed to the Coast Tuesday (31) to talk things
over with the latter anent his new play which they will produce thi^
autumn. Connelly is completing script during his Hollywood sojourn.

Indianapolis. Aug, 31.
opens Sept. 23 with
Next on the list is Tal-

Mrs. Wallie Decker, who was professionally known as Geraldine Burn
is now designing stage costumes.
Her principal assignment is ttitt
wardrobe for the Trudi Schoop company,
^
Her last stage appearance was in the original company of 'The Fool."

'..side,
;

I

Wednesday, September

1,
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FTP REINSTATEMENTS COLD
MARCIN BACK AFTER 10

Berger Re-Signs

YEARS; WITH GOLDEN

For 1 More Years

To Prod, in St. Loo
St, Louis,

Aug.

30.

Richard Berger has signed a twoyears contract as production manager of the Municipal Theatre Assn.
which uses al fresco theatre in Forest Park, and each of the chorus of
copped a bonus when the 19th
season closed last week. Berger,
who succeeded Laurence Schwab as

M

man

Max

back on Broadway

Marcin,

of

organization throughout the year.
After vacation in California Berger
returns to 'New York to prepare for

novelty.

(26) it was announced that 84 chorwould each receive, bonus of
$40 for appearing ih each of 12 proisters

financial success.

HENDERSON

IN AUSSIE

TO SET CORNELL TOUR
Melbourne, Aug.

CUT TO

LIST

36

Equity's authorized agent list has
to 36 this season, a
new low, but probably more than
sufficient to cater to needs of legit
producers, what few ther« are left
not operatmg their own casting departments.

narrowed down

About five of the Equity licensed
group still get enough biz from legit
to keep going, but the others are dariving their main revenues from
radio, pix and nitery placements,
merely retaihing^ the Equity okay if
and when legit casting bii: gets better and tr obviate reclassification
red tape should they
their present ties'.

now

relinquish

11.

Ray Henderson, personal representative of Katharine Cornel], is in
on a quick trip covering the possibility of the star visiting here in
March, 1938. Henderson flew here
from Sydney and will proceed via
air to Adelaide, Perth and Java.
After a look at these spots he
will fly to Singapore and, if conditions are oke, go on to China. If
not, he'll take in India and other
spots before hitting for Broadway*
again.
Henderson says that, so far, his
visit to New Zealand and Australia
has definitely proven that the public

Chopping^ Since Reqilired

Marcin's plans were indefinite
until last week and he proposed to
start a drama school, but he quite
definitely figures that a year's change
of pace from that on the Coast is the
right idea.
hits.

Author is on the writing end of
'Censored' which A. H. Woods is
readying.
It is
the second play
originating with the
theatre
project that has been accepted for
regular presentation. First was "Now

Theatre League Meets

Quota Has Been Balanced

MORE HARMONY
any

•

new set-up there will
has been termed a job
steward, Francis Verdi being selected for that job. He has been connected with the project for some
time in a supervisory capacity. Verdi
will peruse all casts and if there are
amateurs detected, the chances are
they will be replaced.
Under

the

be what

Regional directors were summoned
New York last week and met with
the stage union heads.
The objectives of the latter were put forth
and the directors were ordered to
proceed along those lines.
Likely
that casts in other centers where the
theatre is operating will also

Now

George .Abbott will open

Brst
his fall

with 'Angel Island,' mystery
meller by Bernie Angus. Show
will be tried out on the road and
.season

"

follow

in

to

•loyce Arling

WPA

is

Oct. 13.
only one set for the

Sweet

Harlem,' by' the
.same author, previously planned to
bow in the Abbott season, has been
set back and is now skedded
open about Thanksgiving.

to

Bronx "WG for Sreakins
^

Bronx Winter Garden has abandoned the previous idea of housing
a group theatre, the Bronx Theatre
Guild,

but

instead

angle for
break-in spot,

will

as a po.ssible
operating at $1 top.
Margaret Wall, who ha.s charge of
booking.s, plans to open the new ,scaaon. at the hou.se Sept. 10, with several attractions penciled in but nothing definitely set
legit.s,

GET CUTS BACK
Indications

are

hands wage cuts

that the stageforce in New

in

legit for several years will be
restored. Managers are said to have

York

White May Shelve Musical
For Another Try at Pix
George White may shelve plans to
a musical show on Broad-

produce

He is considering anthis fall.
other shot at Hollywood: and would
virtually be an independent picture
producer. Understood a major studio has offered to finance White, he
to form his own unit free from interShowman
ference .of any kind.
claimed that too much .«;tudio supervision cramped his .style when
previou.sly on the Coast.
Another factor in the probable
way

abandoning of the legit show is talent, While complaining of a .scarcity
also the propen.sity of Hollywood to
grab finds as quick as he digs 'em up.

Still

DIPPED,

U. S.

TAXES SHOW
Wa.shington, Aug. 31.

On Tee Angle
Federal investigators for the InRevenue Department continue

ternal
to

hammer away

Jegit

—

Tax people in claiming such
to be an excess ticket charge,
proceed along such lines because if
that can be established, the governof tips.

money

ment would collect 50% of what the
box office boys get from the brokers.
In other words the government has
no objection to "treasurers getting

money from agencies but wants half.
Law provides for such a spill but
that feature of the admissions tax
law has never been tested in the
courts.
Legal opinion is that it is
discriminatory and counsel believe
that it would be declared unconstitutioilal.

8 2D AVENOOERS

NOW

take

relea.sed Wednesday (25) by
Deputy Commissioner of Internal
Revenue George J, Schoeneman.
Revenue from box office admissions, including season tickets, was
but $431,455 for the month, compared
with $494,814 preceding month and
$471,748 in corresponding month last

SET IN B'WAY PLAYS

tions

year.

Total
of
July collections was
$472,497 against $552,841 in June and
$522,536 in July, 1936, Schoeneman
reported.

Aside from box

office collections,

receipts included $1,418 from free or
reduced rate admissions, against
.$2,886 in June and $6,276 la.st July;
$8,398 from tickets sold by brokers
against $11,101 and $7,153; $2,696 on
tickets sold by proprietors in excess
of established price against SI .624

Second Avenue,
dish rialto,

Is

Quite a few

New

York's Yid-

quite proud these days.
the home guard are

o,f

making good uptown — on Broadway,
More so than for many years.

Joseph Buloff is rehearsing in th«
Theatre Guild's Ben Hecht play To
Quito apd Back.' At the Lyceum
theatre, in Having Wonderful Time,'
Shlmen Ruskin, Wolfe Barzell
and Judah Bleich, Alex Asro is at
Ira
the Cort in 'Room Service.'
Mandell is rehearsing for the Phila-

are

delphia-Boston company of this same
play.
George Tobias is in 'You
Can't Take It With You," and Muni
Seroff CSerebrov when he's playinif
in Yiddish legit) is in the Chicago

.

company.

$2,2.'?2; $204 from permanent u.se
or lea.se of boxes and seats against
nothing in June or preceding July,
and $28,324 from admissions to roof
gardens and cabarets again.«t $42,416

and

and

Broadway

Treasurers contend that whatever
is received from the agencies is for
service rendex-ed and is no different
from gratuities given to any other
people in other words ice consists

along Broadway
nosedived in June, according to figures on July admission tax collecBoxoffice

at

theatre tfeasurers in an attempt to
identify 'ice' as an excess ticket
charge. Box office men have been
called to the tax division in the Parcel Post building time after time for
interrogation, with each session ending in a difference of opinion .so far
as the treasurers are concerned.
The tax people seek to establish
gratuities from agencies conducted
by brokers as part o£ the price paid
for tickets. Treasurers declare that
is not correct either in theory or
practice.
Box office men say that
there is no fixed amount that the
agencies pay. Although it has been
usual for the agencies to give the
treasurers 25 cents per ticket, it is
pointed out by the latter that some
brokers give nothing and the the
amounts are variable, usually according to the stren.gth of the show.

Vince Minelli Staging
Musicals; Settles Par

$35,127,

Vicente Minelli has settled his con-,
with Paramount, after doing
only one chore, a bit of staging in
Grisman Buys 'Nobleman' 'Arti.sts and Models' (Jack Benny),
and is now back putting on the new
Ed Wynn musical, 'Hurray for What!*
Hollywood, Aug. 31,
Minelli will probably also do the
Samuel Grisman has: completed a next 'Follies' for the Shuberts and
deal with Henry Myers for the pur- 'Greek to You,' latter being scripted
of
Myers' play.. 'Nature's by Lowell Brentano, William Jourchase
dan Rapp, Ru.ssell Crou.se, Howard
Nobleman.'
Myers departed for New York last Lindsay and with songs jprobably by
week in time 'for the y'lart of re- Howard Dietz and Arthur Schwartz."
hearsal.s.
He has been scripting
Anna Sten's Grand National starrer,
MACAULAY IN COHAN
'By Your Leave, Madame.'
tract

show

Broadway.

cast.

.'Home

of the duties of the new secretary will be to watch legislation
business.
to
unfavorable
League is said to prefer a young
man for the job.

One

JUNE B'WAY BO.

to

DECKH ANDS TO

'Angel Island'

Known

appreciable

New York

editoriaify
attacking the proposal to name a
one man censor of the stage.
in

unless needed later on.
that there were any number of applications for the .suppo.sed
berth as aide to Dulzell, with the
result that he and Gillmore were
staff,

embarrassed. Former also expressed
©f

To Appoint Secretary

newspaper

Fed Agents

Paul Dulzell, who takes over the
Equity duties of Frank Gillmore this
but continues to hold the title of
executive secretary-treasurer, will
not have an assistant. That was decided on last week when islso determined that Dulzell and the council would handle
the association's
affairs without further additions to

no liking for the non-existent title
of 'acting president' and he refuses
number of those let out of the' WPA to be so addressed. Emily Holt, formerly of Equity's legal staff, was
theatre project in July being rein- also embarrassed
by the publicity
stated has dimmed, but the state- attendant to the offer to return and
ment of the President that there will assist Dulzell. However, that proffer
be no further dismissals from the came from Gillmore after a se.'ssion
works relief payroll was a welcome with the executive committee. Mrs,
development during the past week. Holt,, reported declining, is now set
Stage union heads who have been as Gillmore's Four A's aide in the
endeavoring to get their people back AFRA.
There has been no mention of
into WPA see in the most recent
shake-up in the executive end of the upping Dulzell's salary when he
project the most favorable situation takes over the burdens a.s Equity's
in some time.
head man. That is a matter for the
The rather militant attitude has council to decide.
His
present
evaporated and contacts with the stipend is $125 weekly as against
project heads now are on a friendly Gillmore's $250.
Figured that Dulbasis. Complaints are readily
re- zell will receive a salary between
ceived and ways to make it easy those two figures.
for those representing the profesWhen Gillmore moves over as the
sionals in the Federal Theatre Pro- h^ad of the reincarnated Four A's,
ject to confer on various matters, he may remain in his present offices
has been agreed upon. Union people for a time at least. Headquarters of
too are somewhat relieved of pres- the parent stage union is the same
sure from complaining let-outs, be- as Equity's,
cause a number of them have been
aided in securing other employment.
Expectation

be 'surveyed.'
In addition to Verdi others who
are favorably inclined to the stage
League of New York Theatres met people are J. Howard Miller, foryesterday to consider candidates for merly regional director for the western states, who was recently transthe post of executive secretary,
vacant since the death of Henry ferred to New York, and Paul EdMoskowitz last December. Deceased's wards, former finance officer, who
was brought down from New Engsecretary has been in charge of the
land to Washington and thence to
organization's offices. League's offithe metropolis. Hallie Flanagan, too,
cers decided successor was not neceshas been quite receptive to suggessary for .the balance of the season
tions from the union people.
time
it
during
which
summer,
and
appears to be hungry for legit, and
The variou.'! .stage unions considthat it is surprising to find how many could balance its finances by saving ered calling all their people out on
people already know of Katharine an executive salary.
strike in protest of the dismissals.
Cornell and the proposed visit.
That drew criticism when the The vote was not unanimous and no
Henderson points out that the big Dunnigan bill passed the New York action was taken.
However, that
problem is in transporting 30 to 35 Assembly last spring without the means of protest has not been abanplayers "and five or six plays around managers being aware of the pro- doned.
the world successfully.
Says he'll posed theatre censorship measure.
know more about the likely success Stage groups quickly rallied and
of the scheme after covering India, combined in opposition.
Governor
Lehman vetoed after the campaign
was given pres.s support, every,

Abbott Shuffles Plans;

EQUITY SPOT SANS AIDE

fall,

with John Golden, it being the first
time the. latter has had a partner
Presidei;!! Roosevelt Assures
since he and the late Winchell Smith
were topnotch producers with 'Turn
There'll
Be No More
to the Right,* 'Lightnin" and other

next season's work.
At annual party for cast chorus
and productions staff held Thursday

ductions, and seven singers and
dancers who joined after opening of
season would receive bonuses in
keeping with number of weeks employed. Since 1932 chorus members
have received salary of $32 weekly.
Previously they received $35. Under
lower scale opera management assumed portion of dues paid by each
singer and dancer to the Chorus
Equity Assn. A preliminary audit
of income shqws that season was a

OUT FOR COOO

after 10 years in Hollywood, will,
join the managerial ranks during
the coming season.
He will team

open air shows when
WPA
latter took up task as an associate
producer at 20th Century-Fox in
Hollywood, is first to draw a contract
running mdre than one year. It is You've Done It,' produced by Brock
understood that Berger received a Pemberton. It was originally done
by the relief show outfit in Denver
tilt in pay.
Under terms of contract Berger's under the title of 'Me Third.' MarNew York office and staff will be cin rewrote 'Censored' which atbecause of its
available to exec committee of local tracted attention
head

DDLZEL TAKING OVER

PINK SLIPPEHS

virtually agreed after sessions with
the union head.s, but stipulate that
such increa.se shall not apply 1o overtime in theatres nor in the production .shops.

Union

is

conside -ing that provision

with neither side in a hurry to sign
Understood the managers are
up.
two years' agreement.
.seekii^g
a
Deckhands have been working without .such a document, .sans friction.-

SHOW

Jack
Bridgeport Trying Legit
Bridgeport, Aug, 31.
Loew-Poli main slemmer,
skedded to gel 'You Can't Take It
With You' (.southern company) Sept.
20, with other road shows to follow.
Lyric.

Curtis*^

From

Musical

j

St. Louis, Aug. 31.
Jo.seph Macaulay, one of laves
during 19th Municipal Opera^season
in al fresco theatre in Fqrest Park
that ended Sunday (29), has been
engaged for a lead in 'I'd Rather Be
Right,' forthcoming Broadway show'

musical b.y
Michael
and
Arthur SwHn.strojn
Cleary, has been acquired for proin which George M. Cohan will star.
duction by Jack Curtis.
Piece is skedded lor presentatiom
Same duo coilabed on *Se£ Legs,*
also musical and starrer for Dorothy at the Music Box, and rehearsals
begin Sept 13.
Stdne and Charles Collinr,
'Girl

Ilohoku.*-,'
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(Continued from page 1)

Robert Garland & Edmonia Nolley staging, Margaret Webster, in association with Warner Bros,
from Franz Werfel novel.
'The Silent Knight,' adaptation by
'Triple Play,' comedy by Robert
Humbert Wolfe from Hungarian of
Roos.
Eugene Heltai.
SAM GRISMAN
'Trovarsi,' by Luigi Pirandello.
JACK KIRKLAND
Untitled musical; no details iset.
'American Holiday,' by Houston

Plays

EDWARD A. BLATT
'Money,' bv Aurania Rouverol.
KERMfT BLOOMGARDEN

•
I

Wednesday," Sepleiuber

ROBERT MILTON

Branch.
many
'Man on <he Dock,' satire by Henry
'Empire State,' political fantasy by
'Tender Is The Ni?ht,' adapted by
yanvs. Also a considerable number Ephron and Sarn Rosenberg,
Kirkland from novel by F. Scott John Erskine.
of American playwrights who have
WILLIAM A. BRADY
'The Lonely Man,* labor, play by
Fitzgerald.
'A Ni-rht on Earth,' by Julian Louis
'Tortilla Flat,' adapted, by Kirk- Howard Koch.
bjon paying close attention to Hol-

win

been around

hasn't

in

li'w^od shekels the past few years,
Noticeable is the rising number of

land from novel by John Steinbeck.

La Mothe.

GUISMAN

Untitled play by Jaques Deval.

COURTNEY BURR

being more such listed

mu.'icnls. there

'My bear Public,' musical comedy
than have been in years. Whether
thoy will all come through, of b.v Irving Caesar and Chuno Gottesfeld; songs, Gerald Marks and Sani
course, remains to be seen, but
Lerner.
tho.'e should be more competition in
SAM BYRD
this Held than of late. Thus, fof in'Star In the West,' drama by Paul
s'iincs, Gilbert Miller is planning a
Green.
'so^ctacular ,iew musical,' details of
DELOS CHAPrELL
w h.ch he's keeping, under cover. It's
'Father Malachy's Miracle,', satire
bo?n many years since he has mon- adapted by Brian Doherty frorn Bruce
Marshall's
novel; staging, Worthingkeyed with that tyipe of amusement.
Al ) th2:'o is a possibility of John ton Miner; s?ts, Jo Mielziner.
'The Devil's Moon,' by William

Golden coming through with an exFord Manley.
tra vo-^ansa with music, also to be a
S. M.
big show.

More

CHARTOCK

Noticeable, too, Is the rising numCONNELLY
Tlv.'e are
ber of sforeign scripts.
'Damn the People,' satire by Edwin,
more such on the lists at the mo- Lahey and Jerry Greene.
msnt than have been seen i^i years.
Untitled fantasy by himself. "
This is due to various causes. Blame
IRVING COOPER
(or credit, depending on the view'Cassandra
Kelly,'
comedy by
point) generally is ascribed to pic- Ralph and Eugene Berton.
ture companies, which have sworn
KATHARINE CORNELL
'The Ivory Fan,' drama by Dr. GusOct financing American plays uhder
the new Dramatists Guild contract. tav Eckstein.
'The Empress,' historical drama by
This is not actually so, however, a
Pearl S. Buck.
Jot of it having to do with the simCHERYL
LEE
ple fact that foreign scripts have
STRASBERG
improved of late. There was never
1 Knew Three Thousand Lunatics,^
a time when foreign scripts were
dramatization by Hardie Albright of
overlooked in favor of locals; it was book by Dr. .Victor Small; staging.
always a matter of doing all avail- Strasberg.
able scripts, no matter where from.
'The Democrats,' by Melvin Levy;
Picture
companies, incidentally, based on life of Thomas Jefferson.
'The Enchanted Maze,' satire on
may actually enter the Broadway
pi-oduction scene this year with college life by Paul Green.
'Two Other People,' comedy by Jop'.ays and sans hidden billing. Warseph Mpnkiewic?:.

MARC

CKAWFORD AND

.

planning two productions on
F.TIANCIS I. CURTIS
its own, while RKO and Metro plan
'Enter to Lsarn,' drama of life in
one each. Paramount owns the high school by Clifford Goldsmith
screen" rights to two plays to be pro- and Reginald Lawrence,
^Top Floor Gent,' comedy by Henry
duced by regulation channels, having bought them first, Metro has its Allen Vaux.
.lACK pURTIS
fl:i.:;ers on one such, and Warners on
'The Girl from Hohokus,' musical
iwo rAore," these- latter also to be
is

.

.

,

.

.

,

these are

biz

RAYMOND MOORE

'Siege,' fantasy by Irwin Shaw.
•Accidental Family,' comedy by
'The Old Folks at Home,' by SamSeymour Gross.
son Raphaelson.
^Marriage Royal,' by Robert Wall•The Silent Partner,' by Clifford

sten.

Odets.

SIDNEY

•A Man, A. Wife, and

AND

CURTIS
J. L. SACHS
Untitled musical comedy; book,
Montgomery; score, Allan
p't:;ui'e companies from producing •Tames
Robert,
Alvin
Kaufman,
Irving Gorpltiys on Broadway at their own
'
don.
t2i'.ms, if they can get the scripts.
ALLEN DELANO
They have not, however, been able
'Feather in the Breeze,' -comedy by
to get any on this side, so hAve been Willa Frc^f^ric.
f reed, to resort to European scripts.
ALFRED DE LlAGRE
W'^-ither they wiir actually go to the
'Middleman,' farce by G, B. Stern,
b '.her of hiring producers, actors, starring Ernest Truex; staging, De
Lip."re.
c:-".. to get these plays on the boards
'Theatre;'
adaptation by Helen
r. "r,ins to be seen.
I
Jerome of novel by Somerset MaugAs usual, among the' producers, ham.
T-isre

is

.nothing to prevent the

'

head

Shuberts

ll.i
.

- a than they

n-"

can

GEOIIGE ABBOTT
'An^el Island,' mystery meller by

Bernie Angus.

^•.'3.

•

'The

Octopus,'

•

i'cace Tri^e,' comedy
-ray and Allen Boretz.
'•!

by

.

'

Ciz-x

Gul].*

John

new Constance Gar-

n:Lt adaptation of

Chekov

classic.

ALTJRICH AND RICHARDSON MYERS

II

-.I.Vr.T*

'The Mfinl T'chet,' farce by Herri''? ii
P/Can):icwic7.;
Wa.^jlai'f Gribblc;

HENRY FORBES

Totheroh from Frank

di-

:

Sspt. 30.

•

i^p-:!!,'

f

'

Harry
John Root:

Ha.vany;

Hungarian comedy by
adaptation,

Charles

E,*ahan.

"RICHARD ALDRICH
•Lljlitship,'

Biiins'

adaptation

novel by Leonard

of Archie
Quihwaitfe.

ALICE ALEXANDER

WILLIAM
Red

JED HARRIS

O'NEILL

J.

George

by

Pavilion,'

'Afraid to Marry,' dramatization by
Zona Gale of her own story"
Untitled new original by Helen

SAM ROSEN
Gentleman,' historical
'The Bursiar Strike,' by Louis
drr-ma by Normo.n Ginsbury.
starring
Lee Weitzenkorn.
Unselected
play
Tracy.
CLARK ROSS
Untitled play by Thornton Wilder.
'Take It and Like It,' musical com
edy satire by H. T. Porter and AlSAM H. HARRIS
'I'd Rather Be Ri^ht,' musical by fred H. White; 'music, Alma Sanders
The

First

.

,

George S. Kaufman & Mos& H?rt:
CAROL SAX
music Rogers ft Hart: cast lnclud n.g
'Suspe6t,' meller by Rex Judd;
George M. Cohan; due Music Box, may have Pauline Lord in cast
N. Y., Oct.

26.

HERBERT B. SEELEY
Mice and Men,* adapted by'Thumbs West,' musical comedy;
John Steinbeck from own novel; book,
George Rosener; mfusic, George
stagin.?? Georf^e S. Kaufman.
Grandee; lyrics, J. K. Brennan; sets.
WILMAM HARRIS JR.
P. Dodd Ackerman.
•Corner Pp<^!>ct,' by Robert Jlo.s".^n.
ARCH SELWYN AND EDGAR
'Greatest Show on Earth,* by Vin^
'Of

.

.

'

.

MacGREGOR

cent Duffy, Irene Alexander.

'Story To Be Whimpered,' by WilHUTCHISON
liam Hurlbut; cast including Marjo•Friday at Four/ musical comedy rie
Rambeau; already playing on
by Hutchison, Ralph Holmes, J. H. Coast.

EDWARD

Eugene

Benrimo,

C'^nrad;

music

OSCAR SERLIN

Adam Gelbtrunk; lyrics J.anet
Beach; cast including Planch* Rih!*;"
staging Benrimo; sets P.

'Damn
Deborah,'
Dodd Ack- Charles Roberts.

MARTIN JONES

Alone,' -by Boris Trai'non.
meller by Chester Erskin;
sta-"iin<r Erskin.
•Walk Up,' drama by Jones; due
in

by

Walter

LEE SHUBERT

'Satyr,*

Nov.

ARTHUR HOPKINS

'Between the Devil,' farce with
music by Howard Dietz and Arthur
Schwartz; cast includes Jack Buchanan, Evelyn Laye; staging, Hassard Short and Edward Clax-k Lilley;
sets, Albert Johnson; due Imperial.
N. Y., Oct.

11.

'Honor Bright,* drama by Micaela
•Blow Ye Winds,' comedy by ValO'Harra; sta.ging, Louis Simon; cast'
entine Davies; direction Hopkins;
includes Katharine Alexander; due
sets Cirker & Robbins". cast includRitz, N. Y., Sept, 13.
ing Henry Folda and Doris Daltpn;
'Hurry for What,' musical comedy
due 4Gth St. Theatre Sept. 21.
starring

Blitzstein;

ALEXANDER KIRKLAND AND
WILLIAM MILES

'Many Mansions,' by Jules Eckert
proletarian play by Goodman and Eckert Goodman.

'Blue Jeans,'

Martin Flavin; staging Chester Erskin. JOHN AND JERROLD KRIMSKY
'Distinguished Gathering;,' meller
'Midsummer Night,' comedy by Alby .Tames Parish.
lan Scott; cast including Dennie
'Mighty Man,' comedy by Milton Moore, Myron McCox-mick: staging,
L?7.arus,
Bretai.'jne Windust; due Oct. 5.
'We Shall Always Be Young,' comOct.

Caulfield;

due

in

NORMAN BEL GEDDES

'Lenin,'

musical drama

LAWRENCE LANGNER

and fie Elders,' comedy
by Langner and his wife.
'Su'janna

ANTHONY LAUDATI

by Hope
'The

Bp-tnett.
'1,'iwer Than Angels,' by Victor
Wnlfson.
•The Ru'T'-eil Individualists,' f.-rce
by Walter Philo & S. N. Behrman.

JOHN GOLDEN
•Jlo-dah-zV,'

Gay Lord

Quex,' revival of

Pinero's play.

cast includes

'Balalaika,*

English

Eric

Willie and

operetta

by

Maschwitz: music, Bernard
Grun, George Posford; film rights
"

.

owned by Paramount; due

late

in

December.
'The Man in Dress Clothes,' adapted by Seymour Hicks from French of

Yves Mirande and Andre Picard;
music, .Tean Schwartz; lyrics, Rowland Leigh.
'Greek to You,' musical comedy by
T,owell Brentano, William J, Rapp,
Howard Lindsay. Russell Crouse;
songs, Harold Arlen. E. Y, Harburg;
"ast including Clifton Webb, and

'The Parisian,' oDeretta by Paul
Armont and Gerbidon: music, Ralnh
Benatzky; American libertto, Rowland Leigh.
Miss Lee.
'The Housemaster,' comedy adapted by Ian Hay from h's own novel.
JESSE LONG
Daleby Deep,' English import by
•Come Home With Me Now,' by Al'Horace Flathf.i-.
lan Boretz.
^
•Love of Women,' by Amy and
Lll^DER

Maude,' comedy of show-

by John Van Druten; staging,

musical fantasy by
Post Wheelsr & Golden; music
Claude Lapham.
'SuTin and God,' comedy by R"JACK
fhel Ci-olher.s: c.?,st includes Gertrude
'Emperor of Vice,' by Mark LinTjnwrcuce. Ojrtood Perkins:- statinMiss Crothers: srils Jo Miel^i'isr- der; due in Oct.
GUTHRIE McCLINTIC
opens Plyrro.uth. N. Y.. Sept, 27.
'Blind Man's Buff,' drama by Ernst
JOSEPH GOLDIN

Phjlio Stuart: En-<?lish import,
'Cheerful Weather for the

'^i"T,'

Wedcomedy with music by Edwin

Gilbert: music,
'Yiopi.'

Vernon Duke.

musical

comedy';

book,

Toller.
Owen D.".vis, Otto Harbach; music,
'Prolosrue to
Glory,' by E. P,
Tosht This Way/ -^lay with music;
'FllTht Into China.* by Pearl S. Billy Hill.
b^
end Jyrics, Marianne Br.own Conkla: about Abe Lincoln and Ann
Buch: cast including Anna May
V/aters; music, Brad Greene; due Ru Hedge.
J. J. SHUBERT
Wnnf*.
MAX GORDON
pJIj Kl'. Oct. 1.
'The
Splendid
Hour,'
musical*
'The Star Wa?rop.' by Maxwell AnFiJK* W. AYKR AND BRUDE DE by'Kiss TI12 Boys Goodbye, comedy derson: cast including Burgeps Mere- book, Houston
Branch,
Edward
Clare Roolhe.
Ehscu:
score,
Charles Wakefield CadLETTE
'Mr. Tuft Conies Home.' adapted dith, Lillian Gish: sets Jo Miekincr; man; lyrics,
Elescu.
'.Carcliester To'were/ adaptation hy
by Owen Davis from story by Ar- due Empire, N. Y., Sept, 29.
'The
Clturlcs P. Anthony of Trdllope'c thur
Three Waltzes,' operetta;
JEROME MAYER
Train.
classic; <Uis in October.
UntlMed musiol by Oscar Ham'We the Liv.'n*:,' dramatization by book Paul Knepler. Armin Robinson;
adaptation
Clare
T^IERON BAMBERGER
Kummermarstohi 2d & Jerome Kern.
Ayn Rand of her ov/n novel.
muHic
arranged
by Oscar Straus
Untitled musictsl comedy by Rogers
METBO-GOI-DWYN-MAYER
'Lioverr^'
MeVtibff/
comedy by
from his own arid that of both
and IT'irt. and Chn-e Bonthe;
'DeHlah,* by Ferenc Molnar; deG'a'dys Hurlbut.
Johann Strausses; cast including
Untitled musical by Samuel ard tails indef.
l/.\TSON BAKRATT AND RUrUS Bella
Michael Bartlett and Margaret BanSnewack: score Kurt Weill;
GILBERT MILLER
PUILLIFS
nerman; due in October.
lyi-'c. K Y. H^vbur.fc.
'Charlotte Corday,' by Helen Je'The I.i|(ly Has a Heart,' Hungarian
MILTON SHUBERT
UntJ'led musical comedy bv Htw- rome; produced in association with
c .;->,idy ('j3an')i>y Laszio Bus-Fekete;
'On the Rocks,' by George Bernard
f>rd
Ii'''"iH-"y
Rus.>5cl
Ci-ou-e. Alex Yokel.
r.
'aoiat'oh, Edward Pioueris; 20th"ist inrhidiP'T Burns and Allen, and
Trench Without Tears,' comedy bv Shaw.
F >:i has screen rights; cast includes Victor
'6ts lonl
for Tjxj>aycrr,' cornedy
T.Too'''o.
Terence
Ratti'^an:
Pa'-'TTiount o^vns
fT's^a Landi, Vincent Prica;^.siaging.
pdaotad by Bern W. Levy from
A. r.T»EEXRE'tG
.1.
.Trocn ri-^ht-;
Phillips: sets, Barratt; due open New
— PTi^'idv bv War.'cn •^L v.. Sept. 23. due Henry Miller. /ranch of Louis Verneuil.
'Two t'»
Ha\ en, JSept. 20; N. Y., Longacre the- Murray
ti^'
t T,"i'in'-.'
'Heaven o-nd Return,' comedy from
HERMAN SHUMLIN
13, Sept. 25.
f('.

'

-,

RICHARD BERGER

-

'SaliUe to Sprlnsr.' ODSretta by
Fi'aderick Loewe, Eaile Crooker.

.

TiUTTir'^, O'REFNE
'B-v->n'l
Terrace,' meller

'Cla.ss

Reunion,'

dramatized

French of Jacques Deval.
l<y
'Nanolfi'^M Unique,' from Fi'onch of
Paul Raynal.
by
'Old Music* by Keith Winter;

Frantisek

of

Langer;

due

November,

in

ROWLAND STEBBINS
and

'Antony

Cleopatra,' Shakespeare revival; cast including Tallulah Bankhead, Ian Keith, Brian
Aherne; sets Jo Mietziner; staginc

Alexander Dean; due Dec. 27.
•Merely Murder,' adapted by A. E
Thomas from novel by Georgette
Heyer; cast including Robert Montgomery, Claudia Morgan; staging
Miriam Doyle.
'The Astonished Ostrich,' farce by
Archie Menzies;
staging
Miriam
Doyle.

MILTON STIEFEL
S.

ROBINSON SMITH
October.

'Amphitryon 38,' adapted by S. N.
from French of Jean
Giraudoux; music Sam Barlow; -cast
includes Lunt & Fontanhe; sets Lee
Simonson;
staging
Bretaigne
Windust; due Shubart, N, Y., Nov. 2.

Behrman

'Jane

'Casey Jones,' by Robert Andrey.

LEONARD SILLMAN

Eyre,'

dramatization

by

Helen Jerome of novel by Charlotte
Bronte; cast includes Katharine Hepburn;, staging Worthington Miner;
sets Lee Simonson; due Nov. 22.
'Dame Nature,' adapted by Marc
Connelly from French of Andre
Birabeau.

'Maa'ame Bovary,' adapted by Benn
Levy from hovel by Flaubert; cast
includes
Constance
Cummings;
staging Levy; due Broadhurst, N. Y.,
Oct. 18.
'The Ghost of Yankee Doodle,' by
Sidney Howard; cast includes Ethel
Barrymore, Dudley Digges; staging
.

John
Cromwell;
Thompson.
'To Quito and

Woodman

sets

Back,' by Ben
Hecht; cast including Sylvia Sidney,
Leslie Banks, Joseph Buloff; staging Philip Moeller; sets Aline Bennstein; due Guild, N. Y.. Oct. 4.
•Wine of Choice,' by S. N. Behrman; cast may include Ina Claire
and Herbert Marshall.
'The .Ascent of F-8,' tragedy in
verse .by W. H. Auden & Christopher

Isher.wood; indef.
'The King of the Mountains,' by

Edward

Eustace and Sidney

J.

How-

ard; indef.

EDWARD TREVOR
'Friends and Romans,' adapted by
William Miles from novel by Virginia Faulkner;

cast

includes Ruth

Weston.

ROCKEFELLER CENTER,
'Virginia,''

INC.
musical romance; book

Laurence Stallings, Owen Davife;
music Arthur Schwartz; lyrics Al-

Leon Leoni-

bert Stillman; staging

Edward Clark Lilley*,
Simonson; open Center N.
doff,

sets Lee
Y., Aug.

3l,

LQDEWICK VROOM
'God's Model,' by Geoffrey Lane.
Please Do Not Disturb,' farce mel-

by Charles .O. Locke.
'The Peach Stone,' comedy
Margaret Medbury-Sims.
ler

WARNER

by

BROS.

•Royal Highness,' adapted by. Margaret Wabster from German of Felix
Saltan, cast including Ruth Chatterton; staging Auriol Lee.

Wise
Tomorrow,'
by
drama
Stephen Powys; English Import: cast
includes Doris Nolan. Gloria Dickson; due Biltmore. N. Y., Oct. 12.

MRS.
•Violence,'

V.

WHARTON

by Dore Schary.

GEORGE WHITE
•Models Preferred,' musical
by White; indef.

com-

edy; book

'Scandal'j,;

1938 edition; indef.
C. WILSON

JOHN

Parkyakarkus.

AURIOL LEE

'Gertie

b'Z

adapted by Blanche
Libby Holman from Ger-

&

Yurka

man

THEATRE GUILD

BROCK PEMBERTON

Doll's House,' Ibsen revival Jerome.
including Ruth Gordon, Denis
RKO-RADIO
King, Walter Slezak. Sam .Taffe;
'Amstel' from French by Jacques
new adaptation Thornton WiMev;
Deval; details indef.
sets Donald Oensla.f^er; due in Dec,

*A

third edition of re-

'Gentlemen Unknown,' comedy by
A. A. Milne; English cast; due late

cast

Oct.

'Dark Corner,' mixed cast meller
by Bernard Davis.

direction,
sets,

by. Dan
Norris' novel.

Faces,'

.

'The
Stanley 'O'Neil.

adapted

'New

view.
'Periphery,'

Robert Carl-

'Napoleon The First,' adapted by Eugene Howard,
Florence
Kingsley from German of Ferdi- Gypsy Rose Lee, Maurice Desmond,
Chevallier;
nand Brucknfsr; cast including Peter staging, Edv.'ard D. Dowling;
due in
Lorre; sets Stewart Cheney; due in' January.

1

1'

by

'The Two Bounuets,' musical by
Eleanor and Herbert Farjeon.

'

LEE E?HRAIM

•108B antl All That,' burlesque of
history; book, and lyrics.
Re.ginald Arkell, W. C. Sellar, R. J.
Ye-itman: score, Alfred Reynolds.

Mim^, Sweet Harlem,' negro mus"
by Mrs. Eemie Angus; songs. edy by Edward
II von
Johnson,

by

Young.

CROSBY GAIGE

subject to change, are:

.',

murder meller by

Landing,*

'Robin

'Tough to Chaw,'
ton.

English

bite.

Announcements for the season thus
1.

by

Ed Wynn; by Wynn, Howard
'King Lear,' new version of Sha^'esneare play adaoted bv Orson Welles: Lindsay, Russell (Jrouse; music, Harold Arlen, E. Y.- Harburg; -staein.g»
sta.jjed by, and starring Welles; due
Vincente
Minnelli: due Winter Garin Dec.
den, N. Y., Oct; 25.
'Late Sprin»,* adanted by Re<»inald
'Ziegfcld
Follies,'
sketches, Irv
Lawrence from- French of Denys
Brecher, Tom MacKnight, Harry
Amiel.
Conn; music, Sam Coslow, Marc
SIDNEY KTNGSI^EY

proposed

thfe

p:-oduction setup, with the Theatre
Cviild second.
Max Gordon plans.
s:v9i'al plays, listing sevfen
which
it 13 lUsely four or five will arrive.
C Dart Miller will have four or five.
I'.ost of the other producers have
rp'\ounced only two or three plays,
ai most, figuring .on not chewing off

H-orse,'

Theodore Reeves.

.

.

A

Sept.

30

^'Jazz Age,' comedy by Francis

HARRY MOSES

HARMON

1

bv Aurania Rouverol.

ol^n scripts.

•f

'

'Golden Gloves,' by ClifToid Odets.
'Lincoln Highway, by Absh Kan-

.

AH

'Blood oh the Moon,' two characby Curtis Cooksey.
'The Gorgeous Mrs. Temple,' by
Jean Ferguson Black.
ter play

dell.

comedy by Arthur Swahstrom; music.
.produ<!ed by non-fiilm impresarios,
erman.
Mirhael.Cleary.
th?
screen
rights
having been'Born in a Trunk,' comedy of show
bought jn advance.

JULIANNA MORGAN

staging

Grafton;

GROUP THEATRE

'Ivory Tower,'

haroff.

r.si's

& Sam

by Edith

Anthony Brown.

P. A. Zantho.

'Munitions Kin?,' by Eugene Malcolm: based on liie of Sir Basil Za-

Scripts

Fcreiffti

'The Other Side of Glory,' tragedy
about Frederick the Gx'eat by Rex

For Their Comlns',' comedy Smith and Milton.

'Listen

1937

I,

•George and Margaret,* comedy
by Gerald Savory in association with

Warner

Bros., cast including Irene
Browi^e; due Morosco, N. Y., Sept.
22.

Untitled

Play by Victor Wolfson;

due Christmas week.

WIMAN

DWIGHT D.
•Dance, Little Lady,' musical by Sy
Dorothy
cast, including

Bartlett,

Stone and Charles Collins.
'I
Married An An.Tel,'

musical

comedy from Hungarian by Janos
Vacsary; Metro once owned it, may
have a string on it; music
Rogers & Hart.
'Tumbrels Awei.yh,' musical about
the French revolution by Dayloh

still

Stodlart; staging, Hassarl Short.

WIMAN AND

T.

WEATHERLY

•What This Town Needs,' comedy
by Charles S. Zerner '5: Ben S. Gross.

WOODS

A. H.
'Censored,' satirical farce by Con-

rad Seiler and Max Marcin, cast including Henry Hull.
'Rhyme Without Reason,' by James
Gow and Edmund North; indef.

ALEX YOKEL
'Beauty,'

Weima.n

cast
including
Bui'ke.

'Bundle from
rankcl.
'Tomcat,'

by Rita
by Mildred Cram,

dramatization

of story

Irene

Rich,

Billie

by

Debo

Heaven,'

comedy by John Tain tor

Foote adapted from his
story.

own

short

'Callin? All Men.' play with music;
'Young Mr. Disraeli.' biographical
book Albert Carroll, Robert Garland,' drama by Elswyt'h Thane.

'

-

.

Wedneadayr Seplember

laEGIXIMATB GROSSES

1937

1,

Out of Town
MILES OF HEAVEN
Santa Barbara^

CaJif..

Aug,

'WfflSPERED' FOLDS

GOD

Rye Beach, Aug.

3&.

Drama

Dtiiina In live BceiMa by David Heitz,
tjicJuced and directed by Arthur .T. Becktheatre loi- slxhaiil, presented at Lobcro

Nua

Sir Jofieoh

Wetherbrldgo

I

e

KteKe'--'

*

Blum.

• •

Otto

•

KIdK

*ie<)rK«

HI

Reginald

Prince FiPd'erli?k
rrlnce Edward...'

Fli-st

."^hefCleUf

is

a slow

."^poncer

moving piece

Molly

to take it on
the chin following the razzing from
the press, but biz held up to good
$2,50.0 last week,, which isn't bad considering the low tariff and curtailment of performances to five a week.

Theatre

'

Cl LEADER

this premiere showing that the
authors have not fully developed'

their

interesting
character,
Innis
Dolan.
Certainly, they have not
exhausted the many possibilities
offered by the plot, which appairently
is taken from an Irish legend.
In a prologue Maeve Doran awaits
the appearance, in the Fairy Ring of
the forest, of God Innis, an immortal
figure of legend who is supposed to
visit the ring on 'midsummer eves'
at midnight,- searching for a mortal
bride. When a dark stranger appears
on the scene, she mistakes him. for
the great Innis, and he has little
difficulty in seducing her.
Content that her illegitimate son,
Innis Dolan, is an' immortal, she
shares her treasured secret with her
father, Michael, keeps it from her
son until he reaches maturity. Meanwhile young Dolan is allowed to idle
about the vQlage, all the while hearLng taunts from his young rivals in

WPA's

chiding him about his illegitimacy.
When his mother and grandfather
unfold the strange tale of his immortal parentage, Innis Dolan is
legend, his own mysterious powers.
He soon finds that hrs enemies of the
village are not prone to believe his
boast,, but a series of incidents serve

A

WPA
Another *Sun Up*
Hollywood, Aug.

i

He

part of a god. a superstitious village
believing in his powers.
Trevor is convincing -most of the
way, getting good support from Jackson Perkins as the mother, Lauren
Gilbert as the mysterious stranger,
and Joseph F. Foley as the grand-

in

is

which went

Ooi-ne

Pliiycr."

.Vdi-oion

Hcltrhls,

DnIvH
Klnir
DifUc

Conn.,

M:iiinii .Swpi.t

("h-it-lcM

de Nmi(-cy

Ilolierl

At

least 11 rural

showshops are

(If

Siiii\ CM.

Gu(iril.'»MieM

'

'

.

.

"

'

Maxwell
;

j

I

!

'

I

.MiicCiinutiiiMil
.Idscpli.l't'rlniiin

Irine.'i

\
/

Ander.son

di.^cernible jn

thl.*;

I'l-ont

i

.'

.

play,

i.«
influence
which drnls

with Catherine de Medici .and her
war on French Huguenots.' culmi-

is

a

pretty good
might have

'

Louis, Aug. 31.

season of Municipal Opera in al
fresco theatre in Forest Park, Sun(29).
Total attendance^ for season reached 774,958, shattering previous record of 748,060 hung up last
year. Take for season was approximately $425,000, leaving a small suradmini-stratLve
expenses
plus for
during winter and cost of preparation for elaborate 20th anniversary
celebration in 1938.

day

.

tered

69,106';
'Salute
to
Bride,'
14th,'
'Louie
the
Spring,'
66,460;
63,783; 'Robin Hood,' 62,829; 'Music
In the Air,* 60,921; 'The Pink Lady,'
60,174; 'The Fortune Teller,' 59.984;
'Prince of Pils6n,' (6 performances)
52,884 and 'The Mikado^" 51,001.

fact that the earlier attempts were,
uniformly negati-ve.

'Virginia," the first show of the^
season, was postponed' from Tuesday^
until Thursday (2). Next musical' to
come is a returoi date for 'The Show
Is On.' due at the Winter Garden.
Sent. 20.
Season is winding up at Jones
Beach and Randall's Island, the outdoor showings at the former spot

terminating Sunday (4^) with another
week or two at the latter place.
.Bstimatei-for Last.

Week

ia, Arms^'
Shubert (21st
the
(M-i,385r$3.30).
Still
only musical in town what with
postponement of 'Virginia'; business
estimated
again better with takings

'BaAma.

week)

over $l8,500i
'Brother
Rat/

week)

Biltmore

(38th

Jumped $2',00»
(C-99'l-$3.30').
not) f&r from $9iOQO; best
since- spuing and engagement

with gross

money

should go right along.
'Having WioiulerfaJs Time,'' Lyceum
(281hwttek) (CDk1:,0OO-$3.3O). Moved
\ip $9,000< too- and may stay another
two or three months,
'Room Service,' Cort (16th weefcy
Went up with bet(G-1,059-$3.3Q.).
ter theatre weather laist
approximately
takings

week and
close

$17,000; best gross since early

'The

Women,' Barrymore

week )
$2,500

Jumped

(e-l,048-$3,30 >.

week with

last

proaching

$16t(j00'

gross

to

suit

'

31.

Only average bu.siness registered
for the next to the final week of
Elitch stock.
Take was $4,200 with
'Excursion' held over to wind up
sea.son

next Saturday.

since spring.^
'Tobaeeo Road,'

outdoor; cars turned back on bridge
and attendance over capacity Saturday,

WPA

'SwinK It/ Adelphi; final per*
formances; colored.
'Horse Play,' Lafayette; Harlem.
•The Trial of Dr. Beck,' Elliott;
also colored.

Combines 5mortne»s and Ease

her

'

7^^^^^""^
y ^^1^

Your

First

Foil

SHoe

Black or brovn pttjoralfJ
sutdt oxfoid
.
.

After an opcn-tocd Summer,

you'll-

want a "Softoe'

... it lobh different ... it's
designed differently. We've left out the usual stiff "boxtip" to make the toe pliant and supple^ and it gives
you that smill-foot look every woman longs for.

shoe. It jeels difFerent

'

the

cramped

stage

space, Esther and Walter Tyler have
directed and mounted a highly colo"-

ian blank xevsa. Ihough perhaps

fu)

(^on.t'idering

production,

Pnuh

ap-

mark; best money

.

...'

Script presents excellent acting
opportunities. The Cobweb Players,
though earnest and in some instances
gifted, are not equipped to do a
Marion
completely satisfying job.
Sweet presents a careful study of
Catherine, hinting at the dark complexities ol her Machiavellian mind.
Charles IX, the weak and vacillating king of France, Warren Sawyer iF a little beyond his depth, but
his sincerity carries him through.
a wistful Marguerite
Mary Pa.<;cale
de Valoi.e, and her love for the
Chicot, played by Charles
je.ster
Baldwin, provides a touching interThomas Smith's sketch of a
lude.
fat .swilling priest is one of the
Horace Covilbrighter acting bits.
in,«.
as an astrologer, and'AdoIph
Ring, a.e the effeminate Duke of
Anjou, are others' who stand out.

to

weeks;
(32nd

*Anythin|^ Goes,' Randall's Island;

DENVER STOCK CLOSING
Denver, Aug.

natMi.g in the St. Bartholomew ma.sDiulosi seems occa.<;.-icrs
of 1572.
Kion;illy to flow into free Andei'.S')nit

call"

ing back the cows and in another
week or s<J most of the actors will b»
back on the main stem.
The American premiere of 'Wild
The Dumber of hideaway try-outs
Violets'
drew over 70,000 people which' were accorded favorable com<for take of approximately $43,000, to ment in the paat three weeks was.
bring down curtain of Iftth annual siurprising, especially in light of the
St.

i.<-

IMnricf ('(H\IlnK
Nancy .Si; k

fJnwirfei-".'

Miidiime

Vi-ililwln

VVllllnni I'lal'.
Kdward I'ld-^rspn

\'llry
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'rWimjis Snillh
...ItuaselL .Xrni.slrong
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.Moii.sleiii-
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.Medi<-I.-

.\iijoii

(if

.\l:ii-.;ui-rUe
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Pi-fsenti-d

Ihfc

!il

(if

(if

Wiilrer

'I'.vler;

pnidm-l ion.

Cfiljtt-fl)

CaHievlnp de
diaries IX

New York

analysis,

final

reshaping their lives
purposes of state.

27.

Au.c,'.

Ihrfe JiclM IPi.';ht
I''Walbi-idKR H-

d.

Kstlicr

of

i-harse

nnd

))r<ilO)r

by

rf-i-iPd

into

!

LOU CLAYTOM

For the
prose.
however, true poetic in-

flexible

is

costume piece which
been something more.

MEDEA

Norolon, Conn.,

.

ri;(v In
Ki-enes) bv

I

Mgt,:

a dozen attvaciions sl»ted
to arrive during the month, cionsiderably under the normal of other
Septembers, but the rehearsal list
has started upward, some shows for
the early road, however. As production activity slowly climbs the sea>
son in the sticks is. quickly folding,.

|

(30-).

Berkshire Hotel,

a

part,,

tensity

Central character of Catherine
further suggests the Anderson technique.
A ruthless, domineering
woman whose kingdom comes before
all, she has much in common with
Set in an Iri.<;h town of a century Elizabeth as portrayed in 'Elizabeth
ago. a critical playgoer may not the Queen' and 'Mary of Scotland.'
readily eschew the allusion to vacTitle of Walbridge play hinges on
cination in one of the lineis, and it
f-e fact that in Greek legend Medea
might take him some distracting time
s a royal mother who murdered
to become accustomed to the roof--!
own children. Catherine, while
less cottage and pub that framf' most
fcnc does not actually slay Charles
Fo;c.
of the action.
IX, Marguerite de Valois and Duke
of Anjou. succeeds in thwarting and

I

'God,'

Monday

just

most

.

and

contemplates a Broadway pro-

lacking; the memorable
power of God in his heart, if he has* language which makes great drama
enough faith in himself. Regan does not figure among the author's
moves on, leaving Dolan playing the present accomplishments. 'Medea,'

Beviising 'Trouble'
'Never Trouble Trouble,' which
John Golden tried out at Brighton
Beach recently, has been .set back
until later. Play is being rewritten.
Manager's first this season will be
rehearsal

31.

Leonard Fields planed east last
"week, taking with him the script of
a drama by Francis Edwards Faragoh entitled 'Sun Up to Sun Down.'
duction.

some

$43,000 IN ST. LODiS

is

'The Lonely Man.' Still going.

turns to the village after 20 years'
absence, to offer his son a home and
protection, but when he views the
situation, he reveals his identity only
to Maeve, the mother, and tells the
young man that everybody has the

is found, to give the piece a
very Renepous iniection of entertainnient syruo, it looks like just another- noble experiment.
Hurf^

'WILD VIOLETS' GROSS

summer.
There are

Besides Miss Carlson those who
Forrest
(195th
proved a big click were Susanne week) (n-l,107-$1.65>. Run leader
Fisher, Eugene Bertonelli, George also better and takings approxiBasely,.
Eugene Loewenthal and mated $6,006; good for low cost winJohn Gurney,:. Metropolitan Opera ner at pop. scale.
'ViTRinla; Center (1st week) (Mstars; Al Trahan, Helen Raymond,
Mary Hopple^ Wilbur Evans, Guy 3,438^$3.85). Was slated to open
Robertson,^ Annamary Dickey, Vickj Tuesday but put back untU. ThursCummings, Joseph Macauley, Leon- day (2); book by Laurence Stallings
Owen Davis; score by Arthur
ard Ceeley, Gladys Baxter and and
Schwartz; lyrics by Albert Stillman.
George Meader.
It is likely
that
'Yes^ My Darliiig Daughter,* Playmost of these will be invited to aphouse (21st week) (C-878-$3.30). One
pear in local out-door bowl next
of last season's good things and still
summer.
in the money; last week the gross
was rated around $9,^000.
'You Can't Take It With You,*
GLORIA'S STAGE DATE
Booth (38th week) (C-708-$3.30 ).
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Strongest draw on the list and has
Gloria Dickson leaves for New been
since
the start; still has
York Sept. 8 to .appear in 'Wise To- standees and grosses over $15,000.
morrow' on Broadway.
Revivals
She was the femme lead in War'The Circus Frincess,' Jpnes Beach;
ners, 'They Won't Forget.'
outdoor; final week.

Fergus Regan, Dolan's father, re-

"way

'SiLsan

'M-onesh'

'You CaA't Take It With You'
(1,000; $2.75) (30th week). Another
$13,000, the average here.

gets

The whole village now worships
him so. completely that when he at-

and then the very obvious climax
rebounds with a dull thud from the
overburdened minds of the audience.
Fxe.sent plans call for a six-day Santa
Barbara showing, with the production hitting the road on the Coast
and evpnluoUv landing- on Broadway.
Probablv for production by

p.-icity has been the ru?»p
Ticket agencies reported lively
business in comparison to the previ-

cations.

grow

tempts, vainly, to raise his grandfather from the dead, the villagers
blame grandpappy'is stubborness for
the miracle's failure.

upped $2,0C0 and ihore, oi a gijneral
Exception? were
increase of 30%.
the leaders where approxItiMte ca-

ous six or eight weeks. Alert broken
say that patrons are distinctly theatreminded, which may be another
tip-off on the coming season.
All
that J^Foadway needs apparently ia
more attractions of the caliber of
those
which have survived the

Attendance figures .show that 'The
Great Waltz' opening show drew
86,290 for 10-night run; 'The Bar-

to extraordinary size,
credit because he
blessed the field with some sort of
hokus pokus^ he tells a widow that
he extended her husband's life an
extra week, and she believes it. and
by the greatest stroke of luck Innis
prays for rain and gets it, to end a
drought.

own

Last week Broadway was regaled
with the best theatre weather of the
summer. Rain, cloudy and cool, attendance jumped and grosses were

.

to place him on the exalted pedestal
farmer'"s
to which he aspires.

and Dolam

Week

ready for a Great Northern try-out,
and three oncracters by George Bernard Shaw and Eugene O'Neil are
rehearsing for Princess showings.
Meanwhile, 'Lionely Man' isn't in too
much solitude at the Blaekstone.
Estimates for Last Week
'Brother Rat,' Selwyn (1,000; $2.75)
(2nd week); Raves got this one off
In for a long, profitable
to $16,500.
run according to all present indi.

born anew, becomes imbued with unswerving confidence in himself, the

potatoes

Weather Hypoed

Legit Grosses Plenty Last

Chicago, Aug. 31.
'You Cari't TfLke It With You' has
competition now that 'Brother Rat'
town, but nobody could tell
is in
Only one of &1 performances was
it by the box office.
They're both
cancelled by rain, three were briefly
doing okay.
interrupted by showers and another
'Brother Rat,' turning 'em away
was called oS after deadline for isever since its openiiig (22), shows
that the long, undiminished run of suing rain checks passed.
'Cant Take If^ isn't a freak, and
'Violets,' with Violet Carl.son copthat the town is play hungry, pro- ping- top honors, second-placed in
viding of course, it's a quality play. attendance during current season to
'Rat' got press raves on its jump-off.
'Babes in Tbyland,' which estabExpected are 'The Women' for the lished an all-time high with 71,365
Erlanger, at present doing picture for
Included in
a seven-day run.
road showing, and 'Babes in Arms'
for the Grand..
Both are coniing total attendance were 146,200' who
saw performances from free seats
sometime next month.
Yiddish
almost at top- of bowl.

love,

perfection. A highlight of the play
is the work of Martin Kosleck, as an
eccentric Polish astronomer who is
constantly in the way.
Other fine
chaiacterizations are those of Ferdinand Munier as the Archbishop of
Canterbury, Reginald Sheffield as
King George III and Neil Fitzgerald
as Sir Joseph Wetherbridge, who has
bePH Huston's benefactor.
The play dratjs through five scenes
"with four settings.
The story does
not unfold Until the fourth scene

unles.s

The FTP expected

from

frailties.
Miss Sunderland has a
very bar' role, but her performance
is a fine match for the work of Huston. Miss O'Neil is at once beautiful and talented and^ carries off the
b4ghly emotional role of the wife to

However,

'Power,' Alcazar (2nd wk.) (1,26&50).

. Players
this Irish piece next
Doubtless 'God Innis' would
look much more important in their
hands, would take- on a richer flavor,
and' might conceivably find a niche
in their repertory. Under the present
auspices the production lacks fire, is
disturbingly slow of pace.
As to the play itself, it would seem

is

Goi-rion.

Abbey

the

Sides, Cool

WPA

Aldrlch Bowler

season.

spectacular throughout, but
still on the wrong side of the entertainment. Huston and his cast-sister.
Miss Sunderland (Mrs. Huston), ar^
a couple of astronomers who have
gained fame, but who shun the spotlight of public recognition to carry
thfii? work, amid the simpJjiCLties
of a quiet country home. Intp their
Jives steos Barbara O'NeiU a young
widow who becomes the wife of Hus-.
ton, much against the sister'"s wishes.
Famous people pay homage to the
brother and sister and Huston becomes the Royal Astronomer and is
visited by ICing George III. his
Queen and other dignitaries. His request for a new observatory site is
almost blocked down when the sistier suJleniy snubs the royal party,
suddenly, in a flare up of temper.
Then comes the truth of the whole
sorry mess, and that is that the sister
loves her brother with the fervor of
a sweetheart. Their lives virtually
ruined, the newly acquired wife prepares to depart, but Huston orders
her to stay and sends the sister away
instead and they start life anew.
Huston gives a masterful performance' as the man who is constantly
torn between so many emotions and
embroiled in the conflict of work
vefsus love.
Only Huston's great
actings keeps the play from being

Max

T.owcr.s

Walthall Hamilton
.MIml Francis

might produce

ertson.

its

Donald

There have been hopes expressied
that

it's
doubtful if it could be
worked over and made into a popAs presented at the Lobero
here by Arthur J. Beckhardt, 'The
Miles of Heaven* had the benefit of a
topnotch cast, headed by such players as Walter Huston. Nan SunderJtlhd and Barbara O'Neil, but even
thos6 troupers could not putl it out
of the mire.
It bogs down in the first of itrf five
jicenes and stays there right through
Beckhardt not only prothe. end.
duced, but directed the production
and his work, in this respect is okay.
The yarn calls for four etab&rate settings and these were executed in remarkabte fashion by Wiliiam Rob-

in

•Story to Be WhisperecT (Curran)
(1,700; $2.75.) (final week). Did about
$10,000.
Hurlbut's new play n.s.g.,
but Marjorie Rambeau is great.

Berllla Kerr
...Phyllis lloldon
Dorothea Jiiokson

;

Betsey Blackater

ular hit.

submerged

i...

Widow Burke

that

Estimate for Last IVeek

Joseph: F. Foley
Kdvvard Trevor
M<Unroe .Spauldlng
William l.ar.son

Fitzgerald

ilaPBle

ble,

c€ftnplete]y

Lauren Gilbert
Jackson Perkins
Theodnr» Paul

Barry Boorte
Matty Monahan
Kathleen Gallaglier

any entertainment wallop.
Burdened with, this, basic story trou-

Play

Galliigher

James Gleuson

lacks

•

Bo^y...

Tommy

David Hertr's dirama of 18th. century love, and science, 'The Miles O'f
Heaven.'

Second
'Irolley

Morris Roa.s
..WlUlani Conroy
Jean Guild
YAW Taylor

Michael fioran
Innls Doi-ao

..Daisy Belmore

Ferdinand Munler
Richard fleckhardt

Fnink

San Francisco, Aug. 31.
'Story to Be Whispered' went into
after one week at Curran
here. Piece, starring Marjorie Rambeau, carried $5,600 nut and failed
to break even despite $10,000 gross.
'Power' got an awful razzing from
press and surprising that 'the living
newspaper play' is doing good biz at
the Alcazar.

Leaky

£9

camphor

Alexandra Endsley

Boy

John Oylinmn Beana Fitzgerald
Kaplun. Fergus Regan
Harry
Antony Vundervoort Maeve Doran....
Frank li''l.spher Paddy Gorman

<;ueen (Iharlntte
^'ichbishop of Canterbury

2(5.

three^acts,

'In

Sollers.

I<\

First Girl.

MInJIr
...Barbara O'NeJl
Marti n Ko.sleck

Pitt

Mary

John

Sunderland

Nell Fltzsernld
llarolrt

Hnladeck
FeWhJimnier.

background

ot Irlsb

tour scenes and prologue by Helen Rovene
and George Brendan Dowell, presented by Farragut Players at Farargut
Playhouse, Rye Heach, N, H., Aug. 1>.1.
DIjrected by Dotothy M. Urane.
Sets by

WUUanm

Walter Huston
...
wnilu'n Upvsohell
Cmoiln*- Hersehel, hlH sister
Jehn V\it

AFTER WEEK'S RUN

INNIS

VARIETY

TMILUfc^

450 FinH AVfNUE
562 FIFTH AVENUE

49 W. 34(h STREET
)552

BROADWAY

in

-

LITERATI ^ CONCERT

VARIETY

60

Charles

Goes Under Wing of the
Settlement of the American Guild
Opera
Musical Artists-Grand
Artists Assn. of America scrap and
merge of the two groups under one
charter presages a concentrated organization drive on the whole opera,
concert and recital field. Maneuver
bolsters the new American
also
Federation of Radio Artists front and
solidifies the ranks of the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America in
the whole performer field,
of

Understood one of the

new

tives of the

objec-

first

AGMA

be

will

AGMA

Philly Concert Tooters

Do Okay With Co-Op

Scale

Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
Ninety musicians, who worked on
co-operative basis at Robin Hood
Dell during eight-week season recently closed, will cash in for about
$49 a week each for their tooting.
This is approximately same as last
year.

(Chuck) Calkins of

the N.Y. City News, and Paula
Chalmers of the London News
Chronicle, both vet. ship reporters, who were interviewing

Walter Duranty in his cabin
before his sailing for Moscow
gangthe
missed
recently,
plank. Both were taken off the
ship when the pilot disembarked.
Duo has formed the 'Half-

Way-to-Hoboken

Club.'

HIPP OPERAS

GROSS

•

m

—

other

AGMA

He and
minimize the

How

It

Alfredo

No More

Standing

Room

Came About

Amalgamation of the

GOAAA

AGMA

and

after several months of
negotiations and increasingly bitter wrangling came suddenly
with the arrival from the Coast of
fruitless'

Kenneth

capacity.

possible.

officials

Thomson,

Screen

Actors
His im-

Guild executive secretary.
ihediate action on hopping off the
traia was to call on both, groups to
iron out their differences and reach
an agreement at once in the interests, of
unity.
Meeting was
held Friday (27) and terms of the
truce laid down.
Deal was later

AAAA

Sold

Move

at

Salzburg

In

to Coiifuse Specs

Salzburg, Aug. 20,
Bruno Walter directed Weber's
'Euryanthe' with Thorborg Kerstin
(Eglantine), Karl Friedrich (Adolar)
and Herbert Alson (Koenig). Festisal theatre sold out, as Usual.
No
more standing room, according to

new regulations,
scalpers,

due

to

ticket

American. Society of Friends of
Salzburg gave a tea party at the
Hotel de I'Europe, Domgraf Fassbaender (baritone), Gina Van der
Beer (soprano) and Salzburg Quartette sang; Edith Vpgel and Franz
CJmachl at -the piano.
io follow.
Gina Van der Beer played on the
Provisions of the peace pact are old Mozart piano in the residence
of
that the
GOAAA relinquish its the archbishop. Concert was broadcharter, that thfe two bodies be cast by several stations. Dr,
Paummerged under the name of the gartner directed Mozart C Minor
American Guild of Musical Artists, Mass at St. Peter's Church,
Inc., new charter covering opera,
'Escapade' (Metro) had its first
concert and recitals be granted by European showing at the local film
the Four A's, all members of the theatre. Comparison with the. AusGOAAA being eligible for the new trian original version by most critics
AGMA without initiation fee and was in favor of Metro,
with the right to vote, dues to be
Toscanini directed Verdi's 'Regraiduated
according to
earnings quiem.'
Soloists: Zinka Kunz (so(ranging from $12 a year to $100 a prano) of Prague, Helge Roswaenge
year, similar to the arrangement re- and Adolf Kipnis (basso).
cently set by the APRA), that the
Josef Capek, in charge of SalzPOAAA be. permitted to name a burg broadcasting station, attributes
vice-president and three board mem- alleged bad transmission to the w,k.
bers to the new organization, and Salzburg Schnuerl-rain (rain like a
string). He is trying out new methseveral minor stipulations.
od of placing microphones when
Subject to Approval
operas are broadcast to the U. S.
Although the agreement

GOAAA
AGMA
AGMA

subsequently to that by the
membership and the
board.
Formal approval of the
tnembership
and
amendment of
the group's constitution is expected,

is

subject to approval

membership,
poses

still

by the AGMA
and pur-

to all intents

now

in effect, (Juisseppe
of
the
defunct
GOAAA,. .will be that group's selection of vice-president of the new
it

is

Interrante,

bers
•

while the three board memwill
be Armand Marbiny,

Lawrence

Powers and
Delfina
Cakolari. First meeting of the group
may be in October and will probably be
informal, pending
final
ratification, by the
membsrshii) and approval of the new constitution.
Charter from the
was granted at a special meeting of
parent group's international board

AGMA

AAAA

Monday

(30) night.

While officials of both the AGMA
and GOAAA see the peace pact as a
victory for its group, actually the
-settlement and merge is chiefly a
• triumph
for the Four A's and Kenneth Thomson's diplomacy.
While
Thomson and other
officials
have attempted to give the impression the entire affair was simply a

AAAA

misunderstanding which was
ironed out at AAAA Prez Frank
plight

Gillmorels

Skolsky Quits

prez

AGMA,

suggestion,

the fact re-

mains that no real peace move was
until the SAG exec arrived

made

(Continued from page 3)
he has several important radio commercials in view. Danton Walker,
who has covered music, night clubs
and general Utility jobs on the Daily
News, is believed to have the inside
track for Sullivan's job.
Idea of Sullivan going to the Coast
has been prevalent for several years,
plan originally having been for him
and Skolsky to switch posts every
year. Skolsky has been on the pic
beat for four years, however, while
Sullivan has remained on Broadway five annums. Believed present
plan at the News is to yank Sullivan
back again after a year in Hollywood. Columnist will leave for the
Coast immediately after his current
engagement at the State, N. Y.,
which goes into, its second week
tomorrow (Thursday),

GOAAA

AGMA

AAAA

GOAAA

AGMA

umning and

that, busiiifess [offices emwill be admitted to the
Guild, but th^re is '$ome division of
opinion on such points as the Supreme Court, attd' .support of the
Spanish Loyalist cause, though the
probability is that the convention
will also be upheld on these points.
indicates

ployees

•

director, this
to Brooklyn,

giving performances at the Academy
of Music there as well as the Hipp,
N. Y. Has double casts. Scale a"
both will be $1 top.

SUCK-WAVER SUES
ON LOSS OF PODIUM
Philadelphia,

Aug.

31.

Orch batoneer has filed suit here
damages on charges of alleged libelous and defamatory statements concerning his ability; which,
he claims, caused him to lose his
job.
Plaintiff,
Amand" de Polls,
claims he was canned as director of
the Northwestern

his

flair

phrases and a sense of
him quick recognition.
present on vacation.

•

Symphony Orch.

refiections made about
his skill in a letter sent out by two
members of the-6oard oi directors
of the orch association.

because of

Returns
pro-CIO.

are "running

lor

to

col-

coining

humor won
He is at

LITERATI DEATHS THIS WEEK
WlHtam W. Canfleld, 80, editor and

about

He began

after a long illness.

A S. to Drop 6-8 Mass
Street & Smithy largest and

one

of the oldest pulp publishing houses
in America, is presently working on
a thorough shakeup and revision of
the magazine production schedule,
with six to eight being eliminated
from the list. Firm at present publishes 26 mags.

There are many reasons for this
which will be taken shortly,
but probably the chief one is the

step

rising cost of prO(Juction and the
rise in the cost of paper.
Street
Smith figures that there are too

&

his

career with the Cattaraugus Union
and later switched to the Buffalo
Courier.
He was editor of the
Syracuse Daily Dispatch and remained when it merged with the
Herald Dispatch.
'Legend of the
Iriquois,'
"The
Spotter'
and 'At

S.

Seneca

Castle'

were

among

his

published books.
B. C. Dow, 66, general manager of
the Sioux Falls, S. D., Argus-Leader,
died there Aug, 28. He is credited
with building the Argus-Leader from
a 7,000 circulation to 40,000. He had
been manager since 1910. His wife
survives.

Harry D. Neach, 55, founder and
former owner of the Nassau Bulletin,
Hempstead, L. I,, N. Y.
He had
been associated with the advertising
these from their list the better off departments of the Saturday
Evethey will be. By taking the step ning Post and N. Y. Herald Tribune.
now they will beat the trade on Deceased
published
papers
in
economies where they are necessary Duchess and Montgomery counties,
and rehiaih in a sound position.
N. Y., and once owned the Fishkill
Present schedule calls for an out- (N, Y.) Standard. His wife survives,
put of nearly 400 publications per
Edwin C. Merrill, 86, retired secreyear, which the executives consider tary of the Charles E. Merrill Pub-

many

pulps on the market which
resemble their prodiicts and that the
sooner they get out, and eliminate

much

too high. Besides rise in the
cost of paper, the other principal
factor is labor costs which they figure also will rise heavily by the end
of the year.

Besides pulps, Street & Smith also
publishes such mags as Mademoiselle
and Pic which are doing well, and
are not among thos,e which will be
eliminated. Decisions on what publications are to go have not been
finally decided, but officials admit
that at least six will go.

'

Deposed podiumist says that on
Dec. 21, 1936, Ephraim O. Herring
and Albert E. Smith sent a statement to all other members of the
board containing derogatory comments on his professional ability.

writer, died at Utica, N. Y., Aug. 28,

80%

-

lishing Co., died at his

summer home

in Stratham, N. H., Aug. 27,
A
daughter and four grandchildren
.

survive.

Frederick Burr Opper, 80, dean
American comic strip artists, died
his

home

in

Kew

ol
at

Rochelle, N. Y.,

Aug. 27. Creator' of .the famed Happy Hooligan, comic tramp, which
lasted more than 30 years, he also

was responsible for many other
syndicated humorous drawings. His
newspaper career began on the
Madison, O., Gazette and graduated
from that

Coast Guild Confabs

St.

Negotiations are in progress after

to Scribner's, Century and
Nicholas magazines before join-

ing the Hearst enterprises in 1899,

numerous delays brought about by staring on the N. Y. Journal. He
the management of the Los Angeles also saw service with Puck and
Evening Herald and Express between Leslie's Weekly.
the paper and its employes for an
Corinne DeForest (Mrs. Corinna
agreement with the L, A. News- DeForest Merrill),
57, was killed in
paper Guild,

auto accident Aug. 27 in Detroit.
Guild's demands are; $30 mini- Under
pen name, Mrs. Merrill was a
pay for editorial workers of feature writer with the Detroit
one year's experience or less; $37.50, Journal, Detroit News
and Detroit
one year up to two; $45, two years
Denver, Aug. 31.
Saturday Night. Burial in Marshall,
Season tickets for the Oberfelder- and up to three; $55, three years and Mich.
up
to
four;
four
$60,
years
up
and
to
Slack concert series are practically
Franklin T. McCracken, widely
sold, with indications that most of five; $70 for over five years; $20
known sports writer on the staff of
those wanting to see only one or weekly minimum for office boys, $30
the Philadelphia Evening Ledger,
for
editorial
telephone
operator, $35
two of the series will have to ocdied suddenly Aug. 27 in Jefferson
cupy seats on the stage. A. M. Ober- for chief operator; library workers,
hospital, Philadelphia, after a heart
felder predicts the biggest grosses in $20 to $30; five-day, 40-hour week
with time and a half for overtime; attack. He was 41. An authority on
years.
boxing and golf, he became ill while
On the list for Denver are Kirsten restoration of three 10% pay cuts. vacationing at Avalon, N. J., two
Flagsted, soprano; Bohumlr and his Vacations up to four weeks with
weeks ago.
50-piece symphony orchestra; Mary pay for 10-year employes; three
He joined the Ledger in 1914, and
McCormic, soprano; Joos European weeks' pay for each year of service
during the war was athletic director
if discharged.
Ten
cents
a
mile
Ballet,
for
Josef
HoiTman,
pianist;
at the Philadelphia Navy Yard and
Marian Anderson, colored contralto; use of cars. Also Guild shop.
Huddles started last week and Parris Island, S. C. In addition to
John Charles Thomas, baritone; and
the
Salzburg Opera Co.
Series were adjourned to yesterday, with his work on the Ledger, he was
opens Oct, 31, and runs through the paper's representatives Harvey J, editor of Philadelphia Golfer and
Kelly, Hearst papers' chief labor boxing instructor at Pennsylvania
winter.

Denver

Selling Well

mum

.

Nathai^son
(Continued from page 3)

counsel; Henry S. MacKay, Jr., attorney for the H&E; Don J. Keeler,
business manager; Jack Campbell,

Military College., He was a past
president of the Philadelphia Sporting Writers Association.

managing

W. Euirene Pa»e, prorninent Columbus, Ga., newspaper publisher
and former collector of internal
revenue for Georgia, was killed
Thursday (28) in an automobile
crash near Camilla, Ga.
He had
undergone an operation recently and
was on his way to Florida for a rest.
Page, 49, started on the Columbus
Ledger when he was 18 and at time
of his death was prez of R. W. Pase
Co.. founded by his father, which
publishes Columbus Ledger and Enquirer. Bradenton (Fla.) Herald and
Wilmington
Star-News.
(N.
C.)
Funeral was held Saturday (23) in
Columbus.
William G. Horton, 76, formerly

editor, and Vic
assistant biz manager.

Dunsmoor,

Negotiating for the employes areRoger Johnson, Hollywood CitizenNathanson 'had/ purchased a sub- News; Milton Phinniey,
Evening
stantial number of shares' in U's News, and
John Dennis Keys, MornCanadian subsidiary.
ing News, with R. C, Springer as
The transaction is handed as being observer.
a much involved matter and whetheithere is an arrangement ,on the
Indict Denver Reporter
profits of the Universal Film Co.,
Walden Sweet, Denver Post stateLtd,, between Universal and Nathanson is not known. However, U. for a house reporter, was indicted by a
its name, is bolstered by the
names period of years thus has disposed of special grand jury along, with three
in the AGMA membership, has the its Canadian
business just as upon others in two indictments, each conlower dues scale and voting rights the company's reorganization under taining two counts, of conspiracy
to
for which it battled and is now as- J, Cheevcr Cowdin
and his asso- commit a public nuisance, actual
sured a better entry for its mem- ciates, following purcha.se of
control commission of the nuisance, conbers into, the radio and pic fields, from' Carl LaemtVile. Universal
to
eavesdrop and actualdis- spiracy
Main thing is that all the groups posed of its British distribution to eavesdropping.
The
indictments
needed the truce to work out a com- the Woolf interests. Wooif is sup- grow out of the placing
of microplete domination of the performer posed to have
paid $2.,500,000 for phones in offices of state officials,
field.
That has been eficcted.
that end, with a split arrangement the wires leading to a private apartProspect of control of the new on the profits.
ment where
the day converAGMA seems to indicate the present It is to bo expected that Universal sations were during
taken in shorthand, and
Tibbett setup will vc.main in the will benefit through
Nathanson's as- at night by records. These records
saddle.
Pending actual ratification sociation with the company that his and notes have not
been made pubof the a.<ireemcnl and conslitulional services in
an advisory capacity, if lic., but are expected to be used a

from the Coast, whereupon the
whole dispute was completely unraveled. There is a growing belief
that Thomson proposed the original
action to revoke the
charter
simply to bring the whole squabble
to a head and force both groups into
lina in the interests of the Four A's,
As things how stand, the amalgamation of the two groups under the
one charter gives all'parties involved
most of the things they wanted, amendment by the
memberhas the
charter it ship.
memboi'.s will have no
sought. Plus +v>e numerical stron-zth vole and the activities of the Rroup
and the 0''C"rfc coverage of fio \\''\[ continue to bo dii-cct'^d by Leo
GOAAA. L"tior group, while ro- Fi.rjhor, executive .socictui-y, and
liiiquishing its charter and giving up Iloiu'y JalVe, a'.lorr.oy.
,

Salmaggi,

week extends company

for $5,000

okayed by the Four A*s board and

ing sentiment in favor of the Guild's Gallico departed.
remaining in the CIO. Vote also
M;iley was then assigned

.

Mid-season mark had promised reobtain a contract for Guild shop,
turns of about $52, but rain four out
minimum salary^, etc., with the of five days at the very peak of the
Metropolitan Opera Company. San concerts sent grosses tumbling. Final
Francisco, Chicago and other comfigures not yet available, but total
panies will be next to get attention, gross
First Week's performances of the
for 48 performances, including
after which the group will seek pacts
soloists, opei'as and ballets, will hit Hippodrome Opera Company, at the
with concert and recital managers, between $80,000 and $90,000. This
in the absence of Lawrence Tibbelt, is likewise close to last season's rec- Hipp, N. Y., drew a total gross of
^
about $9,000 for three (Friday, SaturAGMA president, in Europe, Richard ord.
Bonelli, second vice-president, has
Eighty-two members of Dell orch day and Sunday 27-29^^) performemphasized that the organization are regular players in Philly symph.
ances. All three houses were near
wiljl try to gain its ends by amicable

means wherever

Guild's 80% Pro-CIO
N. Y. Daily News, has been shunted
First returns, in .the American back to the city room where he was
Newspaper Guild* referendum on the a byliner. Switch occurred after a
10 points adopted by the St. Louis run-in with Jimmy Powers, sports
convention,' indicate an overwhelm- editor, who moved up when Paul

'

to

possibility of a strike.

Literati

Any More Member«?

GOAAA

Warblers Bury Hatchet as
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.

not directly, will bo available to the
firm and homs-o(Tlc3 cjuascls.

Nathansjn. of cju.i2. rolaiiis his
gcnsx-al dirc^lOiohj) ov ;i- F:miv)iis
Players-Catu^d'r.n. Pai-'s thu-.Ui-e subsid in the D.)ininion,

the

year

trial.

in jail

Maximum
and

penalty

is

co-publisher
Salem
the
of
old
Gazette, Salom, Mass., died at hW
honne in Salem, Aug. 29, after a
long illnoss.
Dean Ward Patty, 33. promotion
Atlanta
advertising
for
mana::-ar
Journal. Atlanta, died Aug. 30, Wife,
child,
parents, brother and sistec
survive.

a

a $1,000 fine.

Jack Miley Reporting: Now
Jack Miley, who developed into a
topnotch sports columnist ou Ih-j

Holcn Keller returning from Jap.m
after an exl.2n.«;ive loctui'e tou'.". C.i"I'cnily woi'lcing on a book d^alit":-;

with hsr travels,
will publish.

which

Doublcv.i.'iy

'

CHATTER
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bow on

Broadway

Comedy
'King Rich-

Sam Weller
ard II.'
Jack Roth is booking bands in Dan
p.a.'ing

Heaiy's talent ofTice.

celebrated

Gilbert

Wolfe

Monday

birthday

54 Ih

(30).

Lillian DeCosta, Al Wilkie's sec,
in the hosp with pleurisy.
Joey Deutsch out of hospital and
recuperating in the country.

of

weeks of

out

OA

publicity staff

here under direction of AusRemains of Crystal Palace ablaze
tralian Broadcasting Commission,
again Aug. 19.
Hotel men are asking authorities
Maurice Elvey to the South of
to allow liquor to be sold after the
France
on vacation,
present curfew hour of six p.m.
Julius Hagen to do one quota pic'Murder in the Cathedral' being
presented for a short run at the ture' here for Metro.
Earle Leslie taking his own show
Garrick, Melbourne, by Standard
Dancing's

still

quite a vogue here

and pulling plenty every
skating

Welch,

Phyllis

Monday

(30) to

player, left
a Metro pic com-

-legit

fill

mitment.

is

night. Ice-

running successfully twice

tendered

day

Snider-Dean-Fullers for Newcastle,
Brisbane, Melbourne and Adelaide
after completion of season here.
Chick Arnold, comedian with
Friiik Neil's 'Red, White and Blue'
unit, recently playinjg here, married
a Sydney society girl prior to leaving for d New Zealiand tour.
Acts booked by Frank Neil for the
Tivoli include Nina May McKinhey,
EUa
Arnauts,
Dogs,
Gautier's
Shields, Threle Flames, Henning and
Raye, .Fortune and Pope, Christie
'

Murray,

John

'

restaurateur,
Satur-

the

birthday

party

'

(29).

Chiirles

Stewart

in

Hollywood

seeking players for Rowland Stebbins shows,
Collette Lyons, Warner contract
player, is in New York dickering for
a legit stint.
Mrs. Y. .Frank Freeman, wife of
the Paramount v.p.-theatre department head, is on the mend.
Bob Gillham tried his luck closing
day at Saratoga, but had no glowing
reports to make on the matter.
Annual moonlight sail of the
Catholic Actors Guild aboard, the
Americana showboat, Sept. 8.
Barney Ross at Grossinger's again
selecting that spot for training this
time for the Cerfina Garcia fight.
.

—

Jack Oswald, chief of Paramount's
investigation department at the h.o.,
oflc on another jaunt into the midwest.
Kimberly and Page, vauders, return to England Sept 3. It's their
first visit to native heath in four
years.

and Gould.
Sir Victor Wilson, head of Motion
Picture Distribs, returns from England this month and will resume activities on reaching the Sydney head
off ice.. Percy Hunter, one-time news-

paperman, has been in charge during^

the Knijght's absence.

Judgment given covering Hoyts
action against the local council on
refusal to grant a permit to erect a
nabe theatre stated that there was
no obstacle to prevent the council
granting the permit. Court suggested
that Hoyts re-submit their plans for
further approval
Little theatres continue growing
here.
Current attractions include.
Three-cornered Moon,' 'Barton Mystery,' 'We, the People.' 'Charley's
Aunt,' 'Pride and Prejudice,' 'Happy
Ending,' 'Toad of Toad Hall.' 'The
Leper,' '10 Minutes to Live,' 'Alibi,'
and 'The Wager.*

Ben Washer, in Chicago for the
'Dead End' opening, expected back
at the Goldwyn office at the end of
the week.
Dude Harris planned a special
Chicago
train party from Saratoga for the
fight, it being crabbed because of
the postponement.
Helen Morgan very ill in hospital.
Dr. Martin and Louella Parsons arMartin Glazer in Mercy hospital.
rived from Europe in time for fight,
Billy Diamond to the Coast for
but when it was set back they acts.
scrammed to Hollywood.
Mort H. Singer to CJoast for a
Joseph McCxee, formerly secretary
to Secretary of the Interior Harold month.
Charlie Niggermeyer beating the
L, Ickes, has joined the Morris office
mutUals.
as assisUtnt to William Morris, Jr.
George Kondolf to Washington
Joe Schoenfeld (Variety) had apEendix snipi)ed out at Polyclinic conferences.
ospital last Wednesday (25). He is
Ben Blumfeld out of air conditionunder the care of Drs. Leo Michel ing and into sun for couple weeks.
and Norman Taube.
guest starring at
The Gene Pleshettes of the theatre
treasuring Pleshettes insist their
eight months' baby should be called
Suzanne, but are in fears it will be
Sue or Suzy at any minute.
Bing Crosby is en route back to
the Coast after remaining to the
close of the Saratoga Springs, N. Y.,
racing season, Saturday afternoon
(28).
He bought no horses on this

Martha Raye

College Iftn in revival of celebrity
night in her honor.

Max Gordon and Ben (Joetz taking in Lincoln Fields between Century and Super-Chief switchover,

Fred Waring and band previewing
Warner 'Varsity Show,' and
worrying about what cuts are to be
made.
trip.
Balaban & Katz giving managers,
Stevepost's current 'Garden of the assistants, ushers, and the rest of
Moon' serial plenty insidey on bands the help a free feed, and a ride to

and cafes. Some see the titular
nitery as having been patterned after the L. A. Ambassador's Cocoanut
Grove.
Mrs. Jack Robbins having rented
Bevhills manse to Laurence
Schwab for nine months, she and the
two Robbins sons join the music pub
their

Sept.

10.

They return

on Labor Day weekend entertainment has shaken some of the
small booking agents out of their

a

their

the farm.

Woods

building and its sidewalk
plays to turn-away capacity every
Monday p.m. Reason: Actors making their weekly visit to agents,
getting paid off, and collecting music.
Also talking did-I-kill-'em-Sunday
stuff.

later to the

Coast on biz.
Decision of country clubs and resorts in the borsht circuit to plunge

Tax On Charity

bit

summer doldrums.
Mark and Monroe

Hellinger left

$4,000 ^ach in cash by their deceased
father, Paul, and temporary estates
in one half the residue, in $282,045

(Continued from page
place of admission should
empt order be rescinded.

1)

the ex-

Treasurers put on the burn when
filed.
They said they

the claim was

Gladys Glad, wife of Mark, could have sold tickets for $3.30 just
also bequeathed $2,000.
as easily and it is known that tickets
Bill Robinson's embarrassment at for any number of charity pera Saratoga roadhouse arose through formances have added the ticket perhaving been invited by the owner, centage even though having been
but the doorman-, unapprised, took exempted from its collection by the
it upon himself to turn Bonangles
department and such coin was added
away.
Latter,
disgust,
in
didn't
money for the purpose for which
bother
estate,

.

,

to explain to the gatekeeper.

Hollywood

Milford: 'Boy Meets Girl' currently
...Spot may extend one week into

Sept,,,Lora Morris goes back to
Pat West has shelved the spinnch.
Brown U, for winter,, .Edmon Ryan
Joan Blondell sunning at Catalina.
has joined his former Yale Drama
William Powell five pounds heftier.
Dept. buddies here, ,Reginald MalBoris Morr6s back from a nionlh
colm and his beret are like 'the
Siamese twins... Ruth Lane hopped abroad,
off on a tour of New England straw
Bobby Breen left on an eastern
hats. .Premiere of 'Triple Play' at p.a, tour.
to Havana in November.
Playhouse found more acGene Autry p,a,-ing at the Go.lden
Joyce Carey's new play, 'A Thing Plymouth
tors among audience than in the play. Gate, S. Fi
Apart,' due in the West End in the
Guilford: Chapel Playhouse folding
fall.
Achmed Abdullah here on a Metro
regular season currently with 'In
Jack Waller producing 'The Whole Love with Love*, ..Joseph Marra scripting chore,
Town's Talking' at the Saville in doubles between set designing and'
Dorothy Stone here visiting her
October,
bit acting here. .. Douglas Gilmore parents' and sister,
Sonja Henie returning from NorDavid Burns to direct 'The Bow- will hold over for tryout of 'Make
way
vacash Sept, 30.
ery Touch' for a Sunday tfyout, with Up Your Mind' ., Curtis Cooksey in
Adele Wilder in from New York
a view to West End production.
for. special week of directing, .Harry
Lord Bledisloe, former Gov.-Gen- Durant has invited practically entire to fulfill Republic pact.
Robert Florey brought a lot of (all
eral of New Zealand, now Pres. of state legislature to his new play
tales home from the Orient.
British. Films Advancement Council. Sept, 13... Sally Brownback scored
Edward Wallerstein, RCA record
London exchange of Fox to be of- in 'Co -Respondent Unknown/
sales chief, in from -Camden.
ficially 20th Century-Fox on Sept. 1;
Shirley 'Femple returned from a
office still operates as Fox Film Co.
month's loU at Waikiki.
Jimmy Hutchison moved over from
Sculptress Helene Miller chiseling
Westport
Associated British publicity to do
Henry Wilcoxon in marble.
By Humphrey Poulens
press job for Laughton-Pommer's
Harvey Gates's new sports jacket
Mayflower Picts.
looks like the Grand Canyon- at
Gladys CJooper's return to the
Jeannette Leech in from Holly- sunset.
John Fogarty warbled several
West End will probably be in 'No wood.
War in Troy' froni a French play
George Abbott here with Philip numbers at the Laguna Beach music
festival.
by Jean Giraudoux.
Dunning.
,
Margaret Ettinger back at work
Robert T. Kane production, 'Folr
Tallulah Bankhead has gone in for after five months out due to an eye
low the Sun,' featuring Annabella, badminton.
ailment.
Paul Lukas, Romney Brent, David
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Sturm feteing
J.
M. Kerrigan house-guesting
Niven, now titled 'Riviera,'
the Day "Tuttles.
with James Cagney at Martha's
After reverting to films six years
Janet Fox commuting to 'Having Vineyard.
ago. Wood Green Empire once more
Bob
Sanders bruised a shoulder
Time.'
becoming a variety house Aug. 30, a Wonderful
when it Celebrates its silver jubilee.
Harry WagstaflE Gribble out from when plane landed on one wheel at
Salt Lake.
Coral Browne slightly wounded town with Anna May Wong.
Carl Laemmle, Jr. pored over
when gun went off too soon during
Libby Holman visiting McKay 'Hunchback of Notre Dame'
at
her scene with the villain in Ian Morris backstage at Playhouse.
Arrowhead.
Hay's thriller, 'The Gusher,' at the
The Genfe Tunneys enthusiastic
Patrick Knowles and wife, Enid
Princes.
flrstnighters at (^untry Playhouse.
Percival, went to Mexlcali for new
'Romance,' with Leontovich, the
Commander Thomas Woodrooffe,
quota numbers.
B.B,C. commentator, signed to do a sensation of the season, with talk of
Eddie Cantor going to « Surprise
similar job for National News, due a Broadway revival liiter in the sea- Lake, Cold Springs, N. Y„ on annual
for -launching as a new topical reel sop.
pilgrimage to underprivileged kids.
in October.
Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell
The Rimacs, booked for six weeks
taking a synthetic Arrowhead vacaat the Mogador, Paris, have had
tion because of inability to get
their stay extehded an additional
away.
fortnight, then go to the Scala,
James and Lucille Gleason, 31
(Continued from page 1)
Berlin for month of October.
years wed, were partled on the 'ManFourteen-year-old Annabel Maule
hattan Merry-Go-RounQ' set at Rescored' in John Van Druten's 'Gertie
Maude' last week; her 12-year-old the agencies is that several weeks of public.
W. Ray Johnston and Scott R.
brother Robin dittoed in Keith Win- unimpressive guests can sink a show
Dunlap, Mono strategists, laid out a
ter's 'Old Music' the following night. for good. And, judging by last year's
"George and Margaret" celebrated records of guests' i>erformances, campaign on the Buck Jones yacht
between
nips, of merlin and broad19 at
its 200th performance Aug.
there was a bushel-basket of eggs bill.
Wyndham's. Company recruited for laid.
'Personal Guide to Homes of Movie
New York presentation is having a
Guest star idea .spread after the Stars' service, which has been boomthree weeks' provincial break-in beVallee variety program made such a ing this summer, took a new turn
fore sailing.
Practically every city and town of success of it. But that show has al- this week. One stand which billed
importance throughout the U.K. has ways been most careful about selec- itself as 'Harry's,' first to go the way
received a copy of the complete Gau- tion of guests, and there's no show of marquees, was topped by a rival
mont-British News version of the on the air which rehearses more who stuck a sign in the ground next
coronation for permanent preserva- conscientiously. Great many of the to his car announcing his office
hours.
tion as a historic record.
duplicators thought the idea a pipe.
They chose their guests the afternoon of the broadcast and thought
Newark, N,
Minneapolis
they were thereby achieving nonBy Al DalKell
chalance on the night performance.
By Lcs Rees
Programs using guests are largely
Lucky Millinder and hi.« Har«
Maurice Denne's band at Lirtdy's emanating from the Coast this year.
One-shot talent is much more abund- lemaniacs at Palisades,^ Amusement
night club.
Another heat wave bothered ex- ant out there, which accounts for the Park.
George Hall and orch, with Dolly
hibs the past week.
growing number of programs plod
Columbia here to check 'Lost Hori- ding out of New York to make Hol- Dawn, opening the new Club Windsor this week.
zon' even in smallest spots.
lywood the point of origin.
Harry Brock opens season of burAnnual radio and business show
Shows Set
lesque at Empire Sept. 5, with
opens at Auditorium starting Sept. .6.
CBS shows 'either airing or §et 'Frisky Frolics.'
office manager,
Al Putz,
Abe Silverstein, press agent, remotoring through Yellowstone Park which will use guests are:
From New York: 'Magazine of the ceived four-year publicity cdntract
to West Coast.
Harry Hirsch's Gayety stock bur- Air' (H. J. Heinz), Al Pearce Gang with city commission.
Essex County Symphony Society,
lesque opened Aug, 2\ with Carrie (Ford Dealers), Kate Smith (Gen
^
through Harry Friedgut, negotiating
Finnell featured.
'Hammerstein Music for concert and
eral Foods),
opera season at
Jack Malerick and band into Hotel
Hall' (Kolynos), 'Song Shop of the Mosque.
Nicollet's Minnesota Terrace, town's
Air' (Coca Cola),
Opening of Jules Leventhal season
swankiest niterie.
at Shubert postponed to week of the
From Detroit: Ford Symphony.
Warner Bros, trade screening at
From Hollywood: Dramatization 13th with fifth repeat of 'Tobacco
Nile theatre here drew big crowd of
out-of-town exhibitors.
(Rogers' 1847 Silver), Lux Road* headed by Tavlor Hcilmes.
series
Adele Gutman Nathan is acting su'Burlesque' is being called just that Theatre, Al Jolson (Rinso-Lifebouy),
by Harry Hirsch in all ads for his Camel Caravan, Hollywood Hotel, pervisor of the Federal Theatre of
New Jersey during absence of Louis
stock burlesque at the Gayety, which
Hit Parade,
M. Simon, who is directing 'Honor
opened its season this week.
NBC shows:
Bright' for the Shuberts, Mrs. NaAttendance of 175 out-of-town exFrom New York: 'Smoke Dreams' than has ambitious program for fall:
hibitors at Warner Brothers' trade
'Treasure Island,' 'Ah, Wilderness,'
Gaige
(C.
Crosby
Fendrich,
Inc.),
screening of new-season pictures set (H,
new record f»r affairs of this sort.
F. Mueller), Magic Key, Hit Parade, 'Bourgeois Gentilhomme' and 'TroLocal film exchanges returning to James Melton (Sealtest), 'Manhattan jan Women,'
fall and winter schedules starting Merry-Go-Round' (Dr. Lyons), Rudy
,

;

.

Players.
.

61

pages of Ameri-

can Mag,

son

daily, also.
on a three-v/ee^ leave of absence.
Ken G. Hall has completed 'LovEdwin M, Fadman, g. ni.. .of Films
Red Stars. Paris, back in N. Y. Sept. 3. ers and Luggers' for Cinesound with
Lloyd
Next is 'Broken
Ed Fox, of Grand Terrace ball- Mel'j^y,'Hughes.
with the same star.
room, Chi, in town on band-buying
Marcus unit has been set by
visit.

erati since crashing

London

solid biz.

Harmonists' playing a sea-

<

is

Ken O'Brien

(RKO) bow

the River'

after nine
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the benefit

was given.

.

'

.

—

'

.

.

<

.

'

Guest-Star

Gag

.

1

I

MGM

>

.

Sept, 7, and will be open 9 a.
5:15 p. m., except Saturdays

m. to

when

12:45.

Sponsor of Twin City midget racing season said to have taken it on
nose for $20,000. while, on other
hand, three-week roller derby at
municipal auditorium here will clean
up approximately that amount,
Ann Rogde, local stenog, declared
winner of Miss Minnesota bathing
beauty contest, and will represent
state at Atlantic City, Elvera Manning, original winner, having been
disqualified on account of being mar-

Ticket men are wondering if the
claim is discriminatory and whether
Sydney
the government intends investigating
all benefit shows. If so, the sponsors
By Eric Gorrick
ried.
of hundreds of charity events will
Norman B. Rydge says thai Cine- be placed in an embarrassing position and will be involved in threshsound will continue.
It is believed
claims.
British pix still finding, difficulty ing out the
that the order from Washington to
in securing bookings.
By Harold M, Bone
(jgrdon Ellis lining up exhibs for collect tax money from every availBritish Empire product.
able source is responsible for claims
New season, pix and legit, uncorks
Charles Munro in Melbourne look- .such as that against the Treasurers
Sept. 9-10.
ing for additional theatre spots.
Club, but the indications are that the
Stony Creek Players called it a
Weintraubs arrived for a season men assigned by the Government are
season Sal. (28).
under Snider-Dean management.
over-zealous in following out instrucLew Schaefer staging 'Beaux Arts
'Over She Goes' still oke for WilFrolics' at Par Sept. 9.
liamson-Tait. No date yet for 'Swing tions.
Elizabeth Love totes around a
Along.'
Ticket men's organization is prinpooch
named Herman,
J. C. Bendrbit going ahead with
box
cipally made up of New York
Brace Conning left Madi.son to diplans for a huge ice-skating cabaret office, crews. If the claim is upheld
rect a new one at SufTield,
at the Palais Royle.
however, any number of charily
E. D. Eldridge fell over a paint
Spring is fa.-^t approachinM and
throughout the the country pot in Shubert and cracked several
carnival spon!;or.«; are making leady shows
would be liable lo scrutiny so far as rjb.«;.
for the new season.
Hiirry Shaw inclining toward lit
Xost Horizon' (Col) F.nd 'Rain- the admis.sions tax is concerned.
•

New Haven

(Royal

Vallee

Bob

Gelatine),

Firestone.

(General

Pittsburgh

Foods), Met Opera auditions (Sherwin-Williams), General Motors (Con-

By Hal Cohen

Recitals,

Ripley

certs.

From Hollywood: W. C. FieldsEdgar Bergen (Cha.se & Sanborn),
Bob Burns

(Kraft-Phenix),
Ross (Packard).
Mutual shows: None.

Lanny

Dropped Out
Programs which last year

Karl Krug back drama-columning
used

guests and which have either faded
or altered their policies are:

Nash

CBS:

Motors,

Jay Griffin in from New York to
William Penn hotel.
Playhouse to launch season
next month with 'Front Page.'
Willows plotting to remain open all
winter and readying indoor room.

p, a,
'Y'

Pittsburgh

for Sun-Tele after fortnight in Ohio.
Billy Catizone's trio into Hotel
Roosevelt Louilge Cafe for indef stay.
George Seibel pacted to contribute

monthly page to 'Musical Forecasf.*
George Jaffe opening burlesque
season at Casino with midnight show
Sunday.
Sally Hughes back with Herman
Cadillac, Spud (Cigarettes, General
Shoes, Modern Magazines.
In Oc- Middleman's ork after several weeks
the
(Ben at seashore,
tober
American Can
Mike Cullen will have a permanent
Bernie) program concludes.
.scar on his neck as result of his
Mutual: Local Department Store.<;. barber's lapse.
Lucky Strike's Hit Parade, listed
Director Frederick Burleigh due in
under programs using guests, brings this week to prepare for Playhouse's
to the mike those performers who 1937-38 season.
Jerry Kurtz trying his luck on
have been paid to endorse the cigarettes. It is understood such guests Broadway after summering at Prov-

Plate Glass, Sears-Roebuck.

NBC:

Oldsmobile, Shell, Studebaker, Fleischmann, Maxwell House,

do not get paid for their air appearances, which are included in the
deals

incetown with Wharf theatre.
Pittsburgh's Variety mugg and the
Mrs. celebrated first anniversary
(30) and no bones broken

by which their endorsements Monday

were obtained.

yet.

Wednesday, September
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L, P.

News From

Moore Broke

OBITUARIES

Lansing Porter Moore, Sr., former
head of the publicity firm of Moore
pub8c Hungerford, filed a voluntary peas
items
news
theatrical
teMjritten
contains
This department
tition in bankruptcy Saturday (28)
York, Chicago,
lished during the w^ek in the daily papers of New
in U. S. district court,' N, Y., listing
San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no credit lor
his liabilities at $97,119 and no aspopcr.
daily
AUGUST S. LAMBRIGGER
a
rewritten
Irom
been
has
each
items;
these news
Chief creditor named is Col.
sets.
August S. Lambrigger, 78, theatriJohn Reed KUpatrick, head of Madiqucline Lane for her American debut,
circus executive, died Aug.
and
cal
son Square Garden Corp., for $98,350.
under Warner Bos.
East
24 at his home in Orrville, O., after
London femmes so gaga over Rob- Moore obtained three loans from a stroke.
stock
up
his
putting
salvaging
Kilpatrick. in 1929,
ert Taylor that they try
A native of Missouri, began his
of the defunct Home Owners' InstiSheila Cole, press agent, has quit discarded ciggie butts. .,
circus career as a balloon concesDwight Deere Wiman oft to a Ber- tute, Inc., as security.
her praisary to bec6me vocalist with
when a boy. Later he
sionaire
muda vacash with his family. Planed.
Mike
is
Dick Ballou's band.
listed
Another creditor
Brock Pemberton addressed- the
the Greater Wallace circus,
Piincess Natalie Paley and John
Jacobs, fight promoter, for $1,000 joined
Fifth Estate Club at meeting Aug. 31
then piloted by the veteran Ben
C. Wilson, Noel Coward's, manager at Piccadilly hotel, N. Y.
loan.
Wallace and for more than 20 years
and a producer in his own right,
Arthur
and
Balaban
Samuel
have announced intentions of mar- Schwab,
was manager of the sideshow. After
the
of
operators
film
riage.
quitting the circus and minstrels,
Melba and Craft theatres, respecSpecially organized group of 89 tively, in the Bronx, were paroled
he. settled at Orrville and acquired
opera singers sailed for Caracas, for a further hearing Sept. 1 on a
the Grand theatre there, which he
Venezuela, Aug. 27 to participate in disorderly conduct charge.
Pair
operated more than 25 years, giving
there
on
seasonopera
three-week
a
staged sit downs at their places of
it
up in 1927. He also had theatre
governinvitation of the Venezulean
employment.
interests at nearby Wooster.
ment which advanced $75,000 for the
show.
Meeting of Berkshire Symphonic
CHARLES B. HALL
Coast
Festival reveals that $30,000 of the
Charles B. Hall, 75, associated with
hoped for $100,000 fund is already in
the Stanley Co. of America in its
the till.
early days of formation, died Aug. 24
Mrs. John Strachan, professionally
N. Y. Hippodrome Opera Co., of
Shell, ;was given an interat his. home in Atlantic City, N. J.
Alfredo Salriiaggi opened its fifth fall Gladys
locutory decree of divorce and cusHali, long-time president of Philaseason Aug. 27 with 'Iia Traviata.'
tody Of her 10-yeat-old daughter in
delphia city council and czar, of the
By JACK PULASKI
The Salzburg Festival in Austria L. A.
attracted 25,595 visitors as compared
Divorce action filed in L. A. by
In his first ring appearance since
to 11,600 attending the Baireuth
Goetten Julier, film player, he kayoed' Jimmy Braddock for the
Festival in Germany, Political color Hone
against William G. Julierj oil sales- heavyweight title in Chicago early
In. Oomnieinoratlon of My Beloved
of latter is blamed for decline.
Friend and Theatrical Mentor
this summer, Joe Louis emerged the
Albin E, Johnson, N. Y. newsAlice White, screen actress, filed victor on a decision in his match
paperman, barred from entering
Grover Whalen on suit for divorce from Sy Bajrtlett,
with
Italy
the lowly-rated Welshman,
cruelty. with
extreme
Charging
writer,
grounds that his writings were antimonthly alimony, Tommy Farr, but the affair was disFascist. Pair went to Italy on N. Y. She seeks $1,000
$2,500 attorneys' fiees and $100 costs. appointing. That the fight lasted the
Who Pasied Away Aug. 80, 1915
World's Fair business.
Marsh, silent film player, went 15-round limit' at the Yankee StaiMae
filed
Honey Hamilton, showgirl,
to Reno last week to establiish resi- dium, N. Y.,.was a surprise, since the
J.
affidavit claiming new evidence with dence, but would not admit that it
including
boxing
experts,
fans
and
which She hopes to free her husband, was for the purpose of obtaining a
Kick Rutligiano, convicted of Charles divorce form Lee Arms, hejr husband those from London, figured Farr
would hit the deck early ifrom a
Bosenthal kidnapping and now serv- of 20 years.
sock on the lug.
ing .30 to 60 year term in Sing Sing.
Republican organization in that city,
Ben L. Frank has resigned as manBut the Welshman is no horizontal made a good-sized fortune by lendParis authorities have dropped the ager of the Hotel Ambassador, L. A.,
He displayed courage and ing his political astuteness to aid
publicity stunt theory accorded dis- effective Nov. 1 He has held the post boxer.
appearance of Jean de Koven, Amer- since the death of his father, Abe confidence, so much so that he sang a Jules Mastbaum in development of
ican dancer, for suggestion that she Frank, in 1932.
snatch of a ditty when leaving the the Stanley Company. He was on
was abducted by a maniac.
He the inside of many of the firm's
Harlan Briggs, film character play- dressing room- for the rihg.
25-year-old er and former attorney, and Mrs. smiled and nodded to people at ringr
Gallante,
Richard
largest real estate deals.
father, of two children, won Dept. Viola Briggs were in L. A» Superior side while waiting for an emergency
of Parks harmonica, contest in Cen- court last week, he seeking a divorce
scrap to end. What those guys said
S. D. FBAZIER
tral Park Aug. 25.
and she sieparate maintenance.
who layed two to one that Joe would
S. D. Frazier, 68, at one time
WiUiam H. Turner, legitimate
Max Ritz, 67, father of the 3 Ritr belt out the visitor is far from
operator of the Columactor, retired this week to the Ed- Bros., was taken to Cedars of Leb-,
and
owner
win Forrest Home, Philadelphia, anon hospital Suffering from critical printable, and some others who bian Artists Union booking agency,
posted long odds on a sure thing for
In kidney ailment.
after a lifetime in the theatre.
veteran vaudeville trooper, died
and
impleasa'nt
an
had
his 76th year he last appeared in
Kidnap threat was received by the colored boy
drew the at the home of his daughter, Mrs. L..
•Reflected Glory' last season,
Wallace Beery against his 10-year- hour. It was Farr who
Ruling of Appellate Court in N. Y. old adopted daughter, Carol, unless cheers when it was over, Louis get- E. Crick in Britton, Oklahoma,
Aug. 23.
makes iart sales liable to city sales $10,000 is paid, according to informa- ting the razz.
tax. Both complete sale and use of tion given to the federal authorities.
For the early years of his life he
Fact is that neither man really
paintings by mags or papers constiVerdict for $5,490 was handed to opened up.
fiurries appeared on lyceum and chataiiqua
were
There
tues a sale. N"5ysa McMein involved Fanchon Royer, producer, against
left programs, then became interested
with
his
only.
Louis
missed
in flght and will carry it further.
Raymond Cannon, filmi director,' for
He in the ministry and after several
In press interview Leslie Howard arrears said to be due for the sup- hook and stopped using it.
admits his 'Hamlet' was last season's port of. the five children .of Mrs. rarely let go with the lethal right, years of study became a minister in
omelette, but thinks that second legit Royer.
and when he did it was ineffective. the Methodist Episcopal Church.
But after a short time he returned
try with 'Richard H' would go over.
Farr threw mighty starboards at the
Wife of Chin Lee, operator of
champ and if he really packed a to the stage.
Times Sq.'s Chin Lee's eatery suing
wallop there miight have been a
lor divorce in Jamaica, N. Y.
ALBERT ROUSSEL
JMistiriguett,
French revue stat,
Melba Scott to .Ray Wheeler, in new champ in town. The Englishcooled off a too ajdent suitor who Pittsburgh, Aug. 15. Bride is dancer man kept moving and Louis had
Albert Charles P. Roussel, 68,.,jClied
burst into her apartment, threaten- and groom is manager of the State, trouble against such a target. Only at Roy an, France, Aug. 23.
ing' her by locking him in a closet
once did Tommy appear to be stung.
Among his works were three symPittsburgh.
until .the gendarmes arrived, Aug. 25.
round, phonies, a symphonic poem, two
Ethel Vance to 'Charles Senf, In That was late in the 13th
Isabel Hallin, Saugus, Me., school
Yuma, Ariz., Aug. 22. Bride is in when Joe landed a smart left hoof operas, two concertos, two ballets
teacher, tested this week by 20th
Grand National accounting depart- in close. The contender grabbed the and numerous choral and orchestral
Fox eastern studios.
middle rope just as the bell rang. works. He came to the U. S. in 1930
Actor pals, headed by Otto Kruger, ment. Groom is assistant cutter at
That sock earlier might have spelled
came to the front for John Mon Selznick International.
for the first performance of his
Otherwise Louis
tague, extradited from California to
Esther Chertok to Sid Sidman, in trouble for him.
'Third Symphony' written for the
Elizabethtown, N. Y., on assault and Beverly Hills, Aug. 27. Groom is in showed nothing as an in-fighter, nor
50th season of the Boston Syphony
robbery charge by arranging bail.
did Farr for that, matter;
Metro's shorts department.
Orchestra.
Claims registered against the estate
It was one of the goriest contests
Monty Margetts to James Mattof the late John Ringling aggregate
Farr is easy to cut
Francisco, Aug. 20. in a long time.
MRS. CHARLES CARTMELL
$2,170,360, according to County Court hews, in San
second
round
on
both
and
from
the
Bride is member of the Seattle
at Sarasota, Fla.
Mrs. Laura Harris Cartmell, 56,
spots under both
Anita Hendlin, artist, preparing (Wash.) Repertory Theatre company. cheek bones and
His handlers one time vaudevillian and partner
mysterious suit against Nino Mar- Groom is announcer with NBC, San eyes spilled claret.
used more stuff to stop the leakage in the act of Cartmell and Harris,
tini.
Francisco.
before.
His died at home in Freeport, L. I., Aug.
Richard Strauss, composer, has
Jane Fenmore Barnes, to Carlyle than ever noticed
cr.ncelled early fall engagements beschnoz dropped blood too and he was 27 after a long illness.
Moore,
Jr. at Mansfield, Mass., Aug.
She toured the U. S. and Europe
cause of a bronchial condition. Restbadly cut inside the mouth. Louis
Both are legit and screen
28.
ix\7, at home in Berlin.
did
not
escape
unmarked, left with her husband-partner about 20
Maude Adams has been appointed players.
peeper starting to close up in the years ago. Until the end she was
Amelia DiGitanos to Dr. J. fi. final rounds.
a Professor of Drama at Stephens
active in local theatricals and was a
College, Columbia, Mo, Starts teach- Hartley, Aug. 24, in Denver. Bride
The match was a contest of left member of the Lights Club.
ing career when school reopens next was formerly of DiGitanos Family
Her husband survives.
jabs,
and whatever damage was
month.
vaude act.
done came from that blow, the least
Italy has signed to participate in
J. ROGERS WILLIAMS
effective of the boxing repertory
the N. Y. World's Fair of '39 with
110,000 square feet as its exhibition
Farr tried to land with the right
J. Rogers Williams, -50, concession-

the Dailies

.

-

Louis Wins Over

Farr in a Gory

.

.

1937

1,

,

15

Round Bout

:

PAUL ARMSTRONG

WEDA COOK ADDICKS

.

Mrs« Weda Cook Addicks, 70, forconcert singer and associate of

mer

Walt Whitman, died
Friday

in Philadelphia,

(27).

Camden, where she
Whitman,^ she composed the
Bi?rn in

met.
first

arrangement for 'Captain,
My Captain.' Mrs. Addicks made
her debut as a singer in the Philadelphia Academy of Music at 16,
musical

BERT HOWARD
Bert Howard, 61, known down under as the Uncrowned king of Poverty Point, died July 31, in Sydney,
Australia.

Howard
'cuff'

made

for.

many

years

ran

a

vaiide chain in the nabes ^nd
all his bookings on the sideoutside a weU known hotel.

walk
He had no

office, gave no contracts,
but assisted vaude artists to secure
playing dates in the spots available.

DAVE MILLER
-Dave Miller, 36, associated for
past year with Ned Edris in six
leading Hamricfc-Edris theatres in
Tacoma, including all the first runs,
died suddenly in Tacoma, Aug. 25,
following, a mastoid operation.
He was also interested In the Long
Acres race track, concessions with

.

BEN

Edris.

PIAZZA

.

.

'

HORACE

C.

ARNOLD

Horace C. Arnold, 27, theatre manager, identified with chain and independent vaudeville
pictiure houses, died at

and motion
Woonsocke^

a long illness.
Son of Mrs. Elinor V. Arnold,
dramatic editor of the Woonsocket,
R.

Aug.

I.,

21, after

Call.

RALPH SCHOENSTADT
Ralph Schoenstadt, 32, manager of
the People's, Chicago, and nephew
of Herman and Arthur Schoenstadt,
theatre chain operators, killed himself Aug. 30 in Chicago. Details in
film section.

MARY ALBANO
Mary Albano, of the musical act
known as the Albano Family, died
in Blackpool, Eng., Aug. 13.
The troupe, consisting of husband.

-

In Loving

MARRIAGES

'

BIRTHS

grounds.

Hunter College will add a course
In motion picture production to its
i-egular

curriculum in coming

fall

semester,
Stella Andreva, English soprano,

and Ladislas Bartal, Magyar pianist,
arrived from Europe this week. Lat-

[

ter wants to stay in U. S. 'cause
there's too many musicians in Central Europe,' he says.

'"

-L,

Jane Fenmore. Barnes, film and
le<iit actress, appearing with Centerville,

Mass.,

summer

married Aug. 28
Jr.,

^'

troupe,

to Carlyle

was

Moore,

actor.

American

Cinematographic and
Photographic Society opened its free
school for theatrical and literary instruction on Aug. 30. Was organized
by the Screen and Fiction Writers'
Guild and Film Players Guild.
City Court ruled Aug. 27 that
Buddy Wagner, orchestra leader and
South American entrepreneur, should
pay Gabby Lesley $840 as her salary
•for a six weeks tour of Colombia.
Musicker given two years to shell
'

i
t,

.

out.

Players, being Imported
from Ireland by the Shuberts, will
open in N. Y. Sept 30 at the Ambas-

Abbey

f:
L

L

sador theatre.
Jacqueline Giovanni, British kid
actor, has change.fl^her.^iJimQ to Jaci

'

in
Chicago,
Aug. 21. eral times and started concerted
Father is 'Hymns of All Churches' clapping. Louis held back his right
announcer.
so long that the fans were sore
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Mead, daughter, Farr has the trick of hiding his chin
Aug. 13. Mother is Dorothy Shide- behind the left shoulder and the col
ler, Columbia dramatic actress.
ored socker never discovered a clear
Mr. and Mrs. James Murray, son, target. Odds in favor of Louis were
in Pittsburgh Aug. 16.
Father is quoted as high as 10 to 1, but on the
publicity director and sportscaster day of the match were reported
for WCAE.
down to four to one.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayde Grimstead,
If the customers were disappointson, in Chicago, Aug. 27.
Father is ed, the promoters saw a silver

promotion manager for WBBM.
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Nelson,
daughter, at Schenectady, N. Y.
Father is a member of Leigh ton &
Nelson Agency.
Mr. and Mrs, Jack Jenkins, son,
Aug, 29 in Los Angeles. Mother is
former Doris Dudley, stage and
sales

On

the strength of Farr's
showing a return match in London
should mean big money. Just a question whether the champ would care
to defend his crown in a a foreign
land, which might be taking too
much of a bhance should there be
prejudiced officials.
screen actress.
Louis had an alibi. Said he hurt
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Gottlieb, his right in the third or fourth
daughter, Aug. 30, in New York, round the distance the wise boys
Father is publicist for Mutual net- thought would be the maximum.
work.
Farr said he hurt his mits too.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Harris, son,
An elaborate gold belt sent by the
Father i.s National Sporting Club of London
Aug. 28, in Chicago.
vaudeville producer, mother was for- was displayed and presented to the
merly a professional da«i;er.
winner.
"To gain .permanent poslining.

—

New Castle, Pa.
WilliamSi a native of Shreveport,
was enroute to the New Castle
fair grounds where he had intended
to operate a concession at the annual
fair there this week.
The body was returned to Shreveport for funeral services arid burial.
session, Lo,uis or somebody else
win three title contests.

When

must

the Louis-Farr event was
set back for four days it was clearly indicated that the gate was light,
so promoter Mike Jacobs figured
things out.
Up to Thursday (26)
there was $230,000 in the till, including radio and picture coin. That
was enough to break even, but
Jacobs saw a chance to get some
more shekels—principally from the
boys who go for the ponies. With
the racing season at Saratoga over
Saturday, it was a cinch that some
of the sports would attend the postponed fight and even $5,000 or $10,000 more appeared to make it worth
while.
Tickets were sold ejven up
,

,

IRVING

wife and three daughters, had appeared all over the world.

HORACE

M.

Horace M. Jewell,

JEWELL
78,

former fore-

man on

printing department, Ringling Bros.-Barnum
Bailey, died
Aug. 21, at Dickinson, Tex., where
he had been living since retirement.
Jewell formerly lived in Chicago.

&

FRED REEVES

'

Fred Reeves, 7jL, for many years a
variety agient, and father of Horace
Reeves, died in Sussex, Eng., Aug. 14.
He had retired many years previously.

JAMES SHANLEY
James Shanley, 59,
Broadway figure and
in Ellenville,

N.

time
owner,
Aug. 24.

one
cafe
Y.,

BLANCHE KANE

near

La.,

of

(Sept. 3, 103^)

MILTON

more often and tl>at pleased the aire, was almost instantly killed died
and Mrs. George Thorndyke, crowd, which became impatient sev Aug. 23 in
a collision of automobiles

Mr.,
daughter,

Memory

WILLIEBERGER

Mrs. Blanche M. Kane, 48, stage
and screen actress, died in Hollywood, Aug. 24.

SAM BENNETT
Sam

50, stage and film
Hollywood, Aug. 25.

Bennett,

actor, died in

It
to the fifth round of the scrap.
was then 10.30 p.m. Total net went

close to $300,000.

There

is

for Jacobs

Louis and

an inside on the reason
matching Farr to meeb
has to do with Schmel-

it

ing.
He had offered the German
to meet the champion. Schmeling had other ideas, it being reputed
that he intended fighting. Farr, the
winner to be declared the champ.
Jacobs saw in that scheme a plan
to double-cross him, so he sent his
That
attorney to London pronto.
gentleman waved a bundle of coin,
around $50,000, in front of the
Welshman's snozzle and he signed
up.

30%

,

.

.

,
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Lottery for Jap Expo

ZiCarneys Mostly Hack
Good Crops and Good Auspices Making
Takes

for

Most

for

Big

'

Back to the Bars

Present situation of carnivals is
Ihe best in years, with approximately 200 sizeable units out and

each at approximately

$3.

Regular

admish at the b.o. is to be 35c, LotWashington, Ga., Aug. 31.
Four months ago, Florence Meeker, tery drawing to be next Dec. and
money.
trapeze performer of here, fainted Sept., 1938, at which times a total
business
rates
whole
as
a
Country
and toppled 64 feet at the Pan- of $1,250,000 in prizes will be disfrom good to e^tcellent, the only
tributed.
Pacific Peace Exposition in Nayoga,
Japan.
skull fractured, internally irijured and many bones

Double Peril

CLEVEALLSET

•

FDR AIR SHOW

This,

Columbus, Aug.

All Over the

Top

Hennies Bros., in Wisconsin territory, give business a 50% increase
over last year's; Johnny J. Jones,

~

&

Cherry, and Beckmann &
open Sunday but there were no races
Gerety, all getting way over the
or night grandstand show. Religious
territory;
in midwest
1936 take
servicfes Sunday morning and religSbeesley in Southeast rates business
ious pageant Sunday i^ight were subthere as good to excellent; giving stituted.
the credit to good crops; and those
Gus Sun agenc3' booked in acts for
playing both Eastern and Coast time show before grandstand each aftertag the territories in the excellent noon and evening. Included are eight
class.
acts between harness races each aftDemand for carneys by sponsor- ernoon and two and a half -hour show
ship by civic organizations, and de- at night.
mand for extra attractions by the
Following acts have been booked
carneys themselves, even this late for week: Five Flashes, roller skatin the season,, give evidence that the ing; Six Jordans, teeter board; Blomhigh start-oif will continue remain- berg's Alaskan Huskies, La Favor
der of season.
and Dolly, La Salle and Donahue,
Number of parks and spots are Flying Flemings, Tarokies, Three
talking of extending season for 15 Milos, Six Rajah Arabs, PetrolTs
days after usual closing date, Sept. Comedy Bears, Arkansas Sod Bustecs
and Bench Bentum and Her Diving
1, another factor which is going to
Sensations.
up the gross way over last year's.
Pine Ridge Follies played Saturday night in Coliseum and a rodeo
to FlushinsT
had one-night shot at grandstand.
Trick riders from rodeo are being
Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 31.
Robert Hanes of Winston-Salem, held over for rest of week.

Rubin

•

31.

First Sunday fair in Ohio State
Fair history drew 45,000 through
^ates and brought week-end crowd
to nearly 100,000 for first two days
of expo which opened Saturday (28).
Midway and exhibits ran wide

narily.

.

'

'

'

has been appointed chairman of the
North Carolina unit of the national
advisory committee of the New York
World's Fair of 1939.
In this capacity; Hanes will serve
'iasion

as'

New

between

officer'

York, fair corporation and North
Carolina unit of 100 prominent citiz:ens.

liAXma THE BEST OF
BuhC

Ida.,

Aug.

IT
31.

from

have
33
states
this hinterland farming
community eager to pay as much as
50c to ogle Idaho's 'sinking canyon.'
Farmers, who several weeks ago
were behind the eight-ball when
crop-laden acres crumbled and sank

Tourists
flocked to

have turned promoters and
are garnering several hundred dol250-feet,

has been raised to a total of $90,000, art and' readers.
American Legion State Convention
with more consolation prizes than
at New Bedford great spot for everyin previous seasons. .
Extra aerial features to consist of one. No rain. Climaxed by a mono
navy squadron of ster parade that took 4 hours to pass
60 army planes,
Badly marshalled.
18 ships, bombing by marine planes. a given point
Maxwell Field's circusing troupe. Two hours late in starting and. of ten
Indoor
Earl R. Stein in a bat-wing demon- two blocks between units.
stration, and Lewis (Tot) Dryer as show business nil.
Headlined
top parachute jumper.
head
of
inside
tickets
Chick Bell
stunters include Count Otto Hagen- with the Ringling-Bariium Circus
European acrobatic champ; who knows personally more people
3urg,
Tex Rankin, holder of American by name than anyone in showbiz i^
Alex Papana from a very sick man and confined to the
title;
Capt.
Roumania, Harold Johnson, Charles hospital car on the show.
Abell, Capt. Dick Granere and Mike
Cole Bros., both Zack and Jess,
Murphy, scheduled to jump from a sure knocking them dead on the
plane to top of a speeding auto.
Will have
Pacific again this year.
another circus next season. Barnes-

hold a high spot on the program, as
do the Rockford Zuavas. A collection of wild and dome.«;tic animals
comprises the usual menagerie, Adwith
mi.>;sion is 25 and 35 cents,
newspaper advertising containing a
kid coupon that can be clipped to

200

of September 6
Ra rncs-Sells-FIoto

Ciil.,
K-V;
Mjiiv.svlUe,

1):

l\';iii.snM

Li'VM*
'J;

>icf>,

ioricf;

Simla
10;

Bros.-Barnum

(Ml.v,

M(i.,

Kiiii.'-..

C'l(.\,

!!;

Ho.MH,

s-

HlocKlon,

11;

&

Bailey

li-7;
SI. .Iii.s('|ih. X;
SHllilii, JO; W'lcliilii,

OUlfl,,

12.

performers,

filiated

•)klii..

<"(!iVliir.il,
Vtill»'.|<),

Showboat

—

protested against the flesh ballyhoo.
Latter contend Expo is violating
proniises that there wouldn't be any
nudity or p«ep-shows at any time.
They want La Bacon thrown into the
frying pan or Lake Erie.

Dickey trying to force Showboat's
manager to pull dancer on grounds
that she is flopping as crowd-puller.
Pirchner retorted his operating profits
have improved 50% since booking
her. Despite pressure, he's refusing
to cancel her on contract calling for
three performances dally until Sept.
26, the date of Expo's closing.
By threatening a sit-down strike,
cost of Billy Rose's Aquacade won
a salary increase after two months'

.

fight.

Thirty irsix

dancers

and

46

swimmers
demanded

in huge marine show bad
a $5 weekly increase because schedule was hiked to 21 performances per week. Finally settled
for $3.50, bringing weekly salary to
$28.50.

Glen. Gray's Casa Loma orchestra
opened, last Friday (27) for a fortnight at Aquacade, to be followed

by Dick Stabile from Sept.
then Vincent Lopez, Sept 17

7 to 16,
to Sept

26.

S*tl for tbc lUdl« Boys
Jean Fadden, blonde Cleveland
dancer and model, won crown of
Miss Ohio in beauty contest held on

Radioland's stage. Going tp Atlantic
City to try for title of Miss America
of '37.
Winner picked by Loui^
Rich of WHK, Harry A; Cole, Frank
E. Addis, E. M. de Cumbe, Mrs.
Imogene Addams, Hal Metzger of
ahd Carl P. Himmeldman as
judges.

WTAM

NEW PEEXY

I

Sells-Floto,

•

sweltering audience,

Week

ModcsW), 1:;.
Rinrrlin^

of

.

,

Circus Routes

Enid, 7: riinion,
6;
!>.
W(io<lwar<I, OUI"., in;
Anlhoiiy. KiUl.s., J 2.
Col e- Beatty-May nar d

owner

'

admit young.sters for 15 cents.
The 'circu.s, which Is transported
by 39 motor vehicles, carries around

'iVs.,

OVER

Pirchner,

on which she's stripping under dark
blue lights, and Lincoln G. Dickey.
General manager of centennial
fair made some mild kicks— first for
sake of publicity ^when Pirchner.
pulled a fast one by booking the
orchid-dancer. Squawks took a more
serious tone when a church group

.

•

riinxsiilawney, Pa.

.11;

to

—

and Raymond Heinz, Sharon, Pa.;
K. J. Hackett and Thomas Chappell,

Tiilha,

Cleveland, Aug. 31.
is causing a
squabble between Her-

DAN RICE CIRCUS

Ciilbrith, 29, Cincinnati; Albert Lytlon, 32, Pittsburgh; Edward Hackett

;iiiii)it.

He was arrested on a charge of
transporting a stolen auto from
Wichita to Oklahoma City, He will
be brought here in a week or ten
Later he may be taken to
days.

OF WEATHER

tional clown acts, acrobatics, aerial
showing rubbernecks how stunts, and a pony show were 'also
nature's quirks have converted their on the program. Presented in three
farms into miniature Grand Canyons. rings, it is typically a family enter
tainment with all the old-time fea
Two ranch hands who snapped tiires
with the modern
retained
views of the sinking canyon quickly streamline effects added.
disposed
souvenir post
2,500
of
The program embraces several
cards, and ordered more.
known -names in spangle-land and
includes Rhoda Royal, equestrian di
rector; Danny McPride and James
Six Carney Men Fined
Thomas, ifroducing clowns; Brock
Lake families, Andy Colleno, the
and
AUoona, Pa., Aug. 31.
Six concessionaires of a carney Hollywood chimpanzee who has apcomedies; Buck
playing here were pinched yesterday peared in numerous
Sells, young western screen star,
< Monday)
and paid fines on gam- with his Hollywood Ranch Wild
bling charges. They are with Dodson West; Tiger Tagerson's Athletes is
shows, working here under auspices one of the features, as is Gentry's
Esther
of Veterans of Foreign Wars.
ponies and dogs.
horses,
Men told police they are Henry Henry and her performing elephants

1

nounced.

MARSHFIELD

lars daily

-Alwi,

.

Dome

Gene and Glenn, former local radio aces, returning Sept 11 and 12
Hagenback-Wallace and for special Radioland broadcasts.
Tacoma, Aug. 31.
Ringling all doing best business in Three-day Constitution Day parade
Capt. Fred W. Griffith, member of many years.
All privileges doing beginning Sept 17 also to be part of
the board, has been appointed presi
big and that's where they all make celebration during closing fortnight.
dent and general manager of the their profit.
A. N. Gonsior, who tore down ChiPuyallup Fair, States large outdoor
Dennetts restaurant on Park Row cago's fair building^, commissioned
Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 28.
After an absence of many years, amusement show, succeeding W. A used to be one of my eating spots as wrecker of lakeftont show after
the Dan Rice Circus has returned Linklater, who recently killed him- and the last place I ever had a meal it takes last curtain.
with E. H." R. Green, son of Hetty
to North Carolina, ushering in the self.
With only 27 days to go, attendcircus season in several cities in this
Fair this year, Sept. 20-26.
Green. He had just sold me his all ance for last S2 days has reached
state, being in advance of the outsteel automobile railroad car that 2,571,595.
Prospects of hitting goal
door show trek southward. The pophis mother had given him when he of 4,000,000 sight-seers for second'
Fair
Another
Good
ular - priced three - ring circus is
was touring the country with his^ season is almost certain. Average
Chicago, Aug. 31.
showing to full tents, too, in spite
It cost Hetty better weekly figure for 1936 never exof the temperature which still gets
All-time attendance record for racing cars.
to the high nineties in the afternoon. Illinois State Fair held last week at than $30,000 and had less than 30,000 ceeded 204,000, whereas turnstiles
At the Raleigh date act put ori by Springfield, was broken with turnr milage "when I got it. Price was clicked 215,202 times last week and
the trained dogs, white "Eskimo spitz,
$1,250 on the cuff; I paid it off about better than that the' previous stanza.
stiles clicking to a tune of 1,050,000
a browri. Chinese chow, and the leapsix months before the last notes
Homer A. HoU, guested governor
ing greyhounds was the most popu- entries.
Estimated .that the midway, con- were due and expected to make a hit of West Virginia, getting a 19-gun
lar of the animal acts, with the per
formance ;of- the three elephants sec cession, and grandstand take <tils6 with Green, but he wrote back, 'Bill salute from soldiers . Ralph Jamgs
Any
man.
rich
a
you
will
never
be
ond. Mary Miller, youthful and at- smashed records.
Turkett from Cedarton, Ga., putting
one's a sucker that pays off anything on nuttiest contest seen
tractive wirewalker and aerilist, reso far—
ceived the biggest hand from the
before due, unless you get an antici- persimmon-throwing tournament
and the tradi•

Envoy

Streeton,
carnival
38,
in San Francisco, will
be brought to Oklahoma City to face
a Dyer act charge before he is
turned over to Indianapolis police
on a murder charge, federal bureau
of investigation agents have an-

, Cleveland, Aug. 31.
fence higher than last' Indianapolis to face trial for the
keep out the non-paying killing of Bert F. Callahan, real esrubberneckers, is being built around tate operator, three years ago.
Cleveland Airport for the four-day
National Air Races starting here Friday (3). About 15,000 more sJeats
FAIR
also will be added,' bringing up
field's capacity to about 75,000, as
attendance records are expected to
IN SPITE
be cracked this season.
Promoters are displaying more
By BILL RICE
showmanship by planning three
Marshfield, Mass., Aug. 31.
races daily, instead of former one,
A
great
litle country fair here.
Each of
as a box office stimulator.
three main closed races will be flown l^Iorse racing with mutuel betting
in three sections, preceded by two with put this one over in spite, of
qualifying races for each event. All rain every day so far. Have a celloentries trying to qualify also are be- phane lyedding here for Sat nite
Boston
ing divided into two groups, to stir worked up in great shape,
up more visual action. Prize money and all near by newspapers using

TO FINE SUNDAY START

in turn, opens local newspapers to carnivals,' and gives them
othei* backing not to be had ordi-

man

City, Aug. 31.

Charles

Canvas

year's,

OHIO STATE FAIR OFF

carnival.

Oklahoma

Strike

Faith Bacon's nudity

Teapot

worker held

West, South, and Midwest populabroken, the Georgia a'erialist spent
tions are laying out real dough, and
four weeks in a Japanese hospital
E^st is coming through better than
while four surgeons did patchwork
•was possibly hoped for at the beon her. As soon as she could travel
ginning of. the season.
she returned to her family here and
Two reasons are given for the un- has been regaining her strength.
expected upshoot: first, good crops,
Completely mended, the girl is
and second, the large number of
working out daily on the trapeze
civic organizations sponsoring carhere and planning to resume her
nivals this year.
work.
She reveals that she has
Latter has come about as an out- been approached for an appearance
growth of expositions held since the on a ndtiorial' network program.
Chi Century, of Progress affair. Now,
if Piqua, Ohio, can't have a lakeliont full of concessions, at least it's
-up to the American Legion to puff
up the civic cliests by sponsoring a

Is

Aqua Swimmers Squat

getting

spots getting a fair or poor return
are those located in strike districts'.

Dance

6S

Storm Center at Qeve s Expo

in connection wHh Japan's International expo to be he;]d in 1940, has
decided to hold a lottery in con^
nection with advance sale of tickets.
Plan is to place on sale immediately tickets calculated to net
$12,000,000, in books of 12 ducats

Outfits

31.

Faith Bacon's Orchid

Tokyo, Aug. 10.
Department of Commerce and Industry, which has charge of details

-f-

:

Chicago, Aug.
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big

show

including
attraction.s.

the

af-

"Doc"

Heffner, who combines the task of
lookin.? after the physical condition
of performers with the duties o£ publicity agent and business manager,
."jaid'that in six days the show played
in five .states. Connecticut. Pennsyl\'ania. W. Va., two towns in Vir-

North Carolina, on a
.clretchoirt from Middletori. Connecticut tO'Raleigh, N; C. A former "naval
ginia

.and

•

NBC Headache

pation discount.'

He

.

sure told the

.

Tom

.

Patricola, m.c. for Billy Rose's
Pioneer Palace, re-signing for duration of fair's run
Eleanor Holm
(Continued from page 1)
bethan,
ever
season
attendance this
Jarrett revealing that her diamond
Western State Shows the first 'engagement' ring, which started the
fore.
it necessary for NBC to tote in all
organized carnival to play it in 10 Rose divorce rumor, was bought by
RCA engineers are years had their banner dat* so far
its equipment.
herself on the q,t.
on the scene now, and the Shanghai
this season.
area is bursting with American
Six major cr.rnivals -again talking
newspapermen who could be used to
Pa. Parks Elect
about forming an association to corthe short wave broadcasts.
spiel
PhiladclDhia. Aug. 31.
That's about
rect booking abuses.
Consequently it is unlikely, in the
Last time
all it-*will ever amount to.
A. B. McSwigan elected prexy of
event NBC does attempt to get its
they were all set and agreed Pennsylvania Amusemlent Park Asapparatus into the battle region, that when
many men f-j;om New York or the on a maximum percentage. One sociation at organization'.s annual
show jumped the traces and gobbled meeting here Friday (27). McSwigan,
Coast would be sent along.
Over the weekend CBS weighed up the best fair circuit in the head of Kcnnywood Park Corp.,
country.
Pittsburgh.
He succeeds Robert
the project of establishing a broadShowmen's Associations now. stag- piarr of Dorney Park, Allentown.
casting base in Shanghai, but ort
Others elected were vice-president,
Monday (30 night dropped the idea. ing benefits on various outfits. To
Beck- E. E. Foehl, superintendent of Wildate returns the best ever.
& Gerily Shows turned in low Grove; second v.p,, Richard
officer, Heffner pointed out thai the man
show boasts some of the latest better than $900 to the SLOA week Lusse, of Lusse Brothers, Philly,
scooter
manufacturers;
secretary,
models in trailer accommodations for before last
the staff and star performers, and
Betty Burke, the 'Buried Alive* Miss Mary Yost of Kennywood;
generates its own eiectricit.v.
gal, played to over 16,000 at New trea.surer. C. L. Beares, of Westview
Dan Rice, who in his dyy. called Bedford. Telephone co. had to put Paik, Pittsburgh,
himself the King of Jesters, started
two extra operators to handle calls
a small wa.cjon .show from Girard,
Upstate GowboyB
Pennsylvania, in 1852. Continuously to the 'grave.'
on the road for 85 years the Rice
Troy, N. Y,, Aug, 31,
name has continued and the ownerTOPS
TIME
ALL
Iran Grolto. Veiled Prophet, Troy,
ship has always remained in the
will .sponsor what is claimed to be
Pueblo, Colo., Aug, 31.
Ray Marsh Biydon. {jrandfamily.
With more than 100,000 attending the first real rodeo every held in
son of the original owner, is now
the Colorado slate fair, the gate re- this section of the state, at Hawkins
at the helm.
For the past 37 years, the show ceipts topped anything in •the SO'iSladium (ball park) on the Tioyhas toured the west and the :-;)uth- years of the exposition. $26,000 in Albany road, Sept. 16-19.
west. and is now in the soulh for
Col. James Eskew. of Garland,"
premiums and $10,000 In rodeo
the first time in Ihi.s gcncraHon.
" T*!x., 'will 'direct tife'*ih6w.' ''.
^
awards were 'paid.
truth.

.
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What some of
aquatic stars say about Camels
Chicago, «ays: **It's Camels for me! Good digestion is of
prime importance to me. The tenseness of competition and
all the changes of diet when traveling are Uable to upset
digestion. But I smoke Camels at mealtimes and after an^f

my

digestion runs smoothly."

The

best of meals tastes better and digests easier -when,

you have an abundant flow of digestive fluids— alkalint
digestive fluids so vital to good digestion. Smoking CameU
encourages this flow — helps you enjoy a sense ofwell-belngV
Steady smokers say: 'Xamels set

me

-

'PETE"

right!'

DESJARDINS-an-

othcr famous diver— speaking:
"Divers like a mild cigarette
that doesn't upset their nerves.
That's

why

I prefer Camels.

They never jangle my nerves,'

iiiiiiiE''''-

lii Sili

Miiiliiiii''

HAROLD SMITH,

who

holds

Olympic diving championships,
says: "I find a great deal of pleas-

A

ure in Camels. Camel restores my
flow of energy after a diving meet
or a strenuous exhibition
gives

—

nie an invigorating

'lift.'"

LENORE RIGHT WINGARD
Enjoy Benny Goodman's Swing
Bdnd.for a full half- hour!

Tune

in Benny's popular swingstcrs

—

hear his famous trio and quartette. Tucs-

days-8:30pm Ii.S.T. (9:30 pm E.D.S.T.),
7:30

pm C.S.T., 6:30 pm M.S.T.,

P.S.T:,

5:30

pm

AQUAPLANE

— champion of champions. She has
broken 7 World's Records— 1
Nat'l Records — speed swimming.
Lcnorc comments on smoking:
"Camels are cert'aitily mild. They

i

never jangle
swim, I get a

my

nerves. After a

'lift'

Here's

CoDyrlulit,

K.

iwr,

.1. It:ivni>lciH

'

with a Camel."

Cornels are made from iiner, MOBS
IXPENSIVE TOBACCOS...TurkUh ftiad

V

over WABC-Columbi.i Network.

Of

EXPERT.

Miss Gloria Wheeden, who can do
hand-stands on an aquaplane. She
is about to enjoy apicnlcluncheon.
"Smoking Camels and eating go
togetlier," Miss Wheeden says, "I
get so much benefit out of smoking Camels at mealtimes."

Domestic. ..lhan any olhex popular bvamdl.

saKe

•

# •

Smoke C anteIs!

—
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BOXOFnCE

VS.
Rubberneckers Just Don t Believe In

Batons on the Upbeat as Bookers
II

Tong Wars Any More; Tourism
The rubberneck Industry, almost
without exception, is a happy business this season, reporting a 25-30%
gain over last summer's take. The
exceptions are two. sightseeing bus
lines which gloomily complain that
customers just don't want any of

OK

Seek Freak

[sptcimiy MITES

Nice Fellers—Now

Name

Stick-Wavers
Chicago, Sept.

All-Nesro Featare

7.

Increase In the number of spots
Past Summer's Night Basedemanding name bands for the comball
Noyf Night Footing season has created a distinct
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
shortage in that field, and bookers
Film actors are not such bad risks,
ball, Dog Races, Softball,
All-Negro picture featuring Louise
are looking for freaks to act in the
after all.
Etc.
Nocturnal Athletic Beavers will get under way Oct. 1 capacity of stick wavers.
at Argosy Studios with Ralph Cooper
Insurance companies have so deBoth Music Corp. of America and
Chinatown's tong-war and dope- cided, and accordingly ordered their
Shows an Ever-Increasing producing for Million Dollar Pro- Consolidated
Radio Artists, as well
den tourist Action. These two lines Coast reps to reflriove the rating and
ductions, Inc. It is first of a scr'ies
Opposition to the B. O.
as other band bookers have time
view the influx of World War
scheduled by
company.

—
—

'

veterans (American Legion, convention this month) without enthusiasm, and can't even get worked up
over the World's Fair. Too far in
the future. And New York's terrible summer weather gets its share
of blame for the poor business.

sell

the thesp3 standard policies.

BEST AUGUST
SINCE THE

On- the other hand, New York's
excellent weather is credited by the
line, for a large increase over 1936. Just shows that
even 'the weather depends oh the
pohit of box office view. Ace is
woo'ing the veterans' trade with
special combined tours at lower
rates, and are prepared with an
Exhibitors in flrst-run spots are
extra fleet of buses to accommodate
jubilant
over business
done in
"the boys.
August as first of new season prod-'
Whether the play is large or uct starts coming in this month. It
small from out-of-towners, all bus was rated probably the most profitline's agree on one thing—Chinatown able month of August since the de-

DEPRESH
'

Savoy ballroom

its

the curious.
'Stompin' at- the
Savoy' did much to put that hoofery
on. the map. With Harlem in mind,
one bus line has even prepared for

get

any

difficulty

with

visiting

Dixie

by hiring special strong-

veterans

arm guards

to sm-ooth things

over

if

nepessary.

McGuire, overseer of Empire
State Building tours, announces that
(Continued on page 56)
E. J,

Radio Built

Up

B. 0.

For Louis-Farr Fight
After

Had

Started

'

ments.

The

/

was in the nature of a phenomenon.
Usually
there are few tickets sold on the
night of a major boxing event, particularly at the box offices where
the event is held, because the draw
usually approaches capacity in advance. Sale for the Louis-Farr fight
>vas exceptionally light in comparilate ticket sale

•Qn to other world's heavyweight
championships and for that reason
(Continued on page 29)

—

—

,

far the public is going to go in support of one sport or another, and

what effect
have on the

may

ultimately
b.o.
Not only are theatre operators and distributors concerned over the way. established
daytime sports have taken hold but
are gravely viewing the spread of
such night activities in the field as
baseball, soft ball, boxing, wresit

all

first

In

violinist.

fact,

instances, the boys are

FOR PIX

LITTLE

IN THIS YEAR'S

STRAWHATS

tling,

•

to teach

'em the

in

certain

even Willing

latter.

But, like vaudeville and other
branches of show business, the band
end is having trouble getting even
Consolidated
that type of name.
did it once with Jackie Coogan, and
is
hoping to repeat with Sammy
Cohen, but outside these two, noany names worth
body's found
snaring who'd consider the offers,
which range up to around $500 a
week.
.

product.
release

Decision of distributors to

tically wasted.

Infantile Paralysis

Scare

in U. S.,

Canada

Murdering the B.O/s

Contention

is

made

that in most spots the casts are made
up of players who have been around
for some time, which would explain
the disappointment of the scouts
that they could not find new faces.
Equity requires at least six of its
members be engaged In stock casts,
with the balance of the people
needed generally locals or summer

Salaries for Singers;

Tenors Get Top Coin
Rome,

Sept.

7.

Italian singers won't be able to get
so much after Oct. 28

away with

if they do not happen to
be sopranos or tenors. From that
date on the government has fixed the
maximum pay per performance,
All summer ventures are stock, which will be roughly $300 per show
putting thumbs down on gatherings
and activities, including theatres. with jobbers brought in for try- for sopranos and tenors, and $250
Orders issued late last week prohibit outs. There are a number of young per appearance for mezzo-sopranos,
houses from selling admissions to pa- players loaned by Hollywood gratis, contraltos, baritones and bassos.
trons under 18, and extends indefi- so that they may secure experience
Further evidence that Italy is the
but observers say the locals appear country in which tenors are most
nitely.
Philadelphia, Sept. 7.
Effect has been immediate and to be better actors than most of the prized is given in the postscript to
Sales of Chase & Sanborn coffee drastic not only cutting out all kid Coast excursionists. There are said the above regulation, which prohave been hit here how acutely trade, but making inroads on adult to be plenty of instances of ambi- vides for special contracts with
can't be ascertained by a crack at fares as. 12 years is dividing line here. tious tyros who pay for the privilege stars of special magnitude (which
Managers report biz off variously of acting and that is one source of will be listed). Among these, tenor*
Roosevelt in the company's radio
show on Aug. 22. Objectionable line from 25-50% depending on type of revenue for the backwoods impres- may receive up to $750 per recital,
was mouthed by Glenda Farrell in attraction. Brandeis probably hard- sarios.
and sopranos and bassos up to $400.
est hit downtown house with Bobby
Scouts for material are at odds
Latter part of the regulations must
a skit with Don Ameche.
Couple, in the playlet, were en- Breen picture counted on for heavy over new plays tried out. Product seem especially frustrating to the
juve
trade.
recently
was
rated
much
better
than
doing
picand
a
contest
tered in a
ladies; baritones may conceivably
falling
Other houses report simUar
that in the early weeks but the aspire to become tenors, and mezzoture puzzle.
A bandit walks into
their home and joins them. He asks off due to hysteria developed which seekers for Hollywood were unim- sopranos to become sopranos.
But
them about the puzzle and Miss Far- affects adults more than kids. Prob- pressed. It has been contended right it is hard to see how any woman
nabes
all
are
along that straw hat try-outs arc can ever achieve top salaries if only
there's Roosevelt ably hardest hit of
'See,
rell
says,
(Continued on page 66 >
(Continued on page 11)
tenors are to be favored.
coming out of his fog.'

CRACK

windows closed, because they
had been listening to receiving sets
in motor cars or in- nearby apart-

—

Leslie's idea for
fllmusical, on which

dog racing, etc.
These sports take business away
from the box offices at night and,
Distributors who have talked with what is really alarming, is the fact
When they first realized there
exhibitors say that the experience that women have become more
With summer theatricals in the was to be a shortage, a number
with strong product during the past sports-minded in recent years than sticks about washed up for the sea- of bookers planned creating an
they
used
tcr be.
only
Not
are
the
month has been an eye-opener as to
femmes going in more for boxing, son, comes plenty bleats from scouts, era of girl baton s?jngcrs, using
potentialities of spotting better films
the
racing, baseball, football and other those
who journeyed to the beauty contest winners, but with
at the close of a current releasing
public nixed that. Little girls
items 01^5 the sports calendar, but
season. Belief in the trade is quite
hideaways on the hunt for talent and the champion figures are creating
they are themselves beginning to
general that this year may serve as
claim about as much excitement this year
clutter up golf links, tennis courts material for Hollywood. They
a precedent for the future, with
places which a few scant the whole scheme is phoney. They as a street car in the loop, and, after
some of stronger productions sched- and other
try- all, if they can't even break the rowere
into
that
they
lured
feel
years back were dominated by the
uled for August showing in future
ing to find something that doesn't
(Continued on page 62)
males.
seasons.
exist.
Already in many parts of the
Usually looked on as a drab month,
One representative of the gold
country, night baseball and soft-ball,
with the box office often hitting a
coast grudgingly conceded that he
(Continued on page 6)
Maximum
low for the summer period, this year
had dug up several camera pros- Italy Sets
exhibs have had uniformly strong
pects but rated his efforts prac-

BENTS

ticket

FEMME INTEREST

pression-.

some top productions in
August rather than hold them back
subsequent months was tipoff to
How radio can actually bolster at- for
operators and
managers.
theatre
tendahce to an event while a deThis strong lineup was not just for
scription is being broadcast was
the final week in the month but has
demonstrated during the fight bebeen going to key city flrst-run extween Joe Louis and Tommy Farr
hibitors for the last three or four
for the heavyweight title.
Ticket weeks.
booths were kept open outside the
Yankee Stadium, N. Y., after the
contest was well in progress because
of the constant stream of people
ANTI-F. D. R.
•buying tickets.
All of them were
aware that the contest was in the
COFFEE SALES
fifth round at 10:30 p.ni. when the
|t

lined up for practically all their top
aggregations, and plenty of spots
an all-col- yet to be filled but spots which
ored
Hollywood are yelping for b.o. stuff. Consedeal Abe Lastfogel of the William quently, bookers have fallen back
Morris agency is working, is tem- on freaks to fill the bill semiThe growth of various fields" of
porarily halted, so Leslie is ready- names of pictures, radio headliners,
sports, with followers of this branch ing a new 'Blackbirds' (stage) revue and
and
athletes anybody
star
everybody who has a following and
of amusement increasing steadily, for Broadway, with the Shuberts.
enough rhythm to keep time with a
has theatre men wondering just how

BIG

Ace Sightseeing

and Harlem with

the

Lew

—
—

Omaha,

Sept,

7.

Infantile paralysis epidemic has
reached stage where city officials are

semi-pro

visitors.

especially
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SHORTS MERCHANDIZERS HOPE ANf

L, B. Mayer in London
Paris exhib observe^ U.

See in Fans' Interest for the Major Picture Only (on ZION MYERS DEPARTS
Dual Bills) as a Possible Chance for Comeback
GN AS A PRODUCER
of Shorts—Giving 'Em More Attention
The short subject

Is

position today than for

in

a

many

and with recent developments in the
it has a fair chance of being
the straw that'll break the back of
double features or so it's hoped;
This season more exhibitors are beginning to buy shorts to go along
field

with dual features, this amounting
virtually to an operating admission
that certain shorts are wanted, have
box Office value and should be
played even if shows run long.
Additionally; the buying of shorts
as dessert for shows that have consisted only of two features, a newsreel and in some houses air occasional cartoon or travel film, is

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Zion Myers terminated his producing agreement with Grand National last Thursday (2) and depart^
ed next day for New York on business and pleasure, announcing he
will form a new affiliation within
two weeks.
Victor Schertzinger takes over
production reins

Exit Smiling

better
years,

H^kler

London, Sept. 7.
at i^howing of 'Par-

kept breaking into Clark
Gabel's spiel as Parnell with,
'But what did Gladstone say?*
He kept it up until the ushers
came to his seat ahd ordered
him out of the house. All. the
way up the' aisle he kept renell'

To 6et Quick

Hollywood, Sept 7.
Grace Moore is in Santa Monica
•

recovering from a miinor
operation performed last Friday (.3).
Songstress expects to leave for
Europe sometime next week.

hospital
•

.

Gladstone
one man.
don't know,' admitted the

SCHENCK SAYS
NO INTENT TO
MINATEGB

expressed
today
by Joseph M.
Schentk, chairman of the board of
20th Century-Fox, preparatory to
sailing for. America.- Under the deal,
he said, the theatres would have re-

Cleveland, Sept. 7,
Since the downtown opening
of 'Ever Since Eve,' to the tune
of plenty of red ink, nabe ex.

.

been

have

hibitors

dropping

Marion Davies* name
marquee or gagging the

L. A. to N. Y.

.

Various producers of shorts, largest of which is Warner Bros., are
determined that the short subject
has a place in the film market and
are preparing to push this merchandise .stronger than ever before. Producers are aot only spending more
on shorts this year, than ever before,
but are carefully planning' programs
and series, with names or other fea-

the

off

title.

One smart-cracker billed
this way:
'ft. Montgomery

Luis Alberni.
Binnie Barnes.
Michael Bartlett.

it
in.

'Ever Since Eve' 'with iDavies-^

but there's always Bank Nite!'

Pandro S. Berman.
Harry Blair.
Clara Blandick,
Bela Biau.
William A. Brady.
Franklin Coen.
Ralph Cooper.
Gloria Dickson.
Stuart F. Doyle.

•Washington, Sept. 7.
Reorganization of Cinecolor, unincorporated Hollywood lab which
planned to enter, business of processing features, was shelved, last week
when the Securities and Exchange
Commission was asked to return
float
application
for
permit
to

Samuel Engel.
Henry Fonda.
Grace George.
Harry M. Goetz.
Henry Hathaway.

Lou

Bows Out

Cinecolor

According
shorts

saltfe

.

Norman

to

head

of

Moray,

Warner

Bros.,

wanted

Charles Kullman.
Otho Lovering.
Jack Moss.

John Pierce,
Harry Popkin.

new tickets. No
reason was given put Commish ap-

Robert F. Sisk.
Oscar Strauss.

proval for waste-basketing

to get

get 240,000 of the

is

tually sure.

mained British.
Schanck did not blame John Maxwell for spiking the deal but thought
the British International official's
action was unwise because, if Fox

stock worth -^2,500,000.
Schenck resented, personal .atmosphere had crept into jnegptiations and
killed the^eal because there rtever
had been any attempt to secure
Americjan domination.
He and his
associates were chiefly trying to save

investment. .;• Schenck added
20th-Fo^ is closing a deal with
Pinewood studios for latter to produce four pictures this coming year
at a maximum cost of $500,000 each.
Pictures will have -native talent and
native production personnel under
their

only 25% of the country's theatres
are playing single bills, the other
75% being in doubles. Unfortunately
for the distributor the percentage in supervisiort of Bob Kane. Corporasales possibilities is different.
The tion is planning to build a permanent
doublers represent about 90% of the production organization here. Gra'cie
total amount of possible film revenue Fields' picture will be the first and
within 18 months Fox will have a
from theatres.
This is due to the fact that the unit to produce regularly here, makonly keys of any importance in single ing films of international appeal and
and- personnel from
bills are Philadelphia and Washing- using' talent
Darryl Zanuck is to
ton, balance of the sblb-'feature ter- Hollywood.
ritory, being the entire south and a visit England next March to supervise that scheme. Schenck declared
few houses in the west.
Fact, that twinners are beginning himself satisfied with government
to add shorts in many spots, recog- quota proposals, adding that British
nizing that support from them is authorities had every right to impose
valued, plus that features are now own legislation, and the suggestions
costing much more and make some in the 'white paper' seemed per-'
dual bills very expensive, is encour- fectly reasonable to him.
aging Warners, pioneers in talking
shorts,

and others.

The high

cost of picture product
believed to be acting as a siron.?
incentive among exhibitors to attempt to get out of double bills, In
the opinion of Moray.
Another angle which Moray and
others believe to be of vast imporIs

tance in connection with chances for
the short subject is that this season
the producers are delivering a high
average of strong feature-lengths
which do not need a No; 2 feature ol
lesser quality along with it.
Exhibitors are frankly beginning to
realize that the big pictures would
be just as big without an accompanying feature, latter thus being a
wpste.
The cost that goes into the No. 2
feature, whether it is worthless or
not, "whether it brings, any added
business or whether it keeps people
out of the;atres, is no more, as a
matter of fact probably runs less,
than two or three shdrts would figure.
Moray also believes that (he
".

names

which

his

company

_

and

others are struggling to provide for

It

Back of Uhiversal's plan to release
'100 Men and a Girl' in 225
to 250
spots almost simultaneously is the
idea of getting the first week film
rentals in immediately.
officials
are reported to figure that this wiU
mean an early return of negative
costs while at the same time supplying widespread distribution for this,
the second Deanna Durbin film.

U

Universal soon will need additional
financing, according to latest info in

Wall Street, with little relief in sight
from company earnings. Company
will show a loss of around $500,000
for the third quarter as well as for
the fiscal year en ding i n October
despite a favorable return expected
for the final three months. That is
the latest information in banking
'

circles.

Present financial setup for Universal is suchj a.ccording to word in
the street, that any hew financing
probably will come from the present
a
is

said to."bfe greatly interested in the
success of the company because of

money outlay represented by

these

Present group of investment
bankers- while avowing faith in the
current management would like to
vir- see more big money pictures.
One
report is that no additional money
will he forthcoming until product
improves.
shares.

.

Advocate of Screen Adv. Has Ideas;
Tifton (Ga.) Booing Club Differs

•

'

Bankroll; Needs

banking group. This group holds
common shares.
Company which three weeks ago big batch of common stock and

on a sounder basis in
order to expand asked the S.E.C. to
allow withdrawal of registration request which showed insiders would

mean box office, wanted to sell ifs interest, Maxwell
WB, Paramount, Metro, RKO, Co- would have a $4,500,000 valuation for

th'^se accounts.

.Page 14
musicals, not

407,000

Irwin.

tures involved, that

lumbia, Universal, United Artists
and Educational are all supplying
shorts to an unwarrantedly small
market, their position being a more
or less thankless one in that they
are forced to provide one and tworeelers to the houses that remain in
single bills in order to take care of

many

U RusUng Out the New Durbin Pic

Kidding the B. O.

GRACE HOOBE'S OP

'Well,
what did
scy?' they asked as
'I

too'

enough actioners
Page 14
American Pix mainstay of Venice Expo..^
.....Page 15
Metro expanding Aussie chain
Page 15
Stuart Doyle pans Aussie quota and pix..
..Page 15
Radio reviews of Mrs. Patrick Campbell-Peggy Wood, Ida
Lupino-Don Ameche
,
...-.Page 36
Music publishers ask 10-year ASCAP pact,...
.Page 51
Seven name maestros in Hollywood Gershwin memorial
Page 51

.

peating his refrain. When finally bouncied into the street he
had the ushers burning with
curiosity.

^4

;

.

acknowledgement by theatre owners
heckler. 'I j,ust wanted to, get
that the duals alone are no longer
out of the^hpusie without makenough.. Upshot of the addition of
ing it.look.as if I.Jha-d.w^ilked,*.
shorts to twin bills, in th^ hope of
sdrte showmen in distribution and
operation, may be
thfe
eventual
dropping of the No. 2 feature.
Further in favor of the short at
this stage of* things is the fact,
keebly sensed by theatre men, that
people are. tired of long shows containing two feature pictures and
have started catching the" lead picfure only, callirig Up theatres to find
out thfe time they go on so that. they
won't have to sit through the supporting feature.
The tendency to
stay away or continue the trouble of
trying to catch the one picture only
London, Sept. 7.
may ultimately be strong enough to
Regret that the Ostrers did .not go
kill, oft the duals thing.
through with the proposed Gaumont.,
British-Metro-20th Century deal was
WB's Canipaierii
-

of Pix Jnt^st
«5*

makijig

S.
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SAILINGS
Sept. 22 (London to New York),
Jack Buchanaii (Normandie).
Sept. 15 (New York to London),
John W. Hicks, Jr. (Normandie).
Sept,

(London

8

to

Margaret Bannermah
Colorado Springs, Sept.

1.

Editor, Variety:

An article in your Aug. 18 issue
did a fine job of covering one phase
of the commercial film industry but
completely ignored the use of
it
shortrlength commercials ion theatre
screens.
In event you are unaware of the
scope of theatre screen ^Advertising,
I am sending you a piecfe'^fef literature which lists large ''Advertisers
now sponsoring extensive^'ikmpaigns.
T

am

ture

also sending a piecfe" of litera-

which

campaigns
Seltzer.

the current
Chevrolet and Alkato run out

describes

of.

Not wishing you

of reading matter, I am enclosing a
copy of the new publication, 'TheaAlso thfere
tre Screen Advertiser.'
is en route a iwjoklet which I wrote

New

York),

(Aquitania).

(London to New York),
commercial advertisements appear- June, John Murray Anderson, Joseph
ing on screen of Tift theatre after a M. Schenck, Hunt Stromberg, Concontinue

their

campaign

against

Sept,

8

seeking to enjoin seven stance Bennett, Dr. A. H. Giannini,
of the club from booing William Dieterle (Normandie).
Sept. 4 (New to Genoe), Frederick
ads was withdrawn Thursday (2). morning a few minutes be- Berthal (Rex)..
Sept. 4 (New York to London),
fore a hearing was scheduled in
Superior Court before Judge R. Eve. Alfred Hitchcock (Georgic).

petition

members

trailer

.

.

Sept. 4 (New York to London),
permanent injunction
had been filed by R. E. Martin, Ketti Gallian, Max Schmeling, Mr.
owner of theatre, and asked for and Mrs. Johann Strauss (Bremen).

Petition for

Sept. 4 (Los Angeles to Honolulu),
damages.
In addition to
seven members of club,
Tifton Adolph Ramish (Lurline).
Sept. 4
(Los Angeles to New
Gazette was named as defendant,
York),
Clara Blandick (Santa Elena).
suit charging paper had printed adSept. 1 (New York to London),
vertisements signed by seven members of Booing Club that was in- Russell Swann, Frederick Lonsdale
(Normandie).
jurious to theatre.
$10,000

Judge Eve had signed a temporary order restraining booing of
ads, also restraining Gazette from
Maurice W-ertheim, Carl Harbord,
with the hopes that it would give publishing advertisements of club.
The suit claimed- the advertise- Mr. and Mrs. Lugne-Poe. A. L. Ashby,
advertising agencies a springboard
George B. Hartwell, John F. Royal,
for their own minute-movie ideas. ments in the Gazette were damagAlfredo Guarini, Isa Miranda. AnWe wanted to impress upon them ing the business of the Tift theatre, tonio Puccini, Rudolph Forster. Mr.
that a theatre screen-ad must present erected at a cost of $75,000, and the
Alexander Film Co., of Atlanta, and Mrs. Barron Collier, Carmel
a commercial story entertainingly.
which pays to R. E. Martin 'the sum Snow, Douglas Williams, Mr. and
Indicating a wide^ degree of inter- of
$25,000 or other large sums an- Mrs. Z. H. Rubenstein, Karl Eitel,
H. Blank's 25th Anni
est in the theatre screen medium, nually,'
for the privilege of running Ernst Thesiger, Victor Eckstein, Paul
19.3% of the accredited advertising commercial advertisements
Edward F. Kook,
in Mar- Engelskircher,
agencies have written requests for tin theatres.
Elsie Randolph, Percy Burton, Naun-^
Des Moines, Sept. 7.
Members of boing society claimed ton Wayne, Morris Gest, Emanuel
A drive marking the anniversary the scenario booklet during the past
Practically all of the re- they were forced to sit through List, Vivian Martin, Mrs. David
of A. H. Blank in show business month.
quests were signed by important long runs of advertising films while Sarnoff, Billv Milton, Isaac Marcoswill be lajunched here by Trl-States
Theatre Corp. from Sept. 3-Dec. 3, executives, including not a few heads waiting to see the pics they paid son, Leon Leonidoff, Mr. and Mrs.
their money to see.
In one of the David Bernstein.
with a banquet honoring Blank of radio departments,
Now for the point of all this. ads in The Gazette, signed 'Tifton
planned for Dec. 9.
Booing Club,' the following statement
The three Tri-States districts com- Variety does a fine job of reporting
N. Y. to L. A.
appeared:
peting in the drive are under direc- advertising developments as they
'Before the club was organized, we
Jack Benny.
tion of A. G, Stolte, Des Moines; effect the entertainment field and
submitted a petition to the owner of
Phil Cohan.
Evert Cummings, Omaha, and Joe entertainers. 1 believe a Screen AdLeo Edwards.
vertising Department would make a the theatre asking that the commerr
Kin.sky, Davenport.
cial advertisements be removed. The
Bob Hope.
fine little brother for your radio adpetition went unnoticed.'^
Walter C. Kelly.
shorts b.o.. is deserving of considera- vertising department.
It would inGranting of temporary injunction
Al Kingston.
tion in that same connection.
terest exhibitors and open a new
•"and presence of swarm of cops) put
Ben Larsen.
On Thursday (26) Moray held a arniy of readers.
temporary quietus on booing busiArthur Lee.
trade preview of new season's WarNote: There are about 300 com- ness, but withdrawal
Beatrice Lillie.
of suit brought
ner j^iiorts, .showing the initial re- mercial
film companies now oper- renewal of campaign
Mary Livingstone.
against ads on
lease in various series this company
ating.
screen.
Isa Miranda.
is coming for 1937-38, including the
Ralph N. Miller.
Tifton Club received much moral
Mrs. Charles Morrison.
new Clem McCarthy and Floyd Gib(Alexander Film Co.).
.support from Little ROck (Ark.) SoKurt Robitschek.
bons series of 13 each.
Prior to
ciety for the Booing of Commercial
Leslie Roush.
screcnin-i. Moray tendered a lunch
Booinc Club Wins Out
Advertisements, which first came
Ed Sullivan.
attended by M'cCarthy. Gibbons, E.
Tifton, Ga., Sept. 7.
into public notice with its organized
Lawrence Weingarlcn.
M. Newman, Major Albert Warner
Members of Tifton Booing Club campaign to make theatregoers, *boo
Phyllis Welch.
and others.
wei'« oiling up their vocal chords to conscious' the early part of August.
Anna May Wonf.
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Atlas Trust

and Lehman Bros. Coin

At

Trade hears that Samuel Goldwyn
and Alexander Korda, or persons
oh their behalf, are busy here and
with various
discussing
abroad,

means for

quired

$6,000,000

.

raising the refor lifting the

Goldwyn-Korda control options on
tJ.A.

There is some belief that RKO
jnay be a source, for such funds,
through RKO's bankers, the Atlas
and Lehman Bros., bankers.

Last, a

Alfred E. Green
his

own

is

7.

using some

bangtails

Going

in

•Thoroughbreds Don't Cry' at
Metro and feels pretty good because 'at last he. can tell his pals
which one of the nags will come

—Protective
Lieu

Clause

Demands

of

in

for

Upped Pix Deals

in.

On

to

Make Peace

Tuning the Boss

^

.

6ion.
It is

presumed that such a merger,
if, would import into the

Vhen and

additional financing for
* production in a manner which would
insure the continuance of all of the
U.A. prodycers, additional tq Goldwyn and Korda, such as' David O.
Selznick and Walter Wanger, with
the combination which would reSituation

BUlt,

.

However,

all this is in

embryo.

Several Proposals
understood, that funds
are available to Goldwyn and Korda,
It

.

is

now

in England and here, on several difThe options must be
ferent bases.
lifted by Dec. 1, and it appears to be
altogether a matter of negotiation
and how long such negotiations may

Hollywood, Sept. 7.'
Darryl F. Zanuclc is the hero
of a ditty created by Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell, 20th-

Fox

cleffsmiths.
Title is 'No Wonder the Boy's
the Boy Wonder.'
It will rtot

be published.

:

0FF6IN0Cr.
Hollywood, Sept.

7.

Ernst Lubitsch's production of
•Bluebeard's 8th Wife,' with Claudette Colbert, has been set to start
Oct. 4, the first of half a dozen
films to be launched by Paramount
in October.
Others are 'Prison Farm,' 'Spawn
of the North,' 'The 13th Bed in the
Ballroom,' 'Mysterious Rider' and
'Dream of Love,' with George Raff.
Three are skedded to go in September, 'Big Broadcast of 1938,' 'East of
Shanghai', and 'Yellow Nightingale.'

BERMAN EAST TO SHOW
RKO EXECS 'STAGE DOOR'

Perlberg-Cohn Tiffing

ers.

Names have not been

.

detailed but.
apparently after several weeks of inactivity, interest among financiers
end the trade has been renewed in
the Goldwyn-Korda situation.

Cagney's $100,000

GN Tops

Finn's Payroll

Washington, Sept.

At

Offer to Resign

Col.;

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Columbia producer,
have tendered his

Bill Perlberg,
reported to
is

resignation from the company three
times within the past month because of trouble with Harry Cohn.

From

7.

Jimmy Cagney draws more than
much as the boss of the

&

Jones Par Producer
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Paul Jones, formerly an assistant
director and writer at Paramount,
^as been entrusted with the pro
'ducer.

job on 'Things Began to
W. C, Fields.

Hap

pen,' starring

Jones was upped from assistant to
Le Baron.

William

are in a Vnost unique position in talking

Those
committed

terms.

definitely

under

Jfranchises,

not

are

that

to any theatres
in
addition to

who have extra product now
and then, virtually have the opptaothers

Houses

'

'

RKO

.

.

'

diot run to an average of
for the high-bracketed group
minimum of 25% for the low
allocation, but in granting higher
terms than applied last year the theatre operators have created an innovation in film contracts.

terms does

40%

nor a

In lieu of agreeing to percentages
that are above those of last year,
plus agreement to play more pictures in the higher brackets, the
buyers have insisted on a protective
clause.
The provision is that the
rentals agreed upon will obtain if
the picture reaches a. certain gross
figure.
The grpss is specified for
each house under the arrangement,
and if the picture .hasn't the strength
to make the figure then the rental
will be on last year's basis.

tributors.

NICE WORK, BOYS

Activity

Although

DISTRIBS GENERALLY

late

in

Hot
getting

open market for the bidders to shoot
They are 'Make A Wish' and
of the Party.'
The Riv was
Paramount Pictures, 20th Century(Continued on page 4)
Fox Corp., United Artists, Eugene
Levy and George Walsh, the latter
two operators of a Chain of Newburgh, N. Y., theatres, on Thursday
at.

'Life

(2) filed general denials in U. S. district court, N. Y., to the claim of the
Orange County Theatres, Inc., of

RKO

also
anti-trust-law violations.
a defendant, had previously denied
claims.
corporation's
upstate
the
Plantiff is suing for $250,000 as triple
damages, alleging the major producers and rival theatre owners conspired to deprive the Academy, his
Newburgh theatre, from obtaining
picture releases when, he claims, he
was entitled to them.
This is the first of several similar
actions reported planned by indie
theatre ops in the east.

as a new season's
film on last year's terms.
The newest of the producer-discompanies, the revived
tributing
Monogram organization,
started releasing product in July,
claims a total of 2,500 deals to date.
Late deals just closed include the
Harris-Voeller circuit in Idaho, the
it

to play

this year, there being little or
activity for a long time after

no

May

7.

the past

A

Hollywood, Sept.

7.

Harry Joe Brown has been, promoted to production assistaht to
Darryl F. Zanuck at 20th-Fox from
an associate producer

post.

rank with
Brown now hold-.
William Goetz and bul M. Wurtzel.
'

.1

Trade Marli

ronNDEn ny

Itetrlstered

simic

rii.vrkman
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it

which

started

having anything to offer. Meantime,
the Riv has purchased two from
RKO which the Music Hall Is passing up, thus placing them on the

DENY ANTI-TRUST SUIT

and June sales conventions, during
month or so selling has been DeMordaunt-Drennart chain in the
Screen publicists were posied by hectic. This was not entirely unex- same state and the E. K. Taylor-C.
Will Hays at a luncheon last week pected since it was natural to as- W. Simons circuits in Montana.
United Artists has closed with the
at which Hays handed them bouquets sume buyers would start getting
for assistance in liringing theatre panicky as new season's product ap- Kincey-Wilby and Interstate chains,
attendance to its current. high level. proached and their playdating calen- two of the largest in the Paramount
Box office records, he said, plainly dar began getting lean. During partnership told, while WB has just
many big buyers have sold its entire output to Walter
indicate that the public wants clean August
pictures, cleanly exploited. Progress crowded into New York, anxious to Reade, including shorts. New RKO
made in applying the sapolio to pub- set their deals and lay plans for business includes the Loew circuit
Delivery of early in New England and the string of
licity and art was a. big factor in the new season.
he -1937-38 pictures that are strong Independent Theatres, Inc., in Tengoodwill,
public
maintaining
grossers has greatly aided in clos- nessee. Kincey & Wilby has taken
added.
Virtually every the Republic product in its North
ing deals up fast.
company in the business had strong and South Carolina situations. Ansales arguments through current or other buying Republic is the G. W.
Aide
Zanuck's
Brown
Hayncs circuit in Kentucky.
coming releases of merit.
Hollywood, Sept.

leases,

RECORD HIGH

longer protection, they have met
with complete indifference by dis-

Will Hays Lauds Studio Flacks for
Aiding Pic Biz

through

COININ'38AT

Break is blamed on Cohn's countermanding of Perlberg's production
Very few deals are being made
orders. Latter has a term contract
where guarantees are called for, nor
with Col studio which Cohn is reare there any vital changes in clearluctant to terminate.

practice.

which

franchises or ownership are showwindows for certain distributors
have a very distinct advantage over
Distributors have fought their way
others that are forced to shop around
to conclusion of product deals 'with
but now and then these are also
compelled to step Into the open marvirtually all major circuits as well
ket to get a few pictures.
The
as certain large independents, and
Capitol, which depends oh Metro for
are now preparing to go to bat with
first run supply and the Paramount
the vast number of lesser indie acwhich is Par's show-window, are .involved with the others. Even 20th,
counts throughout the country and
which took, over the Roxy theatre
Canada which remain unsold. Sufoperation this week, and will feed
fering .considerable resistance from
Washington, Sept. 7.
that house its best pictures, may
the big circuit buyers in negotiating
quotas,
Despite, the handicaps of
have to pick up extra product where
1937-38 deals, the sales departments
tariffs, embargoes and war, royalties
may have the severest part of the derived by American producers it can.
The Music Hall has selective deals
year's job ahead of them in trying
from the foreign showing df their with
and Columbia.
Aside
to sell the many scattered accounts
films hit an all-time record last year frorn that
Source of supply, it shops
that exist.
at $110,000,000, the Bureau of For- around among
other distribs and
The distributors did not get the eign
Commerce lately has bought several
Domestic
and
from
high rentals from the majors they showed Wednesday (1) In its annual
United Artists,
Bidding for UA's
sought,. nor is it likely they are going 'Balance of International Payments.'
choice release has been made possito get them from the many so-called Income from foreign royalties in
ble by expiration of a long-term
unsold possibilities which remain. 1936 showed an Increase of $25,000,Under contracts written to date with 000 over 1935, when $85,000,000 was franchise which the Rlvoli had on
this distributor's pictures.
In turn,
the large buyers throughout the received, the bureau stated.
this situation has forced the Riv to
country, higher percentages have
Showing of foreign pictures In the
been obtained, but they have not U. S. netted their foreign producers go afield for all of its piqjtures.
Over and above that, the Music
averaged the 5% increase in all $6,000,000 last year, an increase of
brackets that were called for in $1,000,000 over 1935, it was estimated. Hall is in the open market with Par,
Warner Bros, and other distributors
original demands.
The jump in

Mendel Silberberg, downtown at- ance. Some distributors are satisfied with protection as it it is set up
company for which he has been torney and political bigwig, has been
and have taken the position that this
Working, report filed with the Se- added to Columbia Picture's payroll
is not to be countenanced as a barcurities and Exchange Commission as executive assistant to Harry Cohn.
gaining force.
In instances where
time
bewill
divvy
his
disclosed Friday (3). Annual finan- Newcomer
there have been certain demands for bought
cial review of Grand National re- tween the studio and his private

.

New

York, creating tough competition for
playable, picture product, distributors

FOREIGN FILM

twice as

vealed the actor pocketed $100,000
for camera
strutting during the
fiscal year ended last April 3 while
Edward L. Alperson, prez, took out
$48,000. In addition, Alperson, howfiver, was awarded 17,500 shares of
common, most of which has been issued. Other data showed as follows:
iJdward J. Peskey, vice-prez, got
$11,000 and 950 shares; Jack Barn6tyn, vice-prez, got $6,600; Carl M.
lieserman, vice-prez for only half of
the year, got $11,500; five directors
took $74,250 and 18,750 shares; five
others got $17,450; Victor Schert
zinger, producer, got $27,000; and
Cravath, De Gersdorf, Swaine
Wood, counsel, took $22,500.

Because of changes that have oc-

tors at their mercy.

FEVERISH BUYING

PAR POLISHING

take to be completed.
Whether the RKO-UA combine is
ever made or not, one of the probHollywood, Siept. 7.
abilities in the situation is that GoldPandro Berman Super-Chiefed out
yryn and Korda may invite another
producer, if this hasn't been already last Friday (3) for New York with
a print of 'Stage Door' which he
done, to join with them in the con
trol of U.A.
This additional pro^ wjlf exhibit before RKO execs.
Film was skeded lor its Coast preducer would have to bring in fresff
money on his own and by his in- view today (Tuesday).
clusion in the scheme make the
Whole proposition more attractive to
financiers, including RKO's bank-

•

Many

in

cured. in the first-run market in

"jxust

Such belief is that talks between the
G-K interests and RKO are on again
Relative to a unification of the two
Principal intentions from the
'firms.
RKO end on such a probability is
raising its studio standard by Ineluding U. A. product and enhancing and expending its foreign end
by inclusion of UA.'s foreign divi-

Bway

Theatre Map; Not Enough Product
That's the Unique Consideration for the HigherBracket Pictures If the
Grosses Reach a Certain
Level, the Percentage Is
on the New Higher Plane

—

System

Hollywood, Sept.
of

TILTED BEIITJLS

RKO Tie-in

Deal Brings Reports of

B.O.

Dislribs Sittin' Pretty for

(Maybe) for Korda-Goldwyn-UA

parties,

VARIETY

carry-over picture that is a
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
break for the theatres is 'Lost HoriWarners theatres in the Los
zon,' since it is being obtained at
area will exhibit eight
the 1936-37 terms written on it. Angeles
Columbia withdrew. the picture from Samuel Goldwyn pictures under a
week.
signed last
deal
last season's schedule to include it product
in 1937-38 contracts but due to press- 'Stella Dallas' and 'Dead End,' curure ,is permitting accounts th?t ,rent Goldwyn releases, are included
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Producers Fight

Glasfflon

SAG Move To

Wednesday, September

MG JPiiriKhcer
jdA^ptp,

|^c^

Metro
Kubec^lasm'o^
in tWo.-^eeks on ^)roducer-writer

Force Recognition Beyond 300 Mile

^

contract.

He's resting up

Hollywood, Sept.

7.

irt

il?

Saugus, Mass., Schoolmarm

its Guild shop
Passes Prelim 20th Test
beyond the 300-mile
Isabel
Hallin,
former
Saugus,
Los Angeles, Screen
Actors Guild last week moved Mass., schoolmarm, was only testee
Triickee, of 14 femmes cameraed this week
checkers
into
Sonora,
Flagstaff and other favorite location by aoth Century-Fox to pass the prespots to wage extensive membership liminary test. She will get a fullfledged workout this week which,
drives.
will be passed on to the Coast for
Protests have been filed with pro-

ducers ov^r ihe action of latter in
hiring non-card cowboys, and notice
served that Guild will jpuH members
off production unless SAG riders
extras are £iven
aiiid atmosphere

work when

available, 'even outside
Drive to make
Guild shop 100% effective throughout the -country probably will be extended to Sun Valley, Idaho, and

the 300-mile limit

Several Canadian extras
Canada.
have already submitted requests for
membership.
rirst clash over employment of
non-Guild extras outside the 300mile zone provided in Guild shop

GDUD ACTS ON

cowboys to. ride in location scenes
at Sonora for Unlversal's 'Courage
of the West.' Bob Ellsworth, SAG
and
production
checker,
tialted
threatened to piiU Guild players.
Director Joe Lewis .telephoned, a
protest to Los Angeles, and was advised the Guild did not have .juriisdiction beyond 300 miles from Los
Angeles, except that SAG members
.on production must be paid Guild
scale. Ellsworth filed a protest with
producers and permitted pi'oduction
to continue pending a conference
with Aubrey Blair, SAG business

manager.

SAG has already organized Guil/
chapters at many location .points
outside the 300-mile zone, but membership is not yet sufficient at those
points to enforce Guild shop 100%.
GuU4 Charges

SubtcrCivc

Guild claims action by producers
is move to escape payment of Guild
wage scale by taking major part of
300-mile
zone.
They insist this claim is
borne out by statement of cert^iin
producers that two pictures will he
shot simultaneously on location.
Froducers will insist that contracts signed with SAG give latter
jurisdiction within ?00 miles of Los
Angeles. They are willing to papr
Puild scale to SAG members used
on location but claim there is nothing in contracts to force them to
hire Guild riders and atmosphere
extras outside the 300-mile zone.
Carr unit paid riders $7.50 daily,
while Guild scale would have called
for payment of $11.
Screen Directors Guild this week
will insist that producers recognize
the organization and negotiate work
ing pact covering directors, unit

productions

outside

the

managers and assistant directors.
SDG,
committee
of
Negotiating
headed by Howard Hawks, has been
directed by membersiiip to file a new
Other
demand for recognition.
members of negotiating committee
are Edward Sutherland and John
Ford.

Producer committee,
Darryl F. Zanuck. Jack
E. J. Mannix, refused
with directors unless
was divided into two

composed of
Warner and

negotiate
organization
groups, one
composed of directors and the other
of unit managers and assistant directors. Committee claimed work of
directors and unit managers and assistant, directors was dissimiliar and
that conflicting judgments would
to

.

arise.

Scenic Artists

Want lA

Tie

United Scenic Artists Local 621
has dropped affiliation with Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators and
Papeihfthgei's of America, and will
seek affiliation with International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes. Scenic Artists have refused
to forward per capita lax to the International and failed to send delegates to International convention at
Buffalo.

Contract between producers and
Motion Picture Makeup Artists Local
631 probably' will be signed this
Negotiations with makeups
week.
was renewed by producers after
'

foriner settled juri.^dictional dispute
with lATSE. Permission for drafting of the pact was given by William' BiOff, coast head of lATSE and
persona] representative of President
George E, Browne. Agreement will

JOffiSUGMFF
role

which Metro shares, also are
by the suspension.

In

af-

Allen Jones was ordered off the
Fleischmann program. Studio's own
broadcast

a Lwig Siege;

is

now being

negotiated in

Yeast show
concluding ^13

the east by Bill Bacher.
folds

Deny %cotts

7.

tomorrow

titled 'Every Day's a Holiday,'
with Edward Sutherland directing.
includes
Cast
Edmund Lowe,
Charles Butterworth,. Walter Catlett
and Roger Imhof, with screenplay
credited to Miss West and story by
Jo Swerling. Hays office has okayed

St Louis,

Sept.

7.

Recent application of a group

moving picture operators

of
for a char-

with the CIO, filed with Bert
Travender, local head of the CIO
a squabble between Cid
and lATSE, which now has the opCoL's Magirar ¥bif
erators and o|her employees of picture houses as its members. Travender declined to discuss the ap.
London, Aug. 29.
'The Unforgiven Hour,' play by plication or whether he would forBekefi and Adrian Stella, Hun- ward it to CIO's Washington headgarians, which ran for 400 perform- quarters where such a charter would
ances in Budapest and is now show- be issued.
Film row hears that owners of 30
ing in Berlin^ will be done in London in the fall, either at the Savoy picture houses in St. Louis and adjacent territory, most of whom are
or Haymarket
Show will star, Ida Turay, Bekefi's members of MPTOA of Eastern Misactress-wife, who is being inten- souri and Southern Illinois, have exsively tutored in English for the bat- pressed themselves as willing to sign
tle.
Ian Hay is making the English contracts with CIO. There has been
objections
adaptation, and show will be pre- considerable
voiced
sented by Heinz Saltenburg, former among exhibitors because union proproducer, and Georges Bunyai, Gil- jectionists refuse to permit nonbert Miller's continental play scout union sound engiheers to enter the
Columbia has the American film booths forcing the theatre owners
rights to the show for which it paid to purchase such' service from the
Doily Haas will pjay the Co-Opcrative Sound Service C6.,
$25,000.
established a year ago by Clyde
lead.
Weston, now business agent of the
the .script.

ter,

.

points to

fected

came last week when Trem
Carr company hired 75 independent

starts

ly

has also cinched story deals for
the case
has come before the
Liberty and True Story, material
for which she's now supplying to a Screen Actors Guild for arbitration.
Jones'
radio
commitments, in
ghost

contracts

SLL. HOUSED

(Wednesday) on the new Mae West
film for Major Productions, current-

Hollywood, Sept. S.
Because of his refusal to play the
as^gned
to him in The Uigly
final okay.
Attendant publicity to gal's ouster Duckling,' considering it beneath his
from the high school, combined with caliber, Allan Jones has been placed
looks, prompted film offer. Publicity' -on the suspended list at Metro and

CA0U-Fleisdier

Hollywood, Sept.
Production

'

Chicago.

righting to extend

Jurisdiction
limit, from

1937

at

Unified Front

Limft; Directors

HAYS BLESSING SENDS
|AE WEST PB; ON WAY

8,

Sept 26

after

,

weeks.

Jones was wanted tor the remaining three weeks of the show, but
Metro nixed the idea and called the
singer home.
Strike of the Commercial Artists

and Designers Union against the Maix
Fleischer studios, N. Y., has settled
down to a long siege. With the union
seeking boycott agreements with
chains and indie houses throughout
the country. CADU is backed in the
effort by the League of Women
Shoppers and the Citizens CommitCopyright infringement suit
tee to Aid the Striking Fleischer brought by Francis Hackett, author,
Artists, N. Y.
against Alexander Korda, London
Statement was issued by the Film Productions, Ltd, and United
last Friday (3) listing 13 cir- Artists, involving the British made
cuits which had allegedly withdrawn picture, 'The Private Life of Henry
Fleischer product and promised not 8th,' was discontinued in U. S. disto show it until the strike is settled. trict court N. Y., Friday <3) followParamount attorney Immediately de-. ing filing of an announcement by atnied in toto the contents of the torneys that a settlement had been
statement.
Fleischer
spokesmen effected out o£ court
claimed not a single circuit listed in
Hackett wrote a story, 'Henry the
the statement had withdrawn Pop- VIII' in 1929.
Liveright published
eye or Betty Bobp cartoons or had and had it copyrighted under its own
agreed to any such boycott.
name. London Films nuide the picSeveral firms on the list have veri- ture starring Charles Laughton, in
fied the boycott, Leff-Myer£ thea- 1933. United Artists
distributed the
tres and Rapf, Ruden R. Lederer film here. In 1935 Hackett
obtained
stating they will not book any ownership of the Liveright
copyFleischer product until the strike is right and filed the action on claim
settled.
But the Century Circuit defendants had done the picture
N. Y., declined to comment, adding, without his consent or that of his
however- it had made no boycott publisher. He sued for an injuncpromise to the CADU. Had not been tion, profits and damages, leaving
booking
Fleischer
cartoons
this
the Court to decide the amount due
month because they have been late him should his suit be successful.
on deliveries due to the strike, it Defense claimed Hackett did n,ot
was declared. The Springer-Cocalis own the copyright at time picture
people declare they have not acwas made.
cepted Fleischer shorts they had
contracted to play.
Statement by the
that the
'Rosalie' Originals
Paramount and Roxy Theatres, N. Y.,
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
are joining in the boycott is misFrank Morgan and Clay Clement,
leading. Neither theatre was showing Fleischer cartoons during the both in Metro's 'Rosalie,' are the
strike, because their appearance on only players in the company who
the screen had precipitated demon- appeared in the original Broadway
strations by CADU sympathizers in version of the musical comedy.
Clement plays his original role of
the audience. However, the Par has
since started showing the cartoons. Capt. Banner.
House managements had declared
they were not showing the pix for
Selznick's
Holtz
fear of violence in the theatre, with
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
the possibility of heavy damage suits
Selznick-international
is
testing
in case of injuries to non-particiLou Holtz, former vauder, with an
pants.
According to the CADU statement eye to making him a featured come

HACKETT-UA SUIT ON

HENRY

8TH'

SEHLED

'

CADU

True' Cast Roundup

Hollywood, Sept 7.
Allan Lane has been assigned to
male lead in Republic's 'The
Duke Steps Out,' with Herman
Schlom producing and Irving Pichel
the

directiiig.

Lane, formerly wth 20th -Fox, goes
RKO under a term pact after
completing his Republic chore.
to

Corrigan at Republic
Hollywood, Sept 7.
Lloyd Corrigan has been signed to
direct 'The Lady Misbehaves' at Re-

union.

Weston

dis-

of

'idea

members being

its

taken

under the CIO wing unless they
agree to retain membership in iooth
imions.

An

Equine P. A., Anyway

Jack Benny has joined the crazyover-horses
brigade.
Through
friends, while he was abroad, he
purchased a yearling at the recent
Saratoga sales. The nag is at Bel*
mont, L. I., where one of the A. (3»
Vanderbilt trainers is prepping him,
Hoss' name is Bucking Benny.

public.
,

Albert Levoy produces.

Young's Footage Jaunt

•

CADU

projectionists'

posed of the business last January
before assuming his new duties.
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
The lATSE is. already operating
Players selected to appear with
Carole Lombard and Fred M'acMur- along the vertical union line, having
the projectionists but
ray in Parampunt's 'True Confes- -not only
sions'
include Porter Hall, John stagehands and other theatre emBarrymore, Una Merkel, Edgar Ken- ployees and the film exchange emnedy, John T. Murray, Richard ployees in several union's that are
affiliated with the lATSE which, in
Carle and William Collier, Sr.
Wesley Ruggles expects to start turn, has an AFL charter.
John P. Nick, vice-president of the
the film this week.
Alljert Lewin
local lATSE, is out of the city and
produces.
no statement can be obtained from
other executives but it seems likely
Lane Steps Out
tiiat the lATSE will not relish the

Hollywood^ Sept. 7.
Harold Young, who departed for
Hollywood, Sept 7.
George Hirliman will produce a New York last week, will go abroad
picture starring Richard Dix and for three months seeking background footage for a new Walter
based on the

DDL'S 'HlfiAGE'

original yarn, 'Mirage,'

by Dick Grace, as the
Hrliman's

new

setup.

initialer

RKO

under

will re-

lease.

Paul Franklin

is

Wanger musical production.
He will confer with Wanger
fore sailing.

be-

.

scripting.

Howard Opp. Pons
Hollywood, Sept.

7.

Male lead opposite Lily Pons in
'It Never Happened Before'
(Continued from page 3)
has been assigned to John Howard.
Gene Raymond, originally cast for
able to get 'Dead End' from UA, the
the role, moves over into 'She's Got
Music Hall not attempting lo outbid
That Swing' with Ann Sothern.
Lou
the Broadway straight-filmer on this
one. Pictures which are not picked
up from RKO under the Hall's selecThin Man' Vetoed
tive contract may go anywhere else
Budapest Aug. 27.
and if it isn't the Riv, it could be
Board
of Censors has refused to
dian.
indie houses in Chicago, Newark,
any other house paying a satisfactorypass 'After the Thin, Man' (MG)
Comic leaves Hollywood this week price, including the
N. J., Philadelphia, Toronto and
Roxy if this big featuring Myrna Loy, William
many other cities have joined the for a twp-week p.a. tour in Texas de luxer is interested.
Powell and Elissa Landi.
boycott Among the circuits listed
Universal is open to all and if not
Crime angle is too pronounced for
is Balaban & Kalz, Chicago, a Paraentering into a selective contract
Metro's Harlow

RKO's

.

mount

subsidiary.
Fleischer
leased through Paramount.

Orig

with the Hall, has the Roxy, Riv or
Hollywood, Sept 7.
other houses to throw^ its lines to.
Metro has placed 'Today Is To- Any extra
pictures from Paramount,
give makeups and hair stylists wage night,' original yarn by Jean Har- WB, Metro and Columbia not going
low, on the production schedule.
tilt of $12.50 weekly.
to their respective show-windows,
Maude Fulton is scripting.
Committee headed by Attorney
are additionals for all the managers
Martin Gang has forwarded panel
to fight over.
'
of 60 names to American ArbitraKEENE OATIE ROLLS
Criterion, Rialto and Harry Brandt
tion Association for selection
latter with three first-runs on Broadas
Hollywood, Sept 7.
members at producer-SAG commit'The Country Beyond,' second Tom way, are buying from anyone they
tee to arbitrate disputes that con- Keene western for Monogram, went can but when something
big enough
ciliation committee is unable to ad- into production today (Tuesday).
for the Hall, Roxy, Riv, Par of "Cap
judicate.
One member will be
is made available their
R. N. Bradbury produces and di
chajjces of
named' by producers, one by SAG rects.
bidding hiph enough are .;lender.
and a third by AAA. About 130
New York has developed into the
cases are now pending for arbitrasweetest selling market the dislribs
Kay Back from Limbo
tion.
have anywhere, this not excepting
Date for National Labor Relations
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
smaller companies such as Grand
Board hearing on petition of Screen
New Kay Francis starer at War- National, Republic and Monogram
Writers Guild to be designated as ners, 'Return From Limbo,' has gone whose pictures
have good first run
exclusive bargaining representative into production with Thurston Hall, booking chances
due lo the pressing
for all screen writers probably will Ralph Forbes, Girant Mitchell, John need for
a lot of film.
be fixed this week by Dr. Towne Eldredge and (Seorgie Cane in the
A major deal for Republic is with
Nylander, regional directpr, and supporting cast.
the Gibraltar chain in the Denver
Special Attorney William Walsh.
Stanley Logan dirccte.
territory, embracing 40 situations.
re-

.

the local censors' taste.

RADIO'S

ANN LITT TESTS
London, Aug.

29.

Ann Litt, who with her husband
Ben Litt operate the Hollywood
nitery at Juan les Pins, goes lo Los
Angeles in the fall to make picture
tests.

Idea originated with Eddie Small,
thinks Mrs. Litt has the polenTtst
of a Marie Dressier.
will be made by Radio.

who

tialities

RKO Tees

Off Hopkins

Hollywood, Sepl. 7.
New Miriam Hopkins film at HKO
(Monday)- with
started yesterday
Leigh Jason directing.
Studio
the

is

original

looking for a tag since
'Female of the
title,
Ray Mil-

Species,' is not available.

land, WaUer Abel and Alec
are in Miss Hopkins' support

Cmig

^ednesdaj, Seplember
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COMMERCIAL BIZ
Both Sides Air Arguments in Par

Mpk

Minneapolis, Sept.

taking on the matter of the Para-

7,

no\y devolves upon Federal
Judge G. M. Nordbye as to whether
a temporary injunction shall issue
to Paramount prohibiting Northwest
Allied States and this territory's
playdate
exhibitor
independent
strikers from conspiring together in
company,
the
of
boycott
a virtual
picketing -its exchange and theatres
playing its pictures, intimidating
other exhibitors from playing or
and
buying Paramount pictures
-

mount

contracts. Attorney Schwartz
said 'we either have a contract or
.

tii|ues to Shirley

—

to strike, he wished an opportunity to present affidavits to refute the statements made in the answer.
'If the court accedes to the defendants' contentions,' said Shearer,
'it would be ruling that block bookupon the invalidity of the Paramount ing is wrong. However, the legality
standard film contract, illegality of
of block booking already has been
its methods of doing business with

exhibitors, its failure to perform
obligations, its perpetration of

its

a

fraud on the defendants and its own
violation of the interstate commerce
act by conspiring with other film

companies

alleged

is

question

sfs

revolved
to whether

the

Paramount

contended the company either broke
its contract or perpetrated a fraud
and therefore could not invoke
aid to halt the alleged exhibitors' conspiracy.
Appearing for paramount. Attorney Dave Shearer told the court
that the defendants had picketed the

court

Paramount exchange and threatened
to picket theatres showing its pictures, had made threats against ex-

hibitors who desired to book or buy
Par pictures, had announced its intention of trying to keep the public
away f rom' Par films and would interfere with its pursuit of interstate
comrnei'ce and injure it financially.

He claimed

the charges made by the
defendants are immaterial and irrelevant as far as the issue in the
present controversy is concerned.
Judge Devaney pointed out to the
court that two of the pictures which
the company has failed to deliver
and which it is trying to sell for
next sea.son at higher prices, 'Artists
and Models' and 'High, Wide and

Handsome,' were completed as far
back as last January, at which time
Paramount still was promising them

now in revolt because of their non-delivery.
'The defendants were induced to
sifjn their Paramount contracts on
the assurances from the company

to the exhibitors

its

advertisements and

trade press publicity that these pictures would be released and delivered to them,' said Judge Devaney. 'The contracts were secured

^y fraud and misrepresentation.'
In reply to the courts quory as
to what position the defendants were
.

(Continued on page 22)

Gable's Double Gets

around

equity
is entitled to relief in an
court. Judge Devaney and Schwartz

salesmen and

'We have made a showing entitling
us to equitable relief. All that we
wish to do is t,o maintain the status
quo until the matter can be tried on

by the de-

Frautf Charge

Arguments

sustained.

exhibitors.

throttle

to

All of this
fendants.

motion

The

Urge After a Taste of
Easton, Pa.,

Sept.

7.

Temple's

HAINES PIONEERED
Hollywood, Sept,
In Hollywood,

make

cause

he

resembles

Colorado Springs, Sept.

7.

fashionable to

it's

and then to make a second
some of the more menial
occupations.
Almost everybody in

recting

living in

the pic biz has a finger in

some other

pie and'for the rnost part these enterprises are highly profitable.
Take Eddie Cantor, for instance.
Cantor is also an antique dealer.
He has a smart looking little joint
out on the Sunset, boulevard strip,
with his name in gold letters, against
a white background.
The place is
filled

with an assortment .from

all

parts of the world that commands
a pretty pi'ice.
Of course it may
be only a coincidence that Cantor,
Inc., started in the antique biz almost simultaneously with his acquisition of a new son-in-law, whose
business has always been antiques.

The town

overrun with

is literally

who have gone into the
restaurant biz.
Roscoe Karns had
a spot called 'A Bit of England,'
but the nut got so heavy and the
partnership
arrangements so disagreeable he figured it would be better to close out the spinach and
film people

.

pancakes and stick to acting. On
the other hand, Jack La Rue had
made a success of his Casa Bella
cafe.
La Rue opened the spot as
a place for an unemployed relative
the
spaghetti' and
ravioli
recipes proved so popular that it
as much money as'
his acting. Dave Chasen opened the
Southern Pit, specializing in steaks

and

now makes him

barbecued spare ribs. One
thing about the place is nice. You
can get a swell steak for $3.50. Harold Ross, editor of the New Yorker,
finances Chasen.; Bob Murphy, exvaudevillian ^'o works frequently
It in pictures, runs a steak house that
gets a heavy play.
Ted Snyder,
songwriter, also has an eatery, Sny-

and

Gable.

Borzai:e'$ Hula Tavern
got around this section that
Gable was visiting Harry Bannister,
Frank Boi-zage is generally reactor, who has a farm near here, and puted to be a partner in the Hawhen a crowd went to Bannister's waiian Paradise, night spot which is
place and saw Thatcher they thought getting the heaviest play of all
it was the film actor.
Hollywood places. Francis X. BushThey wanted his autograph, and man, who gets a part now and then
when Thatcher told them who he
mostly then runs a sandwich
was, he had a tough time convincing stand on Pico boulevard, not far
'em.
He. is now thinking of going from 20th-Fox studios.
into pictures.
Mae West backed a dining car
which folded, but she still has a
heavy hand in a company which
Moppet
Metro's
turns out canned chow meih; Shirley Deane, the little 2(]ith-Fox player,
has been building her fences against
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Ronnie St. Clair, 13-year-old Ney/ any eventuality and she owns a
Zealand moppet, steps into the spot prosperous gown shop on Wilshire
This fall, when the
vacated by Freddie Bartholomew boulevard.
and later handed to Douglas Scott, weather cools off, she expects to
Metro's 'Thoroughbreds Don't open a second shop at Palm Spring.s.
in
Shooting on the film got un- Bebe Daniels (Mrs. Ben Lyon) is
Cry.'
der way last week with Alfred E. one of the pioneers in the mercantile line and knocks off a pretty
Green directing.
from her shops in Hollywood
Scott was yanked for- a role in penny
Palm Sisrings.
'The Last Gangster,' Edward G. and
J. Carroll Naish felt big-hearted
Robinson starrer.
and backed a couple of. lassies in a
The spot flourished
beauty shop.
Par Renews King
and now Naish, who has a Paramount contract, draws down a cenHollywood, Sept. 7.
Paramount handed a one year tury note each week from the profits.
(Buster)
Crabbe.
another
directing paper to Louis King and Larry
former
Paramount player
and
lifted options on four other em-

Word

_

f

—

—

.

Hollywood, Sept.

New

,

:

Those renewed are Bogarl Rogers,
William LeBaron;
aide
to
Frederick Hollander, songwriter, and
actors Anthony Quiiui and John

story

Howard.

Olympic

*l3ig

camp

swimmer,

building

a
for boys in the Hi.qh Sieris

.The place v/ill be completed in
time to ooen next, summer.
Ralph Bellamy and Charles Far-

ras,

(Continued on page 25 >

7.

Sessue Hayakawa. now in Paris,
return to Hollywood to play
opposite Anna Mae Wong in Paramount's 'East of Shanghai' if a dicker
now in progress jells.
Idea is to spot the two players in
a series of yarns with Oriental backgrounds.
will

Par Players Head West
Arriving

Monday

from Engproceeding to

(6)

land, Beatrice Lillie

Chicago, Sept.

7.

Lukewarm interest in the midwe.4t
on the Joe Louis-Tommy Farr fight
films.

is

ling Louis, the
long-shots only
the Welshman.

Negro

when

is seen in
he's slugging
.

Los Angeles, Sept. 7.
think
Fox-West
Coast
didn't
enough of the Farr-Louis fight pix
to break, up its boolclng schedule.
After one try at first-running, films
"

wei'e

routed

pronto

into

C

the

houses.
Atlanta, Sept.

7.

Local Farr-LouIs fight film disdoing all I'ight lit Dixie, a
departure a$ regards fisticuffs between a. Negro and an ofay.
tribs aire

$S,000 a Wfl«k In Vaude
Tommy Farr has shuffled plans
and will not return home pronto as
planned after his recent set-to with
Joe Louis but instead will stick
around for a few stage appearances
through which he hopes to up the

the Coast before the end of the week
to go into a picture for Paramount
that will star Bing Crosby, 'The amount made via the ring contest.
Badge of Policeman O'Roon.' This Farr is being offered for p.a.'s by
O. Henry title will probably be Charles Yaites and asking $5,000
Anna May Wong left weekly for the stage dates. Yat&s
changed.
Monday (6) for Hollywood, also for had him in at the Steel Pier, -AtlanShe's going into 'East of tic City, past weekend on ..a guaranPan
Shanghai.'
tee of $2,500 for Saturday, Sunday
The Italian import, Isa Miranda, and Monday,
^
who has been schooling abroad for
Despite losing the 15-round chamPar for a year now, shoved off by pionship contest to Louis, Fart's
train Friday (27) to await assign- gamer),ess has made him more popuFurther voice training and lar than, the champ with fight fana
ment.
testing is likely before she will be
and radio listeners.
set for her first English-speaking
role.

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Move got under way over the
weekend, with messages passing between Mike Jacobs in New York and
With *Rage of Paris* Charles B. Cochran in Hollywood,
for promotion of a Farr-Louis reHollywood, Sept, 7.
Universal is whipping two stories match in London. Project is being,
into shape for Danielle Darrieux, fostered also by Douglas Williams
French stage actress due at the stu- and Alexander Faulkner, of the New
York staff of the London Dally Teledio under contract in October.
Yarns are 'London Bridge Is Fall- graph. Londoners are confident that
scripted
Down,'
being
by the fight could draw 150,000 pounds
ing
Charles Bennett, and 'The Rage of sterling at the box office ($750,000)
Paris,' which Howard J. Green is at any one of a number of available
Most desirable venue would
screenplaying. Buddy DeSylva will spots.
be the Wembley' Stadium, seating
produce the Darrieux initialer.
75,000, but it's doubtful if it could
be obtained, being already under

U

'

Bows In Import

Baby O.K.

Berlin

lease.

Seattle,. Sept. 7.

The Jrving Berlins flew in from
yachting cruise Wednesday
their

when

(1)

Linda,

their

little

became

five,

showed the

ill.

is

Cochran let it be known that he
open to propositions but emphathat all deals must be first

sizes

through Mike
shrewd enough

daughter,
Diagnosis
was not

serious.

Seaplane picked up the party from
which was at Point De-

their yacht,
ception.

^ya3

up Farr before

with Teddy Brbadribb,

Hollywood, Sept.

who

Jacobs,
to tie

the Louis fight and will have to be
dealt in on any promotion hand with
London in view.
Cochran was brought into the picture largely through his fricnd.ship

intestinal attack

•

ployees.

7.

PAR AFTER HAYAKAWA
FOR WONG CO-STARRER

a living acting, writing or di-

der's, on Sunset blvd., which iPreston
John Thatcher, a farmer near here,
Sturges bankrolled, and its doing
was almost mobbed last week be- o.k. also.

Clark

Rogers Shrine Unveiled

Re-Match Talks

Dedication of the late Will Rogers
Newspaper accounts refuting the
Dolls
Crosby's Tracks,
Shrine of the Sun memorial on Clem McCarthy-Ed Hill broaddast,
Jolson's Fighters, a Flock Cheyenne Mt. was attended by 1,000 which gave so much of it to Fai-r,
figure in a public resentrnent which
of Eateries, Dress-Shops, Spectators.
Bust of the late actor-humorist is further crystallized when noticing
Canned Goods and Other was also .unveiled by his friend that the camera work of- the actual
Spencer Penrose, responsible for the fight scenes seemi to throw it td Farr.
Enterprises
shrine.
Latter got^ clpseups when piimmel-

Admits Conspiracy
-'The defense, I gather, admits the
defendants' conspiracy and infractions,' said Judge Irordbye.
'The
questions which it raises is whether
"the plaintiff comes into court with
clean hands and whether its offenses
are of a nature which should cause
the court to grant relief to the plain-

•"

also took under
advisement Paramount's motion to
stvike from the defendants' answer
practically all sections except the
If this
denials contained therein.
is granted, the court will not pass

Ranges from Cantor's An-

fraud.'

coercing them into breaching their tiff,'
contracts or otherwise interfering
'We don't admit there is a conwith the company's business.
spiracy,' replied Schwartz.
'But asAfter hearing arguments on both suming there is such a conspiracy to
apthe
took
Nordbye
sides, Judge
violate the interstate commerce law,
plication under advisement. Former we insist that still the court should
State Supreme Court Chief Justice not gi'ant relief to the plaintiff.
J, P. Devainey and L, B. Schwartz, Paramount cannot get equity until it
counsel for the defendants, asked for performs its obligations.
a dismissal of the action on the
'Attorney Shearer, for the plaingrounds that the exhibitors were tiff, has said that the fact that the
entitled to band together against defendants are acting in the charged
Par because the latter had failed to manner is indicative of the character
perform its obligation to deliver of their claims. On the contrary, I,
promised pictures to them and for contend, the fact that the entire inthe further reason that Paramount, dustry rises in revolts should make
coming into court 'with unclean one pause.
•
hands,' could not obtain equity re'Paramount has not kept its replief.
resentations simply because when
Sept.
until
The parties were given
Mr. Adolph Zukor became its head
9 to submit briefs and file additional he decided that the company was
It is indicated that the entitled to more money for the picaffidavits.
handed
be
not
court's decision will
tures which it is withholding.'
down for several months at the
Judge Devaney declared that if
meanwhile, a the producers legally can proceed
the
earliest..
In
oborder
temporary, restraining
as Paramount has done in this indetained by Par against the
stance the exhibitors are at their
fendants continues in effect.
mercy.
Judge Nordbye grants the
if
Attorney Shearer informed the
temporary injunction, the case then court that the plaintiff would not
will be tried on its merits to deadmit the defendants' charges and
injunction
permanent
termine if a
that, if the court decided against his
shall be "issued.
Jlidge Nordbye

Bids; Cochran's

Suit; Philly Situation Quiet

It

Vaude

Fight Fix B.O. Mild; Farr s

Farr'.-j

man-

ager.
Cochran and Broddribb were
pals back in the days When Brpadribb, then known as 'Snowball,' wa.s
taking on any and all comers as a
'booth fighter' around fairs in Brit-

7.

Berlin has returned from
his Alaskan vacation to the 20th Century-Fox studios. He pitches right
into 'Alexander's Rag Time Band' as
Irving

first.

ish

county_ towns, the same school of
education that Tommy Farr at-

fistic

Derr*8 'County Fair*

tended..

Hollywood, Sejjt. 7.
First E. B, Derr picture under his
producing contract with Mono.ijram
will be 'The. County Fair,' which
Derr is now preparing, with script
being whipped into shape from
Felice Hepburn's original yarn.
Atmosphere shots will be made at

No Tears

for Marlene

.

the

Pomona

Fair.

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Screenplay of the next Marlena
starrer
Dietrich
Paramount,
at
'French Without Tear.s,' is being
written by Charles Brackett and

i

'

Billy Wilder.

Mitchell Leisen draws

STU ERWIK'S DUO
Hollywood. Sept. 7.
Stuart Erwin has been ticketed by
20th-Fox for two films, first of which
Next
will be 'Second Honeymoon.'
the comic will appear with Jane
Withers in 'Checkers.'
H. Bruce Humberstone will direct
and script is being pre-

'Chockcri>'

pared by Frank Fenton and Lynn
Root.

the direc-

torial assignment.

Two More
I

i

'

I

on

'Follies'

Hollywood. Sept. 7.
to be handed
Ihe script of 'Goldwyn Follies' are
Sam Pcrrin and Arthur Phillips,
Ben Hecht, last to work on tha
Samuel Goldwyn- script, has returned lo New York.

Newest

scribblers

.
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The Sris" Eye View**

lefty Stages a Preview; The Credits
(Continued from page 1)

Get More Applause Tiian the

Fdm

also .after .sund<iflirn^,bave caught oh
in a 'startling iTOW")^^ this past simiThis is ..paf^cujarly .true of
mer.
the west and south, where mer^

By Joe

Laurie^ jr.
Coolacres, CaL, Sept.

Joe
Had a spool salesman come through here with the

7.

*

States rights for
sales talk and^had a
picture caUed 'Damaged Goods." He give me a sw.ell
double
good flashy lobby display. It was a cheap buy so I went for it and
regular program—the picture I played with it was
featured it with
and
laughed.
marquee
the
at
looked
Everybody
•It Can Happen to You.'
I think I should run my comedies on the marquee.
hour to count up. She
I did a pretty fair business—it took Aggie r. half
forget what
counts the receipts three or four times; she don't want to
money looks like.
«
»« «t'ii
You remember me writing you that I played 'I Met Him in Pans ? Well
in a
Fish-Eye (that's what I call the salesman) told me if I would send
figured
I
Pans.
frotti
postcards
list of my patrons he would send them all
Well, we got our cards today—they were
it would be good exploitation.
from Paris, KENTUCKY, and they're just pictures of hills and dales.
had
Welli I added another experience to being a theatre operator.
.

my

.

.

We

what they call a 'sneak preview.' A guy calls me up from Hollywood
and sez that Mr. McBerg wants to siieak-view an epic of his. And he
picked- my place because it was the proper distance and. a representative
audience. Would I please rope off about 10 rows as all the big shots
would be there. I was not to say anything to- my- customers about it as it
must be kept very quiet. Well, around nine o'clock we had a lot of ^uys
drive up and show cards. Aggie and m6 always believed 'in professional
courtesy but this was a little too much courtesy, so I gave Aggie the wink
and she charged a tax on the tickets. They just paid the tax so we did
.

.

pretty good.
I

"

:

.

<=

"

;

met Mr. McBerg himself and told Him that his pictures go" very big
little house and gave him a good routine of talk as you never can
when these guys may bie in a spot to do yoii a favor. Well, he prom,

my

In

tell

my

lobby.
ised to send me a picture of himself playing polo for
When his feature finally started I never heard so miich applause for a
title— one guy next to McBerg said, 'marvelous,', even when he just read the
Then every credit line g6t a big hand. In fact the title and the
title.
credit lines went bigger than the picture itself. Afte^ it was over McBerg
said it i^eeded cutting. Aggie sed. by cutting it down it will make it shorter
lousy. The natives who saw it got sore at me for roping off the best seats
for strangers and for making them sit through three, features. Well, you
can't please everybody. Aggie taught me that years ago.
Doc Lee, the king of Brpoklyni sent me some, swell exploitation stuff
that don't cost much to do. For instance, advettise ^ hat and coat hanger
and you give them a regular nail; You also take a regufor all the
Have a Great
lar cow and have a sigh on it reading 'This Is No Bull.
Picture at the World In Motion Today.' Those are swell ideas and I may
use 'em one of these days as soon as I get a good picture;
^
•

-

men—

We

My pal Rhiney Hiehle from Parkersburg writes me that he gave away
a little pony saddle and bridle;<-it dofesn't cost -much iand makes a- big flash
giveaway. When I told it to Aggie she .'said, 'Lefty, never buy anything
that eats. We would be losers after the first meal,' besides the winner may
not take it. You got enough with that boy Vic; he eats so much and so
fast that from the back he looks like he's playing a snare drum.'
I am thinking of going to the Big Town for the Legion Convention. The
Post here will pay all expenses for three of us. I haven't said anything to
Aggie about it. I sure would love to take" her with me, if I go, because
we don't meet anybody out here that speaks our language. . They don't
know who Frank McNish was, pr Arthur Rigby, or Barney Fagan, and I
know it would do "us a lot of good to cut up touches with the old gang
about the Mozart circuit and the Pan tim* and the W. V. merry-go-round.
It's been a long time since I dipped my feet in the Palace Beach, so I think
I'm gonna start being nice to Aggie so I can get away.
.Best to the boys arid girls and tell 'em I'll be seein' them soon,, that is
Aggie willing. Sez

'

a
mt figures are
Color riots among the gowns, but with discrimination. All shades of
green, rose, rust and what have you are brought together harmoniously,
::<oveliest of the gowns falls to Anne Booth's lot, a heavenly blue taffeta
caught up here and there with huge pink roses, and one rose nestling in *
the low lacy neck. Matching blue ostric^i feathers are in her picture hat.
Another nice one for Miss Booth is a gray taffeta skirt in ruffled tiers with
bright orange-red jacket. A large scalloped, hiat i.n the orange, faced with
gray, goes with this.
The drum number is a pleasing picture with the toe dancers in.
Any effort to fight this com- high red boots, white tights, full, short, blue ballet- skirts over red,kneeties.
and
petition, as has been done Avith cirred-and- white, candy -striped jackets. "The boots must be ingeniously de-'
putting
theatres
past,
cuses in the
signed for the girls' feet look amazingly small.
on free shows while they were in
Barrie is lovely in a soft blue transparent velvet with deep square
Mpna
Local folks do not
town, is out.
ruffled neck and large hat,
care about any competition against
Revolving stage is used to go from ballroom to garden where the ballet
circuses that might appear unethical,
s discovered in Easter colors. The. girls in fitted bodices and ankle-length
but they certainly would against their ballet skirts of yellow over white, the me.ri in orchid breeches, yellow
vests
local sports activities.
and white satin coats.
The industry has fought dog racStatisticians might enjoy figuring "out how many miles of velvet, satin
states,
me'asures in various
ing
adding
up the comedy, wouldn't be such
and. lace is used in 'Virginia,' but
backed by public opinion that is
difficult task. The burden- is carried by Buck, and Bubbles, Nigel Bruce,
generally againSt them, but doesn't Gene Lockhart and Bertha BelmoreV witti little assistancie from
the authors.
dare to try to interfere with baseIt isn't likely that Anyone would .go to! 'Virginia', expecting a' leg show,
ball, football, horse rafeiiiff 'and' oth^r
but in that case watdh far Patricia Bowrhan in -the 'Jack iind the beanGrowth in aU stalk' fantasy. .She wears- tights as 'Jiack.'
forms of sport.
branches, including dog races where
liie score is pretty, but those geared to a little 'oomph' in their mtisic
they are put on, is very disturbing^ will like best Avis Andrews' 'l\)!Iirandi',' with" Buck -and^ Bubbles
and .the
however.- It is even likely that the. choir singing, 'I'll Be Sittin' in De Lap o' De Lord.'
spread of dog racing can't be
Stopped.
'Prisoner of Zenda' Has Re£:al Clothes
This year will be the biggest in
Gorgeous jscenery, lavish costumes and moldy castles' give Ronald Colman
gross and patrdnage'- that both racRassendyll) the setting in which he relinquishes his love, to Roning and baseball: has enjoyed, while (Rudolf
aid Colman (King Rudolf V). Madeleine C^arroll, 'Princess Flavia,' who
last fall football increased its heavy
must turn her back on the dashing Englishman-, makes her first appearfollowing and is likely to do even
better this year.
The interest that ance in court, costume of white satin and ermine with a fetching tuUe veil
falling into a train from her crown.- She has' white satin for the court ball,
has been stirred in football in. recent
drop shoulder and a train following her down the stairs. Her blonde
years may also create an appreciable with
(resses in a heavy chignon well down the back of her neck.
following for professional pigskin
Mary
Astor fared ill with costumes, wearing mutton leg sleeved suit with
in
contests which began to catch on
a hat shaped like half of a football with feathers; and a black boa about
real proportions last year. The pro
later appearance in funereal black accentuates the fact
games are usually more' often than her throat.
on Sunda^^ afternoons, and include that Miss Astor is much too thin, and the heavy hair dress seemed too
great a weight for her small head. -C. Aubrey Smith and David, Niven-are
midweek night games at times.
Gambling craze in America has convincing, as the. king's aides. Raymond Massey is a wicked villain, with
motivated a keener interest in sports, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., assisting in the villainy with devil-may-care charirt.
Since Donald .Ogden Stewart is concerned with the dialog it is safe to
with betting on horses, baseball
.games,
football,
boxing matches, assume that he is responsible for the number of bright- lines in 'Zenda.'

Your Pal,
Leity.
Pi S. Wiiliam Collier, Sr., sez a super was a guy that held a spear and
got 50c. a show years ago. Later in Hollywood they kidded "Visor-to it and
made it Supervisor and pay him .thousands of dollars' a year for doing the
fiame thing as the. supe used to do for 50c.
J

Both P'aramourit and Pathe newsreels

name com-

are going in for

mentators this

fall.

Gabriel Heatter

and Par have agreed on terms under which the radio commentator
would join as narrator though actual
contract has not been signed. Plan
to bill Heatter as chief of voice
staff with lesser lights as commenis

tators such as with

Fox Movietone,

which has Lowell Thomas as well as
sports and other specialty men and

women

commentators.
Paramount at one time

this

year

was

seriously considering some form
of unit production such as Fox newsreel has but after the sales convention the idea was nixed because of

COLOR PATENT SUIT

German

Patentees
,

Given

Partial

B«llef

American Natural Color " Films,
Inc., was yesterday (Tueisday) en
joined by N. Y. Federal Judge Robert P. Patterson from disposing of
the Wolff-Heide process which it
controls, pending outcome of the pat
ent infringement suit brought by
Emi and Ada Klamp of Germany,
who claim they are the pioneers and
inventors of the process.
Besides the corporation, James
Gerard, former Ambassador to Gar
many, is a defendant as are Paul
and Harold Addott.
The Klamps
claim a former employee obtained
their process and later sold it to
the defendants. Judge Patterson re
fused the plaintiffs' request to s^op
the
corporation
from continuing
business pending outcome of the

W

Use of well-kno.wn commenis said to be a compromise.
action.
Heatter joins Far. newsreei this,
month.
Pathe has listened to more than 20

cost.

tators

.

from
yarn.

-

Dorothy

'

Bennett's

original

Jane."

Sol Wurtzel

is

producing

pilot.

,

'

.

,

'

'-'

,

'

'

•

.

,

'

A

.

-

'

'

'

etc.,

'making

these sports highly
propositions.
This sanie
urge is what made bank nite
is in the theatres.

Rockettes

Go

'Venetian

.

profitable

The corps de ballet get a nice Japanese setting; complete With a little
bridge, to make pretty pictures in flowing Japanese kimonas. The robes
ar(B in color groups of green, yellow and orchid; all with yellow sashes and
high glittery headdresses.
Cleveland, Sept. 7.
In the carriage lantern scene with the 'Music Hall -singing. ensemble,- all
Air Races
hot.' only
National
are dressed in Lillian Russell gowns and hats, and for a touch of realism,
cracked all former attendance rec an actual horse trbts on stage with an authentic coach.
ords by drawing 257,200 sightseeers
After Paul Gordon does some precarious tricks with various bicycles,
into municipal airport over Labor the scene
switches to Venice,, complete with gondola.
Billowing Satin
Day weekend, but also tied up town gowns for the singers, and into Venice arrive the Rockettes. Their cosin one of worst traffic jams in its tumes had little to
do with Venice, but a great deal to do with brightening
Congestion made it nearly up the stage.
history.
Tight little red satin jackets 'with perky peplums lined in
impossible to driv# through down
blue, white lace vests and white briefs with red socks and blue shoes, the
town arfea, and astute natives didh' better to show off their famous precision kicks.
try it. That plus atrial competition
crimped all theatres, pushing grosses
'Firefly' Fashions Fine. On and Off 'Screen
down to a new. holiday low.
The Astor's microphone seridoff for 'The Firefly' brought out Broadway
Exhibitors stijl picking loudly ije
of.
visitors
was and east-of "Broadway in gala dress.'
overflow
cause
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur ^Hanimerstein,' the former Dorothy 'Dalton, handcaught by Gre^t^ t^kes Exposition
through an unorthodox but clever some in black lace with a black b6x cape. Clara Belle Walsh in black
deal.' Expo's civi'c sponsors threat
appliqued net with grass green sash. Kitty Carlisle in long black crepe
cooperate if Cliff y^ith knee-length tunic banded in pink and white" beading, Katherine 'Brush
ened to ref use
and Phil HenSetsOn went through in black dinner dress and sniall black hat. Fannie Hurst in black skirt
original plans to stage night air and long white satin tunic belted in gold beads.
Mrs. S. Stanwood
races, as in previous years. Evening Mencken, sartorial belle of the Beaux Arts Ball,
in sheer rose, diagonally
aviation events, they decreed, were striped in gold, with a belt fashioned
of large gold leaves. The omnipotent
anti-climax
anc Brulatours, Hope
unnecessary
an
Hampton in dazzling white and brilliants.
would dent Centennial fair's grosses
Adrian must have had a lovely time designing those luscious bonnets,
Henderson boys conceded by fin directoire
gowns and Spanish dance costumes for Jeannette McDonald.
ishing races at 7 p.m. during four
If he isn't happy with the way .she looks in them, he should be compelled
day meet, besides arranging a novel
to spend the rest of his life designing dinner jackets for Charlie McCarthy.
ticket tieup to placate fair officials.
Miss McDonald opens in. Madrid, wearing several miles of glittering
Stubs gave holders free admission to
doesn't
Expo, with result that latter also was skirt, a tiny, fitted bodice and flowers in her blonde locks. She
lahdslided into a record attendance look exactly Spanish, but she does look like a dancer in the Spanish
Every hotel routines.
figure for week-end.
This outfit very reasonably captivates attractive Allan Jones, and his
Rooms were scarcer
did a sellout.
than new Charlie Chaplin comedies, emotional downfall is i'n the bag when she wears a tall bonnet and a long

gaming
what it

•

I

.

but theatres were left out of melon^

cutting.

Thompson trophy race on Labor
Day was responsible for top crowd
Greve trophy race

(5), won by Rudy Kling,
collected 65,000 rubberneckers. Rainy
Saturday (4) cut turnout down to
35,000, with 52.000-gate on preceding
day. Promoters claim meeting cost
$350,000, which is probably, an exaggerated estimate. But even after
paying out prize money they earned
a juicier profit than their last races
here. Death 'of Lee Miles in a tryout
?.nd dramatic cr'ackup of Count Otto
Hagenburg,- champ acrobatic flyer,
made two highly publicized thrills
that hiked attendapce.

oh Sunday

Co.
announcers and airwa,ve commentators in an effort to sniig some name
narrators. Clem McCarthy stays on
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
sports but no others have been
Harry Sherman, Sam Berkowitz
definitely set. Joseph Johnstone, forand J. D. Trop have organized Harry
liieirly of the N. Y. News, joins Pathe
Sherman Visual Education Pictures,
as head of dialog department. Pathe
Inc., with $100,000 capitalization, to
editors plan to launch the newsreei
produce 16 mm. film for educational
in new dress next month, these inpurposes.
cluding altered titles and a longer
Berkowitz is understood to have
reel.
completed a survey of the 16 mm.
Held and concluded that the time is
ripe for an invasion of that field.
Three Scripters Set
Production will start in the next few
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
weeks. Berkowitz continues to op-^
Stephen Morehouse Avery and erate his Far West Exchange.
Eve CJ-reen have been as.signed to
Jane 'Withers' 'Salomy'
script "'Dresm of Love,* next George
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Raft flilni at Paramount.
Jane Withers tops the ca.st of 20th
Upp' goes on the
'Virgin.iia Van
'Salomy
of
script of 'Are' Husbands Necessary?' Century -Fox' remake

,

.

of 105,200, while

Sheman's 16 MM.

.

.

exhibitors recognize openly
that night baseball is taking away,
plenty of business, particularly in
situations where there are gamips
every night of the .week> but admit
that there is nothing they Can do
about it it they " want to avoid
creating ill-will in their communi-

The

.

PAR AND PATHE'S ADDED
NAME COMMENTATORS

Has Clothes But No Comedy
inee-deep in period costumes,' as with

in

for goodwill arid trade.

.

.

'Virginia,' at the Center,

recent
numerous Instances are motion pictures, is of Revolutionary flavor. (SeneraL style is tight waists
There are and enormously, full. panniered skirts 'wired but at the hips.'
sp.onsoring such games.
Toppers are
where- local business usually fitted jackets with long in the back pleated peplums, and
also,
cases,
sleevea
houses or groups organize their own puffed like anything at the, shoulders and fitted from elbow to .wrist.
Necks
games for the 'eature cascades of white ruffles making them most becoming
a teams and put on
to .faces
locals as a giveaway and as a hypo
profound secret.
kept

chants

jQggjt

By Marian Squire
•Vfreinia'

.

.

Major

Al

Williams

.

and

Jimmy

with Graham McNamee
Doolittle
guefelarred as network" announcers
for most important races.
staff of

A

Metro

cameramen,

directing;

flew

in

Victor Fleniing
shoot aerial

to

with ruffled shoulder cape. It's a black velvet with lonj narrow
train and strass flowers embroidered in a line from nieck to hem that first
catches Warren William's eye, and she completes the damage to his heart
in a satin directoire cut low with a. ruffle around the neck, and a bonnet
with ostrich feathers peeping coyly over the top.
These are just a few of the beautifully becoming gowns in which Miss
McDonald does well by. the familiar lilting Harbach-Friml music, with the
assistance of Allan Jones.
One of the best of the love scenes, with Mi.ss McDonald in the coach
and Jones riding alongside, is enlivened by the roguish fluting of I'ttl*
Robert Spindola, as the coachman's son.

fitted coat

,

S. A. in a Losfjrin.^

Camp
his

'Roaring. Timber' crashes the Rialto, v.ith a much heavier Jack Holt,
going
hair line considerably lowered by an ar'Jstic rug, as a logger who"?
tne
to get his logs rolling or else. Grace Bradley, plump and blonde, owns
company that has to have the logs out on a certain date. You could go a
a
long way and not find a girl loss li!:ely to tackle the management of
oui
timber company than Miss E.:rdley. Nevertheless, the logs are gotten
oi

ofT
80,000,000 feet of them, but not until- they've been burned, thrown
Willaia.
trestles and wa.shed out to .sea.- due to the machinations of villains
ana
Robertson and Charles Wilson.' Ruth- Don,- cUy as Miss Bradley's aunt,
allotted the comedy touches.
Raymond Hatton as Holt's partner,
tiimc
Miss Bradley' chose a long black gown with hip-length, silver lame

ne

v\iui

'Test Pilot.' for her first night at the logging camp. After all they've been throuf-^h
there
About 25,000 feet of film 'we're taken •those logs, it's quitfe a letdown when Holt calmly announces, 'Well.tliiiiM—
for picture to' co-stat Clark Gable, goes the 80',000,000th foot'— as though he were tired of the whole
Myrna lioy dnd Scienter Trftcy. Paul and there the picture' ends.
u -it
h'h
houb
.Mantz, Hollywood 'stunt fly6r,' waS
There' arfe enough fights and noble woods scenes', cmipled- with
scheduled to solo for Metro lens.
name, to lure a packed house, almost strictly stag, into the Rialto, however.

scenes

to

be

used

in

'

'

'

.

'
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COnON CROPS' COIN
A BOON TO DIXIE B.
:

>

Atlanta,

.

Sept. >

0.
7.

7

Chase Disposes of Some 20th Stoct

Etc-SEC Resume

Hertz Unloads Par,

Government' largesse in form of
on 1937
cotton crop is wreathing faces of
show biz proprietors in smiles below
Metro's Bally Trailers
Press Ducat Tax Riles
Mason-Pixon .line.
Pixie's
prosperity is contingent upon whether or
not her farmers have money in
Philadelphia, Sept. 7,
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
their pockets. When the growers are
Service charge on press ducats,
Following favorabl^^ reception of poor,
business is bad and that's which
some
AUeritown
houses
a trailer devised by 'Frank .Whit- that.
slapped on when State amusement
beck for 'Broadway Melody of 1938,'
"With price of cotton skidding, tax died, has opened wide breach
Metro has decided to make future glumness .prevailed until staple
between newspapers and theatres in
trailers around- special exploitaiion growers
got the signal from Washr the. town. Levy is 5c on the passes
ideas, with four of the hew series ington that Secretary Wallace had
now in work or completed. Pictures announced that loans w.ill be ready at Wilmer & Vincent liouses and 2c
at the Boyd circuit spots.
Bust-up
to be thus exploited include 'The not later than Sept. 15.
GovernBad Man of Brimstone,' 'Double ment will lend up to 9c. per pound between managements and sheets
came three weeks ago when the
Wedding,' 'Live, Love and Learn' on •1937 crop "and will grant subr
Call, Chronicle and News tossed out
and 'Madame X.'
sidles up to 3c. per pound on 65% all
publicity,
mats, reviews and
of growers' base production.
Gov- readers of affected houses. Stoi'ies
ernment has $130,000,000 available to about shows at other theatres were
pay these benefits, so SoiVlhland's still given.
farmers are sure; of getting that
Indie Hamilton, which also socked
9c. «per piourid^'loan-subsidy

•

Fargo, Sept.

7.

Paramoitnt and its local theatre
'BflUi»t«s, the Minnesota Amusement
'-

Co.

and the American Amus. Co.,
equity with the ted-

filed a" bill in

—

.

district Court, seeking to kill
•North Dakota's- theatre divorcement
effective
tO' become
slated
bill,
March 15, 193B, oh grounds that the
law is unconstitutional; Case probably will be heard early this ialL
The plaintiffs are terse in condemning the law in alleging that the
law is uaconstituti'onal and void because it contravenes and is 'repugnant' to' provisions' of not only the
Constitutidh of the United States but
also of the Constitution of Notth
feral

'

.

'

PakotaShould the law be upheld, the
.Minnesota Amus. Co. and American
Amus! Co. would have to sever all
association with Paramount, directly
•pr indiirectly, through stock ownerShip or operation, or go out of busi-

•

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

RKO

SEC on the operations of offiocrs
and directors in the stocky of their
corporations showed also the wiping
out by John D. Hertz of his holdings
much for their bumper crop, now a tax on ducats, included in the Of, Paramount debentures' through
the sale, through Lehman Bros., of
being harvested.banned group.
32,000.
He al^o sold 600 shares of
There is no way of estimating just
second preferred stock, reducing, his
what part of- an agriculturist's inholdings to 5,000.
come is actually spent on amuseThree million
of
Paramount's
ments, but thit cuts little ice any3Vi% debentures wex'e held by the
way. It usually comes out that ..this
Manufacturers Trust Co., New York,
year's money goes to pay last year's
on July 26, when the film company's
debts and that puts the money into
registration became effective, it was
circulation. The main point is farreported.
mers spend their- money when they
The only other Paramount transhave it and everybody gets a crack
action reported was the disposition
at It.
by Maurice Newton, New York, of
Right now Georgia's tobacco growers are. on spending spree that is
2,000 sinking^ fund debentures, of
Minneapolis, Sept. 7.
perking up amusement, as .well as
What is regarded by the trade which he held 95,000 at the close of
other businesses. They got $15,570,510' here as a possible initial step in the the month.
crop,
which direction of raising- theatre admisfor. their. 1937
leaf
Continuing its policy of acquiring
Average sions in the territory occurred this the securities of Loew's Boston
totalled 79,'523,530 pounds.
price this year was' 19'.58c. per week when Publix upped the night Theatres, Loew's, Inc., In July sepound, compared ; with 20.96c. last price for 'Stella Pallas' from 40c, cured another- 645 shares of conftyear.
the customary tariff for. '.first-runs mon, giving it a total of 97,622
at this spot, to 55c.
Plan is too shares.

.

.

•

„

payment

RKO

.

i

—

W.

AlUed's Support

Minneapolis, Sept. 7.
the suit's outcome, Northwest AUiod States is prepared to offer the state of North
pakota the services of its Counsel,
former State Supreme Chief Justice
J. P. Devancy, one of the west's legal
lights, to assist it in defending the
•constitutionality of. its theatre divorcement law which has been attacked by Paramount, the Minnesota
Amusement Co. (Publix circuit) and

Announcement to this effect was
made by President W. A. Steffes of
Northwest Allied following

filing of

the suit in federal district court. The
now inaugurated, may carry as

fight,

far as the U. S. supreme court, inasmuch as Par and the other plaintiffs
have made known that they
would not accede to the terms of the

N, P. divorcemenet law, passed at
the legisliature's last session, until the
nation's highest tribunal has passed

on its constitutionality.
North Dakota was the. only state to
pass a divorcement law which prohibits any film producer-distributor
from having any interest, directly
or indirectly, in the ownership or
operation of theatres in the state. It
Minneapolis
the
compel
would
Co. (Publix) to relinquish its numerous theatres in North

Amusement

Dakota by March

15,

1938,

under

penalty of a $10,000 fine or one year's
imprisonment or both.
The present suit takes the form of
a bill in equity and asks for a perma."
nent injunction to prevent the law's
enforcement and a court ruling that
the measure

is

unconstitutional.

Governor W. A. Langer, Attorney

ET mn

TO

.

•

.

-

.

'

'

.

boost,

iF^^M Loses Shubert-Ri^lto,
St. Loo ; Owner Rejects Bid
.:

St. Louis, Sept. 7.

Charles .JT. Cella, owner of the
:Shubert - I^ialtp,
1,700 * seater
on
Granil blvd., .denies that Fanchon &
Marco ;has lifted the option- and will
operate the house for the next three

F&M

years.
Cella said that
had
until Aug. .14 but- had permitted the
opportunity to pass and he is now
dickering with, others.
obtained control of the house when its
differences' with Warner Bros, were
settled in'. Neyir -York and operated
it
as a second runner' until last
spring when it iailed to. obtain concessions from the lATSE. on the
number of union help to be em'

•

F&M

'

;

.

ployed,
F&lii made ah effort to re-lease
the Shubert-Rialto at reduced rental
but Cella- refused,
has the
Missouri, Fox and St. Louis theatres,
located on Grand blvd. within a
four-block area with the Shubert.

F&M

.

.

Rialto.

.

N.

'

'

-

•

"Vitally interested in

ties

MPLS. STARTS

"

State, besides the various state's attorneys of the various counties of
the state.
The complaint was fil'ed by plaintiffs'
local
Richardson,
counsel,
Thorp & Wattam.
Other counsel
are former Federal Judge Thomas P.
thacher, of N. Y., and Joseph W.
Finley, of St. Paul,

Wednesday (1) by the Securiand Exchange Commission.
The semi-mouthly. report of the

closed

.

NEia448,783

.

direct or indirect, legal or
equitable, through stock ownership
br otherwise in such theatre.
Gov. William A..Langer is chief
Befendant in the current action,
pthers named as defendants are P.
p. Sathve, attorney general of the

"

-

complaint claims that
profit
Net
of. Radio-Keith-.
the Act violates Sec.. 1 of Article
XIV .(due process) of the Amend- Orpheum and subsidiary companies
ments to the Constitutibn- of the U.S. for the 26 weeks ended July 3
Also, .that it is in -violation of Sec. totalled $1,448,783, the trustee's Re1 and 8, of Article 1, of the Constiport
released
No.
5
yesterday
tution of the State of North pakota.
Paramount and itis theatre affili- (Tues.) revealed. Irving Trust Co.,
of
Radio-Keith-Orpheuih
ates claim that the Act is not a 'valid trustee
exercise of police or other power Corp.,
traced
pertinent
developfeserved or possessed by the State
ments in the: company, since, the
pf North Pakota.'
Additionally, tKe plaintiffs contend previous trustee report pf March
that the prospective law. attempts to 3 was made, pperatiphs of
impair obligation under existing Radio Pictures, Inc., for 2i5. weel^s
iavful .contract?, besides depriving amounted to
$476,491 against $256,the'm' of property- without diie procThey aver furtheir that 944 in comparable period last year.
ess, of law.
of
$500,Combined
operations
excess
of theatre
"their investment in
OQO in "motion picture theatres in the operating subsids for the 26, weeks
^tate,' will be ^takeiti aiway an4 de- produced a net profit' of $757,803
in
$384,097
com.parable
..6tri>ypd.'.unles^ thfe^ Act ia.vSided.- against
.^lelief sought' i^' the restraining of period last year. Report stated th^t
the Act and nullification of same. theatre, attendance was lower but
ASSregate net 'of the two theatre af- that an increas^.in admissio'n pric6
|liates ior the first. quart,er, this brought the theatre receipts above
the 1936 level.
year,' is put, i^t;' around $14,700.
Pathe News brought, a net profit of
Stoned March 15 Laat
r
$2,080 as against net profit of $3,165
The A.ct .agains.t which th.e plain- for 'same period' of 1936.
tiffs, complain, .was. slghe^ by Gov.
'During peribd froni Jan. l-July
WiUiam A. Lander, March 15, this 3, 1937, fixed indebtedness .was reIt has. created considerable!
year.
duced. by. $1,337,592 including the
"itir through the business world, hot
of
principal
$350,000
bhly in films. Were suph a law upamount of RKO's secured 6% gold
lield it .encompasses chain operation
notes. Cash of
and subsids debf all description chain grocers,
clined from $7,928',810 as of Pec. 31,
JPiTooliworth's, gas stations^ etc.
1936,' to $5,633,148 on July 3. In this
r Thistheatre
divorcement bill
connection, note was made that Stamakes it ''.unlawful for any motion dium made payment
of $700,000 for
in
the
theatre
operated
picture
to be
assets of Orpheum and the invenState of North Pakota which is
tory of films, stories and continuiowned,' controlled, managed or opties, etc., increas3d .by about $1,500,erated, in whole or in part, by any
000.
producer or distributor or motion
Trustee report related that the
picture films in which any such proCharles F. Thompson vs. RKO, et al.
ducer or distributor has any inter- alleged
breach of contract suit was
est, direct or indirect, legal or equitdisrhissed by the U. S. district court
able, through stock ownership or
at Fort Worth last June and that
otherwise.'
the Rogers Productions, Ltd. action
As a condition of lawful operation was settled by payment of $15,000 by
t»f a picture house, the Act provides
RKO Radio Pictures, Inc. Sol Karp
^hat the person or Corporation opaction is still pending in N. Y. suerating a theatre must file with the
preme court.
Secretary of State of North Dakota
Total income for Radio-KeithWithin, three days after the effective
Orpheum and subsids for the 26
date of the Act or within 30 days
weeks, including theatre admissions,
after which operations are begun,
film rentals, sales, rents and other
and annually, thereafter, an affidavit income, totalled
Ex$25,197,132.
stating the ownership and operation
amounted
to
penses
$21,897,626.
pf the house and that it is not
Other income was listed at $318,067.
owned, controlled^ managed or operated, in whole or in part by any
producer or distributor and that no the American Amu.sement Co., anprpduc'er or distributor has any In- other Publix subsidiary.
terest

Fox securities which it holds under
escrow agreement, selling 280 shares
common and 560 of preferred
during July and reducing its holdings to 346,111 shares of the former
and 692,422 of the latter,Jt was disof

.

ness.
Plaintiffs'

—

7.

.

.

.

Washington, Sept.

Chase National Bank is continuing
slowly to dispose of 20th Century-

$900 Theatre Stickup
Clearwater, Fla., Sept. 7.
Forcing Pel Padgett, manager of
two pic theatr.e^ here to open safe,
armed bandit 'got away with $900.
According to Padgett, early morning
telephone call summoned him to
theatre, informing him something

was wror^g at house.
Padgett said when he entered dark
building, bandit, whorn he could not
see, stuck a gun in his back and

made him open

safe.

Thug, Padgett

declared, socked him on conk with
wooden box, stunning him, before

walking out' with $900.

General P. O, Sathre, and the Cass,
Grand Forks, Ward and Stutsman
county attorneys are nJimcd rlc*

ante

-

sintilariy

both this

at

and the Orphetim "for all
other 'outstanding' picture*, even
Without stage-show adjuncts.
The 55c night admission (after 5
p.m.
for. entire" house)
prevails
i)ermanently at the Minnesota, but
40c has been the- established top
for the Orpheum, Century and' State,
other leadihg loop hovtse's; except
when they have a stage' attraction
or a picture moves over to one Of
these houses for a second downtown
week,
the World, W. A. Steffes'
sure-seater,' has a '40c scale;- bqt gets55c for boxes; loges and balcony
house

.

.

.

.

seats.

With new-season product com-;
manding higher rentals and with
.

labor and other costs mounting, exhibitors have been feeling-, the 'need
of packed-up admissions.
Pespite
the fact that good crops portend
generally improved business cbndi-,
tions and a brighter theatre outlook
than for many years, there has been
a disinclination to tilt scales. With
l-iving costs for essentials soaring
and incomes, salaries and wages ini
many directions not keeping pace,
as far as the Northwest is concerned,
the theatre owners have been fearful
that entertainment, a non-pecessity,
would suffer a loss in volume if its
price were boosted.
Even Publix
has been loath to take the lead in
-

jacking

up

admissions.
Sentiment
among exhibitors is that higher
scales are justified, but not in the
cards.

In

Philadelphia. Sept. 7.
Replying, to an exhib's letter for
interpretation of new Pennsy chain
store tax as it applies to theatres.
Department of Revenue sent him the
following last week:
'Two or more theatres under the
.same general management, superr
vision or ownership, shall be considered a chain if directly or indirectly controlled by a single person
or any group of persons having a
common interest in such theatres, or
if any part of the gross revenues, net
revenues, or pi'ofits from any such
theatres shall, directly or indirectly,
inure to the inim^diate or ultimate
benefit of any single persons or any
group of persons having a common
interest therein-.'

reported

in"
was the disposi300 shiares pf common by
Pavid Bernstein, New York, teducing. his holdings to 9,280 shares.
In pther companies, the SEC reported disposition, by Samuel Car-:
lisle. New York, of 200 shares of
Warner Bros, common, of which he'
held 1,100 shares at the end of July;
sale, by Bruno Meyer^, New York, di
240 warrants for Educational Pic-tures common, reducing his holdings,
acquisition by A. Pamto
1,000;
Blumenthal, New York, who held 5,002 shares. of Grand National Filma
common on June 30 when he became an officer, of the company, ol
another 400 shares; and acquisition
by Kirk w; Todd, Pittsburgh, a director, of 1,200 shares of Grand National common, bringing his holdings

Loew's,
tlon'

activity

.only

Inc., stocks

,

of

!

to 16,200 shares.

In Pathe, O. Henry Briggs, New
off icer, reported the ac-

York, an

.

quisition of -800 shares of common,
as "compensation," and T. P. Loach,
New York, also an officer, acquii'ed
l4 shares, giving him a total of 21
shares.
"

20TH FORMALLY TAKES

OVER ROXY'S CONTROL
Sidney R. Kent

is

president of the

'
,

many Twin

City neighborhood
de luxe houses, night admissions are
as low as 15c. and its tough pulling
to keep out of the red.

new Roxy Theatre, Inc., in which
company title to the Roxy, N. Y., is

now

Louisville, Sept. 7.
Local houses are beginning to tilt
admissions.
Starting with upping the balcony
tariffs.

Bronx Newsreeler Opens

Title

vested.

passed

to

subsidiary

fendants.

The plaintiffs allege that the lav/
deprives them of the right to do busir
ness and the right to use; its properties in N- DThey also claim it impairs the validity of its contracts
in N. D., violates the interstate corhmerce acts and denies them equal
protection of the law.

The

this

o£

to

the

thoatre

new, 100% controllsd
20lh

Century-Fox

Thursday (2) midnight. This marks
the end of the tiieatre's 77b situation.
Other officers of the new company
are
W. C. Micl-^el and Qpyros
Skoura.s, yice-presidents, and Sidney Towuil, treaaurer, Mich-2l and
Towcll are officers also of 20lh
Century-Fox. Sl:ouras is operating
of National Theatres (FWC).
Probably this week, the operating
pact with F, & M, Stageshow^ to run
the. theatre will be signatured. It's
a 5-year deal with cancellations in
No
favor of 20th Century-Fox.
change in policy or scale of the theatre is expected.

chief

Newsrcel Theatres, Inc., operator
of the Embassy, N. Y., opens its
third newsreel house Friday (10) in
the Bronx, N. Y., theatre, formerly
the Concourse, will seat 575. House
has a new front, modernized lobby,
air
conditioning,
new seats, etc.
Prices will be 15-25c., same as the
Embassy, but the program will run
about 7-10 minutes longer, with a

Richard
cartoon cr short added.
Cutting will be manager, James
Brightwell assistant.
Other staff changes In the company include Major A. G. Rudd, gen.

Pitt

Mgrs. Casualties
Pittsburgh, Sept.

7.

Insurance companies are beginning
to look upon local theatre managers

as poor risks these days. Couple of
manager; Edward J. May, from weeks back Mike CuUen, pilot of
manager of the Newark newsreel the Penn, was being shaved when
manager; the barber's razor slipped and Cultheatre
to
supervising
Robert Macauley from assistant to lan's neck was nicked for a six-inch
manager of the Newark house. scar.
A few days ago Charlie Eagle,
Stewart Martin remains manager of
Embassy,
with
W. French manager of the Stanley, tried to walk
the
Githens assistant.
Newsreel Thea- through a door which a patron was
tres,- Inc., was founded in 1929, Em- opening the other day and his glassbassy being the first all-newsreel es were smashed and he received a
wicked gash over the eye.
house in the world.
eral

.

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

a

House Records

Fall

Under $42,700

Runs

1st

Astor—'Firefly?.-^
Wk>.

Tarty/ 21G; Hobday Ups L. A. Trade
SMASH 16G
'ICF HOT 14G

'HORIZON'
IN BUFF;

are being set by
Hillstreet
'Thin Ice,' and the
Buffalo, Sept. 7.
and Pantages, aided substantially
Biz strong all over. 'Lost Horizon*
through having exclusive first run with a wow $16,000 is the standout!,
showing of the Louis-Farr fight picEstimates for This Week
like
a
looks
Ice'
'Thin
tures.
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-50)—
smash $42,700, topping by several |. 'Thin Ice* (20th). May go to $14,000,
hundred dollars previous high for o.k. Last week, 'Artists and Models'
the two houses.
(Par), $16,000, big.
Paramount held 'Souls at Sea' for
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)—
eight days and iis piling up sweet 'Make a Wish* (RKO) and 'Big Shot'
Combined (RKO). Around $12,000, big. Last
$i9,500 on the holdover.
RKO-Pantages take should pass the week, 'Four Aces' (Ind) and 'Off
(RKO), $6,200,
$21,000 mark on nine days, while the Again On Again'
with n.s.g.
houses,
"Warner
day-date
'Varsity Show' topping their bills,
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 30-50)
A socko
'SoXils
at Sea* (Par).
looks like $21,000.
Roadshow engagement of Par's $15,000. Last week, 'Broadway Mel*High, Wide and Handsome' closed ody' (MG)' (2d wk), $7,200, big.
25-40)—
Circle,
af'Love
Carthay
Hipp (Shea) (2,400;
at the
(6)
ter four slim weeks, while another Under Fire' (20th) and 'Wild Money"
two-a-day booking, Metro's 'Firefly,' (Par). Nice $7,500, same as lastwifids up (19) after fairly profitable week'« 'Stella Dallas' (UA) (2d run).
Lafayette (Ind) (3.400; 25-35)—
sojourn.
'Lost Horizon' (Col). Smash $16,000.
Estimates for This Week
Cartbay Circle (Fox) (1,518; 55-83- Last week, 'King Solomon* (GB) and
1.10-1.65)— 'High, "Wide and Hand- 'Girls Can Play' (Col), $6,300.
some* (Par) (4th-final week). Wound
up four disappointing weeks to final
'Emile Zola' (WB) moves in
$3,000.

records

.

RKO

—

.

Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 30-4055-75)—'Thin Ice' (20th) and 'Hot
Water' (?0th) du^l. Smash opening
and exceptionally heavy trade over
the three-day holiday giving a terrific $18,700,' topping previous high
set by 'Mutiny Gn the Bounty' and
equalling biz of 'After the Thin. Man'
which had New Year's eve trade.
Last week, 'Love Under Fire' (20th)
and 'Wild and Woolly' (2Gth), fair

TORlZiTEADS
BALTO,

'

$13,000

(GN)

up with good

$9,000,
pace to $10,000.
Foor Ster (Fox) (900; 55-83-1.10Estimates for This Week
1.65)—'Firefly* (MG) (5th week).
Century (LQew*s-UA) (3,000; 15Took on new lease of life over holi- 25-35-40-55)—'Stella Dallas* (UA).
day and should come out okay on Off to a good start and holding a
Foxirth week hit very steady pace to $10,000.
Last
current week.
satisfactory $5,000.
week, 'Knight Without Armor* (UA),

Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 30-40-55 only $7,100.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,200;
65)—Varsity Show* (WB) and 'Wine,
Women and Horses* (WB) dual 15-25-35-40-55-66)
"Lost Horizon'

—

to expectations on
opening but built over holiday, along
Looks like big
•with other houses.
Last week, 'Stella Dallas'
$10,500.
(UA) and 'Wild and Woolly* (WB)
(2nd week), big $8,000.
Pantages (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)—
•Life of Party* (RKO) and 'AnnapoAided by
lis Salute' (RKO) dual.
the Louis-Farr fight pix, exclusive in
Hollywood, and personals by cast of
'Party'' opening night, plus the extra Labor Day holiday trade, should
wind up with satisfactory $9,000 on
nine days. Last week, 'Make a Wish'
(RKO) and 'Flight from Glory*
(RKO), disappointing nine days at

Trade not up

•

.

Paramount (Partmar)

(3,595;

30-

40-55)—'Souls at Sea' (Par) (2nd
Holding
week) and stage show.
eight days for excellent $19,500. First
week came within few dollars of ex-

pected $23,000, smash biz.

RKO

30-40-55 )— Life of
Salute'
showing of

(2,950;

(RKO) and 'Annapolis

Party'

(RKO)

dual.

First local

Louis-Farr fight pix and personal^
got house away to big start and with
the holiday trade should have no
trouble garnering sweet $12,000 on
nine days. Last week, 'Make a Wish*
(RKO) and 'Flight from Glory'

(RKO), satisfactory
State (Loew-Fox)

75)— 'Thin

Strikes'

(UA) (2d wk),
Faramonnt—'Double

'ICE,'

$6,200.
(2,024; 30-40-55-

Ice'
(20th)
and 'Hot
Water' (20th) dual. Set new house
record for opening day, held strong
throughout and with smash holiday

Glory'

(20th)

(2d

-

of Sept. 16

—
—

.

(Col).

(Reviewed in Vamexy March.

JO)

Wide and

Handsonie* (Par) (15).
(Reviewed in Vamety July 28) ,
Rivoli-Uv'Dead End' (UA) (4th

Leading town -with exLast week, 'Make a
Wish* (Col) and vaude, okay $11,000
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 1525-35-40-55)—'They Won*t Forget*
(WB) collected rave notices and
holding, an even pace, with $6,000 in-

plus vaude.

cellent $13,000.

'100

dicated for eight days.

Men and

a Girl* (U) announced to open to

morrow

CWed.).

New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15-25-30'
40-55)—'Thin Ice* (20th). Using ca
pacity to bang out a resounding
profit with $5,900. Second week al'
ready announced.
'

Stanley (WB) (3,450; 15-25-35-40
55)—'Confession* (WB). Not getting
more than $4,500. Last week, second
of 'Artists and Models' (Par), $5,500
after socko first session to $15,000,

'A.&M.' $8,500,

tm

(17).

(Reviewed in This Issue)
(15).

(Revifiwed in Vasibty Aug, 4)

Weather Break Helps
ProT. but Not Enoff;
'Horizon' Best,

Have

Everything,^

'Souls

at

Sea,'

'Stella Dallas' arid

.

$13,500

(WB)

and

'Midsummer

Night's
Providence, Sept. 7.
Dream' (WB), dual, fair $1,300.
Unrelenting heat and a general
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-33exodus to resorts for the holidays 40)—'Thin Ice* (20th) and 'Mr. Moto*
had theatres set for one of the worst (20th), dual. Sure-fire b. o. draw,
particularly with the younger eleweeks of the year, but a break in ment; fine $8,000
in view. Last week,
the weather brought about by cool- 'Souls at Sea* (Par) was safely in the
profit column at $7,000.
ing rains turned the tide*
li it
(Fourth Ave.) (1,500; 15hadn't been for -the terrific sock suffered the first two days because of 33-40)—'Make a Wish' (RKO) and
On Such a Night' (Par), dual. Inthe heat, grosses would have been
well in the higher brackets. As it is dications are for so-so $3,200. Last
exhibs must satisfy themselves with week, 'Love Under Fire' (20th) and
keeping out of the red.
One MUe from Heaven' (20th), dual,
Biz going good all around. Even satisfactory all around at $4,000.
the spots with mediocre fare are doing okay with overflow from Loew's
and the Albee, where the programs
are the 'strongest.
'Lost Horizon'
on single bill will undoubtedly give
Loew's the lead, while Albee will
be close second with Louis-Farr
fight pictures garner[i>g the cash on
a dual bill topped by /New Faces.'
Playhouse, formerly the Modern,
reopened doors Labor Day with legit
policy, 'Brother Rat' being the in-

mmm

best

IN D. c,

itial offering.

Estimates for This

to invigorate bpxoflices
cur-

,

a Girl*

Strand— That Certain Woman'

(WB)

HP

It looks like good
business
along the line, with 'You Can't

'Damaged Lives/
the loop's most powerful, array
in
effective Friday (3). Continued tor- many a moon, flirting with
prosperrid spell is having no marked influ- ity.
real bull market.
ence on b, 0. trade, although some
When Duke Ellington and his band
opposish is being furnished by numerous swing sessions at outdoor in person, plu^ 'Dodd Takes Air,'
dance spots.
move into the Orpheum Wednesday
'Thin Ice' and 'Mr. Moto' at the Ri(8), an unusual situation will prevail
alto are out in front, with 'Varsity
ShoW at the Mary Anderson putting downtown. All four ace loop houses
the ticket booth in lively swing —the Orpheum, Minnesota, Century
tempo.
and State—will have a scale of 55o
Estimates for This Week
or higher (50c for Orpheum) after
Brown (Fourth Ave. -Loew's) (1,- 5 p.m. With "Thin Ice' moved
over
500; 15-30-45)— 'Souls at Sea' (Par)
the State' from the Minnesota for
(2d week). Set to take average $2,- to
200 on h. o. stanza.
Last week, a second downtown weeks, the for'Toast of New York* (RKO) and mer house is interrupting its
dual
'Born Reckless'
(20th),
excellent bill policy temporarily.
$2 700
Both loop sure-seaters, the World
Kentucky (Svidtow) (900; 15-25)—
'My Affair* (20th) and 'Riding on and Time, are in, the money. 'Dam*
Air*. (RKOX dual, spUt with 'Mid- aged Lives,' sensationally
exploited,
night Madonna' (Par) and 'Wild
Money' (Par), dual. Will wind up is lifting the World out of the slough
with f^. $1,900. Last week, 'Moun- that it has been In for months. 'Imi«'
tain Music' (Par) and 'Chan at Olym- tation oif Life,' revived by the Tim«
pics* (20th), dual, smacked through after a considerable
number of prefor fine $2,500.
Loew's State (3,000; 15-33-40)— vious downtown and nabe engage*
'Dead End* (UA) and 'It Can't Last ments, is amazing the local trade by
Forever' (Col), dual. 'End* a- little holding over for a fourth consecutive
too New Yorkese for customers in week.
this neck of the woods, and looks
Rudy Vallee, at. the Orpheum for
like fair $6,000. Last week, 'Broad- Ave
last week, did two grand
way Melody* (MG) on. second week moredays
than the $18,000 previously estook okay $6,400.
timated,
pulling
a
phenomenal
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000; $20,000.
15-33-40)—'Varsity
Show*
(FN).
Estimates for This Week
Combo of Powell and Waring is
Aster
(Publix-Singer) (900; 15-25)
plenty hot here, and fans are worked
up on the swing pic. Safe bet to cop —'Woman Chases Man* (UA) <2d
a voluminous $5,000 and may hold. run) split with dual first-runs last
Last week, 'Confession' (WB), rode four days 'Footloose Heiress' (WB)
and 'Rustler's Valley' (Par). Look^
along at average $3,200,
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Cain and like good ^1,400. Last week, 'Chan
Mabel' (WB). and 'Lady Be Careful' at Olympics' (20th) split with 'Sinsj
(Par), dual, split with 'Wedding and Be Happy' (20th) (2d runs) and
Present*
(Par)
and 'Dodsworth' last three days dual features firsto
(UA), dual. Should mark up fair runs 'Big Shot' (RKO) and 'Devil's
$1,100.
Last week, 'Jungle Princess* Saddle Legion*- (WB), $1,100, pretty
(Par) and 'My American Wife* (Par), good.
Century (Publix-Singer) (l,600r
dual, split with 'Down the Stretch*
.

'

Astor
'Firefly*
(MG) (3d
wk).
Capitol—'Good Earth' (MG).
(Reviewed in Vamety Feb. 10)
Criterion-'On Such a Night'
(Par) (14).
Globe—'Souls at Sea* (Par)
(6th wk).
Hollywood
'Emile
Zola'
(WB) (6th wk).
Music
Hall 'Lost
Horizon'

(U)

ing
all

.

From

Paramount—'High,

7.

A

or Noth-

Strand—'Vatsity Show' (WB)

—

Sept

Wickets are humming all along the
row, and first-runs are fueling rather
perky, following an upping of balcony scale to 33c. nights and Sunday,

wk).

Week

and a strong picture lineup are team^
rently.

wk).

(2d wk).

Minneapolis, Sept. 7,
State Fair visitors, cool weather

$8,000

Louisville,

(Reviewed in Vabiety Aug. 11)
Rivoli— 'Dead End' (UA) (3d
Ice'

lOTO' AT

TOPS IN LOUISVILLE

(Par) (2d wk).

Roxy—'Thin

OolMdinisI

lifi^

da'

.

Dixie for Mpls^ Pix

(2d

(11).

Rialto—'Flight
(RKO).

1937

Melody'

—
(WB) (5th wk).
Muslo Hall—'Prisoner of Zen-

ing'

8,

^^!^

Roxy—'100 Men and

Baltimore, Sept. 7.
Strong line-up of product is helping local trade, with 'Lost. Horizon.'
((Jol) giving the Hippodrome the
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55- town's lead with a very solid $13,000.
65)—'Varsity Show' (WB) and 'Wine, 'Thin Ice' (20th) at the New is using
Women and Horses* (WB) dual. Biz every bit of its limited capacity and
started slowly but holiday trade ringing up a good profit with $5,900.
helped ior fine $10,500. Last week, Loew's Century is giving 'Stella Dal(UA) and 'Talent las* (UA) extra heavy exploitation
'Stella
Dallas'
Scout' (WB) (second week), wound and going along at a very steady

$5,200.

WG)

wk).

$11,000.

"

^

•

(Reviewed in Variety July 14)
Criterion
'Bulldog
Drummohd Comes Back* (Par) <2d
wk).
Globe— 'Souls at Sea' (Par)
(5th wk).
Hollywood
'Emile
Zola'

'

(9).

—
—

Capitol 'Broadway'
(MG) (2d wk).
Central
'Shadow

—

Los Angeles, Sept. 7.
Labor Day holiday spelled plenty
of dollars for the bvilk of the first
runs locally, especially at the daydate Chinese and State where new
houses

H^ppy Days in

jS'iay

(Subject tii^C&ngl
week of ^mM. 9'

•

.:

Founding by 'Thin Ice ; Fite Fix Aid

oil

Wednesday, September

Week

Washington, Sept.

7.

25-35-55)—'Stella Dallas' (UA). Great

women's picture

is in right spot i6
catch feminine trade and matinee bia
is particularly forte.
Fine $8,000 in
prospect.
Last week, 'Artists and
Models* (Par) (2d week), $6,000 goo^
on top of $13,000 first week at Min*

nesota.

Minnesota (Publix-Singer) (4,200:
25-35-55)—'Souls at Sea' (Par). Venf
well liked picture helped by worcB
of-mouth and hard, elective advance
plugging,

cast

names a

'

factor

ih

draw; headed for good $10,000. Las)
week. "Thin Ice* (20th), $13,000, very
big.

Orpheum (Publix-Singer) (2,89(k
25^35-60)—'Can't Have Everything*
(20th) plus Louis-Farr fight pictiu-ea
Musical accounting for most of very
good

trade.

They

like 'Can't

Have

Everything* plenty here. Because
Rudy Vallee engagement was for
only- five days, this attraction opened
Wednesday and goes out 7th, Duke
Ellington on stage and 'Dodd Takes

Air*

(FN) opening

8th.

Swell $13,-

000 on cards. Last week, Rudy
Vallee on stage and 'Marriage Before
Breakfast'
(MG), $20,000 in five
days, $2,000 above estimate, enor-

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
Holiday week-end after a fort- mous.
'New Faces' (RKO), 'Windjammer* night of record heat sent 'em scurryState (Publix-Singer) (2,300; 25-35(RKO) and fight pictures. Crowds ing to the beaches, but enough tour- 55)—'Thin
Ice*
(20th) (2d week).
flocked early despite terrific week ists showed and ducked into the
Montreal, Sept. 7
lob- Moved here from Minnesota and conto
see
fight
films,
and
with
the
coolbies
to
escape
Hot weather plus the long weekthe rairt to keep tinues to click in fine style. Powers
ing
breezes
over
the
holidays
house
everybody above flops.
end Labor Day holiday will not do
and Henie real magnets, climbing
Price changes, wiping out two-bit toward big $7,000. Last week, 'Wild
much for the main stems which may figures on a great $9,000. Last week
however, pick up later in wfeek. Cap 'Make a Wish' (RKO) and 'Super admissions m vaude houses and bal- Money' (Par) and 'Stuttering Bishop'
Sleuth' (RKO) just so-so at $6,300.
cony differentials in three spots (FN), duals, (25-40), $4,000.
itol and Palace should break about
Carlton (Fay-Loew)
25- seems to have little effect on
(1,400;
even on top with $8,500 apiece, which
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)— Imi35-50)—'Thin Ice' (20th) and 'Hot ayaience or when they come. size of tation of Life'- (U) (4th wk). This
will be good enough.
Up till
Water' (20th). Weather helping it a Monday (6) no real squawks were surprising revival, considering how
Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 50)— 'Artists bit, but going not so good on a hold- reported over general tariff jump, many times this one has played
Last week which went into effect Friday
and Models' (Par). Should be worth over, maybe $3,500.
downtown at 10 and 15c prices, is
(3).

BACK'8G,0KINM0NT'L

.

.

Earle, which made the biggest amazing; good $900. Better than last
$8,500 with likelihood of h. o., good 'Good Earth' (MG) on holdover, too,
Last week's repeat of 'Good Earth plenty bad at' $2,600.
cutting out the traditional week's $800,
in™'^
Fay's
25-35-50)
(2,000:
Uptown (Publix) (1,200; 25-35)—
'Dodd ^Oc balcony fee, is leading the town
(MG) ended Week with (MG) did satisfactory biz at $5,500
50)—
Takes
Air'
(WB) and vaudeville. .with the first pop-price showing ol 'Saratoga' (MG.) First nabe showing
Capitol (CT) (2.700;
'Road
$21,700 in till'. Last week, 'Love Under Fire' (20th) and 'Wild and Back' (U). Getting good play and Another case of being saved by the Lost Horizon,' even the house being for this big money-maker and prommay gross up to $8,000, quite good gong. Unless there's a sudden switch surprised at the fact that customers i.-^es to cop big $4,000. Last week,
WnoUy' (20th), weak $11,000.
V.iiited Artists
(Fox-UA) (2.100; Last week, 'Can't Have,; Everything house ought to finish up with a so- range from carriage trade right 'Easy Living*: (iPar), $3,500; good.
Last week 'Wild and down to the shirt-sleevers.
World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)
30-10-55)— 'Love Under Fire' (20th) (20th) and 'Mr. Moto' (20th), very so $6,000.

biz will finish around $24,000, tops
for house.
LasT Labor Day 'Got-

—

geuus Hussy'

Woolly' (20th|) took a pasting, with
40)— 'Gang the rest, $4,30p.
Loew's SHte (3,200; 25-35-50)—
'Speed to Spare
week. 'Broadway Melody' (MG) and (Rep). May gross up to $5,000 on 'Lost Horizon,' (Col). Opening pace
Last week, faltered but big weekend biz as*Mr. Moto' (20th), on .moveover okay better than usual biz.
sures
house of coming through with
'Midnight
Madonna'
(WB)
'North
and
fi4.C00.
at
a nice $13,500. Last week 'Topper'
V/]!shire (Fox) (2,296; 30-40-55-65) of Nome' (WB), $3,500. just fair.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 50)— 'King (MG) and 'Between Two Women'
^'Love Under Fife' (20th) and
(MG)
good at $12,800,
'Wild and Woolly' (20lh) dual. Trade Solomon's Mines' (GB) and 'Take
My Tip' (Emp). Pointing to $5,000,
Majestic (Fiiy) (2.200; 25-35-50)—
off nbout 40% over previous wcclc, so
Last week, 'Love Under Fiir' (20th) and 'Two
disappointing.
very
Last rood for this hou.se.
$4,500
wesk, 'Broadway Melody' (MG) and 'Toast of New York' (RKO) and 'On Who Dared' (GNJ, Off to a poor
A^ain.
Off
Again'
(RKO), good start and only being helped by over'Mr. Moto' (20th), very big moveover
enoii}<h at $4,000.
flow; not likely to gross more than
trade at $8,000.
C'iijprfia
lie
Paris (France-Film) SG.OOO, so-so.
Lr..>;1
week 'Thin Ice'
(COn: r)0)— 'Nitchevo' and 'Le Malade (20th) nnd 'IT.;l. Wiitcv' (20th) failed
'Youngest*
Another
JWfir.
lM; ;.;innire' (2d woek), E.xpcct $2,
to come ;\i).vv.;iy near anticipated
Indianapolis, Sept. 7.
ncn nflcr a good $2.r)00 last week.
grcs.s, ( fl i\t
fiJ. Wcnss (Franco-Fi]ni>
George Settos, operator (jf 1h!>
(2.300; 34)
Striind (Indloi (r.200; 25-.^5-50)—

and 'Wild and Woolly* (20th) dual.
Took a nosedive on moveover and

best

in

sight

is

slim $3,000.

Last

good $9,000.
Loew's (M. T.)
way' (GB) and

(3.200;

>

•

,

,};(;

Oh'.o

theatre,

is

still

;ippointiM/j;

youngest theatre mai)n{*ers.'
Latest to be elevated to that poDonald Bclir^
si1i;;ii is 20-year-old
man, upped from aft usher.
'siriie's

- 'T/,/\'riuill'
ir< ;i.«o
'AVi.i-a

and 'Lcs

Gni.s Liirons,'

rcl'in.f^ into fall biz and
f.:i.rm. very «ood,
La.st
.

may
week

'It's

All Vim.'

liady'

chin

fir.-^l

.'

nice $3,000 on 'Un Grand Amour bit; i;Ui.,".(i(i. Ji;vl
do Ecplhf-vcn' and 'Mon Cousin de 'Kmn Solonoa'

J)

M;u .'•:eille.'

(('()])'

toul 'She's

Uoime took
1c-pi(l.

((SB)

No

it on the
helped a
Last week
and 'Blonde

lliroc diiys. riiins

Trouble' (P.u-) pcor at $5,100.

—

'Darriaged Lives' (Indie); Heavily
Estimates for This Week
Capitol
(Loew) (3,424; 35-66)— advertised, this sex picture is getting
Big City' (MG) and vaude. Tracy dandy boxoffice play, big $3,00(),
and Rainer responsible for fair $20,- Last week, 'King Solomon's Mines
(GB), $1,200, light.
"^'^^^ 'Love Under Fire'
VSSlt.v-'^^^*
(20th) same.
Columbia (Loew) (1,583; 25-40)—
Good Earth' (MG) (2d run). Fol- at $4,500. Last week 'King Sololowing roadshow and pop-price runs mon's Mines' (GB) nice $5,000.
with fair $4,000. Last week 'Can't
55-83National
(Legit)
(1,200;
Have Everything' (20th) same.
$1.10-$1.65)— 'Life of Zola' (WB) (2d
Earle (WB) (2,244; 35-66 )-r-'Lost week). Fighting gamely againist nonHorizon' (Col) and vaude. No-name air cooled house and opposition. May
vaude, leaving it up to the pic, pull fair $3,500. Last week same pic
which played two weeks of road- wilh.stood terrific heat for 6ke $7,500,
show last spring; leading the town
Palace
(Loew) (2,363; 35-55)—
with nice $21,000. Last week 'Con- 'Thin. Ice' (20th). Best light fare in
fession' (WB) got the girls at the town and will get good $16,000. Last
mats and that was all for a floppo week 'Broadway Melody (MG) (2d
$13,000.
wcok) built .^slightly to good $9,800.
Keith's (RKO) (1,830: 35-55)— 'Iiif«*
Riailo (Indie) (1,100; 25-30-40)—
of Party' (RKO). Light $6,000. La.st 'Czar to Lenin* (Lenaur) and."(''arweek 'Make a Wish' (RKO) same.
nivnl in Flanders' (revival). Il'iMding
Met (WB) (1,853; 25-40)— 'Arl^st."? up to oUe $2,300. Lart week 'Dark
and Models* (Par) (2d run). Good Journey' (UA) slid to light $2,000.
'

Wednesday, September

8,

PICTURE GROSSES

1937

VAUIETY

WEEK

THIS

Rainy tabor Day Weekend Booms

Weather Aids PhiDy to Smiles;
Stoki

a Home-Town Sock,

Philadelphia, Sept.

7.

Everything broke well for Philly's
film biz over the week-end and what
were
ftarted to be loud moans
turned into cheers.
Up until Saturday evening downtown attendance was at is lowest
possible ebb, even -for hit pix, but

temporary
rain - and
Saturday's
Sunday was
tooling upped trade.
dark and rainy and, when the
early
aftthe
in
opened
houses
By
ernoon, there were queues.
Monday, the crowds were coming
back from the shore resorts discouraged and that, plus the start of
the Jewish holidays, completed the
change of front. Result is that bi^
this week should be well above average and in some cases exceptional, despite the bad start.
'One Hundred Men and a Girl,"
Which preemed Thursday at the Fox
and received rave notices right
tlong the line is due for a. high
ross and expects to get a second
local

Stoki's

Week.
which

is

intensely loyal,

following,,
is

doing

its

'Between Two Women* (MG), third
week, was average at $2,500.
Otpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
at Sea' (Par)
Escaped' (Col), Well

and

(FN)
Air'

(FN).

New show at the Earle, which
Clyde McCoy, Sheila Barrett
and Hal LeRoy featured and 'Wild
and Woolly' on the screen, started
now

which

downtown

in the

sector,

houses, normally
showing musical pix.

four

has

first•^ruri,

all

They are the Stanley with

'Varsity

Slow,' the Boyd with 'Thin Ice,'
the Fox with '100 Men and a Girl'
and the Karlton with 'Vogues' (2nd
run). 'Ice,' although receiving good
notices, is likely to suffer most.
Warner people are giving 'They
Won't Forget' a big campaign and
hope to hold it for a second week
at the Stanton.
Esctimates tor This Week
40-55-65 )—'Stella
Aldine
(1,200;
Dallas' (UA). Terrific pace, despite
lact house is not air-cooled. Should
get $15,000 this week after first
week's walloping $18,500, which was

way over expectations.
Arcadia (600; 25-40-50)—'Platinum
Blonde' (MG) and fight pix. This little indie is the only downtown house
to get the fight films, and expects to
jnop up; $4,000 or so looks easy,
Which doubles the house average,
tast Week 'Topper' (MG) (2d run, 2d
week) very nice

Boyd
(20th).

Week
in

Ice'

Last

Good
'Vogues'

nine-day

$2,700.

40-55-65)—'Thin
but
notices,

fair; $12,500 seen.

(2,400;

ho more than

biz

(UA) only $13,000
week disappointing,

—

Karlton anyway.
Earle (2,000; 25-40-55)—'Wild and
Woolly' (20th) and vaude. Excellent
Last week "Love
$14,000 expected.

but

moved

to the

Ice'

good enough

Aver-

this house getting
$5,000. Last week 'Good

Earth' (MG) closed a strong third
week with $4,300. First two weeks
piled up a terrific score at airound
$14,000.

TIREFLY' OK, *ZOLA' BIG

iifemSIMan
socko

32g,

hub

it's terrific. Eleven downtown houses
playing pictures at pop scales, plus
three. $2 roadshow attractions, are
taking nearly a. h^tlf million' dollars
from the Broadway fans in one week.
The 11 pop spots, including the State
and Palace, second runs, should total

around $440,000. Added to this
will be the grosses of 'Emile Zola,'
'The Firefly' and 'Souls at Sea,' twoa-dayers.
Not a single theatre is failing to
get a break this week from all the
elements which made this year's
Labor Day week-end perfect in all
respects. In addition to getting big.
crowds from out-of-town, the weather man was manna from heaven. Additionally this year's Jewish New
to

Opening the

fall

Boston, Sept. 7.
show season with

a bang, Keith's has a virtual monopoly on the high-bracket biz here,
with Ethel Merman topping stage
show at the Boston, where Xife of
the Party' is screening, and with
'Thin Ice' on dual bill at the Memorial whirling the wickets to the tune
of $30,000.
^ Year's fell on Monday (6) along with
Much interest focuses on Good Labor Day and continued through
Earth,' soloing at the State and Or- yesterday (Tues.). Theatre men also
Sea,'
at
pheum at pop prices. 'Souls
note that an advance bunch of Lewith stage show at the Met, is an- gionnaires are in town, and they're
other disappointing note in the cur- duck soup for the theatres, restaurent film setup.
rants, bars, etc.
Hub theatre, formerly the Park, reIn money the highest gross goes to
last week (2), completely the Music Hall, which is bulging this
renovated, now operated by Grand week and should get $125,000 with
Theatres, Inc., with Harold Winston 'Prisoner of Zenda,' but at the Roxy

opened

as house manager, announces first-:
run double policy at 20-30-40 scale.
'Zola' opened a roadshow at the
Colonial at $1.65 top satisfactorily.
Estimates for This Week

Boston (RKO)
'Life

of

Party'

(3,000;

(RKO)

.

dual, okay.

Colonial

(WB)

(1.643;

and Paramount even more remarkable things are happening. Roxy,
with 'Thin Ice' and better turnover

than the Hall is able to get, will play
to the biggest flgures in seven years.
35-55-75)— It looks like $68,000 on the week at
with stage this house.

show, starring Ethel Merman. Jamming 'em in since opening, will hit
socko $32,000 for eight days. Ljist
week $6,000 for. 'Man Who Cried
Wolf (U) and 'Way Out West' (MG),
55-83-$1.10-

At the Par the first week of 'Double or Nothing* and Shep Fields adds
up to a tremendous $64,000, the
highest by more than $5,000 that the
theatre has done under the present
By coincidence
policy and prices.
Fields and hjs orchestra were at the
Par last Labor Day with 'General

$1.65)—'Zola' (WB). Roadshow off
to good start, and with carriage trade Died at Dawn,' when house did $54,filtering back into toWn this week 000.
Par ground until 6 a. m. Sunprospects are better for second day morning (5) and on both Saturfinder Fire' (20th) and Will Osborne ststnzci
day and Sunday did six shows
were okay at $13,500.
Fenway (M&P) (1,400; 25-35-40- (stage). Roxy did six on Monday.
40-55-65)—
and
'100 Men
Fox (3,000;
50)—'Blonde Trouble' (Par) and
'Broadway Melody of 1938,' which
9 Girl' (U). Rave notices and a big 'King Solomon's Mines' (GB), double.
week indicated. Stokie's following Very pale, but hypoed by holiday reopened the rejuvenated Capitol,
here is doing its share. Probably trade to fair $5,000. Last week, 'Ar- looks to a fine $40,000 or better on
its first week, while 'Varsity Show,'
Last week 'Souls at Sea'
$21,000.
tists and Models' (Par) (2d run), and which
has tough competition around
(Par) slipped after a fine start and
'She's No Lady' (Par) (1st run), fair it, should get $25,000, good. A very
got only three days over a week for
$5,500.
strong
holdover is 'Dead End,' its
i meager $5,500.
Hub (Grand) (930; 20-30-40)—'Love second week at the Rivoli, meaning
)—
'Varsity
Stanley (3,700; 40-55-65
Takes Flight' (GN) and 'Small Town
Town's overloaded Boy' (GN), dual. Fair $4,500 for re- about $38,000.
Show' (WB)
Coming to life this week, the' Criwith tuners, but this one is faring opening of former Park, dark for
terion has $12,000 or more in sight
pretty well. Ending week tonight for
months.
from 'Bulldog Drummond Comes
okay $14,500, and gets holdover. Last
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 25 Back,' while the Rialto hops up a bit
week 'B'way Melody* (MG) (2d 40-55)— 'Thin Ice' (20th) and 'An
with 'Biorneo' and the Louis-Farr
week), $14,000.
napoKs Salute'- (RKO), dual. Smash
30-40-50)—'They $30,000 on the way. Already set for fight pictures, appearing $8,500. CenStanton
(1,700
Won't Forget' (WB). Getting big holdover of at least one more stanza. tral should go to $8,000, good, with
campaign and hopes for a two-week Biggest trade since last Astaire-Rog- 'Wild and Woolly.'
Another very strong week is in
?tay.
Hard to predict, but ought to ers film, Last week, 'Make a Wisjh'
the bag for Loew's State, which held
get $7,000 on strength of ads and ex(RKO) and 'Hot Water' (20th), over
its stage show from last week,
ploitation.
Last week 'King Solo- double, somewhat pale at $13,000.
but changed pictures, 'Stella Dalmon's Mines' (GB), lukewai*m $5,000.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,300; 35-55 las' being current,
The countup
75)— 'Souls at Sea' (Par) and stage should
be around $36,000. Last week
show. -On the way to good $25,000 with the Harvest Moon ball winners
'SOULS'
with Labor Day stimulus. Last week and 'Captains Courageous' the house
$7,500;
very dull $13,500 for 'Confession grossed $44,500, within about $80 of
(WB) and stage show.
Rudy
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40- the all-time high scoredonbyThanks50)— 'Good Earth' (MG), single, Vallee and 'Libeled Lady'Current
picgiving week last year.
Going along at good pace, $16,000. tures which are holding over include
Portland, Ore., Sept. 7.
on
Last week very good $16,600
All b. o. biz is definitely better
'Zenda,' 'Thin Ice,' 'Double or Nothhere in spite of rising prices and 'Topper' (MG) and 'Between Two ing.' 'Varsity Show.' 'Broadway Mellabor trouble. Average quality pix
Women' (MG), dual.
ody' and 'Dead End.'
$et good enough results a^d a big
Paramount (M&P) (1,800; 25-35-55)
The $2 pictures are led by lengths
winner such as' 'Broadway Melody' —'Blonde Trouble' (Par) and 'King by 'Zola,'
which last' week (third)
nits the ducat-selling high spots.
Solomon's Mines' (GB), dual. Seedy held its $25,000 pace as a virtual
Most of the current fare is pro- $7,000 at best, and with help of Keith sellout. 'Souls at Sea' last week (its
gram stuff, but no complaints from overflow. Last week, 'Artists and fourth) slowed up, grossing $6,500.
the b.o. point of view.
Models' (Par) (2d run) and 'She's No
Firefly' had its premiere at
LadV (Par) (1st run), double, swell the'The
Estimates for This Week
Astor Wednesday night (1) and
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35) $10,000.
on the first five days was $9,700, not
—'Married Before Breakfast' (FN)
Scollav (M&P) (2,700: 25-35-40-50)
okay. This figure includes
big.
but
(Par) (3d
And '100 Men and a Girl' (U). GetArtists and Models'
considerable paper second day of
ting better than average play for $5,run), and 'Michael O'Halloran' (Rep)
500.
Adequate $6,500 in- run, a custom with Metro which
Last week 'Broadway Melody'
(1st run), dual.
list between first two
(MG) and 'Love in Bungalow' (U) dicated.
Last week, 'Can't Have splits the pass
closed a big second week at $6,100
Everything' (20th) (3d run), and days.
Estimates for This Week
and moved to the Mayfair.
'Public Wedding' (WB) (1st run),
First
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—
week was great $9,500.
double, okay $6,700.
Opened
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1.400;
State (Loew) (3.300; 25-35-40-50)— 'Firefly' (MG) (1st week).
30-55)— 'Broadway Melody'
(MG) 'Good Earth' (MG). Will hit not Wednesday night (1) and on lirst
and 'Love in Bungalow' (U), third much better than $13,000. but oke. five days $9,700, satisfactory but not
week on main stem. Good $3,000 in Last week, 'Topper' (MG) and 'BeCapitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$ 1.25)—
sight. Last week 'Topper' (MG) and
tween Two Women' (MG), $13,500,
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Chicago, Sept. 7.
Best holiday and weather break
theatres here have gotten in a long
time is making the exhibitors a
happy lot currently. It was nice
enough for the Labor Day to send
along a three-day vacation, but the
weather man co-operated with a rain
and cold spell on Saturday which
kept the folks in town for the holidays.
And all the theatres downtown had
themselves dressed up with their
best
Sunday-go-to-meeting attractions. Three of the loopers content-

ed themselves with holdover shows,
but figured them stronger than weak

Both 'Captains Courageous' and 'Good Earth' find themselves in their third loop house this
week, havinjg previously shown as
two-a-dayers and at the Roosevelt
and United Artists, respectively.
'Courageous' is now grinding at the
first-runners.

The bovs who follow the grosses
have a word for it this week and

;

-

$68,000,

Zowie —r *B'way Melody'
Reopens Gap, 40G

age program for

gan mopping up on Monday.
Silly booking sked is to be found
right

—*Thih

Show'

'Pris-

on Stage, $64,000, New
Par Record Under Policy

'Mr;

also and, after dipping, be-

Off. big,

—

—

Last week 'Love Under Fire'
(Fox) and 'Blonde Trouble' (Par)
closed for an average $4,800.
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen)
30-35—'Can't Have Every(3,000;
thing' (20th) and 'Mr. Moto' (20th)
(2d wk). Heading toward good $4,big $7,300 on first week.
after
200,
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30$7,500.

55)— 'Confession'
Dodds Takes the

Figures

oner of Zenda' Sinasho
'Double or
$126,000
Nothing' with Shep Fields

and 'The Lady
exploited and answering for great

share.
has/

Some Sock

30-35)—'Souls

(2,000;

Good Biz

Chi, Pix

.

Ditto; ^Varsity

End' 22G, Big

Garrick, while 'Earth'
over at the Apollo, where
viously ritzed

ond half

it

is

turninff

it

had pre-

at $1.65 per.

and Models'

'Artists

is

in the sec-

of its fortnight's stay at the

Chicago -and perking again after having slowed down in midweek. Notices have been mixed, but the public
reaction has bieen excellent.
Two big entries are 'Dead End' and
'Varsity Show' at the run spots, while
Palace, Oriental and State-Lake are
parading their usual and typical
vaudfilm line-ups. This is the last
week for the low-priced policy at the
Oriental,
Last Week's heat gave the loop
subsequent run houses one of their
biggest weeks of business. Usually
getting an almost capacity business
.

•

,

late afternoons and evenings, last
week the early morning and late
shows also got jamfuU attendance.
With seven or eight o'clock openings, most of the nine 15-centers
were rushed as soon as the ticket
office curtain was pulled up. Class
'Broadway Melody' (MG). Reopened of people
differed somewhat, loo. As
house Thursday morning (2) and off
a rule, these houses get the mob
to a good start that spells $40,000 or
who're downtown answering the
better, holding.
help-wanted ads, or maids on their
Central (1,000; 25-35-40-55-65-75- day off, but last week everybody
ai5-99)— 'Wild and Woolly' (20th). Do- came, particularly in the early morning well, about $8,000. Last week, ing and late night periods, when the
'Man in Blue' (U), $7,000, oke.
other houses were cloaed.
Theatre operators had a couple
Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Bulldog Drummond' (Par). This one is complaints. One, that their regulars'
getting pretty good play, about $12,- were staying for a couple shows, cut000 or more.
Last week, 'Dance, ting down the potential take; and secCharlie, Dance' (WB), under $5,000, ond, that their cooling systems didn't

poor.

lave the capacity to take care of

•

Globe

(1,274; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—

'Souls' (Par)
(5th week). Dipped
last week (4th), getting $6,500 but
remains two more laps.

Hollywood

(1.454; 55-85-$1.10-$l,05-

$2.20)—'Zola' (WB) (4th week). .Continues very strongly, maintaining

temperatures set by so much suh and
so many bodies crowded into one
space. Consequently, they feel that
their houses didn't gain all in futures that they might have, had conditions been different.
Estimates tot TlUs l^eek
Apollo (B&K)" (1,200; 35-45-65-75)
—'Good Earth' (MG). Back here for
its third house in loop, and now
grinding to okay $6,000, with the
lolidays a great help.
Last week
'Trader Horn' (MG) reissued itself to

steady $25,000 pace, virtual capacity.
25-35-55)—'Can't
Palace
(1,700;
Have Everything' (20th) (2d run)
and 'Reported Missing' (U) (1st
run), dualed. This week will be one
of the best in a year here, $13,000
or over. Doubleton of 'Wee Willie a fair $5,300.
Winkie' (20th) (2d run) and 'San
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
Quentin' (WB) (2d run) also unu- Artists and Models' (Par) and Jack
Denny band on stage (2d week). Ensually strong, over $12,000.
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)— tire shebang going along at a profit'Double or Nothing' (Par) and Shep able clip, building again after midFields orchestra.
new high im- week letdown, and will garner
der present policy of $64,000 on first around $38,000 cut'rently. on the
week ending last night (Tiies.) is right side of the books. Last week
was a money session at $46,200.
sensational.
It's Shep Fields' third
date at house since pit shows were
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65)—
inaugurated nearly two years ago 'Captains Courageous' (MG).
Its
Bing
and his draught, plus that of
third loop spot and clicking still to
Crosby and Martha Raye, is the an- $6,000; strong male play. Last week
swer. Show holds over. Last week, "Can't Have Everything' (20th) finfourth for 'Artists and Models' .(Par), ished its third downtown session to
pleasant $4,800.
$31,000, very good.
Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 40Oriental (B&K) f 3,200: 25-35-5560-85-99-$1.65)—'Prisoner of Zenda' 65)— 'Wine,
Women' (WB) and
(UA) and stage show. Very heavy vaude. Not too hot again. House
play over Labor Day weekend is has decided to duck the policy, and
sending gross to a staggering $125,000, is going in for name stagers and topwith picture holding. Last week, sec- notch pictures immediately. Around
ond for 'Vogues' (UA), $87,000, ex- $17,000 currently, just so-so. Last
week 'It's All Yours' (Col) hardly
cellent.
25-40-55)— 'Borneo' much better at $17,500.
Rialto
(750;
Palace (RKO) (2.500; 35-55-65-75)
(20th) and Louis-Farr fight pictures,
'Life of Party' (RKO) and vaude,
Fistic films held over with 'Borneo'
and helping house get $8,500. good Not much excitement about this one,
On nine days, two with Louis-Farr and depending plenty on the holiday
pictures.
'Bad Guy'
(MG), over trade for its fairish $19,000. Last
week 'Make a Wish' (RKO) held
$10,000.
25-55-75-85-99)— down to $16,600. so-so.
Rivoli
(2.092;
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65pretty
'Dead End' (UA) (2d week).
75)—
'Varsity Show' (WB). Opened
little b. 0. baby, $50,000, smash, first
week and on second ending last Saturday (4). and looks ready for a
night (Tues.) around $38,000, excel bang-up session at this small house.
Waring band name on the flicker
lent.
Sticks.
Roxy' (5,836; 25-45-55-75,)—'Thin helping considerably at the wicket,
Ice' <20th) and stagelshow. Twentieth- brightening register to $20,000. sunFox took over operation of house shine and roses. Last week 'Courawith this picture, which was picking geous' (MG) slowed down in its secits shots periEectly as house marches ond grind here to $11,100,
State-Lake (Jones) (2.700: 25-35out to do the biggest gross in seven
-'On Again' (RKO) and
years, $68,000.
Holds. Last week. 45-55)
'Love Uader Fire' (20th) tapered off vaude. Started weak, but this house
always
has a clientele that guarana bit toward the end, winding up
tees the right break. Around $13,000,
with $44,500, but big.
Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)— 'Varsity all right. Last week 'Reported MissCompetition among ing' (U) held to same pace at oke
Show' (WB).
musicals very keen this week but in fl2,800.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1.700;
spite of notices that weren't strong
'Dead
End'
(UA).
the take should be around $25,000 35-45-65-75)
good.
Stays another week.
Last Opened on Saturday (4) and looks
week. 'Confession' (WB) (2d week) capable of genuine business from the
getaway." Upping into the bright
around $12,000, mild.
marks of box office at $22,000. Last
Stale (3,450; 35-55-75)— 'Stella Dal
la.s'
(UA) (2d run) (1st week), and week 'Good Earth' (MG) settled ta
vaude, headed by Harvest Moon ball $12,300 on its second session here.
Erlang:er (1.400; 55-83-$1.10-$1.65 )—
winners (2d week). Money continu
ing to flow in very freely, the out- 'Zola' (WB) (2d week).
Big winlook being good for a big $36,000 ner in the roadshow field, and tossed
in a first session last week al better
Last week this vaude show and '(iap
talp.^ Courageous'
(MG) (2d run) than $15,000. Would be able to stick
$44,500, loss than $100 of the record around, but will have to scrpm on account of legit bookings in the house.
hi.<rh for nil time set by Rudy Vallee
Lady'
(MG) last Much credit due to sn\art publicity
and
'Libeled
advance by Sam Clark of Warners.
Thank.sgiving.
.
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BROOKLYN

2 Records Fall in

Wow at

Pitt;

'Honzon

18G, Henie s

Smash

BIZ

Del; Tveryfhing'-Rulinolf 35G

Instead of flocking

and parks. Labor Dayers marched to

downtown

b.o.'s

1937

Sports and Infantile Scare Dent

Brooklyn, Sept.. 7.
the beaches

$11,250

8,

BULLY

—

Houses Oke ^'DaflIas;'""LDn(aon'
Dual Fine $16,500

All

Wednesday, September

fbr "two

reasons.

One, rainy weather? tWo, excellent

Pittsburgh, Sept. 7.
Arrival of cooler weather over
weelcend together with Labor Day
and Jewish holidays, jamming the
downtown area and making biz generally something to talk about again.
However, it's the smaller-seat houses
that are taking, the play away from
the bigger sites.
In. case of Alvin and Fulton, it 11
be new house records for both of
them, 'Lost Horizon' at former and
•Thin Ice' at latter, with h.o.'s al.

hind the-^ame period a year ago, so attractions on practically all screens.
goes theatre row chatter.
RKO Albee, Loew's Met and FaAfter the State Fair, the next hope bian Par all doing nicely and not
liberally allowanced college boys
complaining.
starting Sept. 15.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
'Road
Albee (2,500; 25-35-55)
Liberty
(LTC) (1,200; 10-15)—
Back*
(U) and 'Think Fast, Mr. Moto'
'House of Secrets' (Ches) and 'Road
Will obtain excellent
(20th), dual.
to Glory' (20th) split with 'Rustlers
week
'Can't Have
Last
$15,500^
Valley' (Par) and 'Ramona' (20th).
(.20th) and 'Lady EsSlump still on, $700, Last week. Everything*
(Mono) and capes' (20th) (2d week) $13,500, okay.
is

—

'Riders of the Dawn'
Fox (4,000; 25-35-55)—'Armored
'Westbound Limited' (U) split with
(GB). Okay
'Blazing Barriers' (Mono) and 'Rose Car' (U) and 'Gangway'
ready announced and third weeks of the Ranoho' (Par), n.g. $750.
$12,000 anticipated. Last week 'Roar'San Quentin'
practically certain.
Timber' (Col) and 'Talent Scout'
ing
Lincoln (LTC) (1,600: 10-20-25)—
and Eddy Duchin's band at Stanley 'Exclusive" (Par). If the State Fair (WB) the siame,
starled out slowly, terrific heat of
Met (2.400; 25-35-55)—'Stella Dalpull them, week will
Friday (3) besting it, but picked up contiriues to
Last las' (UA) and 'London by Night'
nice;
smartly Monday and- should finish be good, around $2,650.
(MG). Will do .well; about $16,500.
fair,
Air'
(RKO,
week
'Riding
on
Same thing was true of
strong.
Last week 'Captains- Courageous'
"Varsity 5how' at Penn -but it. too, $2 300
brpiieam (LTC) (1.350: 10-15-20)— (MG) (2d week) got- nice $14,000.
shot forward smartly on Sunday and
25-35-55)—
Paramount
(4,000;
will likely hold pace down home 'Last Train From Madrid' (Par) plus 'Confession'
(WB) and 'Dance^
Louis-Farr fi.ght films. Doing pretty
stretch.
Satisfactory
Charlie, Dance' (WB).
Heat kicked first week of 'Zola' well considering this hotbox: $1,800 $14,500.
Last week 'Artists and
rcadshow at Nixon but drop in mer- in sight over the long pull. Last Models' (Par) and 'She's No Lady'
cury ej;pected to be big help in secr. week, 'Bi<? Shot' (WB).and 'Midnight
week), $15,000, okay.
ond sfanza and should, send take Madonna' (Par) split with 'Angel's (2dStrand
25-35-55)— 'I Cover
12,000;
sevet-al graind above opening figures. Holiday' (20th) dUls 'Wild Money'
the War'. (U) and 'Special Agent
Art Cin'ema still riding along with (Par), just fair. $1,000,
Okay $5,000 expected. Last
Stuart (LTC) (1.900; 10-25-40)— K-7.'
•Damaged lives,' flickei: going into
ninth week and still showing some •Artists and' Models' (Par). Cut out week 'Reported Missing' (U) and
End near, however, since for this weiek of celebration, likely 'Meet the Boy Friencl' (Rep) the
profit.
foreign film isite expects to resume to go well with' the Faii: folks and same.
"et !!"-3.700 or better. La.st week. 'Good
old policy in fortnight
Earth' (MCJ). smacked 'em on the
Estimates fcr This Week
•

.

.

-

"

Lewis fight pix and 'Girls Can Play'
Getting the sports out
(Col), dual.
Last
for about $3,200, fair, enough.
'Legion
of
Missing Men*
week,

(Mono) and 'Two of
okay

Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(2.400: 32-37-42)— 'Broadway Melody*
(MGM) and Coronation film (2d
Fifth

week). Still knocking 'em off; $6,500
godd after $10,000, big. last week.
Liberty (J-vH) (1.900; 21-32-42)—
'Stella Dallas' (UA) (3d week). Held
ing onl,v fi've da.vs to make way for
'Lost Horizon' '(Col). Probably $5.r
500. big, after socko 2d week $6,700,
Music -'.Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(900; 32-37-42)— 'Good Earth' (MGM),
after two weeks at the Paramount.
Probably $4,200. good. Last week,
,

.

'Wee

Willie*

Be Happy*

,

.

'

,

.

.

Alvih (Harris) ^ 2,000; 25-35-50)-•Lost Horizon' (Col). For first time
since going straight pix. house has

swell. !S4,000.

no.«;e,

Varsity (Westif^nd) (l.lOO:

10-15W

THIN ICE'THM

with
.sharing
(Col)
Deeds'
'Mr.
'Dangerous Adventure' (Col). Picture set a record for holdovers in
its
weeks
on
this town by sfayins 5
back,
without raised admission, take would original open.in?. Has been
time. 'Deeds' is
likely have cracked old mark. Sticks this m?klng third
and
for second session and should have being shown four times daiW
no trouble knocking down a third, 'Adventure' twice, monev will be
Kansas City, Sept. 7.
«
something only one other flicker, »»ood.r*l-,300. Last week. .'Outlpw.s of
Takes
'LovesOrient*
plus
the
(Col)
Pic emporiums are getting a fine
has ever done at this sit6. Last week
play over' the holiday week-end. Kids
'Manhattan Melodrama' (MG ) and Flight' (GN), under average, .$800.
romp back to- school Tuesday. (7 ),
*King Solomon's Mines' (GB) turned
which will probably pUt a damper on
in neat $6,300< with' the reissue getlate in the week.
ting most of credit for nice showing,
Week-end was one lobby wait after
Art Cinema (Ijcmdel) (290; 25-50)
another for .'Thin Ice' at the Fox.
—'Damaged Livfes* (Weldon) (9th).
Going on and -on, and -estimated that
'Pead End,' Midland got ga-ga press
70,000- people have already seen it in
notices and biz is plentiful.
Estimates for This -Week
this, small -seater. Heat hurt it somewhat last week but knocking off
Empress (Indie) (1,^50; 25)—Foraround .$1,000 every seven days and
mer burly stand' trying to break' in
that's, enou^^h to get. out in clear.
as a first-run with a straight twoFultdn (Shea-Hyde).. 11,750; 25-40)
bit get in. Boys have lots of ideas
—'Thin Ice'. (2Gth). Henie becomes
find they'll need, 'em.
This week
top.-notch h.o. .name, jwith .only- her
'Marihuana' (Indie).; getting, splash
Smashing marks
second picture.
selling. Probably will be held, until
daily and will hahg up new house
it's worn out.
CTurreht week augurs
record, around $11,250 to better prefair $4,500.
Last week 'Back. Stage'
vious mark, made when house top
(GB) and 'Great Hosoital Mystery'
Denver, Sept. 7.
was 10c higher, by $1,000. Will stick
Labor Day business wad heavy, (20th) left a sad $1,500.
three weeks lor release of 'Lancer
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40)—
Spy' (20th) pud- may even get a with the Orpheum setting a house
'Souls at Sea' (Par) and Louis-Farr
lourth.. Last week 'Oh, Doctor (U) record- for double bill openings with
slug ditty. Stepped in a day early
and 'One Mile from Heaven" (20th) 'Make a Wish' and 'Super-Sleuth.'
and
looks like fair $7,000. Last week
'Lost Horizon' goes into a fourth
around $3,100;
Nixdn (Erlanger) (2,100; 50-75-$l- week in first-runs by being moved to 'Confession' (WB) and 'Mr. Dodd
$1.50).—'Zola.' (WB). First week a the Paramount after a strong week Takes Air' (WB) took $5,000, poor,
disappointment bul; It. was the heat. 9t the. Broadway^ .'Souls at, Sea* is six days.
'Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-40)—
House isn't cooled aixd is known as .being held 'a second' week at the
the worst hot-box in town during Denham, following repeate^'holdo'uts. Dead End* (UA) and Can't Last Forwarm wea.thfir. Patrons were walk- 'Vogues' topped the town' at the Den-' ever' (Col). Fine combo, $14,500.
week 'Topper' (MG) and 'Men
Last
ing out In middl^ '4)f picture, unable ver.'
to stand the humidity^ Even at that,
'Broadway Melody* held strong in Are Not Gods' <LF) $2,000, good.
Newman (Par) (1,900; 25-40)—
first week's -taker V/as around $7,500, a five-day holdover at the Orpheum,
a definite tribute to the Miini starrer, gpihg out to give the house a new 'Make a Wish' (RKO). and 'Flight
and maii.ageii\eht is' confident that sl^ow Labor Day. 'Thin Ice' played from Glory' (RKO) n.3.h. at $4,500.
second week, now that weather has to several holdouts arid goes to the Last week 'Great Qambini' and
broken, will be several grand, above Broadway for a third week.
Dance, Charlie. Dance' (WB) a 5that.
Any improvement will mean
dav sleeoer, $3,500. awful.
Estimates for This Week
third week- since Nixon's legit season
Fox (Fox) (2,200; 25-^5-40)—ForAladdin (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)—'Thin merly Tower, house this week bows
doesn't open Aihti J Sept, 20.
Penn Uioew's-UA) (3.300; 25-35- Icie*- (20th); following a week at the in under its new tagj' 'Thin Ice'
50)—'Varsity Show' (WB). Musical Denver. Fine biz 'at $5.000. Last (20th), although fetchin^f a sour
well liked but .got ^way slqwly .on week ILost Horizpn"! ,.((I!ol) did the bress, smacked out best, Friday and
account of temperature.
Rain on same; following a week at the Den- Saturday biz this location has ever
Saturday, however, picked .it up im- ver, and went to the Broadway.
done. Beat former opening day recmediately on following day. and
Broadway (Fox) (1,500: 25-40)- ord made hv 'Maeniflcent Obsession'
should finish strdng.
Looks like 'Lost Horizon' (Col), following a by $400. Week's biz- should shoot to
$14,500 anyway. Last week 'Artists week at each the Denver and Alad- great !S15,000,
Last week 'Love Unand Models'. (Par) a disappointment, din. Near $4,000, great. Last week der Fire' (20th)
went over expec$15,500 not bad but much more was 'Platinum Blonde' (Col) and 'Danexpected on strength of picture's gerous Adventure' (Cnl). Yanked tati(>ns to fine $11,000. Looks like
they're fnally getting something in
showings elsewhere.
.Under
after three days and 'Love
this stand.
Stanley (WB) (3.600; 25-35-60)—
Fire' (Col), which had ,iust finished
Uptown (Fox) (2.020; 25-40)—
*San
Quentin'
(FN ) ' and Eddy a week at eaeh the Denver and Alad'Love Under Fire' (20th).
Moved
Duchin's band. Another slow starter
din, was substituted.
Gross
for the her.ie per custom for second week.
but picking up smartly and the sort
week
was
fair $3,000, done mostly Looks tough at $3,000.
a
Last week
of show that should maintain pace
by
the
latter film.
'Wild and Woolly' (20th) arid 'Boronce under way.' That means $26,Denham (Cockrill) (1,500; 25-35- neo' (20th ) staye(i eight day to weak
000, very good.
Last weelc 'Exclu- 40)—
'Souls at Sea' (Par).
Heavy .$3,800.
sive' (Par) and Clyde McCoy's orch
traffic at !S8,500.
Last week 'Blonde
fall off badly last couple of days after
swell getaway, whittling expected Trr\uble' (P.t) was noor at $3,500.
Denver (Fox) (2..')00: 25-35-50)—
B.O.'S UP;
$25,000 down to around $21,000.
\7arnci(V/B),
25-40)— 'Vofucs of 1938' (UA). and stafe
(2.000;
•Super Sleutli' (RKO) and 'Marry band, Down sliehtly from last wffek,
$10,000
th? Girl' (WB). Laugh bill getting but great nrjvertheless. at $17,000.
its
share of holiday crowds and' La.st week 'Thin Ice' (20th) cracked
ought to come pretty fclose to So.OOO flong tn rioise to a house record,
Seattle, Sent. 7.
in six days, not bad at all.
House cinlnf S17,500, and was moved to the
Bie Labor Day parade of 25,000
gets back .to regular Thursday open- Al.iddin.
,
Ornhrum (RKO) (2(^00; 25-3'i-40) broke local recoi'ds and kept many
ings this week with 'Meet the Missus'
(RKO). and 'Talent Scout'. .(FN). —'Broadway Melody' (MG) nn6 'Bor- folks in town, on thi?. the final vacaLast week 'Broadway Melody' .(MG). rler Cafe' (RKO). 5-day holdover, tion stretch for outdoor resorts, so
.brdu.<*ht here after .sensational week '''ine ,Tointi at 1^7.000.
Last week the Ihe holiday proved a distinct help.
keener
Parade
aroused
interest
at Penn, hrd enough left to turn in duo Kot terrific !';12.000.
Pa»-amnii"t, (Fox) (2,000; 25-40"!—^ among the populace because CIO was
crack $8,000.
barred and the A. F. L, membership
'\V;kl a'-d W-'^'^nv (20lh) and 'TTndpr
Hed Rob*;' (20th). Acceptable biz at locally has shown tremendous gains.
"3 «on.
Good attractions at all theatres
I -sf- week 'One Mile From
Heaven' .(•20th) and 'Armored Car' this wpek. which helos.
E'-.t':natcs fcr This Week
(U) did the same.
Blue ?'lousc (Hamrick-Evergreen)
IfflCOLN;
$3,700
(900: 16-27)— 'Knight Without Armor'

upped

from 40

to 50c^" aiid will
hit new all-time record, shooting for
Even
close to $18,000, sensational.
top,

INLC

-

,

'

'

Denver

Kgs Deep

for fight,

at $1,400.

(20th) and 'Sing and
(20th) dual (3d week)

dandy at

days,

ei.elit

$3,700.

Orpheum

(Harnrick - Evergreen)
32-37-42)— 'Topoer' (MGM)
and 'Think Fast, Mr. Moto' (20th),
dual. Big (Pampaign for the former,
heading towards $10,000, remarkable.
Last week; 'Can't Have Ever.ything'
(20th) and 'Midnight Madonna' (Par)
dual (3d week), good at $5,500.
(2,700:

Falomar (Sterling) (1.450; 16-27)—
'Hoosiei:
SchOolboy|
(Mono) and
Great total at $4,400. Last
week, "Meet Boy Friend' (Rep) and
vaude; .okay at S3.400.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(3,106; 32-37-42)— 'Souls at Sea' (WB)
and 'Blonde Trouble* (Par), dual.
Looks like an easy $10,500, great.
Last week, 'Good Earth* (MGM)
(2d week), $7,800. big.
RoQsevelt (Sterling.) (850; 21-32)
Singing Marine* (WB) and^Meet
•

vaude.

—

the Missus' (RKO), dual. Paced at
Last week. 'Riding on

$3,000. sood.

Air' (RKO) and 'King of Gamblers'
(Par), dual, $2,600, good.
.

'Stella $15,

:

.

IfarsitySH

•

.

Strong in Cincy

.

-

•

'

.

.

'

.

,

'

'

'

'

"

'

'

.

Cincinnati, Sept. 7.
Dallas'
is
fronting this
o. procession, racking up
$15,000 for the Palace. Rght behind
is 'V-arsity Show,' pulling $14,000 at
the Albee, and 'Lost Horizon,' which
is registering $17,000 in first 10 days
of its run at the Shubert.
Keith's is ticketed for $4,500 on
'It's All Yours* and. 'Wild and Woolly'
at the Lyric for an eight-day stay
has a $4,000 tag.
Holiday-padded weekend biz for
cinenmas was helped by rain Satur.day (4) night that held through
Sunday (5). hurting patronage for
parks on their season's finale and
keeping lotsa natives from motor
jaunts into the wide open spaces.
Estimates for This Week
•Stellia

week's

.

.

.

.

,

I

-

'

SEAHLE

TOPPER'

,

WOW

STATE FAIR BOOING

'A.M'

'BROTHERS' SHOVES OFF
Lincoln, Sept. 7.
Hollywood. Sept. 7.
Production of 'Brothers of the
State Fair is drawing the crowds
to lown and as yet there's no ban West' is under way at Victory Proon adolescent theatre attendance due ductions with Sam Katzman directto the infantile paraly.sis scare as in ing a troupe headed by
Tom Tyler.
other key spois, notably Omaha.
Others in the cast are Dorothy
With a break in weather, shows are
going to come off with some extra Short, Loir? V/ilde, Roger Williams.
buoks ft nd it's about time. Both cir- Dave O'Brien, Bob Terry and Forcuit strings are from 5 to lOG'i be- rest Taylor.

(UA) arrd 'Talent Scout' (FN),
About $2,600, good. Last week

(RKO)

Albee

(3,300:

35-42)—

Show' (WB). Good, $14.Last week 'Love Under Fire'
$12,000. okay.

'Varsity
000.!

Capitol

(RKO)

(2.000;

'Bradway Melody' (MG)

week

Fair, $4,500. -Last

35-42)—
(3d wk).

$6,500, tune-

ful.

Family

(RKO) (1.000; 15-25)—
(RKO) and 'Cali-

'Border Cafe'
fornian' (20th).

Good. $2,300
Last week 'Bad Whispers' (Ind) and
'You Can't Buy Luck' (RKO), spit,
'

solit.

average.

'
.

Grand (RKO) (1.200: 25-40)—
Have Everything' (20th) (4th

'Can't

wk).

Good,

$3,000.
$3,500, all right.

Last

week

Keith's (Libson) (1.500: 25-40)—
All Yours' (Col). Fair, $4,500.
Last we.ek 'Dodd Takes Air' (WB).
'It's

$4,000, fair.
.

(RKO)

Lyric

(1.400; 35-42)— 'Wild
.(20th).
In for eisht

and Woolly'
day.s,

$4,000,

Last week 'Wild

far.-

Money' (Par),

six days, $2,500, poor.

(RKO)

Palace

•Stella Dallas'

Last

(2.600;

(UA).

week 'Make

six days, '$7,500,

Shubeit

35-42)—

Swell, $15,000.

a Wish'
sour.

(RKO)

(2.150;

(RKO).
35-42)—

'Lost Horizon' (Col).
Opened Tue.<;day (37) for a run. Biz for first 10
days a cinch to hit $17,000, sock

Was preceded by 25-day run on
Good Earth' (MG), which fetched

$22,500,

generally

is

off

petish.

.

Only [house doing anything is Fox;
Can't Have. Every thing'
plus Rubinofl and fiddle on stage.
Attraction figures to hold for two

,

lowing 'You
sessions.

"
Estimates for This Week
Adams. (Balaban) (1,700; 25-40)—
'Road Back' (U) (2d week) and
'Born Reckless' (U)", duai: Former
opus, moved here from Fox. and
combo figures to get good $5,300 in
view of counter-attractions.
Last
.session around $5,500, normal, for
•Wild and Woolly' (20th) plus 'Lady
Escapes'. (20th).

Cass (Indie) (1,400; $1.65 top)—
'Zola' (WB) (2d week). Two-a-day
roadshow clipping off good $7,500 on
second stanza, following nice $11,000
first week.
Pulls out next Saturday
(11) for play at this legit house.
Fox (Indie) (5,000;. 30-40-65)—
'Can't Have Everything' (20th) with
Rubinoff heading vaude. Combo a
cinch for sock dough, at close to
$35,000. 'Road Back' (U), plus vaude,
got around $25,000, nice, last week.
.

Madison (United. Detroit)

(2,000:

30-40-65)—'Artists and Models' (Par)
(2d week). Moved here from Michigan, should grab ok^ $4,000
view
of things. Fourth session of 'Good
Earth* (MG) finished with oke $3,-

m

500,

following sessions of

$13,500,' $8,-

000 and $4,500 at pop prices.
.Michigan (United Detroit)

(4.000:

30-40-65)—'Varsity Show' (WB) and
stage show.
Good $23,500. Last
stanza a big winnah at $33,000 on
'Artists
and Models' .(Par) plus
vaude.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,25-40)—'You're Telling Me'
000;
(Par) and Louis-Farr flte pix. Latter
accounting for lot of house's take at
,good $7,000, but not up- to previous
flte flickers.
'San Quentin' (WB),
plus 'Dance, Charlie, Dance' (WH!>
got normar$6,400 last-vfeek.
United Artists (United Detroit)
(2,000; 30-40-65)—'Broadway Melody'
(MG) (2d week). Still getting good
play at $9,500, following hefty open..

ing session of $15,000.
third stanza.

May

h<ld for

nice.

OKAY FOR TITLE

dual.

Hollywood. Sept. 7.
Tieup has been effected by Paradav). 'Ro.sp-Marie' (MGM) and
.-^ll
'Hell Divers' (MGM), dual, reissues, mount with Fawcetts 'True Confesgreat at $4,300.
sions' magazine for use of the mag
Coliseinn (Hamrick-Evergreen) (1.- title in the film.
900: 21-32)— 'Mountain Music' (Par)
Eleanor Fisher, Chicago girl who
and ']31h Chair' (MGM), dual. Looks
won a Fawcett contest, has been set
to do f'^.OOO. .fjood. Lp-^jt week. 'Star
J.s
Eoi'n' (TIA) and 'Great Hosoital for a small role in the picture by
My.'-'lery' (?nih). dual. $3,700. pood. Producer Albert Lcwin and Director
Colonial (Sterling) (850; 27)— Farr- Wesley Ruggles.
(27c.

.

'

Thin

Ice'

Sock $8,000,

'Horizon' Fine $9,500;

Hix (?) Help Ind. Biz
Indianapolis. Sept.

7.

Thousands of rural visitors in the
city for the state fair are boosting

downtown theatre
ably.

"ITiin Ice' is

grosses considertaxing the capacand is sure to

ity of the small. Apollo

hold over for a second week. Its
is surpassing; anything

starting pace

(20th).

$2,100,

so biz

b.

.

.

attractions,

around town. Free Gold Cup boat
and other sport contests,
coupled with scare over infantile
paralysis, altogether too' much comraces

.

.

For Pix; 'Vogues'

7.

'

Us'. (GB)..dual,

make way

held four days to

Detroit, Sept.

Cooling showers over weekend not
to deter final Hing at outdoor

enough

the house has done in t\Yo years.
'Lost Horizon,' in its pop-priced run
at Loew.'s, is also in the money. It's
coupled by the Louis-Farr fight films,
but they don't seem to be a source

much interest to ticket buyer.s.
Vaudfilm Lyric, with the only
stace show in the Hoosier state, is
getting a maiority of •the. trrnsient
trade from the stick.*?, even though
the bill is lightweight.
Last week
of

.

house topoed everv gro.s.«; at
every price scale in its 25-v.ear history with the Eddy Duchin orch and
'Confession' by garnering $16,000.
Estimates for This Week
Anollo (Fourth Ave.) (1.100: 25-40)
—'Thin Ice' (20th). Best wPck since
'Steamboat Round the Bend' in. 1935.
Sure to hold over, with opening
this

week

cnromisintr

big

Last

$8,000.

week. Borneo' (20th ) and 'Hot Water'
(20th), sad at $2,100.

.

Circle (Monarch) (2,800: 25-40)
'Make a Wish' (RKO). du-ilcd with
'Hideaway' (RKO).
Bobbv Brccn
piaved up and results fairly pood
at $5,300. La.st week, 'Souls rt Sea'
(Par) on twin bill with 'Blonde
Trouble' (Par), was plenty okay at
$7,500.

Loew's (Loew's) (2.400: 25-40)—
'Lost Horizon' (Col) and fight filrri.
Previous road-show run not siicces.sful, except in a oublicity vpv. which
aids the Dop-priced run, Tiikc looks
like .$9..500. excellent.
Last week,
'Derd End' (UA) and 'Can't Last
Forever' (Col), $8,500. very row].
Lyric (Olson) (2.000: 2.')-.'',0-40)—
'Footloose Heiress' (WBV and viuidc.
Out-of-town visitors intercslcd in a
sta^e .show are bol.stering this wc ak.

i.sh

bill to a

dandy

$9..500

gro.'--.<:.

La.'^t

(WB) and Eddy

week. 'Confession'
Diichin orch on stage topped Ihc
1'me houne record with sm.'^.'h SKJ.000.
Duchin. who was rWcn crt-flit
for the record week, did fivf" sliow.s
every day and six on Saturday.

i

Wednesday, September

8,
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1937

Paralysis

Inside Stuff—Pictures

(Continued

Symphony recording tor '100 Men and a. Girl' (U) Was made My Leopold
Stokowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra last spring in' the Academy oi
handled the technical end, using a special 17MUsIc, Philadelphia. RCA
from suggestions by Stokowski. Conductor apchann'el pickup designed
undoubtedly the biggest buildup ever
pears in the pic, getting what is
handed a symph batoner in films. Philadelphia Orchestra musicians, howfilm, Hollywood players going through the
ever, do hot appear in the
motions of playing before the camera.
To those familiar with Stokowski the film is surprisingly realistic. Figured likely the maestro suggested many of the story touches which typify
orchestra and its conductor. Stage doorman
the backstage doings of an
undoubtedly based on life. Stokowski calls him
of '100 Men and a Girl' is
Marshall' in the pic and his hefty build is similar to that of Marshall
B6tz major domo of the Academy of Music in Philly and a familiar character in musical circles thete,
One thing in the film has been romanticized— Stoki's appearance when
Actually sits on a tall stool while
conducting an orchestra rehearsal.
rehearsing the sfymphers and is rarely as neatly dressed as shown in the
Is notedj however;, as insisting on visitors being .barred from repic.
hearsals—just as shown in '100 Men and a Girl.' Film is having its' world's
preem at the Fox, Philly, this week.

which

depend

page

frojrn

heavily

VARIETY

PhiDy s Banko Test Case Under
1)

on

Advisement Since Feb.

family

trade.

Women

Men Marry,' a grim and realHanginif sequence in Metro's 'The
scene of an execution, excited some adverse comment in the lobby
of a JjOS Angeles theatre after the preview. John Wray, th6 gallows victim, was led into the execution chamber With legs and arms tightly bound.
Scene showed, him dragged tip the fatal 13 steps, the actual drop of the
body through the trap, then flashed to the police surgeon wjth stethoscope.
It was pointed out that with censors in certain key states, notably
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Illinois, certain to scissor thje sequence,
comment among insiders was that Metro might as well have saved its
.

New

footage though admitting the scene was remarkably well done' with a comPicture was produced by Michael Fessier who has
plot?i absence of hoke.
bowed out as. a producer to return to writing.'

•

-

'.

gatherings

public

all

Philadelphia, Sept,

discouraged.

'The Devil Is Driving* (Col) received a publicity break when the Associated Press sent out a story that the police justice in Endicott, N. Y., had
sentenced a man to see the film, as part of the penalty for reckless operanumber of papers carried the yarn under headlinej
tioUl.'of a car,
•Driwer Sentenced to Attend Movie.'.

A

year's gayest pictures is simply, 'Acting. The way I trouped in that picture I could make 'The Ladder* look like 'Tovarich'.'
•

Secpnd.guessers

who were' talking about Son j a Henie and Deanna Dur-

bln's repeat chances have switched since the skating star's 'Thin Ice* has
hit the marquees, and Miss Durbin*s 'iOO Men and a Girl' has scored a
preview smash. The first Henie pic, '.One in a Million,* was one of 20thFox's heaviest grossers last season, while her new one is batting very high
every whet-e it's .been shown. 'Three Smart Girls' was the Durbin debut,

which resulted from police interfering with the games last February.
Houses have been allowed to continue with banko and bingo pending the decision. Suit is an injuncproceeding to restrain mayor
police from interfering with
asked by Sam Somerson,
owner of the Palm theatre.
tion

and

games,

War

Scares Break

Market Wide Open,

'

'The question
age are being openly admitted into
which is weekly becoming more perfilm houses in Montreal and other
plexing is whether bank night is
towns and villages throue^iout the.
benefiting the patrons or the manProvince of Quebec. Last week the
agement. It becomes rather monotCapitol (F. P.-Can.) started advertisonous sitting in ari audience week
:ng special 10 a.m. shows for children
after week without enjoying the
with 'Wee Willie Winkie,' and the thrill
of at least witnessing somefilms
in
color
added
Coronation
as an
body if not actually one's self—win
attraction, at a two-bit tariff for
an award,
children and grownups alike.
'It is no wonder movie-goers are
What juvenile attendance may beginning to tire of the ballyhoo remean eventually to local box offices garding the so-called benefits demay be estimated when it is figured rived from bank nights in the
that the 2,400 seat Capitol was near houses. If the management of such

children admission, to theatres until
the epidemic is completely under
control.

Theatre managers report business
'away down' but are not complaining as they feel that by closing theapart

to children they are doing their
to stay the advance of the
•

•

dread epidemic.

IncL Amus. Stocks

said

letter

Fresh fears over the possibility of
additional warfare in Europe plunged
tiie stock market yesterday (Tues.)
into the worst break of the year.
Leading industrial stocks were off 3
to 9 pointi.
and- more.
Volume
picked up on the decline as selling
spread to all sections or the list, picture and radio issues joining the

—

treis

Foreign-bom star, whose present release is one of the hits of the year,
began 'prptJuction by saying ahe didn't like the story and doubled that by
Spying- later that the script was even viler than the original. She kept this
VP all during the production and succeeded in getting the writer and
director off her for life, both vowing never to make another picture with
lier, Hier answer to how anything so bad could be turned into one of the

7.

Embarrassing
and
complicated
Swimming pools have been closed,
and circus has been kept out of town. factors, exhibs here now believe,
Ban in effect over Labor Day cuts will keep Judge Harry S. McDevitt
out one of show business' best days from ever giving a decision on
legality of bingo and banko. He has
of the year.
First of week something like 80 had a test case under advisement
cases have been reported here, worst since Feb. 25 without letting out a
peep about it.
In the meantime,
in score of years or more.
Order effective Aug, 28 has caused games go merrily on their way, with
innumerable changes in bookings about every situash where economiand has upset whole industry as cally possibly using them. Popularmuch as anything during whole year. ity, however, seems to be on the
wane, as evidenced in wide discussion brought aboiit by publication
Montreal, Sept. 7.
of a letter from an ired film-goer in
For the first time in approximately the Philly Record several weeks ago.
10 years, children under 16 years of

Paramount and Samuel Goldwyn who have been feuding for about a
capacity at the 10 o'clock morning
year over the services of Gary Cooper have settled their differences; In^(^ar-as knoyrn no money changed hands, and Par discontinued its suit for show.
The settlement
$5{O04r,OOO dainages against Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., Ltd,
London, Can., Sept. 7.
was" riot 'unexpected. The parties havfe signe'd a pact and under this hew
agreement, Par agrees to let Goldwyn have Director Henry Hathaway lor
With an epidemic of infantile
paralysis* sweeping sections of Onittiree pictures, while Goldwyn agirees to let Paramount have Gary Cooper
for one.picture. There is no indication from the parties when Paramount tario and with many deaths reported
from the larger centers of the
is to ^et Hathaway or when Goldwyn lets Par have Cooper.
Feud broke after Gary Cooper signed away 'from Par, with Goldwyn. Province, London theatre managers,
par theirt filed suit for damages allegedly arising out of that Copper-Gold- acting in conjunction with the Lon-r
don Board of Health, will not allow
wyn pact.
.

On Wane?

25;

Opening of schools has been set
back to week of Sept. 13, and

The

istic

11

wide-open break

djespit<!

admittedly

strong business and excellent future
prospects.
Loew's common, leader of the
amusement group, siiffered the most
theatres are so intent upon giving for an issue of this classification,
money away ^the noble thought though few companies were spared.
originally being to start some lucky It slumped 7% points on the day to
person in a saving account—why 71%. Biggest loser was Paramount
don't they offer a prize to those who first preferred, which; fell 8 points to
are really in the audience on bank 140%. Common down 2% to 19 while
night by having a lucky number second preferred lost. 2ys to 16%.
Tweniieth Century-Fox common
drawing or some similar attraction?
'Awarding such a prize would go dropped 3 points to 32. Columbia
a long way to restore the good wiU, Pictures ctfs, made a new low for
of patrons, which is quickly dimin- 1937 at 21%, a 1 )ss o.; 2%, American
ishing as a result of this farce known Seating was o^ 3 at 24.
Eastman
as bank night.
Kodak plunged 5 points to 170. Gen'Naturally, bank night devotees eral Theatres lost 2% to 22.
expect more for their oprice of adColumbia Broadcasting
and B
mission than to behold somebody stocks made new lows for the year.
standing on the stage, watch in hand, Class
being ofT 1% points. Radio
timing an expectant winnier who preferred shot down 4% points to
rarely, if ever^.is present oh the 66%, though selling ex-dlvvy. Radio
evening his Jlanie is announced,'
common was off 1% at QVa.
Holding up McDevitt's opinion,
Other losers included Warner Bros,
many exhibs have an idea, is wide- common, off 1% at 12%; Technicolor,
spread vse of the. games by Cat^plic down 2% at 28%; RKO, off 1% at 7;
churches, to raisa funds.
McDevitt Universal common, off fractionally,
is an ardent churchman.
Case he at 6%; and Grand National, off an
has under advisement is a test suit eighth, at 2%.

—

A

.

A

-

•

Toronto's Nosedive

Toronto, Ont., Sept. 7.
With an infantile paralysis scare
hitting all Ontario, box office receipts at the Canadian National Exhibition and at all theatres have
nose-dived deplorably. .Decrease' in

attendance at the exhibition runs to
228,000 for first nine, days and with
five days to go and business still low,
it looks as though the fair will finish
with the worst year in two decades.
with the second one on the mark and, with preview raves what they are,
More than 1,000 paralysis cases
wiseacres figure it can't miss.
have been reported in Province, Toronto alone has 200, This, coupled
H. Wayne Pierson, former film executive, is chairman of the Regular with sultry weather, is said to.be reDemocratic Organization campaign committee for Queens, on behalf of sponsible for the poor business all
:the James C. Sheridan candidates, in the present mayoralty campaign,
round during last two weeks and
namely Jeremiah T. Mahoney, Frank J. Taylor and William F. Brunner. there is no letup in sight.
Headquarters are in Jamaica. Pierson, with Eddie Dowling, helped orB.o. grosses have dropped considthe
division
in
Radio
Screen
and
AcStage,
ganize" the Franklin D; Roosfevelt
erably since pai'al'y.siS scare.
cording to John J.^'Fitzgibbons, genpresidential campaigns.
eral manager of F.>P.-Canadian, the
Walter Wahger is sneak-previewing his last two pictures, '52d Street' children's, business .has disappeared
and 'Stand-In,' in New York, and for that purpose flew his chief cutter, completely.AH CNE concessiops are suffering.
and film editor^ Otho Lovering, east. It's been a long time since a Hollywood producer has done his sneak-previewing east. Wanger plans re- Tom Mix's circus Was teady to pull
out days ago.- Mix Stated he is takturning to the Coast this week or early next.
Children's day,
ing an awful rap;
at the exhibition
Realignment of the sales division of a major company is in prospect. usually a big one
the freak tents, found only 114,Understood that this firm is in the market for a new distribution chief and •for
000 attendance, a drop of 80,000 from
of the firm will sever connection there

-

.
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PARAMOUNTaSg..

m

that the present' head of sales
four to six weeks.

THE UnS OP UMILI

Slid

Martha Baye

than
his name isn't Auer, CNE ballroom is drawing better
Mischa Auer is a grandson of Leopold Auej, though
week
mother, who was Leopold s Horace Heidt who played last
'he being related to the violinist through his
but concession will be lucky to stay
daughter.

TITLE CHANGES

Incorpoications

Hollywood,

Sept.

Kansas
7.

Paramount switched 'Gun Smoke'

CALIFORNIA
.SacnimiMito.

Tttti-Amerlcun Kmllo I'rotilucUonH, liu'.;
capital stock, JIO.OOO, none uubacrlbfl.
Directors:

l-uclo

Ivan L.

VlUegas.

Rafael

Bll-

to 'Thunder Trail,' fourth time tag
has been changed.
'Trouble for Two,'. Republic, becomes 'Youth on Parole.'
Republic's 'Treasure Hunt* will be
released as 'The Wrong Road.*

Radio abandoned the tag 'Dont
XiOland Uuywaril & Co., Wd.; theatrical Forget to Remember' in favor of
•gencyj capital atock, 1,000 shares, par 'There Goes' the Groom.'
kalde,

Illler.

,

DIreclora:
^10; permlltea to issue all.
J-eland Hayward. James R. Cowan, Hurry

'Don't Pull

Mat*.—50«

City, Sept, 7.

Sokolov,

Sig

Marcus

ana

Alwin

ner feature,

Comes

is

Evei.—S0«
at

DICK

nud

•

IljM

Itlppling Itli.vtlim
Juii« lMck«IIN

]

7-SS45

FRKD WAKING

"VARSITY SHOW" m

in

and

I

T KOKT pKLKANOn

OWKLIi
AVI.OII
Week *
in 'Broadway Melody of 1938'
*

"

With

Tuckqr • Willie
# iludy <>iirlund
IMiinle ItiirneM

H)>|>lile.

JIvwnrd

Chicago, Sept. 7.
Latest blow that has the exhibitors locally running around looking
for the nearest headache powder is
a ruling from the Chicago board of

AIR-CONDITIONED
Dow» open

S,\^,^^

yoliusoii.

9:35.

a.

— B'way and 47(h BIreM
m. — MIDNIGHT SHOW

MUSIC HALL

"THE PRISONER

,

STORY BUYS

Circle

Slit

l»OWJCLIv

Your Punches.' Warnow called 'The Kid health prohibiting

Back.'

p. m.
t« $1.00 plui tax.
to $2.00 plui tM.

HOLLYWOOD
THEATRE
Bway.
St

theatres.

the admittance of
children under the age of 16, until
Universal has switched the tag on further notice.
8l>Artra Vlctureo, tnc; picture produr- 'Mightier Than the Sword' to 'A Girl
That means until school opens.
Ing; capital stock, 2D0 shares, par $100;
with Ideas.'
,
Dlrecior.s:
pennlttod to Issue 80 shares;
New Lily Pons film at RKO has But when that will be is a question
Staltora "B. Harrison, John 13.
hune,
Bcinaia KoUs and George 13. Meyers.
undergone a title switch from 'It since the opening of the schools
Never Happened Before' to 'Hitting has been indefinitely postponed on
a New High.'
account of an infantile paralysis
OKLAHOMA
scare around town.
Oklahoma City.
YAWITZ'S MUDDLER
Century -rox Film Corp., New
Joy Boys Knuckle Down
/"rU, hjifi hiereased Its capilal slock In
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
'>Ul;ihotiia from $18,173.88 to $19,110.^3.
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Baker and Gene
Paul Yawitz.has been assigned to
C- Graham
Towne are scripting 'The Joy of
script 'The Muddled Deal' at RKO
Edward Kaufman will produce.
Loving,' Irene Dunne starrer for
Bert Granet draws, the scrib as- RKO.
Hollywood, Sent. 7.
Tay Garnetb will direct, beginning
Metro purchased 'The Conqueror' signment on 'Taking the Town,' a
around Oct 1.
Maury Cohen production.
from Peter B. Kyne.

$1..

"DOUBLE OR
NOTHING"

Twice Dally 2:40-8:40

Infantile scare has delayed schools
reopening today and, of course, with
it goes a ban on admission of kids to
all public gathering places including

in person
Shep Fields

In

out of the red.

K. C. Schools Don't Reopen

WISKK

Binff CroBby

Guy Lombardo's orcheslast year.
At the
tra playing until Saturday,

OFZENDA"
Spectacular Stag* Productions

7tb At.

*

OOtli St.

R0XY
ALL OC* TO
SBATS^**

I

r.M.

StartincT Friday
Hcpt. a,

"THIN ICE"

NEW ADVKNTUIIKH—Jloro ThrillInir, More ICKcltIng Xliiin Kver Itcfore'
JOHN BARRYMORE in
•'BULLDOG DRUMMOND

COMES BACK"
lat

On

stage
llie Itlg Apple
Contebt
tiio

N.Y. Showlni

Criterion
Openi 0 a.m.

46th st.

Midnight Bhawi

to

I

P.M.

VARIETY
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"AN ACHIEVEMENT

IN
m4

Wednesday, September

WHICH THE ENTIRE

8,

1937

.

Wednesday, Seplember

VARIETY

8,

IS

PRIDE!"
Hi

ALL THAT

TO

says Variety Daily

YOUR AUDIENCES EVER THRILLED
IN THESE

GRAND
.

.

.

STARS

in this

of three

gaily romantic tale

who

tried

to

out-

smart love!

he

wanted

to

'modern" wife
and yet—?

be
.

.

He needed and
wanted them both
.

.

.

but

how—?

In love with him?
Ridiculous! Or was

it-?

LORETTA

WARNER

VIRGINIA

BAXTER BRUCE
WIFE, DOCTOR and NURSE
with

JANE DARWELL- MAURICE CASS • SIDNEY

MINNA 60MBEL

•

BLACKMER

MARGARET IRVING

AMOcUt* Producer Raymond Griffith
Dirocted by Walter Lang
Screen play by Kathryn Scola, Darrell War* and Lamar Trotti
Darryl F.

Zanuck

in

Charge of Production

THE KEYSTONE

OF YOUR FUTURE
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Paris Exhib Opines U. S.

HAGENONSPQT

Makes Too

on,

the

Overlength and Sync Also Scored
sync songs. And through necessity
By FRANK SCULLY
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
of synching .lip movements as well
Americiin musicals are not what as meaning, they come to doing
they ought to be at .French b.o., ex- away with rhymes, and songs beManegat names
cept in few first-run Paris houses, come impossible.
according to Michel*Georges Mane- example of Harlow film, 'Reckless,'
gat, director of the Societe Pari- which would have gone well h&d it
sienne de Spectacles, owner of not been for synching of j^ongs which
three. Paris nabe leaders—the Cluny, had public in howls.
Moulin de la Chanson and .BelleLots of progress could be made
ville.
with synching, he says, but solution
'Take these for personal' opin- doesn't se^m to him to lie there,
le Urges studios to. consider a reions, if you will, -rather than results of scientific survey,' Manegat turn to making direct French verFbr whatever cost and
^stated, 'but my three Houses' cover sions here.
a cross-section of the French pub- difficulty of them, he thinks, greater
ranging from elite to Latin. appeal will compensate effort. He
lic,
Uustrates with case of early Laurelr
Quarter intellectuals at the Climy,
through mi,ddle-class folk of Monti- Hardy- comedies which went like
martre at the Moulin de la Chan- wildfire in Original French versions,
son, down to the Belleville house though comics tised only few words.
which is probably as proletarian as Synched shorts and features of pair
mye fallen off. Same is case of
any in the world.'
Top American stars (and thiat's French, -favorites, ijarx iros., .who
what counts, for Manegat estimates go 'well in English versions in speat 80-85%, proportion, of Hollywood cialized houses but are dropping off
product among French releases of fast in nabes because no dubbing qan
importance) in his estimation are, dupe their mad wit.
for males: Boyer, Gable, Muni,
Other French facts of interest
Cooper, Cojman, March, ;hat Manegat points out are:
Karloft,
Spencer Tracy, Jack Holt .and "Ed1. Chaplin vogue seems on wane.
ward G. Robinson. These 10. are Modern Times' went
well^ but more
eockaroo, though order given is not
because timely subject came on the
order of importance. John Barrynose for French political situation
jnore and Frarichot Tpiie run. them
than because Chariot name is still
close second, with George Raft and
magic.
Lionel Barrymore.' in followup.'
2. No
Hollywood directors or
Ten. female .leaders he- sees as
..;(again hot in order): Garbo, Craw- scenarists have names that mean 10
ford,
Dunne, Hepburn, Shearer, sous at b.o.

.

;

•

;

:

,

.
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.
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Aug.

Twickenham

of

failure

year puts Julius
Hagen somewhat on the spot. Failure is attributed primarily to:
Omission of the board to make
proper provision for ca'pital necessary to finance their production
program.
Excessive optimism of Hagen regarding value of the pictures.
Heavy salaries paid to members of
the board, partcularly Hagen.

,

.

.

•

.

'

with

Temple vehicles,
showing falling off lately because

©11,

latter

•

release dates are too close together.
General opinion of exhibs on U.
films, according to Manegat, is
that there should be lessi musicals
and more action stuff. Gangster,
police and action dramas, despite
official ban on gunplay, are stiU best
draws. Westerns, always good, have
fallen off, except for very biggest
outdoor productions.
Manegat classes French taste as
fellows: One, action; two, drama;
three, musicals. Points to fact thai
whenever he's in a spot, he can revive 'Scarface' and know that he'll
draw, better than average. In the
same class are any Jack Holt actioners or Karloff thrillers.
Another perennial French revival is
'Back Street,' with similar type
drama almost invariably good for

6.
.

.

•

draw.

,

COIN PUIS

U. S.

IIP

JAPAN

^the foreign

Coin of

biz will come up for
consideration; but it's a cinch that
application Of the laws which do
pass will hit the amusement field
somewhere. Some of those in the
biz look foi: a drastic curtailment
of all amusements^ eVen to the ex
tent of outright closing of dancecabarets, amusement parks
halls,

amusement

for the film, but that other members
of the industry are bringing pressure
•;o cancel the deal because they 'con-

sider it improper to hand over such
a large sum of money to foreign

,

distribs.'

United Artists'

office is

mum

on

the subject.

IRISH

HONOR

SySW QUOTA
London, Aug.

24.

One way

of playing a quota of
is voluntarily; and
that is the way the Board of Trade
ha3 persuaded theatre operators in
Northern Ireland to. keep the law.
Territory falls outside the scope o^
ordinary British legislation, having

far,

much

houses haven't sufbut as mobili-

pix

Right now, according to reports,
the government has power over theatre operations through the Health

and with additional power
planned will control the amusement
field throughout the island of TasAct,

.

mania.
Until officials finally decide what
action will be taken as a' whole, instructions have been issued, that the
government will not sanction licienses
for new theatres for the time lieing.
Government wants to take a .profje
first into the whole situation.

Sydney, Aug. 17.
Two weeks ago Hoyts' officials informed Variety that expansion is
planned with two additional theatres
here, .one in Adelaide and two in
Tasmania. Extension in these spots
intended by Hoyts to combat
is
Greater Union Thfeatres after the
General Theatres' split takes place.
Hoyts has no theatres in Tasmania,
although G. U. T. is strong there.

Now

British Exhibs

own government, but through its
own laws contrives to keep upsides
with the rest of the British Isles.
When the Films Act passed in 1927,
Northern Ireland's Parliament preferred not to draft its own law, but
put exhibs 'on their honor' to play

Want Lower

British pix.
Exhibs, strange as it
seems, called it a deal and kept to
it Showing of British pictures there
has averaged up to and above the
quota figures for England proper,
Now, the B.O-T. is hoping the
Irish will keep to their bargain
when the new Act passes next year;
Department has talked over the
situation
with the Ulster Gov't
authorities, with the result that the
system will be given another chance.

Rentals;

a Smoke-Screen?

It's

London, Aug.

its

29.

Cinema Exhibs' Ass'n, all het up
at the talk of moves to raise admission prices, threatens counter-action

by way of demands

to the distribs
for lower rentals. This is regarded
as the exhibs' challenge on the question,

and probably they only expect

their
as is.

move

will keep, the situation

They haven't any

real hopes

of

bringing picture rentals down, because they know before the start
that the Kinema Renters' Society
will throw their request out flat.
But they are putting up a murky
smoke screen, claiming that the aim
of the distribs is to grab mOre coin
As the quota percentage is coming to send out of the country to the
down, there should be no difficulty. U, S., thinking this angle -^ill bring
the exhibs public and -Gov't support.

L. B.

Mayer Makes Merry

at the b.o.,

zation progresses the b.o. lines are
due for thinning. Japs take their
wars very seriously and when taxes
for their little adventure begin to
amusements will be the
pinch,
first item to be passed up.

erection licenses, including the renewal of licenses covering existing
pic theatres. Plan also provides that
the board be granted the power -to
control release aiid quality of pix,
prices of admission^ and in general
take a grip of the whole industry.

British, pictures

and some cinemas.

Labor trouble similar to that which
So
brought about, the strike which kept fered

U. S. pix off the Mexican market
from September, 1935, to January,
1936, has developed again for thie
and more musicals,' exhib stated eight major American producers do'That's bad news for us.
On the ing business in Mexico. Demand for
other hand, there seem to be less wage, increases of from 30-35%,
overlong films. We like that: 2,500 gauged by class of work performed
meters (8,000 feet) is about the limit and length of service, is at the root
for general draw in Paris and of this headache, which is plenty for
provinces. Longer films like 'Mutiny the distributors.
On the Bounty,' 'Great Ziegf eld,'
Efforts are being exerted by Par,
and the like, have done all right in Metro, Columbia, Warnerb, Radio,
first exclusive run, bul^ beyond one UA, U and Fox to prevent the un
house have always, been spotty. We pleasantness reaching the climax
find it necessary to cut these long which the more radical elements of
films downi and that, of course, their help threaten unless pay of
doesn't help them any,'
unionized exchange employees is
fattened.
A general tieup, it is
Synchronizations
Next worst trouble for French hinted, •would be worse than the
oxhibs, outside of overlength and costly one that lasted four months.
The unionists are handling this sit
too much musical, Is universal and
complete' adoption of synchroniza- uation in manner different to the
Synched dialog, which had way they went about their first slam
tion.
not found favor with French audi- at the Americans; instead of serving
ences until three years ago, is now an ultimatum upon all the distribuused by all majors for all their films, tors at once they are tackling them
once they've left the first exclusive in detail, making their demands upon
run house where they show in origi- one company at a time.
nal American with superimposed
That the distributors' general sentiManegat says he found ment is that it is cheaper to yield
subtitles.
himself on spot, on going to pix here, to the belligerents than to fight them,
of discovering voice qualities in an attitude similar to' the policy
Gable, William Powell, and many adopted by several exhibitors here
others, that he never knew they had. who allowed their employees the
While companies try to keep each 25% wage boost they demanded, is
indicated by the reported giving in
artist's voice the same in succeedof Par and Metro, which made agreeirtg synchs, choice of dubber rarely
has anything like quality of star's ments for higher pay with their employees. But to what extent is not
own vocal.
Dialog, isn't worst of it: they, even revealed.
'I
was quite disappointed on
Hollywood at seeing that
the trend seems to be toward more

visiting

IN

.

City, Sept. 7.

"

.

.

.

Mexico

Japan Yet

.

'

semow HEX sTsm

Plan has been, submitted to the
government asking for the establishment of a State Board to control

May Be Shown
In

17.

Report that Hoyts plans theatre
erection in this territory has brought
plehty of squawks from exhibs.

Tokyo, A^g, 18.
Looks like Unitied Artists is going
have some difficulty in getting
'Question of his drawings,' official
Charlie Chaplin's 'Modern Times' set
receiver -says, 'will require careful
for the fall here. Pic has been in
consideration of the liquidator.'
cold storage for rseveral years, due
Company, when it elaborated its ;o liigh rental demand.
production program, got advances
Although it has been reported here
from the Westminster Bank totaling several times that deals had been
over $250,000.
made, none of them ever jelled. Latest story is that Shochiku contracted

.

PJUI,IIIG1EA1>WATIN

Tasmania, Aug.

to

.

of indie film for release in France.

OPPOSED

,

Tokyo, Aug. 19.
pix cos. continues to pile up here, with little or
improvsituation
no prospect of the
ing in the near future. As a mat3. With Hollywood furnishing, as
he said, 80-85% of program burden, ter of fact, with the Sino-Jap hospublic knows any U. S. film wont tilities becoming, worse daily, there
go below a certain level in enter- is every chance that, in addition to
ainment value, something they can't freezing of funds, the distribs will
De faced with additional worries in
36 sure of in French or other Eurothe form of restricted programs and
pean pix.
tegulations.
Manegat is do'wn on press, believes other .hampering
Managers, state that it wouldn't'
only word-of-mouth has any real
draw value for nabes; Thinks press be so bad if the govenmient -would
should stick to reporting on cinema, give out *some definite info as to
giving asides, etc., but keep from what is to come, but with only
reviewing.
Good reviews do little evasive replies and continuous progood, and pannings are rarely justi- crastination, it is next to impossible
As things now
fied, he thinks, because breadth of to make any plans.
public makes it impossible for any stand, everyone is marking time.
critic to speak for more than his
An extraordinary session of the
owii personal taste.
Diet has been called for Sept. 4 for
Deeply impressed with advanced the purpose of enacting emergency
Hollywood technique, JVIanegat had legislation to cope with the situagreat tales of technical marvels to tion in China, but the government
take back to French exhib society has announced that laws will also
which delegated him to visit Coast be passed placing the country on a
not likely that
studios.
Also made contacts with wartime basis. It is
with the
dealing
laws
U. S. exhibs and looked into market specific

—

.

situa-

lodern Times

Report throws light on the fact
that Hagen formerly d^ew 10-20%
on studio rentals, $1,500 for every
picture the company produced, plus
25% of the complete net profit annuallyi Later, he dre-w $700 a week,
and
entertaining
traveling,
plus
other expenses.

.

Colbert (who is considered French
big
patriotic
play),
gets
Dietrich (though slie's fallen off
Joadly since 'Scarlet Empress' and
succeeding ftlms), Rainer and SulSylvia Sidney and. Simone
Javan;
.Simon foUqw these most. closely.
'In case of Simone, claim is she
aw:akens more violent reactioiis than
any others; they either adore her
or hate her, but her draw is not as
tmiversal as the others.* Beyond
these, topnotch attractions are of
course all Astaire-Rogers films, and

financial

the:

tion here, censors have been
tightening up considerably.
Particular attention is being
given to love scenes, whiqh are
now considered frivolous.

Studios early this

•

.and

gency of

on
Film

;

.

BUJLDJIPJF

Tokyo, Ait^is.

Becauaff of the seriousness of
the Sino-'Jap affair and strin-

29.

receiver^iSSull report

Official

'^^^

V
'

Many Musicals, Not Enough Actions;

CmVUi AddMWt VARIRTT. LONDON
Telephone Templ« Bar S041-M42

Spotting the Blanie

ip

STUDIO

.

With MG'ites in London
London, Sept.

7.

Distribs, however, disclaim any intention of backing drives to make
the customers pay more; certainly
the thing hasn't been at all debated,
and their slant is that the exhibs
have gotten themselves scared by
general
pronouncements reported

About 400 exhibs were invited by
to a luncheon to meet Louis from America.
B. Mayer Friday (3). S^m Eckman,
Action is the outcome of grumbles
Jr., M-G's local chieftain, was in the
first reported weeks back, though
chair, with Alexander Korda pro- continued curb talks indicate that
Mier's Co. Starts
posing toasts to the big boss .from exhibs are not even unanimous oh
Mexico City, Sept. 7.
America. Mayer spoke to the lads at the proposition, some suggesting
Continuous production is the ob- great length, managing to keep go- upping the admish as a reasonable
jective of Cineny&tographica Intier- ing for over an hour.
Took in step which would assist them in
nacional, S. A., newest Mexican pic Metro's local production invasion, bettering the
labor conditions of
company, headed by Felipe Mier, and gave out some ideas about the their employees and improving presex-WB manager here. Company has industry in general.
entation and audience comfort.
strong financial and technical backLord Lee of Fareham, in proposC.E.A. is likely to debate the point
ing and won't have to quit work to ing a toast to Eckman,
ribbed at the next session of its General
Metro

,

.

wait for the proceeds, of one pic to

Mayer, referring to the latter's
Council.
pay for the making of another.
statement that, if any British artFirst production, 'Asl Es Mi Tierra' ists manifested themselves, Metro
would
ejideavor
to
secure
them.
Country'),
My
('Behold
a folk
Mexico Modernizing
drama, is to be released- Sept. 15, Lord Lee didn't think that was playMexico City, Sept. 7.
Company's schedule calls for six ing the game and mentioned that
Goodly
amount of biz has come
Metro
had
already
annexed
the
features in 1938.
British lion as a trademark and the way of major American pic prohoping that the company wouldn't ducers and cinema supply houses as
marcel the animal's hair or paint its a result of exhibitors in the Mexican
Dutch Bali Pic
toenails.
provinces getting wise to the fact
The Hague, Aug." 27.
that their public demands better
Netherlands India Film Syndicate
things in film fare and accommodaTHE TUEKS LIKE
has a couple of cameramen on the
tions*
Cinemas have been built and
Mexico
City,
Aug.
31.
island of Bali shooting scenes of the
old
ones reconditioned along modern
Government
is arranging to ship
Karya Meligia, native feast, for use
more local-made pics to Turkey, as lines in several leading provincial
in a feature.

WHAT

its

Feast

is

the largest of the native

celebrations,

in

which hundreds

of
thousands of. natives participate,
Highlight of the sacrifices, etc., will
be used for new all-native film

'Tanah Wangl.'

consul in Ankara reports that the
fbi; such films in a

Turks arie going
big way.

Turks are
special pushovers for Mexican pics
with plenty of guitar music and
Official advises that the

dancing.

cities.

Latest of the

Rex, seating

new

1,200,

in

houses is the
Monterey, on

the Texas border, which is to open
this month, and a large house, still
unnamed in Hermosillo, capital of
Sonora state, near Nogales, Ariz.
.

.
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AUSTRALIA
Ouch!

TOHO-SHOCHIKU

American Films Prove Mainstay
London, Aug. 29.
Alexander Korda had an option on the picture rights to Dr.

FEUD SEEN
NEAR END

osition.

So

Tokyo, Aug. 20.
r
Toho-Shochiku feud, which has
been raging here since- early in
April, is due for a wash-up in the
near future. According to a story

it

was bought by Victor

(Shochiku

subsid),

met

Veteran Aussie Showman 'Good Earth' StyRiied
Deprecktes A n 2 a c AtFor Nippon Re-ease
tempt 'to Engage in Film
Tokyo. Aug. 18.
Production- Also Derides
Metro's 'The Good Earth' has been
British Empire Attempts in Japan for some time but hasn't

Saville for $37,500,- and the difference will have to be met by
Korda, as Saville is head of a

subsidiary

Korda company.

—

BLM

going the rounds, a high ofticial of

Shinko

Of Venice Expo; Tkoifora Lftd

Cronin's book, *The Citadel' for
but
$30,000,
relin<luished
it,
feeling it was no picture prop-

of Toho's directors
the way for some sort of
triice, if not an actuar settlement,
As. an indication that both sides
of the affair are sick of the unprofitable competition caused by the
scrap, a P.C.L. (Toho) director, at
the same time, approached Shochikti
officials in Osaka in an effort to
patch up the' differences of all con"V/lth conferences
tending parties.
being held simultaneously in two
key cities; it is almost certain that
something will jell.
Report is that Shochiku some time

MAW NIL

to pave

Film

wood

in

Toyko with one

Compete With HoHy-

to

Production

Standards

yet been submitted to the csnsar.

view of the presant

Irt

r-

•iLoi^nt

Hollywood, Sept.

appears that
it
film production, started with
enthusiasm, is- dead and there
are no signs of a revival.. From 1933

week,

it is generally admitted that
the Americans are the mainstay of
the shov/ to dato—-both numerically

against the Chinieso, it isn't
that the subject will be released for some time.

likely

and

qualitiitivcly.

Of the ten

27.

More and more

,

here

INTO LONDON PROD.
The Hague, Aug.

Rome, Aug. 27.
That American producers did not
walk out on the Fifth International
Film Exhibition in Venice ;this summer, as they threatened to do some
time ago when they were annoyed
at the way their pix were being
treated by the Italian govermtiant,has proved a good thing for the Exhibition. For, at the end of the first

7.

Dutch

films

shown

the

first

week, half were Hollywood products:
Shall We Danes?' (RKO), 'Winterset'
(RKO), 'Th-odora Goes Wild'
(Coi), 'Lloyds of London* (20th-Fox>
and 'Kid Galahad' (WB). All these
were enthusiastically received. 'Theo-

Stuart F. Doyle, top showman in
Australia until a f e'w weeks ago,
when he resigned from all his picdora' was the most commented upon
till now Holland produced 27 feature and allied, interests, arrived
by Italian critics, who compared it
tures.
Some of them did good busi- here Mbnday (6). for a few weeks
to 'Mr. Defeds Goes to Town,' a great
beginning,
the
but
ness, especially in
en route to England and took time
Italian favorite, who liked its porproduction oft immediately to take a healthy
wt-ong
stories,
bad
Melbourne-, Aug. 17.
trayal of what they constde=r the
methods a^d under-estimation .of verbal sock at his government and
Metro may 'make a deal soon to
'typical American girl.'
the public caused; trouble...
House
the manner in which it is failing to take over th6 Athenaeum,
Of the European pix shown during
Territory is too small for produc- back the film industry.,
has been used for British pix up' to
the week,- Italian critics listed. 'Con-

much

mm

'

AUSSIE

.

.

ag<>>

had
could chew

came

to the- realization

it

more than it
because Toho had displayed unexpected strength in resisting the boybitten off

'

.

tions which normally had a $50,000
•Having sold out my entire holdby Shochiku and allies, all of budget.
ings in 29 companies representing
whom had decided to withh<^d prodBoth production centres: Filmstad
uct from houses sho\ying Toho pix. (The Hague) and Cinetone (Amster*- Greater Union Theatres,' Doyle said,
Instead of the situaish forcing Toho dam ) have been dark since the ber 'I am now free to survey the filmoutlets any discomfort, Toho speeded ginning of this year and no produc- industry internationaUy and int":nd
up production and added product of tion plans are announced. In Barn- to. establish my activities on an Emcott

Toho styn's Filmstad only the laboratory pire basis, rather than merely in
Australia.
experienced difficulty in
and 16 mm.
is working on eight
the product offered. Be*I have been invited to enter propictures;
sides supplying regularly contracted
Only Dutch picture announced duction in England and propose to
spots. Toho production units, had acfor the new season is 'Three Wishes,' investigate this before reaching a
quired so many of Shochiku and afwhich is in production now in Rome decision. In the -meantme two Lonfiliated companies' stars that many
with a Dutch and an Italian version. don theatres are being built for me
new outlets were signed up.
Gerron is directing, assisted by and I will supervise the first stages
Kurt
Another angle which may be
Akos Farkas as cameraman and Jan of actual construction when I get
strongly inAuencing the proposed
there next month.'
Teunissen as cutter.
truce is the situation as regards forHe leaves for New York this
eign product. With exchange regulaweekend.
tions in bad shape and new regulaSwinging into his pet subject of
it's John Maxwell
tions under consideration which may
quota and home-town production,
cause a curtailment of foreign imDoyle .pointed out 'Picture producports, it would be unwise for the
Who's Interested In
tion in Australia seems to me to be
Japanese cos. to be caught in a
hopeless and I have informed the
cross-fire of destructive competition
indies to such an extent that
affiliates

running

all

Now

•

Union Cinemas; Par?

among themselves. Government also
known to have looked with considerable disfavor upon the general
situash and may have taken a hand
in bringing about the present move
toward a settlement.

SYDNEY

B. 0.'S

MELBOURNE

IN

UP BUT
TROUBLE

London, Sept. 7.
Understood here that John Maxwell is the latest to negotiate with
Fred Bernhard to acquire an interUnion has
est in Union Cinemas.
about 150 houses now and is acquiring and ibuilding more, with most
of these latter located near Gau'

mont-British spots.

When Barney Balaban was

last

played

•

the money are 'I
Met Him in Paris' fPar), 'Man in
Possession' (Metro) and 'Good Earth'

Others

in

(Metro ).

'Woman Chases Man' (UA)

looks
like taking three weeks, but 'Cafe
Metropole'
(Fox) opened slowly
'Lost Horizon' (Col) and 'Rainbow
on River' (RKO) bow out after great
runs, with 'Wings of Morning' (G-B)
and Thunder in City' (UA) replac
ing respectively.
Weekly change has 'Pick a Star'

(M-G). 'Kid Galahad'
City' (M-G), and
Wonder' (U).
of

(WB), 'Song
Days'

'Four

John W. Hicks,

Jr.,

Paramount's
for England

foreign chieftain, sails
on Sept. 15, to join Zukor aiid talk
over the theatre situation there.
There is no likelihood of any kind
of a deal over there, it is reiterated,
until

Hicks and Zukor go over some

points on the sites, Then, it
But it's all
mitted, maybe.'

is

ad-

very

vague.

Deutsch, Giannini Vice
Guedalla Kelly in UA, Ltd.
;

London. Sept.

7.

special significance is attached
by the trade to the fact that Oscar

No

Melbourne, Aug.

17.

InCantile paralysis is very serious
all pic theatres are suffering
heavily, especially on matinees.
Current lineup of attractions include 'Garden of Allah' (UA). 'Love
Is News' (Fox). 'Big Fella' (G-B), 'I
Met Him in Paris' (Par). 'On the
Avenue' (Fox). 'After Thin Man'
(M-G). 'Men in Exile' (WB), 'Sensa

and

tion'

(AD),

'Midnight Taxi'

'Turn

Off the Moon'
'Espionage' (M-G).

NEW TOKYO

(Fox).

(Par),

and

PIC PROD.

Tokyo. Aug. 10,
Eiga K.K., has been
incorporated here for the purpose of
producing pix for both the domestic
«nd foreign markets.
Tsunezo Ikeda is pre?:.

Showa

Has.sei

(Odeon Theatres) and Dr.
A. H. Giannini, president of United
Artists, have replaced F. M. Guedalla
and Arthur Kelly on the directorate
of United ArtisLs, -Ltd., British subThis end of the
sidiary of U. A.
U. A. company is a decentralized
Deutsch

'I

unit,

under conduct of Murray

Sil-

vers tone.
The change, iiowever. is expected
unify the association between
to
Deutsch and U. A., vsince now each
side has representation in the other's
councils. li. A. is represented among

Odeon's trustees.
Kelly's duties on the foreign end
of U. A., are outside of the British
Kingdom; .so that his presence on
the directorate of U. A.'s subsidiary,
over here, n>ight have proved burdensome for him and inconvenient.

is

that

the

both unfair and

unworkable.
'Australia desires to develop an
industry, but expects the American
distributors to carry the burden
alone. Why should they?
'As I pointed out, if the government desires to foster such a plan,
the government should be prepared
to subsidizie -the Australian production indu$try .and place it on a payable footieig) and not expect Ameri^
can pi'oducers, upon whom depends
the existence of the world industry,
to shoulder the burden.'
Referring to the production status
today as a 'debacle,'
in England

,

months ago, he dissome interest in a ParaSydney, Aug. 17.
Union Cinema financial
Biz has brightened, following a mount and
hookup, but decided it was all
spell of glorious weather and the
somewhat premature. Understood
managers are grateful.
'Star
is
Zukor will go into the
Born' (UA) swings strongly into its that Adolph
more closely now.
Doyle
second week and should hit a nice prospect
several

here,

gross.

government

Australian

present; quota act

is

debacle in England
will be merely accentuated in Australia and. while Cinesound Producsaid, 'The

our

tions,

company,

was

able

to

make

pictures profitably, it was only
because years of experience had developed an expert personnel plus
the fact that Australian pictures
were few and far between.
'Immediately they set the stage of
being in competition with imported
pictures, the budgetary position of
the industry will make production
impossible.

totally

Can't Break Even.

a profit.

position is m.ost hazardous
consider that, at the end of
the year, production will almost entirely cease in Australia."
The b.o. response to British films
'This

and

I

has been exceedingly poor of late in
Australia, Doyle, confided,
adding
that the patriotic fervor which or.ci
enabled all British theatres tol bo
operated has ceased. Tha Bi-itish
film is now on a strai'^ht out-andout competitive basis, with American
films

down under and

is

failinc?

to

nostand up to competili )>.
thing drastic, he feels, will have to

be done

made

to

England if any attempt is
compete with world mark-

in

dottieri' ('Knight Adventurers') as
the only big shot.
If 'Condpttieri'
should place among the winners, it
is hard to soy Id whom the honors
will go to, Italy or Germany. It was
produced by a company especially
constituted for the purpose, and
though the subject matter is Italian
and it was shot in Italy, the director,
Louis Trenker^ is German, the hero
is the same German, and he Is practically the whole show.
Moreover

acers are operating and dickers are
on for additional theatres.
Extension is also reported planned
for Adelaide, and in nsp.r future
Metro will open a new house in
Brisbane, giving it a total of two the pic was made

in German and
Italian versions simultaneously and
was released in Germany before It
was even shown in Italy.

houses there.

'Jim Kay'

American Pic

Nevertheless Italy lists 'Condotamong its entries, without
qualifications.
Other local entries'
are 'Sentinelle di Bronzo' ('Bronze
Sentinels'), a pic which was made
almost entirely in Somaliland and
which, glorifies
Italy's
colonial
tieri'

-

Troducer'

in Ri]mi;;ns

When Magyars

Nix Film

troupes;

Signor Max,' .which has

'II

- Budapest, Aug. 27.
just been finished, and the much
Blood and Our Life,' film heralded 'Scipio the African,' which
made by Imre Kalnai, who says that will be shown but will not be conunder the name of 'Jim Kay' he is sidered as taking part in any contest

•Our

—

w.k.
a
American producer, has for prizes quite obviously becaUvSe
it has been made such a matter of
started a lot of trouble here.
Censors withheld a permit, claim- national importance that it could not
ing it was too poor in quality. Pro- be allowed to be beaten.
Other pix shown in the first week
ducer appealed to the. Home Office,
which confirmed the censor board's were the French 'Messager- in which
veto, on the grounds that film was the Italians praised Jean Gabin and
not good enough and technically a panned Gaby Morlay; the British adventure film 'King Solomon's Mines*
disgrace to Hungarian production.

'Jim Kay* set up a hue and cry in
the press, claiming that 'Blood' was
Vetoed because it proved that good
pictures
could be made outside
government sup^
expensive
the
ported studios. He also threatened
to sue the censor board and Home
Office for damages, with the result
that the picture was- passed under
a new title, 'Voice of the Heart.'

Even decision

(G-B);
'Truxa,'

found

and two German films—
which the Italian critics
and 'Patriots,' whicli

'futile';

shows the adventures of a German
World War pilot shot down behind
the French lines, which was foutid
.

rather 'ludicrou.s.'

Hoyf s Diyvy

deny the pro-

to

ducer the usual quota of contingent
tickets wjjs later revoked.

Melbourne, Au'^.

17.

Hoyt's Theatres' half-yearly praJernevertheless is suin'» the ence share dividend of '^>",',, ?nd
government for damages caused by second preference share diviUand c t
Three Home Office of- 2Vt%, will hi paid stockholders early
the delay.
ficials, in their turn, are suing Kol-- iri September.
Hoyt's enjoyed a successful h'jltnai for slander.
year's trading and is reporltid as

Kolnai

very solid financially.

reasonably good Australian
film cannot be produced under $60,000 and cannot be expected to gross
more than $45,000 in Au.stralia. It,
thus, has to look to the British
market to recoup the balance and
'A

show

now,
Bernie Freeman, Metro's local bos.s,
is known to be anxious to extend his
theatre chain throughout Australia.
Metro operates one acer here, plus
having a nabe tieup with Par which
In Sydney two
is
very healthy.

ets,

or even in the markets of the

Policy of expansion has bssn followed for some time under the diThere, is a strong feeling among rection
Muni), otyi
of
Charles
Australian exhibs, Doyl2 admit'sd. further theatr.-»s are due for erecii-)'
that the British >Am indus:ry '.ns let in city and nabe spot.s.
indusAmerican
the
them down and
try today occupies the position of
Produciion
being more than ever resoonsi'ile
for the continued existence of the
Vienna, Aut^. 27.
exhibs
'Zauber der Boheme' ('B')h'jmi-Ji\
'Just prior to leaving Australia." Ma'^ic') is r.-^r.rlu^ compliU .in h->

empire

itself.

Vienna

|

D.oyle slated, 'the Royal C)mm's3 0n
was silting on the que.^tlon of taxation

and

I

was

in

a

posit'

•)»,

Projectograph company

\h

next

in

line at the Sievering studios, sho;)t-

whon

inqi

'Vcrschwundene

Fi'aii'

CV/omm

to give evidence, to po nt oul.
Disappeared'), with Trudc M-Arl'.Mi.
the unfairness Of the pr.:32nt m'^thod Lucie En.glish and Ilat's Mosjr in the'
E. W. Emo and Othof taxin^j the American pr.ic'u'.-'-rs. I ,leadin'j part.;.
believe some measure of re' cf v/ill mar Oitcnnevcr are the pr.)di.i:ji's,
be obtained for distributo s as a Karl and Edv/ard Hoesch at the
result of the Commission's inv s'.i'ia- camera.
Geza vtn Bjlvary's next will ha
lion.'

asked

Doyle is accompanied by his wife
and daughter. After a week in Ns v
York he will sail for Lotid">n

'Dr.

ChrisLl's
First

Christl's
'

Wessely

in

the

E.-ster

Fall'

Case'),

wilh

title

role.

CDr,
PixuU
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'Don't be

Wedi^esda^, September 8, 1937

way the nation has

surprised at the

gone overwhelmingly wild over ^Zola— and
*

don't be

•

amazed that ^Varsity Show' has

topped even the biggest of
of the

';

past. It's

all

Warner

musicals

only the start of the determined

Vc4he94«yt

VARIETY

Sept^JmBe^^^

Warner

Bros, plan to

years for

you—and

this

IT

make 1937-38

us ! That's

why we're

minute with another picture

box-office

the year of
all

ready

as sensationally

on every entertamment count— the next

number on the

^talk- of- the -trade'

program —

i^^ii^^^^

/

/

'

Ian Hunter

:

•

Supported by

Anita Louise Doiiald Crisp
'

;.

:

('Ai^U.'^-

V. .'A-V':^..---„

Written and Directed by

Edmund Goulding

WARNER BROS. Will Advertise It

•

Music by

Max

Stciner

•

A Fi«t

with a Coast-to-Coast Newspaper Campaign

/

'"A

..

That
f;ets oft' to a solo start.
'phone rings again and he leaves her
turning the pages of a magazine.
Wy
Ulroi'teil
Michael.
OtviiDile
tiue.s
subtletiesthe
film
the
Throuehout
'AilaploO. by Uocls Arii!hntlcH Klt\siier.
of newly married life and the unfoldliiliin Mutlow iiml )lol)ert Wylei'.
.lo.r.son,
mtnt of the attachment between the
loni xtortfM liy Fieil«>rli-k IrvInH; An'Ji'illliii
A«lior;
]{<)lun«l
illifi'tor,
Hsst.
M)ii;
doctor and his nurse are brought
Tti'l
camera,
Iloiis*-;
CiiiindlciI'.llinr,
out by Walter Lang, director, in a
rcojoi'llon Uooiii,
lit \ lewpil
In
I'stKlaff.
humorous and entertaining
Uuniilns llnic, U"J light,
;i7,
o,
N.T., Sept.
manner. On the surface, he keeps
.iiins.
..OordiKle Michaol his characters in lively banter; unl^an^
^^cpliie
JJiuvinan
l,i>e
l><ill\n
.•:(1(Uc
derneath he conveys the feminine
....Siin.lva S'.oriiiK
Uoma
Ieli;a
Manner in
imoulse for homicide.
...... I-arry. ('ra1)l)0
Cl'.>niii
which the story ends after the women
..Hai-lowi' }J<.rlaiiil
f:an.';>-.
\ivhif'
Ji'il J'l'DiUy
KUiiw
li,
.1.
declare a permanent truce is comedy
ilpni-y (Jdrilon
iillan »l' F\i<lii>a.
highest
order. They both give
ihe
of
Itafael Corio
l^ni
Baxter credit for the solution, and he
'

,

. .

,

.

..

.

,

.

.

Sophie will have to keep her chin
up to rate even a tag-ender In the
If she weakens she'll never
duals.
She
be -seen at all. Poor Spphie.
used to be such a dame and her

was

'reputation

something

terrific.

since she's gone straight she's
lost her grip. Parjimount ain't done
right by our Soph. Tsk, tsk.
Trouble in this case seems to stem
from the scriptors. They've cooked
up a complicated stew in this 'Sophie Lang Goes West' opus. But it
doesn't get any place, in particular
and meanders all over the lot on the

But

believes
This kind of role suits Baxter perMiss Young looks very at^
tractive and handles her part splendidly. Miss Bruce gives a surprising
it.

performance, several times touching
deeper emotional note than the

would

Featured players haven't much to
do it first rate. Jane

There's probably a thread of continuity running through the yarn,
but it gets pretty thin at times. Any-

.

Wife, Doctor and Nurse
20th

Cen(ury-F-ox'

Warnov

Calif., Sept. 7.

releafie

of

Baymond

pi'uducllun.
Stava J.,oi'elta Young,
Jlaxtei', Vlrfflnla Hruce; featufes
Dlrecteil
fjldriey Hlackmer.

Dai-well.

.lane.

IScvpeii))lay by KaU>ryn
Hcola, Dan-PlI- Ware un<l Lnmar Trotil;
caaicv:i, Edward Cropjasev; asst. director,
Opho I'.ryatil; lllm fdUor, Vr'alter Thomi'son;
ingjilcal rtlrPCllDti. Arthur Iiange. Previewed
at Alexandor theatre, Glendale, Cullf., Sept
'•'17.
KunnlriHP time, 83 minsi,
1,
Ina .
lA»i-etta Young
:

Walter

l)v

.

Hr.

L:inK'.

.

Bruce
Jane Darwell
Sidney Blackmer
Maurice Cass
Minna Gombell
Margaret Irving
Gordon Blliott

„

.

Virnlnlft

Win. Krueger
Tti:

Warner Baxter

Lewis...

.luild

.Steve.

.•,

I'oiiKmt

CcnHtance.
All's.
•

.'

".

Cunnin!;liain

Krucp Thnniaf
Glen Wylie
Si)'

Paul Hurst
.Hal K. Da'wBon
George Brne.st
GeorRes Renavent
Spcncor Charters
du Brey
, .Claire
,..Lon Chaney, .Tr.

.'

Di. Hcdsjes....

Rod
NU'1<
ATncle.

MIks Karrf ll
Cjliauftfur

Chni-les

V.lni

1)1'

.I»del.'<

,..,Ptanlev FleUla
Olln Howard

Delivery .Mnn

DoDniian
Supl.

.Ian

.Surses.

Duggun

that old triangle again; this
new set of dimensions.
sparkling, cleverly written and
finely directed comedy, based on a
truism that two women can love one
It's

time with a

A

man and

all

three can be very happy,

women 'find

o'.it about each
something else again
They've written novels, plays and

until the

other.

Then

it's

films on this theme for mahy years.
'Wife, Doctor and Nurse' starts light
out as though it never had heard of
the idea before, because it has many
twists and turns which are novel and
new. The general effect is pn e inter
tainrhent of unusually satisfactory
elements, of which the manner of the
The
telling is the most enjoyable.
acting is excellent, and the people
concerned are human beings of the
upp^r social strata who respond to

primitive

principles

in

orthodox

style.

Film is a lot better than the trite
title would indicate. Folks will leave
theatres

talking

enthusiastically

and the performances of
W«rner Baxter, Loretta Young and
about

,

Sept.

1*,

Running

'.IT.

time, 85 mtna.

Deanmi Durbln
Menjou
Allce>. Brady

Patricia Cavrtwell
Jo'hn

CanlweU.

Mr,".

Frost
G. Frost

.Tohn

A-dolphe

.'
.

.

ISugenc Pallette

'

Michael

illscha Auer
Billy Gilbert

•

Garage Owner

Alma Kruger

Mrs. Tyler
•Stage

Doorman

P.itter.s.

Russell

Johnson
Taxi Driver
Brandstetter.
Htevens

'.

.'

Rudolph
Leopold .Stokowsl;

Jack .Smart
;..Jed Prouly
.Jameson Thoma.s
:Howard H ickman
Frank Jenks
.,

.ChristKan

'

Rub

....Gerald Oliver Smith
.Jack Mullhall
;

I

HIm.selt

Deanna Durbin, whose comet
streaked across the film sky a year
ago in Universal's' "Three Smart

'

).

all.

'

.

NAUGHTY GIRLS

40
RKO

Doctor and Nurse*
Warner Baxter,, LoYoung and Virginia
Bruce in a smart comedy that
••Wife,

reloai-ie of 'Wllllani SIslrom produr-Features James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts.
.Screenplay,
by ICIwanl ('line.
Grev, from story by Stimrt I'ulmer;
oamera, Russell Metty, I'revicweO In ProRunning
jection R,)oni, N. v.. Kept, -'i

tlon.

Dlrecf!Hl
J<)hii

time,

inlns,

(I-

Jsi.-ar riper
Hlldegarde

Bert.
H\>:v

Hassan
Major Burns

John l>aiuie
Jame*)

Private Fa<:e
Colonel
.\gouba

l..uke

<''ar«xv

Laurence Brown

Sergeant Gainey.,,

Rui'us Fennell
..Ike Hatch

Tag
• • •

..

Frank Cram
Frank Cockrane

Jame.") Olen.son
/.aSii

I )«7i

Pitts

.Marjorle Lord
.George Shelley
.Joun AVtiodbury

•, .

'.

,

Unusual picture which cannot fail
to interest audiences throughout the

world. Its splendid technical qualities in connection with the photography of a trek to the salt mines of
Africa would seem to be the rhost
Tommy. AVashUurn.
'4«
Kdward M«rr modern sort of film craftmanship,. reNauelity CMrls' (RKO).
<'!h -I'lty Betvneit
vealing
a welter of realism.
,S(iowgU'I.s.
Ada F.eonanl, Barbara Pepper
Tame comedy-mystery designed
So 'firm -a foundation is augmented
for the duals, where it won't
heroic sentimental story that
by
a
certainly
doesn't
tip
the
conTitle
James
gleam.
particularly
tent of this one off as a comedy- opens up aboard ah American naval
Gleason and Zasu Pitts standard
vessel,
where* a cargo of negro
mystery.
It's decidedly tame, and
in lead roles.
wonit cause much ripple on the soldiers is being shipped to France
nether Side of -duals, where it'll au- during the Great War. This aggrely and expertly contrived, in com- tomatically land. James Gleason and gatloil of. colored men is the genuine
bination with camera shots of vari- ZaSu Pitts are paired and standard stuff. Their crosstalk and remsrks
ous instrumental sections, that the as a homicide squad inspector and during a game of craps couldn't posOrchestra num- his girl friend.
effect is startling.
Their material is sibly be duplicated by white folks.
bers are from 'Lohengrin,' Tschair pretty weak and considerably dated. One of the soldiers (Jericho), played
by Pavil Robeson, in rescuing some
and
Symphony,'
'Fifth
•kowski's
that of the legit of his comrades when their ship is
title
is
also
Pic's,
'Hungarian Rhapsody,' all
Liszt's
Mis^ Durbin, to musical, backstage of which all the torpedoed, accidentally pushes his
familiar works.
transpires.
No
sergeant, who falls, striking his head,
Stokowski accompaniment, sings Mo- action of the mystery
real shots of what •went pn on the 'Which results fatally.
Jericho is
zart's 'Exultate' and the .aria 'Libistage are shown; a couple' good pro- tried by court martial and sentenced
amo ne' from 'Traviata.'
duction numbers would have pepped to death for murder.
With I each- successive disiappoint- up the pic during its more droopy
<;H^nry
Wilcoxon
Gapt.
Mack
) rement in' the girl's efforts to get work moments, but that would have meant leasies him
from his cell on New
for her *meri' a certain- poigriancy tilted production ijosts, and 'Naughty.
Year's Eve so. that he may enjoy
develops. Menjou, in the role "of her Girls' obviously was made quickly
himself With' his 'friehd^ in the canout-of-work father, does a capital and economically.
teen.
Mack stood sponsor for JerThe necessity for- the success
job.
Gleason and Miss Pitts happened, icho, who takes this bpoortunity to
of her unde^taking^ mounts steadily
make good his escape. Mack is disuntil the final scenes strike a deep to go to the theatre the night the
missed
from the army and sentenced
It was that same show's p.a. was shot, and before show
emotional note.
to five years in Leavenworth. Jerithing' in 'Three Smart Girls" which gets under way the cop is looking cho didn't know Mack had gone on
had audiences wiping the tears. for the killer. By th.e tjme the first his bond and the latter, at the conact is over the librettist of the muKoster
,

Marlowe

FrfinkM.

Jeff.

Ca«o>[

.-

,

.

.

'I'liomas

.Tom Kennedy

.

Itinkman

,

.

.\lan BtlWardq.
iAldeii Cli-.».«!e"
.

.

it

Virginia Bruce. Box office business
will build' day by day.
Baxter is a brilliant young surgeon who seems to have nothing on
his mind except his profession. His
cohsultihg rooms are smartly fur^
nished and the furniture is occupied
by smart people, most of whom only
think they have something the matter with them. Virginia Bruce is his
nurse-assistant who interprets X-ray
photographs at a glance, stands at
his side in the operating room, and
devotes her life to his career. Comes
Loretta Young, direct from Park
a'v«nue and Central Park, where she
dislocated a shoulder in a fall from
her mount. She brings romance into
his Iif«, which c<Shsists of one 'phone
At a moment
call after another.
when all his patients are either asleep
or unconscious, he finds time to
marry Miss Young, but the honey*

.

'

.

know

Pasternak and

their

sical is shot.

stuff.

Miss Pitts does her usual stuff in
not-tod-bright
cop
the
around and annoying him by her
more deft biit accidental evidenceuncoverings. The expected happens,
when she finally solves the shootings.
Action travels in and out of dressgood oldtime musician, and Jack ing rooms, in the producer's and
Smart gives menace to -a. stage door- p.a's cubicles and in the storeroom

There are some neat

bits of char-

acterization which give the film a
human touch. Frank Jenks gets -a
lot from small part of a taxi driver,
who has music in his heart; Jed
Prouty does a practical joker in an
amusing way; . Christian Rub is a

under the stage.
No romance save casual suggestion
one is socko. It augurs much
for Miss Durbin'^ future. She's ar- in one instance is inserted, that between an ingenue and a male warFlin.
rived.
bler.
Angle could have been built
up to make the film bulkier.
Cast generally o.k. Joan WoodBack bury,
BuI.Idog
new film face, is very attracPai-nmount production and release. Fea- tive and should be seen frequently in
tures. John Barrymore, I./oulKe C'lmpbell,
"This

Drummond

ning time,

tHI

mlns..

The Durbin

tions,

usual
these
three

Phyllis Claverlng.
••Vlgy

girl

is

so

improved

.'
.

Long.worlh

John Barrymore
John Howard
U)ui.se Campbell
.Reglnahl Denny

Tenny
Mikhail Yaldin
Irena Soldanls.

J.

E. K. Cllve
Carroll Nals4i

Sanger

.John Sutton
.Rita Page
.Iva Henderson
....John Rogers

Morris
UlKnton.
Griswold
Barnian-Lundldrd

.

.

.'

J^ha Ward
Forrester Harvey

Horlen.se

...Phxtfis

Bartender

.C.

.

Wun

Policeman

Bobby

,

Barry

L.'iiherwood
.a(to Fries

. . .(^cdln
.... Frgnk
.

Kenny
Baker

(BRITISH MADE)
.

..\dapted
Directed by Roy William Xelll.
from novel by Russell Thonidike; scenario.
Roger Burford; dialog, Michael Hogan;
camera. Jack Cok. At Piccadilly. London,
Running time SI Jiiins.-Vug, a.*). '.ST.
Doctor ,Syn
George .\rllss
'

,

Marga i-et

hopes to achieve it will
only be because of the presence of
these players. The story is a confused
mixture of cross-mysteries which
reaches rare nonsensical heights, and
only the multiple programs, at best,
will be able to bear up under the
b.o. this film

But that's hardly
enough to meet ^the requirements of the quick changeovers.

appeal to kids:
half

Bulldog Drummond (John Howard this time), and his friends are
unwilling victims of a mixed pair of
criminals who want revenge upon
the gentleman adventurer for his
having caused the hanging of a near
relative. Louise Campbell is Drum
mond's heart interest, so the crlmi
nals kidnap her to provoke Drum
mond and then after leading him
through a series of unreasonable
terroristic incidents, capture him and
in order to get sponsorship for a Reginald Denny, likewise.
But just
radio contract must obtain a conduc- them Drummond's friend, Inspector
tor with an outstanding name of wide Nlelson (BdVrymore) under disguise
radio appeal Miss Durbin goes right as a fisherman with a broad beak»
after the biggest shot in town. Stok- intervenes to save the situation, apowski, completing his regular sub- prehend t.he criminalis and give Miss
scription season, is unapproachable, Campbell back to Drummond. Mies
but rebuffs which would discourage Campbell and John Barrymore are
Napoleon mean nothing to the the only two smooth performers in
youngster. In the end she wins his the film. Their performances alone
support.
ease the strain of the more bombastic
Much of the distinctive nature of histrionics of John Howard and oth
the film, marking it as a harbinger of ers. Howard resembles and essays a
substantial attractions which mer^e Gable manner and speech, but it
classic music and popular priced film doesn't impress. He has a tough role
entertainment, lies in the vastly im- wherein he follows a well remem
proved mechanical skill of tone re- bered and tip-top performer.
production. This has been ab adroitMost -of Barrymore's performance
'

'

Denis
('aptain Collyer
Jerry Jerk

Hash.

.

.

•.

.

I^ock wood
'..Tohn Loder
.Hoy Emerton

Gi-aham Moffatt
Frederick Burt well
George Merritt
.Alhole Stewart

;

,

MIpps
Squire Cobtree
Dr. Pepper

Coleman
Waliy Patch
Meinhart Maur

AVllson

The Bo'sun
The Mulatto
Mrs. 'Waggetts

.Muriel .George'

Principal handicap against the acceptance of George Arliss in the stnllar role is the preconceived notion
on the part of most people that a
pirate of the olden days was a robust,
heavy-drinking, swearing and ruthless individual.
'Doctor Syn' tiies
to overcome this by bringing out at
the finish that Clegg the pirate, portrayed by ArlLss, originally studied
for the bar, but was disqualified for
sharp practice.
It isn't easy to reconcile the Arliss
physique with a man who, to seek
revenge on a burly mulatto who had
ravished his wife, had cut off his
ears and removed his t)n^u>^ tying

him

to
starve.

a

tree

in

Audience

a
is

v/ilderne.-?s

to

expected to ac-

cept this same man as living an app^C£ntly spotless life, 20 years later,
as a priest who is ..secretly at the
head of his old gang, now turned
smugglers, and who devotes every
penny thus acquired to the oetterment of the little coastal village over
which he presides. One cannot believe Arliss as a mild oastor who,
when aroused and attacked by one
of his cronies, slips over a knockout
punch: 'Doctor Syn' could have been
a good picture, but not with Arli6.s.
because with him in the name jwt
it doesn't ring true.
John Loder as the hero ha.<; al.out
as small a role as could be allc<:ated
to a lead in a picture, and Mareiret
Lockwood has been equally spared
'

from overworking

herself.

clusion of his jail sentence, swears
he will get Jericho if it is the last
thing he does.
Meantime Jericho escapes across

African desert, where he becomes a leader of the natives, marand has a son. After searching
everywhere. Mack enters a cinema
and finds a film of the trek to the
salt mines, showing Jericho as the

the

ries

local ruler of the country. He flies
down there, confronts Jericho with
a gun, sees how happy the colored
man is with his farhily. and realizes
that he had not realized Mack would
be punished, so starts back.
Jericho accompaniies him to his
Diane and attempts to get in, saying
he is returning to civilization to vindicate his old friend. Turning off the
engine, Mack persuades Jericho to
get out and wind up the propeller.
Directly this is done he dashes off,
to leave the colored mian with his
family. But one of the natives, believing he means harm to their
leader, shoots at the plane, killing
Mack and causing the machine to
crash.
Picture ends with a local burial
service, at which the glorious voice
of Robeson is the dominant note.

Robeson plays with reserve and

London, Aug. 25.
General Film Dlstrlbs release of Gaumont.'Jtars Geoige Arliss;
Brltish production.
features Margaret Lockwuod, John Loder.

Cmogene

.'t.-tC

Only occasionally is thece offered
a more bewildering me& upon which
has been wasted such talentsas John
Barrymore, Louise Campbell, Reginald Denny and others.
Whatever

load of 'Bulldog Drummond Comes
Back.'
This is a sequel tale, of course,
and it is rendered with the fullest
a role quite different from his intensity of a riotous juvenile imtype of parts. In addition to agination. Because its text so closetwo,
Alice Brady breezes ly resembles chapter film texture,
a short sequence in high glee, this film may prove to have some

and Eugene Pallette, Mischa Auer
and Billy Gilbert have important
things to do and do them well.
The '100 men' of the title are members of a symphony of unemployed
musicians whom Miss Durbin is organizing and managing. Hans Kraly
is credited with the original story,
which on paper must have looked
farfetched and fantastic. However,
the screenpla.v is developed cleverly
and with credibility by Bruce Manning, Charles Kenyon and James
Mulhauder.
Idea is that the unemployed Artists

DOCTOR SYN

...Zeffle Tilbury
.

Ba rintrld

Sunghll'

future. Tom Kennedy did his usual
Ada
as Gleason's stupe assistant.
Leonard, from hurley, niteries and
vaude, has a bit as -a showgirl. Does
all right in a part which casts her as
type wrajigling.
cold,glint-eyed
Bert.
with a line-sister.

Helen Freeman

.;

Eftle

,

over her previous appearance that
she is a cinch for a starring career
of major money importance to film
theatres.
Histrionically, she does
everything like a veteran, scores with
her comedy, charms with her naivete,
and registers at the tear-ducts with
her persuasive emotional passages.
Although the story is written to her
pattern, her achievement as a performer is none the less remarkable.
She motivates the entire action,
keeps the situations alive with her
spontaniety, aiid tops off with supeiflative vocal contributions.
Universal wisely has given her excellent support in Leopold Stokowski,
director of the Philadelphia symphony orchestra, who plays a lengthy
film role with surprising ease and
conviction, and Adolphe Menjou, who
gives one of his best characteriza-

following

nrian.

the early season.. Its originality rests Colonel Nlelson..
on a firm and strong foundation, Bulldog Drummond:

audiences.

'

.

a bright, luminous star in John Howard, Re^^lnald Denny, E. E. Cllvc.
her second piicture, 'One Hundred Men Directed by I^ouis King. Adapte<l by Kdand a Girl,' which is something new in ward T. Lowe from story by H. C. M<-Nelle
entertainment, and a box office at- ('.Sapper'). Camera, Harry Mills, At t''rlSept. 2,- '37.
Runtraction way up among the leaders of terlon, N. Y., week
Girls,' is

'

dally

Hill

.

craftsmanship which has captured
popular values fr6m Wagner, Tschaikowski, Liszt, Mozart and Verdi.
This new film, produced by Joe Pasternak and directed by Henry KosKllflha Cook, .1r.
ter, opens new vistas and reveals
Brewester Twins .means of winning greater picture

,

Tlicrljert'.

.

MADE)

London, Aug. 24.
General Vllyn Dletllba release of Buekl.nghwn .'(Ma^ S<:ha't'h)- Dioductlort;
star*'
Paiit RQl)eson:"feulure8 Wenry Wllcoxon,
Wallace Ford, Directed by Tliornton FreeScenario, George Bari-aud: original.
land,
Waller Futter; oanieni, John W. Boj«le.
At PlccnUlUy, Lomlon, Aug,
';(7,
Running time 77 mlns.
•Jerlclio' .Tackaon
Paul Robe.son
Captain Mack..',...
Ile»>ry AVIIcoxvn
.Mike Clancy.,,....
Wallace iford.
Gura. .,
V
Princess Kouka'

,

Hills, Sept. .7-

Kraly; .wrecnplay by. Bruce Manning,
Charles Kenyan (ind James Mulhauser:
H-s.'^. •dlre«'lor^ Fj-ank Shaw; camera. Joseph
Valentine: FOng, Fredierlck Hollander arid
tTcjflow;
Charles
,S'am
director,
'musical
I'revin: film editor, Betnard 'W. Burton.Previewed at AVarners' Beverly theatre,

portrayal of an upstage film star.
Dirfection has failed to clarify the
confusion of the script.
Hobe.

Gi'lfrllh

JERICHO
(BRITISH

'

Beverly

Vnlver.-'al release ol Joe Pasternak's proFeatures
duction.
Sta'vs Deanna Durbln.
J.ieopold .KtokowHkl. Ailolphc Menjou, Alice
Brady, TCuirene Pallettc, .Ml.scha Auer. Di.Slory by Hans
recte<l l.)y Henry Koster.

which isn t surprising. Lee "Bowman
and Larry Crabbe play her heart interest and the villain acceptably, and
Sandra Storme contributes a life-like

Glendale.

The gunplay is hardly provoking
of interest and the continuous display of foggy London scenery brims
Shan.
to dullness.

.

jou; for all the family.

(20th
retta

tended^-

-inr

1937

8,

.

(WiTK SONGS)

way, Sophie is pursued by cops who
just won't trust her good intentions.
She pops in on a scenario writer!

who hasn't an idea for a plot ('the
characters in this story are entirely
fictitious'). He befriends her, thtows
the gendarmes 6tf the trail, gets an
idea for his script and they both
save the sultan's diamond' nedklace
from the robbers' clutches. Whew.
Miss Michael plays Sophie as if
she'd lost interest in the old gal—

:.

,

Hundred Men ^li'd' a
Smash hit for
by
aided
Durbin
Deanna
Stokowski and Adolphe Men(U).

Girl'

;

.

m MEN AND A GIRL

.

'.'

w
<...-'

ever humor might' have- be

;

Dcrwell plays an understanding
houselceeper in a maternal manner;
Minna Gombell, looking very natty
in her nurse's uniform, plays -it
straight. Margaret Irving gets plenty
laughs
when exolaining her
of
strange dreams, and Sidney Black-

wing.s the lovebirds will stay honast.

crook
'One

series.

only.

do, but they

Gosh!

'Sophie
Gertrude MiC^'afejt In
(Par).
the weakest edition' of the; ex-

the multiple feature programis

indicate.

.

.

West*

'Bulldog: Drummond Conies
Back' (Par). Bewildering and
unimpressive entertainment for

a

lines

Goes

Lans

will please

fectly.

way. Writers apparently had trouble
the mer and Maurice Cass make their
keep
to
whether
deciding
beeooteous heroine on the straight less impor^nt roles stand out.
and narrow or permit her to slip
Quality of the production is high.
into the underbrush by the side of Lang used fine taste and judgment in
the road. In the end, thpugh, every- the necessary shots taken in the hosthing is on the up and up. Sophie pital sequences.
Costuming is rich
is in love with another ex;-lightfinger
and restrained. Cronjager's photogand they're splitting a . bottle of raph.y is exceptional, and the film
champagne with a flatfo.ot who un- has polish and finish.
Flin.
derstands that with Cupid in the

.

donning and doffing disguises.
Denny is in for comedy relief, as
also E. E. Clive, but the verbosity
of their roles-militates against what-
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three-quarters of a dozen character
parts are ably enacted by people well
versed in that field of endeav.iv. Pror
duction details and photography depict the period entertainingl.v.. j.nd
direction is on a high plane. Jolo.

discretion.

He

can indicate violent

emotion without raising his voice out
of the middle register.
Acting throughout is on a high
level, but it is the unusual story and
absorbing African scenes which provide popular entertainment for all
classes. Director has fully developed
.

.

the possibilities of his story material
Jolo.
and has a sock pic.

Outlaws of the Orient
Starn
('ulumbia production and release.
Jack Holt, features Mae (Clarke, Tlar<dd
Huber, Ray Walker, Jamc.i Rusli. Diiwleil
Sci-eenpiJiy,
by Ernest B. Schoed.>--ack.
Charles Francis Royal ami >'aul Franklin;
.lam<'s S.
story. Ralph Graves; camera.
At
Brown, Jr.; editor. I>v\-iKht t.'aldwell.
Varsity,

Lincoln,

dual.

Running

liiiif,

til

mln:i.
l.'het

Eaton

Toan

Jack H.dt
.viae,

t^larkft

Ho-Fung.
Lucky
Johnny

HaroM Hulitr
Ray Walker

Snyder..,

Jot Crthan
Bernlce Rojit-Hn

Alice

Sheldon

lames Bush

Ha ri-\- Wurlh

Not as good as Jack Holt u.<:ually
Film is hampered by having

does.

a great deal of waste miniites, such
as showing such uninteresting material as a dozen plane landing? and
take-offs in the hour's running, time,
as well as some shots of flying a
regular mail run most of the time
without dramatic happening.
Holt is transplanted to the Gobi oil
fields, where Harold Huber is a local
protectionist who wants a piece of
the money just so nothing will happen. Holt is up single-handed against
a Chinese war lord who doubts if he
can do the job, a rival oil company
dedicated to the mission of seeing
that he doesn't complete the contract, and the bandit Huber, who
takes what he can find.
Two women in the show Ma*
Clarke, who gets the most out of it,
and Bern ice (sometimes listed as
Beatrice) Roberts, who is third person, except in the opening minutes.
Mae's a bookkeeper, who can't k*«p
up with Holt's padded accounts, and
she later falls for his brother, James
Bush.
Harold Huber handles th* pocketlipping assignment in good order, hir;
one penchant being the desire to be
designated as 'General.' Joe Crchan
makes good as' a tear-hair exec.

—

.
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fttid- Mrs.
«>Oth Cpntury-Fox telease. oCi Mr;
Muitln ;rohnsoni prpaucUpn. flupervlaea by

Sbpt. 3,

llunnlng time, 75 mlns.

Carthage and for this
on the force of Roman

of

rely

arms.

A

is -decisive!

.after

withstanding Hhe jcharge.of the Garthagihian elephants (comparable to
tanks in modern warfare) Scipio at-

proud Roman legionaries, just "returned from victory In Spain, against
the main body of the enemy. That
is the end of Carthage.
Fire signals spread the news of
Scipio's victory along the Italian
coast and couriers bring it to Rome.
Crowds fill the streets and the temBiit
ples acclaiming the victor.
Scipio retires to his family and his
fields and the last scene shows, him
fingering a handful of grain and
saying, 'Tomorrow, with the help of
the gods, we shall begin to sow.'
Despite this peaceful endin*, the

.

•

.

much mofe 'human

paid by the Johnsons, this time to less ferocious na-

'.

.

Another

visit

the best characterization of the film.
Francesca Braggiotti (Mrs. John
Lodge) is starred in the most human
and dramatic episode of the film as
Sofonisba, Nunyidian queen. Hating
Rome; she overcomes the qualms of
her weak husband, Siface, and persuades him to march against Scipio.
When Siface is captured she works^
her seductive charms upon the Roman leader, Massinissa. Massinissa
is so beguiled that he marries her.
Finally Scipio convinces him that
the conquered queen belongs to
Rome. Massinissa sends her a cup
full of poison and she drains it courageously. Miss Braggiotti plays the
part with much fire.
Only other feminine role is played

tives who like their locally-distilled
grog, has far more merit in that two
of the, men are very humorous characters under the influence of the

snake-bite they Indulge and Lew
Lehr cleverly derives laughs from
the situation. Lehr is equally adept
at making hay over some scenes
with the proboscis monkeys, extremely curious specimens and in
this picture are photographed for the
first time.
.
The interludes with Lehr, combliled with the interesting sight of
the proboscis primates, fish that live
on land as well as in water, oysters!
growing on tree roots, flying snakes
and a few other curiosities, make up
for the stagey sequences and other
routine footage. In addition to the
theatrical head-hunter scenes, a long
stretch that appears to be overdone
concerns the capture of an orangutan.
Considerably more footage
than seems justified is used in capturing the ape.
He is claimed to
weigh 300 pounds, yet very small
branches in treetops withstand his
weight. He is also supposed to be a
dreaded devil among the natives but
acts as though he is afraid of humans
instead. The sequence, dealing Myiih
his capture includes repeat shots as
.

•

'

:

.

the African')

Vella
Sofonisba

Lamberto

Picasso

Franco Coop
Isa Miranda
Franceaca Brae:Klottl

(In Italian)
Italy's
long - heralded superfilm,
'Scipio, the African,' Was launched

at the Fifth International Film Exposition in Venice, but will not compete for any of the prizes offered.
Reason for 'Scipio's' being shown
'outside the competition' lies in the
fact that it is a prestige picture, a
propagefnda picture conceived im-

mediately after Italy's campaign in
Ethiopia as the best able to show
the intimate union between the
grandeur of ancient Rome and the
new Roman imperial venture. Such
being the avowed main purpose of
the film, artistic and entertainment
considerations became secondary.
Story of 'Scipio' follows the facts
of Roman history pretty closely. At
the outset effects of Hannibal's invasion of Italy and his 15-year camp
on Italian soil are recalled. Dismal
'

.

and wasted land. Scene
Rome.
The Roman
Forum, where there is a huge crowd

battle fields
changes to

•waiting to hear the Senate's decision
as to what shall be done in Rome's

war with Carthage. Then

the

Roman

Senate in session. Here is shown
Scipio, the young consul, asking that
he be allowed to carry, the war on
to African soil.
Old conservative
senators, headed by Cato, insist it
would be madness, but the younger
senators and the crowd outside back
Scipio, so finally it is decided to consult the signs. These augur well for
Scipio; his star is rising.
Romans set sail for Africa and the
Carthaginians are forced to recall
Hannibal from Italy to carry on the
war on their own soil. Hannibal asks

for a meeting with Scipio but Scipio
refuses to come to any terms; he
wants nothihg short of complete sub-

li^nimott.

Phlpps; o!:mera,

\V'«llls.

,

.

Olomla Furrell

,

Peter Millett

C'luiido

Dot Harris

HulbPrt

..Glen Alyn
John Carol

(leorRp
Snni Brooks
i.
fjord H.Tverstock.
Joseph P. Munro..
.\mos r-lddlc......
.Mrs.

iJa.sIl

At CambrlrlRe, Iiondon, Aup.

Runnlnff IWife 80 mlns,

Mamie

..James
.

.

.

.

.Steiih-onson

,Georj»e (Inlleon

\rlhur Finn
.."Wallace ICvonnett
.... MarRni'Pt Ynri'e
Charlotte T.ei.i;h

IJlddle

.MIss'Tannor

rimmy MlUelt
Anno MlUett..

...Pat Fllzi-atriolc
Anna Murrell
Muriel Olatcber
Glbb Mcljaughlln

.

pp.? Millett

Monsieur Duval

Simple but pleasing little comedy
which is unjjretentious and entertaining in

its

own

limited sphere,

and should make an acceptable, second feature.
Cheap American bunch of night
club dancers find their show is being
closed and they will be stranded in
Mamie is adored from out
Paris.
front by Peter, a nitwit Englishman

being shown round by an American
Being told her
man-about-town.
beau has come over to collect an inheritance, Mamie nabs him and leads
liim into matrimony.
On the plane going home, the bride
discovers .her husband is only a tjoor
farmer, and the only inheritance was
an old cap left by the deceased
uncle.
,

Ramshackle farmhouse dampens
whatever spirit Mamie hais left, but

the worst is to come when she discovers Peter is a widower with three
children. Making the best of a bad
It's a tough
.lob, she buckles to.
battle, but she makes it.
Glenda Fafrell gives a good perchorine,
disillusioned
the
formance as

and Claude Hulbert registers as her
mutty husband, though he is too detached. Youngsters are charmingly
played, and the remainder of the cast

more than

satisfactory.

,

^

;

^

Slight cutDirection is smooth.
ting should, improve the tempo.

Velia,

BALTIC DEPUTY

young Ro-

girl

(RUSSIAN MADE)
release of Lenfllm production.
Directed by
Nikolai Chtrkassov.

Amklno
Stars

Alexander

Zarkhl

and

Joseph

Helfetz.

.

;

,

AVlIe
ing of the Roman forces for Africa, His
Boris Llvanov
Bocharov
the breaking up of Hannibal's camp Voroblev
..Otto Zhakov
Alexander Melnlkov
and parts of the battle of Zama. But Kuprlanov
on the whole 'Scipio' must be viewed
as a spectacle, not as a picture which
(In Hussion, with English Titles)
these
is dramatically exciting, and
Every several years the Soviet
spectacular features should ^^Pfove turns out a pic that lives up to its
Heln.
America.
its selling point in
Such is 'Baltic
heralded hurrah.
Deputy,' which ranks pretty close to
'Potemkin,' 'Chapayev' and 'End of
It's a cinch click
St. Petersburg.'
for the arties across the land, and
(WITH SONG)
the type of film which will groove
Syndicate release of C. C. Burr prbducFeatures
in for sustained runs of length in
stars Walter McGrall.
tlon.
spots where superior Russe. product
Queenle Smith, Joy Hodges. Irving PIfihel.
Duncan Benaldo. Dlrectad by Raymond Iv. can draw biz.
Johnson. Story, George F. ZImmer; screen
HappUy, 'Deputy' underplays propplay, Phil Dunham; song, Russ Magnus
aganda for the country of its make.
and Billy Rice; cameraman, Elmer Dyer.
At strand. Brooklyn, N. Y.. dual, week Usually Russe pix stuff their footmlns.
OB
time,
'37.
Running
Sept. 2,
age with an annoying abundance of
AValter McGrall
I.anny
national ballyhoo to the detriment
Queenle Smith
OUIe
of the entertaining facets of the
Owens
Donald Reed films.
vnnijtiiimauijjf a char
xjcyjuiy is
js primarily
nims. 'Deputy'
Billy
..Willy Casielio
Geiier
acter study of a scientist, and as
--^^ --i"^current regime
the -""-"t
includes t^^such
sparsely
as
Rlchnrd Tucker rah-rah, but sifts it in
^flains
Malcojni MacGrepor
Rlli;y.
as probably the makers dared. ActuCant. John
Schmidt
ally, for out-of -Russia showings, that
George Eldrcdge
Prosecutor
Henry Menjou techniaue is superior propaganda
Smaltz
David MacDonald method.
Goodwin
William Royle
^
Captain Hall
Yarn is based on the authentic
Harry Hnrvey
Speedy
of Klement Timiriazev.
James GiilKoylo document
Kennedy
Snub Pollard botanist and 'the Burbahk of Russia'
VValter
who, 75 years old when the Leninled revolutionists got going in '17,
'Secret Agent' is strictly for the
was one of the first established insecond-stringers. Even the actors are
tellectuals of the country to enroll
aware of the situation, making no under the crimson canopy. His real
effort to waste the talents that few
story seems closely paralleled in this
of them possess on this cornily writscreen version.
ten, lethargically directed and genThe naturalist is played by 30a
of
erally badly produced story
year-old Nikolai Cherkassov, and it
lone-wolf F. B. I. investigator who
is through the young actor's trouogets nowhere fast.
ing that the pic largely gains its
Conscientious and meticEvery old gimmick such as the merits.
mirror reflection shooting, phoney ulous character portrayal is one of
courtroom sensationalism, hackneyed the very best pieces of acting yet to
come out of Russia. He'll make
lines, finger of guilt, etc., are used
Hollywood's mouth hioisten.
to convey mystery. They convey
Yarn has to do with how the botnaught but laughs to all but mental
slinking
Unexplained
anist intellectually embraced the Solightweights.
once
not
viet cause and wrote articles in its
away of characters does
dim the beacon-like guilt of the right defense. Then he gradually came to
party in this unmysterious mystery. believe that the peasant farmers
his knowledge of applied
As a buttinsky Fed interfering could use grafting
and raising. To
with local police work, McGrail takes planting,
this end he gave a book which took
In the
it upon himself to clean up.
seven
years
to complete.
process the flame of a femme acAfter his espousal of the what was
quaintance of his becomes a murder
at that time termed the 'Bolshevists,
suspect which increases his snoopthe naturalist was cut by most of his
soand
deduction
calls
Dialog
ing.
professorial and professional friend."?.
lution of crime and associated events
One of the beauty bits of the pic's
'science.' From the audience it looks
handling is the naive innocence of
like pure hokum.
the .scientist as to why his friends
Mcexcepting
others,
the
with
As
And Cherk^ssov's
should do so.
Grail, who has the meatiest role,
adroit playing of the role firmly esSmith and Irving Pichel tablished the botanist as one of those
Miss
Miss Smith as a lab workers who dwell in the well
flounder around.
sob sister never once convinces the or their work and thoughts to the
audience or herself that she enjoys exclusion of. almost all other activ
what she's doing. Pichel also in un- ity. It's the always nopular concep
sympathetic shyster lawyer role can- tion of the scientific genius who
not conceal distaste nor his cinema leads a child-like simple life outside
guilt.
his work.shop.
the learnAlso effective drama
Only mildly interesting and that in
widely separated spots, film does not ing of the peasants and Red soldiers
hurdle the lesser grade standards. and sailors to respect the naturalist
Singing of 'Actions Speak Louder and understand .what he has done
Than Words' in nitery sequence by for the remade country.
The fadeout is rather new for
Joy Hodges very tinprinny in delivHurl..
Russe product and a borrow from
ery and texture.

"XSes

Annlbale NinchI
Camlllo PUotto
Fosco Glachettl
Marcello Glorda
Memo Benassl

,

Tom

Wllllania and
'37.

i
I

Brliszl.

:

^^(^V^l^^ &rbfe/'Ted(HnKton production nnil
YdleUse.-' Starsj GJcuda l-'urrplj. Clauilo llulbort.
DlrQCtcd liy" ArtKur Woods. Adnptod
Jironi
Norma I'ltttorson's etoi'y by Kroclc

SPECIAL AGENT K-7

Rome, Aug. 26.
"Enta Nazlonale Industrie Clnematoerraflche
distribution of Consorzlo Sclplo I'Afrlcano.
Directed by Carmine Gallone.
Script and
design of sets, Gallone; music, Ildcbrnndo
Ptzzettl; camera, Ubaldo Arata, Anchlse

Cato
Asdrubate
Mezio

,

.

(ITALIAN MADE)

Slface.

24.

i

weeping over having to leave Italy. Screenplay by David Dell, Zarkhl, Helfetz
and Leonid Rakhmanov. from story by
She is now in Hollywood for Par.
camera, Holssaye Kaplan. At
There are a number of highly dra- Kakhmanov*,
Cameo, N. Y., week Aug. 3, '37, Running
matic scenes, such as the one of the time, 107 mlns.
^
Nikolai Clicrkassov
crowds in the Roman forum, the sail- Prof. PolczUayev
Marta Domasheva

SCIPIO L'AFRieANO

.Masslnissa

Miranda as

who is made a slave by
Hannibal and who plans to stab him
but is dissuaded when she finds him

Char.

,

Isa

rfian

rivers standing out sharply. Closeups oil such animals, as Borneo
yields, all of the smaller, less ferocious variety, are well done Not a
shot is fired by gun in this one.

Solplo
(Hannibal

{

i.<?

•

U. S. technique.
To have the old
lock himself in his lab and start
work on new agricultural ideas
army tramps off to fight the
decisive battle which established for
finality the Soviets makes a much
better ending and certainly more

llcnrllt.son.

genuinely dramatic than encountered

Frlsche.s;

19

OCH YAG

66

65,

('65, 66 And F)
(SWEDISH MADE)

to

"

.

by

a means of padding it out.
The photography is generally good,
•ome striking shots of jungle and

('Scipio,

and gives

figure,

London, Aug.

'
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Zama

not overdone, Lowell Thomas
being in the best of taste.
Battle
The best animal picture the John- picture is distinctly martial.
about a third of
sons made was not their last to- of Zama takes up
historically
gether, for while 'Borneo' creates the film and this, though
first
the
interesting
as
considerable interest, it is never accurate and
tactics
exciting nor does it contain any of conscientious filming of the
the thrills arising out of danger or of a great battle, is not very stirring.
other situations which are important Charge of the elephants and launchcounter attack are
to productions of this kind. Effort ing of the cavalry
exciting moments but, outside of
is made to' instill danger or suspense
through a sequence in which the these episodes', the"" portrayal of the
Johnsons visit what are supposed to battle is in ?;eeping with the porbe savage headhunters of the wild trayal of the man whose masterand wooly back country. But the piece it was—undramatic. For Scipio
warriors act' like pet kittens and is shown as so sure of his success
look about as. fierce. All the efforts and his mission, and so calm about it
of narrator Thomas to 'inject menace all, that he becomes almost wooden.
Camillo Pilotto as Hannibal is a
:^
go J^wry.

It is
spiel

.You Live and Learn
(B^ntltSH MADE)

l-

Battle of

tacks the flanks of the enemy army
with his cavalry, and launches the

Producers of many animal pictures
in their career, 'Borneo' is the last
to be made by the late Martin Johnlatter is
soli and his wife, Osa, but
eoirtg to continue the Johnson tradition and is already in African wilds
AfLivingston.'
to make 'Stanley and
ter having returned from Borneo last
v'inter, the Johnsons were in a plane
crash, Martin Johnson bemg killed.
brief summary of what happened,
in addition to a tribute to the intrepid
hunter-photogirapher, opens 'Borneo,'

.

as the

Scandinavian

Talking IMcts. roIe.TSP of
production.
Dlreeled by .Vndor.i
.\dupled I'rom play by Axel
camera, lOlnor Ake.soni adapta-

U'lvel

.

tion, Flendng l.enlKe.
.\l
Ave. I'la.fusually in Amkino releases.
Han- house,
N. v., week Aug. US, '37. Ilnnnlnir
dling avoided the hoke arid trashy time, Sr> mlns.
fireworks resorted to in the past. Pottersson
Thor Moleen
I'ctrus
l.':illo Ku'^mun
Throughout the pic there is no scene No.
Klof Abrle
of battle, not a view of a barricade, Xo. Co. Poll(!
.-Vmalln
Knde RolfHcn
and scarcely any shots of the physi- l.t. TIader
\llon IJolilIn
cal ordeal during the revolution. In Mrs, ".Petters.siin
ISlpa ("arlton
llretii Wenneborg
that, it's a 'first' of the sort from the 13llan,
riawyor...
N'lN. Jacobson
'rah-rah for Russia' film factories.
lilomborg.
Srthur Cederl:orKh
llu^o .Tacnbson
Sipnall cast uniformly good, with Horgofint,
Hlgge Furst
Alexander Mclnikov a standout as Policeman
l''o"toi'
..,,K-ilIe Ktneh
naval petty officer.
Police Sergeant
.,
.,01nf RIogo
Direction fine throughout, and the
two who collaborated, Alexander
(In Swedish With English Titles)
Zarkhi and Joseph Heifetz, are
"Droll comedy, deftly written, carather unknown. Camera genor.iUy
Bert.
good.
pably produced and persuasively
played. Language difficulties should
stymie it In this country except in
the arties, but it offers distinct possibilities for
remake or dubbing.
(FRENCH MADE)
Drawback for remake would He in
Paris, Aug. 30.
the difficulty of matching the charLea Films K.xcalslor production released acter of its present performance.
by Lux.
Features. Sessue
Hayakawn,
Story is a simple one offering
Pierre- Richard WJllm and Mlehlko Tanaka.
Dlreeled by Max Ophuls. Screen piny,
chance for farce situations, most of
Maurice Dekobra; camera. ..Schufftaii,
At which are based on the amusing
Olympin, Paris. Runrin;? time 05 mlns.
characters
of the principals.
Gusty
Serse Polenolt
Plc re-Rlchard WUlm
Ysamo
Sesaue Hayaknwa business man go^s swimming and has
Kohana
Mlohlkn Tanaka his clothes stolen by a fugitive from
Pawllk.
Roland Toutnln Swe.den's compulsory military trainNamo.
Luclenne Lemarchand
Runaway poses as the
Po
Gabrlello ing stint.
prosperous merchant, only to learn
Doctor.
Salllard
Comamndcr
CamlUe Bert he faces a 30-day sentence for drunk.

."illi

O."!,

,

.

.

.

,

.

,

,

.

YOSHIWARA

,

•

Japanese OrClcer
Secret Agent.;

Paulals

Ky Duyen

Russian Attache
Court President

,

.Philippe Richard
,,

Martial Rebbe

hilt,

Business man, taken to military
headquarters, is unable to prove his
identity except by appealing
his daughter's
whom
has disapproved.
Lieutenant, refusing to recognize
him. has him assigned as orderly.
Without going overboard on slap>
stick, the farce capitalizes the comic
opportunities.
Action keeps skimming with frequent laughs and the
English titles for the most part
keep an uncomprehending spectator
abreast of the story. Titles, incidentally, were Written by someone who
went overboard on American slang
and are occasionally good for a
chuckle from a reverse standpoint.
Point of the title lies In the three
musketeers of the military training,
the business man and his two newfound pals-'ln-arms, Militiamen No,
65 and 66, All tliree characters are
knowingly drawn and played, with
other neat performances turned in
by Allan Bohlin as the lieutenant,
Arthur Cederbbrgh as. the hobo
slacker and Olaf Riego as a crabby
police sarge.
Whole pic unrolls in
the spirit of broad fun. Shoulcl satisfy Swedith audiences and may
tickle occasional American spectareal

'

(In French)
Ballyhooed r d blared here as. one
of the outstanding French productions of the year, this pic falls far
shbrt of that. If the publicity already
handed out pulls at all, it should do
well here. But on its- own merits
'Yoshiwara* can only do average at
best, and is doubtful for abroad.tt
Re-entry of Sessue Hayakawa to
films in this section of the world has

been played to the

en driving.

with him

being given a great buildup. But the
story, acting, directing, cutting and
photography can't make the film
stand up.
Best performance is turned in by
Michiko Tanaka, who does some commendable acting and proves that she
can do plenty of justice to this type
of role. Pierre-Richard Willm, while
making a better impression than
usual, still does not get all this is
possible from his part as a lieutenant in the Russian Imperial navy.
Sessue Hayakawa, as a coolie in
love with Tanaka, who turns traitor
to have her executed as an accessory
in an espionage gag with Willm when
she thumbs down 'on him, marches
through the pic with a perfect dead
pan. No emotion, just a sour, sad,
dead pan.
Story goes through devious bypasses to reach an unhappy ending,
with Tanaka shot and Willm dying

the lieutenant,
to
suitor, of
he

Hobc.

tors.

Riders of the Rockies
(WITH SONGS)
Grand National release of Edward V.
Finney production. Stars Tex RItter. Directed by R. N. Bradbury. Story, Llndslejr
screen play,
Robert Hmmett:
Tex Rltte and Fank SanuccI; cam-

parsons:
songs,

from wounds inflicted by Japanese eaman, Ous Peterson. At Arena. N. Y.,
who were tipped off: by Haya- Aug. 27-28, '07. Running time, 60 mine.
Tex RItter
Rand..-.
,
kawa that he is fingering in espion- Tex
Loulso Stanley
Louise Rogers.,
age in the Japanese capital.
Charles King
Regan
Most of the':scenes are laid in the .Sergeant Beef
Yakima CanUtt
Eh rl Dwlr«
Geisha quarter, but few of them are .Teff rles
Snub Pollard
convincing. Types are poorly made Pee Wee...
Horace Murphy
Doc
up and lack jof real Oriental color Mendoza......
Martin Oaralaga
and characters is notable.
Jack Rockwell
Captain Hayes
.Paul LopeA
Pete
Born Jnto a rich family whose Hencliman
Hobcr Snow
father has hari-karied, Tanaka goes
to one of the ,tea houses to work.
Familiar border rustling yarn emWillm comes alpng, spots her, buys bellished with a couple of home-spun
her for the time his ship is to be in tunes and cowboy yodeling which
Dort and wants to marry her. Then adds to a sum total of the lesser end
Hayakawa steps in for his revenge. of dual shows. Would be even less

agents

. . <

,

When a traitrous coolie is allowed
to live, an innocent gal is shot and a
supposed honorable lieutenant in a
navy is killed because of that coolie
then it is no wonder the Japanese
government kicked about the story.
Hugo.

—

but for presence of Tex Ritter. He's
the life-savor for this entry.
There seems to be a trend of late
bjr
western prolucers to neglect

faithfulness of detail for speed. Audiences of sage sagas are more discriminating than the producers think, and
the presence of anarchronistlc incongruities such as stage coaches among
currently popular styles in femme
clothing, etc., can make for the
(BRITISH MADE)
v/rong kind and xintinied laughs
London, Aug. 27.
which might eventually be felt at
Oftnenl Film Dlstrlbs release of OroB«
Singing of Tex In a MeX
venor Sound Film production. Stnrn Ar- the b.o.
thur Tracy; fpofiircs LilH Palmer. Dlrecied nitery for no apparent reason is not
Dy SIncliilr Hill. Camera. Cyril BrlHtow.
only unwelcome to auditors, but a
At PIceadlllv. London, Aug. 10. '37. Run- blight on the ear. Gal partner should
ning time, 84 mlns.
Aflhur Tracy not even have tried in the phoney
Street Singer
duet,
,...LI111 Palmer
••u.san
Mark Daly
Joe
tale of three Arizona ranaers
.FInlav Currl'>
Mnnaper.
-Tnek Melford forever in trouble is the thenrie. Rid.Tourn.'illHt
Hllllnrd
Stafford
ing to a newly assigned post they
Sam,
Jullen Vedev
Ton I..
thwart a stage holdup, but lose their
PhylllH Stanley
(nr.n
Once established at the
Rae Collet horses.
nctly

Command Performance

-

A

This one looks like a feeble attempt to build a film rescmblini» an

American musical,

but, like all Brit-

ish productions relying more or less
on wisecracks, it falls down badly on

dialog.

Without even attempting to spend
any money of consequence on the
production, a good provincial picture
has been turned out. In this field,
where it is said the star draws
money, comnanv will get away with
its

films.

running battle. Meanwhile his tvfo
had escaped and joined in the
Turns out that girl singer,
also a suspect; two pals, supposedly
escaped; are all part of a grand plot
of ohief's to snag the wrong-siders.
Singing of Tex on the ran^e is oke
for western films, but same Tex in a
pals

melee.

.

sentimental banality.

Tracy is a pop stage Idol whose
voice breaks down due to nerves. He
runs away and joins a Gipsy camp,
where he meets a Gipsy girl who
doesn't know who he is.
On the whole a shio-shape commercial job. and should be acceptable
to native houses compelled to play
quota

camp, they unwittingly help the rustlers make away with a herd.
Suspected of complicity with the wrong
side they are jugged, Tex alone escapes the jail fate and sets out to
''orner the »*unmen. With the aid of
the rural Mex constabulary he finally runs them ragged in an open range

Jolo.

nitery is n.s.g. Guitaring, etc., also
in keeping with the film. Same ca^i
not be said for rest of actors. Louise
Stanley makes a poor throb while
Earl Dwire and Snub Pollard, would-r
pals, also fail.
Running
Tex and musicking make what

be comic
fl-'ht,

there

is

to this.

Hurl.
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PROOUCEO By P*NORO S. BERMtN
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IDWAV'S SENSATIONAL SIAGE SUCCESS

MHES THE OUTSTANDING HIGHLIGHT
ILTHE SCREEN'S NEW BIG PICTURES!
bred by two of the greatest living ploywrights, edna
iR and george s. kaufman
• , Thrillingly directed by the
i behind ^^My Man Godfrey^\ Gregory la cava • «
mrously produced by Hollywood's ace picture-maker^
Brilliantly adapted by screen playlo s. BERMAN
•
ksMORRiE RYSKiND and ANTHONY VEiLLER..Jntimately played
(ors daringly cast to sweep your fans off their feet
At last the picture you
curiosity-- and satisfaction!
y MUST give extra playing tinte!
.

•

•

•

I

•

•

\

HON DYNAMITE!

BOX-OFFICE TNT!

RN and ROGERS TOGETHER!

;
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Advance

KAY SUES TO END WB
PACT

Hollywood, Sept.

7,

Despite the fact that production slowed down duriiiy the latter part of
August, the Hollywood studios are still well on the way to keep out in
front of their promised schedules- Combined studios have promised output
of 588 films for the 1937-38 season. Since Aug. 1, they have delivered 61,
which is still ahead of the necessary monthly average.
However, the outlook for the next few weeks is particularly bright.
Studios now have 43 productioris before cameras and 65 in cutting rooms or
vaults awaiting previews.

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Kaiy Francis started sui}; last week
for abrogation of her contract
with
No' other assignments as yet.
•LOVE ME AGAIN,' to be produced and directed by Victor Schertzinger; Warners, asserting that she had a
original by Schertzinger; screen play by John Francis Larkin. Cast; Anna verbal agreement with Jack L. Warner that she would be given
Sten, No other assignments as yet.
the
femme lead in 'Tovarich,' being pro-

'WITH PLEASURE ^MAdahE,'

definite

starting date;

Kraley. Cast: Anna-

to be produced by Eugen Frenke; no
original screen play by Albert Cohen and Hans

Sieii.

duced as 'Tonight's Our Night' with
Claudette Colbert in the spot.
Actress is now starring, in 'Return
From Limbo.'

Metro
Columbia

Promised
Features

.

Westerns
Total
Pictures

now

.pleted

Now

Now
Shooting

40
22

2
1

0

62

3

2

2

of Pix
Com->
Promised pleted

Balance to

in Be Placed Stories in
Cutting: Before PreparaRooms Cameras
tion
3'
6
30
2
19

8

Features

.

48'

.

Hal Reach.

4

3

rooms or awaiting previews are:
^•TjME GAME THAT KILLS,' pjroduced by Harry L. Decker for Irving
Bnskin unit; directed by D. Ross Lederman; original by J. Benton Cheney:
screen play by Fred Niblo, Jr. and Grace Neville. Cast: Charles Quigley!
Rita Halworth, J. Farrell MacDonald, John Gallaudet, Paul Fix, Arthur
in the cutting

in

ShootIng

3
0

Balance to

Be Placed- Stories

Cutting Before

6
0

5
0

in

Prepsra-

Rooms Cameras

Par

tion

34

3

4

1

Suit

(Continued from page 5)
Total
Pictures

3
,
6
52
5
38
in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
X,' produced by James K..McGuinness; directed

4

•

.

now

We want to stop irreby Sam
Wood; original by Alexander Bisson; screen play by John Meehan; photo- pcrable injury to ourselves. We are
graphed by John Sfeitz. Cast: Gladys George, Warren William, John Beal, not asking for a performance of the
Henry Daniell, Emma Dunn, Lynhe Carver, Philip Reid, William Henry, film contracts. We simply wish to
Ruth Hussey.
be in a position to compete with
'MY DEAR MISS ALDBICH,' no producer credit; directed by George other distributors, free from coerSeitz; original screen play by Henhan J. Mankie^vicz; photographed by
cion aiid conspiracy by the defendCharles Lawton. Cast: Edna May Oliver, Maureen O'Sullivan, Janet
We wish to have the conBeecher, Arthur Pidgepn.' Rita Johnson, Lya Lys, Charley Grapewin, Brent *'ahts.
spiracy and the specific acts enumSargent, Walter Kingsford.
-THE BRIDE WORE RED,' produced by Joe Mankiewicz; directed, by erated by us restrained until such a
original,
'The
adapted from
Dorothy Arzner; dance direction by Val Raset;
time as the court can determine t)ie
Girl from Tr^feste,' by Ferenc Molnar; screen play by .Tess Slesinger and merits of this suit.
Bradbury Foote; photographed by George Folsey. Cast: Joan Crawford,
'The talk raised by the defendants
Robert -Young, Franchot Tone, Billy Biirrud, Lynne Carver, Reginald about
a.,hdrsh contract and unfair
Owen, George Zucco, Dickie Moore, Paul Porcasi.
'CONQUEST,' formerly- titled 'MADAME WALEWSKA,' produced by tte^tment is simply dust intended to
Bernard Hyman; directed by Clarence Brown; novel by Gasiorowskif clotKl ti>e: real issues.'
screen play by S. N. Behtman, Salka Viertel, Zoe Akins, Sam Hoffenst^jn
^fudge. Nordbye pointed out to the
and Talbot Jennings; dance direction. liy Val Raset; photographed .by Karl couiisel that the Clayton act proFreund. Cast: Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer, Reginald Owen, Henry hibiting interference with interstate
Stephenson, C. Henry Gordon, Maria Ouspenskaya, Alan Marshall, George icommierce is
primarily in the pubH*ouston, Shepard Strudwick, Ivan Lebedeff, Bodil Rosing, Claude Gillinglic's interest
The public is vitally
water. Noble Johnson, Roland Varno.
'DOUBLE WEDDING,' produced by Joe Mankiewicz; directed by Richard concerned with the maintenance -of
Thorpe; original by Ferenc Molnar; screen play by Jo Swerling; photo- trade, he pointed ..Out.
graphed by Hal Rosson.' Cast: William Powell, Myrna Loy. ,John Beal,
Florence Rice, Barnett Parker, Jessie Ralph, Sidney Toler, Mary Gordon,
Philly Slumbers
Edgar Kennedy.
Metro Pictures Now in Production
^
Philadelphia, Sept. 7.
'I'LL NEVfeR FORGET,' no producer credit; directed by Charles Dorian;
Exhibs here, with forces welloriginal screen play by John Bright and Robert Tasker. Cast: John Beal,
Ruth March, Jean Hersholt, Mary Phillips, Charley Grapewm, Alfred marshalled, are just sitting back now
'MADAME

49

Now

Now

Number Number
Number Number
of Fix
Com-

IN TOVARICH' TIFF

super>«sed by LiVldstiy Patsons; directed by Ray^'^I^aylor;' original ^crVeii
play by Edward Kelso. Cast: Tex Ritter, no other assignments.

merits.

its

.

.

'BIVEB OF MISSING

MEN/

produced by Larry Darmour; directed by

Lew,is Collins; originally Bernard McConnville; screen play by Tom Kilpatrick; photography by James S. Brown, Jr. Cast: Jack Holt, Wynne
Gibson, Jack LaRue, C. Henry Gordon, William Pawley, Billy Bakewell.
Arthur Hohl.
'

•

>

'PARK AVENUE DAIWE,' produced by Wallace MacDonald

;for

Briskin unit; directed

Irving

by Al Rogell; original by Robert T. Shannon; screen
play<by Michael Simmons; photography by Henry Freulich. Cast: Riqhard
Arlen, Fay Wray, Mary Rwssell, Wyn <:ahoon, Scott CoXton, Raymond Walburn. Gene Morgan, Marc Lawrence, George McKay.
'WOMEN OF THE NIGHT,' produced by Ralph Cohn; directed by C. C.
Coleman, Jr.; original by Leslie White; screen play by Robert Cohen:
photographed by George Meehan,- Cast: Don Terry, Jacqueline WeUs,
Ralph Byrd, Rita Hay worth, Arthur Loft, John Gallaudet, Louise Stanley.
.

"

.

.

.

,

Paul Fix, Thurston Hall.
.
'THE AWFUL TRUTH,' produced by Everett Riskin; directed by Leo
McCar^y; original story by Arthur Ricbman; screen play by Dwight Taylor
and Vina Delmar; photographed by Joe Walker. Cast: Irene Dunne, Cary
Grant,' Ralph Bellamy, Joyce Compton, Wyn Cahoon, Robert Allen, Cecil
Cunningham.
TLL TAKE ROMANCE,' produced \>y Everett Riskin; directed by
Edward H. Griffith; photographed by Lucien Ahdriot; no writing credits
announced as yet. Cast: Grace Moore, Mielvyn Douglas, Stuart Erwin,
Andre Beranger, Helen Westley, Richard Carle, Walter Kingsford.
'ALL AMERICAN SWEETHEART,' produced by Wallace MacDonald for
Irving" Briskin unit; directed by Lambert Hillyer; original by Robert E. Jansen, Juanita Guigley, Scotty Beckett."
\
Kent; screen play by Fred Niblo, Jr., Grace Neville and Michiael L. Sim'LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed by
mons; photographed by Benjamin Kline." Cast: Scott Colton, Patricia Farr, George Fitzmaurice; original by Helen Grace Carlyle; screen play by
Gene Morgan, Ruth Hllliard, Joe Twerp, Alleii Brook, Thurston Hall, Louis Marion Parsonnet, Charles Brackett and Vincent Lawrence; camera. Ray
De Pron.
June. Cast: Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell, Robert Benchley, Helen
'THE 'OLD WYOMING TRAIL,' formerly titled 'SMOKING SIX GUNS,' Vinson, Rita Johnson.
- j
,
^ ^
produced by Harry L. Decker f<5r Irving Briskin unit; directed by Folmer
'THE LAST GANGSTER,' directed by Edward Ludwig; no producer
Blangsted; original by J. Benton Cheney; screen play .by Ed Earl Repp; credit; original screen play by Robert Carson and William Wellman. Cast:
Louise
Scott,photographed by Al Zeigler. Cast: Charles Starrett) Barbara Weeks, Don Edward. G. Robinson, Lionel Stander, James Stewart, Douglas
Graysoh, Dick Curtis, Ed Le Saint, Art Mix,
Columbia Pictures Now in Production
•THE BAD MAN OF BRIMSTONE,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed
1 MARRIED AN ARTIST,' produced by Sydney Buchman; directed by by J. Walter Ruben; original by Ruben.. Cast: Wallace Beery, Raymond
Marion Gering. Magazine story by B. Avery Strakoshj screen play by. Hatton, Virginia Bruce," Lewis Stone, BrUce' Cabot, Larry Doyle, Joseph
Gladys Lehman and Delmer Daves; photographed by Merritt Gerstad. Calleia, Guy Kibbe?, Warren Hymer, Cliflt Edwards, Noah Berry; Sr.,
Cast: John Boles, LuU Deste, Helen Westley, Frances Drake, Thomas Arthur Hohl, Robert Gleckler, Olin Ho.ward, Mitchell Lewis, John Qualen.
Mitchell,! Patricia Farr.
'ROSALIE,' produced by William Anthony McGuire; directed by W. S.
'CARNIVAL LADT,' produced by Wallace MacDonald for Irving Briskin Van Dyke; original by, McGuire and qfuy Bolton-,, screen play by McGmre;
unit; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.; original by Milton Raison; screen play photography by Oliver Marsh. Cast: Eleanor Powell, Nelson Eddy, Ray
by Lalnbert Hillyer and Arthur T. Horman; photographed, by Lucien Bolger, Hola Massey, Frank Morgan, Edna Mae Oliver, Reginald Owen,
Ballard, Cast: Charles Quigley, Rita Hay worth. Marc Lawrejicej Donald Virginia. Grey, George Zucco, Janet Beecher.
.
'THOROUGHBREDS DONT CRY,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed by
Kirk, Dwight Frye and Arthur Loft.
Columbia Fix Readied to Start, With Tentative Credits
Alfred E. Green; original by J. Walter Ruben and Eleanore Griffin; screen
'FRESHMAN FOLLIES,' set to start Sept. 7, Nat Perrin, producing; Al play by Lawrence Hazard. Cast: Mickey Iloohey, Douglas Scott, Sophie
Bogelli directing; original story by Covey Eord, no other writing credits Tucker, Judy Garland.
yet announced. Cast; Charles St^rrett, Joan Perry, Jimmy Durante;
Gertrude Niesen, Romo Vincent, Chas. Chase, Hal LeRoy, Johnny Green.
'FORGOTTEN WOMEN,' set to start Sept. 13, produced, by Wallace
Monogram
MacDonald for Irving Briskin unit; directed by Lambert Hillyer; original
by Mortimer Braus; screen play by Saul Elkins. Cast: Sara Padden, Wyri
Cahoon, Scott Polton, Mayo Methot. Barbara Weeks and Thurston- HalL
Now Balance
If''
'AMERICAN LEGION,' produced by Ralph Cohn. No other credits.
in Be Placed Stories in
Number Number Now.
Cutting Before PreparaShoot
-Comof Fix
tion
Rooms Cameras
ing
Promised pleted
.

.

'

.

'

>

Features

Now

Number Number
of Pix
ComProroised pleted

Features

Westerns

;

Total
Pictures

now

ShootIng

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in
Cuttinc Before PreparaBooms Cameras

49
16

1

1

-0

1

4
e

43
15

65

1

2

4

58

-

tion

4
1

~5

room or awaiting previews are:
CASEY,' produced by Max and Arthur Alexander;
directed by Lynn Shores; original by George Harmon Coxe; screen play,
John Krafft; camera, Marcel Pickard. Cast: Eric Linden, Boots Mallory,
Joseph Crehan, Cully Richards, Howard Halg. Harry Harvey, Holmes
Herbert, Victor Adams, Matty Kemp, Suzanne Kaaren, Dorothy Vaughn,
Bryant Washburn, Jr., Maynard Holmes.
'KING OF THE SIERRAS,' Condor picture featuring three horses, Rex,
Sheik and Thunder; Frank Gayass, associate producer; directed by Arthur
Rosson: origmal, l cen play by Scott Darling; photographed by Tom Gal^'''^"^ ^^"^P^^"' Wally Albright, Morgan Brown, Edward Peil,
'HERE'S

in the cutting

FLASH

.

Van Every.

Billy

,26

.

16

Westerns

Grand Natioiud

10
2

9

12

0

1
1

0

15
13

7

28

8

1

N

42
Pictures ih the cutting room:

Ttotal

«
x j i.
wi
'A BRIDE FOR HENRY,' produced by Dorothy Reid; directed by William Nigh; original by Josephine Bentham; screen play by Marion Orth;
photographed by Gilbert Warrenton. Cast: Warren Hull, Ann Nagel, Henry
Mollison.

'STARS

'

^

,.

,
,
,
i
,
,
produced and directed by R. N. Bradbury;
by Robert Emmett. Cast: Jack Randall, Kathleen

OVER ARIZONA,'

original screen play
Eliot,

,

Warner Richmond, Earl Dwyer, Tom Herbert.

Readied to Start, with Tentative Credits

•TELEPHONE OPERATOR,' produced by Lon Young;
play by Scott Darling, No other assignments as yet.
'PORT OF MISSING GIRLS,' produced by Lon Young;

:

tacted.

.With the, first batch of powers in,
tlie rest are coming more slowly. In
npany competitive situations, exhibs
will only .come across if their coip:petish does.
In these cases, committee menibers have to shuttle back
and^ forth^ tptil the thing is worked
bui.
Most of such situations have
worked out amicably so far.
Almost humorous is the treatment
accorded on 'the street' to the few
indie exhibs who aren't going along
on the date and buying strike. They
are getting the old frigid shoulder
and silent treatment. Friends for
years have been seen to pass each
other by without a word.
Many more exhibs are sending letters to the Federal Trade Commish
asking prosecution of Par on charges
of false and misleading advertising.

original screen

CONTRACTS

'FEDERAL BULLETS,' produced by Lon Young; original screen play by
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Karl Brown, who will also direct; no other a.ssignments as yet.
Frederick Hollander was handed
•THE COUNTRY BEYOND,' produced and directed by R. N. Bradbury, new cleffing pact at Paramount,
starring Tom Keene; original screen play by Robert Emmett. No other
Louis King s straight year's ticket

assignments
'ROMANCE OF THE LIMBERLOST,' produced by Ken Goldsmith; screen
play by Marion Ofth, based on story by Gene Stratton-Porter. NO other
assignments as y^t.
,
'THE MARINES ARE HERE,' produced by Ken Goldsmith; original
screen play by Charles Logue. No other assignments as yet.
•NUMBERED WOMAN,' to be produced and directed by Arthur Collins.
Original screen play by Scott Darling arid Erna Lazarus. No other assignas yet.

,

,

,v

^'

,

,

•

•

17

.

.

•

.

-

from, between 155 and 160 theatres,
authorizing it to make a deal for
theni at same terms as last season or
better.
Con^mittee expects to acquire p's. of a. representing more
than .$800,000 in Par biz yearly by
the' time all exhibs have been con-

play by Paul Perez; no other assignments.

.i,

•RENFREW OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED,' produced and directed by Al
Herman; original by Laurie York Erskine; screen play by Charles Logue;
photographed by Francis Corley. Cast: James Newell, Carol Hughes, William Royle, Donald Reid, David Barclay, William Austin, Herbert Corthel,
Robert Terry, Kenneth Harlan, William Gould.
ments as yet.
''"^ ISLANDS,' produced by Bud Barsky; directed
'iSOY OF THE STREETS,' set to start Sept. 8; produced by Scott Dunlap;
t. '^r.^^'h^^^
by Charles Lamont; screen play by Bennett R. Cohen; from original by directed
by William Nigh; original by Rowland Brown; screen play by
Albert Richard^Wetjen. Cast: George Houston, Ruth Coleman, William
Brown. Cast: Jackie Cooper, Maureen O'Connc r.
von Brincken, Douglas Walton, Mamo Clark, Colin Campbell, Syd Saylor, Gilson
Juan Toreno, Nick Thompson, Warner Richmond, Ed Gargan, William
Benge, Chris Mattin.
Paramount
GN Pictures Now in Production
•HE WANTED TO MARRY,' produced, by David Diamond; directed by
Raymond Gannon; original by Percy Rowland; screen play by Clarence
Now Ball i".c t<»
Miirks;. photographed by Richard Fryer. Cast: Wallace Ford, Ray Mayer,
in Be I'i^ced S,U, J<:s in
Lumber Number Now
Isabel Jewell, Mary Lou Treen, Cully Richards, Max Hoffman, Jr., George
Shoot- Cutting Beiore PieprraComof Fix
Humbert, Alexander Leftwich, Kenneth Harlan, Rex Lease
ing
Rooms Cameras
tion
Promised pleted
•TEX BIDES WITH THE BOY SCOUTS,' produced by Edward Finney;
6
6
3
18
369
su." irvised by Lindsay Parsons; directed by Ray Taylor; original by Edward
1
0
2
3
1
.6
Cast: Tex Ritter. Snub Pollard. Horace Hairy Sherman...
Kzljso-,; camera, ,Gus Peterson.
2
0
6
«
0<:heD...
Emanuel
Murphy, Heber Snow, Charles King, Forrest Taylor, Marjorie Reynolds,
0
1
0
6
^
1
8
B. P. Scbullierg. ..
Karl Hackett,
GN Pix Readied to Start, with Tentative Credits
34
9
7
6
11
58
'lotal .-.
'RETURN OF;THE SHADOW,' produced by Max and Arthur Alexander:
Plchirfcs' now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
or 'nal screen play by John Kraflt. Cast: Rod La Rocque. No other
•ANGEL,' -produced- and directed by Ernst Lubitsch; based on play by
nments as yet.
at'
Russell
Medcraft;
Guy
Bolton
and
adaptation
and
by
Lengyel
Mclchior
J THIS IS HOLLYWOOD,' to be produced by Bennie F. Zeidman; no
cieen play by Samson Rai^aelson; photographed by Charles Lang. Cast:
rvedits available; no definite starling dale.
o'
Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall, Melvyn Dougla.s, Edward Everett
" LABY JIM OF THE SOUTH SEAS,' set to start Sept. 15; produced
Horlon, Herbert Mundin, Ernest Cossiart, Laura Hope Crews.
P.^j'sky? screen play by Raymond Schrock. based on oritjinii'l by
b.
'EBB-TIDE,' produced by Lucien Hubbard;. .directed by Janfie's .Hogan;'
^'ihard Wetjen. Cast: George Houston; no other assignments.
A'
ten play by Bertram Millhauscr, based on story by Robert houh Sleven-'
•FRONTIER TOWN,' starting 'date indefinite; Edward Finney production, -CI
(.Continued on page 25)
.
•

Plan for "group buying of Par
product going ahead. Buying committee -now has powers of attorney

original screen

.....

.

waiting for Paramount to make the
next move in their date and buying
strike against the company.
Par
also seems inclined, just to wait,
leaving the situash at a standstill.
Meantime, practically no Par pix are
being booked into indie houses in
the Philly territory.

Paramount

as

director.

Bogart Rogers, story aide to William LeBaron, and John Howard and
Anthony Quinn, players, optioned
for renewals at Paramount.
Bonita Granville term-contracted
with Milton Bren, executive assistant to Hal Rroach.
Grand National hoisted options of
Evelyn Daw and James Newill.
Robert Florey drew another year's
^

megging agreement at Paramount.
Metro, added Boyd Crawford, of
N.

Y.. stage,

to

its

contract player

roster.

Warners hoisted option on Mauch
twins, also handed playing termer to
.

Melville Cooper.

Gordon

Miller,

New

Orleans nitcry

warbler, signed a Universal termer.
Par optioned Eleanore Whitney.

Columbia and Chaz Chase have
come .to terms on a playing contract.

Term. player agreement has been
signed by Joan Davis at 20th-FoX.
Warners signatured Isabel Jeans,
British player, to a term contract.

'•'

ROSSON'S

•:

'

.

ROMANCER

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Richard. Rosson will direct 'High-

way

to

Cliff

Romance' for RKO.
Reid produces.

,
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FILM BOOKING CHART
(For information pf theatre and
the current quarterly period.

film

exchange bookers, Variety presents fl complete fhart of feature releases of

Date of the reviews as given

in

COPTRIGHT,

1937,

Awriran

all the

distribuitng companies fof

'& running time of prints are included.)

Variety and

BY VABlETT.

INC.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

WEEK
TITLE

\,1IEN

PRODUCER

TYPE

DISTRIB.

RELEASE

RENDEZVOUS IN ALPS
SARATOGA
PARADISE ISLE
RUSTLER'S- VALLEY
THE BIG SHOT
THE LADY, ESCAPES
KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOR
TALENT SCOUT
A DANGEROUS ADVENTURE
WHERE THERE'S A WILL
SMALL TOWN BOY
LONDON BY NIGHT
LEGION OF MISSING MEN
EXCLUSIVE
TOAST OF NEW YORK
WEE WILLIE WINKIE
VOGUES OF 193S
THE ROAD BACK
MARRY THE GIRL
BULLDOG DRUMMOND AT BAY
...

7/3a/37

'

J. Hagen
Hyman-Emerson

'

W/MacDonald

9/3/37
•

t

9/10/37

BORNEO
WILD AND WOOLY
TOM SAWYER
MEN AND A GIRL
WINE. WOMEN AND HORSES
PRAIRIE THUNDER
GAME THAT KILLS
RENFREW OF THE MOUNTED
THIRTEENTH GUEST (Reissue)
THE FIREFLY
MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH
THIS WAY PLEASE
VICTORIA THE GREAT
VOGUES OF 1938
LADY FIGHTS BACK
THAT CERTAIN WOMAN
WALLABY JIM OF ISLANDS
TEX RIDES WITH BOY SCOUTS
THE BRIDE WORE RED
STARS OVER ARIZONA
SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST

a?

-37

8/2-1/37

40

10/1/37

NAUGHTY GIRLS

52ND STREET
BEHIND THE MIKE
BACK IN CIRCULATION
KING OF SIERRAS
CONQUEST
A BRIDE FOR HENRY
HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME
MUSIC FOR MADAME
BOOTS AND SADDLES
LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE
CARNIVAL QUEEN
LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA
LOVE IS ON THE AIR
'

,

10/8/37

THE AWFUL TRUTH
PARTNERS IN CRIME
SATURDAY'S HEROES
LANCER SPY
ROLL ALONG. COWBOY
I MET MY LOVE AGAIN
IDOL OF THE CROWDS
THEY WON'T FORGET

'

.

REVIEWED

Col

Par

G. Hirlinjan
A. Schaefer
A. W. Hackel

Schwab

L.

E. M.:
.

Condor

:

RKO

Musical
Action

Overmah-E. Whitney
George 0'Brien*C. Worth

Rep

Melodrama

20th
20th

Western

U

WB

Melodrama
Drama
Melodrama

GN

Rom-Com

Par

Musical

Sol Wurtzel
Sol Wurtzel

20th
20th

WB

WB.
WB^

Drama
Rom-Dr
Comedy
Comedy

Col

.Col

Cliff

RKO

Reid

WB

GN

Condor

Darmour

L.

Mon»

.

Jack Cummings

R

B..

Schiilberg

H. Sherman
S; C. Siegel
Robert Sisk
N; Johnson

'

'

•

Ps»r

Melodrama

•

Mono
Mono

Western
Western

Par

Melodrama

20th
20th

Melodrama

Sam Goldwyn
E.M», Asher

RKO
.

WB

M. Connolly

Col

GB

Schertzinger

Norman Krasna
R. N. Bradbury
Hatha way-Jones

Kaufman

E.

Mono

Drama

Rom-Dr

R. Griffith

20th

Musical

UA

WB

W. MacDonald

Col

& A.

Alexander

Robert Sisk
M. Johnson
John Stone
D. O. Selznick

Pasternak

J.

WB

Bryan Foy

GN

<<

MGM
Par

RKO

Outdoor

20th
20th

^Co---Or
Co -Dr
Musical

UA
U

WB
WB

Com-Dr

H. L, Decker
A. Herman

C«l

M. H. Hoffman
Hunt Stromberg

Mono

Operetta

Par

RKO
UA

Musical
Biog
Musical

Lord

WB

Drama
Drama

Barsky

GN
GN

Rom-Dr

M. Shauer
H. Wilcox

W. Wanger
Ed Grainf?er
R.

E. Finney,

Mankiewicz

J.

C. Quiyley-R.
J.

J.

Comedy

U

Beecher
B. Rogrers-B. Grable

E.

MGM

Western

Par

Melodrama

Oliver-.!.

.

G. Huston-R; Coleman
Tex Ritter

Com-Dr

Mojio

Par

M.

Nea.?le-Walbrook
W. Baxter-J. Bennett
I. Hervey-K. Taylor
B. Davis- H. Fonda

Western

R. N. Bradbury

Hayward

Newill-C. Hu*hes
G. Rasrcm-L. Talbot
MacDonald- Allan Jones

Outdoor
Mystery

.

MGM
MGM

MGM

B,

Melodrama

GN

J.

Crawrord-Tone

S. Bischoff

WB

Com-Rom

Jack Randall
G. Mlchacl-L: Crabbe
J. Gleason-ZaSii Pitts
K. Baker-P. Patterson
W. Garffan-J. Barrett
P. O'Brlen-Blondell

M. H. Hoffman

GN

MGM

Western
Hist-Rom

Rex-Sheik (liorses)
Garbo-Chas. Boycr

Mrs. W. Reid

Mono

A. Hornblow
Jesse L, Lasky
Sol C. Siegel

RKO

Par

Com-Rom
Rom-Dr

Wm.

Seiter

W. Wanger

Lew Brock
B. H.

Hyman

H, Wilson
Robt. Presnell

RKO
UA

Mystery
Musical

U

Com-Dr

Musical

Rep

Western

20th

Musical

U

Melodrama

Henry Blanke
Bryan Foy

WB
WB

Everett Riskin

Col

Comedy

Par

Melodrama

Par
Robt. Sisk
G. Engel
Sol Lesser

S.

W. Wanger
Trem Carr
Mervyn LeRoy

Biog

Com-Rom

RKO

Football

Drama

20th
20th

Western

UA
U

WB

.

Rom-Dr
Rom-Dr
Drama

/

8/18
8/25
8/18

66
56
90
85
85

H. Lachman
Sonnie Hale

Ann Nagrel-W. Hull
Irene Dunne-R. Scott
N, Martini- J. Fontaine
Gene Aulry-J. Allen
Ritz Bros.-P. Brooks
D. Kenl-R. Wilcox
Paul Munl-G. Sondc;;aard
R. ReasanB-June Travis

Dunne-Curcy Grant
L. Overman-R. Karns

I.

Van lieflin-M. Marsh.
O. Del Rio-G. Sandcrs-Lorre

'8/4
.

7/21
7/^51

90
00
75

Schertzinger
F. Borzage

8/18
9/1
9/1

R. N. Bradbury

H, Hathaway

Hilliard

Durbln-Stokowski-Menjou
B. Ma<>Xanc-A. Sheridan
D. Foran-E. C'ancy

Western

9/1

71
75

DupOnt

Joe May

.

O. Kruffer-J. Wells
E. Linden-B. Mallory
J. Hutchinson-G. Murphy
W. Garffan-O. Hcyward
J. EIIison-M. Hunt
Mr. & Mrs. M. Johnson
J. Withers-P, Moore
T.. Kelly-E. Patterson

Comedy
Drama
Com-Dr
Rom-Dr

6/30

64

L. R. Foster-

R. Colman-M. Cdrroll
D. Powell-Warlng-Healy

.Melodrama

80
'

H, Bretherton
Willidm Wyler

.

Novarro-L. Lane
Henle-Power-Treacher

Musical

'

Cahn

K, Neumann
Norman Foster
'

Wray

Matthews

Raymond-H.

G.

Rom-Dr
M-

E. A.

,Cooper-Raft

Musical

>

8/11
8/11
7/28

William Nigh

Cajnpy-E. Daw
Tracy-Raiuer
T. Keene-C. Henry

Outdoor

Par

RKO
Rep

D. Selznick

Jessie

Melodrama

H. Schlom

E.

McCrea
Reed

R. Dix-Fay'

Musical

66
70
85

R. N. Bradbury

K. Francis-I. Hunter

Comedy
Comedy
.

A. Rosson

-

L. StoQCrB.

8/18
8/18

65

E. Nugent
R.' Stevenson

-

'

liaiidall

S. Sldney-J.

9/8

Wm.. Clemens

:

D. M^rrlil-Lamble'

Melodrama

,

MGM

L. Edelm'an

Jack

.9/1

,

115
GH

D. SilVerslein
G. Marshall
A. E. Green

'

;

B. Csbot-J. Chatburn

Rom-Drama

GB
GN

Mayhard

Lynwood
Del Ruth
.

-

K: Morley-G. Richards
B. BreenrB, Rathbone
Lorre-V. Field
S. Ballew-Hk Angel

Musical

..

Keii'

61

J.Kahe'

Carroll-F. Lederer
'

Western
Drama-

UA
U

WB

M.
'

8/4
7/21
7/21
8/7/34

A, Rosson

B.
R.'

C. Viflor
L. Selander-

,

A. L«e-R. Yount-Robeson

Western

Em. Cohen

..

.

..

L. Youn;-D. Ameche
K. Baker-Ji Wymah
C. Reynolds- \. Sheridan

William Beirke
Sol Lesser
Sol Wurtzel
Sol Wurtzel

Dvorak- John- Trent

Rom-Com
Rom-Com
Rom-Com

Melodrama

•

'r

William Boyd
Gene Autry*S. Bumette'
O. Ste-vens-W> Bourne

7/28

B. Connolly-

R. Tooihey-E. Jftalston
R. Taylolr-E. Powell-S^ Tucker

Comedy

McDonald

F.

E; B. Schoedsack

Western

MGM

.

.

J;

Soectacle

7/28
9/1
7/28

OR
60
68 '
81
65

Allan Dwan
D. Butler

Wissterh
Action,

OB
GN

.

^aoul Walsh
Rit:hard' Rosson

S.: Erwin-Jeah Mulr
Dick Forflin-Ann Nafeln

.

104
64
70
100

V. Willat

I.

F. Stone-M. I^ord
C. Trevor-S.-Blane
W. Roffers-R. 'Taylor

Holt-Mae Clark
Thunder .and Rex

8/25

Conrad Nagel

•

.

.

Bacon

ti.

Par

Col

Perlbetg

GB

Condor
Harry Rapf
R. N. Bradbury

,N. Taurog.
M.'CdrriUh
King Vldor

'

B. Cabot-Beatrice Roberts
O. Davis, Jr.-J. Woodbury
J; '.Benny-G. Patrick

I

8/4

64

Scott

Sam Newpeld

Stanwyck-Boles'

Rep^

WB
WB

Ewing

67

H. MacFadden

P. O'Brien-H. Bogrart

Drama.

Musical

20th^

WB

.

'

H. MacFadden
G. :Archainbaud

M; Brown-C RochelU»

.Outdoor
Western

MGM
RKO

.

M. LeRoy

Wm.

.

Franklin

S.

Alice Faye-Ritx Bros. Amecha
Wm, Gara:an-J. Rogers

Western
•

Ray Tayjor

W. Heyburn-J, Madden

.

Bsnnett

S. G.

L;

Outdoor

Whale

J.

Norman Lee

Mono

Musical

8/4
2/10

im
Wi

Wm. McGann

Lodare-O. Mackaill

i

60
140

'

Lee

Cummings

1.

.

J.

V.

John Ford

'

•

McFadden
Al Hal!

Rowland

Templc-V. McLagfteii
W.' Baxter- J. Bennett
J. Kinjr-B. Read' A. *De vine
Mary Briland-H. Herbert
B. Alien-E; Stewart
Te.x Ritter

.

Glenn Tryon
W. Thiele

S.

Paul Muni-Luise Ralner
lUlph Forbes

Mono

H, Steele
L, Er Gensler

.

H.

Drama
Drama

UA

J.

.

Western
Western

•

WB

.

.

Asher

Goldwyn

S.

Comp'ton

Ralph Forbes

GN

Par

.

105
6S
63

D. R. Lederman
M. Varnell

L. G. CarroU-R. Johnson

J.

7/21
7/14
G/30
8/4
«/23
8/4
8/4

Louis King

F. MacMurray-F. Farmer
E. Arhold-F. Farmer-Oakie

Musical

8/4

Feyder

J.

.

Drama

Col
•

Chadwick

:

D. Terry-R< Keith
Will Hay.LlUi Palmer

Drama
Comedy

70

73
93

Efigene Forde

Action

Melodrama

7/14
7/28
7/7
8/11
8/25
G/16
8/25

Edw. Killy

Stuart!

Dletrlch-Robert Oonat
D. Wobds-J. Madden

S. Erivln-J.'

90
7J
58
60

Nate Watt

Melodrama

MGM

Thalberg

M. Wha|en-G.

•

A. G. Collins

Drama
Comedy

Rom-Dr
Drama

WB:-.
Rep

Ed Finney
E.

,

U

WB

Rep

1.

.

RKO
20th
UA

Grainger-Whale

M. Fessier
B. P. Schulberg

100

Par

B. Vorhaus
Jack Conway

C. Wltherspoon-Kibbee

•

Mystery

Mono

E. Chadwick
Ben Glazer
Edw. Small
Qene Markey
W. Wanger

M.

THE WOMEN MEN MARRY
ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN
ANNAPOLIS SALUTE

9

TIME

.

MovHa-W. Hull
William Boyd

Rom-Dr
Comedy

MGM

'

I.

.

VARSITY SHOW
COUNSEL FOR CRIME
HERE'S FLASH CASEY

GB
GN

Zion Myers
Zimbalist

S.

.

HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD
GANGWAY
SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT
BIG CITY
GOD'S COUNTRY AND MAN
SOULS AT SEA
LIFE OF THE PARTY
SHEIK STEPS OUT
TH.N ICE
PRISONER OF ZENDA

IT

€oI

Gainsborough

I.

Comedy
.

Baxter-A. Bushel
Gable-HarloiV

J.

Rom-Cdm

WB

WB

.

CRIED WOLF
CONFESSION

Western

RKO
20th
UA

A. Korda

.

MAN WHO

Rom-Dr
Rom-Dr
Drama

Par

'

Maury Cohen
L. I/. Landau

'

8/27/37

•

H: Sherman

IN

MYSTERY OF HOODED HORSEMAN
THE GOOD EARTH
THE OUTER GATE .
bLONDE TROUBLE
WINDJAMMER
SEA RACKETEERS
BOOTHILL BRIGADE
YOU CAN'T HAVE EVERYTHING
REPORTED MISSING
STELLA DALLAS
SAN QUENTIN
LOVE TAKES FLIGHT
LUCK OF ROARING CAMP
ARTISTS AND MOBELS
HIDEAWAY
ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN
HANDY ANDY (Reissue)
DANCE. CHARLIE, DANCE
DEVIL'S SADDLE LEGION
OUTLAWS OF THE ORIENT
KING OF THE SIERRAS
SHADOWS OF THE ORIENT
BROADWAY MELODY OF '38
SHE'S NOvLADY
HOPALONG RIDES AGAIN
PUBLIC COWBOY NO. 1
FLIGHT FROM .'SLORY
LOVE UNDER FIRE
MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR
FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS
IT'S ALL YOURS
KING SOLOMON'S MINES
TRAILING TROUBLE
BAD GUY
WHERE THE WEST BEGINS
ATLANTIC FLIGHT
ON SUCH A NIGHT
MAKE A WISH
THINK FAST.' MR. MOTO
WESTERN GOLD
DEAD END

:GN

Mono

IV|GM

Dorothy Reid

.

RANGER STEPS

8/6/37

8/20/37.

DIRECTOR

MINS, BY VARIETY

7/23/37

8/13/37

TALENT

.

89
86
78

8/11
8/25
7/28
8/25

100
120

9/1
8/11

W. A. Seiter
Irving Pichel
S. Lanfield
Cromwell
W. Keighley

J.

65

.

John Brahm

Lynn Shores
Earl Taggart
Erie Kenton
Chris Cabanne
T. Talley

68
65
75

Al Werker
H. C. Potter
H. Koster
Louis King

90

9/8
7/21

85

9/8

B. Eason

D. R. Lederman

Al Herman
Albert Ray
R. Z. Leonard

Geo. B. Seitz
Robt. Florey
Herb. V/ilcox

Cumminris

Irv.

65
140
76

7/28

110
105

R/23
8/4

Milt Carruth
Ed.-

Goulding

Chas, Iiamont
Ray Taylor
D. Arzncr
R-; N. Bradbury
C. Rsisner
Edw. Cline

91

8/4

62
63

9/8
9/8

Harold Young
Sid Sall:nw
R. Enright

100

7/28

110

7/28

Arthur Rosson
Clarence Brown
William Ni.i»h
R. Mamoiiliain
J. Blystone

Joseph Kane

W. A.

Seiter

Nate Watt

Wm.

6/30

Dietei-le

Nick Gvinde

Leo McCavey
Raloh Murnliy
Edw. KiUy
G.

62

R.ntoff

Smith Ballew
Bennett-Ii. Fonda
.1.
John Wayne-S. Bromley

Gus Meins
Logan-Ripley
Art Lubin

C. Rains-G. Dickson

Mervyn LeRoy

98
I
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Fred Astaire, Joan Fontaine, Gracie Allen and George Bums, Ray Noble,
Reginald Gardiner, Constance Collier, Montagu Love, Harry Watson, Jack

^idmo^n^ Production Chart
"

"''••'-'.i^V'': v';:?-^Vr..i!itMi'

ij

(Continued

„

froi^. pagre 22)

Lily Pons, Jack Oakie,

Fischbeck. Cast: Charles 'Buddy' Rogers, Betty Grable, Ned Sparks, Porter
Hall, James and Marian Jordan, Lee Bowman, Cecil Cunningham, Wally
Vernon, Romo Vincent, Jerry Bergen, Mary Livingstone.

^THE

TEXAS

TRAIL,' produced by Harry Sherman; supervised by Ralph

Bavenscroft; directed by Dave Sellman; original by Clarence E. Mulford;
screen play by Jack O'Dohnell; additional dialog by Harrison Jacobs. Cast:
William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Haydeh, Judith Allen.

'THE BARRIER,' produced by Harry Sherman; directed by Les Selander;
original by Rex Beach; screen play by Bernard Schubert; additional dialog
by Harrison Jacobs and Mordatmt Shairp; songs, Harry Tobias and Jack
Stern; camera, George Barnes. Cast: Leo Carillo, Jean Parker, Jimmy
Ellison, Otto Kruger, J. M. Kerrigan, Andy Clyde, Robi&rt Barrat, Sally
Martin, Sara Haden, Addison Richards.
"LOVE ON TOAST,' produced by Emanuel Cohen; directed by E, A.
Dupont; original screen play by Jane Storm, Richard Connell and Doris
Malloy; photographed by Charles Schoebaum. Cast: Stella Ardler, John
Payne, Grant Richards, Katharine 'Sugar' Kane, Isabel Jewell, Luis
Alberni.

Paramount Pictures

Now

In Production

Eduardo

Gene Raymond,

Eric Blore,

MORE HOUSES

Edward Everett Horton,
.

formerly

titled

FEMALE OF THE

'THE

SPECIES,'

Wolfson; directed by Leigh Jason; original by Allan
credits as yet announced. Cast: Miriam Hopkins, Ray
Milland, Walter Abel, Alec Craig, Guinn Williams;
Readied for Production, with Tentative Credits
Scott;

RAMISH BUILDING TWO

Cianelli,

'HAPPY FELLOW,'
produced by P.

J.

no other

.

23

IN 'LULU

Hollywood, Sept.

7,

Adolph Ramish sailed for Honolulu last Saturday (4) with plans
for two new 1,000-seat theatres for
the Hawaiian metropolis, construction of which will bring the Ramish

'THE SEEING EYE,' produced by Cliff Reid; directed by Richard Rosson;
original story by W. J. Cowan. No other credits; no castings.
holdings (Franklin Theatres, Inc) to
'BRINGING UP BABY,' produced by Cliff Reid; directed by Howard six houses.
Hawks; story by Hagar ^ilde. No other credits. Cast: Katharine Hepburn.
Franklin
theatres
chain
will
'THE JOY OF LOVING,' produced by Felix Young; directed by Mark change its
corporate name to Royal
Sandrich; screen play by Herbert and Dorothy Fields; songs, Jerome Kern
and Dorothy Fields. No other assignment as yet. Cast: Irene Dunne and Amusements, Inc.
John Barrymore.
'

'

Commercial Biz
Repnbfic
(Continued from page 5)

Number Number
Comof Pix

Now

Balance to
Be Placed Stories iii
Cutting- Before Prepara-

Now

in

rell

were among the

first to

capital-

on the popularity of Palm
Springs as a winter spot for Hollywood folk. Their Racquet Club is
Total
45
52
3
1
3
Pictures now in the cutting rooms awaiting preview are:
a highly profitable enterprise and
'TROUBLE FOB TWO,' produced and directed by Phil Rosen. No other next season will be expanded. Bert
credits announced; photographed by Ed Snyder. Cast:,. Marian Marsh, Wheeler
and Charles Hill, the latter
Gordon Oliver, Margaret Diunont, Peggy Shannon, Joe Caits, Milburn an ex-vaudevillianv
are in partnerStone, Theodore Von Eltz, WadeBoteler, Sarah Padden.
'PORTIA ON TRIAL,' produced by Al Levoy; directed by George ship in a big apartment project at
Nicholls. Jr.; original story by Faith Baldwin; screen play by Sam Ornltz Palm Springs.
and E. E. Paramore, Jr.; photographed by Harry Wild. Cast: Walter Abel, "~ The Crosby Midas Touch
Frieda Inescort, Neil Hamilton, Ruth Donnolly, Heather Angel.
Many Hollywood people go in for
'TRIGGER TRIO,' produced by Sol Siegel; directed by William Witney;
photographed by Ernest Miller; no other credits announced. Cast: Ralph sports of various kinds, but few
Byrd, Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune, Sandra: Corday, Cornelius Keith, Hal drag out heavy profits. This does
Taliaferro.
not apply to Bing Crosby, Al JolRepublic Pictures Now in Production
son and Victor McLaglen, Crosby
'MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-BOUND,' produced ,by Harry Sauber; does all right from his interests in
directed by Chuck Reisner; original screen play by Harry Sauber; photoRancho Santa Fe, in the Del Mar
graphed by Jack Marta; Cast: Phil Regan, Leo Carrillo, Ann Dvorak, James
Gleason, Tamara Geva, Kay Thompson, Ted Lewis, Cab Caljoway, Joe race track, and in the various fighters he owns.
Jolson is reputedly
DiMaggio, Henry Armetta, Dorothy Paige, Selmer Jackson.
cleaning up through ownership of
Henry Armstrong, battling negro.
McLaglen's sports center in a literal
20th Century-Fox
gold mine, being used for polo, midget auto races, sof tball games and
Now Balance to
other pastimes where the customers
in Be Placed Stories In pay so
Number Number Now
much a head to get in.
Shoot- Cutting Before PreparaComof Fix
Nbrnian Foster Is a silent partner
tion
Ing
Rooms Cameras
Promised pleted
in a book shop In Beverly Hills.
9
36
6
5
52
5
........
Studio
Charles Bickford, one of the first
6
5
0
6
1
0
Sol Lesser

Promised pleted

Shoot

Rooms Cameras

ing

ize

tion
4

.

'WELLS FARGO,' produced and

directed by Frank Lloyd; Howard Estaby Stuart N. Lake; screen play by Paul
ScKofleld, Gerald Geraghty. and Fred Jackspn; camera, Theodore SparkuhL
McCrea,
Joel
Frances Dee, Bob Burns, Lloyd Nolan, Mary Nash,
Cast:
brook, associate producer; original

Ralph Morgan, Porter Hall, Robert Cummings, Jane Dewey, Barlowe
.

Borland.

'

.

'BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY,' produced by

B. P. SchiUberg; directed
by Richard Wallace; original by Geprge Auerbach; camera, Leon Shamroy.
Cast: Edward Arnold, Shirley Ross, John Trent, William Frawley, Weber
and Fields, the Radio Rogues, Ruth Davis, Kitty Kelly.
'THE BUCCANEER,' produced and directed by C. B. De Mille; photographed by Victor Milner; other credits not yet announced. Cast: Fredric
March, Franciska Gaal, Akim Tamiroflf, Ian Keith, Walter Brennan, Douglai
Dumbrille, Robert Barrat, Fred Kohler, Sr., Beulah Bondi, Margot
Grahame, Spring Byington.
'THRILL OF A LIFETIME,' produced by Miss Fanchon; directed by
George Archambaud; no writing credits announced. Cast: Yacht Club Boys,
Judy Canova, Ben Blue, Betty Grable, Johnny Downs, Eleanore Whitney,
Leif Erikson, Larry Crabbe.
'CITY HALL SCANDAL,' general office production, directed by Ralph
Murphy; no writing credits announced. Cast: John Barrymore, Lynne
Overman, Charles Bickford, Louise Campbell, Harvey Stephens, J. Carrol
Naish, Evelyn Brent, Elizabeth Patterson, Barlowe Borland.
'BORN TO THE WEST/ general office production, directed by Charles
Barton{ other credits not announced. - Cast: John' Wayne, Marsha Hunt,
.

John Mack Brown, Syd Saylor, Monte Blue, John Patterson, Nick Lukats,
James Craig, Lucien Littlefield.
'HOLD 'EM NAVY,' general, office production; directed by Kurt Neumann; photographed by Henry Sharp; no writer credits. Cast: Lew Ayres,
Mary Carlisle, Benny Baker, John Howard, Richard Denning, Elizabeth
Patterson.

'

.

.

to have a commercial sideline, gets
15
41
6
6
5
a good revenue out of his string of
58
Total
Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
gas stations and the South Seas
'LOOK OUT, MR. MOTO,' Sol M. Wurtzel, executive producer; directed pearling ^vessel he financed. George
by Norman Foster; original screen play by Lou Breslow and John Patrick; O'Brien combines business with
photographed by Virgil Miller. Cast: Peter Lorre, Rochelle Hudson, Chick pleasure
in operating the Iron Horse
Chandler, George Regas, Robert Kent, J. Edward Bromberg.
He gives
'HEIDI,' Raymond Griffith, associate producer; directed by Allan Dwan; Stables at Culver City.
screen play by Walter Ferris and Julien Josephson; photographed by work to a flock of cowboys and gets
Arthur Miller. Cast: Shirley Temple, Jean Hersholt, Arthur Treacher, a good profit renting horses to
Blackmer,
Sidney
Nash,
Beck.
Mary
Thomas
Moore,
Pauline
Helen Westley,
studios and individuals.
Mady Christians, Marcia Mae Jones, Delmar Watson.
Charles Ruggles operates the spif'LANCER SPY,' Samuel G. Engel, associate produced; directed by flest dog kennels this ^de of Long
Gregory Ratoff; novel by Marthe McKenna; screen play. by Philip Dunne; Island and
despite the fact that his
photographed by Albert Hogsett. Cast: Dolores del Rio, George Sanders,
Peter Lorre, Virginia Field, Sig Rumann, Joseph Schildkraut, Maurice prices are plenty stiff, he always
Moscovich, Lionel Atwill, Luther Adler, Fritz Feld, Holmes Herbert, Lester has a waiting list of well recKmg,
Claude
Carol,
Joan
Gregory
Gaye,
Valdez,
ommended pooches who want a
Matthews, Carlos De
'DANGER^LOVE AT WORK,' Harold Wilson, associate producer; place to bed and board while their
directed by Otto L. Preminger; screen play by James Edward Grant and masters are away. Chick Chandler,
Ben Markson, based on story by Grant; photographed by Virgil Miller. on the other hand, has put his dough
Cast: Ann Sothern, Jack Haley, Mary Boland, Edward Everett Horton,
into a beehive enterprise and seems
John Carradine, Walter Catlett, Bennie Bartlett, Maurice Cass, Etienne
to be doing okay peddlihg the honey.
Girardot, E. E. Clive, Margaret McWade. Margaret Seddon.
Reginald Denny was one of the pio'DANGEROUSLY YOURS,' formerly titled 'THE GREAT DIAMOND
St.
neer aviators in the film biz and
ROBBERY,' Sol M. Wurtzel, executive producer; directed by Malcolm
Clair- screen play by Lou Breslow and John Patrick; photographed by when acting jobs got scarce a few
Harry Davis. Cast: Cesar Romero, Phyllis Brooks, Jane Darwell, Alan years ago he went into the business
Dinehart, Natalie Garson, John Harrington, Douglas Woods,
of building model planes.
Since
20th-Fox Pictures Now in Production
'IN OLD CHICAGO,' Kenneth Macgowan, associate producer; directed by that time he has made something of
Henry King; i'eteen play by Lamar Trotti and Sonya Levien, based on a screen comeback and at the same
story by Niveh Busch; photographed by Peverell Marley. Cast: Tyrone time his business also expanded.
Power, Alice Faye, Don Ameche, Alice Brady, Andy Devine, Brian Don- Kurt Neumann went trout fishing
levy Tom Brown, Phyllis Brooks, Berton Churchill, June Storey, Paul with a couple of pals one day about
Hurst, Tyler Brooke, J. Anthony Hughes, Gene Reynolds.
two years ago, the first time in his
'LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE,' Harold ^Wilson, associate producer;
life that he had ever felt the nibble
directed by William A. Seiter; screen play by Karl Tunberg and Don
He got so
Ettlinger, based on stories by Darrell Ware; photographed by .Robert of a fish on his line.
Planck. Cast: Ritz Bros., Gloria Stuart, Fred Stone, Dick Baldwin, Nat enthused that he started the Log
Pendleton, JOan David, Tony Martin, Joan Marsh, Dixie Dunbar, Jed Cabin Ashing tackle store on CaProuty, Maurice Cass, E^isha Cook, Jr., Brewster Twins, Marjorie Weaver, huenga boulevard and now it's doJ, C. Nugent.
,
„
^
j
ing well. Chi^ck Reisner spends his
'ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN,' Laurence Schwab, associate producer, houi-S off the set running his sportdirected by David Butler; screen play by Harry Tugend and Jack Yellen,
ing goods store.
based on story by Gene Towne, Graham Baker and Gene Fowler; photoTime Out From Ribbing
graphed by Ernest Palmer. Cast: Eddie Cantor, June Lang, Roland Young,
Louise Hovick (Gypsy Rose Lee), Tony Martin, John Carradine, Alan
Vince Barnett has an Interest in
Dinehart. Douglas Dumbrille, Virginia Field, Maurice Cass, George Regas,
a Pasadena auto agency and spends
Fields.
Stanley
Hymer,
Warren
Fields.
Douglas Wood, Sidney
Mitchell
•45 FATHERS,' John Stone, associate producer; difected by James Tin- his spare time selling cars.
on story by Leisen owns a Wilshire boulevard
ling; screen play by Frances Hyland and Albert Ray, based
haberdashery. Conrad Nagel owns
Mary Sickel and Ethel Spark, photographed by Albert Hogsett Cast: Jane
Joe
Withers, Shirley Deane, Thomas Beck, Louise Henry, Richard Carle,
a big market and Robert Cummings
by Frank is interested in a Kansas City air^"borrowed' trouble,' produced by Max Golden; directed
plane factory.
Alan Hale, who is
photoWolf;
Karen
De
and
Chapin
Robert
Strayer; original screen play by
quite some pumpkins as an inventor,
graphed by Edward Snyder. Cast: Jed Prouty, Spnng Bymgton, Shirley
Douglas is interested in several concerns
Deane, Russell Gleason, June Carlson. Billy Mahan. George Ernest,
manufacturing his brain children.
by The latest is a new type theatre
^''SECOND HONEYMOON,' produced by Raymond Griffith; directed
Walter Lang. Cast; Lorelta Young, Tyrone Power, Lyle Talbot, Stuart seat which gives a theatre 18%
Erwin.
more capacity. The seats are being
*

Readied for Production, with Tentative Credits

'TRUE CONFESSION,' jkroduced by Albert Lewin;

by Wesley
Carole Lombard, Fred MacMurray,
directed

Haggles; story, Claude Bingon. Cast:
Porter Hall, John Barrymore.
'BIG BROADCAST OF 1938,' scheduled to start Sept. 9; produced by
Harlan Thompson; directed by Mitchell Leisen; no other credits yet announced. Cast: W. C. Fields, Martha Raye, Dorothy Lamour, Ben Blue,
Bob Hope, Shirley Ross, Leif Erikson, Kirsten Flagstad, Tito Guizar, Stanley
Fields.

'EAST OF SHANGHAI,' general office production; directed by George
Archainbaud; no other credits yet announced. Cast: Anna May Wong, Cecil
Cunningham.

'BLUEBEARDS'S EIGHTH WIFE,' to be produced and directed by
No other credits yet announced.

Lubitsch, set to start Sept, 20.
Claudette Colbert.

'THE

Carson.
'IT NEVER HAPPENED BEFORE,' produced by Jesse L, Lasky; directed
by Raoul Walsh; original by Robert Harari and Maxwell Shane; screen play
by Gertrude PurceU and John Twist; photographed by J. Roy Hunt. Cast:

if

son and Lloyd Osbourne; photographed by, Leo Tover. Cast: Oscar
Homolka, Frances Farmer, Ray Milland, Lloyd Nolan, Barry Fitzgerald.
'THIS WAT PLEASE,' produced by Mel Shauer; directed by Robert
Florey: original by Bill Thomas and Maxwell Shane; screen play by
Howard J, Green, Seena Owen and Grant Garrett; photographed by Harry

VARIETY

YELLOW NIGHTINGALE,'

set to start Sept. 20;
out, John Bolejg.

Ernst
Cast:

be produced by HarUn Thompson,
no other credits yet announced. Cast: Gladys Swarth-

'EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY,'

to

to

be produced by Emanuel Cohfin; Eddie

Sutherland, directing; no other credits yet announced. Cast:

Mae

West.

No.w Balance to

Numjber Number
olt Fix
ComPromised pleted
Studio

,

4^3

Condor

6
3

Sol Lesser

David Loew
Walt Disney. ......

2
1

Total
Pictures

now

'DON'T

FORGET TO

55

Now
Shoot-

in "St Placed Stories' In
Cutting Before Prepara-

ing:

Room^ Cameras

tion
IS
2

10
10

7
0

2?
6

0

2

1

0

1

1^0
6

0

0

5

5

8

37

2*1

3

4

0

0

rooms or awaiting previews are:
REMEMBER,' produced by Al Lewis; directed by
by David Garth; photographed by Milton Krasner.

in the cutting

Joseph Santley; original
Cast: Burgess Meredith, Ann Sothern, 'Onslow Stevens, Mary Boland,
Louise Henry, William Brisbane, George Irving, Leona Roberts, Frances
'

Gifford.

'FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY,' produced by Al Lewis; directed by Ben
Stoloff; original by Jean Negulesco and Isabel Leighton; screen play by
Gertrude PurceU, Ernest Pagano and Harry Segall; photographed by Jack
MacKenzie. Cast: John Boles, Jack Oakie, Ida Lupino, Margot Grahame,
Erik Rhodes, Paul Guilfoyle, Gordon Jones, Billy Gilbert, Georges
Renavent.
'BREAKFAST FOR TWO,' produced by Edward Kaufman; directed by Al
Santell; original by David Garth; screen play by Charles Kaufman; photographed by Roy Hunt. Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall, Glenda
Farrell, Eric Blore, Donald Meek.
'STAGE DOOR,' produced by Pandro S. Berman; directed by Gregory La
Cava; play by George S. Kaufman and Edna Ferber; screen play by
Anthony Veiller and William Slavens McNutt; photographed by Robert de
Grasse; Cast: Ginger Rogers, Katharine Hepburn, Gail Patrick. Adolphe
Menjou, LeOna Roberts, Marjorie Lord, Andrea Leeds, Lucille Ball, Constance Collier, Jean Rouverol, Eve Arden.
'MUSIC FOR MADAME,' produced by Jesse L. Lasky; directed by John
Blystone; original by Robeirt Harair; -songs, Rudolf Friml and Gus Kahn;
photographed by Joe August. Cast: Nino Martini, Joan Fontaine, Eric
Rhodes, Barbara Pepper, Alan Mowbray, Frank M. Thomas, Billy Gilbert,
Mira McKinney, Fred Santley.
'SATURDAY'S HEROES,' produced by Robert Sisk; directed by Edward
Killy; original by George Templeton; photographed by Nick Musuraca.
Cast: Van Heflin, Marian Marsh, Richard Lane, Frank Jenks, Minor Watson,
Walter Miller, Alan Bruce.
'FIT FOR A KING,' David L, Loiew production; directed by Edward
Sedgwick; screen play by Richard Flournoy; photographed by Paul Vogel.
Cast: Joe E. Brown, Helen Mack, Paul Kelly, Harry Davenport, Halliwell
Hobbes. Russell Hicks, Frank Reichier.

'SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS,'

feature length cartoon

UDked

Thomas, George Irving, Margaret Dumont, Herbert Clifton,
'A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS,' produced bv Pandro S. Herman; directed by
peoige Stevens; original by P. G. Wodehouse; screen play by P. G. Wodehouse, Ernest Pagano and S. K. Laurel; photographed by Joe Augu.st. Cast:

manufactured in nearby Inglewood.
Of course the biggest single com-

Artists

Now

Number Number
Comof Pix
promised pleted

Samuel Goldwyn.
Alexander Korda.

Selznick
now Walter
Wanger.

being readied by Walt Disney studios for December release.
'LOVE IN A BASEMENT,' produced by Maurey Cohen; directed by Lew
Landers; original by John Wells; screen play by Franklin Coen; photographed by Nick. Musuraca. Ca.st: James Dunn, Whitney Bourne, Joan
Woodbury, Solly Ward, Franklin Pangborn, Tom Kennedy.
RKO-Radio Pictures Now in Production
'HIGH FLYERS,' produced by Lee Marcus: directed by Eddie Cline; from
play. 'The Kangaroos,' by Victor Mapes; screen play by Benny Rubin and
Bert Granet; photographed by Jack MacKenzie. Cast: Bert Wheeler. Robert
Woolsey, Lupe Velez, Marjorie Ford. Jack Carson, Charles Judels, Frank M,

.

.

Chaplin

6
6
5
8

..
• •

London Films
Total
Pictures

Now
Shooting

2

i

0

0

Balance to
3e Placed Stories in
Cutting Before Preparain

Rooms Cameras
0
0

1

i

I

1

6
2

0

0

A

5

tion

mercial enterprise in Hollywood is
Shirley Temple, whose Interest in
concerns
making
dolls,
books,
clothes, food and a flock of other
items is rapidly plunging her into
millionaire

1

the

6

Withers

2

loyalties

5

1

0

0

1

0

0

0
0

1

8

8

8

34

3

4

4

23

23

is

There
people in

class.

Little

Jane

another who gets heavy

from endorsements.
are
all

plenty of ex-picture
kinds of businesses in

Hollywood and Los Angeles.
To
list them would take as much .space
as a portion of the phone book. It

now in the cuUing room.s awaiting previews are.
•FIFTY SECOND STREET.' produced by Waller Wanger; directed by all started when William Haines reHarold Young- screen play bv Gi'over Jones. Cast: Ian Hunter. Leo Car- alized the value of a film name and
Logan, Sid Silvers, ZaSu Pitls. Maria Shelton, went into the interior decorating
"llo kt Sterson^^E^
.j, „
Dorothy Peterson. Colottc. Lyons. Kenny Baker.
...
^
biz.
Now everybody's doing il: The
'STAND-IN,' produced by Walter Wander: direclod by Tay Garnett; latest addition to the list is Mary
and Graham Baker, based on.Satevcnost story
Towne
Gene
•icreen nlav by
Miles Mintcr. who has n new inC.a.st;
Clarke.
Charles
by
phnto^^raphod
bv Clarence Budiniilon Kclland;
MarJa
Mowbray.
Alan
terior dcconitinti slirjp out Beverly
Bo«art,
Leslie Howard, Joan Blondell. Humphrey
,

(
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Roscoe Ates who stutters in the right
N. Y.
places, handles a fair amount ot
It's Shep Fields back for his third
Not much to brag about at the big monolog gags and then goes into a
being,
just
shQW
the
erossi-fire routine with a nifty look- stand since the house went name
weekj.
this
house
ing fgmme partner.
His rep is a band. Threaded through the profusolitV foundation f a.t audience ac- sion of bubble-blowing
are some
Stents,
•jpeptance, aM.h^ manages to satisfy turns of passable status but which
oh nis owri irbm that poml on.
prove to be no great shakes with t: e
bv Nat Karson. First item is 'JapaFor ;30lid vaude the Bredwins in Paramount's customers. Everything
nese Lantern,' by the corps de ballet trey and the Libonati Trio opener is cut and intetipijlated to the set
and distinctly weak. Against an ex- rate mention. Both acts have bean stage pattern aijfij?' the proceedings
ceotionally clever set, which helps around for years, but at present have make for a mild 'fiiljd cloying passage
some, with June Forrest soloing and developed to the highest state of ef- between the showings of 'Double or
Jack Cole doing a bit of a dance. fectiveness. The Bredwins rate as Nothing' (Par).
Fields' fadistic style again inspires
Music for ballet was composed by the nxanager's pet act anywhere.
Claude Lapham and sounds genuine, .Are not on too long, work fast and the house stager to big things in the
but the choral work is weak and quick, get their job done in a flashy, way of lighting effects. During most
the
show
at
under^-rehearsed
seemed
socle
manner and scram.
Their of the bandls number the effect of
^caught (lagt show^ opening day). comody
acrobatics
are socko as rippling water is projected on the
backcurtain, while the performance
This is unusual for Florence Rogue's usual.
of 'Swamp Fire' brings the eft'ect of
group* but maybe they're entitled to
Libonati Trio is fundamental inusic shooting flames, but without any acan off -session; -occasionally.
hall stuff, with plenty of 'stars and companiment of smoke.
It was that
has
a
song,
'Carriage Lantern'
stripes forever' banging on xylo- kind of swamp fire.
•Once. Around the Park,' especially phonss.
Marches for the masses,
Out of the grooved but melodious
written for the occasion by Pem with a session of torrid hoofing by the
mixture of reedy brasses and locoDavenport and Albert Stillmani boy and girl.
motive-chugging saxophones the inTune is- cute,, set is interesting,
There is a difference between solid terpretation of one number captures
though under-Ughted, and handlmg
the
ear.
That is Duke Ellington's
punching
in
vaude
overstrainand
ensemble
singing
by the Music HaU
Certainly a great improve- ing. Doras and Primrose are guilty 'Caravan.' All else sounds sliced to
okay.
rote when it comes to dansapation
ment on the jnale glee club, this of overstraining. Doras has a good and the tonal juggling of the various
entrance laugh and does well with
combo of femme and male voices.
Act's standout
routine. The crossfire modern rhythms.
-'Working Lantern,' for no reason his Bolgerish
is
weak, however, and could use touch of showmanship, and there
at all, moans .Paul Gordon, cycle act.
a wealth to cull from, is the
both
new gags and some sapolioing. isn't
Works in tails, in the most approved
novel presentation of 'The Flight of
Agaiin'
Picture
(RKO).
was
'On
modern manner and okay all the Business was all right at the last .the Bumble Bee.' The attention is
way. He's been around for years, show Friday.
focused on the nimble-fingered and
Gold.
melodically sensitive accordionist of
and shows it.
the band and what he conjures out
•Venetian Lantern' finales along
of the composition provides a crack
rbutinie lines. Caesar Nest and June
climax for the Fields repertoire. For
Forrest Sing 'Chiribiri' and neither
N. Y.
the vocal numbers there is the pleasSinging
has an outstanding voice.
The Big Apple, that nondescript ing, if not impressive, baritone of
ensemble helps out okay, but twice
Bobby Goday.
combo
is
tOQ
this
for
show
in one
mixture of this and/that from the
In for secondary marquee blessing
much. The Rockcttes finale and, as
Charleston down, is the big. thing are Jane Pickens and Barto and
usual, are 100% sockeroo dependMann, the former from radio and a
ables, being the only unmitigated here this, weak as 20ch-Fox takes
Shubert revue and the latter from,
click in the proceedings.
over the theatre and Fanchon &
vaudeville when it had need of. a
'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA) is the Marco gets away a bit from the fast and surefire pair of clowns. Miss
feature; Richard Leiber at the con- routine mould of presentations.
Pickens, having 'gone tragedienne
sole, as usual, and Ei-no Rapee leads
Thei-e is just one set which stands and high-powered prima donna with
the orch through a lively rendition throughout and the Gae Foster girls a bang, wallops 'em in the high C's
Hungarian are not doing the routine chores they with 'When a Gypsy Plays His Vio'Thirteenth
Lizt's
of
Rhapsody' to start things off. Kauf
For her
lin' and "The Man I Love.'
had. been doing.
F. & M. labels show 'The Big Ap- final item she steps down with much
grace and bharm and warms 'em up
ple' and features contest winners
from North and South Carolina, solidly with 'Cuban Pete.' Hightone
outfrontin the region where the dance orig- or lowdown she takes the
Washington, Sept. 5.
Eight couples participate in ers in full and telling stride. Barto
inated.
and Mann still prove the extreme
House makes valiant effort this the B. A., a dance that reminds of long and short of knockabout nonweek to weld a lot of talent into a ginned-up Belgian Congo natives sense, with the customers going as
warm up to some- strong as ever for the leg and head
to
..peppy, revue, but too much of the trying
punch depends upon dirt and the thing. It is fast, conglomerate and tangling byplay.
customers are giving gag after gag feverish. A half of one of the twains,
Another fast worker is Johnny
the cold shoulder. Johnny Perkins, Billy Spivey, introduces the dance Woods (New Acts), who mimics 'em
around for second seven days as m. while the Foster girls provide suit- from radio, the screen and public
c, is hep enough to town's" taste to able collegiate background. The set life with close Approximation and
keep his stuff pure, but the others consists of large columns as expan- keen sense of humor. At the showa
sive fronting for a college backrun wild.
caught Woods was the applause top^
Medley played by pit band and ground and is effective.
per. The terpsy side of the bill, went
Rose Marie, who used to be Baby to a couple of amateurs brought in
U^ing solo breaks to mtroduce five
new faces in lineup is smart nov- Rose Marie, leads the Carolinian Big to demonstrate one of the latest
Also gives Perkins chance to Appiers to their stuff, singing 'Big dance crazes, the shag.
elty.
Mixfed
Vse Maestro Phil Lampkin for banter, Apple' as girls back her in the dance. youngsters are billed as Nicholsberg
^ little difficult to handle in big She also tries her hand at a few of and Roberts. Their routine blends a
Ahead of that she sufficient amount of grace and prehouse from pit podium.
the gyrations.
Show opens with the Guardsmen, sings two pops, both of. them well, cision with the- 'tap-hopping which
eight male voices that bounce a but 'Remember Me' is not her type of characterizes the ballroom fad.
couple of medleys off to sock hand. selection.
Business very .good -opening day.
Next on is Georgia Hayes, who gets
The show up to this point includes
Odec.
nice reception for toe dancing up the Five Co-Eds, acrobatic dancers,
and down 15-foot staircase, hauled mostly' acrobats, but good; Bob Du
out and stuck in front of band.
Pont, comedy juggler, .who manages
PITTS.
Striving to hit the same stride to be fairly funny and the class Six
that wowed 'em. last spring. Perkins Debonairs, who for a time were at
Pittsburgh, Sept. 5.
brings on theatre's uniformed Negro the Hollywood restaurant. Debs are
It's a first time for Eddy Duchin
porter, who stole show when audi- smart tap dancers with a clever rouaround here,' but he can write his
ence singing gag was used on Perk's tine.
own return ticket. And what a
last trip.
With proper introduction,
l^icture is 'Thin Ice' (20th), rechap is just good enough to bring viewed in Variety, Aug, 25. Sortja break for the WB deluxer, too. He
down house with 'Old Man River,' Henle and Tyrone Power teamed in was booked^ in more than a year ago
and Perkins is smart enough to shoo thi;s-4ce musical should provide draw.. at his prevailing salary, but couldn't
fill
the date until now because of
him off quick.
ov6r the Labor Day week. Business hotel and radio cohimitments.
In
Char,
Fifi D'Orsay, who gets top billing good Friday night.
that time, Duchin's rep has tripled
with Perkins, is on next, maintaining
and his salary has doubled, but he's'
oo-la-la idea through half of act but
here at the original figure and Stanthen explaining she is U. S. citizen
LYRIC, INDPLS.
ley's cashing in plenty on dancenow and setting out to be exponent
crazy mob's current, pash.
of swing. No question but that clipIndianapolis, Sept. 5.
House is a piMi-over for name
ping those bangs 'and going in for
Depending on the influx of visitors orchs anyway, so Duchin has an easy
stream-lined sophistication is imtake care of tlie time of it. He's an extremely perprovement, but without the old props for State Fair to
sonable fellow and handles the m.c.
o., management has gone plenlj-"
b.
much of the. house diBn't ken her
booking this bill. duties with an ease that stamps him
exaggerated Parisienne gyrations, light on talent in
timber
Bella's
body and vocal. 'Bon Jour, Monsieur.' Five acts presented with Nick fem- as possible musical comedy
12 passable
whenever he decides to hang up the
for which she donned sport jacket Sweet Swingettes,'
'State Fair baton. Band numbers, of course, are
and hat with cocktail bar chair for mes. Show is tagged
all shaped to show off leader's crack
atmosphere, was best number. They Frolic'
O'Connor family top the show, piano-playing, and his sharpshooting
liked her, but she should get more
for
with John O'Connor doubling as m. at the keyboard had 'em crying
for the effort she expends.
O'Connors -hold more this afternoon.
Wind-up is turned over- to Lew c. In their turn,
Had the crowd in his hand all the
with Patsy,
Parker with girl and three stooges down next to closing,
the show. The five- way and when near the finish he
who have new stuff that gets real moppet, stopping
blonde sings and suggested the gang sing and whistle a
laughs, but they also excursion into year-old platinum
rafters
choruses,
the
of
couple
like a veteran.
off-color.
Girl handles lines well, dances
For the close,
Park and Clifford bolster" sagging literally shook.
the bald-headed imitator is fair as
Duchin's still doing his fav, 'S,t6rmy
bill with their hand balancing act
^. C. Fields.
Both men work smoothly and with Weather,' augmented by the lightPic is 'Big City' (MG) and biz oke. polish.
ning-and-rain electrical effects and
Craig.
sock job both musically and for
Show opens with the Swingettes ashowmanship.
giving out 'Merry-Go-Round Broke
He's carrying two vocalists, StanDown.' Horses' heads are carried on ley Worth, a sax player, and Paand off for merry-go-round tie-in. tricia Norman. Latter is a pert, lass
Otherwise routine is standard timed who's improved considerably since
Girls
to rhythm of the pop tune.
Chicago, Sept. 5.
she first came here' some years ago
As State-Lake shows go this One appear later in luminous outfits
She's
Marjorie with Paul Pendarvis' band.
number.
isn't so hot.
But State-Lake audi- Butterfly Girl
a definite personality youngster with
ences seem to take pride in their Greely, with lighted butterfly wings, a neat comedy touch that should take
leniency. Maybe that's why they're sings as she swings out over audi- her a long way.
Norman gal gave
ence.
nappy.
out with three numbers, topping off
Kirk and Lawrence, billed as 'Whoa the trio with a slick arran{<emetil of
For instance, the top headliner on
deucer. Appear- 'Old Man Mose Is Dead,' and had to
bill is Edith Fellows, bold-typed all- Horsey,' hold down
over the place as the kid screen star. ing in cowboy outfits, man and girl beg off, something a femme .singer
She sings, not good but with plenty are apparently mounted on miniature with an orch hasn't had to do around
couple of rop- here in a long time.
does
a
Man
steeds.
of willingness. The mistake here is
Duchin presentation also Includes
the girl's attempt to warble the more ing tricks. They have some comedy
Only laughs from adt were three acts and each one of them delines.
difficult tunes.
She'd make everybody feel more comfortable if she secured by man with his repeated livers a wallop. First is Miriam
efforts to quiet his unruly horse,
Verne, a local gal who had to go
etuck to pop melodies.
Club elsewhere to get attention.
Glee
She's
University
Indiana
,For final number she sings 'PenShe has looks,
too.
it,
nies from Heaven' and does a time closes show. Group of 22 young men getting
step and an off-to-Buffalo with the sing unfamiliar .songs under the di- hoofs smartly in Eleanor Powell
of manner and makes 'em sit up with
Chorus line.
She is introduced by rection of Professor Nye, Choice
Only saving feature her slick array of trick.s.
son.!?s is had.
Jf^-c. Verne Buck who ^Iso asked her
Following is dance team o£ Mario
to name her fav picture leading men is lusty singing of University song
curtain.
final
and Floria, with as much .swank
and women. Then she sings. It's a for
playable act for the family time
Picture is 'Footloose Hclre.ss' (WB), and stuff as any of the name ballHandsome couple,
nou.<?es.
and biz iii.st f;iir on closing Friday room terpers.
with femme a particularly stunning
Kiley.
Other film player on the bill is show.
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number,

they epitomize grace in
three varied routines, lend a million
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FOX, DETROIT

dollars worth of class to the whol-e
Detroit, Sept. 5.
turn and click fii*mly.
Some poor
Set in for two weeks with flicker,
lighting hurt their first two numbers;
gal's too good to Took at to be buried 'You Can't Have Everything' (20th),
Rubinoff and his fiddle figure to do
in a dark spot.
Record-holder for returns, how- nicely on their end. Act had plenty
ever. Is Vic Hyde, the one-man band on the ball, and at the wickets, too,
opening day so two weeks' stand
on
who threatens to do for Niles, Mich.,
what Bob Burns did for Van Buren, should be plenty profitable all
.

Ark.

Hyde's

musical

accomplish-

around.

Supporting Rubinoff are
would be enough in themFour
but he's also a crack comic, Eaton Boys, songsters; Diaz, Don, Dothat rustic wit- of his keep- lores and Deemis, adagio quartet;
ing the crowd in stitches all the Cirillo Brothers, hillbilly hokum;
way through. Ruhning gag is losing Ben Berri, juggler, and the 18 Gae
an article of clothing each time he Foster line. These acts, too, are set
goes into his jam session and almost tor two weeks.
All work in as smooth a setting as
had to do a strip tease to get off.
Picture 'San Quentin' (FN). Biz seen here in many moons. Consists
big, full downstairs and three-quar- of a huge winding stairs in. white,
with off-stage entrance to the left
ter? balcony, despite intense heat.

ments

selves,

with

high above Sam Jack Kaufman's pit
orch situated- on stage.
Rubinoff has whole- show to himShowmanship bursts out everywhere, and fiddler's short spiel before encore sets things pretty.
His
.Philadelphia, Sept. 5.
work with the violin, as usual, is
For fifth week in a row Earle has nifty ahd rendition of 'Sweet Mys'em on their brogues upstairs and tery of Life' tied audience in knots.
down. This'time the show is topped Entrances dawn long stairs is a good
with Hal LeRoy and Clyde McCoy's stunt, payees giving their palms a
band.
Right behind are Marjorie good wanning up before Rubinoff
Gainsworth, Sheila Barrett, Marty gets to mike.
Collins and Harry Peterson and the
Eton Boys, in the next-to-closing,
Bennet Siisters.
Also 'Wild ahd. contrib several harmony tunes. ApWoolly' (20th) on screen. »
pearance is added asset. Specialty
McCoy's outfit is sweet and hot. number,. 'No, a Thousand Times, No,'
And there was no holding the house is a honey, end sends quartet off to
when the stick-swisher grabbed his big hand. Diaz, Don, Dolores and
trumpet and let go 'Sugar Blues.' Deemis are a quartet of swell adagio
That trumpet does things. The guy artists.
Fellas,
garbed In white
blowing it should try to emulate it. trousers and striped sweaters, have
As batoner of a band as hot as his, smoothness on their side, while the
McCpy is entirely, too unperturbed. petite blonde is the cute eyef ull.
Opening stanza goes to Cirillo
He ought to hypo with some personal
showmanship. Band was neatly set Brothers (3), who appear as hill-

Cohen.

EARLE, PHILLY

and nicely lighted on

movable

a

self.

plat-

and

billies

offer

lotta

hokum and

then strip to formal garb for some

form.

LeRoy, W.k. here, was real rafter-

meritorious hoofing.
lish juggler,

Ben

Berri,

Eng-

minces plenty of suave

ripper. Just stepping out won him.,
resounding applause.
And every comedy into his cOntrib as deucer.
Three out-of-the-ordinary routines
number he did got more. Those long,,
loose legs of his can be positively are Ciae Foster line's contribution.
eye-blinking. He doesn't make the First is a hillbilly number serving to
intro
the Cirillo Brothers, followed
error of keeping at one step too
Best was 'Sweet Sue' by a mask routine ahd ending up
long, either.
number, followed by encore, 'Jam with an old-fashioned number.
Kaufman^ who moves his pit band
Session.'
Distinctly boyish personality plus easy presence help him on stage for 50-mlnute show, also
handles the m, c- chores nicely.
*
sell.
Good crowd at early show Friday
Marjorie Gainsworth, tall blonde evening (3),
Pete.
^prano,- .who was at the house
coupla weeks ago, back again with a
new routine. Second only to .LeNewsreel, N. Y.
Roy in quantity of palm- whackingt
Uses good operatic pipes to chirp
War, either actual or threatened,
trivia, which tickles Earle aud. She's
bulks large in the newsreel bill at
more at ease and self-confident this the Embassy this week. Scenes of
.

Embassy

•

and

com-

trip.

fighting

comic of strong
proportions and won solid response
with her now-famous miming of a
tipsy Southern gal touring the nitery
belt.
This is the -number which
the
Confederacy
Daughters
of
thought insulted Southern womanhood and forced out on her Washington date last week. Despite apparent
approval of the house. Miss Barrett's
presentation was a little too ultra for
this house.
Bennett Sisters, three femmes, do
some cute terping that was fair qualMary Colity as a curtain-upper.
lins and Harry Peterson, vet hoofer-

prise .the first few clips on China.
Then, the scene shifts to the U.S. and
what this supposedly peace-insisting
country is doing to arm the combatants.
Windup of the siibject
shows
the
inevitable
Mussolini
speech and the launching of an
Italian battleship. In importance as
well as length, those early portions
of the program overshadow the rest.
For the first time, shots of the actual fighting in the Far East are
reaching- this country.
Universal
and Metrq. clips which open the bill
give a. far-off view of the hostilities.
Mostly they are the familiar scenes

Sheila' Barrett's a
.

comic

some fair humor,
more important, give

act, register

but what

is

whole show a

informal aura
an already willing
that .reaches
house and makes for universal gaietySome of this informality meant
reaching so far as to get LeRoy to
come out after his turn and give a
hot-foot to Collins; who is puffing
on a trumpet to outdo McCoy! LeRoy makes a second appearance
eating an apple with aplomb behind
Collins, which has the funny-man
wondering why the house is giggling.
It's bewhiskered, but they liked it.
this
nonchalance, especially
It's
when acts come out to take their
bend.s. that gives untold aid in packHerb.
ing entertainment.

HIPP,

strictly

BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Sept.

5.

To accommodate the two hours
necessary to showing 'Lost Horizon'
(Col.) current on Hipp screen, stage
doings this week utilize 32 minutes.
Augmenting pit band and bringing
them up on stage with Leon Navara
as guest conductor and in. c. show
takes on presentation form with three
acts,
Harris, Claire and Shannon,
ballroomologists; Ross Wyse, Jr., and

Roy Campbell's Ambassadors, male
octet, participating, Navara is a better pianist than m. c.
Show moves
at better pace because of time being

held down.

its

grizzly effects

•

.

of running troops/ batteries of

are*

tillery and. planes sliding by overhead. Other shots of burning buildings begin to bring the horror of the
conflict closer.
All such shots are
Japanese-censdred,
Clip that follows, from behind the

Chinese

lines, is

uncensored and be-

gins to bring the screen to horrifyApparently the
ing life—or death.
more revolting portions of the clip

(Par) have been scissored.
But
scenes
of
corpse-strewn
highways, ditches filled with mangled
men crawling in agony towai-d motors that may carry them to

enough

bodies;

hospitalization, at least hint of the
carnage and suffering that Is taking
place in and around Shanghai,
Alongside it, the following clip,
possibly a stock shot of Eden 'protesting in the name of international
law, is tame stuff..
Gen. Smedley
Butler is then shown in a speech for
active American neutrality and thei%
shots of American scrap iron shipments to Japan, plus scenes of munitions making in Europe illustrate a
farhiliar fact.
Mussolini speech and
the Italian ship launching merely
add a touch to the overwhelming
evidence that a general war is not
long in coming. Effect of the whole
series

is

-

'

strong.

Out-of-the-ordinary clips which,
follow are ones of Honolulu candid
camera bugs (Fox), a German trick
flyer (Fox), a radio controlled plane
target (Par), plane landing on an
auto (Fox), and a polo match (U).
Surprising number of publicity shots
sprinkle the bill—baby parades, biggest di.sh of mashed potatoes, accordion
fad,
pro-football
sea.son
opening, etc.
Lew Lehr has two

Opening, a special arrangement of
'Cherry Blossom Lane' nicely handled by orch.
Harris, Clare and
Shannon, smart appearing blonde,
brunette and male piartner, next with
two sock balh'oom routines, a waltz
and a -tango, adequately, sold. Na- comedy <bits, each fair., Departure
vara, then taking hold of piano, .of the Girl Scouts of other nations
gives out with 'Gigolette,' announced frorh New York also gets a laugh.
as own composition and follows with
Paramount short on Popular Scithe 'learning to play the piano' bit ence is the novelty. After showing
to nice response.
a number of ingenious methods of
Intros Ross Wyse, Jr., in his usual utilizing power from the sun, the
punchy melange of gagging and reel illustrates a whole flock ot
strenuous acrobatics, ably assisted by weird gadfjets, mostly for the sl2ooer
June Mann, elongated and equally and nearly all comically impractical.
agile

.show

femme

foil.
Scored heavy on
caught and had to beg off

Roy Campbell's Ambassadors follow
with repertoire of musical comedy
and college selections. Proved an
adequate cha.ser end gave necessary
tin.cje

of variety to 11t>

c:c.t-ui>.

Burm.

Sound track

is cleverly scripted.
Sirio-Japanese Special

First newsreel .shots of actual fighting at Shanghai were received in
New York by Universal Friday (3)

morning.
Let ether method
(Continued on page 29)
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in

in

its first

3 days at the United Artists Theatre

Chicago broke both attendance and

money

records established in recent years.

at the Rivoli

a

TTednesday, September 8, 1937

first

Theatre in

New York

City, after

week that shattered attendance

rec-

ords as far back as Christmas, 1929, now in its

second week broke all second week attend/

ance records in the history of the theatre.

Released thru

UNITED ARTISTS

'Wednesday^ September
Hearst

.

8,

WUhdraws SEC

Newshawks' Casualties

Pitt

Permission to withdraw two registration statements filed under the
securities act of 1933 and covering
issues
proposed

aggregating

$35,500,000 to refinance

LITERATI

19^7

Hearst Maga-

'

.

statement declaring that the withdrawal was due to the fact that 'the
market for industrial debentures
was turning less favorable at the
time of filing, and has continued less
favorable to the present time...'
.No statement was made by the
.

SEC.
Proceeds from the debenture issues
were to have been used in refinanc-

and for additionalHearst Publications'
designated $21,600,000 to
retire and refund outstanding obligaoperations

ing

working

capital.

statement

tions of the corporation.. The remainder of the $22,500,000 was to be
added to work capital. Proceeds of
the $13,000,000 debenture issue pro,

posed by Hearst Magazines were to
be used as follows:
For the retirement of the rem$inir
ing of 6% serial, gold debentures of
Magazines,
Hearst
Inc.,
1937
$1,000,000.

For the retirement of bank loans,
$1,900,000.

For retirement of notes payable to
Halsey, Stuart & Co. which represent an advance made oh March 4,
1937.. in anticipation of the sale of
the

being

securities

registered,

Of .the proceeds,
was advanced to American
Newspapers, Inc., a parent, and
$1,000,000 was paid to the N. Y.
$3,000,000.
$2,000,000

Inc., an affiliate, as
a partial payment of the purchase
price of the Hearst Magazine build-

Evening Journal,

ing.

For payment of notes and accounts
payable owing to Cuneo Press, Inc.,
services
rendered,
printing
for
$2,000,000.

For payment of balance of purchase price of Hearst Magazine
Building from New York Evening
Journal, Inc., $2,253,000.

For purchase of capital stock and
Open accounts payable to American
Newspapers, Inc., of National Magazine Co., Ltd., from American News
papers. Inc., a parent, $1,461,671.

been

The balance was to have
used for working capital.

NLRB Reviews Sweet Case
Claiming Waldeii Sweet was fired
from the Denver Post because of
Guild activities, the Denver Guild
chapter has referred the matter to
Aai-on Warner, National Labor Rela.

tions Board representative, for investigation.
Sweet says he was
asked to resign following the state
house microphone scandal, in which

Sweet and others admitted placing
microphones in offices with wires
leading to apartments nearby where
conversations were taken on records
and in shorthand. The Post officials
said Sweet's continued employment
by the paper would 'stultify the

later

he

told

was not

to

be

dis-

charged.

'Although

Sweet

sign,'

my

I

opinion

was requested
said

I

was

last week,
fired, and

to re'It

is

would

not receive my pay check if I continued to- work.'
The microphone records were
made public Saturday and on Sunday the News printed 12 pages of the
tran.script, while the Post condensed
the report in about two pages.
British Trades Lining

Up

of England have
passed a resolution designed to institute a ban on newspaper men who
are not members of the National
Vnian of Journalists.
It is to take the form of refusing

Trades

unions

to grant interviews or furnish news
of any kind to reporters who are not

members

of the N. U. J. Resolution
directed principally against local
Iw'ovincial publications, as most of
the London periodicals are repreis

sented
l>er

by N. U.

ot

J.

members.

Num-

country papers are said to

employ reportorial men at salaries
cohsiderably below the union mini-

mum

wage.

EMBASSY
(Continued from page 27)

transportation fail, some of the reels
had been put on
Dollar liner
Page Corp. publishes Wilmington Pres. Taft, while" the the
others were sent
(N. C.) Star and Wilmington News by Clipper plane.
Reels arrived at
in addition to two Columbus dailies Newart airport at 11:30 a. m. Friday
arid were developed, edited, given
and Bradenton paper,
sound, printed and were on the
screen in Broadway theatres at 9
Chi Times Changes Mind

Page.
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.

'

'
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KEITH'S,

BOSTON

'

.

Boddy's L.A.

Sat.

Night

have 'taken over the L. A. Saturday
Night, a weekly, and plan to expand
it into a publication aimed as mass
circulation in Southern California.

Name

has been changed to Pacific
Saturday Night. Initial issue under

new management hit the stands
Friday (3). H. O. Davis retires
as publisher, but Josephine Wice is
retained as editor.
last

the faces of Gable, Dietrich, Garbo,
Colbert, etc., individually spotted as
their respective rooms are called. In
closing, the girls take their switchboard lines and do a clever skip-rope
routine under x-rays highlighting
the ropes. In this unit, production
really means .somethings^nd it is
not surprising to find
Clark
Robinson is responsible.
'Life of the Party' (RKO) on the
screen. Biz big.
Fox,

^at

o'clock that night.

'

E. Manchester Boddy, publisher
of the Los Angeles Illustrated Daily
News and Evening News, and R. L.
Smith, business associate of Boddy,

and publisher of the French beauty
magazine, Rester Jeune.
Clinch Calkins' new book, 'Spy
Overhead,' d^egling "with industrial
espionage anj munitions sales pro,

motion in strikes, due this month.
Columbia University Press publishing documents submitted to the
League of Nations, which the Loyalare submitting as proof that
ists
Italy is offlcially participating in the

war.
Neil H. Swanson, asst. city editor
of the Baltimore Sun, is finishing a
historical novel titled, 'The Temporary Gentleman,' and plans a biog
dealing with the American Revolu-

Orpheum,

the change of
ly placed in effect

of Fowler's books.
by W. H. Fawcett.
Moe Annenberg, N. Y. Morning
recovering from an .Telegraph and Philly Inquirer pubappendicitis operation, plans to free- lishtlr, vacationing at his ranch in

now

Lake

on Orpheum marquee this week as
record crowds swarmed to siiatter
every existing record, since 1930.
Juve film player, heading regular
bill with two other acts and two
numbers by By Woodbury and bis
house band, attracted 8,000 persons
opehing day Wednesday (1). Initial

show drew
House seats

paid admissions.
but seatless pacatching stage
Four-a-oay and
turnstile activity looms to hold out
for duration of run.
Sybil's act is spotted at the .controns

2,200

1,840,

didn^t

show from

clusion

of

mind

lobby.

bill.
It was worth
With Woodbury's band

the

waiting for.

in the background, moppet appears
after
brief
introduction by orch
lea'der.
Child walks on stage with
her uncle, Harry Jacobsen, accompanist on a baby grand piano.
They were in ecstatic twitters all
during the little girl's appearance
and it's been years since a Hollywoodite has been received so en-

thusiastically.

Kids,-

forming more

than 60% of the audience, were yelling through her appearance, pounding their palms Into a pulp and doing everything but tossing their taffy
and all-day suckers In the air witi.

.

•

nip-ups.
It's*
because of Sybil's unusual
stage delivery.
She has a style all
her own. Sybil delivers with both
barrels irt her dioral flest.i, disliint;
out exactly the sort v/f sowia wiiich
click in socko fashion. Initialer was
the title song she sm,ijs in 'The Captain's Kid.'
She follows with 'The

King

Is

playing

My

Prince Charming,' disgenuine dramatic ability.

Her third number

is a special deadventures
of
owning
a scottie and is sockeroo.
Her childish grace, personality and
easy style of song delivery makes

scribing
'Mike;'

her tops.
She encored with 'I'm
Rolling in Money,' incorporating two
wicket-clicking imitations of Garbo
and Mae West;
First item on supporting bill is

Alene and Evans whose act

is

tabbed

'poetry in motion.' What makes this
act unique is that the boys, instead
of displaying bulging muscles while
performing feats, of platform pushrngs'-up^and-down, .wear
tailored
sports clothes.' 'They were an okay

whammed

turn.

Woodburv's Xnnd rec<j!ved .several
cuvtam calls for their rendition of
'Satm, Talces a Holidfi:',' done ably
in

.1-

J

rid swinjj style.

Bobby Gilbert, rotund fiddlergagster, assisted by his son, Ifal, has
trey spot.
Too much McrooLsky
dialect diverted interest
act and
only high spot of appearance is, a
serious turn at 'Indian liove Lyrics.'
.

m

with their rough-house
burlesque of grand opera but they His son engages in some rather timestopped the show cold and only by worn gag' situal ions with paler and
slamming into the finale production has a brief chore leading the house
could the stage manager cut short band. Kid has looks and wears his
evening clothes gracefully.
the insistence for more of their bufBand's turn comes next with a
foonery.
Apparently Lewis and Van were pl«asing medley of 'Mother Goose
spotted in the deuce to guarantee I.'l-ymes' in swing manner. Bill Call,
the show's sure-fire take-off, and this lifted from role of usher in nouse,
sings with band, this i,ime devoid of
is exactly what they did, first with
Vocalist got a
a very satisfactory precision'duo ses- his usher's costume.
sion on a dance mat and pint-size hand with 'This Little Piggy Went
Market,' which puved/the .way
stairs, then with a barrage of chal- to
for
Mappets'
appearance.
lenges that included breath-taking,
Screen bill includes her latest
dazzling wings of the brand ordinarily found only in the best of the technicolor short, 'The Littlest Diplomat,' shown concurrently with her
colored hoofing acts.
Marty May, gagging m.c, ha.s his p.a. It's a pleasing miniature of an
own inning at the "fralf-way mark, English army colonel v/no gains a
palming off a fiock of quips that peace treaty with an invading desert
sounded like the keynote of revival tribe solely through the diplomatic
week. In his mockery of various efforts of Sybil, cast as the colonel's

an ace

m..c.

.

,

'

Pic

is

.

'Blonde
Guas.

Radio Built Fife

and dead-pan comedian,

but his assortment of vintage gags
detract seriously from the net effect.
Bright note in the production
numbers is the solo Spanish dancing

Black Hills of Wyoming. Reported
of Maria Delcarmen, featured in the
still tinkering with a deal to take
'Gringola' production, one of the best
$50,000 Libel Suit
over Philly Daily Newis.
in the unit because of her sparkling
of
Robert Hillyer's new book
Arguments were heard in Buffalo
performance. Robert Berry capably
supreme court for dismissal of the poems will consist of letters in verse delivers the incidental vocals, Clark
Voto,
Bernard
De
Frost,
Robert
to
and Eaton help matters with their
suit
libel
complaint in a $50,000
brought against Hearst Magazines by Charles Copeland, James B, Munn, acro-adagio, and Mirora, femme jugNeferteti gler, fills the trey.
Daniel S. O'Leary who charged that Peyton R. Churchill, Queen
Production in 'Hollywood Hotel' is
he was libeled in an installment of and the author's son.
very good, and in the first flesh flash,
Atlanta Now, class magazine that called Silver Stairs,' the season's
an Arthur Somers Roche story 'Hard
debuted in Atlanta two months ago, navel maneuvers are officially opened
to Get' in the May, 1935, Cosmopoliin bank- on the Keith platform. Most PretenDecision was reserved pending has filed voluntary i>etition
tan.
ruptcy in federal district court. tious girlie glimpse comes later in
filing of briefs.
Liabilities listed
as $5,642, assets 'Fountains of Bagdad.'
A living curtain introduction and
Carl H. Weekb is prez and
$410.
New N. Y. Times Film Feature
a crystal ball ballet all add color
secretary.
and ze.st to this sock oroduction,
Douglas Churchill, Hollywood film Ralph H. Horton
critic for Pitts- rounded out by the vocalling of the
Monahan,
film
Kap
York
New
the
for
commentator
Times, has gone east to confer with burgh Press, returning from Holly- Boy Friends and more dancing by
Frank Nugent, motion picture editor, wood after two- Week once-over of Clai'k and Eaton.
Opening scene is another oip. The
regarding a new Times feature' jser- studios, had only one criticism to line of girls, are working at
a giant
colony.
flllum
the
about
vice planned to start this fall. Frank voice
connecting
tftleohone
.'jwitchhoard,
hand.. you film fans with a te"' of the cinema
D»us5\erty. of the Christian Science 'Everywhere you go they....
Moiiitor, is subbing for Churchill for a little piece of toast with fish on ^^j,^
reoresented behind » scrim
it,' he complained.
by people wearing masks .similating
six weeks.
lance.

Salt

Salt Lake City, Sept. 5.
Sybil Jason spelled nitroglycr-rine

tion to follow. ^
Magee Leaves Fawcett
Joe Laurie, Jr., and Gene Fowler
Ted Magee has resigned as editor
Fawcett's Screen Book effective are old friends and Fire Island (N.Y.)
with completion of the December is- neighbors, which is the reason why types of singers. May made the best grandaughter.
Book will be edited in New "Variety's cub coliamnist, Laurie, impression on the morning mob. He Trouble' (Par).
sue.
the suave appearance; the wiseYork hereafter in accordance with possesses every original manuscript has
guy attitude, the finished delivery of
editorial policy recentof

Magee,

29

Variety House Reviews

Chicago Times, tabber, almost deWere previewed in the projection
cided to issue a Saturday paper, but room Friday (3) afternoon in negaat the last minute decided the sheet tive form, before the sound track had
was doing okay as a six-day paper been added. Reels totaled 7,000 feet
and were edited to 900 feet. Charles
and called oft the Saturday idea.
columnist's attacker.
Had considered hit.ting the stands E. Ford, Universal editor, deleted
none of the horror shots. Cameramen
on Saturday at 11 a,m. and moving on
the job in Shanghai were HowModern Ague's Cut-Raters
the Sunday paper from a late after- ard Winner and George Kraihukov.
Modern Age Books which has noon break to around '8 p.m.
Former had his camera shot out of
been toying with a new low price
his hands during the Peiping battle
publishing venture for some time, is
and both missed death by only a few
CHATTER
now ready with its list of titles. Plan
minutes when they passed the two
Bill Sykes, Philly Ledger editorial Shanghai department stores immeis to peddle books which usually
sell for $2 up in a 'Blue Seal" series cartooner, doing a commercial strip! diately before the bombs struck, killing hundrcids.
Pair ran back and
for;
Gulf.
in bookstores, department stores and
Fawcett Publications' new Detx'oit covered the scene.
newsstands beginning this' week, at
Besides the department store shots,
(Mike)
office
Eldon,
Roxburgh
has
25c in paper bindings and at 85c in
other shocking scenes in the reel inas manager.
cloth.
clude the Cathay hotel a few minutes
Frank Seltzer, former Philly re- after it was bombed, with survivors
Firm also plans to print a 'Gold
porter, added to p.a. staff of HaJ and
rescuers picking their
way
Seal' series at 35c, for books bound'
Roach studios,
through the bodies, flaming automoin paper which would normally sell
In both bomb
Herbert Clyde Lewis, author of biles and „ de'bris.
Next month a 'Red Seal'
at $5.
'Gentleman Overboard,' joined Met" scenes the destruction and dfeath is
series of reprints will be initiated.
indescribable.
Bodies of dead and
ro writing, staff,
First 'Blue Seal' books includes,
dying are strewn about, frequently
N. Y. Mirror and News off of piled several deep. Many, of those
one "by Walter Duranty titled 'Babies
Philly newsstands because of tilt in killed have been blown apart, numWithout Tails' and 'Crold Series' inprices to dealers.
bers of bodies minus head, legs or
cludes one titled 'Kaltenborn Edits
Alfred Eichler has written a novel arms are visible. Numbers of the
the News' by H, V. Kaltenborn.
for a boy violinist titled 'Son of wounded can be seen trying to rise
or waving for help,
Song', due in November.
In other scenes there are bodies
Hearst's CADU in N. T.
William E. Keys, one-time San
N. Y. Journal- American has signed Antonio correspondent for "Variety, floating down the. river or in waterfilled ditches and lying sevetal deep,
a contract with the Commercial now AP in Austin, Tex.
in trucks
where machine-gunned
Artists and Designers Union, AmeriUnited News, newspaper and mag from planes. Several shots show the
can Federation of Labor affiliate, distribs, modeling themselves a new burning of the -city in the distance,
others are of Japanese warships and
covering advertising artists.
Pact $50,000 home in Philly.
calls for minimums of $30 to $60 a
Walter Winchell and the N. Y. still more illustrate the frantic flight
week, a 40-hour, 5-day week, vaca- Daily Mirror haven't as yet renewed. of terrified American I'efugees. Last
shot of the clip shows bodies of the
tions
with
pay,
dismissal
pay, Still dickering contract details.
department store bomb victims bepreferential
rehiring
and
joint
W. W. Lynch, 'The Connecticut ing carried from the Wreckage, piled
grievance, committee to settle dis- Yankee,' of San Antonio (Tex.), is Into trucks and carted away. Hobe.
Deal with the Hearst man- in New York on an AP transfer.
putes.
Herman (Buck) Elliot back at the
agement is the first formal contract
negotiated by the CADU, which has State desk on the Philly Inquirer
Boston, Sept. 5.
been in existence a little more than after a shot at p.a.'ing for Philco.
Season's opening vaude show has
Benny Friedman to do a Monday
Majority of the Journala year.
several interesting aspects. As was
American artists are CADU mem- football analysis column for N. Y, the custom last season house booked
Daily News .during the. grid season. in a unit ('Hollywood Hotel Revue')
bers.
George Kearney, gjn. of the Phil- and bolstered with some added actS;
ly Ledger Syndicate, in Europe to Ethel Merman, starred; Arren and
Bercovici's Expose Novel
Rion Bercovici, whose 'expos*' pact a surprising biggie for a daily Broderick for the next-to-close; and
Lewis and 'Van, two smart lads with
novel about a press agent titled 'For colyum.
Jack Price, photographer on the hot hoofs for the deuce. And as
Immediate Release:' has just apusual, the blend satisfies,
peared, is keeping himself busy N, Y. World for 27 years, is writing
Miss Merman introed with 'They
publicizing the book.
Interviews a biog of his experiendes as a news- All Laughed,' followed and scored
with 'They Can't Take That Away,'
with him made several p.m. dailies photographer.
Morin
is heading the AsRelman
and
for a much-demanded encore
week.
Leading
character
last
is supbureau, with gave 'em a medley of numbers she
posedly a Park. Avenue p.a., known sociated Press Tokyo
James Mills coveriiig the Chino- has introduced in the past. Miss
in show biz circlesi
Merman's audience apparently wantJapanese conflict,
Bercovici can't forget that he is a
and applauded each
Ernest Hemingway's first new ed just that,
p.a. however, and gives his wife,
number with varying enthusiasm.
novel in eight years, 'To Have and Due to the opening show's length
Millicent Gi"een, legit actress, sevHave Not,' will be published in Octo- (82 minutes) she could pot oblige
eral puffs in the book, by dedicating
ber by Scribner's.
with another encore, but quieted 'em
it to her and mentioning her as a
You, mag, announces appointment with extra bows and a thank -you.
celebrity.
Arren and BrOderick not only
of a Paris rep, Robert Lang, editor

handling of news in connection with the
the case.'
Sweet was called before
the publisher of the Post and other
editorial executives to discuss his
At that
connection with the case.
time Sweet told the executives he
used his editorial discretion in helping install the microphones, and was

VA/tlETY

Cprp.

i'lorence Fisher Parry, topflight
Alva H, Chapman, publisher of
drsma crick and columnist for Pitts- Bradenton (Fla.) Herald, has been
bur^^h Press, in her home town o£ named president of
R. W. Page Co^.,
Punxsutawney, Pa., for funeral of of Columbus, Ga., which publishes
relative, fell from a step and broke
Columbus Ledger and Columbus Enher ankle and is convalescing in (luirer,
to succeed W. E. Page, who
hospital there. Her column has been
was killed in aitto crash recently.
a»).sent from afternoon sheet for two
Chapman, was brother-in-^law of

Inc.; and Hearst Publications,
was granted last week (1) by
the Securities and Exchange Comweeks and it'll probably be another
mission in Washington.
month before she gets back into acThe statement filed by Hearst
tion,
Magazines, on March 10 covered
Cliarlie
conductor
of
Danver,
$13,000,000 of debentures of 1937. Up
'Pittsburghesque': column in mornto and including Aug. 16, 11 amendHearst ing Post-Gazette, is back on .job
ments had been added.
its
statement again after three hospital weeks as
filed
Publiciations
March 30, covering debentures of result of attack by unknown assailThere ant early one morning while he was
$22,500,000.
totalling
1937
were nine amendments added to this going home from work. City detectives working on case have so
statement,
identity of
The Hearst management issued a far found no clues^ to

zines,

Inc.,

Chapman Heads Page

(Continued from page

1)

Promoter Mike Jacobs took a chance
on last minute sales with an augmented staff.
Factors concerning the late draw
light advance was the general idea that the contest would end

and the

quickly with Louis kayolng Farr,
plus the threatening weather, Broadcast, despite its shortcomings, indicated to the late comers that the
British contender might stay the
limit which, he did and there was
little chance of leaky clouds.

Most ot the last minute sales were
for cheap tickets at $2.20 and $-1.5Q»,
but so many were sold at the reduced rate that the gross was maupped from the afternoon
count and helped the piling up of
terially

a

Earliei
$40,000 profit.
figure.i
that the .show would be out

showed

of the red for about half that

sum.

HOLD EVERYTHING!
Ml

(Telegram from California!)

AND MYRNA LOY RING OUT THE
WEDdlNG' BELLS IN THEIR NEW PICTURE SNEAK

"WILLIAM POWELL
'DOUBLE

PREVIEWED LAST NIGHT STOP THEY'RE MADDER

THAN THE

MARXES AND DRIVE THE AUDIENCE NUTS STOP M-G-M's

'DOUBLE WEDDING'

IS

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

(Okajy California^ we're

still

SOMETHING TO
yelling

City'' but we'll start yelling also

Wedding" because

it

YELL

ABOUT!"

about Luise Rainer^ SpencerTracy in 'Big

about William Powelly Myrna Loy in'' Double

looks like the yell of a Fall season for

M-G-M showmen!)

-

Wednesday, Seplembcir

iflj,

PICTURES
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Advance Production Chart

Theatre Changes

EXPLOITATIOII
••:-Th«f^^^iWf.iKnib»ft managerial
scene
lias takc^y|l^^'0ix..'ihe dis^epts of the

'

fioiii

page

2.^5

"

"

^

'

>

business Mm'' ^^''-'A- -coclctail shaker
Nugent, Tully Marshall, Wil- with theBp^us.
Pl^ryAifs— Canadian
Corp. aifflK3^estern Theatres, Ltd.,
•X MET IVtlf LO-VE AGAIN/ pvofiuc::.! by Walter Wanger; directed
by making ^PSnierous changes in the
Arthur Ripley and Joshua Logan; y-nreca play by David Hertz from novel western, division.
Larry Graburn,
by Allene Gorliss; photographed by Hal Muhr, Cast: Joan Bennett, Henry manager of Metropolitan, Regina,
Fonda Dame May Whitty, Alan Mar,-;hiu, Louit,-e Piatt, Alan Baxter, Tim Sask.,. moved to the ace house in
Holt, Dorothy Stickney, Jlorence L:.!;.-. Q^iwe Hall, Alice Cavenna.
Halifax, Nova Scotia, in the eastern
'NOTHING SACRED,' produced l)v
id Q! Selzniek; directed by Wil- division.
Bill Nov^k, of the Gai-sty,
liam A. Wellman; origmal by Jame,s II. Slruet; screen play by Ben Hecht' Winnipeg, will
replace him at Rephotographed by Howard Greene. Cay!: Carole Lombard, Firedric March,' gina. George Dowbiggen, assistant
Charles Winnmger, Walter Connolly. Si Rumann. Frank Fay. Margaret at Met, Winnipeg, moved
to Gaiety,
Hamilton, Maxie Rosenbloam, Art L.jskv. ITotMa Hopper, John Qualen
replacing Novak.
Nestor Novak,
United Artists Pictures Vow in Production
nephev/ of BiU Novak, will replace
'HURRICANE,' produced by Samuel *joldv/yn; direct^Dd by John Ford- Dowbiggen
at Met, coming from
screen- play by Dudley Nichols, based on original story by Charles Norhoff
Capitol-. These are all F. P. changes.
and James Norman Hall; photographed by Bert Blennon. Cast: Jon Hall,
On the Miles (Western Theatres)
Dorothy Lamour, Raymond Massey, Mary Astor. C. Aubrey Smith, Thomas front Cecil Brusegard, assistant to
Mitchell, Jerome Cowan, Movita, Mamo Clark, Kuleii De Clercq
Novak at. Gaiety has been upped to
TWE A&VENTVRES QF nfTAfCCO POLO,' proditced by Samuel Goldwyn* the
Lyceum, with Eddie Newman, of
directed by Archie Mayo; screen play by Robert Emmett Sherwood; photo^ Lyceum,,
moved over to newlygraphed by Rudolf Mate and Archie Stout. Cast; Gary Cooper, Sigrid opejted Orpheum, to handle
vaudfilm
Guri.e. Ernest Truex, Blnnie Barnes, Basil Rathbone, Geocge Barbien Lotus
policy of that house. The Uptown,
Liu, Ferdinand Gottschalk.
formerly managed by Bill Novak, be
THE AI>VENTURES OF TOM SAWYER,' produced by David O. Seli- taken over by Leona Tui'oldo, who
nick; directed by Norman Taurog; screen play by John V. A. Weaver, froihha-ndles
Crescent, nabe
also
the
story by Mark Twain; photographed by James Wong Howe and Wilfred house.
In line with these changes
Cline. Cast: Tommy Kelly. Jackie Moran, Baulah Bondi, Walter Brennan,
there are also some changes 'in the
Ann Gillis, Victor Jory, Mickey Rentchler, Cora Sue Collins, Charles Rich- admissions
at the two Famous houses
man, Spring Byingtoh, David Holt, Marcia Mae Jones, Margaret Hamiltoiii in tpv/n.
Both house will now
Phillip Hurtic, Erville Alderson,
operaite-on a"h equai basis, with equal
'THE GOLDWYN FOLLIES,' produced by Samuel Goldwyn; directed by prices, these being a 2$'-35c. matinee
George Marshall; photography by Gregg Toland; no writer credits an- and a 31>-50c. evening price scale.
nounced as yet. Cast: Kenny Baker. Virginia Verrill, Adolphe Menjou, Mean a 5o. teilcony cut for the Met*
the Rltz Brothers, Helen Jepson, Charles KuUmann, Phil Baker, Edgar with a. 10c, main floor and 5c. balBergen and Charlie McCarthy, Zorina, Bobby Clark, Ella Logan, William cony boost foe Capitol.
Famous
Dollar, George Balanchine's American. Ballet.Players will hold- a conference with-^
in the next foctftight in Winnipeg,
at which .time- it is expected N. L.
Nathehson will be present.
Sheltoii, C,

Henry Gordon, Jack

Cai-.un. J. C,

liam V. Mong.

Shock, for 'Slim'
Simple trick card was developod
by the Lido theati'e, Bi-onx, on
'Slim.'
Card was a cheap stock
with about three inches of ordinary
wire stapled on. Copy read:
'You have electricity in your sys-

bell

tem!'

'Make

.

simple

this free

(You

electrical tension!
shock.')

test of yoLir

can't get a

1

remove

'1st,

;

this piece o£ specially

treated electric resistance wire from
card.
2nd, stand perfectly still on
concrete sidewalk or wood Hoor,
Srtf, (^en your mouth.
Now hold
ends of wire between thumb and.
forefinger
of
each hand.
Have
notliing else but wire in your hands.
Do not read further u«til you. have
done so. Stand still and. count ten.
If you have not felt a vibrating current passing from finger to finger by
that time warning your tension is
low. Go at once to the Lido theatre,
Fordham Rd. and Jerome Ave., to
see the thrilling picture about Hle;h
.

—

—

Tension Linesmen,

'Slini,' with Pat
Fonda, Mvii'garot
High Tension Work! High
Tension Love! High Tension Action!
It's
playing Thursday to Monday,
Aug. 19:20-21-22-23. If after saeing
'Slim' your, tension has not improved,
come back and see 'Slave Ship' the
following week.'
Just a gag, but it was only human
natur.6 '^0 ..try out the stum, and it
seemed 'to help business. Can be
used on any thriller.

Henry

O'Brien,
Lindsay.

'

Now

Prouised pleted
Totfti.

Pictures in

thfe

Skoot.

Ing:

Orleans.
S. McLeod returned to the
Charles theatre as manager. N. D.

N»w

'

Salahce to
Be Placed Stories in
B'efore PteparaR«Mins Cameras
tion
in

St.
Stanith.

.

50
5
i
7
cutting roorhs or awaiting previews:

iS

.

in Production

original by William Rankin; screen play by Robert T. Shannon and Bruce
Manning. Cast: Wendy Barrie, Walter Pidgeon. Kent Taylor, Henry Hunter,
George Barbier, Dorothea Kent, Hobart Cavanaugh, Samuel S. Hinds,
Horace MacMahon.
'MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938,' produced by B. G. De Sylva; directed
by Irving Cummings; original screen play by Monte Brice and Dorian
Otvos. Cast: Joy Hodges, John King, Bert Lahr. Billy House, Mischa Auer,
Jimmie Savo, Alice Brady, Barbara Read, Louise Fazenda, Richard Carle,
Howard Cantonwine, Charley "Williams, Dave Apollon and orchestra.
'COURAGE OF THE WEST,' produced by Trem- Carr; directed by Joe
Lewis; original screen play by Jay Norton Baker; photographed by Virgil
Miller. Cast: Bob Baker, Lois January, J. Farrell MacDonald, Fuzzy Knight,

.

Carl Stockdale.

,

,

^

.

•TliVI TYLER'S LUCK,' produced by Henry MacRea; directed by Ford
Beebe; screen play by Wyndham Gittens, Norman S. Hall, Ray Trampe.
Cast: Frankie Thomas, Frances Robinson,
Readied for Production, with Tentative Credits
'YOUNG MAN'S FANCY,' produced by B. G. De Sylva; directed by
David Butler; original story by Bill Thomas, Maxwell Shane and Warren
Wilson; screen play by Monte Bx-ice and Charles Grayson. Cast: Alice
Faye, George Murphy, Ken Murray, the Three Diamond Brothers, Andy
Devine. Ella Lo.qian. Larry Blake. Harry Stockwell.
'THE SHANNONS OF BROADWAY,' produced by Edmund Gramger.
No other assignments as yet. From stage play by James Gleasoii.

Warners
Now

Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in
Cutting: Be'ore Prcparation
Rooms Cameras
ing
Promised pleted
12
32
1=5
6
9
60
Total
Pictures in the cutting rooms ov. awaiting previews are:
, ^

Now

Shoot-

'

•THE PERFECT SPECIMEN,' produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed by
Michael Curtiz; original by Samuel Hopkins Adams; screen play by
Lawrence Riley and Norman Reilly Raine: photographed by Charles
Rosher

Cast: Errol Flynn. Joan Blondell, Dick Foran. .Beverly Roberts,

Edward Everett Horton, Hugh Herbert. May Robson, Marie Wilson, Warren
Hymer Donald Meek, Granville Bates, Andrew Tombes, Tim Henning.
'THE GREAT GABRICK,' produced by Mcrvyn LcRoy; directed by

original screen play by Ernest Va.ida: photographed by
Ernest Haller. Cast: Brian Aherne, Olivia de Havilland, Edward Everett
Horton. Luis Alberni, Lana Turner, Marie Wilsori, Linda Perry, Craig
Reynolds. Dorothy Tree. Henry O'Neill. Lionel Atwill, FritzXeiber
'ALCATRAZ ISLAND,' produced by Byran Foy; directed by William

James Whale;

McGann;

original screen play by Crane Wilbur; photographed by Lu
Cast: John Litel. Ann Sheridan.. Maiy Maguire. Gordon Oliver,
Richards, Ben Welden. Dick Pcrcell, George E. Stone, Dons Lloyd.

O'Coniiell.

Addison

'PRAIRIE THUNDER,' produced by Br.yan Fo.y; directed by Breezy
Eason; original by Ed Earl Repp. Cast: Dick Foran, Ellen Clancy, Al Smith,
Yakima Canutt, Frank Ellis.
,.
.
.
t
j t»
'SUBMARINE D-1,' produced by Lou Edelman: directed by Lloyd Bacon;
original story by -Commander Frank Wead; screen play by William Wister
Brent.
George
Bricn
O
Pat
Cast:
Edeson.
Haine.s; photographed by Arthur
Wayne Morris. Frank McHugh. Doris Weston. Ronald Reagan, Henry
O'Neill, Owen King. Dennie Moore.
'EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS,' Supervised by Frank Mandel: directed by
Bobby Connolly; screen play by Jean Neguiosco nnd Jay Brcnnan; camera.
James Van Trees. Cast: Beverly Roberts. Patric Kiiowles, William Hopper,
,

,

.

Allyn Joslyn.
.

aid.

.Bountiful, Utah.

'A GIRL WITH IDEAS,' formerly titled 'MIGHTIER THAN THE
SWORD', produced by Edmund Grainger; directed by S. Sylvan Simon;

Number rumber
Comof Pix

McLeod's

is

Barry Trivers. Cast: William Gargan, Judith Barrett, Don Wilson, Sterling
Halloway, William Davidson, Gerald Oliver Smith, Grady Sutton.
'SUDDEN MLL DORN,' produced by Buck -Jones; directed by Ray
Taylor; novel by Jackson Gregory; screen play by Frances Guihan. Cast:
Buck Jones, Noel Francis, Frank McGlynn, Sr., Harold Hodge, Ted Adams,
Evelyn Brent, Lee Phelps.
•CARNIVAL QUEEN,' produced by Robert Presnell; directed by Nate
Watt; screen play by James Mulhauser, Lester Cole and Harold Buckley,
from novel by Richard Wormser. Cast: Dorothea- Kent, Robert Wilcox,
Hobart Cavanaugh, David Oliver, G. Pat Collins; Ernest Cossart, Jonathan
Hale, Harry Tyler.
'BLONDE DYNAMITE,^ produced by E. M. Asher; directed by Milton
Carruth; novel by W. R. Burnett; screen play by Lester Cole. Cast: Noah
Berry, Jr., Nan Grey, William Gai'gan. Dorothea Kent, Rowland Drew.

Now

formerly assistant at Liberty,,

2-

'THE BOSS OF LONELY VALLEY,' produced by Buck Jones; directed
by Ray Taylor; novel by Forrest BrowQ; screen play by Frances Guihan'.
Cast: Buck Jones, Muriel Evans, Harvey Clarke Walter Miller, Lee Phelps;
Ted Adams, Dickie- Howland, Ezra Paulette, Matty Fain, Grace Goodall.
•ADVENTURES END,' produced by Trem Carr; directed by Arthur
Lubin; novel by Ben Ames Williams; screen play by Ben G. Kbhrt. Cast:
John Wayne-, Diana Gibson,. Moroni Olsen, Montagu Love, Maurice Black,
Paul White, Cameron Hall, Patrick J. Kelly, George Cleveland,
'THE HVESTLAND CASE,' produced by Larry Fox and Irving Starr;
directed by Christy Cabanne; screen play by Robertson White, based on.
novel by Jonathan Latimer. Cast: Preston Foster, Carol Hughes, Barbara
Pepper, Frank Jenks, Astrid AUwyn, George Meeker, Theodore Von Eltz,
Clarence Wilson, Russell Hicks, RoUo Lloyd, Selmer Jackson.
'BEHIND THE MIKE,' produced by Lou Brock; directed by Sidney
Salkow; original by Thomas Ahearn and Walton Butterfield; screen play by

Universal Pictures

v,
-t.r-n'MISSING WITNESS,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William
Clemens^ original screen play by Ketmcth.Gamet and Don Ryan; photo
.

,

More- Bftmberg:er3
Leon J. Bamberger, of RKO-Radio

Harry

Cuttitts:

Film suddenly, burst into flame
the-.

Aug.

in-

room of the Tovver
Damage, covered by in-

proiection
25.

surance, was- estimated at $10,000 by
Guss of Salt Lake City, who,
with Bills, operates house.

PhilliD

the direct mail record,
looks to be in- line for a championship in the matter of novelties.
One of .his most recent contributions is a spindle game of forfeits for
'The Life of the. Party,' with each
envelopes c;.arryihg the printed .name
of the recipient, involving the use of
some lO.OCIO linotype slugs, to say
n-ething of the trouble in getting each
name- on the; right envelope. The
.gam.e'its6Jf is simple,- but the idea is
a novelty and will attract deAnite
sales, is after

.

'

Alamo

theatre,

Galveston.
unit of East

new

Texas Theatres, Inc., opened at Pelly.
Replaces Nu-Gulf theatre, destroyed
by fire. Harold Beaulieii, of. Beaumont, manager.
Albert H, Reynolds succeeds Harold Cunyiis as manager of Metropolitan, Houston. Cunyus goes to Interstate office at Dallas for new as-

signment.
Philadelphia.

Family breach that

let

Perry Lesse

out as manager o€ his father's Diamond Theatre' here two morths ago
apparently has been healed. Mike
Lesse restored the kid to the job
this week, after extensively alterating the house. Perry was stabbing
at freelartce publicity and advertis-

attention.
second,

•

A

and more ambitious stunt
is a framed, and f;lazed medallion in
color of Anna Neagle as the queen
in

'Victoria the Great,'

British

New

Holland, Pa.

has been made
Holland theatre, local
second-run grind, has been purchased by Jerry Rush, Philadelphia
operator. Rush will change the name

Announcement

that the

to

the

New

'Lie.'

United

Stark,

Artists

but the front is
without advertising, other than the
title of the picture as a caption, and

for the sales

tallc,

is attractive enough to. find a place,
over any manager's desk. It is one
of the handsomest pieces of advertising put out in a long time.

Getting Started
Ardniore, Okla.
'

To introduce

a

new

serial

hero to

WEAN

in the lobby of the Strand, a
rival house.
Getting close to the mike. Stark

those who were balked
by the regular questions.
Lowe
Anally turned on him and chaltetiged
him to answer a question on his own.

prompted

.

Learning that Stark hailed- from
Brooklyn, Lowe asked him why the
Bronx and Brooklyn v/eoe such
deadly rivals. Stark said he did not
know, then asked if ha, in turij,
might ask a question: the ntcaning
of U.A.P.A.
Lowe admitted he did not know
•

.

answer

the

one,

that

'to

came back with

so

msans

'it

Staurk
IXnited

Press Agent;
I'm one of
them and I'm in Providence in the
interests of 'Stslla Dallas,' at the

Artists

State theatre, one oi the .finest pro^'
diactions of the yeai", with a> cast in,'
cluding
That's as far as he ij3>t,
for Lowe cut him out, but the mes.

.

was

saate

over.

mwe

Lowe

is goin« to be
careful
picking his stooges in future.

in

Joe Weil's Click
Joe Weil, exploitation head for
Universal, took advantage of the advance information that some- authennew.sreel shots

tic

to

wore headanA in
work u- special

stunt for the Universal reeK

He had rushed through

a. .38x50

poster in red and black on whittf,. a
copy of which was sent without
charge to each user of the- reel for
.

Done in hand l'et->
lobby display;
shuieked the mesit fairly
A miniature was- also sent
along to show how it could be teduced for a herald, and there wwe
special press stories atid a sheet of
exploitation suggestions to further
Properly handled, it
help along.
meant plenty of extra lYioney to the
exhlbltoi' at no greater cost than his

tering,
sage.

local efforts.

Just another example of the adroit
hustling that has kept Weil in tli«
for so many years.

same job

Invad'«d the Beach
Rochester.
Putting on a complete campaiga
for holdover of 'Artists and Models*
Regent, Manager Arthur
at
the
Krolich spotted Louis CheaanBia-,
artist, in smock and cap on beach at
Ontario Beach Park Labor Day to,
sketch bathing beauties and plug the
show on each drawing. With more
than 50,000 in the park for the holiday, he attracted plenty of attatition.
In addition opening d>y Friday
the artist se't up his appuratT,s on
street, collcctDd a crowd,
sketched a plug for the c'.iow, then
moved on to gather a nev/ c^owdK
Presence of Hchie Jaion,
Chester girl, in the flLii chorus

downtown

the youngsters of Ardmore, the Ritz
theatre held a 2-cent matinee for
10:30 a.m. on the opening day.
Admission to see the initial installment of 'Jungle Jim' and a full pro.'^ram of short subjects was ooea for
two cents to any child. In addition,

the Dr.

'Stella
Elliott

exploitation

man, put one over neatly on Murray
Lowe, who was working a qaii for

pic

which is being, released on this .side
by RKOi The back carries a folder

.

ing in interim.

Wrong Stooge
in Providence for
booked at the State,

Down
Dallas,'

from Shanghai

New

Number Number
Com»f Pix

By Epes W. Sargent

Winnipeg.

"•:.':>-^

(Cohtihut'd

31

.Radio
nev/spaper.s.
the
tieup v/lth Kresges
transcription.s.
with passes for lucky nuMl>3«, 10,(Wa

ci-ashed

Pepper company provided

and tel3:;\-an*
rounded out the campaiSJi.

each youngster with a bottle of soft

heralds, bus cards

drink.

serts

ii>-

i

graphed

Sid Hickox. Cast: Dick Purcell, Jean Dale, John Litel, Eddie
Acuff. Hfigh O'Connell.
'OVEBp;HE GOAL,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Noel Smith;
ST.4TE, N.¥.,
original b.y William .Jacobs; screen play by Jacobs and Anthony Coldev/ay;
photograohed by Warren Lynch. Cast: William Hopper, June Travis,
ITS
Willard Parker, Johnny Davis, William Harrigan, Gordon Oliver, Herbert
Rawlinson^^
'EVIDENCE,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Frank McDonald:
annivcr.siry
of Laew'a
The
17th
original screen play by Crane Wilbur and' George Bricker; photograbhod
by James Van Trees. Cast: Dick Foran. June Travis, John Litel, Gcbi'ja E. Stale, N. Y., the most consintent
showshop in A.nerica :v.i t-r maint'iStone, Dick Purcell. Veda Ann Borg, Ward Bond, Tommy Bupo.
'SHE LOVED A FIREMAN,' produced by Br.yan Foy; directed by .Johnny nance of policy ai v/ell a;; gr.-j.^s, will
Farrow; original screen play by Carleton Sand; photographed by .Lou be celebrated the wso'.c beTiuning
O'Connell. Cast: Dick Foran, Ann Sheridan, Robert Armstrong, Hu'{h
Sept. 23, with m'lwy spec-al exO'Connell. Veda Ann Borg.
'SHI THE OCTOPUS,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William Mc- ploitational and other feature:} c^tnFor that
Gann; screen play by George Bricker from play by Ralph Murnliy nnd mcmoratiiT; the cv.::i'.
Donald Gallaher; camera. Warren Lynch. Cast: Hugh HerbOi-t, Allen v/cci: bou-c has 'Vo,','ue3' and a vaude
Jenkin.s, Marcia Ralston, George Rosener, John Eldi edge, Eric Stanl-jy.
Erii-ic
Ma'ic;'^uera's
includiiif?
bill,
'SERGEANT MURPHY,' produced by Br.yan Foy; directed by Bioa/.y orchcs-i-a, Bert F^.-jhrnan, Le-v/ ParEason; original screen play by Abem Finkel and William Jacobi; camera, ker and Co. and C:\vv Bros, and
Ted McCord. Cast: Ronald Reagan, Mary Maguire, Donald Crisp. Edmund Betty.
Cobb. Max Hoftmai'., Jr., William Davidson.
State, one of the st:'udi Jut nioney'WITHOUT WARNING,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by .Johnny
Farrow; original sci'een play by C-i'ane Wilbur; csmera, Lu 0'C.)nMC'll. C i.st: mal:o-i'.5 in the ounti-y. y/tlh only a
Boris KarlOfF. Marie Wilson, Eddie Craven. Regis Toomcy, Ch^rl-js T )w- handuil of \or,>n'i woe-'c; a'/alri jt it in
biidge, John Harron; Willard Parlcer, Frank Faylen.
its 17 ye?r« of opeva'ijii, h5a nevcr
Warners Pictures in Production
cjrnlj!nul.i:)n vaud'HOLLYWOOD HOTEL.' produced by Sam BischolT; directed by Bu.^by deviated fvom
and f.'j.r.':,itly hxs
polic;/,
Berkeley; original story by Jerry Wald and Maurice Loo: scrc-jii pLiv hy film
Wald, Leo and Richard Macaulcy; camera, Charles Rosher. Cjist: Die': ,'iro;-3ed double the a-iiount of its'
Powell, Frances Langlord, Mona Mar.shall, Lola Lane, Hu','h Ho -1)-:i-l, nut. Houcjo h:-.;; P ) p-;. i?r a'i.^'.nat it,
Johnnie David, Mabel. Todd. Alan Mowbray. Ted Healy, Allyn Jo:ilyn. aAc Lein-g one of Be-,'Oi-:U t;i--".'4.-e:; in the
Stanley. Edgar Kennedy. Bonny Goodman and band.
Locv/ chain th:U avj T .•e-i ';>..i mort'TONIGHT'S OUR NIGHT,' formerly titled 'TOVARICH,' prodiic :(1 by
o.'"
o-;^-'-' iij-cu.-.vjv.uy^j;;.
La.st
Robert Lord: directed by Anatoie Litvak; play by Jacques Dev.il: ;-e
play by Casey Robmson; photographed by Charles Lan-j;'. C-i.-;!: Ci.'Mi-.; ^ue woe.;, in AL'--.i-:;t h:?l, Ine hiir-'i
oi o'.LV'rn* the allColbert. Charles Boyer. Basil Rathbone, Melville Cooper. Isobclle J.ine.i, came within
Anita Louise, Allan Conrad, Morris Carnovsky. Gregory Gaye. Fritz (.'';:ld. time record of Ihe lniii->, .JH'I.OOO,.
Vladimir SokolofT. Kurt Boi.s, Christian Rub. Reine Riano, Montaiju Lovo, held by Rudy Vallee an
'Ii'beled
George Davis. May Bolcy, Alphon.sc Martel. Heather Tratcher.
La -y' (MG). s:;;).-jd l?.:st 'J'ir.ui'.-:s.c>iv'LAR,GESt TiHAN LU'E.' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Lev/ S.-:>ilo.r; in'i \v.';e'.c. Sh-)\v c )n; '.jle;! of 'Capadapted from play by Jostph Schrank. bsscrl on ma'ja'/.ine story by iM n->^V:W
Goura'jooui' (I'VC'r) ;<i',d f-brvest
Malson; screen play by Schi-.ink and Roberlson White; earner-,' A.rtiHir ''^'"•i
Sullivan.
Todd.' Ca.st: P'rank McHu'-'h. Dorton Churchill. Jano Wvman, ferric Tavlir. Wi'V.-n ball v/;ni;o.v, n!u.i
bj'r
h cl ()-,^.;r thi,»
Dianne Lewis, Cora V/ithLrspoon, Raymond Hallon, William Hu:i>Jj. T.vn GLa'^.c bill
wcelc, 'Stella D-lh-:-,' bein,' b )Oked
Kennedy.
'GOLD IS WHERE YOU FIND IT,' produced in technicolor by S-.mi
t^e aci-jen.
i
ol ••/
Bi.schoft'; directed by Michael Curtiz; story by Ckmenls Ripi'.iy;
In connection v/ith the l7Lh birth-'Uby Warren Duff and Robert Euc'.cncr. Ci'sl: Georfte Brent. Olivi;.i ('
land, Claude Rains. Marc^aret Lindsay, Tim Holt, Ru.s.scll Simp^nn, J i'iUi .dvy v/eel:, thciiLi-j i.; pl-nnin'i a 12.i-i )
C".'.!:e.
a p:e':e of N.'Iii'.h will be
Lilel, George Haves, Pat West, Marcia Ralston.
)
11 ed
> n
e ;;r y c u
'PATtENT IN ROOM 13,' produced by Bryan Foy; diro'jt-d h; R I'jby
t
r
that
ij.v .1
v;.;
•.
C /nnolly; Oii'?iHal screen olay by Micjnon Eberlnn-t; »h<)l ) -iiMoh
Some o'ee.s v/ll conlaia
Van Trees. Cusl: Ann Sheridan. Patric Knowlc;-;. Vic!:i I.;:;!,:-.
l-^rs of iv.e.'(.''-iaiVai;:.'!°r.)r both mea
' '^^^^
RETURN FROM UMBO,' produced by Robert Lord: dii-cLel ^y^S' ^u- "^^ ^^r],;
iig nl.taln^ri
vA)insMi. these be.iig
obtained
ley Lontan; orii'inal bv A. H. Z. C'u-r; screen pl-..y by H)i-ac; J
under tieups.
photographed by Sid Hickox Cast: Kay Francis.
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VARIETY

^2

Weaicaday, September

DAVID

«,

W37

0.

!

RADIO CIT

on

y

September
Broke
theatri

MONDAY,

September
The

1j

not ii

For the Week

RELEASED THRU

L
Wednesday, September

8,

VARIETY

1937

89

SELZNICK'S

MUSIC HA

L

21,400
fevery
5

Sunday record

for both attendance

and cash that the

has ever enjoyed.

$

6th
tfgest^

day's receipts that the theatre ever

elude a

22,109
had where

it

did

midnight show.

w

Over

UNITED ARTISTS

$

125,000

.

RADIO

VAKIETV

34.

WAKES

PHILLY

Wednesday, September

BAHUNG

UP; STATIONS

Showmanship Arrives by Way of Special Event
Broadcasting—WFIL Started It, but WCAU and

WIP Now

In on

^

It

Making
Philadelphia, Sept.

happened

Something's

7.

WMCA Bldg„ on

Philly

in

radio.

the top floor

which Major Bowes mainalways has a
on hand for
Bowes' personal and exclusive
use. No one else ever rides the
of

Until six months ago as sleepy as
most other parts of the on^e 'Sleepy.

been

there's

City,'

tains his offices,
special elevator

awakening

an

•*JSyss have been opened to showmanthere's
'ship and what it means.
a sudden splurge in that direction,,

Now

ear but the Major, save those

accompanying him.
This week some of the

which is looked on all around as
one of the healthiest symptoms in

—

—

staJTter

hand empties its passengerg
pronto and is put at his instant
and exclusive disposal.

•

month ago. 'Battle
more rounds during

strike a
into two

went

.

from

WIP.

iaizlish

Credit for the renaissance- belongs
in two places. It was started among
which,
the etherizers h-y WFIL,
under g.m.' Don Withycomb, is battling desperately for added prestigeand a better plaice in the sun. It
began digging up- the specials. From
next Friday (10) to the following
Friday, which will be known as
Constitution Week here, it will air
events.
Twenty-three
special
16
pi-ck-up
will
be utilized,
points
which will entail employment of two
mobile units, six gabbers and nine
.

panelmen.

Parade Starts

WIP, eyeing WFIL as its nearest
rival, immediately stepped into the
special picture. Then, WCAU, realizing that the mere weight of its 50,-

watts alone wasn't enough to
maintain local prestige and popu000

laH

.

Turn Off the

Rdio, That General
Butler's

Around A^ain
Bufialo, Sept.

7.

When Brig. Gen. Smedley D.
Butler came to town last week for
the Veterans of Foreign Wars convention he
was interviewed, ol
course.
Radio commentators (quoted him
that evening, carefully avoiding hi?
colorful language. Jack- Meddoff of
said he was giviiig a revised
version for radio.
Cy King of
mentioned that his wer?
'modified' quotes.
But the next day. Butler, himself,
giving an address at the Broad wa>

Peace

WBEN

Tax
iicals

WHN

auditorium, where a. WKBW microphone had been installed, cut loose
with all the 'hells,' 'damns' and
etceteras that are customary in his
talks, and it all went on the air.
'What could we do about it?' asked

Hollywood. Sept.

Movement

7.

slap a 10c charity
tax on all broadcast tickets has been
initiated by Harry Maizlish,
manager. First show td have a 'paid'
audience will be Haven ^MacQuarrie's -Do You Want to Be an Actor*
program Friday night. Several spon
sors using the station's time are reported in favor of the move,, the first
likely to be L. A. Soaip company's
Gus iEdwards' 'School Days of the
to

KFWB

.

programs,

to a

an
official.
Gov. Hoffman of N. J., aiso a VFW
speaker, got by on the air with a
couple of slightly tinged stories.

WDT

0» AIR

A. IL's

member How

to

Do

Who

New

WHN
Re-

It

C, Sept.
Much has been written and
Charlotte, N.

HAWKES TO COAST FOR
HELEN GAHASAN SHOW

7.

told

Confederate 'rebel yell.' Now
going to give the world a
chance to hear what the genuine
'rebel yell,', supposed to have chilled
of the

WBT

is

the hearts of Yankee troops when
Chicago, Sept. 7.
Kirby Hawkes, radio chief of surprise raids came in the middle
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
agency of the night, sounds like.

:iational

a-

ths

hit

and

winle thing

off.

round.
hold a hu-^o

^r::ct

to

d''y in
Piic'iard
ll i.'s

the

He

dock.

got

Full proceeds of the tax

would go

fund to provide warm break
fasts for school children of indigent
It is figured that around
families.
15,000 attend the local broadcasts

on

WCAU

called

the

Catholics

here

are

r"uiiy

KoUy planned to. ask all stait,
Hd hit V/CAU firs',

w'.ure StDvvmjn and Stan Lee Brota,
pD-.i-am director, s Id him on the
id 1 of givin'* it t.> Iho n alone.
lo/r.ed
th'.s,
he
All::n
V/'.nn
ph
:cl
th2 C'-.rdln I's oiTice.' There
il v/,a-> dac'dcd I'-.at Father Kelly had
e :';eeJ.ed his ri'i'n's and Wl^ was in.-m'd it cou'd cnr.-y the m -ss.
f
I".

V/CAU

\,' :.-eu'.:ori

returr^ed

to

Kelly h=s le'Lor fjranVng
the e:<clU3"vc. They informed

F.' Iier
t'

jm

him they

rele.-^sed hlni

ti'ius

but
th:y wouldn't.

o'jii ;a'.ion.

all

Y., has started a weekly
night) ahow on which
Sryce Oliver interviews candidates
running for office in the coming
N. Y. election.
Candidates get thie opportunity to
plu^ thcm^jelves on time bought by
Parmelee taxicabs
oomcone elae.
sponsors, with program carded to
uin until election. Mayoralty candidales, a.s well as lesser officethe
:jce'.;e:'s, will be inarched up to
mike.
V/ide World Advi,rtising placed
the account.

V/ircli

WCAU's

t'jllovviiiii
tl.e

iruc'.c

e.scjlusive

Almon.te Moves Up
NSC is abolishing one o£ its e.xec

on

v/h'ch O'lcji-.n'e.vd
e^ioociaMy at
more s n;^;l3edictrd

sl-i':c,

—

pvenin.s;
general
manager.
Juan do Jara Almonte, who has be2i\
which he in tlie foot, is now uppod to assistinvolved. WCAU. howeverv puHod ant to p.-esident Lenox 'Lohr. Burke
Miller,
program
ni-jjht
fuoLle on the ded'cation by Hiz- .('okeets')

pLMi'.y of

hard

V/FIL, Mayor
sta'-'on

a

from

\/IP took -the mass
sui'ad Alien

WHN. N

(Monday

^.

fin

is

it

poimcos

BREAK AT LAST

Father

st^.^ium.

carry

to

POOR, POOR

mass next Sun-

(i^ld

fcc!in'.r.

m

pjs.:j

rishts in evenls in

zo'.ier

manu'ier at NBC, will be

til's

now

of Franlclin Parkway later
\/8ek. Cerom-.n'es take pl:ce in
tl'j Fi-anUlin I'^s!,i'.ji3, wi'ere V/CAU
Mns h?.d an e-:c:usive-ri...h',
h.-:;

CP
tract

.-.^ct.

to

It

is

keeio

sUnidin-,;

nL'^cr

from the dedication.

on

t'lis

pu'lcts

con-

away

dui'it>2[

will headline

a

the

boss

prises of their lives. Words look like
pushovers, but as it has been turning out, the announcers are the

it

•

{

Most

mispronounced

words

are,

accordings to the findings of the Of
fice of Education:
1, on; 2, again; 3, toward; 4, inter
esting; 5, accept; G. address; 7, preferable; 8, drdwned; 9, perform; 10,
automobile; 11, attacked; 12, demonstrative.

Voder Up

in Frisco

San Francisco, Sept. 7.
Lloyd E. Yodor became manager
of KPO and KGO, .National Broadcasting

Co.

stations

here.

Sept.

I.

For the time being. Yoder also will
continue to supervise the activities
o£ the web's v;esLern pre.;s division,
which he has headed Cor more than
nine 'yCLir.s.
KPO-KGO managerial
post

i.s

newly created.

Prior to joining the

NBC

outlet

in

PitLs'burgh,

Arthur Q. Bryan has resigned from
Hollywood, to fulRll an early
ambition by devoting full time to

KFWB.

He

;

^

|

of

local

Sunday

started as

ber and scripter at WIP, Philly.

j».>b-

WJR

outlet

for
preachings.

Taylor) program which starts over
the WLW- line Monday (13) over a
spread of 25 stations. Lydia Pinkham is sponsoring.
is taking the five-a-weeker
daytime quarter-hour, voluntarily
eased the feuding situation which
has been existing between the two
broadcasters.
Program will not be
taken from WHN, station linked to
the WLW-Line, by
Instead
the latter will pick up its wire from

WMCA

WMCA

Both stations maintain strict rules
against linking up on programs of
any sort, with their 'policies' credited to their feud of some years*
standing. 'Until
took the

WMCA

Pinkham commercial,

it had been
which had any
and the Loew-owned
station h*as done likewise.
In the trade, WMCA's sudden
switch is believed to have been
prompted by the size of the Pinkham program, and the opportunity

turning

WHN

down

biz

angle,

the deal presented for

WMCA

to get

in on an angle of the WLW-Line,
which till, now has been WHN's ex-

clusive preserve
area.

m

in

the

New York

LEE ADDS

will again
the series

Fr. Coughlin, who's now in England for a rest.' will return from
abroad in time to open the series on
Sunday, Oct. 31.

14

ON COAST

Los Angeles. Sept. 7.
Expected opposition to Fr. CoughDon Lee network's complement of
from Detroit's new Arch- coast stations will be expanded to
bishop Edward Mooney, successor of 2.") when the chain takes on 14 afthe late Bi.shop Michael J. Gal- filiates in Washington and Oregon
lagher, who launched the priest on Sept. 26.
Deals for the new transthe ether and backed hiin to the hilt mitters
were recently closed by
when he got into hot water, has Lewis Allen Weiss, general manager
not developed yet, but it's under- for the Lee web. New lineup gives
stood here that the priests talks this Mutual
a complete border-to-border
fall will not be a.s controversial
as coverage along the west coast.
heretoEorc.
Archbishop
Mooney,
Towns joininc up are: Wa.shingformerly of Rochester, N. Y.. has
Wenatchee,
Yakima.
ton-Tacoma,
long been a mouthpiece of Pope Pius
Seattle, Spoand it's felt he himself will voice Bellingham, Aberdeen,
Oregon-Portkane and Olympia.
the bij,' opinions of the church,
Klamath Falls,
which would temper Fr. Coughlin's land, Salem, Eugene.
Rosebiu'g and Eureka.
preachinjjs considerably.
Identity ot the stations has not
been disclosed, as several alternalcs
lin's tall<s

Stoviri

Pa.

filni scenarioiuitf.

!

believed that

the

staff in

San Francisco as an announcer In
1927. Yoder was studio manager of

WCAE, NBC

is

be

pushovers.

the dark hours.

Job 01 evenia.tj general mana.t^er
cons'stjd chiefly of (.u'seting and
handlln-; important guests.
In his now job, Almonte will rep
NBC at eveiits Lohr cannot attend.
.

heated rivals,
are both carrying

Five remaining,. Confederate vet- A. T. & T.'s downtown office. That
week
new erans in Mecklenburg county have circumvents WMCA having to have
General Mills dramatic show, which agreed to go on the air over WBT a hookup with WHN.

TAMED
PROGRAM ALMOST

dl •oc:;')r.

WMCA,

the live 'Voice of Experience' (Sayle

here, flipped to the Coast last
supervise recordings of the

WE

D:j3.-'s ear

Some

two

York's

and

for

to

Helen Gahagan:
and present the yell in all its prisTagged 'Love. for a Day.' it will be tine purity. A 90-year-old Confeddaily scripter, and will start its erate belle will play the piano on
spot test campaign on WTMJ, Mil' the same program.
sives.
Most recent flare-ups in the weekly, which would account for waukee, on Sept. 27.
United Daughters of the Confed•Bvtlle of Ekcluslves' have gone $1,500 contribution to the fund.
eracy are giving wide publicity to
bsdly for WCAU. Started last WedMaizlish declares that by taxing
SHOULD TALK!
program as a preliminary
the
nesday with airing of the flnals in the audiences it would not only perbuild-up.
the Variety Club's contest for selec- form a charitable act but also weed Those Mike-Boys
Are Stumbling:
tion of M'iss Philadslphia. WIP long out those who make a habit of catchPlenty Over Various Words
35,0 made plans to carry the pulchiing all shows and setting themselves
(?) FR. COUGHIIN
tude exhibition. WCAU, day before up as critics rather than appreSince the Federal Office of Eduit was to come off, decided to get on
ciative auditors..
He believes it cation recently release'd out of
Ken Stowman, would bring to airshows a better Washington the dozen most misprobandwa'ion.
the
SET
eventer, want to George type of audience.
S'>33ial
nounced words, radio announcers all
Do'cer, Variety Club p.a., who told
Other L. A. stations are watching around the country are going ioalmy
Detroit, Sept. 7.
S'.Dwman that it was already the Maizlish experiment and if suc- from taking tests.
Station setup for Father Charles
pr>rnis2d to V/IP. But WCAU lines cessful would likely institute a simiStations managers get their paws
\iv2r2 strung into the ba'.lriom Ot
lar arrangement. Ticket problem has on the list, have resort to their "Web- E. Coughlin's return to the air this
th^ Bcll?vu2-StvatLord, anyway.
been a Itnotty one witii studio at- ster's and then turn the heat of in- fall is nearing completion, and it
Fli-3t inklin? WIP got of all this
taches and the tax angle is pointed terrogation on their mikemen. Boys is expected that at least 50 stations
w^s from radio programs in the out as a partial solution.
who like to believe their pronounci- will be included on the indie hookd''li:s. Jimmy A'Un, WIP pro.-<ram
ations are flawless then get the sur- up. Although it's not definitely set,
out

few attempts at showmanshio and began hunting up exclu-

made

Mni?

Heatea Rivals, Set
Program on Hookup

Up

Disffine.

in die

WMCA,

and

'REBEL YELL'

WKBW

Air.'

,

Sl^

Charily

1

jumped iri. Station, which
had become a mere sausage factory,
larity,

Chicago, Sept. 7.
Petersen, formerly sales
of Hearst Radio, is joining
Van Cronkhite Associates immediately in charge of all sales and the
Petersen beofflcial sales contact.
comes a substantial stockholder in
the orgaiftxatioh and rates as v.p.
He will handle sales, management
of V&n Cronkhite news counsel service and also foreign language station
representation.

WEBR

WGAU

the past week, in which
twice .took it on the button

grinding

has arranged a button

signal in the car^. When Bowes
enters the building, all cars are
signaleiJ and the one newest, to

sivesV which bc3an with WCAU's
three days of sole rights in the
May3r's office during the general

truck

ele-

vators In the building are undergoing
repairs
and
the
Bowes' special has been put
into general use. Consequently,
in order to facilitate the upand-down journeying of the
Emir of Amateurs, the elevator

Philly radio in years.
Revival actually it is more of a
bean
than
birth
a revival has
mai'ked by recent attention paid to
spscial events. "There is a realizathat these give listeners a
tion
potatoes every day
chan-je from
and build up interest in local kilocyclai's.
And with tha specials has
come am amusing. 'Battle of Exclu-

by Peter Morell, is subtitled 'An* Antidote to Radio Advertising' and
undertakes to take advertisers to task for their 'misleading' and allegedly false radio sales talk.
N. Y. Herald Tribune, N, Y. Times and World-Telegram all nixed
copy on the book on the grounds that the advertisers involved are also
newspaper advertisers and might be offended. Although it was a
chance to get back at radio, the dailies figured it might hurt in the
long run. In this they were profiting somewhat from experience
going back to publication of •100,000,000 Guinea Pigs,' a book of the
same nature, published several years ago, taking advertisers in general to task. 'l>ailies at that time accepted ads, although watching the
copy carefully and censoring a good deal to avoid actual mention of
names in the ads. Bven so, it caused them a lot of inconvenience and
this tinrie they want to stay clear.
'Poisons, Potions and Pi"ofits' doesn't mince any words or names
gomg into actual sales copy used over the air and into laboratory
reports on the products. Thus, many names in radio are taken to task
for selling products to listeners which allegedly don't stand up to
Book partially forgives those performers who refacts, as spieled.
strict themselves to doing their singing, or clowning, but takes to
task the names who enter into the sales gab, thus lending their weight
as authorities to what is allegedly either highly-exaggerated or misrepresented goods. Also takes the chains, NBC and CBS, as well as
indie stations, to task for okaying much that isn't so, pointing out that
the large chains especially make a pretense of censoring medical
chatter which doesn't hold water. But, claims the book, a great deal,
nevertheless, goes out in- okayed form which shouldn't.
Number of radio flossy sates announcernents are reprinted verbatim
and taken apart, announcers being a sort of special b^te noire. As
in earlier books of this type, no punches are pulled on actual names
of persoivs or products.

M. H.
manager

Easy

It

Radio found an unexpected ally in newspaper row last week when
at least three major N. Y. dailies turned down ads on a book, 'Poisons
Potions and Profits,' due to be published Friday (10). Book, written

C

Petersen Joins Van

1937

Ads on Anti-Radio Book

Dailies Nix

ALMOST DAILY FOR EXCLUSIVE STUNTS

8,

Upped

Winnipeg. Sept.

are being considered.
7.

Horace

N. Stovin, Western Regional director of programs for the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has
been upped to the .station relations
dep;.u'tmor\t of the government body.
Loit the Winnipei>; office this week.

Replacing him

is

Dick Claringlnill,

recent importation 1o the Winnipeg
office as production manager.

Treason?
Chicago,
Publicity on the
serial will

new

Sw'pt. 7.

Irna Phillips

be handled by Ruth Brey-

ton Belts for NBC.
She's the wife of Fred H. Weber.
Mulual's v.p. and gen. mgr.

Wednesday, September

8,
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NERVES

WFIL'S
Three Nets

May Bunch

Studios

Ad Agency Men Enter Discussions On

TIES

|Tlil|[[ IIUEB

Eiid-On-End Along Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Sept.

7.

virtually lay up
in prospect last wfeek when a
deal was initiated for the Don Lee-

was

Mutual network to take over the
site sandwiched in between National
Broadcasting and Columbia's new
locations on Sunset boulevard.
Lewis Allen Weiss, general manager for the Lee coast web, intimated after conferences with Don
Gilman of NBC that if the deal for
the Lee crowd to move into the NBC
quarters on Melrose avenue, which
•will be vacated around first of the
year, fails of culmination, the Mutual mob here is ready to negotiate
for a new Hollywood setup. Agents
for the Times-Mirror Co., which recently purchase the site from Paramount, are said ready to deal with
the Lee outfit and several finance
crews are hanging around ready to
talk turkey on a new plant. Weiss
is partial to the Sunset site.
•

now

to be ready for occupancy
around Dec. 1.
Three major network studios, end
on end, will present an intrigiling
sight to radioites on the Coast, but
Hollywood does things like that.

likely

ROYAL AHENDS RADIO
CONVENTION IN VIENNA
Vienna, Aug.

27.

Sixty delegates of 13 countries
have arrived here as guests of the
Austrian State Radio Corp.
NBC is represented by John Royal.
Frederic Bate is in from London and
Max Jordan from Basle, Isa Benzie
came from London. Dr. von Boeckmann, Germany, is also among the
guests.

All witnessed a 'Meistersinger' and
'Faust' production in Salzburg and
then started a tour through the

Must Be the Clindate
Withycomb Took On Mu-

Seattle,

Sept.

tual,

7.

traps,

TELEVISING A

COMMISHOW

NBC

PLUS HIS

OWN

terlocking directorate.-

tion.

These companies, potential sponsors, have indicated no preference
for any particular system of tele-

Los Angeles, Sept. 7.
Tommy Lee, head of

it's

KH

Philadelphia, Sept.

Odd

Must Be

Last radio exec to sortie into
cleffing was Earle C. Anthony,
KFI-KECA, who did an Hawaiian ditty.

7.

situation in the current Philly

network alignments has WIP set
carry one Mutual show.
It

to
is

•Hecker
Cereal,
prbgram,
Myra
Kingsley, astrologist, from 11;45 to
12 noon, Mondays through Fridays.
WFIL is the Mutual outlet here.
WlP's only web is' Inter-city.

Don Withycomb, WFIL

a tentative deal.
Whole thing brings on much
speculation concerning the situation
WFIL finds itself in by trying to

maintain threes major network

affili-

Outlet, in addition to NBC
blue and Mutual, recently tied up
with the
Line, agented by
ations.

WLW

but firmly indicated to Withycomb
his dissatisfaction.
He was particularly incensed when WFIL took on
the
tie-up.

WLW

believed

EAGEDORNIN
WITH

g.m., says

that he could have cleared the time.
However, he explained, isasmuch as
WFIL's basic net is NBC blue, they
would have the right to the time
whenever they chose on 28 days' notice.
Sponsor refused to accept such

It is

'It

You.'

IDEAS

Understood that it is the same com- Transamerican.
pany which repeatedly has turned
No One Satisfied
thumbs down on radio programs
None of the webs, it is understood,
and never has gone in for air adr is fully satisfied
with the set-up.
Importance of the comvertising.
Mutual is particularly unhappy at
mittal is enhanced by the fact that
the shoving around it takes to make
companies
probother
two
at least
way for commercials of other webs.
ably will follow suit because of in- Fred
Weber has frequently politely
In addition, another large manufacturing X"oup has indicated a yen
for the sight-sound broadcasting and
is reported to be avidly following
the test programs of Radio Corpora-

Now

the Coast network, who's been
nipped by the songwrltjng bug.
V/ith J. C. Lewis,
J producer,

he has turned out

KOL

SPONSOR YENS

and

Satisfied

Don Ishman and his Tune-

smiths face the mike erect at
airings. Ishman claims
that hitting the pavements for
miles educated him to give
more in wind and he feels that
too much relaxation does not
help his boys.
The musickers say nothing.

all

WLW Line

—None of Them
—And a Battle on Newark

Claiming he gets more music
out of his men by making them
stand, with the exception of the

considered certain that
NBC will pitch its new building and
studios at the Sunset- Vine corner.
All the bugs have been ironed out
Arrival df television on a comand the papers are expected to be mercial basis was given impetus
Gilman last wieek when it was reported that
signed within a fortnight.
hinted that ground-breaking is less
one of the largest U. S. industrial
than. a month off." Columbia's new
companies was definitely committed
plant is progressing on schedule and
in favor of a television program.
It's

Musician Emplopent; Questionnaire

What Can They Say?

Anomalous bunching of major
wdrk studios, in which the three

netwill
against each other,

Weber might be

in-

terested in getting out of WFIL entirely in order to toss his biz to WiP.
Latter outlet, with no national pres-

whatsoever, on thei other hand,
would be delighted to have Mutual.
Set-up is complicated more, however, by exclusive contract " which
WIP has with Inter-city. This runs
until the end of 1938. If the possitige

WILSON
Tv/o station reps, Horace HageT
dorn of
York and Howard H.
Wilson, of Chicago, have merged
their businesises. Together they will

New

either

RCA,

John Royal, NBC program chief,
and John Karol, CBS' director of
market research, are slated to talk
about radio to a convention of the

WOR

Advertisers Ass'n at Point
Comfort, Va.", Sept. 20. Royal cabled
over his acceptance from Europe.
televizing a greater distance would
Association is composed of adverhave to be via co-axial cable, now
tising managers of life insurance
deemed too costly.
companies.
Though regular and routine sightsound broadcasts are rated currently
as being suited only for 35 to 50
Ga. Radio Commission

Life

WOR

it

is.

NBC's Viewpoint
Although National Broadcasting

is

discontented

than Mutual, a
certain amount of hard feeling has
arisen because of NBC's belief that
it was WFIL's first net and as a result made it what it is today. Addition of two other webs is looked on

less

programs from
have been caught in South
But engineering experts
claim that this was unusual and as ingratitude.
It
leaves
pracAtlanta, Sept. 7.
presumably due to sun spots. They tically no time for blue net sustainGov. E. D. Rivers last week named also assert that this probably would ings and the consequent build-up of
Charles S. Reid as the public's third not be possible again in 10 or 11 NBC artists.
rep on the newly created Georgia years.
On the other hand, at the time of
Radio Commission and the group
Despite the work yet to be done, the pacting with NBC, the company
held its first formal meeting Friday the purported interest of several promised WFIL it would erect a di(3). Commission was created to take large
industries
sight-sound rectional antenna which would keep
in
over the state-owned WGST, now broadcasting indicates that the ob- it coming into F'hilly as strong as
operated under lease by Southern stacle of cost to sponsors probably any of the loc^ kilowatters. "This
Broadcasting Co. Other members of will be surmounted easily once tele- antenna has never been built.
the commission are L. W. ('Chip') vision is ready for the public.
WLW Line is least perturbed of
Robert, Clark Howell, Jr., publisher
the lot. Still young, it feels it must
of the Atlanta Constitution, whose
take what it cart get and be happy.
late
father gave the station to Gov. Marland Sets
In addition to others, Withycomb
Georgia Tech.
is trying to build
up the Quaker
Okla. State Hookups State network, a regional of which
Gov. Rivers, who engineered legislation creating the commission at the
Ponca City, Okla., Sept. 7.
WFIL is the key. Originally started
last session of the legislature, has
Gov. E. W. Marland has announced with 16 stations as outlets for pobeen named temporary chairman and a series of radio talks, beginning litical campaign gab, Withycomb is
said that contractual relations be- Oct, 1, over the eight-station Okla- trying now to sell them for straight
Although consid- commercial.s.
tween the station and its -clients homa network.
miles,

Named by

television

Gov. Rivers London
Africa.

Succcs-sor to Harry Ommerle on
the production of the Chesterfield
program on the Coast will be Phil
Cohan, in charge of light music for
Columbia in New York. He takes
over the reins Oct. 1.
Ommerle will pass several weeks
in the northwest before reporting
to the William Morris office in New
York, where he will handle the
agency's talent for radio.

L. B.

Wilson (Horse,

Not the Exec) Quits

.

'would not be disturbed' when the
over operation.

state formally takes

No

date was named when the commission does take over.
Commission expects to hold conference with FCC for the purpose
of outlining its aims and proposed
plans for operation of the station.

ered a likely candidate in the U. S.
Senate race, Marland said he would
Broadcast
politics.'
discuss
'not
will emanate from the state capitol.

with Information on how much they
spent on radio music the first six
months of 1937 and also the number of musicians involved in such
engagements.
Questionnaire
also
seeks Info on whether the musicians were engaged direct or through
network, station or other sources.

Agencies are to treat each broadcast separately in enumerating the
musicians employed.
If the same
men are used on a rebroadcast, theirs
is to be considered a second engagement; so that If 12 men are used
twice the same evening on one program the answer carried on the question Is to fae 24 men.
Other info requested in the Four
A's quizz is the amount of money
spent by each agency for music in
1933 which, together with 1934, rates
as the depression period of commercial broadcasting.
Indications are that the Four A's
will be represented when the executive board of the American Fed. of
Musicians meets with emissaries

from broadcasting tomorrow (Thursday). .Sept. 16

EUREKA! AD BLURBS

City station. At present a drive for
more eastern representation is being

,

country.

American A.ssociation of Advertising Agencies has stepped Into the
musicians' employment situation by
asking member agencies to furmsh it

is the deadline set by
have a total of 20 stations, chiefly
the board for an answer to the
through the mid and southwest.
AFM's request that more musicians
Hagedorn will handle the N. Y. be employed in broadcasting, and it
end in dealing with agencies, and is on this date that the InternaWilson the Chicago end.
On all tional's executive board will reconbusiness gotten by Hagedorn for sta- vene on the issue.
tions originally repped by Wilson,
AFM board, thus far, has refused^
Hagedorn will get 5%, one-third of to recognize the advertising agenthe total standard commission. Ar- cies as interested parties in the inrangement will work in reverse on ternational union's quest. AFM's ofbusiness brought in by Wilson for ficials have held that the problem
original Hagedorn broadcasters.
should be discussed only with emNew and larger N. Y. offices are ployers of musicians and that an adto be taken, and Wilson will kick vertising agency serves merely as a
in with some expense underwriting go-between, like any other booking
of their upkeep.
WMEC, Detroit, agent.
handled till now by Hagedorn,- will
be dropped, since the pair have
pacted with WJBK, another Motor

made.
Hagedorn is the third tie-up WilFarnsworth,
son has made. His firm was origColumbia's or other methods. All
inally Wilson, Dalton and Robertthey seek is assurance of coverage
Tommy Dalton, wealthy heir
son.
even if only on a scale that hits
to a hunlc of the Peet (Colgatepopulation in an area of 35 miles, bility of getting Mutual actually Palmolive)
fortune, was the- first to
such as in and about N. Y, City. arises it is reported that WIP might pull out, leaving radio biz altogether.
But their appropriation doubtlessly be willing to accept and fight the Graham Robertson recently quit to
Inter-city
pact
in
court.
would be increased if television
Another point that leaves WFIL devote himself to real estate in the
broadcasts could be promised over a
and MBS minus some of the broth- east.
network.
erly love spirit i? the fact that MuInitial television for commercial
tual and
maintain separate
Cohaii as Chesterfield
sponsors is expected to be confined
sales staffs.
This means that while
to local broadcasts not extending
Mutual is trying to sell a sponsor
more than 35 to 50 miles unless on WFIL
Producer, Vice Ommerle
the guy from
is sellsome means of 'bending the wave' ing Philly
as a city in the primary
The only other way of coverage
is devised.
area of his station, which
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
vision,

35

Cincinnati, Sept.

7.

No more will the radio lads,
among others, win or lose on the
race horse named after L. B, Wil-

WCKY.

son, chief of
Nag's turf career ended Saturday
(4) wlien its trainer, P. E. Fitzgerald, announced that henceforth L. B.
Wilson, the horse, will be used for

saddle purpo.ses only.

Meet Prof. Wylie
Max

Wylie,

.script

and continuity

DOWN

BEING TURNED

Detroit, Sept.

7,

Recent controversy over Wheaties*
on airings of Detroit Tigers baseball games, which
has embroiled stations, client, newspapers and listeners, figures to effect a radical change in spieling here
'excessive' blurbs

in the future.

Although the battle has simmered
.down considerably since editors of
two local sheets carried on a hot
feud over General Mills' plugs, it's
brought about a rude awakening to
the sponsors, ad agencies and stations.

.

of the agency men
and
contacted have expressed
themselves as frankly alarmed over
the situation, declaring they never
before had realized listeners' dangerous reaction to the blurb system.
Doing a big job for clients has been
their chief concern heretofore, account rnen say, with the result
they'd entirely lost sight of listeners*
higher intelligence.
Already the idea has gotten across
to several new sponsors of shows
oyer local stations, and programs
which have hit the air in the past
couple of weeks have a noticeable
pruning
of
commercials.
Even.
Wheaties, which divides sponsorship
of baseball games with White Star
Refining over
and WXYZ'sstate web, has pruned blurbs somewhat since the controversy exploded.
While blurbing is being cut, local
station execs are sitting on an easier
seat.
Pressed for biz, for long time
now they've had to sit back and IL'.-J
sponsors do almost anything they
wanted in the way of commercials.
Now, however, with listeners revolting, it's going to be a lot easier
to talk clients off excess blurbage.

Most

clients

WWJ

Baclanova Warbling

CBS, will condact a 15Olga Baclanova, film and legit
week course in writing for radio at player, has been signed by WOR
New York U. this autumn.
Artists' Bureau.
Los Angeles, Sept. 7.
Former
conductor
English
in
Actress has turned from lineBurt McMurtrie is radio repping
Network include KTOK, Oklahoma City, and stations at Shawnee, Music Corp. of America along the classes in college, Wylie will step up speaking to singing for radio. Makes
on 'the professorial podium on her debut on a sustaining serie.s over
Enid, Ardmore, Muskogee, Ada, Elk Coast.
Sept. 23.
Mutual commencing next week.
He's w.k. In radio circles here.
City and Ponca City.

McMurtrie with

MCA

director at

.

.
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BEATRICE FAIRFAX

•THE

Advice

News

ir>

Tuesday-Friday, 2.45 p.m.,

EDST

WNEW,

WOR-Mutual, New York
(jBtttten.

Barton, Durstein

& Osborne)

a generation of 'Advice -to
[ Alter
the Lovelorn' in newspapers, Bear
(Marie Manning) has
tjL;ice Fairfax
taken off via the kilocycles for
Heoker Products (Gold Dust, Silver
Dust). Session is hardly a treat for
the sophisticated, but pointers on
dom.estic troubles seem to be meat
who presumably
fbr the masses
comprise the Gold Dust market. On

—

.

^at

Miss Fairfax should do.

basis,

But program needs polish.
Motif is somewhat in the style of
Perplexed
the newspaper column,
ladies and gents pour out their miseries and the heart-thrObber dishes
the cure-all. At times the announcer
simply reads the letter and Miss
1

.

Fairfax answei's. In other cases the
.ajtU^tion is dramatized. Latter idea
Tt'iiitended to carry more punch, but
s'oMhds hokey. Whether too hokey
is one of those questions the mail response will answer.
'

Miss Fairfax's voice is not too well
Noticeably hoarse
suited to radio.
much modulation.
and
without
Speaks deliberately and clearly.
Faults will undoubtedly diminish in
Questions chosen
irepeat stanzas.
,

for airing occasionally seem sappy,
but the advice is generally okay.
Hubby with a lazy, jealous wife got
ho sug.gestions at all, but the frau
took a beating. Another spouse who
wanted to know. hQW to ditch his
Spiels are
-jirife was told" off plenty.
concise.
Program carries a gift offer— free
PersonFairfax
Beatrice
the
of
copy
ality Chart, whatever that is.
:

Hobe.

WNEW

With Frsnkli*

15 Mins.

Starr
15 Mins.

Mondays through

EDST.
New York

Friday, 5.30 p.m.

experimenting with an
.idea of newsreeling interviews and
events coverage. Not entirely a new
idea, since Pathe reel formerly used
some of its stuff over the air on different stations around the country on
which Pathe could arrange sponsoris

Wedhesday, September

Commentator

ROGERS PEET

Suatalnlnjr

'

GANGPLANK

GABRIEL HEATTEB

NEWS FRONT'

15 Mins.

Mins.

HECKER PRODUCTS

,

.

Fridays,

p,m.>

9

Basch

and Martin

Pianist-Soloist
15 Mins,

Sustaining
Charlotte, N. C.

WSOC,

ah expectant interest obtained in thought or contact with
{Marschalk & Pratt)
travelers.
By whatever
Men's furnishing emporium will sea-goingthey possess for others,
glamour
witget Mkely satisfaction from Heatter.
Commentator's views jibe with those tingly or otherwise, travelers who
The are personages or persons of accom-'
of buyers, sought by sponsor.
plishment cause an intensification of
plugs "are nicely phrased, and the apinterest.
Show people are like that,
peal to listeners to send young sons
visiting royalty, etc.
to Rogers Peet effective.
Such p-jrsons are more apt to be
It's the first air adventure for the
contacted aboard departing or arBert.
bankroUer.

There

1937

Three Times Weekly

Sustaining

WMCA, New York

DST
WOR, New York

8,

GEORGIA ORWIG

Miss Orwig came to WSQC froni
She is the wife of Dick
special events man
«
for
lo^

is

Pittsburgh.

Faulkner,

WSOC.

.

Performer has a clear, lilting
voice and is a grand technician when
she manips a piano keyboard.
Her playing leans to the concert
style.
The vocal selections, ori the
other hand, are more toward the
popular favorites.
She opens and closes with a
theme of her own composition!
which she calls 'Berceuse.'
Her
advanced training at piano was iri
Germany under Moritz Mayer-Mahr
and in New York under Mischa
iLevitSki.
She has played with the
Pittsburgh Symphony, has has been
.featured soloist with the Pittsb^irgh

Reel's method was to select
the sound and description of filmed
coverage which was deemed able to
stand on own feet with the celluloid
clipped,
riving, steamers.
This is what prowas given
preview'
'sneak
vides listeners expectancy of interWNEW's idea Friday (3) and SIDEWALK QUESTION
est in svtch a program as Gangplank.
proved good enough to warrant fur- Lee Kirby
But the fact that consistency canther exploration into its possibilities. 15 Mins.
not be obtained in the grade or techSo completely was the film technique GULF SPRAY
nique of such spot interviews and
fallowed, it defeated itself at times, Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, 1:30 that truly glamorous personages canp.m.
and it should be remembered that
not be- contacted regularly is the
only sheer sound stuff is best.
WBT. Charlotte, N. C.
greatest disadvantage to such a prQ^:
In advance of Labor Day weekend,
Lee Kirby's Sidewalk Question gram •and niakes it of prepariou^
mobile sound equipment and crew Box -is not an original idea but has value.
String Symphony.
visited Newark airport. Grand Cen- new twist. With a harsh cowbell he
This is as applicable to spot inHer voice is lyric soprano, which
tral and Greyhound bus terminal takes a stand on the curb in. front
and made recordings of quick ques^ of a downtown Charlotte office terviews, on land, or in the ait, as ?he. used largely for church work
tionings of officials in those trans- building. With his questions in his it is aboard ship, departing or' ar- prior to her recent connection with
portation bureaus; the season's first hand, he nabs passers-by and pro- riving.
WSQC,
But the i,q. of the interviewer. ahi
oyster was greeted at Fulton Mar- pounds
puzzles,
questions
and'
the Chinese riddles. Sometimes the answers are his ability to pace his task with c'ornof
editor
ket;
the
Natlohalist Daily (N. Y.) was briefly funny; sometimes they are pathetic, edy and drama and deliver a punch '.LET'S SHARE THE DAY'
quizzed on the Sino- Japanese fracas; but most of the time interesting. For is important. Personality interviewr With George Morrow, Clyde Kelly;
Ambrose, fashions ad- instance, he asked a sleekly-groomed ers are the desirable kind.
Elizabeth
'G'orddn Fleming, Arthur Sutton
This program which' was caught Songs, Poems, Music
visel* at Saks-Fifth Avenue, was met
woman how many senators North
'
on the deck of thp incoming Nor- Carolina has in the United States Wednesday (1) was of scant interest. 15 Mins,; Local
mandie and asked what she thought senate. 'I don't know,' she replied Persons interviewed were Hervey Tuesdays and Thursdays, 10:45 a.m,|
Allen, author of 'Anthony Adverse
Paris -trends would be during com- archly.
Sundays, 2 p.m.
'You see I just moved to Clifford Fischer,
impresario of the
ing year.
MILLER JEWELRY CO.
North Carolina.' Only those listenThe wallop of the lineup, however, ers who knew that all states have French Casino on Broadway, and CKLW, Detroit
William Howe, a retired member
was a visit to 'Faithful Mary,' one- two senators could laugh.
New quarter-hour program aired
of the U. S. diplomatic corps.
time 'archangel' to Father. Divine
Kirby has a good line that he rings
Of how much general interest, thrice weekly, have an entertaining
who has recently severed connec- in several times on each periodl 'Let
twist that should jgo far. Produced
tions and opened a 'heaven' of her us spray that there will be no in- locally and otherwise these three. atand.
announced by Arthur E. Sut^
tract
of
opinion.
is a matter
own in Harlem. 'Mary' was per- sects.
When considered with the q. and ton, CKLW's production manager,
mitted to too intensely plug a book
The spot, like all question and anof her authorshib, but otherwise the swer periods, depends on the quick a. volley the entire program sounded show -embodies plenty of quality, and
interview was a? pip, and especially wit of the passers-by that are but- pretty washy, thus casting some runs smoothly.
also on the mike value of .the
I'ipe in humor.
On the menu are lively poems by
tonholed as to the interest it is able doubt
Production throughout was suave. to hold, but Kirby displays show- persons interviewed.
George Morrow,
'Hoosier
Poet/,
f emme and a male interviewer
Recordings had been pruned down manship in his manner of handling
who has published a book of his efjemployed,
namely
Frankie forts; nifty baritone offerings by
to their maximum meat and effec- the program and' manages to keep are
Basch and Martin Starr. Miss Basch Clyde Kelly, who's appeared in sevt
tiveness before being put on the it going at a pretty good clip.
comes over smart alecky, and St^irr eral Shubert operettas; organ meloair, and the explanatory palaver put
Harden,
showed little imagination value.
on at the studio was sharp.
dies by Gordon Fleming, and thie
That 'off-the-record* crack which m.c.'ing of Sutton. All done nicely.
Perhaps it would" be best for the
air newsreel to try to confine itself
he employed .while so many are lisSpieling is quite short and choice,
tening in is silly. Miss Basch in in- chief blurb being in form of a story
to personalities.
Follow
"That would give a
terviewing .Allen pulled a boner told by Morrow.
wide enough field, maintain the aura
Pete,
of authentic newsreel coverage and
when she asked him whether long
Todd' Duncan and Eva Jessy e col- or short books sell better, and then
yet keep safely within 'confines of
ored choir guested on Ben Beirnie's provided her own cori-oboration to
radio practicability.
Bert.
MRS. PATRICK CAMPBELL
ship,'

~
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MODERN MELODT

.

With James McDonald, Four Men
..

Ethel

Class,

riaho

Uarrett,

of

I'ais

A

and Randall's Orchestra

'

30 Mins.

Saturday, 7 P.M.
Sastaining
ipiGY, Schenectady
Music in the popular vein

-

.

on

through

this

program,

filters

WGY's

biggest from viewpoint of artists's
roster and perhaps the best from the
angle of entertainment of its type.
With a few changes. Modern Melody would be*a good bet for sponsorship.
Tii^ould

j^resent,

much

The

talent

is

there,

but

Up Comment

'

(American Can) program

it

At
integrated better.
feature is strung out too
with
fashion,
specialty
in
be

lengthy number announcements by

mikeman.
.
However, the music is smoothing,
Particularly when McDonald and
quartet swing into action. McDonald
numbers very
current
baritones
Men of Class 'hum a
pleasantly.

accompaniment, and harmony, on their own, competently.
Combination are standouts.
Miss Barrett pops well if not brilMight be well to havie the
liantly.
quartet, and its soloist, work more
•with her. The Piano Pals (Monica
Leonard and Dorothy Sherman)
stroke the ivories acceptably. Bandall's unit plays fwell on accompaniThe Satur.¥nents and solo spots.
Soothing

.

:

THE MELODY MEN
Vocal and Instrumental
15 Mins.
/
Saturday, 11.45 a.m. Network

—

Sustaining

WGY,
New

Schenectady
combination,

local spots,

is

NBC

now

at first filling
swinging on the
WGY. Consists

red loop from
John Sheehan and Edgar Moultenors, Fred Morris, baritone,
and Stephen Hall, pianist-director.
Sheehan is a WGY standby, while
Hall
long keyboarded with the
Banjpleers on area and web-fed
shots.
Other two are radio newof

ton,

over NBC -blue. The
as well as the choral
in 'Porgy and Bess.'

last

week

Choir 'socked home with pair of
real Deep South spirituals, 'Little
Angel,. Play ,on Your Harp,', and
'Hang On.' A well-trained group,
singers get' that intensity and pitch

lend them
necessary authentic touch. X>uncan
might have used a fancier and less
hurried arrangement of 'Got Plenty
into

spirituals

which

of Nuthin'.'

.

;

i

.

^

J
'

Loop.

.;AFRO- AMERICA
'

1!»

SPEAKS

tion.

Mhis.—|.ocal

Saturdays, 9 p. m.
tynHY, Oklahoma City
i

Here

a sure-fire dilly for mahon-the-street broadcasts. The mike
taken straight into Oklahoma
.-is
City's Harlem where an all-Negro
cast, station and amateur, sets about
having grand time »t the old ques/tion and answer game. And so does
has hit upon
the* audience, f or
something here that wise boys in
{other burgv will lend an ear to;
lit is packed with humor and plenty
of it without any effort on the part
Jof the inquirer.. Attendant humor
Listeners
spontaneous.
.! derived
is
'[like the program plenty.
Lots of care- has g<»>e into the
preparation for. which all hands are
due pi'edit: careful selection of the
Fair,
q's has a lot to do with it.
is

.'

;•

°.

;

i

!

'

western and folks songs, wipes
'em clean of nasal tonsiling, and
whams 'em through Columbia's Sunday morning air as a class producof

WKY

Instead of bringing forth a picture
of barefooted, o-yerall'd country jakes
as a soitgs-of-the-soil stanza usually
does, this one builds it of smartly
dre3.sed range riders, silver trimmings and all. Mixing a hymn in
with the westerns occasionally, and
letting a homespim voice introduce
everything without loo much talk, is
swell showmanship, as is keeping the
numbers down to a couple verses
apiece instead of letting 'em run on
indefinitely.
Quartet and band (four pieces) are
same outfit that did 'Red Horse
•

The

j

EDST

j.

was a good
Wood's sustained
Just back from
excursion on the New Eng-

British

guest

on

aimed

at

actress

flMiss

femmes.

her first
land straw-hat circuit, Mrs, Camp>
bell gave out with enthusiastic en.dorsement of 'em. It is her idea
barn-side productions during summer should be intro'd in England, i
Actually most interesting minutes
were those during which the Shavian star spoke of her early stage
playing and well told the story of
how she broke into the biz.
Miss Wood did the usual swell
pacing and pointing job she always
turns when using a guest 'on her

WMCA

.

IDA LUPINO
With Don Ameche
'Salute the Baroness'
9 Mins,

CHASE & SANBORN

Sunday, 8 p.m., EDST
WEAF-NBC, New York
CJ. Wolter Thonvpson)
Miss Lupino, guest (5) for

m.
York.

2:45 p.

WJZ-NBG, New

WMCA

.

Wood

Sustaining

'

stint.

Bert,

the

weekly sketch on the W. C. FieldsEdgar Bergen, impressed.. Playlet,
by True Borden, was another link

EARL SANDE
Turf Talk

in the apparently endless chain of
World War spy yarns, but a neat
twist applied lifted to upper, level of
air dramatizations.
Locale was Berlin, where a group
of German intelligence officers were
assembled applying test of fitness to
a young Baroness.
Ameche as a
Major played opposite. It was good
going all the way, and the surprise
conclusion proved topper.
Both Miss Lujpino and Ameche
projected nice Teuton accents, and
were also slick with the French
lingual colorings required in the
sketch's closing moments.
The playlet was followed by a
travesty on spy stories, done, in addition to Miss Lupino and Arheche,

15 Mins.

TYDOL
WGY,

Schenectady
Earl Sande, former jockey and now
did a crackling quarterhour of reminiscences and gossip as
guest of Leo Bolley on the Tydol
sports program over WGY.
Green-lighted to -read the day's
results at Saratoga and to range over
the turf field, with bits about hi's
experiences, views on horses past
a. trainer,

and present, and on jockeys, Sande
did well enough to suggest that he
might do as a radio racecaster.
Obviously an expert on the sport,
he possesses the name and backby Bergen's 'McCarthy' and Nelson ground to command listeners' attenEddy. Light treatment of theme was tion. Voice is clear, command of lanthe highlight of the program and guage fair, and personality is modest
considerably
Jaco,
robbed
'Salute
the and likable.
.

Baroness'

the

of

natural

formance effectiveness

it

post-per-

had other-

wise implanted in the listeners.

The

travesty lampooned most of the
action and characters that had been
treated with acceptable seriousness
five minutes previous.
Bert.

HERE COMES HARRY
Kerr Enroute to Soft (Lux)
the Newspaper Boys

So^p

the radio pre-

miere of his latest composition,
'Manhattan Rhapsody.' Wild at the
piano
performed flawlessly
and
piece has definite symphonic possibilities,
which will be better
brought out when bigger\orc is behind him. Earl Truxell's crew furnished satisfactory accompaniment
but studio acoxistics at
for this
type of music aren't so hot and
band's personnel was' too small to
bring out delicate shadings in Wild's

WCAE

work. 'Night' is last becoming one
Pittsburgh's
top
commercial
shows, Victor Brewing, sponsors,
having just renewed for another 26
weeks.
Bob Carter's corking tenor is
of

spotted slickly several times. Three
Girls do some good harmonizing,
and Tavern Players are coming
sides- furnishing numbers for World through with smart
short dranvatizaand Decca library. They're plenty tion of incidents In famous inns both
good,
whether
singing,
playing here and abroad, iShow's chief fault
straight stuff, or whipping out on lies in those commercials^ They're
novelty instruments.
Loop.
st?n too long.

Ranch' and 'Diamond City New.s' be-

Wednesday,

.

editor of Time,
Life, delivered a brief,
incisive plea for faith and pride in

comers, although experienced vocalists.

Interviewed by Peggy
10 Mins.

quick-thinking and; knowledgibility
of subjects under question, which
has not been demonstrated in the
program caught.
However,"
is ingenious in
broadcasting the series. The interviews are recorded on discs and
broadcast by transcription. This permits
to put the platters on
at any free time during the day.
Shan.

Henry R, Luce,

Fortune and

our democracy, on a Columbia
broadcast from the Institute of Hu'
Threesome do a pleasant quarter- man Relations sponsored by the Nahour.. Improving steadily since the tional Conference of Jews and Chrisday seven p.m. slot, in the summer- debut and likely to continue on the tians at Williams College, Williamsport, Mass. Luce is a clear, straighttime, is hardly one on which a turn upbeat. The harmony is smooth and
from-the-shoulder speaker, talking
Tike Modern Melody will enjoy a rich, especially in the more melodiJaco..
large listening audience.
ous standard numbers. Effect is not like one would expect the publisher
of three of America's livest magaso striking in faster-tempoed curzines to express* himself
rent tunes. While the boys do not
Wilbur Forrest, executive assistant
AUNT JEMIMA ON THE AIR
fall down on- the swingy stuff, it is
With Sammy Williams, Hariette Wid- hardly their forte. Hall takes a spot to the editor of the N. Y. Herald
m'er, Roy Brower", Forrest Lewis, for himself, in addition to- providing Tribune, followed Luce with a sixVan McCune, Noble Cain Chorus the accompaniment. Choice seemed minute commendation and defense of
Variety
best the first time heard. Arrange- American newspapers. The most in15 Mins.—NBC
ments are creditable, for non-metro- teresting statement by Forrest was
that, contrary to charges by certain
AUNT JEMIMA PANCAKE FLOUR politan output.
the dailies gave labor's side
Dally, except Sun., Men., .S;45 a. m.
Melody Men are a little remin- critics,
of the picture, especially in strikes,
CDST
iscent of Three Shades of Blue,
WMAQ, Chlcaj^o
formed when David Bultolph (now more space than it did the employer's.
The
reason: 'labor sets a little
(Lord & Thomas)
a filmusical arranger) was WGY's
As a half-hour idea, maybe once director, and still airing.' This is shop up around the corner' in every
important strike and gets its arguor twice a week, the show might particularly true of the
humming
ments
to
the
public iirst, via newshave plenty of appeal. As is, it's a signature, which might be changed.
papers, while reporters find difficulty
hodge-podge. In it is talent that is Number announcements
should be in obtaining statements from the
notable at least as far as Chicago sheared-too long now.
Joco.
management. Forrest declared that
in^dio is concerned.
Sammy WilJohn L. Lewis and the CIO o'we
liams, for example, will have plenty
much to newspapers for publicity.
of people getting up early to hear the 'TEXAS RANGERS'
Broadcasts on both networks from
program because of his orchestra. With Woody Smith, Texas
Rangers
Williamstown. Mass., tended to be a
His own ivory pounding is at its
Quartet and Band
bit high in' tone. The airing of actual
!best, and the piano pick-up, by the Musical
rouhdtable discussion, with the match
>ye, is one for which NBC engi- 30 Mlns.-^BS
of -wits and the clash of views that
neers deserve a bow.
Sustaining
followed the remarks of scheduled
Harriette Widmer and- Roy Brower Sundays, 10
a. m. CDST
speakers, would have been interest•are also notable. Their Negro charWBBM,
Chicago
ing.
acterizations have helped pull sevWhen Arthur B. Church tosses a
;eral script shows out. Forrest Lewis
show together, it's a pretty safe bet
'Night at the Inn' over WCAE,
'and Van McCune form the comedy
that it'll be a whopdoodle as far as
Pittsburgh, last Wednesday,
iteam of Buck and Wheat, which
preappeal is concerned. This sented Earl
name indicates pretty well the kind audience
Wild, 19-year-old Pitts
one is no exception; it takes a flock pianist-composer,
iOf material they're being given.
in
.

his answer.

Negro baritone
This hurry-up kind of spot intergroup appeared view takes high class, intelligent,

SCRIPT TEASERS
Musical Skits

With Buddy Rogers,
.

Patricia

Kay

Tommy

30 Mins.

Wednesday.,.

.7

pja.

KHJ, Los Angeles

either spoken or implied in dramatized vignettes. Most of the titles,
hidden away in the dialog or broken
is

up, are too confusing for the aver-

who

sets the plot
their turn.

has a nice delivery,

to allow for home
then into the tune.
Harris and Patricia' Kay
handle the vocals nicely. Producis finished
scoring, etc.. and

Tommy

is all

aroiund

Should madecially.

-

.

and the players go into
slight pause after the average inrogram

A

sketch

tion

on tour

.

Novel idea that has all the elements of a parlor game. Gag is to
guess the title of the pop musical
number to be. played or sung, which

age mob,
Rogers,

Harry Kerr, handling radio pubWalter Thompson, went
last week to sweeten up the
radio eds of newspapers in 16 eastern and midwest towns on the Lox
Radio Theatre, which reopens on
CBS Sept. 13. He's due back an
New York at the end of next weelc.
Kerr is out telling the boys about
the stars and the plays that are being lined up for the Monday night
stanza.
Agency has always had a
ticklish problem to contend with jas
regards the program's newspaper
listing.
With trade names out, t^e
licity for J,

Harris.

good

the-

job.

grade commerJfelm.

.

listing refers to tjie
as 'radio theatre,' Vagueness
of this billing has b>een anything but

show

pieasing to both the aigency and the
account.
It's up to Kerr to Agiire
out how this situation can be adjusted.

Wednesday, September

8,-

VARIETY
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@ eneml MiiU. Inc.
Chamber of Commerce Building
Minn eapolis, Minn esota, U.S.A.
HENRY ADAMS BELLOWS.
AtieuBt 20« 1937

154 WeBt 46th St.
Hew Toxk City, V* T,
Dear Sir:

Sone tiae ago I read with great intereet the admirable article tqr
Boh Landxy Ixi yoor issue of July 21 • and sahsequently saw the reprint of it
sent out "bf Mr* John L* Claik. I was so such inpressed by this article
that I called it to the attention of the President of our eonpaay, Ifr*
Donald D« Davis, and it is in part at his suggestion that I am writing to
tell you how strongly we feel that such an article is a real contribution
to clear thinking about radio adrertising.*
General Mills , Inc. has heen active in radio advertising since
1924* During these thirteen years we have experimented with all kinds of
programs, and even went to the length of owning and operating a radio station
for four years* The results of our experience confirm In almost every respect irtiat Mr* Landry says in the VA&IITT article*

We are convinced, above all, that the radio advertiser cannot dodge
his responsihility for the quality of the programs which he sponsors* He
cannot leave this responsibUity wholly in the hands of anybody else, nor
can he assume that merely spending a lot of money will necessarily produce
results. Since the networks and stations have turned over most of their
heet time to advertising, the advertisers themselves must accept the responsibility for providing the public with good programs.

We have also felt for a long time that the rapidly increasing cost
of radio facilities and programs is in danger of destroying their advertisturn
ing value* The point made hy Mr. Landiiy that many expensive programs
program
out to he flat failures, is entirely sound, but even a successful
may fail to produce adequate returns if the cost is too high.
After thirteen years of experience as large radio advertisers, and
used,
with the firm conviction that broadcasting, properly and economically
there is urgent
is an admirable advertising medium, we are also convinced that
congratulate you
need <for clear thinking on the whole subject, and I want to
in that
on having published an article which is a notable contribution
direction*
Sincerely,

Director of Puhlicity Belatione

HiBsDE

ih*
The ariicle to tohich Mr. Daois and Mr. Bellows refer was the lead story of
Radio Editor of Varieiy.
Third Annual Fall Radio Forecast written by Mr. Landry,

*
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Mrs. Holt

Still

WOR's 3 New Mikesters

Undecided Whether

To Take AFRA

LA. Get Set

Post: Chi.

Wednesdayt September

8,

1937

CIO Has CBS Sununoned Before

As a result of having signed a pact
with the Guild of Announcers and
Producers, WOR this week has added

NLRB; Three

three mikemen to its staff. The 40effect after the
station recognized the union necessitated the additions.
Newcomers are Bill Tuttle, from
WIND, Gary, Ind.; Tom Slater, from

Stations Lined

Up

hour week put into

Whether or not she will accept the
executive secretaryship of the American Federation of Radio Artists has
not yet been decided by Mrs, Emily
Holt. She will take the post if .she
can make satisfactory arrangements,
but so far hasn't been able to settle

These Changing Times

her affairs. She is a resident of Ft.
Worth, where her husband is in the
oil business, and accepting the AFRA
offer would mean a major adjustment in her living arrangements.
Mrs. Holt arrived in New York on
Monday (6) and has been conferring
She
"with AFRA heads and others.
expecls^ reach a decision some time
this wJ^, but probably not for a
day or two. Meanwhile, the AFRA

musicians belong to the Green
group, while the engineers are
allied with John L. Lewis.
WDAS panelmen used to loll
away their off hours- in a
lounge provided for the tooters.

drive to organize nationally is proceeding with George Heller, treasurer and associate secretary, in
active charge. Organization of locals
in various cities is being pushed.
Meeting was held in San Francisco
last Sunday (5) night and another
is

skedded for Sept.

Philadelphia, Sept

AFL-CIO battle has had
own little repercussions in

WDAS

where

studios,

WLW;

7.

it

more con-

genial to rest in the lobby.

Philadelphia, Sept.

Mexican Wave-Length

CKY

Bothers

Winnipeg,

960

Chi Get-Toirether

cal campaign by American Federation of Radio Artists was held last
fi^eek.

Some 200 local radio performers
attended the organizational meeting,
•nd most of those present signatured
membership application cards.
Apt)ears that of the benefits hoped
for in. the organization the most important one to the performers themselves is a set-up which will give
ihem remuneration for auditions.
Performers coming into the organization have been urged to rexnain as secretive as possible, in or-ider
to secure as strong a uhity
Among the actors here as possible
before going Into the open. Espe.cially the local leaders are fearful of
fintdgonlzing networks, stations and
agencies at this time and of genere^Bng concerted opposition from
the employers.
Next 'meeting of the local group
Is scheduled for Sunday, Sept. 12,
and will probably bfe held at the
fisherman hotel. Timd will again be
•>djlO p.m., to make it easier for the
(bulk of radio Tyo'^J^^'^s to attend.
(Expect a list of name speakers in
ifrom New York, with the local
ichieftains figuring that the headline
actors are a strong allure for the
general run of perfotmers.
.

°

•

Los Angeles, Sept. 7.
Local chapter of American Federation of Radio Artists automatic-

3wung away from Equity last
week when its constitution was apally

proved with slight revisions and returned to the national board for

Up to that time thfe coast
radio group was in Equity's radio

final qkay.

Norman Field, second vice prez of
the national body, relinquished the
jjresidency of the L. A. chapter to
Carlton itaDell to take over the
more important post of executive
secretary. Present board of 21 will
be increased to 33, with four of the
adOftioris to be named from the
ranks of singers and the other eight
from Screen Actors Guild members
working in radio.
Other

•

KYW

.

new

officers

setup are

Thomas

WOW's PorbtUe

McGriuly s Entry Into

under

the
Freebairn-

Means

Smith, first vice-president; Bill Lawrence, second v.p.} Ynez Seabury,
third v.p.; Georgia Fifleld, recording
secretary, and J. Donald Wilson,
treasurer.

RCA Picture

.

Station

N% Is Girding for Labor

For Legal Separation
Everett Marshall, concert and radio
was sued for separation yester(Tuesday) in N. Y. supreme
court by his wife, Carolina. Justice
Valent6 granted, by default, Mrs.
Marshall's request for the appointment of a receiver to take over
New York property
t^^^r singer's
jfeiding outcome of the suit.
Marshall, according to his wife,
at present appearing at Billy
is
Rose's Fort Worth 'Fiesta.' Mrs.
Marshall says she married the singer
in 1928 at Milano, .Italy, and that
he deserted her there in 1931. They
have one daughter.

With Edward McGrady

last

week Technicians

a

15%

salary

tilt

all

around and the institution of 40Labor Frances Perkins in order to hour weeks. At the time that was
seen as a move ^to avert unrest
become labor-trouble adjuster for
.

RCA,

NBC now

among

feels it is

prepared

deal with the forces seeking to
unionize radio.
to

the network's engineers.

With the American Federation
Radio

of

Artists, the air actors union,

this vveek claiming to have 1,000
McGrady's chief duties for members and the Guild of Announcnew employer will be to deal ers and Producers asserting it has all

One

of

star,

his

day

with the new radio unions. RCA is
paying the former Department of
Labor man. $20,000 a year; Uncle
Sam paid him $9,000.
To date NBC has had but little negotiating to do with unions, having
carefully jockeyed and side-stepped

the

whenever

trators in the country, McGrady is
credited with having brought a
peaceful conclusion to the San Francisco general strike four years ago
when in the government employ. He
has been on both sides of the labor
fence for 40 years serving, before
joining the Department of Labor
when President Roosevelt went into
office, as a lobbyist fot labor organizations in Washington and prior to
that as a union orf^anijier in New
England.

possible.

It

is

genei'ally

thought that, with the hiring of McGrady, the broadcasting outfit realizes it will be called upon for a

showdown soon.
At KUC.the engineers have

a company union of their own and thus
CIO affiliate, American ComWayne Cody, Jr., son of WFIL's munications Association, which has
*Jolly Man' on kid programs, was lined up WABC and several other
guester on his father's show Satur- Columbia-owned stations, has made
day in Phillv. ^ ->"-^ri v/ns his fii-st no dent into it. Month ago NBC nefar the

.

birthday.

Omaha,
has

Philadelphia 10,000Washington,
and
Last is pari
of the McClatchy group. Union also
was instrumental in having CBS
summoned before the National Labor
Relations Board for a hearing Sent
watter;

WOL,

'

Bakersfield, Cal.

15.

ACA

asked the NLBLB

whether Columbia

to

determine

to be compelled

is

to treat with the union on a local
station
basis.
CIO organization
claims that it has within its ranks
a majority of the technical men employed by the network in New York
and contends that CBS should enter
into bargaining discussions for this
'particular, unit.
Web has taken the
position that the question of representation should be treated on a national basis, or involving the technical employees of all its owned and
operated stations, and that since the
ACA cannot show that it has a majority of these, there is no basis for
rscognition of this union as a bargaining agent.

Network organized the engineers
of its various operation into the Associated Broadcast Technicians, Inc.,
a company union, about a year and
a half ago. Two of these units. New
York and
walked out

Washington
(WJSV),
this spring and aligned

themselves with the

CIO

affiliate.

Philadelphia, Sept. 7.
Indications are that Dr. Leon
Levy, prez of WCAU, will sign with

American Communications Assn.,
CIO group organizing engineers,
rather than risk a walkout.
Reps
of ACA met with Levy in his office
last
Wednesday in an amicable
'

heart-to-heart.

-

Willard Bliss, national ACA organizer, presented the demands. He
asked the same wages anc^ conditions as at the CBS studios in New
York.
Working conditions are already about the Same, but some
wage tilting will be in- order. CBS
scale runs up to about $75 a week,
while WCAU's stops at $65,
.

Seventeen

WCAU

knob-twiste .s

resigned in a bpdy from their company union about two weeks ago and
went over to ACA. This was just
about a month after Dr. Levy had
voluntarily called them- into his of-

and told them he was going to
put them on a five-day -week and

fice

raise their pay.

Following what he considered as a
magnanimous move, hie was shocked

when
told

his men hit the CIO trail. He
Bliss he couldn't understand
in his

what could have happened
'one big happy family.'

Wesiinghouse, following receipt of
a letter from ACA, phoned and said
they'd be willing to meet th6 reps
at their headquarters in Chicopee
Falls tomorrow (Wednesday) to negotiate an agreement for the panelmen at KYW. Union anticipates
no trouble here.

Sept. 7.

enlarged

its

a mobile unit, put

service last week. Mgr. John
Gillen and Howard Peterson of the
promotion department stated the
into

TRIPLE UNIT MOBILE

COMBO FOR SALT LAKE

gotiated with

its

Association of

NBC

NBC sound-effects men enrolled,
NBC expects to be approached
shortly

will be used extenon commercials, in contrast
to merely supplementary use usually
made of mobile units in the midwest, and already have it lined up
for use on two commercial set-ups.
Unit was inaugurated last week

sively

quitting as assistant to Secretary of

Everett Marshall Sued

WOW

equipment with

KYW

Westinghouse's

KMPC,

new equipment

•

'

Aussie Court Rules

Winnipeg, Sept. 7.
Against Local Mfr.
Further added headaches from
super-powered Mexican stations, un- situash.
satisfactory
In 'Mickey' Title Use
coverage
certain
in
A- A. Tomei, prexy of the local,
areas and more recently complaints also ruled that henceforth outlets
from listeners in the Northwest without union orchs may carry no
Sydney, Aug. 17.
Territories, have combined to make music whatsoever, studio or remote,
High Court of Australia dismissed,
a fourth change in the wave length sustaining or commercial, except that
of government owned CKY, Winni- supplied by the networks. This ap' with costs, the appeal of Radio Corp.
Pty., from a decision of the Regpeg, necessary.
plies to WFIL and WCAU.
istrar of Trade-Marks, refusing to
Announcement was made of the
Time extensions were granted to register as trade marks for radio sets
change by the Canadian Broadcast- KYW, WIP, WPEN and WDAS.
and radio kits the words 'Mickey
ing Corp., from Ottawa recently
Reps of all stations except
Mouse' and 'Minnie Mouse.' Responthat the Manitoba-owned wave tosser met at the invitation of Don Withydents, to appeal were Walter E. Diswould be put back to its former comb, g.m. of WFIL, in his office last ney, Walt Disney Prods., Walt Disfrequency of 960 kilocycles. Present Tuesday (31) to discuss the music
ney Mickey Mouse, Ltd., and Walt
spot is 910 kilo, change being made tie-up. This is the first time a gen- Disney Enterprises^
on or about Sept. 15, or as soon as eral confab of all station heads to
Chief Justice Sir John Lathan, in
discuss the. common problem has
the new 960 crystal arrives.
giving his judgment, s^aid that, some
Attending years ago, Walter E. Disney invented
Chief howl from northern terri- ever been held here.
were
Dr.
Leon
Levy,
WCAU;
Elen
tories are that the CBC station in
two cinema characters, 'Mickey
Montreal, CRCM, being* on 910 kilo Gimbel, Jr., WIP; Alex Dannenbaum, Mouse' and 'Minnie Mouse,' which
WDAS; Charles Stahl, WPEN; and had become popular throughout the
also, interferes with reception from
Sam
Rosenbaum,
WFIL.
the Winnipeg station.
world. Radio Corp. Pty. (which has
People in
What transpired at the tete-a-tete no connection with RKO-Radio, disthis area have to rely on CKY enwasn't made public,, but it was re-r
tirely, therefore the Montreal station
trib^ of the Disney shorts) made apported that the stations agreed not plication for the" use of 'Mickey
will move to 1050 kilo effective
to come to any agreement with the
Sept. 1. Real cause of the headache,
Mouse' and 'Minnie MOUse' a's...tradeunion without notifying all the marks in respect of radio sets and
though, is the Mexican interference,
others.
It was also reported that,
Disney, and his associated
kits.
the 150,000 watt wave tossers south
because of. personal animosity toward
units, opposed the applications. Opof the American border being no
Tomei, future negotiations will be
position was successful, and an apmatch for the 15^000 watt Manitoba
made directly with Joe Weber, prez peal was now before the High Court
station,' the Mexican stations shutting
of the A. F. of M., in New York.
for judgment.
out CKY entirely in some areas.
Justice Lathan stated that the
CJAT, Trail, B. C., is also on 910
Radio Corp. Pty. had no connection
but is far enough away not to cause
whatever with Disney and the use
any trouble, it also being a smaller
Bnisy Cupid
of either the names or the figures
station. Montreal station, CRCM, is
in connection with any goods would
5,000 watts.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 7.
at once suggest that the goods were
It is considered the 960 channel as
Cupid's hitting the local radio 'in some way connected' with Disbeing a cleared one for CKY, there
stations in wholesale lots these days. ney. His Honor added that a proonly being two other stations on
Having just cleaned up a lot of posed trade-mark should not be regthat channel, CFRN, Edmonton, and
'involves a misleading
CHNC, Quebec, and both too low- business at KEiKA and WWSW, he's istered if it suggestion
of that which
.allusion or a
invaded KQV.
powered and far enough away not
Ernie Neft, announcer who is not strictly true.'
to offer any resistance.
Although
Radio Corp. Pty. pleaded that the
handled
the
Pittsburgh
Symphony
there is also a Mexican station on
broadcasts over CBS last season, words, 'Mickey Mouse' and 'Minnie
this frequency, little trouble is exwill wed May Blank Sept. 18, while Mouse' were simply w.k. names conpected, as it is eilso low-powered.
a few weeks later. Jack Meridan, nected with the cinema, and no one
control operator, and Marie Bevil- possessed an exclusive right to their
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr- inter- acqua will say I do. Both brides-to- use.
viewed on WHN, N. Y.
be are non-pros..

division.

AFRA

7.

Musicians' local here has granted
four-day status quo extensions of
contracts to radio stations with house
bands. Pacts all expired Saturday
Station and union execs will
(4).
vis-a-vis today and tomorrow, to
decide if a further extension shall be
granted until the American Federation of Musicians gives a final answer on the entire local music-radio
.

Switclang Back to

19.

Chicago, Sept. 7.
First open get-together of the lo-

PHILLY

so.hot, that the flshbowl.

guys are finding

WBEN

MUSIC IN

American Comrhunications Ass'n
affiliate, last week signatured
contracts with three stations, covering hours and wages for engineering
personnel. ^ Outlets
were

CIO

Puffalo, Sept. 7.
Sample of how careful radio
folk are not to offend anybody
in matters of a religious nature
arrangement
the
is
made Saturday (4) for an address by the Most Rev. John
A. Duffy, Bishop of the Catholic Diocese of Buffalo.
Bishop Duffy,'s talk, scheduled in the half -hour between
7 and 7:30 p.m., followed the
NBC Red's 'Art of Living' conducted by Dr. Norman Vincent
Peale.
.Because Dr. Peale is A Pro^
testant clergyman, the station
scheduled 10 minutSs of classical, secular organ music to
follow his talk and precede the
Bishop's.

STATUS QUO ON

But since the split in labor's
allegiance,
arguments have

waxed

William Perry, from CBS.

its

the
the

No Chances

Taking

by these and possibly other

union groups seeking recognition
and agreements. That's when McGrady will be sent for.
One of the best-known labor arbi-

Salt Lake City, Sept. 7.
chief
John M. Baldwin.
engineer, has completed an ultramodern three unit mobile broadcasting equipment, which will go into
service next week, when Ab Jenkins,
at Fort Riley, Kans., when Foster Utah-born
speed racer, attempts to
May recorded a ride in an army establish niew automobile records on
tank. It will be used commercially Bonneville salt
flats, 100 miles souththe first time this week at the State west of here.
Fair on a two a day schedule.
Three
separate
transmitters comTruck
contains
four
separate
prise the job. One, KALO, is a 75units, line amplifiei's for telephone
watt transmitter built into the truck.
pick-ups, 100-watt short wave transare
Others, W6XTV and
mitter, demountable portable recordportables, first a 40-watt high freing
equipment, and short wave
quency
transmitter, and the second
packs, to be carried by announcers.
a specially-designed %-watt pack
transmitter, operating on the ultraDoyle's
high frequency 200 megacycles.
Truck also houses a 1,000- watt
Dinty Doyle, radio editor of the
N. Y. Journal-American, is going out gasoline-driven generator developon one of his periodical visits to the ing 110 volts for power supply, and
Coast. Will stay three days in San a complete p.a. system.
Tests are being made of all units
Francisco and a month in Hollywood.
One of the chief lures for ,Doyle is in preparation for special broadcastthe fact that seven npw network ing events this fall.
programs will debut on the. C-^-^.'^t
within the three-day span, Oct. 2-4.
Ralph Atlass, WJJD-WIND head,
Columnist's last trip west v-^ in laid up last week with an infected
June.
foot.

KDYL

.

W6XUC

H'wood O.O.

.

—

.

Wednesday, September

RADIO

1937

8,

Chain Income from Time Sales

VARIETY

Armored Car

ODDEST BATCH

NBC
1937

1936

1935

$3,541,999
3,295,782
3,614,283
3,277,321

August

3,214,819
3,003,387
2,707,450
2,784,977

$2,681,895
2,714,300
3,037,873
2,741,928
2,561,720
2,323,546
2.449,983
2,422,431

$2,895,037
2,758,319
3,025,308
2,682,143
2,685,211
2,380,845
2,208,935
2,021,365

$2,391,667
2,211,637
2,507,890
2,373,890
2,475.173
2,177,857
1,864,420
1,735,555

Total

$25,440,018

$20,933,676

$20,657,163

$17,738,089

January
February

March
April .........

May
June
July

in

$2,378,620
...... 2,264,317
2,559,716
2,596,238
2,552,374
2,476,576
1,988.412
1,955,280

March
April

•May
June
July

August

'

Total

1935
$1,768,949
1,654,461
1,829,553
1,615,389
1,287,455
1,006,729
•910,470
879,019

$13,711,138

$18,771,533

'

•

1936
$1,901,023
1,909,146
2,172,382
1,950,939
1,749,517
1,502,768
1,292,775
1,232,588

$11,012,025

CHICK-AND-EGG GAG

1934

925,939
620,290
513,315
$9,005,709

MUTUAL
.

.

January
February

1937
$187,362
202,088
212,861
167,590
133,431
99,136
84,362
79,555

1936
$166,266
152,064
191,483
137,934
129,907
104.510
109,561
122,065

$1,166,385

$1,113,790

.";

..."
.

March
April

May
June

i

July

August

.........

By HOBE MORRISON

1,!524,904

Of

San Francisco, Sept. 7.
Minus his camera, radio
Bob Hall of the Call-

Bulletin

the goofy kinds of fan mail,
radio's question and answer lads
probably cop the prize assortment.
Romantic warblers may hold the
record for pash notes, and news commentators may receive the most intensive squawks from outraged, proponents of this and that. But when
all

it comes to tri(;k slants on remote
subjects, the imagination of curious
listeners tops anything, say the info
dish^r-outers.
Some of the questions are pips.
Others, apparently simple, turn out
to be pretty sinister, involving- weeks
of research. And thiere are -the usual
allotment of catch questions ^ind
Wise Guy queries in every batch of

.

.

. . . . .

;.

.".

. . .

Radio Revenue Up in Aug.; CBS Up

One of the latter (and the info
gents say -there's at least one every
day), is that old saw about Avhich
came first, the chicken or the. egg.
Albert Mitchell, .'Answer Man' over
for' Provident Loan> of N; Y.,
has a stock answer for that one. He
simply quotes the Bible, Genesis I;
21, which says, 'And God created all
the fowls.! He's never had a comeback on !that one.
Brain-Twisters

For the first time since 1933, NBC's
from tirrtie sales in August was
over what it had .been in July. Usual
trend is downward from one sumjner month to the other.- While
.

gross

•

NBC's red (WEAF) link last month
topped Columbia on revenue for the
second consecutive month and accounted for 34.8% more than August,
1936, the blue (WJZ) trail continued
•

to sink badly.

NBC

"
.

$2,094,306 for the
red network and $690,671 for the
blue, or a total of $2,784,977. Compared .to August of last year, the
total is 15% better. Comparative dive taken by the blue link
figures 20.5%. CBS billings for the
past month came to $1,955,280, or a

took

in

NBC

On

the

tally.
first

months of the
ahead by 36.7%

eight

year Columbia is
and NBC by 21.6%.

In August of last year, NBC's billings came to $2,422,431, while in '35

was $2,021,365 and in '35r.$l,735,555.
Columbia did. $i,232,588 in August.
1956.
For August '35 it grossed
$879,019, and the previous parallel

it

month, $513,315.

.

.

This particular set of figures represents the lowest level to which CBS
revenue sank during the depression.
They also allow for an amazing contrast.
This August's billings were
almost four times what they were
three years ago.
Mutual last month grossed $79,555.
as compared to $122,005 for August,
.

.

'36.

JESSE, WILL OSBORNE

ON WAX FOR DE SOTO
George Jessel and Will Osborne'.s
have been set by the RuthraulT
& Ryan agency to wax a series of
orc'.i

13 quarter-hour transcriptions for

.

Do

Soto motors. Stations to carry the
have not yet been selected.
World Broadcasting will dp the
waxing, which .star's next Tuesday
(14).
Jessel, now on the Coast, will
coma east, then promptly return after the discs are completed for his
wce!:ly Mutual progrr.m with Norma Talmadge (Mrs. J.) and Tommy
Tucker's oi-ch.
program,
Mutu?,l
which will be sponsored locally,
scries

starts Sept. 26.

-

want

to
take a chance on song
plu.'jgers
getting
in
with
some
skullduggery and so juggling the
records as to put their tunes up the
list.
Or such is the explanation for

Camera was

confiscated, and
Hall's release was finally affected through the efforts of
Clarence -Myers, p.a. at
here, and Milton, Saniuel of the
Co.'s
Broadcasting
National
local staff, who accompanied

KYA

this

Hall on the jaunt across the
border. He was warned against
•taking any more pictures' derogatory to the Mexican gov-

ernment.

When two

or

more shows are

will split the time,
to outsell the other.

p.a.'s

here,

each trying

$410,000

OUTLAY

turned out that the Long Island Railroad had an underground line in
Brooklyn, but it had been walled up
in 1861 and everyone (or nearly
everyone) had forgotten it.
Some questions can't be answered
and some are just too balmy to answer. One dialer wanted to know
the name of Paul Revere's horse

which sounds comparatively easy,
but isn't. So* far as the radio gents
could find out, the nag never had a
name.
Anothe' query wanted to know
about that celebrated lad who signalled Kid Revere from the church
steeple.
Did he, asked the writer,
swing the Icntern up and down, or
back and forth?
Just an Idea
Chicago, Sept. 7.
'Can I,' one dame wrote, 'have a
Ford having agreed to be completely out of the World's Scries baby in six months, special debaseball bidding for the first time, it livery?'
'What can a woman do,' a.sked anhas thrown the field wide open, with
5;everal bidders understood looking other, 'to make a husband leave her?'
into the sponsor.ship pcssibility.
Still another writer a.sked if .it is
Coin outlay necessary to s\vin« true that 'John D. Rockefeller has a
the deal has only the bigge.'^t ad- pig stomach.'
And one plaintive lady wanted to
vertisers squinting at the Workr.-.
Estimate for this year's know why 'they always gyp old
Series.
sponsor.ship is around $410,000, of widows in money matters?' No exwhich $100,000 are for the rights.
planalion. just that simple question.
Considered the mo.st likely deal
One iTian sent several samples of
on the World's Series will be a dual fleas found in his home, asking what
by General kind they were what's more, the
sponsorship, handled
which
are
Vacuum,
SoconyiVIills and
lleas were still there and decidedly
now tied up on several dual base- alive.
ball plcy-by-play deals through the
A lady inquired. 'How come when
country.
a man who has black hair grows a
mustache it come.s in red.'
Lad who asked how 'does a person
Ainley on Tirst Nighter*
know he is going crazy and what can
Chicago, Sept. 7.
I
do about it?' is probably still
Production spot on Campana's pretty worried.
Well, Why?
'First Nighter,' left open since the
Someone wanted t'j hnow, quite
resignation of Fred Ibbett from
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace some time recisonablVj 'Why were cockroaches
ago, has bcrii assigned to Joe Ainley. invented?'
When a.sl-.cd whether a pig's tail
Ainley, a former NBC slani mail,
curls to the right or left, Mitchell
is at present herd of the Univer.sity
production, thought it wcs a gaf.r, but the New
Council
Broadcasting
and will continue in that capacity in Jersey Dept. of Agriculture solemnly
(Continued on page 48)
addition to handling 'Fir-st Nighter.'

SCARES WORLD
SERIES BIDS

MOREUWSUITS

new

SEENLIKELY
INPORTL'D

I

j

I

;

Washington, Sept. 7.
Further litigation in the trouble-

week

in the

wake

of issuance Of

the U. S. Supreme Court to review
the knotty legal* questions involved
in the original grant. Filing of plea
for writ of certiorari does pot stymie
the F. C. C, but further delays writing finis on the bulky volume.

Commish untied the CP in
response to a mandate of the Circuit
Court of Appeals which, in a split
decision, pigeon-holed the WCSH
<

bleat

that

the

original

been made by a gang

grdnt- had
of Commis-

who' did not sit in on the
One
proceedings from the gun.
sided
judge
with the Congress
Square group, agreeing that the
shake-up in personnel of the Broadcast Division was ample grounds for
re-examining the qualifications of
sioners

various applicants for the 640 berth.
Supreme Court will decide in October or November whether to ogle
If it grants a writ of
the record.
error and orders the lower court to
send up the paper.<!, a wait of a least
three months must precede closing
of the final chapter, since arguments
are unlikely until early next yean

Bernie Off the Air
American Can
Ben Bernie. Hi.<?

is

not

ideas.

of his •personality. But. when
that star comes back to Your Hit
Parade, when he does the thing
Your
that
Hit Parade ^Ives the
publicr-sings or dances or plays...
an insti'ument the dancing; the
singing, the. playing of an instrument must be in the- rhythm and
tempo that made that particular
piece popular and In that style
and of that essence that made the
star popular.'
3 Make the voice fit the music.
Do not attempt to At the music. to
the voice-^always start with the
music so that the rhythm, can be
estftblished. Then it the voice fits
in, put it in.
If it doesn't fit in,

renewing

last broadca.st for

the account, after two years on its
payroll, will be Oct. 19. Bernie had
come over to tlie tinner.s after doing
an unbroken five-and-a-half year
stretch for Pabst Blue Ribbon Malt

>

.

•

leave

it

out.

4. On introducing hot numbers,
play them in the original style

that made
their age

them

—

hits,

regardless of

and be sure and pick
hot numbers full of rhythm, full of
shoulder shake, full of dance, for
these interludes.
principle, there are 20
5. In
popular numbers playei^ in one.
hour's program. Fifteen of these
numbers or 75% are selected by
the public; 5 of these numbers or
25% can be put in by the orchesThese 5 numbers are
tra leader.
the ones referred to in No. 4. If
in the opinion of the orchestra
leader the 15 popular numbers selected by the audience arc of a
tempo that tends to slow up or
make less brilliant Your Hit Parade, he can easily reduce the time
of these numbers and add that
time to the 5 niimbers that he has
Therefore,
the power to select.
in.stead of 25% being his .selection
and 7.'i% being the public's selection, in time played he can ca; ily
have his selection 35 to 40% of the
time and the public's selection reduced to 60 to 65%, thereby giving
him an opportunity to make the
'

'

.

program his own and more
liant,

.

bril-

.

Comment on

use of choru.'^es
to liven program old trick.
6.

—

ILL, BUT WILL
TALK TO NEWS MEET

CARTER

and Beer.
Maestro's brother and agent. Herman Bernie, has several proposition.';
pending.

.

"^^

—

some 640 cases appeared probable
last

'

gram
.

with pleurisy, Boake Career
be unable to attend the As.<^'n
Radio News Editors' and Writers
convention to be held in Ch!cat\0,
Sept. 10-12. Chances are. ho.vevef,
that he will address the convention
by means of a wire direct to the
111

will

WAMBOLT

aUITS

Chicago. Sept. 7.
Bob Wambolt has rcsiuned from
the production staff of NBC in Chicago.

j

j

•

2. When we have a star on the
program, there's no objection to
•the star skylarking,^ doing what h6
wants to do, adding to the pro-

•

—

;

Formula:
1. Cut out all effort to produce
a show in a piece or a number.
Play the number or the piece as
it made the original hit, withoutout variations, interpolation^ or

.

at the dial-twisters.

newest bally.

Formula, which George Washington Hill, American Tobacco prez,
devised, is as much in effect as ever,
with the various leaders brought in
for the program still being cautioned against, deviating froin the
lines laid down by the sponsor.

There are plenty of brain-twisters a -construction perriiit to the Portand encyclopaedia-twisters, passed
land Broadcasting System, which realong by the mail man. One listener
recently wanted to know about a cently won the second round of fistiPhiladelphia, Sept.. 7.
'lost subway' in Brooklyn.
None of cuffs over its rijght to erect a new
'Press Agents' Holiday,' program the subway companies had ever
station in the Maine metropolis.
with which WDAS experimented last heard of it and the transit. board and
Within 48 hours after the Federal
year, will become a regular weekly other such obvious sources couldn't
Commission
an'Super-sensa- help. Not even the newspapers or Communications
featute this season.
tional colossal' boys representing the the police department could solve it. nounced it had ordered papers parSquare Hotel
shows in town will be given 15 min- It took Mitchell three months to un- celed out, C9ngress
utes to shoot everything in the book ravel that one, but he did. It finally Co., loser in the previous tiff, asked

.

August's

plains that the arsenal precaution
is directed principally against mupublishers.
Cig roller doecn't

sic

in a chair.

Oughta Be Good

.

margin of 58.6% over the previous

.

a jail at Mexicali,
He. landea "in the

in

tion

,Mexico^

WOR

58%()^erLastYr.NBCRedTopsCBS

,

will
return to his
0esk next Monday,, after a
two-weeks' vacash which included a four-hour incarcera-

iriail.^

Total

•Latest touch of hoke which has
been added to the preliminaries of
Lucky Strike's 'Your Hit Parade' is
the use of an armored car, pis^cic^toting guards and all. Truck is supposed to collect froni wious quarters the data on which the accoimt
bases its song hit ratings for the
previous week.
Lord & Thomas,
agency on American Tobacco, ex-

editor

hoosegow when he was caught
shooting Mexican police asleep

$1,405,948
1,387,823
1,371,601
1,255,887

Newest Hoke Idea

Is Hills

'

—

Data on Hit

to Gather

Dangerous Gent
Queries

the
World Come in the MailBag Daily And the Replies Are Always (Well,
Almost Always) Correct

Goofiest

CBS
1937

January
February

Parade

OF FAN LFTTFBS

1934

39

Reported rea.son is that he couldn't
to his suburban home lifter doing a late show schedule, i-nd tlu.t
his bn.<;.s, C. L, Menser. didn't ,<oe fit
to change the assignment.
fjct

of

Sherman

Hotel.

Not definitely settled" yet, but it is
understood that Philco will pay wjre
chc-ce.s, and that Carter is doing the
.sUnt at Philco's request

.

.

RADIO

VARIETY

40

/
Alex McDonald, of WGY's promotion-sales deparlment, returned from
a fortnight's vacation in Maine. A.
Coggeshall, program director,
O.
spent two weeks with his family in

Emerson Markham, dithat state.
rector of agricultural broadcasting
for WGY, back after two weeks in
the mountains.
Robert Wilbur, until recently of
WSUN, St. Petersburg, Fla., has
joined WGY's hews division to handle early-morning and late-evening
Esso Flashes.

outlet

in

.

Three KDYL, Salt Lake City,
mikemen enrolled in Hying school:
Al Priddy, Floyd Farr and Myron
Fox.
Randall,

and

newscaster,

Ray Colcord, announcer, have

KFRU, Columbia,

left

Remote

was

through

WCAE, Pittsburgh, staff looks like
old self again, what with Cliff
Daniels, chief announcer and program director; Norman Twigger,
Its

newscaster; Carl Dozer, announcer;
Harry Bixbee, engineer; Stephanie
Diamond, of the dramatic staff, and
Polly Malone, who does 'Polly Entertains,' all

back from vacations.

Dorothy Devlin, graduate of the
Carnegie Tech drama school who
has been doing dramatic work at
•

WCAE,

'

^>

-

has

Pittsburgh,

from the station's
luck on Broadway.

staff

resigned

to

try her

Chi radio.

staff

Sept.

1.
,

Ed Zimmermann,
gen.

mgr; of

vice-prez

KARK,

Little

and

New York to participate in
the discussions on staff musicians for
broadcasting stations.

added

Bacal

to

WENR

Mrs. Frances Roth,

New Haven

at-

torney, premiered 'Law and Layman'
series Thursday (2) on WICC, with

Superior Court Judge Kenneth W.

Wynne

guesting.

WJBY, Gadsden, Ala., moves into
Its new combined studio and transmitter

building

Sept.

10.

Outlet's

day power has been upped to 250

Dave Byrn, currently conducting
the Farniers Hour program from 6
to 7 a,m. over KARK, Little Rock,

Pittsburgh radio editors have long been complaining that Smoky City
stations won't give local tale«^a break, and their latest cause to crow is the
hit which Tommy Riggs has registered on the Rudy Vallee show. Riggs,'
who does a character called 'Betty Lou,' precocious, youngster, kicked

.

for 15 minutes once
Fridays as a sustainer.

a

around Pittsburgh for years without getting anywhere and had
leave
first to Cleveland, then Cincinnati and now New York, in order to
land.
Originally teamed with Blaine Moke as- Riggs and Moke, he was one of
Pittsburgh's earliest radio entries, starting over WCAE. From there he
went to KDKA, sometimes on local commercials but chiefly on a sustaining basis, and pulled out about a year ago. Since then, his rise has been
town,

...

phenomenal.

&

Sale by R. E. Field, Cincinnati, through R, E. Field
Co., of 200 shares
of CrOsley Radio common in July, was reported Wednesday (1) by the
Securities and Exchange Commission in its semi-monthly summary of
transactions of officers and directors in the stocks of their corporations.
Field is a director on the Crosley board.
No other operations in radio stocks were reported by the SEC; but i.
report on the holdings of officers and' directors in corporations whose securities became registered during the month was filed for Columbia Broadcasting System, showing that Prescott S. Bush, New York, director, held 124
shares of Class
and four shares of Class
stock, through a holding
company, when the registration became effective Aug. 1, and Donald W.
Thornburgh, Los Angeles, an officer, held lOO' shares of Class
stock ih
joint tenancy.
•

Nlles Trammel tO Atlanta to visit
his sick father.

NBC

Chlcairo
golf tournament

Arch Oboler

executives

held, a

on Thursday

(2).

few

in Chicago for a

A

days.

Henry Barbonr assigned a couple
more WGN-'Curtain Time' scripts in
University Broad-

addition to his
casting Council series.

A

King Features, which handles 'Beatrice Fairfax' tMary Manning Gash),
last week debuted on the ether Over Mutual with commercal chatter
Hecker Products, is keeping censorship over how its contractee is

who
week

BUI Ray in N. Y. all last
taking the degrees to fit him for his
new job is head of publicity for
NBC's midwestern

B

for

handled.
After account and Mutual wanted to bill her program as 'Advice to
Lovelorn,' the newspaper feature syndicate stepped in and insisted
period be labeled 'Beatrice Fairfax.' Also, all publicity dispatched
either Mutual or Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, agency on- the
count, must first be o.k.'<i by the syndicate.
•

division.

directing CBS
'Swing Club,' since Phil Cohan went
west to do the weekly production on

Ed Cashman now

the Alice Faye-Hal Kemp (Chesterfield) Friday night program.

the
the

by
ac-

KCKN, Kansas
last

week

City, hurriedly sent out a remote-pickup mike and crew
nemo broadcast after an interurban trolley plunged off a
In covering the accident from on-the-scehe, a time-sale was

for. a

low bridge.

E. Gilman, v.p. in charge of
named
division,
western
chairn»n of the radio department of
the Pacific Advertising Clubs Assn.

Don

NBC's

.

Ralph Sayres, until recently sales
manager of KYW, Philly, NBC Red
outlet, visiting

New

James

store products.

tion.

Jim Miles, announcer, is a newcomer to the staff of WCKY (Cincinnati.
He formerly was with

WCHS,

Charleston,

York.

F. Hurley, publisher of the

Salisbury, N. C, Evening Post, is
seeking a station for Salisbury, Jo
be operated on 1,500 kc with 100

Minneapolis Star, daily except
Sunday, is dramatizing three or four
top news stories daily over WCCQ,
the

stint,

'Front

Page

David, Inc., St. Paul ad agency,
taking over the Minnesota Tourist
Bureau account, formerly handled
by Graves Associates, Minneapolis.

Nancy Lyda Brooke, former

secre-

tary to Marjory Stewart, of Micro-

phone Playhouse, has been made
music librarian at KDKA, Pittsburgh. She will have charge of station's extensive music files and will
be responsible for copyright clearance on all musical programs,
Lewis Charles new 'mikerhan at
WHN, N. Y., shifting over from

WOV.

38.900,

39,100,

39.300

and 39,500 kc

with 10 watts power.

Kathleen Fitz, legit actress, now
playing 'John's Other Wife' in the
dramatic serial of that name over
NB'C. Replaced Phyllis Welch, who
went to the Coast for Metro.

Cunningham

family,

including

father, mother and four children,
has been signed by WBT, Charlotte,
N. C, following a routine audition,
for a series of hymn-singing pe-

and

WHO

KRNT

who were unable

WHO

to leave town, pinch-hitted

on KRNT's Hawkeye

Dinner Time program for the boys in Nebraska.
Baseball broadcasters on General Mills shots compete for cash prizes
for the best ad lib plugs delivered during descriptions of games, it is said.
Awards are made daily, $2 being paid for each 'quick one' voted a winner.
Field engineers are reported to be the checkers on the entries. Mikers are
expected to be able to repeat the exact phraseology used in the spotdevelopment blurbs.

Understood that a new set-up is -coming for the Lady Esther -Wayne King
stanza. According to reports. Lord
Thomas and King ar^ making overtures to the Ranch Boys to come over, and things are at the price-haggling
stage.

&

Montgomery Ward and

its

the fact that Joe Emerson of
of MW's transcribed series.

agency are doing their best to keep secret
'Hymns of All Churches' is 'Neighbor Jim'

'Today's Children,' NBC-Pillsbury Flour serial originating in Chicago, is
handing out renewal notices every 13 weeks for extra pubticity notices.
is actually signed until June 1,5, 1938,

Show

tar, has moved from its old quarter?
in the Hotel Devoy and occupies
new air-conditioned studios on the

department store in her home town
of Louisville.
She'll supervise and
spiel all the store's programs on

totals eight, with addition of
Jack Gregson, formerly with KGA,
Spokane.

main and second floors of the Columbia Mutual Tower, second largest
building in Memphis.

WAVE.

Salt

Li&V.%

staff

H. W. Wilson and Ben Farmer,
Wilson, N. C, are petitioning for a
high frequency station there, on

as the 'city of brotherly
local stations continue to trade talent.
furnished
with a string band to use on some
fair dates in Nebraska last week while the Four Dons,
string enif

KSO

announcing

KDTL,

watts power.

W. Va.

Des Moines may soon compete with Philadelphia

love'

semble,

tagging
Parade.'

WBNS, Columbus.'

.

watts.

'

unexpectedly made.
Station bunch foimd the ad manager of a local dept. store among, the
uninjured passengers and induced him to- march up to the mike for an
interview. In such a good mood after escaping unscathed in an accident,
the ad man grew loquacious. KCKN followed up the contact made, and
WIP, Philly, starting a quiz proAI De Lalla, done with sum- the same afternoon signed the dept. store to sponsor a program.
grarh in a couple of weeks, with mer-touring with Doc Schneider's
Broadcasters were warned last week by the Nat'l Ass'n of Broadcastei's
questions contained in the spokes of Texans, spotted at WNBC, New
of threatened infringement suits for using a Brunswick disc containing
a Carney prize wheel.
Each con- Britain, Conn.
tunes not covered by American Society of Composers, Authors and Pubtestant spins the wheel and must answer the query at the point where
WSPR, Springfield, will feed" lishers' licenses. Mixture of licensed and unlicensed music on platter 7378
the arm stops.
opening of Eastern States expo Sept. places the stations, in jeopardy, the trade bulletin advised. One> side of
the record is 'Sittin' Bull,' which is not part of the ASCAP repertoire, pre19 to Colonial web.
ceded by bars from 'Indian Love Call' and fbliowed by strains from 'Shine,'
Marie Traxler, blonde warbler
with Maurice Spitalny's Band for
WNBC, New Britain, going along both of which ar? in the Society catalog. Association warns that copyright
the past two years, has joined the with Hawaiian trend via Buddy litigation has been started against some stations which have used this disc.
Golden Girls' Trio, heard In Cleve- Marston's Waikiki Islanders and the
Understood to be a minor war in the offing between NBC and Charlie
land over United Broadcasting Co. Hawaii Melodians.
Hughes over a show title, 'Grand Central Station.' Hughes is^ at present,
stations.
Replaces Maries Haynes,
who married recently.
Pat Stanton, WDAS g.m., Philly, airing a transcribed series under that name to plug his 42nd Street cosmetics.
this week celebrates the ninth anIt is also the title of the forthcoming NBC-Listerine series, and Hughes
Farewell party to A. E. Nelson, niversary of his conducting of 'Four
manager, leaving KOA, Denver, to Provinces Irish Program' on the sta- is reported to claim this as unfair competition, inasmuch as both are drug-

.

Dave

—

Jackie Coogan was interviewed
over WBT, Charlotte, N. C, by
Charles Crutchfleld last week when
Charlotte with his orchestra
in
playing a dance date.

Injured in a three-way automobile
accident last week on. their way to
fin a dance engagement, Happy Jack
and his Ward Ramblers, were hospitalized for the night but the following morning were on hand for
their regular broadcast over KARK,
Little Rock.

league team, sponsored by General
Mills.'
Ben Maffitt, University of
and Ken. Church all in Chicago for North Carolina football star, has
stopover on way back home from been added to the staff to serve as
N. Y. conference.
sta'tlstician and aide to McLeskey.

Smilin' Ed McConnell Lin-X show
for organ sessions.

5c

On

week on

left for

Shouse,

Paul Luther doing WBBM's hew
'Man On Street' show.

the store,

riods.

Rock,

Joe McLeskey, American Legion
John Davis, WWSW, Pittsburgh, junior baseball star,
has joined
announcer and newscaster for the WSOC, Charlotte, N. C, to handle
morning Post-Gazette, to Key West, baseball broadcasts. Station has a
Fla., for a few weeks of vacash,
daily
series
with the Charlotte

Don Thornburg, Jimmy

a

call

through to Quaker towrt, agencies then simply ask Gimbel's
there to coi^nect them with the
man wanted at WIP. Station's
phone lines all come in through

Richard Bartlett, formerly with
KBIX, Muskogee, Okla;, joins the
KARK, Little Rock, announcing

become manager of KDKA, Pittsburgh, lasted from midnight till dayr
Atlantic Refining Co.'s broadcasts break. Held in the studios, attended
of Pitt football games over WCAE,
by every member of t]he staff, affair
Pittsburgh, will have Jimmy Muralso marked the taking over by
ray, former sports writer and now
Robt. H. Owen, chief engineer, of the
the station's publicity director, callstation.
ing the plays and Norman Twigger
doing the between-periods color deWalter Knick, pianist, is directing
scription.
a
new 12-piece studio band at
Lois Miller due back from Atlantic
City, where she's been playing the
organ all summer at the Heinz
Pier, this week to begin her new
commercial on KDKA, Pittsburgh.

of

Philadelphia, which is automatically given gratis to store
customers. With a connection

nouncer, summoned to bedside of
Knight Kappers on WOAI, San ill father in Cheyenne, Wyo. He
Antonio, are known and billed now flew west. Temporarily replaced by
as 'In. Olden Days.' Steve Wilhelm, Herbert Howard, of Troy, Ala., neo^
head of Payne Adv. Agency's radio phyte to radio.
division, writing ai new show for the
Boy Winsauer, Harvard alumnus
;^nights in armour.
and lately of CBS in N. Y., now on
WCCO's
production staff, under
Bob Millar and his radio dance
band returned to the Olmos Starlit Hayle C. Cavanor.
Antonio, Tex.

price

the

Rita Smith, former Shakespearean

KVOO.

KMAC, §an

call.

Gimbel's N. Y.
store and ask for a wire to

Mo., to join staff

Gardens.

for

Agencies

Jack Wilson has been made station
manager of WNAD, University of
'Gilbert Newsome new announcer Oklahoma station.
at WTRD, Richmond, moving in
from WGH, Newport News.
WRTD, newcomer to the Richmond, Va., scene, held open house
Robert Owen, new station man- in conjunction with its formal openager of KOA, Denver, was originally ing, and attraicted many visitors
Affair
a control ro6m engineer at WGY, from nearby communities.
He was shifted to was plugged by the Times-Dispatch,
Schenectady.
Denver when General Electric built owner of the station.
KOA and .later was promoted to
John Minter, WAGA, Atlanta, anchief engineer.
of Tulsa's

cities

phone

Bobby Brown, CBS-WBBM, Chiprogram director, and wife,
back from Europe.

actress, getting set in

Dominion.

Previous effort to organize only reached the letter -writing stage. Then
the State Alcoholic Beverage Control Board let it be known it was considering a ruling to ban radio advertising in the statei of alcoholic beverages, This led to the first real get-togethiftr of station execs, who discussed the matter, engaged counsel and -presented its side of story to the
ABC Board with the result that the board decided to desk its idea.
Success in this united effort sold the execs on organizig formally, c; T.
•Lucy, g.m. of WRVA, Richniond, was elected president; Ed Allen of WLVA*
Lynchburg, who was active in arranging the first meeting, was named v.p.*
and Earl Sowers, WRNL; IHchniond, sec-treasurer.

found a manner of communicating directly between the two

cago,

1937

An outside factor is directly responsible for the formation of the Virginia Ass'n. of Broadcasters, consisting of nearly all stations in the Old

phia station owned by Gimbel
Bros.' department ^ store, have

Little

ROck. New assignment also gives
him complete charge of all public
events broadcasts.

-

Walter Blaufuss, leader of NBC's
Oiicago house orchestra, and Ani£?(e King, singer, collaborated on
a number, 'The Moment I Met You,'
introduced by Miss King as guest
on the Farm and Home Hour, for
which Blaufuss batons the music.
He wrote the melody.

Porter

.

NBC

station,

8,

Inside Stuff-Radio

Philadelphia, Sept, 7.
New York ad agencies doing
business, with WIP, Philadel-

has been named chief announcer for
the

a System

lt's

Here and There

Wednesday, September

Willie

Howard booked

WFMD,
into

new

a

re-

Frederick,
Md.. moves
studios next month.

George Bijur, Inc., newly formed
ad agency, becomes rep for Mutual
network on Oct. 1.

WMPS,

Blue Network station re-

cently acquired

Bill

WCAU,
for

peat on the Vallee program Sept. 16.
"Frank .Cooper, of Curtis & Allen
agency, set.

by the Press-Scimi-

Free
clusive

house

Peters appointed as exnational reps for Westing-

8t

.stations

V/OWO

and

WGL.

Don Bovay, former WLW, Philly,
warbler, now doing 'Troubadour of
Melody' program on WCAU
a. m. across the board.

at

8

ball-game gabber for

Philly,

was named an 'hon-

Allen Scott, off the air since la.st
February, is back in Philly on a 10minute nightly spot at WFIL for
Adams Clothes. His comment and

Viola .Cawood Flowers, who conducted 'Famous Philadelphia Women'
.show on WIP last .season, has been

last

named

terim.

radio director of the largest

Dyer,

orary marshal' of the Spring City
Day -was
fire dept last Thursday.
tagged 'Bill Dyer Day' and fire companies from all surrounding towns
paraded in his honor.

'News Behind the Headlines' was
heard on WCAU. Has been in
Florida and Now York in the iti-

Wednesday, September

8,

PLENTY OF HEADACHES
FOR CBC 50,000 WATTER
Toronto, Sept.

RADIO

1937

Sponsor
Monastery

Natives have an idea the new stabe so strong it will blanket
in their corner of the

operated by St. Louis University, another Jesuit institution.
which has never accepted
commercial accounts in its 11 years
of operation will enter the commer-

Graymoor

WEW

regular professional radio
troupers, were so requested because the Friars do not believe
makeup is in tune with the
'religious atmosphere' of the
dramatizations of the lives of
Catholic saiints.
ers,

reception

Women's institute sent in
a petition which resulted in the CBC
ordering 5,000 wave traps to be inwoods.

cial field

Contract

Burke
drawn

The Flying Seyforths
St. Louis, Sept. 7.

Danny

Seyforth, talent director of
rapidly rolling up a record
of being one of the town's best patrons of air liners. Since his wife,
St.
oii
known on radio as "Tommie Birch,
WOR, Newark, has taken a year's joined Roger Pryor's orch at the
lease on the New Amsterdam Roof, Edgewater Beach hotel as a feaoriginal of the Times Square broad- tured songster six weeks ago, SeyStation has tagged forth has been spending all his weekcasting studios.
it the WbR-Mutual Playhouse, but ends in Chicago.
the opot is being made available to
Makes trips both ways via air,
advertisers from other networks. returning in time to resume duties
Already s set to originate from the Monday morning. Mrs. Seyforth was
roof are' the Rudy Vallee-Royal a member of KWK's staff .until Pryor
Gelatin show and 'Hobby Lobby,' grabbed her.

42d

KWK,

is

Roof

coming entry on CBS.
program used this studio
the opening of NBC's Radio

Hudson's

Vallee
prior to
City plant.

Spot

is

Ask

5th Atlanta Station
Atlanta, Sept.

being redecorated and a
pickup equipment in-

and will

to

for

Foster

manage

and

Father

WEW was formally
WEW

set

If

Be Used

7.

KYW.

OMFL
life.'

means

'ofE

men

Penalties are 5c.

if

for

a guy

calls a member up; 10c. if she
calls the guy; 25c. if she has a

Up

now under way.

Contracts for construction of quarters for airing speeches, educational

programs, and musical numbers were
awarded last week, following release
of funds to complete the plans made

some months back.

No

transmitter

date.

Monday

WGPC

Daum

quarters.

B.

&

B/s Cope on Coast

.

Satisfied sponsors

PHILADELPHIil
ROBERT

A. STREET,

Legislation for a govern-

ment-owned transmitter is pending
in Congress and will be pushed next

winter to complete the Federal
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
debut into radio biz.
Donald Cope arrived in Hollywood
today (Tues.) to assume supervision
2 NBC SALESMEN SHIFT
of Benton. & Bowies' programs origiTwo NBC salesmen quit this week,
nating. on the ^oast. Cope is taking
over for Herschel Williams, who is Walter Duncan and Robert R. Eagan.
Former becomes sales manager ot ^
returning east under medical advice
WNEW, N. Y„ on Sept. 15, Eagan ia
to take a long rest.
Cope was western production chief joining This Week, weekly publication for Sunday newspaper insertion.
for NBC before joining B & B.

WATTS

ifApologiea to Chestezfield

is

DepartFed-

to open the intial
eral studios in November.

••Satisfied dealers

SATISFIES*

station

Interior

ment expects

Satisfied listeners

50,000

Washington, Sept. 7.
the first govern-

of

ment-owned broadcasting

is set as guest soloist for the initial
and attending to the station's biz.
terials.
Other new faces around WGPC session, while W. M. Kiplinger, who
Educational programs prepared by
are Ross Smitherman, formerly of puts out a Washington newsletter, the Depaftment's Office of Educa-i
economist
Carothers,
Neil
and
Dr.
tion, along with periodical talks by
WALA, Mobile, Ala,, vocalist-anthe palaver.
nouncer, A. G. Smith, of Colimibus, and teacher, will supply
cabinet officers and other Federal
salesman, and James Cunningham, of
execs, will be aired through the new

Showing

• • •

C;

for Educational

Fabriction

of

•

in D.

She Weds?

Philadelphia, Sept, 7.
Latest among the femmes at
is
the OMFL Club.
Members are Carlotta Dale,
Paula Markmann, Edith Roday
and Rosalind Stewart.

41

is in prospect immediately, studios
being linked with three webs^^y'r]^
local chain outlets.
Calling for an outlay of $88,200, the
Sauter Again on Pbilly
order given to Industrial Fireproofing Corp. of N. Y. covers one large
Nites studio, 41 by 25% feet, and one small
Orch Series;
Jackson
at
studio, 22 by 13% feet, plus waiting
Albany, Ga., Sept. 7.
James E. Sauter will again produce room, offices, audition room, and
Tom Jackson, former program dicontrol quarters. Biggest studio will
series,
orchestra
the Philadelphia
rector at WRBL, Columbus, Ga., has
be two stories high, with a balcony
taken over the managerial reins at underwritten by a group of banks. on one side, where spectators may
WGPC here. Both stations are The 9. to 10 p.m. spot on the NBC- watch the broadcast through plateowned by J. W. Woodruff, Sr., of blue Monday nights has been bought glass windows.
Columbus, who also owns WATL, for the concerts, which this season
Studios are scientifically designed.
debut Oct. 18.
Atlanta.
Will be completely isolated from the
Eugene Ormandy will be the regu- rest of the two-block-square strucCombination of ailing molars and
Reiner,
Fritz
with
conductor,
lar
backfiring tonsils put Jackson on the
ture,
insulated and pcotected by
hospital shelf for a time shortly after Joise Iturbi and Alexander Smallens sound-proof entrances. Liberal use
he took over, but he's navigating novy as guest batonists. Feodor Chaliapin of cork and other deadening ma-

permit 'application Jacksonville, Fla„ engineer.
Construction
hag been filed before the FCC by the
stalled.
Constitution Publishing Co., for a
Off Marg.
new Atlanta station to operate on
Rubin's Sillies
Margaret Daum, back from a sumkilocycles with 1,000 watts
1,240
mer with the St. Louis municipal al
night and 5 kw day.
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
This would give Atlanta five sta- fresco opera, goes on the weekly
First of a contemplated series of
(Friday, 6-6:30 p.m.) sustaining prjsatires on historical romances, with tions.
Constitution once owned WGST, gram with Howard Barlow. Return
Benny Rubin as the chief funmaker,
Tech
is
Friday (10).
Georgia
given
to
was
which
was waxed last week under the title
Handled by CBS Artists, Inc., the
of 'Great Love' by Music Corp. and by Clark Howell, Sr., late publisher
paper.
Newly created program will be used as a showcase
that
of
shipped east.
Carl Hoff batoned the music, with Georgia Radio Commission is prepar- for the soprano, for whom Columbia
ing to take over operation of WGST. is trying to unearth a sponsor.
Loretta Lee vocalizing.

new

And

WWL.

Modern studios and
today.
business offices for
will be
located in the downtown district,
transferring these facilities from the
University building in the central,
section of the town.

over,

WOR

in this territory

use the same methods of operation
so successful at

.

«

Will

WEW,

of Franciscan Friars
at Garrison, N. Y. Femme air-

tion will

thus resulting in continuous
rain in surrounding districts. Engineers haven't thought of an answer
for that one yet.

the

is

Gov t Studio Under Way

St, Louis, Sept. 7,
A. S. Foster, for six years business managei', and Fr. Wallace A.
Burke, S. J., director of WWL, operated by Loyola University of New
Orleans, are in St. Louis to take over

hearsing.

en's Institute as well.

on sets being blanketed.
Another unhappy thought with the
farmers is that the 647-foot tower
recently erected isn't going to do the
Squawk is that it
crops any good.
may keep low clouds from passing

WEW, GOING COMMERSH

of the casts

used on 'The St Anthony Hour,'
Sunday a.m. half-hour sponsored over WHN, N. Y., and
four stations of the Colonial
(New England) web, have been
requested to use no cosmetics
at all when broadcasting or re-

7.

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. engineers engaged in erecting this
country's first 50,000 watt station at
Hornby, 30 miles from here, are
faced with more than technical probThey have to pacify nearby
lems.
farmers and the Peel County Wom-

stalled

2D JESUIT STATION,

In Character

Femme members

VARIETY

Commexcial Manager

RADIO

VARIETY
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grams weekly.

Bauer

•

Millions/

A Black will
May Robson

over

KNX

air

Sept. 18

'Helen's

thrice-weekly pro-

the

to

transcription

Home,"

live

script

( Attention-Getters,. Tie-lJps, Ideas

serl«,l,

over the Texas Quality regional web.
Programs will ride IVIondays through
Fridays, 8:30-8:45 a.m.

WBAP,

Personal Teleframjf

Fort

Worth, will feed. Scripts are turned
out by Delia West Decker.

11,

(Hollywood.) for 20

has
(Bbvey's,
Inc.)
pari -Rich
father Charles E. Couffhlin's N-Ys-witched from Russell C. Comer to
when he returns in late- Oc- Stack-Goble agency. Account's pres~
be
WMCA.
Facquin Laboratories, Inc. (hand tober to the ether will
ent series, 'Adventures of Dari-Dan,''
Radio priest is using a special hook- on the NBC red (WEAF) will be
lotion), is trying an earlier hour for
up of stations chosen by himself.
its Sunday night 'Behind the Microdropped the first week in October
phone' programs with Biiddy Twiss
It will be
for another "program
Coca Cola will' underwrite the 25 either 'Dick Tracy' or 'Terry and the
over KPO, San Francisco. Formerly
series,

weeks.

outlet

'

.

hundred

personal
tele
»trams, calling attention to the opening of the new 5,000-watt KSFO

Three

broadcasts which WHBQ.
Memphis, has- already set for the
These will take in all home
fall.
games of Sou'.hwestern University
and as many of the roads as will be
football

•

.

Gallem Kamp Stores Go. (shoe
^stributors) will extend its radio
Also
advertising to Washington and Ore- made available for airing.
gon on Sept. 2i5,, when its 'Professor some .of the local high school enPuzzle wit' program moves to Sun- counters.
days at 4:00 p.m., PST, over lour
Gardner Advertising Co. of St.
coast NBC-Red outlets—KPO, San
Francisco, KOMO, SeattU, KGW, Louis placed a 7 a.m. transcribed
on WGY, Schenectady,
Portland, and KFI, Los Angeles. program
Half-hour shows now being aired thrice weekly, for' one year beginning
Tuesday nights at 7:30 over two blue Aug. 30, to advertise poultry feed for
web stations, KGO and KECA, and Ralston's Purina Mills. Titled 'Sing,
four supplementarie?, KFBK, KWG, Neighbor, Sing,' waxed features Chic
kMJ and KERN, in Cal. Larry Martin, poet-philosopher; Eloisis
organist;
Shirley
Sadler,,
Keating,. NBC mikeman, is the Prof. Rowan,
contralto, Eddie La Rue, electric
steel
guitarist,
and
Harold and,
through
(jewelers),
Granat Bros,
Ernie
Garvin
and'
Paul
Fillmore,
Long agency, has signed a year's
.

'

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

contract lor a weekly studio program oyer KSFO, San Francisco.

vocal.

Victor Brewing Co., makers of
Old Shay Ale, has renewed 'Night
(Malt-OrMeial), through Emil Bris- at the Ina' program, which- has been
hitting :7:30 to 8 Wednesday night
acher; & Staff, San Francisco, is
transcribed spbt over WCAE, Pittsburgh, for 26
twicerWeekly
placing
weeks more. Show ,features Earl
programs .on KSFO, San .Francisco.
Truxell's prch; Bob Carter, The Three
Contract is. lot 26 weeks.
Maids and Tavern Players. Placed
,by Earl Bothwell agency.
W. T. Grant Stores; through N. W.
Ayer & Son, N. Y.,. has signed 28Father
MoUinrer's
Indigestion
wafjk. contract lor- transcribed proTablets has signed with WWSW,
grams thrice weekly on KSFO; Sah Pittsburgh, for 13 quarter-hour Sun'Francisco.
day night spots "(6:30) .dramatizing

Campbell

(Cereal Co., Minneapolis

•

.

,

'

.

.

'

'

.

,

with list of prizes going to
entrants who guess the most nearly
correct relative standings of the nation's leading elevten.-},
Atlantic is also promoting Us
broadcasts by distribution of weekly forecast sheets, giving probable
winners of principal games and
ranking ot teams. Million schedule
books containing programs of 178
colleges and stations airing their
games are also to be given out. Section of this book will tell 'How to
Hear a Football Game;'
contests,

San Francisco.
.

transmitter, were spnt to local offices
Of national agericies, as well as to
local agencies, by Phil Lasky,
general manager. Wires were sent
night
before
the
the
Columbia
Broadcasting outlet began operating
officially on its incx'easad power, reminding the tecipients to tune in the
all

.

aiced .at 8:00 p.m., PST, show moved
to 7:15 p.m. last Sunday (29);

I937

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

Hinds Honey and Almond Cream,
commencing Oct. 4, will sponsor

grams already sponsored on Mon-day, Wednesday and Friday nights
at the same time, 7:00 to 7:15 p.m.
'Lady of PST. Saturday contract expires Dec.

8,

Freitag Jigency, At-

lanta, placed.

Agencies-Sponsors
National schedule will apply on all
time sales at KECA (Los Angeles).
Local rate card has been abolished.

Wednesday, September

following morning.
Rev! G. Phillips, "who participated
in the station's opening ceremonies
Enfra^ved Invitations
in 1925, did a repeat for the "new
Covington, Ky.
transmitter
pronouncir»- a benedic"Terre Haute 'Brewlny Co., through
issued some 10,000 enArbee Agency, Terre Haute, began tion as the ..switch was thf Own open. graved invitations to business executives throughout the station's half,
daily announcements over KMOX,
Helping: Things Along: Not!
millivolt primary coverage area, callAnnouncements every
Louis.
St.
Lynchburg.
ing their attention to the debut of a
Tuesday and Thursday, lor indef
Feud between WL'VA and the 'iwo
by Sim- papers here wasn't salved any by special newscast series. It's a daily
period, bought over
fiv^-minute period, starting -at 8:30
n^ons Co.
the station's attempt to -weaii away a.m., featuring general
news flashes,
the, newspapers'
traditionalfight industrial news and the opening
of
crowds
the
night
of
the
Louis-Farr
the London stock market, as supplied
Three Star Launary using: l.>
battle by tying up with a public by Transradio Press.
minute weekly periods on WJJD, garage to install a souiid
system fed
L. B. -Wilson,
prez,- is havChicago:
from the radio mike.
ing the program so routined that
Fans were'' invited to park in the businessmen. can get the
news in
Ironlzed Yeast starts a transcrip- garage, adjoining the 17-stbry buildcapsule lorm wliile at breakfast or
tion campaign oti a. group of Ca- ing in which the station is located, while driving to the office. The
use
and
hear
a
blow-by-blow
description
15nadian stations Sept. 20, using
of the engraved invitation for thisminute programs, with Whispering of the fight as piped over the air particular purpose is a novelty in
via Trans-radip flashes.
broadcasting.
Jiack Smith and band twice weekly.
Garage figured on sale of beer
Outlets booked for the cam.pai.£5n by and soft drinks to the drive-ins to
Ruthraufi & Ryan are CKY, Winne- compensate for the use of parking
Home-Base Dialog:
peg; CJCA, Calgary; CKCK, Regina, privileges.
Chicago.
and CFCP, Montreal.
Promotional stuff Alexander McQueen is getting out to sell his
Ghost Voice
'Nothing But the Truth' series is
Duluth.
Series of 130 episodeis of 'The
Neat touch was added to KDAL's rating' a lot; of talk.
Count of Monte Cristo' have been
special event broadcast of memorial
Sent to ad agency men, the main
placed oyer WGY,- Schenectady, by services for Minnesota's late Gov- piece, is a sheet of dialog between
of
Bairnshaw
RaCharles Jiichelsori,
ernor Floyd B. Olson when the sta- the agency man and his client, with
United Baking, tion aired a waxed 'ghost voice' of the' formet" selling the McQueen
dio Prods., N. Y.
show. McQueen has the ad man's
which recently completed 52 weeks Olson as part of the program.
Disc; containing a -portion of his Same typed in, so the guy getting
with 'Chandu the Magician,' is sponShow is last major address before his. death »e thinfi sees^ himself arguing for the
soring the new series.
in 1936, Was fed to the radid au- program as he -reads.
waxed.
dience from KDAL's studios." Au•Also enclosed is a short letter and
Michelson has also placed 26 pro- dience at the services heard 'the reproduction of a photostatic blowgrams of 'Radio Short Stories' on voice beyond the "grave' with the aid up of comment formerly given the
show.
WDRC, Hartford, Conn., for the Salz of receivers installed in the hall.
Jqlian
Style. Shop\ of that city.
Slogan Contest
Ohio Fair Starts
Gross agency handled. Speedy-Cue
Atlanta.
Sound Effect Record Co.. of Los AnColumbus.
Big., help in getting WA'GA, AtStaffs of .two radio stations her«
geles, has appointed Michelson its
lanta's fourth and newest station off are recuperating after a week of ex-eastern distrib.
to a good start and keeping it be- tensive broadcasting from the
Ohio
fore the public's mind; was a slogan- State Fair.
'

Pirates.'

.

WCKY

—

KMOX

.

.

.

WCKY

.

-

.

•

'

'

"

-

.

•

-

'

episbdes in .the life of .Father; Mol*;
linger,
Pittsburgh
priest
Who
Y.hi.ch is conducting., an intensive achieved, considerable fame in the
camp9iign at, present on several local rhedical profession. Placed by Earl
stations; has added.KSFO and KJBS, Both well agency.
San Francisco, and KQW, San Jose,
Jean' Scott. Frickelton
to the list.
Apex Rotarex Manufacturing Co.,
Eddy buchin orch set for weeklyagency handled.
series of Friday night half-hours, through Emil Brisacher & Staff, San
7:30-8 p.m., for Koppers Coke Co.' Francisco, Will participate in the
Rodney Benson ^motor car dealer) over two NBC stations, WEAF, N.' Y. 'Feminine Fancies' programs Tuesstarted this week with,' a series of and KYW, Philly.
Orch starts 13- days starting Sept. 7 for 2T weeks
35"
on- week run Sept. 24. B.B.D.&O. placed. over the Don Lee chain.
weekly
annouricements
WNEW, N. Y.' Schillin' agency'
placed.
Motor Co., -through
Canada Dry starts sponsoring
<;;hevrol«t.
thrice-weekly 15-min. newscasts on Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, has re(clothing), through
Bros,
Rft09
Oct. 4. J. M. Mathes placed. newed its 'Musical Moments' platE^nil Brisacher "& Staflf, is adding
ters on KGO, San Francisco, twice
Ernie
broadcasts
of
Saturday
Comet Rico on WPTF, Raleigh, weekly lor another 13- week stretch,
Smith's 'Sports Page of the Air* N. C, with thr'efe quarter-hour pro- starting Sept. 6.

,Ca< AppliaJice

Society

of

Cal.,

.

.

•

,

.

•

•

.

•

-

•

-

"

.

WBNS

contept.
.

NBC's blue

tion

outlet here,

styled

,

WOR

'

.

:

'

'

'

.'

Ribbon

promotion department

esti-

the sta- mates 21,000 watched, the broadcasts
from its tient-studio on the Fairgrounds, where nearly all local pro-

itself
Atlanta's 'Blue
Sta.tldn' and decorative motif
layout is blue and silver.

of the
grams between noon and 7 p. m,
Winning slogan was 'Atlanta's Wave originated.
of Welcome' and winner received an
After drawing 7,000 into the Fairexpensive 'NBC Blue Net Gown.*
grounds Coliseum last Sunday (28)
for a two-hour amateur broadcast,
WHKC moved to an outdoor bandBull Flg:ht
.

WFAA,
series

Greater

of

stand for the' balance of the week.
the Station has a lai^ge- rural following
the and crowds stood around stand continually
during. the broadcast periods.
Pan-American
Dallas.

,

.Dallas, will air one of
bull fights which

Texas

and

Exposition will stage between Sept. 3
and 18. All the color and formality
of this type -of event, except the killi
.is figured on.

Fiffht

Show

Elk City. Okla.
Elk theatre and Elk City Daily
Promoters with the fights, appar- News worked together to stage a
ently anticipate no opposition from show during the Louis-Farr heavythe humane societies.
weight fight.
Loqal radio and electric co. rigged
Football Bally
up loudspeakers for the theatre auPhiladelphia.
dience to hear the blow-by-blow acAtlantic Refining is planning to count. Johnny Wisdom, house manspend $50,000 for space in newspa- ager,, provided bridge tables in the
pers and college alumni bulletins to foyer for those who did not care to
ballyhoo airings of football games. listen to the fight, "but wished to see
Company will also run eight weekly the show.
.

•

NEW5
• From 32 years of brilliant newspaper publishing oxperionco, KLZ two years ago took
the sucess formula for its crack news service . . . began delivering four times
daily the
freshest,

meatiest, most satisfying package of
news the Denver- Rocky Mountain region has

over received.

Today
menu
which
this

is

KLZ's complete and balanced news
one of the headline attractions with

it

holds

majority

listener

interest

in

region.

DENVER
Aililiated in

ond
fl«prosontativo

-

E.

the

Management with WKY

Oklahoma

Publiahing Co.

KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

RADIO

^edncisday, Seplember 8, 1937

Appropriate

Games

itlantiC'Sponsored Football

.Columbus, Sept.

WHKC

serial

stations.

and Harvard nixed overtures

of Atlantic for commercial spon-r
iip,' but the fuel firm gets a Princeton game, that with Corniell, and
Cornell made the
it from the Tigers' home lot at Palmer Stadium.
igemerits and also gets the money. Princeton agreed when approached
'ornell on the stipulation that the game be broadcast only over a
York stations.
up of upper
ipther new wrinkle introduced this year by Atlantic will be the comion with itself in different localities. Two Syracuse stations,
WFBL, will oppose one another, former with Syracuse games, latter
Cornell contests. WEEI, Boston, will carry Holy Cross, while
College simultaneously.
5 care of Boston
has Penn,
Villanova and WIP Temple; in
Philadelphia,
and Pitt on
burgh' Carnegie games are on KDKA, Diiquesne on
in Richmond oppose each other each Saturday
and
k.E:
and WTIC
different games under Atlantic sponsorship; ditto
and
and
in Worcester,
in Buffalo,
artford,

New

WSYR

•

WBZ

^M

WCAU
WRVA
WRNL
WTAG
WORC
and WHEC in Rochester;

KYW

WWSW

WDRC

WGR

WBEN

•

.

is

•

.

a

Seattle, Sept.

7.

rriet IWalstrom, radio entertainlas

left for

Alaska, where she

Ass'n.

Initial

game

is

Oct.

2.

I

1

Miss Malstrorn,

who

is

a musi-

cast in 'One
s Family' for a time.

Nashville, Sept,

of Ruthrauff

& Ryan

7.

Steve Gisler has left the general
managership of "WSIX to assume the

sam6 spot
n Larsen,

at

KTHS, Hot

Springs,

Ark.

No successor yet at WSIX. J. M.
Hollywood to act as
ram consultant on Al Jolson's Draughton, co-owner of the station,
cy, left for

)uoy program.

is

has

finally

lined

,

DETROIT NOT SET YET

respective observers to describe the
163

ON FOOTBALL LINEUPS

college

grid

team.'

.

games which the

sponsoring this autumn.
All along the route, the sponsor enOldsmobile,
countered small snags. Some of the
Detroit, Sept. 7.
Football airings situation here this boys who worked for Atlantic last
Lansing, Mich., Sept. 7.
football season wanted more money
Oldsmobile is entering the spr/'J^V
fall lines up as follows:'
this year, and it took some time to
field this fall.
Initial mpve
WJBK will broadcast all games of smooth over that matter. Some of casting
in that direction involves the exthe Detroit Lions, pro grid eleven, the newly selected palav^rers' (a few clusive .tieup of
the Michigan State
under sponsorship of Chrysler Corp. used last year were not considered College football games..
Harry .Wismer, sports announcer at this year by the sponsor) also hagEntire schedule of nine games 'will
WJR will mike the home games gled over monetary terms.
originate from WJIM, Lansing, and
Greatest gob of grief met was arwhile Al Nagler, WJBK sportscaster,
be routed over the Michigan Netranging
the
spielers
to
have
conwill
out-of-town
reconstruct
the
work. Howard Fmch"
head the
'
contests.
WJBK aired the Lions' venient to the games on their sched- announcer contingent will
on the sideules.
Announcers all work for varigames last year..
lines.
Will hiake the first time that
ous
stations
up
and
down
the
Atlandickering
the
WJBK Js also
for
the MSG events have been carried
University of; Detroit home games, tic seaboard and have to hold down on a state hookupi
which wefe broadcast last year by their spots during the week as well
D. P. Brother is the placement
slip
away
as
on
Saturdays
for
the
the
the station but it is understood
agency.
school officials are holding their games.
Another nut which had to b?
Likelihood is .the
price top high.
cracked was assigning to each defigure will drop in .tirne for the openTalks
proved
ing kickofT, as the tJ. of D. is under- scriber ;an observer who
fuel firm

is

Too

'

'

.

SMU

No

Both local stations, KDYL and
present her 'one woman' show in KSL, orphaned ideas of selling the
ifferent towns as good-will am- time to several" sponsors, but will
idor for various hotels,
abandon the idea.
e presents a two-hour show and
times hires an orchestra and
Gisler to Hot Springs
a dance after her presenta-

and comedian, was

way back from Philly, Bartlett will
stop off in Athens and watch the
Bulldogs go through their paces,
and
up
meet the gridsters, attend lectures
pacted the 21 announcers and their
and get some inside dope on the
Refining

WWJ

iSKIMAUX; GOOD Will

After nearly two months of jock-

eying, jousting and haggling, Atlantic

cop for speeding.

stood to have benefitted consider-ably by the airings last fall.
Salt Lake City, Sept. 7.
Both
and WJR are dickering for the Univ. of Michigan grid
have
University of Utah officials
nixed airing of the school's' five contests. Former has aired games
home grid games this fall, acting in in the past and is understood to have
accord with .a policy outlined by the several prospective sponsors lined
Rocky Mountain Conference Football up, but WJR is still in the fight.

U. of Utah Says

IZE-TRAIUNG THE

whjch he plays the

.

the first time an air sponsor has ever gone into competition with
in quite such a manner.

at

in

Seems he was picked up by

»

inceton

Chosen After Several
Headaches

Atlantic's Football Describers

title role.

&

!

21 Punt-by-Punters Set

actor,

000 as against $260,000 last fall.
mplete schedules of Pennsylvania,

m

43

7.

John Adams,
radio
was so late he almost
missed last week's broadcast of
'Death Rides the Road,' safety

mplete and final lineup of football games which Atlantic Refining has
'ed for sponsorship this autumn numbers 163 fracases:
nkrpller last y^r sponsored 112 games. Station layout this year is
1 more extensive, as can be gathered from fact Atlantic is spending

Temple, Villanova, Pittsburgh,
egie Tech, Duke, Delaware, Georgia, Florida, Holy Cross, Albright,
Marshall, Lafayette, Maryland, Richmond, Boston Collan, Franklin
have been lined up, along with seven. Syracuse contests and five of
eU's Big Red.
lantic has bought stations in bulk and is concentrating each Saturday
Each of
ig the season on one game, the tilt figured most imposing.
games get? a fan-spread over stations extending the length of the
seaboard. One member of the midwestern Big Ten, Ohio State,
)een nailed and its games will be aired over a hookup of four Buckeye

VARIETY

taking over the directorial reins.

Considered likely it will be worked
but sometime this week.

Inside Dope.
Seattle, Sept.

7.

Lundquist-Lilly,
sponsoring a
KJR featuring
'Tubby' Graves, assistant University
of Washington football coach.
Program consists of inside dope on
football, interviews of personalities
and problems in football strategy for
listeners .to solve, the winners receiving ducats to a game»
Starting Sept..

19,

are

local

clothiers,

sports

program over

agreeable, and vice versa. Atlantic
did not permit the spiejers to choose
observers of their own selection,
since all were chosen oh an audition basis.

Les Qualey did most of the work
of setting the describers, working in
tandem with Atlantic's advertising
department. N. 'W. A.yer, agency on
the, account, had no word in -the
matter.
Atlanta, Sept. 7.
Marcus Bartlett, musical director
of WSB, has put his baton in mothballs and will catch a train for Philadelphia, where he will attend the
football broadcasting training school
for all mikemen who will describe
airings of games ''sponsored by

Coach

To "advertise its fall line of hats,
the Willard Hat Co., of Dallas, has
engaged the services of Head Football Coach Matty Bell, of Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, for a
series of seven' consecutive weekly
football talks.

Started Sept. .3, the series will be
broadcast
6:15-6:30
each Friday,
'

p.m.,

from

KRLD,

Dallas,

Coach

on each broadcast, will select
the outstanding backfielder and line
player of the week in the Southwestern conference.
Agency: W. C, Grant Advertising,
Inc., Dallas.
Bell,,

Radio stork apparently dropped alU
September babes on the stoop of'
WIP, Philly. Seven staffers' birththe Atlantic Refining Co.
day this month. They are ClllT
Bartlett's particular chores will be Harris, Tony Grillo, Edna Whittingmiking of games participated in by ton, Anne Schmidt, Carolyn Ann
Georgia U. Bulldogs, whose home Cross, James Peterson and Reginald
the

NBC

grounds are at Athens, Ga.

On

his

Harris.

HIS MAJESTY
LISTENER
He's our boss.

It's

to please him.

And

up

to our creative departmeiit

a swell job

it is

doing, judging

from the flood of response that WLW-created shows
are receiving.

From

the basic idea ... to the actual

production of a show,

WLW

is

fully

equipped* to

present your sales message forcefully, entertainingly

and

resultfully to the largest single-station audience

in America.

*

THE NATION'S STATION
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BICYCLING CHICLE CO.

F.C.C.'S

DISKS IN DIXIE BALLY
Campaisn using one-min. transcripfor Adams Clove Chewing

tions

getting, underway, is being
old-fashioned
the
conducted
on
early-rndio .idea of bicycling the
town-to-town, station-to-stadiscs

Subject to ratification at
eral

tion.

Washington, Sept. 7.
next meeting, the Fedlast week took the

Communications Commission

building an $11,525 transmitter, to be operated on 1500
kc; although the father-in-law and mother-in-law of
Baker were said to be willing to mortgage an 80-acre
farm to raise the» necessary cash. Three-man partnership, .calling themselves the Key City Broadcasting
Co., retained Harry W. Held.
Iowa: Plea of KFNF, Shenandoah, for permission to
up power from 500 watts nights, 1 kw days, to 1 kw
nights, 5 kw days, was favorably reported by Examiner

Alabama: WAPI, Alabama Polytechnic Institute, University of Alabama and Alabama State College Board
of Control of Radio Broadcasting, Birmingham, granted
renewal of license to Feb. 1, 1938, subject to the following condition: 'In issuing this license the Commission takes notice of the pending applications of
for modification of license and WWVA, KEX and
KVOO for construction permits and petitions associated therewith. In lieii of issuing a temporary license
and it appearing that the Commission will be unable
to hear and determine the applications of WOWO^
WWVA, KEX and KVOO during the period of time
covered by this license, it is issued upon the express
condition that its issuance, will not be construed as a
finding by the Commission upon any of the issues to
bfe presented in said pending applications and petitions,
and operation hereunder by WAPI will b construed
as an acceptance of the condition herein provided.'
Alaska: KGBU, Alaska Radio and Service Co., Inc.,
Ketchikan, granted e^ctensipn of present license on a
temporary basis only until Oct. 1.
Colorado: KGIW, Leonard E.. Wilson, La Junta,,
granted renewal of present license for period ending

broadcast blast is being conducted
concurrently: with a street sampling
campaign the sponsor is doing, those
handling the pavement giveaways
are toting the discs with them from
town to town and lending them to
the stations being used. After each
r^^ition has aired its quota of the
y^i,ra"hscriptions, they are picked up
and carried on t6 the next stop.

WOWO

PROGRESS

'

Bramhall.
Station, which operates on 890 kc, showed a thriving
business record and offered a complete breakdown of
its progranis
most of which are concerned with agriculture and flower-raising. Applicant was represented
by Horace L. Lohnes and E. D. Johnston.
Massi^chusetts: Ambitions of John W. Haigis, leading
citizen and former state senator from Greenfield, to
establish a new station at Greenfield were approved
by Examiner Berry.
Construction of a transmitter to be operated days
only on 1210 kc with 250 watts would improve daytime
service in the area proposed to be served, Berry found,
and only interference in sight would occur to a proposed station at Holyoke whose application is now
pending. Attorneys Louis C. Caldwell, Reed T. Rollo
and Percy H. Russell, Jr., appeared in behalf of Haigis;
Missouri: Granting of an application for a new daytime smallie at Poplar Bluff was okayed by Examiner
Robert L. Irwin.
Don M. Lidenton and A. L. McCarthy, engaged in
selling and servicing radio receivers and electrical appliances, were sufficiently well-heeled to construct a
station on 1310 kc and profits from the electrical store
owned, by McCarthy ^promised to absorb any deficit
that might result from operating the proposed transmitter. No lawyers were engaged by the pair, who
did theii: own talking before, a commish attorney.
North Carolina: Daytime 100-watter for Hickory was
indicated for Hickory, when Examiner Irwin turned, in
a favorable report on the application of the Hickory
Broadcasting Co. for operation on 1370 kc with 100

—

Jan. I."
Florida:

O

WFLA, Clearwater and St. Petersburg
of Commerce, Clearwater, granted tempos
rary Extension of license until Oct. 1, pending action
on application for renewal; WJAX, City of Jackson-ville, Jacksonville, temporary extension of license to
Oct. i; pendihg commish action on request for renewal;
WSUN, Clearwater and St. Petersburg Chambers of
Commerce, Clearwater, temporary extension of license'
Ch&mbers

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
w)th the world's

AfFj|i«t«cl

largest rtiotion picture studio.

Q Exploitation

LOEW'S THEATRES
possibilities

SHOWMANSHIP AWARD

until Oct. 1, pending action on renewal application.
Indiana: WGRC, Northside Broadcasting Corp., New
Albany, granted extension of license for one month
period from Sept. 1, on temporary basis only, pending
action taken by comttiish on pending renewal application.

Chosen byVorielyas NewYork*s
Station No. 1.

Corp., Abilene, renewal of license for the period end-

abound through our thed-

O

ing Feb.

LINE
O WLW
A combination

of stations

that offers the biggest

buy

sponsors

renewal application.

active in the

March

HARVEY-WHIPPLE,
nftaln

•

INC.

renewed contract with

"CASTLES OF ROMANCE"
On

behalf of

STASTKR-KUArr OIL BURNERS
Tuesdays, 0:36

p.

m.,

WJZ

a

I

RADIO'S

WEST

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

AUGHTER JeARS

asd

|-|eART-THROBS

,

George H.

for

Presented by Ivory Soap

99"/ioo°/o pure

also

IN

Network, Mon. to

HCT^ EO

DST
p.m. DST

Fri. 3:45

COAST TO COAST

WOLF— RKO

NEW YORK

2-18S8

EAsr
ACE^
BROADCASTING
YEAR FpR

7TH

BLACKETT - SAMPLE
N C.
H U M M E R T,
I

A N A G

tOvWNAX, KMTR, WOSU, WKBN, WSYR,

WWNC

WMCA

I

N

or to any proposed service,. Hill said in his
conclusions. Change from the original plans
to give
regional service to Fort Worth was explained
by Hill
as gmng a 'desirable and useful pi:ogram
service' to
Dallas, without injury to the service
of any Dallas
transmitter.

Til

\<. \(. h.M

K

»
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V

N

I
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(

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
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;
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ANOTHER EURAI SCRIPT
Chicago,

7.

WMBC

the

III!)

COLLEGE

,

coveroid

ilrlilE

i'lil

>-

DONNA DAE

and

races,

Sept.

7.

New three-a-week script show has
been signatured by the BlackettSample-Hummert agency here for
the new Effaneff cough syrup
prod-

II

III

II

III

11

III

II

JACQUES

t

/

uct.

Titled 'Jennie Peabody,*
it's
a
rural scripter which will
gallop over
the Columbia wires out of
at

Chicago

3:30

Fnday.

p.m.

MARIO

/BRAGGIOTTI

Monday-Wednesday-

Likely that the show will
also be
plattenzed for additional spotting.

II

III

II

III

11

III

NBC NETWORK

Isle

AND

race to Mutual.

Sam
nightly
at

CITY

.

HV.

Tel.

Operation of KGKO with the proposed power 'would
not be the predominant cause of interference 'at night

Fri. 11 a.m.

COairXON ADVEKTISINrt AOKNCT

"

N

'0

/•

which di-ew several hundred thoufinal

Blue Network, Mon. to

• •
Dir.,

1"

course, shipping
several .preliminary., heats and the

'^^^^^ '^Ai^Y

«

Xast 4Bth Street, Kexr York

and Dallas, was approved by Hill on grounds of the
need in the Fort Worth area for increased service.

NBC.

CKLW

MANAGEMENT

AR'^ISTS

Hill.

WWJ

sand to Belle

LISTEN NBC

MEN

KING'S

BOB LAWRENCE
JOHNNY MERCER
HARRY ROSENTHAL
VIVIENNE SEGAL

Belated decision to apply for an increase from 250
watts nights, 1 kw days, to 1 kw nights, 5 kw days,
and to pick a site that would serve both Fort Worth

In order to carry the final heat of
the Gold Cup boat races Labor' Day
afternoon,
made special arrangements with
to air the
second game of a doubleheader between Detroit Tigers - St. Louis
Browns. Just prior to the first contest,
aired color surrounding
the big regatta and then switched
to the ball game.
At 4:10 p.m., Ty Tyson's baseball
play-by-play: was
transferred
to
so
could air the races

WMBC

and construction of

peared on behalf of WBNS.
South Dakota: Frequency shift and power boost for
KABR, Aberdeen, were favored by Examiner R. H.
Hyde, after a thorough check-up by engineers to determine whether squawks of WHK, Cleveland, and
KLRA, Little Rock, were justified.
Testimony produced by the applicants appeared to
show that the two complaining transmitters actually
were located nearer to one another than either was to
KABR and that, therefore, their argument regarding
nearness of the Aberdeen transmitter would not stand
up. Change from 1420 to 1390 kc and juice jump from
100 watts to 500 watts nights, 1 kw days would improve service and would not result in objectionable
interference, Hyde held. Aberdeen group was represented by Louis G. -Caldwell, Reed T. RoUo and James
H. Hanley.
Texas: Boost of power for KGKO, Amon Carter station which last year was authorized to move from
Wichita Falls to Fort Worth, was okayed by Examiner

WWJ

MOST POPULAR

a

new antenna tower, but outfit has a $35,000 nest-egg
on new equipment. Horace L. Lohnes ap-

Detroit, Sept.

WWJ

kw

to spend

PaUy-Walsy

NOW

y

JIMMY BRIERLY
JEANNE ELLIS

!

kw

nights, 1
days, to 1
necessitate installation of

directional antenna for night use

1.

.

By JANE

^

l'

Change from 500 watts
kw days would

nights, 5

.

Has

asi

n-it-M P.M.

1

and fact that service to the community would
be increased without any objectionable interference

California: Juice-jump from 7% to 50 kw for KGO,
San Francisco, received the nod from Examiner John
P. Bramhall. National Broadcasting Company station,
Which is owned by General Electric Company, will
stay on 790 kc channel with WGY, Schenectady transrnitter which General Electric operates with 50 kw.
Because of a reversal by the Court of Appeals of
the District of Columbia on an earlier case in which
the commish ruled that only one station could occupy
a clear channel band, Bramhall held that Rule 116 did
not apply in the NBC request. Some interference to
KEHE, Los Angeles, would result from the power
boost, the examiner found, but not 'sufficiently serious
to warrant the denial of this application.'
Under a contract with NBC, General Electric will
shell out $280,000 for the new transmitting plant, if
the application is granted. Set-up will include two 550foot towers with a center radiator betweeh them 150
feet high.
Aubrey L. Ashby, Philip J. Hennessey and Henry
Ladner appeared in behalf of KGO.
Illinois: Desires of Robert Raymond McCuUa to construct a daytime smallie at Oak Park were greater
than his bankroll. Examiner Tyler Berry disclosed in a
report recommending denial of the application.
Applicant, who is making $75 a week and has $580 in
the bank, is neither technically nor financially qualified
to become a station owner, Berry held. McCuUa, who
requested the 1500 kc frequency, was represented by

announce

,IM2i»P.M.E05T,

!

to other transmitters.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS

I3 pleased to

'

says.

station
.

Wisconsin: WLBL, State of Wisconsin Dept. of Agriculture and Markets, Stevens Point, granted temporary
extension until Oct. 1, pending action on renewal
application.

ALICE REMSEN

Barbachano

capital,

^
C

Ohio: Juice-jump for WBNS, Columbus, will be
recommended to the Broadcast Division by Examiner
Irwin because of excellent financial condition of the

Texas: KGFI, Eagle Broadcasting Co., Inc., Corpus
granted renewal of license for the period ending Jan. 1; KFDM, Sabiro Broadcasting Co., Inc., Beaumont, granted renewal of license from Sept. 1 to

Experience and showmanship
create the air's most talkedabout programs*

Mexican

management and advertising. Group was
represented by Elmer W. Pratt.

Christi,

PROGRAM PLANNING

questionable commercials will hot
be
accepted. He also spikes reports that.'
the station will maintain a studioin
Los Angeles for remotes.
Entire project was financed with

Three-man partnership, consisting of A. Annas, K. C.
and C. L. Green, local businessinen, would engage outside talent to operate the station, but will be

Elliott

delphia.

Barbachano says that the station
conform to the standards of
American broadcasting and that
will

—

Maine: WRDO, WRDO, Inc., Augusta, granted extension of present license from Sept. 1 to' Nov. 1, on
a temporary basis only, subject to commish action on

'

for duplicate coverage-"
and extra sales 1

has been set for Oct. 24 by M. p'
Barbachano, president.

watts.

;

,

WRAX

DUPLICATE COVERAGE
0 Network
use WHN

O

W38.

1,

Pennsylyania: WRAX,
Broadcasting Co.,
Philadelphia, granted renewal of license on a temporary basis pending whatever action may be taken by
the' Commission on the application of WPEN, Phila-

broadcasting today.

in

—

Kansas: KFBI, Farmers and Bankers Broadcasting

Showmanship

|

.

.

tre-chain affiliations.

STATION DUE OCT.

San Diego, Sept. 7.'
Frank Stollenwerck; more money trouble resulted in a
Dedication of the new
$l^o,6(b
recommendation for denial for a lOO-watter proposed
studio
and
100,000
watt transmUtq.
Kankakee.
Applicants,
constructed
at
Kenneth
to be
C. Baker, Harwell Gaus and V. A. Bernier, were found -of XERB at Rosarito Beach, 20 mUe?
by Examiner Berry to be not financially capable of below the border in Lower California"

following action:

All 35 of the stations being used
are south of Mason-Dixon, and the
number of spots on each, varies from
two to 20. In view of the fact the

,

its

I937

8,

NEWlOOKWMEXICAir.

WASHINGTON DOCKET

DECMS

'

Gum, now

Wednesday, September

Serota, freelancer, takes over
'Old Salt,' fishing program

WFIL,

Franklin,

Philly.
Succeeds
re'signed.

who

Allen

D'ARTEGA

HIS

ORCHESTRA
JELLO
7:00-7:30— NBC

—
X^^^eJneeJay,

September

0,

1937
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NEVER before has so great an opportunity
for closer cooperation

arisen

between management and

.

worker, between industry and the public.

For mstWe the

plant,

man-to-man

discussions and.

frank explanations have succeeded the curt

And

outside the plant,

Public Opinion
-is

cerned.

mould

.

its

industrial

keenly

alert.

judgment on the changing

Conwhich will

Alert

Listening. Eager for the facts

.

command.

— the ultimate
.

.

.

patterns in our

life.

The most direct and intimate way of presenting
your industry's aims to the public and to your own
workers

is

through Radio — the one medium which

is

American homcs; The surprising records of NBC Network Programs on such
missions are available to business through NBC

invited into 24,500,000

representatives

National Broadcasting

evefyivhere.

Company

A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE

RADIO

VARIETY
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home

returned to her

^has

tie,

Pacific Coast

Wednesday, September
In

Stop Me,

Bridgeport, Conn;

Radio Notes

Tom

Harrinrton tossed a press pre-

view of the new Packard show in
:

Which Means What?

Geortre B. McElwain, NBG engineer, and Violet Weaver, both ot
San Francisco, were married Aug.
•'29 and are now honeymooning in
the Pacific Northwest. Dave Kennedy, also of the web's engineering
staff, and his wife witnessed the

KYW

Art Van Horn
at

KFRC, San

now announcing

is

Formerly
and KGB,

Francisco.
city,

Lynn

Willis.

ducts- 15

days

San Diego.
Philip Stearns is directing the
Theatre of the Air, new
division of the Federal Theatre
Project, in San Francisco. Unit has
...J..
tfiree- spots weekly on KROW, San

Buddy Clark

y

Francisco and Oakland.
Xyncli, public .relations director in .charge" of radio
and
•scliools. for thie Cole Bros, circuSj.jin
Sari Frisco, for three, days, arranged
'sever$il special broadcasts over San
Trancisco sts(tions and one on the
Woman's ^Magazine of the Air over
•NBC's Coast red web last week-end.
'

over KYA,. San Francisco, and the
Orange web while the latter vacashed.

Lum and
Chester Lauck (Lum>
Abner) wants it known that he took
the vows 11 years ago this week.

Joe Hardin, of the Paul Pendarvis
dance band, now at the Palace
Hotel, San Francisco, filled a guest
spot on the Signal Oil Company's

and

.

over the coast

abet

Ruthrauff

&

.

the Coast to

Tiny

Ryan

G. A. Richards,

Ruffner

KMPC

owrjer, ready to
comish for full time.

Hills)

(Beverly
the

tackle

,

Jansen, KVI (Seattle) commer-manager, touring the nation for
new biz and proudly. displaying his
presentation brochure.
.'jEd

Marie Baker, actress on. NBC's
San Francisco siaft, Is vacashirig; in
Vancouver this week and next.

Johnny O'Brien, mouth organist,
did a one-timer on the Pacific Gas

&

Electric Co.'s 'Tales of California'

program over KGO, Sari Francisco,
Sunday ('5). Armand Girardj "batitone, is the regular soloist.

Memory For Pop
Tunes Against

cial

Walter Rudolph,

riiusical

director

at KYA, -San Francisco, penned the
theme melody being used by Bette
Marino's trio in twice- weekly brdad-*
casts over the Orange web.

Dollar Bill

KHJ

(Los Angjeles) since

over to an agency.

shuttled

his

mill

'

"

disc version of their 'Radio
Newsreel' program. ^Jnergine starts
this show over the NBC red (WEAF)
Oct 24, and the deal with World gives
that outfit the right to place the
sho\y's recordings with stations outside the territory covered by the
Energine hookup.
Discs will be cut while the network
stanza is in progress and they will
be re'ady for shipment to station subscribers within ,12 hours after the
.

'

"Times radio cubicle.

Horlick's

safety
tribution to traffic safety during 1936
has been signed for another 52 week^
by Gordon Baking Co. Marks the

fourth renewal by the baking company since it began sponsoring the
drama in Nov., 1933.
Contract calls for continuance of
the
thrice-weekly
airings
over
Striker's serial'

produced by the James Jewell
Players; WOR, Newark; WGN, Chicago; WXYZ's state net; WSPD,
Toledo, and the Don Lee west coast
Because of time difference
web.
three shows nightly will be necessary, one for WXYZ, MRN, W(Sn
and WSPD; another for WOR, and
a late evening show for the Lee
web.
'Ranger' serial, which began as a
sustainer in Jan., 1933, and later led
to the formation bf the Mutual sys-."

tem when it was shipped to V/OIl
and )yGN^ won the CI.T. award
through its Lone Ranger Scout Club,
formed two years ago with a membership of around 1,000,000 kids
pledged to

Luxembpurgs

J.
Walter Thompson is cuttirig
.Chei LaRoche;- Young' & Rubicam
records on this side for placement
prowling HPlly wood il^
on Radio Luxembourg in behalf of
Packard five Fords long.
Horlick's Malted Milk. Job of lining
John Swellow's 'yachting* -Vaca up talent and producing the discs
of has been turned over to Bob Mead,
tion developed a nifty case
poison ivy. Marine itch, he calls it. of the agency's radio staff.
Mead's qyest currently has him on
Al Pearce t£ikes his Ford troupe the west coast. Thompson has been
south after the Hollywood broad- plugging the beverage over Eurocast Sept. 9.
pean kilocycles for several years.'
-

safety."

MONTREAL
—

,CFCF tflille not classed
Its
a stiper-power station, «nJoy8 an enTlable
a tn o n sr its
Siosltjpn
nrger
B«cl

brothere.

NBC

and Blue network

—

centrally
Intensive sIrtoutside compe-

afftltatlon

located,

nal—no
tition.

1

.

'

Seymour Peyser

7.

western

.

Hedda Hopper auditioning for a
Jimmy Va'ndiyeer dishing out the new sponsor for her Hollywood this
blurbs at

Ranger^

Pale Armstrong h'as Ted Meyers, network broadcast.
former KFAC (Los Angeles) announcer, as his assistant in the L. A.

prexy,-

Pat Kelly, flack at KFRC, Sai>
Francisco; trained to Hollywood last
Thursday night (2) for a few days.

Wallace Butterworth and Parks
Johnson have appointed the World
Broadcasting System sales agents for

on the

.

airshows.

.

Tiinetangler Stakes

pianist.'

"Lone

which recently won the CI.T
foundation award for coni

is

Ben Larsen back on

.

Bert Buzzlnl subbed for Clarence
l!^yers on the Mail Bag programs

a

WXYZ's
serial,

Yr.

Detroit, Sept,

.

WXYZ, where Fran

,

'Carefree' Carnival'
NBC-Red chain.

me

World on Newsreel

seven years.

aid

Mark

get

getting a fast go-by
after shoot-

ing a 77 at Lakeside.

.

Federal

in which
and villages

from the Hollywood mob

a,.week,

it,

nights
cities

rector.
'Nah,' said the vocalist, 'just

wood.

programs a day, Ave
'this amounts to
and he's been do-

from

near Buffalo is glyen air time.
During, auditions for one of
these affairs a singer showed
up with no music.
.'Don't you need an accompanist?' asked the audition di-

Conrafi Naffel draws the emcee
spot on Young & Rubicam's 'Silver
Theatre' dramatic series from Holly-

4,500 a yiear

ing

talent

nouncer.

Figured out that he has conducted 31,500. programs and
none has ever run over the
Conclosing, second deadline.

ceremony.

with KSFO, same

award

.comniuhity

John Conte got a picture part at
Paramount after leaving KftJ (Los
Angeles) where he was chief an-

Philadelphia, Sept. 7.
is looking for a suitfor staff-gabber

able

Hanger' for Another

7.

Buffalo Brpadcasting Corp.
has been runnlhg a series of

Solly wood.

I937

Gordon Baking Signs

If—

Buffalo, Sept.

8,

N. B. C.
RED 6
BLUE

.

Fair Fair Coverage

that.

'n'

Lincoln, Sept. 7.
Strongest radio coverage of Ihe
Bert Weeler takes the gueSt spot State Fair is in progress now, with
on Showboat, Sept. 9. He'll do two plenty of competish. Originally, it
more shots later.
was thought that only the CBS sta-

Frank Robinson Brown, KMTR
(Hollywood) chatterbox, doing perKOIL, Omaha; iKFAB and
tions,
the coast in a revue
Hal Styles drew a sponsor last KFOR, Lincoln, would participate,
framed around his air turn;
week, for 'Help Thy Neighbor' over but now WOW, Omaha, is on the lot
KHJ (Los Angeles). It's a Java out- and also, KFNF, Shenandoah, la,.
Murray Crabhorn has planted his fit.
CBS outfit has a special new glassfeet under the headman's desk at
enclosed studio and airs five hours
KEHE (Los Angeles).
Al Jolson tossed a feed at Clara daily from the grounds.
lines
Bow's It eatery in Hollywood for an^hour and a half daily to Omaha,
Carl Hayerllh couldn't resist the his troupe after the first airing of
featuring Foster May, special eventurge to interview a writer on KFI the fall series.
er, KFNF does its half hour Allis(Los Angeles) on how it- feels to
Chalmers program from the A-C excrack the Satevepost for the first
hibit.
time. He's the station commercial
manager.
Ovaltine Sticks to 'Annie'
(Continued from page 39)
Bin Ray, KFWB (Hollywood) pro
Chicago, Sept. 7.
gram director, doing the honors
Ovaltine will duplicate in the New
Sept. 9 for Mutual at premiere of ruled that all pigs' tails curl to the York market this year with 'Little
'Life of Emile Zola.'
left.
Orphan Annie.' Last week signatured
And when another curious soul with the local sales office of WOR,
Jane Dillon, who wrote and took asked about eggs laid on trains, an- Newark, to start
a platter series of
all the many voices on her "House of other deep mystery was solved.
It
'Annie' on the Bamberger station,
Dreams" program over KJR, Seat seems chickens in shipment are cared starting Nov. 1.
.

sonals along

WOW

and 12,688
12 shows.

and

.her

tor

all

letterd

Peggy

pour In from
Fuller,

"WMT

artist,

three mualclana offered $1
Bonga they were unable, to

Prbgram was spotted

l>Iay.

first

Champ

11:30-

11;4S a.m., M., W., F.

Tested

Pro.grams

Get

Results!

IOWA NETWORK
KSO—WMT— KRNT
thtt Des Moines
and Tribune

Badlo Stations ot
Register

ItepresentattTAi

I!.

KATZ

LQ.^s

*

by 'poultry porters' and those
'Annie' regularly rides into the
worthy gents reported they had New York market over WEAF of the
never heard of chickens laying eggs NBC red circuit. According to presBut investigation re- ent plans, the platterized series will
on trains.

for

there are wholesalers
a practice of buying all
such eggs and they buy them from
poultry porters principally. Just a
lil side-coin for the boys!

vealed

that

who make

—

>

i

PRESENTS

Mitchell's

Tough Job
'Answer Man' program

WOR

ethered over
(locally only)
three time a week. He keeps three
weeks ahead on the scripting. He
gets an average of around 75 letters
a day, most of which come to the
station, but a few to his office,
Mitchell's
staff
includes
Bruce
Chapman, who writes the scripts,
is

A NEW RADIO SHOW

and two

known

A friendly 45 minutes of good muticy
good

songs^
J

and good

fun.

Starring

FRANK CRUMIT
Alice Comett
Reed Kennedy
The Song Shop Quartette
. . .

S4.Voice Glee Club
under the musical direction df

GUSTAVE HAENSCHEN

EDWARD PETRY &

CO.

WKYKas been

is

Edgar Hoover, and Harvey Traband,

50-piece orchestra

NRTIONnL REPRE5ENTPTIVES

as 'Ben' /aver the air, because

Mitchell has regular authorities to
consult for various subjects.
They
include the Hayden Planetarium for
astronomy; the Aquarium and U, S,
Bureau of Fisheries for fishing; Dr.
Raymond L. Ditmars for reptiles;
Father Lynch of Fordham for earthquakes; U, S, Information Service,
N, Y„ for facts about Government,
and such other sources as Popular
Science Magazine, Dr, Frank E.
Lutz, of the.-American Museiam of
Natural History, the Social Security
•Board, U. S, Bureau of mines, J.

Featuring

o

Chapman

WFBB

1^,

Bruce doesn't /sound right through
a microphone,
AH questions are
answered by mail and the cream of
the crop is used for the program.

KITTY CARLISLE

with

secretaries.

be day-and-date, but hit<15 minutes
earlier than the network shot.

secretary of the National-League, for
baseball posers.
Sometimes the legislators make
things tough for him—like the time
the Maryland law-makers changed
a statute after his script answering
a question about marriage in that
state had been prepared.
But he
managed a correction in time.

in

Oklakoma
• For 12 timely, novel and entertaining
grams, during June, July and August,

went to 10 different towns
More important however,
to go to Oklahoma towns

By a wide margin,
Oklahoma than any

in

WKY

is

pi'--

WKV

Oklahoma.

WKY's

WITH

ability

programs.

covers
other station .

more of
more
.
.

of its radio

homes, buying power and buying.
ia the station your product should bo
on to "go to town" in Oklahoma this fall and

WKY

winter.

.

COLUMBIA NETWORK
10 o'clock E.D.T.

lA

pKLAHOMA

CITY

m\AFFILIATED WITH THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN, OKLAHOMA
UjciTY TIMES AND THE FARMER-STOCKMAN* NATIONAL
m REPRESENTATIVE - E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

\(^ediieB(la]r,

September

8,
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After Twenty-Five
In London and the Leading Cities

Returns October

Weeks

49

In The British

1st,

Isles.

Closing Engagement At London's
Fashionable CAFE DE PARIS.

Renewed For His Second Year On
nental Stations For DRENE'

Management

WILLIAM MORRIS
Radio

City,

New York

Conti-

'

On

AND DAMCE TOUBS

BMISIC

VARIETY

50

the Upbeat

Hul Grayson opened at Syracuse
hotel, Syi-acuse, N, Y., Sept. 2.

Green Bay,

b.r.,

RAMONA BACK
12 for

Wi.sc, Sppt.

IN

CRA.

COURT

Cabin of Dreams

Whispers

Paul,

Sept.

Red Norvo-Mildred Bailey combo
Benny Goodman at the Jalo-

Minnesota CJub,
and Riverside

Bill Hog:an plays
11,

mar

b.r.,

Jack
hotel,

Los Angeles Sept.

Babs Beach

Fellz Ferdinandp hit

Park, Suffield, Conn.,
Will

im'j.

Sei^t.

5.

Hit

l.ittCAt

Jack Russell .replacad Lee Bennett

YOU'RE MY DESIRE
s.«

7.

Marchard and Ritz-Carltpn
Boston, meet on Sept. 7,

at Waco
Sept. 2.

»«»v, iifsi. n.tr.,

Syracuse,

Pavilion,

Ind.,

The

WHITEMAN

follow

Famous

,

It

Ramoha,

former featured songPaul Whiteman, is making an unusual legal request of the
N. Y. Supreme Court for a mandatory injunction to compel Whiteman
and the Artists Management Bureau,
Inc.

.
."

Time

First

I

(his subsid) to accept a $3,000

settlement of their legal claims.

Rar

mona and Whiteman have been

bat-

Charles Barnett starts for Coast tHng legally ever since the maestro
this weel: to pick up on* nite trek sued and won an injunction restrainlaid out by CRA's L.A. Office,
ing the singer from working for anybody else, claiming exclusive manPaul Sabin opened for CRA at the agerial and employment services.
Chez Paree, Omaha. Neb., Sept. 2
Ramona avers, through a new atafter three months at LaSalle hotel, tbrney^ that it was more or less tenChicago.
tatively
agreed
that
Whitemfan
would accept $3,000 in lieu of damr
Rita Rio follows Jess Hawkins at ages, and that he would (1 ) liberate
the New Penn Club, Pittsburgh, Pa., her from their agreement, and (2)
on Sept. 10. CRA has exclusive tot call off the American Federation ol
Jack Denny, Harold Musicians, which came into the picthe season.
at
Whiteman's behest, the
Stern, Jolly Goburn' and others fol- ture
courts and the union thus both uplow.
holding his claim.
Mike Riley moves to J. C. Eakle's
Whiteman's attorney, J. "T. Abeles,
•Wagon Wheel,' Nashville, Teftn,, denies^ any agreement to settle, because Whiteman insists she work
Sept. 12.with his baQd, or else.
Ramona,
Tom Blake opened at Gunter ho- meantime^ will argue the new motel,' San Antonio, Tex., Sept. 7. Fol- ti6i» Sept. ft,
She's been under inlowed Henry Lishon.
junction not to work for anybody
else since* last winter.
She had an
RKO- bid but, when the. film co. was
DEPT.
apprised by Whiteman of his exADD SO
clusivity,
the
picturedeal
fell
through.
It; Cost Lombardo -$4 a Day to Get
Songstress' squawk is predicated
ThoM Son; Plu; HVires
oxi an alleged undervaluation of her
Guy Lombardo figures it cost him servic6s. Whiteman set forth, that

,

Saw You

Robbins
Mario

.Santly-Joy

Stardust on the Moon
Sailboat in the Moonlight

stress with

1937

Berlin

i

Dark

in the

So Rare
Harbor Lights
•

St.

8,

Last Week's 15 Best Sellers
My

VS.

Wednesday, September

Marks
Crawford

,

Looks Like Rain

.Morris

1 Know Now

Remick

Satan Takes a Holiday

Have You Any
Remember Me?

.Lincoln

Castles,

Harms
Witmark

Baby?

Afraid to Dream
Gone With the Wind

Miller
...Berlin
.... Feist

\

•That Old Feeling
Indicates flviusicaX song,
others are pops.

i

Indicates stage production song,

The

.

MOON AT SEA

W

Four MntiiMh HntiKA from. UWh
with .1»f»sle MuttlieuH
'iW-SiiW

Lord and Lady Whoozis

Moon

No Moon

or

You Gotta Sfng

Vllhen

Gangway

.

i'inky

Tuntllu'H

Tup

Tliiin

COUNTRY
BOY AT HEART

t'M JUST A

Mills Music

Inc.

MW TOW, Ml

l«*'lliM»W*T

WHAT

T,

-

Detroit Hotelmen Sign
M-G-INI Production

Exclusive with Union

BROADWAY MELODY
OF 1938

Detroit, Sept. 7.
Detroit Hotel Ass'n. has signed a
closed shop agreement with the Detroit Federation of Musicians, under
which all union musicians are to be
employed for all functions in the

YOU

hotels.

MADE ME

While hotels in the past have used
only union musicians, new contract'
requires any outside organization
renting space In the hotel also to
hire union

LOVE YOU

members.

QFiver Batons

a

Abroad

Want To Do Id

Didn't

JUDY GARLAND'S
SMASH HIT

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Eddie Oliver planed east from
Rome today (Tues.) and sails next
week for Lor^don, where he will remain a year, six months in England
and six months in Holland, directing

'

Sroodwoy Music Corp.,
1619 Broadway, .New York C.ty

foreign' bands.

Boh Fellows

will join

Oliver as

and $4 a day to keepi informed he built her up, made possible her vocalist.
oppoi-tunities, exploited her on Vicof the sheet music b«siness while
doing a stretch at the Steel Pier, tor records, etc., and is therefore
The Duke Steps Out
Info was something entitled to capitalize on her artistic
Atlantic City.
Lincoln, Sept. 7.
that he' didn't' seek, but he got' it values, after the initial buildup.
Duke
Ellington cracked the heat
anyway.
wave on an appearance here -at the
During the stand Lombardo was
Turnpike Casino (27) when at 83c
Detroit Band Biz
bombarded with wires from profesand $1.10 scaling he lured $^1,140 at
sional men in New York publishers'
Detroit,' Sept.. 7.
the gate;
Rrfrain in most of them
offices.
Emerson Gill band, which closed
Previously in the month, Glen
read: 'Shipped out 10,000 copies of
a Jefferson Beach season yesterday Gray (14) polled f 1,010 with a stif(title of song) Monday told you it
has
been
signed
(6),
go
to
into Web- fer tariff, $1.10 and $1.65. Next big
was a surefire hit stop how about
ster Hall's nitery for an indef stay one in is Little Jack Little, Sept. 10.
a plug.'
.$3

The Uhst.

Dance Cr^zel'

liXCMfilViB riJBI-lCATIOSS,
S1H.E

*HLL3 MUSIC

In Atlantic City, Lombardo was
unable to moor his yacht at the Steel
Pier, so he had to use a municipal
For the delivery
doclc miles away.
of a message out to this dock the
telegraph company charges the recipient an extra 25c. With tips fig-

ured in, the bandman got enough
wires each day to nick him for the
$X to $4.

ln<>.

SELLINQ A&ENT
IMS.

Ino.

B*AY,

H. V.

starting Oct.

FAVORITES

^rom Walter Wanyer's

'

FROM

Vogues

Dean has

Jessie Crawford's orch is playing
in the Ford exhibit at the Michigan
State Fair here, which closes a tenday run Sept. 12.

Radio P cture "Make

a

Wish"

MAKE A WISH
(Louis Alter. Paul Webster, and Oscar Straus)
the

Mid-West

JOSEPHINE
(Gus Kahn, Wayne King and Burke Bivens)
^

From

the 20th

Century-Fox Production "Life Begins

at

College"

SWEET VARSITY SUE
(Charles Tobias, Al Lewis and Murray Mencher)

From Walter Wanger's Production "52nd
.

I

t

Street"

STILL LOVE TO KISS YOU GOODNIGHT
I'D

LIKE TO SEE

SAMOA OF SAMOA

(Walter Bullock and Harold Spina)

LEO FEIST,

Inc..

New

used a name.

"MI K

Maestros in H'wood

1629 Broadway,

N ew

York

7.

of 'The

Man

T

Hits

l>r

MI'J'CHKM.
iitHli

AliiHl«-.tl

ItKOINS IN

COLI.l'JdK"

HOILYV/QQD SONGS'^
RCA BUIU>INC-RAMOCaY-NEWVORK.NV
PHItKORHHEUER. C»n.Mqr.

gram.

Gershwin Memorial; World

antl

furtlivoinini;

tli«

Century -Fox <'uUei;«

WERK

Name

'>SoiMir»

rOT.LACK
I<'roni

T.\KI>f; TlIK COl'NTBY

BY STOUM AVITH

"POLYNESIAN

ROMANCE"

B cast

Fain)

LOVELY ONE

A Novelty Sensation from

Collegiate"

Leo Edwards West
Leo Edwards, brother of Gus Edwards, is en route to the Coast, his
first trip to Hollywood in over 30
years, when he last played the

Orpheum time.
Edwards is a composer and is
Gus Arnheim cinched for Los An- slated for a number of indie picture
geles County Fair, Pomona, Cal., for tunesmithing chores. Will also work'
17 days starting Sept. 17. First time with Gus on the latter's radio pro-

Seven

(Frank Loesser and Manning Sherwin)

RKO

re-

as the band's

^

Hollywood. Sept.

From Bobby Breen's

Talk About
Love"
"Big Chief Swing It"
"The Rhumba Goes

FEIST

of 1938"

THAT OLD FEELING
(Lew Brown and Sammy

Carol

Mann

vocalist.

fair has

SONG

2.

placed Marion

They're Here

"Why

"JUST
ABOUT

Love.' 'Liza,' 'Lady

Seven name conductors will mount Be Good.'
'Swanee.'
'Somebody
the podium in Hollywood Bowl to- Loves Me,' 'Do It Again.' 'I
Got
niorrow night (Wed.) in an all- Rhythm,' 'Wintergreen For Pres1»
Gershwin program as a memorial to ident,' 'Strike Up the Band."!
the cornposer. Proceeds from what
Selections from 'Porgy and Bess'
TWO GI-OKIOl'S HirKK-mTi*
is expected to be a capacity turnwill then be played with Miss Pons
UY
out goes to L. A. Philharmonic con- singing 'Summertime' and
Lynlf! Toinerliii tiiul Andy loiiu t-wK
Steinert
(Tlie '.South .Sell Isltiiid .>1tiK><-' I'1i<1h>
tinuance and benevolent funds.
conducting.
Hall
Johnson choir
Batoneers will be Dr. Otto Klem- will backiground the vocalists.
(•ft ill tlie vanifiiurd vtllli
perer, Jose Iturbi, Nathaniel ShiiIturbi as conductor and piano sokret, Victor Young, Charles Pi-evin, loist on 'Rhapsody
In Blue' closes
Nathaniel Finston ancl/' Alexander the performance.
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Steinert.
Among the*^ soloists will
Eulogies on Gershwin will be
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
be Lily Pons, Gladys Swarthout, Al spoken during the
intermission.
VKKNON TO.MKkl.lN, <J«*n. Mgr.
Jolson, Fred Astaire and the original
'Porgy and Bess' principals accompanied by the Hall Johnson choir of
40 voices. George Jessel will serve
The Year's Greatest Production Score
as emcee, and Louis A. Witten, commentator. .Two and one-half hour

VANGUARD SONGS

concert will be broadcast nationally

by Columbia
and short waved
around the world.
Dr. Klemperer opens the memorial concert conducting the 96-piece
Philharmonic crew in 'Second Prelude,'
specially
orchestrated
by
David Broekman. Nat Shilkret follows with 'An American in Paris.'
Vocal section then swings into action with Al Jolson singing 'Swanee,*
Gladys Swarthout in 'The Man I
Love.', and Fred Astaire in 'They
Can't Take That Away From Me,'
Young conducts the accompaniment.

'Concerto
in
F'
follows
with
Charles
Previn
conducting
and
Oscar Levant as
piano
soloist.
Finston then takes up the baton in
an anthology £o include a medley

The Hits from

the Great'

American Musical Romance

«

"VIRGINIA"
Now
Score by

New York
ALBERT STILLMAN

at Radio City's Center,

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

and

YOU AND KNOW
AN OLD FLAIVIE NEVE^ OSES
GOOD-EYE JONAH
IF YOU WEEE SOMEOS^E ELSE
I

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

•

799 7th Ave..

New

Yor»<

MUSIC

\rednesday, September B, 1937

VARIETY

10 YR.
Most Played on Air

HDSIC STRIKE IN

fOBEsmi

y
Combined ptups on WEAF^
WJZ and WABC are computed
for the week from Sunday

BALUMORE

through

Saturday

(Aug.

51

PAQ

Social Security for Musicians

Depends on Permanency of Group

29-

Sept. 4.)

My

HOTELS

Cabin of Dreams
Washington, Sept.

(Berlin)

So Rare
(Robblna)
'i'Whispjers in

Baltimore, Sept. 7.
Musicians employed in.lofcal hotels
strike today,
.V^ere ..called out on
^ijjtei?. negotiations for a closed shop
b'etweeh" the Musicians' Union and
Association fell
the" Hotel Men's
•

'

'

Know Now

*!

'''Yours and Mine
. (Robblns)

Non-union- combos, said to be recruited put of town, already are filling current jobs with a specit^l employment bureau set up by -the
;hot||s for filling of private party
::.

•

•

•
:

First Time

.

's'ation'al.

(Marks)

(Mario)

'
.

Looks Like Rain

My

Breaking

(Famous)

So

"

Many Memories
(Shapiro)

tWhen

or

When

(Chappell)

Sailboat in the Moonlight
(Crawford)

•

*Am I

in Love
(Wltmark)
*I'm Feelin' Like a Million

thing"

(Robbing)

Hour

Hits of the

Eyes

Harbor Lights

It's for the senDarpyl Zanuck

•

My

(Select)

20th Century- Fox
production:
>

Songwriters' Protective Ass'n by
immediately entering into a new 10year membership contract with the
American Society of Composers, Au-

(Miller)

'*Moon Got in

"You Can't Havo Every:

lishers are prepared to co-operate in
forestalling a court attack from the

Heart

*

AGAIN

Most of the leading music pub-

(Wltmark)
'*Afraid to Dream

and REV£L

CLICK,

.

time

:1^.hf.s

Moon

^Remember Me

It

....

:

Saw You

I

(Santly-JoV)

'Stardust on the

(Morris)
1'Stop, You're

GORDON

••

Smarty
(Popular)

'*Can I Forget

AFRAID TO DREAM

You

(Chappell)

You're

My

Desire

(Mills)

THE LOVELINESS OF YOU

Folks

Who

Live on the Hill

(Chappell)

Moon

at Sea

(Mills)

YOU CAN'T HAVE
EV'RYTHING

"*

Indicates filmusical song.

^

Production Number.

.

thors and Publishers.
Irving Caesar, SPA prezi has intimated that his association would
abandon the idea of bringing test
suits on the question of whether the
•publisher or writer controls the
small and mechanical rights if all
important pubs extend their agreements with ASCAP. Indications are
that
these publishers
will
take
Caesar at his word before the present month expires.
Some publishers express themselves as leery of Caesar's tactics
and urge that a new. agreement be
worked out with the SPA on synchronization and transcription before

any
extended
commitments are
made. Contract with the SPA could
contain: a clause making it void unless the publishers enter into unconditional renewal agreements with
ASCAP by Oct. 1 or Nov. 1.
Writers' Fear
In his statements on the controversy between the SPA and pub-

PLEASE PARDON US—
WE'RE IN LOVE

DANGERLOVE AT WORK
Gordon and Revel's great
waltz
I

HUM A WALTZ
from 20th Century's
"This

1270 Sixth

Is

My

Avenue

Affair"

•

New York

^lETOiVC Top.
POLLACK & MITCHELL
Si-ore Affaln

with

''MY SECRET

LOVE AFFAIR"

"OVER NIGHT"
"MY SWISS
HILLY BILLY"
the 20th Century-Fox
Musical, "THIN ICE," starring

From

Sonja Henle

r

McKEE CHECKING UP

ON MPPA'S BAD BOYS

(Taesar

has

declared

that
what the members of his association
are chiefly concerned about is the
possible disruption of the Society in
1940 through the withdrawal of one
or more producer controlled publishing groups. In anticipation of such
a situation, the SPA's council voted
one week ago to collect a war chest
of $50,000.
These funds would be
used to have the courts determine
whether the writer controls the right
to administer the small, sync and
transcription rights of his work,
even though the manuscript is actually registered with the copyright
office in the name of the publisher.
lishers,

Alto,

— Fear Weakening

THOSE SYNC RIGHTS

*That Old Feeling:

•

'

Time

of Industry Structure

(Feist)

Hostelry proprietors are in favor
elrnplbying union tooters for their
regular needs, but refuse, to insist
upoii union men as an added requipite Oii 'rental agteements.

.

Baby?

,

(Remick)

,

^eedlg,,

Castles,

(Harms)

tjirQagh.,'

;b£

:

the Daric

(Famous)

*Have You Any

;

,

Don't Want Court Actions
or Other Worries at This

Joseph V. McKee, counsel for the
Music Publishers Protective Ass'n,
has asked the parties to the code of
fair trade practices which went into
effect last August to turn over information about violations, to him
direct.
Complaints have been going
to Harry Fox, MPPA gen, mgr.
McKee's letter to signators of the
code states that he is prepared to
bring injunction and damage proFollowing a conference last week
any
publisher
ceedings
against
member of the agreement in the with Caesar, Max Dreyfus, who conevent charges of bribery or other trols the Chappell Co., Crawford
banned practices are borne out by ]VIusic Co. and Mario Music Co., cansubsequent investigation. Code is a vassed all important publishers on
mutual one and any court action their willingness to tie up with
would be based primarily on the ASCAP on a new 10-year contract
immediately and without any reserbreach of contract.
Another statute that might be in- vations as to the terms of the agreevoked in punishing violators is the ment. Every publisher approached
one bearing on unfair competition. favored the suggestion.
Only group which failed to make it
Federal Trade Commission has invited the music industry to appear an implicit okay was the Robbins
before it in Washington Oct. 4 for combine, which consists jof Robbins
a conference on a code of fair trade Music Corp., Leo Feist, Inc., and
practices which would be adminis- Miller Music, Inc. Jack Robbins and
group, stated
tered by the government. Commis- Jeck Bergman, of this
that they were all for the idea but,
sion several weeks ago expressed itself as having recognized the need of
such a code, but did nothing about
setting a date for an industry discussion of the issue until last week.

because of the circumstances of stock
control, they would have to consult
with Metro. Pair added that they
were certain their producer-partner
would not stand in the way of ratification of Dreyfus' proposal.
'

HEEBIE KAYE'S PAR SHOET

Present membership agreements in
Leslie Roush, Paramount short the Society expire Dec. 31, 1940.
Pubs say that their willingness to
feature production head in the east,
planed to the Coast Monday (6) to extend their membership in the Somake a one-reeler musical with ciety is not prompted by a fear that
Herbie Kaye's band. Plans to re- the court attack from SPA quarters
will prove damaging to their rights.
turn in two weeks.

MOVIETONE

MUSIC CORPORATION
Sam FOX Publishing CO .SoipA9''"'i
1250 SIXTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

They

AGAIN

IT'S

feel confident that the courts
will not depriye them of something
they have exercised for many years

BROWN AND FREED!

For a decade this famous team has made the nation sing and dance
And now they've
to its "Broadway Melody" score.
achieved the ultimate with

"BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"
WITH THESE HITS

YOURS AND
I'M FEEUN' LIKE
YOUR BROADWAY AND
EVER YBODY
iRobblns Music Corporation

•

MINE
A MILLION

MY BROADWAY
SING
799 7th

Ave.,

New York

and which never before has been
challenged by the writers. What the
pubs do want to avoid is strife within the industry at a time when the
whole structure of ASCAP and small
rights enforcement is threatened by
state legislative and court actions, as
instigated by broadcasters and other

performing rights users.
Suspicion is still implanted in the
minds of a number of major publishers that the active heads of the

SPA are prii;narily interested in
building up a treasury and creating
salaried posts. These pubs hold that
the only way the SPA's leaders can

7.

who

sician

member

a

is

of the
Musicians

of the organization is
to be used in determining who is liable for Social

American Federation

Security tax payments on behalf of
musicians, under a ruling of the In-

ticular engagement, he may, upon
his next engagement, perform only
musical services under a contract

Permanency

the yardstick

ternal-Revenue Bureau Friday

(3).

Partial clarification of the muddle which has troubled radio business since January resulted from a
memorandum signed by Comm. Guy
T. Helvering declaring that 'leaders of name bands are responsible
for anteing to the government's pool,
but that hotels, broadcasters, or
sponsors must fork over for musicians who are recruited at large.
In contested cases the Bureau will
rule whether the band is a permanent organization or merely a catchas-catch-can group.
Notice to tax collectors said that,
generally speaking, a band is a nande
orchestra when its organization ,is
permanent and the personnel remains more or less unchanged from
engagement to engagement, In such
cases, the leader is the individual
who should pay into the old age.
benefit
fund.
No single factor
should determine which' class an orchestra is in, the memo said, and
whenever doubt exists the Bureau
should be asked for a specific de-

of

may

serve as a 'contractor,' HaV"
ing served as a 'contractor' for a pa]j>»

negotiated by another musician serv-

ing as 'contractor.' It should be noticed thiat a 'contractor' may or may
hot perform musical services under
a contract which he has negotiated
(Continued on'pags 62)

Tops

in

Music Business

tlie

MY CABIN

i

OF DREAMS
Gone With The Wind

'

cision.

Explorations
Pertinent part of the

memo

The New RKO Musical
''The life Of the Party"
With Thtt Qreat
By MAGID^ON and

S|cgre

WRUBEL

fol-

lows;
'Purchasers

of
music, such as
hotels, theatres, cafes, clubs, radio
stations, radio sponsors, etc., desiring the sejvices of musicians, usually
contact these individuals through a
member Of the musicians' \mion.

Member through whom such contact is made is called a* 'contractor.'
•Practice, of engaging musicians
exclusively through a so-called 'contractor' has become general throughout the country. .Status of 'contractor' is not fixed, either as to occupancy or as to duties. Any mu.

Let's Have Another

Cigarette

Roses
The

December

In

Life Of

The Party

Yankee Doodle Band

HEEN SAUERBORN
KILLED IN CRASH
Schenectady^ Sept. .7,
Mrs. Helen Sauerborn, known professionally as Helen Osborne, 25year-old organist, pianist and dance
orchestra leader in Schenectady, was
killed Sept. 4 when an automobile in
which she .was riding collided head
on with a machine driven by Burton Klein, 33, of Scotia, also a pianist.
Eight other persons were injured in thfe early morning crash.
Ironically, Klein was returning
from an orchestra engagement while
Mrs. Sauerborn was coming back
with a party to Schenectady after a
visit to an Albany road night club,
where she was about set to opeu
with her unit. Riding in the rumble
seat of a sedan, she received a fractured skull and other injuries which
caused almost instant death.
Her
husband, Jacob Sauerborn, also a
musician, was In the night club, police said, but remained a few minutes after his wife and her friends
left. Coming along in his car, Sauerborn aided the injured and rushed
his wife to the hospital.

prove that this
is

is

not their objeqtive

by consummating an agreement on

the administration of sync and transcription rights and making such a
pact contingent on a general renewal
of ASCAP membership contracts.

THE

Chirp A Little Ditty

Irving Berlin, ineAve.,

New York

LINK, Gen.

Prof. Mgr.

799 Seventh

HARRY

ANNOVNCINO

A KEW BALLAb

"THERE'S MUSIC

MY HEART.

IN

CHERIE"
ny

tlie

Ac« WrIterN

JOSEPH McCarthy
and

JAMES HANLEY
Destined for Peak
Popularity!
•

SAM FOX

PUBLISHING COMPANY
IJbO

SIXTH

nCAQUILOING

AVENUL
K.A0IO CITY

NtW YORK

SONG SMASH OF THE SEASON

SO RARE
Rapidly and Deservedly Attaining Top Spot

on

All

Best

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.

Seller

Lists

799 7th

Ave.,

New York

VAUbE—BURLESQIJE

VARIETY

S2

Refurbishing Embjissy;
Rochester, for Hirst

• IS YEARS AGO

«
(Fntm Vabbrt and CUppt)

N. Y. Burlesquers Gettin' Hot; Almost

Wednesday, September

Rochester, Sept.

HIRST'S

8,

1937

m

NEW

7.

Embassy theatre closed for repairs

All of

Tin Open or Set

to

Reopen

Bobby Breen*s
At

P, A.
10

Abe Minsky has gone in with
$5,000
Max Rudnick in operation of thePalace, Chi, Oct.
Eltinge, N. Y., playing stock burley
Chicago, Sept. 7.
under revue tag with latter house
Bobby Breen comes into the
reported plunging again on talent
lineup with Mirisky's fresh money. Palace here for a personal on Oct,
TWinsky, w'ith I. H. Herk, has the 10.. Salary understood to be $5,000
Gaiety, N. Y,, and ledse on the Ful- net.
Breen comes in with the Joe E.
ton, around the corner from the
Herk was also invited to Brown flicker, 'Riding on Air.'
Gaiety.
participate in new Eltinge deal but
didn't come in.

RKO

Revival in 'film theme-songs due to
success of Ted Snyder's The Sheik.'
Some of the new songs were more
successful than the pix they touted.-

Producers figuring on $1 top for
roadshows in order to get the moneyback on big films.
.

& Katz and Jones, Linick
Schaeffer in an advertising battle
Chi, with the latter apparently
having the best of it.
Balaban

&

in

Palace, N. Y., started the fall season with a bill listing 42 players.
Two big production numbers and
the Stars of Yesterday helped to
.

Minsky is also reported having
'oemented breach with Herbert Kay
He may also
^nid Morton Minsky.
participate in managerial and finan-

Booking Head

Hirst's

Phil Rosenberg, formerly independent, has moved over'- to. the
Bond Building, N. Y.,-as -booking
head of the Hirst Independent Circuit.
Rosenberg, is Ijookjng most of
the principals in the wheel shows,
but is also- taking material from outside Agents which spikes a previous
report to the contrary.
Arty agent can do business with
Rosenberg, with usual commissions
going to agent booking sans ahy
double nick or split with Rosenberg.

cial setup of the Oriental.

Gaiety is still operating with
grind pix and Fulton remains dark.
Either house may relight anytime,
5ince new and approved routine has
comics digging stock scripts out of
"the trunk again and girl routine can
be thrown together at short notice.
Sudden' decision' 'of the Republic,
N. Y..'to reojpen last Friday (3) had
its eifect upon unsTiutterlng of two
other former N. Y. hurleys, "Pieople's
;on the Bowery, and the Irving
'Place,' both- also running Friday (3).
Formet house is running 'combo policy of one hour and a half show with
pl^ spacing/ while latter is dn a
•two-a-day policy with two hour
iBhow and reserved seats.

Hirst Circuit

Week of ^ept. 5
1038'— Century, Brooklyn,
Models'—=-Gayety, WaHhlriBton.
'Plensure Mad'
Gayety, Baltimore.
'Pageant of Folly' Cauino,. Pittsburgh.

TJaltles of
'Afftrry

>

——
—

(5).,

Brooiklyn, going $1
top legit as replacer to former burley policy, -there Is but one burley
still to gp in .Brooklyn before town
is in^ full swing.

production

elaborate

Too big

Fantasie.'

'Realm

policy will include first run
films, for continuous shows 11 a.m.,
to 11 p.m., four 'shows a day, 25c to
George R.
55c, all seats one price.
Carter continues as house manager
and Art Monk will direct 5-piece ork.

Embassy, operated by E. M, Loew,
of Boston, has been steady loser- in
film grind policy since. house was
remodeled from the old Family less
.

than a year ago. Fifty years ago i,t
as Cook's Opera House,
ace legit stand in city.

was known

—

Jliatter is

—

.

—

the Ca-

sihp, which relights Friday (10) and
.getting its shows on an Interchange
pp]licy with Callahan and. Wilner's
Apollo, N.. Y.
Minsky's Oriental, N. Y., also relights next Friday (10) with Gaiety
probably following a week later to
cash in with others any biz that's
•

.

-

.

ship

Stevens/ Burlesque Dr.

Toledo; Family, Rochester; Empire,

Newark, and Hudson, Union City
N.

J.

trol

on house operation
would give him active conwheel houses, other

of seven

being

to last long.

Leo Stevens

left

for

Louisville,

own

his

Trocadero,

Philly,

These with the two, Raymond

houses,;^

week to take up dual as- Star and Century, Brooklyn, which
Skeets Gallagher and Irene Martin
at the 5th Av., with Gallagher over signment of show doctor and gen- are figured to stick through season
Ky., this

erar stager for Izzy Hirst Independ-

strong.,

ent Circuit,

Emile Boreo

(biit billed

simply as
Did one

at the 5th Av.
in English and others in
French, Hindu, Russian, Italian and
'Boreo'),

number

Trixie Friganza had a
Neville Fleeson.

Mayor

more

new

act

of

Stevens' task will- be to jack up
the shows, most of which went out
On short notice and need fixing ac-

cording to out-of-town reports, and
also sapolio when going into trouble
spots in this and adjacent territory
of the wheel.

with roadshows, . give Hirst nine
houses he can be sure of, for the
circuit, no matter what.

With the addition of the. week- of
one-nigh ters through the mining
district of Pennsylvania later, and
also with Hirst.- in oh the house
operation, it wQuld bring his circuit
up to 10 sure weeks.
.

by

of

Syracuse proclaimed a

go-to-theatres-week, but two legits
were dark and pix houses -apathetic,
so week was a fliv.

—

—

Europe to accompany Moscow art
Browne's Luna Unit
around during the American Legion players on their continental tour.
She wired back stories for Ihis side.
Bothwell Browne, who has been
convention beginning Sept. 20.
had
them
under
contract
for
He
the
staging
the' revues
at 'Streets of
Reopening date and policy for
Paris,' Luna Park,
Coney Island,
Fulton is problematical. Minsky and U. S.
N. Y., is planning to reassemble the
Herk had been talking a two-a-day
Shubert unit shows started off with best features of the series for a
vaude policy for the house, but
Ended the same way.
vaude unit.
a bang.
that's all.

Own

Show, produced in. Chicago by
Leo Stevens. Company will have
16-girl line, and will include three
standard vaude turns, in neighborhood .of 32 people in all. Pix will be
,

20th-Fox
effort will

product, although selling
be on stage shows.

Policy will not be sold as burley,
in fact the name does not appear in
any of the advance publicity^ .Word
has gone out- that there will be no
strippers, and accent will be on
clean entertainment. There will be
four stage shows daily, with midnight show on Saturdays.

V

LIMITED
Munro

In Association with

AMALGAMATED THEATRES

LTD.

NEW ZEALAND
Controlling 200 of the most

modem

dc'luxe theatres in capital

cities

over 1,000,000 people, and neigh-

18 Days Cruise to the Antipodes
through crystal clear seas in Matson
luxury liners brings you to sunny

borhood

Australia, the California of the South.

districts in Australia*

of

and ABLE TO PLAY THE WORLD'S PEST ST AGE ATTRACTIOHS

Cable Address;

^HOYTSHLM,^

Sydney, Australia

7»..

National, •2,400-seat house, handled
by Abe Bass, will open Friday (10), as unit of the Hirst Circuit.
Opener will be. Bozo Snyder's

{Capital £2,025,000]

Director: Chas. E.

,

locally

HOYTS THEATRES
Managing

.

Louisville, Sept.

Vauders* Pic Spots

to

WIUING

-houses.

Keith's, Loiiis-

Keith's, Indianapolis; Empire,

ville;

PLAY AUSTRALIA'S GREATEST THEATRE CIRCUIT
AND ENJOY A SOUTH SEA HOLIDAY!

HEADY,

out-of-town

six

in

Houses involved are

of these

of

.

Izzy Hirst, head of the indie wheel
roadshow circuit,' has closed a ieal
which gives him operating partner-

Hirst's buy-iri

•

With Werba's,

^

Bad editing at the Alhambra. One
gag was used in three consecutive
Big noise was George Choos'
acts.

WEEKS

10

New

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Republic is using five vaude acts
for floor show scenes in 'Manhattan
Merry-Go-Round.'
'C'upld'a Carnlval'-r-Rlalto, Chicago.
Just to prove if wasn't a gag, the
Those signed are Jessay and Joe
'Say It with Glrli)'— Caaltio, Toron.to.
Keith office closed the Inhis brothers Mole, trick cyclists; Eddie and Eddie,
'Bar.s and Strlpell'—Palace, Buffalo.
'FrlaUy Frolics* Knibaaay, Rochester,
when they kidded prohibition at the fire eaters; Terrill Fossett and Shaw;
Empire, Franklin,
Low'
'Swing
High-Shake
and Pat Moran, acrobats, Passeau
N. Y.
Newark.
and Lee, skaters.
'.Scan Dbl'ls'
.Star, Brooklyn.
'Meet .the Glrla' Jacquea, Waterbury.
Morris Gest sent Rebecca Drucker

.

jxyith

opening Sunday

to sellouts.

Spanish, Audience wanted
the vernacular.

Charles Schwartz
the Oxford Friday (3)
•.7ol|e Begere'— Gayety,- Clnflnriatf.
stock j)0Ucy, with Star and
'Stage Scandals'
Garrlck, St. L,oui8.
'Red Hot and "Whoopee' Keilh'a InCpnt^iry theatres,, operated by Sam
and Harold Raymond and playing dianapolis.
'Foot
Ijoose
Parade'— Gayety, MUthe Izzy Hirst circuit roadshows wauUee.
In.,..Bi*ooklyn,

.Reopened

House back

build.

INSURES HIM

to dressing rooms, stage, etc., preparatory to becoming spoke in Izzy
Hirst's wheel of musical shows. First
try of this type of entertainment here
since police closed burlesque at the
Victoria seven years ago as too dirty.

WeJneeJay, September

8,

VAUDE-NITE CLUBS

1937

MAKING Pnr A 7-DAY

Recent Vice and Gambling Raids

C

Link Niteries with A.
Atlanta City, Sept.

down on all horse joints and within
an hour brought back 30 prisoners.
One more raid and this once gay
resemble «a western
resort may
town. The big niteries .which
operate elaborate gaming parlors 'in
the back' were untouched. They had
quietly closed after G-Man IJoover's
personal visit to clean up the white
slave traffic.
But there was plenty left ifor the
police. With the prisoners came ractelephones,
ing charts, croupiers,
loud speakers, dice and plenty of
cash. Some places received the usual
tip-oft and were closed when the
Police Chief James
cops arrived.
McMenamin, hQ)wever, said that their
operators were known to him and
that warrants would be issued.
The respectable portion of the
'ghost'

If
citizenry is asking 'how come?'
police knew the operators of gaming
places why were they permitted to
widely
and openly
so
operate
.

throughout the summer. The more
cynical taxpayers] smile aiid point to
the fact that, 'the end of the season
,

is near.'

Police resenting the thrusts made
them are saying that higher-ups
gave them the word to 'lay-off.'. Who
the higher-ups are, these cppS who
refuse to be named, also refuse to
at

.

.

It is

known

well

that Atlantic City

enjoyed one of its most prosperous
and largest gambling seasons in years
and that all places, w^re under protection of certain politicians.
Attached to some of the top city
officials were 'special investigators'
who were really nothing more than
'bag-men' for the political machine.
,It is also known that one operator of
a large 'horse joint' had the wire
concession and that no new bookie
could open without his okay.
Never was vice more organized
here.
Gambling places, 'houses of
joy'

and number games were each

separate units, with their

own

top

men and

collectors, but all 'swearing
allegiance' to the 'machine.*

And

it's

powerful

a

machine.

About 15%

of the Voting population
either holds political jobs or is assigned to work in the various rackets.
Mayor Charles D. White, of an old
and prominent Quaker family, said
he did not come in as a reformer,
that vice existed before he assumed
office, that it was tolerated by the
citizens and that his main interest

was putting the town back on

Politics

its

financial feet. He has no liking for
the 'special investigators' and recently told your correspondent that

.

Newport, Ky., Sept.

7.

Glenn Schmidt, manager

of

Beverly Hills club, has advised
booking agency not to book any
more dog acts, One of Gautiers'
pooches jumped on a
table and gulped a custoiner's
.

•

Ready for Autumn Biz

house there.

as it ordinarily does in three or four
days.

that

but

•

AQUATIC NITERIES

ALSO OGLE LEGION
Floating niteries which generally
after

fold

Labor Day are extend-

month

this year, taking a

gamble

summer weather and

on.

Indian

the incoming

American Legion Convention

in

^ew

Sept. 20-26.

Abbott

Hal

Star;

and

Marcia

Bernice

on its. Coney Island sailings
from the Battery, N. Y., until end of
September in order to get some of
the Coney Mardi Gras biz week of
Sept. 13 and the Legionnaires the

ule

'

week

NEW AERIAL

Now

it's a. full week for them unless,
as sometimes happens, it's a band
that has to go back to New York on
Sundays for a broadcast. On those
occasions. Steubenville is without

Sunday shows.

following.

K

To that end, B &
has decided
to eliminate the present cheap admission for cheap show policy at

Femmes

Dixie

big

attraction for

Take a Takeoff On
Gal Who's 'From Dixie'
7.

Sheila Barrett, headUnini Lpew's
Capitol last week and I'sted as
hometown gal, eliminated what local critics had hailed as her cleverest impersonation when a lady member of the D. C. Georgia Stats Society

still

the

populace

at

and carnivals and today
retain there their popu-

but with a more modern slant.
Since the advent of Prof. Jean Piccard and (Miss) Mickey Carlyle,
balloon danseuse,. balloon ascensions
and dances have been in. clusters.
Miss Carlyle has revamped her
larity

Caa't

Washin.!?ton, Sept.

STRIP

Minneapolis, Sept. 7.
Balloon ascensions used to be a

they

,

M'andalay and S. S. Westchester,
other night floaters, are also readying special entertainment. In addition to the trio of showboats the McAllister line \yill also extend sched-

K

'STRATOSPHERE DANCE'

the fairs

Harris,
Jarnot, Yeomanettes enseriibie and Wi^li^nn Connelly's orch.

Jackie

move

fall

Kay

Parsons' Showboat is readying a special revue dedicated to the
visitors, talent including Ruby Barth,

Wilson's newest

everyone coming out and decide if he is in a fit ptate to
If not, cop is to find a
drive.
sober person to drive for the
tipsy, one or lock the car arid
keep the keys.

•

ing season for an additional

York

Mayor

squawked it was 'insult to
women.'
Lady society

southern

member

sent sharp note backsta«e
aCter first performance on fifth day
of engagement (31) saying:

original act at the Minnesota State
"Fair here to include dozens of balloons instead of the former single
one and it is now called 'The
Stratosphere Dance.'
Miss Carlyle
wears an aviator's helmet and goggles as her only costume, except the
little balloon which she retains to
preserve some of Yier riiodesty and
appease the censors after tossing the
rest into the audience as souvenirs
of the fair.
.

SALLY RAND EXTENDS

'Your imitation, so called, is an
outrageous insult to all real southern women. You have talent. Use
it in a better way."
After
conference
with
Carter
Pittsburgh, Sept. 7.
Barron, Loew's division manager.
Sally Rand's one-night barnstorm- Sheila agreed to drop skietch, which
er, which began at Lake Compounce,
caricatures a 'professional southern
N. H., Aug. 15, has been extended girl getting too much to drink in a
for three weeks more,, fanner said New York night club,' for remainhere while appearing at Eddie Pey- ing two days of engagement.
'I'm here to entertain people, not
ton's last week.
Tour was to have
ended yesterday in Ridgeway, Pa., to embarass them,' Miss Barrett told
but after a three-day layoff tour will papers in announcing the eliminabe resumed Friday in Kankakee, 111., tion. 'But you might point out that
and continue for 21 more nights.
I'm a southern girl, myself.'

HER ONE-NIGHT TOUR

On

current dates in ballrooms and
halls. Miss Rand is carrying
Don Peeble's band. Gal sez
she's serious about trying to cra;sh
a Broadway legit show this year but
if that doesn't pan out she'll reorganize her stage unit and hit out
over the theatre circuit again.

dance

only

MCA

Pkilly

Agents Hedging

On $100

License Nick

Philadelphia, Sept.

new

Pennsy's
agents,

law

7,

governing

which went

Wednesday

into effect last
(1) has had little efiect
the agents' doing biz.

far on
Although the ordinance specifies
every l^ooker must have a license,
sock for which is $100, only five
agents have taken out certificates.
About 17 of the 10%ers were already diplomaed under the general
law regulating employment agen-

so

cies.

Sets Line (Srls,

Acts for London

Labor and Industry Department,
which Js in charge of enforcement,
Niteries now making plans to go after the
Vic Giraro, local agent,
promises pinches if the sheepskins
aren't obtained.
Grace being allowed because letters of notification
chiselers.

Music Corp. of America will book
line of girls and ship them to London to open at the Grosvenor House.
Group of 10 Georgie Hale girls embark for London this week from
Cannes, France, to open there on
Sept. 23 for six weeks.
Also set for London engagements
are Grace and Charles Herbert,
dancers, for new Trianon nitery,
opening Sept. 27; Russell Swann,
magico, Dorchester House, Sept. 16,
and Texas Tommy, horse act, recently at the Paradise, N. Y.

law would take efl'ect Sept.
weren't received by the agents

that the
1

until

day

effective.

&

vise its
houses,

7.

in city's safe^dtiving campaign
is to detail a cop in front of
every nitery after midnight.
Bluecoats' orders are to o.o.

Several years ago, when Dick
Powell, the flicker star, was rn.c. at
Stanley, same stunt was employed
for Steubenville but was dropped
Resumption last
soFne time back.

proved so profitable that it'll be
continued indefinitely.
Acts and units "playing Stanley
used to be paid on a si::-c'ay basis.

Chicago, Sept. 7.
Katz has decided to repolicy setup in its loop
and will proceed in the
future on the basis that the real
coin in show business is made from
attractions iand not from ovei'head.
B &
is tossing the idea of keeping the overhead down but of the
window, and has gone into the open
market on a hunt for top box ofl:'ice
names, whether on screen or stagffj.

Balaban

Philaidelphia, Sept.

35 miles

It's

Schmidt

$2.25 chunk,

the Oriental, Has been running at
a 25c low to 65c top at the house,
using slough pictures and secondrun stuff for the most part, tied up
with a vaude bill that budgeted
usually well under $3,500. With an
averagCf cost sheet on the house at
.

Balaban & Katz has been
losing an average of $3,000 oh the
house for the past year.
Starting this coming week the
Oriental will go to a name picture

.1)17,000

and name stage show

and

K

which

Chicago,

flagship

also

gets

75c top.

Big Plx and Acts at Both
Oriental will compete ,with' the
Chicago in both screen and stage
power. For the opening oh the new
policy the house has been given
'Stella Dallas'. (UA), which is set
for a two-week run.
In addition,
the house will get a show that will
Fred
budget better than $4,500,
Evrns, stage producer at the Chicago, will also handle the Oriental
staging. For the opening will combine the Chicago and Oriental girls,
28 on the stage in all, for a big
extravaganza impression.
Chicago
will not need its girls due to the
appearance of Eddy Duohin band
on the stage.
Following 'Dallas,' the Oriental

has

already

through

set,

booking

manager Lou Lipstone, a 'Battle of
Swing' stage show .which will be
headed by two name orchcstrfis,
Clyde Lucas and Earl (Father)
Hines combos. The general policy
of the house will continue on that
level.

This decision on the part of
follows a close examination
the books for the past few weeks,
which indicates that the times the
Chicago and Oriental perked into
profits were the times they pre.

B &

K

.sented topnotch attractions, and not
the weeks that tKey shaved the overhead.
Spend Money to Get B.O.
,

At the Oriental this was indicated
by the booking of 'San Quentin'
(V/B) into the house despite the
upped cost of the print for the hou.v.e,
and by the gross turned in by Lou
Holtz-Helen Morgan stage combination.
The Chicago has zoomed ils
gross

,

policy,

will hike its price to 75c, and will
run at the same policy as the B &

average

more

than

$20,000

weekly during the past few months

Newest Crazy Show Less
Hokey; Not So Funny
London, Sept. 7.
'London Rhapsody,' newest Crazy
Show, opened, at the Palladium

with the bookings of M«*riha Rn.ve,
Duchin, Vallee, 'Artists and Models*
picture, etc., jumping from a previous $25.000-$30,000 average to $45,000-$60,000.

At its 25c-65c policy the Oriental
had been competing directly with
the State-Lake which is owned by
B & K though operated by Jone.s,
Linick ^ Schaefer on a 50-50 deal.
sailles, N. Y., next Thursday (16)
This house has been turning in
when the 'Babes in Arms' star tees Chez Burlesque Nitery
Whole thing is closer to a regula- regular profits for B & K and the
off the policy of big names again.
*jardin de Follies* tion West End revue along normal circuit feels that this return will be
During the summei: the Eas.t 50th
lines than ever before and hence is
Allen Gilbert, stager of shows at
uppcd by the removal of Oriental's
street nitery had been coasting with
funny.
competition from the low-priced
the Apollo, N. Y., will go ahead with less
moderate talent budgets.
field.
New band succeeding Harry the nitei'y deal lor a spot on W. 52d
And still another angle in the shift
Rosenthal is Maximilian Bergere and street, N. Y., which was to have
Gourfain's
Unit
of the Oriental to a top theatre i.s
been called the Chez Burlesque.
Galli-Galli also goes in.
the crying need for additional ace
Chicago, Sept. 7,
Gilbert and associates interested
Harry Gourfain has selected acts flicker outlets by B & K Pictures
in venture plan early next month
dammed up and pushed
opening with 'Jardin de Follies,' new for his new 'Mad Cap' unit, set to have been
*Big Appiers* Killed
back due to the lack of screen space
tag since burlesque classification on break in around here.
in the loop, and the distributors are
In Automobile Collision any amusement enterprise is now
Will headline an all-girl novelty
yowling their heads for dates.
Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 7.
tab.oo in New York.
band, with NisU Kelly,
Also inB & K as an exhibitor has been
Two Negro youths of a group of
cludes Three Sophisticated Ladies,
adverse to pulling pictures out of
five 'Big Apple'- entertainers were inPete, Peaches and Duke, Ray Conits loop houses just to make room
stantly killed in a car-truck collision
SONGSTRESS' QUICK REPEAT
Ion and Co., Paul Nolan and Co.,
for new ones as long as the current
near Garner as they were going to
Charlie McCardey, Lillian Mark, and
Pittsburgh, Sept. 7.
Such
flickers Were doing business.
Wilson theatre to give a midnight
Quickest repeat booking on rec- Loreli.
pictures as 'Saratoga,' 'Good Earth,*
Mitzi Green is the reopening attraction at the renovated Club Ver-

Detroit Niteries S^t,

•

his entertainers
doubling, as 'able partners.

Meat was
squawk was
doesn't want

Safety First

Harry Kalmine, Warner zone manager, and will continue indefinitely.
Shows booked at Stanley now are
spending Sunday in Steuben ville, O.,

WB

Stage Draws at Chicago

Oriental; Figures It s Better B. 0.

luxer.
That's the result of a successful experiment ti'ied out here by

ace

53

Taking Rubber-Band Off

For

7.

from Pittsburgh and Sunday shows
with name attractions thei-e have of
late been grossing, as much for house

steak.

he had 'to swallow these felldws.'
It is known, too, that the turn of
events had been so digusting to him
that he was ready to resign, but reThe Rand one-nighters began day
fuses now to step down, as it may after she closed in
'White Cargo' at
indicate he was quitting under fire.
Wharf theatre in Provincetown,
The Mayor had already moved to She's making all of the jumps by
take over the police department and auto with a specially built trailer.
the whole slough against vice may
be nothing more than a 'dog-fight'
between Hizzoner and Director of
Public Safety Cuthbert who has re- Mitzi Green, Bergere's
sisted the attempt to wrest the police
department from him.
Orch Set for Versailles

.

Pittsburgh, Sept.

B&K

Although Pittsburgh is still a sixday town for flesh, it has in reality
become a seven-day spot for bands
and acts playing Stanley, WB de-

Dog Ate Steak

7.

Following the example of Federal
Agents who raided 17 alleged vice
dens, police last Friday (3) swooped

state.

STAND FOR BAND DATES

VARIETY

Wednesday

has more elaborate scenery than heretofore and a
smaller percentage of slapstick.
(1).

It

Now

Detroit, Sept.

7.

Return of cooler weather heralds
return of several non-cooled niter
ies.
Closing of outdoor spots should
also mean a shot in the arm for
clubs which weathered summer on
'

shoe-string.
hotel nocturne spots will
also enter field later this month.
Hotel Slatler already has opened its

a.

Two now

new Cafe Rouge, and is rushing
v/ork on its new nitery adjacent to
,

hotel on Washington Blvd. Webster
Hall is also finishing a new drink
Spot, which'll open in few weeks.
Club Saks, which is being done
over, will have formal opening late

month, arid the Club Commpdore, closed for summer, is expected
to reopen in a few weeks.

this
;

Eirica Stolzberg's Dance Tour
Erica Stolzberg, German ballet
dancer, being set for a recital tour
and class cafe dates by Albertina
Rasch in America.

.

New

Two

•

performance.

P.
j;,
Moody, manager of the
group, drove" the machine' in which
the five werS riding, listed the dead
as Willie Lee Jackson, about 14, of

Columbia,

S.

C, and John Wesley

Jones, about 20^ of Darlington, S. C.

A

third,

Billie

Hill,

hurt, although he and
escaped injury.

was slightly
two others

ord here for a single act is that of
.'Captains Clourageous,* 'You Can't
Gainsworth, «inger, who
Is Born'
LELA MOORE'S COAST TREK Have Everything' and 'Star from
Stanley Friday for her
.«.ix
have heen held in the loop
second engagement at this spot
Lela Moore, dance illusionist, has
to eight weeks, playing as many as
within six weeks. She'll be on a bill been set for a couple of California
three theatres before finally being
with Glen Gray's orch.
dates by the William Morris office.
shoved out. B & K believes that a
.Gal was- a big click last -time here,
Girl's 'Dance of -the Lovers' opens sock picture will do more and better
but re-booking a surprise consider- at the Orpheum, L. A., Sept. 22, with busine.ss for eight weeks than an
ing fact she's not y6t an established Golden Gate, San Francisco, follow- ordinary programmer will do in a
ing.
name.
single week.

Mal'jorie

returns to

NITE CLUBS

VARIETY

54

—

class of entertainment although not 'Selle Daisy
of the top rung but interesting and turns.

Night Club Reviews

—

and prices
another,
along with the average is doing its
share.

enough

still

Caught on off-week night, customone that has held its ers were there in sufficient number
doing -well. Some- to make it evident that opetator
all,
thing which can't be said for
Henri Dajou Is weathering the dullParis, Aug. 25.
done a fold.
est month of the year in fine style.
Of the host of new clubs which while some have
Gal heavy on looks but light on
Leon Abbey's band is probably
«pened here earlier in the year exbilled as Mademoipecting to cash in on the influx of one of the best reasons for this, the dancing ability

COTTON CLUB
(PARIS)

tourists for the Exposition, the Cot-

ton

Club

own and

.

is

is

Wednesday, September

still

.

opens with some kicks quiet and attentive to Miss Mura.
Followed by Ray and who brings her Spanish personality
to sing both popular and semi-classic
tunes in a new, dramatic style She
makes an excellent appearance on
the flopr, and delivers in a full-

comedy team, of big and little
Negro, who step a routine of taps
that has nothing extradordinary in
its make-up but is timed well.
Both
do a specialty number between the
opener and closer of the duo.
Jean and Georgie Miller, tall
blondes, announced in a way to
make the onlookers think they are
American, oiler what is tei'med a
bolero number to fa.ir returns. They
have looks, which does more to pu
their number over than any actual
Fred,

1937

8,

'

;

forceful

throated,

manner

that

is

smartly effective. It's tough to keen
any nitery audience quiet, and Miss
Mura's ability to do just that is an

indication of a surefire footlight personality.

There was another singer on the
show, earlier, but not early enough
Irene Fenton doesn't rate here, hav-^

ing little to impress.
Is what is
probably a swing singer. The Rayes
can always be counted on for the
best in appearance and a highly
pleasant
dancing routine.
"Their
Latin appearance is strangely hitched
to truckin' and Suzi-Q .numbers;
Their straight Spanish dances are
Billjr and Bevery Bemis
excellent.
are repeaters in this nitery, and
again make good. They are a consistent pair of youthful dancers, with
to catch best applausie of the entire
plenty of pep, style and delivery.
offering. Boys performing seem to
For consistent performance Henry
have more fun than the customers,
Busse orchestra rates particular
but get plenty of laughs.
mention. They've been here a long
Good jazz dispensed by Abbey Is time now, but the longer they stay
backed up by the Bibo Tango Band, the more they satisfy the customers.
but in this spot the jazz and swing The orchestra remains a solid
musidoes far the best and stays the cal aggregation, playing a
great
longest.
Hitflro.
show and coming through day in and
day out with listenable and danceable tunes. The Maurie Stein group
fills in between the Busse sojourns
(CHICAGO)
on the band stand, and does a
Chicago, Sept. 5.
capable job.
Gold.
Without cash register dynamite in
the list of acts, this midsummer show
has a wealth of excellent talent. If
Nitery Placements
there was only one sock name, it
would have been a perfect nitery

dancing:

FEATURED ARTISTS WITH

CLIFFORD

NEW

C.

Colored lad from Holland called
Martin Sterman offers a few songs
—all old favorites of the last decade
accompanying himself on a ukelele,
Nothing extraordinary about his
voice and songs are outdated, but
he puts them over.
Quartet drawn from Jhe orchestra,
led by Abbey, sings two numbers,
one a- straight and the other a medley,

nSCHER'S

—

BERGERE

FOLIES

FRENCH CASINO. NEW YORK

LES AURETTE
FOLIES BERGERE

<

FRENCH CASINO, NEW YORK

CHEZ PAREE

**One of the bright spots of the evening are Bil and Bil."
—Ted Friend, N. Y. "Daily Mirror," Aug. 25.

BIL

AND

BIL

THOSE FUNNY PORTERS OK THE FRENCH CASINO

bill.

The Bachelors. Savoy-Plaza hotel,
Show has class, barticularly in the
of Paul Draper, Paul Gerritts N. Y.
Tip, Tap, Toe. dancers; Chocoand Corinna Mura.
dancers; Tramp Band, Cotton
lateers.
Gerritts filled in as m.c. and comic
on the bill, and did both stints with Clyb, N. Y.
Socarras, Big Time Crip, dancer.
his always assured and distinctive
style.
A genuine performer who is Spoons !6rown'; Bubbles, Harlem Upa cinch entertainer, contributed his roar House. N. Y.
Dorothy Salters, Chatioteers, Cook
usual gracious and satisfying turn
here.
His stories have their own and Brown, dancers. Kit Kat, N. Y.
Dorothy Wilkens, singer. New
slightly nutty tone, and the delivery
enhances the yarns.
In addition, Yorker hotel. N. Y.
Michel Michon, Nadia Ludova,
Gerritts comes through with his skating routine, the acme of finesse on dancer; Draia Birse, singer; Mischa,
dancer; Volodia Katov, pianist; Maruthe rollers.
Draper continues on his own per- sia Sava. singer; Simeon Karavaett,
sonal campaign to turn tap dancing dancer, Kretchma, N. Y.

work

"A Standard Vaudeville Novelty."—"Variety," Aug.

25
I..

THE DORMONDES
"Comedy

TJnicyle Pantomimists"

HERMAN HYDE

.

Nena,

into a classic art, substituting idea

Mona

approach for energy. Draper has
kicked 'Nagasaki* Into the alley and
has
substituted
with
Gershwin,
Debussy and Strauss. He has conquered his stuttering almost completely, and introduces each number
himself in a smart manner.
His work is distinctive, standing
out above anything else in the tap

AND

SALLY BURRILL
—"Irene

Ted

Friend, N. Y; "Daily Mirror," Aug. 25.

in the traditional Gallic

-

FIRST TIME

IN

Kathleen
Maye, singer; Haines, Tate and
Simpson, Leon and Eddie's, N. Y.
Dario and Diane, dancers. Plaza
hotel, N. Y.

Juvelys

Grace and Ray McDonald, dancers.
N. Y.
Wini Shaw, singer; Ramon and
Englewood,

Renita,. dancers; Riviera»

N. J.
Doris Rhodes, singer; Titon Trio,
tumblers; Versailles, N. Y.

Helda, a cute mite, sings and dances

manner."

DUE TO OUR MVMGED NEW-TYPE OF STAGE-UNIT PRODUCTIONS AND « HEAVY ADDITION OF CITY-DATES AND
PLAYING TIME

AMERICA

THE CIRCUIT NEEDS
MORE UNIT PRODUCERS-ACTS-

may be

safely acclaimed the greatest .specialty ever brought to American
shores,"—Ted Friend, N. Y. "Daily Mirror" Aug. 25.

VAODEViLLE TALENT-MUSICIANS!
SHOW OWNERS:

Contact our offices for the New Season's Announcements.
We are setting routes
thru to the holidays now.

LUCIENNE and ASHOUR
FRENCH CONTINENTAL COMEDY DANCERS
Ted

singer;

Frolics,

for there's no one else, around
doing his type of work. Was over
well with this audience.
And the customers .were plenty

LES JUVELYS
Tes

STANDARD ACTS: Our shows want

Friend, N,.Y. "Daily Mirror," Aug. 25.— "Lucienne and Ashour offer an Apache
that eclipses all similar efforts by the widest of possible margins."

the best, and, if
Just be certain

you make it right, can afford you.
it is a Cushman Unit.

Dance

MUSICAL ACTS:

Novelties

'

who double orchestra

us the details.

UNKNOWN TALENT:

EUROPE'S REPRESENTATIVE NOVELTY DANCERS

LILYAN, DANIA and
Ted Friend, N. Y. "Daily Mirror," Aug. 25.—"Les Menchiassi merit

really

want a

From the radio hours,

future, here

if

give
yolT"

your opportunity.

Performersi File a photo, in make-up, with our Kans^^s City
and Coast offices, on the back typo .title, billing, descriptive matter,
lowest salary (net, no commissions) and permanent mailing
address.
Photos will not bo returned, but will be filed until we
find you a spot.

MALO
praise in prese;rting

THE WILBUR CUSHMAN CIRCUIT
SUMMER ADDRESS

,

P. 0.

LES MENCHIASSI

Box 1642, Hollywood,
On and

Entire

Fifth

After October

Floor— FOX

BEVERLY

A YEOMAN JOB PLAYING FOR THE REVUE."
—"Variety," Aug.

is

etc.,

—

All

their droll camel specialty."

"THE BREESE BOYS DID

dancet;

Chiquita,

Gaucho, N. Y.

Lisa.

James Keogan,

line,

IRENE HELDA

dancer;

25.

Calif.

1

WILSHIRE THEATRE BLDG.
HILLS, CALIF.

Middle West Division Office
The Wilbur Cushman Circuit, 950 Dierks BIdg., Kansas City, Mo.
Ed. Gardiner, District Manager

LOU BREESE
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

FOLIES

BERGERE— FRENCH

CASINO,

CLIFFORD

C.

FISCHER'S

NEW YORK

RUSS MORGAN ORCHESTRA ALSO CAME IN FOR "CROWNING."—"Variety,"

RUSS MORGAN
And His ORCHESTRA

FRENCH CASINO, NEW YORK

Aug.

25.

BmnlCU 'A'lfl

W%% MORQAN
*

UHI BREESE

ORCHESTRAS

COVER
CMKRCE

TiuuhCadtno
S*- • "•*• WI. 57070
ml^J^^tX^
WflBlD
1 MDtT KMOUI TMIlUMtttTflUHaHT
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Full Gviiri*
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S*i«.
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VAUDE-BURLESQUE

W^cdnesday, September 8, 1937

Burlesque Reviews
MEET THE GIRLS

Harry Meyers, Jackson and principals; some very legit warbling by
Ben Hamilton; a mild peeler by Miss
Delees; a racetrack bif by Seymour
and Evanson; a burlesque on Major
Bowes, and another interlude by
Cornish and Dean follow in order
and to good effect.
Evelyn Myers, a real looker, and

(GAYETY, BALTIMORE)
Baltimore,
This

iSept. 5,

show Izzy Hirst may well

a

is

for his new deal
tise as a pattern
from the featured
In burlesque. Aside

Myers, who has
takes, 'Meet the Girls'

Evelyn

KiriDoer,.

Ivery thing

it

nicely put together, then steps onto
one for her peeling specialty done
in legitimate and effective manner.
girl hoofers;
Knows
how to handle an audience
danseuse,
Mildred Tolle, well-trained
burlesque and puts over a real sock without bearid an experienced trio of
Harry ing offensive or tawdry in selling
Evanson,
Harry
tomics,
her wares.
Finale that follows, a
Meyers and Harry Seymour.
syncopated wedding with entire cast
Best of all, however,, is the routing participating good curtain drawer
and colortt the' line of 14 well-sized
that
had
waiting for the finish.
them
•fully wardrobed girls into the doings
Second act, different fi-om the av•with a minimum of lengthy and
erage burlesque after part that is a
meaningless parade numbers' and- mild rehash of preceding
stuff, opens
stress laid instead upon well trained
with okay hillbilly comedy song and
routines that last just Ipri^' enough business and follows
with Cornish
to give decided pace and lilt to the and Dean in some more hoofing; GasOther principals include ton the
show.
Boarder comedy bit: Cornish
Harry Jacks&n, capable straight; and Dean; Miss Tolle; a pick up bit
Joan Delees, secondary stripper; and another strong spot number in
Dorothy Sevier, and Max DuVol.
which Miss Myers strips down efShow gets off to breezy start by fectively,
and
with
considerable
principals and line followed by a sax
punch. Made for a pleasing continand hoofing specialty by male mem- uation that held, the stub holders to
ber of Cornish and Dean, Kissing the very final curtain.
bit by. Seymour, Meyers, Jack.son
With some tightening up here and
and femme principals next and okay there and
a general speeding of the
for some laughs, followed by a line
bits. 'Meet the Qirls' is a
number led by Dorothy Sevier. Corn- comedy
show
that should do Hirst's circuit
ish and Dean on here wack out a
some
good
and reflect itself in good
good hoofing specialty to good reBurrri.
style in the box office.
turns after which Mildred Tolle leads
a waltz number by ensemble and
shows a. technique indicating classic
specialties
uses effectively spliced in

bv Cornish and Dean, okay boy and

Ben Hamilton,

'

vocalist;

Girls From the Follies
(CENTURY, BROOKLYN)

training.

Harry Evanson and principals
hereafter

bit;

Miss Tolle; the

in a

another number by

wax

BEHY
BRUCE
CASINO,

LONDON

•

—

"The
Sketch, says
Daily
greatest volume of. applause was
that which greeted the dancing
of Betty Bruce. She is 4iuite the
best tap-dancer yet seen in London

—wonderfully
—

rhythmic

in-

Exterpretation real dancing.
ceptionally good entertainment.
Tfie most valuable contribution^
stage
is
it makes to the London
Betty Bruce."

Miss Siegel,

-'

CLIFFORD FISCHER

femme

ters),

stopped off for a look-see at the Will
Rogers' Home,

Rudy Huff. Al P;nUncle Ezra Jones, Elmer

Billy OIBrien,
ard,

Jr.,

Williams,

its

former

classification while,
.

•

'.

to

Coming and Going

Babe Ruth

.

gamp with much autographing

Harry Leyton paying tribute to
Memorial
, Lillian
New York ... Martin
Dillion
to
Brooklyn
Helcn,s.r;
O'Reilly back from N." Y.'C."'.
Ruth
.

.

.

the Stevenson

.

.

Mansfield to

.

,

.

.

Last Sunday Will Rogers' inmates
were entertained at Camp Intermission by Mr. Wm. (Mother) Morris.
Matthew Hll is a new arrival at
the Will Rogers.
Boy shnt in from
Philadelphia.
Look-see denotes a
short stay here.

Tommy

Abbott

summer

a

all

bunged up with

cold.

Write to those whom you know in
Saranac or elsewhere that are sick.

GLENN POPE
by

SIDNEY FISHER
Avenue

75/77, Shaftesbury

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

Christmas Card Agents
Lnrge. proflta.

tion of peep show,
\d a peep showa far cry from salvationing vaude
which the wheel heads have taken
upon themselves this sedson. Moreover, there never has been a peep
show' worth anything ne&r the 55c
nipk being extracted for these shows.
'

new

is

eRvneil HelllnK
e.aally
21 Folder AuBortmont..' SolLs «i)

Other 14ol|«lHy
for fl.OO,
"Write for pnrtlculn.VH.

nlffVit

worn burley skits. Production and
costuming fresh and flashy. Chorines
and showg^ls are mostly lookers.
While somewhat of a pace is set at

DOROTHEA ANTtL
220 Wtest 72nd

Bt.,

New

ACID TESTERS

Tf«rk, N. Y.

i

out-of-town circuit (unoftlclal)

-which the

'Ijy

Nhw Tork

nitery inannRerH nre gulfed coniprlnefl thfl" 22'5 ClUb anrt the TRCht C^Iub.
Chicago; the Aljiyfalr, C'lcvclana; the M^YFAIR. ItOS^TON; anO, th? Club
•
Esoulre. Toronto,
An act th.at Ollrku theve Is vpgandecl an almost surefire for N, T. audiences which' are deonifid tougher.
'

'

'

.

;

'

LARRY THORNTON
TKNOR

AS'D M.

C.

M A YF AIR, BOSTON
Weeks

1st Enga{|ement-r-64

'

•

'

lead,

knock

off heftiest

2nd Engasement-^24 Weeks
3rd Engagement' NOW in 13th

Week

humor

together.
In between following showgirl
routine and more comicality, Beasley's metal key board is staged for
two songs. Kid is unusually fast on
the carillon chariot for one so ap-

Week— Oriental, Chicago

NOW TOWER THEATRE
KANSAS CITY

THEATRE

of the

STARS

Mon., Sept. 13
Kcw York will Provide the

Presenring at Dinner and Supper in

World with Ita Supreme

THE CASINO

Entertainment Thrill I

On the Miracle Siagt

An

expansive rendeivous for

dining, dancing,

and

«*Ilravol"

divert

The Mont Sum|ituoM« Stage Show

tissemcnt so novel in it»
conception, so prodigal in
it

is

M. PIERRE SANDRINI

and diversions that
destined to become

and

The

great tradition

ofRector's.Maitim's.theZiegfeld

100

reaches

its

climax in the

liitcriialloiial

Deaullea

The Marcel Bergc' Ballet
Chester Hale Dancers— Gertrude Hoffman GlrU
•

^
/

i

.

4^^,

A«ts

Overtitfafl IS'oveUy

Roof, and the famous

revue-restaurants of Europe

of Dal Tabarln, Patif

M.JACQUES-CHARLES of Moulin Rouge, Parli

the center of the gaiety of
•nations!

in

Night Club Annalf, Producied by

its di^c'or

iSi"^'

"l

l\ FniiiouH Orclieslros
GEORGE OLSEN and His Miislc of Tomorrow

YASHA BUNCHUK-THE INTERNATIONALS
Np
Minimum
Sal.

coiivtit chartte at

tnv ilmc.

chatRe wctkclayi and Sundays In tht Catino $2.50*
$).00 minimum at Dinner— )3.50 at Supptr.

and Holiday Evca

Dclinlic table locations

may be

*

.

leicivcJ In advance
.

.

.

BOOKING

THE COSMOl'OLITAN SALON

GENEHAL EXECUTi

will

New York's most
•

luxurious dining room,'

be open from luncheon until closing, with
dancing froin mid-afternoon, featuring

George Olsen and His Music of Tomorrow

LOEVil

WEST

46TH

Iki^

J.

No

BLDG

H.

ST.

NEW YORK

LU

H.

minimum

charge

at the Broadway entrance to the Casino,
will be open daily and nightly

An important feature of the
Jniemuiional Cosirto will be its
Cuisine Under Direction of
World-Celebrated Chefs

B

GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY

couvcrt or

THE SPIUAL DAK

9-7(^00

I

N

PIERMONT

BOOKING MANAGER

ais-

Hortinontw.

,

identity count formlost in tHe shuffle long
before the first striptease. After that
it's the usual hodgepodge of time-

but gets

.

Morris awaiting fish-convention for
another catch.

Drep.soil

aureflre

.

.

ogling the Saranac-Plattsburg baseball

Idea of trying to strin.^' out a whole
lot of nothing into a' two-hour show
islnot working ov-t here. Succession
and lack of contrast in numbers does
not enhance by a long shot. This
quantity sans quality gag never
worked but and won't here either.
Producers' argument has been that
they'd rather look than listen at this
type of show. If so, that's putting
the new idea burley in a-, classifica-

The

Will Rogers'
vacash «n open

'

book (mistaken
ula),

the

Van Arnarn show.

date of the

•

other bUrleys which perforce must

eschew

ogled

Home. Came here

okay?

gets winded half
'Slumming on start everybod.y goies
blah until the
decked out in way down and it

in
a French maid and country
liephew bit. Exit doing a comic dance

AL 'WHUEY' ROBERTS

The

to

Dorothy Maxwell (Maxwell Siswho Broiadwayed it for a spell,

Sachs works like a

lorgnettes supply the contrast.
Murray and Nona Martin, show's

ALWAYS WORKING
Last

done
Chorus

is

Broaidway.

lint of

is
Park Ave.'
male and femme regalia of caps,
sweaters, etc., and paired in cake
walking. Remainder of liners and
house showgirls in plumed finery and
•

Dir.

BROOKLYN)

(STAR^

in the La Guairdia confines. It probably takes down its hair and more
clothes off when in more liberal, precincts-where burlesque has got to be
burlesque, or else,
....
Show starts off with semblance of

.

Schine's Pontlac theatre getting
face lifted, a neon flush with a

its

WHIRL OF GIRLS

the offing.

Speedily and effectively Murray.
Martin, -Alma Mabien and
Bob Bates. go through a wprm
turns bit wherein horsewhipping between, the quartet gets laughs.
Dancers are injected in. next two
spots. .Tappers on first in .their familiar chair - to - floor - to-heel-to-toe
routine which, winds up in a roughhouse party .for exit. Palmer and
Foresl? do some interesting work in
adagio-precision time.
One of th.e bietter production numbers, using offstage mike singing of

else.

•

of what the Izzy Hirst Circuit calls
'rejuv^inated
burlesque'
(under
wraps), this new tyoe of girleycue is
a waste of time. "There i? no noticeable transition or improvement over

Nona

nothing

Saranac Lake
By Happy Ben way

two ways.

Mike Sachs, doing rednose, arid AI
Pharr, deadpan, carry the comedy
burden of the show. Sachs hijs the
edge, but Pharr makes a good foil if

'

lowed by femme portion, of Carlton
and Killer team in a solo aero. In
same scene for speedy start are
George Murray, and Max Furman.
comics, who do a comic peeling down
to bloomers. -From then on it's indicated and proven that burley is in

str^^ight

electrical,

.

.

.

It's

In

'

of "Nuits de Fofies"

.

fashion.

Trojan, manages a fair share of
laughs. with the mediocre material at
one-tvvo-three order are Fur- hand, but eventually goals 'em later
Bates in a new 'and funny in a spot soecialty with Alice Kenghost mine sketch, a variation of the nedy. Sachs demonstrates ability as
back-of-the-pants grab, and Miss an ivory tickler, carries some good
Siegel in a brief costume I'endition crossfire chatter with Mi.ss Kennedy,
of 'Jaminin'.' t-atter reveals singer which with latt'er's vocalizing makes
as shapely f>s well as throated. Choru.3 the contrib a welcome basis in the
succeeds Siegel in split challenge de.sert of nothingness whi^h preceded
work. School bit climaxes comedy. and followed.
If nothin'» else
it
Last and second piece of nudity is shows what Sachs could have done
Miss Martin's sexy rendition of 'My with better skit material. But what's
Man's Gone.' Song is delivered in the use? It just wa.m't there, Pharr's
about, the most revealing dress that lau^h-getting innings ai'e mostly via
can still be within the law. Liners water.snouting, biz that's long since
back.nfi'ound in semi -nudity behind been a.k.
the latest police creation of gauze.
Aside from her stint with Sachs,
'Earlier Max Furman acquits him- Miss Kennedy makes personable
apself in a bedroom bit of no little
worth.
About the most su'^gestive pearance throughout, alternating in
portion in the show but also kept skits with; the brace of comics. Jaiwithin the bounds of decency. There's Leta and Diai'ie John.son, both perjust enou.gh zip in the cnmic prosonable gals with plenty worth
ceedings to keep them in the burley
.perusing,. alterna.te
in
the strips,
bi'acliets and out of the hoo.segow,
some under, wrar^s. but mostly not.
which proves something or other.
The. ensemble numbers have plenty
Chorus is unusually fine, well of chest undrapery. There are a
diressed and well behaved. There is coupla other specialties that smack
inone of the stupid giggling, disiriter- .of vaude, but don't get the propo!est.
inability or indifference that nents much attention, since there is
seems to be the catch word f^x ma- neither programn1in<?. house billing
•jority.
Burl.
nor mike announcement to give any^od.v an Idea as to "who's who or
what's what.
old burley
It's the
wheel argument that what's in a
name so long as the epidermis is
cessor.

.

THE SENSATION

which packs a living fireworks
display that's a sock for novelty.
Latter has sparkler effect emanatlnt;
from bodies of girls in pinwheel

finale,

man and

This one ushered in roiadshow seaApparently neither sticks, stones
nor official name calling had any son at this adjaceht-to-the-shopping
detrimental effect on the individuals district spot in downtown Brooklyn.
who make up this entertaining wheel House, liecause of its strong pull
show. In abbreviated Century version it is speedy and enjoyable bur- from Navy Yard, had. been dubbed
lesque.
the Gobs' Hippodrome, biit has either
Company carries -three- vawde acts: lost its drag with that clientele or
Bob Beasley, xylophonist; Palmer
and Foresta, dancers, and Carlton else the- news of reopening ^hasn't
and Miller. All more than in-be- gotten around to the. Navy Yard yet.
tween strips fillers; a good-looking, Whatever; there was not a gob in
well performing chorus, and a prinsight at the opening Sunday night
cipal personnel of equal merit.
Blonde Lee Siegel, singer, opens (5).
with a chorus background and is folIf 'Whirl of- Girls' is a fair sample

by

doll business

parently young but none the less
worthy. No polish or style now but
should .find it with more work.
Girley stuff is first of two tableaux
and most of the show's nudity. Co.stumcs are gaudy gold and plume
stuff with chorus fully decked while
backgrounders are nude to the waist.
Palmer and Foresta appear again in
this .section for brief fully clothed
adagio of lesser mettle than prede-

55

.

.

V

VARIETY
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Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK
THIS
Numerala

WEEK

Marrar Hill
(I^ntain Boom)
Joe Cappi Ore
Nanoy Garner.

'

TOTTKNHAM

fVOOLIVICII
Granada

Lucas

Sc

Brown's

Slefannls Singers

Evelyn Ran
Fred Cameron

BOSTON

Uoston (0)
Ina Bay Hutton Bd
Slan Kavanaijh
zi Mayfalr
Her Shaver Co
(a)-

H'wood Holel Rev

Merman

Bthel

& Broderlck
Lewis & Van
CHICAGO
.

Harriet HayeH
Nella Goodello

-

of

September 6

Pnlac« (10)
Variety Gambol
Stove Evans
Gene Austin

&

Coco

Block & Sully
Holland & Hart
Saul Orauraan Co
4

Broderlck
Bobby Breeh
KraddbckB

Lillian

(3)

'Kraddocks

Roth

Red Skelton

&

Glenz

Bellak

Anna &
Phi loo

Pals'

4

Jimmy James Co
Kerns

Chas

Les Plerrotys

& Capon
ALDBBSHOT

Hippodrome
Chris Charlton Co
White & Swagger
3 HUtons

&

Pell

Little

Capitol <tO)

& La

France

Pell

WKay
Brlant

Johnoy ^rklns

Solly

Carr Bros
June Carr

£ddle White
Jlinmy Dorsey Ore

Carolinians
Geraldlne & Joe

P &

LYME

BAHNSLEY
& McN
& Graham

Stanford

Bit«

Now Ob Her

5THWEEK

DUBLIN

.

&

33nrto

Mongadors

31ahn

DETROIT
Michigan

(10)

CHICAGO
Clilcago (10)

BA

Bddle Duchtn

ao)

Gale & Carson
Clarke & Baton
Helen Honan
Mairora

Carmen

Dell

Mahorner

May McKlnn Co

lAmb
&

CondoB Bros
Karre Lebaron 3

NEW HAVEN

Benny Goodman 6r
Paramount
Diamond Boys
Al Bernie
Alvarez

Sibyl Bowaa
Art Jarrelt

(10)

Don CummlngB
Lillian Carmen

&

Blanche

Elliott

Baraey. Gallant's
Betty Bowlcer
3 Musical Rogues.

Tommy Harris Ore
Tula Flournoy
Joyce Faye
Renaud
Anne White
Rita

Warner
PHII.AUEI.PHIA

Lornlne
Renee Villon

Lillian

Bill's

Bob Hall

Burle (10)

Horace Heldt Ore

(3)

Eddie. Duchin Oro

WASHINGTON

(3)

Clyde McCoy Ore
Hill

Biirrett

Roy

I.I..

Earle (10)
Gilbert Bros
.T

foiling & Peterson
War.lorle Gainsworth

&-

Sliinley (10)

Gleu Gray Ore
Marjorte Galnsworth

McKenna

.T

(iracle Barrie

Seymour Co

.lack

l'nTS«l'R<JH

Ashburn

LeKlonnalrcB

Ony

Ethel Gilbert

Spike Harrison

Emniett Casey
.Terry White
Ticiiry LoMitrr
.Tapk Arnold

Sid

Huwklna

.Terry Ryjiii

Beth Ruborn

.

Rhythm Boys

Caliente Cabelleroa

Helene Denizon

Piiul KIrkland Co
PmuI Roslnl

Johnny

Jlerkes

Dwnn
(Two to nil)
IMXANAFOTilS

Isabella

I.yriP

Ro.sco

(10)

Alps

Loria Brps

American Rockets
Chic Kennedy
KANSAS CITY. AiO
Toiver (10)

Arnolds
Sunnle O'Pea
.t

(Two

to nil)

F McFarland Ore
Consucio Flowerton

PpRgy Strtckland
Trlnl Plaza

Claremont Inn
Jolly Coburn Oro
Club Cavalier
Mark Sable Ore

Henry Berman

Gleason

.Tackle

Land

SMnrtra

I

Mildred Roselle

Honey

London

&

J AVilson
Club 18

O Andrews Ore

Week
riiii(i>rlMiry
1st

hiilf

Jl.

of September 6
H.

Jd'i

•

Blue Hull

1

Jack MurtPlI
Dominion

1st half (C-8)
f'heviiller Bros
3

CAAIimN

TOWN

(iiinntont

CI.ArTON
BInk
Pudlcy'H ^lldKOta

Do

:

I

LucH.M

»t

'

ST

Joli

I

]•!

\V.\n
Olt-.'ic

Syni mocks
KcHbItt
iSHurH'itits ni'sii
Pavilion
Wilson. Dalle & H
Jan ZnlsUl
4

f'rbnn

STKATKOKO

HAM

Broadway

BBC
Singer
Wyn & Ivy

'.niMla
Cliirk

San'
I!

Palace

M & H

Sindy Jr Bd

FliU'k

W(l

M.i.v

Olrac

I'vciMler
(• SliiKcr

KDMOXTON
•

I'aliicc

J)aku

4

.M

Symn\o(!kH

& n

Ne.sbltt

TOOTIX(J
(iraiiadii
I'lpers

("ark

HAji'irr-:
Wilson.

Lillian

l*alar»>

Mlllnn

<K-

(k

STICKATHAH

& Jvy

JdliiiM'i
3 Naf,'('ls

NujTels

LBWISHAM

JtadlciiiyinphiH

l>a.i;(>nhiin\

Murray

i'.-

icii

.Murray

.'^i

& U

Dohnis Fatu

IjMta.sha

iV:

Jack While
Pat. Harrington

Jerry BluncliHrd

Tl'i -iicy

ex. art
l/v. com-''

.Terry

ICruger

Withee

Jerl

Club Gnucho
l.os (iauciioH Ore
CUhluita
AIOMH TjIhu

•lai-lc

Ostcrni.iu

.

Kdilh Roark
Floria
0.1) e

\'e.'>tor[

T)lxon

('lii((uita

Joan Vickers
Kuth T>ciiniiig
L^ andra
Jack nein|ts«>yV
E Carpenter Ore
Don Alberto Ore
El Chico
Oarlos Montoya
3 Painppro
D'AvolOH di A
Anionlln Moi'.alits
.loKii
I.iiH

it Patricia
Cuaii'Cilas

Kolnndu

NTG Rev

Joey Ray

Bob Lee
Ginger Sutton

'

ANGELES

Hotel

Ambassador

Rose Valyda
Tiny Meredith
Oinar'a

Dome

George Redman Ore

IVklsliirO

Elmer
Duvall

~

& Tregg

Maxine Gregory

Blltmnre Bowl
Jimmy Crier Oro
Lola & Leivls
Glen Pope
Jan RubinI
3 BUtmorettes
Delores & Andre
Dick Webster
3 Rhythm Rascals

& Ann

Jo

Berkeley

Paciflc Sunset Club
AI Heath Ore

Hlllard
Anita Jaoobl
Spec & Spot
Bert Lynn

Bud & Helcne

Harriet Hlllard

June Morgan
Buddy La Rue

&

15

J

Ray Miller

Texas Redheads

Agnes Tolle
Evan B I'ontalne

Cafe International
A LeMalre
Mills, Kirk & H,

Paiomnr
Benny Goodtnan Ot
.Gene Krupa

.Tean

Olympic

International Girls
Frank Brltton Ore

Larry Jleli Ore
Teddy Wilson
Lionel Hampton
Little Rathskeller
Benny Goodman
Hudson Metzger Gls Jaclt Grinin Oro*
Bardo & Cunn'gli'm

•

3

Hotel ItiUinnra
(Moonlight Terrace)
Bernie Cummins' Or
I»'AnBelo & Porter
Waller Cummins
Dorothy. Crone

Swanson Ore
Hotel Esses House
Nat Brand Wynne O
Maxtne Tappin
Dick Stone
Johnny Blue
Murray Carun
R J Callman
Holel Gov. Clinlon
Phtl D'Arcy Ore
Stuart Julos
ICiy Marshall
Dorothy Daniels
Holol Hair Jtrooii
(Drouklyu)

Ken CnHoy Ore
Bette Carter
VlrKlnla T>ard
Betty WilllHins
Hotel I.exlngtflo

Andy lonri Ore
Hay Kinney
Mcynio Holt

Don &

Whiteman
Night & Doy
Olive

Beth Wilson

La Blue*
Hoilman Co

Henry Monet
Tliora Alalthalson

Miller

Marguerlta del Rio

•

Juan

McCarthy

n H

Hawaiian Paradise

AI

Parker's Ore

JestiM-H

(Casino)
lion

Clialet

Fornlsh Ore.

.Marie
lOileen

i;if(.

Agne.!!

Corktuwu Tavern
Great

Thurman

Drake

Sl.s

Mildred Gocble

Chabot

Ruel 4 Tamara

Jiihiisna

Al

Garwood Van

Ui

ICen

&

Co

JeiTy
"

Conroy

Puddork Bar
Oip

Club Cnniinenliil
il..y(.x' Oie
I'i>iiui'».

C'liiiiiiiciiial

3
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1)

handicapped because of the limited
time devoted to such events. Not
only are rehearsals inadequate but
script deletions

and revisions

rarely

accomplished.
Under such conditions it is not surprising, to ekperierice showmen that so few summer
shows are Broadway possibilities.

That isn't all of the squawk
from the rainbow chasing scouts.
They point out that none of those
barn theatre managers ever produced a play on Broadway and that
goes for stage directors.
In other
seasons several aspiring producers
dabbled amongst the rural show
shops but this summer passed up
the woods as unproductive.
However, many actors have been
in the country, away from city swelter, down where the bees hum and
didn't have to put the bee on their
friends.

WELL, IT WAS AN IDEA
Rome. Aug.

.

('hi<()
1

For Pix

(Confinlied

Oasis
TiOvelt

.(mm

Bowers
Horn
KIni,'

liaiiax\a\'

.li's^ii.
i

I'JnHtivood Gardens
.Mike Riley Ore
(t

l^'ay

(tallai;hpr

•'ill)

.Monai-lK'sl

Trnciidcro
I

Vmu

WInnio
Vallra
i^wAv

l.pona

Club

•Ruth Martin

T.urry

Perry Ore

Hank

J.liid

Uolori'.x

LItlle

King's

Book-Cadiilar Holel

Oro

M

JsnS' .Tones

Peacock Gardens
Sylvan Herman Ore
Yorktoivn O^avera

iMhiikftwa

.EldredRe

Tlarney

B

Billy Seln .Ore

Blue Lantern

mil Spnrloa

Paul Kendall

(i!)

I!

Arnold ,si.M
Jimt; Urunci
Jpan RoK.'i'fi

Hob Roborla

MlllHid

BloSNoni Heath

i

Wanda
r.p.o

,

Toiisy'e

Diana Toy
Lido

Sid Golden
Gregory Quinn 8c
Eldoradians
Sunset Inn
Ace Pancoast Ore
Rio Rica

rg
Ed M'arple
Rhythm 2

r.ew IldlVman
Joe, Betl.\-

I'liirence Jwown
•'iMiiKle Ciallaulior

BrlghtB Ore
Tuol Loa

.Salinl

Sol Iloopi

Hugo Klee

DETEOIT

Somerset House
Jack Owpn.-i
Betty Uordon
Swing Club

'

3

Hart

ilse

,

'de Martinis

Seven Seas
Lonnle Mel nil re Or
lilly Gibson
Honolulu r)aiirers

Hal Kemp- Ore
Vanious Door
Stud Smith
(,'ozy Coe
Jonah .Tones
Eddie Beal

&

.Mayos

le

Janice Thompson
Alfred Latell
Int'l Instrumental

AI Corns

Df-HiiiLo

Palumbo's
Eddip ThoniHs

Broulee Bros

Helen Thompson
Club Hawaii
Hawaiian Ore
Cocoanut Grove
Edgar Bergen

Sol

.

Kahn &

Dottle Jones

Chubby Reed

Bet .My T^ahi
Cleo Valentine

Joe Arn^strong

Lllllas Gilbert

Clover Club
Bob Grant Oro

Charlie

Agnes Wllles

Paris Inn

Pete Contrelli Ore
Uomlnlc Columbo
Ken Henryson

Cafe

Wm

Lambs Tavern

Tai Sings

(Sary
Sis

King

&

Dick

Duke

Paul

Little

Louis Chalkin Oro

Nathan Bros

Loach

Larry Siry Ore
Hotel' Astor
(Roof Garden)
Ozzle Nelson Ore
AI Barksdale Ore
Shirley Lloyd
Edna Sedgewick

Billy

Club MIrador
(Koof (iiardcn)
Burtily Wagner Ore

Wivel

Geo Hamilton Ure

Resfauranl

Rosenthal Ore

Joe Rodriguez Ore
Doris Rhodes
Tlton 3

Bob Asen Bd

Bail

Beverly

•

Barrett

Arllne Whitney
Evely-n Nesbitt

Bruz Fletcher
Charles Lawrenca

H'lyw'd

stumper. Tourist conductors are in
the habit of pointing out that the
Normandie, if up-ended on her
Eleanor Bowers
Beth Chains
stern, would reach within 19 feet
Irma Bundel
Charles & Celeste
of the observation roof.
Rita Del Gardi
They're
Beileme-Stratrord
Katherine Rand
(Planet Boom)
getting jittery about dispensing this
%Otb Centary TtoTers bit of information, because
Meyer Davis Oro
someone
Ben BVanklln Hotel Lou Longo Oro
always comes back and wants to
20th Century Co (6)
(Coral Cafe)
know how the Normandie could be
Jack Barnett
Moa Jafte Oro
Coyles (2)
tipped upright on her stern.
Benny the Bum's. Lillian Stewart
Andrea Andrews
Brinr-'Em-BiIck-AIive
Deloyd McKay
Parrlsh Cafe
Muriel Thomas
Farther afield in the tour business,
Frank Hall
Ted LInsey Ore
Frank Buck's Long Island menLee BarLell
Blanche Saunders
Diane & Del Campo Fats Prlmere
agerie is pleased with a 25% gaia
Ozzie Wells
3 Parlsettes
over last season's visitors, with 5,Geo Craft
Cedurwooil Inn'
Donny Lyons
000
viewers last Sunday alone. Main
(Malaga. N. J.)
Dutkln's BathskeUer
attraction now, besides the monkey
.Tack Curtis
Pattl Crawford
Pepper Garat
mountain, is the black leopard
Gay Sis
Johnny Barnett
Jean Andrewsfamily.
Mama leopard is IncomClarence Mich Ore
Mildred Ollson
Franky Schluth
Zolley Ramblers Or municado, her cage barred with a
Trank Pontl
Embassy Club
huge sign saying,
"Expectant
Helen Benton
Stamp's Cafe
Mother."
In
traditional
fashion.
Grace Manners
Bella Belmont
Papa Leopard nervously paces the
Pedro Blanco Ore
Worth Sis
Lee Perrlns
Billy Stone
cage next door. Parental anxiety
Helen Heath
Sean do & Margo
isn't
the
AVarwick Sis
reason
for the pacing,, howGrace Collins
Joyce Henry
Ramona
ever. Papa Leopard resents being
a
Dorothy Deppin
Johnny Welsh
father and -would do away with the
Peggy Butler
.Tack Hutchinson
Irving Braslow Ore cubs if he got a whack
Evergreen Casino
at them beVUdng Cafe
Henry Alay Ore
fore they were old enough to talk
Nadlne & Gerardo
Penn Fay Ore
back. The garter snake has also
Tom Barry
Billy Callahan
r.u- Brent
populated her pen, but she isn't digAl Shumaker
Jean Kirk
Elaine Ouen
nified with a sign to announce the
Billle Lee
Jimmy Boiley
event.
Hotel Adelphia Roof Johnny Reilly
Weber's Hof Bran
Vincent Rlzzo Ore
Harold Knight Oro
(Camden)
Jack
Judge

Tersnllies

H

told that they're on it often discourages further questions.
One of the favorite questions is a

Silver Irfike Inn
(Clementon)
Joe MlUkopf Oro

Kee

Rond Hal

Kretclima
Nicholas Matthey Or
Michel Mtchon

Brill

Brown & Brown
Johnny Magnan

Silverglade
Bellis
Music Hall Boy.t
Castalne & .Barrio

Valballa

Charioteers
Cook & Browii

Billle

Gene Osborne
Gene Russel

Ore.

I;;zy

Maurice Shaw Ore
Marlta
Lorraine

81 Clnb
Bin Fiske Oro

Int'l

Ed

(Central Park)
Hughle Barrett Ore

Kit Kat Club
Maurice Rocco Ore
Dorothy Salters

Hickory Lodge
(Latohmont, N. Y.)
WIngy Maniione Or

Bote) BdlsoB

Nena

Artiril

Jacqueline Mignac

Joe Marsala Ore
Ray Biondi
Peppers
Adele GIrard

Mitchell Ayres Ore'
E Jelesnlck Ore

Arcadia

Mayfalr Girls (S)

Snrfside
(Atlantic Bench)

Jeanne De.vere'aux
Maurice & Cranca

Van Lovis Oro
Henry Patrick

Milton Kellem Oro

Don Renaldo

Lois

Patricia Gllmore
Geo Olsen. Ore
Tascha Bunchuk Or Harry Rose
Gypsy Lee
Basil Fomeen Ore
Calgary Bros
Tavern On Green

Itonse

Bobby Dupnnt

Frank Froeba

ISLINGTON

(CI-8)

lee Co
ly Ro.uOOP
I'll
\\n\t (0-11)
f'li'Vallei- 13i'()s

f'li'-r

U

I'eDlno

International

RItz-Carltoa
(Crystal Boom)

Lyda Sue

1)

ists,
McGuire observes, aren't inclined to ask many questions. Seems
the altitude of the tower confuses
them. Usually, the first thing they
ask is to have the Empire State
Building pointed out to them. Being

Bobby Morro Ore

Silverglade
Johnny Graff Oro
Izzy Bellis

Bobby TIayes Bd
Henny Youngman
Casino Don Ragonese

Nadla Ludova
ProlicN
Volodia Katov
Ralph Watklns Ore Marusia Sava
Joe Lewis
Simeon Karavaelt;
G & R McDonald
Lsrne
Terry Lawlor
Glen Island Casino Eddie Davla Oro
Hirado Ore
Nye Mayhew Ore
Carolyn Hughes
LOS
Lester Ludke

3

Chateau Moderne

OHICA(JO

Nlco Roschin
Carmen Torres

lilckorr

Helen'Shaw
Ruth Wayne
3

State I.nke (10)

Les Juvelys
Lllyan, Dania, Male
Lucienne & Ashour
Ketty Mara Co
Les MenchiassI
Les Robenis
Roberton

Caliente

Carol Sis

Independent

Les Aurette
B.I and B.I
LInd Carenzio
Corlnne

Germalne Roger

90*t

Ann Courtney

Paul Tisen Ore

H & Y

ReTue)'

Russ Morgan Ore
Lou Breese Ore

Dormonde Bros
Bertolottra
Irene Helda
Jimmy Whalep Orq Herman Hyde Co

Lillian. GaI6^

Borg
Lee Leslie
Gene Walters
Gladys Faye
Vaughn Comfort

Marionettes

Ed

Sands Point CInb
Paul RebuccI Oro
Stork Club
Sonny Kendis Oro
GuB Martel Oro

I'nga
'

Bivlera
Mickey Alpert Ore

Lou Valera
Ben Tost Collegiaos

Schaub'

Dixie Painter
4 Dictators
Carol, Jean & J
Billy Scott Ore

PHILADELPHIA

Ramon & Renita
Kay
Wes Sommerfleld

Mary Lane
3 Raymonds
Danny Higgina

French Casino
(Polles Bergere

Lee Russell
Muriel Lane

Robert Perry
Will

Arrowhead Inn
Irving Conn Ore

&

,

Mildred King

Internationals

Willows
Nita Cort
Lee Shelley Ore

almost reached the
peak of visitors lured in the year
when the building was first unveiled
to an astounded public. The Empire
State has an eye
out for the
veterans, with special tours planned.
Vacations of guides have been postponed until after the convention,
and all stand-by hands are called
into service for the duration. Tour-

Frank Payne
The Rose Bowl
Bernard & Henri

Andiorage
Montez & Marie
Nyla Taylor

2

3

summer

this

Baird
Lee & Raufe
Bill

Paul Rosinl
Rainbow Room
Sis
Emery Deutsch Ore Lorraine
Marie SarJa
Eddie Lebanon Ore Dick Ware
Dr Sydney Ross

Pirl

(Continued from page

Violet Love

Dorothy Johnston
Hl-Hat

tk

Lily Lido
Moselle
Noel Sherman Lino
William Penn
(Urban Roof)
Orrin Tucker Ore
Bonnie Baker
Bailey Sis

Molina

The Randalls
Dean Murphy
Jo Andrews

Parisians

8

Pines

(Moon) MuUins Ore
Show Boat
AI Marsico Ore

Ruhberneckers

Hotel Stevens
(Continental Room)
(jarlos

B. B. B.
Rider Sis
Palmer Sis

.

-

-

Ahearn Bros
Chas Carrier

t.

Mildred Rock

Helen Myers

WelllnrtoB

^.

Cabaret
Engles Oro

Theo Troy

Vaughn

Val Ernie Ore
Eddie Garr
Win! Shaw

Marlssa Flores

.Blasters

Donpa Dae

Tvetta

The Bonners
Thelma Kingsbury
Kenneth Davidson

Raphael

Middleman Ore
Or Sally Hughes
Danny White

Jackie Heller

'

jkek Irving

•

Leo Relsman Bd
Ralph Rutgers Ore

Carter

Mack

Bernlce Horton.

Stroud

New Penn

H

'

Joe Webb Ore
Valerie Dumont

Montmartre Boya

CITY

Dener

Ryan

Hnrry'a
ChE^B

Queen Mary

Allan Small Oro
Joe Capello Ore

NEW YORK

Billy

Virginia

Ed MayehoK Oro
Jimmy Kelly's

Alfredo Ore
J Winnon

K&

&

Frankie

Parker

Gladys Ellis
Sparkplug George
Helen Wiles
.3 Esquires
8 Harlemettes
Rita Rio Ore
Klxon Cafe

Hotel Sherman
(ColleEO Inn)

(Cocktail Lounge)
Billy Catlzone 3

Vlto

Mann

Louise

Aristocrats

4

Abbott Dancers

BO'S

'Marne'

Marlta

.

Larry Steele
Oeorflre Gould

Smith Ballet

Lew King

Cackles O'Neill

..

Trent

& McDowell

Gay

Warren- Ore

Hotel Waldorf*
Astoria
(StnrUghi Boof)

Hotel

Cabaret BiDs

Xoew'9 (10)
H'wood Hotel Rer
Marty May

l>Al.tAS
Casino (10)

v'^•Uollll

Ptnr

MONTBEAIi

BOSTON
Metropolitan (10)

Florence

&

Phil Spltalny Ore
Dale Wlnthrtip

Orplieum (10)

Ore
LathYop Bros
Virginia Lee

Hyde

2

Ritz

Clevettes

Duke BIllnBton Ore

Oriental

Rego

WARRINGTON

Renara
8

Ivor VIntor Co

Slim Rhyder

Iiuxor

9IINNBAPOLIS

Team

S(al Hallett

Oil

EASTBOirRNE

Tommy

Gale-

Raye & Naldl

Palace
Afrlque
Macarl Serenadera

Diaz, Don,

Varzos

Emmet Vance Ore

Jill

Hotel Taft
Geo. Hall Oro
Dolly Dawn

PLYMOUTH

Jantce

G
D & D

Hotel Roosevelt

Moyer 2
Harlem Casino
Jimmy Wadklns Or

(Empire Room)
The DeMarcos
Alexander Gray
Gasparre's Ore

Chas Carlile
Bernhardt .&

Blandi's
Dick Barrle Ore

J

Hotel Palmer Hoose

Shea & Raymond
Joan Dillon

Delia

H

Crawford

Helen Crawford

Ray Jones

A Rascb Dancers

PERTH

ConRresfl Hotel
(Casino)

Wonder Bar
Ghet Everhart Ore
Biltmore Boys

Packard & Kayo
Nina & Rosa
Jane Sallee
Angela Dl Palm*

Helen Heath

- Balconades
& B Richards Ore
Helen O'Cohnell

Beach

Nina Rinaldo Ore

Rhythm

Danny Beck

Anise

(Board Walk)
Roger Pryor Ore
Enrico & Novello
Lps Trluncr
Klutings Animals

Burns & AVhlte

Jesse-

Washington

D.

Hotel Edgewater

Willie Shore
Sherr Bros

Pavilion Royal
(Valley Stream L.I.)

-

.

Johnny Russell
Hope Chandler

A

&

Al

Dorothy Wahl
Shore

Ruth Daye

Singer

Geo

Willie

Paradise

Charles Walters

Alliambra

Anona Winn
Cliff Cook

Jane Pickeno
Johnny Wodds

Vic

.

I.rTON
Alma

&

Maxine

Hotel t$t. Regis
(Viennese Roof)
Jacques Fray Oro

Irene Mansel

Kings

IBhaK

Yvette

Jay. Freeman Ore
Lucille Johnson

Hotel Roosevelt
Lukewela's Orch
Hotel Sirvo; - VXnmm
Bmlle Petti Ore
The Bachelors
Hotel St. Oeorse
(Brooklyn)
EH Dantzlg Ore
Hutel St. Aiorlts
(Sky Onrdens)
Hal Richards Oro
Grisha
Carleton & Juliette
Paul Thompson

Ed

Holla Bros
Eddie Windsor
AVHs & Frances

Irene Mansel

CITY

Bertha Wllmott
George Herlot
Jock McKay
J & H Anderson

Nellie Wallace

Parami
Paramount (8)
Shep Fields Oro

M

Beryl Orde
O'Shea & Joan
Henry D. Adams

DDNDl^E

.

Roulette 3
Fred Culpitt
Harrison
5 &

Deveen Co

Jones Be Thomaa
Terry LelglK

NEW YORK

The Oaks
Lambs Ore
Tommy Lyman
Gene Archer
Murray's
(Tuckahoe)
Ray Keating Ore
Buddy Kennedy
Lambertohs
Onyx^ Club

I'Inza

Will McCune Oro
Pancho Ore
Paul Draper
DariQ &. Diane

.

Kuda Bux

Damzel & Boy
Reco & May
Faye & A-dele

J.

KINGSTON

rPeel Sc CbrtiB

,

Gaiety
Billy Cotton Bd
Jack Stocks

LEDOY & SMITH

Ansons

Billy Bennett'

.

BIVIEBA
POilT liBB, N.

St,

3

Shakespeare

CHATHAM

LYDA SUE

Dir.:

Bob Tlnsley
Janis Andre
Maxine DeShon

8 Spirits of

Kella Goodelle

Mae Wynn •& Z Co
Wllkle Bard

Hutch
Joy

Le Dair
Desmonds
Ray

lilTERPOOZ.

Bd

Bertlnl

McShane

St

I

.Tack

Empire

'

BItB

^

Bits

.Tack Jackson Bd
Hatton & Manners

ASHTON^ irNDER

WASHINGTON

Bold

M'atia

IPSWICH

Lucan

.

Hotel Pierre
(Roof Garden)
Harold Nagel Oro

Empire

Barrte Sis

CITY

Hotel riccadllly
Jeno Bartal Ore

Hlllbtllles

Drtwn Davis
NIcol & Martin
Don Qalvan
4 RioB

4

De Haven & Page

Fred Brand

State <0)

Mori's
Lou Ferris Ore

Vernon & Vanoflt
Bee Sarche
Ralph Fisher

PITTSBUSGH
Bill Green's

Jimmy Joy Oro

Andy Kirk Ore

& Barry
Simmonds Ore
Betty Harrington
Club VUia D
Chuck Stevens Oro
Webster Hall Hotel
(CocktaU OrUiV
Art Mooney Ore
Arlle

Oro
,
Club Mayfalr
Hollywood Debs Or
Ten-Forty Club
Gloria Shayne
Lois Harper
Cella McCoy.

Grand Terrace

Ada Brown

Celoalmos

AI

Esaulres

3

EDINBUBGH
Boyal
Ronald Frankau

Tlvoll

Jack Lewis Co

Varney & Butt
Jack Grieve
EI Granada

KEW YORK

Dorsey Ore

Orabe Hotel
(Gold Coast Boom)
Fred Wartngo Ore

Bemia Kids
Henry Busse Oro

S

'

ABERDEEN

CLKVIiLANO

Palace (10)
Alphonse Berg Co

&

l')^uuH,vlvnbiB

Edythe Wright
.Tack Leonard

Week

Frank Gaby

Allen &'ICent

Arren

Hotel

Tpmmy

Calif Collegians

Candy

Ai-ren
.

Provincial

(3)

WhlrlOB
Samuels Bros

(I A)

Bowes U

&

Joo Parlato

Corlnna Mura
Mildred Fenton

.

Kenny

Phyllis

ALBANY
r.rniid

MiiJ

Verne Tr

L.a

Haines, Tate
Tic Too Sis

G Kavanagh

Commodore Duo

Northwood Inn

Elaine

.

Major Sharp & M
Henderson Or
Eddie WlUia
Suka

Botsl BrsTOort
Dorothy Duval
Earl Smith

McKay Oro

Bob King

& Ethel
Powfitan

Harvey

Walker S
Duanos
Dean Murphy

1937

8,

Coyle

Mae AUx

Will

Ttao

June Glory
Ches Puree
Paul Draper
The Reyes
Paul Gerrlls

James Keogan
Corliss & Palmer
Kathleen Maye

Johnny McKeever

Luclo Garcia

BlaekhAwk

Leon & Eddie'*
(Pngo-Pago Room)
Lou Martin Ore
Eddie Davis L
Billy Reed
Ahi

Yorke*

Boom)

Eddie Varzos Ore

Joe Siinders
Ronald" & Roberta
Pete the Newsboy

Shades

3

(Wiitaut

Joyce

Salljr

V MacNaughton

Florence Cast
Jack Marshall
Larry Powell
Hotel Park (;entral
(Cocoanut Grove)
Jerry Blaine Oro

Doris Cubitn

Pulaoe
Dudley's Midfrets

Fluck

Cuqulta
Marie Almonte

(Summer Terrace)
Benny Meroft Orp

connection with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

in

New

Hotel

(Sept. 6)

White Oro
Dancing Dietrlchs
Warden & Dade
Billy

Le Ulrase
Harry Horton Oro

ilotei

Hotel Btsmarefc

Bali-Ball

George Sterney

Jeanne D'Arcy
& Menen'

Lois Deppe
4. Gats d; Fiddle

CHICAGO

1.0

Gonzales

(Se^l. 13)

Wednesday, September

Coq RongS
Horacio Zito Oro

Hotel UoAlpln
(Roof Garden)
J Messner Ore

charlcH Anld
.iDhti Klelve

Heuny

Corfel
I'luntation

Wan Walton Ore
Ted BlacUmnn

27.

to form a legit company
uniting TuUio Carnunatt atid Andreina Pagnani have evaporated.
It had been hoped the company
would appear in the U. S., too.

Plans

Wednesday, Scptcinber
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COAST'S $1,000,000 LEGIT
Interchangeable Memberships
In 44 s

Rockiefeller s Tirginia' lavish With

OK

Worked Out; Awaits

Inlerchangeability of cards among
the unions within the Four A's is
believed to have been worked out,
if the dues system of the Screen
Actors Guild is acceptable. Similar
plan has been virtually set for the
Federation
Radio
of
American
Artists and ttie other new union, the

Good Chance of Recouping 17SG Not
Wise Guys

Double Burn
Lost Horizon

Showman

received

a

—

which he knew was penned
when" the writer was burning.
returned the epistle with
the envelope notation:

'Unopened by mistake.'

Jingle—L. A., S. F. Trade
Smacks of Golden Era

That

The Rockefellers using the cor-

to

Traveling Shows, Break-*
ing Long Jumps Pix Exhibs
Weaken to Coin

letter

He

American Guild of Musical Artists.
It now remaiKs for Equity, Ameri-

Opens Up

made it worse.
can Federation of Actors (vaude)
and,, other Four A's groups to adopt
the same arrangement.
Schwartz, Stilbnan To
BIG
Amount of dues in the SAG depends on the annual earnings of
Collab on Filmusicals
members. There is a minimum but
Los Angeles, Sept 7.
those earning high salaries are reThe road is back.
quired to pay more, top dues in the
Arthur Schwartz, composer, is takSo far as the Pacific Coast is conpicture group being $90 annually. ing unto himself another lyricistSame idea as applied to Equity collaborator, Albert Stillman, who cerned, it's back stronger than at any
would .fix the present $18 per year supplied the wordage, for the 'Vir- time since pre-depression dkys, with
1937-38 promising to top by a hefty
as a ihinimum but those getting top ginia' score at the Center, N. Y.
money would be required to pay a Schwartz heretofore had been col- mairgin the prosperous and altogether
higher rate. With that plan applied labing exclusively with Howard healthy season just ended. An even
traveling
legit
attractions
to all the Four A's unions, iartists Dietz and while he will continue to dozen
going from the stage to radio or the do shows, etc., with the latter, the journeyed to California during the
screen would not be required to pay tunesmith finds that Dietz's publicity past 12 months, garnering in excess
of $750,000 in Los Angeles and San
additional dues.
and advertising duties with Metro
Francisco, with considerably more
Talk within Equity over the forfend extending activities.
changes brought about by the reorSchwartz has some Hollywood than another Quarter of a million,
ganization of the Four A's and the fihnusical bids on which he will col- in other western staijds for a grand
total in excess of $1,000,000, accountimportance of SAG plus the other lab w.ith. Stillman.
new groups, indicates that further
As Albert Silverman, Stillman was ed for by Coast productions and
consideration may be given to cer- staff lyric writer (Kay Swift did Federal Theatre Project attractions.
But, of vastly greater importance,
tain angles. Frank Gillmore is de- most of the tunes at that time) for
voting all his time to Four A's of the special material at Radio City is the fact that dozens of western
cities
and towns, closed to legit for
for
president
been
has
which he
Music Hall. Which may accoimt f or
some time, but he Is slated to |pre- Stillman's credit as lyric writer be- many years, are opening up to proside at the legit association's meet- ing buried away on the Center pro- vide weeks of additional playing time
Paul Dulzell assuming his gram underneath the costumer and for productions venturing to cross
ings,

YEAR AHEAD

investigators
who
have been quizzing ticket brokers and box-office men
on
theory that more a'dmissions
taxes are due the collector,
asked the latter to name the
number of hits which played
his theatre. Ticket men asked
the askers what they considered
a hit and they replied: 'Any
show that runs six weeks,'
which brought shakes of the
head and smiles.
Understood the
guys are

Federal

.

,

G

not

New

Yorkers.

,

Theatre League Fails To

'

duties otherwise.

There was some idea that Osgood
first vice-president migfet'
participate but it is understood he
does not care to devote the time to
such work. Dulzell ^as been with
Equity since 1919 and none except
Gillmore Is more familiar with the

Perkins as

Pointed out
that when Francis Wilson and John
Emerson were heads of Equity, Gillassdciation's

affairs..

as the executive secretary was
Dulzell will be
In actual charge.
tn exactly the same position, since
Gillmore is not to relinquish his title
of presidency.

more

Since the first night the Rockies.
No longer is it necessary for road
reviews threw the notices so much
shows to: jump direct t.-) San Franto Schwartz-Stillman for their songs,
cisco or Los Angeles from Chicago
the billing will be more prominently
or Kansas City. Now they can break
changed in latter's favor.
their jumps by playing Des Moines,
Denver, Ogden, Utah, Salt Lake City
and occasionally Spokane, Wash.
scenic artist.

Get Sec After 2 Confabs
After two sessions the League of
New York Theatres failed to select
an executive secretary to succeed
the late Dr. Henry Moskowitz. Four
candidates were considered but none
of the quartet is likely to be.- ap-

porate name of the Center theatre,
Radio City, N. Y., bowed Into the
legit managerial field Thursday (Sf'A'
with 'Virginia' at the Center, the
season's first premiere having been
set back two days in order to give
final adjustments to the production

which is multi-scened.
No show
scheduled for the hew seasoii calls
for as much outlay, nor have the
Rockefellers gone in so strongly
heretofore, although they were participants in the productions of 'The
Great Waltz' and 'White Horse Inn,'
also presented at the Center.
'Virginia' cost $170,000 when the
curtain went up. It. was budgeted
for $150,000 so that the nut ran 10%
above original estimates. Production of 'Waltz* was $240,000 but
structural changes .particularly the
installation of a proscenium entailed
an expenditure of $79,000 more, so
that the show actually cost around
$325,000.
Final figures on 'Inn'
placed the production red at $266,000.
Something like $20,000 wa$
added originally, that extra coin being money on deposit to guarantee
the salaries. 'Waltz' earned back a
big share of its cost but did inot get
out of the' red until it went to the
road. 'Inn' was plenty shy of win-

pointed.
One requirement is that
the man ultimately named must be
all the
board. Distinct differences of opinion arose at last week's meeting dening back its cost
voted to the matter.
Method used to consider candiChances of 'Virginia,' which drew,
dates was critisized as crude and eta'- a fairly favorable press, are imbarrassing. Each was interviewed in proved by the fact that both show
turn with individuals on the board and the house are under the same
shooting questions which flustered management, it is possible for the
the would-be>secs.
At the next operetta to top $50,000 in weekly
board meeting, probably held this gross at $3.30 top.
Show's sponweek, another will be suggested. sors are figuring on' approximating
Understood an executive familiar that pace around the holidays granted
with show business and association that the show makes the grade.

unanimously acceptable to

.

who is also well known to
Premiere came during the latest
most managers will be invited to heat wave but first-nighters
were
not uncomfortable because of CenBrock Pemberton was offered the ter's modern cooling ^stem.
Nor
secretaryship but he promptly dewere they ihconvenienced by traffic
clined.
One of the board protested despite fact that Sixth avenue is in
ton, Santa Barbara, San Diego and on the grounds that his acceptance
the
worst
possible condition through
Eva Le Gallienne, back at her Long Beach. Opening up this sea- would remove him from the ranks
home in Westport, Conn., is plan- son will be Reno, Nev., With .George of producers. Job pays $10,€00 per construction work on subway.
ning to spend tb^ winter there and Abbott's 'Room Service,' first New year. Duties include collection of
work with a group of about 12 ac- York attraction to hit the divorce dues, $10 weekly from each show
tors on a number of projects which mecca of the west in half a decade while operating and same from legit
IN
she has in mind. The group will or more.
theatres.
avoid publicity and, according to
Ghost Towns Beclaimed
LONDON; N. Y.
Miss Le Gallienne, is not planning
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Pacific Northwest Is open for road
any public performances. Should
Stanley Joseloff, here negotiating a
she find something Interesting shows with available playing time at picture deal, was wired an otter from
Charles B. Cochran is still in Holenough to produce she may do so Seattle, Portland, Vancouver, and oc- New York to take over the post of lywood because of unfinished negoticasionally Spokane and one or two
later on, but no production plans
executive secretary for League of ations but is expected back in New
other
Washington cities. Texas towns
are at present on the schedule.
New York Theatres. He is holding York the latter part of this month at
Miss Le Gallienne has had several are now welcoming road shows with off his decision pending outcome of which time he will establish offices
wide-open
and
can

EVA LE GAUIENNE'S
EXPERIMENTAL IDEAS

Once

California lucrative biz
may be garnered in such imtil recently solid picture house towns as
Sacramento, Oakland, Fresno, Stockin

details

take the berth.

COCHRAN'S

KURT ROBITSCHEK TO
PRODUCE OVER HERE

mm'

PLANS

.

Production of musicals for Broadis planned by Kurt

way and London

Robitschek, producer of vaude and
Robitschek arrevues in Europe.
rived last week' and plans making
permanent headquarters here. Will
shortly leave for a fortnight's o.o. of

offers to bring 'Hamlet,' tried out at
the Cape Playhouse at Dennis, to

New

York, but had turned them all
down. She owns the set, however,
his first trip to
It's
Hollywood.
and she may change her mind, either
America.
for a road tour or a New York proAccording to the producer he will
duction.
There also has been talk
lease a Broadway house in which he
of Miss Gallienne operating the
will produce what he calls 'all-inWestport Playhouse next summer.
one' shows, similar to those he has
staged in London, Paris and Berlin.
Production would be an admixture
Cut for ^Babes';
of operetta, comedy drama, produc.

No 33%

numbers and vaudeville

tion

Show would run two

acts.

hours, with the

of eight performances a
according to legit practice, or

possibility
,

^

week

two-a-day.
Robitschek figures on staging three
shows a year, each to run four
mb'nths.
Following the run here,
the productions go to his Victoria
Palace Theatre, London, and possibly the Alhambra, Paris. Claims his
financing is all set from the other

Might Be an Out for Some
Cas^ and chorus of 'Babes in
Arms' have nixed a propositioned
Show, which
33% salary cut.
opened strong, has been sliding,
with takings about an even break
some weeks and under that others.
Cast didn't like the chop idea,
figuring it might become stationary
even when attraction takes to the
road.

Several principals have a picture
other commitments lined up
when free of the show, which has
influenced the management to forget about the cuts, for the time be1

side.

Listed also Is an operetta, 'Congress Dances,' for which he wrote
the book and which was filmed by

Ufa with Lilian Harvey.
During recent seasons Robitschek
has been one of the biggest bookers
of

American

acts for his

London and

Paris houses.

No 4

'Can't

'You Can't Take

Helena Pickard Set
London, Sept.

7.

ard.

Will use her for the title role in
Stream,' which he intends to send out again for loiul nnfl
concert dates.
.

ing anyway.

Take

It'

The No. 4 company of the George
Kaufman-Moss Hart comedy,
S.

Before sailing back to N. Y, Friday
(3), Morris Gest signed Helena Pick-

^ady Precious

and

It

witli You,', has

7,one into rehearsal and opens Sept.
20 at Bridgeport, Conn.
Cast includes George H. Trader,
PvTary Fallen, Elwyn Harvey, Miisa
Williams, John rrcscolt, Morris McKinncy, DafOnar Corioy, Pcrco BonIon, AdJ-ian Earle, Mrs. G. H. Trader,
Renee Robcrli, Elmer Brown, Ellis
Baker and others.

arms,

jump from Chicago

attractions

via St. Louis and

Kansas City through that

state,

with

occasional stops in Phoenix, Ariz.,
into Southern California.
Opening up of the Coast and
Rocky. Mountain towns for legit has
been brought about largely through
an about-face attitude of picture circuit execs, who for 10 years or more
scorned to make their theatres avail-

the studio deal.

subsidiary to his

London

Joseloff is former attorney for the
Shuberts and was assistant to Billy
Rose of Fort Worth and Cleveland.

He has formed

the

BOSTON DECKHANDS GET

be 'Variety,' a revue due in London
this fall.
Second attraction will be
produced in New York but Cochran
has not decided. It may be 'Nymph
Errant,' 'Helen,' both of which were
done abroad, or a new musical the
book for which was written in Hollywpod but for which the score has
not .yet been composed.

New

SUGHT TILT; N.Y. OKAY

able for traveling flesh attractions,
Boston stagehands wage scale has
pr ferring to confine their activities
solely to film presentation. Largely been set for the season, men to get
instrumental in breaking down this additional 50 cents per performbarrier has been the financial success ance with department heads upped
Scale, which is
that has attended bulk of road shows $2.50 per show.
to invade the far. Avestern territory under that of the New York level,
during the past couple of years, par- will have the crews advanced from
ticularly during the season, of 1936-37. $46 to $50 weekly, while the heads
When legus can pile up $30,000 in go from $65 to $67.50. No^ change
a week at the Los Angeles Biltmore, in the rate for broken time, which
and nearly as much as Homer Cur- means that the rate during irehearsran's theatre of that name in San als and in moving productions in
Francisco, or when an attraction of and out of theatres will remain the
the calibre of 'The Great Waltz' can same.
New York scale has been agreed
garner close to $70,000 in two weeks
at the Los Angeles Philharmonic to along similar lines and the only
auditorium, picture-minded gents are hitch is a difference over broken
bound to get more than passively in- lime. Managers feel they have met
terested.
They are quick to realize the union's demands up to that point
that such grosses spell big coin in and that the wage arrangement in
any language, and they are begin- that respect should not be disturbed.

outfit's first

to see the .short-sightcdne.ss of Musicians union agreement is rea policy that relegated traveling at- ported set for signaturing at the
Pit men
tractions to only the larger cities same scale as last season.
appear to be satisfied with the scale
over a pciiofl nf yeai's.
Erlanf^er's Bilfiooje hore has just wliich calls for as much as $100
concluded its lonj-ct and most pros- wccldy in 'penally' or non-contract
perous .so.n.^^(!n sinco the hoyclnys of hoa.'-:(.'S.
Only trouble point reported early
Comhincfl 1;il<e fr.r 12 travel1929.
OL this wook was Toronto where tlie
ing lei'its n';;.: '( i::i1< d PM200.
That
this .sum Alfrcti. Lhm1 r-ul Lynn Fon- deckhands are out on strike,
tanne alone accri.in'lod for around may force the cancellation of 'Tovarich,' due there next Monday (13).
CConliniKd (n\ page 58)
.

presentation will

Group Theatre Readying
'Gloves' as Initialer

.

ning

quarters.
International

Production Co., which will operate
in the British capital and on Broadway.

Group Theatre will start rehearsals
of first show under new reorganization on Sept. 15.
Show is 'Golden
Gloves,' by Clifford Odets, a comedy
about prize-fighting allegedly based
on the career of Lou Ambers.

As reorganized the group is now
self-dominating.
Harold Clurman,
Who quit his directorial assignment
with Walter Wangcr two weeks ago
to

rejoin

the

young

actors,

is

in

charge and will stage the .shows, but
a committee of the acting group
must be consulted on all details of
choosing plays and casting.
This
.'{roup consists of Luther Adler, Albert Kazan and Michael Bohnen.
Afdn' 'Gloves' is under way work
will be started on the second production, 'Sicfjc,' by Irwin
Shaw.
Clurman will probably do the stag-,
ing for both.

j
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On Broadway

Freak Weather Nicked Legits Again;

8,

1937

Inside Stuff-Legit

VIRGINIA

May Hypo

Holiday Trade

What Broadway hopes was the
final heat wave of a torrid summer,

•

nicked the legit shows of all the
gains registered" the previous week
After taking a sixof cool going.
day beating a torrent descended
early Saturday (4) evening and
killed oflf the week's final perform-

Harry Moses, who died in New York last week after a two weeks' ill,
was gravely ill last year and cancelled plans to produce, recuperating
was thought, in Hollywood. He was on Broadway seven years
starting with 'Grand Hotel,' produced in association with Herman Shumlin!
Retired from the textile business, the theatre was a new field and one in
which he said provided plenty ot fun. His solo presentations were much
more successful than most newcomers to the managerial field.
np.>nln£r night).
'Hotel' was estimated having cost $CO,QOO. Of that coin $35,000 was inMona -Barrle
l.ady
Agatha
Uonlon Rlchnrds vested by MG, there being some arranslement on the picture rights. PreCaptain Somerset
,l>unalnp Hattlold
Captain Boyd
Pennls Uncy vious to 'Hotel' venture, Moses los't $30,000 in. a little theatre venture called
Sir Guy Carleton....
li'ortesque, ot Drury Ijaiie, .Gene huokhart Leo. Bulgakov Associates
Ueitl'a IJelniore
Minnie Porteaque
Moses' wife, Elsa, was his confidant and aide in all productions, figuring
.':.\nne JMoth-

Week

This

Operetta In two ftcts i)respnte3 Sept. 2
at the Oenler, N, Y,, by tliei I'entcr Tlicatre (Itoclcefellor nionoy; John Kenneth
Hyatt, managiniff.dji-ijetin-); inu,>)lc l»y Arthur Schwartz; iKiolc by I..auren.-a Slalllnijfs
and Owen Dayla; lyrics by .Vlbert StlUman;. production ata.-;eil by lieoii l,?(>nUo((;
'dancca by Florencfj Ut»se«; l>oi>Ic staged by
KJwara Clark Lllley; ^3.31) lop i?5,5U,

$1,000,000 Legit
(Continued from pa.se 57)

.

.

'

ances.

•

tain and a violent drop in
temperature made for a clean-up in
the picture houses Sunday. Monday
(Labor Pay) the weaither continued
cool ;and the legits were included in

More

"

-

.the sui'gfe- toward theatres,, holiday
'matinees flourishing.. The beaches
cirref!pcidin<?ly --were virtually de-

with two weeks of 'Idiot's
and one week of 'Amphitryon 38.'
'Scandals' oh. two
weeks gj^me/ed a nifty $45,000, while
four weeks of 'Tovarich' piled up
another $55,500.
Three weeks of
'Boy Meets Girl' spelled $3G;000 at
the b.o. Jane Cowl in 'First Lady'
drew- .$30,000 in two weeks^
$85,000,

,

-rji^ht.trade was much- better
than u.<;ual for the end of a three•davhol'day.
The Jewish New Year made it a
•double hbliday (Monday'), but the-

appeared to come
rather than celebrants.

patronage

atre

-from vis.itnris
.Next weak thg J)ay -of Atonement
falls on Wednesday (15), but is over
sundown,' The solo' premiere is

,;^at

'carded' for that eyeninlg. therefore,
'it bain? 'Honor- Brifltht,' Broaidhurst.
•On the same date 'King Richard IP
'.will stai't a limited repeat date at the
St. .Taitie!"!, That night, tpo, will -usher
in fiv"> Yiddish .shows on the lower
'E?-*- Side ?hd Blfobltlyn.
'Virginia' touched oflf the season at
the Center -Thursday (2 ). Operetta
-was accorded fairly taVorable- uress
, with, fair '.business, thereafter^ but its
.chances sl^ould, be bptter,' indicated
•this week, -v/hich will see no addi-

•

.

•

•

Laurence
Miranda
Daphne

Sylvia

.

Phyllis

Howard's

weeks

two

$31,900 for .'Brother

and three

cast.

Doorman
Prima Ballerina.,,,

•Stage

in

Premier Dancer

Town

Carley Wharton will produce on her. own for the first time this faU-,
readying a plax tentatively called 'Violets;' written by Dore Scharey. Mrs.
,',Tom 'renipcit Wharton was previously connected with Delos Chappell in legit activities
T'atrlc'.a Bowinan
..Valla Valeiitlnolt" and also had Coast experience with Selznick-International. Author is film
:

,

,

Crlor.

.

,

-

. . i

Patriot

Puppet Master.

.....

llerbw-i (.iiirbten
ItavoKI.
.-. .,lohn
(jeuri'e X'ranlift

Fire-Eator

mati-

Then there was
Rat' on a four

weeks' sojourn, and $24,000 for three
weeks of 'Dead End.'
Cocnell's Hefty Tak6
Starting. the seaon, with the second .week of. -a 10-day booking.
Katharine Cornell accounted for
better than $39,000, while 'The Mulatto' added another $11,-500 over a
^
three-week period,
Virtually all of these legits played
at the Curran in San Francisco,
where they plied up another easy
$300,000, on top of wbich that house:
currently is experimenting with a.
,

'

Jaine.M

JUBBlCl's

.........

Children:

Peggy Romano, Doils

^

.

.

I'Jvan.-*

A

..

.

who has done

newest addition
Broadway p.a, ranks, representing Arthur Hopkins. First assignment is
that manager's 'Blow Ye Winds' which opened in Boston Tuesday (7) and
comes to the 46th Street, N. Y., Sept. 21,
For the Huh premiere Izard devised the announcement in rhyme which
will probably, too, be used for the Broadway opening.
Forrest Izard,

Co,

pi^blicity in other, fields, is

to.

l-'lscher,

Billy Redfleld, Slave (hlldren:, Bub'jl«3',-tle
Leacocit, Clarence Beasley, Charles Tlnipspn.
.

a combination of the

'"Virginia' is

-

w^'iter.

.V.1ax

former Hippodrome spectacles and
Globe musical shows in general
scheme but fashionecl along the lines-

'
Two out of four young actresses sent east from the Coast by one studio
to get stage experience in rural sunmier- stock troupes, were married and
are taking their mates back westi Latter g^re .also embryo, professionals.
Girls are under contract which is a break for the boys -who, however,
expect to get set-, on their own.

^

presentations at the Music
Hall which like the Center is in
Radio City. It is melodioiiS and
colorful operetta, impressing as having an appeal to the average person
rather than class patronage. Chances
indicated are for a moderately sucof the

.

.

cessful engagement.
Center has "been the i>i:oblem theatre in the Vast construction of RockeCenter or Radio City, a mecca
feller
ti'>ns*tp.th'e' list.
new
opus,
'Story
Be
to
Whispered,'for visitors. 'Virginia' is the third
Current w6ek sees the finale in the
Rambeau, that operetta to be presented at the Cen^fural tlrajna season, there be^ng but starring - Marjorie
grabbed a sweet $11,000 oh its ini- ter since it was-- realized that it
several try-outs. in those spots.
-many nlwa- from the sticks will be tial week ahd is reported building. would not do 'for films".' But it is the
that is wholly -financed and
;pvesented on Broadway durin.st the
On top of the.<;e staggering- grosses first
operated under Rockefeller direc.season hi^s not. yet be6n indicated.
for traveling shows* Henry Duffy tion.
It cost less .than 'The Great
Estimates for- Last V«ek
produced five playis' during -the sea- Waltz' and 'White Horse Iim/ yet is
::
'Balbes In
Arm^'. ShuWrt - (22d son that -ran for a- total of 20 weeks: almost as big a flash. - V
Business at ErCapitan theatrj," Hollywood,,Tvesk)
(M-'1.38S-*3.30)'. •
!l^resentation is made by, the Censlipped, back- to around $115,000 .but to
corporation and it is the
total receipts of around $127,000. ter Theatre
.street's -solo- musical still, in -^ood
first bf' tK«'- productions which the
.

Chaw,' which he was about to

to

VV, Hubbies
Jtiid:
A-'or.X
•l''alri:ttx...i:oTiari I'Jriihuiii

;.John

Sc'll>lo

take,- while Ruth Draper, with
her character impi'essions,. piled up

performances.

I'-sla KU'inn
'J'eiiiiiest

G'overtTor ot Colony. ........... .N'lsel linice

more

in'ee

.

particularly in reading -'The Warrior's Husband,' 'Dangerous Corner' and
the Pulitzer prize winner, 'The Old Maid.' She intends producing 'Tough

AnJiowa

Hi'lon Carroll

iToin

Hannibal
Colonel Rlthard

'Hamlet' added $19;300 to the Bilt-

$11,()00 in five nights

.Vvls
,

,'

Major-Dbino

•

-Leslie

fully, it

•

Delight'

•

iifserted.

ness,

.

":

How

'Jinx'

"

•

.

"

Bugaboo; Switct Concert Dates

'

•

Rain Helped Hipp Opera;

:

:

.

*

.

.

•

\

'

spot.'

•

*

•Blr;»thteK'lla4/

"

Biltmore' (39th

.

week)

Weather hiek dropped

•(C-991-$a:30)'.

aTjprdxiniately $2,000 and. the
- week's^couiit-up ..djipped'unDer •$7^000'

-gr'osii

These productions -were:
'Di&taff Side,', opening the season
Septi 3,' running two weeks and tak-i
int $13,000 at a $1.65" top, at Which
all Duffy shows' are priced.
'Meet
My Sister' grabbed $17,500 on three
w6eks, then Tohibrrow 'We Live/
starting Christmas Day, wound up
'

,•
,
.
innrk...
.*JfavIn'« "VTohderful fime/.I^yceum
(29th wefekV (CD-i;0()Q-'$3,30[). Heat
wavi 'and Saturday's, 0eltige deifited
-thai evehirl*'s -take 'at least $500;: with- $38,500 'oh
'Petrified' Fbrest'
grriTS around ii6,500.
•

•

•

.

.

•

•

.

•

four weeks'- stay.
accoimted for $10.-

'Rttoni Service^' Cort ;(17th -week) 500 over two stanza's," with Duffy's
Satur49y. :matin6e: production of -'Boy Meets Girl,' 'fol(C-1.059-$3.30),
, of
w.ftak^st since! spring hit lowing its three- weeks at the Biltr
started; with night show oft too;
),'

.

.,

one
•

.

more (dov^ntown

6li»^rtedl -to S14-,500.

-

'

Barrymore

•

(37th

May

season

weeks for

attraction in,

;

'

•

'

.

•

•

^r'tOO.

•

-

.

Forr^t (196th
weak) (D'.1.107-$l .65 >; Hardy drama
a-owoximately $5,000' last week,
Road,'

'T-tbicc*

*

cal spot.

.

.

Laurence Stallings who has his
in that. state liked

castle

.

Takings in lour performances

tax).

Went

to $10,600.

•

/..
profitable.
.•Vir^InH/ Cetiter (2d week) (M1.343-IS3.30).
Opened late last week
;(2) in midst of- another heat wave
and alsp affected by Saturday

,th'>n.'»h still

•

.

weather
pv<»ss.

'drawing

aftex*

favorable

Mv

'Yes,
J>arling- Daughter.* PlavhoiL^e (30th w^ek) (C-878-$3.30). Estimated around $6,500 last week: sat'i-^factor.v for limited cast; slated un•

la'rgely

attributed

to

his

•

of the troupe's prima donna but by
that timie 'Virginia has joined the
other colonies and then comes the
star spangled finale.
There is exactly one laugh line In

shows are already booked

new

season,

with

thi'ee or four othei: possibilities
Season opens here Oct. 4
with Abbott's 'Room Service' skcdded
'You Can't Take It With Yon.' for- four weeks. Late in November
Booth (39th week) (C-708-$3.30\ Still
'You Can't Have Everything' moves
tops in -noint of demand

.

til
?>

Thanks.rfivi'n*!

in sight.

or later.

not affected
.as much as others because of ad- in for prospective five-weeks' stay.
vanfe s'-'.le: last week dipped under Then on Jan.' 7 'The Women' starts
$15,000 level.
a three weeks' engagement, followed
Revival
by two weaks of 'Frederika,' start•Roberto,' Randall's
Island;
an- ing Feb. 21.

,

I

f
••

.

nounced

final

week.

Evans and Hays Due
2 Maurice Evans comes
in with 'Richard II,' while Helen
Hays in ''Victoria Regina' winds up
the season with three weeks start-

On March

'CANT AND 'RAT' IN CHI
ABOUT EVEN UP; 12G'S

:

Chicago, Sept.

7.

Onlj' new legit activity around
at this time is restricted to the
Federal theatre, which opened series

town

one-acters at the PHncess last
week 'and comes throu.gh with the
Yiddish 'Monesh' at the Great Northof

ern this week.
In the pro line-up- at present are
two shows, both comedies.
Just
Brother Rat' is in its third week at
the SeHwii and looks set for a stay,
while *Ybu Can't Take It With You'
is getting
its second
wind at the
'

JHarris.

despite

and
its

is
feeling
31st week.

no

pinch,

•

Estimates for Last Week
•Brother- Rat,' Selwyn (1.000; $2.75)
(3d week ). Strong box office pace,
.

ing May 30, The 'Follies' is angling
for time ai'ound the Christmas holidays. Another prospect is the new
Beatrice Lillie opus, 'The Show
Must Go On,' while the Lunts want
to return here in April or May in
a repertoire of plays.
Irish Abbey
Players are also a possibility for the
'37-'38

,

season.

Homer Curran

plans an active
season of production for the Coast
for the hew season, with.Dufl!y now
lining up plays for an early season's
resumption at El Capitan.
Being
tried out in Santa Barbara this

week, with an eye on Broadway, is
David Hertz's new play, 'The Miles
of Heaven,' which stars Walter Huston,
with Nan Sutherland (Mrs.
Huston) and Barbara O'Neil fea-

ahd a demand which indicates it will tured.
be here for some time. OverestiFederal Theatre Project has enm3t3d first week when gross was joyed a successlul Season locally,
week better,
$11,000;
last
.

about

$12,000.

'Ytn Can't Take

with You,' HarNew
ris (l.OOO; $2.75) (31st week).
.entry seems to hav6 helped rather
than hurt this one, which approximated $12,000 Ir"-- veek.
It

WPA

•Monesh,' Great Northern. Opens
.tomorrow (Wed.);
One-act series, Princess. Opened
last Friday (3).

doing its plays in the
theatre, downtown; the Playhouse in Hollywood, and the Greek
theatre in Griffith Park,
Billy Rose will invade the Coast
around Christrhas time with his
'Show of Shows,' which he will
presently

Mayan

••

.'

,

.

New York

for these houses for the

present in auditoriums in a number
of California and Pacific Northwest
cities.
Whether he will include Los

.

'

'

failure tp. line up New York' successes because of a strong desire on
part of their producers' to road show
them to the Coast and play them
at the larger Biltmore theatre ^ere.
On the strength of the strong
showing made at the Biltmore and
Curran theatres during '36-'37, six
.

6,166 Americans Saiw

laborator arid editor..
But tW" story bf a London theatrical troupe' come to the colonies
to present' Shakespeare and a bit
of Drviry Lan^, fantasy, still : does
.letter to. the
not ring the- bell.

-

Salzburg Show; Next

Now Up

A

•

is" long on impressive
settings by Lee Simonson, the lovely
tunes of" Arth|ur Schwartz and the
striking costumes of Irene -Shareff.
Leon Leonidoff; Florence Rogge, who
staged several excellent ballets, are
of the Music Hall staff .and their
technique is
easily,
recognizable.
In the Hall the presentations ap-^
proximate 45 minutes.
There is
no second act to worry about. That
may be the reason why the first part

'Virginia,'

It

of 'Virginia' so distinctly .tops that
after intermission.
Nearly all the good things in the
come in act one and are reprised in the second. There ara four
or five numbers which s'.and out,
but a succession of slow tempos
should have been given r/ )re change
of pace. That waS' partly provided by
the warblings of a corking colored
choir,
'Virginia' has a valid reason
for its mixed cast, a background of
Negroes in Southern siirroundin.gs.
The principals are chiefly Engli.sh,
several being imported
but the
British accent too, is natural in
Colonial days.
Standing out above

.scora

all
Anne Booth, \vhose sweet
is
does so v.-ell bv the
Schwartz score.
Albert Stillman
turned in a consistentl.y good set oC
lyrics,
but 'An Old Flame Naver
Dies' and two other numbers were

song-birding

.

written in collaboration v/ilh Slallings. It is one of the totopor.s along
(Continued on p.ige CO)

Angeles and San Francisco in his
itinerary is problematical, but it's
highly probable he won't want to
pass up the giavy available for the
better type of attractions.
Altogether the oullook is one of
optimistic hue, with l?gil showmen

smacking their lips in anticipation
and looking forward to even higher
grosses than were reached In the
past season..
f

$500,000 to city's $50,000. It was
a flat roof section connecting main
aude with old front of - buildinig.
•Damage .was estimated at $20,000.
However, investigation revealed that
steel girders used in aude" roof supports were not what they should 'be
and they have been ordered replaced before, structure will be
given a clean bill of safety. This
work will require an additional
$33,000, of which
has agreed
.

then Col. George Washington promising support in the event o£ a revolution is finally obtained by a Toryripped from- the skirt-hem

,

up

Year's Plans

-

officer,

pervised corps of' firemen" and policemen who acted as guides for
sightseers" during tour, while City
Organist
Charles
Sheldon,.
Jr,
/thrummed out- soothing melodies.
Portion of structure that collapsed
was' not part of auditoi-ium propet
that was rebuilt by WPA, which put
:

the idea

•

tomary,

.

.

•

'

-

'

•

.

'

winding up the

15 after nine

7.

Only stage
New York pellation being tacked onto remodelbenefited, by the rainy, cool Sunday led 6;000-seat city auditorium, which
house plans to' sponsor* annually. was pop opera' at the Hippodrome wa?" damaged during- "heavy rain^
•st&riii-just a week before it was due
Last season during- the run "of
.'Inn,'
when the Rockefeller end which recently resumed on. a week- •to be formally; opened; "To dissipate-,
drew down- a big, share of the end schedule with Alfre<lo Salma^gi •and circumvent rumors, Mayor Wilr
taHings iri rent, the idea of foirining
the' director.
Saturday (4) evening •iiam B. Har.stfi.eld last week held
a piroduction compdn^ cropped up
and v^as adopted,.' .Ah operetta- the';wet going dented attendance but flrst of series of 'open houses' fox
witH a story anent- Virg;inia -in capacity was -drawn Sunday night public to come and see for themselves .that' structure is not a sham^
Colonial times, and "with Williamsburgh .the particular locale was ai>- and both Monday (Labor Day) .per- bles as so many have .been led to
-par^ntly a must by the Rockefellers formances.
believe.
,
since .they had but .recently .com-:
Oscar 'WiUiantson, aude mgr., suTop is $1.09 (99 cents plus 10 cents
]plete(|l the t-estoration of that histori-

and delivered the book, with some
week). (C-l,048-.$3.30). .After climb- 'a combihed '$47,700!
All hands seemed to
misgivings.
jn* to sumtner high pipped 'fvith -the •''Duffy's El "Capitan 'season was think it' heavy- and- unexciting ahd
'fiilr}. last -\veek with takings around
around' 10 'weeks shorter- than cus- so Owi^n Davis' was called in as colW6tfi?!h,''

«

Atlanta, Sept.

Valiant, effort is being made by
city >officialS;to prevent 'jinx' -ap-

•

Week-End Gross of $10^600

'

With the

Aug.

Salzbiirg,

27.

seasoti liearing its end,

plans for the following yeau: are
being discussed,Arturo Toscanini would like to see
•

'Barber

of

Sevilla*

"

(Rossini)

pro-

Bruno Walter is putting in
good word for 'Die Fledermaus,'

duced".
a.

(Johann Strauss), while Knappersbusch is all aflame for Richard
Strauss' 'Ariadne auf Naxos.' lyiod-i
Mussorgsky's 'Boris Godunov'
may appear on next year's program,

est

too.

New

fl.!;ure-jugpnng led to statisincrease of
6,166 Americans against 3,698 last year. But ,do
tics

showing another
from abroad;

visitors

many U. S. visitors
go.
They are counted
twice or thrice. Nevertheless, Salzburg is well satisfied.
not forget that

come and

Prof. Alphonse Hochs' concert of
the Strassburg choir was one of the
high spots of the last week. Knappersbusch directed 'Elektra' and
'Rosenkavalier,'
It

burg

has been raining a
is

Salzbecoming normal again.
lot,

Big Advance for 'Regina*
Hartford, Sept, 7,
sale for 'Victoria Regina'
f Helen
Hayes) which starts tour
iicre Sept, 16 at Bushnell auditorium

Advance

opened today and
by afternoon.

all

3,300

tickets

solcj

'Phat insures gross of
ninqle local performance
lished new record.

$G,500

and

for
estab-

WPA

put up $23,000. Work is expected
to start Sept, 15 arid 60 working days

.to

be needed before completion.
safe' guess on opening data of aude
would be Jan, 1, 1938.
Meantime, Marvin McDonald, who
manages All-Star Concert Series
sponsored annually by Atlanta Music Club and Atlanta Philharmonic
Society; skedded to open at aude
Oct. 14. again has been forced to
will

A

make

other arrangements.

by failure of

to complete aude,
to
switch all his.
dates of 1936-37 series and put them
on at Lucas
Jenkins' Georgia the-

&

Since McDonald annually

atre.

III

sells

5,000 season tickets to series, it was
necessary to book his attractions for

two-night stands because Georgia
has Only 2.375 seats.
This year, however, McDonald has
made a deal with L. .& J. to rent its
Fox theatre .(5,500 seats) for the first
•three bookings, as follows:
Oct.

Nov,

14—Rosa Ponselle,
24—Yehudi Menuhin;

Dec. 9.—rSerge Rachmaninoff,
Other attractions, to be presented
at aude. are:
Feb. 12 Jooss European Ballet.

—

March
March

9—Nelson

Eddy.

30— St. Louis Symphony

Orchestra.
April 27—Kirsten Flagstad,
All-Star Series is. always a sellout, season ducats going at $10,
.

Frank Gillmore
Frank Gillmore has been

Stymied

WPA

McDonald had

and

V

$5.

lime of aude roof collapse, city
home for the past week. He was was fauding with local Stage Hand.s
ordered abed with a heavy cold Union over city's refusal to hire a
after last week's council meeting at stage
hand at $75 per week. InterEquity.
national union, at request of local
Yestei'day'3 (Tues.) session was reps, had put house on 'road call,
curtailed because of l\is ^bsctice.
which status remains.
ill

at his

"At"

.

.

Wednesday, September

TMAT Union

8,

LEGITIMATE

1937

More

Elects

NEW

IVOR NOVELLO'S

Officers;

MUSICAL BIG CLICK

Not Waiting on lATSE Affiance

VARIETY

Philly Perks for Best

S9

Season Ever;

Plenty of Musicals, Stars, Listed

London, Sept. 7.
'Crest of the Wave,' Ivor Novello's
musical, opened at the Drury
Lane (3). Marks his third successive
spectacular musical and boasts lavish

new

On

eve

the

the

of

sea-

legit

son's start the Theatrical

Agents and Treasurers Union

(1,826,

A. F. of L.) has. named several

new

moving forward with
the objective of a working agreement with the legit managers. Furofficers

and

is

ther organization

is

still

Current Road Shows

Managers,

to be acis to cover

complished if the TAMT
the field as originallj' outlined. That
specifically concerns the press agent
end, particularly- as: applied to New

.

5
Shiibert,

Bos-

ton (7),
/Brother Eat,* Selwyn, Chicago,
'Dead Eiid,' Brighton, Brighton

Beach

(7).

Briglit,'

Shubert,

New

Haven (8).
'Boom Service,'

Chestnut,

Phil-

'Honor

'Room

Service,' Geary,

cisco.

a run into January for his latest.
John Gielgud, opening at the

Queens theatre last night. (6) in
'Richard II,' was enthusiastically received. Press comment was warmly
favorable.
Peggy Ashcroft, in the
leading feminine role, was also
cordially greeted by the audience,
This is a repeat for Gielgud in the
'Richard' part.
•

'

adelphia..

<.-'...

york.
Clarence Jacobson has been made

WEEK SEPT

Ye Winds,'

'Blow

production.
His usual hokum was received
splendidly. Library deeX guarantees

San Fran-

NEW

WEEK

FISCHER'S 'ROOM

FOR FRANCE

TMAT

$75

Minimum

TMAT states it has ;no desire to
cut away from such ia union affiliation but that the time is short and
contacts with the managers should
Aim' particularly
begin ;at .once.
Union, will
concerns treasurers.
seek a 'minimum of $75 for the box
office men, assistants to get $50.
Claimed there' is no longer side
money or 'ice' to be depended on.
TMAT has one jurisdictional problem that has not bpen solved and
that is the status of the press agents.
The New York Theatrical Press
'Agents, who are seeking individual
signaturfes to theii: basic contract
from, managers, are regarded as repfesenting' a majority in the Broad'

way

field.

When

TMAT

NYTPA

the

whether

lonomy

if.

answer was

it

joining
no.

It

asked the
could have authe union the
appears now that

the union heads have changed their
minds. Since there are threfe groups
in the union
company managers,
agents and treasurers each will
have autonomy, if the present plans
of the union are not again changed.
'

—

—

One of the points that the NYTPA
could not reconcile was the absence
of a minimum salary figure or one
far

Should that group
on an au
proposed $100
its
could not be interfered

small.
into the
tonomous basis,

too

come

minimum

TMAT

with by the other groups.

Barber's 'Code for Gangsters'
acquired
Maurice
has
Barber
American and English rights to

Upon completion on his legit ventures abroad Fischer will return to
Broadway in former capacity of general overseer and producer of. the
French Casino, N. Y., and will bring

*

Madame Bovary

'

,

and

God

'

—

'

belated

Latter

for the best sea-

is In

Lawrence Shubert Lawrence

week

this

two
booked^^to

released a sked for hip
lists

eight

the Chestnut, five into the Forrest

and eight others for either of the
two.
Samuel Ni)con-Nirdlinger at

—

.

^

the Erlanger, only other legit, has

announced only a coupla entries so
far, but
indicated he ,wlll have
no trouble in keeping his spot

—

mazda'd.

.

,

'Room Service' jhaving relighted
Chestnut. last night, winter program
has legii-goers panting.
Included
in marqueers wh6'll appear here are
Helen Hayes, Maurice Evans, George
M. Cohan, the Lunts, Ruth Chatterton, Tallulah Bankhead, Katharine

— Sam

H. Harris.
'The Women'— George Abbott.

,

while the lateness of the season-

PROF. MAUDE ADAMS,

Hepburn, Jack Buchanan and Evelyn

AT STEPHENS COLLEGE

Laye.
^

At

—

years of persuasion,
Maude Adams has finally accepted a
Professorship of Drama at Stephens
College, Columbia, Mo., and enters
into new duties Tuesday (14). Miss
interim.
Adams' tenure will be two and oneLiniitation of out-of-town houses half months and she expects to cenprobsuited for straight shows is a
ter her work around Edmond Roslem the bookers have not faced for tand's 'Chanticler,' because 'its moral
years.,
Some independent theatres is the dignity of labor.'
be
probably
in the various keys will
Stephens Cojiege, a school for
Such spots girls, has an enrollment of 1,152.
sought as a solution.
are not available in stands like Miss Adams, now 64, retired, from
there
few
are
Philadelphia where
the stage in 1918, but since then apr
legit theatres compared to previous
peared in 'The Merchant of Venice'
After

the Chestnut, following

Service,' Charlotte.
comes in 'Leaning

St. Louis, Sept. 7,

three

'Room

Greenwood
on

Letty,'

Sept.

Max Gordpn has the house for
the fortnight after that wth an 6ntry
yet unnamed. It Is expected to be
the new Clare Booth opus. 'Wonderful Time' then makes ,its first
stop here on transcontinental tour.
20.

My

'Yes,

with

lows,

booked

in

Darling Daughter' ioU
the
Abbey Players
after

'

Mark Reed

the

George Abbott's 'Brpthfer
Rat'
and Sherwood
Andei'son's
'Masgue of Kings' are others on the-

show.

sked."

•

•

Forrest will split between drama
and musicals. Larger number of
and 'Twelfth. Night.'
the latter booked than for past six
Chicago presents the toughest
years.
Lights go on Oct. 11 with
town for, showmen to wedge in this
'Between the Devil,' tuner by HowIndicated that the Studebaker
fall.
ard Diet2 and Arthur Schwartz,
Henry Lartigue back with him to will be in demand, with at least one
Future Ptays
starring
g.m. the French Casino..
English trio,
Buchanan,
manager angling for the Mich bouleLaye and Adele Dixon.
vard house, unable to get service
'Forgotten,'
comedy, by Robert
from the United Booking Office for
Others coming to ,the house are
Fischer,, will reach production next
a Loop spot.
'Balalaika,'
'The Three
Waltzes,'
Engagements
month via author in association
'Babes in Arms,' and 'Ziegfeld Folwith Michael Lane. Both are newlies.'
includes
Cast
biz.
show
to
comers
Portman,
'MaCarol Harbord, Eric
GOOD PROSPECTS
House not yet decided, but defidame Bovary.'
-Dorothy Collins, Anita Bradshaw,
Erin O'Brien .Moore, Josephine
Salvator.e Carlos, John Dale, Jr., nitely on Lawrence's book, are HepNaunton Rochester Auditorium Boolis Cream Florence Burney, Louis Greenspan, burn in Guild's production of 'Jane
Gloria Dickson,
Victor,
of Legits for New Season
Wayne, John Griggs, Rosemary
Ruth Mayberry and others. Produc- Eyre,' Anderson's 'High Tor,' 'Of
Ames, Lea Perman, Calvin Thomas,
ing duo also have an untitled mu- Mice, and Men,' Guild's 'Madame
Florence Edney, 'Wise Tomorrow.'
Rochester, Sept. 1.
Bovary,' using Gaston Baty's drasical which they'll do later.
Starr West, Isobel Rose, Teddy
Will Corris, who started booking
'How Come Lawd?', first for Negro matization of Flaubert's .novel, with
Jones,
Ralph Sanjpter, Clement occasional legit shows into the MaGuild Theatre, N. Y„ has gone into further adaptations by Benn W.
O'Loghlen, Carmen Lewis, Edna
Archer Crawford, 'Arms and the sonic Auditorium after the Lyceum rehearsal for late September preem Levy, whose wife, Constance CumMan.' Starlight theatre. Pawling, was razed three years ago, has good in New York house, by Donald Hey- mings, plays the lead; 'The Ghost
Audi- wood, with all Negro cast, Charles
prospects for new season.
N, Y.
of Yankee Doodle,' another Guilder;
Cast includes Rex
Edelweiss French, John Balmer, torium is 2,500-seater with shows Adler staging.
Mary Elsie Reser, Catherine Cos booked for one night, or three shows Ingram, Cara Doza, Mercedes Gil- an untitled Ruth Chatterton starrer;
Lovejoy, 'Honor Bright,' bringing Katherine.
grove, Emerald Reynolds, Homer
including matinee. Practically every bert, Hilda Rogers, Alec
McDowell, Melvin Berg, Alison Haw
Edgar Martin, Dan Alexander back to the boards; and
between late September and Tom Fletcher,
ley, Luise Holman, Lee Parry, John week
Columbus Rowland Stebbins' production of
'

seasons.

•

.

.

•

Dighton. Betty Carpenter, William
Bonewell, 'No Scandal, Please,' Priscilla Beach theatre, Plymouth. Ma.'^s.
Lee Baker, Eleanor Phelos, 'Rich
ard IL'
Ella

Mae

Jackson,

Kay Harmon,

Terry Mansfield, Keith LunJy. Jane
Armstrong, Charlotte Kegel, Charles
O'Connor, Dick Warren, John Lar
kin, 'Stardust,' Kilbuck theatre. Pitts
burgh. Pa.
Glenn Hunter. Charles Farrell. A.
H. Van Buren, John Halloran. 'God
Save the King,' Lakewood theatre,

Skowhegan, Me.
Allyn Joslyn, 'All That Glitter.s.'
Harry Bellaver, Francis Comp
George J. Lewis, 'To Quito and

ton,

Back.'

.

New

Year's
production.

li.sts

an

outstanding

Season opens Sept. 27 with 'Room
Service.' Others listed are 'Anthony
and Cleopatra,' 'Tovarich,' 'Victoria

Michaels, Archie Gross,
Jackson.
'On Location' by Kent Wiley in
rehearsal for Paul Martin's recently
organized Ea.st Coast Production.s,

II.'
'You
Regina.' 'King Richard
Can't Take It With You,' 'Brother
Rat,' 'Masque of Kings,' 'Leaning on
Letty,' 'The Women,' 'Frederika' and

Samuel R. Golding is directing.
'George and Margaret,* a comedy
by Gerald Savory, .skedded to open
at the Morosco theatre. Sept. 22,
with an all-English cast for John C.

'Show

Wilson.

Is

On.'

^Excursion' Gets $4,500

For Elitch Stock Getaway

Memphis Bookings
Memphis, Sept. 7.
The road show season opens at

Inc.

Municipal Auditorium Oct, 15 with
'Tovarich,' starring Eugenie Leontovich.

Oj;her shows scheduled are "Antony
and Cleopatra,' with Tallulah Bankhead, Nov. 18 and 19; 'You Can't
Take It With You,' Dec. 17 and 18;
'Room Service,' Dec, 24 and 25; 'The
Woman,' Dec, 31, Jan. 1; 'King Richard II,' with Maurice Evan.s, date not
set; 'Show Of Shows,' date, not set;
'Leaning on Letty,' March' 4 and 5;
'Fre'derika,' March 25 and 26, and
'Victoria Qegina,' with Helen Hayes,
March 28 and 29.

'Wet Paint,' musical comedy by
Will B. Johnstone, being readied by
Jay S. Tush for Broadway presentation late in

'AH

That

November.
GMtiers,'

comedy

-

'Anthony and Cleopatra,' which will
haVe Bankhead and Conway Tearle..

by

Denver, Sept. 7.
Kenneth Simpson and Jack BaragElitch .stock closed the season with, wanth, taken by George Abbott for
a .$4,500 week on 'Excursion,' Grosses his third autumn production.
'The Mirror Cracked,' by John C.
held up above last year's figures
Crosby, bought by Norman Bel Gedmost of the year.
popularity des for October presentation.
Company's personal
'Man Who Jumped Overboard,'
had much to do with the sustained
grosses, with the direction of George comedy by Tom Gushing, skedded as
Somnes also drawing favorable com- Bonfils & Somnes first production

British Equity,

Mgrs.

Agree on New Terms

.

London, Aug.

29.

After

—

Briti.sh

protracted
negotiations,
Equity, Ass'n of Touring and

Producing Managers, and Theatre
Managers' Ass'n have come to an
agreement for a .standard working
contract, which is to be ratified 'at a
meeting to be held early next
month.

'

Agreement provides

for the regising of both actors and managers
the acceptance of a standard
tmpUiyment contract. No actors wiH
tei

and

i

be

permitted to

tcrcd

•

;

town

indicate

houses which

Edgar Stehli, James Doody. Albert
Hayes. Linda Lee Hill, Blair Davies,
'Gbnovenehre,' Parisian comedy sucHarry Hermsen, 'Blow Ye Winds.'
cess, and plans a Broadway producMary McQuade, John Alexander,
tion early in November.
Play, by Roman Hohnen. Judson Laire, EdCharles Rudolph, will be done here win Mills, Walter Draper, Richard
as 'Code for Gangsters' and will be Clayton, Edna Hagen, 'Honor Bright.'
Frank Lawton, Cyril Raymond,
adapted by. Virginia Vernon.
Marcel Vallee. Hubert Gregp. Jac
this sea.son.
Producer plans to arrive in New queline Porel. Penelope
Dudley ment.
York about Sept. 15 and begin cast- Ward, Guy Middleton, Philip Friend,
ing immediately.
'French Without Tears.'
Fetsch in Japan
St. Loo Troupes fo K. C.
Jack McCauley, Marcella Swanson,
Tokyo, Aug. 20.
Mildred Webb, Terry Lawlor. Lydia
St. Louis, Sept. 7.
Sue Drew, 'Show Is On.'
Big Biz $35 Lawsuit
Ichizo Kobayashi,. former head of
Jane Buchanan, Muriel Starr, Barry
Richard BcfKer, as.sisted by Zeke
Edwaid IIr.yi.'en O'Connor wilj Kelly; Edmond (O'Brien. John Phil- Toho and now devoting all his spare
h^^•e ti a
his c^mplaint in liber, Charles Forrester, Evelyn Ab- time to his personally owned Taka- Colvin, Chester Herman and George
razuka Opera, ha.s announced that Hirst, will produce 'Desert Song' in
order to collect $35 allegedly due bott. 'Star Wagon.'
Rudolph Fetsch, former fir.st con- Music Hall, Kansas City, auditorium
him for salary as manager-p,a. of
ductor of the muny operas of Lud- for one week starting Sept. 17. Guy
an ill-lated strawhat venture pro'33 Men' for B'way
wig.shafen, German.v, ha.s been con- Rol;crts:jn, Bornice Claire. Ruth Urjected by Josieph Bryon Totten.
tracted for three yenr.s as conductor ban, Robert Pitkin, Detmar Poppen,
O'Connor haled Totten to the
Eric Matson and Earl MacVeigh, who
of the Takarazuka shows.
Hollywood, Sepl. 7.
.«;man
claims court for collection
Conductor, who arrived here yes- played during 12-\veek local muny
'33
has
Men'
Legit drama titled
last week.
Totten te.slilied that he
(29)
WHS merely fronting for a corpora- been acquired by Robert Feldman terday ,(19), immediately took over opera .season that clo.scd Sunday
the opera and its will have hading roles in 'Song.'
tion, with Judge ruling O'Connor from the author, Anthony Quinn. for active charge of
in
played
of.. -56. that
also
conducting,
Chorus
Besides
)..sch(iol.
affiliated
would have to sue out a new com-r Broadway production this fall.
enQuinn is currently •playing in Fetsch will al.^'o act as prof of'4:om- locrl ()Ul.(l')or season has been
plaint against the corporiition rather
gaged lor K. C. ciiga,':emont.
position.
than Totten individually.
Paramounl's 'The Buccaneer,'
-

lining

silver

week when

.

son in years insofar as attractions
ate concerned.

John

Golden.
'Honor

)

proverbial

this

bookings were announced.

—

'Susan

the

garnish

Guild.
'The Star Wagon'— Guthrie
McClintic.
'Tovarich'
(Marta Abba)
Gilbert Miller,
'The Show Is On'— Shuberts.

(4th CO.

precludes any indication of a possible house shortage on Broadway at
this' time, managers are finding difficulty in securing routes this fall.
Booking situation has arisen because
of the number of road companies of
current Broadway successes 'You
Can't Take It With' You,' 'Room
Service,' 'Tovarich,' 'Brother Rat'
and 'Yes My Darling Daughter.'
Jam on bookings will probably be
felt more in November than in the

7.

somewhat dubious a week ago was
given

— Theatre

ROAD

Summer

WPA

'Victoria Regina' (road )— Gilbert Miller.

Gordon,
'Lady Had a Heart' ('Jean')—
Barrait and Phillips.
'You Can't Take It With Tou'

TAMT

Philadelphia, Sept.

Local legit season which looked

LOOMS FOR

BOOKING JAM

'

in Rehearsal

Bright'
('Learn by
Heart')— Shuberts.
'Tovarich' (Eugenie Leontovich)—Gilbert Miller.
'On Location'
Samuel R.
Golding.
'To Quito and Bacli'— Theatre
Guild.
'The Women' (road)
Max

.

'Tobacco Road/ Embassy', Port
business manager of the union. He
Chester.
resigned as company manager of a
'The Women,' Ertanger, Buffalo
'TovarJch* which is going on tour to ^
post which pays (9).
•accept the
'Tou Can't Take it with Tou,'
Ludwig Vroom was
$75 weekly.
Harris, Chicago.
elected vice-president but is going
on tour. Theodore Mitchell remains
Theatres
as president and Jack McCarron,
Understood
secretary.
executive
SHOWS THIS
thethat Mitchell, who' held a
'God Save the King,' Lakewood
atre post, will now devote all his
Theatre, Skowhegan, Me.
time to the union.
'No Scandal, Please,' Beach TheJacobson was. formerly treasurer. atre, Plymouth, Mass.
Broadway box offices prior to be,coniing a company manager. He waS;
organizer for the managers*
thfc
agents and- treasurers' union-^when it ClIFF
becamie active last winter after being
dormant for eight years. Through
SERVICE'
.Jacobson's efforts several hundred
people, principally identified with
Clifford C. Fischer has the Paris
legit box offices, joined TMAT. Cost
George
of this activity was relatively small, rights of 'Room Service' from
about $1,000 being expended prin- Abott, deal set by William Liebling,
for agent for authors John Murray and
halls
of
for
rentals
cipally
Allen Boretz. Fischer took script
meetings.
and option with him when he sailed
An important development is the back- last week, and will cast and
TMAT's relation with lATSE. For- present the piece as soon as he armer has asked the stage hands in-' rives. Same producer also is angling
ternational to excuse it from the arto
another
Parisian
rights
for
rangement whereby it would come Broadway topgrosser, 'You Can't
Reason
in under the wings_ of lA.
Take It With You,' Which deal, when
Is that the' stagehands' union has
and if, will also be handled through
been too occupied to make final dis- Liebling.
matter.
posi|tion of the

Shows

be a

work

fof".

unre^T's-

managements, and there

minimum wage

scale

.is

a

.

.
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'Wednesday, September

Summer

Theatres
Worse Things Happen

CASSANDRA KELLY
-

Matunuck, R.

I.,

Aug.

a now comedy by Ralph an.1 Ku.StUBCd by HuUlcd WcllcH,
by Rugenis TiUc.
Krncst Wiioilivarrt
Ijnrry.
Kally,

Dfti'lon.

gifnd

fti-ltlnRs

nieva'lor

Uoy

Ciissandra.

Noll li'lynn
....Ann Mcril
...Calvin 'J'homas
A. William PucUor
Uobert do San M:u-/.ano
Jessie Jloycp Lnndls
.Millard Mlldion
r.roK'Ty I'oiilo
Harold MlrliPlnian
/.

I'rtsary

Mnxery
PiiMdle
Hob;
.

Bin
First Walter

Sprond Walter....
Tl»lrd Walter

^...Kobert Hulclilrtsoii

Y„

Suffern, N.

31.

iifnocl:it on
fn
Thcntrc-by-Uic-He.-i,
.Sidney Harmon and Wmiion A. )>i:iki'.
Jes.sle Uoyce l^nndlH ln_ C <H»aiulra

TUo

pn-.si'i)t.s

Sept,

2.

C'lifnedy In three afl.s (thfoe scency) by
Kt'lih Winter, presented by Ilobert 1''. Cutuuder the direction of Follx .l.-icovca at
the t'ouniy theatre, iiulXern, N. T,, Aub. 31.
l.>i'

several sketches which don't seem to duction are all oh a high plane. More,
get anywhere: 'Are We Comfy? for the wisdom with which the choice ol
example, and 'The Little Art Film plays was made, shows that there ia
Gr6up.' 'Button, Button,' and 'For- real theatre in the Federal theatre
give Us Odets' need better payoffs. and will help greatly in bringing the
James Sheltoh sings three of his own one-act play into public conscious-

casionally delivers a phrase or couplet Which tickles the fancy, but on
the whole her attempt to breathe
life into outmoded forms and characters never comes off. Best thing in
'The Dramatist.' as staged at Newport, is a synjbolic 'Dance of Marriage' performed by members of the
Hanya Holm troupe.
concerns Pierrot Smith,
Story
carefree adventurer who lives only
for the moment and is constantly
playing a part, the nature of which
depends on his fluctuating moods.
In one of his sober interludes Pierrot
decides to abandon wild ways, so
gives up his chorus-girl mistress. Columbine Miller, and marries the
wealthy and aristocratic Isobel .Van
But Isobel 'lives in
Rensselaer.
prose' while Pierrot 'lives in poetry.'
Their natures clash. Pierrot leaves
Isobel and returns *o his old existHe dreams of starting anew
ence.
some day with Columbine and the
child .she was ab^ut to bear him
when they parted.
Years pass; 111. and in poverty, he
She tells
meetS' Columbine again.
him that their "hild, their 'Pierrette,'
died a long while ago. As for Colum-

songs,

Koniil

Viola Roache
.lose Ferrer
Charlie Arnt

Viiuelian

1

Jolin

John O'Connor
Xondaa MetcaUe

t

I.aura

.

Maffiraret Perry

Maurlco Stanley,

.^ir

•

Juines 'JVuex

I'jihVHrd Brett
lOllon Hope
liin.'y Itrcii, ,

C'u.nnln(;liani

'Worse Things Happen at Sea' can
be very easily turned into a play
that will earn its keep. At present
stars out btavely enough, goes
it
good in the second act but slows up

of everything has gone in the third where instead of carrjrinto the making of this new comedy, jng his story to some sort of a logi•S^basically that of the smart variety. cal, conclusion the author devotes
is its chief detriment. the closing stanza to a rehash of
that
'Perhaps
The authors take a crack at practi- what has already happened in a
rampage
between
cally everything of topical nature. conversational
The^teel magnate and his hypocritical two of the characters, Lucy and
this
some of
Replace
stand against labor is raked over the Laura.
hot coals; the armaments manufac-. blather with a few bits of action and
turer comes in for some direct and there'll be a play. 'Worse Things' is
lines and laughcaustic criticism, and pot shots are choclc full of witty
taken at a- financial tycoon with a producing situations,'. but that third
must be fixed.
Romeo complex. Between all these actLucy
Brett is a widow sufficiently
the play .tells of a celebrated opera
wealthy to maintain a large _house
diva, now, in decline, and her efjforts
She is afflicted
in Sussex, England.
to wed millions so as to provide a
with a high art complex to which
future for her son and daughter.
she gives expression by protegeing
Tliere is much that is good and
::ionald Vaughn, a novelist.
much that is n. s. g. in 'Cassandra
He's been doing pretty well as a

A

little bit

,

Fortunately the good points lowbrowish hack, out she inflicts
overshadow the bad ones, and with her better things influence on him
the proper application the play can in an endeavor to raise his batting
be salvaged for metropolitan show- average. They plan a script to top
ing.
The pair put their
all other tomes.
The angles which merit consider- heads together to concoct hif alutin
ation are principally the sundry sentences and when they hit on one
amusing situations and some really it goes into the book via Ellen, the
funny dialogue. Because most of the handy, ever present sec.
There's
characters 'are tough to handle rhuch little causual sentiment on the part
depends on the cast. Fortunately, the of Lucy but its overwhelmed by her
cast did a fine job at the Matunuck art and besides Ronald does not reopening.
Miss Landis in the title ciprocate. Incidentally Lucy's son,
Kelly.*

•

.

was particularly good.
The story is that of a much-mar

role

ried opera singer with a son going to

Oxford and a daughter matriculating
a finishing school.

at
"

The

singer,

Cassandra Kelly, is about to marry
a multi-millionaire with vast steel

Her New York apart
interests.
ment appears to be the rendezvous

•

for a- set of daffy people who are
quite frank in their talk and actions.
On the eve of Mrs. Kelly's wedding
io millionaire Emery, Freddie, the
Oxford student, and his sister Peggy,
.

victim of his mater.
Against his will she tries to make.
painter of him and the place is
strewn with his abortive efforts.
Then enters Laura, the practical
sweetheart of Ronald, and puts the
kibosh on all the monkey business.
Her foray results in the scrapping
Eadie,

and ideals of Lucy. The
waste basket gets the manuscripts.
of all ideas

The paintings are slashed and Ronald vows he'll write a book with a

,

when one would probably ness.
Oh opening night, the piece de reAnd there are evidences of
sistance, Eugene O'Neill's 'The Long
borrowing from other shows.
But all in all, 'New Faces' is good Voyage Home' was omitted, sup^
likelihood
of
posedly
because of the illness of a
every
is.
there
fun, and
its being more so by the time it player.
Poul.
'Love and How to Cure It,' a backreaches Broadway.
stage piece which takes a London
music hall of 1895 as. the place and
time of its setting, is, by far, the
weakest of the group.
Devoid of plot, its theme is that of
Ogunquit, Me.,. Aug. 30.
suffice.

DEARLY BELOVED

Con>edy by CharlCH Beaban and Robert
Produced at the Playhouse,
Buclincr.
.

Ogunciult, Mo., Aug. 30.
Jean Mulr
Arabella Love
.Donald CooU
Marshall Grayson.,.
,..Barnu Ostcrtag
Laura Wilson.
Rvelyn Chevlllat
Lotus
. .
..Carl IJenton Itcid
(leorgB Best.
.Damlansio O'Flynn
Ronald Clay.
,¥„ Colin Dawson
KunI
,

,

,

.

.

,

.

.MAdelliie lloolye
Uoehrleic
Jlarold- Wax

Lollle t»ayi

Dr. BalnbrldRe

....

, .

.WUUnm

I'lintosraplier.

Boll

William Swollnnd
Frances Benedict

Hoy

Oharabernnald

.

week's premiere of 'Dearly
Beloved,' by. Charles Beahan and
Robert Buckiier, is any criterion this
trite little piece will be given the
cold shoulder if it ever ventures out
If last

into the cynical limelight of Broiadbine herself, she is happily married way.
Founded on a rather hackneyed
Still the
to a successful merchant.
dramatist, Pierrot salves his wound plot, embellished with a few bright
by pretending that Annie May, the lines, and more often larded with
stage
and screen lingo which will
little dancing student from downGay zoom over the heads of the average
stairs, is really .his daughter.
and debonair to the last, he goes out lay theatregoer, 'Beloved' stars Jean
to a 'party' given by Death, and his Muir and Donald Cook, but gives
brilliant butterfly career comes to them thin pickings as to script. From
an end. Isobel, impelled by a sense all the slow-paced business Cook
of duty to seek her worthless hus- gleaned considerably more meat than
band, finds Annie May weeping at his leading lady, although Miss Muir
Annie May says she is had her nioments in a fairly convinchis bier.
mourning the death of Pierrot, he* ing bedroom scene which closed the
'father.' Isobel, lonesome in her con- play.
Arabella Love (Jean Muir), an acventional orose life, takes the girl
home with her as a daughter. Thus, tress, has been playing the road in
even in death, Pierrot has acted his 'Cyrano de Bergerac' for a few. searole of dramatist, creating a false sit- sons, has been starving between enuation which Isobel and Annie May gagements and leaning heavily on
the helpful arm of her roommate,
ac(!4^t as true.
Alexander Kirkland handles the Laura Wilson (Barna Ostertag), who
Pierrot assignment with a certain works for the telephone company.
Arabella
meets a wealthy young son
bouyancy. Mirian Jordan, recently
back from England, portrays Isobel of a railroad president, outside a
with cobl blonde aloofness, and there phone booth. They have lunch at
are creditable contributions by Philip the Ritz and soon become enamored.Tonge, Joanna Roos, Nell O'Day, Marshall Grayson (Cook), the young
Franklin Gray and others. Somehow, man, proposes marriage and a Euror
though, the rhyme scheme gets In pean honeymoon. Arabella accepts
the way,- and the actors never seem the sailing proposition, but declines
quite genuine or completely at ease. the ring. She wants to pursue her
career.
Poul.
Their friends assume they are
wedded, and the whole world takes
granted when she finally lands
1937 itin for
Hollywood. She goes Hollywood,
takes on Laura as her personal secDennis, Mass., Aug. 31.
Revue In two acts (37 acene.sl; book by_ retary, affects all, the poses, is hotly
ISverett Maroy and Leonard SlUniah;' music
pursued' by 'an author, who urges her
by Baldwin Bergerson, Irving Graham and to get a divorce.
Dizzy from the
James Shelton; lyrics by June SiUman. Irvmerry-go-round
ride,
ing Graham and James .Shelton. Additional Hollywood
Arabella thinks maybe this is a good
Paul
music and lyrics by Morgan Lewis,

monster for a hero while Ed gets
a job as an auto rhechanic. So ends
the second act. And .the flop comes.
Laura and Lucy go on a gin bust
and during the consumption of a
quart or so recount their experiences, as they grow mellow.
Two things in favor of the play
from a commercial angle is the small
cost of production, employing one
set and small cast.
Miss Roache as Lucy stood away
McGraln. Low
ahead of Tthe balance of the cast.
Robert Bllder,
Craw.

Freddie is all for the wedding.
Traveling with his mother in her
hey-rdey as an opera star have, left
him weary of the uncertainties of
life.. iSister Peggy, the silent and.dc

NEW FACES OF

type, frowns upon her mother
throwing herself awiay to the Emery
millions. This same attitude is maintained by Bob Emery, the play-boy
son of Emery.
Mrs, Kelly is quite happy at her

mure

Bob

.

.

come home.

sacrifice until

a

is

up
preachment

starts stirring

a mess, combination of
and sentiment. Mrs. Kelly begins to
see things in a different light, but she
Newport, R. I., Sept. 2.
is still determined to go through with
romady In three acts by A'oby Merchant,
the marriage. It isn't until she has a Sta({i>d by Agnes Morgan; settings by
heart-to-heart talk with her future Uniellne 'Jlarke Roche. Produced by the
Inc., at the Casino theaJiusband about money, steel and ar- Actor-.Vanagers.
Newport, K. 1.. Aug. 31, '37.
maments that she begins wavering, tre,
Franklin Gray
Harlcfiulu Jones.
Philip Tonge
When ex-husband Kelly, a pla-'- .S(.'arainel, a chauffeur
......Joanna Rooh
wright, enters the scene she is all Columbine Miller
Rdgar Kent
for giving up the scheme and run A .Sacristan
Miriam Jordan
Isobel A'nii Rcn.saolnpr
ning away.
.\unt Van Rensselaer
She does, but she returns in time
Elisabeth Dean Furrar
Alexander Kirkland
to hear Kelly putting Emery on the Pierrot Shilth
Charles Trcxler
Barro wc.Iuff
pan, and unwittingly bringing about TiOrd
Heltina Cerf
l.ady Barrowclult
the solution to the complicated situ- Sir chiirlos Topham
Jliiyden Rorke
ation:
It is a' hectic thii'd act, but l.ady 't'ophain
Hathaway Kale
Nell O'Day
stretched a bit too far. Play needs Annie May llcgan
Ju.s Addiss
at least 20 minutes' pruning, and A Priest.
.James Ilonnen, Thomas Dunn
.Mtar Boy.
when this is done it may improve I'oet
Philip Gordon
things.
(Mownl
Edward Class
TjOU Ro.sen
Miss Landis gives a spirited char Iiovcr
KIsli w te
Kleanor .StaufCer
acterization and has excellent sup
I'rudo
Henrlotla Greenhood
port in' Calvin Thomas as the tycoon Coquette
.UUzabeth Waters
in love with her; Millard Mitchell,
who makes the playwright in*edible,
Chief reaction aroUsed by this nlay
and Robert de San Marzano who is one of mild mystification. Why
steals several scenes with his well should anyone in 1937 turn out a
done madcap son of the idle rich
rhymed fantasy about Pierrot, PierMarc
rette,
Harlequin and Columbine?

THE DRAMATIST

•

,

'3,

,

'

i

,

•*••••. .••.*••••

1937

8,

should an alert theatre
group produce it?
It would be difficult to imagine a
script with less relation to the contemporary scene than 'The DramaAuthor can write well, and octist.*^

And why

wWh

,

Kesslcr, Louis
Fleeson,

Is'evell

C.

Bellln,

Ted Fetter,

Al Slillman, George Walbridge; additional
.sketches by Mort Lewis, Ijawrenoe Riley,
Irving Graham, H. *6hn Friedman, Luther
Davis, John De Vries, Rags Ragland, Richard Lewine; ide.-i suggested by Ham Fi^lipr.
.Settings designed by Mercedes, realized by
Riigene C. Kitsch,. Staged and produced by
Leonard filllman at the Cape playhouse,
Dennis, Mass., Aug, 30.
Ca.1t: ISi-lka Mann. Rags Ragland, Lotte
Michael
Lorlnp,
Goslar,
Leone Sonsa,
Mildred Todd, James Shelton, Joseph Beale,
Kdna Russell. Jack and June Blair. EH.oabctli Wilde. June SlUman, Mara Alexander,
liou Biiblan, Bowen Tufls, Peter Renwick,
Van Johnson, Grace (Jjllern, Claire Kills,
Paul Ro*>crts, Vera Deane, Henry. Arthur,
Henrietta Boyd, Johnnie Tunslll, Remi
.

-

idea.

At

this point

Grayson arrives from
he had camped for

New York, where
months

after a lovers' quarrel, pretends to approve of the divorce, but
points out that they will have to get
married quietly to engineer a wide-

ly-Dublicized divorce.
Miss Ostertag, given most of the
good lines, was a standout in the
with her comic relief, fii'st as the
watchful, sisterly roommate, later as
the blunt-spoken personal secretary.
Lollie Payson, played well by Madeline Hooley, is a gushy columnist
with four million circulation.

cast

Martel, the Johnsons).

Fox.

Bright future seems assured for
this third edition of Leonard Sillman's annual revue. There is good
talent and mediocre, good material
and bad; but happily, the good pre
dominates. Fact that the show at
present is overloaded augurs well
With .iudicious cutting, a brisk and

generally agreeable entertainment
should be whipped into shape for the

new

season.
Partial list of highlights would in
elude, first of all,, such attractive
tunes as 'Croupier,' 'It's You I Want,'
•Rinka Tinka,' and 'Train Time.' Then
there ax*e at least half a dozen top
notch skits, among them 'Decline of
Vaudeville,' 'Glee .Club.' 'Whither
America' (this in particular is s
masterpiece of t^bgurdity), 'Decora
Dream,' /and the eccentric
tor's
dances of Lotte Goslar. Miss C^oslar,
by the way, won critical notice in
last season's ill-fated 'Pepper Mill,

produced

Mann

is

by

Erika

Mann.

Miss

also in the current 'Faces,

her talents are pretty much
wasted in the weak connecting scenes
which are supposed to hold the re
vue together.
The Sillman showcase is perhaps a
little crovyded, what with some 30

but

WPA
An Evening of

Short Plays

Chicago, Sept. 3.
Four one-act plays p-esented hy the Federal

Theatre at the Pi-lncoss. Chicago, Sept.
'Love and How to Cure It.'
Home" and 'The End of

'Blocks,'

.1:

'The Long ,Tourney
the Beginning.'

LOVBJ AND HOW TO CITRR
Comedy In one act by Thorton
Sla/red by Kay Kwlng and Harold
Rowona
Violet
T<inda

Joey.

Arthur Warburton.

.

.

,

IT
Wilder.
Koppl.
LeClaire

Fannie I'illen
George Hoskvn
.Tom McDerniott

on" act bv Mollv

The

Cirec'M

Kay Ewing

Worker

'.

^la"
he Ian Worker

,']''« /'''"<'"
I

'Ibe

Tan Man

,
.•

anci

Dav
Har-

..Sluart lian.gley

Charles lleilv
Jami^s Dlohl

..;
Waltor Krouse
THIO BfOGINNINi;
one act by Sean O'Cusey.

THR KND OF

Coniedy in
by Art .Smllh.

•Sliigod

Art Smllh
Vivian Holt
-pat Devlin

Borrlll

Larry Dcrrlll

TUr; LDNCr

Drama
."Staged
1'':it

in

VOYAGK HCMW

one ac:

by Robert

Joe.

.\lck.-.

bv

Eugene

U

\elll

.Mlltbn,

Gcor.^e Duylon
I'li-crott Min>«iall

oersonalities jostling for recognition
Mag..;Kale tJratlot
Russell, Michael Loring and DrlMMill
Victor .Sulberhind
out.
Miss Rus Cocky
.Put 1 )pvli)i
sell has a vigorous, almost violent Ivan...
Ili'rbcrt .Sluinnr
\rt Smllh
comedy scn.se and isn't afraid to let (ilsoii
Fredy
..
•iRuth T'.i.qi>
herself go. Loring and Miss Sillman Katv"
Krancf.s liu-rl.s
both know how to pro.iect a song, Two Houghs.
Arthur OUo, Wlllliim Jinand the latter is responsible for lyrics
to several of the best numbers.
In producing four one-act plav.-^,
Among other performers who two of which are staged profe.s.si6nmerit attention are Mildred Todd ally for, the first lime, the
i.s
James Shelton, Mara Alexander, the making a real contribution to the
dance team of Jack and June Blair. Chicago theatre.
Elisabeth Wilde. Rags Ragland, Leone
There is little use going into the
\Sousa, Peter Renwick and a Negro accompJivShments ol the Federal
thecontingent made up ot Johnnie Tun- atre since its establishment here. Su[sill,
vocalist, and the fast-slcpping fice to say, from a beginning
frau£?ht
Johnson.s.
with crudenes.s; it has bocomc, with
Seltinffs and costumes at Dennis 'The Lonely Man' and this
pro.qram.
."we oki\^'. without ofTcring much that a theatre of
which its executives and
is eye-filling.'
its patrons alike may well be proud.
On tilt' debit side of the ledger are
Direction, pcrCormaiice, and pro,

one

who

elusive in

too easy, only to place
herself in the reverse position with
is

another man.
There is a question as to whether
the grouD should have done this
play at all,
Even those who have an intense
dislike for the allegoric form must
admit that 'Blocks' is good theatre;
.

•

Perhaps good theatre is all it is'
certainly preaching against capitalconceived war belongs to the
flag-waving play class which brin.gs
'Bravos' from the audience, as this
one did on opening night.
In its
presentation, which
iis also the first professional showing
for the play, 'Blocks' was smartly
done. Actin.g was good, lighting excellent, and the sets, in modern cubic
style,
were ,in keeping with the

istically

WPA

rest.

Yet the play is hot smart. It is not
and it makes no attempt to
its puroose is to show irand illogical aims in those

subtle,

hide that
rational

who supposedly direct civilization.
This is not the first nroduction for
'End
of
the
Beginning.'
Sean
0'Ca!?ey's version of the Willie West
and McGinty house wrecking vaudeville turn, done in an interior and
with dialogue. Presented with the-^e
other plays, its hokum comedy is
a.oart from the other moods of the
evenin,4, and adds something of popbill.
Loop,

ular appeal to the

VIRGINIA
(Continued from page 58)

with

'If

You Were Someone

Else,'

'You and I Know' (also some Stallirig lines), 'Virginia' and 'My Heart
Is Dancing.'

.

more pleasing
larly in the

sight

particuthe

stuff,

drum number with

mugging Valia Valentinoff—a hound
for making grimaces.
There was
more ensemble in 'Jack and the
Beanstalk,' a portion of the second
act which was distinctly juvenile.
Partly so too was the county fair,

with Ajax the fire-eater, James Reynolds, an aiiroit pedal juggler and
George Prentice, with slap-stick
marionettes, which

drew

adult gig-

The Colonial army on

the march
with its flags and rockets was a
rousing effect on an elevated tredmill. The first nighters were in retreat, for it was going on
to 12
o'clock.
Doubtless there will be
more enthusiasm at subsequent performances, when the show is tightened up. The sscond night saw '25

minutes chopped out.
House and show being under

same management,

'.

.

,

J

.

66

p H in p 9

/

And

\

famous "Roundie"

/'

line ... in black

/rMILL£fe\
X^ayJ^J^ejj/

I.

Miller creates » chic
last

•

.

.

new

450 FIFTH AVE.
•

••

WPA

on our

version

with graceful surplice

suede with Patent.

562 FIFTH AVE.
••

.

99

.

.

.

49 \V. 34th ST.

13^^*

1552 B*V/AY

/
\

•

•*
•

•

•

t\\e

is a set-up favorable to 'Virginia's' chances. Ibee.

Edna

June Sillman stand

•

Donald Graham at times duetted
with M'iss Booth and was liked as a
Virginia ranger. Mona Barrie as the
governor's daughter attracted attention though her face was too immobile at times. Gene Lockhart as the
actor-manager was amusing in his
way and had' that solitary giggle
line,
a reference to his Romeo
smelling like a horse this night.
Bertha Bellmore as his wife quite
okay, but Nigel
Bruce as the
governor did not seem to know
what it. was all about and had the
misfortune of fumbling some lines.
His performance was curious since
he is rated a real comedian. Perhaps it was just the part.
Buck (Ford L.) and Bubbles (John
W.) and Avis Andrews top the
colored contingent.
Bubbles solohoofs to kill a wait but he should
have covered those spindly shanks.
Miss Andrews leads the colored
warblers in 'Send One Angel Down'
and again with Buck and Bubbles
plus the choir, there was 'I'll Be
Sitting in de lap O' de Lord.' Bubbles registers in the most liked
'Goodbye, Jonah,' plus choir.
Patricia Bowman, the twinkle toes
of the Music Hall, easily scored and
the ensemble toe dancers added

.

Diirry Jf;rrlll
LIziiie

of the

effectiveness

The sparse story concerius a
young dancer spurning the love' of
love.

gles.

BLOCKS
.\llec;ory of w.ir in

Thatcher. Staged by
old Kopol.

the

Mgt.:

LOU CLAYTON
New York

Berkshire Hotel.

•
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VARtETY

liamson-T^it to play in 'Balalaika.'

London

Broadway

Premiere will be in Melbourne.
Lloyd Hughes resting after completing 'Lovers and Luggers' for
Charlie Fury has joined Herman Cincsound. Next Is 'Broken Melody,'
for the same unit, Script was done
Berriie's agency.
Antoinette Perry to Denver to at- in America, but Frank Harvey will
•

add local dialog to &uit. Ken G. Hall
tend funeral of father-in-law,
will direct
Willie Collier, Sr.,. in (own; to see
Ken Asprey still having huddles
the fights, World's Series, etc.
with executives of both G.U.T. and
Mildred Weber back from her Hoyts. Not stating his future plans
final swing around the strawhats,
just yet but is sticking in the pic
Jake Lubin visiting on 46th street biz, nevertheless. Insiders say that
side of Loew's State while seated in Asprey will mean something big before this year is ended.
car.
Vaude reviie is back strong'for Neil,
Louis (Journal) Sobol is Al .Tolwith the following performers here
son's cousin, in case you didn't know,
now: Sandy Lang's Three Flames,
jroii
care?
or do
Christy and Gould, Joe Petersen, HenBilly McCarney muffed St Patrick's ning and Raye, George Hurd, Flying
l)ay but sent out Jewish New Year's Elmars, Dixie and Mitzi, Herbert Loe,
greetings to atone.
Earle^ Pope and Lang, George BolJimmy Lane back from ,his sea- ton and Mareski.
shore shack for rehearsals in 'Room
There's a rush on by local men to
Service,' Boston co.
break into the legit field in opposiCharlie Green, CRA prez, gets back tion to Williamspn-Tait. Before long
in town today <Wednesday) from his new shows wUl be hooked for Auswestern branch office jaunt
tralia and New Z(^aland by the FulCharles Pope .carrying around lers, Snider-Dean, and probably
cooling packets of ice wrapped in Frank NeiL Main trouble is suitable
cellophane during heat wave.
theatres.
W-T at present operates
Lew Leslie's- colored filmusical is the only legiter, but the other felchilled for. the moment, so he's lows say they'll build if necessary.
Planning a new 'Blackbirds' for
.

iroadway.

Ralph Kirbery flew his own plane
to Cleveland this week to enter the
light plane class in the National Air
Races

Nichols

holidaying

in

Budapest
Oliver Garretson on a motor tour
to

Budapest
Henry Sherek

vacationing

is

ahead

of

'The

John Murray Anderson back
New York and Fort Worth.

Paula.

Emile Boreo on the General Theatres Corp. circuit, and will also do

Billy Ck>8tello <Popeye the Sailor)
married Florence Baines of York-

shire at St. Alban's register office.
Drena under one year's contract
with Pierre Sandrini; goes to New
York for the International Casino,

salary.

currently in the Folies
Bergere show, signed with American
Music Corp. to return to the U. S.

Thursday on. Many show biz offices
Harold Hi^gins has his eye on a
closed early Friday.
gray Cord,
in Nov.
Painters' strike trouble, etc., set
Marin rates as the best tenniser
Reg Connelly says Sid Phillips is
back the new International Casino's in Al
the ad field.
not signed with Cinephoriic Music
premiere which was scheduled for
Count Berni Vici's unit opening in C!o. He is with Campbell, Connelly,
tonight (Wednesday) to Thursday
<9).

town's
Friars Club dedicated new
ball court, showers and gymnasium most prolific fiction scribbler.
A. J. Jones leaving his business
last week in quarters atop Edison
hotel, N. Y. Members find it handy worries for two weeks beginning Friday (10).
for midday cooloff.
"Tom Flannery's party at NipperTed Shapiro, Sophie Tucker's accompanist planes to the Coast today sink was the most successful shindig
(Wednesday) to handle musical di- of the year.
Al Williamson took his "frau to
rection of La Tucker's and AI JolMinneapolis Friday to pick out the
son's new radio programs.
Appendix operation caused Tommy new house.
Charlie AUhoff and wife in town
Martin's absence as soloist with Shep
Fields' orch at the Paramount, N, Y., and off to Winamac for a couple days
Martin was stricken in before going east»
last week.
Lester Stepner appointed manCincinnati and operated on at the
ager of the Jones, Linick & Schaefer
Decimer hosp there.
Walter C. Kelly CThie Virginia loop LaSalle theatre.
Charles Althoff dropped into town
Judge') going back to the C^oast for
a Bryan Foy (WB) film chore, 'Sour on some radio negotiations, and
M!ountain.' 'And besides,' adds Kelly, popped right out again.
Louise Fitch ducked the 'Manhat'there are few people left on Broadway I know; most of 'em seem to be tan Mother' show to fly out to Council Bluffs for a visit with the home
out there.'
Flock of big pjx preems plus 'Vir- folks over the weekend.
Lee Belmont, former vaude and
ginia,' first Idgit .entry for 1937-S,
brought 'out the autograf pests in nitery dancer, and Tony Owens, of
hordes.
Cops seemingly instructed the Daily News amusement ad denot to spare their feelings, and partment, will be Mr. and Mrs. bethey're being diligently shooed as a" fore the month is out
•

general

official policy.

Major Bowes partied

.

the

press

before the Capitol's reopening, and
while the lure wasn't to come up
and see his etchings, the Major does
have a fine collection of more than
S.O0O paintings (including Whistlers,
etc.) that are quite a treat.
Hy Gardner, Brooklyn Eagle's
Broadway columnist voices some
gener.al B'way umbrage at Sidney
Skolsky's crack that 'Broadway columns are as passe as Broadway.' In

ffinneapriis
By Les Bees

Dan

Nolan,

New York RKO home-

office auditor, in town.
Bill Winters,
salesman, laid
up wilii sprained ankle.

RKO

Excessive heat has been hurting
show biz throughout territory.
Burglars broke into Republic exForum this week Gardner vox pops change and got away with $60.
his opinion. Tis said the Ed SulliLucille
Johnson
of
Warner
van (News) shift to the Coast cul- Brothers to take matrimonial leap.
minated on shipboard when the colRud Lohrenz, Warner Brothers'
umnist returned with Publisher Pat- branch manager, in Chicago on Pubterson of the News, although over a lix product deal.
Pat Luce, 20th-Fox branch manyear ago the News planned -swapping Skolsky-Sullivan's spots east ager's secretary, recovered from apand west, but former flew east at .his pendectomy and back on job.
A number of branch managers atown expense to argue against it.
Monday (6) in the News both col- tended College All-Stars-Green Bay
umnists publicly heralded their new Packer football game in Chicago.
Twin City Variety club resuming
plans.
weekly Monday luncheon meetings
with special speakers and entertain-

Sydney

ment

JSept 20.
John J. Friedl

it

seems.

Elsie Randolph, for years leading
lady with Jack Buchanan in musia brief pleasure

cals and pix, taking
trip to N. Y.

Harry Foster limping his way
around because he wanted to show
the village yokels how good he is
on a bicycle.
William Dewhurst, just set for role
in Metro's 'Yank at Oxford,' received
news his composer son, Paul,' died
fighting in Spain.
After waiting three weeks in the
,

hope of saving Esme Percy's eye,
surgeons finally had to remove it,
following a dog bi.te.

Tom

Bostock, Eric Maschwitz, Wil-

liam MoUison. Jack Davies and 10
Vienna to see the opening of 'Hearts in Snow.'
'Judgment Day,' current at the
Phoenix theatre, will play four matinees at the Champse Elysees, Paris.
Sacha Guitry will present.
Benny Ross and Maxine Stone signatured for the Landeau-Ruben re-

f riends off to

vue opening at the Savoy theatre
around the middle of October.
Jack Hylton and Harry Foster in
an agency alliance for the purpose
of handling several bands for vaudeville in England and the continent.
Walter Payne, president of Society
of West End Theatre Managers, has
succeeded Lord Lurgah, recently deceased, as chairman of the Drury
Lane theatre.
Sydney Carroll extending his Open
Air Theatres Shakespearean season
for a fortnight making longest run
he has experienced in this Regent's
Park playhouse.
George Bunyai and his father have
a villa in Juan les Pins which they
call 'Tovarich,' in honor of the plaj'
which they agented to Gilbert Miller
for stage and film.
Scotland Yard has warned theatre
managers that all guns used for stage
purposes come under the firearms
ban, and a separate certificate is
necessary for each one.
Following prolonged illness, Dorothy Black returning to the stage in
the fall season at the Arts theatre.
.

England,
Betty Compson sign.ed a termer at
Warners.

still

.

going up.

(jertrude

no\ra.

Expo can now be entered by

31

gates.

Bal Tabarln still turning, them
away.
Serge Lifar off for a month's vacation.

Grover Whalen through and on to
Rome.
Jim
Witteried
lettering
from
Cannes.

Rouben Mamoulian here looking
.

for scenarios.

Dajou recovering from a

short illness.
Phil Rcisman in from London for
'
a look'-around.
Marie Belle going blonde for a
part in 'La Glu.*
'His Affair' c20th-Fox) opening at
the Cinema Balzac.
Rita Georg scheduled to star in the
next Folis-Bergere revue,
Jacques Feydjer off for Munich,
where he will make a film for Tobis.
Bruno Mussolini and Italian flyers
enjoying themselves at the Cotton
Club.
Dandy signing with Paul Derval
again in the next Folis-Bergere
revue.
Henri Varna negoti.ting for Harry.
Richman for the ney Casino de
Paris revue.
.

.

Joseph

Bercholz

paying

Baum

300,000

new

francs for film rights of a

Vicki

story.

Comedie-Francaise
and
OperaComique will play for three months
in Egypt next year.
Mitty (Holding saying he expects to
sign Ramon Novarro for a fall appearance at his A B C.
Maurice Chevalier to make an
English version of "Le Mort en Fiiit'
for Rene Clair in London.
Marcel Nancey and J. A. de
Turenne of the Theatre de DeuxMasques to produce a new play by
.

Pierre Chambard.
Serge Lifar doing the choreography for *La Mort du Cygne,'
('Death of the Swan'), directed by
Jean Benoit Levy.

Pittsburgh
By Hal C«hen
Al Golden back from six-month
.

writing stint for 20th-Fox.
Pittsburgh Di'ama League has set
Nov. 6 for annual Institute.

Willows will remain open all winter for first time in roadhouse's history.
(jcorgc Tyson's leave of absence
ends Oct 1 and he'll be back at Alvin
then.
Howdy Baum's 'band goes into
Hotel Schenley for winter run in two
weeks.

The Hank Whitehouses expect a
visit from the stork sometime this
She and Esmond Knight will star in winter.
'Van Gogh' by Dan Burke.
Madeleine Skelly Foust's 'Stardust'
Four women support Bernard Ne- opening tink Kilbuck theatre's sea-

vacationing

Purcell

month in- th^ east
Ben Bernie pulled

Spadolini off on a tour.
Town still full of tourists.
June Knight in for a visit.
Al Evans' -band breaking up.
Leo Mar jane at tne Casanova.
Hai;ry Salzman over to London.
Jean Tranchant on Belgian tour.
Gypsy Markova at the Casanova.
Reva Reyes still temping the Casa-

Henri

writing to

quit, film

a play.

Robert Bren trekked east for
two months.
J.

Harlem Club shuttered.
Mabel oft' for a vacation.
Bricktop off on vacation.

Terence Rattigan, author of 'French
Without Tears/ vacationing in Nice,
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Collier have
christened their new child Constance

another picture here.
Grace and Charlie Herbert at the
Trianon for four weeks, opening the
fall season Sept 27.
Great Dante has leased the Winter
Garden theatre for a three-month
season opening Boxing day.

Hottjwood

scrito

Prices

61

Lee Goldberg in from Cincy.
Binnie Barnes off for a vacation In

Benny Rubin

Paris

to

Vietch,

Danville for the npw season.
Kati Cuff becoming the
hand-

.

Switzerland.
Betty Ross back fi'om touring Poland and the East

Anita Martell, kid jtiggler, for New
York, but could not get together on

John Pollak
Women.'

'

in

Music Corp. of America wanted

Sat. (4).

Last week's heat chased 'em off to
a long Labor Day weekend from

Beverley

aroUnd a circus idea, and. for- the first
time any nitery in London will" have
two animal acts on one program.
These are Texas Tommy and his
pony and Carl Emmy and his dogs.
Dare and Yates and a dancing act
complete the bill.

in for 'Love

a

and

Hisses' at 20th-Fox.

Warren William trailered
ada for a fortnight

to .C^an-

Frieda Inescort lolling
Santa Barbara sands.

on

the

P. J. Wolfson back at his Radio
desk after long illness.
Universal grabbed Frances Hunt
for "Younji Man's Fancy.'
Sophie Tucker back from Saratogp--.
^
for Metro plying chores.
William Burnside, British consult-

ant for S-I, unhospitalized.
Jesse L. Lasky building a Brentpalazzo on two acres.
Charles B. Cochran weekended
with the Winfleld Sheehans.
Andrea Leeds gets the femme billing in 'The Cxoldwyn Follies.'
Lupe Velez aired to Cleveland
after finishing in 'High Flyers.'

wood

Cromwell Ormsby, former Metro
reader, back oh the lot as a writer,
Billy Rose visiated Fannie Brice
a day and aired back to Fort Worth.
Mui-ray Ritter joined Louis Silvers' music department at 20th-Fox.

Richard Aldrich

a Broad-

talkiiig

way

stage deal with Pauletie GodT
dard.
Mitzi Uihlein, beauty contest winner, signed for .U*s "Young Man's
Fancy.'
Dan Tobey, fight announcer, will
play that role in Metro's The Four
Marys.'
R. N. Brtidbm-y back at Mono after
spearing a creelful of trout at Mam.

moth Lake.

Fred Allen and Portland Hoffa due
in for roles in 'Sally, Irene and Mary'

at 20th-Fox.
Bette Davis, recovered from sunstroke, starts at
bel' Sept. 24.

Warners* in 'Jeze-

U

Johnny Whitehead has left the
praisery to join the Walter Brqoks
publicity office.
Ed Thorgersen here for sports announcer role in 20th-Fox's 'Life Begins in College.'
The Pat O'Briens back in thfir
Brentwood manse, Pat pocketing

nis

Del Mar profits.
Sam Engel pulled out for New
York and Europe after welcoming
newly born son.
Mary Louise Hetzer, 18-year^ld
canary, drew a 20th-Fox termer and

a new

tag, Mary Lane,
Richard Arlen and Jobyna Ralston
snagging fish from the deck of their
yacht in Catalina waters,
Lloyd Bacon is scribbling an original yarn based on the mysterious
Mediterranean submarine.
James Bobbins, formerly of the
New York stage, draws a role in.
GN's 'He Wanted to Marry.'
Frankie Thomas going east to play
the lead in 'Roosty.- His dad, Frank
M. Thomas, may play In it, too.
P. G. Wodehouse is sporting a,

medal handed to him by the Mark
Twain society as a top humorist
Jackie Cooper and Maureen O'Connor,

Mono

players, hosted
at Jackie's

bulb pressers
manse.

.

filmland
Bevhills

Don

Santo, m. c. at the Manchester
theatre, L, A., suffered an injured
eye when a blank cartridge exploded
too close.
Richard Thorpe being tutored by
L. A. city eds on how newspapermen really behave, prepping 'The

Four Marys.'
Dolores Del

Rio. Jeanette
Donald, Cedric Gibbons and

Raymond made

a

Mac

I

Gene
weekend foursome

and John Branton, dell in 'Live Wires,' just completed son Saturday.
at Ensenada.
Publix general manager and booker, by Herbert Brenon for British Lion.
-Lieut Clare Hartnelt, veteran PaBy Ei'ic Gorrick
Dick Maney here ahead of 'Star
respectively, back from New York They are Kathleen Kelly, Jean Gillie,
Wagon' and Barney McDevitt in cific Northwest aviator, joined the
where
they completed deal for U.A. Sally Stewart, Irene Ware.
flying staff of Wallace Beery.
His
Annette Kellerman due soon.
blurbing Glen Gray.
new-season product and transacted
headquarters
will be Central airport,
There seems to be a protracted
Florence Fisher Parry's broken
Marcus revue a definite click.
other business.
L. A.
Comedy Harmonists in Melboui-ne.
Pai'amount holding trade pre- postponement of reconstruction of ankle will keep her columns out of
Weintraubs successful lor Snider- views of 'Souls at Sea.' 'Artists and the Winter Garden theatre, which 'Press' for a month.
Grace and Charlie Herbert here
Dean.
Models' and 'Double or Nothing' at was to have been converted into an
Charles Munro has "returned from Fargo, N. D., and Mankato and eatery with a big show designed as visiting friends before sailing for
Philadelphia
Europe on the 20th.
Victoria.
Grand Rapids, Minn., with A. Selby opposition to the London Ca-sino.
By Herb Golden
Grand, BroTnley, formerly a picCharlie Holstein, 'Post-Gazette' reGeorge Applegate o.o-ing Western Carr in chiarge.
Australia for W. E.
Rudy Vallee, playing Orpheum ture house, being converted into a porter, weds Ruth Klein, of HomeDave Molliver set to go inio double
Stork brought the Mike Lustigs a here, took in 'Schnickelfritz' band, theatre by Ena Lovell, who has two stead 'Messenger,' week from Sunharness this month.
son. Pa's with Metro here.
Twin City sensation, at Midway Gar- .seaside hou.ses under her manage- day.
Variety Club in its new quarters in
Nick Troilo dropping agency biz
Film Board of Trade will go into dens night club, made .speech at es- ment. New regime opens Sept. 6 with
Ihe
Bellevue-Stratford hotel.
"Yvonne
Arnaud
'Laughter
in
in
week
the
themuch
Philly
long
enough
to
on
in
help his
tablishment telling crowd how
another huddle this
Variety Club settled in. il? new
brother-in-law. Dr. Vincent Marino,
he enjoyed corny musicians and ar- Court'
atre erection bogey.
Very rarely that John Maxwell, in his campaign for county coroner. quarters in Bcllcvuc-Stratford.
Tent shows readying to go out into ranged for their appearance on his
Taylor Grant anxiously waiting
head of As.sociated British Cinemas,
the sticks, now that the warm radio hour.
publication of his latest cleffing
But he has
sells any of his hou.se.s.
weather is on its way.
eflort.
just di.-^po.sed of the Hippodrome,
Frank Neil is busy arranging biz
Fred Ford skedded to be back on
B.
Theatre
circuit,
Baltimore
Norwich,
to
&
J.
plans for his Tivoli chain in connecWCAU's air this fall with more talk
Quebec
to operate as a vaudeville hon.se. B.
tion with theatre erection.
By Howard A. Burman
on the ponies,
& J. now ha.s six vande hou^icis.
Tries are still being made to secure
Bess Ehrhardt and Roy Ship.s1ead
Lewis Cri.s.son producing .second of
capital for pic production through^Con Little assifined to Ford's b,o.. laking lessons in ballet technique
Bill Lester at Memphremagog.
J. B. rr;p.-<tlc>y'.s plays of tho current
out Victoria, but financiers are holdJohn McCaslin booking shows and from Florence Cowanova.
J. A. De.seve back from Paris,
sea.snri, "T Have Been Here Before' al
ing off.
conce.s.sions lor Timonium Fair.
A. W. Perry here from Toronto.
Sept
Third,
Leslie Joy appointed by Governor
the
Royally
theatre.
Georg Schneevoigt is playing a
Slim Pavcse back to nitery field Earle
His Majesty's wiJl reopen end of "I Am a Strnn,c{or Tlerc.' bcinj* tried
to Pennsy State Constitution
repeat season as finest conductor for September with legit shows.
as manOKci' for Maxi 'Oasis' Cohen..
out at the Bradford Civic theatre
the Australian Broadcasting ComLeon Sack gi\en job ot building' Commemoration Committee.
Howard Knevels new manopcr at Sept. 27. prior to the aulhor's deBill Madigan out of Quality Premi.ssion.
Loew's with Leonard Bishop back to parture for New York on a lecture up Met recently tiilcen over by Rome mium to become .salesman lor PreNorman. B. Rvdge has not yet ac- Capitol, Halifax.
chain.
tour.
cepted, the co-directoj:;^hip of GenJoe Fields undertaking publicity ferred Pix in. Philly territory.
N. L. Nathan.son flying between
Acts booked at the Casino. Junn .stint for Max CohenVcampaigu for
Mune Collins taking leave of WIP
eral Theatres. Unit bus only a few, here and Toronto Orpheum taking a
program department for piano-chirp
Les Pin.'s, must do 14 shows, iis well .shcrriir.
-^"^
months to go.
flutter in first-run British pix for fall
as seven .shows at tlie Hollywood,
Doc M.nrcus considcraBly^improvcd engagement at Hotel Hildebrecht
Wllliamson-Tait will .'screen 'The and winter.
Immortal Swan' at the Come<ly for a
Technicolor Coronation pix, sec- booked in conjunction with the Ca- after being strickoi while at work Trenton.
Mrs. Tommy Stern (wife of Recrun try. Pic shows the lile and ond week at Capitol, open to minors sino. Only one who refused to piny on Southern hotel roofLou Azrael back to column stint ord's Peter Stirling) practically all
dances of Pavlowa.
under 16. normally barred from pic- the 21 shows is L.arry Adler. He
played one .show nightly at the Ca- after six. weeks' crui.se, which in- recouped from a- slice job on the
Despite setback by a nabe council, tures under Quebec law.
appendix.
Hoyts intends .tjeeking theatre sites
First action under 25-year agree- sino, with only one extra .show on cluded Russian runaround.
Joe Feldman gives up his houseLeonard "Chum' McLaughlin and
for further chain build under direc- ment between United Amusements Sunday.
Mu.sic Corp. of America, which op- John Little, up to ears in improve- managing for Warner Brothers to
and Canadian Famous Players signed
tion of Charles Munro.
Robert Halliday and Margaret this year in Montreal, will be build- erates the Grosvenor House cabaret, ments and promising much legit become their personnel director In
their
showbiz
for
respective
territory.
there
houses.
this
built
next
show
first-run
theatre.
will
have
its
another
ing
of
for
Wilweek
Adams arrive this
,

•

.

•
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Social Security

"News ^rom the Dailies
theatrical news iterru as pubTht* dcparttnent contains rewritten
New York. Chicago,
liiSd duKng the week in the daily papers of
takes no credit for
San Francisco, Hollywood and London, Variety
lro7n a daily paper.
these news it^ms; each has been rewritten

Organization and American Music
League have combined in a prize

East

contest for the best anti-war song.

Prizes from $50 to $10.
Gymanfa Ganu (song contest)
Atlantic City cops cleaning up on
in Johnstown, Pa., last v/eek,
Pinched 22, mostly for held
gamblers.
attended by some 1,800 representahorse race bets.
tives of Welch singing societies. Of'Midsummer Night* changes to 'In ficers elected and inter-city contest

Due

Clover,'

in October.

held.

'Virginia,' 25 minutes shorter thpn
Weather bureau explains it was
not the heat but the humidity that on opening night, now ready for
made N. Y.'s August so uncomfort- book revision.
Narragansett Racing Assn. bars
able.
from audit of its books.
Four-hour sit-down strike at the state officials
Governor announces he will use milHotel Chesterfield last Friday ended
if necessary.
when hotel agreed to tajk things itia
Betty Wheeler, aide to Frank Merlin of the W.P.A. variety branch, has
Tommy Manville asking his flrsfr resigned.
three wives to serve as an unofficial
War veterans of the Federal thejury to decide how much he should atre to stage three one-iact musicals
pay Marcella Edwards, his fourth. at the Adelphia Sept. 28. Proceeds
Took
know.
Figures they ought' to
to help war vets on the project to
full page ads in N. Y. papers to ad- obtain private employment.
iTew way to end picketing dis-.
vertise for an attorney.
Some 300
in the Bronx.
Long Island court holds dog racing covered
kids picketed for a playground until
legal in spite of N. Y. state law to
theatre announced a kid matilocal
Refused to hear a
the contrary.
nee. They all went to the show.
case against ops of Mlneola track.
Walt Disney's Silly Symphony gets
Federal Theatre Project's Caravan tops in Venice film expo. Fourth

OBITUARIES

(Continued from page 51)

...Under contracts in which 'contractors' appear, the 'purchaser* has
iVIOSES
the right to select specflc musicians
Harry Moses, 64, theatrical pro(although in certain localities this ducer, died In New York, Aug. 31,
right does not exist) even though
following a long illness.
the 'purchaser' may not always, or
Originally in the clothing business
even usually, exercise this right. He in Chicago, Mr. Moses and his wife,
further has the right to require that
the former Elsa Lazareff, took an
played.
be
music
a certain type of
active Interest in amateur produ He invariably furnishes the place tions there, biit he did not become
where the contract shall be per- Interested in the professional theaof
the
hours
formed. He designates
tre until 1929, when with Herman
performance and, in addition, even
Shumlin, he scored a success with
controls times for intermissions...
'Grand Hotel.'
He followed this
disIn addition, he has the right to
with an individual production of
charge individual musicians in the
which
Warrior's
Husband,'
'The
.event of a material .breach of their
brought Katharine Hepburn her piccontract. In the case of the engageopportunity,' and he also proment of musicians and of their dis- ture
duced 'The Old Maid,' a Pulitzer
charge, this right in the 'purchaser'
and other plays. He
may be exercised through the 'con- prize winner,
had just opened an office for the
tractor' as the 'purchaser's* agent.
production of 'Tough to Chaw' for
Musicians performing under such a
the coming season. Mrs, Moses has
contract do not have any permashe will carry on his
nent organization or standing, nor announced
plans.
is their personnel fixed beyond the
In
addition
to his widow, he Is
particular engagement
survived by his son and a sister.

HARRY

.

had traveled

Opinton

In the light of its consideration
of the foregoing circumstances attheatres to close Sept. 18.
time.
Last week in Washington Sheila
Team of horses hitched to a chariot taching to the relationship existing
Barrett cut from faer repertoire the in 'Aida' at the Hippodrome got
between and among 'contractors,*
tipsy, southern girl In the N. Y. nite
tangled in the scenery. Their trainer
Southern women made pro- rushed onstage and prevented what mvisicians, and 'purchasers' of muclubs.
test.
Back in the act this week in might have been a had smash.
sic, it Is the opinion of the Bureau
Philly.
that the 'purchaser,* under such or
^rank'Bomond, of Astoria, leaped
retains
a
circumstances,
similar
to his death from the 16th floor of
Coast
sufficient measure of the power to
the Paramount building Sept. 1,
landing on the roof of the theatre.
direct and control the perf.orinance
Bluffed his way past the night
Death of Jane Weir, young screen of the contract as to render him the
watchman, entered an office and actress, Aug. 21, was declared due employer of the individual musileaped.
to puunonary embolism, or blood cians, including the 'leader,' if any,'
"Kids booed the Strong man in the clot thkt formed following an appen"W.P.A. circus at a Brooklyn show dectomy, by county autopsy surgeon Also, on the basis of these considerations, it is the opinion of the Bulast week. Advertised to pull against
in Los' Angeles.
16 horses, but used only four, and the
Patsy Ruth Miller, screen player reau that the 'purchaser' has suffiyoungsters kicked. ..
and former wife of Tay Garnett, and cient direction ahd control over the
Dionne quints to be .seen only one John Lee Mahin, Screen writer, filed conduct of the 'contractor* himself
hour daily instead of the former two. intention to marry at the L. A. city
as to render the 'purchaser* the emDr. Dafoe thinks it's bad for their hall.
ployer of such 'contractor,' except in
nerves.
Roy Randolph, dance director, was
Pennsylvania' increases auto speied acquitted of a serious morals charge the case where the 'contractor* perlimit to 50 miles per hour except in lodged by Charlotte Swett, Chicago forms no musical services. In a case
xesidential sections. Must slow to 20 high school girl, in L. A; superior where the 'contractor' renders no
miles for grade crossings, however. court.
musical services to the 'purchaser* it
James
M. Murphy,
isign . hanger, .,
Counsel for Larry QeTjallos, dance is the opinion of the Bureau that the
.
,
,
,
hurt last week whije working on director, will seek dissolution of the
'purchaser* is the employer of the
•Firefly sign at the Astor theatre,
interlocutory divorce decree granted
Fracture of the spine feared.
Mrs. Ceballos last year. Couple de- individual 'musicians, including the
'leader,* if any, but not of the 'conSteamship companies to crack cided to resume the marital status
down on autograph, hounds. Jam
Contract between Mervyn LeRoy tractor.'
oyer Robert Taylor prompting the and Tommy Bond, moppet player,
'It should be noticed, however, in
Vkase.
starting at $100 a week, okayed in
_
.
Department of Commerce an- L.A. superior court. Also approved this connection, that the determinaJiounces Americans spent $600,000,000 was contract of Betty Jane Rhodes tion of whether any particular group
abroad this summer. Still under the with Radio at starting salary of $200 of musicians constitutes a so-called
1929 record, hut plci^ty better than a week.
'name' orchestra will not rest upon
last. year.
Superior Judge Kenny in L.A. the mere adoption of a name by such
Shippers report an' impending rise overruled demurrer sought by Prin- organization.
Chief characteristic
In the cost of lobstfers. Maine crop cipal Productions in the suit filed by
ft bust
and Connecticut intakei re- C. A. Lowell, writer, who seeks $30,- distinguishing a 'name' orchestra
from
'no name' orchestra. is the
a
"H,ced.
000 damages because of company's
Hoboken residents ask police to asserted failure to give him proper permanency of the organization and
muffle Normandie's whistle, but cop- screen credit for authorship of 'The the personnel performing in the orpers say no can do.
Calif ornian.' Action has been calen- chestra.
In general, an orchestra
Mrs. Helen Ann Rork Getty Wil- dared for early trial
will be considered a 'name' orchesson, former picture actress, fled from
Roy Del Ruth and his wife, Mrs.
her summer cottage at Navesink last Olive Del Ruth, are defendants in a tra when, in addition to beJng desigweek. Complained her last hubby, $80,000 suit filed in Los Angeles by nated by a name, it has a fixed
H. Douglas Wilson, serenaded her a maid formerly employed in the personnel extending from .engageeach night with a band of four Ha- Del Ruth home. Plaintiff charges ment to engagement and holds itself
waiians
the hope of winning her she lost an eye as the result of an out to the public as a permanent
back. Got so she couldn't stand it, altercation with Mrs. Del Ruth,
business organization.
'Name orher lawyer says.
Hal Styles, originator of a radio
Sophie Tucker taking dramatic program, 'Help Thy Neighbor,' is chestras' may also be distinguished
lessons from Laura Hone Crewes be- defendant in a divorce suit filed in from other orchestras where the
fore going into 'Goldwyn Follies.' L.A. by Mrs. Dorothy Styles, who leader contracts with the members
Says screen technique is different.
thereof for their services at a fixed
charges cruelty.
James Melton, radio chirper and
salary, either by term or by engagepix actor, named co-respondent in
ment, and where the leader is liable
the divorce suit brought by Theo
for the payment of such salary withdore Weicker, Jr., who charges Mel
Alice Dahl to Harry Bryan Aug. out reference to the discharge of the
ton broke up his haopy home.
in
29
Los
Angeles.
radio
Groom
is
'Silvermirie Sillies;' amateur revue,
•purchaser's obligation. In the case
presented at the Connecticut' town technician. Bride a radio scripter
of a 'name* orchestra, the leader of
of that name, last half of last week.
Alice King Boris to Charles Jud- the orchestra and not the 'purchaser'
Proceeds to Guild of Arti.sts. Many son Sept. 1 in Ventura, Calif. Grooni
can select and discharge the memwell-knovm names in the 20 sketches jc citved of Los Aneele-? N*>w<!
bers of the orchestra and the leader
''""'^^
So^oiy' Lo"
to "w. L
alone controls and directs their con
Grandey
at
Seattle.
Groom is duct.*
Police rounding uo known racketeers to
guard the Legionnaires scripter. for CBS. Bride was con
Interpretation, bearing date of
a.gainst being bunked during their tinuity writer for KOL, Seattle
Aug. 31. is designated 'SST—Mimeoconvention.
Virginia
Hanna to Neil Palfgrove graph Coll. No. 4651.*
Florence Ro<rge. who staged the
Canton, O., Aug. 24. Groom is
dances i»> 'VirPinia.' guest of the So in
cietv of Virginia Women at the Com- assistant manager of Loew's Canton
Elsie Stewart to Donald Jacobs, in
modore laat week,
Sept. 2, in Tiollywooa.
Father is
Ea^lene Heath, Bluebonnet Girl of Canton, O., Aug. 24.
Groom with production
estimator at Selznick In:
the Texa."? Exnosition, accused her
Cleveland
•

EDWARD

about five years
five daughters, a

LORENZO McCLEERY
Lorenzo McCleery, 64, who formerly was associated with the Al G.
Fields and other minstrel troupes
died Aug. 26 at St. Francis hospital)
Columbus, O., after a lingering illness.

The body is at the. Spear's funeral
there, pending efforts to locate relatives.

home

CHARLES R. HOBEN
Charles R. Hoben, 73, a native qf
Brunswick, Canada, and a
former secretary of WGST, died in
Atlanta Sept, 2 after an illness ofNew

two years.
^yif e, son
vive.

BETNARD
.

IN

.

CHARLES

—

,

•

,

.

.
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MARRIAGES

I

KnSK

""sS

..

'

Lake

hv'^ban'l. Otis E. Garrett, film editor,

Frances Coffey to Jack Sherrill
Sept.. 4 in Hollywood.
Groom 13

with tinnlin? too much and using
abusive lah^uatre in her divorce suit
on trip! in L. A; superior court.

Ti.-^s

Vecas. Nev..

John

May

ternatlonal.

•

Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Rivers, daugh
ter, in Seattle,. Aiig. 29.
Father Is
business manager for Deanna Dur
Hamrick-Evergreen p.a.
bin
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Engel, son, Aug
Alice Faye to Tony Martin, Sept. 4
at Yuma, Ariz. Both are under con- 29, in Hollywood. Father is 20th-Fox

Martha R-'ve filed suH. for divorce
In T.. A. from Hamilton 'Buddy'
Westrnote. makeuo expct. charging
threat."? .-^irainst her life.
They eloped
to

theatre,

tract at 20th-Fox.
June Martel to Tom Tyler,, Sept. 3,
at Glendale, Calif.
Both are. screen

30.

.Barrymore'.<? y?oV>t. 'Infanta.'

at auction for $77,!ino in fed
bankri'ptcy cdi^'t.
Purchaser

;

associate producer.
'
Mr. and Mrs* Cecil Surry, daughter, Aug. 30, in Hollywood. Father is

Metro cartoon animator.
Mr.
and Mrs. George Bo we,
daughter, Aug. 23.
Father is anIj-%P"!-«
Craft new cost Barrymore in Yuma, Ariz., Sept. 3. Groom is
a film director.
It's third try for nouncer at WTIC, Hartford.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Pagano, son,
film star bride.
Finals of hillbilly contest to be de
Father is 'Piyute Pete,'
cid-^d .at the Mall, Central Park, ^o
Mildred Cole to Ewing Scott .in Aug. 23.
fiiflht (WednesdayX
Los in Los Angeles, July 17. Bride hillbilly, and mother Marion Hurley,
New Discovery Pla^'ers has taken is a dramatic coach. Groom is a songstress, both of WICC, Bridgeover the rehearsal ^^U of the Acme o>

wp.<? s-ild

eral

was

T3.

(AtH)

P.

LaWson,

theatre.

New York

players.

Miriam Hopkins

mil-

to

Anatole Litvak,

Will ready several "^"^ director,

port.

who won.

Sept. 4 in

|

2,

of

apoplexy.

Albert Maltz,

BIRTHS

a

nrize
acter, 'Privs^te Hicks.'

•

end

I

BELL

5th, 1927

num &

Bailey show died in Cedar^

Rapids,

la.,

Sept. 2.

He was taken to the local hospital
Reynard was one of the premier
ventriloquists of his day, and for following the arrival of the show
two decades a headline attraction Aug. 30. The body was taken to his
on variety bills both here and in home in Columbus, Ohio, for burial.
Europe. He was a featured attrac-

tion with the Orpheum road show
for four seasons, toured with Primrose and Dockstader's minstrels and
with the James J. Corbett touring
show. His act was known to every
town sufficiently large to . play

ARTHUR

C.

BROWN

Arthur C. Brown, 54, pioneer theowner of Oklahoma, died in
Oklahoma City Aug. 31.
At the age of 18 he left his farm
home to enter the motion picture
vaudeville. His set of dummies was business, starting first as an operunusually elaborate and permitted ator, he became manager of a numhim to present what was virtually a ber of theatres, and later owned and
production.
operated houses in every city of any
size| in Oklahoma.
atre

HENRY HADLEY
Henry Hadley,

66,

MAY DEAN

composer and

-New

.

Mary Bernard,

Mrs.

tan

for 41 years
professionally known
as May Dean, died in N. Y. Sept. 1.
She was the original colored
mammy of the Aunt Jemima pan-

associate

cake flour ads. iHer

orchestral

conductor, died in

York Sept 6

after a prolonged

ill-

ness.

He was conductor oi the ManhatSymphony orchestra, at one time
conductor of the N. Y.
Philharmonic. In 1909 he led the
Seattle Symphony orchestra and for
four years thereafter he led the San
Francisco Symphony.
He composed four operas, more
than 150 songs and piano pieces,
seven operettas and a number of
tone poems, suites and cantatas.
His widow and mother survive.

on the

stage,

'

FRANK

E.

HELEN OSBORNE
Helen Osborne (Mrs. Helen Sauerborn), 25, pianist and dance orchestra leader, was killed in an auto
accident Sept. 4 while returning to
her. home in Schenectady from a trip
Albany.

Frank E. Powell, 60, for 30 years
owner and operator of' a trained
animal sideshow that played the fair
and carnival circuits of Iowa, died
of heart disease while driving his
auto in Waterloo, Iowa, on Aug. 29.
His wife, who was riding with him
at the tlnie, was able to stop the car
without accident.
Mr. and Mrs. Powell quit the show
business five years ago and had operated a photo shop in Waterloo since
then.

appearance

her of picture shorts.

to

POWELL

last

was in the film, 'Mississippi,' but
she had recently appeared in a num-,

.

PHILIP WIRTH
Philip WIrth, 73, of Wirth's circus,
died In Sydney, Australia, Sept. 3.
Details in the Outdoor section.

Mother of Moss Hart died Sept. 6
Asbury Park, N. J., where she had
been spending the summer. Death
came after a short illness. She leaves
another son, Bernard, and her husband Barnet Hart, Services today
(Wed.)
in
Memorial
Riverside
In

ChapeL

WILLIAM H. Van norden
William H. Van Norden, artist, who
painted virtually every back drop
and curtain in theatres of the Troy
area, died recently at his home in
Pleasantdale, after a short, illness.
For many years an interior decorator in Waterford, he became interested, with the advent of motion
picture houses, in the creation of
stage settings.

Surviving

are
three
daughter, and a sister.

sons,

Father of A. Louis Ginsburg, manager of the Majestic, Paterson, N. J.»
died in Schenectady, N. Y., Aug. 30.
Mrs.

HARRY McCOY
Harry McCoy, 43, actor, director
and songwriter, died in Hollywood
Sept. 1 from a heart attack.

A picture veteran, McCoy was a
Keystone cop and one of the Hallroom Boys in silent comedies. Later
he worked in radio and three
months ago joined the Walt Disney
forces as writer and gagnian. Fun-

Mary

Balliel, died

Arcier, wife of Lloyd A.
Aug. 20 at Dayton.

Batons Up

a

Mr. and Mrs. William Mellor, son, eral was held Sepk 3 in Glendale.
Los Angeles. Father is Cremation followed.
foreman of Universal still departwlth^is one
Mr. and Mrs, Mort Smith, son, ment.
to tell sfudents of N.Y.U. how it'.s
GEORGE K. CHENEY
done. Will conduct two courses at|sept. 2 in Los Angeles. Father is
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Denny,
(ieorge K. Cheney, 66, died Sept.
the Washington So.' branch.
National Broadcasting technician,
daughter, Sept. 3, in. Hollywood. 6 In Hicksville, L. I. A technical
Arvojflcan League Antainst W.ar
r-fuo^n daughter.
^,„«uf.»« Father is former film actor.
Mr§. Al Gibson,
engineer for Victor phonographs, he
racism, Committee, for Cultural
plpvt?.

A.

Cotw

u$

(

in Marion, Ohio, Sept.

.three daughters sur-

MEMORIAM

SeptemUer
home

and

Charles A. Bell, superintendent of
tickets for the Ringllng Bros., Bar-

-

in a r

phonograph work
ago.
His widow,
brother and sister

survive.

F.
Edward F. Sharpless, 66, professionally known, as Ed Reynard, or
The Great Reynard, died at his

.

practically all over the

world in pursuance of his professional duties.
He retired from

'

•

•

1937

8,

(Continued from page

1)

tograveure sections, they're not going to be so hot on the band-stand.
So that idea was dropped.

Few

even
names,
legitimate
strictly freak, as far as the
business is concerned, will
consider the offers. They can make
more iji their own respective fields,
and still not have to worry with oheniters,
More, they feel that, in enthough

band

tering a new branch of show business, they're apt to be considered as
through on their own, and to lose
their contacts.
Has-beens and never-will-be's are
making overtures to the bookers,
but they're in the same class as the

all

beauty contest winners.

—

OUTDOORS
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S
Sat

to swallow homeoffice
when
to shift a beat,

juicy
with if
commercial netting its comthan
far mote coconuts

beat brought

Sentator

Ahd

trivia

out

irotting

I

can't

throwing up his
blame Sidney for.
in ^the face of
hinds and byline
makSts-but I do censure him for

I

take the rap,
Ing Broadway
is any basis for
In a way, if there
;.

Broadway
i claim that

dried farmers' exhibits. Auto
and midway attractions were
until Peckham sold the idea
jecting showmanship into the

Edward Hungerford,

dead— and

is

H'wood's Younf iGrandpops

1 of

established .on the
,;fhat claim -be
is rcr
premise that such a condition
the Broadway colof
some
in
fleeted
reporters
the
of
fault
:Smns-it is the
How
Bileeedly patroling that beat.
flavor
lah one properly feed the readers
millions of
of the street to
miles
of
•liundreds and thousands
colaway from the very sector his
you
umn head indicates? How can
Venice,
write about Broadway from
Miami, BosParis London, Saratoga,
On occasion, to prevent
ton etc.?
steady
going stale—yes— but a§ a

Hollywoiid, Sept.

5.

bund

will

39.

Oklahoma

Mrs. L. Wolfe Gilbert.
can you do justice
the
within
from
dribble
to daily
vaude,
confines .of.:five and six.a-d3y
iCharies Belt Dies
.Ville <lressiij>g rooms?
of
pioneer
Thel^.same goes for the
widely-spread
Cedar Rapids, Sept. 7.
ihe clan.' Despite his
Charles A. Bell of Columbus,
network of hundreds of sources,
do Ohio, superintendent of tickets for
neither can Walter- Winchell
sees and the Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey
jtistice to a Broadway he
and show, died here Sept. 2. On the arbears, about through the eyes
That Hollywood rival of the show train Aug. 30, he
ears of others.
and was removed to the local hospital,
flavor is bound to be injected—
Broadway must where he died three days later.
of
the glamour
necessarily be tarnished via that inThe body was taken to his home

.

.'

.

at

reminisce sentimentally in preferance
to ferrettng out, by leg-work of their
own, the tidy tidbits that will some
day inspire future coliimnists to reiet. to these as the 'Good Old Days.'

Don't

Broadway dead?

make me

Broadway? Wasn't
crop of legitimate plays
indication of better things to come,
with 184 plays scheduled for BrOadway this season?' A few of the top-

Tough on Barnes
Lincoln, Sept.

AIMED AT SHEESLET

restaurants than

notch radio programs still emanate
from the New York outlets ahd I
imagine they'll continue, don't you?
And, incidentally, there's a little
thing called a World's Fair scheduled hereabouts, which ought to act
as a hypo to those blase bozos brow-

—

Broadway.
are some

There
around

who

columnists
haven't mourned

—

folk,
=

A

Lynchburg, Sept.

—

WPA

Y.. Sept. 7.
Varieties, a
Federal Theatre Project, are being
presented at some upstate fairs. Per-

state appropriation already has

formed afternoon and evening -on
the
platform at
the
Columbia

for.

saber thrusts

from

mentators can be

summed up

with

a twist on Mark Twain's immortal
crack, 'The report of my Broadway's
de^th is greatly exaggerated!'

Hy

Gardner,

(Broadway Columnist of the
Brooklyn Eagle.)

Dan Walker's: Recovery— Fast!

New

York, Sept,

4.

Editor, Variety:

.might amuse you to learn that
the piece in Variety
gave me the
w^st inkling that I
was to succeed Ed
buihvan as the Broadway columnist
It

The News. I was sick abed in
Brooklyn, at my sister's home, trying
'0 argue the nurse
out of giving a
Physical aid when the phone rang
TO convey
these glad, but slightly
startling, tidings.
After that I didn't
need the physical
aid.
of

Jamboree

to Help

7.

season in South

4,

W.

O.

Ofl. 11

<'!harle»lon

Ft Worth Take

Draws

Fiesta

to Its

Qose

She is a comic of
Raye type and will be
used by Whiteman during his dance
Eight, Art Frank and Jean Ellis, program at Casa Manana.
Paul Whiteman's 10-year-old singing
Grey Downs, Texas Sweetheart
protege, and the chorus doing a pre- No. 1, and Jack McClendon, both o£
cision number from last yiear's show Casa Manana, 'given a screen test
jamboree.
first
the
of
highlights
were
They were scouted
Pallas,

Everett Marshall, Joe Howard,
Chester Frederick, California Var.sity
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V. Moon.
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Rolling down from engagements
the Pacific Northwest, the show

of

Show.s'

Antonio,

,^

Clirr llroxvn.
N<iv,
Waltt Ijoro, <\illelon Ccimty Kalr.
F,. H. .lohi's.
I-<1.
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,
York, Yolk Coijiiiv .\"»f!io F.iir. C'l'l. IP-
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ri.cfii.

EI Pa-so. San
and Wichita Falls

will play

Dallas

Christmas week.

In.

J.

•m.

San

will anchor for three weeks
On
Franci.sco. beginning Nov. 20,
'Show
the swing back to Texas the
at

,

<'o'TJ>ity

Pueblo and Denver.

via

"

l-J-lfl.

the Martha

turn Sept. 26 and remain until clos- Dallas at that time.
It is reported Billy Rose will
ing.
Ann Pennington is back from Los
spot performers from his 'Show of Angele.*; for a visit with friends on
Shows' in the fiesta. Some of these the show.
will come from Cleveland's 'AquaBiggest business since July 4 was
Bob
and Pioneer Palace.
cade'
done over the Labor Day holiday
Lawrence is slated to go with the by the Frontier Fiesta.'
'Show of Shows,' for which Rose has
Joe Jackson, pantomime artist,
.selected a chorus from fiestja girls bowed out of Casa Manana Friday
and boys.
(3) night and was followed by Caiss,
the
Brownwood. Texa.s, will be
Mack and Top.sy.
scene of the premiere of Rose's road
Three Swifts, jugglers, signed up
show. Then it will play one-night for run of Casa Mariana to closing
stands at San Angelo. Big Springs. Oct. 16.
Abilene and Amarillo, all Texas
Joe Venuti, who played in Casa
coast
spots, before heading for the
Mandna last year, played at the

Fair.

OranKeliurK <'ounly NVkto
OninKeliufK',
Fair association. <Vl. 11!- 1.'.. W, <'. Lewis.
Nov.
OwliiKH, Mt. Cariiiel .^tock Show.
10-la.
A. N. .<«jton.
Bock Hill, Tork County Fair. Oct r.-t».
Fexvell.
F.
hair.
<'<>uiiiy
SpartanliurK
.SpHi tanliur^r.
Oct.

officials

other .violations

had

which

reached headquarters.

Newspapers hopped on the bandwagon immediately and local police
were given a free and fancy riding.
The Police Commissioner announced
'three separate investigations' but
the head of the gambling squad exthat no arrests had been
made up to that time because if any

plained

had been attempted 'we would have
had to arrest visiting policemen'
(New York's Mayor LaGuardia
marched in the parade at the head
of 600 New York uniformed police).
To make matters worse, the Vets*
national commander blasted the situation again on Thursday, saying
that it was up to the Buffalo police
and not the vets to clean up the
mess and added a final tip-off to the
vets to stay away.

Another Blackie

Sal. at

Kmtivoiis S. \Vfl< h.
Chester, CheKler Count v Kali', Aiiieilcan
D. K. Veleison,
I..eKlnn.
Oct.' 11-1(1.
Columbia, .siate Fair. Oot. IS-tlS. T. V.

nsirliiiKton. UarllnKton
4-11.
Ma.'C I.Kaacsdhn.

at his auditions.

Winona and Gomez, who made a by E. B. Coleman of M-G-M, which
hit in Casa Manana last year, will re- will, have its touring test crew in

l-(t.

Aloore.
<'<inwny. Hurry Fair.
R. ScarlxirouKli-

Worth

closes Oct. 16.

Nov.

County Fair.

Th6 R-C

the
national commander J.ssued
a blast in the evening papers saying
that the national officers would not
assume responsibility for sending the
marchers on to the grounds, due to
reports of uncontrolled gambling

hundreds of

Howen;

(^hui'Ie.'<ton.

Cherry midway.

disclaimed connection with the extra
outfits and were loud in their protests over the situation,
Reports
were current through the town that
half a dozen truckloads of games and
wheels had been rushed here from
Chicago, but hobody seemed to icnow
who relayed the tidings that the lid
was off. Opening Sunday of the
Convention
saw the Centennial
grounds operating at fUU blast, the
racketeers, taking locals and vets into
camp to the tune of thousands of
'

will follow and then the trick will
Fort Worth, Sept. 7.
eastward.
policy at Casa Manana at the head
Name acts already booked include
Frontier Fiesta has
Walter Dare Wahl, of the 'Aquacafeoutdoor
the
business
at
hypoed
cade,' and the Stuart Morgan Dances,
theatre.
a hit of the present Casa Manana reThe change made Saturday (28), vue.
consists of making the second night
Ernie Burnett, composer of 'Melperformance a 'jamboree' with per- ancholy Baby,' has bought a farm
formers from various shows on the iand said he will remain in Texas.
grounds doing special numbers, in He is appearing in 'Melody Lane.'
addition to the regular routine of the
Whiteman picked a Fort Worth
jamboree will be girl, Frances Withers, as the best of
This
revue.
changed weekly until the fiesta
Texas prospects heard

N. C. Fair Dates

D. .1. Creert.
(Vntral. I'lckene County Fair.

Encampment no sooner got under
than not less than fiffy specfal
gaihbling concessions appenred on
the Centennial grounds, setting up
tents at the end of the Rubin &
wajjr

and

As

Fort

Sept.

a m^ad scramble to get. out frisn under one of the rawest situaiio); r»uffalo. has seen in years.

.

A new

C,

ebapter took over Centennial Park site on the lairefroht
and signed the Rubin & Cherry
shows and a military spectacle,
•Battle of Chateau Thierry,' for a
week's appearance. What happened
next is anybody's guess inasmuch as
when the heat was turned on everybody passed the buck and th.=!re was

VFW

Eve

,

Davton Walker.

Fair, Sept. 4-8.

7.

city's jurisdiction.

fair

\tets

,

the corporate limits from advertising on automobiles and trucks that
use the city's streets.
Law is aimed at Sheesley Midway
which for several years has operated a fair in a suburb outside the

Charlotte, N.

hosts to 75,000 visitors
all over the country, the Buf-

falo

.

backed fairs out of Lynchburg, city
council has passed an ordinance forr
bidding any fair showing outside

The county

Acting' as

from

Received billings in newspapers
in other media.
Exhibits of
WPA sewing projects (by women dollars. Shorten Parade
workers) are also on display at fairs,
WPA maintans an information Word was out by Monday that the
sky was the limit and crowds flocked
own way first time in 87 years' his- booth at certain expositionis.
to the grounds to witness the sheartory.
Take figured at approximate
ing. First big blow-off came Tuesday.
$175,000 as against $173,000 ^ut.
Thirty thousand vets W6re to march
Burned Out
Unofficial attendance figures for
in an eight-hour parade with the proWewoka, Okla., Sept. 7.
seven days reveal more than 400,000
cession scheduled, to end at the CenFire
of
undertermined
origin
passed through gates, although actennial grounds.
Operators of the
tual paid admissions will be some- fwept through the Lake Wewoka
amusement park here and caused special concessions had the appawhat less.
ratus all greased and everything
Squawks of exhibitors about lack damage estimated at $10,000.
ready for a grand take.
'Without
Skating rink and supply house
of space started talk of $750,000
any previous announcement, tjhe line
building program before next year's were destroyed and a bath house
of march was terminated about a
and merry-go-round were damaged.
fair.
mile froni the Centennial grounds, and

and

Columbus, Sept. 7.
Estimated that Ohio State Fair
which closed Friday (3) will pay its

—

those sombre
the Coast com-

WPA

Not content with driving carnival-

the

I'm;, afraid

Goes Fairing

Chatham. N.

County

l«.

sir,

and in many sections the name
as important as that of Barnum

The Federal

Hemphill, fair manager.

been provided

was

or Ringling.

'We want to dramatize the Trail of
Tears, Indian battles for Oklahoma
as a hunting ground, hardships and
celebrations and all of the rest of
the state's history before the coming
of the white man,' states Ralph

Carolina will get under way October
when Darlington presents its show.
The season will end after the fair at
Brunson, Hampton County, which
Skolsky's recent crack that 'There opens November 22, according to a
is only one Broadway
and it's in schedule just .announced.
Hollywood' was very cute
but it
The complete schedule to date with
proved nothing more than that we names of secretaries in charge folall have a little Sam Goldwyn in us. lows:
It's the heavy sugar the boys love
Anderson, Andei'Kon Fair Nov. 1-6. J. A.
not the climate, and as I said before MiU'hfll.
Kiilr.
M«rU>oro
County
JtenMett.HvlUe.
(i\jst so I don't have to swallow those
Week of Oot. 2fi. K. W. Odoin.
words some day, mebbe^ I can't
AKilciilUniil
Couniy.
BIshopvllle,
I-ee
Kolllns.
<1ate
(-luirlrp
w>t).
Oct.
(n«»
Fall-.
blame them for so feeling. But that
Week
K.funsoii. Hunfiplon Coinity Fair.
•still doesn't justify lynching one city
or Niiv.
\V. F. Htiifiiclh.
Ck't. 11to glorify another.
(^aniden, KerHhaw County Fair.

No
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'

still,

'passing* of Broadway
because
they're working at it day in and
night out.
And their columns are
breezy enough, fresh enough, sparkling enough to reflect the spirit of
the' street and its people— the same
people who comprise the floating
population of Hollywood.

-

7.

Al G. Barnes circus experience in
Nebraska and Kansas was none too
good during the past two w^eks.
Look for a better break in Oklahoma
and Texas where the movement IS
now.
Heat was the worst obstacle, the
complete seating capacity never being erected, let alone filled, on the
two weeks.

last season's

beatin'

in

wjll include the first national Indian
show to be 'staged by members of
a race who were part of a fast disappearing civilization.

WANT MORE SPACE

the 'Good Old Days' of Broadway by
columnists who find it easier to have
legmen indulge in research, and then

laugh. Has any era seen more night
club activity, greater values or finer
talent than the 236 clubs of major
and minor importance proffer to poCertainly, some
tential nightlifers?
of the hundreds aren't worth patronizing—but has Hollywood any finer

,

.

circus hag been standard for years, and unlike rnany
shows, the title has always remained in the family, which came
from earlier generations of show

for interment.

fluence.

Too much talk has been aimed

•

City, Sept.

Oklahoma's Golden Sage

ploded with plenty of loud reports
and left a grand jury investigation
threatening as a possible result.

.

The Wirth

Indian Pageant

.

;

.

mori-

,

'

.

•

racing
taboo
of in-

fair.

only
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Sydney, Sept.

be glad

is

Wars National encampment held here last week ex-

Philip
Wirth,
ov/ner
73,
and
equestrian director of Wirth's circus, which has been playing Australas!s, died here Sept.
He had spent
60 years in the circus ring and died
His brother, George,
in harness.
now the only survivor of the four
brothers forming the original Wirth
Family, retired from show business
about seven, years ago. The shpw
will continue under the management
of the dead owner's two sons and
four daughters.
The show is currently playing Queensland after a
successful Australian tour.

last

For Hollywood .papers he

7.

The amusement side of the Veterans of Foreign

"

50th..

Buffalo, Sept.

Wirth Dead

Philip

Peckham made an exclusive tie-up
to correct with WPRO, Steve Willis, station
week'« Vauibty manager, putting over some unusual
about my husband's age. Being one daily broadce^ts which kept little
of Hollywood's young grandfathers Rhody tuned ''in on the activities at
only fair that *it should- be Kingston.
it's
known that, this birthday is only his

Know you

a misprint in

How

nix.

7.

little

Editor, Variety:

-

diet,

a

ipditor.

SSnt

instructions

show you what
showmanship will do.

goes to

It

bit. of
New York, Aug. 25.
Historic Kingston Fair, steeped in
Variety:
In the interest of accuracy and the tradition of Yankee conservatism, was on the way out, but has
without any peeve:
John Ross Reed did not produce been saved by the gong when Arthur
South County farmer,
'Wings of a Century' at the Chicago Peckham,
Fair. He was the business manager convinced his colleagues what the
for the second year of the run. fair needed was showmanship. Given
'Wings of a Century' was created A free hand last year he took ^ the
and written by myself and pro- fair out of bankruptcy and this year
duced by the Century of Progress, the far-famed affair seems headed
for a profitable session.
itself, being staged by Miss Helen
I hold all copyrights on
Tieken.
What did it was the supplementing
of carnival features to the cut and
the production.

and em-

sijicerely
vigorously
Skolskys
nhalicrily refute Sidney
columns
that 'Broadway
It isn't
Broadway.'
as
passe
fre
I

fLSrrpi"

Providence, Sept.

Huntrerford's Production

Sez B'way Columnist

X^iln't So,

fiS

Won

Jazzed and
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Lake Worth Casino Labor Day.
Gomez and Winona returned
Ca.sa

Manana

la.st

week,

their bit of last year.
15 costume.^.

to

repeatng

John Murray Anderson, stage ditomorrow from Paris
is due in New York Sept. 13.

and
20

will arrive in
to direct Billy

Shows.'

7,

attendance for 1937
mark before noon
on Wednesday, the sixth day, with
62,500 ahead of attendance for the
same period a year ago. And the
best part of it is the farmers are
spending their money and liking it.
The fair itself is more than $50,000
ahead in receipts for the same period and still going strong.
state

faii;'

Mix Headin' South
Canton, O., Sept,

7.

The Tom Mix Circus at the conclusion of its two weeks engagement
on the midway atjthe Canadian National

Exposition^ at Toronto,

Sept.

head westward with a long
jump picking up .several
Pennsylvania and Ohio stands on its
hasty trek into the midwe.st and

11, will

Winona has Sunday

rector,, sails

He

Des Moines, Sept.
Iowa

pas.sed the 300,000

Fort Worth Sept.
Ro,«e's

'Show

of

warmer
Show
lucky

moving

climes.
likely will

get

.some

Ken-

and Tennessee spots before
into the southern

the early fall season.

.V.rtes

f"-

.

Wednesdajt September

'rpHANKS to Lux Toilet Soap I never

X
tiful

Cosmetic Skin," says the beauMadeleine Carroll.

risk

9 out of 10 other lovely screen stars
use this pure mild soap because they
know it guards against the dullness,
tiny blemishes, enlarged pores that

mean Cosmetic Skin.

Its

ACTIVE

removes thoroughly dust and
stale rouge and powder.

Make

lather
dirt,

your beauty
your skin smooth
and lovely. Use Lux Toilet Soap regularly before renewing make-up
care

and

this gentle care
it will kieep

—

ALWAYS

before going to bed.
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'CZAR'
I

fc Hears Justice Dept. Intently
Prolijng Biz Practices
? More rumbling^ of threatened
•

;

by an

For Handling the

FOB OCT. 12

Kalamazoo, Sept.

14.

Larry Tetzlaff, youthful herpetologist of the TetzlafI Reptillium at Milham Park here, after
hospitalization., recovered last
week from the effects of a
moccasin bite acquired a week

Station,

Swing music as an ecclesiasticome-on is being tried by a
sea-going preacher along Long
Island's south shore yachting
and fishing center around
Freeport. Ensconced in a rowboat equipped with a portable

Nation-

cal

•

Ass'n of Broadcasters
—Stems from Musician
Confabs Mention Aylesworlh; Farley and Hull
al

—

^

previously.

The snake

preacher plays' latest
swing tunes to attract attention
victrola,

died.

indie executive

estimate
was that some 30 to 40 justice department operatives, most of them
ambitious, shrewd attorneys, now
I were collecting data in Greater New
^

Still

Trying To

At

Perfect Radio s

War Coverage
Although CBS finally effected a
broadcast from the China war zone
to America last Saturday (11) no
regular schedule from there has been
worked out and it is not known when
any more voice etherings will be
That program, a talk by
possible.
Madame Chiang Kai-shek, wife of
the Chinese generalissimo, originated
from a temporary station at Hankow
and is thought to have used approximately 3 k.w. power. Because
off inljerference it was barely understandable on this side. In spite of

Conservative estimates have Ring-

&

ling Bros., Barnum
Bailey winding up the season with $2,000,000 to
the good, and, quite naturally, at the
top of the list as far as gross profits

are concerned. Barnes-Sells-Floto is
listed as being able to bank a near
$500,000 for the year, while guessers
put the Cole Bros, black ink figures

Show was also sent into different
territory than that which was originally booked, in order to avoid

conflict with Barnes-Sells-Floto or nouncer, Robin Gaardsmnc, who airs
Ringling Bros, dates. With these and his own pro.','ram rc.'Tularly.
inter-organization troubles, it looks
It's a 15-mitV. .show each afternoon.
doubtful that this year will see a Tot plays recordings and docs all his

payout on Hagenbeck-Wallace,

own

spieling.

each American Legion man and
of the AtwUiary will make
an average expenditure of $50. This
brings the total, to $5,000,000, with
an additional $1,000,000 to cottie from

•that

members

members

Fadeout; Biz

he's

NG

Biggest day from the standpoint of
the public and the number of outit will draw will be

of-town visitors

Tuesday
parade

Swing Murals

i

on Football
I

Dick Fishell, sports commentator on the WMCA-Intercity
j

I

;

i

,

,

games, which officially tee

off

the grid season.
His chatter this

on

page
,

week

is

annual

the:
it

is

will be
reas the

still

garded by ex-service men
through
which
gateway

they

marched on the way to the battle
front in the World War. Procession,
wiU gather below 30th street, pass
(Continued on page 63)

ONIOn ITS
RODEO DATES
Spokane, Sept.

14.

Rodeo sponsors are running

'

into

Most top-hands in ,rodeo business
belong to the Cowboys' Turtle Association, ruling organization of professional cowboy performers. When

Ellensburg Rodeo committee refused
to let Turtles have their own judges.
Turtles boycotted the irodeo.
"The
has been engaged to do the history committee gave in night before
of swing on the hoof shoppe's walls. three-day show started, but Turtles
Paul Whiteman, Benny Goodman, had already promised to perform at
Fletcher Henderson, et al. will find Walla Walla county fair.
roles in the new scheme.
Result was that the Ellensburg
Rodeo was not up to standard.
Show is one of four biggest in world,
Singing
Sentence
putting up bigger purses than most.
Chicago, Sept. 14,
Only tv/o tophands. Bill McMacken
Song, 'Keep Chicago Safe,' used and Shaniko Red, participated. They
nightly by Willie Short at Colosimo's walked off with .show against local
at the order of Judge Braude was talent drummed up at last minute.
written by Marjorie Marsh.
Everett Bowman, world's champion
Order came when Shore was cowboy, and president of the Turtles,
pinched for 10th time on speeding has
declared
famous Pendleton
artist,

Out

I

I

I

,

•

|

class wrinkle for da:iceries Is
being tried by Charlie Horvath, operator of the Trianon ballroom,
Cleveland, O., by way of murals for
his newly redecorated spot.

Kallman Fayer, Hungarian

I

Just to get into the .spirit o'
things with the spirits who
guide him on pickin' the winners (we hope!), Fishell hotstoves this week with an analysis of the nation's gridiron map.
In next week's issue he'll pick
first selections for the Sopl. 25

when

This time

trouble with bronc-riders,
bull-dogers, calf-ropers and other
cowboy performers.

New

games.

(21)
held.

union

back at Quentin doing

network, goes into his seasonal
trance for Variety again this
year, crystal-gazing the football

is

up Fifth avenue, which

another stretch.

Fishell

be

of their families will

around 100,000, or the largest convention body ever to gather in one
city, Burritt stated.

About Set For

in.

ANNOUNCER

Salina, Kansas, Scot. 14.
a livc-year-young an-

has

largely Instrumental in bringing the
meeting to N. Y. Made this estimate
after dehydrating recent wild estimates, and basing it on the theory

some 300,000 visitors expected in
N. Y. during the convention.
Attendance by Legionnaires and

Burlesk Looks

him on the screen and turned him

Now

'39 Fair Visitors

With the vanguard of Americaa
Legion delegates already in town for
the national convention, opening
next Monday (20), tionventlon' authorities are counting up the coin,
expected to be spent by former service men In Manhattan. Legionnaires,
their families and other visitors are
expected to leave $6,000,000 in the
city, according to Richard Burritt,
secretary of the. N.ew York Convention and Visitors Bureau, which was

The Road

Geor.Te M. Cohan is starting to
write popular songs more actively
again than has been his wont for
some years. He's taken renewed interest in the idea of fashioning pop
and is doing most of it
ditties
through Jerry Vogel's indie pub
firm, retaining the copyrights in his

5-YR.-0LD

they claim.

Sapolioed btirley in New York and
elsewhere looks on the way out. It's
with both given complete authority only a question of how long house
to act as spokesmen for the industry ops can stand the gaff of declining
in treating with the forthcoming in- grosses before shuttering for good.
vestigation or any other important New York houses are especially
problems affecting the entire indus- stymied through limboing of hurley
try.
Among the personages unoffi- classification on the shows and are
cially cited for the Will Hays assign- about convinced that without this
former asset they just can't operate
(Continued on page 63)
around New York or elsewhere.
Whether show Is under wraps or
Back
back to the former hotsy-totsy trend
where everything goes doesn't matter
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Jeareld McDonald changed over for they won't come in to find out.
from a real convict to a synthetic With unhealthy b.o. take and ops
from philanthropic, one can
striper for Warners *San Quentin.' far
He also changed wives without the hazard a guess that it won't be long
usual legal formalities. No. 1 saw now.

GEORGE M. WRITING
POP SONGS AGAIN

KFBI

fish,

czar or general counsel, who in turn
will select a labor relations expert,

the drawbacks, broadcast of the talk
at all was considered by communications men in America as a real tri-

from $500,000 to $750,000.
Other major outfits are aiso putting swag in the sock.
In fact, of
all the major outfits, the only one own name.
which hasn't done so well, is Hagen'When Now York Was New York
Was a Wonderful
York
beck-Wallace.
This show got a (New
cloudy start in Chicago at the begin- Town),' and 'Johnny Q. Public (Of
ning of the season and then never the U. S. A.)' are two of his latest,
really got going.
The switch in with which he's starting off more
management and organization dur- prulifically than in the past.
ing
midscason
and
help,
didn't
tiiere's been rough going ever since.
at

frightens the

sional investigation that is slated for

14.

smaller ones are likewise seeing
plenty of black on the ledger.

him

American commercial broadcasting.
Also whether it wants to retain a

umph.
Since the transmitter at Chenju
was put out of commission Aug. 17
With only a few weeks left to go, by Japanese bombs, last Saturday's
the present circus season looks to broadcast was the first voice prowind up as the best one since 1929. gram from China. Frantic efforts
Most major outfits are coming «
(Continued on page 63)
through with heavy profits, and the
Chicago, Sept.

out

by boats for collections.
Fishermen are trying to have
removed because' music

of the broadcasters

at the Waldorf-Astoria ho-

N. Y., last week, to air the issue
of musician employment, the officers
of the National Ass'n of Broadcasters
has called a general meeting of the
broadcasting industry in New York,
starting Oct. 12. Invitations have been
extended to every station of the
country, regardless of whether it is
a member of the NAB.
This gathering, first of its kind
ever held by the industry, will be
faced with deciding what it wants
to do about handling the Congres-

made

FOR CIRCUSES

demand

set.

session Is over he
with his spiel and
then proceeds directly to near-

tel,

was forthcoming, an

BAffieVEAR

the

who met

pleasure-boating

When jam
gives

cu^^

effort might be
to foist a Federal Picture Commission, much the same as the ICC
and FCC, u|b>n the film business as
a means oftegulation. This is to a
certain extent a revival of conversations by independents that such a
drastic step might be attempted at
the forthcoming sessions of congress.

the

of

CONGRESSIONAL PROBE

City,

Investigation revealed one theory
..to Ih? cffe9t that any major indictments of the scope of the St. Louis
case might bring extensive reperin the whole industry. Another idea advanced was that unless
internal reform on trade practices

a Break-In

h
Church Jammin'

To Embrace Every
In and Out of the

suits,

One

Vork

MEET

Tough on the Snake

led-

probihg ol distribution
practices and operations of Department of Justice men in and around
New iTork City were heard this
week. Some film officials claimed
that it wa3 merely a continuation of
D. J. inquliy into specific squawks
made by independent exhibitors and
Indie circuits, while others believe
the investigation is being intensified.

IHpal

Around N. Y.

N. Y. Views Legionnaires

61.
I

charge. Judge sentenced. him to do a
safety talk and song at every show
for six months. But seriously.

Roundup

Sept.

16-18,

will

be

boycotted by Turtles, too, for S£>mo
reason as at Ellensburg.

PICTURES

VARIETY

Best Selling
'Artists

Between LoewVWHN and MG Studio

,-By Jack Ostermaii'
The present conversation seems

Show' (WB).

'Can't

This Is Official

1

Hollywood, Sept.

and

Titles

status

of

Diarryl

WHN.

,

William Goetz is designated as
returns from Europe,
spend a month on the' vice-president ,aAd executive assistNext, move will be to go ant to Zanuck; Sol M. Wurtzel, exCoast.
and find out ecutive producer; Harry Joe Brown,
over things at
what the Loew theatre heads want
assistant to Zanuck, and
situation. production
radio

the

Hollywood

mooring place with the title <A v.p.
Understood that Sidney's hew contract is for Ave years, to be split
between LoeW's, Inc., and the Metro

Ed

ITALIAN

Sidney toot over

WHN

lost/$112,00Q, and last year
$60,000 net profit.

when it
made

.it

.

Fox- West Coast Theatres, in pipown radio program, Ed
its

•

(UA) and 'Woman Chases Man' (UA)
Stuart F. Doyle, Australian show- censors.
'Garden of Allah'
recently resigned from

Greater Union Theatres, major film
chain down under, to devote his
time primarily to radio, is in New
York for a short visit en route to
England. He has a couple of film
houses building there and will attend to that and arrangements attendant thereto before returning to

(Par) was reall the episodes
referring to, the
monastery were rewritten. These
episodes had been what the Italian
censors objected to, but now that
they have been changed, the pic is
still declared unsuitable 'for artistic
fused,

even after

dealing with, or

reasons.'

It would appear that the decisions
Doyle will be of "the l}osird of censors are a very
strictly a radio ijfian. Frank Albert, xmcertain quantity "tor foreign proAussie music ptiblfsher and Doyle's ducers to cope with, as some pix that
partner in .16 stations down upder, have been passed, dubbed and acwill join Doyle in N.Y< next Monday tually shown in Italian theatres (such
They will go over some de- as 'Modem Times' and 'General Dies
<20).
tails together for a couple of days, at Dawn') have subsequently been
Doyle going on to Loi^don and Al- withdrawn; whereas others, which
bert hanging around for a week or for a long time were rated unsult=so, returning to Sydney the other able, have eventually been passed.
way, via' California. Doyle came in
that wpy^ but goes back the other
way/ stopplpg 6ft in Capetown, \i^ait TOl Wall St. Hears
South Africa, en route.
About Thfe : 175G for Oater
There is H possibility, too, that
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Doyle will talk film -production in
Next' Gene Autry starrer at ReLondon, but this is dependent on
public will be 'Washington Cowboy,'
what he finds when he gets there.
to which the studio has assigned top
budget of $175,000 in addition to
promising heavy ballyhoo.'
Departure marks a new deal beDixie's
tween the lariat tosser and Republic,
under which former will draw more
Bleat Orer 'A.
IIL's'
pretentious pictures. He is now on

his home.

New

In

York,

-

,

.

,

Deep^ndi

&

Raye-Armstrong

Bit

Atlanta, Sept.

14.

The Deep South still wants its
Hollywood product 'lily white.' Lat
est uproar surrounds Martha Raye's
with Louis Armstrong's colored
in 'Artists and Models,'
current at Lucas Jenkins' -Fox
skit

bandsmen
y

theatre.

Film
fered
-

.
.

.

•

critics, heretofore,

their

indignation

have sufin silence,
Glass, re-

but this week Dudley
viewer for Hearst's Georgian aired

himself in print (after lauding pic
as a whole) thuswlse:

one jarring note. It is the
number in which Martha Rayc,
thinly burnt-corked, does a Harlem
specialty with a fat Negro trumpeter
and a hundred other Negroes, It is

into- its

houses,

r

are amolig others that have failed
to obtain the o.k. of the board of

man who

Lowry's 'Singtime'

doesn't think it is creating any selfcompetition. F-WC will have five
theatres in the L. A. sector listening
to the Lowry community sing, at
Ilome, Sept. 3.
which time the screens will.be darkQuite a number of American pics
ened and the airshow amplified into
have been held up by the Italian
Broadcast emanates
the theatres.
board of censors of late—for politfrom Fox-West Coast's Filmarte
ical,, religious, moral reasons—^and in
sureseater in Hollywood.
some cases for ho stafed reasons at
This is the pseudo-commercial
'
all.'/
for F-WC ov,er the Don LeeAmong the latter, Chaplin's 'Mod- show network,
only it's a trade deal
ern Times' (UA) had the most sur- CBS
in that the F-WC screens swap Don
prising experience, aS' it had been
Lee plugs in exchange for the radio
exhibited, in. Ijtaly a couple of times;
and then was withdrawn from cir- time.
F-WC experimented with the halfculation without any specific reasons
loudispeakering into sevgiven to United Artists for its with- hour Lowry
eral' smaller houses, hence the move
drawal.
bigger
extend
it into the five
to
'Beloved Enemy* (UA), 'You Only
Live Once* .(Par), 'These Three' nabe theatres.
'

'I

have no pbjection

the screen.

Robinson

I

like

dOwn

staff usually is

to

Negroes on

them from

the
good.

line.

Bill

Their

their acts.'

That, while one man's opinion,
voices sentiment of just about 95% of
film audiences down this way, who,
insofar as mixing of races is concerned, remain unreconstructed dispite fact Dixie lost that fratricidal
•

conflict

way back yonder

in 1861-65.

can see

News

again

the front of

to

when

released by
Walter Wanger..
We will miss the dance teams in night clubs that think they must sing
a song first before going into the dance
we have yet to see singers
do a dance first before going into 'That Old Feeling.'
We will miss Dan Walker, the new Broadway columnist on the News
when he makes his debut at Loew's State . . he must be penciled in
by now.
J
We will miss the private dining
room atmosphere of Reuben's at 4 a.m.
we will miss people asking us if vaudeville will ever come back
.
.
we will miss the stars that left us for Hollywood -'as predicted in this
column' ... we will miss the noise of the new subway construction, aoid
the quiet chats with 5am Rosoff
we will miss the Wrigley sign, which
we haven't figured out yet ... we .will miss the next changing of the
Astor theatre sign, always, a wide-awake event on the main stem.
We will miss .the .old seats" at the new Capitol ... what happened to
them? ... we'U miss the darkness of the Manhattan Storage block, between 52d and 53d streets.
Who 5aid Broaidway was dead?. Why, the people on the. street that pan
ybu have more vim, pepjpier adjectives than ever before
but please
don't get us wrong . . we love Clark and Randolph ... a helluva No. 2 act.
it

.

it's

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

,

•

.

.

.

'.

.

SCREEN ADV. SQUAWKS

OVER 'VOGUES' CREDITS

Exhibitors who are ad-conscious
are picking on United Artists because of the credit given in 'Vogues
1938'
of
various commercial
to
houses, including I. Mijler (shoes),
Jaeckel (furs), John-Frederics (hats)
and others. Strong letters are being
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
written to UA on the matter by
understood that Nathaniel various operators who have bought
It's
Shilkret is attempting to negotiate a the picture, including large chain
deal with RKC) whereby he will be accounts.
released from his 'contract as musiProtests are that the advertising
cal director at option time in Noto the various firms is bad, regardvember,
less of the merits of the picture.
Studio has '^indicated it is in no
Squawks may be engendered in
mood to let him off and will hold
some instances by the thought that
him to his pact.
rental or other adjustments, under
contracts may be obtained because
the advertising is there.

HAS

20Tfl

5,843

ACCOUNTS; PIX

DEALS SET

OUT FROM RKO PACT

Hays Back

in N. Y.

Will Hays arrived in N. Y.,

SAILINGS

Mon-

Total number of 20th-Fox accounts
which will play the company's product during 1937-38 stood at 5,843 as
of Friday (10). This is believed to
be a high for any company so far
on the new year's pictures.
Twentieth-Fox distribution department, headed by John D. Clark, held
a good lead on competitors two
months ago when selling generally
was slow with most majors.
With lead-off releases as a sales
argument, United Artists is getting
the best deals of its career on 1937-38
product and has exhibitors virtually
in the position of having to listen to
terms as well as conditions. ^
UA came out of a bad streak with
'Star Is Born,' delivered as a last
.

Sept. 22 (London to New York),
(13) from the Coast where
he was during the summer months. Jack M. Rubens, Paul Rbtha (BerenHays stopped off in Glencoe, 111., garia).
Sept. 22 (London to New York)
last week to attend the wedding of
John T. Hays, his nephew, to Mary Louis B. Mayer (Normandie).
Sept. 16 (New York to Hamburg), season's picture, and so far this film
Powers Spooner.
year has sent out four strong conRoth and Shay (Hamburg).
Hays will preside at the quarterly
Sept.
16
(Quebec to London), tract-getters, 'Stella Dallas,' 'Dead
meeting of MPPDA d,irectors tentaTheodore H. Fligelstone (Empress of End,' 'Prisoner of Zenda' and 'Vogues
tively set for the lat.ter part of this

day

<

..

of 1938.'

Australia).

.

.

Two important product deals just
are with the George W.
Trendle chain in Detroit and the
Minnesota Amusement group in the
northwest controlled by Par. John J.
(Continued on page 03)
closed

N. Y. to L. A.
Pandro

Prince).

.

Flora Boyle.
Lou Clayton.
Emanuel Cohen.
Sidney Kingsley.
Hal Le Roy.

John Murray.

Sam

11
11

Hunt StrOmberg, William Dieterle,
Raymonde Delaunois, J. S. Hummel,
Mt. and Mrs. Arthur Samuels, Isaac

AndyrPaige show, Jolson-Raye program, Janet
Gaynor-Robt. Montgomery.
.Page
Conrad Nagel's film-name airshow"
Page
Myron Selinick's radio dept
Page
ASCAP's Nebraska appeal argued
.Page
Robbins-Metro assure Dreyfus on ASCAP-SPA
..Page
1,000 cow-pasture repatriates storm Broadway
Page
19 strawhat plays get B'way chance, some for pix
....Page
John Cromwell staging Theatire Guild play
Page
More FTP shakeups
Page
'n'

36
39

44
47
47
55
55
56
56

F. Marcosson, Mr. apd Mrs. David
Bernstein, Mrs. David Sarnoff, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Pearl, Giuseppe Sturiani, Mrs. Natalie Kalmus, Michael
Gough, Dr. A. H. Giannini, Grover
Whalen, Stanton Griffis, Agnes de
Mille, Laurence ("Tony) Howard, Sol

A.

Rosenblatt,

Said,

Helen

Irvin

Marks, Boris
Reisman, Sir
Adolf Schmid,

Titel, Phil

Humphrey

Milford,

Margaret

Bannerman,

Lawrence

Grossmith, Constance Bennett, Joseph M. Schenck, Heidy von Maasburg, Diana Graves.
I

Rheiner.

Ralph Saphier.

'

Edward Sutherland.

L. A. to N, Y.
Bledsoe.

Nate Blumberg.
William Collier,

ARRIVALS

31

Berman.

Bernie.

Joseph Bernhardt.

Williani

10
10

34
Guest-star shows mostly on Coast now.....
Page 35
Radio Reports on Kitty Carlisle, Lanrty Ross-Butterworth-

S.

Herman

of Pix Interest

British 'Victoria' wins Venice award; Disney shorts honored. .Page
Zukor in London, discussing legit production there.
Page
Japan's new headache for Yank pix
...Page
Aussie market for U.S. films sours.
Page
Winchell-Skolsky contracts
Page
GB's full-screen television.,
Page

Amos

'But I don't like mixing white folk
—and especially a white girl— in

we

will miss 52d street, but

month.
Sept. 15 (London to New York),
Walter Trumbell, assistant to the
Hildegarde (Champlain).
president of the Motion Picture ProSept. 15 (New York to London),
ducers & Distributors, was called to
Gertrude- Michael, Frances Maddux,
Chicago this week by the sudden
Frank Bishop, Mr. and Mrs. Sam E.
death of his mother, Mrs. L. C. ParMorris, John W. Hicks, Jr., Maj. Gen.
dee,
at
Winnptka, Chi suburb.
James G. Harbord, Earl and JoseFuneral was held Thursday (9).
'Springtime in the Rockies,'
phine Leach, Mr. and. Mrs. Karl KraTrumbell is expected back at the
mer (Normandie).
Hays office in N. Y. this week.
Sept. 15 (Los Angeles to MelJOHNSTON BACK IN N. Y.
bourne), Rex Weber, Lee Leonard,
GROSS amis lesser
W.. Ray Johnston, president of
Carl Shaw and Co., York and TraMonogram, comes in from the Coast
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
cey. Ward and King (Monterey).
this week, where he has been for
Edward Gross, for the last three
Sept. 12 (New York to Hamburg),
about a month.
years an associate producer with Sol Nelson Doubleday, Mr. and Mrs. L.
Johnston went from the Chicago Lesser's Principal Pictures, has re- R. Wasey (Europa).
sales confab to the west coast, visit- signed.
,
Sept. 11 (New York to London),
ing several key spots in that terriUnderstood Gross plans to produce Edward Craven, Jean Le Seyeux,
tory.
independently.
Clay T. 'Morgan, Joseph Seidleman
(lie de France).
Sept. (New York' to Geno), Rose
Davies (Conte di Savoia).
Sept. 11 (Buenos Aires to New
-York), Nat Liebeskind (Northern

Other

way up

their

SHILKRET LOOKING FOR

'There's

coarse to the point of vulgarity.

work

to

.

Los Angeles, Sept. 14/

GETTING TOUGH

.

'

Automat hoping: some day

We

ing

&

so,

Longchamps.

CQKOR

.

Sidnfey who brought Bill
Bacher into the Metro radio picture
and' helped sell the studio show to
Maxwell House Coffee, through BenBowles, at $25,0pp a week,
ton
starting Nov. 4.

was

that's

.

the

THEATRES

pires in January.
It

PROGRAMS INTO

Ebele, production manager.

His previous contract ex-

studio.

F-WC PIPING AIR

permaneni

his

.

And

'

picture

After that Sidhey most likely will

.

—

Burke;

,

WHN

make

(20th).

-

(Brown-Freed.)

When he

from

Johnson

'B'way Melody' (MG).

F.

Zanuck's three principal lieutenants
link between the studios, the the- at 20th-Fox have been defined by
atres and the combine's New York
Zanuck in an' official statement.
Sidnejr. will

Have Everything'

(Gordon-Revel.)

14.

.

station,

^

'Double or Nothing' (Par).
(Coslow - Slegel;
Lane-Freed.)

to be, 'To be passe or not to be
passe
Broadway.'
while the literati are racking their brains, arguing back and
forth, discussing pro and con, this Broadwayite, bom on Cherry street
Toledo, Ohio, leaves for the Mayfair Casino in Cleveland the nearest he
could get to a high class cafe in his home town. But don't get us wrong
we- love Euclid avenuel
Now that Sid Skolsky has retired to do some light housekeeping in. a
lily cup we will leave the Broadway supremacy battle in the hands of
other^ until we return in a couple of months, and hope to be in time for
the opening of the International .Casino. Incidentally, this gorgeous new
place has already supplied other cafe oioeners with alibis ;
they claim
business is off- due to the International postponements.
In leaving Broadway after a successful four months' engagement—we
might say -a career,, in fact, we w'ill say a career—we will leave with
memories of a great live street—Broadway.
e
We will nri^ the many pickets jvho are working diligently in front of

.

(Mercer-Wh'ltlng.)

L, K. Sidney, who sailed for Europe last week to huddle with Louis
B. Mayer, 'is reported set for a general assignment in the Loew-Metro
His new duties will
organization.
have Sidney serving as an advisory

Broaili^te Leaves ^adwa^L

Toung Arlen-Lane-Hol-

'VoKre*' (UA). ^ I
<t^wn-FAln; Loe'88erS.<5her\vln.)
«Virsity

A

Scores

and Modf^s! (Par),

(iCoehler -

fc

|^

Wedne9<1ay, September IS, I937

Sr.

Roy

Disney.
Charles Einfeld.
Paul and Grace Hartman.
Will H. Hays.
Joy Hodges.
S.

Henry
George

Joffe.

Jessel.

Jerry King.
Arthur A. Lee.
Al Lichtman.

John McCormick.
Ross McLean.
Alan Marshall.
Rodney Pantages.
Jean Travers.
Milton Weinberg.
Jack L. Warner.
John Wolfenden.

PICTURES
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Par Appealing Philly Injunction
Setback; Exhibs Admit Fix Shortage
Philadelphia, Sept. 14.
Court here yesterday
tr. S. Circuit
granted Paramount an appeal from
B.
tefusal of District Judge Olivjer
Pickinson last Wednesday to grant
against the Par date
it an injunction
and buying strike of 200 exhibs in
the territory. Court set Oct. 4 for
on the appeal. It re^i full hearing
fused Par's request for a temporary
restraining order until thfiit time,
leaving exhibs free to use whatever
methods they choose to fight the

United Motion Picture
of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware, which is running strike,
declared, however, -that there would
be no change in their policy. They
said picketing or other forms of coercion will not be resorted to. Exhibs
of

"Execs

Close
StocUs
Seat...

Sept. i
2T

day

23%

21

3'dcaat A.. 26%
ISastman. Kodak 181
Gen. Theatre.,.. 24%
I^oew
79

178
22

Am.

Plcta

Col,
Col.

Paramount

Do 2d

Theatre Owners

are so solid in fight against Par,

it

needed
is felt, that no such action is
meeting of the 'war
"at this time. At
board' last Friday

it

was decided

to

tight and let the next action
come from Par.

21%
1»V4

pf......

9%

•

Kadlo Corp

11 V*

B)KO
20th->Fox

8%
/

35

Technicolor .... ,10%
Warner Bros.... > 14%
1

Weatinghouse

.. 143'/4

(14)

22^,

25«4

73%
19%
17%
7%.
10>&

0%
32

27%
12%
133

This

Net
Chge.

- 4%
2%
- 1%
«
- 2%
-3%
-.2%
- 1%
- lU
-- 1%
-3
- 2%
-

1%

-lOVi

PAROPPOSI^
INLA. WANES

Judges Joseph Buffington, J. WarLos Angeles, Sept. 14.
ren Davis and John Biggs, Jr., sat
Myke Lewis, Paramount's Pacific
in special session yesterday afterCoast
district
manager, flew to the
counsel,
Par
of
plea
the
hear
noon to
ex-Attorney General. William A. home office last week to advise exScbander, for an appeal from the ecutives of several defections from
Questioning by the hitherto solidly held indie exDickinson ruling.
Judges Buffington and Davis made it hibitor ranks and refusal of several
appear they would be inclined to important exhibs to negotiate prodcompel the indies to accede to some uct deals for the new season. Trouble
agreement which would put the boy- is over the play-date embargo of
But Ben Southern California exhibitors.
cott temporarily on ice.
Exhibs feel that a showdown must
Colder,, exhibs' attorney, insisted the
come soon or they will face a seridistrict court's dismissal of Par's
ous product shortage. All current in
suit, on grounds of lack of jurisdichowever, that Para
tion, gave indies right to 'resort to dications are,
'

(Co'ntinued

on page 29)

.

Despite

Pair-

Campaigns and

—

fioycott

Infantile

Propensity for making costly feaScare New SeaZion Myers to Metro?
tures
of such
length that they
son's Product Teed Off
virtually
preclude their use on
double feature programs is being
Hollywood, Sept, 14.
August and Early Septemviewed
by exhibitors at the present
Zion JMyers is expected to anber Quite Auspiciously
nounce a new affiliation as associate time as an opening v/edge in the

producer at Metro. this week follow- campaign
ing his return

BALAB AN BULLISH

New

will stand pat and feeling is
that the theatre men will fall into
line, believing Par has learned a

To

Meet Mayer; Latter
Signs

believed also that a considerable percentage of the independents will have to buy Par pictures
if they are to keep their houses open
throughout the season. Spokesman
for the mass exhibitor committee
insisted that body is in the fight to
a finish, with no compromise rer
gardless of the consequences.

Many People

Hollywood, Sept. 14,
Al Lichtman heads for New York
week to meet L. B. Mayer on
He has
latter's return from abroad.
been sitting in for Mayer at the

Budapest, Sept.
Louis B.
spending a
•

'

Average business at picture houses
throughout the U. S. now is running
5% higher than at the same time last
year, according to a summary made
this week.
This is despite the fact
that infantile paralysis has kept

in
largely
groups,
Philadelphia and Minneapolis, this
year's Paramount week, the se^en
days ending Saturday (11), was the
best in gross sales the company has

independent

had in seven years, over $1,000,000.
The high for any single Paramount week was in 1930, when sales,
collections, etc., went $30,000 higher
than for the week ending Saturday
features,
includes
Drive
(11).
shorts, newsreels, accessories, etc.

HaU An

Set with Fix

contract.

now. ready, is not going
into the Music Hall, N. Y., due. to
jammed bookings and instead will
first-run at the Paramount, under
present plans but no opening date is
yet set. Next two pictures here will
be 'High Wide' and 'Souls at Sea.'
Three additional United Artists
pictures sold to the Hall but not
dated as yet are 'Tom Sawyer,'
and 'Stand-In.'
Sacred'
'Nothing
Probable that 'Sawyer' will play
'Lo.st
week.
over Thanksgiving
which
'Zenda,'
follows
Horizon'
and 'Stage
third week;
stays a
Door' comes in thereaCter.
'Angel,'

Lchar Disinterestcid
Vienna, iSept, 3,
Louis B. Mayer of MCJM spent one
busy day here. His first call was at
the home of Franz Lehar. Lehar
did not seem very anxious to sign
up for Hollywood. However, should
find a good story which would
iSuit him he might change his mind.
Next stop was at a rehearsal of
'Madame Sans Gene' at the Theatre
an der Wien.
Reuss-Brandhofer,
actor,
will go to Hollywood on
Oct. 4, immediately after his engagement in this show runs out.
Dr. George Schoenbrunn, ama,teur
actor, and Arthur Rieck.of the Scala,

MGM

'

Will join the MGM. forces if their
in London, which.- are to be
inade shortly, prove successful.
tests

Composer Bcrnhard Gruen and
Mardayn, star of the Theater
an der Wien, will also join MGM.
Gruen will write the music for two
Christl

pictures.

Mayer's French Honor
Louis B.' Mayer has been made an
officer of the Trench Legion of

BALABANPVrS

'

NIKONSZPIX

,

habit,

from attending theatres in
some localities of latci
,
Slump of stock issues generally

juveniles

,

.

Barney Balaban is reported putting thumbs down on roadshowing
was- of such severity that it event
of Paramount picttttes- fpUowing apually enveloped picture company
preciable losses on twicil'-ijaily riins
shares.
'High, Wide and Handsome' and
A continued weakness in the stock of
'Souls at Sea,' Pictures were road(Continued- on page 54)
shown on both Coasts. 'High; Wide'
played

the

MG MUONS IN

Whether;.;6r not major producers..

had in mind, when they
making these
expensive,
lengthy films, to deal a blow to the

specifically

,

began

dualers, exhibitors feel certain this
will exert an influence on the duals
situation.

Where originally some industry
while
N,Y.,
observers thought the new season
weeks' run at the

Astor,

'Souls' closes a six

would see the release of 75-80 nxajor
pictures of two-a-day stamina, failure
'Angel' was spoken of for 'road- of
ivvo or three originally launched
showing but that is out now. Dis- roadshowers to stand up, has altered
position to two-a-day pictures this «their
sights;
Now it appears that* 50
summer and fall originated with would be the! high for features of
Adolph Zukor,
roadshow or near-raadshow class,
Globe, N.Y., Sunday night (19).

'

STUDIO SPREAD

JACK WARNER EAST,

with some trade association- men
claiming that 1ft 6r 20 may ba tops.

With' theatre aiflHaies of major
companies apparently still .set:' on
dualing in Ideations where th^y ihust
meet the double-program competiambitious building expansion in its
tion of other houses, rise in number
history, with more than $2,000,000
Hollywood, Sept., 14.
Jack Warner goes east Friday (17) of long, expensive .films now looms
expended up to now, a new adminisone of the principal influences in
for home office conferences. He ex- as
tration building to cost $800,000
pects to take a. long rest as produc- the' double-billing situation.
-started, and structures soon going tion is far enough advanced to allow
up including a new power plant and him to get away.
H. M. Warner stays on the Coast
film laboratory.
Two of the five new sound stages another month. S. Charles Einfeld
being erected at a cost of $750,000 acconipanies J. L. Warner to N, Y,,
-

Hollywood, Sept.

Metro

is in

14.

H. M.

the midst of the most

STAYS ON COAST

'

are

In spite of the boycotting camMayer and Bob Ritchie,
week in Budapest, signed paign against Paramount by various

Vadnai to write scenarios in
January
Hollywood,
in
starting
Mayer also did some trumpet-blowing for Metro's new Hungarian sop.rano, Ilona Hajmassy, starting her
Hollywood career soon under her
new name of Mona Massy.
While here, Mayer conducted negotiations
with Jarmila Novotna.
Czech soprano whom he heard at
Salzburg and signatured.
Getting Hungary-conscious, RKO
simultaneously signed a recently
discovered young Hungarian actress
Lia Szepes, for a long-term Holly-

wood

PAR CLAIMS 7 YEARS'
RECORD IN ITS DRIVE

3.

liaszlo

of in the number of roadshow films and
as- ottier f)ictuj:e5 of such high calibre
Victor Schertzlnger in that ..they barely escape two-a-day
Janies Cagney starrer, treatment.
Sing About,' He 'joined
Increase in the number of high
Metro short subjects budgeted features, which nearly always have a running, time of around
two hours, is expected in time to
make it. tougher and tougher for exhibitors-. 'to fit these films into any
double., prograrm alignment.
Besides
this ahglie, "the
growth of these
lengthier .and more elaborate ;pictures on' the theatre menu is being
counted [atv to assist in weaning thq
public", away from the double bill

,

this

Culver City studio.

of
some . producers to
gradually edjge outjdualers. Perhaps
typical of this trend is the incx'ease

Myers recently checked out
Grand National where he w^^s

mount

It is

to

'
"

•

Drastic tumble in the stock mar- sociated with
ket during the last 10 days has no producing the
relation to the rising tide of the 'Something to
from the
picture industry's box office nor is it
expected to cut inta the increased department.
grosses at film theatres unless the
present decline continues on a major
scale for six months or more.-

lesson.

Licltbnaa East

from a quick: trip

York.

GN

Bit

legal .measures to protect their in-

Less Roadshow Calibre Seen As

OVER LAST YEHR

Paraljriiis

Cloae
Tester-

More Or

Flock of 2-Hpur Pix of

Impetus to Break the Duals Habit

Iffar Scare'

Affected Stocks

JPathe

producer.
'

How

VARIETY

Honor. The film exec who spent the
past eight weeks in England" and the
Continent launching a program of
British production was presented
with the award by President Lebrun
at the latter's private residence at

nearly

completed.

Work

got
on a

way last week also
gigantic new telephone switchboard
under

with a capacity of 900 numbers and
jobs for seven operators.

and after spending a week thei'e returns to Hollywood for a protracted

roiTNiiisD

stay.

riildlNlied

Trade Mnrit Kt^itfsrered

164

Depinet, Blumberg

nT

'rilvf-hman

fihin;

WMTjIV,

Weekly by

Sllverttinn.r I'.renUlent

PI(J

West inth

Inc.
.

New York

Street,.

Clly

West
SUBSCniPtlON'

CHIEFLY OVER FOR
CO.

OWN

AFFAIRS-SCHENCK

That Gaumont-British
situation
abroad apparently stays as is. This,
of course, means insofar as GB's relationship to American companies.
concerned, Joseph' M. Schenck,
is
chairman of the 20th Century-Fox
board, said he was not concerned
with that situation while in Europe.
He took the baths at Carlsbad, for
his health, and concentrated on his
company's London production plans
while in England. Schenck returned,

Monday

(13).

Schenck se6s only the best intentions back of the British quota. He
finds no fault, although there may
be room for improvement of the
quota conditions.

Sam Engel and Bob Kane will
produce films in London for 20th.
Each will make three Britisli films
Kane,
for the American company.
of course, has been 20th's London
production rep for some time.
It is Schenck's impression that film
business on the continent and in
London is in healthy swing.

Ned

and
distribution chief of RKO, with Nate
Blumberg, general manager of RKO
theatres, are on the Coast visiting
the company's studios.
The two will scan several finished
Depinet,

vice-president

Annuol
Single

J4
Cop)e.i

"

'

Foreign. ,>v. .17
.IS Cenle
120

No.

Vol, 12S

INDEX

productions among other company
business at the RKO plant, prpbably
returning in about a week.

Bills

54

Burlesque.

Hollywood, Sept, 14,
Rodney Pantagfs and Nate Blumberg left today (Tuesday) for New
York, ostensibly to work out a Los
Angeles first-run product deal with
Columbia for the RKO Hill Street
and the Pantages Hollywood thePararhount theatre here also
atres.
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'Hurricane'

Inside

roadshow run
on orders of Sam
Goldwyn, is being planned by
United Artists fnv around Nov, 15,
when picture is expected to be
for

$2 top twice-daily

International
International

Joe Laiirifl
Legitimate

ready,

UA

23

17-19
58
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Film News. ,10-11
Show.Nev/s,
00
6
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,.55-58

Literati

negotiating to obtain the
Astor, N. Y., for the engag<;ment
from Loew's.
is

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Next two-a-day attraction at the
Carthay Circle will be Goldwyn's
'Hurricane,' which moves in after
Arthur Kelly 111
the current engagement of 'Zola.'
Rambouillet. Subsequently, he was
Arthur Kelly, v.p. and foreign Reeves Espy, aide to Goldwyn, is
guest of honor at a dinner presided
New York where he
Arti.s3, is seriously ill back from
over by the Minister of Commerce mgr, of United
talked roadshow bookings for 'Hurand attended by leading civic, social in a New York hospital with mastoid
ricane'
and 'The Adventui-es of
ailment.
and governmental figures.
Marco Polo,' latter also Goldwyn,
Operation may be necessary.
Mayer sails from France Sept. 22,

—Legit

Inside—Radio

'Hurricane'

31
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TOUCHDOWN FEVER

Extras Didly Average Under Gu3d

Cummings Ducks Flo

Shop Soars

to

New

High of $10.43

Hollywoq^

;

Jrving

4-AVIiiterchaiigea

iplrectingr

TRqoi for Spn,j

;

1

Hay Be

$ept. 14.

Cummings brought

in Unl-

DeSylva ^Jr^tfuction of
'Merry-Go-Round of 1938' last week
and called off further toll while he
accompanies the Stanford football
squad on its jaunts iS^ s(nd down the

Week

is

versal's.B, G.

Hollywood, Sept. 14.,
Tyler's Bridal Hop
'Guild shop' contracts negom —
with the producers by the
Atlanta, Sept, 14,
Screen Actors Guild, pay .for extras
hither
Trekking
and yon in thte
June
both
touched new. highs lor
and July, at $9.32 and $10.43 respec- smaller burgs of this state, -via tiraller, is June Martel, now the wife of
tively, average daily Wage.
Overtime, and' adjustment piay Tom .Tyler, horse opera film star,
handed "to 'tixtras in the same months leading attraction .of Wallace Bros,
aggregated $65,624. Total paid to circus.
Tyler got leave of absence and left
extras in the two months was $550,'

Under

t

tiated

,

.

.

750, according to figures released

by the three-ringer

•

Placement for three .months including August exceeded 80,000, with
only 200 complaint? registjfred with

SAG,

circus in Columbus, Sept. 6 and have
settled down to circus life together.
Girl, a native of AUentown, Pa.,
got her chance fin films at bridegrooih's request and she and .Tyler
appeared together in a number of
v^esterns before he went out with
circus for season.

settled
prdered to ar-

and the remainder
bitratiqn.
'

TEN ON PROD.

Screen Actors Guild pfficials- in
N; Y. have no thought or intention
of calling a strike On eastern producers or studios; What the organization will do, and perhaps within
the next few days, is "declate /Guild

Paramount,

mediator, and the
beginning of meetings on the matter
this week.
preliminary get-together was held yesterday afternoon
as

A

(Tues.).

Others -will' follow, with
meeting possibly today

.Hollywood, Sept. 14.
another
Production slipped into high gear (Wed.).'
shop- in effect at all studios In and'
about N. Y. and with* 611 producers. again at Metro last week after a
Diamohd \^as brought, ihtp_ the
This w6uld place the' producers on brief lull, with seven pictures going
picture during the past wpek "after
the utifait list with every member through the works and three more
CADU had spread its campaign to
belonging to 'any one ,6f the Four to start this month, hot fcounting a
theatres playing Fleischer shorts
organizational
pair of Pete Smith shorts.
and started picketing. Pafanibuht.
In fact, one shorts producer was
'The Four Marys' got Under way
headquarters,
urging
the
public
informed last Week that SAG exiecu- (8) with Walter Pidgeon,- recalled
not to pat'roniie any theatre playing
tives might 'declare 'Guild shop' on from Lake Tahoe, to play the male
Par pictures. Par is the distribution
Shooting currently in addihini' and,hl5 compariy; with only 24 }ead.
agency for both of FleiSQherl^s' cartion are 'Mannequin,' Joan Craw(Contiriued oh. page 54
toon series, 'Betty Boop- and" .'Popford-Spencer
co-starrer; 'Navy
•

"

A

"

'

'

'

'•

,

.

•

•

Bites the Dust;

Now

cutting.

Hellinger

May

Mark
Monday

Heltinger flew, to the Coast
(13) night on a wirltlng'deal
with Warner Bros. whi<:h may also
call

f6r.> his

sequence.

terday's initial get-together

.

Diamond

WB

BUDGETS 'ROBIN
HOOP' AT 11,600,000

appearing in one
primarily it's a
'

But

CADU

and

and Ada Leonard, strip teaser, is set
for a featured role.

j

and

WAR SCARE HITS

CADU

.

PK RESERVE

"

•

Four

A's.

.

question
was
Understood this
tackled and at least a tentative out-'

.

f*lelscher belligerents.

several years.'

While the various Four A's groups
Radio has assigned Gene Raymond, have agreed on a tentative interAnn. Sothern, Victor Moore and changeability plan whereby dues in
Helen Broderick to top the cast of all groups would be on a sliding
'Swing'.
scale according' to income of the
member, and cards of any group,
would be automatically honored by
all other groups, one tough problem
remalnSi That is the question of
establishing a system 6f dividing
membership dues' among the groups
in which a member works. Pointed
out that unless some such division'
is worked out the- American. Federation of Radio Artists stands little
prospect of repaying its $30;000 loan
froih "the other AAAA groups or. of
Hollywpod, Sept.,! 14,
AU reserve army, navy arid' ma- ^ver 'establishing any importance
rine men In film ranks ^have re- on its own;
According to this theory, which
ceived notice from -the Government
to be on hand, at .mom.ent's notice AFRA heads are raising, the big
for active' duty. Woody Van Dyke name performers in various fields
and other well-known officers in work" fn o-adio only^ incidentally. Al-"
Hollywood are dusting off the hoots though they make big money in
and firearms, brushing up on 'the broadcasting, their dues "would be
markmanshlp and hot saying a payable to their own organizations.
word about it But it's the biggest Few of the straight radio artists, it
war scare the colony has seen in is claimed, are in the top coin brackyears.
ets and tmless a sharing arrangement
Sounds like the Far Eastern crisis of dues Is worked out tlie AFRA will
is really hotter than any one is let; continue to be. the stepchild of the

between

representatives.
Felnberg has indicated to
Diamond that he ..will co-operate in
effecting a truce between the CADU

'Act'

membership

'

Tracy
eye.'
Blue and Gold,' with James -Stewart,
William Felnberg, official ,of Lo,Robert Young and Tom Brown;
'Thoroughbreds Don't Cry,' 'Live, cal 802„ American Federation of
I,iOve and Leairn,' 'The Last Gang- Musicians, N^Y., suggested Diamond
ting on.
ster' and 'Rosalie.' Seven others are as mediator and arrai^ged for yes•

Another Cohimmst

"

.

MEDIATE CADU

&

,

of

-

studios, N, Y.r ahd the Commercial
Artists
Designers Union is expressed with the appointment of
Lou Diamond, shorts-music heaid for

*

•

interchahgeability

cards among Associated Actors and
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
rolled 'Swing Your 'Artistes' of America is" due for conLady' at Warners last Thursday (9), centrated attention this week end and
with a cast including Humphrey next. Understood this is one of the
Bogart, Dorothy .McNulty, Louise prime subjects to be considered in a
Fazenda, Nat Pendleton, Frank Mc- series of huddles in New York the
Hugh, Ronald Reagan, Hugh O'Con- rest of this week. Unlikely, however,
that any definite agreement will be
nell, Eddie Acuff and Wea.ver Bros.
Film marks the elevation of Oren forthcoming before next week, as
Haglund from.prop man to assistant Kenneth' Thomson, Screen. Actors
Guild exebutive secretary, is not due
director.
from the Coast lintll then. He is
Scripting assignment on 'She's Got
east fQr a Vacation because
motoring
That Swing' at RlCO^oes to Maxwell Shane. Al Lewis will produce his wife hasn't been to New York in

Ray Enrlght

•

DIAMOND TO

Hope for a settlement of tiie labor
trouble between the Max Ilelscher

which 50% were

of

.

Ga., flying

to

\

'

wage?, $239,906.

Rome,

at

Glendale, Calif., where he mar^
They
ried Miss Martel Sept. 4.
flew back to Georgia and rejoined

Beetson, president of Central existing Corp.
Other statistics: July placements,
29,786; July wages, $310,844, or $31,€65 more than the player^ would
hivfe received undet the old scales;
overtline And adjustments for July,
June placements, 22,226;.
$32,875;

W.

|Fred

Coast during the grid season. Ciimmlng's son,. Irving, 'Jr.,' aspires to a
Stanford football letter.
In
'Merry-Go-Round' ^re Jfoy
Hodges,
Mlscha Auer, Louise
Fazenda, Billy House, Barbara Rekd,
Alice Brady, Jimmy Savo and John
King.

Only remaining wrinkle to be
ironed out for a final agreement on

Coupla Swing Pix

line

3-Way Tieup on GenT

of

how

reached on

it

.the.

is

Films' Crime Clubber torney

is

seeking recognition and a .satisfactory wage scale, plus suitable working conditions.

Hollywood, Sept.

14.

Second film based on a Crime
Hollywood, Sept 14.
Union has been unable to get to Club novel is in preparation by GenTop money picture on this year's
Hellingei? also had a 'Nick the
Warner slate will be 'Robin Hood,' first base with the Fleischer plant eral Films for Universal release with
Greek' yarn up before Metro for which carries
a budget figure of $1,- and for many months now has been Irving Starr and Larry Fox set to
William Powell, but With the latter's 600,000. It will be
respectively.
filmed as a tinter. picketing Fleischer headquarters as direct and produce,
extended vacation that'5 deferred
Peri- Robertson White is adapting The
Cast, headed by Eri-ol Flynn, goes well as parading the streets.
for the time being.
on location for two months at a odic picketing of the Parjimount and Black Doll,' by William Edward
With Walter Winchell in plx, Sid- nearby wooded section.
Roxy, which are contracted to play Hayes.
ney Skolsky doing an 'epctra' bU
Fleischer shorts, was' mpre recent,
Initialer of the series, 'The Westwith friendly director-pals, Ed Sullitogether
with * a
demonstration land Case,' went to preview last
van (News) b^lng talked" of to, essay
staged- in the Par during running week.
Besides its releasing deal
Mexico's
First Milliop
a Metro film chore, and how Helof a Fleischer cartoon. This all had with TJ, General has a direct tieup
linger,. the columnists wiU all have
the effect of scaring bpth -the Par with Doubieday Doran, publishers
to take out Equity cards soon.
Peso
Historical and Roxy from exhlbltipn of the of the tomes. Ether setup also
shorts, and subsequently,, less than has been arranged with National
two weeks ago, CApU a apprqaclied Broadcasting Co.
Mexico City, Sept. 14.
numerous indepehd^il/'iS&ischer acr
GB
CONSTANCE Mexico's first million

be met was

to

Coast last

Thomson and Henry

week by
As at-,

Jaffe.

AFRA

and th«
for AGMA,
eastern division of SAG, Jaffe is .one
of the major cogs in the maneuverings on the subject.

iicripting job.

Freelances Casb in

On

•

,

•

"

.

.

Pic—

SHMIES

BENNEn

•

peso

IN CAt.

COURT

pic

($280,000), high water mark for production costs by a native enterprise,
being readied- by the producers
headed by Gabriel Sorla, who
megged the 1936 smash, 'Ora Ponclano' ('Come On, You, Ponclano').
Pic is to be based upon the highlights of a great American battle
epic, the conquest of Mexico by a
handful of Spaniards back in 1520,
Marcus
Goodrich,
a
Hollywood
Writer, Is handling the script which
Is to be true history as recorded by
ah American, the historian Prescott,
is

London, Sept. 14.
Constance Bennett's suit against
Gaumont-Britlsh for $65,000 here

and

in Colifornla resulted in

Fanny

Holtzman, chief counsel for GB,
applying for an injunction here to
enjoin Miss Bennett from proceeding in California. The high court intervened today (14), granting the
injunction, costs and security.
This Is Si precedent" which California courts will probably respect,
and if the plaintiff brings action in
California and ever returns to England she \ylll be in contempt. Also,
if Miss Bennett secures a California
judgment she will have to come here

and Spanish and Mexican

writers.
First time the conquest of Mexico
will be, done in plx. Production Is
to start this fall.
Pic will be in

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Charles Winninger was suspended
Monday (13) by Universal for refusing to play his part
Buddy. De
Sylva's 'Young Man's Fancy.'
Says
he" considers part just a bit and
won't consider it under o,ci, circum-

m

f

stances.

Screen Acors Guild

may

arbitrate

!

phases.

Hollywood, Sept 14.
Metro has placed 'The Four Marys'
in production with Richard Thorpe
directing and Louis D. Lighten holdr
ing the producer reins.

Cast headed by Myrna Loy, Franchot Tone, Walter Pidgeon and Rosalind Russell, also includes Matt McHugh, Charles Williams, George
Chandler, Marie Blake and Harvey
Clarke.

/

CLAIEE'S 'HONEYMOON'

DOLOEES^^ELIO BACK
HollVyvood, Sept. 14.

Dolores Costello iS back at War
ners after eight years under a term
contract.
Goes Into
thing.'

'Too

Much

of

Every

,

Beery's Misbap

kept, off their screensl p, aShese theatres as well as Paramo'lint which
have nothing to do with the
.

Fleischer-CADU dispute were thus
innocently in the -middle, making
some action toward a settlement
urgent.
Diamond believes that he
can bring the two factions together
at an early date, ending a troublesome situation once and for- all.
Attorneys for Fleischer have challenged the National Labor Relations
Board's ruling that the CADU be
(Continued on page 10)

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Claire Trevor steps from the lead
of 'Small Town Girl,' temporarily
shelved at 20th-Fox, to play the second femme role In 'Second Honey.

moon,'
Loretta Young and Tyrone
top the cast.

Power

Hollywood, Sept

.

,

.

increased production d're pourii^g
thousands nf dollars into the purses,
of freelance,., day and.blj pjayers.
.

Number

topllne players in commercials have been handed tickets
back east to Detroit Chicago and
-of

New York

to

appear in biz pictures,

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
while numerous important corporaBeery was hospitalized tions are going, for the screen
Monday (13) when a gun was ac- medium for the first time. Agencies
cidentally discharged on the set of are cashing in on the boom heavily.
'Bad Man Of Brimstone' at Metro.
Actor suffered from powder burns
and wadding, which was pumped 'Nother Ride for Topper'
into his leg.

Beery may be out of the picture
for several weeks with likelihood
that production on film will be shut
down.

JesseFs Foreword Trek

Hollywood, Sept 14.
Current prosperity of the film lots
being reflected in .unprecedented
activity among commercial film producers, whose upped budgets and

is

Wallace

,

it Is to have English
Goyernhient aid is looked for
with regai:d to costuming and other

'

matter.

Cartoons be

3 Comedies Lined

Up At

Rep for Skipworth-Moran

titles.

Metro's *4 Marys*
Winniiiger Balks at Role

that.. t|»p>

Spanish, but

artistic

to .collect.

counts urging

Commercial Film Boom

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Screenplay for 'Topper Takes a
from the Thorne. Smith novel,
is being written by Jack Jevne.
Hal Roach will produce as a sequel

Trip,'

to 'Topper.'

LeRoy

Into Col. Pic,
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
George Jessel winged east over
First of three Alison SkipworthMitzi Mayfair Nixes
the weekend to discuss with. Rep,
PoUy
Morah
comedies to go before
Sol Bloom the writing of a foreword
Hal LeRoy left last Friday (10)
the cameras at Republic will be for
the Coast to appear in Columto the film, 'Haym Solomon,' which
'Meet the Duchess,' which Albert bia's
Jessel will make for Warners.
'Freshman Follies.' Is due back
Leyoy
will produce. Samuel Ornitz east in four
Picture will deal with the career
weeks to resume vaude
wrote
the screenplay from Levoy's touring.
of Solomon, one of the financiers of
original.
Mitzi Mayfair, sought by the stuthe American Revolution.
Second in the series will be ,dio as a partner for LeRoy, nixed
'Stormy Weather,' to be produced by the bid because the terms offered
Reliable's 30 Indies
Leonard Fields from a screenplay by were unsatisfactory. She has two
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Gordon Kahn and Charles Francis more weeks of vaude dates, then
Bernard B. Ray and Harry S. Royal. Next will be 'In the Money,' goes into the St. Regis hotel roof,
Webb have announced a program of original by Walter Anthqny to be N. Y, about Oct. 1, for an extended
stay. May also do a legit show, but
30 feature films to be turned out by produced by Harold Shumate.
14,

•

Reliable Pictures Corp. for the 193738 program.
Lolly's
Thespics
Pictures will Include 18 meloHollywood, Sept. 14.
dramas, eight musical gallopers and
Louella Parsons will play herself
four exploitation specials,
Moe Sackin has moved into Rell in Warners' 'Hollywood Hotel,'
able to produce several of the 30
Other rhembers of the soup broadfilms that company will turn out on cast to take part in filmlzation are
Its current schedule. Carl Krusada Raymond Paige, Frances Lahgford

Film

has been signed' as- a writer.

and Ken

Nlles.

will not return to 'The

W.

C.

Show

Is On.'

FIELDS FILMING AGAIN

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
C. Fields did his first film
in 18 months Monday (13) reporting at Paramount studios for
'Big Broadcast of 1938.'
Comic has-been discharged by his

W.
work

medico as fully recovered.
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Way

Here's the

What
'

Legalist Deduce

Assemblymah

RKO

Badio Pictures, allega-ainst
that their play,' 'Depends on. the

%oman,' had been partially lifted in
the motion picture,
"the making of
Much,' I*ederal Judge
•I Dream Too

•

John M.' Woolsey, N. Y., held that
.whil? the themes were similar, the
Alleged, infringed material was not
copyrightable and could not be used
as a baisis for a civil suit.
the typed copies of
'I- have read

•

might die

met several present

He's'

'

was not copyrightable
copyright owner may hot com:plain," although his work may have
"been' what directly Inspired the
,work"6f the infringer. The theme
or basic; idea 6f the plaintiffs' play
an olid one. In both the play and
:the piqture tiie wife surrendiers her
In a more recent .motion
career.
picture, 'A Star Is iBorn,' the husl)and; Viinable to endure the same
BitusCtion,' Voluntarily drowned himtiie

,

Campaign

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Curley Kinney, who looks
after the nags in Harry Sherman's production, 'Partners of
the Plains,' used to think the
title
of horse wrangler was
good enough for him.

Contacts
Unioniza-

-

Under

Is

Mayer from
and EuropeSome Groups Resist Absorption by lATSE
Schenck

.

the

•

as-

c^iid'

East

:

next

.

.Now he's sporting. a
director; of equitation.

new

.004.

month

with

.

Joan

Bennett

originated by
Picture will be
held out of roufted stands until after
'.the play is shown- in those spots, that
being the arrahgeihcnt between the
producer, Sam 'H. Harris, and RKO
at the time the screen rights were
starred

the part

in

Margaret Sullavan,

one:

sold.

Deal for Miss Bennett's services

was made

last week between Harris
and Walter Wailgcr, to whom she is
.under contract. Understood the filih

;

.clusioii

infringer took

Labor

100%

tion

in Sa'crai-

semblymen, and he can't iteature
spending .several months 'a year
debating major issues with lads
whose batting average on sense
of humor is somewhere around

I' have also seen
•motion, picture.
the latter on the screen.' After long
ieflectiori I have come to the 'con-

that the plaintiffs'' claim of
literary larcency is not successfully
If what the alleged
inaiiitainable.

boredom

ducers'

That a

Despite the fa(^t that the film version of 'Stage Door' is due for release the stage play' will go on tour
•

on Prq-

Way—Awaiting Return of

niehto.,

.

i

of

Notice;

.

Ihe plaintirfs' play,* Judge Woolsey
said in his opinion, 'and of the cut"ting continuity of the defendants'
1

The Hossy Set
lATSE Serves

Hollywood, Sept; 14.
Spontaneous letter-to-the-editor campaign has started irt Hollywood Citizen - News, urging
Frank Scully to run lor- Assemblyman in next local elections, representing Hollywood.
Variety mugg, is mulling it oyer
serloiksly, but he's afraid he

**ing;

'

Stage 'Stage Door Ducks Pix Dates

Scully ?^

brought by

^uit

Sam SHipm?in ,and Clara Lipman

%

Joan Bennett s $2,000 Weekly ;

lATSE VS. CIO

Constitutes Fix Plagiarism

the $1,00Q,000 pic-

In dismissing

ture infringement

VARIETY

'name will receive 10% of the gros's
lA
with a rhinimum of $2,000 weekly,
that figure being the highest for b
straight play appearance 'In several
Holiywood, Sept. 14.
years.
Wanger has been in N^w.
After ponferriitg yesterday (MonYork (for about a month, being op'
day) with Victor IJ.' Clarke, producer
hand tor the opening of his 'Vogues/
.3. Mannix,
labor contact, and
Run of. 'Door' at the Music Box,
Metro studio exec, William BidfT,.
N. Y„ Was terminated, last season beCoast head of the International Alcause of the impending motherhood
liances ol Theatrical Stage Employes'
of Miss Sullavan (Mrs. Leland Keyanid personal rep 'for' Gebrge E.
ward). She. agreed to tour in the
Philadelphia, Sept. 14,
Brown'e,' lA prez, issued, the followFederal government lost last' FrU comedy this season but Heyward
ing statement:
day in its attempt to collect $6P,000 'was opposed to the idea and secured
'We, "are proceeding, immediately
a release from Harris.
in, back income, .taxes from Irving
with organization of film editors,
At the time Miss Bennett wa'9
T). Jlossheim, former prexy of Stancutters and assistants, music librasought for 'DOor' but did hot pate to
America.
of
Treasury
ley Co.'
derians,- warcjrobd m&kei's arid >v6rkers,
follow Miss Sullavan on Bi'oadway.
partment claimed money was due as
tailors and handlers, gardeners, janJanet Oaynor ,waa fdso propositioned
result of 'swapping --.b£ 10',06o shares
itors,' watchmen, firemen, policemen
but said she was scared to ihdke the
and movieola operators, which will 'of Stajniey stock for 8,806'' shares of attempt, not haying appeared on the
took stage before.
'
keep us husy until the -arrival of Warniei: Bros, stock,' when
over
cont),*ol of Staiiley. in 1928.
Film version of the play is topped
Joseph, M.' Schenck, Louis B. Mayer
Judge J. «Warren Davis, 4n U. S; by Katharine Hepburn, who was
and other studio executiVe?s at' which
time we will follow, through with our Circuit Coiart of Appeals, ruled that formerly' we'd to -Hey ward.
original program to include within Rossheim's profit 'was- only 'paper and
pui: ranks every branch in ..the pro- that h'e pkld income taxes when he
made actual profits .by selling part Par's $1,800,000
duction of. motion pictures.'
Editors, art directors, draftsmen, of the 'stock' in later years.
The court's opinion revealed, a
illustrators and interior decorators
Air Epic Races
announced through a spokesnian that Horatio Alger story of. the 'risie of
they will fight' any move to he ab- Ro^sheim from ah obscure 'law clerk
Beat Out 2 Others
sorbed by the lATSE. Each has its to president of Stanley Co.,' with a
salary of $65,000 a year and $10,000,
own unaffiliated organization.
Writtep notice that the lATSE is expenses, and of his making a profit
Hollywood, Sept. 14,
extending its jurisdiction to cover all of $243,800 in the stock deal on borParamount has hiked the budge)
crafts and
that the organization, rowed money.
on. 'Men with Wings,' its history of
employed
while
in
1919,
by
It
was
emblem must be placed on all films
aviation film, from $1,200,000 to
after Sept. 18 was served last. Satur- the firm of Stern & Wolf, that Ross- $1,800,000, with reports that it may
(Con'tinued oh page 62)
day (11) on Victor H. Clarke, prosoar even higher. Three-cornered
ducer labor contact.
The letters,
studio race is how on to be first" to
sighed by Harland Holmden, lATSE
re-ach the theatres with a flying epic.

'

SEAL ON SCREEN?

ON $60,000 U. S.

.

WORTZEL 80P

%

'

.

ONSKEDOF26;

•

.
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.

'

-

'

.

READIES

;

.
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.

-

'

.

•,Reif:'.-
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hypothesis implicit in the
assume the
followed here
ilairitiflrs; play and Miss Lily Pons
together .inspired the defendants to
write; 'I 'Dream Too Much' as a
The' quesfTon
Jrehicle for her voice.
Wheihep .this inspiration led the defendants to make unfair use of the
plaintiffs' play is my problem.
'A theme or idea, of course; is not
;
.

'By

•

—

^practice

Hollywood, S€ipt.' 14.
with .26 films
skeded for his executive unit on the
current production list, has^ eight
.

Sol

M.

Wurtzel,

\

'

copyrightable. . As Di". Ben Johnion pointed out in 1753 in his essay
on plagiarism, 'The Adventurer'—
'the anatomy of the mind, as that of
the body, must perpetually exhibit
the same appearances' so we 'canriot' expect -ho similarities- between
two plays of 'which the same theme
f 6ms the basis. There was no copying or. adaptation in the defendants'
operetta of any important struc.

.

—

films finished and' plans to place 10

more before the cameras by

the end

November, includihg three
this month.
of

to go

includes 'Big Tow,h; Girl,'
which started last Friday (IQ) .with
Al Werker directing a cast headed
by Claire Trevor, supported by Donald Woods, Alan ]!)ihehart and' Maurice Cass, with Milton Feld 'ass'ociate
Also 'Charlie' Chan at
producer.

,Trio

.

'

John Stone producMonte
tion With Warner Oland, Keye Luke,
Carlo,' a

Virginia Fields aiid Harold Huber,
'

\

ih the Sheldon vs.

hold

'1
,

,

MGM

therefore

that

suit.

there

any basis for a finding of

is

liter-

-

,

ary larcency in behalf of the plain-, 'Women with Wings,' a high budget
drama a? against the somewhat film with Rochelle Hudson arid Brian
•wispy operetta of the defendants.'
Donlevy; 'Blonde Moll,' 'Thank You,
Mr. Moto,' 'Six Girls' and 'Island in
the Sky.'
Wurtzel also has 'Borrowing
Trouble,' a Jones family film, in
work.
HIS

RKO CHIDES MEREDITH
FOR
PAN ON H'WOOD

'

.

;

The

brought

a"

by,

Burgess

rebiike

Offi-

Meredith in to state their dislike and
position to him after the actor had
been quoted in a yarn in the N. Y.
World-Telegram a week ago.
George Ross, said to be a personal
friend of Meredith's, wrote the story
under his by-line. Meredith debuted
bials of the

home

FUTTER ROLUNG EARLY

Meredith

from RKO.

PK

CHAPLIN

INTO ONE

offlce called

Hollywood, Sept.

Fred

Futter

is

pasting

14.

together

on several early
Charlie Chaplin films, which: he
owns, with the idea of making a feaoriginal negatives

'.

ture length comedy with a musical
RKO in '.Winterset,' b.o. floppo, score to be tagged .'I Knew Him
and soon cornels up in 'Here Corries When.'
the Groom.'
Walter Futter, Fred's brother, is
returning from England to confer
on the project, and also is bringing
McEvoy Rushed West
back the negative of 'Jericho' for
which h^ is seeking a major release.
Paul Robeson, Henry
On Par's Shanghai Pic Film features
Wilcoxon and Wallace Ford and was
shot in London and Egypt.
J- p. McEvoy,
author and world
traveler who was being groomed for
radio programs, was called hurriedly
Set
Fire Damages
to Hollywood last
week by Paratnount to assist on a production having Shanghai and China as
14.
Sept.
a backHoll.vwood,
ground. McEvoy visited Shanghai on
Grass and brush fire did $10,000
nis recent trip
around the world and damage on the Universal lot last
is considered
authority on the Far Wednesday (8). destroying part of
East.
the Swiss village and a ranch house
McEvoy is one of the radio artists used for westerns.
neing
handled by World Radio ' Company shooting 'Tim Tyler's
•Artists,
which Will Rockwell re- Luck' had to stop work when anicently formed.
He had been set for mals used in, jungle scenes were
"Udy Vallee's hour when Par in- stricken with tcrtor.
Bla^e was
sisted that he
hurry to the Coast as finally hailed b.v a 100-font fire•consultant on the picture.
break.

U

V

major' distributors

In

Los

Angeles.

A new wage
week go

into

MATTHEWS' 150G
TERMS
H'WOOD

JESSIE

museum at Claremore.
With $200,000 appropriated by the
ASKING
legislature for a memorial, Maj. Gen,
Roy Ifoflman, commission chairman,
London, Sept. 5.
stated he expects $150,000 additional
Jessie Matthews, propositioned by
from the voluntary contributions
Metro for a one-picture deal, wants
made in a national campaign a few
a flat $150,000 for her work, plus a
months after the humorist's death in
profits.
Star also
Indian

affiliate, was given
recognition today (Tuesday)

all

a Will Rogers Memorial
waiting for federal funds.

Governor Marla'nd has suggested an

•

_

scale and a. 40-hour
August, 1935,
immediate effect. Head
Although President Roosevelt

left

shippers will receive $38 a week<
the door open for a new appropriashipping clerks $28, assistants $23.
tion in vetoing a $5.0'0,000 grant by
Head poster clerks will get $28,
Congress, Marland revealed a difordinary clerks $23, head inspectors
ference in views in stating, 'I don't
$23 and inspectors $20.
agree with the president's suggesIncreases amount to 25% for infor
funds to establish a
spectors and; an approximate 20% tion,'
for all male employees in the ex- children's hospital.
The governor recalled that he
changes.
advocated ian Indian museum in asking the legislature for a $200,000 appropriation for the memorial.
Shanghai Fix
.

jvith

•

by

A.

Hollywood, Sept. 14,
Exchange Employees

Film

Oklahoma City, Sept. 14,
Oklahoma may go ahead with

Pair's flying film will be all-color,
William A, Wellman' directing, Jcft
Lazarus in charge of production, and
Robert CJarson on the script. Meanwhile Warners is planning 'The
Wright Brothers' and 20th-Fox,
'Women with Wirigs.'

plans for

IATSE

Local,

A

ROGERS MEMORIAL

without

L

RECOiiNIZED IN

OKLA. INTENT ON

,

FILM EXCHANGE UNION

ofTicial

particular

To

.

vice-president, follows:
'Owing to the continuous requests
of workers actually connected with
list are 'Checkers,' with Jane With- the production of motion pictures in
.'Shanghai
Erwin;ers and Stuart
(Continued on page 23)
Deadline,* Gregory. RatofT original;

tiffs'

Unkind remarks about Hollywood
In general and the RKO studio in

'

,

.

,

not,,

.

:

i

Eugene Forde directing, and 'HeadMichael
from the plaintiff's, line Hunters,' featuring
Whalen and Gloria Stuart.
recentplsy ^s Judge Learned Hand
Remaining seven' on Wurtzel's fall
ly found to be fatal to the defense
tu^al sequences

WB

'

percentage of the
wants her husband, Sonnie Hale, included in any deal as supervisor of
her film at a salary of $2,500 weekly
during production.
Terms are now under consideration of
execs in U. S,

MG

Metro Teaching Tyros

How

to Crack the Credits

Beaucoup

Hpllywood, Sept.
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
With Paramount already set to

make

'East

in

Warners last week
switched the title of 'War Lord,' the
Boris Karloflf starrer adapted from
'The Bad Man,' to 'West of Shanghai.'

Par

is

also

reissuing

Express.'

•

'Shan,:ihai

^

Robert Florey, just back from
viewing the horrors of warfare raging around Shanghai, is set to direct
'East of Shanghai,' replacing

Archainbaud.
gale,'

For Swarthout Thnishef

Orient,

George

'The Yellow Nightin-

which was

to

have

bseti

di-

rected by Florey, goes to Henry
Potter on a loanout deal with San\Anna May Wong
uel Goldwj'n.
trained in last week to pluy the li^ad
in 'Shanghai.'

14,

Metro has imported John Gallishaw from New York to head a new
scenario

Shanghai,'- dealing

of

with the current unpleasantness
the

Par Lands Met Maestro

division

designed for the

development of screen writers. He
will work under Edwin' Knopf, story
editor.

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Already in the Gallishaw unit are
Richard Hageman, first Metropoli- eight youngsters trying to learn the
tan Opera conductor to switch to biz.
Gallishaw is known in New
films, has been signed by Paramount York as a story consultant.
and assigned to 'The Yellow Nightand
ingale.' with Gladys Swarthout
Keeps
John Boles.
Hageman returns to New York
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
early next month to conduct the
Despite her suit to be relieved of
Wagnerian Festival Singers at Car- her Warner contract, Kay Francis
negie Hall, Oct. 17, when they will reported last week to play her
appear on the General Motors hour. stellar role in 'Return from Limbo.*
He will then accompany the group
Stanley Logan is directing from,
on a transcontinental tour that will the script by Horace. Jackson based'
include San Francisco and Los An- on
A.
n. Z. Cnrr's Satevepost

Kay

geles.

original.

Working

.

,

PICTURES

YAlUETr

En Route

Lefty

to Legion

;.

(

Laguna Beach, Calv Sept,

14.

School kids 'in- this beach
town, .are .thteatehed with k
pelaiicfly Street ac«nt.
Boar^ .of educ?iti^h has taSfen
on Arthur Caesar as a member.

By Radie

•

In N.

OF Days

Reminisces About

Y.,

Hariris

'

'

.'

'

,

By Joe

1937

15,

West

East Side

Convensh

WedneaUjt September

Laurie, Jr,

.New York, Sept. 14.
Reflections of the Hollywood Scene after leaving it:
Ermine wraps, in August. .Gertrude Niesen's cjrcular bed.,.',sn'eak previews that everyone knows about. .The unabated friendship tit Madge
Evans and Una Merkel. .coming out pf a restaurant with a. celebrity and
apologizing to the autograph hounds for not being 'anyone'... the innate
social grace of Claudette Colbert. . .roast beef and Yorkshire pudding at
the Cock and Bull. .sunset at Malibu. .the serenity and continued good
.

.

.

En

Route, Sept.

14.

Dear Joe:
Well, I'm about the happiest guy in the world. As I wrote you last week
the Legion Post here is sending me and two other guys to represent our
Post at the American Legion Convention in New York. They're paying all
expenses; that is, not exactly all expenses, you see one of the boys has a
car arid they're paying the gas and oil and allowingns 100 bucks to make
a showing for our Post, which ain't, bad. So far we are holding down
expenses as we're camping and having plenty of laughs.
This guy Charlie Kerwin, whose car we're driving, owns a clothing place
"in Coolacres and the other guy is Freddy Mallen, he's an electrician and a
good egg. They're both typical towners, and never further east than
Denver so I'm practically being a guide and showing them all the towns
and Aggie used to play. I stopped off at a few theatres to see if the
managers that I knew were still there, but they all seemed to have died
or gone to some other busiiness.
Aggie sure was swell with me. When I started to be nice to her last
week, saying 'Yes, Honey' and 'Okay Baby,' which routine I haven't used
in years, she kinda looked funny at me and sez 'Lefty, what did you do or
are you gonna do something?' It sure is xiricanny the way she can peg me.
'Well,' 1 sez, 'Honey, the boys at the
It's a wornanls inhibition, I guess.
Legion want me to repres6nf thfem at the Convention in New York, but
I told 'em I couldn't, go and leave you and my business.' 'What business?'

TECHNICOLOR VOTES
IMCREASE IN STOCK
TechnicQlor is still
with Monopack, single
process,' but according
statements

new

this

color

film

official

tp

pre-

process,

sumably an economic color method,
will not be available commercially
to the trade for two years, at least.
At the close of a meeting of shareholders of Technicolor, they passed
a resolution increasing thfe authorized shares of the, company .from
1,000,000 to 1,500,000 shares.

•

.

'

'

.

—

.

of every publicity department in the face of 300 scribes all clamoring for exclusive stories.. .Jean Hersholt's lrar(6 colleiitibn of fiir'st editions
...hamburgers at any drive-in. :. love in bloom with Johnny Green' arid
Betty Furness. .Margaret, SuUavan's classic description "ofthp birth of "her.
baby... the Hollywood Bowl on a moonlight evening, with Jascha iHeifetz
as guest artist. .hostesses who invite cameramen, .to their .parties; before
inviting their guests. .Phyllis Brooks' striking resemblance to Virginia
Cherrill. .the complete lack of pose in Barbara Stanwyck. iPaulette
Qoddard's suntan.

'

.

.

.

.

.

'

.ia

i

.

Mob To

Par

,

.

.

We

.

.

.

Randolph Scott 'dating' Elizabeth Patterson. the rriass of m'isinfoi-matloh
emanating from Hollywood by self-appointed stooges of Broadv^ay columnists, ..Sophie Tucker in shorts. .'bless yoii, my Sweet'-^ as Herbert
Marshall says it. .lunching with Helen Hayes... the Lane sister act at
Warner Bros... Joan Crawford's magic fingers. .western hospitality exemplified. by LucUle and Jimmy Gleason. .-the lushness of Tilly Losch,.;
watching La Cava direct. .Dame- May Whitty's' fund of reminiscehcesi
...Charlie McCarthy's personal bedroom and wardrobe closet in Edgar.
Bergen's home on Maple Dr'^ve
hun-fcihg fortune tellers with Louise Fazenda...the caste system .for table reservations at the^ Vendomme and
Ttoc. ..Shirley Temple's childish envy of Mary MacArthur's pigtails. ..
Riding down Hollywood. Boulevard with Tyrone Power >at the wheel.
New faces who bear watching: Andrea Marlowe (nee Rose Stradhier) In
'The Last Gangster'. June Storey in *Iri Old Chicago'. .Jon- Hall in 'Hur.

Fourth

&

.

Fm

:

-

'

,

.

,

,

'

'

'

.

.

''

'

,

i

.

-

fleptnirn's

Brmger-Up

ricane'.

.Tommy

.

Hollywood, Septi 14.
Katharine Hepbiirn, back from tier
Spanish Flicker eastern vacation, has reported at
Radio for 'Bringing Up Baby.'
Actress arrived in time for the
Detroit, Sept 14.
preview of ^Stage Door,' her last
After being scored by a circuit

On

picture.

Judge ,^or .his 'meddling,' Police Commissioner Heinrich Pickert; Saturday
(11) withdrew his fight over show-

Donlevy's London Pic

cp'.'S,

took matter to court.

Judge Robert' M. Toms declared

TWIN FOR PENBOD

Further grooming and

coaching must be. done before they
are put before the camera.
Present indications are that Metro
will send the tests of five or' six tb
the Coast for final okay of the talent
looked oyer in th^ stock companies
;

this

In:; of 'Heart of Spain' flicker and
Hollywood, Sept 14.
o? 's was shown as scheduled Sa'.urBrian Donlevy will go to London
a -y night in the .Art Institute. After to play the male lead opposite Gracie
reviewing the film, Pickert had Fields in 'He Was Her Man,' which
Sam Engel will produce for 20th'ordered uncomplimentary references
Fox.
to Hitler, "M'ussolini and fascist d'cSam Heilman went to Londo.n to
from script the ftlm, which Monty Banks
jjeneral
deleted
ta'iors
in
Medical Bureau to Aid will direct
flc'.:sr..
Sprn'sh Democracy, sponsors of

MORE

ICE SKATEBS
Hollywood, Sept.

14.

Roy Del Ruth plans to introduce a
number of fan,c'y skaters to films in
the next Sonja.Henie starrer at 20thFox, 'Bread, Butter and Rhythm,'
which he directs.
Del Ruth has taken the
his
mountain
polishing.

hideout
'

script to
for
final

•

and Hitler or
ship

power

He pointed McGann

Mussolini.'

.

,

.

.

.

.'

•

ordinance,

directing.

Pickert

to censor only

has

the

IncorjKorations

truiikllii

letter

fl^ht

the police,

he received

'

Cleo.

Challenged Government's
back payment pf $759.

H.

for

Inc.; capital stock,
$10; j)er.mllt9<b to Isaue
'

Hnfiy

U

RacUIn,

cliltrs.
.stork, i,(.inn shiiro!". no par; permitted to
i.ssue all.
Ul>Vi'ioi-8:
l)r. AV. H. Voeller,
K<iy
UV«t.' I'M ward' rjiviiroff, Noi-man
T-i-osruii, .jii.vie ,><K(lKtvii'k and 11. K. Ki'tIucll.
.

OKLAHOMA
.

bill,

iw

Diri'Ptoi'a:
I'lne. J. H.

Klivklev.
Sftl;;ivU'U-Bu.V \V<<Ht uitd .\mt>Ilimtirciil UKCticy;
capital

.IoKi«»

Brisson Protests Tax

what he con-

from Pickert droppihg the

slL-irp.---.

Wmiun.

Washington, Sept 14.
Review of tax deficiency claims
was asked last week from U. S.
About an hour before Judge Toms Board of Tax Appeials by. Carl Briswas to rule Saturday on injunction son, Hollywood actor, and wife,

a

Thvutr«,

2.500 tsliurwH.

siders indecent or immoral, neither
of which Pickert found in opus,

restraining

'i?<icramento.

'

•

,

•.

;

,.

.

charm.

'

•

'

•

.

.

•

.

Seen every where: the Ralph Blums, Elaine Barrife; Hyman' Fink and
Pickford's ne-w found happiness'. .'Lpiretta'.Ypung
and Joe Mankiewicz... Hollywood's prpr;i girl, Ging'er Rogers:. .Jim'my
Stewart's boyish ga'ucherie.'. .study in cqntrast," pums and. Allen in an early
American setting. Stuff Smith playing 'I've Got You Under My Skin' tp
a 'Bolero' tempo at the Famous Door. ..the' thousand incandescent bulbs
behind the eyes of Katherine Hepburn.. .Lionel Stander's- soap box tend^
.

Heppa Hopper. .Mary
.

.

.

.

encies.

'

'

'
.'

.

But with the Japanese-Chinese situatio.rf, fascism, Stalinism, infantile
epidemics, Wall Street and the 'war scare' the inost besietting. problems .of
Hollywood at the moment are: whether Mickey lilouse can make a cpnteback with a good story. .and if Shirley Temple can keep hef \yeight down(
.

INFANTILE SCARE IN

WEST

Another Shot Puts

STILL HURTING
Omaha,

<

Damper on Fanners'
Prospects for

Sept. 14.

Infantile paralysis epidemic continues its assault on box offices with

0.

•

Past week ,has
seen 10 ne>y. eases, two serioiiV, arid
twp deaths,' and opening of School
has beeii diefinitely set back, to iSept
20 .with rumprs of .a possibility, it
may be held off till .Oct 4.

Minneapolis, Sept

little relief ih sight.

-

Meanwhile

b.o. .tak'es have.."iir6p'ped

'14'.'.

,

Independent

exhibitors

in

the

smalleif.'towM throughout the territory now rare.' claiming that the
farmer.^ is

not

.spending less

.

..so

.,w^U ,pft^^jind:

!

on .entertainment der
and better

spite hiuch bigger crops

,

Minhe Lusa and Garden,
The appaifent iparadoxica'l i^.tuatipn
closed part time beginning week of is
due, they say, to the fact that the
5-11, and others on verge. First four
banks
and other creditors, after laynarhed are Sam Epstein' housds, and
others are indies. Notices have not ing off' the farmers for the past -five
been given at any of downtown years because crops and. prices -virere
houses or at any five Ralph Gold- poor,
are now demanding liquidatiPn
berg nabes.
or partial liquidation of indebtedBusiness men in all line.<? affirm
So that, as a. matter of fact,
draijtic effect but nowhere .so dras- ness.
son, Tivoli,

'

'

the farmers will have- less tcJ spend
and their purchasing power will be
lower than a year ago.
Transient, trade at Minneapolis
show houses during. Fair Week was
exceedingly disappointing, manager*
said, and there may be something tp
the out-of-town exhibitors* analysis

ing plans to book return en'^agements on biggies cut in on by p:>liomyelitis ban.
Notably 'You Can't
Have Everything' and '100 Men and
a Girl* will be brought back immediately following lifting of llis ban.
Deanna Durbin opus suffered heavily with kid trade cut out
Fi'ms of conditions.
brought back will be as sec-nd i'zr.r
tures on double bills. Simil."j: plr.ns
Oklahoma City, Sept.. 14.
are being considered by other rr^anWith pockets comfortably filled,
agers.
farmers are once more helping to
.Since beginning, of' the br.n th'eo nil theatre seats throughout the enwesl:s ago number of c-.rcs. hts tire, state. Good whe^t crops, benere?.ched nearly 100, althrur h- num- fit payments and other iGank account
ber of deaths relatively fev.'.
fillers have left farm, families :with
Pi:: houses have no hope rf liKini; sufficient cash and time to s'pend in
ban till beginning of school.
theatre houses;
In many smaller
cities second and '.third houses which
...
have been closed are reopening.
Minneaoolls, SapL 14.
Circuses and carnivals, now playAlthough mere is more thrn a
normal amount of infantile pcin'-yjis ing the state in full swing, are also
throughout .the territory in only one noting the increased take over pretown,- Atwater. Minn., have tlij au- vious years, few reporting anything
thorities closed the theatre on ac- but good gates.
count of the situation, as far as can
Theatre men throughout the state
be learned. Town has one show- expect much' remodeling and rehouse, the Lyric, and it will remain building and possibly .some new.
closed, local officials announce, until houses as ft- result of better bu.'^ine.ss
•
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city film censor-

"

'

at

'

out that under the

'

tically feit as in pix biz.
Manager
Bill Miskell, Orpheum prexy, mak-

summer.

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
the injunction hearing that 'Pickert
Warners placed 'Penrod and His
is not charged with the seif-sugTwin .Brother/ with" the Maiich
ge:t3d duty of preserving the intsr- twins, in work yesterday (.Monday),;
Bryan Foy produces with William
national relations between the U. S.

Kelly in 'Huckleberry t^n'.-'.'.the delighted pans of
sorrieone who Ijiash't seen

George Cukor and Archie Mayo when they meet

theni Since they've shelved all that .poimdage.... Eleanor Pp\vell and her
mama. .Bette Davis' enthusiasm for 'Jezebel' ... the red hair and amber
eyes,.of lioily H^as.-.'. revival nights at, the Filmarte ... BilUe Burke's
perennial youth j the 18-year business associatibii of .Stiiart ."Vi^alk'cfr fxiA
"
Marie Boicourt.
Marital bliss in four Words: Frances Dee and Joel McCrea. ..Leona.
Maricle's sense of humor
Sa.turday night at the .Clover club. ; Inez
Courtney and a .backgammofl board. .Norma- Shearer always looking' as
if she had just stepped. out of a bandbox: ..mink over slacks.'. .Ida' Cantor
and a poker game .. .5th avenue on Hollywood bpulevardt ..Marjbrie! Gateson.. .Phil Baker, Lou Holtz, Walter Wihchell and' Loii Irwin waitihg. in
front of the Beverly HiUs 'Brown Derby' around midnight for something
to happen. ..and trying to swallo-w Skolsky's.cfaQk that .'there ip'only on*
Broadway, and that is in Hollywood'. .Nedda .Harrigan's .-vivacity. . .Ideal
merger: Miargiierite Churchill and George O'Brien ... Ruby. Keeler's naive

fiigm 25 to 35^ in .downtp-vyn
price's thai.' during .recent precedii^g
ujp to 50% 'in nabes. Six
nabes, including Corby, Circle, Ben- years.'

.

Al Altmah, Metro' tilent iexecUtive
in the east, has I2. neophytes from the
straw hats for testing within the
next month.

.

.

houses and

Metro's .Testees

Police Chiefs Curb

^

•

.

f^ft'

Court Chides Detroit

.

.

Tuning

.

,

.

.

There are 30 or more color film
contemplation by various producers at this time, and some of these
are completed or neafing completion.
Dr. Herbert T.- Kalmus, president
and general manager ot'T^chnicolor,
Wholly owned subInc.,. arid
its,'
sidiary, Te'chnicolof Motion Picture
Corp., informed shareholders tljiat
mqre than 180,000 shares of the increased capital stock would be required to' fulfill various. Olptirins on
such shares to producers, Option
prices range from, $22, per .share- to

'in

sez Aggie.. 'Our picture house,' sez I. 'Oh,' is that a business," sez she,
like only Aggie can s^y. .things. 'I know you wanna go Lefty, and maybe
it will do you a lo^ of good to see the big town again and talk to tjie gang
apd see how they're ruhning show busihess these days. I'll take care of
the place and you gb on.'
may argue, in fact
Well, She's- a great tomato- that Aggie ,of;.;niine.
We nearly always do, but theif^ because we lo.ye each other I guess. You
never argue with a guy you .don't like. She packed v my bag and slipped
.'
me a .double sawhuck ^where she dug it up from I. don't knotv. I noticed •$28 '.and $28.50 per-'; share.
her ring was goiie and when, I said something about it she said she put- it
Hollywood,,
14,
'Sept
one-sixteenth
of
your
a
away. I said, 'Look her, Ag^ie, you din't hocfc«d
Para^nount and Technicolor have
•karat ring to give me this- dough?" And she got sore and sez 'Yovi were
come to terms on a contract yrherecorporal and I want you to keep Wp your end with the boys.'
Weir when I got into'.the car' with the boys Ilcissed' Aggie and we kinda by Par will produce six color films
in the. next three years.,
'cried, because this is the 'first time I've 'done a single' in- years. 'Be careDeal does not include tolot films
ful Lefty,' she sez» 'and I donlt mean about automobiles. Have a good
time, .fight the war all over again with your buddies, but remember it was already skeded of rnade, 'Ebb Tide,'
a man's'army—and. whtin you. sing MadamdiseUe you don't have to illus- ''Men With Wings' and 'Beau Geste.*
trate it.': I kinda laughed arid sez, 'You know me,. Aggie,' and she seZ,
•You bet I do, "that's why I'm telling you.*. Well, Joe, I. never get peijitijnental .except af funerals., and when the. White Rats were busted up—but
Specials
"I sure felt low .for. over an, hiOui: 3ft,er I.left Aggie.
•The two boys I'm with .never heard the old gags so I'm pulling plenty of
iSfeDs Fargo' Location
»ern. I'm up to Frank Buih's routine now and orie of 'eni pulls, 'Why ain't
you oa the radio. Lefty?', Well, that always .stopi^ me.
stopiied 'oft at "Taos, New iWexico, to. visit [with my. old pal CapL
Holly wood,' Sept 1'4.
trving O'Hay^ tlie'prigiifil sbldfer 'of fortune. He has the finest bunch of
Company .of 250, including leads,
set .cottages you ever jlaid ey^s, on. It's a beautiful spot and they all love
bit players and extras besides techand
him
swell.
Me
sure
treated.us
him the same' as we did back east. He
nical crews,' -is making scenes for
got to cutting up touches about the old Friars Club.l We; talked about the
Paramount's 'Wells Fargo* tin locatime SioHy VioUnsky' told Willie Collier to get hiih. a job in Hollywood.
.tion at Sonora-, with Frank Lloyd dispoke
Solly.
Then
we
for
me,'
sed
Mexicain,
send
'If they need a neat
recting.
about the time 'Bugs'. Baer< saw a hurley show at the pld American and
Cast toppers who made the jaunt
Rube.Beiinstein 89id, 'What do you think of it. Bugs?'-, and Bugs S9id, 'It's
in a spiBcial. Southern Pacific train
dinners
the
great
talked
about
the
riiusic*
We
a comfort station' with,
include Joel McCrea,. Bob. Burns,
Frjars gave, to Oeorge
Cohan and his dad, Jerry* The dinner to Irving
Lloyd Nolan,, Porter Hall and RobjBerlift where he ffliade his speech! in song.
'the lime Raymond Hitchcock,
ert, Cummings.
Frances Dee" goes up
speakittg about' Cartiso, said, This noted wop'-r-and Caruso laughed louder
this -week.
than anyonte. Talked about Ren Wolf, Steve Reardon, Jimmy yfsikex, Clark
and McCullough, Bill Rogers arid all of the boys. I guess the sweetest
The Cap wanted
thing in 'life tb a guy in the' spreading 40's are memories.
Warren-^Dubift
to gjo, "With, us bv^t the Indian^ n^ed hirii out there.
I can't wait t© see the Big Street as it's been years since I saw Pale Face
*Gold Diggers'
Harris tour^so get some
Lane. I fed like I'm commg off the Ackerman
Hollywood, Sept 14.
going to have you stepping- every minute I'll be in
eleep.kid, 'cause
Harry Warren, and. Al-Dubin have
town, -'.rni going" to the.' corivenlion as- a soldier with a trouper's-' heart.
started, work on sdngs'for WAm&ts
Best to. the gang, sez
'Gold Diggers of 1938.'
'. ...'.
"
\":
'.
i^ftv,
:
Ifis
the fourth jjf" the "Digger'
P..S. Chic York has a good slogan for an undertaker: 'AJl men ar^ creseries to which the ^tiuo 'has been
^' .•'
mated equal.'
..
assigniid.
Rudy Vsiil^'- yfUl most
•-;/
'Ukely be in this^,^':
;,

We

,

.

humor

'

experimenting

Oklalibmd City.

Kfllo- Jt ItliiiiH Kmleo Sli(»\V8. Imc,
Tulsa; capital .stock of ,$10,000.
InoorpoiatoM: T. W. Krlley fcnd KIrt K(ilt«»y
of ritt.'town, and H. 1); BInns of .Tulsa.

I

<

.

.

.

'abj^temen.t of the epidejnlc'

in

farm community centers.

:

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, September 15, 1937

week 'Make a Wish'
(RKO) on twin bill with "^Hideaway'
(RKO) was fair at $4,900,

VARIETY

for $7,300. Last

but lost

Lull in JiOndon,

Horbn

Keith's
(Kane) (1,300; 15-25)—
'Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round' (U),

and vaude. Stepin Fetchit
headlining in vaude switch from

B way Looks to Legionnaires But

revival,

Capacity, $1000 Daily; llis

Mair'

burlesque. In the red at $3,700.

Loew's

$9,000,

'Sarati^a 28G, Disappointing

scare has rocked the b.o. Kids are
London, Sept. 5.
practically unseen.
Usual seasonal lull has duly asr
Stuart is fair on 'Road Back' and
serted itself in the West-End picture 'New Faces', at the
Lincoln is about
theatres, with August reaching the the best in
town.
ieak for low grosses; But renters
Estimates for This Week
find exhibitors were not perturbed,

Liberty (LTC)
as this is an annual occurrence, what
10-15)—
(1,200;
with the general exodus to the sea- 'Rose Marie' (MG) and 'Outer Gate'
(Mono) split with 'Range Defenders'
shore.
..
i ^
,
in
the WestrEnd (Rep)" and 'Bulldog Drummond at
Two surprises
(one pleasant, and the other the Bay' (Rep). House is hard hit, $700.
reverse) were 'Lo^t Horizon,' at Last week same sad figure when
Marble Arch Pavilion, and 'His Af- 'House of Secrets' (Ches) and 'Road
Former, de- to Glory' (20th) split with 'Rustler's
fair,' at the Gaumont,
spite its 13 v/eeks at the Tivoli to Valley'^ (Par) and 'Ramona' (20th).
Lincoln (LTC) a,600; 10-20-25)—
healthy, grosses (it was originally set
^ior 12), is in its second run- and 'New Faces' (RKO).
Will do the
4c»ing ije^r capacity business,- better best biz, but not what it should be,
than the house has done In years. about $2,100. Last week 'Exclusive'
Affair,' coupled w|th the recent bal- (Par)
took it on the chin, but
lyhoo of the Robert Taylor local ar- finished oh the oroflt side at $2,400. rival, failed to cash in and -has
Orpheum (LTC) (1,350; 10-15-20)
surprised- Arthur
Jarrat. —'One Mile from Heaven' (20th)
greatly
Gauroont-British booker, who thought plus 'Marriage Before Breakfast'
business' would spurt.
(MG). Down with the rest. $1,000.
with all the major L^ist week- 'Last Train from Madrid'
l^avfever,
American and British compahjles jget- (Par) and fight film, sharin.i? with
ting ready to unload their A product 'Cimarron' (RKO) plus 'Hideaway'
ittr the fall, everything looks rosy;
(RKO), slow. $1,200.
•with an air of optimism all 'round.
Stuart (LTC) (1,9.00; 10-25.40)'
Estimated Grosses.
'Road Back' (U). Average $3,100
:
pace. Last week. 'Artists and' Models'
(at $5 to the £)
(Par) also went on the slide adEter a
AoAdemy (Indie) Tfiddle With His good
beginning, $3,a00. ...
(Yiddish)
(7th
week);
Flddlfe':
Varsity (Westland/) (1,100; 10-15)
Slipped in quietly and mopping up.
Lady for a Day' (CJoD.oaired with
This -i? the one, Molly Picon risked
'Public
Cowboy'
Same thing,
a trip .to- Polan4 to ,be starred in. $850. slovir, "Last(Rep).
week 'Mr. Deeds'
Obviously, sl>e is a name to conjure
(Col) a,nd 'Dangeroxis Adventure'
Had done (Col),
-with -around these parts.
good $1,200.
i9 high as $5,000,. but even, at $3,000,
; whith'is its present take, it is good
going. for- this small capacity- house,
r Cal'iton (Par) 'Easy Living' (Par)'
(3d week), Hpre as second' WestEnd: pre-release,, after a fortnight at
the" Plaza. to hefty grosses.' Good for
-two" more weeks, with this week's
.

.

.

(Loew's)

.

.:

'

;

'

—

'

BUFF BULLISH,

:

DEADENr

•

grosses bettering $8,0001
Epjpire (Metro) 'Saratoga' (MG)
Has proved somewhat
(2d .week).
.-

.

•

.

.

.

and below expectation.
Jtetro figured Jean Harlow's tragic
deatif would swell grosses here, as
disapiiointing,

PhO

'Confession/

$2M Detroit

JlOOi

Biit English peo-

Clocked near $28,000

it.

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 25-40)—
'Reported Missing! (U) and 'One
Mile from Heaven' (20th), dual. Getting $5,200, about normal. Last weekgood $5,300 for 'Road Back' (U) (2d
week) and' 'Born Reckless' (U),
former opus having moved here
After a session at the 'Fox.
Cass (Indie) (1,400; $1,65 top)^
.'Zola' (WB) (3d week). Road show,
pulled \out Saturday (11) to mak6
room for a legit play, after a profitable 17-day 'i^tahd virhich brought in
around $18,500, good in view of the
.

(20th)

'Buffalo,

Sept.

14.

.

•^Gaumont (G-B) and 'His Affair' weather since Labor Day week-end
(3d
week). Stumiped the has had the turnstiles spinning and
It opened to over
present levels are, among the high2,000 and was expected to spurt, est since the beginning of the'
year.
stead, it'\ has 'drifted, and will not
Estimates for This Week

(20.th)

thahagemeht, as

^

Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-50 )—
'Dead End' (UA). Proving top box
with big things expected. office figure, despite' some prior,
fiiid
possibly ' four weeks doubts due to picture being regarded
Mdped fox.
as i critic's film) shooting high for
> LoBdou
Pavilion (IJA) 'Woman $25,000. Last week 'Thin Ice* (20th)
Chases Man' (ijA) (3d week). Never skyrocketed to siensational gfoss and
really got going.'. May be the title, beat best
pre-estimates for peak
seemingly too sophisticated. Did not $18,500.
get hejond $10,000 the first- week.
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)Lucky j[f it finishes to $8,000 in its 'Wild and Woolly' (20th) and 'Mr.
la^t.week. Action for Slander' .(Kor- Moto' (20th). Exceptional business,
da) repl^cin^.
this house jumps for kid stars, indiMarble Arcli PavlUpn. (G-B) 'Lost cations fine for over * $10,000. Last
Horizon' (Col) .(2d week). Chalking week 'Make
a Wish' (RKO) and 'Big:
up $2,000 per day, which is near ca- Shot' (RKO),
B.reen always a solid
pacity. Enviable business; considerdraw here, sockb for nearly. $lS,000.
•ing pic has had 18 week's at the
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.400; 30-50)
Tivoli,
Could stay here .indef, but —'Souls at Sea'. (Par) (2nd week).
$9,000

in

its

final

stanza.
to

^Wake Up and Live' (20th) due
•

•

Teplace,
Tpree,'

.

-

.

'

.

t

f

:

:

'

.

inust vacate soon, as house is getting behind in its quota showings,

Jfew Gallery (G-B) 'Under Red
Robe' -(20th>' (4th week). Attracted

Holdover looks to better excellent
.<(8,000.
Last week, just about top.

•

.

fiight,

almost $15,000.

Hipp .(Shea) (2,400; 25-40)—'Artlair attention.' especially from kids'
(Par) (2nd run).
ists and Models'
trade, with color helping. Opened to
Brought back and looks set perhaps
near $10,000, but will finish to
fine $8,000. Last week. 'Love Unaround $3,000, 'Edge of World' (Joe for
der Fire' (20th) and 'Wild Money'
Rock) replacing.
(Par), came in with very good
Plaza
Wide and
(Par)- 'High;
Handsome' (Par), Just terminated $8,500.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400: 25-35)—
a fortnight to $10,000 weekly aver'Lost Horizon' (Col) (2nd week).
age.
Not disappointing, as picture Looks like best second week in
£as not
'em here,
good b.o.,

for the provinces, 'Souls at Sea'
(Par) replaced, and expected to stay
two to three weeks.
-Rcffal (ABP) 'Let's Make a Night
of It' (ABP). This English-made pic
by the John Maxwell group, star^ips.
"with

Woman' (FN)

replaced.

Tlvoll
(G-B) 'For You Alone'
;
^^01), Got away to a good start, alj J" no smash. First week exceeded
$11,000, which is fine for this
nouse, not so long ago called a white
elephant. Now in third week, seems
certain to touch $9,000 mark. 'Star
Is Bora' (UA)
scheduled to follow.

Epidemic Hurts Lincoln;
'Faces' Best at $2,100

For $7,300, Indianapolis
Indianapolis. Sept, 14,
is notice-

General let-down in biz

able this week in the first runs, with
school opening tagged as the alibi.
Extra good trade last week from

thousands of state fair visitors makes
week's slump more marked, estwo of the downtown

this

pecially with

houses holding over,
in

Lincoln, Sept. 14,
are trying hard to get up
mis week, with college
opening, but
that the grade and
schonis will not open until Oc?,!k^
"oer and the infantile paralysis

second week

its
'Lost Hoi'izon' is
at Loew's and 'Thin Ice' is diLloihg
at the Apollo, Both are satisfactory
for holdovers. 'Life of Party' at the
Circle is doing all right, while the
vaudfilm Lyric is faring nicely with
'Think Fast Mr, Moto' and a stage
bill headlining Rosco Ates.
•

.

tT,P''osses

tral,

and Globe; pbout $7,000 indijust fair. Last week. 'Wild

cated,

and Woolly* (20th) got

$7,500.

(1,662; 25-46-55)— 'Bulldog Drummond' (Par) '(2d week).

Criterion

.

On .the holdover not as -bad as man.V
Sictures have been on a single week
ere,' mfiybe $7,000.
The
days over $12;000. good.
'

flr^t scvert

Qloht: (1,274; 5.5.$1.10-$1.65.$2.20)—
'Souls'^(Par) (6th week); Last week
(5th),' $7,500. mild, and out next Sun-

-

day

ni.»»ht (19),
Theatre goes back
a first run grind policy, with
'Something to Sing About' (GN)
opening Monday (20).
,

to

100 MEN' 15G,

—

Hollywood

(1.454; 55-85-$l,10-$l,05-

$2.20)—'Zola' (WB) (5th week/. Still
socking through strongly, last week
(4th) over the Labor Day holiday and
three shows Siaiturday-Sunday-iMtoh-

30t40-65)
'Confession'
(WB) and
Phil .Spitalny femme band on stage.
da.y, close to capacity, $25,000.
Combo clicking for nice $27,000.
Palace. (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Love Un'"Varsity Show' (WB) and stage show
der Fire' (20th) and 'Confession*
nabbed about- $24,000 last session,
(WB), both 2d ruh, diialed. Okay at
good.
$9,000 or close. Last week the atDetroit)
Cincinnati, Sept. 14.
Palms-State
(United
tendance for 'Can't Have Everything*
(3,000; 25-40)—'Varsity Show' (WB)
(20th) (2d run) and 'Reported MissAbove-par
product
and
cool
(2d week) plus 'Blonde Trouble' weather kte' uppihg traffic "along cin- ing' (U) (1st run), big. $12,200.
Doing average biz at ema lane over last week's zippy start
(Par), dual.
Paramount (3.664; 25-35-55-85-99)
Last week Louis-Farr flte for' the new season.
$6,500.
—'Double or Nothing' (Par) rnd
pix, coupled with ^You're Telling
'Dead End' is the b.o. darling cur- Shep Fields orchestra (2d week).
Me' (Par) dragged in nice $7,500, al- rently, clicking $17,000 for the Albee. Bing Crosby-Martha Raye drag, plus
though not up to previous fistic pix. '100 Men and
Girl' has the Palace Fields, means yery puissant second
United Artists .i (United Detroit) in a black feast with $15,Q00. Keith's week of $42,500, heavy profits. The
30-40-6(5.)- 'Souls
at
(2.000;
Sea' is pegged for $5,000 -on 'Something .first seven days added to $62,000.
(Par). Ballyed extensively weeks in to Sing About.' Smallie Family, hjghest under present policy and
advance, opus figures to "clip off standby for westerns, is having its prices, in .effect nearly two years.
about $15,000, nifty. Should hold for second straight over-the-top week Goes third fi'ame.
Radio CItv Music V-^U
40at least two sessions. Last week, after holding a comfy level for long.
00-85-99-$l,65)—'Zenda' (UA) nnd
Estimates for This Week
second of 'Broadway Melody' (MG)
stage .<!how (2d week), It's scV^im
Albee. (RKO)
35-42)
(3,300;
got good $7,500, following a hefty
-they
hold
pictures
End'
(UA),
Great,,
third
week
'Dead
$17,000.
a
hire
opening stanza of $15,000,
Last week 'Variety Show' (WB), but this is one of the exrentIo"n;
this week (2d) it will pat ."tilOO.flOO,
$15,000; swell.thus justifying being held. Th^? fiirt
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)
'Varsity'
.'Stella' Dallas'
(UA), Transferred seven days' gross was $123,700,

CINCrS TOPS

.

"

A

"

—

and

mrs'

—

from

Palacfl for second

week, swell,
Last week,' 'Broadway Melody' (MG) (3d week), $4,500, okay.

Sweet $16,500, B'klyn

mitrhtv.

$6,000.

—

Buddy Rogers and June Clyde,

a. galaxy of local and American
vaudevillians, got away to fair business, justifying holdover.
Second
yeek just about $10,000. 'Marked

•

Rialto (7.50; 25-40-55)- 'Flight -Trcni
Glory' (RKO).
This oni i.s d-^'r,-?
Family (RKO) (1.000; 15-25)— 'Sol- pretty wejl, probably $0,000, 7 "-t
lywood Cowboy' (RKO) and 'Lady- week, 'Borneo' (20'th) nnd carr'-^lBrooklyn, Sept. 14,
Escapes' (20th), split. Big $2,300. over Louls-FaiT fight films, went a
Abundance of pleslsant film fare
little over thi<? figure,
years, should go to fine $10,000. Last on all downtown screens, accom- Last week, 'Border Cafe' (RKO) and
RlvoM
25-55-75-85
(9,M2:
week came close lo house record, panied by comfortable weather, gave 'Californian' (20tti), split, $2,600, •Dead
End' (UA.) (3d week), A n-'-vsmash.
over $16,000,
the operators a chance to make some
erful draw in New York, as e::-"".?' d
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)
money oyer the weekend. Good biz 'Broadway Melody' (MG). Moved it would be. and on third v''f»r>l: r--'reported at Loew's Met, where over from Capitol for fourth down- ing last ni.Etht, around S'5,000, '"^'>e
is
.'Topper' is On display, Fabian's Par town week, dandy, .'53,500. La.st week, second -week was $38,000, excellent,
'Parly,"Lady' look Okay with "Varsity Show.'
and RKO Albce 'Can't Have Everything' (20th) (4th Go5»s fourth stanza.
.

expected to panic
ut the trade thinks, it is

tops, fair-'

(Wed.),
'Big
suepeeds.
25-35-40-55-65-75-

(1,000;

85-99 )-^'Shaaow StiIkes' (GN). This
picture inaugurates a product deal
under which all Grand National releases will be split between the Cen-

.

.

.

with Arthur Jarrat having booked it
for the entire G-B circuit, and paying 40%, Figured to be a clean-up

(MG)

Central

Roxy

at close to $34,000.

Madison' (United Detroit). (2,000;
30-40-65)— 'Nevir Faces' (RKO). Oke
at $4,000. Last week about the same
figure for the second session of
'Artists and Models' (Par), moved
here from the Michigan.'
Michlgran (United Detroit) (4,000;

seven days came close to $40,000
on holdover (current) 16oks no

City'

,

.

first

^ut tumbled to below ^20,000
Business for the current week is
stanza.
'Emperor's Can- hitting the ceiling, following andlesticks'
(MG). current, and ex- (ilther especially strong seyen-day
jfected t6 stay' a fottoiight.
period.
Sudden chaiige to' frosty

exceed

but:

more than about. $20,000

.

and Ruhi-

will

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85r$1.25)^
first

'Double or N6thirig'-Shep Fields,
combination, which essays a thjrd
stanza at the Par.- 'Dead End' "goes

Entire show held

Run

^/.Y^y.i^^^^'^y'^MG) (2d week).'
With aid. of Labor Day weekend on=

.

(2d week).

totaling to $13,600.

"

over and should gamer oke. $18,500
following a bumper opening stanza

orl secoiid

g

Day

.

.

'Fire-

probably be short, 'Hurricane' (UA)'
being planned .for piremiere here
laround Nov. 15.

terion, $7,000.
'Zenda,' 'tops of the to^Vn, is strong

'

15.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1*012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—
'Firefly' (MG) (2d week). Just fair
but profitable, first- week over Labor

enough to go a third lap at the
Music Hall. The ^ame is true of the

a fourth week ia- view of its pressure, but 'Thin Ice' and the -Big Apple stage- show at the
is .calling it quits. after 14 days. House is
good enough at $42,000 or better to
pile -in a third week, but is being
pushed by" pictures, including. U's
'100 Men and., a Girl.'. which wants
situation."
to
on. its w;»y. This opens Fri'
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40.65)—'Gan't dayget
(17). Under, the new Roxy pol.

'Hurricane' pointed

open here around Nov.
may not go that long.

to

.

Vr<^'elt-

'

A

Sam Goldwyn's

fly'

.

Have Everything'

obviously are not interested iri
^posthumous pictures; in fact, many
7<^sent

.

first-run caliber.
'Shadow Strikes*
is battling, for a fair $7,000 at the
Central, while 'Flight from Glory'
at the little-seater Rialto may get

Ciouple of holdovers are keeping $8.000,. Qkay.
Holdies are unusually stirong, up
the total gross down, but houses generally are doing nicely, with a re- front being 'Prisoner of Zenda' at
Music Hall (2d week), $100,000; 'Thin
,turri of .cooler weather and the end
Ice' at the Roxy (2d week), $42,000
thank.
Infantile
vacations
to
of
paralysis scare is about over, so or better; 'Double or Nothing' and
houses are" suffering little from that Shep Fields orchestra. Paramount
(2d week), $42,500; 'Dead End.' RiScore.
Two bright spots are the United voli;(3rd week), $25,000, and 'Zola,'
Artists with 'Souls at Sea,' which on a twice-daily run at the Hollywood
(4th week), ditto. The weaker
wieeks
in
ballyed
extensively
was
advance, and the Michigan, playing pictures which' stayed a s.econd
stanza are 'Broadway Melody' at the
'Confession' with Phil Spitalny's girl
Capitol, a moderate >$20,000; 'Varsity
band on stage.
Show' (Strand), only about $12,000
Estimates for This Week
arid 'Bulldoi? Drummond' at the Cri-

noflf

r'.ple
"

Detroit, Sept. 14.

42G, Crosby 42)/2G

icy of 20th-Fox, which took the theatre over, a control figure for holdovers has been set at $28,000 for first
three days (Fri., Sat., Sun.).
Other replacements in holdover
spots are opening today (Wed.) of
'That Certain Woman' at the Strand,
'Big City' at the Cap tomorrow
(Thurs.) and 'Oh Such a Night' at
the Crlt today (Wed.). One. of the
$2 pictures, 'Souls at Sea,' which has:
done only fairly at the Globe, goes
out Sunday night (19), house re vert-^
ing to a first-run weekly change pol-"
icy. 'Souls'last week (5th) got $7,500,
a boost over the prior week, but far
from fancy. On its six weeks' riin
picture will gross p round $50,000,
'Firefly' is also far from startling'
at the $2 Astor.
On its first week'
over Laboi: Day, the gross was $13,600.
brief run is anticipated, with

.

'

America.

jttdid in

Ma'lOOG, Ice

l,.yric
(Olson) (2,000; 25-30-40)—
'Think Fast Mr. Moto' (20th) and
vaude. Trade brisk at. $9,250. Last
The tone of business on Broadway
week 'Footloose Heiress' (WB) and reinains
firm, though not comparing
vaude did $10,000, dandy.
wijh Labor Day week's handsome
take when rainy weather added an
estimated $100,000 to the total gross.
In addition to strong product and
other, factors, the streets are already
full of Legionnaires.- The convention
gets under, way Monday (20), but
some of the boys are in town going
into training for it. Theatres anticipate they'll giet their share of the
out-of-town
coin
that
will
be
dropped.
All theatres are on holdovers excepting the Central and Rialto,which play pictures of secondary,

.

;

OK Regardless; Holdovers Big,

B. 0.

25-40)—

(2,400;

'Lost Horizon' (Col) and fight film
(2d week). Former responsible for
excellent $11,300, ini its first week,
and this week looks gopd for $5,000.

Estimates for This Week
ApollD (Fourth Ave) (1,100: 25-40)

Ice' '.20th). Holdover stanza
promises $5,000. very much okay
after socko $9,100 last week.
Cjrcle (Monarch) (2,800: 2ii-40)—
'Life of Party' (RKO) dualled with

—'Thin

'She's

No Lady' (RKO). Looks good

with 'Loye Under Fire.'
Estimates for This Week
Albee (2,500; 25-35-55)
'Love
Under Fire' (20th) and 'Wild and
Woolly' (20th). Nice $15,000 in view.
Last weelc, 'Road Back' (U) and
'Think Fast Mr. Moto' (20th), good

Roxv (5,836: 25-45-55-75)—'T'-M
(20th) and statte show Cd
week). Not holding this .show. ev"n
though the second week'."? ^v'-'ss v-'U
lie $42,000 or over.
Initial seven
days sent the addinf^ machine
a
few bucks under $70,000, host t?ki'^'-f«»
in ."'even yenrs ^rire. '100 Hon -"'--d
$15,500.
Girl'
(U) frettinrr about v/ait!ng
Fox (4,000; 25-35-55) 'Drummond
around, comes in Fridav (17).
Comes Back' (Par) and 'Sheik Steps eight days. $4,500, tolerable.
'100
Strand (2.767: 25-55-75 '^—'Var'^Hv
Palace (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)
(Rep).
Okay $13,000. Last
Out'
week, 'Armored Car' (U) and 'Gang- Men and a GiiT (U). Big, $1.5,000. Show' (WB) (2d week), Sorr'^i-'i^^t
Last week. 'Stella Dallas'
(UA), of a disoopointer. only about .^12(^"0
way' (GB) $12.O0O, satisfactory.
this week on. holding over but a "f"'r
'Topper' $16,000, wham.
Met (2.400; 25-35-55)
/
enovh riroflt f^ftor a first .'^•Dvn r"""."?
CMG) and 'Between Two Women'
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-42)
(MG). Pleasant $15,000 in view. Last 'Lost Horizon' (Col) (run). Excel- of !^28.000. 'That Certain Womr.n*
we3k, 'Stella Dallas' (UA) and 'Lon- lent !58,000 this week, after nifty (WB) bow.'! torlay (Wed.X
35-55-75)—'Art
Sta*«j
don By Night' (MG) got swell !S17.000 for first 10 days. Will hold
(3.450:
$16,500.
into next week, T") be followed by and MoHeis' (Par) ('d run"* f>'-'d
P.ir.amount (4.000; 25-35-55)— "Var- indef stay of 'Thin~Icc' (20th),
vaude bill h-^ided by Jim^ny Do'—^v
sitv Show' (WB) and 'Killers of Sea'
orchestra, Thev wrunp 'A. and l^T.*
6,500. Last week. 'Con(GN). Fim
nrett" dr.v on four week":
th" "'"t
Next 'Broadcast* Scripting
fflosion' (WB) and 'Dance, Charlie
'•"n' Paramount but -Drnbablv $24.Donee' (WB) cot okay .<!14,500,
Hollywood, Sept, 14.
000. anyway, good. Last wcok hove
Strand (2.000; 25-35-55)—'Califorwrit
trm^fli
over e'Vnpptat'On" to
Paramount has assigned Patterson
nian' (20th) and 'Public Wedding'
McNutt to script 'The Big Broadcast MOndO with 'Stplla DaTns' (TTA) <1d
(WB). Uneventful $5,000 in stove.
rnn'» and n helfi-over sta'"» sbow i"1930.'
L^st week. '1 Cover the War' (U) of
olMdint the Harvest Moon ball
Harlan Thompson- produces.
and 'Special Ageilt K-7' the same.
winners.

—

—

week). $3,000, all right.
Kelth'<i (Libson) (1,500; 25-40)
'Somethin? to Sing About' (GN).
La.st week, 'It's AH
Fair, $3,000.
Yours* (Col). $.5,500, good.
35-42)
Lytic (RKO)
(1,400;
'Varsity Show' (WB). Switched from
Albee for second week, okay $4,500;
Last "v/aeic, 'Wild and Wooly' (20th),

—

—

—

—

—

.

.'SI

.

Ice'

-

PICTURE GROSSES

VAJUETT

Holdovers Dominate Philiy; Crosby

BVa;

Runs OB

1st

Wednesday, September 15, 1937

100 Men' 2d Wk. Strong ISG

(MG)

Astor—'Firefly*

mot, Tarty'

loman'-1)odd'

(Subject to Change)
Week et Sept^ 1«

And Vaude

(8d

Fair $1(500 in Frisco

wk).
Capitol—'Big City' (MG).
Philadelphia, Sept. 14,
predominate in the
film houses, with
change of bill announced for midweek instead of Friday and Saturinstances.
day in several
The Aldine, for example, switches
pix Thursday (16> with 'Dead End'
following the 22-day run of 'Stella
Latter achieved' a thumpDallas.'
ing good record and might have held
did not have so many big
over if
eftes lined up.
The Boyd gets 'Lost Horizon' on
Thursday after two weeks of 'Thin
lee' which spurted a little and got a
a longer run than at first figured.
The Fool also changes Thursday with
'That Certain Woman' following the
highly successful '100 Men and a
Latter is still doing well and
Girl.'
there's ian, off-chance a last-minute
decision rtiay hold it although Fox

Holdovers

larger

downtown

UA

very seldom has three-week book-

Rouble or Nothing' is most important of the few new offerings and
with names and good notices figures
for a possible holdover at the Stanley which has 'Big City' as an xmderlins. Strong business is being scored

30-55 )^'Soula at Sea*

(2,000;

No LadyV (Par).

Better than
Last week, 'You
Can't Have Everything' (20th) and
'Think Fast, Mr. Mofo' (20th) closed
•She's

average at

an okay second week at
United Artists (Parker)

•

many
ically

GOOD

PIX,

(U) (17).
(Reviewed in

'Chan

Washington, Sept.

14.

on

Cool snap followed week of rain,
but it isn't hypoing the b.6. as expected^ Even 'Stdla Dallas,' which
a small downtown house for another opened after one of biggest buildups
•wesk.
pic has had here in years, is not
Last week's biz,, as predicted,, was more
than good:
^ifay over avera^ with biggest reAnswer lies partly in fact that
turns for any Labor Day period
sadden several good pix are splitting the
since pre-depression;. days,
including the sizeable cut gotaker
cold and rainy weather, pius Jew-

Sunday and

tw<y repeats, 'Lost Horizon'
ahd 'Wee Willie Winkie.'
Estimates far This Wieek
GApttol (Loew) (3,424; 35-66)—
'Wife, Doctor*^ (20th) and vaude.
Tourists Who always fiock to biggest
house helping to lead town with
good $22,000. Last week 'Big City'

Estimates for Thb Week
40-55-65 )^'StelIa (MG) good $21,300..
Aldine
(1,200;
BaiHas' (UA) (3d •we^)^ Pic endCekiuttbbi (Loew) (1,583; 25-40)—
..ing fine- 22 days biz tomorrow 'Willie Winkie'
(2ath)
(2d run).
Thursday) with f11,500 rndicatedl on Nice $6,000 after good week' at CapiPace oft last few tol, L^st week 'Good Earth' (MG)
final eight days.
dscys. Second week gave it a corking (2d' run) built to big $5,800.
$14,000'. 'Dead End' (UA) tomorrow.
Eark (WB) (2',244; 35-66)—'VarArcaaia (600; 25-40-60)—'GifI Said
sity Show* tWB) and vaude. Return
Started very
.No' (GN) (2d run)..
oi Gracie Barrie, local favorite,
weakly, may not get full -week al- helping, but even rave notices can't
though management upped' adver- send pie without sock
names over
tising campaign; $2,00& will be tops.
good $ffi>500. Last week 'Lost HoriLast week 'Platinum? Blonde^ (Col) zott* (Col) in
first week at pop
(revival), also Farr-Louis fight pix
price(s mounted to big $22,500.
tot six days, very nice $3t500L
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)— '100
Bay* (2400; 40-55-6&>—'Thin Ice'
(20th> ,(2d lveek). Getting six-day Men and Girl* (U). Critics tossing
holdover' for moderate $8,000. First adectives like rain ever since smart
week with Labor Day biz zoomed preview and opened toward swell
$13,000.
Last week 'Life of Party'
to$15.50&.
Earle. (2,000^ 25-40-55)— 'On. Such a (RKO) light $6,000.
Met (WB) (1,853; 25-40)—'Lost
Nighf <Par) and vaude, Horace
Heldt headliner, -Hitting strong pace Horizon' (Cbl) (2d run). Shoved in
and $25,000 seen. Last -week 'Wild cold after, big week at Earle and
and Woolly' (29th) and Hal LeRoy, ^ould climb to big $6,dOO. Last
e al^ alsch socired far above expecta- week 'Artists and Models' (Par) (2d
tions with weather change, $23P,0tK). rim) passable $3,500.
Pox (ff,00O; 40-5*-65)^*100Menand
Nationat' (Legit) (1,200; 55-83a Girl' (U> (2d week). This one a $.I.10-$1.65)—'Zola' (WB) (2d week).
wow from the word 'Go.' Second Wound up Saturday (11) battling
week will give it $15,000 after first stiff opposition and non-air-cooled
week's swell $22,000".
house with fair $3,500.
Harlton. (1,000; 25-40-50)—'Love
Fafoee (Loew) (2,363; 35-55)—
Under Fire' (20th) (2d run). So-so 'Stella Dallas* (UA). Smash camLast week 'Vogues' paign, but not more than probably
$2,000 seen.
(UA) (2d run), very nice $3,500.
}ust good $16,500. Last week 'Thin
Stanley (3,70&; 40-55-65)—'Double Ice' (20th) slipped slightly to averor Nothing' (Par). Good $15,000 in- age $15,000.
dicated and maybe holdover. 'Varsity
Show* (WB) got only two days over
a week for a total of $18,500 in nine
•

•

.

days.
(1,700; 30-40-50)— 'Chan on
(20th),
average $5,700
'They Won't Forget' (WB)
hold
despite
campaign.
$7,000 was good, however.

Stanton

Broadway'
seen.

Mpk

(4th

INITW)

•

Hall—Xost

Music

Horizon*

(Reviewed in Vamety March 10)

Paramount-'High. Wide and
jHandsome* (Par)

(22).

(Reuietued in Vabiety July 2&)

Rivoli—'Make a Wish' (RKO).
(Reviewed, in Vamext Aug. 25)

Roxy

— 'Wife,

Nurse' (20th) (24)^
(Reviewed itv 'Vamety ^'ept.
Strand—'That Certain
man' (WB) (2d wk>.

'SUPER-SLEUTH,'

.

,

and

Doctor

ft)

Wo-

OM.

AND

$6,500,

VAUDE

SOCK 115,000, M'TREAL
M'ontreal, Sept. 14.

Continuously

clicking

Minneapolis, Sept.

14.

High-powered attractions continue
keep local box-offices healthy,
Portland, Ore., Sept. 14.
biz is still strong, with pix and another impressive week is in
to

AU

b.o.

holding to higher first week biz than the cards. It will be the third sucat any time for the jpast year, cessive prosperous canto and, as a
Parker's UA finally capitulated to result, sunshine rules the Eoost.
Chief among the gross vitalizers
the double feature policy which all
is Duke Ellington at the Orpheum,
other houses use;
Holdover winners this week are but 'Broadway Melody,' 'You Can't
*100 Men and a Girl' at the Broad- Have Everything' and 'Stella Dalway arid 'Souls at Sea' at the Or- las,' the two latter holdovers, aren't
phcum. 'Thin Ice' is also doing doing so badly either.
Incidentally, holdovers have been
nicely at the Paramount
more numerous in, recent months
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-55) than during any previous period
—'100 Men and a Girl' (U) (2d wk) within memory a testimonial to the
with new companion pic 'Men Are high quality of product now being
Not Gods' (Col). Going to good released.
Estimates for This Week
$4,500,
First week, -with 'Married
Aster
15(Publix-Singer)
Before Breakfast' (FN) turned out to
000;
25)— 'Angel's Holiday' (Par) split
bo a strong winner at $6,400.
riuyfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,400; with 'Riding on Air' (RKO) (2d
SO-55)—'Forlorn River' (Par) and runs) and la-st three days dual first
'Devjl is Driving' (Col). Average runs 'Wildcatter' (U) and 'Western
fare and average results for this Gold' (20th). Looks like good $1,400.
house at $2,500. La.st week. 'Broad- Last week, 'Woman Chases Man'
way Melody' (MG) and 'Love in (UA) (2d i-un) split with dual first
Bungalow'
(U) clo-sed
its
last
third runs
four
days
'Footloose
week nicely at $2,900. First two Heiress' (WB) and 'Rustlers' Valley'
weeks at the Broadway mopped up (Par), $1,200. oke.freat $15,000.
Century (Publix-Singer)
(1,60.0;

—

Orpheum

(Hamrick

-

Evergreen)

Boston, Sept 14.
Film trade here ia generally fair,
but with no sock product among the
new entries. 'Thin Ice,' on dual bill
Memorial, stays on
iat the Keith
after a neair-record w6ek, and- is
holding its pace beaiutifully.
'Broadway Melody,' soloing at the
Orpheum and 'State, is okay, but no
'Varsity Show,' with Mai
snciash.
Hallett on stage, will turn in rnedium
'Nothing to Sing
biz at the Met.
About,' on a double bill at the Hub,
pleasing.

turnstiles

rejoiced theatre-men over the weekend, with re-openin|; of Loew's to
vaude and gopd play at the other

main stems. In straight pix, the
Capitol will probably top the town
Ice,' but Loew's looks like
grossing as high as $15,000, on adr
mish raised to 50c.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 50)—'Artists
and Models' (Par) (2nd week). Following an exceptional week with
$10,000 gross, ciurently should add
another $8,000, very good.
Capitol (CT)
(2,7Q0j 50)— 'Thin
Ice' (20th) and "Lady Escapes' (20th).
Indications of grossing $9,000, very
Last week Th^i Road Back'
good.
(U), was not as good as expected at
with Thin

.

This

Week

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 35-55^75)—
'Happened in Hollywood* (Col) and
stage show with Mitzi Mayfair and
Ina Ray Hutton. Okay $19,000. Last

week

'Life

of Party-

(RKO) and

show topped by Ethel Merman
was very big at $31,000.
stage

Colonial
$1.65-$2.20)

(WB)

—

(1,643; 55-83-$1.10'Zola' (WB).
Road

show ended second stanza with good

(M.T.
Sleuth'

Co. y''*V 3,200;

(tWCOj

25-35-55)—'Stella Dallas'

(2,850; 35-55-

(RKO)

and

$22,000

Orpheum (F&M) (35-55-75)— 'Lost
Horizon' (Col) (3rd wk). Way this
one is holding up is amazing. After
12 weeks of roadshow, it is still'
pulling swell biz. Mopping up again
at $10,000,
at $13,000.

Lasfweek was very good

Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-5575)—'Thin Ice' (20th) and 'Mile
From Heaven' (20th), (2nd wk). Fox
would have had close
week with this combo

to a record
last

week

it

the downtown district hadn't suffered from the threat of labor vio-?
lence during the first three, days.
Biz picked up so quickly after
things quieted down that the F-WC
offices decided to move it down the
street to the Paramount, where it
should reach fine $13,000. Last week
'Double Or Nothing' (Par) and 'London by Night' (MG) did $16,000, considerably less than hoped for.

United Artists (Cohen)

(1,200; 35-

'Blonde Trouble' (Par) and 'King 'break on the matinee trade than the
(GB),
double, Embassy, which is housing the sama
Solomon*s Mines'
picture. Expect good $9,000 on the
20-30-40)— holdover stanza, with one more
(930;
'Something to Sing About' (GN) and frame to go. Last week was big at
'Killers of Sea' (GN), dual.. Show- $13,500.
Last
ing strength, around $8,500.
Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)
week 'Love Takes Flight' (GN) and —'Confession' (WB) and 'Dance,
'Small Town Boy* (GN), dual, fair Charlie, Dance* (WB). No dice at all,
terrible $9,000. Last week 'Souls at
$6,000.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 25- Sea' (Par) and 'Blonde Trouble*
40-55)— 'Thin Ice* (20th) and 'An- (Par)
profitable
did
(2nd wk.)
napolis Salute* (RKO), dual (2dwk). $12,500.
tepid $4,500.
Hub (Gfrand)

Aiming at dandy $23,500. first week
was socko $32,500.
MetropoUtan (M&P) (4,300; 35-5575)—'Varsity Show' (WB) and stage

,

Loew's

'Super

Party'

55-75)—'Stella Dallas' (UA) (2nd
Fenway (M&P) (1,400; 25-35-40- wk). Nice reception from local crix
50)—'On Such a Night' (Par) and plus a hefty advertising budget for
'Wild and Woolly* (20th), dual. Dull, the first week bringing good results.
headed for about $4,000. Last week United Artists is getting a better

show. WDl go to about $23,000, satisfactory.
Last week $24,000 for
unit 'Souls at Sea* (Par) and stage show.
Orpheugt (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40Crowding them in' since opening
'firoadway Melody*
(MG).
morning, with turn-away biz on 50)
week-end. Should gross $15,000, ex- Opened fairly strong and, with help
cellent. Last week, pix only, 'Gang- o^ week-end rain, should hit okay
$17,000. Last week $18,000 for 'Good

$7,500.

of

Biz somewhat below expec.*
don't expect to do over
which is just average. Last
week 'Make a Wish' (RKO) and
Louis-Parr fight pictures did socko.

take of $9,000.

50)—

SMAm

'ZENDA'

and

—

$16,000,

Earth* (MG).

DENVER

Denver, Sept.

14.

Paramount (M&P) (1,800; 25-35AU first-runs good,
55)—'On Such a Night* (Par) and Denver topping town.
and Woolly'

'Wild

(20th),

double.

Last week $7,000
at $7,000.
for 'Blonde Trouble' (Par) and 'Solomon's Mines' (GB), dual.
Scollay (M&P) (2.700; 25-35-40-50)
—'Love Under Fire' (20th) and
N.s.h.

'Zenda' at the
'Lost, Hbrizon'
strong at Paramount in fourth week
in as many first-run houses. 'Vogues'
strong at Aladdin and moves to
Broadway for third stanza.
Estimates for This Week

Trouble* (Par) (both 2d
Looks like $6,000, okay.
Last week $6,500 for 'Artists and
Models* (Par) (3d run) and 'Michael
week). Letting down /Considerably O'Halloran' (Rep) (1st run), double.
after brisk first week.
However,
State (Loew) (3,300; 25.-35-40-50)—
$4,500 will be acceptable, on top of 'Broadway Melody' (MG);
Sweet
fine $8,000 first week.
Last
music, here at $15,000 pace.
Minnesota (Publix-Singer) (4,200; week 'Good Earth' '(MG) was very
25-35-55)— 'Broadway Melody' (MG).
pleasing at $16,500.
Array of cast names bringing in
plenty of customers. Heading in- direction of good $10,000. Last week,
to
L. Barry
'Souls at Sea' (Par) got $9,500. pretty
good.
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Orpheum (Publix-Singer) (2,890;
Metro
is hurrying Lionel Barry35-40-60)— 'Dodd Takes Air' (FN)
and Duke Ellington band on stage. more through his role in 'Navy Blue
Opened to flying start. Stretching and Gold' so he can go abroad to
towards immense $14,000. Last week, play in 'A Yank at Oxford.'
'You Can't Have Everything' (20th)
Actor will support Robert Taylor
plus Louis-Farr fight pictures, enor- and Maureen O'Sullivan,

Aladdin (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)—
'Vogues' (UA), following week at
the Denver. OK $4,500. Last week
'Thin Ice' (20th) heayy at $5,000 and
moved to the Broadway for third
week.
Broadway (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)—
'Thin Ice' .(20th), following a week
at each the Denver and Aladdin.
Still good, $4,500.
Last week 'Lost
Horizon' (Col) fine at $4,000, and
went to the Par for the fourth week

mous

big at $15,000,

Blonde

run), dual.

PORTUND

Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—
'That Certain Woman' (WB) and
'Dodd Takes the Air' (WB). Out in
ftont again this week. Looks like
house will pull in $19,000 this week.
Last week 'Thin Ice' (20th) and
'One Mile Prom Heaven' (20th) hit
Golden Gate (RKO)

Estiniiates for

$l4m lelody' Nice $10,000

'LADY'

at both the United Artists'
and Embassy, 'Dallas' is a pushover
in this house, which has been playing rejects for the most part. Holdover stanza looks geared for something in the nabe of $5,500. Last
week was great at $8,000.

75)—'Life

is

Skyrocketing; Ellington,

Dodd'
ICE'

Playmg

tations;
$16,500,

couldn't

'TIN

Week

Embassy (Cohen) (1,512; 35-55-75)
Dallas* (UA) (2nd wk).

—'Stella

vaude.

Col).

:

Dance.'
Estimates for This

swell $23,000.

7th wk).

ing to

•

4)

Week of Sept 23
Astor—'Firefly' (MG)

FAIR

Globe—'Something to Sing
About' (GN) (2d wk).
Hollywood—'Emile Zola' (WB)

in Saturday* with
'Forget' ireported as skedded to play

d»y's;inft\jx, didn't offset
Ijabor Day bi2.

mODT

Wo-

Earth' (MG).'
(Revieujed In Vamety Feb. 10)

Broadw&y" came

ish holidays, turaed the trick. Fox
led the way -with $22,00.0 for '100 Men
and a Girl' but Earie, 'Boyd, Stanley aiid Atdine all shared the holiday
plum. Slump which followed Mon-

very good.

CapUol—'Good

campaign couldn't

picture

stride and looks like another
$6,500, after a like gross last week,
on 'L'Assault* and 'Les Gais Lurons,*
its

VAPiETit..5cpt. 8)

(Reviewed in Variety Aug.

wk).

D.CFAIR

(2,300;

Girl'

Strand—"That Certain
man* (WB) (15).

WEATHER, BUT

biz,

34)—'L'Homme du Jour' aiid 'C'est
un Beau Temps,' This house has hit

Girls*

and a

*

With good "week-end

ing up at around $2,000.
St.
Denis" (France^Film)

(17).

Roxy— 100 Men

GOOD

14.

arouse any 'great amount of interest
Last Golden Gate Theatre, lone
gross $7,000, very good,
combo
week 'King Solomon's Mines' (Emp) stand here, will have an average
and 'Take My Tip' (Emp), very good week with RKO's 'Life of the Party,'
Trade has gone away down at the
at $6,000.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film) Warfield, where Kay Francis is play(600; 50)—'Nitchevo' and *Le Malade ing in 'Confession' with
another
Imaginaire' (3rd week). Still hold- Warner picture,
'Dance,
Charlie.

(Reviewed in VAiaxtY Sept. 8)
Rivoli—'Dead End' (UA) (4th
wk).

Forget' a second
Stanton, figured lc>y
poor house for this trag-

a& a.
honest

Naughty

San Francisco, Sept

may

(6th wk),
of
ttall—•Prisoner
Masie
Zenda' (UA) (3d wk).
Faramonnt 'Double or Nothing' (Par) (3d wk).

(RKO)

$5,300.

the

at

(MG).

Bialto—'40

They Won't

week

(Par) (17).
{Reviewed in Vabiety Aug. 18)
Globe—'Something to Sing
About' (GN) (20).
(Reviewed in Vamety Sept. 1)
Hollywood—'Emile Zola' (WB)

Spare'

to

(Rep), at $4,500,

Aside from 'That Certain Woman
Princess (CT) (2,300; 50)—'Topper' On dual at the Fox,
new arrivals
(MG) and "Under Cover of Night* the street this week are failing on
to

—

pickings in this house at around
$4,500. Last week, 'Confession' (FN)
and 'Dodds Takes the Air' (FN) got
good enough play and closed for fair

where 'On Such a
Nighf and Horace Heidt are. a defigive

$5,000.
(l.OOO; 30-

(Emp) and 'Speed
was fair.

way'

-

$6,500.

55)—"That Certain Woman' (FN) and
'London By Night' (MG). Average

at the Earle, also,

nite draw.'
Warnefs'' special

(.Reviewed ^n This Issue)

Central—'Charlie Chan on
Broadway' (20th) (18).
Criterioii—'On Such a Night'

(Par)

and 'Lady Escapes' (WB). Big second week at around $5,000. First
week cleaned up for a swell $8,000.
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(3,000; 30-55)— 'Thin Ice' (20th) and

more

$13,000.

State

(Publix-Singer)

35-55)—'Can't
(20th)

Lunnon

(2d

Have
week).

(2,300;

25-

Everything'
Brought over

CANTOR INTO RIVOLI

in first-rune.

Denham
40)—-'Souls
Nice

$4,000.

(Cockrill) (1,500: 25-35at Sea' (Par) (2d wk).

Last

week

'Souls' (Par)

had several standouts, good enough
at $8,500 to warrant a holdover.
Denver (Fox) (2,500; 25-35-50)—
'Zenda'
(UA) and stage band.
Smasho $16,000. moves to the AladLast week 'Vogues' (UA) was
and although having
no standouts because of short show,
film was sent to the Aladdin for a
second week.
din.

•

'All Baba Goes to Town,' Eddie
from the Orpheum. Indicates $5,500,
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 25-35-40)
which will be entirely satisfactory. Cantor's first for Fox, is not going —'Make a Wish' (RKO)
and 'Super
Last week, 'Thin Ice' .(20th) (2d into the Roxy, N. Y., which 20th- Sleuth' (RKO). Almost
$8,000. big;
week), good $6,000, on top of big Fox now operates, under present Last week 'Broadway Melody' (MG)
$13,000 Minnesota weekCompany
pllans.
figures the Rivoli and 'Border
(RKO), on a fiveTime (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Fol- a jnore suitable spot for a Cantor dav holdover,Cafe'
fine $7,000.
ios Bergere' (UA).
Reissues don't
Paramount (Pox) (2,000; 25-40)—
seem to be what this theatre's b.o. musical on a run engagement
If pictures can be spared, it is 'Wild and Woolly' (20th) and 'Under
needs.
Flashy and effective front
the
Red
Robe'
Good for
(20th).
up but only $600 indicated, light likely that others from 20th-Fox not $4,000. Last week
'One Mile from
Last week, fourth for 'Imitation of needed by the Roxy will go into the
Heaven* (20th) and 'Armored Car*
(UA) (2d Life' (U) revival, $600, oke.
same theatre.
(U) good at $3,500.

PICTURE GROSSES

Vi^ne9d»y. September 15, 1937

break in mercury drop and Labor
Day, with result that gross went up
to around $9,000, or about $1,500
better than opehing week's take, Now
in: third and last stanza, with house

Juicy Pickings in LA., Bing Pushover

For Par Mob, $20G; Durbin Pic
$25,000,

M'

Los Angeles, Sept. 14.
Couple of smash hits in town currently shoulti offset the other first
due
runs- which are ricft so Jtorte
week-end. hit which
in patt to

Smash

CHcks, life 26i^G
back to town, but kids too busy
go to shows as yet.
Estimates for This

to

Week

and 'One-Mile from Heaven'

83-1.10-1.65)

— 'Zola'

dual.

Week
(1,518;

(WB).

55-

(20th),

Expects $12,500, socko.

Last

week 'Broadway Melody' (MG) good
at $6,400.

Pre-

Liberty (J-vH)

(1,900;

21-32-42)—

miered at $5.50 for around $4,000, 'Lost Horizon' (Col), single bill, first
which augurs healthy first week for time here except roadshow, looks set
the latest Muni opus. Advance sale for run, starting with a great $10,000.
is building consistently.
Last week 'Stella Dallas' (UA), sinChinese (Grauman)- (2;028: 30-40- gleton, 3rd week, big at $5,000, but
55-75)—'Wife, Doctor, Nurse' (20th) moved out for 'Horizon.*
and 'Chan on Broadway' (20th) dual.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
Trade eased off a bit currently, after (900; 32-37-42 )^'Broadway Melody'
Erevious smash week, but present (MG), single bill. Moved from Fifth
ill, will do okay at around $11,500.
Ave. for third week in towni modLast weelc, 'Thin Ice' (20th) and 'Hot erate
Last week 'Good
$2,800.
Water' (20th) brought smash $19,650, Earth'
(MG) 3rd week, six days,
new house record.
okay at $3,800.
30-40-55(WB)
(1,800;
Downtown
Orpheum
- Evergreen)
(Hamrick
'Wine,
65)—'Varsity Show' (WB) and
32-37-42)—'Topper'
(MG)
Women' (WB) dual (2nd week). (2,700:
Holdover week got away to satis- and 'Mr. Moto' (20th) (2d week).
Last week, same
factory start and should add another O.K. at $7,500.
$7,000 to hefty $10,500 grabbed on in- films, a surprising $10,600.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,450; 16-27)
itial stanza.
'Paradise Isle' (Mon) and vaude.
Fowr Star (Fox) (900; 55-83-1.10(MG) (6th week). O.K. for $3,700. Last week 'Hoosier
1.65)—' Firefly'
Sept.
(closes
week
Schoolboy'
(Mon) and vaude, big
Entering its final
19) operetta continues to hold satis- $4,500.
(5th)
Last week
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
factory pace^
wound up with profitable $5,500. (3,106; 32-37-42)—'Souls at Sea'
House resumes old policy of ex- (WB) and 'Blonde trouble' (Par),
tended runs at regular prices Sept. dual (2nd week). Indicates a good
22
$6,000. Last week, same films, three
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55- powerful days over La^or Day holi65)—'Varsity Show' (WB) and 'Wine, day accountable for
topping
•

^

—

$13,000,

Women' (WB) dual (2nd week). Biz the town

.

continues good on this holdover, so
looks like $7,000 for second week.
First stanza brought good $10,500.
Fantagres (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)—
(U) and 'Re•iOff Men and Girl'
ported Missing* (U) dual. Preem at
;2.20 top started take off with neat
14;300, with first .week likely hitting
take.
erriflc $13,000 over preem's
;|^st week (8. days), 'Life of Party'
RKO) and- 'Annapolis Salute'
ilKO), satisfactorly $V,65'0.
Paramount (Partmar) (3,595; 30-

for months.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (850; 21-32)—

'New Faces' (RKO) aUd 'Lart train
from Madrid' (Par), dual. Expects
$2,500, good.
Last week 'Siiigiag
Marine'

(RKO),

(WB) and 'Meet

Missus'

dual, $2,700, good.

:

DEAD' SOCKO

Nothing' ^(Par)

or

Crosby surefire at
downtown spot so initial week
and
Stage show, headed by Slate

and stage show.
fills

Pin.

$21500,

looks headed for nifty $20,000
holds.

Bros, (repeat) helping. .Last week,
•Souls at Sea' (Par) wound up second
week (8 days) with big $19,500 as
indicated.

Men
(2,950;30-40-55)—'100
(U) and 'Reported Miss(U) dual. Got avfay to nifty
start and should have no trouble
hitting big $12,000 on first week.
Last week, 'Life of Party' (RKO)
and 'Annapolis Salute' (RKO) finished nine days to excellent $11,200.

EKO

Eld

Girl'

g'

State

(Loew-Fox)

(2,024;

30-40-

66-75)—'Wife, Doctor' (20th) and
'Chan on Broadw'ay' (20th) dual.
Should hit profitable $15,000. Last
week, 'Thin Ice' (20th) and 'Hot
Water' (20th), terrific $23,700.
United Artists (Fox-UA) (2,100:
30-40-55)— 'Thin Ice' (20th) and 'Hot
Water' (20th) dual.
Moveover of
•

Henie opus bringing another
good week of around $6,000. Last
this

week 'Love Under Fire' (20th) and
-Wild and Woolly' (20th), disappointing, at

$2 300
(Fox) (2.296; 30-40-55^ Wilshire
65)—'Thin Ice' (20th) and "Hot
Water' (20th) dual. Another moveover for continued first-run with
very big $9,000 the indication. Last
week 'Love Under Fire' (20th) and
.

^ild and Woolly'

(20th),

very bad

$3,900.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 14.
Expected reaotion following a sensational Labor Day week I's not
nearly as great as anticipatea,^ and
biz is rollihg right along on every
side this session, to keep the smileg
fixed and the ledgers black. Arrival
of cooler weather is m.aking the town
theatre-minded again and aoe attraations are all splutlng fhe groove.
'Dead End' Is a solid smash at the
Penn, hitting for top money hero
this season, and sticks for a second
week at the Warner, while (Sien
Gray's Casa Loma orch is bolstering
'Knight Without Armor' at the Stanley to give the
deluxer another
Two h.o/a, 'Lost
top-flight gross.
Horizon' at the Alvln and 'Thin Ice'
at the Fulton, are sailing along
briskly, with 'lee' stacking aj^in and
'Horizon' going oyt Q^jly because tne
house Is getting jammed up on
product.
Drop in merct\,ry s^t 'Life of
its second
Zola' up at the Nii^on,
week, about $1,500 over the opening
•

WB

m

take.

Estimates for This Week
Alvin (Harris) (2,00.0: 25-35-50)-'Lost Horizon' (Gol) (2d wk).
plenty strong and punching out well
$10,000. That's godti enough
a third stanza, but the houSe
getting behind on release schedOpening
week set an all-time
ules.
house record, even with stage shows,

above

Seattle Sittin' Pretty;

Thin

Ice'

Dual Big IZiG

to rate
is

at $18,300.

Art Cinema (Hendel)

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-3550)—'Dead End' (UA). Solid smash
better.

Got away

Policy Bullish with 'Stella 35G;

with word-of-ihouth and rave no42fi,
Will be among the site's record
grossers for the year and moves to
the Warner Friday for h.o. Last
week, 'Varsity Show' (WB) has too
Chicago, Sept. 14.
much competish and fact that it was $2,500. Last week 'Souls at Sea'
houise's third big musical in a row (Par) just fair $2,200.
Loop has settled on a 75c. top
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)— price
didn't help.
Finished to ordinary
in
all
theatres except the
'Another Dawn' (WB) plus 'Slave
$13,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-60)— Ship' (20th), split with 'Wings Over State-Lake, which' has a 55c. peak.
'Knight Without Armor' (UA) and Honolulu' (U) and 'Sing and Be General upping of prices in all BalaGlen Gray's Casa Loma orch. Flesh Happy' (20th), dual.
Headed for ban & .Katz houses is completed this
section credited with the big draw; $2,300, okay. Last week 'My Affair'
pushing along to around $23,000. Last (20th) and 'Riding on Air' (RKO), week with the new first-run policy
week, Eddy Duchin and 'San Quen- dual, split with 'Midnight Madonna for the vaudfllm Oriental, which curtin'
(FN), on strength of $8,200 (Par) and 'Wild Money' (Par), dual, rently branches out into top picLabor Day, all-time mark here for exceeded expectations with fine tures with 'Stella Dallas.'
single day, finished with sizzling $2,600.
At the Oriental this new policy
$27,500 to top every previous band
Loew's State (3,000; 15-33-40)—
show gross here.
'Lost
Horizon'
National means an increased gross of nearly
(Col).
Warner (WB) (2.000; 25-40)—'Meet publicity, and buildup weeks in ad- $20,000 over old average. The mark
(RKO) and 'Talent vance, showing results here at pop
the Missus'
this week goes to $35,000 at least,
Scout' (WB). One of the weakest prices. Looks set to cop fine
$7,500,
duals to hit this spot in some time. and mebbe ihore. Last week'Dead and due strictly to the 'Dallas'
Sticks eight -days, due to 'Dead End' End' plus 'It Can't Last Forever' flicker.
Many items concerned in
.moving over Friday and doubtful (Col), pulled hefty and steady biz the change of policy for the Oriental,
if it will get even $3,750 over the
one of the most important
all week, to top $10,300, way over and
longer distance. Last week. 'Super normal, and far exceeding initial exfactors in the Oriental shift is the
Sleuth' (RKO) and 'Marry the Girl* pectations. Biz built steadily,
picture jam-up at this time.
So
(WB) pretty good at $5,100.
mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000; many ace pictures being held on the
15r25-40)—'Varsity Show' (WB) (2d shelves that the distributors are
week).
Louis-Farr pic added for putting genuine pressure
on B. & K.
current week, but returns n.s.h. May
Prov. Cools, B.O.'s Get
come through for $3,100, fair, after for additional release outlets and
dat^s.
first week's big $5,000.
Melody' 15G, Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Hideaway
Hot,
With a flock of ace pictures comGirl' (Par) and 'Rainbow on River* ing up, the Oriental and Chicago are
'Arlists-Models' $8,500 (RKO), dual, split with 'Murder now placed on a par plane. Only
With PicturesV (Pai') and 'Garden of slight difference will be in the stage
Allah' (UA), dual.
Cool weather name section, with the Ciiicago flagProvidence, Sept. 14.
and State Fair visitors wiU boost ship destined for the top names.
Exhibs have finally got the kind wicket trade to good $1,500. Last Otherwise the policies will be pracweek 'Cain and Mabel' (WB) and tically identical. Both houses are
of weather they have been hollering
•Lady Be Careful' (Par), dual, split going in lor lortntght bookings on
about for weeks, but only a few with 'Wedding Present' (Par) and the surefire pictures, of which
stands are getting any real break out 'Dodsworth' (UA), dkial, ordinary 'Dallas' is the first for the Oriental.
'Dead End' passed all expectations
of it. Picture fare is good in some $1,300.
and estimates at the United Artists
Blalto (Fourth, Ave.) (3,000; 15-33spots and fair in others, and grosses
week, zooming to $29,000 for a
40)—'100 Men and Girl' (U) and 'Ee- last
truly
sensational week. It is going
are about the same.
ported Missing' (U), dual.
Nice
The leaders are 'Broadway Mel- steady b.o. draw, but not in th^ along now at a smart pace. Chicago
has brought back Eddie Duchin and
ody' at Loew's and 'Artists and 'big' class.
Will cop $6,000, okay. band, such a big winner
here four
Models'" at the Strand, the latter on Last week 'Thin Ice' (20th) and 'WGr.
weeks ago, and tied up now with
a double bill. 'Melody' looks the Moto'
(20th),
dual,
mopped up
topnotch coin grabber, with 'Artists jumbo $9,000, and moved to Brown 'Double or Nothing' is turning in a
bang-up
session.
and Models' a good second.
for continuing seven days.
EsttmatdB for This Week
'Road Back,' at the Albee, seems
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,500; 15-30headed for show money, opposish iat 40)—
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)
'Life
of Party'
(RKO) and —'Good
the other spots being rather tepid.
Earth' (MG) (2d wk). On
'Lost Horizon' moved from Loew's 'Flight From Glory' (RKO), dual. its third house stand in the loop Jor
Going With visitors galore in to^n, should this one, okay at $5,000. Last week
to Carlton for second week.
continue
pace
to chalk up fine $4,000.
so-so.
a pleasant $7,300.
Thursday (16) another stand, the Last week 'Make a Wish' (RKO) and
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
Such a Night' (Par), dual, faijr
New Empire, joins the first-run 'On
'Double or Nothing' (Par) and Eddy
houses with a combo policy. Play- ish $3,200.
Duchin orchestra on stage and billed
house, legit stand, dark this week.
above picture. Getting the bulk of
Estimates for This Week
the trade also at an excellent $42,000
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
week.
week,
'Artists
Last
and
'Road Back' (U) and 'On Again, Off
Models' (Par) finished a fortnight
Again' (RKO), nice going all things
to good $34,300.
considered; house pretty sure of
Garrick (B&K) (900/ 35-55-65-75)
(tracking $6,500 for the week, oke.
'Artists and Models' (Par). Moved
Last week, 'New Faces' (iRKO) and
here after Chicago fortnight and
'Windjammer' (RKO), also fight
okay take in sight with $6,000. Last
pictures, good at $7,600.
week, 'Captains Courageous' <MG)
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400 25-35bad a good coin session in its third
50)—' Lost Horizon' (Col). Second
loop staud with $6,100.
week riot likely to go over very big,
Baltimore, Sept. 14.
Oriental (B&K) <3,200; 35-55-75)—
maybe $3,500, so-so. Last week 'Thin
Keith's is getting the town'^i biz •Stella Dallas' (UA) and stage show.
Ice' (20th) and 'Hot Water' (20th)
Inaugurates new picture and price
about same.
this week in grand style, garnering
policy
for the house. And with pic25-35-50)—'Wine,
Fay's
(2,000;
a very socko $13,500 with '100 Men
like this will be a cinch winWomen' (WB) flnd vaude. Pace is and a Girl' (U). Runner-up is tures
ner, over $35,000 in the offing, magaround average here; if it doesn't Loew's Century, which is getting a nificent.
Picture is in for two weeks.
falter house sure to garner around fair play on 'Good Earth'
(MG), with Last week, the finale of the old 'secLast week 'Dodd a mild $10,000 indicated for iiie
^,500, so-so.
ond-class' policy was good $21,000
Takes Air' (WB) and vaude jacked week.
with
Women' (WB).
'Wine,
up to $6,000 with, the aid of cool
Holdovers of 'Lost Horizon' (Col)
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
weather and rain, fair.
at the Hipp and 'Thin Ice' (20th)
Loew's State (3,200; 25-35-50)— at the New fell down somewhat —'Riding on Air' <RKO) and vaude.
Bobby Breen headlining on stage
'Broadway JWelody' (MG). Only solo after resounding opening sessions.
and accounting for the big percenweek, but the
Estimates for This Week
f>ix in town this
tage of the receipts. Unfortunately
eader nevertheless. If present pace
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15- this lineup comes in when the incontinues $15,000 is as good as in 25-35-40-55)—'Good
Earth'
(MG). fantile scare has imposed a ban oh
Last week, 'Lost Just maintaining a fair pace, with
the till, swell.
the town's mild $10,000 indicated for the week. children under 16 at any tiieatre,
Horizon'
(Col),
also
but despite this tough break, house
leader with a nifty $13,500.
Last week 'Stella Dallas' (UA) was will do a good $20,000. Last week,
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)— fairly steady, going to $10,700.
'Life of Party' (RKO) turned in a
'Artists
and Models' (Par) and
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,200; fine $20,000 over the Labor Day
(Par). 15-25-35-40-55-66)
Again'
Rides
'Hofialong
'Lost Horizon'
Should have no trouble is hitting (Col) (2nd wk.). Dropped off to week.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 35-55-65oke.
Last week, 'It's All $9,700 after a very socko opening
$'e,500,
75)—'Varsity Show' (WB) (2d wk).
Yours' (Col) and 'She's No Lady' session to $14,000.
Holding to a profitable pace, and will
(Par), n.s.g. at $5,400.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 15sufficient shekels for a neat
garner
25-35-40-55)—'100 Men and Girl'
profit again at $14,000, last week
(U). Opened supper show Wed. (8), almost
420,000.
collecting critical raves and leading
State Fair, Convensh,
State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35the town since, with wow $13,500
45-55)—'Flight from Glory' (RKO)
and second week a cinch.
New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15-25-30- and vaude. House goes along making
L'ville;
Cool Weather
40-55)—'Thin Ice' (20th) (2nd wk). a steady profit, again on the right
Off somewhat to $3,300 after hey- side of the books by plenty with
Last week, ^On Again'
'Horizon' TiG, Durbin
hey first session at $6,300.
'Wife, $14,000.
Doctor, Nurse' (20th) slated to fol- (RKO) satisfactory $13,200.
United ArtUtk (B&K-UA) (1,700; 35low.
Louisville, Sept. 14.
55-65-75)—
'Dead End' (UA) (2d wk).
Stanley (WB) (3,450; 15-25-35-40to night.
Everything is in favor of the first- 55)—'Varsity Show' (WB). Rather Packing 'em in from
whirlwind session last week,
runs currently, and takings will be dissappointing at $7,200. Last week Had a
booming into great money with
'Confession' (WB) n.g. $4,300.
plenty satisfactory, although not in
$28«000, and is following up that
strong gallop with an excellent
State Fair
the smash category.
to a fine publicity
Ml
due
$19,000. Much
CHAN NO, 16
opened Sunday (12), International

Duchin-Crosby

tices.
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(290; 35-50)

$13,500,
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—'Damaged
still

MERRY
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75c

$22,500, or
to a flying start,

Lives' (Weldon). Sex pic Typographical Union holding conHollywood, Sept, 14.
grinding out enough to show a
Kay Linaker, back from playing
Big campaign blasting the way for
vention, attended by 3.000 delegates,
slight profit. Now in 10th week and
weather
cool, an ideal setup all summer stock in the East, moves
and
m-st pop priced
stickshowing of 'Lost getting around $750 to make
around.
into the f emme lead in 20th-Fox's
•Horizon,' which got along for oke ing worth while.
"Lost Horizon" at regular prices, 'Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo.'
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)
take at roadshowing
here, and now —'Thin Ice' (20th) (2d wk). Lots of will put Loew's State in the lead
Film is 16th in the Chan series
points ditto, at Liberty.
'Thin Ice' stuff left. House doesn't have a cool- for b.o. honors, followed closely by starring Warner Oland.
getting local filming
angle (Mount ing plant and weather is giving the '100 Men and a Girl' at the Rialto.
maimer) played up, accounting for"
'Flight from
Party'
and
of
'Life
the
needs.
it
Henie pic the h.o. impet-us
ALL TO THE
added interest.
in
Looks like better than $8,000, which Glory' at the Strand, will also pull
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
at Sea' surprised everyone means a third week, with a fourth the shekels..
Estimates for This Week
Sonya Levien has moved over
"magnificent $13,000 at Para- possible. Last week, 'Ice' rolled up
ihn,.
mount last week and roars into sec- a new house record at well over
Ave.-Loew's) from 20th-Fox to Selznick Interna(Fourth
Brown
(20th)
(1,500; 15-25-40)— 'Thin Ice'
Zit^^eek.
'Topper' also big sur- $12,000.
'Merry,
tional
to
script
Merry,
^>^to at Orpheum, after
Nixon (Erlanger) (2,100.; 50-75- the 'Mr. Moto' (20th), dual. After Maidens.'
Deating $io,ooo.
$1.00-$1.50)— 'Life of Zola' (WB) (2d swell seven day stanza at Rialto,
Helen Carlisle orlginaled.
schools reopening bringing folks wk). Road show engagement got dual sticking around to grab uretty good
Seattle, Sept. 14,

Run

1st

—

;

'40-66 )^'Double

New

.

(900;

destined for substantial returns on <MG). dual, big $4,100.
the basis of early advance.
Colonial (Sterling) (850; 10-21)—
Biz at the State-Chinese is off, 'Tootin' Rhythm' (Rep) and 'Blading
around $18,000 under previous week, Barriers' (Mon), dual.
At $2,100,
but should wind up current stanza fair.
Last week
Louis-Farr fight
with a satisfactory $26,500. Warner and 'Girls Caii Play' (Col) at 27c.
day-daters are doing nicely on 'Var- straight, no rave at $2,800.
sity Show' (holdover), and 'Firefly'
Fifth Ave. (Hamrick-Evergreen)
after six weeks at the Four Star (2,400: 32-37-42)— 'Thin Ice' (20th)
with a comfortable profit

Estimates for This
Carthay Circle (Fox)

Oriental.. Chi,

season

and heading for sock

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
16-27)—'Great Gamnini' (Par)
New- and 'Westbound, Ltd.' (U), dual. Anheld all first runs down.
'100 ticipates O.K. $2,500.
are
money
big
Last week
the
in
comers
the
day;dating
at
'Knight
Without Armor' (UA) and
Girl,'
Men and a
Pantages, and 'Talent Scout' (WB), dual, $3,000,
RKO Hillstreet andpic,
'Double Or big.
Par's latest Crosby
Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
Nothing,' away to al)angup start at
On top of these (1,900; 21-32)—'Met Him in Paris'
the Paramount.
debuted (Par) and 'Pick a Star' (MG), duaL
Warners'
runs,
regular
Last week 'Moun'Zola' as a two-a-day $1.65 attraction Good for $4,000.
at the Carthay Circle, where it seems tain Music' (Par) and '13th Chair'

folds (19)
put- away.

lavmching its regular legit
Monday with 'Star- Wagon.^

VARIETY

spread.
Erlanffer

—•Zola'

(1,300; 55-83-$l.l0-$1.65)
(3d, final wk). Closes

(WB)

roadshow this Saturday (18) to make
room for legit show. Has had a real
money run here and could easily
have continued, fine $14,000 last week.

Back

In the Tree

Tops

Hollywood, Sept.
D. Ross

Lederman

Lesser's next Tarzan
Principal Productions.

Megger formerly
bia.

14,

will direct Sol

picture

toiled at

for

Colum-

.
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HERE COME THE SWISS,

Wins Venice

British *Victcria

Prize; Disney Shorts
Rome, Sept. 14.
produced by
London tor RKOHerbert Wilcox
Radio release, was called the finest

Berne Gov't Create$ iCinenu Commission to Study tJp on Plx

Named, Too

Pix in Tokyo

•Victoria the Great,'
in

Tokyo, Aug.

25.

competition just
Twentieth-Fox seemingly doesn't
completed in Venice, and gets this care how much of its coin is stymied
year's cup
here,
judging from the fact that tAvo
.
^ ,
Walt Disney's shorts, of which four 1^^ .^^ biggest grossers were teamed
vera shown, get the award for short
^^^.^ summer'^ ace bill, at the Imsubjects.
Sonja Heme's
Iperial today (25).
_
'One in a Million* and 'Lloyds of
e
J.^^
Rome, aepj.
London' were the two subjects calOf pics shown during the third i^jj^^g J
distrib to overcome
week of the Venice International Kj^^
Although house isn't
film in the world

,

I

Enforced Hik[her Production Costs

Blamed

Berhe, Sept. 5.
Swiss gov<arnment has decided to
create a cinema commission to look
after film interests of the country.
Commission will be composed of
18 members who will regulate the
importation of films and direct the
propaganda of Swiss films intended
for export.

lET

IN PARIS'

TOPS

Cable Addresn; TABIBTT, XONDOH
Telepbone Temple Bar K04t'<{M2

Brit Lion Loss

for

London, Sept.

Germany's 200 Pix
Berlin, Sept.

5.

5.

Higher production costs brought on
by frenzied financing or fly-by-night
film production units was blamed
by Sam Smith for .the $7O,00O loss

Germany's pic schedule for '37-38
of British Lion, in his report at the
shows 200 to 210 pix due.
Out of this number 18 are hold- annual stockjiolders' meeting. An
overs, belonging to last year's pro- avalanche -oi these companies had
'

.

gram

which, because of the re- forced prices for players, technicent upheaval in German produc- cians, et al., to an uneconomic level,
'STAR'
;i6n, couldn't be completed, in time. he claimed.
Whole loss on the year was traceTobis, which like Ufa is bringing
Sydney, Aug. 24.
out 40 pix this Season, has just, com- able to losses on two out of the
Sudden biz drop is sending a bunch pleted the list. From these 13 are eight pictures produced, and Smith
^^^^^ ^^^^
'Star Is ready. With another sev^n scheduled anticipated that disappearance o£
Film Exhibition, Sacha Guitrys ^^j..ggj,g^g^^
indicated of pix back into _ the cans.
y^^^
producers
and
en'Grown Pearls', .and Robert Flaherty's
Born' (UA) failed to g;et going and for production before the end of No- spendthrift
^^^^^^
vember.
couragement of the new Quota Act,
'Elephant^ Boy' (UA) won^ most
pKO's
presented
(WB).
opposish, Toho
is out tor 'Singing Marine'
Following stars are engaged exclu- would be in British Lion's favor.
'Elephant Boy' had to liVe .jji^hael
praise.
and 'Another 'Woman Chases Man* (UA) also a
Strogoff
for
the
season:
.Willi
sively by Tobis
That, of course, is making no reckup to exacting expectations, as p
(WB) at the Nippon Geki jo,
non-clicker, with 'As Good As Mar- Forst, Gustav Griindgens, Emil Jan- oning of the minimum cost demand
Flaherty's last entry at Venice, Man ^
^^^.^g
j^^^y^ Ggj^i^^^
nings and Paula Wessley. Outstand- in the new bill, held in some circles
of Aran/ shown two years ago.
gj^jn^^j^^ Ejgj^ Qekijo and Toyoko ried' (U) replacing.
diriectorg
working
in
among
the
ing
force up prices on its
won him a prize.
Gekijo. Air-cooling in all Toho
Eiga
'Man in Possession* (Metro) comes the Tobis fold, are Jacques Feyder, as Ikely to
^* "
Guitry's film describing the origin
own.
spots assisted good opening biz.
off this week for 'Captains CourageHans Steinhoff, Prof. Carl Froelich,
Also revealed was the company's,
and. adventuresome history of the
ous' (Metro), and the last weeks
and
Harlan.
Gustav
Ucicky
Veit
dependence on its deal with Repubr,
pearls, in the British crown received
sign is up for 'The Good Earth'
much notice and acclaim for its
American product, said Smith,
lie.
(Fox)
'Cafe Metropole'
(Metro).
stunt features; the action takes place
has been of a fair level and constarted slowly, but built and three
sevcenturies,
in
in several different
tributed its share towards the exweeks looks oke. Par's 'I Met Him
eral different countries, and in sevpenses. One stockholder went ever^
in Paris' is the tops and set for a
languages—English,
different
eral
further, declaring, the Republic linegood run. RKO's 'Michael Strogoff'
French and Italian.
up was up to the best standards of
on
custonlers mainly
gettinjg
is
Color
U. S. pictures.
strength, of stage show, the WeinOther interest of the week was a
N. T. Deposit
traubs, on the same bill.
of
syste'pisi.
two
compare
chance to
The $250,000 deposit with the
'Wings of Morning' (G-B) should
color films. Technicolor was repreChemical Bank, N. Y.,- demanded by
bring cash when word-mouth gets
sented by 'A Star Is Born' (UA),
Republic stuck in the throats of
around, but two other Britishers—
and was judged to havie made notesome stockholders, who complained
'Thunder in City' and 'Moonlight
worthy progress, German Berthonit was not earning any dividend, and
Sonata' (UA) can't hope for much
Slemens system was exhibited in a
also voiced the fear that demands
London, Sept. 5.
short descriptive film called *Gerfor a second similar instalment—
Melbourne, Aug. 24.
meetCorrespondence at branch
many,' featuring landscapes and
Infantile paralysis is Killing all biz
when the ready money is not there
Rome,
Sept. 3.
peasant cbstumies. This system gives ittgs of the Cine Exhibs' Assn. has in this sector. Managers can only
Since new regulations provide that would be just too bad for British
a mbre plastic and third-dimensional revealed another offensive by the wait until the outbreak abates. Line- only twice as many foreign films Lion.
effect than Technicolor, but lacks National Assn. of Theatre Employes up is strong, but b.6. weak. List in^
Other pessimistic voices asked why
be shown as Italian films, exmay
its
nation-wide labor drive, eludes, 'Call It a Day' (WB), 'Gar
in
accuracy ahd brilliance.
not wind up the conpern, which has
hibitors have been wondering wheth
territorial den of Allah' (UA), 'On The Ave
inspired
has
Other American picture sho.wn NATE
er the Italian industry can produce paid ho divvy in its nine years of
which
it
is
in
with
duiing the week was Lloyd Bacon's Trades Councils,
nue' (Fox), 'Met Him in Paris' (Par), fast, enough to keep film theatres life, while there was a chance of
Another British pic affiliation, to submit demands to 'Big Fella' (G-B), 'Rose Marie' supplied!
•Five Slaves.'
During the past season stockholders getting something from
was 'Edge of the World.' Italians local CEA branches asking official (Metro), 'Love From Stranger' (UA), (1936-'7) the Italians produced 41 the wreck, rather than waiting for
labor
indvement,
thei
showed 'Signbr Max,' produced by J recognition of
'Love On Run' (Metro).
the inevitable foreclosure by debenfilm's; so according to the regulation,
Astra Film, directed by Mario Cam- 1 Letters claim recognition of labor
exhibitors would have only those, ture holders. Smith, however, said
Cx'ini, and featuring Vittorio de Sica,
unions i^ established by all ernployplus 82 foreign films—123 .altogether it wasn't as bad as that; the artificial
and Assia Noris. In an uripreteh- ers of reputation, and urges exhibs
to show; whereas American pro- conditions that set the company
Randall's London Stepper
.tious and unimportant comedy.
tp.fall into line, or else.
ducers alone had been sending in back last year no longer existed, and
Otherwise it was. a week for the
Similar demands have been, subreturns for the fijst quarter of the
over 150 pics per annum.
little fellows: Czechoslovakia showed mlttied to the CEA horhe office here,
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
On the other hand, Italians point year show a much brighter outlook.
'Battalion'; Poland, 'Barbara Rads- so the campaign will have to be ', Carl Rahdall, finishing terp rou
Also indicated the concern in'tendout that last season's production was
•will'; Australia, 'The Flyine Doctor,' noted.
Branch members are pan- tines in Universal's 'Young Man's perforce small, because of the effect ed to continue its policy of cooperar.'^. India, 'Sant Tukaram.*
'Merry-Go-Round of of sanctions, the burning
icky at this pressure, but the asso- Fancy' and
of the two ating with other indie producers in
'Life of Zola'
(WB), England's elation execs are endeavoring to 1938,' which B. G. DeSylva is pro- main stages at CINES,
and the great production of pictures and releasing
'Victoria the Great'
(RKO.) and persuade them that acceptance of ducing, is planning to depart for
demands upon the industry's time this product through the distributing
France's 'Carnet. de jSal' are the the labor principle 'would be ex- London late this month to handle
and energy made by two large-scale side of the business.
three big pics still to be shown.
pedient, even if they are hot willing dances for 'A Bicycle Built for Two,
productions, 'Condottieri* and 'Scipio
Second Week
to concede the justice of organized Alexander Koirda musical.
the African.' Up till that time, they
During, the second week France labor.
Randall later will work on a series
point out, there was a steady in
With a government inquiry into of musical shorts to be done in crease
showed two excellent pix: Les Films
in the number of pics per
production of
'Helene' theatre conditions -brewing for the color by Rene Clair for GaumontMarquis'
annum, put out by Italian industry
ba:od on a novel by Vicki Baum, |fall, it looks like labor winning out. British release.
Thus, in the season 1930-1 there
and the Jean Renoir film 'La Grande
were 12 films made in Italy; .1931-'2,
Illusion,'
In spite of the fact that
13; 1932-'3, 25; 1933-'34, 30; 1934.'5,
London, Sept 5.
the theories upheld by the latter
31; and in the year just preceding
Basil Dean is making reservation*
film are quite unsympathetic to the
that, affected by sanctions etc., there
for New York, where he plans discritics
all
Italion
credo, Italian
were 47 films.
cussions with Reggie Baker, curpraised it highly and pointed it out
Internal market for Italian pro- rently there,- on expansions of an
as the most representative of "what
duced films is assured by the regu- Associated Talking Pic's program.
they consider the European, as conlations favoring the home product. Dean has been chasing up some new
trasted to the American style. By
Besides this market, the Italian in- coin, and plans for studio extensions
this.-' is mecnt the emphasis on dedustry has found Latvia, Lithuania, and definite productions indicate he
scription rather than action.
Esthonia, Bulgaria, Rumania, Jugo- may have touched fertile ground.
England showed 'Farewell Again,'
slavia,
Greece,
Turkey, Mexico,
14.
London,
Sept.
year.
ways
made
at
this
time
of
the
George Formby, comedian and a
an original little sketch of English
Adolph Zukor arrived here Sun- Warners is going in for some legit Peru, Bolivia, Chile and Brazil ready domestic money spinner, is slated
sailors getting an unexpected leave,
to absorb Italian pics. Italian films for another
film immediately, and
and of what they do with it, and. day (12). Understood that he will productionMn England, but no other
film company has seemed interested have been shipped or are now on the Edmund Gwenn has been signed
'Fire Over England' (Korda); Gau- start immeiUately on negotiations
way to all these .countries.
that way.
again for two, first bein.s; 'The Sport'King
Solomon's
mont-British's
with Tom Bostock, executive head of
If it all is something new that
ing Peer* by Gene Markey, and secMinen,' and 'Wings of the Morncome up since Zukor left
Associated Theatre Properties, to has
ond 'Barlasch of the Guards' by
ins' (20th).
Saton Merriman.
America though the maximum form an alliance to extensively pro- N. Y., and before he could communiATP has also bought for later pronumber of feature films a country duce shows in England, eventually cate with Hicks, the latter can supposedly get some inside info from
duction Robert Hichen's 'The Brawrs allowed to submit was fixed .at to be filmed by Paramount either
(Continued from page 4)
Morris on the way over although
celet';
'Sleeveless
Ei-rand,'
bestei^tht having been granted special
Morris, too, claims to know very
seller by Norah James and 'Gome
permission to enter 14 films in the here or in America.
little about it, saying that this por- recognized as collective bargaining
This is an aftermath of ParaLive With M^,' by Margaret Kencompetish, has the most varied
tion' of
activities
is out of his agency for both artists and anima'Balalaika,'
of
purchase
group of entries: The U. S. govern- mount's
nedy.
^
tors. NLRB;. decision was based on
Two other shows have department.
ment's 'The River!; 'Theodora Goes musical.
Dean is working on a swinge prothe recent election in which the vote
fCol);
'Devil's Playground' been optioned hete by Par, 'Paprika,'
Wild'
duction of 'Autumn' with Flora Robwas
100%
in
favor
of
CADU.
London,
Sept
5.
(Col); 'Winterset' (RKO); 'Quality a sequel to 'Balalaika,' now being
son, and sails as soon as it is safely
Fleischer
With the opening of its latest Para
boycotted the eleption. Ac(RKO); 'Shall We Dance?' written by Eric Maschwitz, and mount, in Birmingham,
S'.Tcet'
launched,
a deluxer cording to the. Fleischer attorneys^
(RKO): 'High, Wide and Handsome' 'Laughing Cavalier,' scheduled for .seating 3,000, Par has now 15 supers the NLRB will have to enforce
its
(Par); 'Life of Zola' (WB); 'Seventh opening at the Adelphi.
in England, Scotland and Ireland
ruling in Federal Court.
If Par goes into this legit venture
Heaven' (20th.); "This Is My Affair'
These include three West End houses
(20th); 'Dreaming Lip-,' (UA); 'Gay here, it in conjectured that it will and four Astorias in
the suburbs.
D-i'-terado'
Washington, Sept. 14.
(UA);
'Three
Smart form an English producing company,
Par's
house
in
Birmingham
the
is
IN S. APR.
Girls' (U); 'Top of the Town' (U). partly financed by English capital, first super in the center
With le.ss than half of the eligible
of the town
Four Walt Disney, animated colored but mostly coming from N. Y., with where land is at a premium, and it workers voting, National Labor ReATP,
head
of
Sir
Harold
Wernher,
films also.
was
only through the Arthur Segal lations Board ruled Saturday (11)
Sydney,
Aug. 20.
as one of the directors.
Walter Hutchinson, foreign manconnections in this tovfn that Par that Commercial Artists and Designmanaged to get a foothold.
ers Union No. 20329 rnust be recog- ager of 20th-Fox, will s'ay in AuIt's New t(f Hicks
nized as exclusive bargaining agency stralia about six weclcs, after which
John W. Hicks, Jr., Paramount's
for' production employes of Fleishwr he will go to South Africn,
foreign chief, sails for England toMANCHUKUO PIC CO.
Studios, N. Y. Decision ends proHutchinson will take a look into
day (Wednesday) to join Zukor. He
longed squabble which was climaxed 20th biz throughout An^f.ic, and will
Tokyo, Aug. 25.
has heard nothing about any legil
Manchukuo Motion Picture Society by strike and picketing shortly be- also huddle with Charles Miinro on
Tokyo, Au.!?. 25.
ventures, he says, and this is conthe contemplated
break between
Paramount office here, to celebrate firmed by other members of Para- was recently incorporated in Hsink- fore Federal agency stepped in.
Unanimous victory was chalked up Hoyts and Greater Union next JanutVe 15th anniversary of the Japa- mount in New York, to all of whom ing, capitalized at $1,250,000, for the
rc-? office, will h.nve a 'Cochrane it is 'extremely unlikely' and pos- purpose of producing; pix for both by the board on the basis of 60 votes ary.
Dr've' in honor of Tom Cochrane, sibly fathered by the wish of British the Manchukuo and Japanese mar for the union. Fdurteen other balkels.
lots, cast by discharged workers who
producers.
Vr~'- Far Ea.stern mr.nafer.
In Capetown, Hutch'n.s-^n will open
'-'^
First subject, released Aug. 18, was claim they were fired for union ac- a branch for 20th, com'^lct'ng the
.':nlnr,'Tf!
Sam W, Morris, Warners foreign
c'^'^'^^'icr.'; pronto,
r "''mip''. for f-u- n'^-'l.h.s dilr- chief, by coincidence is cros.'^ing on a newsreel on the North China af
tivity, were tossed out, while 55 em- company's globe girdle.
atOrly other
jrT vti'ch time 15 fcrJures will be the same boat with Hick,?, Morris fair and dubbed in both Chinese and ployes failed to participate in the company to -have itr, own e;;change
making, his annual British trip, al Japanese.
election.
rclc'a^icd.
in South Africa is Metro.
,
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DEAN GOING OVER;
HAS NEW BANKROLL?

Zukor

in

London, Discussing Idea

To Produce

Legit There,

'

Pk Later

Fleischer

—

—

WB

•

.

HUTCHINSON OPENING

;

20TH BRANCH
•

NOT EVEN WARS CAN

STOP SALES DRIVES

"
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INTERNATIONAL FILM NEWS

<TABIETY'6* iLONPON OFFICK,
Mutta'A TImm, TraftOgto Squara

St.

With Aussie G-T Split Near, Talk
Is

That Suits

Hay

Sydney, Aug. 24.
iMiders say that the bow-out beand Hoyts as
Union
Greater
tween
General Theatres next January may
alnot be a iriendly one. aod that
ready tfcie lawyers are mbbine their
hands in anticipation of things to
oome.
Variety questioned a leading offi-what
cial of Greater Union as to
would happen if film" supply was
hard to secure for chain coverage
next year. Official replied tiut such
« supply was assured, but refused;
to disclose

from what source.

For hported Pix; Means Headaches

For Yank Distribs, Who hefer Quota

in Ei^.

Problem Grows
Patriotism
and
Local
Headache* Add to Worries Americans
Blamed

Quota
London, Sept. 14.
Films of. the Tommy Farr-Joe
ILows fight, starting showing here
on Sept. 9, have been booked so far
Into 1,SOO houses in England. Figure
constitutes

Braddock

new

a

Louis-

record,

pix showings totalled approximately 1,000 houses.
C. M. Woolf is jhe distributor of
fight

both.

Tommy

.New York

it is ktutwn that
Hoyta hits signei up practically all
possible Afnerican product, leaving
none ovailable for Greater Union.}
To clear the aif futther. Variety
asked whether it was possible for
(,In

Farr,

by

defeated

Joe

is proving one of the best
draws yet culled from the boxing
ranks. Welshman's popularity is ac-

Loiiis,

My

'

AND POUTICS

'

'

"

It is

known, however, that certain
of Greater Union expected

Sept. 24 for $6,000.

llydge to accept the position vacated
by Stuart F. Doyle in General until
-the actual split; They feel that,
since General is still alive, and since

Munro

Is still the chief, he could if
he 80 desired, make it tough by issuing orders to men, who although
•taft members. of Greater Union are
0till officially connected with General, such as Arthur Gillespie, Roy
fiarmby and John Evans the newlyformed management committee running Greater Union for Rydge.

—

s.omewhat

NEW DUTCH PROD. CO.;
SHAW YARN TO START
The Hague,

when everybody

Just

thought

dead

3.

Holland

in

film-production Was
could be, a new pro-

that

as

duction

Sept.

company was

established.

Group plans permanent production
and will break oft the system of
Artistic leader of the company
will be Dr. Ludwig Berger, who di-

the biggest Dutch picture
made thus fat, 'Pygmalion.* Rudi
Meyer, former executive producer
of the German Aafa, will be in
charge of production. Meyer is negotiating with G. B. Shaw, who, it
is claimed, has already agreed to
give the picture rights of one of his
plays to the new company.
Filmex, Amsterdam, distributor of
rected

CROPS UP IN BUDAPEST
•

Budapest, Sept.

3.

Classifiers of local, films into Aryan
•nd .non-Aryan are getting beyond
themselves.
Anti-Semitic students'
organization, with extereme nationalist daily Uj Magyarsag backing it
up, demand that films dealing with 'Pygmalion,' set up the financial
patriotic
subjects should not be backing and will release the proddirected by non- Aryans.
uct.
Not yet. certain which of the
As a result, a picture dealing with two student plants Cinetone, Am• Hungarian historical subject, now sterdam) or Filmstad (Hague), will
scheduled for production at Hunnia, be used.
Is not to be
directed by Istvan
It is the intention to start in OcSzekely as originally intended, but tober. Some of the pictures will be
by Rels Gaal.
naade in two versions. Dr. Berger
Egyenlos^, Jewish weekly, retorts will direct at least one picture a
by demanding that the Jewish public year.
should refrain from going to see
exclusively Aryan pictures.
Producers and exhibitors meanRussian Polar Expedition
time are setting up a hue and cry
tgainlst this attitude, fearing that it
in Paris
Travelog
will ruin business both ways.
Paris., Sept 5.
cinema at
for
its
To boost trade
'

:

Okay

Dave Martin's

New House

Sydney, Aug. 20.
Dave Martin, former chief of the
Liberty, is going ahead with plans
ror an up-to-date nabe theatre at
King's Cross.
Finance is reported
Okay, a site has been secured and
building should start very soon.
•before taking over the Liberty,
Martin was connected with Univer•al in an exec position, and while in

the expo, the Russians have imported
the travelog made on their recent
north pole expeditions.
Russian house is one of the few

which charges admission and more
than straight propaganda has been
needed to draw. New pic, entitled
'Conquest of the North Pole,' was
directed by Troijanoski and covers
the installation of the polar colony

under the leadership of Prof. Otto

First time that the film
Schmidt.
Russia,
warge of the Liberty, clicked up has been shown outside of
it is scheduled for a long run.
Tacord runs with "One Night of Love*
(Col)

and 'Show Boaf (U).

WB

Italian

lipping Quota Costs

Meet

Rome, Sept.

3.

Wariier Bros, held Its fourth Italian congress in
Rome last week, for

which M. Michaud, director for
western Europe, and a great many

W

exhibitors

came here.

A
At
the end of the meet the Warner

T«Jert6ire

nounced.

for

1937-'8

was

an-

it

Vancouver, B. C, Sept. 14.
J. Bishop, president CenFilms Co., which produces for
Columbia's quota release for Great
Britain, has announced his studio

Kenneth

tral

will increase its costs from $60,000
to $75,000 if present legislation goes

through in England.

Company plans to open
work shortly.

duction

fall

pro-

distribs

all

the

tailed,

in

Distress'

(Col)

at

the

Hex.
]>ue to follow In are:

'On the
Avenue* (20tii-Fox) at the Broadway; They Gave Him a Gun*
(MGM) at the Ambassador; 'No
Limit' (British) at the -Mogador;
Turn Off the' Moon* (Par) at the
Suipaeha;
'New Faces of 193T
<RKO) at ttie Bex; 'Les Perles de la
Courono^ (French) at the Opera.

NEW ARGENTINE

PIC

STUDIO ABOUT READY

hit to the button is the
threat of an Imperial
Quota as an aid to British pix. This
has been in the air for a long time,
and undoubtedly some action will be

the present Federal government is returned to power at the
election in October.
Unfortunately, today, British pix
are not strong b.o. here. This is not
the fault of the payees, but emphatically that of the producers for not;
supplying attractions sttong enough;
in marquee value.
Three years ago an earnest en-j
deavor was made by Stuart F. Doyle,'
liien head of Greater Union Theatres;
and British EdSplre Films, to build
a British chain throughout the Anti-;
pedes. Tbis scheme went floppo sim-l
ply because the pix imported were^
not favorably received by the buying
public. Today very few British pix
take the top spot in the acers, majority released taking the number
two spotting as fillers. And yet, because of this, Americans take the
rap for allegedly shutting out the
if

|

i

foreign

affected

distribs

think

into

the country.

At

the.

time of

making Ihe

application, the estimate

of possible

grossing

power

subject must be made.

a

basis,

and taking

of

With

any

this as

into consideration

other factors, such as the number of
subjects already given clearance to
the applicant, amount of coin in cold
storage, etc., the Ministry will decide whether a permit to import will
be issued.
Nothing whatever is said about the
release of coin already tied up, or
how much coin earned by niew importations will be licensed for re-

mittance to

home

offices.

Prospects

its

Another

of

otherwise.

is

continual

taken

Holiday'
(Par)
at
Opera; 'Another Dawn* (WB) and

'Woman

on foreign pix
been released
product
here. While the Finance office considers -the info as definite and deto

Information passed out is to the
effect that, in the -future, import permits must be secured on each subthe ject before any film can
be brought

'College

pull

political

now

the Quota Act, in

haphazardly made pictures.

THAT ARYAN BUSINESS

and

has eased
recognized that
present form,
is a total flop.
Nevertheless, the
Quota tangle has been a nuisance to
Americans for the past two yiears,
and will remain such until the government decides upon a more equitable measure.
Imperial Quota

out,

members

Buenos Aires, Aug. 31.
now here are: 'This Is lations to be enforced
Affair' (ZOth-Fox) at the Broad- importations, has. just

way; ^Mysterious Crossing' (U) and
^Maytime* (MGM) (second run) at
the Ambassador; 'When You're in
Love' (CoL) at the Idesa; 'Das Maedchen Irene* (German) at the MonuSydney, Aug. 24.
mental; 'Dreaming Lips' (British) at
Antipodes, once regarded as a
the Suipaeha: 'Midnight Taxi' (20thsweet plum by American distribs,
Fox) at the Mogador; 'Bobby Geht
is rapidly losing its sweetness and
Los* (German) at the Paramount;
turning sour to the taste of celluloid'Last Train From Madrid' (Par) and
sellers.

—

25.

First definite Info released by the
Ministry of Finance regarding regu-

Pictures

for Everjrthing

to a large degree to the
erroneous impression of the radio
Every time anything goes wrongbroadcast of the match, when the
and right now
in the industry
the ace State, Sydney, Itb be grabbed announcer indicated he was winning.
there's plenty wrong a loud squawk;
out
pointed
Official
Hoyts.
boxing
give
a
of? by
Farr. is supposed to
is aired in the newspapers and goes;
that 500,000 shares Out of 850,000 exhibition at his paid appearances
were held by GU, and therefore, it but instead tells stories and com- into circulation among the fo.o.
would be quite impossible for the ments on the Louis encounter. Al- payees, and for each squawk published so much additional hurt is
State to slip out of the grasp of the though listed for six minutes at the
Company,
Cleveland exposition last week he done the industry in general.
,
Souring of distribs began with the
Next, "Norman B, Rydge was ques- remained on for 16 minutes, going
quota headache and threat by govtioned on why he had not accepted on three times each night, admission
ernment to force, production locally,
of being 75c;
directorship
the co-managing
plus the added political pull brought
General with Charles Munro. Rydge
Fighter is being booked by Babe to bear by localites fioimdering
said, 'At present I am a co-director Culnan, his new manager, assigned
financially with small produoUdn
of the company. Since the term ex- by. Ted Broadribb, with whom Farr
Americans into
pireS between Greater Union and is on the outs, and Charles Yates, units to bring the
Hoyts next January it would hardly Agent has him book for one week line and help pull them' out of the
ba worth.- while accepting the addi- at the Michigan, Detroit, starting mire. So far, fortunately, governmental threats have not been carried

credited

Tokyo, Aug.

Pix in B. A.

—

,

tional position.'

II

Japan Now Demands Separate Permit

PIC BIZ DROPS

Ensue; Product?

Farr File Pix Big

Cable Ad<Ir«9s: VARIKTT, LONDON
Telephone Temple Bur S041-5M2

Buenos Aires« Aug.

31.

From

way

the

things are being

Most important event in. Argentine handled, it looks like the government, in the future, intends to pet"
production i^ recent monlhs
mit remittances of a larger part of
will be the opeoins of the new kFA
film

studios in Bubossb Aires, This is the
production unit of Establecimientos
Filmadores Ar^nlanQS^ foundation
which goes to the credit of A. Z.
Wilson, general manager of Terra
Films, di6teO>utor of Frendi« German
and Argentine product; Glemente
Lococo, owner of an iiinportant chain
of theatres including the first-run
houses Gran Opera and Gran Suipaeha, and Julio Joly, head of the
distributing company of the same
name. Interests are as follows: Wilson. 10%; liococo, 15% Joly, 15%.
SFA, which is building its own dis~
tributing organization also, will produce two pictures lor United Artists
release.
First of them, 'La Vuelta
al Nido,' will go before the cameras
next week, starring Jose Gola. Leopoldo Torres Wtio directs. For Its

EFA

own release
will produce 10
pictures in the 1937-^ season. First
to start at the studio is 'La Casa de
Quiros,^ directed by L. J. Moglia
Barth for Argentina Sono Film re.

lease.

Juan Hincke
department.

is

chief of the studio

by each subject, but will
hold down total remittances by refusing import permits for a majority
coin earned

of subjects.
This Won't be so bad if the Finance
Ministry uses discretion in its reAisals. but foreign distribs feel that
the officials may clamp down ,on
most of the big grossers, in their desire to

prevent large accumulations

of coin in the hands of foreign cos.
Distribs also feel that this would
help certain European product, dis-

tributed here

such

pix

by Jap

are

cos,

because

notoriously

poor

grossers.
Actually, ihe government
would just as soon see more pix with
a light, draught at the b.o,, thus discouraging spending by the mobs in
that direction and leaving more
money for the rising cost of living
and to meet tiie inevitably rising
taxes.
Individual permit system, instead
of an outright quota, is expected to
produce headaches in many other directions, mainly because distribs will
be unable to make any plans for the
immediate future. Advance promotion and exploitation will be a thitig
of the past, lor no manager will .be
willing to spend any coin in that direction, with the possibility that the
subject can't be brought in.

in Hoyts., a huge outcry went
out that a powerful combine intended to break into a field already held
Forever and ever squawks go out by local eidiibs. Political pressure
U. S. View
about the hard biz deals forced upon went on, with &e result that the
F. A. Kennedy, chairman of the
local exhibs by American distribs. govemmeat decided not to sanction American
Motion Picture Ass'n here
In some cases they are quite justi- further theatre licenses imtil a probe and
mgr. of Japan for RKO, says
fied; in others it's the reverse. High was made.
that meetings of the ass'n are being
political
rejections,
taxes,
plus
However,
Hoyts*
officials
ap- held, to formulate a definite policy
threats, force the distribs to strike proached a representative x>f the Tasin presenting the distribs' angle to
a hard bargain to protect themselves manian government and received a
the Finance Ministry, but that there
against interference which might be promise that nothing definite would
is little that can be done to change
brought to bear.
be, done on the situation until it
In New South Wales there's a Film (Hoyts) was given an opportunity of the situation. Exchange control law,
Board of Trade comprised of distrib- fully explaining the case. Denial under which the ministry makes its
exhib representatives. Object is to was given of any intention to oust rulings, is very liberally worded and
practically gives carte blanche to the
settle any dispute arising within the exhibs already there, and Hoyts ofindustry without resource' to the gov- fered to work with any showman ministry.
Another headache which is taking
ernment for assistance. Yet, despite located in the cities mentioned if new
definite shape here is the possibility
this, politicians are being appealed theatre erection was denied.
of taxes or duties being levied on
to almost daily to stop something or
Exhibs, major and minor, are fightother concerning Americans operat- ing within their own four walls erec- shipments of films between Japan
At priesent these
ing in this State.
tion rights, admission charges, free and Manchukuo.
Alum is. replacing b.o. sugar, too, gifts, territory grabs, triple bills, movements are made without payment of any duties. However, if the
because, instead of attending to busi- political pull, and pic supply.
ness many exhibs are running to
In the meantime, the pic biz is Manchukuo government takes over
political friends with squawks. And gradually slipping away and only all distribution of foreign fiinis, as
practically every day the public is the very big attractions pull the recently announced, the contemplated
wised up in newspapers as to what's payees to the b.o. -on long runs. Un tax probably will go by the boards.
happening.
Several prominent Jap exhibs have
less both distribs and exhibs get
Example
back to the old days of honest-to privately expressed themselves as
Here's a case in point, Hoyts, de- goodness showmanship, the pic game opposed to the proposed method of
siring to extend its chain, planned will continue to slip in the Anti handling importation of foreign films.
There's room for everybody Most of the exhibs would prefer an
to erect a theatre in Launceston, and podes.
another in Hobart, Tasmania. In this to live. Just needs a stoppage of actual quota system, which would asterritory Hoyts is not represented. mouth-shooters running to the politi sure sufficient good, product to keep
going on a profl,table basis.
But, because 20th-Fox are stockhold- cians with every little bellyache.
Britishers.
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THEAPPUUISE
THE PICTURE'S

DEOUT

SHOOK
THE
ff

THE THE
..Thafs what Motion Picture
Daily said about the preview
of RKO RADIO'S aff-tfftie great'
est attraction

. .

/^stage door^^

.

il^ednesday/ September 15,

ANGEL

upon

release of Ernest Xiubltsch
Stars Marlene Dietrich, feaDouglas.
Fu?M Herbert Marshall, Melvyn
Herbert Mundln. Ernest
V E Horton, Hope
Crews. Directed by
f'ABBflrt. Ldura
From play by Melchlor
v?nat iubltscli.
Tencyel; adaptation, Samson Raphaelson,
Guv Bolton and pussell Medcraft; camera,
Charles Lang; sonisr. Leo Robin and FredReviewed In Projection
erick Hollander,

UArnmount

FILM REVIEWS

1937
Will be used as a
supporter on a bill, and should en'tertain 'em falrishly. Certainly not
release.

has a voice that ranks with the topnotchers. If records beautifully. He
has a personable and attractive way.

Miniature Reviews

«rMdictlon.

Room, N.

y.,

Sept, 2,

Running

'37.

tUne,

Marlene Dietrich
Mai"a"Barker
Sir Frederick Barker. ... .Herbert Marshall
..Melvyn Douglas
Anthony Halton
Edward Everett Horton
Graham
.Herbert Mundln
Greenwood
Ernest Cossart
Wftl ten
Laura Hope Crews
Grand Duchess
I

'Angel', is a rich Hollywood dish
It is
that copies foreign recipes.
Ernst Lubitsch, with Continental delight, tackling a plot to his liking in
than
manner
is
serious
more
far
a
his custom, but underneath the ap-

proach he makes to a problem piece
there is to be found the faint perfume of Lubitsch drawing room (and
bedroom) siibtlety which has served
him so well for many years. The
new Marlene Dietrich m-oduction is
sophisticated, smart and provocative,
Out in the
perhaps too much so.
sticks they may find it a little difficult to. follow the reasoning that
underlies Lubitsch's direction, but
it's a good picture and in the keys,
especially for the carriage trade,
can't miss.
'Angel'

is

a drama more than

it

comedy, laugh lines being restricted
almost to servants, who include Edward Everett Horton, Ernest Cossart
and Herbert Mundin. They are intensely interesting service characters
from whom much moire footage
could well have been accepted. Of
the trio, Cossart gets the biggest
chance to make good. He is a parin
the
ticularly engaging butler
swank household of a British diplomat. Horton and Mundin are likewise ingratiating comedy characters,
but they aren't worked much.
liUbitsch has used a comparatively small cast, doing his picture with.

and

keeping the action almost entirely to
three people, Miss Dietrich, Herbert
Marshall and Melvyn Douglas. Because of his decision to stay with his
threesome the majority of the way,
keying up the action to a dramatic
pitch and arousing tension, portions
of the picture are a little slow. The
first half shows less locomotion than
the last, but interest is maintained
all the way, aided greatly by the
servants ands an added touch for the
sophisticates elsewhere, including in
the high-class haven or this or that,
operated by Laura Hope Crews in
Paris.

The

story seriously portrays a
of the old world who loves her

igirl

husband and home, yet must graze
around in strange pastures but,

when caught on

other fields, stoically
renounces the delights she found
there. .Authors seek to accentuate
that a woman can love two men at
the same time. It also sets out to
prove that a husband is willing to
Tecogni2;e this on evidence and take
chances on the consequences. This
is the surprise of the scenario. Miss
Dietrich walking off with her husband after all three are faced with
the facts in the questionable confines
of Miss Crews' joy establishment in
Paris. By deft strokes Lubitsch suggests what the establishment is, what
happens there and what has happened between, Miss Dietrich, the
,

•

•diplomat's wife,

and Melvyn Doug-

who she meets there, but yet
stay within bounds.
Miss Dietrich is glamour in. double dress. This time she is wearing
eyelashes you could hang your hat
on and every now and then the star
flicks 'em^ as though a dust storm
was getting in her way. Her gowns
and the rich background provided
by Lubitsch,. sets of the English diplomat's home being impressive, add
to the luxuriousness of the atmosphere. .Marshall is excellent as the
duped husband. The usual, smooth
lass,

,

.

ters.
.

Warners

bound ta notice

that the plot

is

the

one about the newspaperman who,
against advice and even threats from
higherups, does his community the
good turn of dragging into the open
the connections between racketeer;
ing gangsters and the businessmen
and political job-holders who protect the lawless and share the booty.
Instead .of being "'Andjr McLeod,
th6 crack and sometimes crackbrained

Direction pars the production and
'Love Is on the Air' title may
prove unfortunate in some spots
where patrons might construe it as
Bert.
being a musical's label.
story,

STAGE DOOR
Hollywood, Sept.

14,

release of Pandro S. Bcrman
Hepburn,
Katharine
Stars
production.
Ginger Rogers, Adolphe Men^ou; features
Gall Patrick, Constance Collier, Andrea
Leeds, Samuel S. Hindis, Lucille Ball. Directed by Gregory La Cava. From play by

RKO-RadIo

Edna

and

Ferber

George

S.

Kaufman;

screenplay by Morrle Rysklnd and Anthony
Velller; camera, Robert de Grasse; musical
director, Roy Webb; nim editor, William
Hamilton; asst. director, James Anderson.
Previewed at Pantages theatre, Sept. 7,
'37.

Running

time, 83 mins.

Katharine Hepburn
Gl«ger Roger.s
Adolphe Menjou

Terry Randall
Joan Maltland
Anthony Powell
Linda Shaw

Gall Patrick

Constance Collier
Andrea Leeds

Catherine Jjuther

Kaye Hamilton
Henry Sims

Samuel

S.

Hinds

Lucille Ball

Judith Canfield

Franklin Pangborn
William Corson

Harrourt
Bill

Pierre Watkln
Grady Sutton
Frank Relcher
Phyllis Kennedy
Eve Arden

Richard Carmlchael
Butch

Eve
Annie
Dizzy
Mra. Orcutt
Olga Brent

Ann Braddock
Susan
Madeline

J

Cast of Stage Play

|

Jane Rhodes

a result of his enthusiasm for their

man.

dualler.

They're a high strung, noisy bevy of
showgirls, night club dancers and
embryo dramatic timber. Dialog is
caustic as they comment on each
othei: arid the passing world of show
business] Miss Rogers has the last
word in most of the wise-cracking
exchanges. She does a floor specialty
in a night club which gives her an
introduction to Adolphe Menjou, a
hardboiled theatrical producer and
femme despoiler. Seems that one of
the other girls, Gail Patrick, is
friendly with Menjou, and Miss
Rogers proceeds to cut In,
Meanwhile Miss Hepburn, stagestruck daughter of a wealthy westerner, becomes Ginger's roommate
at the boarding house.. Former's
father, in the hope he can discourage
her theatrical career, anonymously
finances a Menjou dramatic production, with Hepburn in the' lead. One
good failure, Dad believes, and she
will be willing to come back home
to thriee square meals and those
Saturday night dances at the country
club. They never do. She has the
part on which Miss Leeds has set
her heart. On the. play's first night.
Miss iSeeds takes her life, and Hepburn, hysterical from shock, gives a
great performance. It's a little farfetched, but theatrically effective,
Hepburn's curtain speech in which
she eulogizes her dead friend, a
stranger to the audience, is a tear.

jerker.

Number

is

by Leo Robin and Fred-

erick Hollander.
Angel' will be
maker.

LOVE

IS

good money-

a

Char,

Mary Forbes.
Huntley Gordon

ON THE AIR

of First National produc
Ronnld Rengan. Juno Tra
Ron Welden, Jlobert Barrau Dh-ected by Nick (Jrlndc. .«!cr<*eni)lny,
^lorton (Snuit, from atory by Roy Chan.Mler.
'"flci'MP
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I'.irker

economically

made

little

meiier will dive right into the duals

his first film since 'My Man Godfrey/
and something of a letdown from his
previous success. Whether it was

I^ Cava

or Pandro S, Berman, the

producer, who decided to throw
away the play and write a new script
on the old idea that there is a broken
heart for every light on Broadway,
That is what
is beside the point.

Morrie Ryskind and Anthony Veiller
have done. It's a spotty job which
has been smoothed over by some
good acting by the three stars and
several of the featured players.
Story revolves around one of the
miinor characters, a talented young
actress

of

While -Nino, In costume

is

singing 'Rida Pagliacci' (not very
appropriate for the occasion) at a
wedding reception, the crooks lift a
?earl necklace from the bride's gifts,
hen he is kidnapped from the scene
and his life threatened if he squeals.
He escapes and tries to give himself
up to the police, who refuse to believe his story or that he is the
golden piped tenor for whom they
are searching, as the accomplice to
symphony conductor
the crime.
recognizes his voice and puts- him on
as soloist in the Hollywood Bowl.
It's iall very much involved but in
the end Nino gets his contract. ,
The Bowl scenes are excellent and
should be interesting to audiences
everywhere. Coming at the end of
of the picture they heighten the interest and give it a novelty finish.
The Hollywood studio background
has been done frequently of late.
Jn this one, the picture people and
their ways are satirized, which is all
Tight in the hands of sqch experienced players as Alan Mowbray,
Alan Hale, <>rant
Billy
(jrilbert,
Mitchell, Erik Rhodes and Lee PatPace and viewpoint which.
rick.John Blystone, the .director, has
created, are too fast arid light for
Martini to handle as an actor. He
tries, but is not convincing.
Film also introduces a newcomer,
Joan Fontaine, as leading woman.
She has looks and youth and gets, by
with what is given her to do.
There are two song numbers by
Rudolf Friml, with Gus Kahn lyrics
which are quite good. 'I want the
World to Know' is a ballad that will

have some etherizing. Another number, 'King of the Road,' by Nathaniel Shildkret and Edward Cherkbso, is a production piece sung by
Romo Vincent, with auto horn accompaniment. A bit too long.
Settings, photggraphy and all the
production features are high stand-

is

surefire.

promise who, unable to

withstand the pressure of constant
casting disappointment, commits suicide in the boarding house. Part is
Dlayed for all it's worth by Andrea
Leeds. Fine imagination is used in a
scene showing her ascent, of a stairway, & vision of demented despair,
her ears ringing with phantom applause. Her performance is one customers will talk about.
Opening shows the inhabitants of
a rooming house in the West 40's.

MUSIC FOR MADAME
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Sept, 14.
TH\0-ltadlo reloase of Je.s.se L, I^asky
Directed
prodiiclion.
Stars Nino MurLlnl.
Story by Robert Harnrl;
b.v .Tohn Mlystonc.
Rcn'nni))ay,
(Jcrtrude Purcell and Robert
K:U'Mrl; sdnga, Rudolf Frlml, Qus Kahn,
Horhert ManrlOson, AUie "Wrubel, Nathaniel
Shilkrct and EdNvard Chprkoso; musical
H.
.shilkret;
(l)rect(ir,
camera, .Joseph

Vernon

prrccts,

,\u;;usl;

Walker;

L;

'.'IT.

Running

lime,

.Nino Martini
Joan Fontaine
Alan Mowbray

,Iciin...

HodowsUv

,

.Hilly

Krau.'<o
I-'lugelnum
IlDhln.Mon

I.,ee

.\i)r;i

,

Ada

rii-lde

Jlurbara

lilonde
.

,

Seems that Nino Martini

make

PPr>l'er

H. Uoblilna
.Gporge ."Shelley
Jack Car.son

U.'lward

Jlurret

DIrccldr

Ijconaril

M.'in Uruco
Roino Vincent

DrUcr

Ciiodwin

Patrick

Frank Conroy
Hradley Pngp

llanlin*;

(iiDom

As.sl.

Gilbert

.Alf.n Hale
Grant Mitchell
Rhodes
lilrik

i

Si.a.4li('t 11

Holllns

1).

77 rhlns.

Tonio

'Priick

fllm
at

Desmond Marquette. PrevK'wed
theatre, West Ij. A., Sept.

pilltoi'.

AVrrtiwnod

just can't

the grade as a film star.

Sophie Sloane.

Paul Roya.,
John C, Andrews,.
Lola Johnson

i

Beecher,

..Etldlo

He

QulUan

.Victor Varconl
,,..0«car O'Shea
..Helen Troy

,

Demarest

AVIllInm

.

..John Arlodga
Uvlnir Bacon

,

Gulnii Williams

Regis Toomey

Edgar Dearlnj?
...Paul Harvey

Andrew
.

,

J.

Tombea

..Clem Bevana
Grace Ford
Alice.

Whita

Also Jack Dempsey, James. J, Jolfrles,
Jimmy McLarnln, Maxle Rosenbloom, Jim
Thorpe, Frank WykoIT, Jackie Fields, Man
Mountain. .JJean, Qua Sonnonberg, George
tiodtrey,
Joe Rivers. Cotton AVarburton,
Bull Montana, Snowy Baker and Task!
Haglo.
.

'Big City' is a big mistake. Lacking
a sound story premise, it is a series
of overplayed, underdeveloped situations.
Off on the wrong foot, it
never catches its balance, and finally
it winds up a disappointment Ih view
of the fine cast.
Enlisting such topnotch services as
Luise Rainer and Spencer Tracy as

Frank Borzage as director, and
Krasna, as author-producer,
letdown is greater because of
the superlative talent wasted on
stars,

Norman
the.

trivialities.
In
addition to
this
group, each of whom has won distinguished recognition In past films,
there has been assembled a fine cast,
ahd some supplementary support
from the sporting world, iricluding

Jack Dempsey, James J. Jeffries,
Jimmy McLarnin, Maxle Rosenbloom, Jim Thorpe, Man Mountain
Dean, Giis Sonnenberg, George Godfrey and others. Even this extensive
display of brawn and bone falls to
hold up the film but may be of some
help "at the b.b.
Yarn concerns two warring factions of faxicab owners who fight
out their differences on the streets
of New York. Boys push each other

around something scandalous, sriiash
up cars and complexions. Participants look exactly like those snapshots of drivers on the license cards
in Manhattan cabs. Rioting gets out
of hand, and the labor agitators

who

started it all, now fearing dismissal, frame a garage bombing as
an excuse to keep their muscle boys

busy.

Tracy drives an Independent taxi.
Miss Rainer Is his wife, 'a Russian
immigrant, who soon is to have a
Dangerous Adventure child. Garage bombing is pinned on
her, but neither the district attorColumbia production and release. Features
Don Terry, Rosalind Keith, Nana Bryant, ney nor the :chief of detectives beDirected lieves the girl did the trick* Tracy
John Gallaudet, Rus.-jeH .Hick."!.
by D. Ross Lederman, .Screenplay, John hides her from the police^ In the
Rathmell and Owen Francis; story, Owon
tenement homes of friends. Seems
Francis; camera, Benjamin Kline; editor.
Gene Havllck. At Varsity. Lincoln, dual. she never was naturalized, and the
RunnlnpT time, 68 mine.
d,a, agrees to drop the bombing
Pon Terry charge if she consents
Tim Sawyer
to be deportLinda Gale
;RoHallnd Keith
Marie
Nana Bryant ed. She does. When the frameup is
.,
Hadley
John Gallaudet exposed
Tracy bursts into Jack.
Flin.

ard.

A

Dcpan

Calkins
Allen.,.,..,..

Dutch

I'raiik C.

Marc

Wilson

J.iawrence

Russell Kicks
Joseph lawyer

Open-collared roughneck stuff, a
continuation of the iron-muscle ma-

clearly

La Cava's direction of the boarding house scenes is hurried, and the
It isn't 'Stage Door,' as written by dialog spoken too fast for clarity.
Edna Ferber and George S. Kauf- Sound recording of the first half of
man, but that is not likely to bother the film at the preview showing was
the film public that never saw the not good. Probably rectified In the
play. Instead, it is a hall bedroom release prints. Last half of the picperformance is obtained from Doug- view of aspiring young actresses who ture went off smoothly.
las but, as the luckless, persistent live in a New York theatrical boardAmong supporting players, Conlover who wants to take Miss Diet- ing liouse and vent their bitterness stance Collier, as an oldtime star,
rich from her hubby at any cost, he against the economic uncertainties of now a coach, does a good piece, Gail
is
not a particularly sympathetic legit employment in sharp and cut- Patrick and Lucille Ball give good
character. Nor is Miss Dietrich for ting repartee. It is funny in spots, characterizations and are assets from
occasionally, the good looks angle. Film has a
effective
that matter, all sympathy going to emotionally
and generally brisk and entertaining. lar?e cast, mostly scenic.
Marshall.
Picture has a theme song called With Katharine Hepburn, Ginger
'Sta.ce Door' is good screen fare.
Angel' which is used instrumentally Rogers and Adolphe Menjou starred, With the material and the names it
only. An unbilled violinist who im- there is plenty of advertising pull mi.ght have been better.
Flin.
do
It
will
displays^
marquee
presses as a good screen type plays for the
It at an early
stage in the action, business,
Douglas later doing it at a piano.
Gregory La Cava is the director,
L

..Lulso italner

.Spuncer Tracy
Charley Grapewin
Janet Beechcr

The Mayor

Buddy.

A

(Par).

She

.

Anna Benton

the film capital for a chance in the Inspector Matthews
Sloane
studios.
He falls in with a band of Grandpa
Mary Kellley.
thieves, who use him as a frorit Peggy Devlin...

ings-on In a big filnj theatre,
featuring Buddy Rogers, Betty
Grable and Ned Sparks. Lesser

number.

berg; fllm editor, Fredrick Y. Smith; asst.
director, L»w Borzage,' Previewed at Uptown theati-e, Riinntng time, 75 mlns,

Joe Benton

.

Mild musical of backstage go-

a short floor

BIG CITY
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Metro release of Norman Krasna 'i)roduc»
tlon.
Stars Lulse Raincr and Spencer
Tracy'.
Directed by Frank Borzage. Story
by Norman Krasna; screenplay by Dore
Schary and Hugo Butler; musical uooro by
Dr. WllUapn A.xtj camera, Joseph Rutten-

Usually he has proved him- Mike Edwards..,...,

terial handed Don Terry, the Columbia bone-breaker. So far he's been
up to his eyes in taxi warfare or steel
Peggy O'Donnell demonstrates her ability to handle troubles, long on knuckle ability, and
Harriett Brandon
comedy with the same agility she has taken Rosalind Keith temporarfKatherlne Alexander
handles her feet. In a slick role she ily, at least, out of the teaming with
Ralph Forbes
.

13

Sloane.
Story is a melodrama, with a Hol- Jim
Danny Devlin
lywood background, which- is not Fred
'Hawkins.-.
very deftly developed. Martini is a Tom Rellly
young Itaban tenor who has come to District Atfy Gilbert

tough job holding its face in
dual company; riothing for the
marquee,
Please'

is

talent.

—

Way,

Madame'

and many players after
early setbacks have come through as

Frank Borzage which ought to
be good and isn't.
'Public Wedding' (WB).
Hodgepodge comedy about
carny grifters that will have a

'This

'Music for

self correct,

Miss Rogers has more to do than
Miss Hepburn, but her part Is less
clearly defined. As a sharpshooter
Ann Miller with the snappy reply she scores
Margaret Early heavily. Also she does a tipsy scene
Jean Rouverol
very
Elizabeth Dunne in Menjou's penthouse which is
Norma Drury amjising. Her .dancing is limited to

Stage Director
Hattle

Mary

ment.

.

While dealing with the

his English is difficult to

his third picture, all of them made
by Jesse L. Lasky, who has more
faith in Martini's screen career than
the boxoff ice justifies, Not. the flr.it
time that Lasky, in his long experience as a producer, has persisted In
a conviction, despite discourage-

hasn't yet arrived as a big time
film star,
•Big City' (MG). LulseRainer,
Spencer "Tracy and prominent
figures from the sporting world
in a melodrama directed by

the Kiddie Klub.

And

understand.

Melodrama with music against
Hollywood
background,
the
starring Nino
Martini,
who

.

sidekick. Tommy Bupp has an ap-.
peal as a realistic kid reared in the
tenderloin.

act.

Madame' (RKO).

'Music for

Reagan is McLeod
the mikeman. When he gets digging
too deep into criminal activities of
the town and spilling it over the
ozone, the station manager (Barrat)
gets the pressure from the newscaster's
sponsor,
department
store
owner (Richards), and consequently
the chap is shifted over to handle

'

'Anser (Par). Lubitsiih production starring Marlene Dietrich that's a good money picture though riot best this star
has done,
'Love Is on the Air' (WB).
Unexciting mellet with onceover-light comedy about a radio
spot-news broadcaster. Of lesser
dual calibre.
'Stage Door' (RKO). Hollywood's version of Edna Ferber
and George S. Kaufman's play
is different but it's all right on
the
screen
with
Hepburn,
Rogers and Menjou starred.

reportter,

tots, the
truthdigger proves his case
and his erstwhile sponsor is linked
up with the criminals.
In the femme lead, June Travis
has little to do as the lass the mikemah.replaced on the kids' show. Her
scenes mostly are confined to banter
with -the lad she clinches with in the
fadeouL
Poor humor devastates
whatever effectiveness the light moments might have lent the film,
Ben Welden is o. k, as the chief
mobster; the vet Raymond Hatton
does very well as a businessman
aligned with the racketeers, Reagan,
before the canieria almost all the
way, gives rather an in-arid-out performance. He s best when in fast
Eddie Acuff is
physical aiction.
standard as the announcer's sleepy

about him which creates" sympathy
in what he is doing;. But Nmo can't

.

demon

it is

in the limitations of -the stage

plot formula will like the pic's rapidprancing pace and pleasant charac-

In the lead, Ronald Reagan, whom
is trying to build up into a
juve lead, is a spot-newscaster on a
radio station. If he exceeds in authority and importance that role
played in radio actually, the public
probably won't notice. But they are

VARIETY

Charles Quigley in the lighter Cohn
product in the action field.
'Dangerous Adventure' is merely
title.
Most of the material shown is
all in a day's work in the steel industry, and possibly very light and
frothy considering what has happened in steel country thus far this
year in labor yammerings. Film's
unusual quality is that a know-nothing heiress hitherto bothered only by
cocktails and first nights, should
want to turn office slave and run a
steel mill,

—

Terry is a mean actor pushes the
ladies about unmercifully and, putting on a 50c glower, he can mouth
more, subtle profanity without actually splitting out the words than
most of the hairy chesters. Lad is
liable to catch on with the action
patrons and go after a share of the
spotlight, which has been Jack Holt's
almost exclusive field. Has the advantage of Holt, being young enough
to convincingly take romantic roles,
Terry made a couple of pictures ^n
the sitent days, and then went to the
stage where he had remained up to
this year.
Other hinge in the story is Rosalind Keith, whose father, founder of
a great steel mill now almost a
wreck from lack of needed repairs, dies and leaves it to her, Russell Hicks and John Gallaudet, conspirators to run the mill, down and
deliver it to the competition, take
over the job of hoodwinking the gal,
which almost succeeds. Nana Bryant
works outside the stor.y worries
about warm bath.s. Broadway, teas
and her solitaire. She's cast as Miss
Keith's aunt.
Film has in its favor a fast pace,
with no pauses or letdowns.
Although no draw at the b.o. and a
cinch to go in dual features in almost every case, it'll surprise with
its entertainment
value for action
followers.
Barn.

—

Dempsey's restaurant and pejrsuades
the mayor, who is presiding at a
sports' dinner, to hustle to the boat
and rescue his wife before the steamship leaves. AH the guests Join the
chase, which opposing taxi drivers
try to disrupt. 'Then comes the climax a fist fight brannigari on the
pier between the erstwhile. Dempsey
diners and the strong-arm laborltes.
In the midst of the rioting Miss
Rainer, by this time safely secluded

—

in an emergency ambulance parked
on the pier, has her confinement.
is hoke but it possesses

The sequence

If nothing else.
Borzage struggles with the trashy
material and never succeeds in making the fllm register a truthful scene
or an honest human emotion. Miss
Rainer, the expectant mother, suffers something awful.
Tracy does
his best to give reallsin to a vague
character. Of the cast only Charles
Grapewin, as the mayor, seems to
retain his acting poise.
Personages from
the
sporting
pages, were limited to brief footage
in the pier melee.
Production Is on a scale which
would merit an important fllm, Preeumably, studio put on no' limi-

novelty.

.

tations.

Flin.

MAYERLING
(FRENCH MADE)
Pax Film

release ol Nero Film producStars Charles Boyer. Features DanDarrloux. Dlrectnd by Anatolo Lllvak.
.Screen play, Joseph Kessol ami J. V. Cuba
Irom novel, 'Idyl's End,' by Claude Anel;
music, Arthur Honnoger; camora, Thlrnvd.
At Fllmarte,
Y., Sept, 18, '.37.
Runnlns
time 00 mlns.
Archduke Rudolph. ......... .Charles Boycc
Baroness Marie Vetseni. .Danielle Darrleux
Countess Larlsch
.i..Suzy Prim
Emperor Franz Joseph
Jean Dax
KmprOKS Elizabeth
Gabrlelle Dorzlat
C lunt Taatc...
Debucoui't
Baroness Helene
Martho Regnlor
(;hlef oC Police
....Vladimir .Sokoloft
tion.
ielle

,

Loschek

Andre Duboso

With English Tittcs)
not the best picture yet
turned out in France, it is mighty
(In French,

If

this is

close to that distinction.
expertly, with a name cast

more

Produced
and with

lure than foreign language
films usually have in this country because of the people connected with it,
'Mayerling' should do extra well on
the foreign language circuits and
bring in a certain amount of busib.o.

(Continued on page 15)

.
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"STANDS HEAD

AND SHOULDERS
SHEER

ENTERTAINMENT

ABOVE ANY
OF THE
BIG HIT PICTURES

OF RECENT

MONTHS!

"

what Hollywood
Reporter said about
''STAGE DOOR/' the
That's

greatest picture ever
presented by

RKO RADIO PICTURES

FILM REVIEWS

W^ednesday, September 15, X937

MAYERLING

quence,

though

showing

greatest

Marie Wilson, as a hurley fan
dancer, gives one of the most natural portrayals.
She has the looks,
vivacity and thespian ability. Based
on her work here, she probably will
be given further opportunity and
trade.
meatier roles.
.Igine Wyman
has
Interesting to note that the star plenty to do but isn't overboard on
and featured player are both in acting.
William Hopper has a
America now, Boyer being estab- rather thanldess role and seems too
lished b,o. and Miss Darrieux having stilted. Dick Purceli is wasted. Beriust arrived for Universal. She ought,, ton Churchill struggles hard as the
incidentally, to be. very big on this fatherly leader of the carny group,
side if getting any kind of a break. though the role fails to provide
She distinctly has the stuff. And the many opportunities. Raymond Hatdirector, Litvak, too, is already well ton is seen briefly, but never has a
established in- Hollywood, 'Mayer- chance.
Horace MacMahon makes
ling' having been his final picture a bit stand out as a reporter.
Work
abroad.
indicates he might well be given
Claude Anent, who wrote the orig" something more important. Wear.
Inal novel, is a narhe in European
literature. His adapters, Joseph Kessel and J- V. Cube, have done an
extra good job, filling the film with
(W.TTH SONGS)
exceedingly beautiful dialog. This,
(BRITISH MADE)
obviously, is lost to non-French audiThe English subtitles cannot
Lonuon, Sept. 3.
.enc6s.
Associated
atBritish Film Dlstrlba release
blame
with
no
it,
of
care
take
of British Unlty-Bcrnh.Trdt-Tu.sclierer protaching to the writer of them for duction: Stars
Frances
.

-

that.

How

of course, historical.

is,

it is does not matter, but it is
an entrancing romantic yarn. Archis in a tough spot be-

true

duke Rudolph

cause of the encumbrances of life
as laid down by the autocratic rules
of the Emperor Franz Joseph. He is
in love with Marie Vetsera, but can't
have her. It is real love, the two
realizing the dangers and intricacies
thereof, but they can't help it. They
try every way they know to escape
their fate, but can't. And so, finally,
they form a death pact and, in each
other's arms, commit suicide.
Most' of this is historically true;
,

and there must

still

be some around

Day, Henri Carat.
Oirected by Andre Berthomleu.
Adapted
from Genre Okonkownky's operetta by VxMz
Gottfurcht, Austin Melford; music, Jean
Gilbert; lyrics, Arthur Wlniperls. Frank
Eylon; camera. Roy Glark. At Hippodrome,
London. Running, time, 70 niltis.
Barondea Aubrals. .... .Lawrence GrossmUh
Delphlne
Ilelc-n Haye
.Taociuellne
Jean GllUo
Hubert
Mackenzie Ward
Dominique.:Ben Field
Charencey
L'nvrcncc Hnnray
Suzanne Dupont
Joan Jcmp-AVelch
Alexia
Rene Boislurette

Henri Garat
.John Djverell

Emlle Pomarel
Suzanne

.Fninces'

average filmgoer of today
the title 'Mayerling.' meaning the
place where the death pact was effected, will be meaningless. Whereshould have been
changed, at least in America, to give
some notion of the tense dramatic
or romantic content of the film,
rather than seeming a stark historical
or costume piece. The emotion and
romance count here, quite distinctly.
Artistically there are no flaws in
the picture. Litvak did an A-1 piece
the

fore

title

of direction and the two leads are
expertly, handled. There is an excellent supporting cast, headed by Vlad.

.

and Suzy Prim. Arthur
Honneger supplied the film with an
excellent thematic score, also, which
distinctly outstanding and the
is
camera work is good. Distributors
of this film in America, a new concern, is reported -to have paid what
imir Sokoloff

a new high for distribution rights
of foreign language films in the U.S.

is

Whether

it

money back

much

can ever get that

Day

For those who relish seeing their
pre-war musical comedies dished uo
again

in

'celluloid

who recall that tragic finale of 1889. prove okay. It is
or who have heard about it. And could be dpne with
yet, to the

Whelan

Albert

form, this will
as good a job as

the old-fashioned
framework, so should satisfy those
who will be attracted to it.
There is the usual naughty papa
who sneaks out o' pights to hit the
high ispots while his sleeping family
are oblivious of his nocturnal adventures; nitwit son, who emulates
his sire and dates up a gay grass
widow his father is also chasing;
drinking orgy, free fight, wind-up in
Dolice station a^d subsequent creeoing upstairs in stockinged feet to
avdid waking mamma; and the rest
of the old musical comedy complica•

'

tions.

Henri Garat plays the young man
about town whom papa has turned
down as a son-in-law, but when he
encounters father and son in bibulous hilarity at the Mtfulin Rouge,
blackmails pop into acquiescence.
Since they are all supposed to be
Parisians,
Carat's
French accent
seems out of place.
Frances Day is adequate,' but not
important, in the role that made
Yvonne Amaud famous, and the re-

market is
problematical. But it should do well mainder of the cast gives splendid
and won't harm the company from a SUDDOrt.
prestige standpoint, to say the least.
Music is as tuneful as ever, but
It is a healthy introduction to the
curtailed, and the words altered to
market.
conform to the changed 'settings
The first thought was to dub this called for on the screen.
picture into English.
It is a shame
!
hat Boyer wouldn't permit it. He
won't permit anyone to dub his voice
imder any circumstances lor artistic
scruples. In this case, at least, it is
('An Orphan Boy of Vienna')
distinctly too bad. There would be
(HVITH MUSIC)
a big market for it in the .English
(AVSTBIAN MADE)
in this limited

SINGENDE JUGEND

Kauj.

language.

PUBLIC WEDDING
Warner

Bros, pi-oauctlon and release.

WUHam

tur«8 .Tan« Wyman,
Purceli; Mnrla Wilson,

Fea-

Hopper, Dlclc
Berton ChurchUI.

Directed by Nlok GrJnde. Story by Houston Branch; screen play by Koy Chanslor
and Ho\iston Branch; dialog director, Repgle Uaniinrr.<:loin; cainera, L. Wm. O'Connell.
At.
Str.-intl,
Brooklyn, auol, weelc
Sept 10. '37. Kunnlng Ume 58 mlns.
•

i'ltp

l.,anr...,

William Hopper
Dick Purceli

Jdb Taylor
Te.Msle

Marie-

i

Top Lane

WUeon

Berton Churchill
James Bobbins
Rnyniond Katton

Nick

The Deacon

Veda Ann

Bsrnlce

Gua

Borgr-

Valeria
.llmmy Foxe
jleni

BiKSs
Pete

CurtU Karpe
Carlyle Moor*. Jr.
Horot-e MacMahon

5''l">"l.er

Heporior

It looks as though this was held
back until the end of season. Its
presence on. the current bill in
Brooklyn is plainly indicative that
there still is a shortage of good
cinema fare even on twin-picture
programs across the river.
'Public Wedding'
is supposed, to be a

comedy-drama.

It's

slightly

humor-

ous at several scattered junctures,
out seldom rises to the heights of a

-f^apatic

effort.

Highly improbable
have amounted to

tnat It would
much even with a- re- written script
and more capable leads. As it stands,

jnis vehicle is thin
fabrics,

even for
end of a duo combination.
I ne crazy concoction about five
struggling carnival folks who live by
tneir wits is flat
on several scores.
« stai;ts for no place in particular
.ana leisurely edges
its way to one of
tne nether

tnose
flashy,
quickie conclusions.
Acting for the most part is blah. Direction is not up to Nick Grinde's
;;J"aard.
Comedy situations are
eiitier forced
or weakly developed,
{-''alog comes close
to being a new
|ow for 5 film that can't make up
"s mind whether to be farce or
straight

comedy.
The bi.-T.ge.st lift to the production
packed into the la.st 10 minutes
wnen the two carny pals, left out in
"le

cold
aecide to
iacicet

when the
work an.

and

nearly

artist

art

starting Sept.
mlns.
The Rector...
Sister

8,
^

Running lime

'87.

t»0

..Ferdinand Malcrhofer

Maria

Julia Jiinssen
Olio Harlniinn
TTnns OMen

Rclimldt

Bluml
Brunner

.Kranz Scli'iflidl lin
...Rudolf Teublcr

Stepfather

Wyman

.'...Jane

Tony Burke

General Foreign Sales release of Mvleorfllm production.
Features J'.illa .Tans.«ipn.
Story by Hi-rDirected by -Max Neufeld.
mann H. Orlner; musical score by Dr.
GeiorR« Qnilmer, With musical excerpts by
Mozart. Schubert, Handel and UrHhrns;
camera, Hana Thayer, At Belniont. N. Y..

succeeds,

foundation
Se-

succeed.

of sorcalled distinguished foreign language pictures, 'An Orphan
Boy of Vienna.' It is a favorable
choice in that the production rises
above usual Teutonic fare, whether
with or without foreign titles. Film
also is bolstered by the singing of
the Vienna Choir boys and accompaniments of the Vienna Philharfijrst

PLEASE

Hollywood, Sept.
Paramount release

Mel

of

14.
Shauer pro-

duction. Features Charles (Buddy) Rogers,
Hetty Grable, Ned Sparke apd Mary LlvInfe'Ktbne. Directed by Robert Floroy. Stoi'y
by Max\vell Shane aiil BUI Thomas; scroonl»lt^y by Grant Ganret,
Seena Owen, How-

Green; flint editor, Anna llauchens;
director, Joseph Voungerman; camera,
li'Ischbeck;
dances, LeRoy Prlnz;
musical dlrectlon,\ Boris Mori>os; muulcnl

ard

J.

a.s.st.

Harry

arrangements. Phil BoutlJ^; songs, Frederick Hollander, Sam Coslow, Al Slegel,
Jock and George Gray. I'revlewed ut Paramount, L. A., Sept. 8. '37. Running time,
mlns.
Urad Morgan ..... Charles (Buddy) Rojiers
Jane Morrow
JJptty (Arable
jnky Wells
NVd Sp.irks
I'-i

\'

ibber

McGee and

Molly
S.

.

Jim and Mnvlnn

.;

Crawford

J.

,

'rrum;),s

Mumps
Sound Effects
Mft:;lnc Barry

Jord.Tn

Porter. Hall

fUu Randall
Miss lubcrhnrdt
IJumps

Man

Lcc Bowman
Cecir Cunningham
Wnlly Vernoa
Roipo Vincent
Jerry Bergen
............. Rufe Davis

Mary Livingstone

tion.

Story of an orphan

home

as

a

member

of

who

finds

a

the Vienna

school for choir boys and eventually
a substitute for a mother's lovo is
not unfamiliar to the screen. Only
here the back.i*round and some cirrum.str>nces are altered. It is slowed
down hv the customary foreign yen
mountainous sncncrv.
exhibit
to
There are episodes in the choir lad's
.school that appear to be yankod in
by the forelocks and are entirely
nieapinrtless to American audiences.

As'VIp

from

NeuCold's fairly intol-

litent ri'rection. the nhotograohy bv
Han"! Thaypr is orobably rhost outstanding. He has been unduly surcessfi.Tl in his large closriips -is well
Wcnr.
as pan shots outdoors.

derstandable and,
sympathetic.

Th^re

to

this picture provides, he might mean
something to exhibitors who alw&ys
cash on personalities.
It's
a behind-the-screen yarn
glimpse into the workings of a metropolitan first run film theatre which
puts on presentations. Rogers is the
master of ceremonies. He sings a bit
in a mild baritone. There's a line of
girls on the stage, and some very

—

attractive young women who are the
house ushers. Ned Sparks is the p.a.,
Porter Hall, the manager, and Mary
Livingstone, th6 hdad usher. Betty

Grable, whose looks are on the plus
side, applies for a dancing job and is
shoved onto aisle' 3 with a flashlight.

Even with -this not very

exhilarat-

ing set of characters and background
something, might hav6 been developed to intrigue the interest. Instead, the plot is about Miss -Grable
losing her ushering job and Rogers
getting fired at the same time. This

London; Sept.

Wallace; camera, Oeorffes Perinal. At PlcLondon. Aug, 20. '»7.
Uunnlni;
time 71) mlns.

o!\d!ll:',

;

Pat .,.
Molly

Grant Withers
Catherine Hughos
Adrian Morris
Miclcey Kentschlcr

Sam
Plnlcy
Irish

i.,
Silver Wolf
Also:
Gordon' Hart,
Frank Iiarkteen,
Montague S'haw, Harry Davenport, Wheeler
Oakman. Max HoUtman. Jr.; Jack Hulhall,
Darle Dwire. Leonard Lot'd, Dick BotlUcr,

Lbula Vokall,

'

Filled with custoniary implausibilities,

new

Edmund Lowe
Shaw

Frank

h'ulton

(VatoI

Sicdmnn

Tanvsr

Sebastian

.Ann Todd
Tiin>nvii De.sni

i

Robert Newton

I/irry ftrni'nie
nv.'iccLor Klford

.\llan- JcfMves

Jo.ihra ("olilc
,
\Iar.tair SIni
.".upcilntcndnnt Alar.ihall.
.Slcw.u-t Rome
.\Ivs. Stpd-.iHu
Mabel TeiTy-r.c\yl8
.

,

.

,

Typically fine Korda

production,

Edmund Lowe In an adapfrom an- Edgar Wallace play.
bound to command seridus con.".i^cntion on the part of exhibitors,
^tarrIn.?

tation

It is

for the reason that it has the elements of a draw to picturegoers.
It is a carefully conceived and

.

(SERIAL)

O.

linrr.ibftl

means a

RADIO PATROL

5.

Film

Berkman; scenario, Bryan
Wftlluce from play of same name by Hd^.ir

some degree,

Universal release of Barney Sarecky-Ben
ICoenig production. Fettturea Graiit Withers.
Direcl'ed by Ford Bcebe and Cliff Smith.
Based on newspaper strip .series of same
title by Kddle Sullivan and Chortle Schmidt
(XClng Features, Inc.)
serial to run in 12
chapters, with first three reviewed. Revlewcfl In Projection Room, N. Y., Sept, 11,
'37.
Average time of cliapter, Sl'/j mlns;

EJward

play,

also

traditional happy ending.
Fllin has the methodical pace that
characterizes dramatic pix made on
the Continent. It never drags, however, and the running tiihe doesn't
seem the actual 92 minutes it requires.
Direction is lucid and deft
and the playing enlivens the story.

I..ondon

of

releiis.e

(ICorda) production.
Stars Edmund Lowe
Directed by William I^. Howard.
Screen

tti^

an ever-present Ironic
humor to even the grimmest incident
or characterization, which lends a
tang to the entire drama. Like all
thij other characters, the hero and
heroine have their failings and their
high hopes at the finale are by no
is

(BIUTISH MADE)
United Artists

un-.

noble who descends to the tenement,
<Buddy Rogers has done pretty well Vladimir Sokoloff as the villainous
by himself via personal appearances landlord, Robert Le Vigan as a dearound the country with his band. mented actor and Rene Genin as a
He has kept in front of theatre audi- compassionately wise oldster. Phoences during the several years since tography and sound have the usual
he quit films as an exclusive career. flaws of foreign productioh. Hobe.
Given more suitable material than

'

elaborate prodiKtlon without any
bid for ostentation. Director Howard and the technical staff have made
a "nod .iob of

it.

Dabpite the fact that Wallace's son
is credited with the scenario,
the s:reen play is by Edward O.
Eor':man, and 'there nov/ remains not
,n
sir'-'^a line, joke or wisecrack by
the ovi'i'inal author.
Barest framework of Wallace, Sr., reniains, but
it has been changed from a whodunit
to a newer formula, that of revealing
e.irjv in the unreeling the identity
of the arch criminal who for years
baf^i 3d. Scotland Yard, and interest
in the film is wholly dependent on
how the Yard unravels the crime.
It is a moot question whether the
attc'nnt to bring up to date an Edgar Wallace story is an Improvement.
Role of Inspector Barrabal has
been built ud into a romantic lead
for Edmund Lowe and he fulfills this
purpose to a nicet.y. That of the
villain, played by Sebastian Shaw, is
not carried through Convincingly.
Audience, is asked to believe that a
ruthless criminal^ who doesn't even
ston at murder, breaks down and
conf eases iii a cowering,, hysterical
manner when confronted with the
cornse of his victim. That is an oldfashioned theatrical trick utilized by

Bryon

.

12-chapter play by Univer-

.''.t?'»e

th';

police

and doesn't conform to

attempt to modernize Wallace.

sal holds high potentialities for exThere are only two feminine
some radio talent for try- hibs. Fact that the King Features' nf conseciuence in the cast. roles
Ann
outs. Jim and Marian Jordan (Fib- 'Radio Patrol' strip has
been well TorVi .is the lead in a colorless part,
ber McGee and Molly) do their rouandTamara
Desni is a cabaret slhger
tine, and Rufe Davis gives imitations popularized in newspapers through- in love with
the murdered man. In
of a broadcasting sound effect nian. out country insures groundwork for a fairly brief,,
emotional role, she
Some laughs at this point. The finale attracting juvenile attention. Another sin'»s a couple but
of songs,, during which
is a stage wedding with Buddy and
Eh?, alternates between good English
Betty the principals. All of it has iactor is the modern theme, activities and some sort of
a
'broken continenpolice
radio
patrolman, and his
been done before, usually under of a
tal accent.
more entertaining circumstances. struggle to outwit criminals. ^ Third
Fins niece of character work on
Mary Livingstone brings none of her, showmanship angle is the presence the part of Robeirt
Newton, eventual-

brings in

'

radio aura to the screen, probably
because of miscasting. There are a
couple of songs which don't get
much chance. 'This Way Please' sugFlin.
gests its own wisecrack.

THE LOWER DEPTHS
('Na Dnie')

(FRENCH MADE)
Arthur Mayer-Joseph Burstyn relcaso of
"Directed, by Jean
Albalroa production.
Renoir.
Adapted by E. Zamlatlne and J.
Compuncez from play by Maxim Gorki;
adaptation of dialog by Jean Renoir and
Charles Spaak; music by Jean Wiener;
camera, F. Bourgatt; Kngllsh titles by
Julian Leigh. At u'ltb St. cinema. N. T.,
Sept. 10, '37. Running time 02 mlns.
Pcoel
Jean Gabin
.J^ouis Jouvet
The Baron

VasallKssa

Nastla
Koslyley.:

Natacha
The Actor
The Count. ...

..

T.uka ....... .^mli.
Saline
,
Jabot
Klelsch
.MInchka
'.riio

. .

.:

Suzy Prim
Jany Holt
Vladimir Sokoloff
Junle Astor
.Robert Le Vlgan
CanilUe Bert
.Rene Genin
Paul Temps
Robert Ozanne
Saint-llca

Maurice

Ba'/.uet

Galirlello

In.<ipector

KirlvB
Nathalie Alexeeff

;

.Anna

(Jtj French, With English Titles)
This film has occasioned considerable chapeau-tossing even before release in this country. Said^.to be the
first pic version of a Maxim Gorki
original which had the approval of
the author. In this case, the Russian
dramatist is supposed to have okayed

the script last year, a

few months

made pfoductlon of a compassionate
human drama. It will probably win

and do well in the
But it has little chance in
Even on duals and in the
first runs.
nabes it's a doubtful oi'ospect.
Film isn't even a bet for dubbing
and seems hardly suited for remake.
While there is plenty of room for an
American film ba.sed on the relentless squalor and the hopole.ssne.ss of
the down-and-outs in our city slums,
the theme is hardly suited for realistreatment at least from box
tic
Hollywood
considerations.
office
might make an underworld melodrama of the. yarn or paste on a
nulliending,
but
that
would
hapoy

critical
arties.

praise

—

the honest strenn[th that is the
greatness of the original.
Nevertheless, judged purely on its
merits,
this
'The I<o%ver
artistic
Depths,' is a fine work for which the
adaoters, director and nlaycrs deserve the recofinition they havis and
fy

will receive.

of Grant Withers in. leading role. ly murdered, is- outstanding.
Allan
Latter furnishes a passably familiar Jeayes, Alastair Sim and Stewart
player to bally.
Rom's contribute excellent performMakers of 'Radio Patrol' have de- ances.
Jolo.
parted more from the old serial
formula than a few years ago would
have been thought feasible. Producers are wise to the fact that the
CI Have Sinned')
present-day youngsters like their
(WITH SONGS)
thrills served with some degree of
(POLISH MADE)

AL CHET

•

b.y .several

Outside of several good thespian
and musical backcontributions
ground, this picture will attract almost exclusively in German language houses. Does not possess the
In
aopeal to do much el.^ewhorp.
these snots, however, it should prove
a favorite.

such victim.s,
remain logical,

filler in.

before he died. Production won a
'best French film of the year' prize
sincere performances, notably the from the French critics and its direcportrayal by Julia .Jan.sscn. as the tor. Jean Renoir, was made a knight
symoathetic Sister Maria, the idol of the Legion of Honor by the French
of the choir boys in their school. government.
Despite all this huzzahing, 'The
Other standard German-ispeakin<»
cinema nlaiyers apparcntl.v were in- Lower Depths' isn't likely to ignite
vigorated by Max Neuf eld's direc- box offices in America. It is a well-

monic .orchestra.
The picture is marked

'.world inflict on
cha|:acters always-

15

THE SQUEAKER

versally understandable terms. While
nearly all the action is confined to
the interior of a Paris tenement the
story treatment and the camera mobility keep the film from becoming
Similarly, while the human
static.
djer^licts who people the action possess the faults that grinding poverty,
narrow outlook and a ruthless
,A

Nothing in this slowly paced comedy with music to get excited about. Notable are Jean Gabin and Junie
It is neither comic nor melodious, Astor
as the fallible hero and heroWill fit into neighborhood duals as a ine, Louis Jouvet as a philosophical

Felix

German. Vfith English Titles)
Belmont reopened last week with

(In

WAY

jyirWH SONGS)

.

GIRL IN THE TAXI

Yarn

THIS

possibilities, is sluffed off in a hurry.

(Continued from page 13)
ness from the regular American film
"hannels. The only thing which hurts
which is likely to be
is the title,
meaningless to average American

VARIETY

The Russian

locale and

outlook of the Gorki play have been
transplanted to France and into uni-

modicum

conviction. Presence of a

pf improbable events in this serial,
some first-rate acting, a minimum of
trite or melodramatic lines and careful building of plot helps this one
vastly.
There's the ever-present
chopped climax to sustain or hold
over interest until next week's chapter, but it is not quite as blatant as
customary.
First chapter open's with novel introduction, showing why radio system and patrol cars were introduced
by police
their war on crime.
Then it builds slowly as typical radio
cop is sent to thwart attempt on
life of an inventor. Because he has
a formula, for flexible bullet-proof
.steel, initial stanza is able to produce the chase and fighting episodes
Mysterious
in a typical steel mill.
Oriental and his gang of cut-throats,
.suspected of th6 first killing, and
seeking the secret formula are introduced. Opening chapter is tabbed
'Million Dollar Murder,'
.

Second chapter; of course, carries
the heroic cop safely from an untimely death in a steel furnace. Intrigue builds in this one but it goes
a bit hokey as a fantastic hypnotic
slave is introduced and sent out by
the Oriental chief to grab the missing
formula. Yarn furnishes an oppoi:tunity for silver Wolf, trained dog,
lo do several rescue stunts and aid
the police. This is titled. The Hypnotic

Eye.'

Pinky, the youngster, whose inventor-father has been killed, comes
into prominence in the third chaptor, 'Flaming Death,' when he saves
[he radio police officer from death
at. the hands
of a trick machine.

There is mention of an effort to
by several interested
parties who hope to gain knowledge
of the missing formula as the action
of the story gets down to a more
logical level when the radio cop
adopt Pinky

again comes to grips with the Oriental

thugs.

Grant
giving
.slowing

Hughes
role

Withers
a

comes

closest

to

performance,
legitimate
only occasionally

technique

serial

down

his efforts. Catherine
carries the pHncipal femme

without overdoing

it.

PrcBPnlallon of Jewish I'roduollnns, Inc.
Al AcDie, N. y,, week Sept.. 0, "M, BunnlnK llnie, Oa mint,
Rachel Holcer

Her
(

J'uilicr

ompiH:>nH....8, ZlKan

Adoplod

Wear.

iCurt Katsclr

Daughter

Ruth Turkow

)Icr Sweetheart

>.

Lieutenant

.Herbert Schdrzor
Chaa." Buzgan

(In Yiddish, with English Titlei)
a village maid loved an army
not wisely but too well is
herein crudely dramatized and related with an oppressive and tedious

How

officer

literalness.

Yet

it

is

this

thorough

literalness which gives parts of the
film some essential worth, if viewed
a symbolical standpoint. Per-

from

.

haps unwittingly but nevertheless
eloquently the camera in its literal
focus upon some of the principal
backgrounds of this picture imparts
the extreme poverty and congestion
in which some Polish Jews live. The
film has no artistic merit.
The story, a crudely patched melodrama. The lover dies in action on
the field of battle so the unwed
mother abandons her baby daughter.
Later the mother, now a rich woman,
returns, hoping
to
reclaim
her
daughter. The girl has been adopted
and is in love with a violinist who
has concert ambitions but is poor.
That's when the mother helps bring
about a happy ending for everybody.
Thus story has been sprinkled with
the usual matter-of-fact but eccentric humor that is generic to Yiddish drama, supplied herein by a
pair of male comics, the younger
looking of the two proving the ablest
performer in the film. Otherwse,
from an histrionic standpoint, the
picture offers nothing.
Despite the utter lack of dignity in
the syn agog .scenes in this picture,
they are likely to be good santimehtal bait for the Yiddish-speal-irig

n

.

.,

.

customers

who

will be attracted to

this film,.

The war scenes In this film are
hopelessly blurred patches indicating how crudely the film has bcsn
constructed. These shots look to be
ancient library scrap or bad dupes.
There isn't much conversation to
the film which is an okay angle. The
dialop, the score and the songs .sound
as if dubbed. Enunciation, while not

Mickey always

Rcntschler, a.s the lad who is made
fatherless early in the serial, gives
a neat portrayal of a typical American youth interested in police mechIn initial chapters, Silver
anisms.
Wolf, the dog, is not promiriLMit
enough lo become obnoxious.

.Abraham Morevsky
and T. Schumacher

ProleriKor.

clear.

nevertheles.s,

corr'cs

ovor uniformly in
folk.s-sonps of
plus a bit of

Jewish
dialect.
semi-humorous kind

cantoric chant here
there comprise the vocals.
Picture
tries
some sym'.iilical
Dhoto';rnnhy which isn't so h'^t .ind

an*-!

a biul 'ilibi for some of
ilics of the film.

the

''^•."urd-

Shan,

.

.

.

^
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"LIKE STEEL

STRIKING FLINT
. .

FIREI

.

.

THE PREVIEW
RECEPTION LEFT

NO POSSIBLE DOUBT
OF THE BOX-OFFICE
FATE OF 'STAGE DOOR'
.

.

.

how Hollywood Variety we/comed RKO RADIO'S candidate for
That's

your record run

.

.

/^STAGl DOOR'^
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deep contralto pipes set well in
coupla medleys di pop tunes, and off
;o
nice hand.
Evelyn, the third
Chicago, Sept. 13.
3illed member of Spitalny's aggregaCurrfenl week inaugurates a new
wallopy.
At tion,
•week with nothing
combines plenty of s,a. with policy ;wHlch takes house out of the
mid-evening show caught (9) at- deftness on the fiddle. Offers several lower price brackets and raises" to
tendance was healthy but by no of her own arrangements, best of top-notch picture and stage sho'if
which is 'Star Dust.^
Several factors In the
means a jam.
Dale Winthrop, tapper of the theatre.
ToDoing bill is Jimmy Dorsey and Eleanor Powell type, was off the late change of policy for the house. As
OutActs>
(New
band
12-piece
show caught Friday evening (10), a SScrtop house it was a sporadic
his
supwith
two
show
no real money-maker.
the
grosser
and
3Ut returned to the lineup Saturday.
fit winds up
porting turns, Freda^SulUvan and On afternoon show, she suffered It operated in competition with the
While Dorsey's slight injuries on a newly resur- State-Lake in which B.&K. is also a
June Richmond.
music is mildly pleasmg, the added faced floor and management kept 50-50 partner. And finally, an, imacts spice that portion of the show ler out of show rest of day, until portant item in the change of pace
noticeably. Playing of the outfit is soards could be sanded, for fear of for the house, is the need for adundistinguiished for the most part. further injuries.
ditional first-run outlets in the loop
In addition to batoning the band, to. take care of the flood of box-office
Seems well suited for dansapation,
but compared with sock stage bands Spitalny handled the m.c. chores pictures which are jammed on exin the the- and turned in a nice job.
it offers little excitement
this time.
Downstairs filled at late show Fri- change shelves at
atre.
Currently the stage portion of the
Notable on the bill is the appear- day evening (10) and balcony filling
show
is of little value at the boxis 'Confession' (WB).
Flicker
fast.
her
in
singer
vet
Kay,
Dolly
•nce of
office, the draw unquestionably bePete.
first New York date after several
ing the feature, 'Stella Dallas' (UA).
years on a comeback climb in Chi-

oriental; CHI

STATE, N. Y.

Passable

'

stage

show here

this

,

.

.

VARIETY

'Lazy'

pleasantly warbled solos, 'The
Natural Thing to Do' and 'My Cabin
He clicked best, howof Dreams.'
ever, with his encore of 'The Lady
Who Wouldn't Be Kissed.'
of

Bobby Pincus, assisted by the
comely Ruth Foster, was a featured
He resorted to all his
attraction.
usual 'silly-bill' comedy, but went
over very big with his imitation of
Helen Morgan doing one of her ditties atop piano. His athletics as well
as his comedy scored solidly here.
Miss Foster obliged with a brief
dance interlude.

The

gals

were on again for the
Waters.

finale.

.

.

—

.

...

:

'

»

•

MET, BOSTON

PAR,
^
,

PHILLY

m

MICHIGAN, DETROIT

.

,

.

Loma outfit playing their
stage date here. Backed by a
of fli'st-class acts, the Casa
smartly and while
deliver
Lomans
show isn't a walloper by any means,
it's good consistent entertainment.
^
his

Casa

first

trio

.

Gray used to have an orch almost
exclusively for musicians. Then the
co-op boys realized their mistake and
went popular, but they've done this
without any serious harm to their
musicianship. It's still a crew the
union locals can rave about, yet one
that the fellow whose ear is deaf to
delicate shadings can listen to with
pleasure.

Those sax and brass sections, for
instance, are the tops in anybody's
category.
In swing or sweet, they
hit off a blended unison that's right
in the rhythmic gfoove and their
melodious mixtures aren't the chief
topic of conversation among the
jammers without reason. Most of
.

KEITH'S, INDPLS.

TABOR, DENVER

.

Pittsb.urgh, Sept. 14.

The name band parade continues
Huggins followed with a couple at WB deluxer with Glen Gray and

distinguished adagio routine.

Indianapolis, Sept. 11.
An indication of the new setup is
cago. With strong, deep voice, suStepln Fetchit used as name and
the difference in grosses. 'Dallas' is
perb enunciation, warm smile, enheaded for $35,000 easily this week, bait on stage bill openihg new vaude
gaging stage manner and, worlds of
Denver, Sept. 12.
while last week was a big grosser policy in this long-shuttered house.
abuity to put over a. song, she shows
Stage show runs smoothly,' with at $21,000. While the gross does jump Reopened two weeks ago on modiwhat intelligence and long experience caA bring. Turn would also Ole Olsen and Ruth Faber head- $14,000 over the previous week, so fled burlesk policy with no success
be stronger without Eddie White's lining. Ole works through most of does the overhead, mostly because and now shifts to six acts vaude in
combo with pix on 15c-25c scale.
entry in the midway to intro her
of the added picture cost.
Limited capacity Of 1,300 seats indisinging of 'Some of These Days.' the show and the two also -have an
After 'Dallas',' which is in for a
Registers with *Wake Up and Live' act.
Olsen pulls the old airplane fortnight, the stage will get the. plug cates grosses will be down and
shows cheap.
and That Old Feeling.' Miss Kay is
l
gag about how fast they will go for one week with the booking of a
Fetchit does familiar lazybones
a sure bet for anywhere.
As m.c. for the show, Eddie White across country in 20 years hence. 'battle of swing' between the Clyde act sitting in over-stuffed chair at
Hines
McCoy
Earl
orchestras.
and
comedy
song
and
center mike. Does seven minutes of
Js on for several
With Faber puts on car gag, after
average
budget
It is figured that the
chatter appearances. Impresses and
which she skates home. In collabo- for the stage show here will be slow talk, exits and then returns to
holds attention with apparently indo closing dance. He no longer does
exhaustible supply of matierial. Has ration with stooge in audience Olsen boosted fropi a previous $3,000 to the fast dance at finish, however,
an ingratiating tnanner of flippancy tries to make announcement in com- $4,000-$5,000, diepending, naturally, and his attempts are slow-moving
and knack of pimching bver a laugh petition with squawking baby asks on the strength of the flicker.
and half-hearted' with strong hand
Since he has virtually no usher to do something about it. Pisyarn.
They start the hew policy feere missing that he used to get. Six
voice, he concentrates oh selling the tol shot is heard and baby stops cry- with four standard vaude acts in acts on surrounding bill are smallindividnumber. All his tunes are
Exception is Betty Lee,
ing.
front of a line of 28 girls, the chorus timey.
ual; but the finale (which he claims
Excello Bros, have a top spot being the combination of the 1^ gals xylophonist, who opens bill with
to have written himself) is the hokey perch act, using two perches. held by
sh0^yy hammering on musical sticks
fadeout along the boy's-real-sweet- one while other performs atop. On a from the Chicago with the 12 to wake 'em up.
Fred Evans, B.&K.
Oriental girls.
heart-is-his-ma motif.
Lois Moree, aero dancer, follows
20 feet lonfe one walks about stage director, supervised the curComedy duo. The Briants. are a perch
holding it while other hangs at right rent staging and turned in his al- with mild control number. Howard
sock with their standard panto acro- angles.
Twins, two men, are next in order
job. Evans has an
ways-dependable
batics.
with
unison tapping that is
Buddy
Florence
Pepper
sing
and
Show opener is France and La- several songs, as prelude to tap danc- excellent sense of chorus movement creaky.some
Bernie Dunn, m.c, tries to
Pell (New Acts), ordinary pole balfill next spot with 'comedy talk that
Lad also does a good job on and production.
'Artists and Models' ing.
ancing act.
singles,
two-act
trio
Two
a
and
a
Is
blue and ancient.
the piano.
Next, just
Hobc.
(Par) on screen.
Lester Harding, Denver baritone, make up the talent portion of .the ahead' of Fetchit, is Warner and
is back as m.c.
No reason why this show. Single turns are men, Vic Margie, comedy team. Girl shows
They, fiash or two of talent with her longlad should not develop into a first- Hyde and Tommy Trent.
class m.c, and with his well-rounded along with the King, King and' King legged clowning.
Fetchit is next,
voice with plenty of volume rates trio, have all appeared at the B.&K. and the biU is closed by a musical
Boston, Sept. 13.
quite a. following. He sings several Chicago in recent weeks.
act, Raftone Sisters and George Gay,
Mall Hallett, local bandleader who
numbers in the routines.
Hyde did all right with his one- two accordions and guitar. House
made good; returns again this week
Taborettes (8), as usual, put on man band turn, though he kept band on stage during first half of
to the Met to rip off a few hot tunes three routines, first a 'Swing Time' burning openly throughout his act. bill and in pit for rest. There Is no
The novelty tap, then a go-to-bed, with Was squawking in a semi-kidding attempt at production. Lighting,
and please the dance mob.
mornmg crowd of yovmgsters who candles, pajamas, etc., and Russian way at the picture, claiming that it drops and p.a. system are in need
greeted Hallett on opening day liked setting for the finale, with line, in made the. audience so weepy that a of repair and replacement.
Picture is 'Transatlantic Merryeverything ofEered, and yet accord- appropriate costumes, and with each comedy act couldn't follow it. Trent
Go-Round.' House
two-thirds
ing to the usual standards this ag- of acts augmenting for closer.
was more to the satisfaction of this at first evening showfilled
'Slave Ship' (20th) on the screen,
Friday. Kiley.
gregation hands out a most conoverwhelmingly femme
audience
ventional session of band stuff. On with the crowd fair for the opening
with his Punch and Judy act. Good
the credit side, however, let it be show.
Rose.
novelty routine that's suitable anyrecorded that the Hallett orch
where. Trent has also caught a neat
whammed on the show caught, and
New Haven, Sept. 11.
bit of popular fancy with his schedis being credited with more than
They've built a show here this
Orpheum,
Salt
uled encore bit, dancing a colored
half the draw, with 'Varsity Show'
week that warrants being held tomarionette to 'Truckin'.' King, King gether
(WB) on the screen.
Salt Lake City,' Sept. 11.
as a unit (it's called 'Beaux
Among the best liked specialties
Current bill consists of a pot and King are a standard hoofing act, Arts Frolics') instead of breaking
are Frankie Carle in a smart piano pourri of imported and home talent, always playable and dependable.
up after the single week's run. Lew
contrib of 'I've Got Rhythm'; 'Goona headed by the Salt Lake Orpheus
Ross and Bennett are wearing Schaefer, house manager, was given
Welcome,
club, lusty male choral aggregation. their material thin and not getting a chunk
Goo,' vocaled by Buddy
of money by the local fur
and nicely heated up by th6 band, Pic is 'Confession, (FN).
Richy Craig, Jr. merchants association to put on a
the best results.
and 'Posin,' another band novelty.
Fair crowd on hand for opening used to get a solid session of enter- style show and embellish it with
Jerry Perkins, young lad discov- show apparently liked the variety
some
vaude
talent.
tainment
from the comfedy card
Result of severed by Hallett, clicks handsomely bill supported by By Woodbury and
trick routine. But Craig has passed eral weeks planning is a dignified
in 'Gypsy Tea Room' and 'Where band.
There's plenty of
on, and Ross and Bennett kick the entertainment.
Are You.' The former is embroidGlee clubbers spotted during final
They need color to the show, plenty of pep and
ered with a glee club arrangement shows on Wednesday, Thursday and stunt around flabbily.
a quintet of acts nicely spotted for
that seems to satisfy* even though Friday, with Albert J. Southwick some new crossfire badly.
Business at the last (fifth) show an enthusiastic welcome from audisomewhat corny. Teddy Grace is handling the baton. Arranged in
ences seeing their first stage show
Gold.
adequate in her vocalizing of 'Dis formal groupings on center stage, Friday ^f^a^ good.
here in months.
possessed of You.'
choristers open with The Bedouin
Modeling of furs Is only element
Joe Cabanaro, bass fiddler and Song"; follow with 'By the Bend of
having a tendency to slow up the
clown of the otitflt, is a favorite with the River,' and offer a vigorous ren'S,
show, as girls are on three times, but
the ballroom fans and they greet dition of 'The Scissor Grinder,' for
after all, the merchants are conPhiladelphia, Sept. 13.
h'un like an old pal. He has a nice an encore.
Fay's, indie West Philly pic and tributing heavily, so are entitled to
inning, next- to-close, beating tar out
favorites
in
interLong-time
something for their dough. Line of
of the fiddle, yelling daffy scat stuff. mountain states, Orpheus
singers vaudeville house, reopened Friday
They eat it up. For an encore he were standouts during the three eve- (10th) under same management that 16/ girls (Swing-o-pators) in yellow
bleats 'Sole Mio' which also hits the ning performances.
Members at- carried it through successfully last skirts and blue waists open show
—
mark.
tuxes and showed profes- season. House reported okay biz in with a tap routine climaxed by the
tired
the afternoon and evening show Condos Bros, on briefly in some flrstAfter all this singing and general sional ease during pipe workouts.
hoopla there is a great need of some
Regular bill opener is Johnny when caught, had capacity. Show is rate stepping. Models (12) make
hoofing to lift the pace, and by the Dore, versatile roller skater. Seem- tagged 'Five Star Follies.' Pic fea- first appearance here, using runway
time the Lathrop Brothers and Vir- ingly an elderly gent, Dore none- ture is 'On Again, Off Again* (RKO), for close audience contact. Don Cummlngs, m.c, breaks out as a single
ginia Lee put in an appearance late theless displays whirlwind perform- with Wheeler and Woolsey.
'Five Star Follies' is just starting at this point, doing a rope-spinnIn<*
in the proceedings, their talents are ance in gesture and action. His forte
Indeed welcome. As usual, they sock appears to be tumbling specialties out and needs plenty of sharpening act in evening clothes. Lad, with
with their trio precision, the tricky while skating.
Doesn't employ a but packs good, solid entertainment pleasant personality, has a clever
routine, mixed with nifty patter, and
duo taps by the boys, and the swell special skating floor. During one value.
Show starts with 14 dancing star- scores nicely.
solo by Miss Lee.
Fox.
rolling maneuver is assisted' by a
Lillian Carmen sings three songs
good looker, Betty Thomas, whose lets appearing in windows of a drop,
doing
a
music
store
and
representing
at a downstage mike against a full
gams are almost as enjoyable to
a patter number to accompany Mark cocktail bar setting with line girls
watch as her dance on skates.
Murtah sisters fill No. 2 spot. BaUero. who rings in a number of for atmosphere. Singer has peppy
Coupla gals in organdy formals with prominent radio names and de- delivery but makes mistake of closDetroit, Sept. 13.
scribes just what they've got. Gals
Current show could stand a little a knack of singing pop and hill-billy then come out for a precision dance, ing with her weakest number. Line
girls go Into a waltz, followed by
tunes
in the hoke operatic style. As
Biore fullness. It's composed almost
harmony is tossed to the winds, the okay if not notable, and then Miss Karre Le Baron Trio In a 'Bird of
entirely of femmes, PhU Spitalny Murtahs win plaudits for their vari- Mei Ling, cute oriental gal, does a Paradise' adagio.. Team Is class stuff,
tap.
capable
with the girl doing things the hard
himself being the only member of ations of 'Frankie and Johnny' as
Ballero comes down to the mike way by toting a couple of large fans
stronger sex on 'bill. Maestro's ether the tear-jerker would be chanted
Hour of Charm' gals, plus tapper in China, Russia, Switzerland and for a flock of imitations. He's a throughout.
Dale Winthrop, turn in a real job Italy, ending up with a torrid U.S.A. comer and some of his aping is strikFur models oh for their second
First does an Edward showing, then Cummings is back
ingly good.
but something s lacking to make arrangement.
lir^up a standout.
Woodbury's band performs in G. Robinson and a Jimmy Cagney, with a gag to iiitro Al Bernie. Mimic
conventional
with
more
follows
a
eightrminute
an
style
league
Besides scarcity of males for the major
works in two and after doing the
with an unan-r standard imitations of W. C. Fields,
women payees, 45-minute show could canto featuring blues series, with Fred Allen, scores
have advantageously used a coupla Bill Call, singing usher now a per- nounced Lionel Barrymore, hops to Butterworth, Laughton, Arliss and
bell
non-musical acts, since it's topheavy manent member of the band, vocal- (Charlie Butterworth, rings the with Ed. Robinson, closes with a Charlie
with Amos 'n' Andy, slows up
on the tuneful side. Otherwise, the ing 'Blue Skies.'
ends up McCarthy ventril novelty. Bernie's
show is a pleasant relief from runSubtle comedy antics of two dead- an overdone Penner, and
stuff is uniformly good and the
pf -mine stuff and doing all right at pan, comics. Born and Lawrence, a with some corking imitations of closer rates him a swell hand. Line
and
bells.
whistles
causes
combo,
the boxoffice.
Jeff'
and
'Mutt
of
sort
of girls spotted here for their best
12
again.
come
out
Gals
depalm-patting
the
Spitalny and his femmes, who a mild stir in
number, a semi-classical routine in
vvere ballyed nicely by band's ether partment.
Duo uses body, facial, them doing a Spanish rhythm num.- spangled outfits.- Models follow In
sponsor, General Electric, hold down arm and leg movements to drive ber. Alvena follows with a castamet final walkaround.
their end of the show superbly. Ar- home a couple of .songs. 'Sally' and dance that goes into a modified hula.
Condos Bros, return for Intricate
Bob Easton and Odette came next,
rangements hit the spot, and special- 'Down by the Old Mill Stream.' Both
with a different routine most of the display of snaopy hoofing. Challcngo
ties are honeys for the most part.
wear outlandish costumes.
pair
way from that they had last year steps particularly good and grille
Working before a spiffy setting of
When vaudeville blossomed a dec- at
the Earle. The diminutive Odette lands a flock of bow.s. A white
Irosted glass and pastel colors, band ade ago, the Reddingtons, husband
effect against scarlet back dranes
goes to town with rendition of 'Bo- and wife, were known on a number appears first as a baby in a carriage
makes
.setting for a finale
a
fiashy
numand
a
wise-cracks
makes
who
This week the couple
specialty group, Three of circuits.
that starts by bringing acts on indiT
•L.ittle Words,
femme song trio, de- is assisted by their daughter and as ber of off-color gags to Esther WhitAs vidually and ends with full company
serve the palm. Appearance is not a trio perform, enthusiastically on a ten, straight woman of the act.
only striking, but gals nearly bring 'trampolene' bouncin.? table.
Red- a follow-up. Odette sings 'The plus fiir models, in a burst of color
More bills of this calibre mitjht
Qown house with their impression of dington dressed as a prop man steals Gentleman Obviously Doesn't Bejrankie and Johnny' and garner an the show, but sidesteos frequently lieve' and she and Easton do their help to revive flesh at this houss. a
former ace soot for .stage shows
encore. Also sock.
during act to allow wife, and attrac- familiar and always popular ballSuch a Night' (Par) on srreen;
'On
routine.
room
Maxiiie, quite a fave on the radio tive daughter to garner honors.
,
Bone.
Alvena does a conventional con- business big opening day.
Guss.
"Our, IS a personable songster. Her

Lake

STANLEY, PITTS.

tortionlstlc dance which went better than her previous offering, Wales
and Brady did a satisfactory but not

Bill
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the boys double Instrumentally, permitting
repertoire
an
extensive
that's not common these days among
the dance organizations.
Gray himself, only recently elevated to the baton after sitting in
With the saxers for years. Is a handsome fellow who looks good out
front and emoloys an effective selfeffacement.
Permitting the Casa
Lom^ans to speak for him, which
they do industriously and eloquently.
Only jarring note at the opening
performance was Ketiny Sargent's
blow-up of 'So Rare.' Featured
singer had to stop Gray in the middle of the number and apologize to
mob for his "failure to memorize
lyrics properly. But he went right
,

.

into Something else, mooped
solidly with his sock lyric tenor

up
and

then proceeded to niake everybody
forget his lapse with two more tunes
that registered a perfect bull's-eye.
Casa Loma's other marqueed singer
Is the veteran Pee-Wee Hunt, on for
two numbers, first of which is the
increasingly popular 'Posin,' and
both high in audience returns. Band
keeps strictly In the current hit
book, finishing with the still hot
'Casa Loma Stomp,' which is letter
perfect and should be after a decade
of hardy Usage.

Orch opening is followed by Bob
on for a session of his spontaneous rhyming, and then there's
a flash of hoofing by Anita Jakobl
(New Acts) who clicks neatly with
her lithe, shnple-looking twists and
turns. Both work in front of band,
but Marjorle Gainsworth does her
vocal calisthenics In one, using Dave
Broudy's pit band for acconipaniment. Handsome gal, who was here
only a few weeks ago, repeats her
previous hit with a sock display of
classical and semi-classical canarying. Repeats her opera vs. jazz number, a slick arrangement delivered
solidly, and winds up giving her
gifted pipes a real workout in the
Hall,

aria

from 'La

Traviata.*

Show is held to 50 mins. because
of length of flicker, 'Knight Without
Biz at getaway not
Cohen.
quite up to expectations,

Armor'. (UA).

Embassy Newsreel,. N. Y#
By and large, throughout the year,
newsreels go on along their
charted paths doing a photographic
followup on the newspapers. Then,
every once in a while, the world
goes through some major event and
the reels come to life in sock fashion.
the

Thus

it

Is

that the reels this

week

again take their place at the head of
the column with Chinese-Japanese
war footage, proving themselves
quite distinctly so much ahead of the
competitive news field as to be beyond question. In events like this,
if the reels can (as they do in this
case) avoid censorship, and go the
limit in .photographic display, there
can be no doubt over their superior
coverage of news. Press and radio
news dissemination must automatically take a back seat.
There's another curious angle on
this.
Newspapers report that the
Oriental slaughter isn't selling any
papers.

Events of like importance

around- the world have always boosted circulation figures, but this is an
exception. This Is explained more
than anything (any explanation being a guess, of course) by the fact
that the Spanish hostilities have
tended to drain the market. Not so
with the newsreels, however. At the

opening show at this theatre, and
succeeding shows the first and second days, there was a constant holdout line.

•

likely that never before in
the history of newsreels has there
been such gruesome material on display. The Spanish stuff was largely
can.sorcd, as true of almost all cases
It

is

in the past. Here there is no sugarIt is war at its crudest
coaling.
and niost vicious, caught by an imBodies are
partial
camera eye.
strewn right and left. Blood is seen
on all sides. Here a headless corpse,

%

.

The scatthere a legless carcass.
tered pulp of what once was a head
is shown.
A triickload of scarred
and broken and torn bodies, piled
carelessly one atop the other, like
so much garbage.
It's not the kind of stuff to look
by anyone with a sensitive
at
stomach. Women are not likely to
be able to take it at any time. But,
once seen, the effect will take a
(Continued on page 19)

.
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Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
(Continued from jiage 17)
moral
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VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS

.

out with 'Baby Says It's So,' sextette
returning for okay routine of ballroomology;
Sets spot nicely for

socko hoof -session by Leo O'Neill,
elongated youngster of good personfess6n is bound to stick.<
UniV6rsal probably deserves the ality, who shakes a very legit pair of
dogs.
Finale by sextette in gay
although
coverage,
best
break for the
by the vWord 'best/ in this case, is nineties garb and manner, good
jneant most inclusive and most grim. flashy closer, earning resouhding
pn nothing hand for the blowoff. Took some
U spends 10 fullof minutes
Grim Reaper ma- well earned curtains.
Burvi.
but this type
terial, dramatized to a high point.
Par
folloiV
with
Metro, Pathe and
more toned-down Coverage, partially
faked, and partially diluted with
Montreal, Sept. 13.
matter of general European trouble.
Return of stage shows after a sixBut all of them get in just ca shot
or two: of the Shanghai carnage. In month lapse gave Loew's turnaway
biz
opening
night
running
minutes'
(Friday) and
all, just over 20
week end with 'Hollywood Hotel
time is spent on the subject.
After that type of material, the Revue.' Howard Knevels, manager,
general run of newsreel coverage is and publicity man, Allan Spencer,
even more strikingly insignificant put ovier a lobby ballyhoo that
than usual. There is a. long batch stopped traffic on city's main street
with police reserves called out to
of trite and unimportant stuff, not a
handle..
Show is among the most
single other item rating more than
opulently costumed and staged ever
fleeting attention.
here with several stand-out
Immediataly after the war foot- seen
acts, 16-girl line and eight models
age, there is a' shot of F. D. R. on getting continuous calls.
his yacht and, for a change, there's
Opens with line as switchboard opnot a ripple of applause or any erators answering phone calls for
other comment in the audience. Mob Hollywood stars with, latter shown
is quite obviously still under the im-i by models in masks on backdrop.
press of the grim matter up ahead. Mariora, femme jugglier, followed
Then comes a French couple cele- tossing rackets and balancing ball
brjsiting their 75th wedding anniver- on stick.
She has good audience
sary and the parade of minutae is on. appeal and was followed, by Silver
Suffice to say that Fox has 12 items Stairway scene, models introed by
qn the bill. Par 11, U 7, Pathe 6, Robert Berry at mike. Costumed in
and Metro 3.
Kauf,
eye-filling feathers and frills, but
still sufficiently undraped, this was
the first of a series that the fans
•

LOEWS, MONTREAL

;

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia, Sept. 13.'
Heidt
and Brigadiers
Horace
haven't played, here in six years
and their appearance at. the Earle
drew two capacity audiences to start
although after that the pace was
slightly under that of this house's
recent bills. Pic is 'On Such a
Night' (Par).
Heidt's show is almost 100% for
In fact only oft'eriing
the mikes.
that wouldn't fit the airways is the
dancing of Burton Pierce. Earle's
been having a lot of hoofing during
recent weeks; thi^ time it's in a
decided minority with instrumental
and vocal numbers grabbing the
-

•

spot.

.

Entire company of 30 is ' on the
stage from start to finish, with seven
man glee club on the back tier, tiien,

coming down

front, theh instrumen-

the orch and in front the
specialists including the Four Kings,
three of them girls and the only
femme touch to the proceedings.
Heidt does what m.c.'ing there is,
but it's not of the usual gabby
talists ''of

variety

—just

straight

announcement

^ith an

occasional touch of humor,
but all very easy and likable. His
orch specializes in what might be
called

'stunt'

music with numbers

on the order of 'Snitzelbaum' in
which different sections take up the
tune,

separately until the finale
the whole outfit joins in. One
of these offerings which clicked
neatly with the Earle audience had
the various members of the orch appearing with miniature instruments.
The orch rendition of the inevitable *Bee' was another of the same
general kind, and the finale, which
was a real flash, featured the old
fav, 'Bells of St. Mary's,' with each
section doing its part and then the
whole outfit, including singers, joining in for a rousing close.
Of the specialties,. Bob; McCoy,
-

when

basso, boomed out
to a good reception.

'Wagon. Wheels'
The Four Kings

rendered a medley of current pop
numbers, and Yvonne, one of the
quartet, soloed' with a semi-risque
ditty about 'A Good Little Girl.'
Pierce's
dancing
was of tap
variety and featured several of the
numbers Fred :Astaare did in 'The

Gay Divorcee-' Pierce is a good stepper but suffered some in comparison
with Hal LeRoy, who appeared on
'the same stage the week previous.
Jerry Brown, of the orch, still sup:f
plies most of the incidental comedy,
both during the instrumental numbers and in occasional short solos
including Today I
a Man' in
which he worked with the three
femmes of the Kings' outfit.
The Glee Club, Larry Cotton and
Charles Goodman, sunplied the more
conventional vocal offerings.
Waters.

Am

HIPP,

BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Sept, 13.

VARIETY

NEW ACTS

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

Minneapolis, Sept. 12.
•Stopping over for a week en route
to Hollywood, Duke Ellington and
his band give local jazz lovers a
treat.
Hotter than a Mexicab ta- BENNY MEROFF and ORCHESTRA
With- Jack Marshall, Florence Gast,
male, the outfit steams up the' theSonia Merofl
atre to tropical fever temperature.
Ellington brings fewer specialties 45 Mins.
than most. other bands that have New Yorker, N. Y.
played herfe. There are only three
Going into Ralph HItz's Hotel New
acts, but each a standout in its Yorker's
ITerrace
Cafe with his
class,
dance-entertainment orchestra of 13
Heading, the group is Ivy Ander- men,
specialty
plus
performers,
son, topflight vocalist, but not far Benny Meroff returns to N. Y. after
behind her are the other two the a seven years' absence with one of
Zephyrs, eccentric dancers, and the the best orchestral outfits of its kind.
Four Step Brothers, tap artists su- It is especially built for theatre dates,
preme. They're all show-stoppers.
but applies equally as well for hotel
In lieu of the fewer specialties, engagements.
the band itself contributes plenty.
Meroff 's last N. Y. engagement was
Individual band members are given at the former two-arday Palace
plenty of opportunity to display seven years ago.
In addition to
their wares cuid most of them go to
being on the Eddie Cantor broadcast
town. Especially noteworthy is Re;: for 22
weeks, he has been playing
Stewart who hits topmost and lowest
notes in his trumpet concerto and hotels and theatres throughout the
Re-invading the
at the finish has the customers beg-' country meantime.
east, he comes well prepared to batgins for more.
Ellington -is his own personable tle it out with competitive bands of
dance-entertaining
the
type that depiano
and
does his usual
self at the
neat m.c. and conductor job. There pend strongly on specialty features,
other
for
dressing
are 15 musicians and they whoop it novelty and
up plenty with ja^z and swing ar- straight orchestration.
His orchestration is well-knit, has
rangements of 'Merry Go Round,'
an original .conception of 'In the what it takes to land with the tough
Shade of the Old Apple Tree,' 'Mood customers, and in Meroff there's a

JIMMY DORSEY ORCHESTRA

•

15 Mins.
State, N.

Winding up a tour east from the
where he had a lengthy stay,

Coast,

Jimmy Dorsey
dancing,

musician-showman

at its

is only average for
Music, well suited for
unexciting on the stage

showmanly
and several

of the other ace theatre orchestras.
Lacks distinction and style.
Makeup of the unit consists of five
brasses, three saxes and a rhythm
section of four men, plus Dorsey 's
clarinet.
Drummer is featured in

one number, 'Old Man Harlem,'
while Dorsey comes in for repeated
attention. Besides the usual rhythm
numbers, band does two novelty

tunes, arrangement of Rimsky-Korsakov's 'Flight of the Bumble Bee'
and 'Parade of the Milk Bottle Caps,*
both fair for. variation, but too long.
Spotted with the band are Freda
Sullivan and June Richmond. Former is a sassy-looking little lady
with grace and taste in garb. Wears
a white lace gown with long, semitransparent skirt theatrical and becoming. Her act starts with leisurely
stepping, then works into acrobatic
flips and gradually faster turnovers
for a strong flash. Latter portion is
best. She's okay for the niteries on

'

-'Sophisticated

is

in comparison to such
outfits as Fi:ed Waring

.

'Solitude,^

Y.

theatres.

—

—

head who

Lady,' 'Caravan,'. etc., with emphasis ranks with the best. Meroff is a very
on the brass, that makes for a gen- versatile musician and plays every
erous amount of loudness.
instrument in the band.
On his
Four Step Brothers are satorially opening at the New Yorker he
in- tuxedos, silk hats and demonstrated with most of the intheir
taste.
found to
They pre- splendid
canes. Their precision tap struments, including the sax, claricarrying
cipitated major bursts of applause
never has been excelled at this net sax, baritone .cnx, clarinet, tubd
and backgrounded Clark and Eaton, house
and they wind up with indi- and English horn. An agreeable
strong man and femme adagio act
vidual bits, of unusual and difficult personality and stage presence are
that filled in nicely. Gale and Carstepping. It's the speediest of foot- other Meroff assets.
patter
freak

(2)

With Freda Sullivan, June Richmond

'

Indigo,'
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son continued with
and
work.
dancing, well received.
With a voice built to order for the
Another socko scene, Spanish
pbp numbers that she sings,
dressed,
brings in sott of
.flesta> gorgeously
lilenty. of comedic ability and perDel Carmen, more Spanish than sonality
plus. Miss Anderson has 'em
Franco and with the authentic Ibe- eating out of her hand. She does
rian heel tap.
Gal mutes the 'There's a Lull irt My Life' and recastanets diminuendo, a trick that
Got
Chillun
God's
'All
peats
got her plenty from the crowd, but
which she put across so
encores were barred throughout the Rhythm*
at the Races.' One
show. May McKim' and boy friends well in 'A Day
off-color song, 'He Does Me So Much
(3) put over a spot of singing and
made inoffensive by the
next turn, Helen Honan rated big Good,' is
of the band memaudience appeal on impersonations. amusing hecklingvMaybe Some Day,'
Line in again for Perfume Fountains bers. 'Oh Babe^
Miss Andrews, is Elling.by
as
sung
of Bagdad against background of
Living Curtain of Models, closet ap- ton at his best.
Comedy is furnished by the antics
proach to nudity of show. This inof the individual musicians and by
trOs Marty May wha has top billslow motion
Well known here and much the eccentric dancing,
ing.
and washboard and washacrobatics
wisecracks,
and
liked, he anecdotes
of the Two- Zephyrs,
coming near to stopping show, but tub jnusic
with a bang
land
who
youths
dusky
producer Harry Howard has them
and score the show's biggest hit.
all nailed down to time as strict as
Screen offers 'Mr. Dodd Takes the
a radio program to keep show withReea.
Air' (WB). Biz good.
in the 70 minutes allotted.
Revue closes with an Orchid Room
scene, another stand-out, and Helen
to
bring
short
act
Hdnan back for
in finale with all acts, line and
models crowding the stage and Mack
Q. Davis swing orch hitting the High
Bubbling Over Revue
Cs for a finish that had a capacity
house cheering.
(CAPITOL, ATLANTA)
Pic is 'Supersleuth' (RKO) and
Atlanta, Sept. 12.
biz looks like a $15,000 gross, record
Produced by Billsbury & Weston,
Lane.
for this house and town.
of Chicago, this one is rather punchless due to lack of liovelty. There's
plenty of standard vaude in its makeup, but it's too run-of-the-mine to
give the unit anything better than
Indianapolis, Sept. IL
House celebrating its 25th anni- average rating.
Top honors go to Jack Fields and
versary by. booking in a variety bill
Dolly Russell, classy singing and
that is above average in' talent. Five
comedy team. This pair have had
cts are mixed into a show presented
cinema
experience as well- as years
in revue, fashion, with the American
Vaude, and their work has polish.
Rockets," mixed dancing ensemble, in
opening and closing the bill. Phil Both hd've good voices and their
gags are^fresh. Fields sings his own
Estes, .one of the .Rockets, is given
song, 'I Want My Rib,' while femme
separate billing in the ads, and apwarbles $ne of her own compositions,
pears in a specialty number late in 'Wait
Timthe Clouds Roll By.' They
the show.
^Another of their own ditA Parisian dance routine Is pre- double
ties, 'I 'WiSBt to Yodel,' and also comsented by the Rockets first ,and
bine in 'YDU'ire the One I Care For,'
serves to introduce Helene Denizon, with Fields hiding
behind the buxom
by
assisted
who dances on her toes,
Dolly and providing the gestures. All
Phil Estes, and then takes the mike of their ^tuff
went over big and they
to sing a French song.
had
to beg off.
Miss Chic Kennedy holds down
Show gets started with Shriner
deuce spot. She opens with a line trio, Walter and Wallace (twins) and
of patter, then goes into a novelty
Mary
*

.

•

•

•

UNIT REVIEWS

LYRIC, INDPLS.

-v

'

His specialty artists are headed by
Jack Marshall, singing comedian,
who plays the trombone in the orchestra.
Young Marshall is funny
and' sells strongly for laughs.
trained.-flea^

number

Is

sock.

His

The

witli[ Marshall and the band
sequence lending an Impression of
newsreels are
'most enough in
therhselves to make the Meroff band
well worth seeing.
The newsreel

session

;

number

is close to tops in orchestral planning and novelty.
Sonia Meroff, sister of the maestro,

and Florence Gale (Mrs. Meroff) are
other specialties, both ot them singens.

Miss Meroff does

'Let's Call the

Whole Thing Off' in a very engaging
manner. She has a nice voice and
an ingratiating style.
Miss Gale,
coming on as an amateur that isn't,
works a song. number with Meroff.
She has played a single in vaudeville and will not remain permanently with the Meroff outfit. Which
is too bad.
One of the bandsmen,
introed as Larry O'Toole, twists an
Irish number into laughs.
Meroff's orchestra handles songs
and arrangements ably, but on occasion lays on the brass heavier than's
necessary unless the date Is Harlem.
Char.

June Richmond, about 200 lbs. of
colored hot-shouting, is blest with
plenty of pep and an infectious perBetween short stands at
sonality.
the mike, she goes into frequent
strut and shuffle sessions, in which
she has considerable skill considering her size.
Currently offering
'Darktown Strutters Ball,' a forte arrangement and delivery of 'Shoe
Shine Boy,' and an elaborate effort
on 'Peckin',' which misses despite
the noise.
The band unit In toto shapes up aa
fair stage divertissement, but Dorsey's record and radio rep exceeds
Hobe.
his visual impression.

ANITA JAKOBI
Danolnr
4 Mins.
Stanley, Pitts.

Good-looking blonde

is

an acro-

batic hoofer with a distinctly win-

ning

It isn't her tricks, it's
she does them. She does
all of the twists, turns and spins in
catalog
with
the
a there's-nothln'-to-

the

style.

way

it-folks case.
In some this

apparent nonchalance,

when customers expect

the aero kids

to be breaking their necks, might be
resented ever so slightly, but not in

Miss Jakobi.
She has a constant
natural smile that removes such a
danger and has the crowd with her
all the way, open-mouthed at her
gracefulness and charm under the
circumstances. She's making a mishowever, in not digging up
something slightly different for an
encore. It's too much the same.
Sock tm-n here and should be that
on an.y stage or in any cafe. Particularly a natural for the latter
take,

JOHNNY WOODS
Mimic
6 Mins.

Paramount, N. Y.
Tall, rangy youth who crowds a
wealth of imitations into a routine
that's paced so fast that they either
catch em on the fly or not at all.
Woods' lone equipment is the rhike
and the sweep of his subjects extends beyond mike and fllm names.
The repertoire includes one on President Roosevelt and another on Al
Smith. Latter proves not so hot, but
as for the takeoff on the chief executive Woods uncorks an iipproximation that' tops everything else he
does.

Act can be fitted into almost any
type of bill and sold handsomely to
any tvpe of audience. It's a natural
for nite clubs.

her own.
-

Odec.

Cohen.

spots.

FRANCE

and

LA PELL

Rlsley
i Mins.
State, N. Y.
Simply the unrelieved show opener
from vaude's dark ages, without a
single new wrinkle to brush it up or
lend novelty.
France and LaPell,
garbed in Latin American duds, offer
lifts.
All might be impossible for
the theatregoer, but they're so common after all these years they look
easy. And no imagination or showmanship is used to dress them up to
look difficult.
Hobe.

'

using-cutouts of a-policeman, villain,
farmer, and his daughter to sing a
comedy number around these charHer act finishes with imactors.
pressions of ZaSu Pitts, Garbo and
Fannie Brice. After that acts as
m.c. for other acts on the bill.
'

The Loria Brothers on next
stop the show.
ranging in age

really

These six moppets,

from

six to fourteen,

on their instruments.
The two youngest do Mexican
dances and the younger brother does
are

siu-efire

a challenge at the end that brings
down the house.
/
Roscoe Ates holds down next to
closing with the assistance of Barhis
for
feeder
plays
who
bara Ray,
comedy lines. Ates doesn't depend
on his movie reputation to put him
^""^ 'New Personalities
of over, but has a lot of new comedy
1937,' flash act. Layout played nicely material, with hiS stuttering delivand provided good variety.
ery; gets plenty of laughs.
Vespers open with strong routine
Bill closes with a routine by the
of teeterboard stuff sold in excellent American Rockets in which Helene
style.
Gave show a socko start, Denizon and Phil Estes do specialty
goran next, does Ed Wynn, Jack numbers. The six boys and girls
Benny, W. C. Fields. Lionel Barry- do a rhythm tap step against an Hainore and Eddie Cantor in order with waiian
Then Miss
background.
Al Smith and F. D. R. for an encore. Denizon appears with a tree drop
•Uid all right but milked his bows too and does a toe dance depicting a
strongly for good taste.
stroll through a park in the rain.
Fred Lightner, on next to close, The orchestra plays 'Cherry Blosmanages all right with his routine som Lane,' while orch member
01 gags and hand waving delivery. ivarbles refrain. Estes comes on for
The Rockets reapJf'^n^e partner helping nicely and his tap dance.
Duildmg to vocal flnish and fair re- pear and close with adagio number
turns.
Could stand some stronger in which all members of the enJnatenal.
Miss Denizon
semble participate.
'New Personalities,' flash setto, comes on again with Rockets for
proved a good chaser. Mixed sex- finale.
,
tette opens with
Picture, 'Think Fast,, Mr. Moto'
well sold potpourri
Business very good last
adagio and fast hoof (Fox).
«utt after which male vocalist gives show opening day.
Kiley.

Another brief bill of vaude on the
Hipp stage this week due to holdover of 'Lost Horizon' (Col), a twoCurrent doings, which run
a2^^
40 minutes, lists four acts: The Four
Vespers, teeterboard specialists; Arthur Boran, mimic; Fred Lightner,

'

.

-

.

.

Janet, stepping off a fast
routine to 'Did You Mean It?' getting a good hand. Two boys stay on
for some rhythm tapping to 'Cross
sister,

Patch.'

Leon Harvey, in charge of the unit,
takes over as m. c. at this point and
brings on Don Delbert, in Argentine
gaucho outfit, including a vicious
looking gat, who offers a bit of uninteresting small magic and winds up

band, including a pint-sized pianist,
who had to bob up and down to peer
over piano and watch baton of house
maestro; Enrico Leide, in order to
keep up with rest of tooters.
Pic is 'San Quentin' (WB) and
there was standing room onl.v when
Luch,
first show broke.

Sing, Dance,

Laugh Revue

with some fire-eating

tricks.
(CAPITOL, ATLANTA)
George and Lillian Gordon, man
Atlanta, Sept. 12.
and wife team, then trundled on
Lots of comedy, a bit too much
their xylophone for a rapid fire meddancing and a couple of sock novelty
ley of tunes that pleased. They were
followed by Edv,'ards and Argela. acts characterize this one, owned
dance team, who stepped off a neat and produced by Nick Sanin, who
directs band, Troubadors of Swing,
tango to 'Jealousy.' Both singers and numbering
14, counting seven house
dancers got a nice hand.
tooters.
Show runs 48 mins. and
Harvey then presented a narodv on there's 17 in. company.
'Little Man, You've Had a Busy Day,'
Charles and Jean Travis open
the subject of the' song being Oliva
Dionne, father of the Quints. The with a tap routine to 'Swing for
Shriner Trio march back on in silk Sale,' Alice DuVal, singer, following
warbling 'There's a Lull in My Life'
blue and white cadet outfits and go
through a snappy military routine to and 'All God's Chillun Got Rhythm.'
An aero musical novelty by Bill
'Anchors Aweigh.'
Kids have the

precision stuff

down

to a fine point

and Cap customers liked 'em.
George Gordon, armed with a
piano accordion, then doubled with
.

in a brief bit, finishing up
with a medley of old-time tunes.
Edwards and Argela return at this

Harvey

crossfire he goes into an able exhibition of hoofing to the same tune.

more comedy, they join in a
dance routine to close to 'Let
Yourself Go,' winding up with
femme doing splits across width oE
stage.
They scored plenty.
Clever bag of tricks, most of 'em
new, was exhibUed by Frederick
Rasso, assisted by Singer Duval. He
got fine hands for balancing spinning
plate atop bow and arrow on his
forehead and juggling five platters
in air at same time, and his juggling
of cannon ball, egg and tiny wad
After
fast

of paper.
Travis kids come back for a clever
tango tap to 'La Comparsita' to applause.
Youngsters dance well together.
Billed as 'Original Arizona Kid.'
Tom Swith reveals some new stuff
in the dance and rope spinning line.
Lad spins a loop hardly three feet
in diameter and projects his long,
lanky body through it like a rifle
bullet.

Freddie Beck and Olive Haynes
presented a knockabout comedy act
the patrons up at that went over fine. Gags pair use
Harris between toots on were fresh, at least to Cap customers.
the clarinet dances to 'Sing, Baby. Woman does a lot of mugging that
Sing' and does a bit of bending and gets the laughs. Their comic singtwisting that had the audience ready ing of 'Sweethearts' Dream,' folfor the inevitable 'St, Louis Blues.' lowed by a knockdown, drag out
But Harris fooled 'em by including waltz to same tune, also roused the
acrobatics while playing the instru- risibilities of customers.'
ment that won him rounds of apTravis pair bounced on to a fast
plause. Lad got down on floor and tap to 'Mendel's Son Swing' and
really went to town spinning around were followed by each act doing bits
on his head and playing to custom- of their stuff for finale, all singing
Harris

warmed

this point.

point and do a smooth ballroom number to 'Sari Waltz,' and are followed
by Fields and Russell.
Don Delbert was brought back to
close the show, working with Harvey ers' delight. He had to beg off.
in an Argentine whip act. He uses
Bobby MacDonald and wife, Jill
a bullwhip and a shorter one to do Paradise, pleased with their comhis tricks, with Harvey holding his edy skit.
She pulls the old intertaruets. The act pleased.
ruption stuff while he's trying to
There's 15 in company, four In sing 'Love Bug' and after some

when
Pic

triaveler closed.
is

'Armored Car' (Univ) and

biz was okay despite auto giveaway
at baseball park at final game of sea.son, which put in over 10,000 cus-

tomers.

Luch.
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fore he heard about, the extraordinary

business on

"DOUBLE OR NOTHING,"^

which broke the House Record for a

week\ attendance at the PARAMOUNT
New York; equalled thesensa*

Theatre,

tional run ©/''ARTISTS
at the

_

_

CHICAGO

AND MODELS
;•;-;•;.:•»

Theatre, Chicago

;

did

the best three-day business in six
_

__

months

at

the

Theatre, Paterson;

UNITED STATES
an4 the

end business in the
at the

last

best week*

five months

SAENGER Theatre, New Orleans.
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FILM BOOKING CHART
{For information of theatre and film exchange bookers, Variety presents a complete chart of feature releases of
Date of the reviews as given in Variety and the running time of prints are included.)
the current quarterly period.
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WEEK
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PBODUCEB

I

.

INC.

American distributing companies for

the

ALL BliKHTS BESERVED

TYPE

OIStBIB.

alt

DIBECTOB

TAtLENT

TIME

JIELEASB
7/30/37

'

I

W..MacE)onald
Gainsborough
Zion JWyers

•

.

.

[

i
!

.

^

•

•

WB.
Rep

,

,

Cdl

;

STELLA DALLAS:

8/13/37
:

I

.

HANDY ANDY

IT'S ALL YOURS
KING SOLOMON'S MINES
TB AILING TBOUBLE
BAD GUY
WHERE THE WEST B1BGIN3
ATLANTIC FLIGHT
ON SUCH A NIGHT
MAK^ A WISH
THINK FAST, MB, MOTO
WESTERN GOLD
DEAD i!ND
MAN WHO CBIED WOLF
CONFESSION
iT HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD
GANiGWAY
SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT
Bl<jr CITY
GOD'S COUNTBY and MAN
SOULS AT SEA
LIFE OF THE PABTY
*

,

Wi,lliam

Sam Goldwyn

10/1/37

10/8/37

10/15/37

Edelman

W. Maeponald

& A.

M.

Alexander

'M: Fessier
B. P. Schulberg
Robert Sisk
M.' Johnson

BOBNEO,

mm

H. Schloni
R. Griffith
!D. Selznick
L.

COUNSEL FOB CRIME
HERE'S FLASH CASEY
THE WOMEN MEN MARRY
ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN
ANNAPOLIS SALUTE
,

John, Stone
p. O. Selznick

,

.

Pasternak

J.
.

.

.

WB

Bryan Foy
H. L. Decker
A.,

Herman

M. H. Hoffman
Hunt Stromberg

MGM

M. Shauer
H. Wilcox

W. Wanger
Ed Grainger

.

JVIelodrama

Musical
MelodraYna
Western

GB
GN

Par,

Rom-Dr

20th

Musical

Lew Brock

UA

Rom^-Dr

Col

Melodrama

WB
GN

BKO
U.

Musical

WB

Western

Col

Melodrama
Outdoor

WB
GN

.

MGM
MGM

N^agie-Walbrdok
W. Baxter-J. Bennett
I. Her vey-K, Taylor

MGM
Par

Melodrama

Everett Riskin

Mrs. W. Reid
A. 'Hornblow
Jesse L. Lasky
Sol C. Sie.gel.
H. Wilson
Robt. Presnell

Henry Blanke
Bryan Foy
Par
Robt. Sisk
G. Engel
Sol Lessor

S.

MGM

Rom-rDr

Rep

Western
Musical

U

Col

Comedy
Melodrama

20th
20th

UA

WB

N. Bi-adbury
Ernst Lubitsch

David L. Loew
Sol Sierrel
R. Griffith

TRIGr.ER TRIO
HEIDI
STORY
THAT'S

R.ibt. Prf"5MelI

OVER THE GOAL

Bvyan Foy

V. Saville

Drama
Western

U

Rom-Dr
Rom-Dr
Drama

Col

Rom-Com
Rom-Com

MGM
Mono

Western

RKO

Par

Rom-Dr
Comedy

Repub

Western

20th

Rom-Dr

U

Melodrama
Melodrama

UA

WB

I.

Football

Rom-Com

,

100
120

Cumminf*3

Milt Carruth
Ed. Gould ing

9/8
7/21

85

9/8

65
140
76
72
110
105

9/6/.^2

7/28
9/15
B/25
8/4

91

8/4

62
63

9/8
9/8

Lamont
Ray Taylor

D. Arzner'
R. N. Bradbury
C. Reisner

Edw. Cline
Harold Yountf
Sid Salkow
R. Enright

100

7/28

110
77

7/28
9/15

123
61

6/30
9/15

Arthur Rosson
Clarence Brown
William Nigh
R.

Mamoulian

J. Rlystone
Joseph Knrie

W. A.

Seitcr

Nate Watt

Wm.

Dleterle

Nick Grinde

Leo McCarey

Dunne-Carey Grant

Smith Ballew
J. Bennett-H. Fonda
John Wayne-S. Bromley
C. Rains-G. Dickson

Gus Meins

Mervyn LsRoy

p. Mont^omery-J. Parker

Ray McCarey

62

Edw. Killy
G. Ratofl
Logan-Rif)1ey

Art Liibin

Wm. Powell-M. Loy
Tom Keene

Morf;an-Wm. Lundigan
L. Banks-F. Robson
Wm. Hopper-June Travis

90

Chas.

Ralph Murnhy

C.

68
65

•

L. Overman-R, Karns
van Heflin-M. Marsh
D. Del RlorG. Sanders-Lorre

Dietrich-ll. Marshall
Joe E. Brown-Helen Mack
Three Mesquiteers
Temnle-Hcrsholt-Treacher

8/11
8/25
7/28
8/25
9/1
8/11

Ldderman

R, Z, Leonard
Geo. B. Sciti;
Robt. Fiorcy

Ritz Bros.-P. Brooks
D. Kent-R. Wilcox
Paul Munl-.G. Sondeg:aard
R. Reag:an-June Travis

Biog

Par

RKO

Ann NaB:el-W. Hull
Irene Dunne-B. Scott
N. Martlni-J. Fontaine
Gene Autry-J. Allen

Com-Rom

8/18
9/1
9/13

.

Al Herman

Garg:an-J. Barrett
P. O'Brien-Blondell

Melodrama

7/21

.78

Albert Rijy

Pitts

Rex-Shelk (horses)
Garbo-Chas. Boyer

Musical

20th

W. Wanger

R

W.

Western
Hist-Rom

Com-Rom

Tiem Carr
Mervyt\ LeRoy
M. Connolly
J. Mankiewicz

Com-Dr

Com-Rom
.

8/4

85

89

CrornWell

Irv,

Crawford-Tone

K. Baker-P. Patterson

00

86'
65

Seller

A'.

D, R.

•

'

Musical

8/18
8/25
»/18

56'

75

Herb. Wilcox

Jack Randall
G. Michaei-L, Crabbe

Gleason-ZaSu

..68v.

00

Al Worker
H. C. Potter
H. Koster
Louis King
B. Eason

Bitter

Mystery

Par

WB
WB

J.

.

9»

Lynn Shores
Earl Taggart
Erie Kenton
Chris Cabanna
T. Talley

G. Huslon-R. Coleman

Tex

'

John Brahm

Fonda

J.

Mono

RKO

B. Davis-H.

'

•

W. Keighley

M. Oliver-J. Beecher
B. Bogers-B. Grable

Mono

U

Hayward

Biog.'

Western
Com-rDr
Western

RKO
UA

Hunt

Musi(ial

9/1

Borzage

•J,

Newill-C, Huffhes
G. Bogers-L< Talbot
MacDonald-AIlan Jones

E.

Musical

U

THE AWFUL TRUTH

Hyman

J.

6/30

64

H. Lachman
Sonnie Hale

W.'

J.

Comedy

Par

GN

C. Quiffley-.B.

Mystery

..

80

• w.-

Irving. Plchel
S. LahiSelcl

Durbin-Stokowski-Menjou
B. MaicLane-A. Sheridan
D. For'aii-E. Clancy

Operetta

BKO
UA

&

I

'.Bta<in>tiry'

H. Hathaway

:

Mrs. M, Johnson
J. Withers-P. Moore
T. Kelly-E. Patterson

Mr.

Com-Dr

Mono

Eilison-M.

-

R. N. Bradbi,i,ry

O. Kruger-J. Wells
E. Llnden-B. Mallory
Hutchinsoii-G. Murphy
J.

Com-Dr
Com-Dr

UA

,

W. Gargan-0. Heyward

Outdoor

20th
20th

WB

,

J.

8/11
8/11
7/28

Schertzinger
F.,

.

R. Cblman-M. Cai^roll
D. Powell-Warlng-Healy

Comedy
Drama
Com-Dr
Rom-Dr

Far

Wray

Henie-^ower-Treacher

:

Musical

MGM

S, Bischoff

B. H.

•

•

•.

G. Raymond-H. Hilliard
Novarro-L. Lane

Musical

Rep

Rom-Dr

Seller

;

.
!

!

H. Brethefton
William Wyler
L, R. Foster
Joe iMiy

Matthews

'

66

85

.

Nornlari Fost?]:,

Casney-E. Daw
Tracy-Bainer
T.'Keene-C. Henry
Cooper-Raft

8/18
8/18

.7»,

^

'

Drama

;

BKO

GN
GN

Wm;

'Jessie

9/8

lis
95
65

.

,Wl^iiuh. Njjfh^
E. A. Dup^oh};
:K. ^iunHann.
.

9/1

,

N.

R.:

Bathbdne

B. :Dix-Fay

Outdoor

B. Barsky

W. Wanger

•

i

RossiOrt
l';iE; Cahn-'<;

K. Francis-l. Hunter

Melodrama

Mono

M. H. Hoffman

F ARE WEL^r. AGAIN

Comedy
Comedy

A.

.

Lorre-V. Field
Ballew-H;> Angel,
Sv^SldneyvJ. McCrea
L. Stone-B. Beed

61

Kane

J«

i^fe^Nijg^nt
R. Stfevenijon

.

)

65

8/4
7/21
7/21

8/7/34

-

A.,E^ ptefeM
lY*n.:Clemen^

I

•

S.

Musical

.

.

Chatbum

B<^ Breen-<B.'

.

'

a.MairsbaU.
:'•

-

Jack. Battdall
b.. Merjrlll-Lamble
K. .Alorley-G. Blehards

Melodrama
Ronj-Prama
'

MGM

KING OF SIERRAS
CONQUEST
A BRIDE FOB HENRY.
HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME
MUSIC FOR MADAME
BOOTS AND SADDLES
LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE
CARNIVAL QUEEN
LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA
LOVE IS ON THE AIB

ROLL ALONG.: COWBOY
I MET MY LOVE AGAIN
IDOL OF THE CROWDS
THEY WON'T FORGET
LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE
DOUBLE WEDDING
THE COUNTRY BEYOND
ANGEL
FIT FOR A KING

'

t

:

B. Cabot^'J.

Drama

i

.Cirfoil-F.'Lederer

^

McDonald
Connolly^

D. Silv^rsteln-

A. liee-B^'Youne-Bobeson
Ken' Maynard
'

95
60
68
81

C. Vjdofi
L. Sel^rider

.

Par

Drama
Drama

Par

PARTNERS IN CRIME
SATURDAY'S HEROES
LANCER SPY

.

WB

R. N. Bradbury

'

Western

•

Col

.

'

Wiestern

R. Lord
E.' Finney
J, Mankie\liricz

,

.

:U'

.

.

RKO.

WBr-

Kaufman

E.

.

M.

'

Western

Melodrama

i

UA.

.

Hathaway-Jdnes
.

..

.

20th

GBt

'

Comedy
3t>ectacle-.

'

'
;

'20th

.

Schertzinger

SHEIK STEPS OUT
THIN ICE
PBISONEB OF ZENDA
VABSITY SHOW

C.,Beynplds-A.. I^ierldan

;

.

Mono

-

'

M. Connolly

:

Rom-Com
Rom-Com

'

/

Mono--

Norman Krasna
R.N.Bradbury

.

9

MGM

M: Asher

WB-

,

\GN

Em. Cohen

'E.

.

.

GB

:

:

LADY FIGHTS BACK
THAT CEBTAIN WOMAN
WALLABY JIM OF ISLANDS
TEX BIDES WITH BOY SCOUTS
THE BRIDE WORE RED
STARS OVEB ARIZONA
SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST
40 NAUGHTY GIRLS
52ND STREET
BEHIND THE MIKE
BACK IN CIBCULATION

B^rke

Sol Lesser
Sol.Wurtzel
Spi Wurtzel

.'

;

'

'Col

,

N.'Bradbui-y

R.'

.

9/17/37

WB

.,GBCondor
tiarry Rapf

!

:

20th

7/28

8/18

•

•M»l Lyhwopd
RJ Del Ruth

-

7/28.

70

C: b/SclioedsaQk

>

7/28

100

:

p.

Rpm-Corri

Western.
Western
Action

•

iDwan

p. Butlar

F.
-

R. Taylor:^£. Powell-S. Ttibker
Dvorak-John Trent
Williani Boytf
Gene 'Anti7-S.' Burnett*
O; Stevens- W-.j Bourne
L« Yonns-D. Aineohe
K. Baker-J. Wymav

'

'

Wm."P;erlberg

'

WILD AND WOOLY
TOM SAWYEB
100 MEN AND A GIBL
WINE, WOMEN AND HOBSES
PBAIBIE THUNDEB
GAME THAT KILLS
RENFREW OF THE MOUNTED
THIBTEENTH GUEST (Beissue)
THE FIBEFLy
MY DEAB MISS ALDRICH
THIS WAY PLEASE
VICTOBIA THE GREAT
VOGUES OF 1938

Pai"

RKO

70=

8/25

m

V. Wiliat;

I:

:

Musical

-Bep--

•

Alla(n

J.

Melodrama.

104
64

Raoul Walsh
Richard Ropson

.

I

'

64

Conrad,NaRel
•

Holt-Mae C^rk
R. Toomey-E. Rfils^on

'

Par

Sherman

N.Johnson
M. LeRoy
WB-.

,

9/10/37

MGM.

.

B. CabotrBeatrice Boberts
O. Davis, Jr.-J. Woodbury
J. Benny-rG. Pa^ri^ k
F. Stone^M. Lord
C. Trevor-S. Blane

Wi' Boceri^-B. Taylor
SI Ef win- Jean Mutr
;Diek Foran^Ami Nasel

8/4

Scrntt

Bacon

L.

Outdoor
Drama',

.

Mono.'

•

Si C. Siegel

LOVE UNDER FIRE

Comfedy
Western

•

•

Cbl

Robert Sisk

IFOOTLOOSE HEIRESS

,»/3/37

WB"

Jack Cummings
P,. Schulberg
,,,H.

.

.

:

,

Drama
Rom-Dr
Comedy

.

,WBv

Darmour

L.

.Musical

..

Ewing

Borers
Stanwyck-Boles
P. O'Brlen-rH. Bocart

-

Outdoor

20th-

.

H. MacFadden
Sam Newfleld
N. Tauros
M. Cdrruth
King Vtdor

-

Rom-Comi
.

20th

B.

PUBLIC COWBOY NO. 1
FLIGHT FBOM SLORY

:

WB"WB-,

Ww Heyburn-Ji Madden
J. M. BrowA-C. .Bochelle
AUoe Faye-Bitz Bros. Ameche'

prariia

GN
Pjir

S. Franklin

Wmv >Gar^n-J.

Melodrama

•

Ray Taylor

H. MacFadden

:

WBv

8/4
2/10

67

Bennett

S. G,
'

..

G. Archainbaud:

:

60
140

105
66
.

'

Overmah^E. Whitney
George 0'Brien«C. Worth

••

,

Whale

J.

McGarm
Norman Lee

Balph> |i'orbes

!

63

7/21
7/14
6/30
8/4
6/23
8/4
8/4

105

Wrh.

L.

Western
'

Tex BUter

8/4

73

in

/

Paul Mufii-Lulse Bainer

Melodrama

x

BKO
;

'

.Musical

'

U

Bead-A, Dev|n«

Mairy^ Baland-tf. Herbert
J. Lodffe-iO. MaekalU

•

90
93"'

Cummings

I,

B. Allen-E. Stewart,

Melodrama

Mpno

;

'Col'-

[MR. 1>0DD;TAKES THE! AIB
"'8/27/37

.

I

:

:

;

.

UA

H. Steele

,

>

.

.

.

Drama
Drama
Musical
Action

.

20th
20th

•

9. Kinjr*B.

Western
Western

Rep

L; E. Gensler
Cliff Reid
"SolWiirteel
Sol Wurtisel

(Beissue)

kiBOADWAY MELODY OF '38SHE'S NO LADY
HOPALQNG BIDES AGAIN
i

Asher

Condor

DANCE, CHARLIJ^^ DAN€E
DEVIL'S SADDLE LEGPON
OUTLAWS OF THE OBIENT
SHADOWS OF THE OBIENT

ill:

RKO

•

W. Baxter-J. Bennett

ARIETV

9/15

,

John Ford

'

'

Melodrama
'

.

\

58

•

Ralph Forbes
MaoMurray-F. Farmer
E. ArnoldTF. Farmer-OaKie
S. Temple-V. McLaflen
F.

Drama
Comedy

•

.

WB

J!

Draina
Musical

MonoPar

Goldwyn

S.-

SAN QUENTIN
LOVE TAKES FLIGHT
LUCK OF KOARtNG CAMP
ARTISTS AND MODELS
HIDEAWAY
ONE MILE FBOM' HEAVEN
.

.

MGM

L. Schwab
E. M'.

,

GN

G. Hirliman
A., Schaefer
A. W; Hackel

'

•

|lom-Dr

'

Col

'

Par

:

,

U

WB

,.

Rep

i. Thajlberg
:I.-E. Chadwick

THE. OUTEB GATE
BLONDE TROUBLE
WINDJAMMER
SEA BACKETEElBS.
BOOTHILL BBIGADE
YOU CANT HAVE EVEBYTHING
REPORTED MISSING'

,

D. R. Lederman
M.iVarnell
Glenn rTryon
W. Thiele
H. McPadden
Al Hall
Rffwland V Lee

L, Gi Carroll-R. Johnson

Drama
Melodrama
•

BKO
20tii
UA

,

'

Comedy
Mystery
,

Par

.

Ed Finney

.

Rom-'Dr

Mono!

Girainger-Whale

.

:

GB
GN

Chadwick
Ben Glazer
Edw. Small
Gene Markey"
W. Waneer
E.

b.Terry-R/ Keith
Wtll Hay-LilU Palmer
S. Erwiit-J. Cpmpton

Action

MGM

S. Zimbalist.

'

'l

Col

'

,

L

'

:

.1'

KEVIEWEO

MINS. BY

A DANGEBOUS ADVENTUBE
WPEBE THfiBE'S A WILL
SMALL TOWN BOY
LONDON BY NIGHT
LEGION OJ^ MISSING MEN
EXCLUSIVE
TOAST OF NEW YOBK
WEE WILLIE WINKIE
VOGUES OF 1938
THE BOAO BACK
MABRY THE GIBL
BULLDOG DBUMMOND AT BAY
RANGER STEPS IN
MYSTERY OF HOODED HOBSEMAN
THE GOOD EABTtt

R.

R. N.

C/30

Bradbury

Ernst Lubiifch

90

9/15

Edw.

73

9

Wm.
«

98

Thome
Sed.':v/"ck

Witi.oy

Allan Dwi-n
Sid Sollow
Tim Whe'."i

Noel Smil.h

a
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JANE DARWELL- MAURICE CASS - SIDNEY BLACKMER

MINNA GOMBELL

•

MARGARET IRVING

Dixected by Walter Lang
Aaaociat* Producer Raymond Griffith
Screen play by Kathryn Scola, Darrell Ware and Lamar Trotti
Daxryl T. Zanuck

irt

Charge of Production

r

iii

0e
J''
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THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

iiiiliiiii

r;
fcX-S-IvA-.-.

.AUDIENCES WILL HAIL

IT

THE GAYEST, SMARTEST COMEDY IN YEARS!

PICTURES

Vednesday, September 15, 1937

Labor

Ultimatum

(Continued from page 5)

up

artists

and hair

VARIETY

Revised

stylists

The

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
J. P. McEvoy, back from his
s2cond world-tour in three years,
seemed to recognize everybody
he saw on the Par lot. At the

was sub-

mitted to the producers Monday by
West Coast studios and not' now Bioff. Makeups are asking a hike
members of pur organization, it has on minimum "weekly scale from $80
been decided to enroll ?»11 so con- to $112, and daily from $15 to $18.
Hair stylists are asking a raise from
nected with the lATSE.
This action is necessary to pro- $50 to $62.50 .weekly, with those
.^ote peace and harmony in the in- paid in excess of minimum to get a
flat 12%% incriease.
Accumulative
^dustry and to insure the right of
hour policy would be eliminated and
organization to those wishing affiliaworkers receive full day's pay for
tion and improvement, in wages and
working any part .thereof. Call buworking conditions. Please be adreau ^yould be-in charge of Vern
vised that enrollment will proceed at
Murdock, exec secretary, and makeonce.'
ups to curb favoritism.
film
lATSE
concerning
letter
The
the

Sdnja a

warfe

old

—

familiar

faces.

'What this town needs,' said

•

tha globe-trottier, 'is a new
slogan.
I ^ff er 'Hare today,

and here tomorrow'.'

It hardly seems necessary to compare Tyrone Power with Robert Taylor.
Can't Mr. Power be an engaging young juvenile on his own. since he's such
an entirely different^ type pictorially^?
Although 'she' has .been pretty deflnitely established as the correct pronunciation of ski. all concerned stick to the 'k' sound In speaking of the

•

"'Please

Newsreels Give Chill
To Cleveland Air Races

The Studio Roundup

credit reads:

.

be advised that conforming

to actibn^ of our general executive
board, it will be necessary that all
prints bear the lATSE emblem afterSept. 13, 1937.
'Will you please advise your producing organiza:tion that the above
be complied with in order to. insure
.

.

The IATSE announced

•

to

be

taken

that units
include: actors,

over

ivriters, directors, unit. managers, as-'
sistant directors, first cameramen,

janitors,
stylists,

Makeup

artists,

projection of the prints throughout were taken over this \veek, makeups
the country by our projectiohist- and scenic artists surrendering their
charter to Brotherhood of Painters,
jnembers of the lATSE,'
Action of the lATSE is said to Decorators
and Paperhangers of
have been based upon requests from America.
Actors, carpenters and painters are
crafts dissatisfied with progress of
with producers, and only crafts' w;hich novv have agreenegotiations
with .producers.
threat by Committee for Industrial ments
Screen
Organization to invade film industry.- Actors Guild signed 10-year contract
Jurisdiction claim by thie IA*rSE with producers in May after IATSE
will cover all' workers in industry had intervened in its behalf arid dewith exception of musicians and manded producers sign contract.
I AT3E, ..American Fed-;^ Painters also received a one-year'
teamsters.;
eration of. Musicians and ist'udio. pact calling for a 15% wage tilt
Transportation Drivers Union have through intercession of the IATSE.
close working; a;greement that will Garpentars have had an agreement,
for several years, although IATSE,
not be disturbed.
$3,OO§,OO0 War Chest
has also issued cards to more than
;•;
In giving the producer? until Sept. 500.
Film editors and- script clerks- are
15 to place the tATSE einblems on
now. negotiating with producers,
ijll films, BiofT said there, will be no
modification of *the original, plan to whilie latter have refused to meetextend jurisdiction ov61:- all studio' with Screen' Directors Guild unless
'workers and that his brgahization: orfeanlzatioh' is divided into 'two
has a wai: chest of $3,000,000 to force groups; one' composed of direcfo.rs
deitiatjids.;
and. the other of unit managers, and
|i'He' safd delegations from yariqus ^^sistaht direptors!
Producers claim
'-i^tudio.lcrafts haVe solicited aid in the wor^c of two units is dissihiilar.
;,-yeciirin|g higbSr. Svages apd impr9ved and that conflicting judgments
would
Vowing- conditions, and lA intends arise.
tpi.e^iroll. thein ^a^nd ;.neg<>tiate with^
Screen Writers Guild and" Screen
pi'oaucers for worKingj Ipacts.
Playwrights, Inc., are how, engaged
"
;
Film •Eillft9^^ Rtsjiiii^iate I
.in fight lor designation as e'xclusive'
Ip. threatening •coiirlt a<f tiOn to fight
bargaining representative "for ^ill
^qflf lA jurisdiction,' the motion picscreen wiriters. SWG* asked. National
'iure. film' editors iWoriday night (13)'
Labor
Relations Board to' call an
issued the following statement:
election pf >vriters to sele'ct a bar-,
.'Filmi editors, their assistants and
gaining representative^ .and hearing
all other workefris in the editorial
has been set for Sept. 27.
depaj:tnients of studios are unaniWould Welcome Move
moiisly enrolled in the Society of
SoMiction Picture Film Editors.
SP, which now has a contract wiith

.
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sell film at $2. per foot,' after it had
been .photographed: and" turned :.ov6f
by the newsreel companies. Aside
frqm the money- inyolved, the newst,

execs feared, possibility of law-:
over a period pf three years
race m6et|Since it left them
open to le^al actions by persons Ayho
migh^ appear in the photogtraphed
scenes once they were wse^ in a
feature or short production.

reejL,

^

.^uits

after, the

,

;

:

GivinsT

:

with

lATSE

or producers, probably would welcome
' diiy'
otheir, organization.
It has been opportunity to affiliate with IATSE,
Recognized by producers and a col- as tops irealize
has a large mabeing
presently
lettive a^eerneht is
jority of writers enroled in addition
|;..liegoti9'teid
with :representatives of to having backing of Authors, League
.the! Society.
lATSE does not rep- of America,..
resent .it and has not within its inemExtension of jurisdiction by IATSE
ber$hip any film editors or other,
will give organization a membership
editorial -department worker^, and
in studios, of approximately 35,000,
'
any attempt on the part of the
which together Wi^ih its 15,000 theIATSE or any other organ izsition to
atre projectionists and others would
^tisufp jurisdiction will be fought be^
rnake it one of the xriost powerful
fore the National Labor Relations
labor organizations in the counti'y.
Board, and such matters, if neces'Society of Motion Picture Film
iiMy, will be taken dirfectly to courts.
Any statement to the effect that such Editors has rejected counter-proworlcers have appealed for help to posal of producers and instructed
negotiating committee to renew origIATSE is utterly! false and absurd.'
inal demahds for wage tilt, shorter
The T^rlters An^le
Dr. Towne Nylahder, regional di- hours and improved working condirector of the NLRB, is watching de- tions. Edward Hannan is president

by John Twist.

i;

•

•

,

Edward KaUfman
:

'

Show

He*ll

will produce, the
'

yet untitled film.

•

die y/ay

;

.

'

'

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Radio has,'spotted John,.BeiaI for
the male lead in 'Highway to Hell,'
which Maury Cohen will produce.
Lew Landers is set to direct the
film,

"V

m
^^
diNTRACTS

whic^k

'

.\

!

:

,

velopments as a hearing

,

set for

is

to designate an exclusive
bargaining agent for all' writers.
Screen Playwrights, which has a
working agreement with the producers, is cqntesting the right of the
Screen Writers' Guild to represent
the entire scenarist body, lA jurisdiction demand complicates writer
diflferehces and may delay writer
hearing until the situation is cleared
'up.
No statement was forthcoming
today from the Screen Actors Guild
but secret meetings are said to be
in progress at various studios and
homes. Directors and writers are
Sept.

.

2.7

.

»

also

huddling in groups on

lots.

demands

lA

Startling

of the

fell

like a

bombshell while the picture
people were preparing for a weekend trek to mountains and beaches.
Production wgs hit by meetings and
informal
conversations
sets.
on
Everywhere in Hollywood talk centers on the lA arid whether the
guilds will take it lying down. Town
awaiting some expression from
actor.s and writers, and the situation
admittedly is causing grave concern
among studio heads.
Con. Film Settles Quickly

The

strike called

Monday by the

•»A at

Consolidated Film Industries
was short lived, with demands
workers for wage tilts, shorter
hours and improved working condiijons
accepted by the company,
^ree hundred lab workers will
snare in wage increases up to 35%.
V-ontract signed with I A also calls
plant

'

roll this

Of

lor Closed shop.

Increased

wage schedule

for

make-

of organization.

discovered'

company was using a

non-card actor in location shots at

Pomona

for 'College Follies of 1938.'

Production was held up for hour
and half, but company agreed player
would be directed to join Guild and
shooting was allowed to continue.

.

BONITA'S BOUNTIFUL
Hollywood, Sept,

14.

Arthur Lubin

directs.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood. Sept.

14.

George Bacheller acquired screen
to Faith
'Spotlight.'

rights

Baldwin's

novel,

Universal purchased Stuart Hardy's novel, 'Mountains Are My Kingdom.'
Dalton Trumbo peddled his original screenplay, 'One Minute Alone,'
to Metro.
Sol Lesser signed a purchase contract With Don Blanding, of Honolulu, for screen rights to 'Stowaway
in Paradise.'

George Bilson sold
screenplay,

'That's

My

his

origmal

Sister,"

to

Warners.

Metro purchased 'Triumph Over
Pain and Death,' by Rene FulopMiller.

Leo McCarey has taken

a 30-day

option on Zelda Raiburn's Satevepost story, 'Tlie Defendant Is Guilty.'

-

;

.

!

player,

handed a Republic termer.
Warners signatured Edward Roquello. to an optioned termer.
.

Otto Ludwig Premingerl rated
new 20th-Fox directing tickets

a

Douglas Scott's option hoisted at
20th-Fox.

.

Option on Gene Kornman, 20th-

Fox

fotog, lifted.

still

'

I

,

.

Robert BencWey, minus

pf his silhouette, but none of his lure, is
r\s .i^obert 'jShOrer; :WildhVck's audience,
greatly enhances the 'sneeze lecture, and th'ere is ^i^n with Buddy Ebsen.
Billy Gilbert and Charles! Grape'wini mixed lip 'with -tuneliil music and
'Miss Poweill's tapping; wjth and without '(Sr'eorj^te Murx>hy. And thore's a
v6ry swish gag, cleaned upff-but >not much in the. '^Tlamilton Brown' easting office scene.
r
Capitolf^ Face-Lift
for MuUeup
There's no' truth to th.e jrumor that the staid old Capitol has installed
love seats. Not for the reaflon ybii "think, either, according to the management. It isn'^t practlcfeil; ^hby. jpafd, because If tWo people sat too close to*
gether someone wotild be sure to tiy and squeeze Into the space left over.
But there is new carpeting throughout and the aisles in the "orchestra
have been made almost twice as wlde^ greatly mitigating th3 danger of
skull crashes in the dark l!>ctwe0n' incon^ing and outgoing patrons. Seats
are staggered so that no onb sits'ji]ikreo^ly,l|)ehihd the pthei', thus aiding you
to curb your impulse to basji the lady^ in the big hat. „
Nothing had to be dope!: to the ';div;an3,' which' were jilready the most
spacious and comfortable Jin town-. .The same' old 'doOr with the paint
chipped off leads to the handsomely redecorated ladies' lounge. It's been
done over in cream, white, and gpld, and. has nice bright lights fjr noaepowdering, instead of that; illumination pieculiar to retirin.t voom\ wliich
makes you look like you'd spent' 24 hours in a damp cellar without food or
drink.
All in all, an amazing amOunt.of work was done in a short space of time.
on' all too briefly.

-inuch-

WIlUe HowarjJ,

•

y.

OK

'

.

,

—And,Bump.s

The, Anonymous. Alinskys

a naughty '\Vord in ithe best burlchiiue circle*?, hence the
of the newly opened 'Follies Brassiere' at the Oriental, N. Y.,
is billed as 'Guess, Who?'
Costumes are new and clean, neither adjective
applying to the comedy offered by Hank Henry, Al Parker and Steve Mills.
The strip sneaks' coyly back, but it's done to a faster temno—a very fine
point no doubt. Glaidys! Fox parts with her long black velvet gown, but
retains black stockings, and black lace panties with Mi.^s Parlcor shov/lng
between the garments.' Annette retains little but her unsliakablc poiss in
^Minsky'is

Sammy McKim, moppet

,

'Too Much of Everything,' featuring Bonita Granville, is in work at
Warners with Bryan Foy producing.

;

,

14.

Tyrone Power ha? drawn a new
playing termer at 20th-Fox' with, a'
calary hike.

Screen Actors Guild last week
cracked down on Columbia, when it

was

onth.'.

Hollywood, Sept.

.

[

;

i

'B'way Melody' and; tile Gals' Costumes
A well.ktiown hof-se and. an unknown; actress both make good in 'Blroadway Melody,' Stardust the horse that saves the day, and Eleanor ipowell,
the actress that saves Robert Taylor's shdw.
Miss Powell dances in oi^e glittering lemlplne.. evening gown, but .seems
happiest hoofing in the tailored slacks and. Buster ,BrqWn collared frocks
a
she igerierally affects, loolting paHiculaWy' wrtl. in' 'riding habit for which
she has the required slimth*
Robert TaylOr has no opi>ortunity to prove loyalists' contention that he
can act as well as he looks", but personable Is the wprdifo^ Robert as the
young producer on whom tBinnle Batnes has set a predlatpry eye.
Miss Barnes, wife of henipecked Rayihond WalbutnV liolis best in a tail-*
Of-ed white suit with blapl^ ascot and- white <Jai;|;\vha3l h^it.
She's an exchorine who mak^sher- Wdalthy. husband flnance'gjjl 'in' for tra.ck activities
—like Una .I^Ieirkel anfl Frank MorQaii In 'SiaTatoga'-^biit ^o matter.
Sophie Tueker wrings. !aj:scntlijtiental Broadway teair, singln.T about the;
old street in metal cloth With collar .and bolt of jewpjs 'lahd; brilliants. Judy
Garland, as Sophie Tucker-s daughter, gets the audience in a 'crush' song
to. Clark Gable,, and take^;thei'Slril*r liiiriiber apari iri a, little girl frock
with a little round hat to niatch her big round eyes.

i

Hollywood, Sept, 14,
Script of the next Miriain Hppk.ing
starrer 'at RKO is being prepared
'

SWG

;

.

—

a Twirt

It

'

clety is not affiliated

v
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•

.
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about your, arteries.

The Gae .Foster girls assist, wearing bjack and white strlpeji sweaters,
halt in deep rose skirts arid half in yellow, RoBe". (no-longer Baby) Marie
still seems a bit young to Ijie singIng,about- feeling like .Vesuvius Uvliein she's
kissed, but; that's a matter -of taste; And she surely eats up that' Big Apple,
in the collegiate swing sie^sion.

squa'vvic

'

.

.

•Nvprried

!-ciiy Officials about the
Biggest
was 'over the contriaict that
the National Air ;Races of Clevclaind
askid ne'\ysre?ls .to sfgn before being
•permitted to. tsifce pictures.
The news weekly officials objected
plarticularly to- the -third section of
contract- they.; were
offered •-•for
signaturing. This 'would have given
•the Air .Race, officials the right to

restrictions ,'but to' no- avail.

,

..

mayor

council and

.the

;to'

.

.

-

on Roxy Rostrum
Roxy, in campus setting with delegates

The Big. Apple takes, place at .the
from North and South CarolIn?f complete with Billy Splvcy. who Is introduced' as author of the 'Big Apple-. Swln:^.' The dance, au exoressed by
the collegiates, is far from quiet. While' it Isn't .the brav/l started by- the
ssplans at the WJ3 studio, it's still not a thing to be Indulged in if you're

'

reel protested, to the

Cleveland,
responsible

'

'1.;';

;

Biff. /^Pjple

•

One

;

I

'

The

,

I

I

'

'

'

'
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popular sport, ri^ht in its oym home tov^rn too.
George Givot turns up as Miss Heni6's disapnbinted suitor lon£» enough
to be relieved by his .dash by Raymond Walburn, Miss Henie's uncle.
Arthur Treacher, the perfect butler, is servant to the prince, Mr. Power.
And, for once, the prince gets to marry the girl of his chDice without
threatening international complications, because it's all in fun anyway.
The skating ballet is well worth seeing and Miss Henie ballets better
on ice than many danders do without skates.

.

hair
scenic artists and draftsmen'
•

'

Cleveland air races last week got
cold shoulder treatment at the
five newsreel companies.
It is the firgt time that a sporting or
public event of this 'nature has been
completely passed up by the newsreel boys since all five agreed to
ignore the Rose, Bowl football game
and parade when authorities at
Pasadena asked for cei'tain rights
and coin.
v
At' leas,t one' newsreel executive,
summarized, the situation by saying
that the decision to give no coverage
was reached bcjcause it was felt that
the newsreels 'were being made tooJs
of air race .officials to ihake'a tiroduction for. rtothing.^ And that' this
production later could be used for
profit to the ^aerial' meet officials as
well as advance bally fOr. future
race contests they might stage.
the-

hands of all

film editors, white collar workers,
painters, carpenters, electricians and

Dream on .Ice

Evan going through Hollywood's glamour mill couldn't turn Sonja Henie
into .a button-mold blonde. She remains a d'stinct pei'sonality with the
deepest dimples since Lillian Walker, and a dream on ice not meaning
the popular slang term.
Since the setting is Switzerland, and you know what Miss Henle fs
famous for, she appears mostly in skating and skiing coslumos. and very
decorative, too, in short fluted skirts and' high glitterin.? headdresses. Her
skiing costumes are Dutch-boy effects .'with long trousers and short doublebreiisted jackets.

-

.

'

Eye View

By Marian Squire

Gershwin memorial concert in
the Bowl it was the same thing.
Even the layoffs on Hollywood
boulevard

ftrls

23

still

management

,

her peel number.
Ensemble upper halves are bared only for flashes, except in a few scenes

new where exposure is .scattered arid immobile. Grinds are back ih the chorus,
straight year's ticket at Metro as
with bumps reserved for principals.
composer, arranger and conductor.
Miss Queenie King energetically bumps a' string oE rh'ne.stones which
John Russell, four-year-old, has
George

Bassman

has

a

been placed under term contract as
a Republic player.
Options on Irma 'Wilson and Elizabeth Palmer, 20th-Fox stock actresses, validated.

Dixie Dunbar had option lifted on
hcf 20th-Fox pact.
Hal Roach picked up the option
on Winstead 'Doodles' "Weaver.
Waldo Salt and Hugo Butler drew
scriptinT' termers at Metro.
Joan Davis handed new ticket with
hiked paycheck at 20th-Fox.
Selznick
optioned
International
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Sept.
.

sonality

giiLs,'

Barbara Doane and Gladys Fox.

And in honor of the veterans' invasion, an announcer breathlessly told
the audience that next week's American Legion Follies woiild.be complete
with 'Millie From ArmentiercS'—the lady being programmed in the niore
conventional style as 'Mile'.
Constance Bennett's Beauty Aids

14.

Universal changed 'Blonde Dyna-

mite' to

serve as trunks and tos.ses a feather boa that takes the place of a brasJeanne and Gloria ('The Rave of Paree,' {.ays
siere, in a jungle numben
the billing) clad in flowing transparent black, contribute a dance which is
either obscure symbolism or a challenge to the authorities.. Since they
don't smile, it's probably 'art.'
Barbara Doane dances in an attrac'iive rhumba dress of white ruffles,
piped in red. and v/inds up in a string of gold beads, giving her all to her
art, flguralivcly speaking.
A white tie touch was lent to Friday's opening with huge boxes of
flowers passed ceremoniously over the footlights to ^he Oriental's 'per-

in the footsteps Of Sally (fan) Rand, Constance Bennett has
a new line of cosmetics. Not only a new line of makeup, but a
new line of thought. Dispensing with all color nuances. Miss Bennett
maintains that all women are either light or dark. No psach tone, or

Following

'Some Blondes Are Danger- launched

ous.'

Warners decided against switching
'Tovarich' to 'Tonight's Our Night'
and reverted to the ori.rjinal tag.

mauve or orange, or the like. Therefore, she presents two shades of everyMonogram's 'The Country Beyond' thing—no more, no la.'^.s. She doesn't claim a cure-all for whatever aUa
'Where Trails Divide' as its re- your school-girl complexion. Hor plamour aids are strictly for healthy
lep.se title.
but expensive package they nialco. Stick t) a
.skins, and a very nice
'Men Must Fight,' Hopalong- Cas- routine, use pure ingredients and don't expect miracles— is Miss Bennett's
gets

sidy

—

thud-and-thunderer

mount,,
Plains.'

now

is

'Partners

at

Para-

of

the

—

(publicized) phllo.sopli:'.

P. S.

Mavy

Piclcford's line of

beauty aids

is

penciled in

to follow.-
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and other major distributors
percentage
•who ar« stiU demanding
product, Twin
iieals on new-season
^ity independent exhibitors, members
are holdof Northwest Allied States,
ing meetings to discuss Uie advisain
bility of fewer weekly ohanges
their neighborhood houses.
It it proposed that the larger theatres now using three changes a
week curtail to ,two, with four ano
three-day runs, and that houses now
using four or five changes cut down
In this way. President
to three.
W. A. Steffes of Northwest Allied
pointed out, less product would be
necessary. The question that arises,
however, is whether business would
he adversely affected and, if so, to an
^Ktent that would more than offset
the savings to be derived from the
purchase of fewer companies' output.

The percentage proposition

is still

thorn i&i. the independents' side.
Twentieth-Fox, Metro, U.A., and Paramount insist they're still standing
percentage deals despite the
Eat on
ght against such deals by Twin City
independent exhibitors. On the other
Northwest Allied officials
hand.
claim that 20th-Fox, which originally
demanded eight percentage pictures,
is now willing to sell contracts with
only two, that in out-of-town situations it has been selling flat and that
Twin City exhibitors are being disInside dope is
criminated against.

|t

that the boys srre making deals with
Metro on a percentage basis, thus
doing some discriminating on their
own hook.

Paul, Sept. 14.

Twin City Independent Neighborhood Exhibitors and the Northwest Allied members voted unanimously to cut down weekly changes,
slicing off one and. in some instances
two pictures so that they can get
along on less product and operate
without buying from companies insisting on percentage deals.

1

Des Moines, Sept. 14.
safe to get the $9,000 day's receipts,
Every industry has its by-product went to the balcony to see the
show.
it took ah enterprising lowan to Stonesifer
came in shortly afterward, and he and Brown nabbed
find profit in picture 'pi« tins.'
During the Iowa state fair last him.
week so many lowai housewives were
Cleveland, Sept. 14.
but

and Schenck

Among Ae Notables
Badt from Europe Mob.
Df. ^. H. Gianninl, president of
Artis^; retutned »6m abroad
(13). In Buropa he met
with several of the U.A.'s continental
representatives and disoussed the
^ew U.A. associa^<Hi with Odeon
'%eatres,
Odeon c^^npri^ a chain
of around 223 theatres in I^gland,
t^tiifted

Monday

^jid in which
interest.

U.A.

now owns

a 50%

Dn Gianninni returned on the
Normandie, which oarried quite a
load of showfolk, including Joseph
M. Schenck, chairman of the board
of 20th Century-Fox; Stanton Griffis,
chairman of the executive committee of Paramount; Sol A. Rosenblatt,
-attorney; Margaret Bannerman, Lon.don actress; Hunt Stromberg^ Metro
producer; William Dieterle, dirfector;
Irvin Marks, Paris agent, among
Others.

Most of Dr. Giannini's business
while abroad were in regard

efforts

to Odeon.

He

also accepted a place
<)n the directorate of United Artists,
Ltd., U.A.'s foreign subsid over there.
Oscar Deutsch, Odeon chieftain, also
was made a director of UA.'s foreign subsid.
This, of course, links
the Odeon interests closer to the U.A.
interests.
Giannini and Deutsch replace
Arthur Kelly and F. L.

Guedella.

For some reason, the Normandie
aboard newspapermen
immigration
except
?nd customs officials, from the
U. S. Coast Guard cutter, which
oouldn't take
and
others,

toet

the steamer, down the bay,
When the French line flagship got
in Monday (13).
Not all the imniigration

and customs

officials

Month on Educational Pix Again

A

m

One of the most vital matters to
come before the quarterly directors'
of the Hays organization
increase for the booth this month will be the subject of

N. Y. Ops'
10%

Till

meeting

York, ex- visual education for public schools.
Report of the Motion Picture Profor
ducers & Distributors' committee,
under a tentative agreement, sub- headed by Harry
M. Warner, now
operators of Greater

de

cepting

luxers,

New
is

called

film

reel

.

containers

•

.

.

"

Theatres Again

for other things too

—cookies,

cakes,

sandwiches or what have you.
When the film exchanges found the
containers had value they charged
small amounts for them, but still
there was good profit in the resale,
despite the fact they were retailing
at' the Iowa state fair for only a
-

nickel each.

Placed in Middle

DIVORCEMENT
APPEAL NOT
"TI.

By Empire

lighted

contracts

for

latter

houses Simday night (12), threatens
to place picture house operators in
the middle once more and this time
may mean a showdown thrpugh intervention of city authorities or in
some other manner. Bombings followed recent appearance of Empire

MPLS.W01PNIX

to schools.
Directorate' must decide whether

MORE THEATRE

Francis Murphy, state attorn^
general of North I^ota, h&s accepted the offer of Ittorthwest AUied
States to furnish him legal aid in
defending the constitutionality of the
theatre divorcement Taw which Paramount and the Public circuit are
attaelnng In tiie federal court. Former State Supreme ^urt Jusiioe J.
P. Devaney of IVtinneaota, oounsel
for Northwest Allied State^, will be
associated with Murphy on the state's
side in the court battle, President
W. A. Steffes of Northwest Allied,
announced, j^t also was announced
that Abram F. Myers, chief counsel
for national Allied States, wiH. assist
the state along with two other
prominent iJorSi Bgltotfi lawyers,

educational films and future
connection of the industry with the
educational system in this country.
Present indications are that it would
be established with the Hays office
guiding and blessing but would be
entirely apart from its current ac-

BUILDING

•

.

14.

able from every standpoint, \ has
gone on record against the issuance

m

its

membership? iip

to

2,100

has withstood

booth-

force a merger and

many

efforts to
succeeded in re-

&

relinquish Its N. )>. tS^eatres and the taining the Springer
Cocalis houses
plaintiffs in the presei^ suit to knock last February after it was feared
it out are prepared to oarry tiieir they were going over to 306.
Bombfight to the U. S. supjem^ court, if ings occurred in a number of the S.

tee,

of more permits for new theatres. By
a vote of four to one it rejected two
applications for the construction of

large

independent

neighborhood

houses.

At the same time H. L. Griffith,
who desires to build one of the
houses, a de luxe theatre to cost
$200,000 or more in one of the most
sections,
neighborhood
exclusive
has announced his determination to
He
force the issue in the courts.
will seek a mandamus to compel the
issuance of the permit.
-

Proponents of the two permits
contended that business streets and
sections should be open to new
theatres, that the theatres would be

legitimate businesses to operate on
necessary, they say. in the present
C. theatres at that time but S. & C. the sites and would confer benefits
action, they are asking for a per- entered into a new contract with on the neighborhood and that the
manent injunction to prohibit its en- Empire.
interests now operating theatres are
forcement when it becomes effective
Six of these S.
C. houses were no more entitled to a monopoly than
next year. They ajso seek to have lost to Empire last Saturday (11) those engaged in other lines of
it declared unconstitutional.
when they went under the operation trade.
Indications now are that the suit of the Skourases and latter put 306
Representatives of the Publix cirThese six cuit and independent exhibitors arwill not come to trial unti-l late in men into the booths.
the winter or next spring.
The theatres were included in the stench gued that there already are too
papers were not served on the state, ing Sunday night (12), balance 'be- many theatres in Minneapolis, that
until last week and the latter has ing in the Springer-Cocalis group. the city is more overseated than
Judge Operations are in the Bronx and other places, that their investments
30 days to file an answer.
Devaney and L. B. 3ehwart«, his as- Manhattan, all being subsequent will be jeopardized if more showtotal of 50 persons were
sociate her^, are now at work with runs.
houses are permitted and that addiAttorney (General Murphy on the slightly injured by the bombs. No tional theatres will mean a poorer
arrests were made.
answer.
iquality of entertainment.
In view of the fact that the attacks followed replacement of Emp
'School Book MfttinoM'

&

&

A

men in six houses Saturday (11) and
Henryetta, OWa., S^. 14.
306 has assertedly been neA total of 1,874 sohool books were that
gotiating with the S. & C. chain
received at the two 's<diool book'
to put in its operators, the 308 union
matinees sponsored by the Morgan
much of the bombings. In
theatre

here.
The books were
to the school superin-

tendent.

Rex

Ingrain, Colored

Actor, in Bankruptcy

Rex Ingram, Negro actor, filed an
involuntary petition in bankruptcy
(9) in U. S. district court,
N. Y., listing liabilities at $9,511, and
his only assets as $20 worth of cloth
Ingram listed among his cred
ing.
tossings.
itors the following: Harlem Proper
ties, Inc., care of Nat Goldstein, rent,
$314; Florence D. Boharan, personal
Eddie Burke with Loew's
Eddie Burke, house manager of loans, $7,500; Rita Elston, N. Y., loan,
the Roxy, N. Y., for the past several $900; Pansy Lee Harper, Los Angeles,
weeks, moved his desk down the loan, $632, and MuUer Bros.' service
makes

a prepared statement, 306 also notes
that not a single Empire picket anywhere in Greater New York was' on
duty, as usual, the night of the bomb

Thursday

woman, were compelled to sail back ous for transferring passengers from
?n the cutter to South Ferry and
the cutter to the steamer. Another
then taxi up to the pier to meet the
explanation, uncorroborated, referred
arriving steamer.
to reports that day that the NormanThe steamer brought back many die had met with mishap to one of
notables on this trip, and the trip its four propellers and therefore was
on the cutter down the bay was in taking no chances of becoming
station, Hollywood, $165.
wugh, rainy weather. One explana- stalled while engaged in transferring street to Loew's State.
tion for the
Ingram has been in films and legit,
It's a temporary spot, as assistant
French boat's refusing an unusually heavy load of cutter
take on the cutter party was passengers to the incoming boat. to Al Rosen, State manager, until including 'Green Pastures,' both ver
mat the choppy _._
He was 'De' Lawd' in the
sea and untoward Owing to the heavy passenger list Loew's can find a house for him. to sions.
weather made it extremely hazard- there were two cutters.
latter.
take over on his own.
_

tivities.

council license commit-

Recently 306 has been making a
drive for non-union houses of lesser
importance as a means of strengthening its position and, viewing a
merger with Empire as dubious, has
been trying to win over the less than
50 theatres which, conitinue with
Emp men. The Sunday night bombings may set off the spark that will
mean open and dangerous warfare.
Empire union has had difficulty
maintaining its position againtt 306,
especially since latter took
the
other indie op.'uniQn, Allied, and ran

It

to

city

taking the position that Minneapolis now is overseated and that
more showhouses would be undesir-

for this purpose.

The law wo^d compel Publix

Minneapolis, Sept.

The

sible final solution of the mess, are
likely to bring matters out in the
open and mean a quick battle from
which one survivor will emerge.

retaining men.

a separate organization must be setup to handle this phase of the audiovisio

has reached the point

where open charges by the 306
and Empire unions, leading to a pos-

well as to insure
a speedy and certain system of delivery and pickup of the films

booked

men.

14.

sible that the scope of the report to

Vs.

State' operator unions, highby stench bombings in 21

Situation

Is

new

of

group being subject to further par- Hays directors will include recommendations relative to some system
Local 306 originally asked for a of distribution for the pedagogical
48% increase from all houses and films to schools and educators in order
to prevent any sllp-up as to being
indicated it would hold out for this
amount, making it appear possible shown at any admission fee. This is
one of the tough wrinkles that must
that arbitration would be essential.
be ironed out to prevent any
Outbreak of fresh hostilities besquawks about competition from
tween the rival N, Y. Local 306 and
non-theatricals as

pickets in front of large downtown
theatres which employ 306 booth-

SPRING

which Northwest AUied

tion

leying.

Empire

were turned over

able to get aboard, either, so that
quite a body of men, including one

to Huddle This

ject to further negotiation, which Is being prepared and will be prehas been reached between man- sented at this session. It is expected
Another epidemic of theatre rob- agers and representatives of Local that this report will review progunder their arms that people began beries is hitting downtown houses. 306, Moving Picture, Machine Oper- ress made thus far, niake recommendations for the future and outto ask questions.
That's how it all Last week's victim was Aaron Moses' ators of N. Y., following numerous
line suggestions for the Haysian diCarter, holding 'Ecstasy' for 10th
came out.
week, which was stuck up for $122. meetings during the past week. rectors to act Upon.
Some time ago a man (his identity Gunman shoved gat under nose of This increase for all but de luxe
A representative group of educahas not been established definitely) cashier, Elizabeth St. Clair, who took
tors from the National Education
visited the moving picture exchange it for a gag until he threatened to houses, if final, which it is confi- Association^ has been reviewing all
dently expected, it will be, was available shorts to glearn suitable
houses in Des Moines and asked for blast her.
their empty containers.
Since the
She pushed the alarm buzzer for agreed upon by the managers after classroom material. This committee
average life of a film is about 90 help but had to shove the money a prior offer had been turned down. of appraisal has wound up its work,
days and since the worn film is when nobody showed up. When he
Theatres at first offered a 5% with every available short feature
junked, the empty containers pile up took a powder, girl fainted and feU boost this year and 5% more next passed on, clipped or adapted with
rapidly.
Distributors were glad to out of booth into lobby. It was her year. When this was turned down certain deletions. This board has
get rid of the containers and charged first stick-up experience.
the union suggested 10% and the been working in cooperation with
the man nothing for them.
managers indicated that would be Arthur DeBra, representing the
Man traveled to county fairs all
okay. The increase would be retro- Hays organization, at 1600 BroadBut with this "work finished
over the state and had no difficulty
active to Sept 1 and would be paid way,
in convincing housewives that the
as soon as contracts are drawn and the office has been closed and
containers were 'just the thing' to
signed.
The 10% would go to de- DeBra is back at his regular post at
use in taking pies (plate and all) to
fray cuts which were taken in the Hays office in N. Y.
Not certain as yet but it is pospicnics dr fairs. They were useful
houses other than de luxers, ques-

seen carrying

M)tnaeapoUs, S^t.

Giaimini

Hays Directors

14.

Attempted robbery of United Artists here was foiled shortly after
midnight Sunday (12) when Norman
Brown, assistant manager, and Donald Stonesifer, Brinks express messenger, captured Sobert Brenner,
Brenner is alleged to have robbed
Brown Of $6, and after being convinced that Brown couldn't open the

Fiim Cans at Fairs

Para-

of iuHing

jriount

St.

Chi, Stickup Foiled
Chicago, Sept.

MeaM to Hak Eaiii! Up Pix
Wi*

UA,

2 Weekly Change

8«
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Sapolioed Burlesk

Houses Open the

Way

For Better Pix Deab
The revenue distributors are getting from film sold to burlesque
theatres is not yet appreciable but
with operators making a drive for
female trade the tendency is to book
better pictures and this eventually
may open up a fair field for added
film rental. Much depends on whether
burlesque in cleaner dress is going
to continue and just how far the
theatres will extend themselves in
an effort to draw women.
Recently burly operators hava
been starting to buy better class film,
picking releases that are not too
old and taking product from the majors rather than from the minor
indie exchanges. Using film for several years as a means of spacing
shows, the burlesque houses have
been sticking in antique features and
shorts. Angle has been that it didn't
matter how bad the pictures were
because the audience, 99% men,
usually slept through them.
The

Star,

Brooklyn,

last

week

played 'Midnight Taxi,' a 20th-Fbx
production, idea there ostensibly
being to attract the femmes. The
Apollo in Harlem, N. Y., is also
starting to use a pretty good grade of
pictures.

Revenue, for the film distributors
from the remaining burly theatres

may never amount to anything big
but it is now more than it Was and
promises

There

is

fair

to

become

always the chance,

better.
too, that

burly policies may fall by the wayside, with the theatres to go in entirely for pictures, thus representing
a gain from a burly death.

SKOUEAS PAKTY*S HUNT
Denver, Sept. 14.
Charles Skouras heads a group of
theatre men and others who are
deer hunting in Wyoming. Included
are Rick Rickatson, Dick Dick.son^
Tom Berta, Al Gould, Jr.. Tony
Archer, Joe Dekker and others.
Immediately following the hunt,
to last a week, Skouras and Ricketson will fly to New York to confer
with Spyro.s Skouras V"' > the
latter sails ,to Europe.
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JUST GOES TO SHOW!

Fox, Frisco premiere
beats

*

Green

Light',

*GaIahad' and every

Warner

picture that

ever played there!

;
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By Epes W. Sargent

'IM,

Hustles Harder

Dead Ending

the
houses nearby, the Delancey and
AooUo. Instead of makmg that the
to
Sccuse for a poor take, it seems,
in
goes
he
and
spur,
serve as a
of his
strong for exploitation. Some
recent stunts have been:
Bazooka contest held in front of
the theatre on 'Mountain Music'
Served the same purpose as the old
minstrel concert in front of the op'ry
Spotted Martha Raye sunhouse
daes in. 25 stores and gave out 3,000
cards featuring her mouth.
Blowups on battle pictures on
'Last Train from Madrid' spotted at
n6arby subway station and special
work in nearby Spanish colony.
Maskers' parade from theatre on
*New Faces.' Music supplied by a
bazooka band and a boy scout dnun
Milton Berle attended the
corps.
opening, but no chance tor advance
publicity since his appearance was

„
Tying

A

Sticks supplied
llupsian families.
All tidUy
with electric candles.
.

Lady Godiva perambulator, white
horse and all; on 'Ever Since Eve.'
Escorted by a singing usher.' Showcase of dolls with each carrying one
of

title.

'Pick a Star' drew a barrel of numbers on a nearby busy corner. Winning numbers posted in lobby.
For 'King of Gamblers' the stunt
was a 'birdcage' made from a bank
Contained five large
nite shuffler.
Wooden dice. Five of a kind brought
First worked on the lobby
hi ticket.
and then on a street corner. Only 18
tickets required for thousands of
Limited to adults. This was
tries.
(( knockout.
For 'Saratoga' he ran two estimating contests with different stores.

Used an animated cutout atop a bus
terminal next a subway exit. Apparently the same cutout used at the
•gtate.

On 'Super Sleuth* he used a Sherlock Holmes' looking for the Canal,
i^th an added 'where the flte picEarlier in the
tures aire showing.'
season he ysed a Santa Claus to plug
the cooling plant.
These are just a few of his recent
Btunts, but they go to prove that the
iige of a release is less Important
Khan the willingness of the headacher to get a hustle on.
Every week he runs 'a kid matiSee, using a herald with all of the
1ms listed.
Totals eight or nine
iiumbers and seems to give the
youngsters a proper appreciation of
Jhe generous bill.
Rosen is assisted in putting over
stunts by Arthur
Publicity man,- and
mis asst. mgr.

ithe

Herschman, his
Stephen Smith,

'

wducement, free admission was given
to all contestants wearing freak costumes downtown.

Hurry

Several weeks ago L. S. Stein, director of publicity for Warners' Chicago theatres, trekked to Hollywood
and picked up a set of casts of players' hands and feet similar to those

Which form one of the features of
Bid Grauman's Chinese theatre. The
Btunt was intended, for the backbone
the publicity for the opening of

M

the

Warner Rhodes theatre, Chi..
be ready until around

Which will not
JIhanksgiving.

Stein

that
have a

figured

with an early start he would
•tunt all ready.
But he got a tip that a similar gag
was bemg planned by someone else,
60 he threw the pubUcity last month,
Pi"^glng the imitator and getting a
.yait of publicity
for the unfinished
Mouse.
It's a little early but the
heavy enough to hold
over
And meiantime .he Is working on
Il^w Idea that will get him plenty
ff-S^^e. art ahd
comment about the
® house unshutters. Just raisIn o
''^ades of grass where one
1
^Uf«
was intended,
so he isn't s'^'-o any
•

Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
has not given up its sound reproduction supply business with theatres
and probably will not set up a sepa$250,000 in
rate organization to handle this phase
of Its future business until Whitford
Metro and Robert Pirosh, scenarist
Drake returns from Europe about
of the Marx Bros, picture, 'A Day two months from now.
Company
at the Races,' are named defendants has no desire to rush into some new
in the U, S, District Court, N. Y., revised setup; hence the desire to
take plenty of time in getting out of
in a plagiarism suit filed by Philip
this section of the sound business.
T.
Clancy, writer. ^ Clancy aVers
Selling continues to- theatres in the
defendants lifted his story, 'Nuts to
U. S. under the old organization.
You,' and used most of it in the ERPI enjoyed one of Its biggest

Anyway, Clancy Wants

Damages

picture.
He wants $250,000 weeks in the sale of Mirrophonic
damages, the profits made on the sound reproduction equipment
in the
picture and an injunction to Stop its
last fortnight.
Also equipment is
further showing.
still being delivered to the company
Clancy claims to have written his
warehouses.
However, with both
story in 1934 and also adapted it for
General Theatre Equipment and.Mothe stage. He admits it was never
tiogiraph licensed by ERPI, report
published, produced or copyrighted.
this week Is that General Theatre
He claims, however, the picture has soon will start
rhaaufacturing equiplessened its futurli selling possiment under its new pact.
bilities.
Two considerations probably will
be kept in mind by ERPI orgtmiza-

Marx
Denver, Sept.

14.

rise,

-

Three Cadets'

Most of their stepping

.

will be

with Eleanor Powell.

AGENTS' BATTLE OVER

DAW

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Fight between Baldey & Clark and
David Chudnow, both talent agents,
over commissions from the earnings
of Evelyn Daw,. Grand KTational player, has been taken to the Labor
Commission for adjudication.

&

B.

means for exiting
from the domestic sound reproduc-

tion in establishing

The

ing business.

company

first

that the

is

feels responsible for carry-

on scientific research in the
sound field since officials consider

ing

that

ERPI was

mak-

responsible for

ing talking pictures a reality. Because of this attitude, they feel they
done are responsible for carrying on although the cream of sound producing biz in the U. S. is washed up.
The other responsibility, as viewed

salie.'

.

.

MG

at

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Davey White, Harry Masters and
George Boyce, vaude trio billed as
'Three Cadets,' are at Metro for six
weeks to do a dance routine in 'Ro-

currently, is that to the employes.
Reduction or change in the organization

hit many of the 1,000
now employed. Consequently,
new setup both factors will

would

people
in the

be given

An

full

consideration.

in^portant' contributing factor

which may sway ERPI into continufive-year straight ing research and laboratory work in

C. claims a

management contract with Miss Daw the reproducing
and that she switched unwarrantably sound
to Chudnow.
Coast.

extensive
oh the
imderstood to bo

field is its

recording

Company

business
is

Grand National has assigned Miss anxious to protect the recent investto the next Victor Schertzinger ment of $250,000 for plant facilities

Daw

musical,

tentatively
titled
'The
Strad,' which Schertzinger originated. John Francis Larfcin Is scripting.
picked up Miss Daw's option last week.

GN

..

at Hollywood and keep full faith
with producing companies employ-ing their system of recording; With
ERPI continuing its research and de(Continued on page 62)
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Winnipeg.

Cleveland.

to

ULTADMSH

Fifty theatres are affected by the
the contest seeks to give opportunity
boost in prices by the Fox Interto some local girl, who will get a
week at the theatre and a week on ntountain,. which have been ordered
WFBG, local radio station, as well as by Rick Ricketson, division mana Deanna Durbin dress from a local ager. The order affects four of its
department store. Contest 'is plugged houses in Denver, the balance being
over the air and in the newspapers, located in the Intermountain area.
with four eliminations and a finals
In Denver the order calls for a
to fill in the dull nights of a week.
dime at the Tabor, using
Contest has been whooped up and jump of a
the local girls are all out for the stage shows and subsequent run
films.
The afternoon price remains
prize.
at 25c, with the evening raised from
that figure to 35c.
The 25c balconies at the Broadway and Aladdin
have been discontinued, with thie
entire house now 40c at night. The
remain. The same
25c
matineeis
Canton, O.
Promotion of Loew managers and boost will apply to the Paramount
assistants:
as soon as a .suitable film is had to
Fraihk A. Henson, Broad, Columgive the boost a good, start.
bus, assigned here as rnanager. ClinIn the territory the hike will be a
ton G. Wander, aissistant manager of
the Ohio, Columbus, to manage the general 5c jump for all theatres be-,
low the 40c figure. Where a house
Broad, succeeding HensOn.
Robert V. Kail, assistant manager is at preseni using a 40c admission
of the Broad, promoted to assistant part of the week the boost will be
manager of the Midland, Kansas made on other days. In the Denver
City. John Hardgrove, who has been
exchange area Fox is exclusive in
assistant manager there, 'has been reDenver, but in the
turned to Columbus to become as- all towns except
sistant to Russell A. Bo'vim, manager Fox Intermountain division- it has
some competition in Montana.
of the Ohio.
In a talk before the annual conRobert Byers, student assistant at
the Broad, will move into the posi- vention of Theatre Owners and
tion vacated by Kail's promotion,
Managers of the Rocky Mountain
Region, Inc., two weeks ago, RicketSt. John, N. B.
a
The Shell House, Houlton, Me., one son declared theatres were selling
prices^ and
of the oldest and largest hotels along 1937 product ai, 1932
the international border, is being de- lurged increased admission .prices.
molished and on the site will be Ricketson pointed out that basic
erected a new picture theatre, seat- commodities of the territory had in
ing capacity of about 1,000.
The some instances' increased in price
hotel was a large wooden building, several hundred percent, while the
located in the heart of the Houlton
prices had for the
business section, and practically next atre admission
door to the Temple, exhibiting films most part remained stationary or
the past 14 years. Black & Churchill had dropped.
The Denver, with a stage band, is
have purchased the property and
will build and operate the theatre.
the only first run in Denver getting
50c at night, the others being 40c.
Charlotte, N". C.
Fox picks film from all but three
Contract has been let for approxifor the Denver, and if
mately $10,000 to remodel a down- producers
other
town building here for RKO com- they gross big, moves them to
pany, which has leased the structure. first runs for subsequent weeks.

'Topper' Party
Goofiest pix contest seen here
in years, yet one that collected more
news interest and laughs than ordinary exploitation, was sold by Milt
Harris of Loew's State for 'Topper.'
Taking a tip from gag in comedy,
Harris turned it into a nutty 'Topper'
costume contest. Novel tie-up was
made with Great Lakes exposition,
!whose officials gave him the use of
a huge open-air stage in 'Streets of
World' section. Contestants were allowed to wear any kind of outfit,
little as they wanted, as long as
hey wore tophats.
Large gang of play-boys and gals
feave stunt an unexpected kick by
ghowing up in noisy nightgowns,
brief Tarzan animal skins, and Little
Sheba veils. Prizes totaling $20 and
tickets went to the 20 winners. Expo
drew about 38,000 visitors that night.
?md half of them stayed to see the
clowning and Topper' plugs. As an

Had

six

50INDENVQI

Deanna Durbin contest to boom the
coming '100 Men and a Girl.'
,
Based on Miss Durbin's rapid

Abroad Before Settii^ Up New Org.

14.

release

Monday (20), with Arthur Hoerl
now scripting the screertplay.

Doing a Deanna

up some very fancy displays from
houses and old-world
settlement

National- will

cowgirl pictures featuring Ruth Mix
under a deal negotiated with George
Hirliman, who will produce,
Initialer of the series, 'Fury's in
the Saddle," gets the go signal next

Taking time by the forelock, Frank
Boucher, of Jake Silverman's Strand,
Altoona, Pa., has been conducting a

uncertain.
Special display of candlesticks on
Hustled
•Emperor's Candlesticks.'

letter

Grand

ERPI Awaits Drake s Return From

GN

Hollywood, Sept.

with

Sun-Telegraph,
Hearst sheet, Penn worked a contest on 'Why
Great City Should
Clean Up Its Dead Ends' in connection with current showing of 'Dead
End.' Stunt got a lot of cooperation
from slum clearance commiflees and
social welfare organizations, with
cash prizes and passes for best
50- word statements on that problem.
'Sun-Tele' gave theatre swell break
in contest, carrying a story every,
day and at same time running a
piece of art ranging up to 4 columns,
from the flicker.

:

showcased.

,

Pittsburgh.

up

SS7

RUTHIE

Hirliman (o Produce Six Cowgal Pix
for

Bob Bosen, whose fight stunt was
exrecently commented on, adds the
planation that his house, Loew's
by the
?ani st..N.Y.,is handicapped
they
fact he plays the pictures after
l^ve been seen at two 'other Loew

VARIETY

The old Playhouse, erected in 1913
at a cost of $180,000, and on the city
tax books for the last two years, has
been rented to Donald Irving Cameron with a possible view to buying
later.. Under terms of the agreement
Cameron will rent it for the coming
two years at a flat rate of $400 per
month. Also in the agreement it is
stated that if Cameron spends $1,400
in decorations, changes, etc., he shall
have the following three and a half
months rent free. Taken at the same
time was a two-year option to purchase for a price of $35,000, to be
paid on a basis of $3,500 down and
the balance on deferred payments.

Nancy

Ciirroll's

SuH
Nancy

V&

Stack

Her Ex-Hubby
picture

Carrc^l,

star,

yes-

terday (Tuesday) filed suit in N. Y.
supreme court against her former
husband, Francis Bolten Mallory,
who she claims is withholding stock
estimated to be worth $50,000 and
which, she claims, she paid for. In
each of the four actions filed the
actress also names as defendants the
companies in which the stock was
City offices assess the building at bought and asks the Court to re$96,000 and the land at $26,000.
strain them from paying further
dividends to her ex-spouse. Mallory
Philadelphia.
was served with summonses in the
Ritz, Scranton, will reopen Sept,
suits at his home in Beverly Hills.
18 after having been closed since first
Miss Carroll alleges that shortly
of year.
BiU Madigan, formerly connected after she married Mallory in 1932 he
with Quality Premium CO., now induced her to invest in stock in
salesman for Preferred Pictures in F. W. Woolworth & Co., the Borden
the Philly territory.
Milk Co., National Dairy Products
Joe Feldman, house manager for Corp., and the National Biscuit Co.
Warrior Bros., named personnel di- iShe pUeges that despite the fact that
rector for company in Philly district.
she holds all the certiflcates to the
her name, Mallory has reMartin Bloom, inanager Rex, Re- stock in
Over to her and
gina, Sask., joined United Artists at fused to turn them
that he has collected dividends on
Toronto..
them since the purchase.
Boston.
Besides the stock. Miss Carroll asks
Frank Murphy, asst. manager of the Court to direct Mallory to surLoew's Orpheum, promoted to man render the money he collected as
ager of Loew's Broadway, Wilming dividends with Interest.
George Jones comes info
ton, Del.

Orpheum as manager, from Loew's
Richmond, Va., to take position left
vacant by resignation of Victor J
MOrris, now on Coast.

'

CHI AM.'S

NEW PIX

CEICK

Chicago, Sept.

14.

Dorothy Deere new motion piccritic
of
Chicago Evening
Civic-backed movement to com- American.
auditorium
Asheville
for
plete plans
Frances
Poole
becomes assistant
Estimate
imder way.
definitely
around $90,000 layout for vaude- pix editor.
opera-concert spot. Work started on
new Pastime Amusement Co. theatre
lOVE—IN EEVERSE
in Charleston. Proxy Albert Sottile
announces contract awarded for $81,Hollywood, Sept. 14.
646 for building with additional costs
Radio has handed the scrivening
estimated to run total of $160,000. chore on 'They Didn't Want Love' to
Will be larger than Garden and
Spartanburg, S. C.

Charleston;

uled next

March

1.

openinc sched

3RD WEI9K

Bing Crosby
Martha Baye

Philip G. Epstein.
P. J. Wolfson produces.

in personi
Shep Fields

and

In

"DOUBLE OR
NOTHING"
Twit*

Dally
Extra

Today

IIIh

Blppllng Khytlim

Jane Plck^itf

2:40-8:40 p.m.
S p.m. Show

HOLLYV/OOD THEATRE
Bway.

8lit

at

8t

Bette Davis

.

7-S546

CIrela

• Henry

Fonda

*THAT CERTAIN WOMAN'J

C

to

I

p.m.

25!

AIR-CONDITIONED
Dsor* optn 9:9S

SSr"

a.

— B'way and 47th 8tr«il
m. — MIDNIQHT SHOW

MUSIC HALL

HBLD OVEB THIBD WEEK

"THE PRISONER

OFZENDA"

ture

.

Gloria,

PARAMOUWT.r.Hl.

8p«ctiicul«r 8t«o* Produetiena
Starttt TJiursduy,

Tth Av!

ft

noth

St

Sept 10

a Killer
/^All/^UT
"100 MEN
l/AUUn - - - Between
and » Mborlfl
"ON SUCH A NIGHT"
AND A aiRL"
with
with
Kai'tn
Moriey— Eduard» Clannatll
Grant Rl«hvdi— Roi«o« Karni
Deanna Durbin
I

ROXY
OK* TO

am'-*'

1

r.M.

i-i

Special Rtair«
Attraction

Afr>C«ndltlen«d

tRITERION
Op«ni • a.m.

R'wav
45th St.

Midnight Shtwt

25c
ta

I

P.M.

'
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. .

in dramatic headlines . •

mance
»

11

Id

ft
,

list

of

HOLDOVERS

will I

is^^ojc-o/Kc€ history-in-the-making!

Atlantic City

-

3 weeks; Denver

-

3rd week; Cincinnati

Hartford

weeks; San Diego

-

3 weeks; San Francisco

week;

-

3

Pittsburgh; Baltimore;

AsburyPork; Sacramento

Portland, Me.; Springfield, Mass.; Stockton, Cal.

-

-

-

Indef.;
-

3rd

Indef.;

Indef.;

Cleveland; Worcester; Bridgeport; Providence; Indianapolis;

Columbus; Buffalo; Richmond-two theatres; Ipswich; Estes Park,
Col.;

Toms

River, N. J.;

Glens

Foils; Wotervllle;

Washington, N.

J.

PICTURES
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MORE

Ben Frank to Show Pix

Par Appealing
(Continued from page 3)

VARIETY

In

UA

De Luxe Auto Camps

'WIND'

MGR. ELECTROCUTED

Not Promislnff Sehnlck's

When

BY A SHORT CIRCUIT

-and It Peroentagre

provisions of the Sherman Anti-Trust
Los Angeles, Sept 14.
act of its supplements so as to confer
urisdiction upon this court to enjoin
Ben Frahfc" has obtained strong
the commission of the acts comfinancial backing to establish a string
plained of.' The other was 'The bill
of de. luxe auto camps on major
should be dismissed with costs for
highways throughout the country,
ack of jurisdiction, but without with
the first to go up near Las
prejudice.'
Vegas, Neiv, Frank is skeded to reJudge Dickinson's reasoning in the
tire from management of the Hotel
first conclusion was that since the
Ambassador Nov. 1.
picketing planned by the indie exNew hostelries will be operated on
libs to which Par took exception
would be to stop all dealings on the the Fred Harvey system and will
part of the exhibitors with the plain- have accommodations, for trailers,
;iff,
both as producer and distrib- eateries, recreation, igrounds, etc.,
utor. In such a case, and if no films each covering a 20-acre area. Moof the plaintiff are exhibited, there tion picture theatre will be a feature
will be none shipped and so the case of each camp.
has no bearings on interstate com-

While

it is

no longer likely David

and force Par

to discontinue

•unfair sales policies.'-

After a conference among themand another in
selves on the bench
chambers, when Golder demurred at
matters be held
their suggestion that
a Circuit Court
in abeyance pending
they
decision, the judges announced
would decide after the hearing Oct.
whether a restraining order should

Cecil

'Gone With the Wind' over to someone else at any price, it is a question

gressman

4

be issued.
Schnader

before

charged,

court, that the indies

the

were trying

to

jam a contract of their own makmg
down Par's throat, while Golder
averred that it was the producer's
stubbornness and dictatorial attitude,
of six feaalong with the holding out
tures, that caused the trouble.
sell one of its
exhibitors in this district,'

'Paramount can't
^

films

to

he told the coyrt, 'but I could sell
every one of their pictures tomorrow
reasonable about
if they would be

nick

will release the picture.
is

not promising

it

to

Selz-

United

Artists under his contract, which
calls for five pictures on the 1937->
leading any of
38 season, nor is
its accounts to believe 'Wind' .may

UA

be delivered by

it.

The company

instead is making it very clear that
the five promised Selznick-International productions this season will
not include the Margaret Mitchell
best-seller.

Clarence

It is

not

known

The

floor

was wet from water used
and

when

Cannon touched
switch he was killed.

yet whether Para-

of these people succeed.'

No' Jurisdictipn
U. S. District Judge Dickinson, in
his opinion of last Wednesday, held
he had no jurisdiction.- In a sevenpage discussion of the factual and
legal features of the controversy, the
court declared that even if the alleged conspiracy of the exhibs were
carried out, it would not violate the
Sherman or Clayton acts because if
they bought no film from Paramount,
nothing would be shipped in inter-

commerce.

plane demonstrations, etc., can now
De started, but in view of the advice
given by their own counsel, Benjamin M. Golder, at the time Par
secured its original restraining order,
it is believed unlikely that the can^paign will go through as skedded.
Gol,der told the exhibs that' picketing
was not a gopd idea because the
persons picketed would be fellow
exhibitors. This, he said, would put
:he picketing exhibs in a bad light
as, far as the general public was
concerned.
.

Mpls. Decision
.

With the

Due Soon

Minneapolis,- Sept.

14.

and briefs
Saturday (11), a decision from
Federal Judge G. H. Nordbye in the
final affidavits

filed

Paramount injunction

siiit

against

Northwest Allied States and independent exhibitor playdate strikers
is now anticipated by the parties to
with"not
come
do
they
that
remotely
the action within 10 days. Inasmuch
in the scope of the Federal anti-trust as Judge Nordbye goes on the crimilaws. The opinion reads: 'The effect nal bench in three weeks it is re
Judge Dickinson also said that the
exhibs' actions affected commerce sq

of a refusal to exhibit the films of
the plaintiff upon transactions in interstate commerce is too indirect and
remote to be. within the provisions
of the Sherman anti-trust act or its
supplements so as to confer jurisdiction upon this covirt to enjoin the
commissions of the acts complained
of.
The bill should be dismissed,
with costs, for larfc of- jurisdiction,
but without prejudice.'

NOW BOOKING
FALL and WINTER SEASON
1937-1938

MEL ITT A
BRUNNER
WORLD'S FOREMOST

garded as a certainty that he will

make

his findings

known

before that

time.

Judge Nordbye either will grant
Paramount's application for the temporary injunction to prohibit the
defendants from picketing the Para
mount exchange and theatres show-

or otherwise interfering with its business, or throw the
suit put of court. If the temporary
Meanwhile UMPTO is going ahead injunction is granted the case then
In collection of powers of attorney will be tried on its merits to deterfrom exhibs to do group buying for mine if a permanent injunction shall
them. There is some talk that Par issue. Under the latter circumstances
won't deal with the buying commit- the temporary restraining order, now
effective, would continue in effect
tee when it approaches it with ap
order
proximately 200 powers in about 10 If the temporary restraining
appeal.
days from now. According to Golder is refused, Paramount will
Judge Nordbye is also to rule on
this may bring serious consequences
stricken
on Par's head because it is dealing Paramount's motion to have
answer charges
with other such combines in various from the defendants'
that Paramount itself is guilty of
parts of the country.
violating the Sherman anti-trust law
Absence of Par product is admit- by 'throttling' independent exhibtedly hurting exhibs in some spots.
itors, that it either perpetrated a
arhas
To help them out, UMPTO
fraudulent contract on the defendants
ranged with various exchanges to or is guilty of bad faith, and that its
release about 35 pix before they methods of doing business are ilordinarily would be released. With legal. Paramount argues these matthis film thrown on the market in
ters are. irrelevant and immaterial
late September and early October,
to the present case and should be,
pinched situash expected to be re
eliminated as issues.
lieved.
Many other exchanges are
Northwest Allied States' heads are
benefiting materially by the Par exultant over Paramount's defeat in
trouble, particularly Warner Bros.
the similar Philadelphia suit. "They
Erny and Nolen, owners of the claim that, with three exceptions,
Erlen theatre, threatened an injunc
their original playdate strike ranks
tion against Par when the York- have held fast, but also have been
tbwne theatre got 'Artists and Mod augmented during the past fortnight.
els' on a first run in the Erlen's terThey say they will not decide
ritory, Yorktowne is a Warner house whether to bring individual breach
which ordinarily never plays Par of contract suits against Paramount
pix.
Erlen and Al Fischer's Kes to compel delivery of the pictures
wick always give them initial run in over which the present controversy
the territory.
Both are striking, has arisen until after Judge Nordhowever.
bye's decision has been announced.
When 'A. and M.' was" booked into

INTERPRETATIVE SKATING STAR

AND ICE DANCER

ing" its pictures

Attraction Feature of the 1937

ICE

CARNIVALS
AT

New

York Madison Square Garden
I

Boston Garden.
Philadelphia Arena

Lake Placid Arena
Providence Auditorium

-

.

.

Yorktowne,

,

Erny

Nolen had

and

their attorney, Charles Kelly, pre
pare to start proceedings against Par,
Before he got anywhere, however, he
was contacted by Morris Wolf,
attorney. Wolf told Kelly it was too
late then to take the pic out, but he
Would see that no more are booked

WB

:

in

WB

houses In such situations.
'Persuasion'

In the meantime, a 'persuasion'
committee has been formed to contact exhibitors and maintain their
united front in the scrap. Nearly
200 exhibs are now lined up to lay
off Par product until settlement. Exnib leaders announce plenty of product available at present time to
make up for lack of Par pix.

Doorman's $10,000 Suit
Lincoln, Sept

fracas.

said to have been laughing
and Rininberg told him to
move on, that he was disturbing the
King objected and
people inside.
then the fray. Happened July 31.
.

king

Gottlieb ftuits

effect

.Hollywood, Sept 14.
Alex Gottlieb has resigned as pub
Wanger for
of a refusal to exhibit the licity director for Walter

nims of

the' plaintiff upon transactions of Interstate Commerce is too

indirect

Wanger

conclusions were set
Judge Dickinson's lengthy
handed down. One was,

opinion as

The

is

loudly

Two major
forth in

14.

Allegedly belligerent doorman for
the Sun theatre here has. resulted in
a $10,000 damage suit against the
Doorman,
Lincoln Theatres Corp.
Lester Rininberg, is charged with
having knocked out some of Walter
King, Jr.'s, front teeth in a lobby

and remote

to

a fling at film writing.

He

has temporarily been replaced

be within the by Russell Phelps.

Exclusive Booking

Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
RKO

Bldg.

Rockefeller Center

was

in extinguishing the film blaze

mount

will seek a writ of supercedeas.
As for the exhibs, their big anti:?ar campaign, originally planned to
start Aug. 1, and including picketing,
sound trucks, trailers, handbills, air-

Cannon,

electrocuted last week following a
the Orpheum, the town's only
picture theatre, which he managed.
The blaze started in the theatre's
film rewinding room, presumably
wheii friction ignited the- film.
After the fire Cannon went into the
smoke-filled theatre to turn off an
electric fan .which controlled the
cooling system.
fire in

merce.

the matter.'
Insisting that the indies were conspiring in violation of the Sherman
Schneider asserted
anti-trust act,
that the 'interstate business of Paramount would dry up if the demands

state

who

Elsberry, Mo., Sept. 14.
of Con-

W. Cannon, brother

O. Selznick will turn the rights to

j

terests'

29.

New York

Telephone, Circle 7-2160

the

fan
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WHAT ARC THE
FACTS ABOUT
THE FILM
INDUSTRY TODAY?
THERE ARE

many

so

claims and counter-claims in

the trade press that some exhibitors far removed from
sources of verification

able full year's
just the

showing for any company ... but

summer group from M-G-M

of

this

advertisement

not so

it

much

to sell contracts for 1937'38 product (since the majority

of

M-G'M

was

1

must indeed be confused,

WHAT FOLLOWS in the Fall
THE PURPOSE

it

exhibitors have already renewed)

really unbelievable in

is

the sense that never before, not even by

M-G-M, has there

been maintained such a tempo of big-time hit-production.
•

. .

SO much so that there is wisdom in an observation often

THE REASON
that

for this

you have bought

ONE HIT — or

ad

make you happy

simply to

is

M-G-M

again for the
.

even two or three

— do

new

season.

make

not

a

dependable source of picture supply for a long twelve

months! The element of chance gives

company

big

practically every

and small a certain average of success but

nowadays that average

ONLY M-G-M

is

not enough.

by virtue of

and personnel

writers, directors

is

geared for the con-

tinuous delivery of important, big-size and big-budget,

keep up

M-G-M

hit-delivery

summer

even

at a

which has always been considered an

,

THERE

IS

CHOWDING
attractions

as:

NO

such thing

as

is

an

industry by

Tracy (powerfully

human, humorous and

production of

stirring

and October

into September

are

such

"Big City" starring Luise Rainer, Spencer

dramatic); ... a

"Madame X" with Gladys

Wore Red" with Franchot Tone, Robert Young;
making comedy by the "Thin Man"

stars,

Myrna Loy

.

in "Double

Wedding".

production in

M-G-M

Garbo with Charles Boyer, a
during this past

"M-G-M

itself:'

costliest

star-blessed attractions.

WE PROVED

the trade press that

George;

... the best Joan Crawford picture in years "The Bride

resources in stars, studio,

its

made by

that

we could

time of the year

off-season.

an off-season to the pub-

lie.

They wanted entertainment during July and August and

we

gave them "Day at the Races" "Captains Courageous"

ment;

.

.

.

"Live,

Rosalind Russell

Road-Show

THAT'S

.

, . .

a history-

William Powell/

and "Conquest" the

history

starring

Greta

truly remarkable entertain-

Love and Learn" with Robert Montgomery,
.

.

.

Jeanette

and the popular-price
MdcDonald

in

just a brief survey of

mighty studios of

M-G-M

up

"The

release of the

Firefly".

.

what comes from the
to

the

beginning of

November, barely two months of the -season 1937-38!

"Saratoga" "Good Earth" "Broadway Melody" to mention
just a few.

What a

remarkable line-up I^Millions of dollars

of screen diversion which

would

really

make

a

commend-

IT'S

TRUE

pridefidlyl

Leo's roaring louder than ever

— and

LITERATI
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Wlnchell, Skolskjr Contracts
Ward Greene; managing editor of
King Features syndicate, is at pres-

Wklyn Eagle's Guild
The biggest strike in

Literary B.O.

News-

the

paper Guild's history to date wont
into effect on Monday (13) at the
Brooklyn Daily Eagle, one o^ the
may go with King. Winchell here- oldest newspapers in the country.
by
the
syndicated
been
had
tofore
The action follows a recent strike
N. Y. Daily Mirror, Inc., but under vote of the 300 unit members which
the new King Features alignment, was unanimously ratified
by the
conwill
Mirror
the
if,
and
when
Representative
Assembly of the
tinue the columnist via the syndi- New York Guild last week.
Picketcate, rather than under its own di- ing went into,
effect immediately,
rect employment.
and 10 arrests were made by police
Mirror also wants a Hollywood the first day of the strike. Three of
column of Sidney Skolsky's calibre, those arrested were Guild 'officials.
but again prefers to accept the serThe Eagle strike follows months
vice by way of King Features, latter of negotiations with the manageto issue the employment contract. ment, during which the relations
Most likely a deal will be consum- between the Guild and the negotiamated that way, Skolsky to start on tors became more and more strained.
the Mirror Oct, 4.
The Guild states that the manageWinchell and the Mirror didn't re- ment has stalled repeatedly, in the
new last month when the columnist six months of negotiations, broken
hopped in from Hollywood because its promises and fired employees for
including Winchell's Guild activity. No statement could
of- conditions,
desire to sidestep seven days a week be secured from the management.
and possibly cut it down to only five
daily chores, skipping .Tuesday and
Jack Mlfey Settles With News
Sunday.
Jack Miley is off the payroll of the
, Skolsky started something with his N. Y. Daily News, having been paid
crack about 'Broadway columns are three inoQths' salary by the newsas passe as Broadway,' giving that paper last week on termination of
as his excuse for not wanting to re^ the connection.
Is talking about a
•turn to N. Y. and swap spots with spot on the
N. Y. Journal, which
Ed Sullivan. Louis (N. Y. Journal) wants him, but nothing set because
Sobol wrote a long 'So Broadway Js there is also a Par picture
deal in
Winchell
ent in Hollywood on Walter
and Sidney Skolsky's contracts. Both

'

Numerous

articles

on chastity

appearing in current mags indicate a possible fad for material of this sort.
One such
piece titldd, 'The Case for Chastity' was picked up by Reader's
Digest.

Wiseacres, are suggesting that
chastity has a pi-ess

maybe
agent.

Dead, Is
Sunday's

It?'

diatribe

Journal

others h^ve

come

-

in

the

American,

past

and

to defense of the

the offing.

Miley was sports columnist on the

News but tiffing with Jimmy Powetrs,
among his farewell col- sports editor of the sheet, came to a
head ovex an argument about a story
umns, made a crack that he would
main

drag..

Sullivan,

never repudiate Broadway, no mat- on Joe Louis which Miley says he
wrote for the News on order from
ter who his Hollywood friends of the
Powers two years ago. Powers refuture. The News itself, in an office
cently sold a similar yarn for $200
page),
saluted
(full
SuUivanlg
adad
On arguing the
vent to Hollywood, Danton Walker's to Liberty mag.
take-over

.

of

the,

Broadway

pillar,

bon-voyaged Skolsky in the
Walker himself
latter's new" fields..
mildly, kidded Skolsky's crack in his
debut column in the News on Monand

also

day (13).
Skolsky also has a bid from the
Register
Des Moines
Syndicate,,
which owns midwest papers as well
as the magazine. Look, and services
about 40 sheets. Colin Miller, like
Greene, iis on the Coast for negotia-

point. Powers asserted his authority
as editor of the department and
asked the city editor to take Miley
over as an ordinary reporter. This
was done with a 50% salary clip at
the same time.

Miley went to the Newspaper
Guild with the situation and that
organization promptly called on the

management.

Result

was a three

month payoff

at the full salary, along
lines of severance pay in the contract which the News has with news-

Amtenbers^a PhlUy Ledger?
Ccedence is being given reports in
PhlUy from widely varied sources
that Moe Annenberg, publisher of
the N. Y. Morning Telegraph and
Philly Inquirer, has. deal under way
to acquire Philly Ledger from John
MEartin, san-in-law of the late Cyrus
H. K. Curtis. Doc Levy of WCAU
is reported in with Annenberg.
Ledger has been faring badly in
several years despite all attempts at hypoing. Carrying heavy
budget of ads, but at line rates that
leave little net.
Understood that
Annenberg has offered figure which
would cover all. present obligationr,
but provide little for Martin to step
out with. Martin said to be aiming
to leave the Ledger only with a
past

heavy

b.r.

Sullivan's

Guild-Constitution Settle
Hailed as 'complete victory'

Al Duffleld working on new noveL

for
Newspaper Guild, Regional Director Charles N. Feildeson of the National Labor Relations

Jesse Stuart has sold three stories
to

Collier's.

Jim Moynahan of March of T.ime^
London for a vacation,
£^ainst Atlanta (Ga.) Constitution
Jean Rhys has left Tide and joined
have been withdrawn by Atlanta
Newspaper Guild and case settled. staff of House and Garden,
Everett Marcy working on a waWithdrawal of charges that Constitution dismissed six editorial em- terfront story titled 'Snake Ranch,'
ployes because they 'joined and asKip Ross narhed supervising phosisted the labor organization' came tographer of the Associated Press

Board Friday

(9)

announced charges

in

following series of conferences that in N. Y.
scheduled NLRB hearing

preceded

:

Hunter Glenn now the new Sunday radio columnist for San Antonio

to air guild's accusations.

Settlement provides lor reinstateof two of six employes, reinstatement and resignation of three

ment

others,

Minter,

Charlie Kapnic, ass:s;ant m.e. of
Philly Ledger, recovering at Atlantic
City from recent scalpeling,

case of sixth man, John
reporter, being withdrawn

by guild.
Formal answer

filed

Nellie Simmons Meier has written
book titled 'Lions' Paws' (on
palmistry) due out next month.
This year's Victorville
(Calif.)
rodeo is dedicated to Frank Scul y,
Vadiety's Bedside Manor mugg.

by Constitu- a

tion denied allegations, but terms of

settlement require paper to pubon its bulletin board for 30 days
a notice that the paper 'neither enlish

courages nor discourages membership in any labor organhiation:'
Newspaper's proposal was declared 'valid only if all charges are
withdrawn, aU resignations mentioned herein are delivered, and full

Philly

releases to the Constitution Publishing Co. are given.'
In addition to Minter, six men in-

attorney,

and

Abraham

Z

in

-sub

stager,

a surprising biggie for a column.

Fred

Maly

succeeded

has'

Jack

O'Brien, who has resigned, as sports
editor of the San Antonio Evening

News,
John Steinbeck has

left

New York

for the Coast,. He will not return
for the opening, of his play 'Of Mice

and Men,'
Cornelius

Vanderbilt,

trying

Jr.,

OK

to arrange State Department
travel to the Slho-Jap front

to

for

Liberty mag.

John Fellows, formerly of Literai'y
Digest, has joined the publicity deof the National Assn. of

partment

Manufacturers,

John LeRoy Johnston has resigned as Pacific Coasst manager for
Fawcett Publications after seven
months tenure of the job,
Ashley

Buck,

and

writer

actor,

directing 'Pioneers of Science' series
presented by the Radio Division,
Federal Theatre, over
Thurs-

WHN

J,

day nights,

Isserman, of Newark, special representative of guildsmen.
represented
declared
it
Leitch
and predicted
victory'
'complete
guild organization work in south
would malce rapid strides now, since
outcome of case against Constitution
was being awaited before drive for

new members would be

Rsichner

gal-tuner

Broadway

George Kearney, g,m.. of Philly
Ledger syndicate, in Europe to pact

undoubtedly under volved are Lee Fuhrman, rewrite;
way, but how near to being set the Albert C. Leitch, reporter and prez
deal is, appears very problematical. of Atlanta Guild; Will Riley, reNewspapermen in the know, how- porter; Sam Cox, copy reader, and
ever, wouldn'fbe surprised if a box Morris Siegel, reporter.
announcing the sale appeared any
Cox. and Fuhrman will be restored
day.
to duty, latter to get two weeks* pay
Ledger had another small-sized in* cash. He is ill in hosp at present
purge last week, with Syril Lee, who and his job, at his old salary, will
handled domestic relations court be kept open for him 60 days.
hews, and Powell Thomas, reporter, Leitch tendered his resignation and
out.
Much guessing (and quaking) paper agreed to pay him $520. Siegel
among staff as to what will happen also agreed to' resign and paper will'
if Annenberg takes pver.
Riley resigned and
Inquirer pay him $45.
has been pretty well shaken from waived claim to pay.
It was detop to bottom since he acquired it cided Minter's case has no standing,
year ago.
Riley has made a connection with
A. Steve Nance, local labor le&der,
and Siegel is going with Miami
Time's Shifts
Several shifts in the Time organi- Tribune, it is said.
Details of settlement were worked
zation have taken place recently,
with two new men being added as out between attorneys for Constitumanaging editors, so that there are tion, Feidelson, Maurice J. Nicoson,

NLRB

Bick

Bulletin's

another

clefflng

rosa deal with

Negotiations

now three instead of two as formerly.
John S. Martin, currently
on extended leave of absence, conreplacing Skolsky as men.
Hollywood chatterer for N. Y. Daily
tinues to bie listed in that post, with
Scripps-Howard Promotions
Manfred S. Gottfried and Frank
News-Chicago
Tribune
syndicate
caused other alterations in HollyCharles Schneider, pix and drama Norris moved up from the position
wood scribe circles with Ed Sulli- critic for Cleveland Press, has been of associate editors.
John Shaw
van also replacing George Shaffer as shifted to post of promotion editor. BilliDgs, listed as a managing editor
the film center scribe for the Chi Youngest reviewer hfere, he takes of Time until last week, is no
Trib,
Although affiliated with the over job formerly held by Paul longer in that capacity, but is manN. Y. News, the Chi Tribune did not Jones, who becomes publicity direc- aging editor of Life, an affiliated
take Skolsky's column and it was tor for National Safety Council in enterprise.
T. S. Matthews, formerly a consold instead to the Chicago Times, Chicago.
Winsor French, socialite
tabloid. The Times did not want to and gossip columnist, is combining tributing editor, moves up as assosub Sullivan for Skolsky, so in order theatres and chatter in new column. ciate editor and Arthur Ogden is
out, having resigned.
to make a Chi outlet for Sullivan,
The distincTwo more Scripps-Howard promo- tion
between associate editors and
Shaffer had to move out of the coltions step up Ralph Burkholder,
umn spot. He will, however, re- chief editorial writer of Cleveland contributing editors is a fine one, the
main as Chi "Trib neAvs service man Press, to editorship of Akron Times- former being considered No. 1
writers, and, in most cases, with the
in these parts.
Press. Succeeds Walter Morrow, who
organization longer than contributis. being made editor-in-chief of the
ing .editors.
That N. T. World Beport Aeain
southwestern group of S-H papers,
Another recent change is the apRenewed report of a plan to re- including the Denver News, Oklapointment oj^ Robert Chasteney, who
vive the old N. Y. World appears homa
News, Fort Worth Press,
to have but a hazy background. Houston Press, El Paso Herald-Post has been a&t. to the publisher of
Time,
to the post of promotion manJohii J. Raskob and Herbert Bayard and the Albuquerque Tribune . MorSwope,- the former the editorial wiz row's appointment marks the return ager as well,
Time
has also made several addiin the Pulitzer organization, were of
S-H to regional supervision,
mentioned as interested, but the abandoned several years ago. Most tions to its staff in the past few
weeks.
Bice Clemow has shifted
latter states he has not been ap- recent regional supervisor in the
proached.
Both morning and eve- Denver territory was George B. over from Editor and Publisher, and
Carolyn Marx, formerly of the
ning
Worlds
were bought by I*arker, now editor-n-chief of all
N. Y. World-Telegram, has moved
Scripps-Howard and fused into the S-H papers.
into the book department.
Leon
present N. Y. World-Telegram. Each
Svirsky,
center of much controof the Pulitzer papers had an AssoP.A.'s Libel Suit vs. Inquh-er
very because of his Newspaper
ciated Press franchise but one was
Libel suit for $2r),000 is being Guild activities and recently disallowed to lapse.
If the World is
brought by Ed Wiener, Broadway charged from the N. Y. World-Telerevived the matter of the AP franpress agent, against the N. Y. In- gram, has also been added to the
chise would probably have to be
quirer, Inc., and William and Marcus staff.
The Guild, which took up
solved.
Understood the only way
Griffin for publication of a story Svirsky's discharge with the Narestoration
of
the lapsed rights
January regarding Wiener in tional Labor Relations Board, will
could come about would be with the last
Marcus Griffin's column. Columnist continue to press for his reinstateassent of the AP members.
is a brother of the publisher, Wilment, despite the fact that he is now
Presses of the old World are now
Griffin.
employed.
Cecil (Red) York has
being used by the N. Y. Journal of liam
Suit grows out of a reference also been added to the Time staff.
Commerce.
made in Marcus Griffin's column to. John S, Martin, one of the three
Wiener in the form of a query ask- managing editors and a stockholder
Athens (Ga.) Daily's B'k'ptcy
Pr6ston
Almand, attorney for ing when Broadway night spots of Time, Inc., who has gone on an
three claimants, Friday (10) filed would get next to themselves and extended vacation, caught a record
tuna off Nova Scotia recently. The
bankruptcy
proceedings
against then makes allegations regarding
Harriet fact that Time found its own manAthens (Ga.) Daily Times. Earlier Wiener's abilities as p. a.
in day several employes of Times Pilpel of the Morris L. Ernst office aging editor 'newsworthy' is being
commented on with the suggestion
took out laborers' liens against L. is handling the suit.
that a story was used about him
E. Sullivan, publisher.
last week to spike persistent rumors
Sentinel
Hearst's
Reports have been current that
that he had left the organization.
effort has been made to sell newsHearst took over the management
.Paper plant to University of Georgia, of the Milwaukee Sentinel oh MonAurora's 100 Anni Daily
but no deal has been consummated. day (13) with Paul Block withdrawOn occasion of 100th anniversary
Change will of founding of Aurora, III., the Auing from that city.
0. Henry's Chum Remembers
bring both the Wisconsin News, rora
Sunday Beacon-News pub.Sept. 11 was the birthday of Wil.- afternoon, and The Sentinel, morn- lished a big^ special edition, consistliam Sydney Porter, known to the ing newspaper, under the same man- ing of an eight section, 98-page paworld as O.Henry, and his native agement. The name of the Wiscon- per. Each section was devoted to a
town, Greensboro, N. C, let it pass sin News will be changed to the separate side of the town's life,
The combined using a two-color cover sheet, with
^>nmarked except that one of Por- Milwaukee News.
ter's
boyhood
John
chums,
S. Sunday editions of the two papers special full-page design to symbolMichaux. went on the air over will be known as The Milwaukee ize the nature of its contents.
wBiG to give some of his recollec- Sunday News-SentLncl. Hearst had
Regular circulation of Sunday
tions of Porter
Beacon
as a boy. Porter left an option to repurchase the Block edition is listed as 19,372.
Gi-oensboro
when about 21 and interest in tlie Sentinel within 10 Publishing Co., Albert M. Hirsh.
established, residence in Texas.
year.^;.
president, owns the paper.
tions.
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Strike

Graeme Lorimer,

associate ed of
Satsvepost and son of its former
•editor, bad sold Metro rights to
serial he and wife scribed iov Pictorial

Review.

Irving Kaye
has finished his

Davis, playwright,
novel, 'Colebrity

first

Hound,' slightly autobiog of the author's experiences in and out of

started.

More Pic Mags

show

business.

•

'

'

.

Within a month two more picture
Eddie Mayer and Jim Neville
will debut to compete with the canned from Philly Record sports
already established Life, Look and staff' in new economy action becuz
Pic. Victor J. Fox, publisher of the thoy were only two unmarried men
new Real Charm, will launch an- in the department.

mags

other new one, See, around Oct. 5 as
the first 5c. photo mag. Walter P.
Chrysler, Jr., dabbler in literary
field, starts publication of Picture at
approxirnately the same time. George
Gctchell will manage Picture.
-

Capt. G. F. Neuhauser, editor of
the German Free Press in Te::r.s,
(San Antonio), recently authored
'Pioneer,' an original story for the
.screen.
Also m.c.'lng musical program thrice weekly over KTSA, San

See will be a monthly for its first
two issues; after Nov. 5 twice monthUnlike Look, advertising will be
accepted immediately on publication.
Picture will be issued monthly as a
class mag similar to Life. Both will
be of same format and physical char-

Antonio.

William
F.
Brooks
succeeds
Gideon D, Seymour as manogin^ di"

ly.

rcctor

the

of

Associated

Great Britain, Ltd,
been with the AP for

Press of
has

Brooks
11 years.

Un-

derstood that Seymour will join staff
acter as Life.
Look now leads the field in circu- of Look magazine,
lation with a regular print order of
Guy L, Smith appointed editor of
2.550,000. Life is next nearest with Knoxville (Tenn,), Journal by Pubslightly morfe than 1^000,000. Pic is lisher
Roy N, Lotspeich.
Smith
still further behind with about half started out 17 years ago as cub on
that figure.
Journal and later was publisher of*
Chronicle and Staff-News nt Johnson
Here's the Answer
City, Tenn., and also Bulletin in
Publication of 'The Case of the Bristol, "Va.
Seven' of Calvary," first novel by
Paula Walling, correspondent for
'Anthony Boucher,' by Simon & Votre Bcaute, French ber.uty mag,
Schuster, marks literary debut of appointed Hollywood currcsijondcnt
A. P. White, drama crick of L. A. for Ce Soir, Paris evening daily,

United

Progressive

News,

E.nd

lib'oral

political sheet.

&

S. have "put on heavy mail
S.
campaign, circularizing friends of
author, and friends of friends, but
they don't mention who Boucher
really is, so recipients are wondering why the personal letters ur.'jin';
purchase of book by a guy they

never heard

of.

.

LITERATI DEATHS THIS

WEEK

Mrs. Sara Dalshcimer Halley,

'

different spot.

1

V
j

G9,

A

newspaperwoman, author and widow
of Georg6 T. Halley, Nashville, Tenn.,
newspaperman, was fatally stricken
with a heart attack while on a visit
to editorial rooms of the Atlanta
Constitution.
Mrs. Halley had been
associated with Uncle Remus Magazine, Sunny South and Golden Age,
literary
magazines.
.southern
all
Burial was in Nashville Sept. 9.

Parker Butler,

a fornier
president of the Authors' League of
America and author of 'Pigs Is Pigs.'
died Sept. 13 at his summer home
Ellis

in

G7,

The funeral
Housatonic, Mas.s.
be hold today in Flushing, N. Y.

will

Cinemcnde^ weekly fan ma^. Appointments take effect Oct. 1, Walling replacing G. L, George, currcitly
back In Pans discussing transfer to
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David

Wednesday, September 15, 1937

0. Selznick^s

4 United At

their stay at

LITTLE

LORD FAUNTLEROY

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH held

A STAR

IS

BORN

Radio

played two weeks

overfor second week with

only the sixth picture in six years

engagement that foretold

its

to

ra

nation wide

OMORRO
which has

est

all-time high

headed towar
of

its

run, fo

ONE

Mil

Wedneddayt September 15, 1937

VARIETY

gross

New York

Hallf

'

to

its

te

stand-out business,

eighth

a

with

its

more than

fourteenth

day ^3000

over opening day.

day grossing ^20,200 and the totalfor its run an outstanding Music Hall high,

three

weeks run

.

and

it

crashed record after record in

a

i

memorable 21 day

triumphs.

W STARTS
ablished
for

THE THIRD WEEK OF

many

ITS

SMASHING RUN

records including an an-time Sunday high and an

any single day not including a midnight show. Third week

another miracle figure which will

mean

that at the conclusion

Selznick International productions will have grossed

LUON DOLLARS

IN

.

.

.

.

•

A SINGLE THEATREI
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VARIETY
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Radio Editors, Writers,

Adopt

Hohman

in Chi Meet,

Wednesday; September 15, 1937

to NBC, Chi

The Real Televish Problem
Indianapolis, Sept. 14.
John Holtman, chief announcer at
here, and a staff spieler for
over five years, leaves this week for
CMcago studios as a staff
spieler there. Due to start over the
web on Sat, (18), his successor at
will be Ben Wilbur, of

WFBM

Constitution, Elect Officers;

NBC

Strictly Educational,

Not a Union

WFBM

WHKC, at Columbus, O., with DougWay becoming chief announcer
at WFBM,

las

Chicago, Sept.

Ass'n

convention

annual

First
of

Radio, Editors

14.

of

the

MML

and News

MERO-IRION

NOW

SET FOR COMMERCIAL

Writers wound up a three-day session here Sunday (12), during which

Going, from

Mme.

Yolanda Mero-Irlon, ortime they adopted a code of ethics ganizer aiid advisory chairman of the
and a constitution, elected oflicers, now disintegrated Women's Radio
and drafted a regional set-up for the Committee, has got herself a commercial.. Account is Sealtest and she
"purpose of holding monthly meet- takes over the radio career of this
ings.
General complaint among the dairy combine in October.
delegates was that there had been
Mme. Mero-Irion will put on a
50 much business, none of 'em got symphonic series with Alexander
more than two blocks away from the Smallens, Metropolitan opera con-hotsl during the entire three days.
ductor, after J. Walter Thompson is
At no time was the subject of relieved of the account with the
union affiliation brought up, the Oct. 10 broadcast. Sealtest, operating
members feeling that ARNEW, as an under a variety policy, is currently
organization, was one for mutual on the NBC-red (WEAF) Sunday
ssll-help, rather than for collective nights for an hour. Successor pro-

gram will make it a half
ba:-::3ining.
the account from
General atttude of the members is Thompson got
N. W. Ayer.
that news in radio is an educational
Following her promotion of the
part of the business, and all action
taken at the meetings was with this Women's Radio Committee, Mme.
Mero-Irlon ran into a squall of opin mind.
position over her methods from
How to Present News
prominent New York clubvarious
-This was especially apparent durwomen, with the result that there
round-table
discussions,
the
ing
wherein it was agreed to present were wholesale resignations. Denews in fact only, without color, and spite this flurry, the committee confunctioh as a back-patter
eliminate altogether anything tinued to
to
hour.

which might be construed as prop- and thumber-downer of programs
kids and adults and to make
aganda; Convention also appointed for both
a committee to assist colleges and annual awards for what it considered
schools of journalism in the teaching
of news broadcasting,

Regional meetings, which are tentatively set as monthly affairs, are to
be held simult£ineously in all parts
of the country, and each region will
discuss the same questions.
From
vic">vs formed here further policies
of the organization will be developed

to

on

be the outstanding cultural fare
New York outlets. Mme. Merio-

Irion did a sustaining series for CBS
at one point in her advisory career.

ani passed

Tulsa; Jack Harris,
WGM, Nashville, became vice-presidsi\s, and Al Hollander, WJJDWIND, Chicago, was re-elected to
the secretary-treasurer spot.

Board

of Directors

Smith,

Er. lD

K'

-

KMBC,

Kansas City;
and

Harris, WSM, Nashville,
Miller, KVOO, Tulsa.

Tzler^tos came from every secthe country, and made an attc- '^nce larger than had been expo-;!ed. Representatives of all three
pr^rs associations were present, but,
tic ••.of

b?

~'.iEe

s'-

--'^.d

their

membership

is

re-

it;-

to that of advisory capac""cy did not vote.

ti-

-\v social affair of the conven-—xs Saturday night's banquet.

w

'"n Carter, who was expected,
"^"blc to attend because of ill
but s2nt, instead, the speech

:

TRUESTORT

'.i,

ho had intended

Wiii'.h

to deliver.

Ken

Ellington,

ciety.

slide in business and soFir.al blow came when the

Isavings bank' in which
stored his resources failed.

he

had

Complaints came- in from bank officers and public relationists. Technically, such a loss as the dramatization described could not happen
since the government altered the
controlling laws over banks after
the 1932 crash.
And the biggest
squawk was that such institutions,
specifically 'savings banks,' have 'had
but few failures.

NBC sidestepped all the hubbub
by referring the bleating banks to
Arthur Kudner, agency on the account.

Program Not Started Yet,

a

KOLAR PEEVED
AT GDEST GAG,

Bill

This

is

the problem facing

With

NBC

in Frisco

San Francisco, Sept.
the

of

outlets here,

WOR YENS

N. J.

HELD TRIES

1934.

sponsored concerts

at

•

the Chicago

World

London, Sept.
years

After
a

Dissatisfied

.

PiX^n

the University of California and
Santa Clara University, for the past
nine years has been with Foster and
Kleiser, outdoor advertising firm. He
replaces Marion Kyle, who resigned
to join an agency in Southern Cali-

ber

Although Kolar ascribed his resignation only to a 'change of policy'
on this year's airings, and N. W.
Ayer
Son officials refused to comment, it was nnderstood that Kolar
was offered the direction of only
four programs this year, in contrast
Kolar batoned
to nine last season.
the Detroit Symph in 160 Ford-,

ONFDimED.

Broadcasting sales staff
William Bernard Ryan and Raymond
A. Smart.
Ryan, former faculty member of

KGO

Detroit, Sept. 14.

GB^ TELEVISH

14.

National
here are

recent University of
Washington graduate, will work on
local sales for
and KPO, NBC

with the fewer, numof programs offered him this
season, Victor Kolar, associate conductor of the Detroit Symph orchestra, resigned last week" as one of the
directors of the Ford Sunday Evening Hour orchestra, a post he has
held since the broadcasts began in

us.'

'

Ryan, Ray Smart

Smart,

14.

experimenting,

Gaumont-British showed, to a few,,
dose friends, Baird television on a
full-sized picture, screen.. GrB. has
the controlling interest in the Baird
device, which fact is frequently referred to as the factor which makes
American film companies most interested in a buy-out of the concern.

Those who saw the showing claim
there was no flicker, but the -screening came off as steadily as dn- ordinary film projection.
There are,
however, minor technical faults,
which engineers are convinced will
'

^

be overcome.

shortly,

Washington, Sept.

of

•

.

r

14.

Just registered here is a new pubField trials of facsimile transmislic concern, Cinema-Television, Ltd.,
sion, to see if it is the solution to
proposing
to, carry on business as
the problem of serving rural areas
with pictorial broadcasts; is sched- manufacturers, operators, installers
uled in New Jersey in the near and dealers In television and theafuture. Request for' a permit to tre apparatus.
Company has a capital of .$1,250,evigage in experimental operation
has been filed with the Federal Com- 000, but the personalities behind it
munications Commission by WOR, haven't yet unmasked.

which led to the formaFord Symph and the Newark.
Ford Sunday Evening Hour.
Attention has been attracted to
The 78 one-hour airings over CBS the scheme by predictions of enin 1934-'35' and 1935-'36 seasons were gineers that television, because of 'REMEDY' OF
also under Kolar's direction, but economic as well as technical handinever ^ be feasible for
last year the guest conductor sys- caps, may
IT
tem was inaugurated and it's be- thinly-settled areas and that still pic
lieved Kolar shied at his gradually transmission is the only type of
Washington, Sept. 14.
service which can be rendered outbeing shoved into the background.
Cease
and
desist
bi'der
was
Kolar remains as co-conductor of side of metropolitan sectors. Newplastered on the Pascal Co., Seattle,
the Detroit Symph, dividing the wark station wants to install numerbaton work with Franco Ghione, of ous receivers throughout Southern last week when the Federal Trade
Jersey and embark on early-morn- Commission cracked down on misLa Scala, Milan.
leading radio and other advertising
ing tests.
While engineers have expressed a broadcast by the outfit.
Fair,
of the

ASTHMA

•

TOID TO TAKE

TIME' SWITCHES

AWAY

FROM CBS TO NBC-BLUE
After having been a CBS fixture
since 1931, 'The March of Time'
leaves that web for NBC on Oct. 14.
Program will continue to be a half
hour dramatization of news, and will
ride the NBC-blue, 9-9.30 p.m. on
Thursdays.
Pitted against 'Time'
will be Major Bowes and the Max
well coffee program.
Reason for 'Time's' shift to NBC is
claimed motivated by the fact that
afforded an earlier hour than
could dig up. Also David Sarand the peak-point execs of

have been growing chumfor some months now.

Time,

my

Inc.,

Guests

f01^

Kool

Kpol-Raleigh cigarette show is
j
being groomed for a guest name
i
policy.
Program, which is on the
unit 10 weeks a^o.
terest in the show, inasmuch as she NBC-blue
Sunday nights, untied
oopsibie the Geor.tiie worked with Alfred Shebel and Jack Pearl last spring and continued
Gould shov/ at WOR James Waters, who are now listed as with Tommy Dorsey's band and Mil1 !^ -•^^it in JosoE Cherniavthe creator.^;. Miss Manners was, at ton Bowe.
A:'] '.'" Cu^.-.:'n and Oljja Bac- one time, Mrs. Shebel.
Guest insertions won't apply, while
la '.ova.
Program, sot by Blackett-Sample- Dorsey. is on tour.
Hummert to start on Oct, 11, is to
Slilwell to Chi
rido
Columbia,
originating
at
Harbord
WBBM. Fiulz Block! will handle
Indianapolis, Sept. 14.
IViajor
General James G. HarJack Slilwell, for the past several production.
bord, chairman of the Radio Corp.
Idea is ba,sed on unclaimed esyep.i-s
p"0';;-am director at WIRE
of America board, sails from N, Y.
tates,
and
dramatizations
will
be
hr-3. will leave soon for the staff of
Sept, 29 to officially dedicate the
W/jS. Chicago.
Believed deal was made of those actually on current American
battle
monument at
sel while the WLS bunch came down cotR-t records.
Chateau-Thierry early in October.
to 'he Indiana State Fair during the
Ceremony will be witnessed by
pr
week.
Boice to Transamerican
many American Legion men.
;Uvell will handle a couple of
Hugh Boice; .Ir., has joined the
Harbord was in ^command of the
h-" hours of the Barn Dance each N. Y. office of Trarisame^^ican. as an marine bpigade
at Chateau-Thierry,
S" -dav, it is understood, plus other account exec.
and subsequently was promoted to
p.-'.rtion duties. Successor at WIRE
Came over from post of commer- head the Second Division in its
is
ubtfuL since leaving of Stil- cial chief al WNEW, N, Y.. spot
drive at Soissons. Harbord is chairweU may cause shifting of his duties which Walter Duncan left NBC sales man of the 1937 A. L. convention' in
to others now on the staff of WIRE. to step into.
N. Y.
•

performance.

fornia.

—

'.

f

as

fir^t

14.

We

New members

NBC
But Being Sued Already CBS

Chicago, Sept. 14.
Possible law suit is involved over
the signaturing of 'Court of Missing
'--lin David has resigned as Heirs' for Skelly Oil already, even
:iin.'itor in WQR, to act as
c
though the program was only set
\ b-.'v»--:n advei'tising"
agencies late yesterday.
•s VrCR fNat Abramson) ArtIt is understood that Patricia Ann
"".I'l-c^u.
He v/ns formerly an Manners has consulted attorneys,
r.-''i->
artont but joined, the claiming
that she rates one-third in-

]•

serving

Spokane* Aug.

,

'Problem from now on, principally, is
extent,' Beverage declared.
could bpadcast an entire mogoing to be a program problem.
tion picture production' In one evening, but that would kill the picture for theatre use. It is not likely we shall have many of those
to send out.
'Radio artists of the day will have to become more than disembodied voices; They will have to take on human dimensions. It would
be very costly to cast and train a group of iactors for a single night's

spieler, and now as night operations
manager of the CBS Chicago studios.

noff

t'

were

,

•

Flock of savings banks have regsquawks with NBC over an
episode last Friday (10) on the
'Court of Human Relations' program, which airs over the red ribbon for Macfadden's 'True Story'
mag.
Dramatization dealt with a man's
istered

.

h"'

WLW

to

went to CBiS in Chicago and Kirby
went to NBC in Chicago. Direct
from WFBM to CBS in Chicago went

tion

downward

Newly appointed board of direcincludes John Hughes of the
B--'. Lee n$t; Bob Hurleigh, WFBR,
EsV-nore; Roy Brandt, KFYR, Bismr.-:k; Foster May, WOW, Omaha;

toi'3

Jp."';

BANO SQUAWK

on.

KVOO,

Miller,

WFBM

Don Hancock and Durward Kirby.
work there, Hancock
staff

After

&

-

John Van Cronkhite was elected
.chairman of the board of directors.
Ken McClure, WOAI, San Antonio,
"wCiS elected president, following Van
Cronkhite, founder an<i first president of the organization. F. BeckIcy Smith, WJAS, Pittsburgh; Ken

.

Leaving of Holtman will make the
fourth man to join the networks
after service as a WFBM spieler.

.

Practical television has a greater obstacle in programs than in
transmission and reception, H. H. Beverage, pres. of the American
Institute, of Radio Engineers and chief research engineer for 'R.i6.A.,
declared here at the Pacific Coast convention of the American Institute of Radio Engineers.
'Theoretical problems of television have Ijeen solved to ..a major

1

"

Abroad

.

•

'

conviction that the facsimile will fill
important place in the future of
radio, the F.C.C. has been slow to
grant permits for experiments outside laboratories. Concern over foreclosing on medium-high frequencies,
which also are considered desirable
for local voice transmission, has
prompted the caution policy.
Only
five
facsimile
broadcast
plants currently hold Federal certificates.
Two are owned by the
Milwaukee Journal, while the' Portland Oregonian, Yankee Network,
and Radio Picts. (Long Island City,
N. Y.), hold tickets for others.
-

EASY

'Breatheasy,' a Pascal - manufactured preparation ballyed as a curefor
asthma, hayfever, heart
trouble, gastric ulcer, skin disease
and other unrelated diseases, has no
medical value 'other than to afford
temporary relief in some instances in
cases of asthma,' the Commish held.
all'

Snifflers and heart and stomach
patients once again were warned
against believing the come-on advertising issued by patent medicine concerns and the Seattle co. was directed to quit claiming that its
remedy has a 'therapeutic value or
beneficial effect' in the treatment of
the long list of diseases mentioned.
Outfit also must cease telling its radio
Myrt,
Coasting
and newspaper public that 'Breatheasy' can be used without following
of East any form of diet; that it is 'harmless,' and that users will be restored
Myrt and Marge are now doing to 'vigorous, buoyant health,' the
the Coast broadcast of their Super Commish declared.

Marge

One Day Ahead

Suds program over CBS a day ahead
of the eastern airing.
Idea is to
avoid early morning rehearsals for
the cast.
Players meet at the studio at 1:30
every afternoon to tehearse the program. Go on the air at 4 o'clock for
the western hookup. Repeat broadcast for the ea.stern end is at 10:30
the next morning, after a quickie
brushup rehearsal.
This arrangement saves the cast from having to
rehearse at 7 a.m.
Besides Myrt and Marge, Santos
Ortega and Nancy Kelly, are on the
sl^ow.
Bill Joyce, of the William
Morris office, handles the series.

Marek Weber Around

Tests

Washington, Sept. 14.
Novel experiments in visual rebroadcasting are planned. by the National. Broadcasting Co., according to
disclosures in a construction permit
plea filed with the Federal Communications Commission. Web wants
to set up a mobile television transmitter for services along the Atlantic

seaboard;

Objective of the new phase of research is to give practical field tests
to technique worked out in laboratories

by which

it

is

hoped that

transmission from broadcast
picture outlets can be elimJinated. Initial operations are planned
in America for In the Philadelphia area; with .the

Marek Weber, European maestro,
long a standard at the Eden and Adlon hotels, Berlin, is
possible radio deals.

New NBC

cable

sites to

Camden

NBC and WOR are interformer network having the
inside track through a 'Magic Key'

plants of

RCA

as the base.

Both

ested,

guestcr
poses.

shortly

for

audition

pur-

Ann Hopkins

joins staff
of
Omaha, where she will
script her own serial 'Janslas.* beginning Sept. 27.

Jetabee

WOW,

—
idnesday, September 15,

.
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TIGHTENING THE
Networks

Plulosopliic

Allocation of Additional $1,500,000

Networks have taken a philosophical attitude towards the upshot
York of web-affiliated stations.
of the past week's convention in
feel that the broadcasters had, by their days and nights of
compromise, worn themselves down to the
haggling over the
point where they were open to any idea suggestive of mass hysteria.
Hence the overwhelming approval for a general meeting of the broadYork Oct. 12.
casting industry in

For Musicians Upsets Broadcasters;

New

They

AFM
New

In th^ opinion of the networks^ the indie broadcasters by this move
have placed themselves in a position analagous to crossing a bridge
before they' .reach it. By clamoring for the selection of a czar, or
general counsel, to direct the industry's cause in the event of a congressional' investigation, these indies can give the impression, say the
webs," that the industry has something to hide.
It is admitted by th^ major networks that the pow-wow has done
the relations between them and their affiliates no good. Gathering
not only gave expression to old simmering grievances, but hypoed
the. affiliates into a state of mind which may cost the webs several
millions of dollars. Affiliates are determined to create a united front
which, it is, proposed, compels the major networks to come through
with a greater share of the proceeds from the sale of station hookups.
If the affiliates maintain the resolves expressed at the three-day confab, the networks, it is predicted, 'will have no alternative but to put
a boost of 10^% time rates Into effect -by the first of the coming year.
One network official declared that what amazed him most during
the sessions wa5 the springup from day to day of hew groups and
movements. In several instances no sooner did a group of indies find
themselves in some hotel room suite then somebody brought up the
suggestion that they get together and form a network. By Sunday
morning the Vhole thing had taken on the air of a revival meeting.

Special Committee to
Thorough O.O. of All Financial Angles in Prospect:
Campaign On to Erase All

Record?

Sources of Criticism

Muncie, Ind., Sept. 14.
Jake Higgins and Bob Ebert
claim to be the most thoroughly

GETTING TOUGH
Washington, Sept,

men

in radio.
In the cast of 'Death Rides
the Highway' program on WLBC,
their roles in the. scripts have
called for them to be killed on
every show for the past three
'killed'

14.,

Goldfish bowl disclosure of financontrol of broadcasters looms
as one of the most immediate consequences of the New Deal overhaul of the Federal Communications
Commission.
Stringent policy requiring licensees to submit to a far
more comprehensive scrutiny than
in the past is expected to be established when the reorganized regulatory agency launches its campaign
to eradicate sources of criticism.
cial

months.

CBS PUTS NIX

ON PERSONAL

Tougher

attitude toward fancystation
sales,
which was

figure

rially

kt Coast Grows

Goes On in East,
Shrinkage

I

guest
,lelt

programs using
will be particularly
of

talent

in the east this

number

fall.

Besides the

of visiting performer

which have bowed

off

shows

the air or are

changing policy, several others are

moving

to the Coast.

Situation will

the Magic Key and Kate
Smith broadcasts virtually the only
ones still open to spot talent in the
leave

'

east.

Rudy Vallee's Royal
show, always a lucrative
talent

and

agents,

moves

when two

recruits,

Chairman

Columbia Artists Bureau has put
up t^e bars against personal managers.
Network has taken the atti-

Frank

R. McNinch and Commissioner T. A. M. Craven mount the
driver's seat, according to reports
from the inner circle. Free-andeasy days appear near an end.

tude that Its subsid is capable of
rendering a full management service and that, if any of the CBS artdirect steps to silence beefs
ists Insist on maintaining outside
that
the
:Commish
has winked at li- managers, they will have to give up
Sends Two Photogs to Coast to
cense trafficking ate in prospect.
Snap Program Fix
their connections with the bureau.
Almost certain that the newcomers
Under previous regimes in the
will tackle the problem of fixing a
has sent two staff photogs definite
yard-stick for measuring the CBS bureau no objections to perfrom N. Y. to the' Coast on the q.t. reasonableness of stations sales fig- sonal managers was ever made. In
Strong probability that this fact, the arrangement was much en
Lads,' W.E.C. I^ousler and Burke ures.
couraged, as it allowed the personal
Crotty, will be gone a month and will be followed by a new regulation requiring Government consent managers to hustle around for work
purpose of the trip is to secure a for all transfers
and
the bureau to split on commiof stock, even
batch of stills of
airers origiFrom now on there will
nority interests. Close co-operation missions.

COALS TO NEWCASTLE?

.

Two

NBC

NBC

Nash has replaced its guest policy
with the Prof. Quiz program. Jack

Benny and

Phil Baker shows, which
have been using guest talent while
the stars are' oh summer layoffs, also
go back to normal policy in the next
few weeks.

who

will be

with the Securities and Exchange
is looked for, with a
hint that the two agencies may urge
ment was to thwart any criticism broadening of the Securities law
from Western still-snappers who and the Stock Exchange act to give
might have reared up when learning greater control over financial gyrathat the network is underwriting the tions of licensees.
costs of sending two men to HollyLogical Outcome
wood, where so many photogs are
These developments would be a
lolling around.
logical outcome of a steady movement in the direction of fuller publicity about corporate identities and
close check on the terms on which
stations are swapped.
Trend has
been unmistakable, although not
uniform, since the Commish was

Commission

Network's officials feel that the
an artist cannot be handled
smoothly if its bureau has to contend with the wishes and whims of
a personal manager and that it cannot build up a department offering
affairs of

full management service unless the
artist has no other managerial obli-

gations. These officials say they are
also tired of having would-be per-

Tim & Irene Play

Over Two Stations

on the Coast for several weeks at
least, a number of other guest programs still originate in Hollywood.
They include Campbell's 'Hollywood
Hotel,' the Bing Crosby show for
Kraft cheese; Lanny Ross for Packard, the Lux program, Chase &
Tim (Ryan) and Irene (Noblette)
Sanborn, Jack Oakie's show for
Camels, the Maxwell House 'Show- turned in one of the fastest on record
boat' and frequently Eddie Cantor. jobs of doubling on two broadcasts
Sunday (12). On their own Mutual
show for Admiracion shampoo at the
WOR playhouse irom 6:30-7 p.m.,
duo also guested on the Jello program over NBC-red from 7-7:30 p.m.
SEATTLE RADIO

The Same Night

sonal managers hanging around the
an artist after the
on a sustaining

studios, to grab off
latter has been
series and gives

forced last wintei: to reveal that it
has approved sales where the price
was many times the physical worth
of the property.

somewhere.

Sentiment in favor of compelling
stockholders in licensee corporations
any deals affecting
their
interests
is
and,
for
to gain consent for

months,

has

been

headway

—

OF AIRING HOBO MEET

.

ROW

Seattle, Sept.

14.

With radio topsy-turvy here and
rnany changes contemplated, one of
the busiest visitors in several days
was D. W. Thornburgh, vice-pres.

CBS, and manager of

of

KNX

at

Hollywood.

Among

the contacts

made by

KIRO. Thornburgh
vith Louis

Wasmer

also had a chat
of Spokane, one

of the state's heaviest radio station
J

just sufficient to

owners, who was here for several
days on business.

Jerry King in N. Y.
Chicago, Sept. 14.
Jerry King was in town on a general business trip through the east.

•t.

it.

of sale prices.

Lancaster, Pa., Sept.

'Snapup*

versions

of

14.

dramatic

classics is to be the fare of the Playcrafters, dramatic group of

WGAL

here.
'Snapups,' according to Richard D.
Altick, director, are radio versions
of the famous pieces, retaining the
plot but snapping it up both from
the standpoint of action and lines to

meet modern

air requirements,
Altick has finished scripting the
adaptation
of 'She Stoops to Conis

to

Under existing policies, all proposed license assignments, whether
voluntary or inevitable, must receive the Commish o.o. In cases of
stock sales, the Commish ogles only
deals where the majority interest
changes hands. Weakness of the
latter policy has been apparent for
some time, since it is conceivable
that in a company with several stockholders small blocks can be shifted
in a way which will actually affect
Tightening procthe management.
ess has resulted in a general understanding that all requests for consent for either license assignment
or transfer of control should be
ventilated via an examiner, so the
Commish can have a full, official
record showing all terms and condi-

—

'Snapup' Classics

Stopped off here for a couple of
then partnered with local chief quer,' which
M. Blink for a flip into New York. ers' first.

•lays,

make

the

CBS biggie was Elmer Pederson
^manager of KOL, Columbia outlet,
and 'Tubby' Quilliam, manager of
•

Directly after signing off the Mutual show at the 42d St. location
before a studio audience, pair were
hustled into a police car and sped
to Radio City. Time difference between the fadeoff of the first program and entry on the second was

be the Plrycraft-

tions.

,

mum

munities

it is

which

to

work

broke up Sunday (12), is also
under instructions to develop a formula for the allocation of the
$1,500,000 that independent outlets
are committed to spend for musicians
during the next year and to get definite commitments from NBC and
CBS as to how much of this burden
the networks will share.
What had beeh convened at the
tions

Waldorf-Astoria last week to consider the money agreement reached
with the union, turned out to be the
most tumultuous and militant gathering of broadcasters in the history
of the industry.
In the flood of
oratory that dominated the threeday session, the issue of musician
employment was frequently outshadowed by other causes and grievances, with NBC and Columbia, and
even the present administration of
he National Assn. of Broadcasters,
the targets of raillery and attack.

Out

of the

smoke

of battle

came

one definite accomplishment. That
was an agreement to guarantee the
expenditure among independent stations of $1,500,000 more per year
than is now being spent for musicians.

Total $3,000,000
to

'

It is understood that Weber will
ask the networks to up appreciably
the outlay for musicians in these
three sectors.
What stirred the assembled broadcasters into a torrid outburst against
NBC and Columbia was the negotiating committee's report that the two
webs had offered to put a.side 10%
of the guaranteed $1,500,000 as a
sinking fund for those affiliated stations as could prove they couldn't
afford the payroll increases which
the employment of these musicians

this offer
as gratuitous insolence, declarlrig
that they didn't want to be put on
relief by the networks, or their
books made subject to the eyes of
prying web auditors. All they wanted
was a reasonable sharing of the

by the networks.
No, Thanks
Convention voted overwhelmingly
to reject the networks' offer and
instructed ai committee to inform
NBC and CBS that not only was
the 10% and its strings out, but that
the affiliates demanded an entirely
different adjustment of the matter.
Instead of money, they now ask that
the net\york3 reduce the number
of free c(>mmercial hours obtained

have banned such pow- from most- of their stations from 18
get wind of them to eight hours a month.
Leonx R. Lohr, NBC prez, and Ed-

advance,
NBC laughed

off Davi.s'

Slowie Says

proposal.

No

Washington, Sept, 14.
'Too ridiculous for words' was the

comment

of

Thomas

J,

retary of the Federal

likely that this will

ests.

Broader Supervision
Idea of broadening supervision has
several supporters within the Commish ranks. Commissioner Norman
S. Case has been a leading exponent
of the idea that more scrutiny is required and is credited with having
brought about the change from the
i

'

ward Klauber, CBS executive

v,p.,

set late Tuesday (yesterday) afternoon as the time of meeting with
this committee. Intimations were re-

ceived from the network sourecs
that the demand for a clip in free
time would be rejected, but that

something might be done about re-

Slowie, sec-

vising the provisions of the

Communica-

offer.

tions
Commission, regarding the
trade report that he was due for
shifting to some other government
agency.
Denied flatly that he has asked for
any berth elsewhere.

be expanded to the minority inter-

(Continued on page 58)

in.

wows when they
in

—

Now

weeks more

out a method for increasing musician
employment, when a committee of
broadcasters calls on him today
(Wednesday).^ This committee, left
behind when the convention representing 169 network-affiliated sta-

load

Jeff Davis, self-styled and much
publicized 'King of the Hoboes,'
dropped into NBC last week to try
to interest the network in picking up
a special events broadcast from the
scene of a coming Hobo Conference
ske.dded to take place in Canada,
Davis was very
on the precise
location planned for the rod-riders'
assembly, since it has been known
civil
authorities in various com-

.

THORNBURGH OGUNG

eral

promise of going would entail.
Various affiliates scored

NBC LAUGHS OFF IDEA

—

growing, while
has been made
towards laying down rigid standards
for determining the reasonableness

some

Joe Weber, American Federation
of Musicians prez, is expected to
allow the broadcasting Industry sev-

With what is already forthcoming
AFM members, this salary load
would total $3,000,000 a year. Tilt
be no co-operation with outside would not affect the musicians' paymanagers of any sort. New policy rolls carried by the networks in such
also bans the splitting of commis- program-originating spots as New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
sions.

NBC

Gelatine nating on the Coast this autumn
for
Presumably the reason NBC withto HoUy- held announcement
of the assignfield

vrood Oct. 7, when the bandleader
goes out for pic-nitery stints. Sealtest,
of
another generous user
guests, abandons the James Melton
and guest policy Oct. 10 to use a
$ymph program. Ben Bernie goes
off the air in October and the Shell
chow is already off.

In addition to "Vallee,

MANAGERS

adopted gradually during the past
year imder a heavy Congressional
barrage, will be stiffened mate-

Strinkage of Guest-Star Shows

Meet Weber

money

At the height of the commotion
over- the networks' offer William S.
Hedges, of WLW, Cincinnati, a member of the negotiating cbmmitteeleapedto the platform and asked that
the meeting vote on the question of
acceptance and rejection by station
New faces wjth the 'Knight Kap- call letters. Before this motion
pers,' In Olden Times program over could be seconded, there was a deWOAI and the TQN, San Antonio, murrer from the floor. This broadincludes The Simpson S-i.sters and caster asserted thct the offer had
CContiniiod on puf^e 40)
M'arie Jaync Garza.

'
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Ether Spiels Over

With John Charles Thomas and Jose
Frank Cramlt, Kitty Carlisle, Gns- Lanny Ross, Charles Butterworth,
Itnrbi Oroh.
Andy, Florence George*
Amos
tav Haenschen, Reed Kennedy,
60 Mins
Raymond Paige
Alice Comett, Songsmith Quartet,
FORD
60 Mins.
Kenneth Christie
Sunday, 9 p.m. EDST

V

Hex

Station

PACKARD^

Songs, Orchestra
45 Mins.
Fri.,

AL JOLSON SHOW

By BOB
With Martha. Baye, Parkyarkarkus
HoUywood, Sept. 14.
(Harry Einstein), Victor Tounr
JeHsel, guest.
Doc Brinkley Is still goiiig strong, Oreh. and Gcqr^e
over the powerful Mexican station, leVEe'bROS
pitch

puts on his high
rjuggfl^y^ 8.30 '^^^^^ edST
act three times a night.. And it Is ^abC-CBS, New York
doubtful if the more remote and!
B,van)
(Ruthrauf
would
communities
conservative
^j^g^. jo-week layoff the variety
credit as sober fact any account of program paced by Al Jolson swung
out last week for another season.
the spiel the Doc gives out
+i,i.,.*i'o o i.Hii. pam,OT^^^
nnin op a bit of ^or fall return the first program was

XEAW. He

WABC-CBS, New York

Tues., 9:30 p.m.

WEAF, New York

COCA COLA

(Young

10 p.in.

WABC, New York

LANDBT

l^r

'FORD SUNDAY EVENING HOUR*

BOLLYWOOD MARDI GRAS

THE SONGSHOP

Doc BrinUey Gives 'Em Sexy

On

Wednesday, September 15,

(N. W. Ayer)
Though Henry Ford has

Rubtcam)

dc

Impresarios of the latest Packard

(D'Afcy)
After a year's absence from the
networks. Coca Cola last Friday (10)
spread itself over 93 CBS stations
with a musical package of an excepionally high order. It yras music In
the modern manner, suave, polished
and a likely to gamer a major measure of attention and appreciation
from Friday night's regular contingent of tuner-inners.
First quarter hour of the show
could have been much- better routined than It developed.. The comedy novelty attempted by the Songsmith Quartet was expert enough,
but it cued in the wrong mood for

series,

which preemed Tuesday

(7),

consid-

erably pulled in his broadcasting
budget, the Sunday symph, pet of

both Henry and

Edsel, will go on.

have apparently elected to stress Returning to the ozone Sunday (12),
glamour and numerical impressive- one of the differences this frdm
ness instead of concentrating their
on developing one or two per-

efforts

personalities into dominating pivots for the weekly hoopla. It's
a policy that; has produced several
major clicks on the networks in re-

manent

is a more extensive use
Baritone Thomas and
of guests.
conductor Iturbi were both one-shot

other yeats

appearers.
Selection for. the 75-piece orch was
not too auspicious for a returning
cent years and, considering the way program which had ducked the heat
Amos 'n' Andy registered on the ini- all summer. Most of the numbers
tial stanza and the guest names lined were rather obscure, a lesser labor
up for the near future, the outlook is by Brahms being the only contribuIf there s_a little
tion by a very well-known comall to the program's good.
of
Jolson.
Jolson,
ausbicious.
auspicious.
^^^^
gas, or a slight loss of appetite the gQ^j.^^^
a name who insures a
What weaknesses there were in the poser. Iturbi was in form, which
Qc .warns his listeners:
building lor the show as the season
introductory session did not derive means a showmanly i)erf6rmance
"'
on the podium.
progresses.
due
from the talent setup, but were
The smouldering fire of one of
Thomas had three whacks, all
rather to faulty selection of script
Talent lineup has double sock in
the most dangerous diseases may be
what followed. There was also the material and to the production staff's good and all time-tried. Led off
Martha
Jolson
and
includes
it
that
just starting.'
loading down failure to weld the various talk and with the prolog from 'Pagliacci,' then
Raye. Former has the matured folks' dubious judgment of
intro- musical items into a deftly balanced, dovetailed, the Chancellor's chant
His cure for ^uf symptom^^^^
ether enter- Frank Crumit with so much
aU other symptoms, is for the patient ^^^^ iS^king in or out of the woods iuctory patter, though the conti- cohesive and smoothly-timed whole. from 'lolanthe* and 'Lost Chord.'
crisp, smart The first half of the program had all They were natursil Thomas selecluity
in
general
was
hospital
Brinkley
to rush to the
currently who has the younger (biit
building
at
and
showed
keen
hand
a
down in Del Rio, Texas, oyer the still prospective Lifebuoy soap users) interest and dovetailing the various ;he earmarks of a brilliantly •con- tions. usual, and undier direct instrucAs
rived piece of showmanship, while
Patients are given strong set's interest more than Miss Raye.
Ijorder.
musical items.
Of especially fine
and limped tions from the Fords, a hymn, which
assurances that they'll get the works Unfortunately she was almost totally contrivance was the dialog woven the last half staggered
from orchestral numbers that didn't the visual audience in Detroit were
into the Viennese waltz passage.
tie in and a sketch that not only asked to sing, closed.
In fact in- a
to medical science.
W. J. Cameron, the. mouthpiece for
Kitty Carlisle is perfectly spotted. didn't belong, but suggested that the
wasn't even mentioned. All assigned
burst of candor the Doc confessed her were a few *0 Boy!' whoops and She was in sterling voice in every producers had gone wooly-eared in the program, opened up his six-min.
that the patient is always right— a serious vocal of 'Gone with Wind.' interlude allotted her, but it was the matter of taste. The sketch was discourse by saying that there would
be no commercials; there weren't
like the man who insisted upon an Both her versatility and name value during the Viennese chapter that the an attempt at satire and dealt with
soprano suggested the probability the effects that military training any, actually. What Cameron did
x-ray of his head which proved, as wartant more attention.
Jolson had. pretty bewhiskered that hers will be among the top might have on the schoolkids of the chirp about, however, was that the
the Doc admits he knew in advance,
country was returning to .'normal'
material and the Stretches in be- singihg names of .radio before the future.
that the man's head was empty.
and that .'right' would always assert
tween his bouncy, vivacious sing- end of the current radio season. For
The session set off* Amos 'n' Andy itself. He made, of course, no direct
This jovial kidding of his patients ing were large looming; interest- Reed Kennedy, the baritone who
in several hew roles. It was their ref erence .to the ClO trouble the
is one of several facets of the Doc's
did much to brighten the symphonic first guest appearance for coin, and
detractors.
fascinating and many-sided person
Jessel, guest on the program, fared series of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass everything they did heightened the motor maker has. been haying; instead he was all sweetness ftnd
Sort of an obligato to His better than the regulars. When he and Paint Co., the program also program's entertainment status.
ality.
If
bright with assurance every little
usual tune of warning to come and Jolson stooged for Parkyakarkus, proves a neat fit. His 'March of the they weren't stooging, they were thing in the world was hunky dory.
bantered be- Grenadiers' had the stuff that stirs, landing hard as comics on their
pronto 'while still able to get about.' when he and Jolson-.
tween themselves and when he was while the duet with Miss Carlisle own. At one point the duo demon- Rut that type of patter, fits in with
The Doc is concerned about the on his own, he was good, Parkya^ in the waltz period showed him a rothe Ford show, and it undoubtedly
strated how each affects the various
patients other doctors kill, an un
karkus had little to do, and his ma mantic caroler of strong persuasion. characters in the Pepsodent series. pleases the sort Of listeners the proBert.
tskir trade practice he' can not too
terial
was far from sustainedly
Of some aid iri the complexity of Charlie Butter worth, only holdover gram has always attracted.
warmly condemn. The Doc himself bright.
musical moods is Alice Comett, a rom last season, proved as strong an
Victor Young's aggregation back' rhythm singer who hails from Flor- asset as ever, when the material was MUSICAL CLOCK
speaks frequently of the 'spiritual
Participating
glow' that his services to humanity groimded the program with its visual ida. Her style is a little too sedate up his alley.
Daily, 8 a.m.
unostentatious suavity, which might to make much of a dent in that field
bring him.
In the musical department Lanny HF50, Colon, Panama
well be expected of an orch so estab- as /far as the networks are conRoss gave the impression that his
He also scornfully alludes to lished in ether work,
Languages differ but radio procerned.
What turned out Crumit's voice had more appeal than ever and
'health guaranteed for $1.85' and
onceLifebuoy-Rinso
Policy of the
best vocalizing bet wais the bit that that all he needed is a more pro- grams in countries permitting advertising tend to resemble, one another.
after asking 'is there nothing but a-weeker will be to use guests oh had him, with the aid of the quartet,
nounced
tendency
to
let
himself
go.
Here , for example, in the RepuWtc
disaster ahead for you because of ill alternate broadcasts, and when the dusting off a lot of old American Florence George,
recruited recently
hard by the Canal Zone,
health?' he adds that those Who can- lamp isn't in the studio window, to standards and folk songs.. Kenneth by Paramount from the Chicago of Panama,
is a tjrpical morning 'Musical Clock,*
use dramatic sketches. Th^ series of
not afford to 'be on their way down playlets will be turned out by Arthur Christie's 22-voiced glee club lends Opera Co., quickly overcame an all three-quarters in English and onelots of substance to the vocal setup, too obvious nervousness and showed
here to Del Rio' should at least send Caesar.
quarter
following
in Spanish. Typiwhile Giistav Haenschen, one of
for his medical examination chart
Tiny Ruffner is producing as well radio's top maestros and an astute that hers vfas a soprano that will cal, that is, of the .same kind, of
take easily with the dial-flippers. matinal program on United States
as oiling the ozone with 'the plugs. showman in his own right,
for self-diagnosis at only 45 cents.
makes
somewhat oveirorchestrated, stations.
Perhaps typical-plus in
The Doc frequently refers, with Show rides over 58 stations. Bert. impressive every orchestral oppor- While
the instrumental interludes by the that the commercialism is franker
tunity allowed him.
much sorrow, to 'the ignorance on LEO BEISMAN ORCHESTRA
Perhaps de- Raymond Paige contingent were and the quality of the presentation
the part of the people.* He also is With Ray Heatherton, Melody Mysties cidedly over-arranged, but still a compounded of rich melody and the more stodgy, less chummy and in
darb was his treatment of 'Septem^ sort of harmonics that, sell well the household idiom, than is usually
worried about gland troubles and 30 Mins.
ber in the Rain.'
through the loudspeaker. The chorus the case in the States.
pointedly adds: 'no man or woman SCHAEFER BREWING CO.
As a whole the program's produc' of 70 mixed voices provided more of
Liquidation sales-ridiculous prices
wants to be unsexed.' There's quite Thursday, 7:30 p.in., EDST
tion was away above par.
telephone 527 for this Or that ^have
The ad a sound background than a demona lot about sex in' the Doc's spiel WEAF, New York
copy was laconic enough and well stration of good radio choral acro- your nouse painted by Pedro Rem(B. B. D. & O.)
Which is good logic. Among the
brandt ^try Jungle Itch Salve for
placed,
batics.
Odec.
This variety revue, initialer of the
hillbillies that he caters to there is
tick bite listen to Victor recordsThe
plug
copy confined Itself a
new Schaefer series, provides a diWrigley's and ride in Fords.
also quite a lot.
greeting from the president of the chew
half hoiu: of good ifistra
was the gist of the advertising
Ear oil devoted to a careful listen verting
Packard company and a plea to 'talk That
mentation and harmony
Follow
Breaking up the coinmercial blurbs
ing of Brinkley brings the vividTcombo'Telir'nice'^^^^
it over with your Packard dealer.'
will unwere records. and transcriptions. The
realization that:
Odec
doubtedly prove an .entertaining
station has NBC Thesaurus service,
•YOUR INVENTION/ a trim in
(a) American radio has gone a stanza for the dialers-in.
among others.
Leo Reisman's first air per- novation from the craftmanlike
Variety perambulatory reporter
long route dowa the road of respec- hands
of
Sam
JANET
Hammer,
GAYNOR,
is
holding
ROBERT
MONT*^»^^ formance since his European trek, on nicely
riding at anchor in Cristobal nreak+aTintfw
cinna the^^ame
eo^,.. sort of
a* thing
tabihty smce
on WMCA, N. Y. Was on
GOMERY
Heatherton, baritone from the
water recognized the voices of Ed
was commoh
the States.
musical, 'Babes in Arms,' satisfacto- a Friday night spot, but now it's With Lionel Stander, May Robson East and Ralph Dumke masquerad-.
and Lou Merrill
(b) Brinkley has no fears and no rUy augments with solos backed, by heard from 9 to 9:30 p.m. Saturdays.
ing in these Latin parts under the
the Melody Mystics, combo of mixec 'How About It?'' another novel 'A Star Is Born'
limits.
jovial denomination of Joey and
providing additional melodic broadcast from the same lad, has 60 Mins.
Chuck. Wax has long been interna(c) Brinkley is Mexico's biggest
LUX
gone
sponsor
on
since
the.
J^rogram.
he
first
*°
tional radio's most convenient meradio advertiser and also ^Mexico's
Monday, 9 p.m. EDST.
Reisman paces with a soothing started this invention idea.
dium. It makes the Panama station
worst advertisement.
rendition of pops, with the Melody
Gag with present 30-minute sus WABC-CBS, New York
sound pretty much like its sisters in
Mystics vocalizing the refrains and tainer, of course, is to get unusual
(J. Walter Thompson)
the- north.
Or it would if the anSaddng plenty of good harmony, inventive genius before the mike for
nouncer
were not dispelling the illuLux Theatre, directed by Cecil B.
SCHNICKELFRITZ BAND
[eatherton's rich baritone also reg- interview, but to make
certain the DeMille, has again mounted the sion every time he spouted in stilted
On NBC Jamboree
Reisman's special arrange absurd inventions are culled
isters.
oddly-phrased
English. That spieler
before broadcasting barricades after a nine10 Mins.
ment of 'St. Louis Blues' was the continuity is written. This Hammer
having tough going, on. the
week hiatus from the heat. It was
outstander of the orch's repertoire has done with
Sustaining
morning he was tuned in for this
painstaking care.
bounced
back
exceedingly
strong,
in
special
Mystics
giving
way
the
to
Saturday, 10 p.m. EDST
commentary. He seemed to have
using as its vehicle that screen hit
arrangement of 'Cause My Baby
WEAF, New York
asthma at the very least. He sputSays It's So' -and 'Whispers in the
'Hollywood Hotel' broadcast for of last season, David O. Selznick's tered and stuttered and hem-hawed
This novelty outfit playing at Mid
Where or Campbell's Soup last Friday (10) 'Star Is Born.'
Darlc'
Heatherton's
.like somebody who had a story to
way Gardens, St Paul, recently col- U;^"^,
„,ff®!^?*^t.Xp^« in Arm«'
night was hardly a high for the
Janet
Gaynor,
starred
in
the
°
film,
tell and forgot what it was.
He was
lected national publicity and
film ^\^Lr. Hck
series, but it still held up as better did her first air chore in repeating a first-class place-loser.
The manucontract. Last Saturday (11) night's ^^Thrle
Three brief commercials, all of than average for network commer- her role of Esther Blodgett. 'Til Iiux script must nave swung on. a swivel
one-time guester on the NBC Jam
them in good taste, space the half cials. After sloshing through some lured her. Miss Gaynor has repeat- derrick judging by the long silences
boree was easily the standout por- hour program.
pretty moist Gaston-Alphonse greet- edly shied from the radio including between pages. He suffered his way
tion of that show. Music dished out
ings and not-so-brilliant gab about 'Hollywood Hotel.' After her per- finally through both the morning
hy the lads is a ludicrous assortment 'BURY THE DEAD'
vacations, the dramatic session was formance in 'Star' Monday
cliche
in pompous
(13), one news-^written
of toots, honks, squeaks, grunts, Drama
presented—'Wife, Doctor and Nurse, is inclined to wonder why.
phraseology and the various filleroompahs and whistles which never- 60 Mins.
with Warner Baxter ^nd Loretta
Robert Montgomery, doing his inners.
PEACEWAYS
theless still qualifiies as music and
Young. Pair came across satisfacTie-up.
newswith
Star-Herald
the
has plenty of hot rhythm. Outfit is Sunday, Noon
torily as the sawbones and frau, but fourth frolic for Lux and DeMille, paper furnished the news, all local,
a distinct novelty, which is sure to WNYC, New York
the not-so-easy and less colorful role did the role of the careless, dipso- none international.
Detailed deFor the second, of its militantly of the nurse was even better playec maniac pic player that was created scription of a self-service grocery
have a rage and inspire plenty of
Living'
series
the
'We,
pacifistic
by Paula Winslow, who nevertheless by Fredric March, and projected it store soon to open, a local dog with
imitation.
Freddie Fischer is the
over
the
ozone
effectively
enough to a bad habit of murdering local birds
World Peaceways last Sunday (12) wasn't billed, even in the publicity
leader.
make it lucid. Lionel Stander and and condemned
an adaptation of Irwin releases.
Schnickelfritzers offered 'Merry- offered
by the local magisMay Robson repeated their celluloid trate,
'Bury the
the volley ball rivalry between
Go-Round Broke Down,* 'Silver Shaw's anti-war drama,
J udged by its radio performance
was successfully pro- 'Wife,
parts, though their characters had the army and the navy and the
Bells,'
'The Mocking Bird' and Dead,' which
Doctor and Nurse' is merely
seasons ago on Broadway
duced
two
much
less participation in the air presence of a Chilean gentleman
another
'Tiger Rag.' All but the first were
of
those
irresistible
While the play carried a telling
version. Lou Merrill was very good who would publish a Panama spesockeroo.
Wealmess of 'Merry-Go punch and considerable force as an physician - and - his - two - ador- as the producer
originally done by cial edition of his paper, Zig Zag.
Round' was that its weird calliope jmti-war argument, it seemed not as ing-femmes yarns.
Adolphe Menjou.
Land.
sounds nave been done by too many well suited to radio as to the stage
The radio dramatization was quite
other bands,
Tooters did an en- However, that may have been the
WHN's Movie Club Friday
semble vocal on 'Bells,' then, played fault of the adaptation, direction or last presented Hope Hampton (10) as good entertainment in its own DIFFENDEBFER FAMILY
as sphere as was the film. It told the Sacred Music ^Vocal
it as an old-fashioned German band
playing or a combination of all guest star. She appeared in a
tete-a- same story with the same sensitive 15 Mins.
Best of the assortment was three. Whatever the quality it did tete interview upon her
mi'-iht.
climb to objectivity, and the slick use of sound Sustaining
•Mocking Bird,' which had a real make interesting ether fare, particu opera from films, and now back to effects and background
suggestion in
swing finale.
Instruments distin- larly with current headlines as
films.
Miss Hampton is to do some place of the screen touches which Friday, .8 p.m.
Lancaster, Pa.
guishable were piano, trumpet, trom. backstop.
film work for Universal.
Her hus could not be duplicated except WGAL,
Cast, from the acting company of
bone, drums, bull fiddle, sax, clarProgram is unusual in that it goes
band
is Jules Brulatour, noted kodak
visually
showed
expert
and thoughtthe Radio Playhouse, was generally
inet, whistle and bass horn.
about
business quietly without a
its
mogul.
Gertrude
ful
of
Hollywood,
preparedness.
proPart of the shrill, nag
Band seems destined for a vogue convincing.
group is
ging wife was well played. So was gram's standby, handled the question
Guests of DisMille were Sid Grau- lot of preaching, Family
and should clean up while it lasts.
end of the interview. FOr a femme man and John Leroy Johnston, wes- composed of the father, mother, two
the tragic wife Who had sought re
do
lease from her sorrow in drink. chat, en duet, it was good enough, tern manager for Fawcett Publica- daughters and one son, who
piano
Certainly listen
Captain was acted with quiet pene but too much gab.
tions, string of film fan mags. John- hymns and sacred music with
Tom Wilmot, former scrlpter for tration. But the General was stri ers must have, expected a tune from ston was brief in naming
his selec- accompaniment of mother.
sponthe
in
Miss
group
not
and
Jack
and
Hampton
Although
Penner
Loretta
after
is
Joe
dently overplayed. Speeches or the
all that gush on
tion of all-time lovelies of the screen,
Clemens, is back in Pittsburgh, his various dead soldiers and their her singing ability apd experience and that of course was a natural sorable class and is well aware of
home town, doing some free-lance women tended to become repetitious Miss Hampton has a charming speak wedge to plug the product. Grau- the fact, this has nothing to do with
He was on the continuity h|}fmonotonous-and the identities ing voice, which the program proved man talked about those footprints program popularity. Even though
wri^'ng.
and a song would have better es
of filmites imprinted in the fore court they air only one program a week,
before, going with
staff of
Seas by Dr; J. Max tahlished W>t personality on the of his Chinese theatre in Los they enjoy a very consistent mail
Penner.
\ Weiss followed both acts.
Hobe.
mike.
Angeles.
Bert
draw for request numbers.
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SPONSORS COOL ON
Atlantic Relining's Skull Practice

For Grid Spielers; Qu^'ley Tells 'Em
Philadelphia, Sept. 14.
Twenty-one gabbers, selected to do
play-by-play on Atlantic football
broadcasts this fall, were brought
to Philly yesterday and today (Tuesday) to get final instructions on handling the games. They were guests

Training

Sumy

Des Moines, Sept. 14.
Shumate, Iowa network
sportscaster, left Des Moines by
of the oil company, with about 75 plane on Sept. 8 for his second anNew York and Philly newspaper- nual tour of the Big Ten and Notre
men at dinner last night at the Arcadia-International restaurant.
The announcers were selected
after auditions in 11 cities by Jpseph
Rollins, ad manager of Atlantic", and
Les Quailey and Wally Orr, of the
N. W. Ayer agency staff. Stations in
the cities selected were asked to invite all; local talent to the auditions,
at which Quailey produced a small
chart of a football gridiron and
asked each applicant to give an account of the game depicted on it in
pencilled symbols. What was sought
was imagination, voice quality, accuracy of football terminology, voice
inflection

and

Gene

.

camps, to-

Send-off was aired over the local
stations: as a build-up for the Iowa
football schedule, starting Oct. 2.

COMMERCIAL
BOGEY

given as many' as three, chances.
Co.' Policy Insight

IN

or

Term

Under the supervision of news who pound out daily columns, keep
editor Tro Harper, all dispatches the logs rollinjg and do the microfrom the United Press radio bureau phone chores for the sheets they
are rid of unnecessary words. Short, work for, to keep the dialers hep to
snappy items are preferried. Harper what latest turbulence has blighted
is also atternpting to stress human
civilization, 'have given up trying to
interest ijiews and play down crime make ends touch at the 40-buck,
yarns. Bob Garred does the news- more or less, weekly remuneration.
Air critics, have decided to take
on casting.

Events

Salable

TOO MUCH GRIEF

Sponsors are, decidedly chilled
network sprawled single-

large-scale,

shot sport events of national interest.
Suddenly the agencies have found
they can't sell their clients on such
events, and the networks are similarly wising up.- Sports' sponsorship
has now shifted to week-ini-week out
possibilities, and shied away from
such singletons and
briefies
as
championship fights. World Series
It now appears that the World
might have
Series
to
air
on
sustaining. Ford, former, bankroller
over CBS and
at total cost of

BROOKLYN BALL
CLUB MAY GO

COMMERSH

NBC

Web

With

lARRY KEIEY JUST
WON'T GO PROFESH

Long

WGAR

THE BOSTON SLANT

wa]l also.

Cronkite on

last

ween

^eiley's schedule in the future. He's
njiached to the faculty at Peddie.
N. J
prep school, to teach AiTK^'-'^-n
"istory and coach
football.

Palmer, oivns the sheet. She's the
only femme radio ed in these parts
and one of the regulars.
Frogley is now sports ed of the
tabloid Evenifng News.
That lifts
him into the better iponey class automatically,
Nye is copy chief for
Earle Ferris here, a tan increase of
20% over his Times pittance. Inge
will take a whirl at radio production
and claims not to have any regrets
over leaving the Hearst employ.
Milligan is in the east looking around.
For the record, Rudolph. Block, Jr.
(he's Bruno Lessing's son) moved in
at the Examiner; Dale Armstrong
radiopines at the Times; James Harper struggles along at the News, the
'

Herald-Ex nabobs are still shopping
around for Inge's follower.
It all

of the
years.

marks the first clean sweep
downtown tadio front in

flight

Most of the lads who took
from glory have been toiling

away

for five years or more.

POUSH DAILY SUES
STATION FOR LIBE

Gedney

WNBC, WELI Hook Up

^fier

(Illustrated .Morning and
Evening News); Carroll Nye (Times);
(Herald-Express), and
Bernie Milligan, hiding behind the
air-de-plume of 'Ray de 0'Fai>' (Examiner). All that remains in met
L. A. of the old gang is Zuma
Palmer of the Hollywood CitizenNews. But then her brother, Harlan

Gene Inge

$410,000,

WGAR

U

Oklahoma

Hollywood, Sept.

of Okla.

Walter Cronkite has been aphandle all
to
pointed by
broadcasts from the University of
Oklahoma football, activities during
Ihe coming sea-^on.

WKY

He

will live in

Norman.

'

Texas Christian,
the Ohio squad.

is

now mentor

for

Detroit, Sept. 14.

Asking $200,000 damages, a suit
WEXL, Royal Oak, Mich.,
was filed here Saturday (11) by the
against

Polish Educational Publishing Assn.,
Inc.,
publisher
of The People's
Voice, newspaper. Also named as defendants were George B. Harlrick,
president of Royal Oak Broadcasting

and Announcers Joseph Karaand Ted Zajac.
Newspaper publishers allege that
the defendants had con.spired to injure the plaintiffs. by warning Poli.sh
Co.,

siewicz

listeners against buying stock in the
publishing house.
Broadcasters, it was charged, publicly declared that money collected
by the publishers was turned over to
the Communist Party, that the Poli.sh
paper was an agency of the Soviets
and that the publishing a.s.sociation
would 'ruin the People's Voice as it'
has ruined the workers' life.'
Defendants are expected to file
an answer to the charges this week.

Amis with BSFD
Lewis Amis has become radio director Of the Brooke, Smith. French

&

Dorrance agency in New York.
was formerly with Erwin,

He

Wo.sey

&

Co.

KEITH KIGGINS TIPPED

Keith Kiggin,s, for the la.st three
years assistant chief of NBC .staticn
Wilken's amateur show conducted relations in N. Y., upped to manager
KMFC
by Brian McDonald, Jerry Mayhall of the department effective today
and Jack Logan over WJAS, Pitti-:- (Wed.).
this week.
Succeeds Reginald Brophy, who
She handles the narration on a burgh, Sunday aitcrnoons, is playing
quarter hour talker called 'Holly- onc-rnighters now in tri-.'-tL;'c thc^^ hna resigned to become general
atres.
jiianager of the Canadian Marconi Co,
wood Behind the Headlines.'

Mayme Ober

City, Sept. 14.

14.

Peak, film writer of
the Bo.slon Globe, launches a radio
(Beverly Hills)
program over

'

Frogley

Winnipeg, Sept. 14.
Officials of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. are apparently lying
awake nights trying to think up

.

End appeared in a charity
week in New York bethe pro N. Y. Giants and the
College All-Slars, but furpublic appearances are out of

things into their own hands, come
what may of the Guild campaign.
Boys can't get a moratorium .oh the
grocery bills until the Guild does
something about the wage situation
out here, so action was suited io the
word and presto! New faces peer
over the mills -in the radio sanctums
of the four major downtown rags.
Missing from the radio pages are
the by-now w. Ic. bylines of Ken
,

.

eame

By-L'ne Front

—

Series

Considerable likelihood that the
has withdrawn. With no
other sponsor looming willing to Brooklyn Dodgers will have their
pay the $100,000 flatly demanded by ball games aired commercially next
General Mills, in behalf of
season.
the leagues to cover the network
is
hot on getting the
costs additionally. Mutual last week Wheaties,
Brooks.
In the event the owners of
took a seven-day option of the
Series. Frantically the web's sales the club, Steve McKeever and the
fresh ways in which to sidestep the
staff thumbed through the files, dig- Brooklyn Trust Co., do sell, it will
staffers of stations airing.
stigma of commercialization, for albe the breakdowji of big league ball
The 21 announcers were also taken though commercials are already tid- ging up every possible or prospec- in N. Y., after anxious wpuld-be
through refinery at Point Breeze to ing their network they still refuse tive sponsor. All nixed the proposi- sponsors of games have been knocktion. Mutual asked $200,000 for all
make them 'product-minded.' This to list them in their program scheding on the door for years.
morning they were lectured on rules ules. Strong cries of 'Backbenders' the games, tossing Jn ns full net.
Brooklyn, and the two N. Y.
by Bill Crowell, chairman of the are being heard from the regions of Mutual, yesterday (Tuesday) got
option
from
Judge
another
seven-day
Giants and Yanks, several
teams.
rijdes committee, and this afternoon
the press, with CBS officials refusM. Landis, the baseball 'czar,' and years ago made a three-way pact by
drilled' in
formations by Clipper ing to make any comment one way K.
started talking to Old Gold and which all agreed to keep off the air.
Smith, Villanova coach. Quailey dis- or the other.
Regardless; sponsors
Buick about splitting sponsorship of What is causing the Dodger club to
cussed, in general, method of get- are advertising their programs in the
the series.
waver is the fact that this has been
ting over progress of the game. Rol- daily press, adding that the feature
It's going to b6 difficult for. any
another losing year for it at the
lins emphasized to the rnen that will be heard at such and such a
network to snag a sponsor fori the gate.
company wanted no Clem McCarthy time over the- CBS national network.
next heavyweight title bout, too.
Yanks, of course, have mopped up
stuff.
He instructed them not to get
Many among the press regard the Buick, which has backed the recent
all year, both on the home loam and
excited over a three-yard run or a move as nothing but a silly sort of
ones, is understood chilly towards on the road.
While the Giants
20-yard *kick, but merely to tell a bluff, as everyone knows perfectly
any
more. Descriptions have come haven't had too staggering an atstory in the Ted Husing manner.
well' that CBS artists,' production
in for so much criticism of inac- tendance this .seiason at the Polo
Announcers and observers selected men, engineers and stations are becuracy, bias and over-dramatization, Grounds, they have packed 'em in
are George Walsh, Gainesville, 'Fla.; ing used, with radio editors burning
sponsors are afraid on the road. Further, it looks like
Frank Blair, Greenville, S. C: Mar- plenty, as it balls up their listings. that would-be
the public has lost faith in broad- the N. Y. teams may battle it out
cus Bartlett, Atlanta; Lee Kirby, Usual programs are taken off with
cast accounts of the fights.
again in the World Series, which
Charlotte, N. C; Ken Gerard, Vir- 'this is the Canadian Broadcasting
Mills' Attitude
means thicker gravy.
ginia
Beach, Va.; Peco Gleason, Corp,' while commercials have a
Charlottesville,
Va.:
Jake Slagle, 'this came to you over a network of
Greater N. Y. remains the only
Biggest bankroller of sports. GenThose eral Mills, just won't consider one- spot in the country where commei-Baltimore; John Wilbourn, Balti- Canadian stations,' sign-off^
m'ore; Jack Barry, Philly; Sandy on the sidelines are getting a sock shot stuff, having long ago decided cial sponsorship of games has not
Guyer, Philly: Bill Hewitt, Philly; wallop out of the whole business.
that the public must be nursed to gone into effect. All the other teams
Woody Wolf, Williamsport, Pa.: Tom
the product plugged through a sus- in both leagues have their home tusMcMahOB, Binghamton; Al Trigg, Irene
tained series, and for that reason the sles bankrolled by General Mills,
in 2d
New York; Byrum Saam, Minneapcompany lakes baseball with the exception of Pittsburgh.
milling
Accident
Automobile
olis; Kerby Gushing, Philly; Bailey
games right through the season; Pirates still do not permit sponsorGoss, Reading: Ed Gundaker, LanRochester, Sept. 14.
same system applied and adhered ship of their Forbes Field tills, but
caster; Dick West, Easton; Claude
For the second time in two years, to by two other large sports' spon- Kellogg has nailed down their outHarine. Pittsburgh and Philly; Jim- Irene
Gedney, 24, -"WHAM staff sors, Socony-Vacuum and Kellogg. of-town schedule for relay back 1o a
mie Murray, Pittsburgh; Gil Gib- pianist, is in the hospital as a result Atlantic Refining, which thinks it has Pittsburgh outlet.
bons, Cleveland; Dan Dwyer, Sy,Ea«4 of traffic accident injuries. She was the handling of football down to a
cuse; Jack Eraser, New "Y'ork; Joe driving her younger sister. Merle, to fine art, doesn't use one-shot stuff
Fay, Manville, R. L; Harry Schwartz, a Waterbury, Conn., business college on stations during the grid seasons.
fhiUy; Dick Dunkel, Mt. Lakes, N. when a passenger car collided with a Buys a station for the season and
Regional
J.; Meb Davis, Richmond, Va.
truck and then crashed head-on into spots games weel:ly for at least ten
WNBC, New Britain, Conn,, and
her car, according to reports. Driver weeks, believing that interest is WELI, New Haven, have been added
(,l the other machine was killed and
awakened in the product only to the regional lineup of small .staMiss Gedney suffered a broken ankle through trip-hammering 'the adver- tions which feed each other proand brain concussion.
gram.s. 'WOV and WEIL. N. Y., and
tising message in serial form.
When Miss Gedney was in the
CBS. NBC and, "to a smaller, ex- WRAX-WPEN, Philly, have been
hospital here five months in 1935 tent. Mutual; are stacked up with carrying on the arrangement for
with a broken leg suffered in an rights to all manner of single-day some time.
Lord & Thomas agency could apautomobile accident, she had a sports events of national importance,
To date all the programs have been
parently get nowhere in an effort to
dummy keyboard rigged up so she but can't pry .sponsors into taking strictly sustaining, with each, station
interest Larry Kelley, Yale's speccould keep her fingers supple.
sharing the line charges.
the
around
Small
broadcasters
them.
.tacular end of the past three grid
country, if they buy an exclusive on
Keason.s, in going commercial over
RAMS OVER
some event of local interest only,
Distance
the' ozone this
autumn with a series
can no longer
are finding they
Cleveland, Sept. 14.
of football forecasts.
Agency had
Ft. Worth, Sept. 14.
Both home and out-of-town games get a local sponsor. But, conversely,
one of its clients lined up for Kelley.
KBAP sports anLeland,
Cy
»nd has been nixing bids from other of the Cleveland Rams, pro football the commercial air rights to the local nouncer, will give a play-by-play
anxious-to-airers with pigskin back- team,, will be aired by WGAR. Class C ba.seball club are gobbled account of the Ohio State— T.C.U.
Broadcasts will be sponsored by up when offered. And the fresheroimds.
grid fracas in Columbus, Ohio, Sept.
All-American wingman has been Standard CJjT^f Ohio. Wire accounts water teacher's college, a few miles 25, on one of the longest remote prooechning all offers to commercialize of the out-of-town games will be re- out of town, ha? hod offers for its grams ever attempted by an instudios.
created in the
.season of pigskin, which the local
ils athletic rep.
dividual .station.
St. Louis Cardinals
jvaved $12,000 before his eyes'for his
John Patt, manager of WGAR, is station will air.
Unusual intere.st is manife.stcd
Dascball services for a season. Pro one of the stockholders in the pro
here in the grid scrap since Coach
R"d outfits have all camped on his eleven.
wjth
formerly
Schmidt,
Francis

J-aslern

New

Los Angeles, Sept. 14.
Down-to-the-Bdne News
That all-important necessity of
Having Diffikeeping body and soul to&etJjypov,culty Getting
Takers
San Francisco, Sept. 14.
through the now generally acceptecT
'Streamlined Headlines' is the new medium of what passes for currency
Buick Reported Off Champ
name for the newscasts o;i KSFO, has seeped into the consciousness of
Fights in Future
Only local Columbia Broadcasting outlet. the downtown radio editors. I-ads

and golf matches.

CANADA

$less Glory;

Series

staff.

nervousness, some candidates were

Yesterday morning gabbers were
given company policy and 'general
instructions. Quailey instructed them
in method of making' Commercials
and general deportment. He outlawed all smart-aleck tendencies.
Commercials were ordered before
and after games and between halves
"and quarters, with none during actual play.
They will be given by

training

gether with Bert McGrane, sports
writer, and George Yates, photographer of the Des Moines Register

Because of

sincerity.

football

TOOGH TO SELL
World

.

Dame

L A. Radio Eds Take Flight From

ONE-SHOT ITEMS

•

,

RADIO

VARIETY
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Inside Stuff-^Radio

Agencies-nSponsfflrs

Emulates Radio Education

Ciii

Wednesdajt Septeailier 15, 19^7

'Our Neighbors*
Jerry
15 minute once-a-week stanza to go
NBC-Blue for Fitch Hair tonic, beginning Sept. 26. Switch name to
Belcher's

Idea First Introduced in Aussie

Crossip that Judge Eugene O. Sykes, chairman of F. C. C. Broadcast
Division and veteran of 10 years' radio regulation, will ni,ove to the Federal bench was revived last '^eek In Washington foUovdng announcement
that Chief Justice George E. Martin will resign from the District of Columbia Court of Appeals. Many other names were mentioned but Sykes was
frequently identified as likely selection.
Story has made the rounds frequently in past year, most recently about
a month ago when- one seat on the same tribunal was vacated by death of
Justice Josiah Van Orsdel. In a surprise appointment, President Roose«
velt picked Justin Miller of the U. S. Board of Tax Appeals for the berth.
Present predictions are that Associate Justice Harold M. Stephens will he
upped to the top notch, with Sykes likely to take Us place.

'Interesting Neighbors.'

As Kids Kept Home by
Chicago, Sept. 14.

Infantile

Air Races Oyer

Chicago board of health is keeping schools closed here because of

H. Fendrick cigars to be plugged
on NBC-Red beginning Sept 26, witii
a weekly 30-min. 'Smoke Dreams'
show.

CKLW

Detroit, Sept. 14.
^identic,'
paralysis
Infantile
Description of the Detroit National
iwhich has brought about the rare Air Show here Saturday (18) will
to Mutual
Instance of four rival radio sta;tions be broadcast by

the

.

Serataa, laxative spreading radio
campaign from thrice vreek;ly halfhours on eastern stations to midwest
coverage. Franklin Bruck.the agency.

Childs eateries plugging selves oh
five rival daily
tBind
with series of, musical tranfeature most of the topnotch aces in
agented.
iworking together on a single idea.
the Bendix, Thompson and Greve scriptions.. Ruthrauffit Ryan
JV^T&ljpi^the situation between radio trophy races at Cleveland last week.
Ctiarmade
Benton Se Bowles has
stations has always been <air)y
Steve Douglas and Val Clare of
ey Schenck director of Palmolive
will mike the show.
triendly, as has the statlon-news(Jessica DragonetteBox
Beauty
and
Following diy (19),
^^per relations, this is believed to
Charles Kullman) show on CBS.
will air memorial services for
be the first time everybody sat dovm MBS
late Eddie Stinson^ pioneer aircraft
Campbell Cereal Co. (Malt-Otogether.
builder, from Wayne Coimty airport
Minneapolis, Minn., through
Particular instance is the broad- Addresses will be by Oryille Wright, Meal),
Sta^, is placing its
casting of courses of study produced Gov. T'ranfc Murphy and Mayor Bmil Brisacher
programs, tranAppleberryV
*Rube
in cooperation with the Chicago Frank Cousens, preceded by lowerfor
Board of Education, an experiment ing of flag to half-mast by Pres. scribed, on KGO, San Francisco,
through Dec.
iwhich was inaugurated yesterday Roosevelt via wireless from Wash- 39 weeks, twice weekly
through
29
Dec.
weekly
once
and
24,
ington.
!(13), and is being closely watched
Mar. 23, 1938. Series starts Sept. 28.
educators flll over the countty.
1:30 to

2

p.m.,

EST. Show will

Coast agency producers are getting fed up on the antics of a top comedy
nurses a peeve against every week's script and generally blows
air time.. Funny fellow has been a thorA in the side of the
production staff and has threatened to quit the show ever since it started.
Being an old trouper the agency lads figure he should be a good enough
sport to play along with the others, if for no other reason than the important coin he's drawing. Or that, if he must let off steam, he might be
thoughtful enough to do it at dress rehearsal.
Seems that the script writers assigned to him haven't been tossing enough
laughs his way, as he has plenty of competition on the program. Boys
say if .he makes one more crack about blowing the. Show they 11 dare him
to—at the expense of their own jobs. The relief would be worth it, they

name who

CKLW

newspapers from

up just before

WOR

]

CKLW

CKLW

"

&

'

by

Each station is giving whatever
is available in an
ftcrbssjjie-bOard six days a week
pattern. Botti WIND and WJJD are
45
,using « 30-n)inute stripy
15, latter being
'minutes, and
jthe onlir station to have to go below
the 6 o'clodE line lor time.
fimount of time

,

NOHEAmm

WLS

WENR

Josepit

ROOSEVELT SAYS

WGN

and WCFL are also in for
J5 minutes daily each, making six
6tatiohs co-operating. "WBBM only
Complete

inajor out.

Washington, Sept.
independence of

Masnln

(women's

Co., Inc.

apparel) will use Ira Blue in a quarter-hour program called 'Names and
Faces' beginning Sept. 26 at 8:15 p.m.
PST Sundays over KPO, San Fran-

14.

the

is to

Labor chieftains in Washington are reported provoked at the lack of
of WCFL, sole labor-controlled broadcasting station in the. nation, and the- American Federation of Musicians.
Displeasure toward the Chicago' transmitter's policy was evidenced last
week fallowing the disclosure that, at the height' of the drive to force the
is soliciting sponsors
broadcasting industry to hire more musicians,
for approximately four hours daily of recordings.
American Federation of Labor bosses, many of whom have been critical
of the
management for years, feel the Chi outlet' should set an
example for commercial broadcasters by holding waxed program matter
to a minimum.

harmony between the management

WCFL

WCFL

Agency is Sidney Garfinkel,
Addition of Walter Duncan as director of national sales for WNEW^
Musterole returns Carson Robison N. Y., in no way disturbs the status of Herman Bess, vice-president and
to the air Oct 4 by way of a Mutual sales chief for the station.' He remains in charge of sales but the addition
hookup of 32 stations and a separate of the new staff man mieans that he will confine most of his energies now
•
Line, feed- to local sales.
broadcast over the
Bess left the advertising agency business to biecome sales director for
ing the Cincinnati superwatter, and
WHN. New York. It will be three WNEW. Understood that his contract has several years yet to run.
l5-minute periods a week. ErwinWasey is the agency.

cisco;

WLW

'

furnish Hearst radio network is planned for
fepecialists in the different subjects Frontier Broadcasting Co., owned by
of the schoiol curriculuoi« who are to Elliott Roosevelt, v.p. of Hearst
-^ive coiuses systematically for the Radio Inc., and Presideat Roosevelt's
NewsWesson OU & Snowdrift Sales Co.
tiif¥erent i^rades of school.
papers ar^ cooperating through pub- son^ the Federal Communications San Francisco, has renewed its Hawthorne House dramatic serial for' 52
licity, and are also printing daily Commission was told last week.
l^ies of the broadcasts in preview.
With two deals waiting for Com- weelcs effective Sept. 26 over the
f.ffiese stories are to be used as text
mish ratification, young RooseveU, basic coast NBC-Red, including
books, and an examination will be who was the middle-man in Hearsfs KPO, San Francisco; KHQ, Spokane;
given all the kids tiie second day purchase of the Southwest network KOMO, Seattle; KGW, Portland;
Agency: Fitzafter schools reopen.
last year, assured th(? F.C.C. that he KFI, Los AngelesExperiment Is one which Is con- and his wife intend to own and gerald, New Orleans. Effective same
operate KFJZ, Fort Worth, and date the show shifts from Monday
feidered of vital importance by edu
cators throughout the country, and KABC, San Antonio, on their own nights at 9:00 to Sundays at 7:00
'
specialists ire being drafted from behalf. Appearing as principal wit- pjn. PST.
everywhere to get the thing going ness for his wife, the former Ruth
the President's offspring as
Thomas Iicemfn|r Co. (Baume
right. Figure that something for the Goggins,
luture will come of it, and. most. ceT' sorted that Hearst Radio, which he Bengue) will sponsor a series of
will be used as a bosses in the Southwest will have no Monday through Friday flve-min.;
tainly the Chi
connection' with KPJZ.
newscasts over WABC, N. Y., combasis for future similar stunts.
Disclosure came during a hearing mencing Oct. 4. Programs will air!
Idea is said to have been originated
William Esty is the
for at 7:55 a.m.
by Al Hollander, special events and on Mrs. Roosevelt's application For; agency.
a permit to take over the
publicity head for WIND-WJJD,
Worth transmitter from Ralph S
who, with Dr. H. J. Johnson, head
transcribed flve-aBobson's
May
Bishop and his associates. Price for
Chicago Board of Education, workec
the stock of Fort W<"^th Broadcasters week 'Aunt May' series signed for
things up to their present status -with
by BlackettInc., license-holding corporation, is 20 weeks on
the newspapers and other stations
Also pending, but not yet Sample-Htunmert for Bauer 8c Black.
It
was successfully $57,500.
co-operating.
slated for hearing, is a duplicate re- Starting date, Oct. 18; plugs Velure
done down in Australia severa quiest for consent to acquire KABC Hand lotion.
months ago when the same disease at a rumored figure of $55,000.
struck there.
YIck Chemical will have 60 staResources of $90,000, plus his income of ^20,000 per annum, are tions carrying announcements on its
Contracts are for 26
coughdrops.
available to support KFJZ, Roosevelt
explained to Examiner George H. weeks. Morse International is the
Hill.
Said his wife owns a 1,500- agency.

Board of Education

claim.

WHAM, Rochester, Moves
Staff

„

,

.

responsibility and end duplication of eiSort In most cases titles
have not been changed, but duties
are more clearly defined.
.

Gen. Mgr. William Fay heads the
four departments: studio, programs,
commercial and technicaL Studio
director Jack Lee Is in charge of
personnel, office maintenance, production, drama, special assignments,
news, sports and nemo broadcasts.

nm

Under him, Lou Stark

is

supervisor

of announcers, including
seh, Allan Sisson,

Ken Loy-

Cleveland, Sept.

and

14.

affiliations

WHK

WGR

being ballyhooed in a big way, with
both stations attempting to outdo
each other. WGAR takes on Cojoins the NBC
lumbia and
blue later this month.
'

WHK

WHK

is

already notifying

acre ranch worth $60,000; a $12,000.
Gude*s Pepto-Mangan will prob$10,000 worth of stocks and
bonds; $7,500 worth of livestock; and ably start a spot announcement campaign the latter part of this year,
$10,000 of miscellaneous assets.

through Morse International.

is

its dial-

ers through announcements every 15
minutes during the day, taking the
Columbia chain breaks with 'WHK
joins the NBC blue network on Sept.
26.'
plans a heavy iiewsr
paper, streetcar billboard, taxicab
and radio campaign for the event.
Two-day radio celebration of the
event Will be staged by
Sept
^"26.
Celebration will also include
WJAY's affiliation with Mutual.

Dream

Kf rbery, The
signatured to make three
transcriptions for Chevrolet,
set by William Morris and

Ralph

DISNEY^RINSO

SHOW

MAY BE OK'D TODAY

Singer,*

more
deal

CatnpbellrEwald
cuttings

this

agency.

month

|

KSO,

do
World

Will
at

WKBW
•

home;

be-

Sept 26

WGR-WKBW

is working in close
cooperation with the Erlanger theatre, Buffalo's only legit house, %o
help hypo interest in visiting productions. Theory is that it's a civic
duty and goodwill builder.

Murray,
Maxwell Anderson's The Star
Richard Brown, Arthur' Kelly, Don Wagon,' with Burgess Meredith and
Harris and Jack Lee.
Lillian Gish, will world-premiere
Charles Siverson is program di- here on Thursday (16),
spieler
rector in charge of music and talent, will meet the incoming troupers at
with Ken Loysen in charge of wire the train for a special event; intertraffic.
Commercial Manager Frank view, will put them on
in a
Kelly is in charge of sales, promo- backstage quiz
at the theatre, and
tion and publicity, with his staff in- then
catch local citizenry in the
cluding Arthur Kelly and Don lobby for
a. vox pop on why they
Harris for promotion and Truman came,
what they think of the stars,
Brizee on sales.
etc.
Chief Engineer John Long is in
Clifford Johns gets the q.&a. ascharge of the technical department;
wiUi Al Balling at the transmitter signment. Has acted himself in such
and Ken Gardner in the control New York productions as 'Stevedore,' is an old chum of Meredith's,
room.
Others responsible to Jack Lee in- and in general is calculated, because
clude Hazel Cowles, women's pro- of his background, to be able to get
grams; Frank Silva, sports, and the most out of the stunts.
Routine was first tried Wednesday
Wayne Shoemaker, script writer
(8) when the Chicago cast of Clare
Booth's The Women' came in for a
Changes
dress rehearsal. Johns did a showDes Moines, Sept. 14.
manly, workmanlike job in 25 minRecent changes in the KSO and utes backstage, talking to Lois Wil'

'

WGAR

Buffalo, Sept 14.
Networks have been making a

splash about getting the finer plays
on the air. Here radio is going to
bat for the stage on Hie stage.

Tom

WGN

Switch of network

HYPOING LEGITS

fix

.

tween

Rochester, Sept 14.
been reor-

WHAM .has

BUFF STATIONS

ganized on a departmental basis to

.

PLENTT OF BAUYHOO
FOR ClIVE SWITCHES

of

Staff

Members Around

Ruthrauff & Ryan expects to get Broadcasting System.
an okay today (Wednesday) from
Philadelphia Co. be^ns a new se
Lever Bros, on the underwriting of
a Walt Disney (^Mickey Mouse') ries of weekly half-ly>ur 'Pittsburgh

KRNT

KRNT personnel,
Edmund Linehan

Des IMoines, brings
in as assistant pro

son, the star; supporting players,
property men, stage hands and in

gram director, succeeding Lansing general giving a picture of the
Benet who becomefi; program di- derly confusion* that goes with
^5^*0' ^or KSOO, Sioux Falls. Jimmy ting up a new show.

'or-

setprogram for Rlnso. The half hour Varieties' programs on KDKA, Pittspreceding the Al Jolson show on burgh, this week. New deal is for
Stations also are planning to help
CBS Tuesday nights would be the 39 weeks, marking resumption of; Randolph, recently musical director
show for the fifth consecutive year. for KFRU, Columbia, Mo., succeeds ballyhoo Helen Hayes in 'Victoria
spot for the cartoon fantasy.
Linehan in the continuity depart Regina,' George Abbott's 'Room
Same agency is also trying to get Placed direct
WHK
m^nt.
Service,' Toyafich,' 'You Can't Take
a nod on the Myrna Loy-William
Another vacancy in the continuity It With You' and other plays on the
Nestle's Ever-;ready Cocoa, through
Powell combination in a series by
created when May
incoming list
Cecil Warwick & Legler,
Y., department,
Dashiell
Hammett.
NBC is sending its Magic Key show
bankrolling the 'Morning Hostess' Floyd Sinex resided to fr,eelance
here for the opener. Specisd network
with Emily Barton Tuesdays and in Chicago, has been filled by Har
salutes and local jamborees are also
riet
Ristvedt former assistant to Ed<
Fridays 11:45 to 12 noon PST over,
Everett Marshall
scheduled. WHK and WJAY hostDrake UniverKFRC, San Francisco, starting Oct.
Carter Joins
V i^TSses and femme acts will all wear
sity School of Radio.
Also, a new
1 for 39 broadcasts.
Suing for Divorce
*NBC Blue Network' gowns. No Cospecial events department has been
Ft. Worth, Sept. 14.
lumbia gowns for the WGAR girls,
Dave Carter, former western pubPennsylvania Publicity Commis- ®^*^^^shed, with Ken Brown at its
Everett Marshall, singer, filed suit
but Manager John Patt says the licity chief for CBS, has become sion's 'Sell
Pennsylvania' campaign \
in the 96th District Court here last
town will know of the change with Pacific slope rep for H. A. Bruno got under way
on WCAE, Pittsburgh,
week for divorce from Mrs. Carolina
out special dresses.
& Associates, public relations outfit. Sunday (12) with
GUNW WITH NBC
a show featuring
Segreta Marshall, allegihg she deFirst assignment for Carter in his
Zoel
Parenteau's
orchestra,
Bill
Washington, Sept. 14
serted him in 1931 after they had
new spot will be tO handle the Farren and an
address by Warren
George
Gunn,
former
University
Mrs.
lived together three years.
hoopla on the Jeanette MacDonald Van Dyke,
Holly Hotel Renewed
secretary of the state of Florida athlete, has joined he Marshall earlier in the week began
airer over Columbia for Vicks, which
highway commission. Walker-Down- local announcing staff of N.B.C., fill legal separation proceedings in New
debuts Sept, 26.
ing handling
ing a gap left when Hugh Mcllrevey York Supreme Court, charging he
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Before doing Coast publicity for
was shifted to New York,
deserted her in Italy in 1931. They
Hollywood Hotel has baan renewed CBS, Carter was in the N. Y. office
Mantle Lamp Co. aboard WGY,
Veteran of service at WRUF and w6re married in Milan, Italy, in.
for another 52 weeks by Campbell of the web's Dept. of Public Events .Schenectady,
with weekly quarter- WFLA, the newcomer is doing gen 1928 and hiave one daughter.
Soup.
and Special Features, and prior to hour series. Presba, Fellers & Pres- eral mike work on both WRC and
Marshall is appearing in Billy
New stretch starts Oct. 1.
that with Paramountba the agency.
WMAL.
Rose's 'Fiesta' here.

WGAR

j

K

Bmno

|

1

•

RADIO
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Washington, Sept. 14.
Raising the question of vital imregulatory
Federal
to
Co. and Congress
atrencies, Eastland

tiortance

last

week Im-

Supreme Court

to review

Sauare Hotel
Dlored the

(WCSH)

actions of the Federal CommuniCommission in the procations
'640 cases' at
tracted and sensational
of
Portland, Me. Sought a reversal
.

ruling sustaining
the Circuit Court
construction
the F. C. C. grant of
permit for a new station to rival the
Portland Brjoadcasting System.
Carrying on the fight against sub.

WBAP

WOR

the losing apifor
plicants, asked the highest tribunal
the
to vacate the order in favor of
Portland Broadcasting System and
whatever relief it deems
grant

proper.
Issue on which thp appellants unBuccessfully .fought the F.C.C. action
in the intermediate court is that it
wasJmproper, amounting to a denial
of justice, for two Broadcast DivieiOn newcomers, who did not hear
either evidence or arguments, to parSince a
ticipate in the decision.
majority of the Division was disqualified

by lack of acquaintance

with the proceedings, the entire
scramble should start again from
ecratch, Segal contends.
With numerous references 'to court
rulings on similar points in other
•

litigation,

is error.'

,

from

letters

listeners in

Aus-

yet it cannot be picked
in- the parking lot directly
behind the studio.
Swan's explanation is that
the parking lot is a dead spot
tralia,

up

FILM-NAME AIRSHOW

and the Australian reception

is

a freak.

Conrad Nagel has been

SAHON TO SUPE
fWOOD, FRISCO
San Francisco,

Sept. 14.

Chief Engineer A. H. Saxton of the
National Broadcasting Go's western
division will supervise directly both
the San Francisco and Hollywood
technical staffs in the future, dividing his time between the web's offices here and in the southern part
of the state. Saxton will oversee installation of technical equipment in
the new Hollywood studios, to be
erected shortly, and also' direct work
-

contemplated

in

KGO

the
and KPO studios and
transmitters here.
Curtis Peck, former announcer at
KPO and for the past several years
in charge of the station's transmitter
at Belmont, has been upped to engineer in charge of the NBC studios
in San Francisco. Donald De Wolf
continues in a similar position in

Hollywood.

set to di-

the 'Silver Theatre,' Sunday
half-hour dramatization series which starts Oct. 3 over CBS.
International Silver Co. is the sponsor. Young & Rubicam the agency.
Program will broadcast from Hollywood, using film names as cast
toppers. Rosalind Russell and James
Stewart have been- tabbed to be cofeatured on the initial show.

rect

night

CANADA HOPES

Young

&

tional

Silver

this

year because of wrangling be-

WNEW

tween stations

and

WOR.

Unless stations are willing to part
with $500 apiece for the. service of
the city News Assn. they must be
content with bulletins furnished by
Press Radio News, which cannot be
commercialized.

Trouble started when
WNEW,
through its N. Y. Journal- Am ericp<t»
tieup, was assured of fast returns
for broadcasting. WOR, banking on
sponsorship of the news, sought the
same Journal arrangement and was
referred to the City News. Balking
WOR returned and
at the cost,
brought pressure on the Journal,

WOR

which agreed'

to furnish
as
WNEW. N. Y. World-Teleturned down WOR's request
also, but did not reverse later.
Letter from
to City News as
notice of discontinuance of negotia-

FOR NAT L CHAIN weU
gram

as

WOR

Montreal, Sept.

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Venting her disapproval of the
merchandising campaign laid out by

turns without the aid of newspapers,

Only
equipped

iipportant

participate *in'

to

broadcasting

country

on

14.

un- tions and stating that VfOR now had
world the services of the Journal caused
the explosion.

City

News immedi-

short-wave ately brought pressure to bear on
have a 50- the paper which, in turn, threw the
Colbert reneged on her agreement kildwatt ".transmitter located some- thing right out the window.
to do four shows in the dramatic
Late yesterday (Tuesday )
where between Montreal and Otseries. Although contracts had been
tawa, according to Gladstone Mur- stated that it had a new hews source,
signed, the agency consented to the
ray, general manager of the Cana- but declined to divulge the name,
cancellation, taking a loss of several
dian Broadcasting Corp.
waiting until the last minute on
thousand dollars in copy placed v/ith
While the project has been under Sept. 16, when It wiil stairt shooting
the slick mags and built around the
consideration for some time, it will the returns out. It's probably from
actress.
Republican County Committee headRosalind Russell leads off in an not get under' way until after the
quarters.
original air piece which will be completion of the two new CBC
broadcast in four parts over as many 50-kilowatt long-wave stations that
are
outside
now
under
construction
successive Sundays. She will have
Gulf to Gulf
Montreal and Toronto. These are
James Stewart as her vis-a-vis.
Show switches origination to New expected .to be in operation by Oct.
Harry
jicNaughton -('Beetle')
1.
Immediately
this
after
similar
York after several weeks on the
guestees on his qwn program, 'Good
Coast, to pick up stage name.T for transmitters are to be set up to Gulf' on Sunday (19) and then goes
the guest spots. So far set are Tal- serve the Maritime and the Prairie to the Coast to resume with Phil
Provinces.
lulah Bankhead and Eva Le GalBaker on the new Gulf series comlienne.
Together with 'the 50-kilowatt sta- mencing Oct 3.
tion now operating on the Coast,
Baker is currently working in
Hugh Al Halff, station manager this will complete the chain of pro- 'Goldwyn Follies,' but McNaughton
of WOAI, San Antonio, in New York jected
Do- has another picture possibility on
stations
across
the
from a California' vacash.
minion.
with RkO.

Rubicam
.

for its Internabroadcasts, Claudette

.

radio band, 'Canada

the

,

is to

WNEW

:

•

-

From

'

consisted of Commissioners Eugene
O. Sykes, Thad H. Brown and Hampson Gary but, when the case was

Scream

is based on the fact that, settled. Commissioners
evidence and arguments were Case, Anning S. Frail
presented, the Broadcast Division constituted the body.

Vr'hen

Toronto, Sept. 14.
Chief /Engineer Ernest Swan
CKChi local 100-watter, has
a hard time, explaining the fact
that his station receives fan

NAGE DIRECTING

announcer, she was
from South. Bend, Ind„ the
watch town, adding, "But my
movements are my own."

,

-

N. Y. radio stations will gather and
broadcast local primary election re-

Problems

of

had 15 friends.

WBAP

Eastland-Congress Square on improvements

counsel told the highest court 'it is
established that the substitution of
referees or masters in chancery during the course of a hearing is a
reversible error where it involves
disputed question of fact and the
In the excredibility of witnesses.
ercise of its judicial functions the
Commission's activities are similar
It has been
to those of a court.
repeatedly asserted that the substitution of a judge during a trial and
before a decision has been rendered

Add

.

commissioners during
stitution
pendency of an application, Paul M.
counsel

Returns in N. Y. bito Cost Colunm

formally opened its new
playhouse, above the New Amsterdam theatre off Times Square. Sunday (12) with the Tim & Irene-

.of

Segal,

Bickering Forces Election

WOR Station

miracion shampoo) as the attractionLayout, which seats 800, was
stormed by more than 1,300. Tickets
were distributed by the sponsor and,
though only 800 were given out,
guests had been told the ducats admitted them and f Mends. One guest

Ft. Worth, Sept, 14.
Reporting at
for an
interview, Hindia Wassau, stripteaser at the Frontier Fiesta,
handed the studio audience a
laugh by hanging a brassifere
on' the mike.
Miss Wassau told Elbert Haling,

for Openini: of
Playhouse, Seating 800

Bunny Berrigan orch program (Ad-

Mike

at the

Show Up

1,300

FCC Challenge

Gagging

S9

STORMY WEATHER

Supreme Court Asked to Review
Portland '640 Cases';

VARIETY

.

Norman

S.

and Sykes

.

•

homes

In countless

WLW

and farms
station

signal

.

.

.

in cities, villages
is

because

and the

finest

it

the preferred

gives a clear

of entertainment.

WLW offers a loyal audience, waiting
for

your

sales

message.

WLW -the

Nation's Station
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Evading Secy

Mrs. Holt,

Heller Qnalilied; 3,000
After two weeks of uncertainty
the political setup of the American
Federation of Radio Artists is still
in the bzona. Failure of Mrs. Emily
Holt to reach a decision on whether
to accept the executive secretaryship of the organization has given
everyone concerned a case of galloping jitters. She had first indicatfed a willingness to accept the
post) but has since been wavering on
the verge «f art outright nix.

Thinb

Post,

weekend to thiok it ov«r. Still
hadn't made «p her mind and late
yesterday was reported huddling

Jlumor is that Mrs. Holt's reluctance to take the job is du* to her
belief that she is not needed. She
is reported to have expressed the
opinion that Georg* Heller, treasurer and associate secretary, 1b well
able to handle the du1ie>. BeUeved
she will recommend Heller If she declines it, Mrs. Holt met members
of the board of governors and discussed the matter with them last
Friday. Went to Vertnont over the

AFRA

with Henry
on the quesHon,
Claiming a national membership
of 3,flOO, AFRA has eased up its
drive lor organira^on among the
actors and fingers in' "New York.
Field here is «lmo£^ "entirely organized and the KMily drive is being
made to line up annoxmcers, of whom
about 25 are reputed to have joined.
Meeting of ATHA -announcers nfes
held last we^ and others «re skedded for Ihe next iew clays.
Jaft«,

AFRA Henibers

Wednesday, ^eptemJber 15, 1937

AFRA
now

m

tJonoentTAtieg its drive
-oitios. ' 3Hiblic meeting

is

other

was held

Chicago

in

last

Simday

night,
Iiocals have also been
in Boirton, San .Frandsco,
City, CtevdaBd, St Louis,
Seattle and Washington, and a rep(12)
get

up
Kansas

resentative wHl shortly he named for
Philadelphia. Much pf this work has

been done by George

WHAT!

NOWOLR

NO.

NO WOLF

.

.

.

ThiBreU been no Wolf (except

Ed Wolf)

hanging around our door for some time

Thanks to.,.

PICK and PAT and
FRANK A. McMAHON,
haVe

wlio

my

contract

writing

CRAM. (My
Thanks

to

«|n

BEST FRO-

tkc DDLL^S

>

renewed

just

78tli

wedi)

.HARRY KAUFMAN and
EDBI^ BOWLING, who
have signed me to write
new "ZIEGFELD
FOLLIES" (in coHabora-

the

tion with

Tom

McKnight

and the Sixty-ninth Regiment)
.

Thanks to...

LEONARD SILLMAN^who
bought material from me
for his "NEW FACES
OF 1937,"
Good

soon to open.

luck, Leonard.

"Heller, treas-

urer and associate secretary.
Principal opposition, to the AFRA
in organizing the vnnouncers comes
from the American GuUd of Radio
Announcers and Producers, indie
group. It claims a snen^rship of
more than 200 announcers in its
ranks. Both <organizatlons say they
have a number of name announcers
as members. Besides its locsd activities, the AGRAP is also active in
olher cities, claiming locals in 12
towns throughout the country, including Charlotte, N. C, WadiixtgBoston.
ton,
Philadelphia
and
AGRAP has also started proceedings
against WORC, Worcester, iMass., before the National Labor Relations
Board to force the reinsiat^ent of
an announcer and a production man
allegedly for luiion activity.

(Continued from page Si)

Hearing of the complaint lodged
already been turoed down ami that
Hedges* proposition could only s6rve by the American Communications
Association, ClO-affiliated, against
to delay the proceedings. Next moment there was a motion for the tJBS with the National Labor Relanext order of business, ^ich "Wie tions Board has been postponed until next Monday (21),
Th» original
carried.
date had been today (Wednesday).
Committee
Union wants -Columbia to be inConvention, which adjourned .substnictod to deal for its technicians
ject to caH, appointed the following
on a local basis, while the network
committee to do the talking with Ihe
holds &at the question of bargainnetwork and help work out a yar4ing should entail all the technical
sti<^ for the allocation of Ihe .$1,500,men employed in its various owned
"000 among the indie stations: iladc
and operated stations.
Etheridge, WHAS, Louisville; CampCIO group last week closed conbell Arnoux, WTAR, JMorfolk, Va-,

and George Norton,
vine.

thanks to the following, whose pur-

chase of material at one time or another
since

1932 has helped

to

keep the wolf

Ed Wynn
Ben Bernie

Bums and

and Eugene Howard
Ben I/y<Na and Bd>e Danieli
Olsen and Johnson
Willie

Allen

Buck and Bubbles

Oliver Wakefield

Charles Winninfcer

Ernest Truex
Eddie Green

Ken Murray

LESTER LEWIS
Personal Represeniatlv*

two Los Angeles

St. Paul, Sept. M.
George Jacobsen has been reinto his position as WDGY's
chief en^^neer, after the station had

dismissed him.
Immediately after
Jacobsen "was dropped the Electrical
Worfcers' local, which has been trying to organize the station engineers

and panelmen, charged that he was
fired for unionising activity.

Rather than arbitrate, George W.
Yoimg, owner of WDGY, put Jacobsea back on the payroll.
.

Ill

was 5%.

was

radio,'

MeComieB Ihrt

'

Wew

Chicago, Sept.

Ed

Smiling
singer,

was

14.

McConncU,

radio
injured yes-

seriously

terday near Kingsley, Mich., in an
automobile collision.
Now in Traverse City, Mich., hospital;

Toauay Bl»ke*« orch, playing

.tii*

Gunter Hotel Roof, San Antonio, is
airing daily throui^ KABG.
Kay

WPEN-WRAX reported to have
reached agreement with Musitaans
local for 12 men at^. Tlwo stalions
operate jointly and use men four
hours daily, seven days a -week.

theme of the meetget-rid-of-the-rsawbuck-in
something started when a

General

KRj{^ and

.stated

speakers.

ing

outlets,.

KMTR.

York to do battle wifli A. F. M. Ciregory
Stations with house bands are -oper- vocalist.
ating on day-to-day policy, while
those without unkm orchs considering ways and means to accniire

featured

the

is

femme

them.

By Aotual

leading
Chicago character man
traced the decline in performer's
fees during the .six years be has
been in radio, a decline from $40 to
Holtshouser to B'ham
$5 a performance. Assurance was
Charlotte, N. C, Be^ 14.
given that all grievances would be
H. H. Holtshouser, auditor for
ironed out, and that, at the next
WBT, has been transferred by Co
meeting, scheduled tentatively in
lumbia to Birmingham, where he has
two weeks, an election would be been made
treasurer and business
held, and committees, appointed.
manager of WAPI.
There are to be five of these comRobert W. Carpenter, of the New
mittees. One will be made up of
York accounting stajt of Columbia,
each of the five branches of the
has been sent to Charlotte to relocal, actors, writers,
announcers, place Holtshouser.

Surrey th*
Most

COLiNT

-

MOST

Topulanr
Station in

Worcesior

,

and sound

singers,

body

effects

UEED 8

COfllMIII

men. Each

the grievances of iiheir
Jack Causey has joined the comlist to the
National Board, which will mercial staff of WBIG, Greensboro,
N. C.
act upon Diem.
Writers being in Ifee Chicago local
of AFRA is to be a temporary afEair,
and will be in effect only until the
Just
Writers' Guild opens offices here.
Ways and means of preventing stations and networks from evading the
is to list

cjaft,

and submit tbe

AFRA

Federation

of

Musical

BROADCASTING

Artists,

American Screen Actors Guild),
which are financing the project, will
continue to

do so until

it

is

Published

HANDBOOK OF

issues and policies were outand assurances given that the
three A's (Actors Equity, American

lined,

By

self

WALDO ABBOT

Director of Broadcasting Service, University of Michigan, Federal Radio Education Committee, Vice-President,
Ajm Arbor Broadcastiner Company.

According to plans outlined, it wall
be virtually impossible for any sta424 Pages, 6x9, $3.50
tion or network to form a stock company to the exclu^on of other perthe nradePTi broatfcavting «yat«m s«t-up how programs ar« developed
formers, This is because such people a«d produced i^dio
«fi4iiHif«cing> speaking and acting
to write for
would not be allowed pn any pro- radio opportunities in the business end of radio radio how
singing serving
gram where there are union musi- the sponsor training for radio etc.
cians, operators, or ani^ncers.
complete guidebook of broadcasting for
those In the radio profession, those who
Look Up in This Book hope to be announcers, actors, or wrIte^s^

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

A

f

AFRA's Peeve Against

or to

fill

other positions In radio pro-

ducing agencies, and those who are, or
—Qtalion
—how electrical transcHptl^iis may be, called upon to deliver addresses
nre usad.
or make special appearances before the
— basic problems of radio microphone. Covers educational, comspeaking.
mercial, legal, public sorvlce, and other
—Interpretation In radio read- aspects of radio, but gives major
attenIhk.
tion to practical pointers on vocational
—radio play requlrementt),
opportunities and requirements both in
—stagi-ng raHlio play.
the before-the-mlke and back-stage positions of broadcasting.
—suggestions for singers.
stafts.

Featured Artists/ Inc.

LEWIS

with WFJL, Pbiiadelphia, and

tracts

Meeting was entirely an explanatory and flag-waving session. Both
George Heller, asst executive sec-^
retary for the AFRA, and Henry
Jaffe, AFRA coxmsel, flew in from
N. Y, and were the principal

Jack Skirball (Educational Pictures)

MORT

.Louis-'

Committee also urged that the
contract made with the A.r.M. be
for five years and jprovide lor a
board consisting pf A.F.1M. officials
and broadcasters to arbitrate any
tangles whidi might develop, between local stations and local
Chicago, Sept. 14.
Second open meeting in the cam- branches of the A.FJWI.
paign to estahlish a Chicago local
-of the American Federation of Radio
Philadelphia, S^t. 14.
Artists was held Sunday evening
Music situash is statu quo here
<12), with an estimated iSOO present. with .execs of all outlets
in

sustaining.

at hay.

WAVE,

\

Several Canadian stations were
represented at the meet and they
disclosed that they woxild accept any
deal worked out with the
and
any allocation agreed on by. the
American, broadcasters. Since the
A.F.M.'s jurisdiction extends across
the b(Rtler and NBC, Gpluiribia and
Mutual have affiliates in the XHMnlnion, the problem of musician employment is a joint one.
Commonly favcMPed yardstick is
that basing what each station should
spend for musicians on a x>ercentage
of the station's income from lime
sales.
Figure suggested by the
broadcasters* negotiating committee

AFRA

And

HEAMNC UP
NEXT MONDAY (21)

ClO-CBS

AFM-Radm Talk

attorney,

Understood one of the early items
on the AFRA schedule, once it under-takes to gain recognition and wage
agreements, is the Featured Artists
this
Service, Inc., so-called talent agency
for Air Features, which is in turn a
—preparing children's and edBlackett-Sample-Hummert subsid.
ucational programs.
Featured Artists Service aroused
building commercial and susa storm of criticism among radio
taining programs.
performers at the time of its formafree-lance
opportunities In
radio.
tioiK and the AFRA figures it as one
— the service of the advertising
of its major objectives. Recognition
agency.
from the networks, wage agreements
— advertising or sales Aepartand a standard contract covering ( ment requirements.
auditions and working conditions
women In .rn(l4o,
will all be held in abeyance for some
— glossary,
time, however. Before taking any
—radio practice In pronuncia.

—
—

—

steps in those directions, it is understood, the
will seek to fortify
its position and gain members na-

AFRA

tionally.

—

10 Days' Free Examination Send Coupon
McGrnw-HIU Book Co., Inc., 3S0 W. 42nd St.,
N."Y. C.
Send, me Abbot's Handbook of Broadca.stltig
for 10 days' examination on approval.
In 10
days I will send J3.60, plus few cents po.'jtugc,.
or return book postpaid.
(Po3t«ge pnid on
orders accompanied by remittance.)
.

N'ame
Address
City and State.

tion.

—studio
etc.,

musical practice,

etc,

Position

Company
(Books sent on approval
only.)

in

U.

S.

and Canada

V— 9-15-87
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CBC Goii^

to

i Honrs by Oct

Decoy

1;
When

WiU Bring In Hore U.

S.

Shows

Winnipeg, Sept.

14.

According to local officials, of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., the
CBC will he all set to boost its schedhours daily by Oct. 1.
tile to about 10
This will: be the first step In the
planned jacking to IS hours daily,
they add. Just when the full 16 hour
schedule will

unknown
said^

into

at'

for Bowman, who was brought
over from BBC.
It was added there would be plenty
of shuffling around of current shows
on the GBC, intimation being that
many of the present favorite shows
will be dropped, policy being that
the best time to puU a show is at

tioit

the peak of popularity. More shows
they for the national network will be
be put coming from the west, according to

become

effective
the present time,

was

but added that it would
effect in a gradual manner,

rather than, at on^ j.ump.

officials.

More programs will be taken from

the American networks, too, it being
been the reported the jump in exchange shows
Just completed
meetings of the Saskatchewan and will be noticeable.
haive

j^berta hoards^ What went oa there,
Ernest Bushnell, program director
apaort from the regular rotitine stuff, for CBC, was in town for a brief
if anything was not dLvulgieii by the visit ;the other day, but nobody would
regional'
.

secretary

and

publicity

^[ent, Pranfc Gairrett^ upon. hi» retumv' It was reported!,, hoswever, that
there would be special attention
given to speciiat women's programs
as well as kid shows. Just what form
these shows would take wasn't, made
known, but. it was intimated they

say why. It was figured by many
that the reason for his quick visit
was the subject of commercialization.
Local station officials are burning
plenty, for although the CBC office
right across the hall from the
is

government owned CKY,

CKY

offi-

Roy

9.

radio-

members to. his organithe management of a
station there took room

diceetly across the hall from
his in a hotel there.
Idea, according to Langham, was to
identify all the studio's employees who were visiting him.
As: a result, the
head kept a stooge in his room
and had a flock of non-radio
decoys parading in and out to

AGRAP

keep the snooper's attention on
the room.

Actual conferences

Chi Stations on Mettle; Producing
However, it Is understood that the
Chicago, Sept. 14.
Busse
Ruling of the musicians' local that Chez will ask the union to let
and nitery orchestras must off one week in seven, rather than
day
in
one
seven.
week
basis
six-day
a
on
work
a
Radio stations are, for the most
threw several radio stations here
into confusion last week. Now, how- part, planning to use out-of-town orever, general opinion is that it is a chestras on off-night schedules, but
good thing all around, Inasmuch as will also devote much of the ormuch- chestra-less time to stunt stuff, and
it'll give the stations some
needed time for special event, stunt, to building sustainers of both popuDuring the past
lar and arty types.
and experimental airings.

hotel

week being the first on the five or six seasons, stations in this
most spots shuttered Tues- town haven't had time available to
day after Labor day, leaving see what certain types of shows^^wi
do, and they feel that this is
stations to shift for themselves. 'While,
chance.
the Columbia outlet, WBBM, and the
Particular interest is being shown
two NBC airers, WMAQ and WENR,
pulled some stuff in via the net, they in the building of 30 and 60-minute
produced studio programs, too, until class drama shots. Present plans are
long after midnight. WGN continued to vary these from week to week
politfy of presenting in an effort to learn whether radio
its- invariable
dance music which has given it one is ready for the slice-of-life stuff how
of the biggest late night audiences being used so extensively in the
in the country. In this case, station magazines, and for the smarter, more
subtle comedy iind emotional digrabbed the bands off Mutual.
During the past week, spots- and aloguers.
Development along these lines will
hotels have worked out a fairly well
set sdiedule, giving stations a chance be most prolific at NBC headquarto make plans;
Most places will ters, where they've had more suceither close Monday nights, or re- cess selling: dramatic sustainers. Both
main open, but rnusic-less. These Columbia and NBC are also going
include the Stevens, Bismark, Con- in for studio produced musical shots,
gress' and Drake; LaSaUe will shut- but varying them, to find out if quiet
cadenzaj^ and classical blasts wiH go
ter on Sundays.
Last

were held

new

restaurant,

day,

in a neighboring
and a number of
employees from the studio

joined his, group,,
ported.

TWO

Langham

re-

CONN. STATIONS

UNBEND ON LABOR
Biidgeport, Sept.

14.

Two mai.or Coimecticut air plants
cials didn't even know Bushnell had
would' be modeled after American been acQund untU after he had gone. are reported ready to revamp their
network shows.
Rumors axe flying in all directions labor policies.
More dramatic stuff will be in as to the reason for his flying visits
WICC, Bridgeport - New Haven
evi.'.rncG with the coming tall schedi- but they still maintain it had to do
Yankee Webber,, is set for a fiveule, the 'Night. Shift' series of last 'with lining up schedvdes for poten40-hour week, for announcers,,
day
year being one back. Bob Bowman, tial sponsors; CBC officials refused
meaning an added spieler^ who will
who cotidUd^d. it last year, would to make any kind of comment.
be Irving, Friedberg, mikester, back
west,
it
the
handling
in
be
not
after a couple of years absence.
an announcer being picked

deal,

.

late at night.

.

though,,
there. Idea apparently is to huHd
the feature, rather than the person.ality, as was the case last year. That
was regarded chiefly as an introdluc

41

Six-Day Week for Husicians Puts
Langham,
Radio An-

American Guild of
nouncers and Producers president, was in Boston, recently to
solicit
zation,

.

VARIETY

Chez Paree
Lota of stunt and sport work is
Hartford's big NBC-Red basic and - With tw<v bahd5, the Chez Paree ialso expected,, NBC giving the softA. L. Halfl, manager of sta'WOAI, San Antonio, has re- Shepard affiliate, WTIC, is warming intends fo sail along, making Henry ibaU games' at Soldier Field an airing
turned home from a business trip to to> the re-engagement of a studio Busse take over Maurie Stein's du- Which they wouldn't have had along
band;
New York.
ties when Stein is off, and vice versa. the old' lines.

Hur^

tion

'

•N
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Sisson

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP
Roch Ulmer,

Dallas.
9,000 'Pepper
Cadets,' with their parents, turned
out for their official day at the

Approximately

Greater Texas and Pan-Atnerican
Exposition Aug. 31, day' being arranged for Dr, Pepper Bottlers, Inc.,
Dalla? (5c soft- drink), through its
agency,' Tracy-Locke-Dawson, Inc.,
Dallas and New York. ...
Director General Frank L. McNeny

.

of the exposition designated that day
as official 'Pepper Cadets' Day in
honor of the ,'Pept>e>: Cadets" program, broadcast Monday through
Friday, WFAA, Dallas>5 ,to 5:J5 p; m.
Entertainment by the Pan-Amerband,' and Dr. Pepper radio perJefJim'mie
so.ialities—^Sunshine,
feries, Roy Cowan and others—high-

^ah

'

announcer,
with the sideshow freaks; another
had him in the lost baby department
at the noon rush hour, with the infants crying loudly for ma; another
had him ridinff on a sulky." with a
pack on his -back and a -jnag .before
him; still another, down where the
boys sot off the fireworks iat night;
describing the effort and precision it
.

'

takes.

station carried five a day from the
including one evening shot. Concluding broadcast for Saturday (11)
night has been> built up weeks in-advance, with Ulmer, from a lonely
spot in the bleachers, describing, the
deserted grounds, then' the stanza
switching to the fair" office, where
in .a iuror, plans fdr next yearns
fair will already be under way;

-

Seattle,.

.

Three, of the top name bands of the
Paul.
Pacific Northwest figured prominentPlantirig- a showmanship angle iiito ly in an extravaganza among Seateach broj|dcast, 'to rrtake". each an at- tle" radio shows', "staged to open the
tentlon'-getter both for the. ether !all- season for the; Bon Marche; Seataudience'.arid those on the grounds, tle's radio-conscious.^ department store
marks KSTP's coverage of the 78th and one of the, major buyers of air
annual Minnesota Stated Fair," which time on the West coast. -' Or'chs of
opened Saturday (4) for an eight- Archie Loveland from the Olympic
da.v mn. .;:
hotelahd -Jules' Radinsky of the Club.
Heretofore radio, coverage.. oJt .the Esquire participated in .the 'studio
fai.r hais beeii describing things which show.
Jack Souders' .band assisted.
any dufffer could see" -for. himself, but .Grant Merrill, head of the -KOMO-;.
KSlP, hitting an entirely ne^v angl6, KJR productions dept.,. was in com-,
has 'wbrked'.out a -flock of freak istunts plete charge ,6f the .show,[. designed
broadcasts, to' create the artistic effect of autumn
and-: bshihd-the'^scenes
usijtig both the 'statiori's'iriob'il6 short-; via -radio illusion-; Thus Hal Wolf diewa^vei unit 4nd pack .transmitter.
stfribed a football- giame to lend the'
•'
Included, in the freak -apgles was gridiron atmosphere.
'

:

•

:

.

;

',

•

•

.

'

;

'•

.'Appreciailttit*'

.
"

Frocram

-

-

•

^Lo'Uisville.
.Dolly. Sullivan,-.. formerly .on- staff
•

:

•-

.

:

of .'a local , newspaper,- and .now in
chatge of women's programs, publicity

clients.

.

home

and promotion fOr "WHAS.

-

ground

of

the.

RCA LOSK

SfllT VS.

suc-^

Colonels.

Event; was" plugged with plenty, of
aihouhpemepts, ana .crowd
Spot
which numbered almost 4,000 was
the largest, night -.game turnout of
tl>e current Season.
Pete- Monroe,
Who hds handled the mike throu.ehout the schedule, -was emcee for the
!

festivities.

Variojjs station acts pre-

gamei -f
Affair, was. promoted as a gesture
of.
appreciation
and
good-will
toward the .sponsors of the, product.^
advertised, 'Wheaties* and 'Mobiloil.'
ceded

the'-

"Wilmington, Del., Sept. 14.
Chancellor Josiah O. Wolcott decisioned that Radio Corp. of America
could not terminate a license to the
Philadelphia Storage Battery Co. for
manufacture and sale of radio receivers.

^

;

Ruling handed down Friday (10)
denied RCA's claim, that its contract
with the battery company was
breached by organization of the subsidiary, Philca -Radio and Televi-:
sibn" Co.
.On .request of both litigants, the
chancellor '.ordered an accounting of
the "manufacture of radio sets by the
Philadelpihia ..Storage Battery Co.
Ruled that royalties must be paid
on the basis 'of .seJUng .price, of the
battery corhpany to Philco.
RCA air^ued that Philco and the
battery company "were the "same en-:
tity, but -Philco had been set up. to
reduce the basis on which royalties
were paid .to- RCA.
Chahcellbr opined: 'I am unable to
see' wherein it can be said to ^e a
fr9,ud on the licensor if the licensee
fixes a price he conceives to be most
helpful to his : owii bur: "Jss.'
In the original suit the battery
company airid Philco', sought to enjoin RCA |rom terminating the: liagreement under "jwhich
censing
Battery. Co.
iPhiladelpliia Storage
ha^ the right to, basic -RCA patents
in a cross": suit RCA sought to epd
the agreement, charging .breach of

.

'Anklets'

2.

;

-

.

•,

.

•

'

-

contract.

-Seattle.
..For the third consecutive year
KOMO,. Seattle, broadcast and released to NBC's red network the Ben
Paris-Seattle Star / salmon derby,
wjijich annually attracts; fishermenfrom all over the 'country to Puget
;

;

Sound.
Aporoximately 350.^ anglers narticipated in the contest, which was
broadcast by Hal "Wolf.

here.

Emilio P. Rossi, one-time operator
of the Charleston Club, once B.A.'s
largest casinp, and also formerly connected with Radio Belgrano, has rejoined- the organization as station

.

manager.-

He was away from

•

WJBK-WU BASEBALL

BAHLE

IS

Artists Service has signed
Grace Travis, 'Miss New York' in the
recent Atlantic City beauty contest,
and will offer her as an air waiibler
with an eye to Hollywood.
first

work' radio has
talent right
platform.

off

SUCCESS STORY No.
BY ADAM HATS

SPINDLED

time sedate netever snapped up
a beaut judging
-

'

1

Mor« than 337,000 listttn-'
eri went into Adam Hat

Washington, Sept. 14.
Fight between WJBK. Detroit, and
Western Union over ,the wire service's refusal to provide ticker, accounts of road games' of the Detroit
Tigers ended quietly last week when
the' Federal Communications Commissibh; allowed the broadcaster to
.

Store.* to obtain entry blanki

-

di.'jcrimination.

'

which

Bleat,

;

.

series of

WHN

|i

15-W9ek

biQadcsstS..

.That's listener response I

.

by

followed

.^yas

nounced over

charging

complaint

the

withd^^a,w

for a sports contest' an-

,

WJBK

guilty of
charges that
is
piracy, was spindled without prejudice withiii two y^eeks after James
F, Hopkin^, Inc., licensee, jasklefl permission to drop the tiff- JPJcevipus}y
the station had; been foiled in' an
attempt to pompel
by court
r
order to render the service,
.

,

WU

•

WHN'a

pending is a complaint filed
by William Harrid^Je, American
League president, who asserted that
the Detroit Station*^' imauthorized
accounts of the Tiger's out-of-town
Still
'

•

'

constituted violation of the
Communi<iations Act and of FCC
regulations. Hopkins retorted that it
has never infringed in airing 'game^
descriptions
which are obtained
from' an .itndisclosed source.' CoitiJtiish' attaches said the League's complaint is. still, .being pondered and:
has been brought before the Broadcast Division.
.

affilia-

tion with the

•

•

jMetr^rGoldwyn-Mayer- stu--'
dios and Loew's Theatres re-.

^

suits in

icoiitest

NBC

Marks the

the

.

station- for foiir years.

1;

NBC's Beaut Chanteuse

Heaven

qnly 400 for radio -and television
sustainer.
broadcasts of the Primera Cadena
Argentine
de
Broadcasting
net.
Heretofore all broadcasting has been
done direct from the radio studios.
Leasing of the Moderno a -la American system is the first such down
.

PSBC;;CONmCT OKAY

.

Louisville

Buienos Aires, Sept.

Radio Belgrano (L'R3) has taken was arrived at by the Children's
over the Modernd theatte here as Breakfast Club as the amount rethe first outside radio studio' theatre quired
for
one matutinal meal.
in S. A.
Maizlish is asking a 10c. donation on
Theatre is being remodelled from all tickets distributed for
Haven
a 900 seat house to accommoddate
MacQiiarrie'S amateur skit, now a
.

-

cessfuUy h&hdled details' of Radio
AssOdiatioh night at farkway Field,

ROCHESTER

•

-

St.

:

McAvity is going; out to look over
the possibility of new shows for
Pepsodent, Lucky Strike and other

.

Real. Fair Coverarre
.

NBC

writer.-

"

Fake Fall

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Plan of Harry Maizlish to slap a
charity tax on all broadcast tickets,
while not spreading to other stations
has found a champion in the L. A.
Soap Co., which will make a six-cent
charge on all admissions.
Figure

Set hy LR3, B. A.

Carl

<

.

lighted.,

'

and
an

production,
currently-

:

'

In South America

Sept. 22. Two slated niewcomers to
the N. Y. staff are Frdnk "^Vilsoh, now

with NBC
SchulUnger,

GHARin TAX
ON H'WOOD AIR DUCATS

SIX-CENT

Radio Theatre

1st

fair,

'
'

&T

L

at

Edgar (Ted) Sisson becomes manager of the riidio department in the
N. Y. office of .Lord & Thomas :when
Thomas McAvity leaves, for a like
lunching berth with tlie agency on the Coast,

( Ait€^ntion'GeUers9 Tie^Jps, Ideas)
'Pepper Cadets'

Up
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SHOWMAN$HIPl

Showmanship'

Audiences
AUpIElNfCES
mean SALES' for your piod'^
I . . .

:

uct in the -world's richest
'xdarketl...6et in touch with'^

,WHN's. Program Planning
'.Department' today.

.

,

Sid Schwartz Oiit
•

•

•

.

.

.•

•

I.

I

.

.

Sid Schwartz, publicity director at
WNEW; rN. 'Y., resigned after four
years with the, station effective last
week.'

Larry

Nixon,

former

publicity

WMCA, N. Y., who a short
time ago joined WNEW. as special
events director, will add the duties

chief at

.SI'-

of directing publicity to his

BROADWAY
NiW YORK CITY

1540

sftint.

DEALER
TIE-IN"
''THE

COVERAGE

Is the dealer In

m

Kalamazoo faced
with selling piroblems different from
the dealer in Bay. Citj^ Michigan?

SSMum^ln

Whether he is or not, he still wants
and appreciates local Identity.

Becauss of its ideal 900 kc. frequency,
has
a coverage advantage over all other Oklahoma staIt serves more of Oklahoma with a signal of

tions.

L<Lift}€^ Cities

effective results,

mv. or better than any other station .
more of Oklahoma's population, more of
power and more of its buying,

.5

WBCM

WRITE FOR MARKKT
AND roVKR.\fJK D.VTA

WF D F
WJ M
W BM

ion

m

r

Th, Onl, Slal ion

in

L flr

WK ZO

The Unly SKI ion

I

I

WELL

Thf Onl,

1

1

f>

I

'

Th- oni>

s

I

r"

c

ThrO.il, Slalmn

in

WKY

in Baril'

::;„

national

KdlAm.lln.

i,'-

heats

all

.

.

its

covers
buying

Oklahoma, too, in programing,
and in volume of local and
But most important of all . .

in

facilitiesi

business.

.

C'f

"

DcKoil

wmimm
to

.

showmanship,

si>i

WOOD-WASH
WX YZ Kry Sl.lion

Operated Continuously -Just Like Coast

WKY

•

Michigan Radio Network gives
dealer tie-in advantage in its
market zones—And with surprisingly

Coast Networks

It

Beats' All the

Way

It

Pays Out for Adveriisers

OKLAHOMA

.

attract*

!

CITY

:

-
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SEVEN HOURS ON WBT FOR
The

"iNtidni^ht

night

in

Dancing Party," on VC'BT every

week from midnight

the

to

entfiusiastic audiences in 37 states.

marks prove
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rates
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Here
Here

a local
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is

is

BONUS

where

cickcc. ^

Complete

1

A.M., has

Request postcoverage

at

to gee a national

Time—

cost of

A.ek contract - 5^20.35 per week.
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Panama Merger

Up Radio

Wolff Sets

Hollywood, S6pt.

14,

Myil-on Selznick is setting up a
radio department at his Beverly Hills
agency and has placed Nat Wolff in
charge,
Wolff swings over from the H. N.
Swanson agency. He has been active
in radio writing and production,

DEdSIONS

Inc., Siloam
at appUcant's request; |KUOA. KUOA,
kw.
Spr-ings; granted day power jump from 2y2 to 5
California: Adams Recording Studi6, San Diego, denied (as in default for failure to file an appearance
and statement) application. for authority to make electtahgcriptions and manufacture records for
trical

•

:

KENNEDY id EOT

CHAS.

Chicago,. Sept. 14,
K^nfiydy: of the "^^S

,

Charles

'

XEBG

sales staff leaves' t6'day' io join the
KOY, Phoenix, sales forc^,

KOY* is owned by
Izatiqn,^

,

WLS

the

,•

.

,

.

,

Tia Juana, Mexico; Salinas News-i

XEMO,

^

•

WTIC

and

'

stations WIXEH,
TraveWrs B.roadc&stJ

experimental

WiXLtf, WlXO.and iWIXT

to

tiiie

,

••
ihg 'Company'.
-i
Idaho: KSEI> Radio Service, Corpl., Pocateljo^ application for juice-jump from '26i9 watts^ nights, 500 watts
days, to 500 Watts nights, 1 kw days, dismissed pit re•

^

•

.

.

.

.

,

watts.

'
•

J

'

•

Massachusetts: Ha.rold ^homas, Pittsfield,' commish
suspended action granting plea for new station to- be
Operated on 1310 Kc with rO()r watts nights, ^SC^ watts
days,, pending' determination of the^' appeal tiled .by
LajMrfence K. ;iy[ill?r iji the U. S.. Court of Appeals for
ordier has
the District of Colui;r^ljia in lyhich a s^^

l2-.l|(}»>'J>il.|05T

'

,

MAN

ABTIS^:

.

.

been- granted.
;

-

'

Robert ./K Herbst, Moorliead,

gi-anted voluntary assignment of constrtiction- permit
Broadcasting Co.
t6
Ohio:. Ohio Broadcasting ^CbV Canton,'' applicaltion for
'n^w station tp be oijerated' bjn 13ip-'kc wiih 100' watts,
;

KVOX

JEANNE if LtfS

MEN

KING'S

.

BOB LAWRENCE
HARRY ROSENTHAL

,

,

,

request .oil:appii^
Feimsylvania: WKOK/ Siuibury .Item, Inc., ^unbury,
granted authority to traiisfer control o!f Siinbury
Broa.dcasting; Corp.,' from the Sunbury It6mi to George
W. Beck, Ba^s^ A. Beck and Harry K. Haddohi
Tennessee: WSIX, WSIX, Inc.; iJashviUe; granted increa^se iti, d^y poAver from 100 to 250- watts> make
bhahges in (equipmeiit.
Texas; 'The: Enterprise Co., BeaumOnt, application for
hew station -to' be operated on 1350 'kc with -250 watts
hightsi 500 watts days, dismissed ait applicant'^ riequest;
ItFJZ, Fort Worth Broa;dcasters, Inc., Fort Worth,
denied petition requestihig. reconsideration and grant,
without a hearing' the appliqatiOin for. transfer of control to Mrs. Ruth G. Itooseveltj; .IkJ^RO, Rogers Lacey,
Lbiigyiew,' granted authority; to transfer control of
corporation td James R. Curtlis.
Washington: KRKO,. Lee E. Mudgett, Everett, application! for power boqst from 50 wat^, sharing with
KEEN, Seattle, to 100 watt's nights, 250 watts days, un.'
limited, dismissed at' request' of applicant..
"

CHARLES iSABiN
VIVIENNE SEGAL

MANACEMPNT

Af^TISTS

'

"

:

,

![Iiiy$..6rily,'dismissed'at

.

•

.

,

'

IT Eait

Mew Tork
':

.4»h street.
Tel. -MU.

t'lW

'

in'«

WBAL's Heavy Coverago
Baltimore, Sept.

WBAL

14.

go in for heavy foot"
during the coming
season."
With si weekly line-up of
important state college games slated
for airinjg every week-end from
Sept. 25 to Nov. 27, the station has
engaged Jake Slagle, former AilAmerican, back, from Princeton,, to
give play-W-play description by reball

will

coverage

,

mote.'
First airing will take place Sept.25,

when

St.

John's and Maryland
an important

cross horns. Game has
local standing.

'!

'

Application -of William' F.Maag, Jr., general manager
of the Youngstowri Vindicatoi', for a $19,000 transmitter
to be operated pn 1420^ kc was smiled- on by the examiner ,af tier ascertaining that Jhe- local station WKBN,
operating with 'specified hours, was the only other
transmitter setiing down a signal of 10 millivolt .meters
per^contour in the Youngstown area.
Counsel for Maa^ were Ben S. Fisher and John W>
'

PROGRAM

•

•

KendaU.

j

kVOX,

Minnesota]

their

'

area.

"~

'

i

C.

,

Loiilatana: fCALB; Alexahdfiai Broadcasting Co:, Inc.,
Alekandtia, granted day power increase from 100 to 250

n-iiiWfM.wj

Both stations will retain
dividual identities.

'

t[uest of ckpjilicants,

.

.

Americas, since nearly all are shoitwavers. It operates on 200 watts.
station has 300 watts andi
operates on a short-wave band.

Other

•

University was' represented by Paul M. Segal, George
and Chatles I. Denechaud.
Mexico: Turn-down for a new 500 watt daytime
fstation^ for Las Cruces, was indicated by the report of
Examiner Hill, recommending commish dehial of Earle
Yates' application for a transmitter to. opersite oriOSOkc.
Based lairgely upon the alleged difficulty of obtaining
local talent for the proposed station, pjus the fact that
ah application for a station at El Paso, Tex., tor operation on 940 kc is outstanding, Hill nixed the plea.
'Economic use' of the 930 kc frequency would not be
sufficient in the arei proposed to be served. Hill found.^
Yates, at present manager- of. KGKL; San Angelo,Tex., and also a managing dlrectojr of the West Texas
Broadcasting System and director of the Texas Broadcasting Association, engaged Arthur W. Scharfeld aiid
'.
Philip G. Loubks a^.lxis legal representatives.
Ohloj Daytime smallie for .Youngsjtown was okayed
by Examiner John !P. Btamhall, who found that a definite need for additional service existed in the proposed

.

City, Sept. 14,

Radio Victor (HP5K) and Radio
(HP5A) have merged for th«'
purpose of covering the entire South
and Central American airwaves via
long and short wave transmission.
.Victor is a long-wave station and
one of the very few in the lower
Estrella

"

New

'

'

'

•

S. Sftiith

•

station'

granted.'

'

papers, Inci, Salinas, corrimiish directed thdt action setBroadting application pf KDON; Mohterey Peninsula
qasting Co., Del Mohte, and the Salinas Newspapers,
stricken;
inc., Salinks, for oral argument on Oct. 21 be
cancelled oral argument on Salinas Newspapers, Inc^
scheduled for Sept., 23, and dismissed with prejudice
application of newspaper group for a new station on
1390 kc' with 250 watts, days' only (KDON arguhient
will.be heard Sept. 23. as scheduled).
Connecticut: Travelers Broadcasting Service Corp.,
Hartford, denied petition fo 'recon'si4er and grant without heariris applications, for assignment of license for

organ-

•

and

Panama

Louisiana: Juice-jump from 10 to 50 kw for WWL,
New Orleans, was green-lighted by Examiner Hill.
Jesuit college licensee—Loyola University—proved to
the satisfaction of the examiner that it was well-heeled,
waving a $4,180,187 financial statement to shoo away
any doubts that it was incapable of building a new
$118,000 transmitter. While slight interference, during
late afternoon hpur?, might .bother WKAR, East Limsing, Mich., Hyde pointed out that 'niorie of the other
stations located in New Orleans render satisfactory service throughout the area shown, as the extended service
area of WWL, should its application for 50 ikw be

Washington, Sept. 14.
Arkansas: KLRA, Arkansas Broadcasting Co., Little
Rock, application to boost day power from 2Ms kw to 5
use, dismissed
k'w, install directional antenna for night

,

^

WASHINGTON DOCKET

F.C.C.'S

Dept. in Selznick Agency

[
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;

.

,

.

PLANNINC

,

,

Pennsylvania:' Nix for the Philadelphia Radio Broad-,
casting Co.. Philadelphia, was recommended by .Examiner R. H. Hyde, after examining jplea for a special
broadcast station to be operated on 1570 kc.with 1 kw.
Examiner's disapproval- 'was based pn the doubtful
motived of the butflt and on the general, indeflnitenessof their 'plan' of procedure.'. Quartet acting, as main
promoters of the broadcast company were H. B. Hoyt,
industrial .engineer; Hi S» Gilhams, cracker manufacturer; I. W. 'Bickley, wholesale, butter and: egg. dealer,
and G. Leonard Corily, bakery owner. According to;
Hyde, 'the project' appears to be essentially a business
enterprise for profit in so far 'si's the' financial support
of thfe 9hief sponsor^ is concernedi and not an experimental pr-oject thiit -Would be prosecuted reasonably,
independent of the income derived for corhmercial
^

.

-

'

,

••

I

.

.

I

.1

r

lli^

EXAMINERS' REPORTS

DONNA DAE
I

M

I

It

I

>

M.M.I Ml

I

COLLEGE

^

California: Flyer of Warren B. Worcester, grandson
of a U. S. Steel Corporation tycoon, as prospective,

1

Chic

INN.

ig.,

owner of a San Diego broadcast station, was temporarily stymied by an unfavorable report by Examiner
George H. Hill.
Seeking! a hew transmitter, to be operated on 1400
kc with 250 watts nights, 1 kw days^ Worcester was
inforined, that his application would cause seyere interferencie to Ki)6N, Del iMonte, and to ^^KLP, Ogden,
.irtah, in the ^vent that pending applications of the
existing 'stations should be granted.'' Examiner also
pointeid out that' no real ne^d' for.a new Station exr
-
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isted, since Citlifomia already has 53 broadcast stations
operating in the state, with 38 applications for new,

additional,
action.

ACES
ANA

C

I

different

facilities,

awaiting

corhmish

Worcester, who jplanned to liquidate part of a
$14^,000 trust fund to finance the proposed transmitter,
retained Ben S. Fisher and Charles V. Wayland as
counsel.
Ullilois: Application of Abraham Plotkin, Chicago,
for a special broadcast station to be operated on 1570
kc with i kw, was recommended for dismissal with
prejudice by Examiner R. H. Hyde. Plotkin, according
to the examiner's report, failed to appear for heai'ing
and submitted no evidence in support of his' applica.

BROADCAS TING

7T H Y E A R FOR
BLACKETT • SAMPLE
H U M M E R T, INC.

oi*

.

N

tion.

'

advertising.'

'

'Ben 'S. Fisher represiented the Philadelphia group.
IVest Virginia: Apparent discirepa^cies in the application of the George W. Taylor Co., Inc., for a daytimis
smallie to be operated on 1370 kc at Williamson lied
to a recommendation for denial by Examiner Robert L.
Irwin. Fact that a stenographer in the office of the
attorney appearing on applicant's behalf acted as notary in the faking of depositions'.was frowneid on by
the" examiner, who also voiced' his suspicions that the
plea- had been made with the intent of transferring
control of the proposed station to individuals not appearing in the capacity of applicants.
George W. Taylor. Co., Inc., was represented at the
hearing by Frank Stollenwerck.
Wisconsin: Renewal of license of WKBH, La Crosse,
and ti-ansfer.of control of the corporation, was recom'

.

mended

by' Examiner HiU after much unscrambling
of apparent irregularities in the disposal of stock.
Without benefit "of the Communications Commission,
present nominal owner of the station,. J. C. Callaway,
was found to have disposed" of, 255 shares of stock to
the proposed transferee, Harry Dahl.
Blocks of the
same stock' were then sold by Ofto M. Schlabach, attorney for Dahl," to. business interests on the cqmr
munity 'tp establish confidence and good will among
.~
the people .of La Crosse.':
Since the stock contracted to be sold to Dahl is still
be in* held in the pfTice of the corporation, subject to
commish approval, and 'since the parties involved declared themselves totally ignorant of commish requirements- regarding, stock transactions, Hill decided that
there" had been -no evidence of concealment or lack of
good faith' in the deal." He also pointed out that refusal
to renew WKBH. license would 'deprive the La Crosse
area of the meritorious service now being rendered it.'
•
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Radio dramatization rights to Rex
Stout's series of 'Nero Wolfe' mysnovels and stories are being
offered.
Columbia Picts has made
two features based on the detective

tery

character-,
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NBC NETWORK

GUS VAN
STAGE

Per.

-

SCREEN

Mgt.:

- RADIO
AL BORDE

Central Booking Office, Inc.
54 W. Btindolph, St., Chicago, 111.

'

HENRY BUSSE
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Completing First Year for

MAR-O-OIL
NBC

Blue Network Coast-to-Coast
Sunday Morning at 10:45

(BAGGLEY, HORTON & HOYT AGENCY, CHICAGO)
Also Broadcasting Nightly From

CHEZ PAREE, CHICAGO

(Third Year)

14.

Newlyweds-to-be will be miked on

pure

WJAY series of interviews
sponsored by the Lewis Jewelry Co.
Program titled 'Marriage License
Romances,' will feature, interviews
with couples about to be wed.
new

Blue Network, Mon, to Fri. 11 a.m.
Red Network, Mon. to Fri. 3:45 p.m.

DST
DST

COAST TO COAST
COMI'TON AnVKItTISINC Ai:KSCY
BLDG., NEW YORK CITY

ED WOLF— RKO

peddling

NEWLYWED INTERVIEWS

EART-THROBS

^Ai^Y

• •

is

&

I

'''^'^^

Peterson

Cleveland, Sept.

by Ivory Soap

'

which has never been on

'Wolfe' for the ozone, on a deal with
Farrar
Reinhart, publishers oSe the
novels.

RADIO'S

AUGHTER JeARS

'-

the air.

Donald

'

,

WBKH, which operates on, 1380 kc with 1 kw, was
represented by Clarence C. Dill and James W.- Gum,
who a\so acted for the transferee..
'

JANE

III
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JACQUES

,

Would Air Nero Wolfe

By

,

jiiii

'

•

Marcus of Jay & Co., Detroit
agency handling the account, is in
charge of producing the new feaLeslie

ture.

AND

D'ARTEGA

HIS

ORCHESTRA
JELLO
7:00-7:30— NEC

!

RADIO
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Indianapolis,

THAT

550

fused over the scheduled appearance .of Greyhound, na-

when WIRE approached them
on a remote web pickup of the
affair.

Washington, Sept.

14.

tha.t. use of the 550 kc.
frozen under policies deribfeon
signed to prqt^ct the Navy and bulwark the national defense, was issued last week by the Federal Communications Commission to head off

Reminder
is,

a driv?. of licensees, in .this berth for
betteV

"f acih'tl'es.

concern
attributed
to
Falsely
about international affairs and war
thr<!ats, the official Commish memorandum again warned, that no sta•

tion

on

,550

can use more than 1

kw

kw

days, and that no
nights or .5
transmitter i. in this category near
th^ seacoast <;pn gain more juice or
longer hoiirs wlthput approval of
the

Navy Department

Prodder

that,

s^iid

while excep-

NBC nixed it on the alibi
that it already had some sort
of pickup from greyhound (dog)
tracks set up for a remote from
to pick

State. Mutual agreed
up the remote, and went

ahead with iall plans, including the usual teletype loggings,
etc.
At the conclusion of the
teletype
interchange. Mutual
asked; 'By the ,^Yay, what is
Greyhound, a dog or a horse?'
Final laugh was enjoyed by

weatherman when

-downpour
deluged the track and the race

was

called

KOIL STARTS ON

NEW

POWER ALLOTMENTS
Omaha,
Station

KOIL

aired

Sept. 14.

inaugural

its

-

1

kw;

5-kw;
1

1
1

KSD,
KFYR,

Louis,
^isnikrck,

St.

,

v

N.

kw-5
D.,

.

kw WDEV, Waterbiiry,
and WSVA, Harrisonburg,
»

1

kwrS kw; WKRC, Cincinnati,
kw-5 kw; KOAC, Corvallis, Ore.,
kw; KTSA; Sah' Ahbnio, 1 kw•

500;
Va,, 500.

Vt.,

Purpose Jof the policy is to minimize interference with'.'~ridval communications and^ to hold to a minimum possible" interference with
marine distre^s> signals,, which are
sent on the 500 kc band.

tion.

Amplifier is capable of handling
four
microphones simultaneously
and was first tried out at the National Air Races.

Don Lee s Coast

Washington, Sept.

14.

Encouragement to broadcasters
toying with the idea of satellite and
booster stations is held out in a
formal decision of the Federal Communications Commission granting
WLLH,^ Lowell, Mass., permission to
engage in experimental synchronization to extend its coverage.
dating
16
Controversy
back
months was settled in July when
FCCi took favorable action on the
Merriniac Broadcasting Co.'s plea
for a franchise for a satellite plant
operating on 1,370 with variable
power ranging fpm 10 to 100 watts.
.In its fihial explanation of reasons
for the action, released last week,
Commish declared it was
the
prompted by the testimony of com'petent engineers that existing data
is 'wholly insufficient' to determilne
the effect of synchronous operation
,

24 Swings Into
Line on Sept. 26
Los Angeles, Sept.

Pertnit to

SateDite Station;

WHK

off.

by an applicant within broadcast on its new daytime power
300 miles of the shoreline must be allotment of 5,000 watts yesterday
accompanied by a lyritten endorse- (13). with the Musical Clock at 7
ment of naval authorities, while a.m.
Henceforth station is on new
pleas by persons 300 to 500 miles inland will be referred to thle' Navy wattage daytime, but clings to its

moved- from the:: ocean tO'Scek better assignments- if they wish. Group
includes KFUO, Clayton, Mo.,' 500-

New,remote fontrol amplifier perfected by E. L. Gove, technical supervisor of
and WJAY, has
been put into service here. It is so
constructed as to reduce tube and
amplifier noises, as well as distor-

a'

tional hours

^
for reaction.,^
Nin% commer^cjial transmitters fall
ftozeft category, although
in the
some of them are sufficiently re-

FCC Grants WLLH a

Try

14.

New York

tions priay. be made in peculiar circ^mstaIlces, there is a 'ban against

allowing. ..a. new transmitter operating on 550 closer than 500 miles
Application for new
to the coast.
transmitter, jpower hoost, or addi-

Cleveland, Sept.

14.

bit con-

tional trotting champion, on the
track of the Indiana State
Fairgrounds last .Friday (10)

FROZEN

IS

Sept,

Networks seemed a

Kt

New AmpKfier

Weatherman Wins

NAVY WARNING

45

VAJtJETY

'

14;

chain's border-to-border On signals of distant stations.
Bay State experiment is novel
coverage along the coast becomes a
reality Sept. 26, when 12 stations in since it involves a duplication of
Washington and Oregon tie in to service over a small area. Previously
the network, swelling the Lee com- most synchronization stunts have
plement of transmitters to 24. It been staged by widely-separated
marks the successful conclusion of a transmitters (WJZ-WBAL, for InObjective of the
campaign of expansion started when stance).
Lewis Allen Weiss took over gen- engineers is to find out whether reeral management of the web for ception in the neighboring municipality of Lawrence, less than 20
Tommy Lee.

WLLH

to Tests

from the simultaneous pperatlon of
two such stations while synchronized, and thus determine on the
basis of the results whether syilchronlzed stations may be located
highly populous 9re9S, afioi:ding
high-grade service witHin their re-

in

spective immediate locations, and
the same time determine what,
any, effect such operation might
have on other stations located on
the same or adjacent frequencies,'
the Commish elaborated.
,

at

.

if

:

'^

MENNEN AGAIN HAS
TAMdilS JURY TRIALS*

.

Don Lee

Boon

Mennen /^ill agaiii sponsor 'Famous Jur:y' Trials' dramatizations,
taking the program

iafter

Ffeenamlnt,

which had optioned, ikis week
dropped the idea.. Last year Mennen bankrolled, the show weekly;
ov^r Mutual; this year only two Mutual staitions, WOR and WGN, will
carry on Monday nights, 10-10:45
These broadcasts will be rep. m.
peats of the Wednesday spreads, 99:45 p. m. over the WLW-Line,
through Transamerican, which will
air over WLW, WFIL, PhUly, and

miles away, can be improved by KWK, St. Louis.
New affiliates are:
Program went on the WLW-Line
Washington: KOL, Seattle; .KOMO, stepping up signals via a booster
Tacoma; KIT, Yakima; KPQ,. Wen- station situated 10 miles from the after WLW announced It could not
Lowell transmitter.
clear the tlnie for the Monday night
proved location of transmitter, and atchee; KVOS, Bellingham; KXRO,
Explanation
Mutual ride. Program, as last year,
new type of aerial, engineers have Aberdeen; KFIO, Spokane.
Oregon: KGY, Olympia; KSLM,
V^ith a note that the experiment will be produced at WLW;'
estimated the station will double its
'Trials' will start season with a
KALE, Portland; KORE, is in keeping with provisions of the
night coverage and quadruple its Salem;
Shelley
Eugene; KRNR, Roseburg.
day-listener area.
Communications Act, which compel new scripter, Sam Baker.
Bruce Wallace of the promotion ^ Also linked with the chain is the Commish to encourage new uses Stark, who formerly churned out the
department and Bob Cunningham KIEM, Eureka, Calif. KOL withdrew of radio, the decision cited evidence Cppy, joins Benton & Bowles agency
of the program department, working from its Coliunbia affiliation to take indicating that the densely-popu- next week, and hence "must Sever
lated area of Lawrence would re- connection with the program, which
with Manager John Henry, have on the Don Lee-Mutual signature.
handled by. the Kiesewetter
First contract signed by Weiss for ceive a greatly improved signal,, is
more or less devoted the current
week to celebration and observance the full net was with Alka Seltzer, adding 110,000 to the \^LLH audi- agency.
Program begins next Wed. (22)
which extends its Newspaper of the ence.
of the power increase.
Air up and down the coast for a
'Through the simultaneous opera- with the first airing over the WLWand year. Time sale Involved around tion of the two stations, the power Line.
Stroud
Twins
(Clarence
output of the satellite station being
Claude) guest on the Vallee show $250,000.
Key station, KHJ, will send out a varied, it wiil be possible to deterEvelyn Br»unst«ln, 13-year-old
tomorrow (Thursday) night. Currently playing the Rainbow Room, gala program of welcome on night rnine whether additional interfer- singing find, Is now being featured
ence would result at distant points regularly over KONO, San Antonio.
of tiein.
N. Y.

former

By

assignment nights.
RCA equipment, im-

l,000-.w.

use of

new
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.
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FEATURE OF ITS

unusual opportunity to con-

enjoys the potent plus of a visual

tact a vast special audience in

audience which attends broad-

the Philadelphia market for less

casts in the luxurious.

than $100 a week

Auditorium Studio. Model

This
its

!

featui'e progi-am,

finest

A unique

kind anywhere, has been

medium

dises as well

1933.

product

.

•

,

sis

that merchant

advertises

your

includes sampling,

at-

demonstrations and displays.

listenership, the advertiser

Write for further information.

In addition to a tremendous

kome

kit-

chen right on the stage!

of

securing remarkable results for
advertisers since

WCAU

50,000
ROBERT

WATTS PHILADELPHIA
•
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STREET, COMMERCIAL MANAGER

.

MUSIC

VARIETY
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Makes Good

Last Week s 15 Best SeDers

$25,000 Pic
Des Moines, Sept. 14.
Jack Little's appearance at
the,Tromcir ballroom was billed as
Little

Chore for WB; $2-a-Nile 3 Mos. Ago

'Homecoming

Iowa's

for

My Cabin of Drean)s
^Whispers' in the Dark

Winona at the union scale of $155 a
Minneapolis, Sept. 14.
week. It's their second professional
Freddie Fisher's corny, clowning
engagement and they were a smash
•Schnickellritz' band, Northwest out- hit from the start, packing the estabfit that has scored quite a success at
lishment nightly. Club never has adlourth-rate Midway Gardens nitery vertised in newspapers or otherwise
has signed a film contract with War- and neither it nor the band ever
ner Bros, for one film at $5,000 a employed a press agent. Until reweek for five weeks, or a total of cently band didn't even broadcast.
Agreement also gives pro- But word-of -mouth boosting and
$25,000.
ducers an option for five more pic- gratis newspaper nad other plugging kept it very much in the limetures at increases.
This organization of smalltown light.
Up to a few weeks ago the MidNorthwest youths was working for
$2-a-night each in a Winona, Minn., way Gardens, despite the terrific
nitery less than six months ago. Two crowds continued its extremely low
othar major producers were nego- prices for food and beverages and
tiating with outfit when Rockwell- had no minimum or cover charges.
O'Kcafe cinched the deal for V/'ar- Thcji it instituted a 25c couvert
New contract which the Songwhich now has been boosted to 50c writers Protective Ass'n is asking- its
ners in the band's behalf.
- Fisher
and his five farmer boys per person. With band working on
sign exclusively with

Sailboat in the Moonlight

cams
•iiiijiiniii

Midway Gardens from 40%

ihto(
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A New

Hit on the Horizon

ONCE

A WHILE

IN

publishers was scored as a serious
ing food and beverages, its- take the
threat to the financial structtire of
week before last, for example, was the publishing industry in a letter
In face of second tilt in
$1,150.
sent out Monday (13) by Harry Fox,
admission
fact
and
cover charges
gen. mgr. of the Music Publishers
now is by reservation only, club is Protective Ass'n.
Circular,
adsold out three weeks in advance.
members, analyzed
dressed to
Band's contract runs to Oct. 31 and
the legal implications of the SPA
upon its completion it Afrill go into contract form and concluded with
New York night spot' for two months the
assertion that the SPA, by albefore departing for Hollywood.
locating to itself the various meWhile playing at Orpheum here,
chanical rights, had broken faith
Rudy Vallee visited Gardens twice with
publishers.
and was So impressed with band's
Fox's letter pointed out that the
possibilities he announced he'd put
SPA, by its own contrived contract
it
on his radio hour immediately
form, retains every right but the
after its arrival in New York.
publishing and small rights, and that
The sudden and meteoric rise to
even the clause 'radio rights' might
fame has dazed and bewildered the
be eventually stretched to apply to

.'t',\i

Music,

(nc.

boy? and their manager, E. T. Christ'man, Decca record man, who landed
his present job as a token of gratitude for having the outfit msike waxings while they still were playing
in Winona and hadn't yet created
any furor. Before he signed with
Warners Fisher was telling everybody he wished he were back in
Winona. He and the boys didn't
wish to travel, he told everybody,
because they're all married and 'it
costs a lot of dough to travel.' Prior
to the Warner deal FisSer and the
other band members signed five-year

contracts to stick together.
Schnickelfritz band will fly to N.Y»
Sept. 23 to appear on Vallee's radio
program of Sept. 24. Group will be
Si
missing from Midway Gardens nitery
for two nights during its big town

Vorkll
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SONG

FAVORITES

FROM

Looks Like Rain
Eyes

,

Moon Got in My
I Know Now
Stardust on the

.
^

,

Moon

lisher.

Attention is also called to a provision in the SPA agreement which
has the publisher acknowledging the
validity of the membership agreement of the writers with the SPA,
as well as the effectiveness and validity of Article IX in the SPA's bylaws. In signaturing such an agreement, said Fox's letter, a publisher
will be stopped from contesting in
court the validity of the SPA set-

.Yours and Mine
t Indicates

LEVINSON,

and SaiTimy

stage production song. The

Joe Haymes at Masonic Temple

LIVINGSTON, NEE

J.

Scranton, Pa., Sept.

Tops
Jerry Levinson, song writer, is organizing his own orchestra with a
ly

name

Livingston

to

Rockwell-O'Keefe will man-

The New RKO Musical

Paul Whiieman Sets

''The Life of the Party"

Tour of Oae-Niters

With This Great Score
By MAGIDSON and WRUBEL

Paul Whiteman exits the Casa
Manana, Ft. Worth, Sept. 28 and will
be routed for a one-niter jaunt by

Let's Have Another

CRA.
Tour opener

is

Cigarette

Sylvan tieach. La

Porte, Tex.; Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City, for three days; National
ballroom, Amarillo, Tex. Fox theatres in Salina,
Hutchinson and
Wichita, Kans., follow, and then the
band moves west to Salt Lake City,
Denver and the Pacific slope.

Coast Music Gets

Roses
The

writers 60% of such royalties.
Described by Fox as unfair and
arbitrary is the provision in the
SPA contract which cancels any
agreement with the publisher in the
event there is a default continuing
for a period of 10 days. This, he
said, might operate as a forfeiture

Fairi)

Frank Loesser and Manninff Shetwin
From Bobby Breens RKO Radio Picture MaHe a Wish"

MAKE A WISH
(Louis Alter. Paul Webster and Oscar Straus)
Walter Wanoer'i; Prodiirtion "52nd Street"

STILL LOVE TO KISS YOU GOODNIGHT
I'D

LIKE TO SEE

The Party

Yankee Doodle Band

New

Sacramento, Sept.

Won't

Sin

Foundation will promote musical
production including grand opera.
Trustees include Jack W. Hardy,
Oscar A. Triplett, James Cairns and
D. W. Pierce, all of Los Angeles.

Chirp A Little Ditty

Irving Berlin, ine
799 Seventh

HARRY

Ave.,

LINK, den.

New

Music Notes
Major Edney Ridge, manager of
WBIG in Greensboro, N. C, is
doubling as manager of Lowenburg
Moore's 12-piece band and is booking

it

FLASHES
ANNOUNCING
A NEW BAIXAD

for the southeast.

"THERE'S MUSIC

Egbert Van Alstyne guest of h6nor
on WLW-NBC program Sunday,
which was based on his 'Shade of

nothing the writers can do about asserting any rights against the SPA
during the full term of the copy-

'College Follies of 1938.'

SAMOA OF SAMOA

right.

Fox added

that it would be economic suicide, for publishers to
adopt, this^ contract form, which is
contrary to the o;le that the writers
had previously agreed to use in
dealing with publishers.
Fox also
voices, the opinion that the SPA is
seeking to perpetuate itself at the
expense of both writers and pub-

IN

the Old Apple Tree.'

Columbia bought two

By the Ace Writers
ditties

JOSEPH McCarthy

for

and

They are
'The Paper Says Rain,' by Sam Pokand Nat Lief, and 'You're My
Heaven on Earth,' by Pokrass, Phil
Baker and Charles Tobias.

JAJyiES

rass

:

HANLEY

Destined for Peak
Popularity!

SAM FOX

PUBLISHING COMPANY

Burton Lane and Ralph Freed
completed 'Born to Swing' and 'Love
(Continued on page 62)
.

MY HEART,
CHERIE"

fc^

jL

l]SO SIXTH AVENUt
HCADuiLOiNC RADIO CITY
NEW YORK
•dm

lishers.

The Year's Greatest Production Score

A Novelty Sensation from

JOINER RAY AND BAND

The Hit* from the Great American Musical Romance

(Glis

Mid-West

Kalm. Wayne King and Burke Bivens)
Century-Fox Production "Life Begins

in

Atlanta, Sept. 14.
'Freckles' Ray, gangling erstwhile
of 'Our Gang' comedies, and

College

SWEET VARSITY SUE
(Charles Tobias. A! Lewis and Murray Mencher)

LEO FEIST,

Inc.,

1629 Broadway,

"VIRGINIA-

START ON STIX TOUR
member

the 20th

York

Prof. Mgr.

(Walter Bullock and Harold Spina)

the

1

14.

some instances.
Also, by this agreement, SPA forecloses the writers from asserting any
claims to the mechanical rights until the rights to the composition revert to the latter under the standard
contract.
By. such denial there is

JOSEPHINE
Fron-i

December

In

Life Of

Champion in L. A. C of C

tiie

LOVELY ONE

Frorr

Music Business

age.

in

I

(lie

Gone With The Wind

new

the

for

n

MY CABIN
OF DREAMS

to an NBC tieup. Was formerpianist with Art Landry's and
Paul Tremaine's bands.
Newcomer maestro is responsible
for writing 'Darkness on the Delta,'
'It's the Talk of the Town,'- 'Under a
Blanket of Blue.' He's changing his

view

calling.

18.

A LEADER

Articles of incorporation have been

up.

.Remick
Marks
Robbins

,

Indicates filmusical song,
others are pops.

Morris
Select

,

'.

FEIST

THAT OLD FEELING
Browi-'

broadcast performing rights. With
the contract also assigning television
rights to the SPA, this right as well
as the broadcast performing right
can become the property of the SPA
and totally out of proprietory and
administrative bounds of the pub-

Zlnn Arthur orchestra
engagement Sept. 11 at the Hickory gross fees collected for synchronizaLodge, Larchmont, N. Y.
tion and transcription licenses. This,
he said, ignores the administrative
expenses of the licensing bureau of
the MPPA and imposes an additional
obligation on the part of the pub-'
lisher, and is equivalent to granting

Fro-r Walter Wanger-'s 'Vogues of '926"

(Lew

Harms
Miller

....Witmark

flledwWith the secretary of state here
Enongh Is Enough
Fox said that he thought the SPA for a music foundation sponsored by
was over-stretching itself in stipu- the Los Angeles Junior Chamber of
opened an lating that it receive 50% of the Commerce.

|l
ii

New

sixth Avenue

Feist

.

splash.

iM'Ltei*.

to

i

"You Can't Have Every-

C S
3 =

members

MPPA

This sen-ational score for
Darryl -Tanuck 20th Century-Fox production:

II
is

of club's gross receipts, includ-

.Santly-Joy

Remember Me?.
It

Famous

Hobbins
.Mario
...Crawford

The First Time I Saw You
That Old Feeling
Have You Any Castles, Baby?
Afraid to Dream

Contract;

Threat to Biz

: . . . .

So Rare
Harbor Lights

Fox Scores New

SPA

Berlin

.

.

Famous

Son.'
Little formerly lived in Waterloo,
la. He launched his musical career
here as a part of the radio team of
Little and Small, but did not form a
band until he left the city.

New

York

his

16-piece orch and vaude company, are preparing to start out on
the hinterland circuit.

Ray and his outfit played two
dance dates at the Shrine Mosque
here and made an appearance at a
local department store, where Gov.
E. D. Rivers extended an official
welcome. Ray is a member of the
Junior C. of C, Eagles, Lions, Rotary, Kiwanis and Exchange Clubs
and never lacks for sponsors.

Score

MOW at Radio City's Center, l^ew Yorl<
by ARTHUR SCHWARTZ and ALBERT STiLLMAN

YOU AND KNOW
AN OLD FLAME NEVER DIES
GOOD-BYE JONAH
IF YOU WERE SOMEONE ELSE
I

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

•

799 7th Ave.,

New

York

'

7
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)
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DORSEY^ PALS AGAIN

Harry Fox Urges Licensing Bureau

For Discs, Warns of Perils to Come
Harry Fox, gen. mgr. of the Music
last
publishers' Protective Ass'n,

Most Played on Air

week urged the members to handle
rights
phonograph record
their

Comhinea plugs on WEAF,
WJZ and WAMC are computed
for the week irom Sunday

'through a central licensing bureau,
avoid imperiling
if they wanted to

income from transcriptions.
o£ such a central
bureau. Fox declared, has been made
Imperative by the maneuvers of phoi

through Saturday (Sept.
So K»re

their

Establishment

nograph record manufacturers to

li-

cense radio stations.
Out that, under the
V Fox pointed
present form of Contract or licenses
which publishers isdue to the phono-

companies, the former are
powerless to prevent the recorders
from doing anything tiiey choose
If the pxxhsr want
Witii- their discs.
to Continue io. control the; use of their
(Copyrights in radio, the whole li-r
censing system foT phonograph records will have to be. reshaped," Under the present setup there is nothsaid Fox, to, prevent the phonograph record manufacturers from
collecting fees from broadcasters and
other users, without first consulting
^h6 'copyright (Jwner about his. share

graph

5-11.;

(Bobbins)

Know Now

""I

of the proceeds. Contracft now existing between publisher and manufacturer restricts the former's income
to a royalty of 2c. per recorded number and contains no provisions circumscribing how and where the record is to be sold or performed.
It a Fox's opinion that the publishers are leaving themselves wide
open. for losses in the transcription
ifLeld by failinj^ to recognize the need
contract for
'.at a revised, .uniform
.phonograph records. Transcription
.manufacturer^, who pay much larger
roynlty fees for their music, will not
be able to compete with the .phonofgraph record manufacturers when it
comes to doing business with sta'

Castles,

(HarmB)
*Whlsp«rs in the
(Famona)

Dark

Baby

<Felst)

Me?

""ItenKmber

(Wltmark)

*Your« and Mine

Seems

Knapp's Widow Sues

ago.

(ko. Olsen for $5,450

Dorsey Bros, band, during the final
weeks of their career a couple of
years ago, saw the co-leaders not
George Olsen, who took over the
speaking to one another..
Each late Orville Knapp's orchestra for
stepped out on his own, and while his present 'music of tomorrow' orfeaturing the same style of music, ganisiation, is being sued by Gloria
each clicked individually.
(Grafton) Knapp, widow of the
bandman, for $5,450. Songstress alleges a deal between Aug. 1, 1936,
and Dec. 7, 1936, calling for the
above sum in exchange for the good
will of the Knapp band, plus such
physical properties as a Hammond
electric
organ and case, lobby
frames and displays, 80 orchestrations, spotlights and other merchandise.

Cabin of Dreams
(Berlin)

"MooB.Got

My

in

Eyes

(Select)

Dream

""Afraid to
(Miller)

Me, Myself and

I
(Words and Music)

Stardust

Moon

the

.on

(Marks)

"Stop Breaking

My

Heart

(Famous)
,

So

Many Memories

.

(Shapiro)

Harbor Ughts
(MarlD)
(Popular)
I
(Bobbins)

Know
Tou

"Loveliness of
•

(Miller)

"First

.

Time

Saw Ton

I

(Santly-Joy)

In a Carolina

Town

(Crawford)

Moonli^iit en the

Highway

(Morris)

Caravan
(Exclusive)

One Rose

in

My

Heart

(Shapiro)

*Tou've Got Something There
* Indicates filmusical song.
t

Production Number.

ASCAP'S NEB. APPEAL

ARGUED; DECISH RES'D

Nebraska's

was held

MCA

WB

MCA

MAURICE COES OVffi

FOR

.

ture house. For years ASCAP itself
has been under the impression that
this, use might be regarded as a
grand right if the Issue were brought
Olsen has been touring with this to a showdown in
the courts. Under
combo after disbanding his old Judge Leibells' finding the performBaltimore, Sept. 14.
orch. He will be the dance feature ance
of a work by a member of the
Strike of local musicians against
International Casino,
new
at
the
French performing rights society in
hotels because of refusal of the latN. Y., when it opens Friday (17)- an American film
theatre licensed by
ter to agree to closed shop as a
Olsen is also a" partner therein.
ASCAP is as much as a small right
requisite for private rentals took on
as that deriving from the copyright
added heat this week, with local
of an ASCAP member.
hostelries filling jobs with out-ofJudge Leibell's ruling further establishes that
town non-union combos.
a French writer who transfers his
One hotel announced its orchestra
rights to the French society does hot
as 'direct from the Edgewater Beach
make any reservations and thereby
Hotel, Chicago' in ad «pace. Union
prevents him or any assignee from
quickly retaliated by running an ad
bringing any outside claims.
with a reprint of a telegram from
The
transfer is an absolute one and is
the Edgewater Beach management
controlled by any society with which
stating that no such orchestra had
ever played the spot.
the French group Is affiliated.
Hotel men have set up an employCogniat claimed that he had ob-.
Salzburg, Sept.^.
tained an assignment of the rights
ment bureau to supply non-union
Mozart's 'Magic Flute' was the
tooters for affairs on rental, and the
to the compositions, 'Don Rigo' and
wind-up show of this year's most
music imion in turn is co-operating
Then Salzburg 'Vers L'Horizon,' from the French
successful season.
with local caterers and halls in linwent to sleep again, to awaken next composer Mercier and that the proing up affairs usually slated for hosducers of the 'Gobfeytone News Reel'
year.
Musicians claim several
telries.
As soon as Toscanini put down his had violated his (Cogniat's) rights
switches to country clubs and halls
under the transfer by not obtaining
baton, workers began demolishing
of some important social functions
necessary/ license. With the aid
that part of the festival house, the
for which name bands had been
which is to be reconstructed for next of ASCAP, Julian T. Abeles, counsel
prior
booked in advance,
to the
for Loew's, Inc., one of whos? houses
year.
strike.
Vienna showed the film in question, obtained
directed
the
Toscanini
Unusual angle in connection with Philharmonic orchestra in a Brahms information from the French society
the strike is the effect of it on name concert. The seldom-played 'Liebes disclosing that Mercier had previbands booked for a local stage ap- Lieder' waltzes were the high spots. ously assigned the rights of all his
pearance who will be unable to obAn English string quartette won works to that group and that his
tain hotel accommodations because of honors in
the Mozartieum. Boyd contract with the French society
'unfair' rating against all down-town
Neel's quartette played modern Brit- specifically Included performances
caravansaries.
First to experience ish composers. Sold out.
by film.
the ban will be Ina Ray Hutton and
But in peaceful Salzburg there was "Judge Lelbell's finding covers 27
orch, which is slated for the Hippo- one final big row between Toscanini pages but most of the comment deals
drome, local combo house, week of jind Furtwaengler.
Toscanini told with the business relations between
Sept. 17.
the German to stay out of Salzburg Cogniat and' Don Malkames, one
Local niteries are strengthening and look after his own Bayreuth of those concerned with the productheir dance set-ups and advertising festivals,
Furtwaengler is not the tion of the short subject under disaccordingly.
sort of a fellow who would take pute. Malkames had claimed that he
They fought had paid Cpgniat„$l()0 for, thf use
orders from anyone.
it out verbally in the lobby of a of the .tunes in the film, with the
Frisco Office
hotel and then left, Toscanini south latter .contending, that, the money
to Italy, Furtwaengler north to. Ger- had been for pn jentirejy different
San Francisco, Sept. 14.
purpose. The court held that MalMusic Corporation of America is many.

BALTO

.

FIGHT

IT

OUT

YEARS

.

MCA's

opening a local office.
Will be headed by Lyal Thayer,
with Larry Barnet associated. MCA
sending both men in from the Los
Angeles office.

kames had proved

Akst

Harry

and

Sidney

that,

'I'll

Robbins and Bregman Tell Dreyfus

That Tbey re Realy

All for tlie

SPA

Max Dreyfus invited Jack Robbins companies, would be OK with the
and Jack Bregman to luncheon as film .corpor.ation.
Robbins' balking at ASCAP is an
getting the Robto
and
nothing to do with

merits.
Other defendants were the Consolidated Amuse. Enterprises, Universal
Film fixchanges, George
Cochrane, Morris S, Trqpp, the 981
Eighth Avenue Corp,, and the Woodside Operating Co.

DICK POWERS OFF

.

preliminary

bins-Feist-Miller

INVESTIGATE

has

old issue,

(Metro-controlled

Malkames

Clare had properly acquired the 'right to
use
the
tunes
and that since
the exhibiting theatre had been duly
licensed by ASCAP, the proper assignee of Mercier's rights in this
country, there "waa no alternative
but to dismiss the complaint, on its

Settle for Love* and
'Don't Throw Kisses' for 20th-Fox's
'Big Town Girl.:
cleffed

TO
RHUMBA

SPA, because Robbing has long ob.

group's assurance of re-signing with
ASCAP in 1940 for a term of 10
years.

Robbins and Bregman

as-

sured the veteran Dreyfus that (1)
they have no ideas of disrupting
ASCAP arid that (2), it's long been
a basic policy of the Robbins firms
to give songwriters fullest considera-

jected to the self-perpetuating board
within the Society and the manner
Charging
of royalty distribution.
politics and nepotism. Robbing has
been a frank critic .of the manner
in which ASCAP operates. For one'
thing, an item of $800,000 income
from picture theatres, etc., Robbins

always contended should not have
been pooled with the rest of the
2
music licensing income (radio, cafes,
etc.) because that's a peculiar source
of revenue and his firms contributed
the recently reassuring letter from more than the average publisher
towards the collection of it.
J. T. Abeles, counsel for the Metro
Robbins and Bregrhan, however,
music firms, didn't suffice, although
Abeles stated that Robbins per- assured Dreyfus that they have no
favored the SPA caxise. intention to: create any schism:
sonally
Dreyfus, with Robbins and Metro,What was lacking, from the songsmith's viewpoint, was assurance constitute the three major groups in
Schwartz
Dreyfus, as an individual,
from Metro,
This, however, has ASCAP.
since been explained because of the now' controls Chappell, T. B. Harms
Kern)
and
Crawford.
fact that David Bernstein, v.p. and (Jer.ome
Warjiers
has'
Witmark, Remick and
treasurer of Loew-Metro, and presicoast,
dent of the music pub holdings, was Harms plus a 'piece of T, B. Harms.
yesterday (Tuesday).
Roooo Vocco, general professional
A meeting slated for y^terday
Came into New York Friday for abroad. He got back last week and
J™gr. of the Warner Bros, music
a general business talk with Edwin J. Robert Rubin, for Metro, assured (Tuesday ) at ASCAP was for the
nrms, returned
Bernstein purpose to sound out the re-sigthat, anything
to New York from H. (Buddy) Morris, gen. mgr. of the Robbins
Hollywood Monday (13).
does, as executive head of the music naturlng' accord.
WB publishing group.

TO

and others,
iJL-.
What makes the opinion of particular significance to both the music
and th6 film industries is the construction placed by Judge Leibell on
the class of rights which a French
tune assumes when played in a picInc.,

TOSCYANDFURT

^Smarty

tTou and

Olsen denies in general, and
counters that any negotiation of this
kind must legally be in writing to be

Rights of the American Society of
Composers,' Authors and Publishers
under Its contracts with foreign performing rights societies were considerably reinforced through an opinion
handed down by Judge Vincent L.
Leibell in the N. Y. Federal Court
Monday (13). In this finding Judge
Leibell dismissed an infringement
suit brought by George A. Cognlat
and the United Music Co. against
Universal Pictures, Gem Picture
Productions, Inc., maker of the
'Goofeytone News Reels,' Loew's,

valid.

new law, prohibiting operation of the society in the state,
in federal court last SaturFor the Best, It
day.
Judges A. K. Garden, U. S.
circuit court of appeals, T. C. Mun*
ger and J. A. Donohue of the U. S.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 14.
Mix-up at the
office which district court, took case- under adpulled Vincent Lopez out of an an- visement after hearing testimony.
nounced two-week engagement at the Decision is expected in about six
William Penn hotel proved to be a weeks.
/
ASCAP's testimony attacked the
blessing in disguise for the maestro.
Now-he's bewi booked into Stanley, law as imconstitutional. Louis Tepdeluxer, week of Oct. jl at a oel, Omaha attorney, handling for
salary which will top that he would society, was supplemented by L. D.
have received at the hotel for a fort- Frohlich and Herman Finkelstein,
ni^t.
New York attorneys for ASCAP. DeLopez date at the Stanley would fense is being handled by William J.
have been out had he played the Holtz, Omaha attorney, acting as
Penn only two weeks previous to special attorney for state.
tbat time, so th$ maestro gains by
Nebraska is one of five states
W.
Seems that the hotel, which having measures outlawing the orbooks through MCA, had already ganization and the case is being eyed
-contracted for Orrin Tucker and by several other states, either having
neglected to inform Lopez, measures in legislatures at present
then playing at Saratoga, with his or in- prospect for coming 'sessions.
p.a. in New York deluging the local Similar measures are in effect in
amiisement desks with notices' that Florida, Tennessee, Washington and
Lopez would open here.
Montana.
Stanley booking is a continuation of that house's announced policy to abandon all unit shows in
favor of name bands. Glen Gray is
Like Pa, Like Son
current ^Ith
Dick Stabilfe and
Horace Heidt following in ahead of
With the beginning of the GoldI^pez. Ted Lewis comes back the
week of Oct. 22 for his second en- man band's series of fall concerts at
Kismet Temple, in Brooklyn, Richard
gagement in five months.
Franko Goldman will pick up the
baton as associate conductor of his
father, Dr. Edwin Franko Goldman.
Dr. Goldman has been sole conductor
of the band for 25 years and, in
taking on his son as associate conS-B
ductor, he is virtually establishing a
precedent.
Younger Goldman studied compo^hapiro, Bernstein Co. becomes
wie publishing ally on this side of sition with Pietro Floridia and Nadia
Peter Maurice, London and Paris Boulanger and piano with Ralph
Arm, with the expiration of the lat- Leopold and Clarence Adler. He is
of Columbia University.
ter s contract
with the Chappell Co., an alumnus
Oct. 30.
Louis Bernstein got the
deal under way while in Europe
this summer, but
Art
signatures weren't
exchanged until the past week.
Art Schwartz, head of the Warner
Contract between Maurice afnd
Bros,
music interests on the west
S-B is for two years.
planed back for Hollywood

Hotel Out, but AD's

sey at the Hotel Pennsylvania, N. Y.,
the freres Dorsey, once split because
of professional tiffing, are pals again.
Back of the fraternal amity was the
illness of their father some weeks

<C(iappell)

Omaha, Sept. 14.
Hearing on ASCAP's motion for
an order restraining dnd enjoining

Lojpez Date in Pitt.

With Jimmy Dorsey current at
Loew's State, N. Y., and Tommy Dor^

.

Tou

ASCAFs

Important Ruling Sustains

CONHNIIESIN

(Robblns)

"'Can I Forffet

(Harms)

are charged.

Friendly

Tiffing

HOTEL STRIKE

*That Old Feellnc

.tions, he.feels.

RCA Victor has already undertaken to issue licenses to^operators of
coin-operated machines. With Victor, so far, the move is strictly one
of assuming to protect its control
over the commercial use of its wares.
Licenses are granted, but no fees

Now

.

(Retnlck)

"Have You Any

•

.

Swing Baton BtoAefs
After Years of

4T

tion.

Songwriters Protective Association, "through its president, Irving
Caesar, had looked askance at the
Metro music pub group, and even

-

Pick Powers, special investigator
ASCAP, left last week for Porto
Rico to look over the music situation
there, and thence to Cuba for similar
purpose. Later, .Powers journeys to
Hawaii iEmd the Philippine Islands.
for

While the music licensing services
in all th^^e. island possessions (save
.Cuba, \irhich is An independent republic) are negligible, there has been

enough native music coming out of
all to interest music users.
Cuba, notably, has been, a fertile
source for .rhiimba, conga and danzon
rhythms, and among its "more eminent composers are Ernesto .Lecuona,
Moises Simon, 'Ellseo Grenet.

.

MG

Hyde

West

Musiker

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Alex Hy^de has moved anto the
Metro music departineht on a term
contract as assistant to Nat Finston.
'

.

He formerly .was with Victor recording in Berlin and more recently
affiliated
with the Texaco radio
".

"

hour.'

<

'
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Wednesday, September

BANNER SEASON

JICA

New

Starts

Muny

Dept. for Fairs,

K,

Phllluirmoiile Has
Advance for Concerto

C.

95S,0lt

15,.<

1937

M. C'd Free Music

Petrillo in Chi

Concerts This Sunmier for 3,SOO,000

Record season is planned by the
Kansas City Philharmonic orchesBudget has been considerably
upped chiefly as a result of a name
First such will be
Templetoh, Georges and ^Talna, the guest soloists.
4-5.
Karl
Nonchalants, Jack Waldron, Howard Yehudi Menuhin, Nov.
Krueger,
conductor,
is readying the
Nichels, Olympic Trio, Flying Ontanos, Rufe Davis, Ben Yost, Ames schedule of soloists.
Advance sale is well ahead of last
and Arno, Park anxj Clifford, Pat
been rung up
O'Malley, Rosemary Deering, Edna year, $58,000 having
Opening concerts will be
Sedgwick, Horton Spurr, Tip, Tap so far.
'21-22.
and Toe, Melissa Mason, Edgar Ber- Oct.
gen, Jack Haley, Gertrude Niesen,
Frances Langford and a line of 24
Hollywood ghrls. In addition the
department has also set a complete
Ice Follies show on its own patented

Celebrations, Special Events

tra.

Chicago, Sept.

14.

Music Corp. of America is openIng a new department to be known
as MCA Special Events Prods. Inc.,
which will handle complete booking

'

services for fairs, festivals, municipal
sponsored,
special
celebrations,
events; in both the indoors and out-

doors fields.
This new organizational activity is
an outgrowth of the successful bookof the Michigan Fair in
ing by
Detroit last week, and the Kansas
feUy Jubilesta from Sept. 17-25. Debooking sheet ran approxi*'*>?'K*oit
mately $50,000, while the Kansas
City f«stival will run a total above
$150,000 for the nine days.
H. Stein, vice pres. of MCA,
will be the active head of the new
department, along with other duties
Lfiyr Washerin the organization.
.

MCA

:

.

special ice-floor setup, with standard ice talent headed by Shipstead

and Johnson, Bess Meredith, etc.
Following on the heels of the KanCity booking, MtlA
negotiation with other
sas

is

now

cities,

in

such

as Denver, Dallas, Ft. Worth, St.
Louis, Salt Lake City and Birmingham, for similar municipal festivals.
plans to restrict its special
man, publicity director of MCA,
moves over to the booking depart- events bookings to those towns in
there
is little or no vaudeville
which
in
thie
new
assistailt
Stein
to
ment as
Wasserman has been and stage shows, so as to avoid comenterprise.
working hand-in-hand with Stein petition with vaude theatres by the
for the. past few weeks, and lias municipal attractions.
Organization has already contacted
been active in both the Detroit and
county and state fair secretaries with
K. C. activities.
special material, and is paving the
Talent for K. C.
way for an entrance into the fair
for KanTalent set through
booking field next season. Is also dosas City reads as follows: Eddy Duing special act booking' in the f air
chin oirchestra, Wayne King orches^
field this autumn.
t|:a, ^Buddy Rogers orchestra, Isham
Jones orchestra> Dave I^ubinoff, Alec

MCA

:

.

Home-Town Paul
Denver, Sept. 14.
Paul Whiteman, Denver native,
has been booked with his 30 musicians, to play one performance in
the municipal auditorium Oct. 9.
Arthur M. Oberfelder, Denver impresario, said the enitre auditorium

Hadson's Latest Bit

will

TAKE A DIVE

.

,

'

.

;

Jam

.

vital

•

Ballad

MOON AT SEA
Smash Sodm from GB's
'GANGWAY' with Jessie Matthews
Four

On

.

•

damp spots this. Surnmer, were last
would be thrown open and the affair week outlawed by the local musicians' ^nion.
and
will be a combination concert
Union offers to slap a fine of bedance.
This will be the first appearance tween $25 and $50 on musicians who
stray
from the straight and narrow
Paul's
band
in
of the Whiteman*
in regard to jam sessions.
home town in several yearsl

YOU'RE MY DESIRE
Setison'a Loveliest

>

HUT OPERAS

MCA

.

.

.

,

.

,

series received a great spread on the
Chicago, Sept. 14.
(Monday) saw the ether, with all the webs regularly
Yeaterday
wind-up of the season's open-air picking up the concerts on coast-to*
concerts in (irant Park under the coast sweeps. Columbia picked up
sponsorship of the Chicago Federa- the concerts three times weekly for
tion of Musicians and under the per- Atlantic to Pacific spreads; in addisonal supervision and guidance of tion to smaller line-ups. Mutual had
president Jameis C. Petrillo. Total two Weekly coast-to-coast gallops,
attendance to the concerts an all- NBC blue plugged in for three
spreads a week and NBC red for
time high of 3,500,000.
Concerts started on July 1 and ran one. All the pick-ups ranged from
30 minutes ,to 60 minutes each,
daily for a total of 68 in the lakethough the gr^eat bulk of 'em were
front park. There were at least 75
45-minute shots. In addition there
musicians in every band or orcheswere a flock of local pick-ups, with
tra, with special augmented concerts
WCFL carrying the series every day
containing 110 men.
Last night's from 9:30
to 10 p.m., while WLS
orchestra was presented with a spe- picked
up the concerts on a Moncial group of 300 musicians. Petrillo
day-Wednesday-Friday schedule.
arranged this 300-man concert as a
So successful has this year's series
Grosses for the Hippodrome and token of gratitude and appreciation been; and the public's response so
Brooklyn opera last weekend hit the to the Chicago public for its support. enthusiastic, it is understood that the
Petrillo thus rates as show busi- Park Board will increase its approtoboggan. Post Labor Day and Jew- ness' top name
booker^ having priation next year to $100,000 and
ish holidays _were blamed by the brought to Chicago and the Grant build' a new band shell south
of the
management.
Park band-shell some of the biggest present spot. Will have ia seating
Three performances at the Hipp, names In the music field, and given capacity of 20,000 with room for
N. Y. (Friday, Saturday, and Sunday them to the Chi public gratis. 300,000 standees and sitters-on-the«
nights) pulled an estimated $6,250. Among the names brought in were grass.
Three concurrent performances at Rubinoff, Lily Pons, Andre KostelAssisting Petrillo in the booking
the Brooklyn Academy of. Music, anetz, Tito Schipa, Jascha Heifeiz, and arrangements of the concerts
also under the Alfredo Salmaggi Bobby Breen, Helen "Morgan^ Jack was. Herb Carlin, who formerly led
banner, drew $4,250.'
Fulton, Marion Claire, Eddie Duchin, his own dance orchestra aroimd
Beginning this week Salmaggi will Alec Templeton and Mary McCor- town,
on mic.
offer only two performances
we?k-end at both houses. Slicing in
Name Bands
Brdoklyit is yolyntary, but that at
Among the bands and orchestras
Soi^ Pli^gers Me^t
the Hipp because: house has. been
which
played
at the Grant Park
rented, for Ifalian vaude for Sunday
shell were Henry .Weber and his
nights.
Professional Music Men, Inc. hold
WGN and Mutual orchestra, Armin their
first fall meeting Friday (24)
Hand and his Veterans of Foreign
Wars band, Cavallo's Symphonic at the Hotel Astor, N. Y., M'ose
N. G,
K. C. Rules
Band, George Dasch orchestra, Carl- Gumble,. new paid executive head,
Bob Christenberry,
Kansas City, Sept. 14.
ton Kelsey and the Columbia Broad- is presiding.
Jam sessions, which have been casting System orchestra, the v.p. and managing director of th«
hotel, will address the songmen.
pretty
as biz getters for the Bainum Band from Northwestern
.

the Upbeat

Gumble is slated for a Coast trip
University, Roy Shield and the
NBC orchestra, Chicago Symphonic shortly to organize the Hollywood
orchestra, Roger Pryor and orches- activities of the PMM, whose membership now totals 260.
tra, Henry Busse
orchestra, Rico
Marcelli Symphony, Wonian's Symphony orchestra directed by Ebba
'

Sundstrom, Chicago Philharmonic
orchestra, Chicago Opera orchestra,
Thaviu band and Bachman's band.
Among the directors were Dr.
Frederick Stock, Hans Lange, and

among "the other special personal
appearances were Hilda Uhl, Mil-

Lord and Lady Whoozis

They're Here

"Why

Eocker orch set at the Elm a month's stay. From there Kaye dred Gerber, Walter Steindel, Marion
goes into the Hotel Pennsylvania, Coffman, Ruth Lyon, Mark Love,
Grove, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Ann Sothern, Noble Cain's Capella
N. Y., for a run. MCA handled.
Choir, Catharine Witmer, Bernice
Hector Herbert orch has opened at
the Club Hollywood, Kalamazoo,
Carl Harte has replaced Jolly Co- Taylor, Atillio Baggiore.
Biggest attendance was chalked up
Mich.
burn at Claremont Inn,, N. Y.
by Rubinotr, with 225,000 people
jammed into the park. For this
Dick Barrle's band has gone into
Chyoti Hawaiian's opened at Vilrecord
the Chicago Federation of
for
Blandi's, Pittsburgh roadhouse,
lage Brewery, N. Y.
Musicians will give Rubinoff a
an indef stay, replacing Jimmy Bray.
medal, reported costing $2,000. Lily
Handled by MCA.
Gene Fos&'Ick moved into the Shel- Pons and Andre Kostelanetz played
to 175,000, Jascha Heifetz to 150,000.
Etzl Covato orch, following sum- ton hotel, N. Y.
Bobby Breen played to 75,000 on a
mer run at Renault Tavern in AtlanRndy Bundy opens at Levaggi's, stormy night with a 50-mile gale
tic City, returns to Pittsburgh, Sept.
Sept.
17
for
eightBoston,
Mass.,
an
blowing In off the lake.
17, to stay for three months before
Spent $22,000
going to Miami for the Florida sea- month stay. Gets a Mutual wire.
Under Petrillo's guidance the Fedson.
Don Bestor opens at the Norman- eration spent some $22,000 on its
At Marsico's orch Into Show Boat, die, Boston, Oct. 22 for CRA on a own for these concerts, adding that
sum to the $62,000 appropriated by
Pittsburgh, for a run, replacing the four-week booking.
the Park Board for the concerts. ToWayne Thomas outfit.
Harry McDaniels, now under CRA tal coin was jpaid into the pockets
Erskine Hawkins reopens at Har- management, opens next month at of the musicians, except some $7,500
lem Uproar House, N. Y., Sept. 15. Its the New Kenmore hotel, Albany, for the personals.
N. Y.
In addition to the Grant Park cona return for the colored band.
certs, PetriUo obtained an appropCarl 'Deacon' Moore into the New riation from the city for 52 concerts
Larry Siry kt Ambassador hotel,
Penn
Club.
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
Oct.
8.
on
Navy Pier, using 35 men in the
N. Y. Replaces Ramon Ramos.
orchestra.
This appropriation was
Husk O'Hare plays the Sweet for $20,000.
Joe Capello and Allen Small bands

GU

Moon or No Moon

When You Gotta Sing
Gangway

"Big Chief Swing

JUST A COUNTRY
BOY AT HEART

I'M

Mius

Music, Inc
MM TOltr, N.

wit UoitaWAT

T.

POLLACK & MITCHELX
Score Again with

"MY SECRET
LOVE AFFAIR"

''OVER NIGHT"

Collegiate"

New Soiiffs Hits br
POLLACK and MlXCHELIi

the

'.iOtli

Kelly's, N. Y.

son.

Century-Fox

"THIN ICK,"

Jimmy

Nicholas Matthey back at the Russian Krethema, N. Y., for the sea-

H LLY BILLY"

From

starrhir

Sonja Hente

Bob

Asen's band current at Wivel,

N. Y.

r

MOVIETONE

Maximilian

MUSIC CORPORATION
Sam
.

now

alter-

SIXTH AVENUE

ri.SO
-

Bergere

nating with Joe Rodriguez's band at
the Versailles, N. Y.

publishing CO .oc(e.A<jrMj

F'JX

ftJ

LDi'W^,

'Radio city'

Sammy

Kaye's

orch

Bill
into
Green's, Pittsburgh, Monday (13) for

NE.W YORK

Potato

Festival
Sept. 24.

Bob

in

Grayson

Dosden,

;;eopened

Tenn.,

In return for that appropriation,

Paul

the local Musicians Union added a
like amount of money for 33 concerts in the outlying parks, using 33

Stfausburg's remodelled Grand Ballroom, Detroit, last week.

Frank Dailey's outfit returned to
the Meadowbrook,
Cedar Grove,
N.

J.,

Sept. 11.

Dixieland Jazz
Worth, Tex., Oct,
< nristie's, N. Y.

Johnny
tre

Hamp

Gardens,

Band
1

to

set for

Duluth,

leaves

Ft.

open at Dan

SONG SMASH OF THE SEASON

SO

RARE

Rapidly and Deservedly Attaining Top Spot
All

Best

rc-'.

COLLBGE"

H OLLYWOOD SONG S

INC

RCA BUIUXNC-RAOIOCnY-NEWYOUUiY.
PHILKORNHEUER. Ctn.Mqr.

Seller

•

Maurie

Sherman goes
O.,

into the
Sept. 18 for

CRA.

Ave.,

New York

'

first

ISXCLVSIVS rtlBtlCATIONS,

Inc.

SOLE SELLING AQENT
MILLS MUSIC, Inc.
1619 BWAY, M. Y.

IT'S

BROWN AND FREEDI

For « decad« this famous team has made the nation sing iand dance
to its "Broadway Melody" score.
And now they've
achieved the ultimate with

"BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"

Les Browne's Duke Blue Devils
being readied for an eastern college
jaunt after closing at Playland, Rye,
N. Y. Will hit Alma Mater, Duke
U., Durham, N, C, for two days,
8.

Lists

799 7th

Wide publicity drawn by the
concerts reportedly created an unusual demand for concerts in other
cities throughout the country.
Mu-,
sicians' unions in the midwest paif^^
ticularly report a boom in employment during the summer for park
and out-of-doors concerts, both under private and municipal auspices.
Publicity
Besides publicity in print, the

Sept.

Dick Stabile's orch will play

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.

"LIFE BEGINS IN

men.

AGAIN

Polo Club, Dayton,

Oct.

on

forthcomiiiff 20th
Ceiitury-Fox Collesre Maslcol

AmphitheaMinn.,

25.

THE

From th«

.

playing at

"MY SWISS
aiaslcul,

It"

"The Rhumba Goes

.

Flnky Tomlln'a Top Tnne

,

Talk About
Love"

its

WITH THESE HITS

YOURS AND
I'M FEEUN' LIKE
YOUR BROADWAY AND
EVER YBODY

MINE
A MILLION

MY BROADWAY
SING

stage date at the Stanley, Pitts-

burgh,

week beginning Friday ill),
(Continued on page 50)

Robbins Music Corporation

•

799 7th

Ave.,

New York

,
:

VAUDE-MITE CLUBS

^eineBdaj, September 15, 1937

Duchin Glad to Pay Off

Balky Mechanical Stage Sets Back

Pittsburgh, Sept

International Casino

Preem Again

a postponein Sgain announcing
of the new
ment of the premiere
Sternational Casino on Broadway
the old New
and 44th street, atop
Vork-Criterion theatres, the manas! follows:
flgement wired the press
red? We blush to an•Is our face
of our
nounce the postponement
The
bpcning to next Friday (17).
but
work,
to
refused
stage
miracle
now under control
the situation is
the mirand the magic turntables,
floors, the gliding platforms

Club Prop. Starts
St.

Term

Louis, Sept. 14.

rored
will all be
and the ceiling escalators
premiere. Sorry
re^dy for the grand
.'
.
suspense.
iOT the
The I.e. represents over $400,000
J.
invested so far, of which. Louis

Marie Morrison, 21, who shot and
Harry Anastas, owner of the
Golden Dragon, downtOAvn nitery, on
June 15, 1936, last week withdrew
her appeal from a one-year sentence
in the local city jail and started term
in city workhouse. Change in place
of confinement was made by Circuit
Judge John W. Joynt.
•Miss Morrison claimed self defense,
asserting at trial that she and Anastas were struggling for possession of
a revolver with which he had previously threatened her. She had been
employed as a hostess in the nitery.
Anastas told police he had been shot
while resisting holdup men.

from 'firsts,' i.e., moneys advanced
by tradesmen servicing the place,
they to get their funds back on a

ALLEGES MINSKY SPLIT

.

Brecker (Roseland ballroom, N.Y.)
leader,
and George Olsen, the band
put up $46,000 each, and Joe Moss
(Hollywood restaurant) around $25,National City Bank, for the
000.
put
estate of the property owners,
came
up $100,000, and a like amount

killed

-

The

preferred basis.

first

rest

from

concessionaires, etc.

Jacques
and
have been re-

Sandrini

Pierre

Charles, from

Paris,

IIP

HENRY-STONE TEAM

Herb Minsky and

his

Menmor The-

hearsing the elaborate revue in the atres, Inc., are named defendants in
court
Hotel Edison chiefly, only recently a suit filed in N. Y. supreme
taking the troupe, into the Casino Friday (10) by Sid Stone, formerly
comedy team,
the' burlesque
proper, since construction was still of
Henry and .Stone. Stone claims
going on. As result, it was belatedly
discovered that the stage mechanics Minsky caused Hank Henry to split
the partnership contract and. asks
and the many details attendant to
$25,000 damages and an additional
such elaborate ventures were not
$2)500 in back salary.
controL
under
yet
Stone avers in his complaint that
Long Behcarsstls
he and Henry were contracted last
The acts, have been rehearsing a January by Minsky as a team. The
long time without compensation, and agreement was to run until after
arrangements also had to be made Labor Day. Minsky, in March, Stone
to square some of the squawks.
alleges, handed him his notice, but
number of the acts' representatives, .Henry was given a new contract as
too, have protested the delayed ad- a single act.
Stone asserts Jie and
vent of their 10%. Interests, and have Henry had a long-term contract unepoken to competitive niteries about der, which each agreed to only work
None, how- as a pair. Although he notified
taking over the acts.
ever, has done so^ counseling the Minsky of the partnership contract
acts and agents alike that in view of he claims Minsky induced Henry to
new breach the agreement.
the
of
elaborateness
the
Brecker-Moss-O^en (it's called the
Corp.) venture, such delays
are understandable.
'Having
These 2

A

.

-

BMO

Were Not

—

Meantime the French Casino, after
Wonderful Time' Sue
which the new International Casino
It isn't always having wonderful
is patterned, has been doing bullish
Supper gross is time for professionals on the borscht
.dinner business.
circuit, not if a lawsuit anent a
ti.s.g., an old complaint at this nitery,
and as result it's been decided to vicious cow is sustained in court.
itage only one show (dinner) on One girl entertainer alleges that's
Sundays. Last year the F.C. even what happened to her, and her girl
brought in Rudy Vallee for the sup- friend and co-worker was even more
per dansants only, figuring a name seriously injured by a dog, she comband would bolster the after-theatre plains, in a CatskUl resort wherein
gross, but the effect was negligible they appeared in July. Both have
considering the investment for Val
filed suit for $25,000 against the owners of the resort,

lee.

The
•ver,

International

hopes

Casino,

do

— four

to

how- N. Y.

different

tea
types of business ^Ivmcheon,
dansants (with Olsen's music), dinner and supper, and is geared for an
estimated $40,000 weekly gross.

After about $15,000 expended in
advertising, first heralding the premiere for last Thursday, then for
Monday (13), the IC halted the paid
space until nearer the Friday opening.
All the Sunday papers carried
large spade announcing the. morrow's
scheduled opening, accounted for, of
course, by the fact the dramatic sections go to press Thursday, and it
Wasn't until Saturday morning that
another deferment loomed.

Monday midday when Mayor

F. H,

LaGuardia was scheduled to cut the
dedicatory ribbon across the door of
the new Casino, Daniel Frohman and
the French consul-general in N. Y.

—

not

reveal.
Patrice,

Natl Expo Went on Nut Heavily

happy in his life to pay off.
placed bets with both Harry
Kalmine,
zohe chief, and
so

WB

For

He shelled out with a broad
when the gross topped
that by a few bucks, setting an
all-time mark for band shows,
and slipping just under Jack
smile

COOKIE BOWERS' DILEMMA

Her

girl

Benny and One Major Bowes

Chicago, Sept.

14.

Ray Henery in town, representing
Harry Davis Paramount theatre

circuit in
tory, and

the

Arizona-Utah

making

under medical care.

jam-up

Chicago, Sept.
Will

J,

Hams
vaude

setting

14.

up inde-

production

offices

here.

Lucille Pisher
Harris.

wth

will

be associated

.

mm

BERLE'S STAGE DATES,

THENCE BACK TO PIX

tImiB admish was charged to sho\y,
After three weeks of stage engagewas the 10,000-seat Coliseum over
ments for RKO with his own unit, half-filled.
Even after show was
starting Sept. 23, Milton Berle will
thrown open free (announced in
head for. the Coast to go into 'Radio press as
goodwill to public after fair
set
RKO.
Another
for
City Revels'
already was assured a profit this
for Berle by RKO is 'Room Service.'
year from the outside gate), there
Berle's stage dates start at the was considerable trouble
filling up,
This was revealed when LeRoy RKO Boston, Boston, Sept. 23. Cleve- the only exception being second day
Williams, who operates the Club land and Chicago follow.
appearance of Bergen and 'Charlie
Harlem, was charged with violation
McCarthy.'
of the state and city liquor laws. The
Opening night show, with Ben
15-Yr. Old Songstress
'bill of complaint alleges that rouBernie as added attraction', failed to
lette
wheels,
dice
tables,
card
Leave Seattle Spot half fill Coliseum, despite fact Detables, horse racing charts and a
troit Times (Hearst) had made deal
Seattle, Sept. 14.
bird-cage
containing three
dice,
with fair officials and bffered 50c
Naomi Wheat, 15-year-old local chairs at half-price to readers.
were found on the premises by state
Total
agents. . It is also alleged that Wil- singer, who has been clicking at the attendance that night didn't go over
liams stored liquor at another prem- Esquire nitery, plans leaving for Cal- 3,000.
her
ban
authorities
school
ifornia,
as
ises although his application for the
The Alibi
wine
license said that only the ground singing in spot where beer and
Counter-attractions in the fairfloor of his club would be used for are sold.
grounds, coupled With poor bally .on
is the state law.
This
retail consumption and storage. Rethe show, are blamed for public's
vocation of the license will be deapathy towards show. Squawks by

Stebbins, who operates the Babette
Club, another of the more prominent spots, is said to have gone on
long vacation; Those that haven't
closed or been raided are now under
the scrutiny of the state investigators who have entered the scene.

,

.

•

Must

•

.

manded.

people,

Savo's Nitery Stint
Larue,

Bamett Fhying
More Vaude Dates

Chicago, Sept.

14.

14.

now makes

is

for $5,000

under

Sally Rand's Frisco Date

Sally Rand has been booked into
the Golden Gate (RKO), San Francisco, for the week of Sept. 29.
Sammy Weisbord, of W''''"m
Moris agency, set the deal.

to

m.c.

rates

$11,500

for

week's engagement Herb Buckman,
manager of motor exhibit, closed the
deal with Mike Levee, Pov/ell's
through Los Angeles ad
agent,

city's

Buckman, who

also

Public Hall, brought

state

fairs

McCarthy engagement
Five shows were carded

down.

fell

for first day
of their appearance, but understood
only two actually came off, such was

attendance. Following Bergen's first
day.
Manager Isbey announced
fair's gate already had assured profit
for fair and threw Coliseum gate

open to all.
Although

Isbey's

showmanship
was a dud,

he managed, however,

to bring the
rest of the fair out of its five-year

Money No Object for Auto Show;

manages

Chicago, Sept.
Vicl, Inc.

who come

chiefly to absorb carnival spirit, was
over the extra charge for the Coliseum show.
Exploitation on two-day Bergen-

stunt in the Coliseum

for guest-stars.

producer a
unit
This week expects to make Detroit the vaudeville
same purpose, and follow with corporation.
N.Y.
As formed by Henry A. Kalcheim,

pendent

in the offing

HITS SEVERAL

production of the recent legit mu- Hotel.'
sical, 'Virginia,' at the Center theSalary will be the top bid local
atre, also a Rockefeller venture.
auto ishow officials have ever made

the corporation
Illinois law.

between

middle of

.

Stern, for the last four agency of Chet Crank, Inc.
member of the production
Warner's studio has okayed the
and costume designer at Radio date, even setting bg^k production of
City Music Hall, N. Y., has resigned. his next picture to give him time.
Assisted Leon Leonidofl on the Actor's now working on 'Hollywood

BEENI VICI DTCORPS

turned out to be an utter flop, so
so that the gate was taken off
last week to throw peo*

much
.

RAIDS

staff

for

TOL HAEKIS PRODUCING

14.

show business this year, playing a
$35,000 show that looked surefire,

Legal
pie into the house. Even latter reCookie Bowers and Jack Fine, unit sort failed to pack 'em in.
producer, with Fine threatening to
Noble experiment, which fair's
go to court to make Bowers go new manager, Frank Isbey, figured
through with contract to appear with would put
America's oldest state fair
show.
Fine's new 'Playgirls|
in the black for first time in years,
Fine signatured Bowers several altogether cost around $50,000 countBowers
time
Since
that
months ago.
ing renovating necessary to put big
has been doing some ether guest Coliseum in shape and installing
shots and is now trying to get out of 10,000 seats.
Talent, with approxithe vaude unit contract, despite fact mate outlay for each, consisted of
that Fine has gone to considerable the following:
with
building .unit
expense
in
Wayne King band, $1,000 a day;
Bowers' appearance in mind.
Edgar Bergen about $5,000 for two
Atlantic City, Sept. 14.
days; Ben Bernie ditto for two days;
Bowers is billed to open with 'The Ethel Shutta $2,200 for the 12 days;
The federal and municipal crusades against gambling and other Show Is On' at the Winter Garden, Rufe Davis, Joan Britton, Ames and
Arno, Jack Waldron and a 24-gal
forms of vice, which flourished so N. Y., on Saturday (18).
line from Hollywood.
licentiously under the benign label
Top admish for two-hour show
of liberalism this past summer, may
was 50c, plus 25c admish to fair
have a devasting effect on the local
grounds, and attractions figured to.
night club industry. Last week, the
have 'em waiting In line. How far
500 Club, one of the swankiest in
Isbey missed his guess, however. Is
town, gave notice in the local prints
seen In fact that, at no time during
that -it had closed indefinitely. Dan

A. e. VICE

Pittsburgh'

Alf Stem Quits M. H.

Count Berni

Into

.

Chicago, Sept.

Dick Powells IIG s for 10-Day

terri-

niteries and
shows, looking for attractions. Particularly interested in stuff for the
Salt Lake City houses.
all

Unit But Also Due
Shubert Revue

unit for Stanley's house .record.

Alfred
years a

the

for

doldrums.

friend,

officiated instead.

Ray Henery in Chicago
On Annual Talent Quest

Detroit, Sept, 14.
flyer into

Michigan State Fair's
Set

who plays violin,
Maxine
leads the band and warbles, was
worse off. She was warned about
the propensity of a shepherd dog to
sink its teeth into other canines.
Cleveland, Sept. 14,
Miss Patrice was strolling with her
Dick Powell is signatured for 10
pooch, which she pressed to her
bosom when the bad mutt attacked. days of personals at Cleveland's anDog bit her in the abdomen and an nual auto show, beginning Nov. 13
operation was performed when in- in civic auditorium.
It will be pix star's first appearance
fection set in. Artist was hospitalized
for two months, it is claimed, and is in this territory, and the former
still

Name Acts, but Grosses Blah

Jimmy Savo goes into the Chez
Jack Larue and Vince Bamett, Paree on Friday (17), and will top
both from pix, have been booked for the show until Oct. 8 when a new
a swing through the eastern four-a- line-up goes in.
daiy stands.
Set for the Oct. 8 opening are
Open Oct. 1 at the Earle, Philly, Gracie Barrie, Georges and Jalna,
and after that will play the Palace, Dolly Arden, Sunny Rice and Jackie
near Sackett Lake, Cleveland, and RKO, Boston.
Beckman. Nitery still looking for
Curtis & Allen arranged bookings. the headliner.

Beatrice Beebo, who dances in gold
paint nearly au naturel, was lolling
about on the grass when, the offending bovine ambled oyer and nipped
her whether fore or aft the papers

do

Mich. State Fair and Canadian

Charlie Eagle, manager of the
Stanley, that he wouldn't do
$27,500 here last week.

Hostess-Slayer of Nile

49

14.

Eddy Duchin dropped a wager
here last week and was never

He

VARIETY

PA

Everyone, including the

carny and race track, showed a nice
profit for the 12 days. Through installation of coin-operated turnstiles
at all entrances, Isbey cut political
graft down to ^virtually nothing, and
as a result final attendance figures

Bouche Pays Off Dancer
After Plaster Slapping

are more than double
The increased fair gate

last
is

year's.

expected
,
'

to take care of the loss in the Coli-

seum, and it appears Isbey won't
Constable walked in on Albert have to pay anything out of his own
Bouche at his Villa Venice last week, pocket, as he promised to do if the
fair went in the red.
to serve a writ of attachment obtained by Alice Kavan for back
Canada's, Fllv
salary amounting to $300,
Toronto, Sept. 14.
According to Henry A. Kalcheim,
From a b.o. angle, the annual 14t
who represented Miss Kavan, Bouche
had refused to pay the dancer's sal- day Canadian National Exhibition
closed its doors here Saturday (11)
ary after she'd given hex notice, unon one of the most disastrous years
less she retracted it and remained
in history.
With a drop in atuntil the end of the season.
tendance of 300,000, this year's
Bouche paid $300 plus $62 <:osts
gross receipts are said to have
and fees.
dropped $75,000 under last year.
Chicago, Sept.

14.

This year's estimate

Ostermah's Cleve. Trek
Jack Osterman is opening at the
Mayfair Casino, Cleveland, Sept, 23,
He closed a four months' stay as
m.c. at Mario's Mirador, N. V,, Sunday (5).

in Gladys Swarthout last year for
General Motors broadcast right from
auditorium. Also was first to give
Joe Penner a week's stage booking
in 1935 when vaude bookers couldn't
see radio comic as box office. PenOFF FOR AUSSIE
ner and Lanny Ross hold auto show
Los Angeles, Sept. 14.
records for attendance here.
Vaude unit booked by Sam
Promotion and publicity being
handled by Elmer Wiener, with Tal- Cramer for tour of the Tivoli circuit
bot Harding returning after year's in Australia shoves off tomorrow
Campaign (Wed.) for Melbourne.
absence to press staff.
In the troupe are Rex Weber, Lee
starting with 100 24-sheet billboards
circusing Powell. Admission tax to Leonard, Carl Shaw and Co,, York
and Tracey and Ward and King.
be hiked to 60 cents this season.

Infantile

paralysis

Ontario and the U.

is

$290,000.

epidemic

S. gets

the

In

blame

murder at the b.o. with sultry
weather first week of the expo aiding and abetting,
C. N. E. officials charge misrep-

for

resentation by radio of the extent of
the epidemic killed biz. Reports
were circulated in 'the U. S. that
Toronto, Montreal and Quebec were
completely Isolated, It is alleged.
Rumors that U. S. citizens would be
barred from re-entering the States
owing to paralysis scare also helped
crepe the gates.
Instead of entire Rubin
Cherry
show taking over midway, a!i In

&

(Continued on page 50)
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Homer Mason

Radio Stars Jamboree widi Rnbinof

St. Louis, Sept. 14,

he twice

ftlled

vention hall in the Municipal Auditorium in one day, Larry Sunbrock,
president of the National Radio
Stars' Association, has invaded St.
Louis to provide entertainment with
nam.. aaists
a-ti«:t<! at noD
DFices.
pop^pnces.
name
^
First of series to be given on three
Sundays of each month during the
and
Rubinoff
David
is
season
win td'r
his violin,

MCA

indef stay.

Fred Waring's lOG

handled.

At Stanley,

Bobby Burnian (BBB), Sairdi's
Harry Barris' band will play at
Blue Room, Hollywood.
(Ore.) Roundup from
Paul and Grace Hartman, Waldorf the Pendleton
Sept. 13 to 18. Barris also starts_ a
Astoria, New York
Diamond Bros., new Paradise new nation-wide radio commercial
(N. Y.) show, opening Sspt. 21, Sept. 27 for. which he - will writp
booked by Larry Puck.
music and do character bits.
Eddie Smith, dancer; Lillian Fitz
gcrald, sittger; Flash Scxtet, dancers;
Fa«l Whlteman and 30 members of
and Curley, dancers; Spoons
Criterion,
sro^n, singer; Bubbles Wilson, his band will appear at the
Bi-*

Oklahoma

Velma

Time

Middleton, singer;
Crip, dancer; Willie Jack-

who, as head of The Ra- son, comic; Lovey Lane^ dancer,
Jamb?ree,Vwill make two Harlem Uproar House N. Y,

Eric Peterson's band- closed a seadio S:a:.3'
Paulme Alpert, pianist. Rainbow son at the Longshore club, Westport,
app-ra^-ies Sunday (19). Besides
Garp'layins his fiddle Rubinoff is skeded ^*55Szi^reen, Gali-Gali, magi, Ver- Conn., and moyed to Rhineland
dens^ Armonk, N. Y., succeeding Al
Louis sailles N. Y.
to. C3nduct Ban Rader's 'St.
specially arranged
Sihfonioita,' a
Cooic and Brown, dancers; Doro- Jahns orch.
orch. Jccltie Heller, currently play- thy Salters, dancer. Kit Kat Club,
Eugene Jelesnik taking his conibo
ing in Chicago, will do m.c. stint and N. Y.
Nancy Noland and John Rock- out of the Hollywood restaurant to
otiisf s'^.rs e£ stage, screen and rawood, singers, at the Hotel White, the Hotel Taft, New Haven, for
dio will make up the balance of the
Y.
N.
WELI,
limch and dance sessions.
The tap will be 55c and
pro^irciii.
Maryon Dale, dancer at the Cha- New Haven, will feed tempos to
^^^^^
$1.10 with all seats reserved, and as teaiTModemel^k^Y
WMCA-Intereity.
for'
$8,00ft
the nvtt r/ill Mt around
the two t:-i:-.-'s Sutibrpck expects to
Joe Parker's band wound up a^
finish in the black.
summer spell with S; S. Belle Island.
Bill Halfigan Sounds
lF3Uowing Rubinoff will be a show
Long Island Sound excursion tub.
headed by Fibber McGee and Molly,
tike He's on
artd au3menied by Rufe Davis and
Johnny IIauser|s band will open
•Pappy" Cheshire's Hill Billies, a radio
Mayfair Casino, Cleveland, 6., Sept
Rose's PayroH,
act' thrt clicks over KMOX, local
23 with an NBC wire.
Suii
that
CfeS QutloL. Other shows
brock plans- bringing here are tho=e
Paul Kane connects, with ..the
I

I

|

|

I

•

.

]

'

:

.

-

My

,

14,

.

Four per-

City, Oct. 1-3.

New H^h

Pitts,

Nut

Fairs on

success.

-

|

Bat—

headed by !54?ar Bergen and Char
McCarthy, Bennie Goodman's
oi?ch, Bob Bums and other head
liners of radio and screen of the 1937

Original Hartford unit was a
closing last winter.

(Continued from page 49)

fiz-

zle,

By BILL HALLIGAN

lie

Bridgeport, Sept. 14.
back to show business,'
B, Mason, former vaude
headliner (Mason and "Keeler), announced as Ibie quit post as supervising director of the Bridgeport
unit of the Federal Theatre Project.
'I'm going

Homer

'

formances daily will be given

1

Week

Pittsburgh, Sept.

|

|^

djjncer;

Post;

Fred Waring's orch has been But first he launched a broadside at
booked into the Stanley here for an the new setup which has brought
October date still to be set, as the outside directors in to run the Conhighest salary ever paid a band by necticut theatres;
LaRue, arriving from
Charles
the WB deliixer, $10,000 for the
.weekl That's previously been topped California this week, to be the new
only by Jack Benny and Eddie Can- state director, immediately reduced
It'll be Waring's first stage date
tor.
Mason from the post of supervising
here in several years,
director to that of promotion agent.
Booking continues Stanley'? policy tAt the same time he told, actors of
of shoving in name musical outfits the Bridgeport area that they had
at the exclusion of units land vaude their choice of moving tp Hartford,
presehtationsI GlenGtay'sCasaLoma 75 miles away, commuting at their
mob is current, with Dick Stabile, own expense, or quitting.
Horace Heidt, Vincent Lot>ez and
Before handing in his ticket.
Ted Lewis following.
Mason attemipted to get transportaFor the second consecutive sea- tion for the local actors, most of
son, the Stanley will be the only whom have families.
with
house
Pittsburgh
first-run
Mason's claim is that. there are no
Penn, in with th? Stanley on professional people in ihe Hartford
flesh.
a WB-Loew pooling deal, will stick area and that the Bridgeport thegoes
to straight pix and the same
atre was accomplishing a double
for the Alvin, Harris-owned.
purpose,- providing Work for worthy
actors and entertainment for the
community.
His last production,;
Help Yourself,' was theatre's best

|

I

FTP

'Em Plenty About A. K. Setups

Tells

with Gracie Barrie, Mrs. Stabile-toFollowing the enbe, on the bill.
gagement, the band will lay off in
Pittsburgh for six days prior tp
opening the William Penn Hotel's
new winter danqe room Oct. 1 for an

Nitery Placements

the 10,000 seater con-

Quits

(Continued from ppge 48)

Aims to Make St. Loo Vaude Conscious
Encouraged by his success with
his radio jamboree last winter when

Wednesday, September 15, 19*7

individual attractions
See by the papers that Mr. Wil- Wardman Park hotel, Washington, were brought in under C. N. EL hahner.
a j 6 r i t y of concessions
liam Rose is contemplating a flyer D. C, Stept, 19 for MC!A.
dropped 50-60% under last year^
in the Hollywpod sector. MyohmyOrrin Tucker's now playing first many grossing only. $15 to $20 daily
olimy I hope the boys out there
Bill will! eastern date at the William Pennji^agt year $200 aind $300i was ordidoing.
they're
know
„ what
„
^.
^
probably start with the Pacific hotel, Pittsburgh- Band is a mid- nary stuff Many tents offered free
admission and passed around the
Qceaji as a location, with Australia western crew of MCA's
Showmen
looming up' in the background.
hat tQ-_defray expenses.
Jack Denny opens the fall dance say everyone has.take^i a loss.^
feassard Short, the gold set kid, is
Another compliiint of exhibitors
a piker compared with the ex-court seasbn for Coliseum dancery, Davis against the deluge of 'music' asstenog when it comes to making the] enport, la., Sept. 18,
sailing tMfe ears on every part of the
other fellow's dollairs fly>
Mark Fisher and Roy Eldridge grounds.
Bellowing loudspeakers
Have just returned from Cleveland and Fort Worth where Mr. sharing musical honors at Lake coupled with pitchmen, is said to
Rose has a couple of tiurkeys on Shore A. C, Chi, on Sept. .18. Credit jjave driven the fubbejrne'cks away.
'
I
Well, if they are turkeys Lou Diamond of CRA.
Biz at the C. N^ E. ballroom for
display.
seven days, when" Horace
around Thanksgiving day. I have
first
Reerele ChUds opens a two-weeker Heidt's orchestra pl&yed, was slen
gesn' the Henderson Extravaganzas
Memphis,.
at the Claridge hotel,
Ljer. Guy Lombardo, in for second
at the old Chi Opry House, Burn
Quits Elitch's Gardens, week, pulled better, but concession
side's Hippodrome- in its prime, 'Ghu Sept. 17.
Chin Chow' and the 'Miracle' of Denver.
just managed to .Sneak out of the
Relnhardt, and all the 'Follies' since
red.
Les Brown starts a one-nite jaunt
1907 up to the synthetic Shubert
Theatre grosses here also have
productions, and they look like a for CRA when he leaves Play land been deplorably low in the last
C^oney Island peep show when com- Casino, Rye, N. .Y., .Sept. 15,
month, with kids* business absolute-

other

years,

M

]

{

.

.

Mason announced that he was
driving to Hollywood with his wife
(Marguerite Keeler) on picture prospects.

]

ser.sa'n.

Sunbrock has purchased time on'
announcemente
and conducted a sock exploitation

j

cfimpai^n for the Rubinoff show,
using newspaper ads, bUlboards,
strost

tiiiups with'

music

lecied mailing

window

cards,
shops, use of se-

cars, abuses,

,

etc.

lists,

St. Loiiis

effort to make the attractions a paying proposition; But, for some unexplained reason, natives didn't take
tq such forms of entertainment in
suCicient numbers to enable operators. to

garner

and they were

1

•

1

been tried at
and Ambassador The
aires for post several yeairs and last
winter the Ambassador even
swilched to pit band shows in an
.Stage shows have

the

much over

finally

the nut

withdrawn

I

'

•

.

1

Lake

By Happy Benway
going: Camile

OJC

.Joseph (Paramount) Parker to
Jeremy City, N. J., ditto , Dan (War
ner Bros.) Lee to New York city
and back to work. .Bill (Producer)
Janny to New York city, cured
lAoWiQ Mantel back home after
here... The Johnny
year's
siege
Hii'hlands expecting Sir Stork
,

.

Bernard (Ridgway theatre) Hughes
tq Brooklyn ... Dr. Karl Fischell in

the- little

magenta mag-

urban entertainments in the
hinterland. "VThere thfe mugg learned
all the show business is a mystery, j
but take it from an egg who has
been around a Rose by any other
name would be a flopperoo at the
old B.O. George Marshall, the wet|
wash Washington imttresario, tried
his hand at Dallas and the less said
about it the better. Eleanor Holm

.

the summer, left
for Uieir Long Island home after
ycr.-'Iy check-up for James.

bo-./ Lalzed it for

Saranac Lake Relief Society is
doinj things in a big way and deserves plonty of credit. Sam Green.

worthy

'Ki'.herine Keenan (Lambs) doing
af the Northwoods San, ditto
for Jimmy Cannon.

nlc:,ly

Salvadore Ragone and Doris Gascpi-^ns,

two ex-Will Rogerites, are

lor':ing for a parson.

M'clcy (Loew, Inc.) Schultz doing
bij things in a healthful way; Downtov;n with mild exercising.

Write to those whom you know in
Saranac and elsewhere that are sick.

BURLY FOR CANTON
Canton,

'Deacon'

Carl

•

Hop

Frog

of special films

Harold

Lloyd's

'Grandma's Boy*

was doing pretty well by the

b.o.s.

O., Sept. 14.

Old Grand Opera house here, dark
eince last spring, reopens Oct. 1 with
stock burly policy under direction
of Bob' Burch, who operated the
bouse on lease last season.

Tom PatricQla, at the N. Y, Palace,
got a special rave. for his. mandolin
playing.
Working with Harrietta
Towne.

Tab version of Langdon McCorr
mick's "The Storm' was playing
around. Doing nicely at the B. Y.
and no relief in sight.
Unofficial checkup at close of fair Alhambra.
Sunday (12) showed total attendElsie Janis back for a vaude flyer
ance at the fair proper was near the
and at the Palace. Her imitations
500,000 mark, or roughly, double
still
strong, but the act was loosely
all
fact
Undaunted by
last year.
knit.
star Coliseum show put him roughly
$25,000 in the red/lsbey Sunday said
Andrew Mack trying vaude at the
that he already had plans under

b.r.,

ly flat

Moore

tunes for
Joseph, Mp.,

St

Sept. 16.

Bob Gleason out
sino,

must have s6en the show and then
decided to divorce Art Jarrott, the
Dallas is 30
troupe's leading man.
miles away from Fort Worth and
how far the Dallas ^how
that's
comes to being mighty like a

of Reade's CaJ., Bob Syl-

Asbury Park, N.

regular^ house
band.
Guy Lombardo and Fats
Waller crews augmented for Labor
replaced

yester

I

Day week

as

end-

Blanche Calloway has started a
England stint for Charlie
Shribman office. Reopens at the

New

1

[

Southland nitery, Boston, Sept.

—

26,

for four weeks.

Rose's.

ogling the International
Rube Bernstein, the Aquacade
.Ruth Morris back to New manager, is running five matinees in
Ssther (Tobacco Road') Cleveland this w6ek and is looking
Yor'i
Carson hare... BUI (Author) White at $50,000 grosses and thinking of
to New York. ..'^Doc' Baker to Amer- Max Gordon's 'Othello.' Bill Oviatt
ican Hospital, Chicago, for a look- is handling the exploitation, but 1
S52. .Babe Ruth, who topped in golf miss my guess if everyone in Ohio
and Indiana wouldn't come for a
tor nirr.ont, back to N.Y.C.
For the first time in over a year looksee anyway. It's a knockout for
Weismullier and Holm
Hr. ->py Eenway gets a real good re- a biick top.
Al- do nothing but talce to the water,
povc from the X-ray results.
but the way Rose has them do it
loy :d to wr>lk one block now,
really glorifies the ex-amateurs with
T'c2 Jr.'rcs Marshalls, who Rainplenty of help from the minor at

a

I

I

to

Skeeter
hotel,

.

\qq-\
representative,
W::':2r.

Two-a-day showing

getting a black eye in' New York.
Available theatres jacked prices to
the prohibitive point. Astor was asking 60-40 split with $4,000 guarantee
for the four walls.

|

Hu;i53ry,
Clinic.

<

,

1

(RKO,

Eoj':on), Carpentier to Boston,

YEARS AGO

(From VAiorrT and CtipiMr)

|

•

nate's

Smnac

,

• 15

|

pared

Coming and

.

1.

all.locr.l stations 'o"^

Painter

Kansas

Muehlebach

to

City.

|

1

to make the 88th annual event
next year into a miniature world's
Extensive building is contem
fair.
piated, including erection of a 15,000
seater amphitheatre,
Latter would be used, if plan maSerializes, to house an 'Opera Under
the Stars' series, which Isbey hopes
might be more successful than an
theatrical show. Whether
all-star
the latter stunt will b? revived next
year is highly improbable in view

Irish

58th.

largely

tenor

did

well

in

a

German neighborhood.

Gerald Griffin doing a sketch in
which he appeared as both an old
and a young man. His singing carried the turn.

Band
bunch

craze hit Chicago with a
of musickers at almost every
>

house.

About 1,200 big time acts were
Sande Williams Four will wind up of things.
booking from week to week. Would
15-^Jreek stay at WiUiam iPenn hotel's
However, it is understood J. J,
figures ofContinental Bar, Pittsburgh, Satur- Shubert and Fortune Gallo were not sign a route at the
day for a spot at the Hotel Stevens, ^gre last week to discuss advisability fered.
Chicago, starting Sept. 30. For Chi of interchanging attractions between
Bench warrant out in Chicago for
engagement, Williams will add five St. Louis Muny opera and the Michi
more men to his outfit, •MCA han- gan fair next year. The -Shuberts Emma Garus. She had failed to appear
to answer an assault charge.
died.
tried out their open-air opera here
coupla years ago at Navin baseball
Heat waves hit Chi and cost two
Warney Ruhl's band moves to p^^-i^^
excessive overhead and
agencies $10,000 on outright
New Amphidrome, Htughton, Mich., j^g^ weather breaks nullified the ticket
buys.
Sept. 25, from the Murray Hill ho- effort
tractions,
Gets
a
Marie,
Mich.
Sault
Ste.
tel,
Texas is just as good if not bet
Actors warned the customs, men
wire at new location.
ter.
The Casa Manana has Everett
were going to get tough with actors
Marshall and Harriet Hoctor plus
bringing booze in from Canada.
Into, the WilDick
Stabile
goes
Ripley
at
Macy's
Paul Whiteman, fat and sassy as
Growing practice.
ever.
Believe me, it's a glorious liam Penn hotel, Pittsburgh, first
thing to sit und^r the Texas moon week of October.
Sept. 17 was zero hour for the
In line with trend of show-minded
and see this troupe with a Ft. Worth
Shubert vaude units. Spread. all the
Artie Shaw has changed manage- department stores Macy's N. Y is
siren at your side and the one with
Had
installing Bob Ripley s Oddities show way from Boston to St. Paul.
me was a pip. As a matter of fact ment from Rockwell-O'Keefe to [ Monday (20) for a three weeks' run. four traveling censors.
MCA.
I didn't see any bad looking gals
This will mark the first effort of a
I

1

|

|

I

|

.

.

,

WHDF

Show

.

I

—

in

the whole state.
Pabst.

1

.

Maybe

I

was

Rita Rio starts a Warner theatre department store toward big-scale
tour Sept. 24. One-niting stint will showmanship in hopes of attracting
customers.
working 'at the Frontier Palace, a|open at Cameo theatre Reading,
Oddities is booked by Macy's unRose sideshow, with Hinda Wassa whfn she exits the New Penn club, der a hookup with the New York
I'lttsburgh
the lush stripper getting the R:ange
Hospitals Fund, embracing 92 parand how. Rose won't stick in H61..
^ , Mart.n.
„
^
j
Frank
Castle, and ticipating hosps, and a po'rtion of
lywood.long; if the New York
the proceeds from ticket sale will
World's Fair execs are cagey they Johnny Hauser have hooked up with
go to this fund. Nick will be 25c.
will tie him up to a contract right
adults, 15c. children.

,full of

Charley King and Pat Rooney are

—

L

,

Frank Keeney announced he was
sell his theatres and live

going to

on his income.
Brooklyn into a

Ran

a

house

in

string.

had recently, okayed bare
even for burley, but Boston
told 'em to pull up their sock.s.

N. Y.
legs
tetill

Plenty of talk about lowered
away.
prices, but Broadway musicals still
WINI SHAW'S VAUDERS
Rose just ordered 10' Earl Ben$4 and- $5 tops. And getting it.
Wini Shaw is set for two weeks at
Leaches European Trek
hams at 150 a copy and believe me
Earl and Josephine Leach sail for
someone's got to pay for them. He] RKO houses next month. Plays AlAdvertising battie between B'way
has a white flannel dinner jacket, bany the week of Oct. 22 and divides London today (Wednesday) for an managements, was making thinjis nice
the following week between Troy engagement at the Savoy.
but he won't wear it in Texas •
lor the newspapers. Plenty of extra
he says it makes too good a target, and Schenectady.
Deal set by the Morris agency.
space.
.

•

I

VAUDfi^MITE CLUBS
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it when they go there.
makes spot something a bit
racey, but the folks like it, though
they don't usually applaud.
However one little gal who gets a big

and expects

Night Glub Reviews

This

.

STORK CLUB.

N. Y.

nor Johnson. They're opposite types,
one doing a smooth slick dance, latter a knock-the-glasses-off routine.

hand

Frances Dahl, who does neat
unveiling with plenty of thisa and

a pre-repeal oasis, at two
addresses, to his present site The orchestra also is a holdover,
and Sol Lake and his three musiEast 53d. just off Fifth, Sherman cians still appear
to be the most
Stork
Billingsley has developed the
.bored, bewildered outfit yet seen,
?lub into something of an institution despite the fact they do everything
He's, dohe it on
in N. Y. nite life.
they're
called
upon,
and do it well.
s§ts
the same snooty basis as also
Of the talent line-up, Jean Lee is
El Morrocco and
floart John Perona's
the stand-out.
tall, slim brunette
Berns'
Charlie
and
Kreindler
Jack
hoofer who really does things. She's
21—making it tough.
a give-till-exhausted turn here on
Last Thursday, as guestee on Rudy every show.
Vallee's radio program, Billingsley
Others on the show are Wayne
success
story
club's
his
that
Btated
and Lorraine, young ballroom team;
catering to thef 'right
is based on
Gretchen Kimmel. personality singer
people,' and by right people he and hot tapper; Naida, a semi-orimeans those who have money to ental dancer; Florence Barlow, the
spend. What is left unsaid, of course, cariocaist; Larraine Nevell, Mardi
implied condi- Gras number; Jessie Rosella,
is the imwritten but
hefty
tion that the patron must be more brunette who does" blues well; Sally
or less personable besides just a O'Day, dancing what is known here
spender, or a personality, or a as a toddling routine; Madeline
socialite, or anything ielse Billingsley, MacKenzie, a brunette who sings
and trucks; Marion Miller, who does
Perona, et al., choose to go by.
The average restaurant, cafe or Hawaiian as it should be, and Madenitery is glad to get 'em coming, no Ion Gardner, who gets away with
matter who, so long as they come, heat in classic stuff. Spot also 'has a
and then hope that they'll spend. line of four girls, they're lookers,
Billingsley, on the other hand, is in and they dp real routines, one toe
a position to se;t up his own stand- and one tap.
Between shows the Tripoli Trio
ards of 'cafe society.'
these class spots . that are do an okay job of entertaining.
It's
Loop,
bonanzas for the management—not
forgetting the man at the door, and
the captains within, who thrive on
the spenders. There is also a minority
of almost non-spenders who tip
(SEATTLE).
miserably and behave as if they're
Seattle, Sept. 10.
doing the joint a favor to come in.
And are.
Four standard acts and the novBecause It is this minority of elty of a fur style show in which
bloods (Social Register and that eight
models parade the floor,
aort) who are the. personalities out mark the lOth anniversary of The
of the social columns that constitute Ranch, Northwest's smart roadhouse
the unpayrolled draw for the class theatre-cafe, operated and owned by
And don't they know it! Be- O. W. Owens.
sjpots.
This spot has a fan or veil dancer
having as if they're slumming, although they wouldn't come if not at all times, and the public knows
having a good time. Their tips are
nominal, their checks small (or
nothing) because the managers see
to it. that enough cuffo wine is sent
over, and, by and large, it's a happy

From

thata.

The dance team, Harger and Maye,
charm in their waltz number a.nd
thrill in some speedier steps.

/»ther

.

S

Jimmy Hadreas

opener with his

Shows nightly except Sundays,
when the place is dark, at 11 p.m.
and 1 a.m. with the smooth Del
Milne band playing for the acts in
commendable fashion, also for danThis lO-oiece orchestra is

sapation.

building a nice following, and looks
to stay for the rest of the year. The
show is booked by Joe Daniels, with
a new act added 'weekly, sometimes
holding on for as lon^ as 10 Weeks,
depending on popularity.
There's ho bar, since the state authorities tore out two of 'em, and not
even legal wine and beer are sold
now. The folks bring their owii and
the management is content with the
profit on the setuns.
Trepp,

revue, capably m. c.'d by Karlo, an
Italian-Russian conferencier with a
nice style and a glib address who
builds his show progressively to
The balalaika orstrong returns.
chestra, maestroed by. Cosiya Krumin, doesn't make the mistake of
trying to give out swingo cn .strings,
realizing that the patronage comes
essentially for the native times.

Elena Slavnaia is the prima; Nionola
Grushko, tenor; Ivan Korniloil'. the.
traditional flaming sword dancer,
and (Master) Julian Altman the violin virtuoso.
'Master' Altman, like
ex-'Baby'
Rose-Marie,
oiithas
groAyn that billing and. besides, he's
just as socko with his Addling. Altman has been a staple of the 1 Russian Bear biit packs enough to warrant being lured away. Same goes
for Lonya Kalbouss, accordionistbaritone, a strolling type minstrel
who looks swell on tht- floor and
has a versatile repertoire cf multilingual .ballads to insure him a wide
appeal, whether on 2d avenue or in
the white-tie, white Russian environment.
Table d'hote from ?1.50 to $2, and
a

$1-$1.50

51

doesn't suffer in comparisoii
any of his more illustrious
As far as able mupredecessors.
outfit

with

effective arrangements and
music go, the aggregation
rates with the tops that have hit this

sicians,

dance

Moreover,

spot.

Malerich

has

pop numbers help to make dancing
enjoyable and with most of the
guests here concerned more about
their

own

stepping than the floor en-

tertainment everybody's happy. It's
swing music plenty loud, yet with
a polish and tempo which sound
good to the ears. Malerich conducts
with the proper verve and aplomb
as well as doing a satisfactory m.c.
job. The band looks natty in white
topcoats and blue trousers.
Within the band Is a red hot six-

—

piece Dixie

Land band, featuring the

drummer, Howard McElroy,
and one of the trumpet players. Bill
Bie.gle. It sizzles and clowns through
a series of jazz and corny numbers
stellar

Abel.

of the type that 'Schhikelfritz' has
to create a vogue for in the

MINNESOTA TERRACE

Twin Cities.
The more than usually elaborate
floor show runs largely to high class

is almost gompletely deIt
void of jazz or hi-de-ho stuff.
lands solidly and even at the midnight performance caught the seriWith the 'Schnickelfritz' band cata- ous vocal numbers garnered comchorus of
N. Y. pulting from obscurity in a fourth- plete attention. The male medley
of
six does a lively, spirited
This 2d avenue and 12th street rate Twin City nitery to national Gershwin tunes to Dig returns. Joe
restaurant is a lower East Side land- fame, local bands Anally are getting Griffin, tenor, shows off his lusty set
mark for 25 years, yet its atmos- important nods from the joy spot of pipes to good advantage in such
phere is 'white' Russian and, without sponsors here now, prophets being request solos as 'Wild Irish Rose'
the elaborate pretext to cltiss such with honor in their homeland at lasF. and 'Last Hound-Up' and, assisted by
as obtains at the snootier ^Maisonette This swankiest and best-patronized the chorus and Marjorie La Palm^
Russe In the Hotel St. Regis, up- Hotel NicoUet night club isn't con- also a soloist,- 'Song of the Flame.'
town, for example, it does jfttract a sidered out of line in the slightest Stephen Rose, basso, still another somore or less nice set of customers. degree for interrupting a name-band loist, scores with 'I've Got Plenty of
Not a few are tourists, i. p., cai'iiH^e policy to hous^ Jack Malerich, Nothing.' Nancy Nelson is a looker
trade, and rriany from the nearby home-town boy, and his locally re- and accomplished warbler nf nop
Puppino and Camille,
Gramercy and Greenwich Village cruited 13-piece band. Malerich, numbers.
belt.
long a: local favorite with theatre nifty looking ballroom couole, work
Be that as it may, the Russian and radio fans, upholds the best Min- with a smoothness that spells fmneal.
Re€$.
Bear dispenses a nifty vodka type nesota Terrace traditions and his

singing and

(MINNEAPOLIS)

10.

RUSSIAN BEAR,

.

arrangement

all

American Managers^ Hello!!
London Managers^ Cheerio!!

around.

The Stork has developed into that
type, although in majority Billingsley draws the youngsters who like
tiptop terp tunes as dispensed by the
two bands, Sonny Kendis and Gus
Kendis is said to .be under
a lohg-term contract to Billingsley,
He works
as well he might be.
hard, is an astute showman at. the
-ivories, from whence he maestros,
knows the tempo of his crowds and
paces his dance sets accordingly.
There's never a lull, because Gus
Martel's tango terpsters merge with
Kendis* combo before the latter's
siesta, so that there is no loss of
time. Both dance combinations, incidentally, are youthful and enerAbel.
getic.
lA'artel.

SENSATIONAL

.

SIMPL

RUMBA
BAND

CIRO

(VIENNA)
Vienna, Sept.

1.

WOWS

Karl Farkas and Fritz Gruenbaum
wrote the opening program, titled
"Ghost Stories.'

It's

in

20

scenes,

one funnier than the other.

Gruenbaum,

Fritz

who

often

played Napoleon roles on the legitimate stage, this time wrote himself
The
a Napoleonic ghost story.
Frenchman appears again today, as
a ghost. And Europe is more upset
about it than it was during the
hectic days of the Vienna Congress.
Karl Farkas in various roles uses
Harry
Vienna slang effectively.
StoUberg and Fritz Puchstein are

NOW

in a blaze of colour."

—THE

in the cast, plus five lookers, Claire

Eiselmeyer, Lotte Wajowsky, Edrika
Ragette, Kertie Kalmer and Helge
Horth.
Richard Schwartz, house composer of the Slmpl, wrote a ssries of
songs, most of them very catchy.

Maass.

606

CLUB, CHICAGO

Chicago, Sept. 12.
There are several things that enter
into appeal in such a place, and the
606 club has 'em all. First, it doesn't
try to be anything it isn't. In spite
of a general enlargement and re-

"The Rimacs are a Avhirhvind
swing, and colorful show."

—THE

Second,

a place that's

swell

—THE

EXPRESS.

Cuban

rhyth;n. jazz,

kind ever seen in Paris."

—CE SOIR,

Paris.

"La revelation de Ca est Parisien c'est I'extraordinaire
Ciro Rimac et ses muchachos cubains, I'rythme, et
I'encroyables danscs tuafveilleusement ensoilellcs rem
porterent un grand success."

—

— L'ENTRASINGENTE,

DISPATCH, Manchester.

MOMENT."— LE JOURNAL,

Paris.

Paris.

OTHER EUROPEAN COMMENTS
.

.

era
it's

of

THE HIT OF "CA'EST PARISIEN" 1937
MOCADOR, PARIS
"Rimac and his Rumba boys are the sensation of the
Mogador. They will very soon be the talk of Paris.
Marvelous rhythm and dancers. The best band of its

"LE PLUS GRANDE ATTRACTION EXOTIQUE DU

it still shows an absence of
chromium or plush, the least sign of
which would destroy its whole at

atmosphere for anybody.
If
a
jnaiden aunt from Iowa comes to
town, the 606 is the place that'll send
her home with her teeth chattering
and her heart going pittypat from

TELEGRAPH.

"Giro Rimac's Band were the hit of the show and a highlight in all the glare of C. B. Cochran's Tollovr the Sun.'
Their frenzy of rhythm and dancing stand out as a gaudy
jewel alone in its class."

building,

niosphere.

EUROPE!!

SECOND AND TRIUMPHAL EUROPEAN TOUR

IN THEIR

JHE HIT OF C. B. COCHRAN 1936 REVUE,
"FOLLOW THE SUN," LONDON
"Riotous rhythm

.

the most exotic and rhythmic music and dance of the modern
band not to be missed." Irish Times, Dublin.
. . a

—

"Le succes du Kursal

—

tout premier ordre."

Orchestre de Ciro Rimac, qui est de
Geneve Press, Switzerland.
est.'l

"Musicians of extraordinary dinamismo, excellent and great performers."

—

prit-!l les proportions de un explosion
de enthousiasme."— Bruxelles, Times.
"Great band and a great show, the Rimacs are certainly the Rumba
Amsterdam The Neederland,
rhythm's foremost exponents."

"Le succes de Ciro Rimac's

—

Holland.

"Rimac

es tarsulata megerkezet, Collosal,

Monte Carlo, Journal.

and wonderful rhythm."

— Budapest

Press, Hungary.

seeing

what she considers nite life.
The town boys and girls go for the
place

and entertainment in a big
Every evening and morning
same tables feel the paunches
stiff shirts and
and society, and
The cigar ash smeared vests of alongine-edge gentry and their ladies.
show is built around
T»ri"^5^"*
"lily Carr, as all of them have been
aunng the past eight months. He
Knows when to gag and when not
w, he knows when to grab the spot,

RIMACS NOW THE OUTSTANDING HIT OF THE
MISTINGUETTE REVUE AT MOGADOR, PARIS

jvay.

these

politicians, the
Silks of celebrities

°?

and

when to get out; and, better
s"U. he has these table sitters right
in the middle
of his palm, and that's
something.

There are two holdovers on the
Nora Ford and Elea-

present show;

Ail

communications to our exAmerican Representative:

clusive

HARRY
Room

911,

RKO

A.

ROMM

BIdg.,

NEW YORK,

Radio City

U.S.A.

a

strong floor show to augment his
pleasing music and the band plays
the show well, too.
Malerlch's own arrangements of

minimum depend! np on helped

weekday or weekend.

Minneapolis, Sept.

THE RANCH

'

is

tap routine, and variations of. aero
dancing. Plent:' of pep in hot songs
is brought on next by Elsie Gilbert,
blues singer, given top billing, although on this particular bill it's nip
and tuck for this honor.

A

.

is

VARIETY

European Representative:

Headlining Big Revue at the Scata Theatre of
Berlin^

Month of October^ 1937

FOSTER AGENCY
Piccadilly House
Piccadilly Circus

LONDON, W.

1,

ENGLAND

YAUDE-BURLBSQUE

VARIETY

52

which Kaplan doubles
everything Forth says to gal's old
La Ford in makeup. Gets
slapsticky
via water spitting,
plenty
slappmg, etc., but good for a few
suitor bit in

Burlesque Reviews
REPUBLIC, N.

'French Follies,' which unshuttered
the Republic Friday night (3), WiU
4o little if anything to add to the
gayely of the main stem.. It's just
burlesque at its bawdiest, with strips,

bumps and dirty blackouts.
Show looks as though

was

it

together for a hurry-up
opening. The line girls perform as
though not familiar with the stage,
and some looked and worked like
they had never been on any stage

thrown

before.

wonder that City Hall
are giving the hurleys no
tumble, since, if they continue at
present pace, they must fade out auIt's

little

officials

tomatically.

The show

.

loosely

is

thrown

to-

gether with nothing Frenchy to warrant the tag. There's, plenty of bare
chest displays, in fact so much it becomes boresome. But since that's all
the show has t6 show, they probably
have to give them something for
their two bits, even if the candy
butchers doji't.
Comedy skits are a misnomer and
lay eggs. So do the comics. But who
Blackouts are dramatized
cares?
versions of smoking car nasties
thrown together, without rhymie or
reason, but then what
do you ex'
pect?
Gals get bowlegged irom number
meaningless
and
of routines, mostly
the gals themselves more so. Production in toto hasn't the makings of
a good medicine show.
Comics are Jack Rosen, Fred Binder and Gus Schilling, latter the most
promising of the lot and might do
.

•

-

.

effectively than hitherto*. Babe Davis
top peeler and gets down to the

settp.

G-string with ho foolln*.
anything that' Babe has

drawer.

Is

man.

to cop

tries

Ann

laugns.

Corio's

.

IRVING PLACE,

N. Y.

It cost the Miccio freres about 20
grand for a paint and pew job on
house late last spring, just beIt
the gendarmes shuttered.
will cost a lot more In absent trade

this

fore

the present policy ^-emains unaltered for any length of time.
Management says it didn't expect
much in way of attendance on opening a week ago Friday (3) and that's
exactly what it got. Total audience

if

didn't exceed 75 patrons—presumTerrific heat combined
ably cash.
with hurry-up opening probably had
detrimental effect on biz. Efforts of
impresarios to straddle between the
minions and the morons left a similar dent on the show.
Ordinarily tlie misuse pf 'Follies*
Here,
title would be a plagiarism.
considering connotation of the word,
Use of a few
it's plain murder.
broken dpwn chorus boys cannot
elevate.it to that status any more than
a couple of quick skin flashes will
bring back or re-educate former
Comics try hard
hurley addicts.
in about the same rut as heretofore
but rest of show is so far from older
,

adagio

in

Girl

fashion.

tossea

is

around by ghoulishly attired partner.

Production numbers include a
chapel scene as background for
follows immediChoir of the
ately with a peel.

Mary Joyce who

PLEASURE MAD GIRLS

'

Ghet Atlanis, male singer,
and good, "warbles several produc-

tortions.

numbers okay.

tion

Comedy

frequently borders on the

baby blue bur never quite attains
Kaplan serves
objectionable hue.
his usual slobbery, nose wiping and
kindred muck, but thein he^s of the
•

new

school of spitters.
Costuming is better than average.
Dance numbers less than same.
Call it burlesque, follies, pr anything else, it's still not a good show
and at i^^l.lO top it's a holdup. Hurl.
.

GAYETY, MPLS.

•

'.

MILTON

DOUGLASS
GIRO'S

pletely divest themselve§, the same
as in other seasons.
In Marie Voe the company has a
straight woman who is not only a
looker, but also reads lines well and
dances acceptably. Charles Brugge
contributes- a comedy, dancing and
acrobatic number of big-time quality, playing a ukulele standing on his
head, among other things, and 'stopping the show. He is easily the outstanding performer.*
Several of the skits presented by
the two comedians, Tommy Raft and
Harry Clexx, don't run to filth, but
In their
it's all pretty stale stuff.
favor, however, it must be said they
get their share of laughs. Barry and
De Alba are a good-lookine. capable
ballroom dancing couple. Carlos and
Doria is another dance team. Mitch
Todd, singer: Billy Miller, straight
man, and Elsa Payne complete, the
Rcea.
cast of principals.
.

of the

STARS

Fields and Harry Levine
handle the comedy with veteran
burlesqtie touches.
Levine leans
heavily on the shady side for his
effects.
Jess Mack is m.c, and Jean
Billy

with cast and chprus particmade for a gpod curtain

ipating,

Second part holds up nicely with
a plantation opening in which Murray Leonard warbles 'Old Man
River'; Boo Lavan strips again, ahd
effectively; a funny version of Irish
Justice by Marshall, Hyatt, et al.; a
doll dance specialty by Maurice and
Mario; a dentist bit; a parade number led by WiUiams and Miss Lavan
in modetne manner; a solid toe tap
by Miss Hazlette; the 'I'll throw it to
the dogs' business dressed up with a

Chinese war background and another
settp by Miss Dee all in order and
to good purpose.•Pleasure iWad Girls' has what it
.takes and with some judicious pruning and sharpening up of the>choru3
and ensemble work, should be able
to hold its owni.
Burm.

—

,

ORIENTAL,

.

.

THEATRE

performance.

chorus, stained glass, et.c., make up Lee and Harold and LaVodis hold
the set. Might be a good idea .for the dancing assignments. 'Margie
all such producers to steer clear of Burton, Lou Denny, Helen Moore
touches.
Singing, and John Quigg complete the lineup.
quasi-religious
however, is above hurley par. Peel The chorus is average in looks and
Burton.
off is- done behind gauzie curtain and routines'.
is about the only Pne of the trio
witnessed that had the semblance of
a tease. Roxahne's single memorable contribution to prpcefedings was
veil
dance of assorted cona
(GAYETT, BALTIMORE)

impressions, and stiU further from
legit entertainment, that only the
Considering
worst is anticipated.
with some material, but none of them the
fact that for the same dough
€811 get far enough away from the
Minneapolis, Sept. 10.
the ex-burley patrbns were given a
trunk, with resurrected bits such as virtual epidermis exposition it is
Harry Hirsch's 1937 stock burand doubtful that they will shell for Such lesque conforms Identically to pre'Oh, Doctor,' 'Love Potion'
'Jesilous Husband' now occupying nondescript hybrids that reveal so vious patterns. It consists of elabotheir attention.
rate flash production numbers with
little in flesh, or, just plain enter
Lillian Murray, amazonlan looker, tainment.
the usual comedy scene and a few
does
imder
featured,
semi-strii)
There's
Grover Franke, a producer, evi specialties sandwiched in.
wraps, showing first one side, then
the normal amount of stripping and
new
hurley
dently tried to teach old
the other and then a veiled peek. tricks but got lost somewhere and other, display of anatomy. As burfound himself again in midst of a lesque it's a pre.tty good show and
half-baked musical, without reason not too dirty, except in occasional
spots.
or rhythm.
Again this season Hirsch goes the
As it stands show is sans pep or
good timing which preceding "blue limit in production, costummg and
hurley boasted. Layoff has not af- lighting and his fiash production
fected the line girls any since they numbers compare favorably with
are just as much out of time and those of the better unit shows. He
mind as ever. Their male counter- continues to stress girls and both
Music on femme principals' and chorus* are
parts are even worse.
opening was discordant, adding to youthful, good looking and shapely.
Reopening
the all-around minus result.
The big line of 18 girls exhibits more
After initial limpy line work, Ed- dancing skill than one usually finds
London— Ratum Engagement
die Kaplan uncorks his comedy in in burlesque, the skilful direction of
itself
asserting
September 14th
Peigrim
an- old box-to-proscenium bit with Bobby
straight, Allen Forth.
As bad as throughout..
'Best nigrht club act We have
Featured stripper, Ceil Von DeU,
it was, bit was one of show's hilites.
ever seen.'
other
strippers,
Tne
stunning.
gutter
sheep-ranch
joke
is
was
New
—LONDON BYSTANDER. woven
into a new blackout, fpr Marie Voe, Gaye Knight and June
Comic duo and March, have what it takes. In the
Charlie La Ford.
Dir.! WM. MORRIS AGENCY
Forth hit it off in a newly twisted course of their parading they cpni-

The

there is
that she

If

didn't show, it must have been reserved for the next performance.
Marie Cord, Mary Joyce and Rox- Still, the applause was weak and
studio peel and gums up through anne afford fleshier portion with and
scattered,
lacking the experience and finesse. without the gauze drop. Peeling is
Zorita billed in as a 'Snake Tease'
Presser and Green, mixed duo with cautious with gals undraping to a Gaero and taps, are refreshing in thre^ string. Plenty quick these days and annoimced as 'The Wedding of the
Shake' is the featured attraction. It's
encore
there
is
to
when
the
I.P.
not like
old
spottings and seem all
just
another strip, but with plenty
seekers were always satisfied. Two
hold up the show.
Thanksgiving is twu months av^ay, tableaux of the seechr chorus and of action. In Zorita's routine, the
but the Republic already has its tur- femme .partner of St.' Clair and snake gets the works and the reptile
Yvonne, dancing team, furnish rest seemed exhausted at the curtain
key.
Latter rate a nod which is probably why it is stated
of semi-nudity.
for a rather exciting dance macabre that Zorita uses a new snake at each

Another

Y.

Wednesday, September 15, 1937

N. Y.

The reunited Minsky clan, Abe,
Herb and Morton topped hatchet-'
burying by relighting the Oriental^
N. Y., on Friday (10) with a wiggly
cantaiita of sapolioed hurley species
tagged 'Follies Brassiere.'

Of the reported extensive house
renovations, which promised an enBaltimore^ Sept. 12.
larged stage, it has only resulted in.
expanding
the,, stage apron for fur-,
'Pleasure Mad Girls' should improve with playing and general ther audience projection. Result is
tightening up. As now constructed that the stage is just as crowded as
it has the makings, with a capable
ever and just as much of a handicap,
brace of comics in Charles 'Red' in spotting of the shows. But the
Marshall and Happy Hyatt, Edna performers make the best of it and
Dee, featured stripper, and some fine get along after a fashion.
specialties which, include Maurice
Show is of the stereotyped burl.ey
and Mario, socko .adagio duo; Jean variety, blackouts and skits spaced
Hazlette, okay hoofer, and Val Wil- by
and dance ensembles.
song
liams, in a snowbird impression and Neither division shows anything new
general number work. Other prin- in material or performers. ;Yet coscipals are Murray Leonard, smooth tuming and scenic investiture, are
working straight; Boo Lavan, sec- tasteful and far above ipar of general
ondary stripper; Claire Stone, and run of hurley productions. With burTom Sunday. Line is made up of ley now a hybrid entertainment,- the
14 girls, four of which take on show
projectors after a couple of months
girl stature in parades and poses.
experimentation have not as yet
Nicely wardrobed against attrac- of
discovered a happy medium and it
tive full stage setting, line and priur
It's
like they won't.
just
cipals get off to an adequate opening looks
under wraps, with niost of
after which Hyatt, Bunday and Miss bvrley
allegedly
distasteful
Stone get some laughs with a short the former
comedy bit. Line number and fast blackouts, et al., but stymied because
aero routine by Miss Hazlette then of inability to officially label as
precedes a policemen's ball bit which such on marquee or elsewhere.
The batch of principals at hand
serves to introduce Marshall, who
works nicely with Leonard and
Hyatt to good returns.
A brief peeler by Boo Lavan, who
TRIO
DeVITO
,

.

.

,

.

DENNY

stacks UD okay and sells in acceptable style, next, followed by a smart-

costumed parade and a very sock
adagio specialty by Maurice" and
Mario, youthful team who have what

Dressed by

ly

it

Gave doings a real

takes.

SIDNEY FISHER

lift

which held up with specialty by Val
Williams in which he does a hopr
head impression in song and dance.
Set good spot, for the crying baby
and absent doctor business in which

75/77, Shaftesbury

Avenu*

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ,ENG.

,

ALWAYS WORKJNQ

by Leonard, Miss
Stone and Pdna Dee, gets, his share

Marshall, assisted
of laughs.

Hoof routine by line in one leads into
a strong comedy scene in which Hyatt
from a box clowns with a deadpan
stooge sitting next to him and Miss
Stone and Bunday on the stage.

AL 'WHITEY' ROBERTS
Week Aug. S7, Oriental, Clitoago
Week Sept. 3, Tower. Kansas City,
Ho. ; Sept. 10-11, Kleotrio, St. Joey Klo.
'

Week

Sept. Il, Colonial, Dayton, O.

This bit can be developed into a very

funny piece

of

A

business.

fast

hoofing specialty by Miss Hazlette;
a modern number by Williams and
the chorus; a very funny travesty of
a stropperoo by Hyatt, who uses his
extra avoirdupois to good effect, and
a well sold Pullman bit by Marshall
follow in order to introduce Edna
Dee, disrobing in accepted style and
to good returns. Audience liked her
stuff. Pinale, a well staged rhumba

Christmas Card Agents
Large

new

easily earned seUIns
Folder Assortment. Sells on

profits

21

.

sight for fl.OO.
Other Holiday assortments.
Write for particulars.
'

DOROTHEA ANTEt
ZZS West 72nd

St.,

New

York, N. T.

HELD OVER AGAIN!
CURRENTLY

CHICAGO - 2 WEEKS - HEADLINING
— 2 WEEKS — HEADLINING — JIILY
PARAMOrNT — NEW YORK — 2 WEEKS — JCNE

ORIENTAL

-

CHICAGO TUKATKK

SAY

IT

WITH GIRLS

(PALACE, BUFFALO)
Buffalo, Sept. 13.
Michaels' Palace is a burly
For nearly a dozen years,
in season and out, against competition and without, its box office has
clicked out consistent profits and has
boosted Michaels high as a successDuring the
ful burlesque operator.
period it has presented every conceivable type of burly performance
and the total aggregate amount of
dirt poured across the footlights if
placed end to end would probably
fertilize the State of Texas.
'Say It With Girls' is the second
Hirst show so far presented. What

Dewey

institution..

if

anything this

new type

of

bur-

lesque entertainment represents depends on what standards you apply.
No question but what it is an improvement over recently previous

BOB DU PONT
THE COMEDY JUQGLER

HELD OVER

ROXY,
itSBCOMJ

NEW YORK

RETURN ENGAGEMIOKT

U'lTHIN

HOTEL ASTOR, NEW YORK
Direction

TWO

(6th

BIONTHS)

Week)

MUSIC rORl»OBATION OF AMKKIC'A

N1LE8

:»IIC:HIG.AN'ii

Tf.

C.

EDDIE WHITE
This

Week

(Sept.

9),

Loew's State,

New York

MICHIGAN, DETROIT
M.f'.'ING SHOW WITH

Sept. 24,

TOMMY FARR
—DIRECTION-

CHARLES YATES
MILTON BERGER
PADDY SCHWARTZ

PAUL ROSINI

tion.

The

strip tease is evident as ever
but as far as this show is concerned
is run off faster and rather more

"ONE MAN SWING BAND"

MGT.: Rl'DV VA^LEIO ORCII. tlNIXS CORP., 615 MADISON, N.

offerings, but^ in every department
it is distinctly below musical com-

edy, vaudeville or best burlesque
standards. Such improvement as is
shown is confined to a faster movin?
performance, defter handling of
comedy material and better dressing
and lighting. More attention is being given to the comedy skits, the
'hells'
and 'damns' are noticeably
out but the lines and action are still
plenty odorous, the entendre bein?
not double but quadruple and with
little or nothing left to the imagina-

HYDE

VIC

.

PHENOMENAL PRESTIDIGITATOR
THIS WEEK STAT« LAKE, CHICAGO
WEBK MEPTK.^IItKR 11, LYRIC, INDIAN.VPOLIS
CENTRAL BOOKING OFFICE, INC.

Management:
'

M

W.

Riin«1olph

St.,

ChlcaRO

'

VAUDE—BURLESQUE
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hard working
and good
if they only
Xrul are something
to be
the material. That seems
^
all around but
ihe fault with hurley
they've chopped
since
now
so
more
succession
rfown considerably on the
strip-teasers and paof bumpers,
Not that
rades of unadorned gals.
h^i*e, or m any
tJiev're out entirely
looking,

to
o^her hurley, but still they've got
more careful than before the

^

trouble started.
Skits are Of

,

;

reminiscent var.ety
and for most part enlist the comedy
fiiomming endeavors of Steve M'llls,
Golden Jr., nut
Al
Dutch,
doing
eccentric, and Hank Henry, boob.
The trio struggle with antiquated
material and do as well as can be
e-zpected, Golden scoring best reLad has polish, delivery and
eults.
should take him
Bfirise of timing that
places other than burlesque.
Lamb chop bit, which has been
done to death all around, creeps in
again here with Henry and Sylvia
Simms getting so^sp results. Others

trombone playing bit, and a sketch,
'A Night at the. Theatre,' in which
specialties are introduced. Joe Forte
does a clean-cut job of straighting
for Snyder.
Co-comic is Jack Lament, who also garners some laughs
during his several appearances.

Herman

Ferber, tenor and straight,
useful in

lacking in the others. They go for
the family touch in a big way and
before the season is very old the
regulars call the girls by their first

names and everything is folksy.
There are also lines at the stage door,
which proves that the John species is
by no means extinct, but just moved

makes himself generally

over to Brooklyn,

off-stage singing, through the mike,
and a 'down south' number, in which
he is given some assistance by Inez
Marvin, who sings a little, and also
plays the' violin.
Both of her efforts are on the puny side.
Ferber,
however, has a flair for the dramatic, and has a splendid pair of
pipes, which he used to good efllect
in a lengthy rendition of 'Darkies

gets off to lively clip with
song and dance opener by Jack
the line, followed by
sapolioed skito and other dance ensembles spacing. Harry Lande, doing tramp, and Steve Mills, his familiar Duty
_o okay with the comedy.
Both are wheel veterans. At

Show

.

fast

Shaw and

times there are

sif^ns of

straining

ait

the leash to go into former rowdy
routines, but it never happens. UnAre Born.'
Dancing portion of the show is derstood house has given all notice to
handled by Euhl Ratcliffe, looker; hold in or else. And they're doing it.
Real sock pf the show, however, is
Sou Rousseau, torso twisting femme,
Mayig, comely brunet, feawhose best effort is a dragon dance, Dorothy
tured,

with
of class.
Miss
efifects.
Wanda Maye adds oodles
to the occasion with
good returns with clever work in the
skits, has pleasLine of 14 gals ant singing voice
and a distinct rehave been nicely drilled,
form
run gamut of from Tlugel Street' to several attractive ^picturesandin the finement seldom found in a burley
the
lineup. She spots a couple of semi'MUe.'s Boudoir,' latter Sans
production numbers. Larry Lamont
usual ostermoor flash but gets over. is on twice for some tapping, first nude strips in an artistic manner.
Shirley O'Dea, buxom blond a la Mae
Julie Bryan, blonde looker, featured, in a rope skipping number,
and later West, even to resemblance, alternates
contribs a coupla eye-ifilling reveal- as a dancing usher, registering
both with Miss Maye in the skit division
e:-3 with the girl under -shower toptimes.
and uncorks a solo, 'Use Your Imping for the s.a. Barbara Diane; and
Show could stand considerable agination.' with a Westian tinge. She
Gladys Fox also contrib sublimated
Miss Simms' im- pruning, and might be speeded up also spots a drunk bit in speakeasy
strips and bumps.
by
abbreviation
the
of
several
skit with Lande that is hyned up for
presH of Luise Rainer, as Anna
draggy portions. Running time now laughs and ulso clicks. Zola, dancer
Held, would have been okay if not
an hour and twenty minutes.
of exotic type, also gives good acoveracted. Queenie King okay in a
Biz just fair, at second show Fri- count in several torso, twisters, efbrace of orientals as build-up for day (10). Film, 'That I May Live'
fective even though held in. ^John
Jimmy JDe Plama (20th).
bumps.
the
Wied.
Grant
makes
good
appearance
handled most of the vocalizing ae-r
straighting for comics. Jack ShaWi
ceptably flanked by the beauteous
neat appiearing baritone with okay
Bihglng and dancing chorus.
voice, handles most of the warbling,
Biz particularly encouraging openwhile; Frank^ Brooks contribs good
It looks like Minskys
ing night.
'Oxford Follies,', which relighted hoofing specialty and Jimmy Rayhave the right spot, good lineup of this bandbox former hurley stand, mond siitisfies.with his guitar antics.
with swell lighting

Kay

registers to

her aero specialty.

OXFORD, B'KLYN

.

principals, possibly the best looking
and hardest working chorus hurley
has ever boasted but are sorely in
need of a material writer to make
However,
•tiie show mean anything.
Eddie Lynch has done a standout
job as stager of show.

Bozo Snyder's Owii Show

is

satisfying entertainment of musical

Skits are

more

show va-

of tab

tab variety, with but few excursions

riety than burley.
Some good and
former burley formula save bare others n.s.g.; but with the fast danchest expositions and a coupla skits. cing and nicely costumed numljers
Ops are smart in holding show down of (he chorines the show jells for
to 90 minutes.
Even then it has a lively entertainrpent of a ,sort.
few draggy episodes, but no way
near as boresome as those padding
out similar shows for two hours or
PEOPLE'S, N. Y.
more. General reason is that fans
Also called a FolHes this allwant a lot for their money, 55c. They
seemed well satisfied here last week. colored show, considering its locale
Because of small house and dimin- and possible draw, can better be
utive stage, ensemble 'Comprises six ealled folly. Polyglot neighborhood
ponies and four showgirls.
Even will find no mass appeal in iahcie'nt
then with the 10 on at same time films and type of shows, clirrently
stage is dressed and a times almost projected.
Program is about as far from
overcrowded.
With Charles Schwartz owning the hurley as possible, both in color and
Alleged comic banter of
house and a $1,500 nut about cover- texture.
ing everything, the Oxford can do Russell Carrington and George Bennicely for an 800-seater. Smallness nett is actually- of. the sleep producCouple of abdominal
of house gives a touch of intimacy ing variety.
to

•

(NATIONAL, LOUISVILLE)
.

Louisville, Sept. 13.

National reopened here Friday
<10) as one of the spokes in the
Izzy Hirst Wheel. Judging from the
first offering, some improvement will

have
Units,

to

or

be

shown

patrons

in subsequent
will be disap-

pointed.

Bozo Snyder carries the comic
lead, and gets some good returns on
pantomime, particularly- his
bis

,

•
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the tease in

and a slightly blue line here
and there do not make burlesque or

beauty.

anything else worthwhile.
Aforementioned "opening male
twain get just as far with subsequent
tap dancing and singing, Hilda PerlenO) who mixes coyness with semioperatic voice to incongruous re-

Then for an extra attraction to open
the season, Jaffe has Diane Raye, the
gal who tried to .show London the
fine art of undressim? last year. Slie'g
also fallen in with the New Deal in
burlesque, but it's a law deal for the
customers. Miss Ray'e starts out in a
weak, nondescript voice with a pain-

twists

it,

sults, follows as inauspiciou.sly as the
openers. First real humor comes in

that's

however.

boxing match between Tim Moore less lyric about her experiences
and Carrington, Dialogue is hack- abroad and then proceeds to undrape
neyed and wasted by all but Moore r.lowly with all of the enthusiasm of
who lends what little life there is to a life on a rock-pile when the guards
the scene. Burlesqued 'Red Riding pren't looking.
And she, too, gets
Hood' bit also with Moore, Aunt through wearing enough to clothe
the ordinary Eskimo in mid-season.
Hattie's risque songs, a Dionne baby
Even the comics, the backbone of
parody of 'I Did It for the Red, White
and Blue,' latter uncensorable but the burlesque indu.stry, seem to be
spicy bit that will probably be picked depressed by the whole setup'. Top
up by others, comprises comedy. Not nnmes among the funnv men in
altogether unworthy but Unexciting. 'Madcaps' are Charles (Red) MarAunt Hattie gives out with a new shMl and Haopy (Fats) Hyatt and
song added to her 'Fuller Brush Man- neither of them has blethered to
repertoire, that should arouse Ihe work up anything new. Time-worn
situations
boys.
and
threadbare
eags,
Buddy Bowser, m.c. of sorts and stretched- to distraction, are still emdance team of Danny and Edith,. ployed; Hyatt's still doinT his hoke
Lillian Yeuen, wiggler and Joe Byrd. .strip, very amusinT until witnessed
for the 'steenth time, and his box
comic, complete lineup.
Chorus .is shapely rand can dapce. bit with the dead-pan stooge, while
Gals do intricate routines with miore Marshall, a natural clown, is refesling and interest than their paler ly '"^ct on ropk-ol'-ages stuff, too.
sisters in other burley standi. Hurl.
Specialties look like bad vaude,
and if nil this is f n effort to elevate
an old and flourishing industry, then
It's
likely to prove a boomerang.
ManKattan Madcaps
There's no substitute for nudity in
burlesque; if there is. it can't be
(CASINO, PITTS.) •
dullness, at ahy rate.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 13.
Cast of 'Manhattan Madcaps' also
If this is the new burleycue, then
includes acrobatic-adacio tepm of
it won't be long now.
The strippers Maurice ahd ^Marie, Val Williams.
are still stripping, but they wina up Murry Leonard, Tom .Bundy and
with as rriuch on at the finish as^ at, Clairp Stonie. Make allowances for
the start; flash refinement seemsr to, faqt' that this Js first week for wheel
be the keynote and with it have show after brief rehearsal period,
come tedium and boredom, so much and th'i're's .still no balm Jn Gi'ead—
so that whole thing resembles a or burlesque.
Cohen.
fourth-rate. 'Greenwich Village Follies' twice removed.
The sticks have been accustomed
Hirst Circuit
to burlesque in the old manner and
they're not going to be satisfied with,
.Week of S<pt.'t9
small-'time units that wouldn't get to;
first
base even in a honjcy-tgnk'
'Meet- the Girls' -^Howhrd, nosl<>n.
'.Scan DoUa't—Jac(iueH, AVaterbury.
nitery,
'Manhattan Madcaps' isn't
'Meivy Moilels' Cqrttury, BiooUIyr\,
burley and it isn't entertainment, so
•PleuBure Mad' — Gaycty. WushlnKton,
what is it? Merely flesh f^nd as
'PttS'eant of Folly'
Oaycty, Baltimore;
pb^ny as a nudie's prop smile;
Babes With Cliarma'— Caaliio, PlttaMaybe George Jaffe, who pilots
'Boiio Snyder'—'Gayety, Olnclnnall,
the Casino, remembers the Moss
'J olios BeKere' —Uapltol,
Toledo.
po'»rom of last spring or perhaps
'StaK^ flcandala'-^Naitonnl, Luulnvllle.'
.

.

.

;

•

'

.

—

—

.

he's just waiting until the currently
hot political campaign, gets out of
the way. But at any rate,- he has the
gals covered conclusively and his
teasers have left all of the tease of a
scrublady at' 6 a.' m. Only .stripoer,
so-called, in 'Madcaps;' is Edna Dee,

and when she's disrobed, she's still
wearing twice as much as a bathing

— —
— —
—
'Swing-High' — EmbasHy, Rochester.
'Galtles of 1938'— JSmplre, Newiirk.

Ilosy, Clavelund.
'Cupid's Oarnlvar Qarrlclt, Bt.
•Beot Trust'
Rlalto, Chlpaifo.

•i'oot I.ooMe'

Ix)\»li,

'ilavH aw\ Stripes'
Ca.slno, 'J'oronlo.
'FrlHlty FroUoa'
Palace, BuffHlo.
:

——

'I'/iii-lan Flirts'
Star, Brootlyn.
•l*liave Belles'
lOyrlc, AUfnto'wn; JWon.«

Tues., Urpheuni, Reading;
Bun., Earl, Atlantic City.

Frl.,'

Sat.

an4

.
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NEXT WEEK
THIS

Billy

Seven Seas
Dorothy Roberts
Lonol* Mclntlre Or Guy Ronnie

Buhrman

Lily Gibson

Lethla Hill

Maxlna Tappin

(Sept. 13)

Phil D'Arey

STICEATHAM

LEYTONSTONE

MO

RIalto

J

P

J Melville

ft

Anderaon

Graad (17^
Dick, 'Don

D

ft

Sarah Ann KcCabs

Edna Sirong

4

Block

Lucille

Sully

ft

Chapey

Sc.

HariT Rose

AlphoBSe Berg Co

Callt Collegians

Allen

Arren
(">
Bowes Int'I Rev Bobby

BOSTON

4

Boston (M)

KraddockB'

.

Week

Jimmy Doraey Ore
(10)

ABERDEEN

Variety Gambol
Steve Bvans
(Sene Austin

Hltzt Majrfalr

Buster Shaver Co

CHIjCAOO

Variety Octmbol

Donald Peers
Falls Reading

TlTOH
0'

'Jlck

ft

Henry

WASHIMOTON

CITT

Larry Collins

Byron & Byron.
Walsh & Barker

Sammy Walsh

Mark Plant
eid Marlon

Judy Starr
Johnny Burke
Prltchard ft Lord

Lilian Fltzroy

Jenny McAndrew
Hatton ft Mariners
Mansell & Ling

.

Sliadellne Kllleen
Ella' Fltzeerald

Talbert Haslett

Chick.

Evelyn fyner

Webb Oro

EDINBURGH
Royal

Talbot O'Farrell

Wynh'

JACK POWELL
NOW ON His

For

ft

Phllco

Zella

Co

ft

TiR

ft

.

Kondo & Hanako

P ZaharoiC Bd
16 pancing Beauties
Mannequins
20 Eton Boy Singers
Oliver Hardwlcke
Countess Torano
10.

Valerie'

LEDDY & SMITH

Anna

ft

Thelma Came
L' Anson SIb
Rupe Withey

NEATH
Knoll

Ku4a Bux
Sylvia

ParanHmnt

.

NEWCABTLB

GREAT
YARMOUTH

CHICAGO

irOBK CIXI

Paranount <1S)
Shop Fleldu Oro
Barton ft Mann
Shas Team

KINGSTON

Chioa«o (17)
Sandor & Glancz
(Thr«e to fill)

Empire
Houston

Casino

BOSTON

nietropoUtan (17)
IMary Small

Arrowhead Inn
Irving Conn Ore
Lee Russell
Muriel Lane

Wanier
(10)

Earle (17)

Qlen Gray Oro
Bob Hall
Marjorle Galnsw'rth

Henny Toungman'
Mltzi Mayfair

READING

Ethel Shutta

Astor <M-25)
Rita Rio Ore

Whitey & Ford

L

(17-18)

Hudson-DeL Ore

Earls (17)
Horace Heldt Oro

PITTSBVROH
Stanley (17)

(10)

DlcU Stabile Ore

Gilbert Bros

Oracle Barrle

J

Shaw

ft
ft

•

WASHINGTON

(10)

Horace Heldt Oro

Nolo

J McKenna

ft'

Grade Barrle
Jack Seymour Co

Lae
Nolan

El T«rcador
Don Juan Ore
Fausto De Igado
Teddy Rodriguea

Anne White

Tlti ft Pellln

Loralna
Renee Villon
Lillian

mil's Gay BO'B
Ethel Gilbert

Ann Courtney
Spike Harrison

Bmmett Casey

Harris

&

ft

Paul Rosini
CITY,

Shore

KANSAS

CllfCord

Mellnsa Mason
Oriental (18)

Roaa

ft

Tower (17)
Page

Radio Ramblers
Tommy Trent
Olvei-a Bros
ST. JOE, MO.

Bennett

King, King ft K
Tommy Trent
Wilfred Bngleman
Vic Hyde
State

Lake

MO

Muriel

Electric

(17-18)

Sunnio O'Dea
3. Arnolds

(17)

Bobbins

Jack I^onard
Kendall Capps & Jr

Varsity Coeds

Troy ft Lynne
(One to fill)
Lyrlo (17)
George Beatty

Sis.

Rhythm Boys

3

Callente Cabelleros

CImteaa Slodeme'
Jack Monte Ore
Maryon Dale
Consui^]o FlowertoD
Trim Plaza
Clnremont Inn
Carl Harte Ore
Club Cnyaller

Mark Sable

(10-20)

Gray

INDIANAPOLIS

Carol

Fam

Orcf

Henry Berman

Thrillers

Jackie Gleason

ISxocUos

Snndra Landl

(One to

Mildred

All)

Roselle

Honey & J Wilson
Club 18
Q Andrews Oro
Jack White
Pat Harrington
Jerry Blnnchard
Frank Froeba

Week
Anderson.'

ft

Canterbury
]Hl.

Jiiclc

AUom
H.

AI.

half (13-15)

Worroan
Dake ft

H

Wllflon,
'MX

Rapid 4
Jack Stocks.
Premier

EDMONTON

Dominion
ft Landduer

CAMDEN TOWN
Qaumont

Club

Symmooks

ISLINGTON

Clqb Gaacho

Los GauchoB Oro
Chlciulta

Nina
Llta

Ist half (13-15)

Mona Grey

ft

D

2d half (IC-IB)

Jack

Warman

Wilson, Dake

HAU

& H

£EWIHHAM

Granada
ft

B

Palace

Radlonymphla

Carmen

Club Mlrador
(Roof Garden)

Jock McKay
Joy. J&.C1C, Leo

CLAPTON

fi2d St.

Snub Mosley Ore

Palace
4

Lucille Bonntead

Blue Hall

3 Porcellys

Keppel

.

II

IIABiaiERSMITH

Ztawlcz

EAST

Helen Morgan
Dave Fox
Bovard Sis
4 Cordoba ,Sls

Empire

Popino

Joy, Jack> Joe

in'ilson,

Club Eldorado

M

Molino, Knye &
Jones '& Thomas

halt (1Q-It>

Jock McKay

Blnk
Haywood, May
Jack I.ane

Jerry Kruger
Jerl Wlllxee

of Sept. 13

Astoria D. H.

LInd Carcnzlo
Corlnne
^

Dormonde Bros

Irene Helda

Beth Raborn
Helen Shaw
Ruth Wayne

°

Les Juvelys
Ltlyan, Dania, Male
Luclenne ft Ashou'*
Ketty Mara Co
Les Menchiassl
Les Robenis
Roborton

Germalne Roger
Nlco Roschin

Carmen Torres
Frolics

Ralph Watkins Ore
Joe Lewis

a

ft

R

McDonald

Terry Lawlor

Harlem Uproar
House
Eraklne Hawkins Or
Bobby Evans
Socarass
Bddlt Smith
Lillian FItzgerld
FlHsa Sextette
Reo & Curley

Spoons Brown
Bubbles Wilson
Yelma MIddleton
Willie Jackson
Loucey Lane
Hickory llonae
Joe Marsala Ore
.

Ray Blondl
3 Poppers
Adelo Glrard
.

'

Jock Dempsey't

Club

Ulckory Lodge
(Lnrclimont, N. I.)
Ziun Arthur Ore
U'lyw'd

RtiBtauriuii

Mitchell Ayres Ore
E Jelesnlck Ore

NTG Rev

Joey Ray

Hotel Ambassador

D'Angelo & Porter
Walter Cummins
Dorothy Crone

D

Chuck Stevens Ore
Webster Ball

Hottil
flrllO

(Copktail

Bud

ft Buddies
Ralph Fisher
Paul Neighbors
Art Mooney. Ore

Violet Love
Bill Balrd

Lee

ft

Though a majority of picture
houses were doing tertific business
-

Raule

at this time in 1936; the

ft

Ed

Sllverglade
Johnny Graft Orolesy BelUs

Kay

Millard

While the industi7 had an unusually
batch of J>ictures to inaugurate
the fall season last year, there are
just is many if -hot more hit films
this year^ This despite .ihe attempted
Paramount boycott and infantile
epidemic' threat to juvenUe attend-

Nlcholai Orushko
Julian Altmao
Ivan Kornlloff
Sands Point CInb
Panl RebnccI Oro
Stoik iciob

Gray

ance.

Ore

See
Judge

&

Bm

SI

aab

Bonevaa-Stntrora
Boons)

week,

last

president

Batney

Paramount,'

of

Ifaat

&e

Jean ft June
4 Bloasoma
Harry Holly
Johnny Majgnan
Silver Lake laa

Meyer Davis Ore
Baa VmakHa Hotel

'

receipts were running
S-t9% tiigher than a year ago. He
forecast that Ifaere would be' a further pickup as the vacation season
is forgotten and cooler weatiier :sets
exBaiabad indicated thai
in.
hfliitioa policy 3i4^t be shifted, pro-viding pidblic patronage oonituiues, to
indade extended Ttins for more pop
pictures even though onginalHy set

said

SllBke Oro
Greae Oaborno'
Graca Oellins

Baiaie

receipts

Balaban,

Vaa :Levta Oro
Heniy Patrick

Eleanor Bowers

(niMt

office

Btto-CarltOB
fCiTStal Baen)

Girls («>
Sllverglade

.

After giving ihe once-over to box

Martoneties

Iszy BelUs
Music HaU Boys

Castalne

•

,

Bobby Xorro Oro

Xay&lr

Ed
{

>

ft

Pattl Crawford

Int^
MUteia Kellem. Oro
Ooa JtaBalde Oro'

-

A

-oifice

fine

Palumbo's
Eddie Thomas
Miller

box

this yfear still is runniag Well above
that enjoyed last year in early fall.

Henri.
Dixie Painter
4 Dictators
Carol, Jean, ft J
Billy Scott Oro

Travis

.

fice.'

Frank Payne
The Rose Bowl

Bomard

from page 3)

market, of coiirse, with the 'same
heralding a distinct sliimpi. in business activity, would naturally be felt
at the box office, atid in no itniertain
manner. But the present dip in the
market is hot expected to be reflected foy aoy slump at the box of-

(tHemeatoa)
only -for one week or less. To back
Joe MUikopC Oro
up this theory, 'Balaban cited 'lhat
Coooanut -Grovo
"Beth ObaUlB
'Artists and Iklodels^ liad 4S boldCharleB
ft Celeste
Leon Fields
Bobby Hayes Bd
Blta
Del
Gardi
Cleo Valenteen
overs in first- ruris and fiiat ^uls at
Mary Lane
Henny Youngman
Katherlse
Band
Nolan. Darling ft N
Don Bagonese
3 Raymonds
Sea* has ioHovred liurough wai& exSha!bdor
&,
Margo
Danny Higglna
Patricia Gllmore
«M]i CsataiT; Xaroni tended eiigagemeaits In Xios Angeles,
Dolly Vaughn
Harry Rose
Inga Borg
Lou
Longo
Oro
Freddie
Lane
Lee Leslie
Gypsy Lee
.San Francisco, I%iladelphia, New
Jacqueline Herman 2Sth Century Co ii)
Gene Walters
Tavern On Green
Bsivea and Hartford.
Jimmy Coatello
UlUaa Bowman
Gladys Faye
(Central Park)
Coyie ft ThompaoB
Al Mayo Ore
Another satisfying
to showVaughn Comfort
Dot Hawley
Hughle Barrett Ore
{Cam
Cafe)
men watching ftx bux office trends
In'ternatlonal Casino
Don Greenwood
Valhalla
Geo Olsen Ore
Mee Jaffe Oro
Chloe Dare
is that draw pictures h6ve come in
Yaicha Bunchuk Or Maurice Shaw Oro
XillUan
Stewart
Beany tlio Bnia'o
for floe business an subsequent runs
Basil Fomeen Ore
Marita
Deloyd McKay
Pandafa Caf*
Calgary Bros
Lorraine Barrett
even tiiough they played to excellent
Muriel Thomas
Artlni
Ron'd Hal
Ted Xjlasey Ore
grasses in prolonged first-run f3>ots.
Frank Hall
Jeanne Devereaux
Blanche Saunders
VersRillea
Lee BarleU
Maurice & Crance
Tata Priaero
Diaae ft Del Campo 3 Pazlaattes
M Bergere Ore
Jacqueline Mlgnae
OEEie Welle
Joe Rodriguez Oro
Gee Craft _
Kit Kat Club
Mltzi Green
Doany I«rona
Cedarwood Ina
Maurice Rocco Ore
Gall-Gnll
Dorothy Saulters
(Malaga. If.
DatUa's Battaakollor
WIvel
Gharioteere
(naieace Midi Oro Oloria Armond
Bob Asen Bd
Cook ft Brown
^Continued from page 4)
Fraaky
SOhlBtlt
Ginger Bcott
Arllne Whitney
Kretohma
Jimmy Parker
Marion XJndeay
Evelyn Nesbltt
S^riam Brome
De Mayos <2)
Nicholas Matthey Or Bob Lee
hours notice given. This was in
Betty I>elavar
Dolly DaviB
Michel Mlcbon
Ginger Sutton
answer to bis attitude and .slowness
LlUiaa Bowman
V .Normand Ore
'Vtenk Poatl
in complying' with.
Ambasey Chib
regulations.
LOS A170ELES
Staaip'a Cafo
Helen Beaton
By the «ad of the present week.
Glraoe
Manners
Bella Belmont
Ball
Cozy Coe,Guild offidals expect to have virtu*
Pedro
Blanco
Oro
-Chas
Dane
Jonah Jones
Bruz Fletcher
Lee Perrlns
.aSy aill 'industrial and conmiercial
Marie Latell
Bddls Beal
Charlea Lawrence
Helen Heath
Case ft Harris
picture' producers
to
signatured
Beverly Wllahlre
Hawaiian Paradise Warwick Sis
Dods Pields
Dorothy Deppln
pacts.
Wilding and Audio ProducSunny Nash
Ted FIoRlto Ore
Sol Brights Ore
Peggy Butler
Gale ft Day
tions., Inc., BOW are in, and Jam
Satlnl Tual Loa
BUtmore. Bowl
Bversreea Caaiolo J»<^ Hutchinson
Sol Hoopl Ore
Irving Braalow Ore Handy' and Caravel |iave indicated
Jimmy Grler Oro
Wanda
Henry May Ore
Lola ft Lewis
they 'would follow suit. West Coast
Tlldn«
Diana Toy
o
Nadlae ft Gerardo
Glen Pope
Tom Barry
Penn Fay Oro
Service studios, one of larger plants
Jan Rublnl
Little ClBb
Lu-Brent
Billy Callahan
3 Biltmorettes
used by eonunercial film makers in
Jan* Jones
Al Shumaker
Jean
Kirk
Delores ft Andre
Paul Keadall
BlUle Lee
Darlene Jones
the east, is being counted i^n to sign
Dick Webster
Gladys Bagwell
Katfaem Qulnn
Jimmy BoUey
up as .soon as principal executives .of
3 Rhythm Rascals
Ross Valyda
Johnny Bellly
Barbara Jaeon
that firm Teturn to the city.
Cafe International Tiny Meredith
Hotel Adelphia Roof
Weber'a Hot Braa
No reply has l>e«i receiil'ed from
Don ft A LeMaira
Vincent fUzze Ore
Omar'a Doma
(Caaadea).
Mills, Kirk ft H
Meatone from ,the last letter adGeorgs Redman Oro Harold Knleht Oro iioula (3ia1kia Ore
Jean Gary
Bob Roltner
Elmer
Ray Miller
dresised to Iflilton ScHwarzwald, chief
King Sis
Bobbie
May
Dorothy
CajBtlo
Nathan Bros
The Theodore
Sinclair Sis
Dorothy Black
Dick ft Dottia Jonea officer K>f that short producing firm.
Vlnlta Wade
Martha Sears
2 Castles
Janice Thompson
Sducational also has not signatured
Paula Francois
Anita Jacob!
Alfred Latell
Night ft Day
Spec ft Spot
Palomar
Latter releases through
Int'I InBtrumental S pact yet.'
Beth Wilson
Bert Liynn
RosBllJanoB
Use Hart
apth-Fox' while Meiitone goes to exInternational Girls
E ft J Leach
Hugo Kiea
Frank Brltton Ore Dick & Dot Remy
Paul
Duke
hibitors via UniversaL Because both
Mildred Bailey
Sid Golden
Texas
Redheads
Cafe 1« Haoe
Red Norva Ore
Gregory Qolnn ft B of liieBe distributing companies have
Agnes Tolle
Hudson MetzgerOls Bran
Eldoradlana
Stan Clare Co
8 FsotaJne
J Dunetln ft Myrtle signed the basic scale agreements on
Clover Club
Paris Ian
the Coafrt, leverage might be exerted
Lambs Taveni
Snnaet Xon
Bob Grant Oro
Pate Contrelli Ore
to get Educational and Mentone in
Larry Mell Oro
Ace
Paneoast Oro
Dominie
Colmnbo
Club Hawaii
Ann Barrett
little SathakeUer
linfe on Guild wage agreement in
Ken Henryeon
Hawaiian Oro
Greta Straub
Dee Sis
Jack GrlfEln Oro
time.
Chubby Reed
Caeoanut Grove
Winnie Mack
Job Bryan
Al Cornarg
^March of Time* situation will be
Rodolfo ft Alva
Donald NovIb Ore
Savar ft Nell
Ed M'arple
Henry Monet
Hal Kemp
Frances Carroll
better known following a conference
Rhythm 2
Tbora' Malthalaon
Joan
Gardner
I^amoas Door
between SAG officials and John R.
Peacock OardeaB
MargueMta del Rio I^a Vonne
StUfiC Smith
Juan de Martinis
Kahn & DePlnto
Sylvan Herman Ore Wood today (Wed.).
Martel Oro
Snrfslde

(Atlantic Beach)

an^

Up

Extras

.

-

.

SAG

.

'

^f

'

'

|

Larry Siry Ore
Hutel Hlltmnr*

VIIIh

Irving Alexander

.

.

Roy Sedley
Buddy Wagner Ore (Moonlight Terrace)
Bernie Cummins Or
Ruth Denning

B Carpenter Oro

Eddie Collins
Coyle McKay Ore

Obenor

'

Les. Aurette
B.I and B.I

Herman Hyde Co

Callente

LaVere ft Wore
Fred Sylvester Co
Bill Anson

French Casino
(Foltee Bergera
Revue)
Russ Morgan Oro
Lou Breese Oro

Molina

I Parislana

Anchorage
Montez ft Marie
Lee Lament
Dorothy Bach

.

W
Feldkamp
Gua

Kelly's

Allan Small Oro
Joe Capello Oro
Montmar'tre Boys
Carter ft Schaub

Tommy Harris Ore
Tula Flournoy
Joyce Faye.
Cortes & Malda
Lnila.n Gale
Rlcardo De Caro
Rita Renaud

Sid Hawkins
Jerry Ryan

CHICAGO

nmmj

Las Gdarecltas
Bolando

Jimmy Whalen Oro

Jack Arnold

Ohicago (IS)

Bd UayehoS Ore

Patricia

ft.

Ko^

.

CiarlOB

PHILABELPBIA

Russian Bear
Cosrya Krumln
Sarlo
Lonya Kalbousa
Elena Slavnata

Marl una Pi ores
Raphael
Hotel WclUnstea

Pampero

Jose

White
Henry LaMarr

Eddy Duchln Oro

3

Naldl
Riviera

Ben- Tost Collegians

Leo Relsman Bd
Balph Rutgers Oro

CI Chtea
Carlos Montoya

Betty, Bowker
3 Musical Roguea

Bertolottr*

(Staillckt

Don Alberto Oro.

Hotel Stevens
(CoNtinenta] Kooos)

B. B. B.
Rider Sis

ft

Mickey Ali>ert Ore
Val Ernie Ore
Eddie Garr
Wlni Shaw
Ramon ft Renita

Wes Sommerfleld

Dawa

-Broa

Chas Carrier

Palmer Sis
Dorothy Johnston

Lou Valera

Astoria

D'Avolos & A
Antonlta Morale*

Raye

Lois'

•tal Waldorf*

CITT

Blanche & .Elliott
Barney Oallant'a

Jerry

Park

Walters
Hotel Shelton

Gene Fosdlek Oro
Hotel Taft
GoA. HaU Oro

Aheam

.

Singer

D0II7

NEW YOSK

Dumont

Donna Dae

Stroud 2

A Rascb Daneera

Bib

.

Celia McCoy
Gloria Shayne

Kaye

'

Jackie Heller

Emery Deutsch Ore
Eddie Iiebanon- Ore
Ill-Hat
Dr Sydney Rosa
Paul Rosini
Helen Myera
Lorraine 61s
The Bonnera
Marie Saria
Thelma Kingsbury
Dick Ware
Kenneth Davidson

^(Brboklm)
Dantzlg. Oro

Hotel St. SegiB
(Viennese Boot)
Jacques Fray Oro

Ansons

The Bandana
Dean 'Murphy
Jo Andrews

Ore

Sulnliow. itooiD

COiarlea

Cabaret

PHILADELPHIA

ft

Ed

(17).

Anson Weeks Oro
Mells, Kirk ft H
Buster Shitver Co

Ijou HoltZ'
Hastings Pjippeta
Art Jarrett
Ross Wyse Jr Co
Harris Shannon ft C
DE1BOIT
Lew Parker Co
Micfalsaa (17)
• Jaoksons
MaJ Bowes U

Mann, Dupree

3

Tvette

Bernlce Horton
Ray Jones

BALIiAS

Jane Pickens
Johnny Woods

Stan Kavanagrh

Stewart

ft

'

rtaaN

Kavanagh' i^ro
Ten-Forty Club
Lois Harper

<CohtinCied

Theo Troy
Mildred Rock

Valerie

Paul Thompson

Strad Newsboys

Lyons 2
Will Henderson Ore

U

Gene Youngblood
Fr«nk Gagen Ore
Corktuwu Xavera

-

Webb

Emlie Petti Ore
The Bachelors

Joe

Uorits
(Sky Gardens) .
Hal Richards Oro
Grlsha
Carleton ft Juliette

Billy Behnett

Maurice Palmer

Arlstocrate

Queen Maiy

•

Helen Cagle
Jack Rose
Toto Canglosl
Mario Baslnl

flotel St.

RlvoU

.

Ethel

ft

<!orllea

Ga9parre''s Oro.
.4

Frankie Masters' Or

Bote! Roosevelt
Lukewela'B OrchUetel Smvo^ -I'Inm

BU

SOUTHEND

Fiddle

ft

AUx

Powata'p'

Jack

Animals
Smith Ballet
Coay (Jorner
J Hubert
Palmer Uooaa Helen Dorsey
(Empire Room)
May Joy
The DeMarcos
Alexander Gray

Gale Parker
Marita Ryaa
Emmet Vance' Ore
Harry's ft. t.
Cabaret
Chas Engles Oro
Jack Irving

BUI Farrell

Hotel St. taeorire

Matthe
Hal Tatea
French ft Jeromo

D

ft

Trent

.

Harvey

Billy

ft

Cackles O'Neill
Place Elegante
Larry Maddl Ore

Betel Pierre
(Reof Garden)

Palace

Levis DlBcoverlea

D

Diaz, Don.

.Mae

uth Martin
Cocounut

Hotiel

Helen Crawford
Chas Carllle
Bernhardt ft G

Cats

4

tontinental 3

Paul Rene
Alexander Ore

H

Deppe

Luis

Pengra

Chalan ft Aldyt&e
ZeUer ft Wllburn
Marion Meltose

Elutlngfl

.

Betty Harrington

Ted Black mao

Healy ft Garnella
Stanbeck (S)

•

Barry

Arllb Stmraonds Oro

Hanawuy Ore

Phil

Enrico ft Novello
Les Trluner

(Casino)
Jesse Crawford

Plontutlim
Karl VValton Ore

Millie

(Booed. Walk)
Roger Pryor Ore

Shore

Tommy

Washington

Anise

&

Blaine

Nicholas ft Sylvia
Marge Jourdaln
Melanle

.

Mack Varzos & McDowell. Abbott Dancers
Omt •O'a
Panny Beck
Betel Sherman
Jill Dener
Law King
(ColleKO Inn)
Virginia Vaughn
'Mame'
Delia

Hotel riccadUly
Jeno Bartal Oro

PLYMOUTH

Stanley HoHbway
Jack Grieve
K ft J Winnon
Leon ft Klkl
3 Hlltons
Betty 'ft Olga

.

C;hester Oro
Jforthwood Inn

Bob King

Falma

Hotel Edgewater
Beach-

Sherr Bros
Burns ft White
Nina Rlnaldo Oro
Cengrees Hotel

'

D

Boh

.

Nat Alonzo
Pat Burps
Marie Paul

^ Jessie

Boom)

.

ft

Perry Ore
Chalet

Club Continental
Chloo Reyes' Ore

Ada Brown
Andy Kirk Ore
Al

Bin JohtVBon Ore
Eastwood Ciardeas

Hank Famish Ore
Blue Lanten
Maude F^ely
Al

Fred Warings Ore
Grand Terrace

Geo

•

R

l<

Drake Hotel

Yvette
AVIllle

^

Joe Porlatn
(Gold Coast

ft

.

.

Andre

Dorothy Wahl
Willie Shore

3

Commodore Duo

.

Oro

Claudia Weller
Geo Williams
Arlene Satton

•

Alfredo Ore

Boyal

MEW

HaU

Cook
Damzel ft Boy

Jaiils

Rcju"

Betel Breveort
Dorothy Duval'
Earl Smith

Maicine DeShon'

Johnny Russell-.
Hope Chandler
PavUlon Aeyal
(Valley Stream L.!.)
A Warren Ore

.

Cliff

Coloslmas
Bob Tlnsley

Maxinc ft Janice
rnmdlse

fintet riaxa
Pancho' Ore
Darlo ft Diane

Terry's Juves

BemlB Kids
Henry Itusse Oro

Jay Freeman Ore
Lucille Johnson
Ruth Daye
Shea ft Raymond
Joan Dilion

Harold Hagel Oro

Bud Moore

Pals

Bertha Wilmott
George Herlot
Kerns ft uapon
Nlcol ft Martin
EdUon & Louisa

Esq,ulrea

'

Paramount

.

Ronald Frankau

3

Wyn

Joe Moss

frnnif.'rlvn'nla.

Doraey Ore
Edytbe Wright
Jack Leonard '

•

Murray's
(Tuckahoe)
Ray Keating Oro
1.«.mberton9
Oiurs 4-lati
6 Spirit* of Rhythm

'

Kenny

Tommy

Shakespeare

GLASGOW
Pavilion

Hotel

LIVERPOOL

Paga

BrMce
Petite Poupee

Aflair

Ruthert'rd

ft

'Happy Landings'

4

De Haven

Jimmy James' Co

YEAR

20th

Phyllis

.

Dawne Sis
Ahdy ft Irving

Capitol (17)

Sert .HhkM Co

Johnny MeKeever
Evelyn Ran
Fred Cameron

Bower

Harry Helmsley

Adams

D.

B

.

Union
Klt-Kat S

ALDEBSttOT^
Hlppo<lrome

State (18)

D

Norman Cnrnot
Don Gal Van

Loew

ft

Webster

The D'uanos;
Dean Murphy

Oene 'Arrhpr

Baddy Kennedy

Florence Cast
Jack. Marshall
Larry Powell
Uorel Park Central
(Caeoanut Orove)
Jerry Blaine Orr

McSbane

ft

ft

Edward Victor
Swan ft Leigh
Danworth

Tom F Moss
Donelll & Sutton
McKenzle Reld

>

Low

16 SaronyJSirls

.Dale. Sl3

MEW TOBX

Lucan

th« Pack*

Jack Radcllffe

Coco
Block ft Sully
Holland ft Hart
CiBindy ft

(17)

Tommy Lyman

New Yorker

(Summer 'TemKo)
Benny Meroff Oro

of Sept. 13

•

The .Oaks
Lnmbs Ore

Al

Nancy Garner
Hotel

:

lion Ferris t)re

.

Joe CappI Ore

(17)

& Kent

Allen

Bd

Stan Kavanach

Jones

ft

8

ft

AUirirn

Menen
Hotel Murray HUl
(Foaatain Room)

Gonzales

Breeii

Don Zelaya

(9)

Pala«fl

ft Broderl'.it

Palace
Titan 8

Preiaser Sis
.

LatHsha ft L'wrence
Dennis Fam

Walker

macktiawfc
Sanders
Ronald ft Roberta
Pete the Newsboy
Juno Glory
Chei Paree
Paul Draper
The Reyes
Paul Gerrlts
Corlnna Mura
Mildred Fenton
.

Haines. Tate
Tic Toe Sis

.Tennne D'Arry

Sally Joyce

Yorktown Tavern
Bill Bllger

Reftk'Cadillac Hotel
(Caalno)

'

.lee

La Verne Tr

(Roof Garden)
J Messner Ore.

CUBVELANO

Ozzte Nelson Oro
HarriBt Hllllard
3>on Cummlncs
Grace & Nlkko.

Ina Ray Button

Kay ft M
& Thomas

Melino,

Ahl

James ICeogan

CorlieB ft Palmer
ICathleen M.tye

Uolel rWcAlpIn

(Granada
Pipers

Dagenham

Murray, King

.

White Oro
Dancing Dietilehs
Warden ft Dade

Ted Beanney

Viola Klaiss Ore

DETROIT

Hotel BiBtnarch
(Walast Koeni)
Eddie Varzps Ore
Luclo Garcia

BaiKlloli:
Billy

Reed

Billy

Hotel LetlOKloa

Andy lona Oro

Murray ft Mooney
Murray Stewart

Broadway

Kenv.

ft

Benstead

STRATFORD

ndilt^**

Martina
Musical Nitwits
Ida Nash

,'3

JtloBBom Heath
Geo Sterney Ore
Brodell Sis (3)

GHICAOO

Eddie. Dnvis

Kinney
D Ray
Meymp Holt

ft

WALTHAMSTOW

SymmeCks

Fox

(10)

Allera

PmIac*

Haywood, Hay
j«ck I^ane
'

Pavilion

Chuck & Chuckles
Cappy Barra Co

ft

TOTTENHA31

T'«Blie ft JTjewIs

SHEPH'RDS BUSH

&

I.euD

Yaeht Club

Mary Hubbard

Scott

Squires

Shades

3^^

(Pngo-Pngo Room)
Lou Martin Oro

Virginia- Dare
Betty. WUIlan>a

Palace
Honri

M

ft

Almonte
V MacNaiightoTi
Mai'ie

Brown's

(Brooklyn)
Ken Caaey Oro
Bette Carter

M

Leona -Rice
Agnea Jbhnson
Hal Brown
Trocadero
Frankie Gallagher
Swing Club Girl Rev Garwood Van Ore
4

ft

Valda Hatton
Dannie Lyons
Bernlce Douglas
Jack ft Jill
Derby Wllvon

At Eldredge Ore
Arnold Sis
June Bruner
Jean Rogers
Barney Llnd
Monaehesl

Nan Blackstone

CuquUa

Kay Marshall
Dorothy Daniels
Hotel Half Alooii

Tepay's

Saving Club

George Slerney
Lfl Mirage
Harry Horton Oro

Ore

Fred Thompson Oro

Somerset Hoaaa
Jaok Owens
Betty Borden

Coq Roage
Horaclo ZIto Oro

Jules

Ubangl Club

.

Honolulu Dancers

Ijo

Gov. Clinton

Hotel

connection with bitis below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

in

]

Eddie Davia Oro
Hlrado Oro

Johnny Blue
Murray Carun
R J Callman

iJtiiart

Numerals

la

Dick Stone

(Sept. 20)

WEEK

Wednesday, Se|^temb«r 15, 1937

Katov
SwansoQ Oro Volodlft
Marusia Sava
Esses House
Simeon Karavaefl
Nat Brandwynna O
Larae

Variety Bills

'

Hotel

Bote) Edlaea

il

'

.

.

.

-

i

LEGITIMATE

Wednesday, September 15, 1937

Gov t Wants

Ice or Not

Men

Cut from B.O.
Interrogating of

Broadway box

fice men by federal, authorities
tinues daily,. Indications are
be assessments
there will
against ticket treasurers with

of-

conthat

Lew

Its 50-50

Leslie

ticket

box office men will
go into court to contest the government's contention, in fact that appears to be their only riefuge^ That
likely that the

one managerial office is involved biif will fight separately is
also indicated.
Box office people have been
bluntly told by the feds that no
how they classify ice,
matter
at least

Tagged for
Bill

it be for services rendered
or as gratuities,' such coin has been
tabbed as excess charges.
Law stipulates that if theatres re"Ceive more than the box office price
agencies,
it must be split
from the
with the collector 50-50; That is the
twist in the regulations which is yet
to be tested in courtl
Managers may .also go to law over
a rule issued by the Treasury Department calling for the use in legit
theatres of only doublft^nd tickets.
That type of ticket carries the location of .the seat on both ends and

whether

definitely,

which Harry Schumer seeks
judgment for $2,700. Claim is for
hauling scenery and baggage of
shows in which Leslie was interested, bill dating back to 1932. Also
included is a personal loan from the
tion in

man

Understood Schumer ordered serv-'
ice of papers withdrawn with the
idea of arriving at a settlement out
of court. Under the; rules of the trans-

nected with- the Shuberts.

Radio Pli^s As

On Monday from London and

Paris

came Laurence (Tony) Howard, who
owns the British rights; Margaret
Bannerman, who will sing the femme
lead opposite Michael Bartlett, and
Irvtn Marks, Paris rep for the Shu.

berts,

who

sold 'Three Waltzes' to

J- J.

Shubert after having seen it in
There it was first done by
Paiila Braufig and Piftorio, and in
Paris, Albert Willemetz, who adapted
ttie libretto,
produced it with Pierre
Fresnay and Yvonne Printemps.
Howard has yet to do it in London, but when and if he does, most
likely Miss Bannerman
will also star
It there.
She was to have sung
Vienna.

leading role .there ahead of
tiroadway, but the Shuberts advanced- the U. S. production.

'Spell' for
A,

N. Y.

Hollywood, Sept.

14.

production rights to 'The
«?
i?V^
2,P£n, drama by
Charles Beahan and
f'aroness Lily Halvcany,
o-'quu-ed by Richard

troducei

will

Broadway next

offer

have bsen

Aldrich.
the play

seas-on.

on

WOODS WILL TRAIN 'EM

back to Broadway for seasonal look
and walkaround in hopes of lining
up acting assignments for the regu-

A. H. Woods who announced two
plays for Broadway early this season, states the starting dates are uncertain because of difficulties- in filling the casts. Early this week the
veteran showman announced that

A

lar

autumnal

season.'

With the legit season later than
ever this year the bucolic repatriates feel they have an even chance
of getting set

somewhere

in casts of

he would open a dramatic school, to the 183 contemplated legits anb6 spotted adjacent to the Algonquin nounced for current reason. At any
rate, they're renewing contact with
hotel, N. Y.
,

presentation

total for 1936,

Sam Grismah was

tested, the sanie

while the percentage
is

The

list

TILL

GUARANTEES

19

as

against

10

ST.

in 1936.

.

Casting Offices

Folding of summer sfrawhat season has sent over 1,000 players

metropolitan display without script
and other changes.
There were

of possibilities

Campaign to attract out-of-townthan tickets generally in use. Set
of .tickets for an average theatre cost ers to 'Virginia!' Center, Radio City,
$23 per set, while the cost of double- N.'Y., when visiting the metropolis,
enders is $31. Such tickets are oc- swung into action last week. Radio
casionally used for hit shows for
was stressed with two airings, extra
similar checking purposes.
It develops that the government space ads appeared in all the dailies
will look to the treasurer for the and the Rockefeller-backed operetta
money due or alleged to have been was given attention in the Sunday
withheld. Assistants in the box of- drama columns. All the first string
fice will not be held accountable, nor reviewers are at their desks and
will, house managers whether they 'Virginia' being the first and 'only
participated in gratuities or not.
new show on the list, drew a break
It is reported that the insistence from the critics. .
of the investigation" is based on
condensed version of the show
revelations reputed to have been set went on during the coast-to-coast
forth in a letter sent the collector by Music Hall l^our, WJZ, Sunday (12)
a treasurer who was let out last with the singing cast participating,
season.
Although that has been for which they received one-eighth
emphatically denied, the informant additional salary. Several leads in
will be liable to investigation and 'Virginia'
previously were on the air
assessment along with the others.
with the Rudy Vallee program,
while the show's score was plugged
by the band also. Music of the show
is being favored by ether bands and
others, with the likelihood that two
oif three numbers will reach the
'most played' rating.
Extra space insertions w§re approximately 500 lines each, spacing
being 133 lines across three columns.
Cost was around $4,000. Billboard
'Virginia' is appearing
Principals concerned with 'The paper for
Three Waltzes,' operetta which the along the entire East coast as far
Shuberts are readying, converged on south as Florida. In addition trailers
Ne.w York this and
week. From are being used in. the Music Hall

hiusical.

regular

around 75 new plays

ForTirginia

Bway

ORDER TO CAST 'EM

$20,000 IN

Biz Stimulus

,

last

the Cow-Pasture Theatres

Manager explained that was the the few active legit agents left
only way he figures that new tal- around New York, also following
ent can be developed.
He claims any sort of clue on new productions
he was unable to secure needed peo- by camping in offices showing any
sort of production activity, now or
about doubles last year. That sea- ple in Hollywood.
in the near future.
son saw a new low in possibilities
An illustration as to what extent
among plays tried out in the strawthe incomers are on the qui vive to
hats.
garner anything that looks lihe an
"
Although the nominations approxiengagement was evidenced at the
Hudson, N. Y., Friday (10) when
mate a .score, none is rated ready for
for

bilities

government can force the use of
such tickets which cost 35% more

the Coast arrived Oscar Straus, who
is the contemporaneous contributor
to the other two waltzes by Johann
Straus, father and son
(no relations to the prtsent-day tunesmith)
"Which comprise the essence of the

There are ditferences of opinion
about the product disclosed in the
bucolic showshops during the sum-

fer men's association, no further'
hauling can be secured by Leslie mer of 1937 among the scouts for
Hollywood, as well as the Broadway
until the account is adjusted.
Leslie is reported becoming con- Booners, yet the number of possi-

new requirement is designed to
afford a better check-up on tickets
sold by agencies.
Showmen have
consulted attorneys to find out if the

GEniNG START

SOME OTHERS, TOO

55

1,000 Repatriates

Stonning

Scouts Not so
Optimistic, But of the 75
New Plays Tested, 19 IN
Probably Warrant a Production Try

to Leslie.

the<

TRIPLE WALTZ

From
Hollywood

Le\y Leslie was served in an ac-

transfer

II

as Excess

fines

Same goes for
added.
agency brokers. If and. when
the claims arp officially made, it is
probably

More Than

B'

Scenery Haulage

filed

VARIETY

of possibilities

is

L LEGIT

made up

and reported on,
St. Louis, Sept. 14.
while the balance were judged from
With orchestra seat subscriptions
the scripts. A majority of the nominations
were
presented
during for legit attractions at American
August, which explains why the theatre,
already
totaling
$20,000
favorable selections were bunched
of 42 plays covered

o.o.'fng pro.spGcts
•

for a production he

though

Grisman

is

had

casting.

Al-

ordered

his

prospective players direct, word got
around and before the appointed
hour several hundred applicants
had stormed the lobby of the theatre

and

stairs of office building.
For a
time it looked like other producers
esconced in the -building would have
to resort to a riot call to get to their
offices.
Applicants made and maintained a line more solid than regu-

'

'

lation picket lines,
taking ho
chances on anybody chiseling in
ahead of them. Folks, working in
Louis, a civic organization designed the building, whose physical apwere far beyond stage
to make this burg a 25- week legit pearance
season is skedded to ooen Monday types, were eventually permitted to
pass to their offices, but under. susin) with 'Tovarich,' The 1937-38
picion.
season will open four weeks earlier
The overflow, which had been
than last year.
Other New York
shows skedded for St. Louis show- acting in the sticks all summer, in
addition to the usual several huning are 'You Can't Take It With You'
dred Coasttguarders who seldom
for two weeks starting Oct. 25; 'A
Doll's House,' Nov. 8; 'Leaning on leave New York unless upon show
Letty,' Nov. 28; 'The Women,' Dec. 5. assignment, made up a considerably
Under .Playgoers' plan a $1 mem- augmented big parade of job seekers
bership fee is paid and each person such -as Broadway or environs hasn't
desiring an orchestra seat pays $25. .seen for some time. Plenty of trafFirst seven rows in the balcony re- fic in office buildings domiciling
.

during that period. The
'Cassandra Kelly.*
'The Secret Heart.*

possibilities:

•At the Theatre.'

'Marriage Royal.'

'New Faces of

1937.'

'Salute to Spring.'

'The Trunk.'
•Greatness Comes to the Maronis.'
•Mariette.*

•Two Time Mary.*

'Damn Deborah.*
'Stork on Skis.'
•One-third of the Nation.'
•Day in the Sun.'
'The Jazz Age.'
•Step Into My Parlor.'

through

efforts

of Playgoers of Sir

quire a $20 deposit; next 12 row.s, $15. casting agencies or producers deSecond balcony reservations require a spite many of them hanging 'Posi-.
deposit.
When the deposited tively No Casting' signs in lobbies,
•Many Mansions.'
sums are exhausted patrons are noti- elevators and any place possible, but
All of the stage possibilities are fied and may obtain same reserva- even this did not stem the tide of
also candidates for the screen, par- tions by advancing another sum for several hundred thespians in qiiest
tially dependent on whether
the, deposit.
Idea is going over in fine of a job.
plays are produced. In addition to style and everything indicates that
Reason for the added .starters
this list, there are further screen goal of a long legit season here will running around was the clo.sing of
nominations, whether or not they be fulfilled.
about 70 of the 80 summer troupes
are given Broadway production.
calling it a season after Labor Day
Those additions include 'Western
weekend. With each troupe having
Union, Please' and 'The Man in
personnel of from 12 to 18 players
Dress Clothes.' These have definite Cheryl Crawford Gets
and New York the nearest producand are due into
theatres in
film possibilities. because containing
ing center, they all flocked in.
town and out. Show will receive
basic ideas.
Walkarounds were an admixture of
Play After
wide publicity by radio and picture
.seasoned professionals and
tyros.
Other plays tried out in the woods
houses through the RCA and RKO
having been automatically
connection same as was accorded and also mentioned for Broadway,
Shakes the Jinx Latter
made
actors
through
strawhat
their
casually
or
otherwise,
are
'Reno,'
'The Great Waltz,' first legit show
initialers and subsequent induction
'Retreait from Folly,* 'Double Exin the Center.
posure,' 'Prodigal Father,' 'The InJohn Cecil Holm, actor^author who' into Equity. Latter, mostly youngconstant Moon' (also called 'Feather climbed into note with 'Three Men sters, seemed to (enjoy tremendou.«;ly
It is a new
in the Breeze'), 'Calling All Men,' on a Horse,' has finally shaken a the tossing around.
'Accidental Family,' 'Never Trouble, writing jinx which followed the suc- experience until the novelty wears
'Desert Song's' Solo
Trouble,' 'The Devil's Moon' and a cess of the comedy.
He completed off.
'Man in Dress Clothes.* a new play cailled 'Four Cents a*
At any rate, legit producers canAt K. C.
Auditorium musicalized
None of this group- seems to have Word,' which spoofs the pulp maga- not squawk about scarcity of actors
much chance of being heard from zines and which Cheryl Crawford, being around, 'unless they are par'The Desert Song' will be the at- later, however.
former director with the Group ticular as to kind. There'll be antraction at the Kansas City Municiother influx in next tweek when the
Three of the possibilities were Theatre, will present on her own.
pal auditorium for one week starting tried out in Denis, Mass, Cpae Cod.
Instead of having confidence after other glorified barns call the cows
Friday (17 X the engagement being two at Stockbridge, Mass., with the success of 'Three Men,' Holm back and more headaches for the
auspices.
It
will
the
under
be
.same one each at Provincetown, Newport, took on a phobia and every time he 'no' men of the casting agencies and
company which recently appeared in Mt. Greina, Pa.; Ogonquit, Me.; started on a new play worried about producers' offices.
the operetta presentation of the St. Skowhegan; Ivory ton. Conn.; South- whether the material was as good as
Louis Municipal Opera Co. Salary ampton; Milford, Conn,; Suffern, the horse bet show. When he started
bond for the K.C. date was ar- Matunuck and Poughkeepsie. In the on 'Four Cents' he was encouraged
ranged by Richard Berger, managing latter spot 'One-third of the Nation' by Miss Crawford and completed the Coward^s Tonight' Group
director of the latter, and the Music was done by a
outfit.
It is a
.script in four week.s." When she read
Lights
L. A. Biltmore
Corporation of America, which fig- short play (about an hour and 30 the completed play, the stager ofminutes) along the lines of the 'liv- fered him an arrangement which he
ured in the deal.
Most^ of the leads had returned to ing newspaper' and may reach the could not reject. Understood lo reLos Angeles, Supt. 14.
New York but started for Kansas boards with a curtain-raiser.
ceive an unu.sually large advance
EUlmore relights (20) after bc:ng
City last week for rehearsals. Date
The usual intra.-Broadway com- royalty. For that reason none of the dai-k several week.s, with Noel Cov,*calls for two weeks' salary although ments attached to most of the sum- managers had a chance at the .script. ard's 'Tonight at 8:30' fi^roup of nine
Lawrence Riley, whose first play snort plays) in for two wctk.*^.
a single week is slated. In addition mer tryouis are 'well written, but";
parts
very funny';
players are to get rehearsal pay. 'some
'with 'Personal Appearance' was also a
Film colony is expected to maniSame ensemble which appeared in enough revision,' 'difficult to pre- click, appears to have the .^amc men- Ie:;t cunsiderablc intere.-t in the plays
'fp'rly
diverting,' etc.
Two tal quirk and has not fini.shed one bv reason of Mary A.stnj-. E.T!'i<:]le
St. Louis, made up of local talent, dict';
presentabill
ties
are
thrill
po.=;si
plays
of
the
of
the
K.C.
several
plays
promi.'^ed
he
to Winwood,
is being used in the
Helen
Chandler
and
murder mystery type.
deliver.
BramwcU Fletcher being in the ca.^ls.
tion.
'Triple Play.'

^

•Worse Things Happen at

Sea.'

$10

'

'

RKO

New Holm
He

Week

Muny

WPA

Up

'

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY
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Santa Barbara Elite

More Shaking Up in FTP Ranb;
Kondolf

New

Another shake-up in the Federal
Theatre Project was made last week
when George Kondolf, fornnerly in
charge of the federal relief stage activities in Chicago, was appointed
director of the project in New York.

MAY LEASE

PHILLY

HOUSE FOR NEGRO UNIT

Philadelphia, Sept. 14.
titles in the putDowntown house, either Erlanger
that Kondolf's position is not or Walnut> being sought by Federal
clearly identified but it is stated that Theatre project, here for presentahe will be in charge of production. tion of 'Jericho' by colored troupe.
Philip Barber who followed Elmer Negro unit of FTP has been by far
Rice last year is now nartied as the most successful. More than a
'chairman of the production board.' million persons saw its last show
He is named as one of Kondolf's as- 'Truckin' Along' in year and a half
sistants. Another assistant is James that it was on the road in Pennsy.
A. Ullman who' won sonie attention
Okay side of FTP opened three-

There are so many
fit

Santa Barbara, -Sept. 14.
Montecito Theatre GuUd has been
launched In the socialite colony by
Klive Kraft with the idea of using it
as a trial ground for motion picture
talent.

First offering will be 'Springtime
for Henry,' opening today (Tuesday),
with Dorothy Aley in the femme
lead. Kraft Will afford opportunities
for Hollywood film players who have
not reached top grade.

HAMMERSTEIN

season last Wednesday night
managerjally in in a newly acquired house of its
Also Archie Hill own. Spot is a 400-seater in subMilHoward
J.
to
who WAS assistant
urban Drexel Hill, Formerly used
ler brought on from the Coast as by strawhatters, it was knoNvn as
under Craftsmen's theatre. Obtained on
director'
national
•deputy
Hallie Flanagan.
percentage deal and name changed
The name of Herman Shumlin was >to Federal theatre.
mentioned as the probable director
disclaims
latter
of a WPA play, but
any such intention. Shumlin is on
board which has
advisory
the
occasionally been consulted by Mrs.
Board Includes
Hallie Flanagan.
Burns Mantle and Birooks Atkinson.
There are some 16 attractions In
rehearsal, four being designed lor

CAS OUT

TAX

when teamed with Sidney Harmon, month
but has done

NYTPA Now Eager for Union Affiliate,

Gives lift to Pic Tyros

Production Head

FTP

little

the past season.

'

UNION

the amusement
zone. FTP has two theatres in the
Broadway district, the Adelphi and
Maxine Elliott, but sought another

ROW MAY

showing close to

pair. None was foiuid available. One
attraction operating is
adiiiission
Horse Play,' a colored show at the

Lafayette, Harlem, which
around. $6 nightly.

is

OF MONTREAL
Montreal, Sept.

getting

Cancellation

was

Ftn ATUKTA DWI
HAS CObl

SmW SIED

to

of

14.

which
and win-

'Tovarich*

have opened a

ter season of legit at

fall

His Majesty's

theatre here Sept; 20 looks like .col
lapse of the plan to give Montreal

plays for the

tre

Government

'Boy Meets Girl,* which opens tonight at Atlanta theatre, miirks first atrical Stage Employees.
in ambitious series of legit producRuckus started end of August with
here by Federal Theatre expiry of contract between. Consolitions
Project. John Camefon has replaced dated Theatres Ltd., operating Pal
Elkins
here.
Elkins
producer
Roy
as
ace, Capitol, Princess, Imperial and
unit at Jackson- His Majesty's, and Montreal local
has gone to
ville, Fla.
CT,
262 affiliated to the. lATSE.
Other plays scheduled are 'Anna Ltd. offered new contract which was
'Gilded Age,' 'Nigh of
Christie,'
refused and the theatre organization
January 16,' 'Mask and Face,' and replaced all operatort in Qapitol,
'Excursion.* During November group
Palace and Princess with members
will also take part in a production
of the National Union of Thieatrical
based on history of Atlanta as part
Employeejs, a branoh of the AUgf city's centennial celebration.
Canadian Congress of Labor.

income

tax

suit

against Mrs. Dptothy Hanlmerstein,
wife of Arthur Hammerstein, the

was dismissed on motion
Saturday (11) by Federal Judge
Robert P. Patterson, who held that
she could not be held responsible
for her husband's income, although
they had filed a joint return in 1931.
She is the former Dorothy Dalton,
producer,

actress.

Government filed suit In 1932
against the.Hammersteins' to recover
a deficiency income tax of $14,000,
plus interest on the joint income of
both for the year 1931, although the
Hamm^rsteins reported a net loss of
$185,000 for that year.
In dismissing the case against Mrs.
Hammerstein, Judge Patterson held
there was a question of whether her
liability for tax -w^s barred when
the suit to coUecf was commenced.
He also held that the law passed in
1928 barred the government from
collecting a tax on which it had
made no assessment within two' years
following the filing of the return.

time fn several It

first

Action was forced on thea
by International Alliance of The

years.

Atlanta, Sept. 14.

expected Arthur Hammerstein

is

will also
suit

move

for dismissal of the

on the same grounds.

GALLO-SHUBERT TALK

.

CHAIN

WPA

Wagon' Preem May
Give

Pitts.

Good

Start

Pittsburgh, Sept. 14.
Legit season at Nixon finally gets
starting signal Monday (20) with
pj:e-Broadway showing of Maxwell

Anderson's 'Star- Wagon.* Show was
originally figured to play under
ATS auspices but six-play series of
subscription group won't start until
when 'Madame Bovary'
11
Oct.
Incidentally, subscription
list this season is. near 3,000 mark,
insuring around $6,000 gross before
show opens, an increase of 1,500
members over 1936 mark.
Following 'Star Wagon,' house gets
•Brother Rat,' with other attractions
already set following: 'Bovary," Oct.
11; 'Antony and Cleopatra,' Oct. 18;

comes

in.

(Marta Abba company),
and 'Victoria Regina,'
Thanksgiving week.
'Tovarich'
Oct.
25,

OPEREHA

IDEA

dall's

$13300

On

WPA

an accident which caused the
of the showboat comCurrent Ro^d Shows
pany of 'Tobacco Road' this summer.
Sydney Fox Withdrawing Show was. being preswted aboard
the Dixiana anchored in the harbor
Week of Sept. 12
From 'Wonderful Time'
of Michigan City, Ind. The showboat
'Blow Ye Winds,' Shubert, Boston.
'Brother
Rat/ National, WashingSydney Fox who replaced Kather was rammed by the U. S. coast guard ton,
D. C.
ine Locke in 'Having Wonderful cutter Hawk, damaging the pro'Brother Rat,' Selwyn, Chicago.
Time,' Lyceum, N. Y., is withdraw- duction and vessel to sueh an extent
'George
and IVIarffaret,' Royal
ing from the cast after next week, that
further
performances -Were Alexandra, Toronto.
Helen Golden, understudy, taking
cancelled.
'Moon
Over
Mulberry Street,' Emthe lead. Miss Fox says she is tired,
It is contended that a sailor was at bassy, Portchester, N. Y. (14).
having worked through the hottest
'Mulatto,'
Brighton,
Brighton,
Show is ex the helm of the government boat in
"weolcs in the summer.
N. Y. (13).
pooled to continue into November stead of an officer. The Itemized
'Room Service,' Chestnut Street,
and Miss Fox plans a rest, figuring list of claims include an estimated
on going into a new show by that loss of $5,000 in profits. Other size- Philadelphia.
'Room Service,' Geary, San Franable items include damage to the
time.
There may be another angle to scenery and transportation of the cisco.
'Star Waeron,' Erlanger,
Buffalo
When Miss Fox actors and stage crew. Smallest
her withdrawal.
amount listed is for costumes lost or (16-18).
joined 'Time' she accepted a sum
'Tobacco Road,' Shubert, Newark,
mer salary with the understanding damaged.
The accident occured last July but N. J. (13).
a boost would be made by the first
'Victoria Regina' (Helen Hayes),
of September, management giving prior to that the show had been in
no 'ndication of so doing during the a series of controversies with the Bushnell Aud, Hartford, Conn. (16".v/o weeks.
Cast has been on a local authorities. Show management 18).
p
'Women,' Cass, Detroit.
"t regular salaries now apply said that as the bo^t vras in. govern
c
'Tou Can't Take It with You,'
according to the agreement with ment waters a license was not
Harris, Chicago.
Equity when the slice went in.
necessary.
'

.

'.

St. Louis, Sept. 13.

Meeting of the

New York

Theatri-

Thursday
(9), was not the harmonious session
expected and- although it was voted
to go ahead and seek managerial sigcal Press Agents, held last

Municipal Theatre Association last natures to the group's basic agreeto the ment, other matters intervened. One
guarantors of the '1937 season which had to do with becoming a white
came to a close Aug. 29 on the right collar labor union, while another inside of the. ledger, drawing an all
time attendance record of 774,958. dicated the idea of at least some
There were 934 individuals and p.a.'s that the NYTPA should adopt
firms, the largest nun^ber of guaran- a partial closed shop.
tors in the history of the al fresco
One speaker suggested that the
theatre, subscribing to the largest
matter of preference in securing
guarantee fund, $107,980, prior to the
assignments should be
Broadway
opening of tlie 19th season. Howthe underwriters advanced made one of the association's poliever,

week mailed refund checks

-

only half of th'eir pledges as work- cies. It was cited that a junior meming capital, the amount being re-, ber had secured one of the early
turned to them last week.
theatre a^ociation also has prize p.a. berths and the proponent

The

sent the guarantors renewal blanks wanted to know why some senior
for the elaborate 20th anniversary p.a. should not have gotten the job.
celebration next summer.
If a rule providing for seniority is
Plans are under way for the 1938
adopted it would be tantamount to
season and a special committee,
the group telling the managers who
at
Dickmann,
is
Mayor
headed by
they cannot engage.
work on the local features in conAnent Priority
nection with the anniversary ac-

Case in point

tivities!

newspaper

MRS. LEBLANG
SUED ON TAX

.

is

that of an ex-

The

man..

question

brought out the fact that the NYTPA
has changed its membership requirements and senior members must

have

worked

40

weeks

as

press

Broadway attractions
agents . for
within a five-year period. Originally
the requirement ,was for two years
in such jobs without the actual number of -weeks as such being specified.
The former scribe has 24
weeks to his credit. Another recent
p.a. job was given to another newspaperman who is not yet a member
of the NYTPA. Question of one p.a.
handling more than one show has
hot arisen be'cause several standouts
in the publicity ranks have several
.

RETURNS
LeBlang, widow of Joe
Tillie
LeBlang, theatre ticket broker, was
sued Saturday (11) in U> S. District
N.

Y.,

by the government

which wants to

attractions.

6%

Contention of those who are seeking the pribrity regulation is that
there are more p.a.'s than there are
jobs and that therefore those in the
ctaft should receive managerial recognition over newcomers. Also pointed out however that a good percentage of p.a.'s were newspapermen and
it is not infrequent for them to return to such jobs during slack times
in show business.

collect $29,203 plus
interest as alleged deficiency
taxes against LeBlang's estate for the
years 1927, 1928 and 1930.
U. S. Attorney Lamar Hardy in his

complaint against Mrs. LeBlang as
of outdoor operetta re- executrix of the estate, charges her
ended Sunday (12) at Ran-- with distributing asset? of the late
ticket broker and paying creditors
Island, N. Y., one week later

.

suspension

LOO MUNY OPERA
PAYS OFF GUARANTORS

ST.

Season
vivals

than Jones Beach, both enterprises
being presentations of Fortune Gallo
and J. J. Shubert. Combo plans to
establish a string of outdoor revival
lATSE retaliated with notification stands outside of New York, such
of
'TovaMiller,
producer
Gilbert
spots being located this side of the
to
rich' that the road ,orew of stage Mississippi.
Planned to seciu-e concessions
hands he carried "With the play
would not be permitted to work in from Equity in the matter of missed
performances caused by inclement
Montreal.
Number of times the
Unless a new agreement is reached weather.
Theatres, island and beach were rained out
Consolidated
between
Limited and lATSlB, cancellation was unusual, especially in comparwill apply to all other bookings an- ison to St. Louis where only one pernounced for ]^is Majesty's, Includ- formance was forced to cancel, starting 'You Can't Take It With You,' ing time of several others being put
'Leaning on Letty,' 'Brother Rat,' back but the shows were given.
At the beach this sumriier there
'Richard 11,' and a rejpertoHr of plays
was a new arrangement with the
feauring Katharine Sovneu.
Park Dept., which received 25% of
the takings over $17,000 weekly.
Takings are ^id to have averaged
Grisman Sues for
slightly more than that level.
City
was paid $200 nightly for the use
Sho¥iboBt Smashup of the island stadiun^ after having
provided
an enormous, movable
stage which could not have otherClaims amounting to $19,300 have wise
been sec\u:ed except at probeen filed In the XT. S. Court of hibitive cost. Stage was built mostly
Claims by Sam Grisman as the re- with
labor.
sult of

Talking Closed Shop and Other Things

Court,

^

'Star

Wednesday, September 15, 1937

without respecting the priority rights
of the government. It is alleged the
estate owes, plus interest, $16,051 for

1927; $10,742 for 1928 and $2,409 for
1930. LeBlang died April 17, 1931.
Joe LeBlang agency has been reorganized and stock issued to the
heirs as set forth in the will of the
late ticket magnate.
There Is one
class of stock under the hew ar
rangement,
of the total going
to the widow, Tillie Leblang Jasie,
and her children, the balance going
to Matty Zimmerman, Joey Keith

62%%

Present trend in the NYTPA appears to have switched, apparently
favoring a labor union amliation.
Originally the Broadway p.a. bunch
was against that plan and their
niembers ware called 'high hats' by
the theatrical Managers, Agents and
'i-reasurers union. With the information that the group could have au-

tonomy in the 77MAT, thero oame a
change in viewpoint. To clear up
the situation the p.a.'s have asked
and Hughie LeBlang, a brother.
Mrs. LeBlang is president, Zim- James Brennan, lATSE vice-presimerman v.p., and Keith treasurer. dent to addre.sc the next meeting,
Agency is still operating under teus be held Thursday (16).
tees appointed by the state because
Union angle took on fresh signiihe estate is involved in the settle- ficance when the Theatre League
.

ment

Union Bafik's tabled the signaturing of the basic
having been 'Qie agreement, at the suggestion of I A.

of the defunct

affairs,

deceased

principal stockholder.

'Caliiiig

AH Mea'

NYTPA people are expected to secure individual managerial signatures,
stated that the showmen
it being
have no objection to so doing, also
that the league is not stalling but
merely lethargic. Argued that if the
TMAT can go ahead without waiting
for the lA to take it in, there is no
reason why the p.a. group should
shuffled
not proceed similarly.

M

Qaahg B'way CaH-Yet
Leonard

Sillman

has

plans and again set back opening of
'Galling All Men,' which was to

preemed at the Maryland,
week (20) with lat
house getting road company of
DIRECT GUILD'S 'GHOST'
'Dead End' booked through the
Jules Leventhal enterprises to bridge
HoUy wood, Sept. 14.
the gap left vacant because of can
.John Cromwell planed for New
eellation of 'Men' booking. Sillman
York
to direct the Theatre Guild's
holding up 'Men' because of
is
angling for a coupla new names for •The Ghost of Yankee Doodle,' by
the cast, but there are also other Sidney Howard.
reports around as to cause of post
Cromwell's last film assignment
ponement.
With switch of plans
was directing Selznick International's
show will not come into Windsor,
'The
Prisoner of Zenda.'
N. Y., on sked, but understood house
has given Sillman respite, and when
ready may pass up out of town
break-ins to open cold in N.Y.
Gillmore Still Abed
Sillman also has another musical,
'New Faces of 1937,' worrying him
Frank Gillmore is sill confined to
for spotting and may send this in
for the Windsor date two weeks his home and although weak is exhence i< unable to get 'Calling All pected back in his office late this
Men' ready. Latter show got favor^
able notices on its recent strawhat week.
Weekly council session Tuesday
test
at
Cape Playhouse, Dennis,
have

CROMWELL EAST TO

Baltimore, next
ter

Mass., Aug. 30.

,

(14)

was again

curtailed.

—
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W

'Rat' StiU

Chi

V Leader wkh

SweB

Chicago, Sept.

Sunday

(19)

will

see

•

Td

Rehearsal

in

Rather Be

Right'— Sam

H. Harris.

'Anthony

Rowland

Cleopatra'—

Without

Tears'-

Gilbert Miller.
'Wise
Tomorrow'

— Bernard

Klawans-Warners.
'Yes, My. Darling Daughter'
(road)—Alf ried de Liagre.
'Leaning on Letty' (road)—

Studebaker on the avenue
have its best legit
•will evidently
season in years due to the growing
Last year
scarcity of legit houses.
it housed 'Dead End.' WPA has three
iober.

Tilt

VARIETY

Cool Weather Hypoed Legit Survivors;

,

Buffalo,

Sept.

14.

Buffalo's legit season got auspicious start Thursday night (9), opening with 'The Women.' Max Gordon
was on hand with party, including

Newcomer 'Virginia's' Take Below Par

Although one attraction has pre- $27,000
Harry M. Goetz and Nat Dorfman. miered on Broadway this fall the week,

Business

foir

ment was

in

the three-day engagetop brackets, getting

The Buffalo Times went overboard
with stories, editorials and art, seeking to enlist public support for coming legit season. Buffalo Broadcasting Co. (WGR) put on two special
broadcasts, ope at the railway station

57

to $G's, Buffalo

$8,000.

and

Stebbins.

'French

This leaves only the Grand available in the loop lor future legit acand that is reserved for
tivities,
•Babes in Arms' some time in Oc-

welcoming 'Women'

cast.

season will
next week

bow

evince

finally

in.

shows are due in the final yf/eek of
September (week of 27th), which is
short of the forecasted number,
while

the

month

is

and an out-of-town campaign has started.
Exceptionally cool weather again
week after the probable final
(Continued on page 58)
visitors

total incomers for the
far short of other seasons.

the

'Virginia,'
is

new

sole

claimed to have

last

arrival,

around

gotten

at the Center for its first full
Taking.s. were much under

expectations. There is little call in
the agencies and the estimated gross
reputed to exceed the actual
is
count.
Indications are that the operetta must principally depend on

activity

when four new shows
Three or four more new

Martin Broomes.

'New

Faces'

man.

Come

'How

—^Leonard
Lawd'—Negro
Sill-

,

Theatre Guild.

of the older legit houses, Blackstone,

(road )— Gilbert

•Tovarich'
Miller.

Great Northern and Princess.
'Can't Take It With You' continues
ias the ripley show of the loop, going

—Barratt
—^Theatre

'Lady Had a Heart'

and

Philips.

'Madame-B

32nd week at a remarkable
pace. Holding up on its gross week
Much of this excellent
after week.
coip strength is due and has been
due to the bang-^up press relations
this show has enjoyed, through its
handling by Gertrude Bromberg of,
the Shubert office.
into its

Estimates (or Last

Wk.

legit

threesome with the entry of 'The
Women; at the Erlanger to augment
'Brother Rat' at the Selwyn and
*you Can't Take It With You' at the
Harris.

.

for 32d

Shows

14.

local

Ether Plugs Help

14G's;

'Women'

Ws

at

•

•

LEGITIMATE GROSSES

Guild.
'Tovarich'

ovary

*

(road) —Gilbert

Miller.

—^Thea-

'To Quito and
tre Guild.

Back'

Broadway Actors
Welcome New-Type

God'—John Gol*

'Susan an^
den.

'On

week

Location'

—Semuel

R.

Golding.

Urother Rat,' Selwyn (1,000; $2.75)
Getting a fine night
week>.
Extra holiday matinee and in

<4th
play.

Bine times got $14,000..
^Tou Can't Take It With Tou,' Har-

Hub

(1,000; $2.75) (32nd week). Riding along with, the .breeze, and
scheduled to be the Methuselah of
the year. Again close to $12,000.

IZG's First

Supporter Belt

Gives 'Can't'

ris

WPA
IWonesh,' Great Northern. Yiddish
folk pageant. Got excellent notices
on its production.
One-act series, Princess.
Good

Week;

The

linds' Okay Start

and word-of-mouth.

notices

gives scientific support
- always stays cool

Boston, Sept. 14.
'Can't Take It With You,' opening
here Labor Day, whamnied out a
Still nice opening week and is set for an
indefinite stay at the Plymouth.
'Blow Ye Winds,' a new one, starring
Henry Fonda, was generally approved by the press and is getting
good word-of-mouth around town as
it shapes up for Broadway.
Two new entries are slated for
Sept. 20: 'To Quito and Back,' a new
one, for the Colonial, and 'Victoria
Regina,' with Helen Hayes, four
weeks at the Shubert. 'Room Serv^
ice* opens at the Copley, recently
San Francisco, Sept. 14.
renovated by the Shuberts, Oct 4,
'Room Service' is such a big hit at
Estimates for Last Week
ihe Geary theatre here that its run
•Can't Take It With Tou' (Plymay be extended from four to five mouth); ($2.20 1st week)—Took the
Weeks if the current pace is main- tbwn by storm, set off by big turntained.
Opening with a bang, the away biz on holiday. Initial stanza
comedy almost fared as well in its very big, $12,000.
sjecond sti^nza as it did in its initial
•Blow T© Winds* (Shubert; $2.76
frame. *Yes My Darling Daughter,* 1st week) ^Although not aocko, dewith Florence Ree<J, follows 'Room velopments are rather encpurafi^pg.
Service* into the Geary some time First frame about $8,000 for seven
next month.
performances. One more week.
'Power' at the Alcazar l;heatre
dQsed Saturday, Sept. fi, after a
<6ur weeks run.

'Room Service

OK

and comfortable

with $11500;

May

ONLY

Extend Run

on any

Estimate for Last

Week

WPA
'Power,' Alcazar (4th week) (1,269;
Didn't fare as well as some of
the other FTP plays. Take for the
fourth and final stanza fell below

ROOO.

Hoom

12G

Service' Gets

last

time,

you look

better

The Bracer!

world's largest manufacturers of

atiiletic

sup-

The Bracer supports without binding
always cool and comfortable. The Bracer
instantly takes inches off your waistL'ne—'gives
you a better, healthier posture makes you
look trimmer, younger.
porters,
is

"Raf haugs Preyidence

—

>

A Bauer & Black product, The Bracer is made
of the finest materials under the most sanitary
conditions. Knitted of two-way stretch **La8tex"

for long period:^ Providence, R. I.,
now figures to beconie a week stand.
That was indicated by the booking
of 'Brother Rat' there last week,
show turning in a profitable gross.
Takings were around $8,000 with a
$2.20 top at the Playhouse.

yarn, four removable ribs at die top prevent
rolling and the convenient soft yarn fly-front

No

allows comfortable all-day wear.
or buttons to bother you.

buckles

Won't rub or

chafe.

—

Try The Bracer today insist on The Bracer
Only the Bauer & Black Bracer has bq

label.

which
played
company
'Rat'
Providence had been appearing at

outstanding features. At department,
drug, haberdashery and sporting goods stores.

many

the Biltmore, N. Y,, and it was the
Attraction is still
first week out.
Pbilly's
operating in the New York, spot, cast
now being virtually the same as
DePhiladelphia, Sept. 14.
when the comedy opened.
There were no complaints about pendent on business it will remain
*he biz turned in by Philly's solo during the fall, but may move to
Show which opened the legit season another theatre, Biltmore being
ft the Chestnut Street Opera House slated to house Warners 'Wise To-

As

any

—

Week L^k

80c).

stage, at

Scientifically designed by Bauer & Black,
famous makers of surgical dressings and the

Geary (2nd week)
Stand
As Fril
Did swell $11,300 after
one $13,000 preceding week. Continued strength may warrant exwhen
legit atseasons
After
many,
tending run to five weeks. Show is
akedded to move South after en- traction's were booked for one to
three days or there were no shows
gagement here.
Service,*

^^^^

the country

feel better, too, in

.

Hoom

^^^^

men are enthusiastic
The Bracer. Particularly actors,,
u about
dancers and other stage performers who find
in The Bracer a supporter belt perfectly
adapted to their profession. They know that

•

(1,700; $2.75).

$900
mm

AI^L OVER

—

'

BRACER

Pacemaker

THE

BBACEB

Monday

(6).
rehearsal.
with the aid of unexpected activity morrow,' now in
Monday when the Jewish holiday
PiUs the return of many shore vacappnists due to the change in weather,
Future Plays
«0om Service' got off to a swell
Jiart and wound up the first of its
two weeks' here with a $12,500 gross.
'Gypsy Prince,' an operetta with
Wext Monday sees 'Leaning on
with Charlotte Greenwood book, lyrics and music by Countess
fl-etty'
come mto the same house for a Patricia Martinez de Riva.s will
l?""iehfs stay and at the same time, reach
J.
John
via
production
tne Erlanger
will re-light for the Livingston.
ff^so'i with 'Tobacco Road.' paying
'Violence' is the drama to be pre"s fiiih visit here. That also is for
two weeks.
sented by Carley Wharton, show being first reported to be 'Violets.'
Estimate tor Last Week
title will probably be selected.
New
Service
(Chestnut) (1st wk)
afl^o^
u,«46;-$2.50)—With aid 6f unexpec•Journeyman,' dramatized by Al-

If

your dealer cannot supply you with Tlia Bracer, aimply
out and mall thia'cnupoii vrllli a chr.nk or numry nr<i<ir.
Price tZ.OO <Canada 12.75).

fill

.

.

J

BAUER & BLACK,

i|

Dept. A-48, 2500 So. Dearborn

(In Canada, Station

K, Toronto)

enclosing check or

money order

St.,

Cliicago,

111,

•

Labor Day night, fred Hayes and Leon Alexander
through to an ex- from a novel by Erskin Caldw<Ml,
$12,500—highly satisfactory
Byrd for oarly
inexpensive show. 'Leaning on announced by Sam

J.nri'^j^^'^o'^S

rnlUfv
cellent
i^etty'

i

I

am

Please send

me

My

name and

Bracers.

My

-Statc,

next Monday.

fall

production.

dealer's

uddrcfls ia-

'

waifjt mfjasurcnutiit

I

start

pulled

for

i.s..

.

..

.. ..

-

'
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board, whatever

Plays Out of

BLOW YE WINDS
Boston, Sept.

the deck' and a tough baby for the
stage crew.
Supporting cast shapes up as., will-,

12.

Stelhi's
do,
bit as the old scientist who

.

tUinij^vt.

IVi.'Ii.

Henry Fonda
..Harry Uorinsen
Albert Ha''es

Oonw'v Co-den...
A.uv Halcer

.lAnC^ Leo TIIII
Cnrdner

.To'^mli Allison ......
C'lv'-.'ino liTwrencp.
l-:.»n.;-im1h l.esainjf . .

O-io llMrdt.
norun.
J'.'i
r- "'\ T^^-fil"J.ili

1

Hopkins feels that he has a potentbl profit-maker in 'Blow Ye "Winds.'
After pruned of superfluouis dialog
it should have better than average
chance of surviving as crisp and
natural sophisticated comedy, with
two surprising character portrayals
by Fonda and Miss Dalton. Libbeyr

^.Tahtoa Doo'ly

'iVrry

<':)i>t.

tain is outstanding.

l)aUi)n.

Kirnr
1-Ujilfli CliiHe

..iBlnlnj?

I'^nltrtn

.Rlalr Bavles
(..Rdrnr Havrler

. c'. .

, .

.

'..

.

,

M''Kli1lT''f

.

.irelca Murdo"'i
.'.Mary inop'ovell
.p:d*or PloMI
;

...James

Man...i

All H'.evator

..Ooria

I.:.

wishes

he could have been a tug-boat cap-

^T, nt'
Hii ililKx. (i(»pnlnR s^oiu. 7,
Stor». Henry Fbndn, features

Aitlii'it;-

minor

although Edear

C'oni'^iJy In (hr»>e firl.i and cI;Tht pponcs by
Vulcnllne IXu'lea, in-oiluoed nnd slORed by

Tom

Town

HONOR BRIGHT

Clalrtiin

New
Drama,

Haven, Sept,

11.

tln-ee
nets,
Ave acenen, by
rtiust have, taken a Mlcuela
O'HarrH,
.featuring
Kalliarlne
breath bajdre deciding !•) Alexander. Staffed by Lpuis M. Simon;
p-L-Dfdic3 this one for Henry Fonda's sets, .wr.llani Kllue: presented by Mes-r."*.
Jihubtrt ftf the Sl^ubert, Sept. 8-H, 'il;
fivst le^it starring vemcla.
.yi.'M lop.
The plot is old and thin, there is Kathryn Darro-w .... Katharine AU':<a<ider
KrnUovv
Franecsca, I.ennI
no dramatic action/ the dialog Sophie
Mark Taylor ..;
Giles Kelloss
scams endlass, it's .a half hour JOIlanna
Marshal
Marv McQuade
too long.) picture pos-sibilitips are Jrtiirry T.iylor
Judaon I>alre
KalUiyiv GIvney
unattractive, in sopts it is censor- Josephine Blarie
Glenn Worthing .......... Roman Bohnen
ibly sexy and profusely pr.ofane, and li'ellx
Perrln
John
Ale.tand'or
ordithe main set is top tough for
Mr, 'IMoi-rl^oii
lidward- Butlor
Mr.s. Parsons
mry stock use.
Madeleine KInj?
Mr. Kellogs
Iferbert FIslier
Yet ori opening night it had a
dciJtiite click jind Jooks as if il jnay
Unless sofnething radical is done
make the >rade ^'s ai sophisticated
comedy. The .di^ilog crackles with about this one. (and th^t looks like
pa':uval lau:?hs and instead 5of letting, a tough assignment) before It hits
down after a well-sustained first act. Bpoadwayi the gerieral- verdict is. apt
the plot of the eternal qonfl&t ;of to 'be \vho cares? A. lot of words
love between p;eople who iiever pour over the footlights, many, easy
think alike, carries tnrpvi'pfh on a thin oh, the ears, 'but tqo'mahy just words,
steel thread of |tory tight; to the a xoupl6 .of tense moments are -spotted throughout the. evening dnd "there
flr*>l ciii'taih.
is some capable acting by a large
lienry ;Fohdd iahd Doris* Dalto^
trouoe, but when it's all fidded vUp
wsre 'genuine ^surprises opening ,the
result is just mediocre entertainFonda. instead of overni^lht.
ment; The play is about, the orobsteas^ng-. his.. let?>p.rgic role as :Wfis
lems:0f a. school "teacher and. thbyjve
f enred sf ter Jii^ j^oUywobd coaching,
parried out; the high School atmosi
tuvned in fi remarkably natural and
nhere- so, successfutlly. it's hard t6
fltiwlocs delineation of a devil-may-,
.the. impression that :the whole
iara young 'Dartmouth graduate who shed.
thing- is,- -something- put on by the
'is '.entirfeiy. cohteut to .'av<»id '-real
senior
class^ for commencement week.
WoViC by tfentjng' his sailing. -'sloop to
In
her
first play writing effort. Miss
sb^'^ty fishing parties.
'Miss Daltbii in. the 'supporting role O'Haifra has. done a better-thanof a comely career wtfman devoting ordihary job. as fair as play construction, etc.) is coniBerhed. She'll probli^v ,Ufe. to research work ;in philosophy^-and- pffyphbloffy was eveiii a ably' gQt .somewhere eyeh^tually,.
piay Is decidedly a )vomatfs play.
fireaterj; surprise.
She' fall^ in lov2
.wji'n'the taciturn aind'TJliint-lspeakinij Author Jias brushed over practically
With every emotional subject from! f>er'i'wng saiilboat .'vatjabohd.
'o'nen ejr^es she ^hallv takes moon- versi.on to illicit love, handling these
'll«*h)! saUfpi»< trips with -him to see- subjects/ however, froih. the psychologicnl viewpoint rather than :the
iwji-it 'Will haopsrt.
.It does, and, the
.d^^l^0.^
abdut- the' night together, mefely. sensational angle. Kathryn
strahded on a sandbar 'is hot subtle D.irrow is a hyperseijfeitiv^ teacher,
who tries: to solve, her, 'students' so61? inny.thinjg for Will H^ys or Little
cial problems as well as educational.
PoMo,.
She is warned .b.v sister faculty
From- here the story develops when mernbers and a male
principal that
th-* idle conquest by the sailor turns
she'll' do bettet to keep "hands off
into ir-^al loiyfe, He follows her«jto the
private lives, but she persists .in her
city, she induces him to ga to work,
attembt to befriend an inferiorit.y.he f*,cts a job as a tu'rboat' deckhand, comolexed girl, Julianpa.
and a cyniand finally,' hating clandestine rela- cal b.ov. M!^*"k, who§e outlook
oh life
ti')nship, J|e marries, hei?. She forges
75 being distorted by a profligate

Arthur Hopkins

•

dt:m

In

1-Dn'j

it

may

Wednesday, September

curiam,
•Aney ve brought Katharine Alexander back from Hollywood for the
role of the teacher who ultimately
discovers that an educator usually
burns her own fingers when she iries
to inject herself into tiie personal
lives of adolescent pupils. Miss Alexander plays the part incelligently
and in several instances holds the
play in line solely through her acting ability. She makes a love In-,
tarest between the teacher and tne
boy student less far-fetched than it
might otherwise haive been.
tiiles Kellogg", opposite ivliss Alexander, does a. thoroughly good job

Inside Stuff-Legit
Two new plays originating from the Bureau of New Plays which Theresa
Helburn operates under the sponsorship of major picture studios have
reached the Federal Theatre Project. Bureau seeks to encourage playwrighting among recent college graduates, one of whom was awarded a
$1,250 scholarship for his play, 'They Tbo Arise,' which was slated for
presentation by the FTP in Detroit last week. Author is Arthur A. Miller.
The other piece, 'A Hero Is Born,' is by Miss, Helburn,' it being scripted*
from a story by Andrew LangI Described as a 'romantic musical,' with
music by A. Lehman Engel and lyrics by Agnes Morgan.. It is due at the
Adelphi, N. Y., Sept. 24.
,

.

in a role calling for a variety of
emotions; Mary McQuade fits nicely,
appearance and mannerisms,
both
as Julianna; Roman Bohnen is a
and
principal
convincing "school
Kathryn GIvney dofes well as a flipcracking co-worker on the teaching
staff. John Alexander and Francesca
Lenni contribute outstanding per-

The Little, N. Y., was sub-let to Helen Bonflls and George Sommes by
Anne Nichols, who retains her offices in the theatre and will receive onethird of the profits. Miss Nichols' basic lease. runs for two years. She
secured the house from the New York Time's, which bou?ht the property
from Winthrop Ames several years ago with the idea of building a 44th.
street.entrance to its publishing plant.
Bonflls and Sommes presented. 'Svm Kissed' at the Little last season.
Miss Bonflls (Mrs; Sommes) inherited the Denver Post.
.

formances in lesser parts.
Staging of Louis Simon has play
moving smoothly and mpnages to get
much out of few punchy situations.
,,

Report was. around that road company of 'Yes, My Darling Daughter*
might be called off because of bocjkinjg difficulties, but the show went into
rehearsal Monday (13).^ Its producer, Alfred de Ljiagre,'is said to have told
one of the players engaged that 'Diaughter' would be abandoned and"
Equity was about to receive claims from the cast.
Rules provide for. the payment of one wefek's salary if a play is abandoned. Original 'Daughter' is current at the Playhouse, N. Y., one of the
holdovers extendi'rig'into the new, season.
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Toronto, Sept. 14,
Tails , and ton hats packed the
1,400-seat Royal Alexandra theatre
and gave 11 curtain calls at the premiere of new play, 'George and

.

Group of Lambs' club members headed by Al Ochs have banded to-,
gether to operate a talent office, representing players for stage, radio and
screen and club engagements. Associated in the enterprise are Arthur
Hurley, Ed Mulcahy, Jack Barber, Joe -Vitale and Fred Fradkin. Latter
will handle the bf chejtrSt And music end of the new, enterprise.

Matgdret,' character and gag comiedy by Gerald' Savory, presented by
John .G. Wilson in association with
^
the Warnesn Bros.
Noel Cpward. was; here for the premiere, but left "before the show because of his father's death.
|*rbduc'er
Wilson and- his new
bride, former Princess Natalie Paley,
I

.

,

also attended preem.
The ismart, laugh-studded

Secretary of a Broadway showman was picked up bn a morals charge
while dressed in women's' clothes. Reported in Bellevue for observation
for ^ time' but was at his desk late last week, with considerable mystery
made of the affair,
Understood the fellow was takerii in. after accepting marked money from
a plain clothes'cop.

shbw

was) » field day for Irene Browne as
mother who o,pposes her
scoutmaster, son's marriage, to a. pa^lornlafd, but is ,\VDn «r.ouhd.
Indeclsivip, papa> -v^ho' has lost his pants

.

flutterfuss

.

to.

mama,

Gr'aham.

is

For several seasons there has been two Eddie Dowlings on Broadway.
Ofie -was the- actbr-martager and well known. The other was the Shube'rt
st^ge director. Latter decided to clearly identify -himself, and in the billing
of 'Thfe Show Is On,'' which resumes at the Winter Garden, N. Y., Saturday
(13) he is listed as Edward Duryea Dowling.

well played by Morland

'.

Laughter and- applause were c-^nbut wham of show is the entrance of Gladys ]tIanson as Beer,
new maid in Queen. Victqria getup.
One gag, has^: musician .asking wftr

stant,

.

<;

foil, has.

pl2|y

,

no long

with

'

my

hair.
fingers.'

Reply

is:

•

jinnpunced

just;

as

fi,nal"

curtain

falls.

'Honor* Gives New Haven
Inauspicious Legit Start
New Haven, Sept; 14.

6^way Biz

'I

The family

daughter fall's for him when he
conies for a visit, they insult each
Other,' but all comes out right with
juicy, sn^acking.
'Title pair, descrihed as ..bloody
bores who always faij t'o arrive, are

(Cobtinued from, page 57)

Shubert
torrid .spell upped gr.Qs;ses of the
hbldovers,..several also benefiting, by
a;dded 'matinee on Labor .D"ay.. This

•

,

p^Tiad in h-^r science and he finds
h'rnself on -the way to success in the
.

father.

•'
.

,

•

The

teacher-girl situation becomes
so. involved .there is a faculty hint of
unnatural relations and Kathryn is
forbidden to have further contacts

tugboat company. ;They
he goes back to his boat
and his.freadom from petticoats. The
fif^l-Hlrtaih brings th^m into a.lovwith Julianha beyond the classroom.
clipi^h again, pfter theyhave fin^
The child nitistakes the break-off for
i'=-h.»d aU the details of' a divorce, and
thoy are left hand in hand trying to a, loss of the teacher's interest and
oii'lce,of.the

qu-firreLand

e.t!<?'

-

they can. .suicide^. Meanwhile, Kathryn's efforts to change Mark's viewpoints
Th'a comedy is natnwl, .with few
on life in genei^al and women in
silu^tiops and fewer 'in-by-lh^-heel'
particular, have met with such sucga"5i^ The •Jau.^ibs. pop steadily with
cess the boy turns from his father
sf>T)hi;sticated frnnkness that makes
«nd' declares his love for the teacher.
it pos.'^lble that Valentine Davles may
The play is" -weakened considerably
h-xv-?' been pounding his typewriter
in hei; return of that love; it
.m th3 wron«? alley in writing mainly fiere
ust doesn't ring true.
•m'''*.?!er.v melodramas.. Fonda tosses
An .investigation by the school
h*-; t<icilu'rn retdrts' like a veteran
trustees into Juliann.a's death brings
in laugh-timing and even, his offout charges- regarding the girl's afco.'or sophistry is devoid of sniug or
fection lor her teacher and the boy
.<:".?n-k.
He is essentially a he-nian further imperils
the teacher's good
th -iHTh it -all; a man who wants his .standitig
by* statine his love to the
iv vnan and doesn't hint.
board members. 'While the trustees
S2->n1cally there are only two sets ?i*e out .taking a vote as to Kathryn's
fa* the eight scenes, one -of them dismissal. Mark leaves town after
b-'in^ a' conventional .interior, al- telling her that she has at least sucth-MTjh .splendidly done. -The other r?oded in instilling faith into him.
is
a" 30-foot fully rigced cutter^ This' revelation causes her to meet
s^"-Tiv.T2t on the stage with action on with confidence the verdict of the

cpTy. their lives

on'as.be.<;t

.
•
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Miller creates a chic
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Tightens

(Continued from page 35)

started, -badly

because- ot

'••.,.••'*'*••«•••*"'••.,.»••"'•...•*

Helen Hdyes, .due
immedia'teiy sold, out
and indications
toppers- will all ,be
curtain time.

seats

and Ti'esday evening -was
crimped by the Jewish Day of
Atonement.
easter

alm.ost unanimous attitude of silent
acquiescence to swaps., in the aiisince of formal objections. Comr.
Craven has been giving considerable
thought to the need for more vigorous control policies. Various C^nimish people' are nettled by the fact
that industry members have been regarding the necessity of getting formal consent as a mere routine -propositloii and h4ve been trying to educate broadcasters: tb the idea' that it
is premature tb speak of a transmitter as heing 'sold' until ^he application has been acted upon.
Changed attitude has beeni d.emonstrated with increasing frequency.
Biggest surprise came last win tec
when an unfavorable examiner's report caused abandonment of the proposed purchase bf WOAI, San An,

the

by Columbia.

Commish

•

.

irosco:
osco;

'

'The,

(V
STean'),

—
Has.

Lady

this

Fri.-Sat.,

lower bracket
are the $3.30
placed before

a

'Regina.'

'Tovarish'

Hpar.t'

season's first full
Sept. 27.
...

comedy .opened.

'

"You*

attraction,*

Whether the Eternal Road Distributing Corp., operators of the recent Manhattan Opera House (N,.
Y.) spectacle is to go into reorga.nization or whether the corporation
should remain in the hands of the
trustees will be decided' by Federal
Bankruptcy Referee H. P. Coffin,
"Who was appointed special master,
fo take testimony in the matter by
Federal Judge John W. Clancy yes.

,

.

•

With

,

.

-tually saixie as- -when

it

week

Special Master to Rule
Qn 'Eternal Road' Matter

;

i

Rat,'
BUtmore
(40th
week) (C-991; $3.30). Approximated
$8,000 in nine times, added matinee
p.layed. Labor. Day; current cast vir-

Mon.'- (20-22), .with
for last half of same-

is

•'King Richard IP relights at the
James tonight (15) prior to .road
datps and the repeat of 'The Show
J-? On* was' moved
up to Saturday
(18) at the Winter Garden.
'Honor
Bright- .hss been set back another
two weeks or more.
-Estimates for Laist Week
'Babeii in Arms/ Shubert
(23d
;week)
(Mrl,3B5;
Belter$3.30).
weather m.ade for improved trade
•with the gross last week going'~'to
St;

$16,000;
'Brother.

set.

'You Can't Take

week.

Rit.7,

r

here

nfieres'

Longacre and ;On Location,'

'Haviiiff Wonderful Time,' Lyceum
George Richards to merge control Of
his Cleveland and Detroit stations (30th week) (CD-1,000: $3:30). Con•t.iniies
and the proposed sale of iKRKD, picked to turn weekly profit; last weeV
up and the takings shaded
Beverly Hills, has ba6h shelved in $7,500.
the face of an antagonistic report
'Boom Service,* Cort (I'sth week)
terming the price excessive.
(C-1,059.; $3.30).
Anather excellent
Most recent instance of the stony- flToss close to $17,000; aided to that
hearted trend is the Commish turn- figure by extra holiday matinee.
'The Show Is On,' Winter Garden
down of a construction permit ap- (R.1.671; S3.30)
(repeat
engageplication by Fred J. Hart, Honolulu. m.ent).
With Willie and Eugene
Present owner of KGMB and KHBC, Howard topping cast revue returns
in the islands, lost 'but on hopes of for limited date:
starts Saturday

building a new 250-watter in the
hula metropolis: because he had arranged to transfer control, of the
prospective station to a new corporation in the event permission was
.jjranted. Commish didn't like the
idea of Contingent deals. Where parties who expect ultimately to run
the transmitters are not initial applicants and, in its formal decision,
the Broadcast Division said that approval of the proposition would constitute prejudgment of another application which has not been heard.
Added reminder of the need for a
more careful watch on the identity
ol applicant and licensee corporations, was supplied lately in the examination of records in the so-called
Wichita Falls case. There the Commish files give no clue as to what
happened to the half-dozen original
incorporators of the Wichita Broadcasting Co., who dropped out of the
picture within a few weeks prior to
the hearing and who were replaced
entirely by a new crew which did
not explain in detail how it came in.

try-

House has good lihe-up to follow
'Lady Has a Heart* prfri

.

Subsequently

hap' refused to allo'w

mild

"

Shows slated "to arrive during the
fominjg week: 'Blow Ye Winds.' 46th
Street; .^George and Margaret.' Mo-

!

-

tonio,!

to

play.

.north-

a-

^e^son

week on .four-day

out of 'Honor Bright' (8-11). Prob;
ably d.ue to lukewarm notices on

.week the American: Legion' conventioriites are starting to pile inlo^town
and that should- help since .1,000.000
people are. expected by Monday (20)
when 'the event starts, but the week

.

pump 9

famous "Roundie"

'

FCC

•

:.

.

opened

bi^iness last

••

•

,

1937

a final

be, as

•

.

15,"

I

terday (Tuesday).
The Court set
Sept.. 23 as the date of the first hea.ring at which creditors will be heard
and Oct. 1 as the final date on which
claims can be filed.

Judge

Clancy

warned

that unless their claims

by the

creditors

were

filed

latter date they could not in-

tervene in reorganization proceedings.

(13">.

'The

Women'

Barrymore

(38th

week) (C-1.048: $3.30). Gross was
upped again last week when holdover hit went to $15,500; helped by
holiday matinee; nine performances.
'Tobacco Road,' ForrestN (107th

week)

(D-1,107;

midweek matinee
afternoon

.

with

$1.65),
Switched
to the holidny
results; over

good

$6,600; first 'Road' show Uus season
out; current in Newark.

now

•Vlrffinla,' Center (3rd week) (M1,343; $3.30). First full week's busines.s not tio to expectstion.s but at-

tendance built up during last half;
apnroached $26,000.
'Yes, M.V Darlin? Daii.T^ter,* Pl.nv'

(31st week)
(C-878; $3.r,0\
Roid company now bein" readied

house
with

ori^jinal

exoected to

ness somewh.it imornved

-last

LOU CLAYTON

weeli

around $7,500 mark.
•Yau CoM't Take It Vrith T^ii.'
^ooth (40th -iveek) (C-7P3: $3.^0\

to

OnV'? extra holidov no'^rorrnancc las^

wpok and topped
leader

Mgt.:

Columbia Studio, H'wood

stick; busi-

'

still

$16,000:

de-T^ani

drpwiPT "jome standees.
Revival

'Km.- Richard 11,' St. .James: made
f^reat showing l.^vSt season; reti'i-nr
for reneat Wednesday (15) before
starting on tour.

THE DEVIL!
HAS WORK FOE IDLE HANDS
HAVE YOU?
Tniina man, 2J, vvoll ndiiciloil, Ticrioii.-ilH.'.
J'
ni.\(!IN.VTION: dcsii-Ai iiiiy. l.KlilTi Jl.V'l

WDtk: I'U'rtUlK nmln ImDorUncn, nitln'-y .bc
oiuUry; exrclleut rcrercni-es,
K oi'l, Vonrlj-

New

"york.

mTERNAnONAL SHOW MEWS

•TAMETX'ff XiONDOfr OFPIOB.
9

riaec, Ttafolcar

'Uactln'<(

S«:'

A bi*oad

Plays
London, Sept.

Time and

the Conways,

donees;

London, Sept. 4.
Play In three actg Uy J. B. Prieijtley, produced by Irene Hentschel at Duchess, London. Aug. 26. '37.
Hazel
Rosemary 8cott

tine

.Carol.

2£nr"

Madge. ...... .j.

2.

aevlsad, written «nd composed by
lyrics, Cbrlstopher HRseall;
Ivor Novelloi
•hlitetio I^yrtla Sokoloya Rnd Antony .Tudor;
"irfuBioul

Ralph Reader; produced by Leon«aean at Theatre Royal. Drury Lane,
Kenneth Hawell
Peter Graves
tort WllVlnm Gantry
.Marl6 I^hr
i^relnift. Duchess of .Cheviot.
Ivor Jlovello
nin
Haydfn....
I^onMft
•^•••^"fi
Alexander
Oscar
Palaatl....,
von
j^aef
Dorothy Dickson
JHoney Wortlev
.Minnie Rayner
Mi's Wortle
Olive- GllBert

The 'Queen

,

Freddie Lsiyton .......

-

•

•

Show

scenic' effects..

about on

is

mainly

'

by

Mane

.Lohr,
,

"

•.

•

•

his ancestral. Jiorpe to be converted
Figuring she
info a film studio;
•

.

•

might be pleasing and marriageable,
he goes on. the. same cruising ship.
Through confusibn of initials, he
plays up- to another girl by mistake
for -.her hard, though' she.
is but a humble chorine .blowing in
ah inheritance on a speculative trip
to Hollywood.
falls

Wealthy girl, on board under an
assumed name, falls for the man -who
so scorrrfullfy' refused he;f offer,- and
in jealousy threatens to imprison the
•

other girl for impersonation.' Hero
steps in,- says the mistake was his,
and to save his sweetie pret^nds. his
Wooing was alV a joke, and they part
•
in anger.
Disillusioned maiden, ^c.ale^ thje
h'e'ijghts in filmland. Sinister, spurned
female 'gives 'orders to get hiei'.
There's a train wreck, with the
heroine crippled. Finale is Christjriais Evfe, 'with the familj; and teniarifs'! fathered festively in the baro.

.

.

.

and

hall,

hial'-

in

New York

'

<

.
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Minnie Rayner has to
iair are a joy.
.depend mostly on vulgarisms, but
shei scoress as wjcU as. ever.
"Impoverished"- 'duke- (Nbvello)
gnashes his .teeth -over, an offer from
a millionairess .(U. S, brand) to buy

and

when he was

.

clear ...enunciation and. gonial

whose

operetta

•

has the most laughs,

delivered

"

1.

-

NEW LONDON

.

audience.
half

Pall

.

,

First

.Molly Rankin
...Jean Forben-Robert.son
.

—

level

.a

With its two predecessors, and should
have the same succesa herfr, but is
too typically English- and naive to
Jiave much appeal ior an American
'

Paris, Sept.

List

.

In
this case the two are evenly blended,
and there, is some kind of a story to
i)e encompassed by the spectacular
"trJjnittjngs.

on

Gnitry, Bernstein Plays

season last summer.
theatrical
Winter
Gultry's 'Quadrille*
opened with a bang that made it
Kay
Mrs. Conway.....
Barbara Evcre.st
Sacha, the one and only Guitry,
it will be the most
though
appear
as
Joan Helf ord
Helen Horsey peats later.
is
.finishing
a new play called 'Quad:*
Gerald Thornton
.Wilfred Bnbbajfe
Success of this show has been brilliant this town has seen in many
Kmest Beevers...;..
Mervyl Johns
rille' which will be produced at the
Robin
Alexander Archdale amazing and a gi-eat deal 'of credit years.
Madeleine theatre' before the end ot
gdes to Jack Percival for vef y clever
Big blow-off was a complete vol- the month. He •will carry one lead,
An imaginative work in ..which exploitation.
Priestley plays tricks with time.
ley from the four-state subsidized while Gaby Morlay, whose last stage
Delicate theme, but scarcely a play,
houses, the Opera, the Comedle- appearance here was in Andre Mauwith a splendid cast and artistic
Prancaise, the Opera-Comique and rois's ''Victoria Regina,' is slated to
staging.
PaUline Carton,
the Odeori. Operatic season opened carry the other.
Family group celebrates a daughDelubac
and George
with a performance or 'L'Aiglon,' Jacqueline
ter's coming of age, just after the
which is something unusual of itS' Gr^y will complete the cast
late war.
All the aspirations and
ambitions of each member of the
Adapted by Henri Cain and
kindi
Charles Dullin, director of I'Ate-.
family become evident—and the fuset to music by Jacques Ibert and lier theatre, plans to produce 'Volture, to the girl whose birthday it
Arthur Honneger, it is Edmond Ro- ppne,' five-act cOnledy adapted from
is
^^all too evident,
stand's poetic drama which had. a the work of Ban Johnson by Stefan
Second act shows the same family
sock success at the Nice Opera Hovise Zweig ancl Jules Romains, before the
18 years later, seemingly revealed to
last season.
nionth is' out,, while 'Famille' iand
the girl of the first act. DisappointLondon, Sept. 14.
^
'Le Visil Homme,' ('The Old Man') 'Mon Ami' ('My Friend'), two of
ments and disintegration of most of
Light,'
old-fashioned was presented at the Comedie-Fran- benys Amiel's pl^ys, will be pro'Phantofti
the members, of the group are heartthe
Opera'Werther'
at.;
breakingly .pbrtrayed. Then the play melbdramatie, comedy thriller by caise,
duced at the "Theatre Michodiere.
switches back to the first act, with
Comique and 'Tartuffe' and 'Les Latter is a new work.
the yonng girl broodily watching the Evadne Price, opened at the Hay- Plaideurs' at the Odeon,
'The Three Waltzes' still playing
present, while conscious of the future market theatire, Tuesday (7) as an
reopenings
revivals
and
of
Number
to crowded houses will evenj;ually
and all its desolation and wrecking
Produced by of proven successes were far above be replaced at the Bouffes-Parlsienjs
unquestionable, fiop.
of hopes.
recently,
seen
here
has
been
What
All beautifully .played, but doubt- Frank Collier and presented by
by a new revue which Rip is writing
while -plans already announced for
ful if it will prove box office.
especially for Yvonne Printemps,
O'Bryen, Linnit & Dunfee.
the future give reason to believe that
'Bonnet Over the Wmdmill' at the. this is going to be a season that who has becom6 co-director of th«
theatre with Victor Boucher.
New theatre (8) lopkg like a hit. will be hard to be outdone.
In Rehearsal
Like, her four previous successes,
Revivals
London, Sept. 2.
Dodie Spiith's latest play is devoid of
.'PaciflqueV is in reheatsals at the
Two- revivals which were welPlay by Keith Winter ,ln prolog,- three
biit has dialog that counts and
ploti
acts and epilog, presented by Gilbert Milcomed were those qi "Via I'Travail,' Theatre des Ambassadeurs, "where
is sure of a run..
ler,' pV'oduced by Margaret Webster at St.
a fast-moving, satirical revue by Rip Alice Cocea, Who will star in the
James' theatre, Ijondo.n.
'The Day, Is Gone' opened at the
Geraldlne
.Greer Garson
arid Willemetz which played to ca- production, and Rene Moul^iert, have
Philip Treeham
Bryan Coleman Embassy theatre (13 ) under auspices pacity houses. last season and looks taken over the direction. 'Le Rosier
Judith
.Cella Johnson of John Fernald. Play is an excelMaster Nicholas Decker
as though it is set for another, and de Mme. Husson' adapted ..from the
Robin Maule
Brian Decker.
.Geoflrey Keen lent drama, well acted and looks to 'Un de la Canebiere' Marseilles opnovel of Guy de 'Maupassant by
Mrs, Deeker..............MarJoi-le Fielding be a good bet for America.
Vf.
Former is still at .the Thea- .Louis Verneull* and Georges Berr is
eretta.
Grace,' a maid
Margaret Hood
Tony Tale
Hugh WlllWms Chetham Strode authored.
tre des Nouveautes with Jeanne Au also in rehearsal at the "Theatre de
Kdward Tresham.;...
Gyl^s Isham
'The Feud,' old-fashioned thriller bert and Marguerite Moreno, while la Porte-Saint Martin. M. Oberfeld
Mabel, a maid
Margarey Caldicott
First Footman
Leonard Sachs by David Whitelaw, opened at the Alibert, author «of the latter, is again wrote the music of this operetta and
Second Footman
Peter Blackmore Cambridge (13); unlikely and unF.emandel heads the Cast.
in the lead at the Theatre des Va
convincing play.
rieiss.
All of which says nothing about
Resume of the rlay of 'Old Music'
Others in the same category, are the established successes wliich have
set before sophisticated show peoHenry Bernstein's 'Le Voyage,' with been .running throughout the sumrple, would result in resounding deValentine Tessier, Calude Dauphin, hier—mainly biecause of the expor—
rision.
Btit as presented, in ornate
Dropping
Report
"Victorian settings,
crinolines and
Jean Wall, Lucy Leger and Georges a.nd, the .foreign theatrical groups
gold-braid military 'uniforms, with
Pally; Jean Giraudoux's 'Elettre' at
and special presentations put on by
competent actors speaking well-^writAossie Legit; Tivoli
the Theatr^'de I'Athenee, with Louis
the expo itself. Of the former there
ten lines," it should be a treat 'for
Jouvet again at the top of the cast; are
'L'Ecurie Watson,' Pierte Frealovers of period plays.'
Group Taking Over? 'Les Amants Terribles' ('Private nay's adaptation of 'French Without
Outstanding -hits, due in no small
The
the
Coward
at
Lives')
by
Noel
measure to the characterizations alTears'; Tana,' operetta at the dhateClaude
.adapted
Antoine,
by
atre
lotted them, are <5reer Carson, Celia
Sydney, Aug. 24.
Andre Puget and Virgiriii'Verno with let, Gor&i'B 'La Mere' ('Mother') at
Johnson and Hugh' "Williams, with
the Thepttre Sarah-Bernhardt; 't«
Gyles Isham, in a less showy role,
Story is around that the Tivoli Pierre Brasseur, Henri (iremieux,
registering effectively.
Jolo.
Lucienne Parizet and Roslh.e Belle Saipoh/ operetta starring LuMmes.
chain is dickering with 'W^illiamsoncienne Boyer and Pils and Tabet;
Derean,
Tait on a take-over deal of legit
Bernstein's play at the Gymnase 'PamplemdUsse' at the Daunou and
theatres.
Harald Bowden, g.m. of is due for a short run, however, as others.Of the latter there are the perLondon, Sept 2.
W.-T.', states 'there is nothing to it. rehearsals will soon begin on 'his niew
Play In three acta by John van Druten;
Inside tip. has been about for play, 'Cap de Tempetes,' which will formahce^ how being presented by
presented by Sydney Carroll; staged by
'Le
Voyage' early next the Berlin State Opera, artists, orreplace
Auriol Lee, at St. Martin's theatre.
some time that -W-.-T. contemplates month.
chestra, chorus, ballet, cond^ctors^,
Annie.
Joan Swiiistead
Mrs. Bessey
Florence Wood bowing out of 'legit and, at one
'Miiie. Bovary'
etc., while a troupe of dancers and
Mr. Malkln....;
.SebastUib Smith
Gaston Baty's adaptation of Flau- singers from the Russian AriAy,., 185
Sheila.. .......
.Annabel' Maule stage, Stuart F. Doyle's name was
Doris
Jill Esmond
i
bert's work, 'Madame Bovary,' was strong, will appear in the near fuWill Heatley.....
.Grimth Jones mentioned as one of the possible
:
Gertie' Maude.
.Carol Goodner buyers.
It's known that Dciyle had revived at the Theatre Mbntparnasse- ture, and Arnold Szyfman will bring
Phyllis Trenholm,.-.
Mercla Swinburne
flesh-and- Baty after a short delay, due 'to the the Polish National Ballet in OcRags Ca'rtwrtght
Hargrave Pawson a hankering, to/, try th.e
blood field, but right now Doyle's illness of Marguerite Jamois, while tober..
In the revue field, the new show
Van Driifeh dOGffi^Nplay the game main interest here, is radio. Sir Ben 'Oscar Wilde' produced in its original
with the plot of this irtay. Critics Fuller had,^ previously ,be^n asked English version by Edward Stirling at the Mogador starring Mistlnguett
may like it,- biit the riank and fild of by cler^ain parties, to take a buy, with with the English Players, moved from is set to run for some time; Mare
theatregoers may resent it. Which W.-T., but Ifi^ prefer? to run his .o.wn the Theatre Michel to the Oeuvre, Cab is writing a new revue for Varis an old, old van Druten play status.
after more than a two months' stand
na's Casino de Paris; Paul Derval is
V- ./ "^-"~^"'^'~-:,
Heroine is a chorus girl who'haiS way.
"
On the return of Frank NeiT, 1?iv- 'kt-tftft f,6jimer "and still going strong," lining up a new revue for his Foliesrisen to the heights of attaining a
Robert Tre'^rwhe-eei^^faies^iS'
recently,
officials
from
America
oli
small part in a play,' due to the deBerg<}f^ ai^&l^imS'SarioTiniiS ?'22^
2p'th' anniversary as director of the
fection of the girl who created.it arid niention was made that the chain
nIng.a,neW show for his Bal TaWho committed suicide be(:ause she would build new' legit houses here Thieatre Michel this year, has chosen barin towards the end of the year.
was jflted by a wealthy ijian who and in Melbourne. At .present .main a new musical revue by Dorin apd
Saint-Granier
kept her. Play's heroine ddps exact- biz
to
be
called
'Superif with y^ude-revue, but. reports
ly the same thing.
Pause,' which will be produced in his
Most paying theatregoers want to have it that .a legit try is certain.
In Vienna, Too?
Spider-Dean, big indie pic oper; house, with Jeanne Blanc as thte
see their heroine emerge triumphant,
star.
van Druten knows this as well as ators, also keen to break into the
At the GaieterLyrique 'Pays du Souanybody, but persists in an artistic legit field now that a boom in fleshrire,' ('Land of Smiles'), operetta, was
Vienna, Sept. 3,
yen to depict life as is.
and-blood i;s anticipated. Both Sir
Sydney Carroll and Auriol Lee Ben Fuller arid S.-D. are on the revived with the tenor Jose Ja'nson in
Slot machine gang war is on in
have mounted the period photo- lookout for suitable sites for the- the lead and 'Crepuscule du Theatre' Vienna.
are bitterly
Two
groups
graph with intelligence and care,
by H. R. Leriormand, first produced
One belongs to a
providing it with correct settings and atres to play in opposition to W.-T. here in 1934, 'took .the stage at the fighting it out.
After a run with reyivals diu-ing
i cast of players who bring it all
Vieux Coiombier with Rachel ;Be- German emigrant, the other to an
the author intended in the Way of the low legi'l period, "W.-T. is now rehdt, Henri Roland, Roger Gaillard abscure burlesque director of the
characterizations. They make it pos- back with a bQnch of new shows
and Fernande Albany at the top of Prater..
sible to sit thrpugh an entire eveand performers, including 'Over
Vienna had its first suicide bening without any sense of boredom. She Goes,* 'Swing Along,' and 'Bala- the cast.
Priestly K>lay
cause of the slot machines. Young
In this they are, of course, aided, by laka.'
the splendid van Druten dlaloR.
One of J. B. Priestly's plays, trans- man of 20 lost all the money his
But it is not a commercial play.
lated by
Maurice Goudeket and boss had given him to deposit in a
Jolo.
called 'Les Abeilles .sur le Pont Su- bank.
Other
Members of the two groups fl-^ht it
perior' in French, opened at the TheLondonj Sept. 4.
atre des t.l' thurins under the direc- out in the open and scores of arrests have occurred.^
_
Reported bankruptcy in the Lon- tion of M. Pitpei'f.
Ice
M. Moreau, former collaborator of
don Gazette of- Herbert Wilcox, company director, set motion picture Louis Jouvet, has become director of
20.
Sydney, Aug.
the Theatre Atelier and plans to
Satani on Study Tour
people by the fears- for a few hours.
Ice skating is expected to have a
However, there is a mail order produce a new play by Alfred Gehri
Tokyo, Aug, 25.
.trerpendous following here. next seamerchant of the same name trading there called 'Sixieme Etage' ('Sixth
big
view,
in
endIsao
Satani, in the production dep'f
this,
'son. and with
from a city address, and it was this Floor'), Play is on life on the sixth
plans are being laid down. Company,
of
Nippon
Gekijo,
leaves
shortly for
floor
of
a
Montmartre
flat
building
latter -who had gotten into a business
in which Sir Ben Fuller is interested,
and has only one .set. After that, Europe and America, where he will
Sideslip.
has leased the huge Palais Royal and
Moreau
has
Madame
Roube-Jansky's
study
the
newest
production
methwill open to the public next April.
'Dostoiewsky' in mind.
ods. Trip will be made in behalf of
J. C. Bendroidt will be in charge.
Vienna Yiddish Legit
Maurice Lehmann, director of the the entire Toho organization in.<;tead
acts
special
import
to
Intention, js
Chatelet, is going them, all one better of Nippon Gekijo alone.
"Vienna, Sept. 3.
from time to time, plus hockey teams
While in America, Satani expects
Jewi.sh 'Cultural Theatre will open and bringing an operetta by Rom.from U. S. and Canada for a series
berg over to produce in his theatre to engage one or nlore dancing
with
Schwartz
a
'Maurice
season
it.s
sports.
international
of
latet in the .sea.son. 'La Melodic Per- masters
to
work on the Toho
Company will be connected, too, en.semble.
First pj'odirclion will be 'Dybuk,' due' ('The Lo.st Melody") it will be choruses, in anticipation of western
with opening a new cabaret in the
productions
for
the
1940
center of the city on latest overseas' with M. Lipmann, S. Grudberg, M. called here, and plans call for Andre .style
will Turkow. Eni Liton and Natalia Lip- Bauge to sing the leading role. Leh- Olympics and the International Expo
lines. Special arti«*.''. K--'rl<.-. e'mann acquired the rights for the to be held here at that time.
man in the cast.
be imported.

Raymond Huntley

iit

4

.

—thrilling

Biggest Paris Legit Season Due;

.'

London has seen <more gorgeous
shows, via Cochran, and the .Drury
Lane has seen more— or at least
equally

ITA
'

20.

Marcu^ unit is still pulling' solid
biz for FuUers-Snider-Dean and will
stay here over ten w^eks without a
change. Top is $2 nights, with capacity the general rule since opening,
several weeks ago.
Marcus show will be spotted
throughout Australia in the ace centres by F-S-D, with. possibility of re-

'

.Flnlay Currle

•

Cable Adflreso: VABIEIT, LONDON
TeI«pbone Temple Bar a041-B04a

,

Walter Cri.iham

i

'-r.

.Giota.

Eileen Kr.sklne

Alan..'..

Npv^ello
'Otto Fro-scb ................ .-..fYor

young duchess

makes a miraculous .entry, walking
for the first time sincfe the accident.
It is all very novelettish and improbable, but the Novellb fiais'- Will
love it Dorothy Dickson grabs niost
of..the praise for her rendering of
the-:.chorus,girl,
She dances gracefully and looks charming, while the
hero wanders through his various
ediotidnal scenes and skilfully plays
a rather unnece.ssary double rold of
Ena Burrill
a foreign film actor.
scores strongly as the villainess.
Chorus is splendidly, drilled, with
some lavish and colorful gowns to
grace: the dancers. "One "i^^r-jelabQ-.
rate and be-sparkled studio set. is a'
(;uD];i|ng satire on l^ollywood.
Tji-ain
Qrash' is vividOy realistic, and general
s'ettings Vnd "Jafoduction. arfe well up
to the' Drury Lime'' standard.
-

.

-

•

Malrcus' Big Aussie B. 0.
Sydneyj Aug.
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•
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.
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THE GUSHER

-

,

'

London, Sept. 3.
'Mystery 'thrlHer bj laii- Hay, -presented
by Firth Shephard at Princes theatre; Lon-

^

don.
Scnifty Brlsfjs..;
.

•

'

CjtIi S;vilth

LfOji-ry
I'ound
Clarence the Dod^ov
Valentine

Htfnry Tboinpsbn
Bernard,, Lee

Percy Parsons

Robfert Ilir.herfonl

Kay

Ivan Snnvson
Obrlstlhe Barry

FoiTp.-.tPr.

Jack Rendall
Peter Boifle
Mrs. Myi-tle Gunn

Jack Llve.sey
Alastalv

Nicky

th*i

Greek..

Jacqueline.

Coral

Purser of S.S. Hellopolls.
Capt. of

.S..S.

Hetlopolls.

Red Harvey
The Medicine Man
The Island chief

S\m

Joan Hlckson
David Keir
.Harold -Pranklln

Andrew McNabb.,

;

Browne

.... .Albert

.Ei"T»ie3t

Ward

Malnwarlng

Hchry Thomp.son
Russell Durran
..-..Frank Barclay

,

.

'

,

•

.

'

.

.

'The Gusher' hits the public taste
—or that portion of the public which
likes

red-hot sizzling melodrama,
replete with villains, sliding scenery
•rid all that sort of thing.
On quantity alone, it is a worthy successor
to 'The Frog,' which Shephard produced" kt the same house, and which
ran for more thaft.^a year.

Author

is.

evid^tly an omniver-

ous

student of the. old school of
Practically every situation in this play had been thoroughly tried out years ago. He even
has blood trickling throilgh the
rafters- on to the^ hand- of
a person
seated below.
Main story of the man in prison
oeing the only person who knows
ine whereabouts of the treasure
f°"i.ds a little bit like our old- friend

melodrama.

Monte

Cristo.'

Two

Ausde

Guys

_

Boom

Jolo.

^

9 1G 183A

•

-

-

.Combination of staging, acting and
ingenious blending of ancient melouramatic situations has been so
i?i'f"ously accomplished, however,
iwf,uu ^ play- will probably enjoy, a
neauhy run in London.

,

•

,

;:

.

.

'

Bruce Brahar, latter two muggers,
added to Bob Taplipger'a publicity

Broadway

'

Wednesdaj, September

London

forces.

leading man
"Walter Lippmann here from Paris.
opposite the late Jeanne Eagels in
Lou Smith back from Coast,
•Rain,' is back from. a long stay in
Ben Goetz has rented a country
Rowland Field is p.a.ing for John Hollywood
and. thinking pf legit house in Surrey.
Golden.
again.
Phyllis Robins, radio crooner, takHildegarde gets back from London
Eileen (JoHy Gillette) Barton, reing flying lessons.
Sept. 22.
cently bh the Gillette program, makRussell. S. Medcraft recovering
Shirley Collier has the cast off her ing a Mentone short this week.
crapked arm.
Natalie .Napp, of the -Morris office, from internal trouble.
Oscar Deutsch opened five new
Barbara Terrell has returned from handling.
"William CbnselmSn, 30th-Pox pro- cinemas in one week;
"West Virginia.
Victoria Hopper has rented a bun.Tim Barber now head barkeep at ducer, in New "ifork for a week's
for
westeths.
has
new
;dea
lookscc,
a
Dwyer's.
galow
on the Thames,"
Jiinmie
the horses talk inslead
John ^Murray sailed last. Thursday It's to make
Sybil. -Thorndike a grandma, via
of the actor?.''
(9) for the .Coast.
her naval son, John Casson,
Beth Brown hafe flhished her new
Lou Irwin east- looking for screen comedy 'Three 'in a Bed' which is
Merle Oberon sitting for a sculp-

Robert

the

Elliott,

role of Charles II in his play, 'Ninety
Sail,' which Miles 'Malleson will produce in the West End In October,
following a provincial try-out.

-

,

ris

Chicago,

office,

•York.
'Welcome-!

New

visiting-

,

'

•

.

"spir outing'

Legioirinaireg'i

signs

•

slated for.the -fall
tizing her novel,
for next season.

and

now drama-

is

'Riverside Drive,'

,

.

_

Edgar Bergen's 'Oharlie.McCarthy'.
^marionets ^te being readied for the
•;Xma.s tr'ade;
itichaiid.

RKO

contract with

"Marx

agency.-..

Mrs. Dave

-

number by the authors

of the show
a. Hammond organ.
Just when Vai-Pamell managed to
get Robinson a'hd'.'MaVtin an extension to play a' coiipia. more weeks
for General Theatres -Corp., -Virginia

on

'

through' ZieppO

'.

'

",'

actually getting
to shake the

Berfc^s

hubby

.her .-Par, B'klyn
hoofs arouni^/.

^

.

the: lAFftA- rtieeiing.v

-'Association. of

•

—

.;

Eddie. GDlden, sales chief "for
his desk in N; Y;
trek
three-week- contract
through the giiuth and middldwest..
Reports biz on Upbeiat.
Irving
Eight weeks' bid baby- of the
Austria.
(RKO) Shiffmans, home after being
Ddrothy; Round and her •doctor''
in incubator hospital at Coney- Isldnd
It's
the second in- bridegroom On a golfing honeymoon
sjnce birth..
in Scotland.
cubator for the Shiffmans.
Parklrt'g lot, oh 50th street is operMax Be'rhian got ih^ order to supated a' la pic biz: There's ^n early, ply the ddstumes for the first Metro
bird parking fee"; and when the spot picture- hefe.
gets 'fiillfd up in the afternoons, or
Charles Raymond, •Empi.re. general
on weekend's, price goes up.
manager, was the official bodyguard
Jack Robl>ins' moving into Feist a& of Robert
-Taylor here.
his gerterail heaacfUdrters as soon as
Roy' O'Neill Will direct the- new
new executive offices are completed,
wherefrbni' he'll direct the Robbins,- Max Miller picture;' 'Thank Evans*
at
Warners'Teddington studios.
Feist and Miller niusic houses'.
.iiee Ephraim' and- Abe Befmari
Frank- Tinhey is getting.a physical
buildup at. an .upstate, health .farm bought 'U; S, rights of 'The. Melody
and Bill Hardy of Bill's Gay 9a's .That Got Lost,' by Kjejd Abell.
still hopes to. hav^ the formeif star
'Ju<lgment
Day' folds at the
comedian, in shape .to debut ,^t his Phoenjx Sept. 11- after a three
"
nite'ry'»
months'" run; then goes on' tour.
The^ Paramount boy^ and friehds
Aileen
Stanley
cancelled sailing
toissed- a surprise birthday parly to:
doing 62 ^programs for Rowntree
Bob Weitman, Par, N. Y. managing and
chocolates on Radip Luxembourg,
director, intone of the theatre^ reMorton. Do wheys off to .Cannes for
Shep Fields
hearsal, rooms witli
/

MonogramVb:lck'at
after

'

Motion Picture Ad-

yei'tisers .resume, weekly luncheons
at Saifdi'S Sept. 16,
,
Jane =Cowl,-t>acIc' from heV' Stunmer
.

.

playwritihg stay

England,
New'

ift-

•with-'a .finished- scrlptr?

--;)

George Abbott claiming the cast
ing .for ';Angel Island' is- the -most
painless* hfe''*;ever: ddtoe; : ^
Joa(n Millei> legit -bctresd, got her
.!div6rce' in; -Reno', la^t Week and is
back looking for a show.
Store-. front
and^ bar entrance
'Legionnaire. >,welcome'. insignia
"d'ean-up -for vdecoratprs."
•

-

'

;

>

!

'

.

,

•

'

•

,

'

"

-

,

Paris

•

'

.

.
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.

,

•
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,

.

'

.

'

'

'

"

.

.

'

Downey

a fortnight, priot to

taking
up a- four-week engagement at the
!••-•-'
•=away hubby; Gaston L. Stern, .who's •Cafe "de Paris,
JackPember
ton
securing a lease
been Opening Offices for National
Screen -Accessories all over the of the Ambassador's 'as from- Sepcountry the past year, catchiiig up tember, and St. Martin's? as fl-om
October,- 193T.
with him at Charlotte, N. C. "
Williarri Mollison scouring London
Excursions to'Harlem's Savb'S* b'allroOni for sahnples of how to do ,the for midgets for a new show, 'The
Big Apple, 'aha alJeek into the Jnid- Laughing' Cavalier,' he is .producing
town Club YtimUri for McCoy- at the Adelphi.
Alf. Goulding throwing a party to
rhumba; tango- and conga terplnft^are.
among: th'er -initiates' fave- p^^tlmes celebrate- his wife's birthday, with
most of the American film colony in
these -cooler nights.
The adage about being as good as En gland*" present.
Lee, Suns Writing entire score for
your byljn.e or newspaper cprinec•Follow
the Sun,' New Wprld Film
tiori- forcibly hit some of the ,N. Y.
Broadway newshpunds PfodUctions (Robert Kane), to be
Anie'rican
-;•'

=

'

-

!

'

,

,

.

;

'

•

'

•

•

to get

it

all.

to go
native again at his Catskills farm.
C. King Charney bought eight
Arabian steeds from "W. R. Hearst.
Isa Miranda, Italian player, arrived to' fulfUl Paramount contract.
John Wolfenden goin.g. to London
to join the Metro publicity unit
.

.

.

•

there,

Paul Kelley lends out his nolo
ponies to keep then in shape while

'

....

Detroit.

.

,

:

he toils.
Tony Beacon packing for AmerSidney Kingsley here talking "a
ica.
hew writing deal with Sainuel
Cabaret Boite.a Sardines reopen- Goldwyn.
15.-

:

.

•

-

ing..

-

"

:

,

^

Bernard. N^dell. American actor,
,

Casino' at Boidogne' destroyed
..".

•

by

from England for Hollywood on

sails

picture deals.

fire.

Mrs. James Roosevelt visiting the
expo.

arteries

New

charged

Joseph von Sternberg in from

'".'•'.'.
York..
..:
Alice Dufrerie hurt in an auto ac.

Yolanda toplining again at the Sheherazade.
Julien Duvivier planning three
>

new

,;

'

severed two
"Walker
diTopping three bottles of

•water.

^

Gordon Molson. ex-Republic, succeeds. Jack Emanuel, as
associate

an H. N.
:

Bing Crosby in- from Saratoga to
of Pblicemau
start
'The Badge
O'Roon* for Major.

Mary

films.

President Lebrun visiting the expo

'

,

Gertrude

Swanson

cident.

'

;

away from
Bob Montgomery planning
Canada

Marguerite Gilbert off to Brussels.
Bagatelle reopening set for Sept.

^

.

to

'
George Houston warbling at the
General Motors musical festival in

,

furnishing the- music.
The' missus' has joined her stay-

in.'

Alibert finishing a- new operetta.
.June' Knig:ht, visiting .dressmakers.

*

"

Radio's 'Having Wonderful Time.'
- Kenneth .Thomson on a motor trip
'

Adolph Zukor

-Bob Ritchie in town.
L'European reopening.
Jay. Rutherford iri" town,
Cirque Medrano reopening.
Robert Taylor in from London.
Composer Albert Rotissel dead.
Ad .Schulberg .in from London.
Louis B.- Mayer looking around.

.

*

son's aft assistant at ^Universal.
Andre Kostelanetz winged in to
score the Lily Pons film at Radio. .
Richard 'Red' Skelton has a Part in

.

'

-

•

Swanson

agent

-

'

-

•

-

,

The Maurice; -Bergmans are moving from Murray Bill, to the upper
'Viiisi side of tawh.
L^o ^ischi^r^ a'hd George Heller
spent last weck-iend'' in Chicago at

the •world series^
Jack Emanuel quit H, N.
to go solo' as

.

'

Bond has signed term

Larry Weingarten in from European rambles.
John C, Moffitt back from storyquest in Quebec.
George Raft has ticket No. 1 for

Martin took sick with 'pleurisy. Bob
S. K, Lauren scripting 'Behold the
Robinson was. .cQpipielled to do a Bridegroom' at' Radio.
single the last few. -days df the enFay Wray doing some belated
gagement in Leicester.
Santa Barbara basking>
Major Wright, direptor of WurWallace -Beery lost eight pound.?
tor during shots at Denham.
Derinls Stoll, Sir Oswald's musical litzer's here, escorting. Horst Schim- and would" melt 10 more.
Arthur A,. Lee, vice-prexy of Gauson, ]about to beconle a bridegroom. melpiCennig, UFA -org^anist, around
London picture theatres.
Horst's niont 'British,, in from N. Y,
Milton. Shubert»bough< an.optioii' idea is to stay in I^ondon as a guest
Devere Zimmerman joined Young
on 'Alien Earth,' new, play oy Max organist, with some "English organist iSc Rubicani
as mag contact
Catto,
to -take his place .at -tljie UFA Palatz^
Luci Ward sighed a management
Beverly Nichols writing
new Hamburg, But no one wants to swap. contract with Rosalie Stewart.
musical, while motor- tour ing through
E, Gilbert Mason now Jack Otter-

.

Times' Square

over

all-

.

in to visit his brother

Charles,

feature an organ on the stage.

Robih Richmond will do a special

-

-

Ward Green

West End show

Oct, 14, will be first
to

.;

,

'

'aettor.

Hollywood

the Bag,' new Landeaumusical^ due- at the Savoy

Ruben

1937

15,.

Sol Lesser back from hulaland.

in

'It's

•

'
talent he might agent.
Hersohel Hirt. Detroit "News radio
*d, in town for a week.
Julie liaydoh 'returned- to New
"Vork. f romi JNeSv Unglarid." _
*'
Helen Titel, of Modern, Film, back
-last Monday, (la) from Eiir.Qpe.
'
Henry -Hathaway, Par director, in
-NcA* York for a. weijk ot more.
Gfeorge Clifford planning to quit
son'g-and-hoDfing -to jbift' an agency.
Morris, Silver,' of thj? Willi^im Mor;

.
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Anna May Wong

Livingstone,

and Bob Hope trained in for Para-

mount assignments.
Lyne Clevers broadcasting over
Grace MOore checked out of Santa
Jim Tully visiting, in Ni Y., is arRadio Cite.
Monica hospital- and is looking at
ranging tentative.' radiov work -and
'La Grand Illusion' still strong at transatlantic sailings.
plans 'for new publication.:
the'Marivaux.
Robert Guggenheim, Jr., of the
made -at Denham.
Course In drama And' playwright who, once dropped from the 'payroll,
.
Theatre d-l'Atheiiee reopening with- copper clan, now assisting Kenneth
Gilbert 'Miller produding Frederick
ing to< 'be- conducted at City College found their -nitery excursions met Lonsdale's new
Macgowan at 20th-Fox.
play, 'Half a- Loaf,' revived. 'Electre.'
ajjain by Jadob A. Weiser.
with inuch les^ cordiality than -when in New' York m
Constance
Stromberg will fortnight in
,HUht
Bennett
says
she
the
fall;
is
here
before
'
Mary Mason and Jdliet Forbes are 'a working" newspaperman.
to an>use herself.
New York on. return from^ England
staging it- in England.
.ba<ilc In' 'Brothei* Rat,'" at the Bilt
'Le .Voyage' reopening at the The- before beating it coastward.
Ax'thur Silverstone, general sales
more,-, after summer' layoffs.'
Alfred E. Green adding to hi»
manager of UA, and brother- of th'e' atre du Gymnase;
S3m^>'Rheinef,. f<>rmerly ,-with Par's
.
Sandra Rambeau looking in at thoroughbred string at the Kentucky
Murray Silverstone, off on a .ihoiith's
..traffic department, leaves for Coast
Quebec
Boeuf Sur le Toit
and Maryland yearling auctions.
Mediterranean .cruise.
today (WednesdaSr)" on spec.
Cooner let fly with his shot-?
Paul Colin's 'Ballets de Paris' makGary
Claim is made that a library deal
Miriam GibsOn "is new addition to
gun and bagged several doves whila
to $33,000 was-ihhde for ing their expo debut.
A de Roussy back frori> Gaspe amounting
Monogram's- publicity staff; to do fan
John Gielgud's season of 'Richard IF; Le Poulailler, new cabaret, open- nimrodding in the Malibu mountains;
trip,
•mag publicizing arid Contact.
B. P. Schulberg partied the 'Blosing at Place du Terte:
prior to the opening.
D. H. Caplan anj} Ray Mond in
Haynard Morris has moved over
Mme. Berthez planning a new soms ,on Broadway* gang for bringMaurice Browne bought ah option
.to the Leland Hayward agency, N.Y., from Toronto.
ing .in the fllm two days ahead of
on
new
Champs-Elysees
a
Karel
Capek
theatre,
play,
'The
frpm the Walter Batchelor office.
Allan Spencer appointed publicity White Shadow,' and 'The Bowery
Jean Renoir finally- commencing sked.
Jack Lait due on Coast later this man for Loew's.
I,
C, (Doc) MHshler, legit showTouch,' by Max Catto.,
work on 'La Marseillaise;'
month after return from Europe of
Alf tfoulet, m.c," doubling ImGarland "V^Tilson playing, the piano man of Altoona, Pa,, spent the sum^
H. .E. Alexander, .former literary
C'lirUs B. ]^^cCabe, Miri'or publisher.
mer here and decided to stick for
editor
of Gaumont-British, now for fun at the Cotton Club.
Fall Tac(? meeting-,
Belmont perial and Carioca.
•-

'

.

incognito.
•

'

<

•

.

.

•

-

,-

'

-

.

.

'

.

-

'

.

.

-

-

'

-

'

.

"

:

-

'

'

•

at
starting Thursday <16) being 24.shected around town for first time.
Electric boards giving play-byr
play of ball g^mes new come-^on to
bars- in afteifnoons'. 'Cost -$3.75 per
-

'

da.y.
,

-

'

Milton

Kjus'bll -has;

bought a farm

•

.

building scenario chief of Warner's British
Queen Mary to add to string of six studios at Teddington.
Harold Huth, former actor,' and
pic houses in Montreal.
Famous Players Canadian Cor- until recently Casting director for'
poration, Ltd. said to have .acquired GaumontrBritish, is now 7m' a similar
capacity with Metr'o here.
control France-Film company, hanEric M?ischwitz's 'm\jsical, 'Lola.
French
films
dling
distribution

Confederated

Theatres

,

-

.

•

Montez',* which was to stap -Mary
house way up in'C-ohnecticUt so that throughout province.
Ellis, is off. SorTiSthiRg-iSvent wrong
sistej: S^l cpn, take it- apart and make
all-time recorq
record wilh thi»-fl*av.«joi i^V^iTs^,,
tiOuis-Farr
arr film niis
hits aii-iime
JjOUis--!!
"'
it habitable.
here in Montreal and pr^vin^esS^L^stl^^
big
staff
BjU Norton back ,at Music^JBov^jj^ggjlj
and changes at their Plaza picture
M5fflg&*^i?-^Jr^^
pictii
thea•SSffi 'S5*lJlfiiW'^gSnn*'fB'"as comoany first and second run theatres 'turntre,, with- usherettes given
demc'iaier of Chicago 'You Can't Take ing them away in first two weeks of sign and color in costumes. new
It VAith You.'
showings, in Montreal.
Actress-producer Dorothy. Peters
Herman BeT:Ti.gtein. is b.apk from
Izzy Allen, 'Empire and Grand Na- married. Lord Edward Mpntagu, secthe Coast and will manage "the Eu- tional mana.sier, .Montreal, to Torond son of the Duke of Manchester,
of
genie
Leontovich
'company
onto as Dominion sales manager for at Brighton register office, Aug. 28.
T-ovatish' tour.
Frank Leduc succeeds
Universal.
St, Margaret's Studios at .TwickenMoxt" Goodstein, leaving Col's f or- him at Montreal with L. Rosefield
ham Openin? up after six months of
eisn .office stgff to talte up manager- representing Universal here.
idleness with 'Death Crowrts the
shio of Singapore branch. Left for
Blues,' directed by David McDonald,
India this week;
Originally in to broadcast on Radio
Bob ;Eundy, Of Charlie. Shribman's
Luxembourg for Phillips Dental
Maior Music got himself enj^aged for
Chicago
Magnesia twice, weekly, Hildegarde
a Xmas, w^ek wedding to .Hfenri^tta
was extended to six times, per week.
Lorrairis, ria^cer,
Adele Astaire skipping -herself into
Abe <Pat) Kettler celebrated when
Rocco Vocco visiting.
condition' at Pinewood, where Rane
his hsavywcrght Eddie Blunt deClair
is directing her, co-starred with
and
off
for
frau
a
Karl Kramer
feated Brecc'a at the Ridgewood
Jack Buchanan and Maurice CheEuropean jaunt.
A.C. Satufrday (IDi
Lou Goldberg of Tyro Productions valier,
Pog.Ty O'Donnell has concluded
'Juno and the Paycock' transferred
in for some biz negotiations.,
"her Die stint 'oh the Coast and arfrom the Haymarket to the Saville
Art Goldie handling press for to make way for
rived in New York last Monday (13).
a new production,
Doilie Weisberg's new Colony Club.
•Wan's a legit show.
'The Phantom Light,' starring GorHenry Busse orchestra completing don Harker.
Word Has been received here from
Re:c Story and his Hollywood Revue first year under Mar-O sponsorship.
Anna Neagle to Venice to attend
that all are' safelv out of North
Ann Lester in toWn on way to .screenin"?- of 'Victoria the Great' at
Cb'na and now in Manila.
vocal date at Chase Hotel, St. Louis. International Film Exhibition, where
Barbara Ad-^ms subbing a.s sta^e
W.
H. Stein in town for a (luick the picture won the cup for -the best
manager of 'The Women,' at the visit v/ith Music. Coi'p, home offices, foreign offering.
Ethel Barrymore, besides playing
Jack Hartfield was called in by
Freddie Rosenthal bpened new
several bits in the show.
Lee Ephi-aim and Moss Empires, to
Flora Boyle, tunesmith for Judy ofiices in the Dearborn^Lake build- doctor the Bolton-Thompson-Furber
Canova, left last Saturday (il) for ing.
of- 'Hide and
Saeic,' CourtGambling situation being tossed script
the Coast to write soh^s for the
neidge-Howes musical, due at the
Crorri mayor to state attorney and
comedienne's next Par pic.
Hiopodrome.
Lou Smith, Paramount publicist, back again.
Penelope
Dudley-Ward set for
Press agog with Anna- Mae Wong,
back from safari to Hollywood.
Kay Hammond's role in New York
Probably will do advance bally on Armida and Edgar Bergen all ar- nro^iuction
of
'French
Without
riving same day.
several Par. films on the road.
Tears.' She has been appearing here
Musicians
around
town
having
a
General Hugh S. Johnson of NRA
time and plenty of fun now that in 'Victoria Regina' and will be refame in' town to arrange details of high
placed by Jill Furse.
they've got a day off each week,
news broadcasting programs which
Leads lined up for 'The .Laughin.'?
"Vaudeville showings, handled by
start at the end of this month.
Morris office, switched from Strat- Cavalier.' new Adelohi show." are
Morris H-Slperin, representative ford to Ogdeti theatre, and to Fri- Irene Eisin.?er. Nor.'^h Swinburne,
for Alexander Korda, has returned da.vs.
Viola Tree, Chai'l?s Heslop, with the
from a O-wso!: sojourn abroad, with
Jack Benny still in the loop, leading man to be cither Esmond
Mr*!. Hclft'^r'n (Katherine. Locke),
wandering around, but mostly in and Knipht or John Garrick.
'
Paul .Prif^e. former MG syndicate out to see if he
sime in,
After months of delay. W. P. Lipspublicist, Herschell
McGraw and his picture.
comb chose Barry Barnes for the
;

-

'

;

'

mm

.

'

.

.

.

,

,

'

'Via I'Travail' ('Here Is Work') reopening at the Nouveautes.
Robert Trebor. promoted to commander of Legion of Honor.

'Oscar Wildej^eVinrffbin Theatre
IVTichel to ,51l€atre de I'Oeuvre.
-^Dtive Hacker and Jiine Sidell at
the Palm Beach Casino, Cannes.
Dancers, and singers of the Russian army in for, expo presentations.
Cabaret Noctambules Ireopening
lyith a revue topping Vincent Hysha.
Presentations of Moscow Art The.atre closing here after a successful
run.
Gaite-Lyrique reopening with "Le
Pays du Sourire'
('Country
of
.

;

-

-

•

.

;

.

.

•

-

•

-

director.

as<«'.stant

William Goetz, 20th-Fox production executive, has a new invention.
It's a pair of glasses which will make
a color picture look like a black-

and-white.
Star turnout expected tomorrow
night at opening of one-man artshow by Jean Guerin at Putzel Gallery, Guerin did drawings for Blaisa
(jendrars' French book on Holly-,
wood earlier in the year, awakening
certain amount interest here.

Smiles').

.

'

the Winter.
Burt Spurlin, former Metro -Dronertv man, moves into Pete Smith
t'-Cvo^reeler. "department at Metro as

Georges Milton starting work on

,.

new

toric

Pierre

film, 'Business.'

megging.
Place de

Mandru

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Concorde made a 'hismonument' by the, French govla.

ernment

Lou Bolton in bed four days, reLuCienne Boyer and Pils and
Tabet dining at the Roumanian expo sult of fall! in- a swimming pool. of
Bunny Drown has pulled out
Etzi Covato's orch to organize his
'Crepuscule

a-estaiirant,

-

,

du Theatre,' olay by H.
Lenormand, revived at the Vieux-

p.

Colombier.
James A, Fitzpatric commencing
work on a color short of the expo

.-

for

M-G-M,

Council of Ministers studying the
question of extending expo for another year.
Mistinguette being talked of as
hoadliner for the next Casino de
Paris revue.
Reda Claire making her. film debut
in 'Le Chant-du Marin.' Daniel Norman me.gging.
Theatre dcs Varietes reopening
with a revived 'Un de la Canebiere,'
•

-

starring Alibert.

Theatre

Amants

Antoine reviving 'Les
adanted from Noel

Terribles,'

Ciward's play by C. A. Puget.

Me? Lemonnier
Sti's

Rene
which

set to Star in

'Riviera Exoress,' film in

Jacqueline Jacolew will

make her

debut.

Maurice Mairgance engaging Eugene Deslaw tn direct film 'A Nous
la Jeunesse' ('Youth for Us'), which
will be made oh the Riviera.

Henry Bernstein's new play, *Le
Can des Tempetes,' scheduled for October opening at Theatre du Gymnase,
lead.

with Victor Francen

in

the

own

outfit
Follies'

pencilled

'Ice

into

Du-

quasne Garden for five days beginning Dee. 28.
Bob Claymon's vocalist for his Willows run will be Elaine Grey, 'Mis.9
Ohio' last year,
Patti
-•jaret

understudying Marin Chi's 'You Can't

Littel

Callahan

Take

It With You,'
Sande Williams left town carrying an honorary lieutenancy in the

Pittsburgh nolice force,

Johnny Harris will prexy a pro
hockey team again this year but he,"!
drnooing the amateur outfit
Dorothy Feldman. -wife of "WB nub.

licist trying to peddle- child instruc-

tion program.s to new.<!Dapers.
former newsGrafton
Duvall.
hound, p.a.'ing the opening horse
I'p^'nt meet at Wheel 'nt. W. VaEtzi Covato goes into Italian Carrions when he returns fro"i .'•umnicr
run at "Renault'."? in Atlantic Citv.
Art Lp"v taking bows becaui'e
Variety Club's annUil Ptolf tourna,

"•"ent

showed

a profit for the

fii'Ht

tip-">.

'Rank''>'>Td'.<'

.Tan*?
\<?

tea-le-ived T^ilUii^'h
>^arri'<<Te p'v rVionl^"' •^^•'l'

she

BRr»au.<5'»

Hami'+i^n.

b-iing

readings.

•(^-'-

'.'^p'^-T?"^'''

•',

'

v^'lio en.
f'""

.
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COPS TOO OFFICIOUS

Week from

Season Starts a

. ..

Sat,

Indiana

State

Fair

Will

Struggle

AFA

Ordered

OS Tom Mix

Circus

Without 'Em Next Tear

Here s the Pre-Gridiron Dope
By Dick
Don't look now, but they've manicured and polished up the gridirons.
Plenty of air used to blow up tb?

an abundance of

there's

pigsjtinis."

crying towels on hand, there's- an
aroma of- liniment permeating the
campuses throughout the
college
natlori; so need we say 'That mail is
•

here again?'
Tlie 1937 season of push and pull
and pitch and ;toss opens officially
with a bang pne week from this
coming Saturdiay,' and so we grab
.

.

Bemington in hand again to call 'em
as we see. 'em, -and attempt to give
you the Saturday afternoon winners.

The East
them up,: we'll

first take
In sizing
a look at theveastern front. There's

Fishell
Northwestern. This teacher of, grid
tactics is one of the most inspira-

The

Announcement was piade
and police would .not be asked

that city
to officiLocal, cops

tional leaders in the game today,
the Northwestern alumni dig deeper ate at next yeair's fair.
for high class football timber. They were argumentive with customer?,
are the defending conference cham- made several unnecessary arrests
pions and Capt. Don Heap,- aided by and had their hands out for too.
Fred Vanzo, the 220-pound fare-thee- many ducats, fair officials charged.
well blocker, will work well behind
a new but tough forward wall.

Also in that territory, Nebraska,
the bruising U, wiU not miss Francis
and Card well as much as one ex-

pnd outside of Northwestern,
they have the best opportunity of
knocking over Minnesota if they can

pects,

FT. WORTH

.

From the same town. No.
east will

be

last<

The

Duquesne.

2 in the
year's giant killers,
hard bitten Dukes

last season and again
around Boyd Brombough. They
may not lose a decision, except

upset Pitt

built

against Pitt.
All reports make it
clear that the Dukes are- loaded.
In the next bracket comes Colgate, Boston College and Yale, in
that, order, Kerr having the same
team that finished the season as Red
Raiders a year ago. More experienced "and Kerr-wisened, they'll be
really
hot.
At Boston College,
Gloomy Dil Dobie is forced to laugh
righ^ out loud, he's- got so much
material and things look so bright.
That Dobie off -tackle play has got
all the beef and speed it takes to
-

•

'

•

click.

'

•

There are plenty of backs up at
Yale, with Clint Frank, the ace ball-^
toter of the nation, captaining a
squad that may and may not miss
Larry Kelley. On pass offense they
will, but defensively certainly not.
This is a good squad, only hampered
by a shortage in reserve linemen.
Don't sell Temple, Manhattan or
Fordham too short. They've all got
something,

,

.

The South

we can't see anybody
crown away from them.
O'Hara and Tipton are

ends,
taking their
.

Hackney,

.

Tennessee, with only four losses
by graduates, will have a junior
team, and mentally those are the
type that are ripe.
It there's any
surprise for

Duke, it'll come from
Major Neyland's' boys.
Georgia Tech," L', S. U. and North
Carolina are next in line.
All of
them hard hit by the awarding of
diplomas last June. All, that is, but
the rambling wreck of Tech, who

rompin'.
There's a dark horse down in them
^
tnar hills, and it's 'Bama,
a potent,
TVell-rounded team.

Midwest
Gopher, Gopher, who'll stop the
Oopher? That's a new game they're
paying in that neighborhood, with
to

uphold an

uncanny record. He's got everything
necessary to do that little thing,
jvith big Gophers
more numerous
inan grasshoppers.
There's only one

you d

remaining whose name

recognize,

wuLo -the^wisp

ih^^
K
neapolis,

Andy Uram, the
halfback: but even

other guys named Joe
* viking uniform all

nth
oiner
Big

supermen.

.

'

Top will be made' in England and
ia QOrfopt round, with three 40foot middles, the entire show being
motorized. Efforts will be made to
run the .show on English lines. Show
will have -a IQ-piece Canadian band.
.

WHALEN SETS

'

FRAMX FOR

•

1Y.FAIR

.

,

.

12

Now

months ago.

Southern Cal

is

the story

is

that

A

Jimmy Kane.
boy by the name of Bill Paul-

man

expected to lead Stanford out

is

of the doldrums, and into the place
they once held in the Ernie Nevers
regime. Paulman, a' 65-yard punter,

No definite decision has yet been
dOwn as added crowds
taken as to what form the French
meant more business for him.
Union musicians here will have exhibit will take, but assurances
meeting with Interstate Circuit of- were given to Whalen that it will
ficials relative, to putting orches- be more than adequate.
tras in Worth and Hollywood theGroundwork for this action was
atres, in line with APL dictum.
laid by Whalen on his first visit
Gw.en Rush, one of the finalists here when he .conferred with gov\n Paul Whiteman's audition con- ernment officials and members of
test, went with Joe Venuti's orches- the French cabinet.
She is a
tra to Oklahoma City.
.

threads a needle with a pass torcher.
Billy Rose and the Pioneer Prolike a locomotive,
the fair-haired boy and they're ducing Corp., who were sued last
California week by Margaret Mitchell, author
building around him.
rooters also have high hopes, as high, of 'Gone With the Wind,' and by the
in fact, as Bob Herwig, their six-foot- Macmillan Company, her publishers,
four center. Stub Allison, with vet-^ said he is not worried about the
eran material, is going to open his outcome of the suit. It was to go to
attack and there's every possibility trial today in federal court here.
Temporary injunction sought to
that it will be effective.
from
dark horse out there is little prevent dissipation of proceeds

who

NICKS ROSE GIRLS

and lugs the apple

>

Santa Clara, more football-minded,
perhaps, than anything we have in
the east. They had eight wins out
of a possible- nine last -year, with
a brilliant 21-14 triumph over LSU
in the Sugar Bowl. This is the alma
mammy of a good many cinema stars
lots of Hollywood coin is spent
in securing good football beef for
they're
Santa Clara. Watch .'em

and

—

dangerous.

The Southwest

when
seem

There's anTen cliampionship at MinWith possibly a national

tumn

season.

Their philosophy

is

to

run 'em half the time and throw 'em

&

tibn of Actors, is said to have appeared on the Tom Mix lot to set
things there, but was ordered off the
grounds.
Expulsion was peaceable, according to reports, and did not in any'
way duplicate the trouble
organizer Guy Magley* had two weeks
ago when he was allegedly assaulted,
while trying to organize Cole Bros,

AFA

performers.

Understood that Whitehead was
ordered off the lot, even though he
was getting but spant attention from
.

.

the performers.
Management left
the impression that they didn't care

Cole Brothers-Clyde Beatty circus signed closed shop agr^ment
with Ameficari Federation of Actors
last week,
actual signing taking
place in Atlantic City, N. J., between
Ralph Whitehead, tor, AFA and
Hugh Barnhart^ prez of circus out-*-

pay

Kxpo Must
on 14 weeks

Cleveland

Chorines at

%

Cleveland, Sept. 14.
Walter Hulley, booker and head of

-

fit.
'

New

of |40

deal calls t^f

weekly for

all

minimum wage
performers, re-

ported by AFA as a 40% tilt over
what they had pjjtjviously been get-^
Ringllng-BB had previously
been signed for $60 weekly minimum but the Cole-Beatty oiitftt had
nixed all gestures of signing up tintil last week.
Matter was brought to
a head when Guy Magley, AFA organizer was allegedly beaten up on

ting.

.

the
Cole-Beatty lot in Everett,
Wash,, sonie weeks ago because of

union

activities

with

AFA

retaliat-

ing by picketing the circus parades
with banners and placards which
eventually brought change of heart
and the signing up last week.

Cole's Coast Pitch -

ready and Howard letting gate

Haynes, and

Barnum

.

,

Jones, with Ambrose Schindler leading the way, will take the title. The
Huskies are second choice, despite
the loss of their great back. By

Bros'.,

Bailey circus, Ralph Whitehead^ executive secretary American 'Federa*

if Whitehead worked among their
Attempts are being made at Ot- people, but he musn't do it on the
tawa (capital seat) to place ati em- lot.
bargo on American circuses entering
As yet it's not known as to
Cjanada. for a period of three years, whether any results were obtained
or place a prohibitive tax on each by Whitehead ih his campaign, but
show for every day it plays the Do- Ringliqg Bros, avoided any mass
minion.
picketing and newspaper campaign
Humphries will sail for England such as :was indicated for the Cole
Bros, route after the alleged roughearly in October.
ing Magley received.

PKKSDP

.

Footballs fly high o'er the Texas
plains and they say there's more
Flymg Dutchman, will do plenty of pigskin in the air than birds in au-

real jtandout

Toronto, Sept. 14.
is organizing an.
all-Canadian and English Circus to
tour Canada next season.
A well
known English circus owner is interested in sponsoring the show, as
Well as a number of prominent Toronto .financiers, who are putting up
most of the dough.

Len Humphries

Fort Worth, Sept 14.
The front gate charge of 50 cents
was removed last week at the Fort
Worth Frontier Fiesta and business
at the charge attractions on the
grounds boomed.'
Entrance tickets in the bargain'
books are* redeemable at' Casa
Manana, Pioneer Palace and Salici's
Puppets at face value.
Melody Lane, where nine composers played their best songs, was
closed when gate was let- down.
More pep put into Casa Manana
jamboree by having four chorus
girls do 'bumps' for a $5 prize.
What was a pioneer fire hall has
make that squad.
Indiana will not be as strong as been converted into a strip tease atthey were in '36. Zuppke at Illinois traction. Four girls show *How to
is on the upgrade, though still not Undress Before Your Husband' in a
Paris, Sept. 4.
there. Piurdue, with an ailing Noble boudoir setting,- It is a nude symFrench participation in the New
Kaiser, should not hav^ the injuries phony played on the G string. Drew, York. 1939 World Fair was assured
riddling their team and fare a little well, too.
following a visit of Grover Whalen
Billy Rose, director general, in
better.
But the dark horse will be
and a decision taken by the French
found at Missouri. If a big six David other ways has let the public under- cabinet;
rises to bowl over the Nebraska stand that from here to the close,Marcel Olivier, pi*esident of the
Goliath, you can lay it on the line Oct. 16, the fiesta no longer will be
that the Bengals of Missouri will a 'chocolate ice cream soda' affair. French Linej was -named commissioner general for France at the
turn the trick.
News Notes
N*ew York show and at the same
Ralph. Hitz, New York, head of
Pacifio Coast
tim^ it was stressed that the French
For years there's been no stand- National Hotels Management Cor- government took pleasure in reout 11 in the land Of sunshine. The poration, caterer for Casa Manana, ciprocating American participation
Washington Huskies werie brightest Pioneer Palace and other fiesta at- in the present Exhibition here..
tractions, was here last week. Liked

closed their last campaign looking
like a million. 'Fletcher
Simms, a
triple-threater; and Konemarin, the

Bierman primed

AND CANADIAN CIRCUS

FRONTGATE

^

The

three high-class backs.

-oernie

zation of Ringling

.

stop the Gophers' aerial game.

Dame and

Chicago, Sept. 14.
After finishing up oh the organi-

HUMPHRIES' ALL-ENG.

is

,

Wallace Wade at Duke has a system deeply' rooted, and despite the
loss of Ace Parker and four firststring

dPS

40% Hike

Lot; Cole-Beatty Signs;

be

Behind these three come Notre
Ohio' State with Elmer
a smoke screen- being drawn up in
a toy^n in Pennsylvania which, when Layden still crying, and perhaps
cleared, will undoubtedly show a justly 'so. He lost practically his enmonopoly of the., grid games on the tire first team, but -to yours truly,
eastern seaboard by two major col- who watched them in action, they
lege squads in Pittsburgh.
can be very easily replaced. On few
Jock Sutherland, the Dutchmaii occasions last season did they really
with ho. breathers and no off-seaisohk hit the heights. A faster and more
against his record as a coach, should varied -offense should give the Ramagain iold. the top- perch with a blers more scoring- and a happy
squad studded> with veterans remain- year at South Bend.
ing from last season's Rose .Bov^l
A. bit of dissension in the ranks
Sutherland' again
has kept the Ohio. State Buckeyes from
victory.
Marshall' 'Goldberg as. a spearhead going to town last fall. The most
tor his powerhouse offense, with, varied offensive in the business, their
Bill Daddio, an allTAmerican, flank- two or three hundred ;Plays .shoul<^
ing a rugged line.. Don't see how be more successful with all serene
they can miss despite a suicide and everybody happy. Jumping Joe
Williams and nine Grade A ends will
schedule.
.

Indianapolis, Sept. 14.
all-time attendance record was

broken this year at the Indiana State
Fair which closed Friday.
Total
paid attendance for the seven days
was 383,544, an increase of 17,583
over last year when a new record
was established.

Hollywood, Sept 14.
Cole Bros.-Beatty-Maynard circus
in downtown Los Angelear
next Sunday (J9) following two performances at G^endale the same day.
pitches

After

a fovir-day stand the outfit
to Hollywood for another
four days, then Long Beach, Santa
Monica and other Southern California spots.
Next Monday night the personnel,
will be guested by the Pacific Coast
Showmen's League at a midnight
supper.

moves on

'

Barely Black

Lincoln, Sept. 14.
here,
Nebraska Stiate Fair barely nosed
three
over into the black this year, coming
Ex-Great Lakes
showgirls
at
out
6,600
paid admissions behind
Casa Manana, where one sequence position, when court ordered them
Heavier pari-mutuel handle
called "Gone With the Wind,' to pay him 10% commission on sala- 1936.
is
pending action on a permanent in- ries
through and fact that 50c gate stayed all day
secured
for
jobs
instead
of
dropping at 6 p.m. dally
junction.
bureau.
may about even the money. Short-;
Rose said- the title are words
Girls denied that bureau helped
taken from a poem and can be used them, but Hulley. and his personnel age of kids due to the paralysis
fright,
was the big dig. CarnivaV
by anybody. Besides, he pointed director, Pauline Skidmore, proved
Beckmann
Gerety, got even with
out, Irving Berlin published a song that
contracts with
girls signed
using the same words and he has them. Partner formerly worked at 1936 on a $16,500 gross.
Was
the .biggest radio year on the
not been sued.
Aquacade, but was paid off for comgrounds
five
stations
covering.
engagement and dismissed
plete
WOW, Omaha; KFAB. Lincoln;
when suit was filed.
KOIL, Omaha; KFOR, Lincoln, and
There
Japan'll
Decision affects about 30 show- KFNP, Shenandoah, were all airing
Aquacade and Pioneer from the spot.
girls
at
Palace, who must pay commission on
Tokyo, Aug. 25;
Foreign Office here has formally their last fourteen weeks' salaries,
girl.
the
notified the American Government, which amounts to about $35 per
Artists

and

finally

won

Models

test

suit

Bureau

against

&

—

Be

Jumped

Qand

Hulley & Skidmore also have anthrough Ambassador Joseph Grew,
Woodward, Okla., Sept 14.
other suit pending against Rose,
More than 6,000 people from 17
the Razor- that Japan will officially participate
Rube. Bernstein and Lincoln Dickey, states
and Canada were at the openbacks of Arkansas, and the Texas in both the New York and San Frangeneral manager of Expo, for $7,000.
exposition.
cisco
ing day perforniance of the third
Aggies. At Arkansas, there's a seaAgents allege that Aquacade officials largest
Both are to be held in 1939.
rodeo in the country Sept 10.
soned veteran at every position and
tried to keep them from collecting
The
No major accidents marred the'
pass-tossing is the specialty.
the
damaging
due,
commissions
day's performance though a horse
Aggies, with fewer veterans but still
Va. Fair Dates
bureau's reputation so much that it
stepped on one of the bulldoggers.
the same rugged system of about
Lynchburg, Sept. 14,
folded.
as he was thrown into a fence andfive plays, should give trouble to
Virginia fair dates:
the Fort Sill army band was forced
anybody they lock horns with.
Covlnffton, Allogliany County, St-pt. iHKMK;
Galnx, Sept.
to climb a fence when a runaway
Texas Christian, certainly not the 18; Galiix, Greater
20-:;5;
Courier-Record, Sept.
Blackstone,
Circus Routes
bronc jumped from the arena.
without slinging Sammy I^cxington, Rockln-idgc County, f-i-pt. 20same T.
Baugh, may give us the upset down 25; Lynchhurgr, Trl-County, Sept. '20-'2r,;
Tazewell, Tftzewell, Sept. .21-2."); l-^incustle,
Carney Helper Killed
Week of Sept. 20
there. Slinging Sam is now tossing Botetourt County, Sept. 21-2.'); Illchmond,
Columbus, Ga.. Sept. 14.
them for bigger money in the pro State Fair, .Sept. 27, Oct. 2; Karmvllle,
Barnes- Sells-Floto
Oct. 1, 2.
Funeral services for Carl Davis,
ranks, but Christian will have a more Five-County, Sept; 27-30;County,
20-26 (Tri State Fair)
Ainiu-nio,
Tex.,
Sept.
2fl,
Henry
MartlnHvllle,
not

75%

the time.

of

Two

teams stand

out,

.

C

rounded

depending upon

outfit,

one individual

star.

That's the story in a nutshell. We'll
\"|!«-as well.
start predicting them next week, so
The one fty in the Minnesota
oint- pardon us if we go dust off the
™nt might be Waldorf's Wildcats of crystal ball.

Bouthslde Vlrplnla,
Amherst Couhly, Oc;l,
H-10; Danville, Danville, Oct. 12-U; .NorPcter.sburB,
Oct,
2;
Oct. ll-lCi Amherst,
folk,

,Tl(iewftter

State

Fair,

Nelson
County,
Shlpman,
Chnse City. Mecklenburg, Oct.
BoHton, Halifax County, Oct.
Emporia, Oct. 10-23.

poria,

Oct.
Oct.

J2-10i;
12-ir);

]2.1fl;
10-2:);

South

Em-

Cole-Beatty-Maynard

J.o.s

AnKClea,

20-22.

Ringling Bros.-Barnam

St

Bailey

rarls, Tex., 20; Toxarknnn, Ark., 21;
.Shrt'veport, IjH., 22; LonKvlcw, Tex., 23;
Greenville,
OalnesCor.slcftnH,
25;
21;
vllle,

26.

employe of Lee Amusement Co., who
was crushed to death near Scale,
Ala., under wheels of trailer, were
held here Thursday, (9).
Tragedy
occurred while carney was moving,
from here to Clayton. Ala., playdate.

VARIETY

News From

Erpi Waits

the Dailies

This department contains rewritten theofricol news items as pub"
lished during the week in the. daily papers of New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Hollywood and London. VAniETT takes no credit for
these news items; each has been rewritten irom a. daily paper.
for $2,000 to suppress

officials

Madge Evans,
Had
admitted it was- all a fake.
been a patient in an asylum and
put
him back
outbreak
may
latest
Sul?way and El newsstands shut
last week when the boys went on there.
The Shuberts and Norman Bel
a APL strike for closed shop.
Geddes to have-a Jai Alai coUrt at
Richard Franko Goldman joins his
the N. Y. World's Fair.
lather's band as associate conductor,
Raymond Moore, who's been runAdela Patit, N. Y. pianist, hurry- ning the Cape Playhouse, Denis,
ing home from Shanghai, where she Mass., robbed by three young men.
waa the guest of the wife of former He charges they put knockout drops
Chinese consul-general in II. Y. in a drink and decamped with; cloth"pent through the first bombing and ing valued at $1,000. One suspect
beat it for Tokyo, where she caught held.
steamer for home.
Salmagsti double heading weekend
Hippodrome, N. Y., artd
opera.
Coast
a 'saucy story* about

East

•

•

••

•

•

Mercury

'

theatre, repertory/group,

announces presentations of 'Julius
Caesar' Nov. 6; 'Shoemaker's Holi-

J.

A.

political figure, filed suit: for $450,000

charging a conspiracy to d.?priv'3 him
of money' he invested in a projected
radio station at Rosario Beach,
California.
Defendants are
Leo Fuchs late getting back from Lower
the International Broadcarii;.t» Sys(Yiddish)
Europe so the National
tem, a Mexican corp >ratioh, and a
sets back 'Give Me Back My Heart'

day' Dec. 0, and 'Duchess of Malft,'
Jan^ 15. Also prepping 'Heartbreak
House' and 'King John.*

to Sept. .20.
Dept. of Agriculture announces
cows like radio music, but it must
be sweet knd soft. Can't stand swing.
'

velopments on sound recording,
feeling within the official family is
that the organization should retain
theatre reproduction methods on a
parity with improvements and refinements in recording. ^
It has been known for a long time
in the trade that the American TeleTelegraph Co. was desirous
phone
of getting out of the sound reproducing equipment field in America for
two reasons.' One was that A.T.&T,
is determined to devote its energies
strictly to the telephone business.
The other was the realization that
the domestic sound reproducing business does not offer the opportunities
of old, with the bulk of theatres
equipped and some. 50-60 sound

&

manufacturers in. the field.
ERPI execs are understood to be(Foghorn) Mui'phy. L. A. lieve that there is plenty of business

Brooklyn Academy of Music

OBITUARIES

(Continued from.page 27)

•

Metro

Wednesday, September 15, 1937

still available in the foreign field
but that 1,200 to 1,500 installations
in a year in the U. S. from now on

Figured that if they
obtained 500-600 of these they would
be doing well. To handle this com-

would be

tops.

PAULDING

FREDERICK
Gus Hill productions. He was also
Frederick Paulding, 78, actor and a stage director, on the Columbia
later lecturer oh stage subjects, died Burlesque 'Wheel.
The remains were taken to his
in Rutherford, N, J., Sept. 6, of a
home, Eastport, Maine, for interheart attack.
The son of Col. Richard Irving ment.
Dodge, he was the first child born in
the military reservation at W«st
Point.
He adopted his mother's
Charles Stalder, 52, one of Akron's
name for stage use.
veteran
motion
picture
theatre
His fine stage presence, added to
,

CHARLES STALDER

operators died there Sept. 7. He had
his acting ability, early brought him been identified with the
operation of
to the fore as a leading man for such theatres in Akron for more
than 25
stars as Margaret Mather and he years.
played Capt. Absolute in one of the
During that, time he owned and
revivals of 'The Rivals' with the operated the Nixon,
and also had
Joseph Jefferson, William J. Florence operated the Southern ..and
Peoples.
Mrs. John Drew combination. In the
His wife a son, two daughters surlatter part of his_ stage career he vive.
was star in his own right.
On his retirement he 'devoted his
time to readings and lectures and
Frank
Alexander,
58
screen
only the week before had ended an
engagement at the Seton Hall sum- comedian, died Sept. "8 in North
Hollywood. He weighed 440 pounds
mer school.
He was unmarried and made his and had been in pictures since 1913,
home with a cousin. Miss Fannie A. starting in the old Keystone

FRANK ALEXANDER
.

.

group of individuals heeded by M. P. paratively small amount of business, Wood,
BarbachanO.
a little, compact company now is
Hamilton 'Bu.ddy' Westmore indi- deemed sufficient and prerequisite
FRANK FERGUSON
cated he will contest Martha Raye's
to operation on a successful basis.
Frank Ferguson, 74, actor, playdivorce suit when his attorney,
wright and lecturer, died in New
Harry E. SOkolov, filed an answer to
York, Sept. 8.
her action started, earlier in the
week. Blaming Pete Bauman, forBorn in Boston, his first stage exmer waiter, and Mrs. Maybelle
perience was in light opera in that
Hopper Reed, Martha's mother, also
city, but he presently turned to
known as Peg Raye, for his marital
(Continued from page 46)
dramatic criticism on the Boston
woes, Westmore also expressed in.

Music Notes

'

deliver to a passenger on the Queen relinquish Tiis. community interest in
Mary;; Carried off and will get back Miss. Race's earnings on the ground
Edward Ward is scoring 'Mannethat he is not yet 21.
to the office Via London.
Clifford "V. Herbert, son of Victor quin' at Metroi
Advance sale for 'Victoria Regina'
Herbert,
won
dismissal
of
breach
a
so heavy in Hartford Helen Hayes
will start her toiir a day earlier and .of ^promise suit brought against" him
Harry Owens is cleffing the title
by Lillian Kingsinger, who sought song for Sol Lesser's Bobby Breen
give town two performances.
Eleventh hour payments save Al $50,000. Herbert entered a general
'Stowaway in Paradise.'
Capone's Florida estate, from tax denial to her eharges of betrayal starrer,
under promise of marriage.
sale.
Paint bombs replacing stenchers
scoring 'Mr. Boggs
Meyer
Abe
in labor warfare in N. Y. Glass con
Buys a Barrel' for GN.
tainers of red paint tossed from pass
ihg autos.
Si Fabian marking his fourth year
Eddie Ward is doing the musical
in Brooklyn theatres.
(Continued from page 5)
treatment on Metro's 'Navy Blue
Mrs. Frederick "W. Engel, the for
Gold.'
and
miisicomedy,
mer. Louella Gear, of
mourns the loss of $26,500 in jewels, heim got his start. The firm handled
lifted from Southampton home of legal affairs of the circuit, and Ross
Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell
John W. Kaiser.
heim was made its treasurer at cleffed 'Happy Ending' for iShirley
Frederick Brodesser, of Brooklyn, $25,000. Nine years later, when the
Temple to warble in 'Hieidi' at 20thiBftd his wife suing the Stork Club
stockholders split into factions, he Fox.
for $80,000. Say they were boimced
was skyrocketed to the presidency
out in Aoril, '36.
in
role
of a compromise candidate,
Kay Parsons, who had planned to
Max Terr handling vocal and
hang on to her Showboat until .after He was given an option to buy 10,000 choral numbers for Walt Disney's
•the Legion convetion, quit when the shares of Stanley stock at $40 a
weather turned cold.' Figured she share. The market value at .the time 'Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.'
convention
could not
!

,

Rossheim

.

..

get back on the
she'd lose meantime.

between 30% and 45, and
what
Noel Coward; back on this side, an Rossheim did not have to exercise
nounces he has made no plans for his option until the market price
th". immediate future, but there's no rose to $55 for lots of 1,000 shares.
This peak was reached in August,
teUlh.? when he'll change his mind.
Yetta Zwerling, Yiddish actress, 1928, when rumors spread the Warreported to police last week that ners were dickering for the Stanley
she and her son had been bound and circuit because the latter was unable
robbod .by two thugs who entered
her apartment on pretense of deliv- to put through a refinancing scheme.
ering; a telegram. Got about 1510,000 Rossheim exercised his option and
the company had to pay $477,212,50
worth of jewels and $45 in cash.
Motion pictures of various body for the 10,000 shares. It had agreed
fi.'.nctions
made with the X-ray to sell them to Rossheim for $285,000,
shown in Jersey City medical center
The 8,80a shares of Warner for
New process said to be which
last week.
tliey .were exchanged had a
Sl'/'IOSSful.
N.^dia Boulanger, who taught com- market value of $528,800. Rossheim
position to George Gershwin, to be didn't have the money and had to
a guest conductor at a Boston Sym- borrow from banks and put up the
phony concert the coming season. stock as collateral.
Fi'-'t skirted stick-shaker in R7 years.
The deal was consummated, but
Jj'^anlc Buck slapped by a Brooklyn
Badly Rossheim did not include the profit
troHav car last Thursday.
shaken up. but not hurt. Car he was in his 1928 tax report. At first the
Revenue Department claimed $45,000
dr''.'in^ a wreck
Fe'»«fi,n. dramatic school has moved
in taxes on the 'profit difference' of
Ir.'^o Rf>ci*^efeller Center,
$186,000 between the amount RossFrank Beer in N. Y, Supreme Court heim paid Stanley and the $477,000
last ^veek to seek to prevent his
it cost to buy the 10,000 shares. Later
dauqiht.cr. Adels. from goins to Hollywood in s-^arch of a picture en- it hiked the tax claim to $60,000 on
gagement.
Contends it is not the contention that Rossheim's profit was
prober mor.-'I environment for a 16- $243,000, the
difference
between
year-'^lri.
Decision reserved, but $285,000 he. paid Stanley and the
B-^er hos'^he ristht to y'<:it thr; child, $528,000 market value of Warner
fiuctuated

!

.

•

•

who

-

is

in the custody of his divorced

wife, one? a week, and intimated that
jin.. ]«nvjr* the city would interfere
with th'.'? Hecrep. Justice sidestepped
fb"^ mor^ils nnple.

stocki

Home

Journal.

He

later

•

his material were
Bingham; Minnie Dupree,

using

Amelia

J. L. Wilson, 73, died at his home
in .Durant, Okla., Sept. 10 after an
illness extending over a year.
director of
He operated the first theatre in
the dramatic department of the Durant and after retiring .from the
Brooklyn Institute of Arts and theatre, business engaged in the
Sciences and had lectured at Colum- sporting goods and jewelry business,
bia University, University of Chi- until his death.
cago and Long Island University.

Thompson and Charles
He was for two. years

Dc^njoian

Hawfifejiri'

.

A

sister survives.

FREDERICK

•

CHARLES BIEDERMAN
Charles Biederman,

60,

who was

in the band on the Buffalo Bill show,
died in Newark Sept. 10.
Following his marriage in '89, he
retired from the road and settled in

him

as a sorigsmith

and

'

BUSCHMAN

Frederick S. Buschman, 26, public^
man for Martin's Hell Riders
and formerly writer of market and
financial script for WHIO, was killed
when his motorcycle crashed into
an auto in Springfield, O., last Fri-

assistant di

Burial in Detroit.

HARRY JOHNSON
Harry Johnson, 56, former Des
Moines musician, died Sept. 3 in Chicago where for many years he was
a French horn player in the Chicago

symphony

He
sister

DANNY MANN

is

orchestra.

survived by his wife, one

and a brother.

JULIUS HOPP
Julius
Sept. 2.

Hopp,

59,

died in

New York

Survived by his widow and two

rector.

daughters.

'Argentine
Skies/
written
by
(Jay P. Burgess)
Mother of John Sheehan, of GenHughie Barret, orch pilot at the
Jay P. Burgess, 81, professionally
Tavern on the Green, Central Park, known as Danny Mann, for years in eral Electric's broadcasting division
N. Y., and Jimmy "Van Hensan, is vaudeville in a rural sketch, died in and a freelance announcer and
being published by Southern Music Haverhill, Mass., Sept. 8. He was the singer at WGY, died in Schenectady,

Harold Rubinstein is the new chief
arranger for Shapiro, Bernstein &
Co., while Ronney Kaye, formerly
with CBS has joined the firm's pro-

BIRTHS

.

S.

ity

RICHARD ALBERT CONNELL
.Richard A. (Dick) Connell, 65,
Bernie Cummins is back recording
'em for the phonograph. He has former high diver with Ringling
affiliated his band with American Bros, and Royal English Circus, died
Sept.
6 in Detroit. He joined RingRecord. Cummins at one time was
cutting
'em under six different ling's at the age 17. He retired
shortly after diving in Paine's Siege
names.
of Vicksburg at the 1893 Chicago
world fair, and became a real estate
Henry Tobias, songwriter, may go developer on Chicago's northside.
to tlie Coast shortly to join COnn
Surviving are the widow and one
Melo'dy Pictures headed by Maurice son, Richard A. Connell, jr., director
Conn, negotiations being on to set of public safety In Hamtramck, Mich.

—

•

McGINNIS

:

fessional staff.

.

.

.

J.

day. Survivors include mother and
Newark, forming the first boys' band sister.
He had been instrucin the state.
RALPH WALTON
tor of the Newark police band for a
Ralph Walton, 42, of vaudeville
number of years and engaged in
other musical enterprises. At one team of McCoy and Walton, died at
home in Philadelphia, Pa,
Felix Bernard and. Irving Bibo time he had more than 30 blinds un- his
Sept. 11.
peddled their tune, 'Moon Over the der his direction.
Death attributed to gall bladder
Islands,' warbled in GN's 'Wallaby
Surviving are his widow, two
condition from which he suffered
Jim of the Islands,' to Donaldson, daughters and a son.
for some time.
Douglas & Gumble.

.

.

^

M.

Chicago as drama critic of the iSatur- tended illness.
day Evening Herald. He wrote 41
He is survived by his widow, the
one-act plays, chiefly lor vaudeville former Genevieve Noland of Des
including 'Ace
of Trumps' Moines.
use,
which Rose Coughlan used in
vaudeville for seven years. Others,
J. L. WILSON

uncle' of Burgess Meredith.
Mann, who headed the act known
and Dolly Mann, was. forced
from the stage because of
He opened a camp at
Maine,
on liie Belgrade lakes,
Rome,
favored by actors on vacatoin.
He is also survived by his wife, a
son and a brother.

N. Y.

as Danny
to retire
deafness.

The U. S. Board of Tax Appeals
ordered him to pay the $45,000 figure.
L. Wolfe Gilbert penned a pair of
Both he arid the Revenue Depart- ditties
in
collaboration,
'Since
.Temey Alcoholic Beverage Com- ment appealed, however Rossheim
Charlie McCarthy's in Town* with
NIC AMOS
rn' oion rulr'^j that a magician who because he didn't want to pay anypnVr f^fi'ttail"! out of a liat must have thing at all, the department because Jimmy Hanley, and 'Tune in On
Nic Amos, 76, believed to be the
My Heart' with Joe Sanders.
9.
Proper permit to se"rv<» liouirs.
first chain motion picture
theatre
the
tax
was
not
set
at
$60,000.
The
Prp^Js a!tor<t f^r nitery highly elated
operator in the U. S., died in Lincoln,
Circuit Court gave Rossheim a comat +he piablicity.
Neb., Sept. 13.
First Actors' Fund benefit this sea- plete victory.
As early as 1906 he operated two
son Rivp" bv 'Bribes in Arms' ycste^'iav (Tuesday).
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Schorr, houses in Lincoln, two in Omaha and
It took ^0 minutes and a police
daughter. Sept, 10, in LoS Angeles. South Omaha, Neb., and Wichita,
Lopez
in
Cleve
of
riot sauad to enforce the decision
Father is in Metro property depart- Kan.; three in Council Bluffs, la.;
the ump'^'e 'n a semi-pro' game in
one in Leavenworth and Topeka,
ment,
Ql^'^ens Sunday.
Cleveland, Sept, 14.
Mr, and Mrs. Ed Weiner, daugh- Kan,, and one in Burlington, la.
Oscar (of the Waldorf) Tscl->i'*kv
Vincent Lopez is opening at the ter,
His widow and two daughters surwill celebrate his golden wedding
in Brooklyn, N. Y,, Sept, 7.
vive.
•anniversar.v Saturday. Will be given Great Lakes Expo Friday (17) for Father is nitery press agent.
10 days as the final guest band for
a tostimoninl dinner Oct. 7.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lindsley
Parsons,
Tribf^ro Bridge Quartet won the Billy Rose's Aquacade. Fair closes
WILLIAM P. MURPHY
daughter, Sept. 13 in Hollywood.
jftnpls in the American Ballad conSept. 26.
William P. Murphy, 60, died in
test held under police auspices at
Lopez follows- Dick Stabile, who Father is supervisor at Grand Na- New York Sept. 7 of cerebral hemorRandalls Island Sunday.
Green closes Thursday.
tional.
rhage.
Brothers four were rvmnors-uo.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tashlan, a
For several years- he appeared in
Third annunl contest for the barber
Lawrence Tibbett expected back daughter, Sept. 13 in Los Angeles. the' Henry W. Savage musicals in
shoo chordists.
from
Europe the day before Thanks- Father i3 Merrie Melodies super- baritone roles and for a number ,of
Frederick J. "Wood, Richmond
youth who tried to shake down giving.
visor.
seasons he was associated with the
.

Sept. 10 in
Hollywood, cremation following. The
'
widow; survives.

M. J". McGinnis, prior to 1927 manager of several theatres in ties
Moines and at one time, manager of
Riverview park, died "at his home' in
went to Chicago on Sept. 2 followihg an ex-

.

'

were held

.

Evelyn Jieixi, dancer from Hollywood, another victim of the current
outbreak of jewel thievery. Trussed
up in her apartment at the Mayflower hotel while two men decamped with, about $3,000 worth of
loot. Arrest of one suspect, brought
tention of filing aliienation action.
back $2,500.
Doesn't Grow on Trees' for the next
Robert Oliver, office boy for He. also will sue to break an agreeParamount.
Chamberlain Brown, given a inss. to ment under which he consented to George Raft starrer at

.

comedies.
Services

MARRIAGES
Emma

McKenzie to Billy Gilbert
Los Angeles. Groom, is
and scenarist.
Mercedes McLaughlin to

Sept. 12 in
pi X player

Alyce

Charles Correll Sept, 11 in Glendale,
Calif,
Second trip lor the groom
who is Amos of 'Amos 'n' Andy.'
Bride is dancer.
Patsy Ruth Miller to John Lee
Mahin, at Tia Juana, Mex., Sept, 4.
Bride, film actress, was formerly
married to Tay Garnett. Groom is a
writer at Metro.
Charles Gartner to Mildred Hollls
in N. Y., Sept. 4, Groom is head of
foreign publicity for Paramount.
'

Marguerite Newton to Henry Rodgers, singer with Al Lyons orchestra, Sept, 6 in Los Angeles.
Phyllis Oilman, model, to LoU
Holtz, stage and radio comedian,
Sept. 11 at Agua Caliente, Mexico.
Evelyn Jane Esenther to Truman
Bradley Sep't. 8, in Chicago. Groom
is

Columbia announcer.

Mary Howard to Russell Schoengarth, Sept. 5 in Yuma, Ariz. Groom
is a film editor with Monogram.

)

.
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WHAT THEY THINK

Radio 'Czar^
(Continucid

from page

VARIETY

Legionnaires
(Continued from page

1)
NIcrel

during the convention were
M. H. Aylesworth, James J. Farley
and Cbrdell Hull. Committee had
been appointed to do some, feeling
around in that direction and to report its likely candidate at the October meet.
No Hotel Space
After the NAB had sent out its
general invitation originally dated
developed that there
it
Oct.- 4,
slim chance of the conven-vvas

Brace Explains

New

iii^iif

York, Sept.

13.

Vamety:
Your reviewer, commenting on

Editor,

performance in

'Virginia,'

my

wrote that

not seem to know what it was
about and had the misfortune of

I 'did
all

ered that 9 p. m. Saturday night was
the time wlien theio was the greatnumber of people present
Can a sponsor who presents a program at a specified hour already occupied by an ei^tabllshed and popular program ,on another network,
hope to wean away that audience?
The best that can happen is that the
new sponsor will take away part of
the audience that customarily listens
to the other show. And what happens? Both programs suffer, ^he
established ^how loses some of its
foUowers-^because no program in
radio is so co>npIete that it can hold
est

fumbling some lines.'
I am sorry your reviewer gave that
mistaken judgment on the 'fumbling'
of lines.
That fumbling was quite
deliberate, necessary to the characterization! am striving for, in my
I play a mildly amorous
tion getting hotel accommodations opinion.
A gentleman whose approach to roweek.
specified
the
during
Tht second show
cursory" check has already disclosed mance is a bit faltering, best ex- all listeners.
that reservations are heavy lor the pressed, to my notion, in uncertainty doesn't even get to first base.
Two seasons ago, Jack Benny and
World Series, and that no large mod- of speech. Since I worked toward
Middle
Cantor
were
pitted against
secachieving that, I feel I have been
ern hotel in the Grand Central
tor can guarantee a. major share, of dealt with unfairly in having it dis- each other, ..and both programs imquestionably
isiiffered.
There were
12
Oct.
The
required.
missed
as
ineptitude.
rooms
the
All critics, of course, have the right many peoplfe' Who liked both comedate was then picked and reserva^
dians.
One week they would 'listen
tions made with the Belmont Plaza, to disapprove of anybody's performformerly the Montclair hotel, for the ance, but in your reviewer's case I to Benny—the next Week they'd
believe he went' outside his right to hear CJantor."' 'Some listeners adoptgathering.
ed the expedient of listening to one
NAB board of directors acted on harm me by misstatement, of fact. If prog;ram until the commercial spiel
he cares to stop at- any performance
following
convention
call
the special
came' on ^.whereupon they would
two sessions in New York Friday he will leari> I have not altered my promptly dial to the other show and
(10) and Saturday, during which characterization at all since opening listen to that until a commercial
night.
flew
and
recriminations
personalities
caused them to switch back.
Nigel Bruce.
Several NAB
thickly and bitterly.
a sponsor with a new
I Certainly
directors scored the present associshow would do better to select a
was
what
administration
for
ation's
Song Sheet Pirates
'less desirable' air time any night
described as a do-nothing policy and
New York, Sept. 13." in the week when the competitiori
asserted that, if the NAB didn't imwasri't so keen, than to try and lure
Editor, VARiETYr
mediately assume an active part in
away an audience that had been listI have just returned from the ening
solving the industry's problems," anto a well established program
'otKer organization "would be created Pacific Coast and I should like to for a long time. George Washington
inform that Tom Coakley;' well Hill, president of the American Toto take its plaQe.
known. San Francisco attorney and bacco Co., ,and sponsor of niy
It was during the Friday session
former orchestra leiader, is respon- Wednesday night 'Your Hit Parade'
that the intra-directora.te acrimony
sible, more than any other person, iseries over the NBC red cbain^ with
was at its .worst! •j'ohn ^Im'er, JJAB
for clearing the streets of San Fran- a similar program each Saturday
prez,' tobk^nie of the association's,
cisco properly of all bootleg vendors night over CBS, is shrewd enough
directors to task for acting on the
,

.

.

.

and theiy are therefore
removing any unpleasant features
associated with it. The public is advertising conscious and if it is presented In the proper way there can
be no objection. It is not the medium of advertising which is being
attacked, but rather the manner of
properly
Certainly,
presentation.
presented screen advertising can't be
quite as bad as some of the previews
the patrons are compelled, to sit

,

.

.

'

.

.

MPPA

War Coverage

Both CBS and NBC have
men in China who are working with
authorities there to set up some
means of originating voice broadcasts from the war zone.
Chenju
normally broadcast on power between 20 to 40 k.w.
Only means of communication
with the outside world since the outbreak of hostilities has been a small
time.

"Wireless

telegraph station in the International Settlement at Shanghai.
With the beginning' of fighting
against China, the Japanese cut the
Pacific cables, so the news services,
as well as the broadcasting companies, have been getting all their
reports via wireless telegraph. Such
niessages are usually picked up at
San Francisco, but some are received
!

at

Manila and rebroadcast from there
this
country.
Power of the
Shanghai station is about 200 watts.
Believed unlikely that the Japs
^"1 atteinpt to destroy the Shanghai

w)

transmitter or other\vise interrupt
service or censor messages since the
station is in the International Settlenifent

and any action by Japanese
muitary leaders would arouse a hurricane of protest,
throughout the
world.
There is still no regular

!,

k

schedule
of
transmissions
from
^hanghai and if and when the
^nenju or Hankow transmitters beem broadcasting voice programs
^fforts by the
Japanese to attack
'nem from the air
are expected
NBC and CBS are
tA?:
in
u ^ Closely with RCA officials
"^P*^ *° arrange, better radio
coverage of the
warf

Editor, Variety:

No

Bull
Dallas, Sept.

8.

Editor, Variety:

The

the Greater
Texas and Pan-American Exposition,
bull

fights

at

which we wrote you abput on Aug.
24, got under way Sunday night,

is expected to
a i^ood wgckout preliminary to
handling, vQst throngs expected for
N, Y. World's Fair two -years hence^
with the task of handling the anticipated enormous crowds rated as the
biggest policing task the department
has handled. With late reservations
pouring into the hands of the American Legion housing 'Committee^ the.
convention of Legiopnaires 1$ expected to test definitely 'whether or
not Manhattan has sufficient rooms
for the forthcoming World's Fair. It
should prove a thorough testing because no one week of the New York
exposition is expected to draw as
many as wiU crowd bto N. Y. for
the gathering thisr month*
It is figured that possible hotel
and housing shortages wUl be discerned during the convention and
plans to increase accommodations
will be made In ample time for the

get

fair year,

One cohimittee with police aid has
been checking up on all^iged clip
joints and other wet spots under
suspicion.
All such places will be
under careful scrutiny and complaints from Legionnaires will result

in
summary pblfce action.
The
mayor's orders ftre to ^ive the exservice men. and their kin every
courtesy.
Theatres report Increasing orders
for tickets but In some instances
Hunting: Clara Hunter
cancellations have already been reNew York, Sept. 10.
ceived, prospective visitors explainEditor, Variety:
ing that they had not been able to
I write to inquire If your 'morgue' secure, hotel reservations, Indicated
or other files make mention of the that the iriore sturdy Legionnaires
name of Clara Hunter, "who was on who have similarly found difficulty
the stage during the period 1^90^ in securing housing at their price,
1910.
She may have previoysly ap- will resort to other spots within the
peared on the' English stage for she metropolitan area.
often described herself as a correspondent for the London Times. Efforts were first made to trace her in
1911 and then abandoned. As she or
her heirs would be beneficially inter(Continued from 'page 2)
ested in
.

Product IXeals

the matter with which I am
concerned I thought to enlist your
Perhaps you can bring this

aid.

letter to the attention of some real
old timer who would be likely to recall

her and her antecedents.

Bernard Coweri,

Att'y,

(225 B'way, N. T. C.)

Nat'l Federation Explains

New

than an altruistic gesture to enhance

York, Sept.

10.

occurred that no other
phase of entertainment endeavor is
literally as 'mixed up' as radio?
Many and constant have been the
'ribs' directed at the motion picture
industry as a whole and at certain
it

'

WPA

.

,

WNAC

WAAB

WNBF

'

,

'

.

,

Editor, Variety:
the enjoyment of radio listening.. It
Through some misunderstanding
would immeasurably help tiie exchequer and budgets and returns for the impression prevails that The Nathe sponsor—and in radio, that's tional Civic Federation will sponsor
a theatrical 'production for the benewhat counts!
fit
of unemployed actors.
This' is
Richard Himher.
for the purpose of correcting that
individuals in it, prompted by mass
misapprehension.
or solo idiosyncrasies of a harmless
In re Screen Adv.
The Federation had extended the
nature. Samuel Croldwyn is still a
New York, Sept. 14. courtesy of its office facilities to the
very shrewd and highly respected
Workers National .Committee
business man in spite of his 'include Editor, Variety:
me out' manner of speech.
There has been much comment in which had such a project in conBut no other form of amusement the press recently about the booing templatipn. We have no. official conenterprise has ever been guilty of of screen advertising which started nection with this committee and have
trying to 'cut its own throat' as in a' theatre in Little Rock. What simply extended the hospitality of
radio is constantly doing. Competi- beg&n as a local press agent's gag our quarters to aid them as dismissed
tion is rife in all forms of amuse- gained
national prominence
and workers in their endeavors to help
ment endeavor. If one movie com- again came into public notice about themselves. I am informed that th'e
pany makes a successful football pic- a week ago when its actions were theatrical project has been abanture it presages a cycle of similar copied in a Tifton (Ga.) theatre.
doned by that committee.
films. Neverthetess, there is a profitRalph M. Easley,
Local advertising has been carried
able and 'businesslike dispatch about on
(CMikiritiiin Executive Council).
the screens of the country for
presenting these films to the public.
miany years. Objections have often
Visualize, if you can, the bewilderbeen voiced because of the "crudity
It's An Old Story
ment of a movie, audience asked to
of its presentation. National adverwitness two pictures at one time,
Editor, Variety:
/
tisers fully realizing the value of
each being projected upon half the
Boston, ^ept. 8.
screen advertising have enteried the
screen.
Has anyone ever asked a
In regard to the story In the
field.
They have elevated the metheatre audience to watch two plays
last issue of Variety, I would like to
Yet dium and are delivering their mesat one time? Certainly not
sages by way of comedy, cartoon call your attention to the fact that
radio is guilty of just that.
and
in Boston have
Certain air times are considered and color. 'These short length comhad permanent lines (not a part-time
'more desirable' than others. The mercials are produced by reputable
line) to New York for considerably
in
film
companies
a
first-class
Hollyresult is that three and sometimes
over a year and have piped several
four expensive programs vie for wood manner.
The theatres carrying this adver- programs for audition purposes
listener interest at the same time.
Therefore, the plan you mention as
tising
being
paid
are
substantial
To me, that is just like showing
new for
is very old history
three or four different films at the sums for screen space, one chain
same time on the screen of the Radio in the south receiving $80,000 yearly. to us.
John
Shephard, 3rd,
advertising
Screen
means
too
much
Saturon
m.
City Music Hall at 9 p.
(President, Yankee Network).
day night because somebody discov- to the theatre owner and. also the

Has

.h

<

President, Screen Broadcast Corp.

:

NAB

three reviewing stands and disband
in the 70's.
Parade gets under way about noon,
and probably will be in motion until after midnight.
American Legion convention delegate expenditure of $5,000,000 will go
to the greatest -extent to hotels and
department stores and other shops
in. the city. Figured that about 45%
of the total 'will go to these sources
Theatres and night
or $2,375,000.
clubs are figured to attract $1,000,000
or more as a result of the convention. This represents more than 10%
of the total.
Actual outlay for
meals, whether in cafes, hotels or
niteries, is expected to take approximiately
Miscel$1,000,000
more.
laneous expenditures are tabbed at

through.
Adverislog, in every medium, is
here to stay. Without it the ne\vspaper^ magazine and radio business
Of
would' be greatly curtailed.
course the advertising agency and
also the national .advertiser seek to
present their cpmmodity to the public in the most appealing manner,
and toward this end they are for$600,000.
ever striving.
Police department
Al. Fair,

Sept. 5. After observing the events
for several nights we find them- to
be purely bull fight demonstratior^s
and not worthy of broacasting.
No Mexican fighting bulls ^re
.Used. As a substitute, a semi-vicious
grade of todeo steers are put in the
arena much to the dismay of th^
toreadors and matadors, to say
nothing of the crowds. It will be
impossible to get Mexican fighting
to realize this.
Hence my program bulls here due to a iciuarantine of 21
and the Saturday night show are days for all live-stock at the border.
heard at times comparatively free By that time the scheduled fights
Vfrom competition. We aren't on the will be over. Further the humane
air Sunday nights, when all of societies and other objectors have
America, as the survey-ites would prohibited the use of banderillas and
have you believe, -is sitting before i. the kill, the latter simulated by the
loud speaker. Simday night, to
matador who uses a blunt wooden
mind, Is to radio what 42d street and stick.
Fifth avenue would bp at 5 p. m.
So' you can see there would be
without traffic lights and without a little use of attempting a broadcast.
traffic cop.
JRclph. W. Nimmons,
Radio is not a 'one night stand.'
Program Director, WFAA.
in

of songsheets.
musicians' employment issue withHe is the first man to tackle this
out consulting with him and the
difficult racket with a campaign of
other board members. He also critiinvestigation and policing so condirector
cized L. B. Wilson,
vincing and thorough that not a
•nd owner of WCKY, Covington, Ky.,
single offender riemains.
for taking the initiative in raising
There were also approximately 150
money to cover the expenses of the
drug stores and newspaper stands
my
broadcasters' convention of severjj
that were selling an average of
weekis ago in New York, without
10,000 illicit songsheets a month.
f rst faking it up with the NAB.
Coakley wi^ed them out completely.
Personalities
John G. Paine, managing director
Wilson retorted that he would be of ASCAP, recently retained Coakglad to relieve Elmer of any em- ley in a songsheet case jsgainst A. Monday, Tuesday or any day
the
barrassment and he forthwith of- Cavalli of San Francisco, which the week, for that matter, is a good time
fered his resignation. Ed Cj-aig, of latter settled after paying a penalty for a radio program if you have a
WSM, Nashville, joined Wilson in of $750. 'There have, in addition, worth-while show. Radio is not the
the resignation offer, but there was been excellent prosecutions aroimd theatre where you figure on a bigger,
no m6ve to act in either case.
New York and the east, through the gross Saturday nights after everyand its regular body has gotten his pay check and
During the next day's session of drive of the
The field, howeyer, is so takes out the family or a best girl.
the board the recalcitrant members agent.
Soniethlng should be done about
renewed their raking of the asso- large and this underworld racket is
this.
Jeanette MacDonald Is to be
ciation's heads. They declared that so widespread that, it is a' pity there
heard
via CBS ;n opposition to Jack
Elmer and others must try to make are not a few more Tom Coakleys
Benny. Would Miss MacDonald conit a more effective NAB, consider the in the southern and western states
sent to sing in a picture at the same
problems of the larger stations as to eradicate this songsheet piracy
time Grace Moore is singing or .perwell as the 100-watters, and develop entirely.
In the course of my trips to the haps at the same time Jack Benny
a definite service to all -members or
is telling jokes?
Then why is Miss
the network-affiliated stations would Coast I have learned of the above
MacDonald asked to sing on the air
undertake to set up their own or- facts and I have no other motive,
excepting to givie credit where it is when Benny and his crew are goganization.
ing through their comedy routines?
due, to any one who can cope sucIt is difficult to offer a ready socessfully with this evil which has
lution. Saying, 'reallocate air times
existed for 10 or more years in the
and have a board of control to regumusic industry.
late programs so there would be no
William Wiemann.
confliction between major shows' is
(Continued from page 1)
a simple thing— in the saying.
Edward B. Marks Music Corp.
In
practice, it might be something else
have continued to repair the Chenju
again.
However, radio and its exstation, but even when and if they are
Doc Himber's Radio Panacea
ecutives should take cognizance of
successful another Japanese attack
New York, Sept. 9.
this situation.
may put it off the air again at any
It would be more

1

advertiser

—

.
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Friedl, who operates for
n.w., closed his buy in

Par

in the

New York

with George J. Schaefer and A. W.
Smith, Jr., while Smith went to
Detroit to sign with Trendle. Deals
with Fox- West Coast and the large
Saenger circuit in the south are in
work.
Warners has sold the M. A. Lightman circuit in Tennessee, Arkansas
and Mississippi 100%, including
shorts and trailers, for the 1937-38
season.
Lightman closed the deal

^

New York

with representatives
WB. Another contract tti by
Warners is with the Interstate chain
of New England.
Ben Kalmensoh,

in
of

.

eastern district manager for Warners, signed this one up.
Monogram has sold Warners' upstate N. Y. circuit; the Schine peo-»
pie In 10 situations, also upstate, and
the Smalley chain, which has 10
In New York state.
Grand National product

towns

coming year

will

go

for

into

the

Harry

Brandt's houses on Broadway, either
the Globe or Central.
The Globe
has befen $2-ing since last spring
with attractions including 'JLost
Horizon,' 'Road Back' and 'Souls at
Sea,' latter closing Sunday night
(19).

"The

Shadow

Strikes,'

which went
(18) and

into the Central Saturday

the Cagney musical, 'Something to
Sing About,' into the Globe Sept. 20.
are the
starters under the deal

GN

with Brandt

Hunter Perry, Virginia Par partner, and M. A. Lightman, Par's
Tennessee

-

Arlcansas

sociate, are in

picture

Perry

may

Virginia

if

-

Mississippi as-

New York

discussing
other matters.
add a couple houses' in

deals

and

details

can be worked

out.

Fox-West Coast has closed

a deal
for Republic product. Pact gives circuit first runs in San Francisco and

Oakland, and second and subsequent
showings in the Los Angeles are*>.

•
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"I hav9 taken ttty share of
big fish—marlin and ttma.
I know what a rod-and-reel
contest with these lieaivy
fighters does to a man's

energy. When I've gotten
a hig fellow safely landed,
next move is to light

my

A

Camel very
quickly gives me an invig«

a Camel.

orating

(Signed)

'lift.'

RKX. BEACH,

famous novelist and sportsman

Think of what this means! The greatest pleasure for the
greatest number of smokers ever given by any cigarette

AND
jt

happea by chance.

this didn't

\ Camels ate the

largest-selling cig-

America— and in

arette in

else.
girls

feel

more

for costlier tobaccos

"good business."

the world

Millions have given Camels the sever-

—because people can and <io appreciate
costlier tobaccos. Smokers have learned

them more of what
they want in smoking. And that makes

test— smoked them steadily— and
have found that Camels open the door
for full, natural smoke enjoyment. If
you are not a Camel smoker, try them.
And see if you, too, dbn't find vastly

Camel's policy of spending millions of

more pleasure in Camel's costlier tobaccos.

that they can trust those finer tobaccos
in Camels to give

"Camel's rich, delicate flavor appeals
to a woman's taste.
I snxoke nothing

dollars

est

" Tor digestion's 9ake-<

smoke Camels,' is ai
rule with me. I think it
is grand how Camels
help me enjoy my food
no matter how tense I

maybe. Smoking Cam*
els

seems to put me in

just the mood to enjoy
food. And another thing;

Camels do not irrl-i
my throat"
iSigaed) XENORE KIGHT WINGARD,
America's premiere mermaid

tate

,

"I'm « steady

,

Somany of thein our crowd

the

way

I

"No wonder

do

aboutCamel's being
extra -gentle to the
throat."

JOSELYN LIBBY,

(S/gn^tf)

private secretary

"I

can

tell

Camels are

made from mighty

fine

tobaccos. There's a sight
more goodness in 'em for

so

many billiard

that Camels don't frazzlo

champions, myself included,
prefer Camels. I've smoked
Camels for a long time. I can
^ay that it was a happy day

my nerves it means a lot."
(Signed) LEE GEHLBACI^ famous test pilot

mo when I turned to
Camels. For I found I could
smoke a lot— all I want to—
and never have 'edgy* nerves.
for

I

"Camels? I smoke 'em
a mind to, day

all I've

want to compliment Camels on their

famous billiard champion

—

my taste. I wouldn't be
caught on the high seas
without my supply pf
Camels. No sir! Camels
come in handy, too, at the table. I like my
Camels at mealtimes. They help my digeson an even

(Signed)

ENJOY

BENNY GOODMAN'S
SWING BAND
for

keel."

GEORGE BUCKINGHAM,

sters

but Camels, being so exceptionally mild, never
have a harsh effect. They
sure do hit the spot. 'I'd
walk a mile for a Camel !"'

M.

'cigaretty' after-taste.'*.

pm

C. S.

S.T., 5:30

pm

X,

6:30

pm

P. S.T., over

WABC-Columbia Network.

(Signed)

t

••
,

(Signed)

•

CHARLES CHASE,

locomotive engineer

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

— hear his famous trio and
pm

7:30

'*

full half-fhour!

quartette. Tuesdays at 8:30 pm
E.S.T. (9:30
E.D.S.T.),

"I love the taste of a
Camel.They're so mild.
Even after steady
smoking I notice no

DREXEL

a

My

in and day. out.
throat is easily irritated,

Tune in Benny's popular swing-

ship's engineer

MRS. ANTHONY

mild'^

WILLIE HOPPE,

(Signed)

ness!"

one thing real natural
flavor that doesn't tire

tion keep

Cam^

smoker. Camels
ent. I find that they havtt
the mildnessl 'deffijand in
a cigarette. When I say

IN

A MATCHLESS BLEND!

Camels are a matchless blend of

finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS-Turkish
and Domestic. The skillful
with leaf brings out the full, delicate flavor
and mildness of these choice tobaccos.

blending of leaf

J.

3d.

Ol»7r<zht. 1937, R. J. lUjrnoldii ToUkcco Coinpiinr, Wlnnlon-Snlem,

N. O,

i

—

.
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Hoflywood Originating Over 90%

3li

Vet of 46 Years on B'way Analyzes

FILMS

Why

Of Ratio Personality Programs
What

iHollywood will be originating over
90% of the personality. programs on
JSTBC and Columbia by the middle of
bctoberi. Trend coastward has beso pronounced that only two
top air personalities, Major Edward
ttwves and Kate Smith, are to be
left holding forth from New York
during the next three months. In
the case of CBS, particularly, about
35% of the night -time commercial
programs will emanate from the
film colony. Last season it was half

come

•

Hollywood, Sept.

21.

National Broadcasting Co. has
gone rah-rah in the lower
Five page boys hired
levels.
last week all boast college de-

Coin Poured Into
Production by All Big
Studios 2 or 3 May Pass
$2,000,000

grees.

They canie Irom the camof Yale, Penn, Santa
Clara, Ohio and University of
California at Los Angeles.

puses

KEEP WICKETS BUSY

•

Hove On

to

Curb

which

Benefit

Gimmick

Throughout U.S.

&

C.

.

Hollywood, Sept.

21.

Fire on a street scene set at
Metro brought studio apparatus
on the run.
Hose maniptilators tied up to
so many prop water plugs that
by the. time they got around to
a real aqua gusher most of the
set b'qi^ned dowiit

....

con.

That columnist was

FLINN

Encouraged by the bullish boxoffices, Hollywood
after
is going
bigger and more expensive film productions than in any previous season. No less than 35 features will
cost $1,000,000 and upwards on the
1937-38 releasing lists.
Of these,
two or three are pointed to pass
Once the dream of a
$2,000,000.
desperate press agent, the 'milliondollar picture' has become common-

Emergency Radio

of remuneration they never could
approach in the metropolis. Sidney
Skolsky (the columnist referred to

Educ, in Chi May
Stay Permanent

In

-

Meeting at the Majestic theatre in
N. Y. will be attended by Leo
Eddie Cantor's silver anniversary Fischer of the American Guild of
in show biz will be nationally ob- Musical Artists, Kenneth Thomson
served with Oct. 24-30, set aside as
(Continued on page 14)
Eddie Cantor week throughout the
land.
Climax of the week will be
the testimonial dinner Oct. 28 at the
Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.
Active committee for Cantor week
includes Joseph M. Schenck, chairman; Postmaster General James A.
Farley, Will H. Hays, Gov. Frank F.
Merriam, Paul Muni, Darryl Zanuck
and Louis B. Mayer.
Honorary committee includes 100
nationally famous men and women
While New York's hotels held up
from all walks of life.
nobly under the strain of handling
100,000 American Legion men or

'

Chicago, Sept. 21,
which school
lessons via radio are being received
currently, during tha Infantile paralysis epidemic, has so moved the
Board of Education, that It is laying
plans to make the idea a permanent

Enthusiasm

with

,

Indie

small-watt stations around
Greater New York are being asked
to carry, as a commercial, the rally
next month in Madison Square Gar-

den

of German-American
organizations alleged to be Nazi.
Meeting will be of those groups which

operate the summer camps flaunting
swastikas
and sponsoring spiels
eulogizing the political tenets of
Hitler.
First

station approached, WBNX.
Bronx, broadcaster which carries
many Teuton-tongued programs, re-

lused to air the affair.

in town for the national convention, it is doubtful if any single
week or day at the N. Y, World's Fair
in 1939 will be forced to take care
of such a huge guest list. Though
a definite check will not be made
until after the cnovention has wound
up its sessions this week, the manner in which Legionnaires were
taken care of is expected to show
capacity of hostelries as adequate
for the biggest world exposition

throng.
Hotels

were taxed to capacity,
with some offering facilities as far
north as 161st street and Grand Con-^
course and eastward to Forest Hills
and Brooklyn.
The informal parades and prome-

new

recruits

come

to

the

fill

(Continued on page 11)

set-up.

ninth

week

at

the

ace

at adult audiences.

Miss

currently in her
the Apollo, N. Y.,
stripper has not
brooked official censure through readjusting her peelers to the new
order of things around New York.

Corio

is

when,

NO HONEYMOONING

A TRUNK,

PAIR

CANCE

planned marriage next Week.
Pair, currently appearing in 'HavDuring the present time, three and
ing Wonderful Time,' were, rea quarter daily hours fire devoted hearsing
'In the other play when no(Continued on page 50)
tified of show's planned barnstorming itinerary before hitting N. Y.
Opens in Rochester, N. Y.; Oct. 14,
and will play one-nighters and split
weeks for three months.
Prospective pair didn't want to
spend a honeymoon packing and Un•

World's Fair Traffic Won't
Tax N. Y. as Much as the Legion Does

more

other

where

,

Nazi Rally Wants Air

to Hollywood almost en masse. But
each year Broadway sees a new
crop of aspirants knocking at the
gates, and if they move On later
to Hollywood or elsewhere, still

Idea was Inaugurated 10 days ago
IN
because of tha epidemic,
schools were forbidden their fall
opening. It provides that the six
volunteer radio stations and all
dailies co-operate to give regular
Cornell Wilder and Patricia Wilder,
classroom lessons under the sponsoryoung legiters, quit rehearsing in
ship of Board of Education, latter
'Antony and Cleopatra' this week
furnishing speakers and material.
when they learned that employment
When, and if, the system becomes
in the show would disrupt their
permanent, education will be aimed

WEEK TO

scope.

above, who started all this debate),
more at-^ome on the Hollywood boulevards than he would be
were he to come back to the old
home town. So far as Skolsky is
concerned, his Broadway has moved
feels

place.

the list, which includes all
major studios excepting Columbia
and Universal, every type of story
material is represented.
Probably
10 of the big 'uns will be in color.
The range of literary source encompasses westerns, historical, biographical, musical, dramatic, adventure and spectacle.

from

right,

his personal point of view. His own
Broadway, the authors, songsmiths,
actors, directors and whatnot have
all migrated to the land of the unusual climate, finding there a rate

21.

with William Powell and Myrna Lby
On Oct, 7 the N. Y. Theatre Auto their coast list, while Lord & thority will move to extend its conThomas has just sent out Thomas trol over actor'beneflt performances
McAvity to line up personality ma- and charities from coast to coast for
terial for possible presentation tmder the
of
all
purpose
influencing
the Lucky Strike and Pepsodent ban- branches of show business and creaners.
ting new benefits and insurance for
Although production costs have
Outside of Miss, Smith, the only performers by attempting to align
Taude show impresario remaining in all outstanding groups. A special mounted in every studio department
the New York sector will be Al
open meeting has been called by to a total inqrease of 33% over last
Pearce (Ford).' Of the novelty con(Continued on page 62)
Alan Corelli, executive secretary,
(Continued on page 14)
at which will be present all officers
and execs of present member or$850 a Week Stripper
ganizations as well as the nonAnn Corio augments road hurley
EDDIE CAirrOR
affiliated officers of the screen, radio at the Jacques, Waterbury, Conn.,
and concert organizations of national Oct. 3, at $850 for the week.

NATIONALLY KONOR HIM

By EPES Wf SARGENT

When one Hollywood coluninist,
an ex-Broadwayite, wrote recently
that Broadway was dead and the
former inhabitants had all moved
to Hollywood, he merely sought to
explain why he did not care to be
recalled to New York. But every
columnist and plenty of outsiders
took him up and argued pro and

•

By JOHN

Hollywood, Sept.

personalities have picture asBignments. Eddie Cantor is also figured to migrate to New York some
time during the -winter, but his stay
will be limited to a few weeks.
Even with these switches, the percentage of personality shows coming
from Hollywood wOn't change much.
Ruthrault
Ryan hope to add a
Walt Disney fantasy and a program

Man

Heavy

*hat.

About the only shifts back east
expected to take place during the
winter are the Rudy- Vallee, Fred
Allen and Phil Baker shows, all of

the Old Street Will Never Die

Prop Bites

Price College?

.

PAGES

64

1937

nading gave Times Square at night
the appearance of the wildest

New

Year's eve, with the same milling

around, expiocmg firecrackers and

miniature cannons, informal card
and crap games and so-called jollity

tors, *br removing signs from surface cars and busses.
Broadway niteries like the cinemas
are faring poorly because of the
Mardi Gras show in the streets, surThe
passing indoor entertainment.
nicer element of legionnaires have

packing nightly, so they walked.

NVA's Cpmeback Try
National Vaudeville Artists
tempting a new expansion

which

calls for

moving

more pretentious

Is

quarters, a

at-

plan

to larger

and

mem-

bership drive, resumption of socials
been chased eastward from Broad- and charities formerly operated, and
are helping the 52nd street institution of group member insurindulged in, such as halting cabs and east side niteries, and are also ance. New president, Louis Handin,
theatrical attorney, who replaced
and tying up all traffic. Those who enjoying greater sanity.
Khaki kids aren't at all mterested Henry Chesterfield, is responsible for
had predicted that the Legionnaires
had grown older in their ways were in attending radio studio broadcasts. the change."!.
Clubhouse, now occupying a loft
baffled by some of the stunts pulled Ogling the ozone shows in action
by certaih elements in the American seems to have been deemed too tame in a seedy Eighth avenue building,
Legion, such as tossing toilet tissue by the boys. And they think of the will be moved to West 46th street,
more
readily
when
picture
houses
right next door to the old NVA Club,
rolls out of hotel windows, bags or
pillow cases filled with water and they want to park their wives for a to occupy an entire floor. Name of
while.
building is being changed to NVA
wrecking some hotel furniture.
Film
companies
gave
employees
a
Building, and additional space will
Most New Yorkers failed to cotton
much to the visitors' idea of hop- half day off Tuesday for parade l)e taken when other expiring leases,
(Continued on page 14)
permit.
ping on top of cabs and private mo-

which the

visiting

ex-service

men way and

PICTURES

VARIETY

Wednesday, September 22, 1937

KORDA'S FRESH

Best Selling Pix Scored

BANKROUiTO

DR. GIANNINTS $1,000,000

'CItui'i

H«ir« Everythlnv' (20th).

BANKROLL

(Oordon-Revel.)
'Artists and Models* (Par).
(Koehler-Young-Arlen-HollanderRubln.)

BRITiSH PRODUCERS HEARTENS

Show' (WB).

'Varsity

FROM U.S.

(Mercer-'Whttlnff.)

Confidence in

as Strong Stimulant to Revive
British Film Production— No Secret

Viewed

City*

London, Sept.

Back

21.

Dr. A. H. Gianriini, president
Artists, and himself an im-

United

poEtant

,

American

.gave_

l^ankerj

British production considerable impetus, according to inside sources,
during his stay here, by aiding in arranging for American financing of
It
ceritaln Brtish film production.
is understood that the initial sum
arranged
Gianninl
Dr.
which

amounted

to

around

V

to Standard

The move

production.

'HAYM SOLOMON' PIC

for

role

George

himself.

Jessel's

will

It

be

chore for WB and
have Claude Rains in the
ing

transcriptions

13

A BROADWAYTIE

ACTION STARTS

for

a

Lincoln Park.

He

the Coast.
Dallas, Sept. 21.

LEAVES BTKAY

title role.

By.

World

Cleveland, Sept, 21.

We

L. A. to N. Y.
Edward Alperson.
Ronnie Anies.
Bill Bacher.

Joseph Bernhard.

Mary

were very much

intrigue'd

Government' contends that Interstate contracts with major Holly-

.

Rosita Diar.

Harlan Dixon.

by

S.

getting a load of some Quaker girls
on the way. .the McCoy, too. . .pale
faces, black bonnets- and- all. .some
of them looked like N. T. G.'s gals
leaving Dave's Blue Room at six in
the morning-, .but don't get us
wrong, we love Quaker Oats!

Larry Fox.

attracSve

facilities.

is

Eddie Kane.
Sam Kerner.

Marc Lachmann.
Al Lichtman.
Bill

is

of Aquacade which
in its last freezing .week. . .don't

know how

Lyon.

Lee Marcus.
Zeppo Marx.
Allen Nonhan.
Frank Orsatti..
Rodney Pantages.

. .

the girls can take it. Vincent Lopez is furnishing the music
banker forces here and In the U. S. pictures in question have been
New witii Vince's pan colder than, ever,
for greater cooperation between pro- screened
Interstate
first-run
in
which gives yo.u a- rough idea. He
ducers and the branches of the in- houses.
The Government charges
cause is using an icicle for a baton.
the English speaking that such .contracts deprive inde- Great,* which, of course, is the
In
dtistry
of the Italian enthusiasm.
We. got down on pur knees and
countries.
pendent theatres of Class 'A' pic
Since the Walter Wanger deal shdolc hands with Billy Rose... the
tures»
seems slow in jelling, offers have higliest paid plumber in the world
Hoblitzelle through his attorney been made all rotmd. Among others,
.he turns on a faucet and out
will show that his pictures are Alex Korda has an open invitation
Krims Finiskes 7-Mondi
jumps Lake Erie with a production
copyrighted and the Federal Gov- to shift his production activities to ...right now he's thinking of puta
ernment
permits
the
value
of
wishes.
Rome any day he
en 'Gamblers' Script
ting in a heating system and holding
sufficiently intrigued to
declare his intention of dropping in
at Rome on his return irom the
York premiere of 'Victoria the

Wilcox

William A. Pierce.

.

Jed Prouty.
David Rose.
Robert Taplinger.
Jack L. Wam«r.

West

Billy

N. Y. to L. A.

. .

-

hh

copyrighted

He

article.

the show over for the winter. He
emphatically denies he intends taking out Niagara Falls as a unit
Right now, also, he is trying to find
the fifth dimension, ignoring the
by MUton Krims, who has put in
COL'S
PIX
fourth entirely. Johnny WeissmuUer
Defense attorneys showed that
seven months on the job, writing and Interstate
and Eleanor Holm are the stars.
has to pay from |1,5O0 to
consulting with Max Relnhardt, who
$5,000 for first-run pictutes, while
Sam H. Harris may wind up In a Tarzah's theme song is, 'There's No
will direct.
independent competitor pictures for production berth at (Columbia. Harry Place Like HOLM.' But don't get
Bette Davis, Edward G. Robinson subsequent runs run from $20 to $30
Cohn, prez of Col, has been talking Us wrong, we love Fannie Brice!
and Errol Flynn will be top-billed.
One girl missed a show the other
each."
to the legit impresario to come to
night so they deducted from her sal
Two independent theatre owners Hollywood and tackle it.
Cohn is now in N. Y., having got- ary pro rata of one sitting dive and
from Houston and Ft. Worth testi-

I

fra'de Mark XeKlatered
[TOUNDBD BY SIMB SILVERMAN

FublUlied Woekry by VARIX/TK. Inc.
Sid -Silverman, President
164 West IGth Street. N«vr Tork City

SAM HARRIS MAY GO
TET,

IDEA

they were unable to buy

ten in over the weelcen<^' (1) to see
since Interstate's restric- his new nag run at Belmp'nt, and (2)
tion
clauses
were injected into to o.o. 'You Can't Take^lt. With You,'
clauses with the producers.
De- which Harris produc^^^^ and which
fense
attorneys drew
from one Col bought for alrnp^t $20Q,^100 for
Government witness the admission 1938 release. Jt's tq,;|lji,^to work as
that he had been able to buy ^11 the soon as Cohn returns .t<v the Coast,
pictures he needed for his house.
which will be the end of this week.

fied that
"A' film

.

'
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two backhand

strokes.

Mayfair Casino where we
open tomorrow (Thursday) is even
larger than our Broadway French
Casino... the kitchen is so far "from
This

the main dining room they pipe in
the ketchup from Youngstown.
They have three huge bars -be
fore you enter the Casino proper,,
the Hawaiian cocktail lounge and
two others. . .but don't get us wrong,
we still love Coca-Cola!
.

FED TRADE COMMISH'S

PAR PROBE NEARS END

Clark Andrews.
;

'

.Joan Bennett.
-Harry -Cohn.
Edwin DalT'
Sidney H. F^eisher.
Lou .Goldberg.
Frank Gillmore.
Dr. A. H. Giannini.
'

'

i

Henry

Jaffe.

George JesseL
Conrad Nagel.
Shimen Ruskin.

Ben Rocke.

Hollywood, Sept.

21.

Creditors of Condor Pictures met
Hollywood' Monday (20) with
Glen Stephens, Madison, Wis., attorney, recently elected board chairman
and heard several plans of operation
outlined. After the session, Paul Atkinson of RCA was chosen to represent unsecured accounts in future
dealings.
Stephens said $180,000 is
available for production under the
new management, provided the creditors play along with a plan for paymsnt of accounts from rental liquidations of films already made. Only
$13,000, due the State under Social
Security Act, would be made available on past accounts under the new
in

capital setup.

Acceptance by Lester Cowan of
the general managership of Condor
also is said to be a condition of the
new funding. Stephens said company owes $141,000 on unsecured
accounts and $190,000 on secured
loans.

Declared

both

RKO

and

Grand National would make new
leasing

depending

deals,

on

re-

cred-

,

itors' attitude.

New

be coming
from Automatic Products of N. Y.,
plus $150,000 loan and $30,000 from
coin

is

said

present stockholders.

to

Washington, Sept. 21.
IN
Preliminary Government probe of
exhibKors' complaints about Paramount's
alleged
DAYS, $1,400,000
withholding
of
scheduled pictures is nearing a finish with indications that Federal
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Trade Commission will hand down
Director Anatole Litvak brought complaint ordering
the company to
in 'Tovarich* at Warners Saturdajj submit formal answer
to independent
after 66 days of shooting.
theatre owners' beefs.
Production hit a budget figure
As Commish proceeds in typical
of $1,400,000. Claudette Colbert and secrecy, conference
between an unCharles Boyer are co-starred with dercover man and leaders
of the inRobert Lord as associate producer. die exhib faction last week
was disclosed.
Understood the F.T.C. legman received names of several dozen

TOVARICH'

AFTER 66
COST

Coast Prod. Deals

theatre owners

who

are willing to

testify they booked Par product last
Hollywood. Sept. 21.
The Pantages and RKO Hillstreet season on strength of representatheatres closed a deal to get selective tions that output would include the
list of Columbia pictures first run
deferred features.
dates.
'Lost Horizon' comes in as
How soon the informal probe will
first under the new setup after clos
be finished could not be estimated,
ing of U's '100 Men and a Girl.'
but snoopers were described as virPartmar Corp., operators of the tually ready to submit their report
Paramount and Downtown theatres, Unofficial predictions were that
L. A., had been involved in a con
Commish will be handed a recomtroversy with Col over 'Horizon.' mendation that formal show-cause
The Par previously had the selection order be served on Par, with formal
of Col films.
The new deal was hearings threatened if the company
closed in N. Y. by Nate Blumberg, does not present more convincing
Rodney Pantages, Cliff Work and evidence than has been obtained to
Fred Meyer, film buyer.
date.

.

Joseph M. Schenck.
BarbaiQ Stanwyck.
Walter Wanger.
Patricia Wilder.

SAILINGS
(New York to London),
Norton V. Ritchey (Berengaria).
Sept. 23 (New York to London),
EJddie Foy, Jr. (Washington).
Sept. 29

Sept. 22 (New York to London)
Rosita Diaz, Mr. and Mrs. Reginald
P. Baker, David Rose (Queen Mary).

(London

Sept. 22

to

New

York),

Louis B. Mayer (Normandie).

(London

Sept. 22

Jack M.

23
51

JBills

Don Ameche.

will also

show that due to ^he large number
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
of pictures released annually comCompleted script of 'The Gam- petitors have i wide variety of films
blers' has bepn turned in ?it Warners to select from.

-

•

Kenneth Howell.

wood producers prohibits indepen- having had offers to" produce in
versions,
dent theatres from running double English, French, and Italian
finance and other the much talked
feature programs or from running with guaranteed

minimum
when the

Charles Einfeld.

Madge Evans.

Cleveland isn't as dead as Skolsky
said it was... or did he say it was
.then that's where we heard
.no?
First thing we did was to visit
it.
. .

Brian,

Joe Coop6r.

.

to make pictures, the Italians are
now after Herb Wilcox. He admits

-

financing

This financing deal is in no way
to the Aleximder KordaSamuel Goldwyn- deal for control'
The financing
of United Artists.
which Korda has arranged was done
privately and in his own behalf.

;

trust laws,,

leas than a
25c. at night

of

production activities from

his

related

JACK OSTEttMAN

Well, we arrived here okay...
near drew a half a buck in advance to
the Holland Tunnel and
then proceeds to get through
drove through Pennsylvania to the
Buckeye State. Every small town
in Pennsy has a monument and a
cannon in the center of the town
didn't find out the angle but it-seems
that the policy must have been years
ago for the pioneers to first find a
canon then build a town around it.

London, Sept. 12.
Still scouring the world to find a
producer who will teach them how

The more imaginative minds of the pictures for
trade see an eventual alliance of admission of

re-

statue

.

with violation of the Federal anti-

amount

siibstantial

NOW ITAUANS

tion, when foreign capitalists in- civil suit against the Interstate Thedicate greater faith in British -film atres, Inc., in which the Karl Hobproduction than British factolrs.
lltzelle circuit of theatres is charged

is

American bankers.

. .

Testimony of R. A. Cole, presiliberately abstained from further
financing of British films.
dent and mediator for Independent
This financing of British produc- Theatre Owniers of Texas, revealed
tion by American capital is regarded
in Federal CoUrt tdddy (Tuesday),
It Is
as a most encouraging sign.
independent theatre owners
likely to m^ke local bankers perk that
and take stock of the general situa- had instigated the Government's

The quota situation being a" hiot
topic at this time, Dr. Giannini's act
is calculated to have a most salutary
effect on' the entire British studio' situation and aiding considerably in
better relations between British and
American interests in this field.

a

'

is

21.

to the

It

has recently succeeded in obtaining
for

Broadcasting (t)eSoto Motor is the
client), leaves for Chicago tomorrow
(Thursday) to lay the cornerstone

Haym Solomon

.

liably ascertained that the producer

week makfor

come

capital has

American

aid of Alexander^ Korda.

will probably

G0VT;S DALLAS

Lbndon,. Sept.

(WB).

production

first

Jessel, in N. Y. for a

significant, especially in face of the
fact that, as has long been known in
'the City,' local financiers haye de-

«Mr. Dod'd Takes tbc Air'
(Warr«n-Di*bin.)

the

standard Tinys displace^ DaySaving Time nationally at
a. m. Sunday (26).
Set your ticker back one hour.

light

2

j

Warner Bros, is serious about
making 'Haym Solomon,' despite
Paul Muni having disapproved of

$1,00Q»0Q0.

this is viewed locally as a strong
stimulant for reviving confidence In
Britteh

JESSEL SETTING WB'S

That *The
Bankers Laid Oif Bankrolling Pix

:

<Vorqefl of 1938' (UA).
(Brown-Fain; Loesser-Shorwln.)
•Double or Nothinc' (Par).
Johnson - Burlie;
(Conlow. . Slegel

Rubens,

to

New

York),

Hannen Swaffer

(Berengaria).
Sept. 22 (New York to London),
Stuart Doyle (Bremen).

Sept. 18 (London to
David Sarnoff (Paris ).

New

York),

to Los Angeles), Barbara Stanwyck (Virginia).
Sept. 18 (London to New York),
Peter Donald, Jr. ((Seorgic).
18

Sept.

(New York

(London to South Africa),
and Mrs. Ben Lyon (Stirling

Sept. 18

Mr.

Castle).

ARRIVALS
Louis Epstein, Cotton Club Revue,
J. Parmelee, Emanuel List,
Charles Vidor, Karen Morley, Ber-

Horace

tram

Mills,

Frank Lawton, Eugene

Goossens, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Barber, Terrence Rattigan, Hildegarde,

Mario

Hal Roach, Corrado Pavolini,
Del Papa, Giorgio Polacco,

Freccia, Constantino and
Yon, Paul Cravath, James
Warwick, Victor Prahl, William
Kermell, Barbara Lamy, Penelope
Dudley Ward, Marcel Vallee, Jac-

Massimo
Pietro

queline Porel,

Guy

Middleton, Cyril

Raymond. Wilfred Pelletier, Mildred
Dilling,
Claus Mann, Edwin L.
James, L. K. Sidney.
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FIGHT

[J'S
Fix

Companies Already Mulling

London Hears Prudential

Year-End Extra Cash Dividends

Backing Korda in Goldwyn-UA Deal;
Foi*

Company Dominance

Crucial

i:Fhe idea of year-end cash divi4en^s so prevalent at the close ot
1^38 is /going to be lollowed this

WiniiiBger-U Truce

—

.

I

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Charles Winninger and Universal
Ironed out their difficulties
over the actor's part in 'Young Man's
Fancy' and. Winninger has -returned
to the studio,
taking him off the

compiariies

which wish

to

meht.

,

.

.

•

duck the

^

Companies which have not

figured.

In cash extras thus far in the current
year probably will join the procession as. soon as they obtain a rough
idea of what; their undistributed
profita for 1937 will be. Some financial seers of film firms who, at this
titne last year, thought that the cash
distribution to avoid paying this surtax was only, to be temporary, now,
are inclined to think that the statute
will not be repealed for two years
or more, if then.
With such in mind, the customary
extra melon cutting probably, will be
larger this year than 1936 because
profits are tunning higher. Poredast
of these extra servings was seen, in
the fact a few companies already
have begun year-end cash distributions to stockholders or have an.

.

•,

have

-

heavy surtax on undistributed profits
still in effect by the federal govern-

Also That Mervyn LeRoy s In on

-

U

As soon

list.

'

'.

'

5.YEAR CONTRACTS

Mae

Universal- Pictures

West'is

Co.,

Inc.,

Is

embroiled in' an internal battle for
operating control, of the company,

•

involving R. H. .Cochrane, president;

JUSTICE DEPT.

SLEUTHS ON
THE COAST
Los Angeles, Sept. 21.
Arrival here last week of Albert

Jack L. Warner, accompanied by
Warner, reached New York
yesterday (Tues.) and will sail for
Eitfope after a brief stayover in
home, office territory. While away
from the Coast, Harry M. Warner
will take active charge of production.

Korda propose

S. Charles Einfeld came in with
the Warners yesterday but returns
almost immediately.

of United Artists.

Mrs.'

•

ment

Any such 42%

tax payviewed as foolhardy espe-

is

when 30% payment can be
avoided and the stockholders made

cially

.

occur.

There has been serious
authority

among

the

conflict of
chieftains al-

most from the time that Cowdin, an
outsider, came, into Universal with

happy by giving them extra dividends.

WBEARD'

CO-STARS

The surtax

is so graduated that
is
profits
undistributed
viewed as the sum when the higher
The
percentage
start.
brackets
smaller company showing profits, not

$500,000

.

pays

distributed, of $15,000 to $25,000
so much lesser tax.

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Gary Cooper has been set to costar with Claudette Colbert in Ernst
Lubitsch's Paramount production,
'Bluebeard's Eighth Wife,' which
goes before the cameras Oct. 4.
Cooper's return to Paramount is
part of a deal that takes Henry
,

H'WOOD PAYROLL IN

1935—$95,725,000

Hathaway, Par megger, to Samuel
Goldwyn, probably to direct a
Cooper film under the GoldwynUnited Artists banner. Cooper also
has. been ticketed to do one a year

ON QUOTA

if

American

film companies
converged their foreign sales chiefs
in London, where the biggest hud
die on the foreign end of the trade
is now under way, since the famous
electric
conference in Paris, in
those early talker days. This time.

intimated

is

It

that

banker

thus covering one-

circles,

third of his money end in the proposed control. Korda and Prudential,
if
Prudential participates, or
other British bankers would cover
an additional $2,000,000 6f the
financing.
.

RKO

talks with American
relative to sponsor-

G-K-UA

deal

is

by no means

cold.

departure of Carl Laemmle.
Without any previous experience in
the

the business, Cowdin became chairman of the company's board at a
salary stated to be around $77,000
yearly for five years. Cowdin's entrance into Universal is figured to
have become possible only through
the help of the American Telephone

&

Telegraph and Western Electric,
Electrical Research Products,

and a certain finance firm
which handled some of ERPI's film

investments.
Cowdin forced many changes, it's
the company. Among these
was the retirement of N. L. Manheim, export manager who was directly responsible for giving Uni-

said, in

(Continued on page 10)

HELLINGER SIGNS AS A

PRODUCER AT WARNERS

H. M. Warner's Shadow
There is a broad pi:esumption that
the American company representaHarry M. Warner personally is to
tives are concentrating in London on
(Continued on page 25)
the British quota.
-

Filmdom

anxious about that
prospective new quota l£\w. And
there can be no greater anxiety
demonstrated
nor
interest
than
which is being shown by the presence in London, at this time, of the
foreign department chiefs of nearly
every major company. Of course,
the on-the-ground representatives of
the companies are in the thing, too.
is

The list of American company representatives now in London includes,
among others, John W. Hicks, Jr.,
vice-president in charge of foreign
sales, of Paramount; Sam E. Morris,
V. p. and foreign chief of Warners;
Joe Seidelman, foreign chief of Columbia Pictures; Gus Schaefer, foreign sales chief of Universal, besides Phil Reisman, foreign sales
chief of RKO. This in addition to
the presence in London of Louis B.

Mayer and Adolph Zukor now and

FIDLER TURNS ACTOR

FOR WB; 50G 1ST PIC
Hollywood, Sept.

21,

Jimmie Fidler has dottedlined with
Warners to play, featured roles in
five pictures at 'Warners starting at
$50,000 for the first. If he click's he

pulls down $60,000 for his second,
$75,000 each for the third and fourth,
and $100,000 for the fifth under the
contract.
Initlaler may be a musical film,
with Fidler's ticket calling for him
to start work within 30 days after
Jan. 1.
He draws top billing next
to starring names and pact specifies
that the pictures must be in the

A

classification.

other big. film execs within the past

Hollywood, Sept.

21.

Him

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., returns to
her into films. Preston
claimed that he made numerous pic- the RKO lot for the first time in
tures of Miss Anderson which were three years to play opposite Ginger
submitted by Suggs to Selznick In- Rogers in 'Having Wonderful Time.*
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Deal with Fairbanks was set via
Edward Chodorov returns to Metro ternational, and also to True Conas an associate
magazine, which awarded trans-Atlantic phone between Hollyfessions
producer.
He has '-sen at RKO two months Miss Anderson second prize in a con- wood and London. Pandro S. Beron a scrip..
man will produce.
test of find 'Miss Typical America.'
ng assignment
efforts to get

and when.
Of :course,

Goldwyn can raise $2,000,000 on his
have own in America through American

Goldwyn-Korda

,

Chodorov

is

Goldwyn-Korda-LeRoy, rather
than Just Goldwyn-Korda.
Rose's haste~in returning to London is occasionedhSy intimations that
on such a tri-deal Korda could sell
Prudential, his backers, an additional
chance to shate in the U.A.. control

bankers of

.

MG Recalls

it'

basis,

LONDON MEET

ing the

Warners and Mark Hellinger have
to terms and the syndicate
for three years for Emanuel Cohen's come
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
writer
reports to the studio Nov. 1
Paramount
and
Productions
Pictitre industry paid out $95,725,- Major
000 in wages and salaries in 1935 release, first of which will be 'What as a producer. He quits all his newsaccording to figures released by the Ho!'
paper, scrivenings with the exception
L. A. Chamber of Commerce. Film
of the Hearst Sunday feature.
Workers sharing in the total listed
Suit on 'Wind' Castee
at 23,179.
Starting date has been set for Nov.
Starts 15 at 20th-rox for picture to be
The entire L. A. County payroll
Even Before
in 1^35 amounted to $245,100,000.
Birmingham, Sept. 21.
made from Mark Hellinger's original
A suit against Bebe Anderson, yarn, 'Six Girls In Death.' Sol M.
former college girl of this city who Wurtzel will proauce.
has been given a role in the movie,
Clark's Trek
Wind,' seeking 10%
John D. Clark, general sales man- 'Gone With the
been filed in cirager of the 20th Century-Fox, will of her earnings has
Charles Preston, Doug, Jr., Back at Radio
soon visit the Coast to confer with cuit court here by
Birmingfarryl Zanuck, and later leave for staff photographer of the
Suggs, former For 'Wonderful Time' Role
M,
S.
and
ham
Post,
a tour of the company's exchanges.
theatre.
Clark probably will start for the manager of the Alabama
They claim she verbally promised
v^oast early next week.
Hollywood, Sept, 21.
them 10% of her earnings for their

10%

Rose,

is heading this way in order
work With Korda for a setup of
the new U.A. control on a three-w'ay

to

British end, if so.
While the LeRoy thing is on, it is
indicated at the same time that the

Inc.,

IN

in
one-third, or around $2,000,000; of thie

Korda recently negotiated a production sustenance from America,
but his part of the U.A. option
money, it is indicated, will be the
only part to come by way of the

via

COOPER AND COLBERT

purchase control

to.

The LeRoy end would bring

required option money.

.

around 12%.

.

hinted,

U. S. PiX EXECS-

hardest.
undistributed profit the
Companies intent on building a reserve' for lean years fail to see the
percentage of keeping this taxable

surplus wage or hold it in reserve
by temporarily shifting to another
fund. It is reported that some companies have been able to place the
money in other funds temporarily, in
hopes that the law would be repealed, but such temporary status
<iannot be continued for long. And
with the law expected to be around
for some time now, officers and di- ly on charges of discrimination in
rectors see payment of the tax only film distribution and exhibition.
working a hardship on the .financial
Law said producers and theatres
future of the company.
either wUl be cleared of suspicion
Few picture companies think it is or federal indictments will be
treating their stockholders right to sought.
pay any 30% surtax oh profits that
Four accountants went to work
have not been distributed because at once checking the books of major
this heavy piayment is in addition to
studios, which freely offered cothe normal income tax, running
operation.

21.

Prudential Insurance interests and

-

Law and

Harold Collins^ special
assistants to U. S^ attorney general,
nounced plans for them."
brought the immediate annbunceThe federal suirtax, which runs ment that a showdown is due quickaround 30% as a maximum, hits
companies showing $500,000 or more
J.

Charles R. Rogers, executive vicepresident and -head of production,
and J. "Gheever Cowdin, chairman.
This was to have been determined
last night (Tues.) at a high conclave
of the company's board. Until late
yesterday when Variety went to
press, the question remained unanswered.
Whichever way the decision runs,
resignations may likely follow and
the outcome is expected apprehensively by th^ trade today (Wed.), -although a compromise result could

London, Sept.
-

Alexander Korda are indicated as
awaiting th^, return of David Rose,
United Artists official, from the
Stages with a plan stated to have the
blessing of Samuel' Goldwyn.
Reported Mervyn LeRoy; son-in-law! of
Harry M. Warner, would be included
in the deal by which Goldwyn and

'

as

for a featured part in.
•Every Day's a Holiday.'

in N. Y.

•

.

'

.

Jack Warners

•

"
he completes the role,
Winninger moves over to Paramount
susp'ended

-

Compromises

cal

.

It

-

Meeting

Last
Night (Tuesday) by Ruling Powers- ^May Result
in Resignations or Radi-

'

year by numerous picture companies.
Jh doing so they are pursuing the
present policy of large industrial

Ins. Co.

two or three weeks.
These men are in London to get
first-hand information and to observe the situation directly and at
cloise

'Robin Hood'

Crew Pitches

Location Site for Month

hand.

Zukor Just Surveying

London Scene, He Says
London, Sept. 21.
Adolph Zukor arrived here Monday (20) from the Continent. He says
he will remain here a fortnight to
consider local production activities
with an open rhind, but will not start
production here on any important
scale for another six months. Asked
about the cost of big pictures complying with quota, when produced
here, Zukor said they would un-

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
By the end of this week, Warners
will have an entire company of
players, technicians and other production crews on location at Chico,
Calif., to remain a month filming
scenes
Hood.'

Tony

for

'Adventures

Gaudio

and electricians

of

Robin

cameramen
who went ahead to
heads

establish the base and prepare for
sliooting.
Principals, including Errol Flynn, Melville Cooper, Patric
Knowles, Donald Crisp, Herbert
Mundin and others move up to the
location around the end of this wceic

Myers

doubtedly cost more than Hollywood

at

Metro

productions.
Zukor says he has his hands full
looking after production without

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Zion Myers checked in at Metro
as associate producer alter leaving

bothering about ownership of foreign circuits, feeling as long as he
produced good pictures all circuits
would be opened to them.

Grand

National.

Newcomer takes over the spot left
vacant by Michael Fcssier, who returns to writing.

.

,
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Jones Gets a

PAR STRIKE MAY FORCE
ALL PRODUCT BUYS
'

much

mCre

careful

L

consideration

than in previous years of termers
with other producers with whorn
ithey do biz, r-And^ as. .a result—buying, hap been
slowed up considerably. Many exchanges which ordinarily would be
practically all sold by this date find
themselves- with contracts from only
10-80% of, their former clients.
Conviction is growing among distribs that there are going to be fewer contracts this season than for
many seasons back. Exhibs are not
only taking their time, but many
have decided to buy- from fewer exchanges.
Many .of those houses
which last year were taking -product
frojn three or four or more producers have cut out the one. that
served them least well last iseason.
All exhibs in this, territory; with
exception of just about three pr
four, made a comfortable living from
While few
their houses "last year.

Hollywood, §ept.

nal.

21.

There's a' .horsera.ce seigiuenoe
in Metro's "ThdroUghbreds Don't
Cry,' which Alfred E, Green is
directing.
.

So Green picked the jockey

him

:

—

to

Wanda Tuchock

'Damaged Goods'. OK'd
In

2d Rebuff

racing silks.

Metro Deal for 5

Set Almost
-Paris, Sept,

14.

Hollywood's grab for French talent is still keeping Up a high avermoney, few really piled up any
age
^but the latest dip into the Paris
And past
large amount of. coin.
pool did not come out so well.
sumnier was worse than 1936.
So, faced with increased, overhead
It Concerns Julien Duvivier, tops
as a result of unionization and gen- as far as French "directors go, and
erally higher prices, they feel that M-G-M.
Reports 'went the rounds
greater filin rentals this' season will that Duvivier had signed up, but it
jtist
about wipe out their com- was not as fast as all that
fortable living.
Thus the battles
Duyivier was asked and negotiawith 4he excj^an.ges' and the fights
tions were well under way. P'rices
to keep rentals'at a minimum.
,

—

'

Hollywood,. Sept. .21.
Eight original tunes have been
turned in at 20th-Fox .by Lew; Polr
lack and Sidney Mitchell.
Darryl F. Zanuck has okayed four
of the numbers and they have been
shipped to England for the Gracie
Fields film, 'He "Was Her Man,' Ditties are 'My Only Romance,' 'If I
Hadn't. Dpne. -What I Did,' 'I'm So
Glad, jVou Asked Me' and 'Live and
,

Learri,'.,.

Other fpur, for Shirley Templie
'Rebecca of Sunnybrook

starrer,
Fstrm,'

•

'

include
'Happy^ Ending,'
Alone with You,' 'Au Revoir' and
'Crackly Cornflakes.'
-

Par's 'JungleV in Color

'

ishing in 'Big Broadcast.'
Film will be shot in the wild^ Mexi-

can

.

country

.

around

Acapulco.

Enroute

Furthermore, he wanted to choose
own collaborators- and have a

his
free

hand

in general.

No

deal.

Straw Hatter for Pix
Holly wood, Sept.
Caroline Fisher arrived last

21.

week

under contract to director Wesley
Ruggles and may go into 'True Confession,' which Ruggles is megging
at Paramount.
Miss Fisher, a former Northwestern University co-ed, has been for
three year co-director with her
becoming more and more popular brother, Richard Wylie Fisher, of the
Theatre in the Garden, summer stock
with small exhibs here.
group at Fish Creek, Colo.
.H<^w The^ Rate the Product
Situash at various majors here as
seen by the exhibs:
GUIZAR GOMIN' BACK
20th-Fdx: Provided best product
Buenos Aires, Sept. 21.
last season and pretty fair terms.
Tito Gulzar concludes his work for
As a result is most, sold of the maRadia
El
'Iviundo
here around Oct.
jors, today, with about 80%.
'

.

in 1936-37.

United

Came

Artists:

through

okay to date,
Warners: Except for Par, worst off
of the majors as far as sales go up
to this time. Encountering difficulties selling because of terms that
selling

many indies feel are as severe as
Paramount's. Asking 30-35% for 16
pix, which exhibs think is too much.
Showing no inclination to step down,
and this is knocking buying off badMany complaints on last season's
product that it was too short. Too

ly.

many 6Q-minute pix

driving exhibs

to dvials.

Universal: Boys laying off buying
here too because of poor pix last
.

season. However, relaxation of sales
policy in territory has hypoed sales.
l>tow asking percentage on minimum

their

licenses,

'

'

.

^

.

,

.

10,

Accomi^

BVay

'

Hays Meet Next Month

Sealed Before Sailing

Grant in Hepburn Fic

.

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Hollywood, Sept 21.
Cary Grant dra'ws the assignment
Victor McLaglen was handed a
male lead opposite Katharine new contract by Darryl F. Zanuck
,as

studios the first of Novemto appear in an undesignated

mount
ber
film.

tiny subsequent-runners. Strike situation at
status quo now awaiting decision of
Circuit Court Oct. 4,
Meantime
there is no injunction in effect and
indies are free to picket houses using
Par product,
Situash, however, was made clear
in Independent Film Bulletin last
week. It reprinted weekly programs
of 113 houses in the territory as
shown in each Saturday's Evening
Public Ledger, Only one spot had
a Par pic. Indie Bulletin, under cut
of the Ledger page, asked: 'Picket

Whom?'
As result of legal' threats against
them last week by Erny and Nolen,
owners df the Erlen theatre, Warner
circuit has entirely stopped playing

there are many different types of
appeals.
Their purpose is not to
discriminate, but rather to clean up
motion pictures.

'In other words, the motion picture producers have taken it upon
themselves to improve their indusCliff Reid produces and Howard
try, with a view to supplying the
Hawks directs.
public with pictures of a high moral
plane.
Why, then, should Denver
Tolly' Script Assigned
allow the tearing down of this comHollywood, Sept 21.
mendable effort by permitting the
After
,^
Script of 'Hubert's Folly which
showing of such sex pictures---films
William Sistrom-'^Will produce, at
Hollywood, Sept 21.
that the industry as a whole is
Fanny Bri.ce's 18-year-old daugh? against?
Radio, has been handed to Helen
•'•
ter, Frances, gets her first picture
Meinardi.
'In my opinion these so called sex
Writer was resj^onsible for the job in Metro's 'Rosalie.'
pictures are not .educational. They
orig of *I M&i Hfen^ Paris.'
Ma is at the same studio.
are displayed always. 'with an infer^ x_ L^jiXi,
:_
ence of evil. I,- personally, do not
think a theatre is the proper place
for sex education.

Hepburn

in

Radio's

'Bringing

Up

Baby.'

week just prior to his departure for England to play opposite
Grafie Fields in 'He Was Her Man.'
Brian Donlevy also has a featured
role in the film.

last

Ma

Taking

'

.

::

Chevalier Quits Casino de Paris

'The people of Denver, as a whole,
object to such films, and I think
objections are well founded.
As long as I am on the Municipal
bench I am going to have these pictures stopped, and if. they are again
displayed the theatre managers will
place themselves in serious danger
oi losing their license.'
their

Revue for

sailing shortly thereafter for the

aftier
having played eight
S.
weeks here on the radio and in El
Mundo's affiliated theatres.
Singer is expected back at Para-

.

Horace

Pic; Nearly Starts Riot

U.

week and they were with

nicely on last season's contracts and

losing

Detroit, Sept, 21.

Heinrich in a decision to cut several scanes
Police
Commissioner
Pickert received his second film- fron\ "Smashing the Vice Trust,' The
censor rebuff in a week when Cir- decision' was made following procyit Judge Guy. A. Miller last week tests froiyi,. members of the vice
grai'nted apt injungtion to dinettia the- squad.
atre, permitting it to show 'T)amaged
Folloj^ring is part of a statement
.The downtown theatre's made by Judge Gilliam concerning
Goods.'
license" had. been revoked by police sex films:
after Pickert ruled that the socialr
'Now and then, in' Denver, a modisease flicker jvas. improper. Jud^e
tion" picture is shown of the type'
Miller, however, declared police may
commonly known- as a 'sex picture.'
prohibit showing of a film only when
Such pictyr.es are usually played at
the 'flicker is indecent in itself
the third-run theatres, and are adPreviously, another circuit judge
vertised as being 'for adults only.'
scored Pickert for deleting several
Whenever these films are shown
uncompliment^y references to. Hit^
there is usually a flood of protests
ler and Miissplini.in 'Heart of Spain*
sent to the authorities to have them
opus, drdered the' deletions replaced
stopped.
arid okayed showing of fllm,
'When parties involved iare brought
into the municipal court,' for a violaJackson
tion of the ordinance prohibiting the
for Play showing of obscene pictures, they
Marches to
claim that there is a moral lesson
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
involved and that the pictures ar«
Fredric March and his wife, Flor- therefore
educational.
ence Eldridge.'will play the leads in
'For years the motion picture inthe Broadway production of Horace
dustry
has endeavored to show to
Jackson's play, 'Christian Hero,' to
the public the type of entertainment
be directed by John Cromwell.
The deal for N. Y. production was that appeals to the' people. Several
closed by Jackson, who goes east to years ago the Legion of Decency
work on the play after finishing Ct started a campaign against these sex
pictures.
The industry recognized
scripting chore at Warner Bros.
and appreciated the good work being done by the Legion, and were
convinced that the public did not
As a result
It was decided this week that the want such pictures.
quarterly sessions of Hays organi- practically all of the producers
zation directors would not be held joined' the organization and will not
until October. Absence of certain di- put out a picture that has not been
rectors and fact that reports have reviewed in the office of Joseph
yet to be completed on several vital Breen and received a code number—"
topics prompted further postpone- designating that it is suitable enter*
ment.
tainment for the public.
Directorate originally was schedfNo discrimination is shown in this
uled to meet early this month.
reviewing office, as they realize that
.

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
.Paramount has entered 'Her Jungle Love,' featuring Dorothy Liamour,
in the technicolor sweepstakes of
1938,
with production tentatively
skedded to start early, in November,
contingent upon Miss Lamour's fin-

of named $40,000 for the Gceorge ^Arthur has been set as asFrench director for the first year for sociate producer.
Various means are being adopted film, the same figure for two each
to peg outgo for product at lower the following year, and $50,000 for
Forster
level. Principal ways are:
two each the third year. It applaying time from peared, then as though Duvivier's
.1. Extending
Vienna, Sept. 10.,
Film star Rudolf Forster will profour Changes to three changes,, or' John Henry was going on the line.
three changes to two changes a
ceed to Hollywood shortly.
Duvivier
making
Then
started
con«
He plans to finish his "Vienna work
week. This means deals with fewer
companies with resultant savings ditidns. First he wanted clear pay- speedily.
off, all taxes to be paid by Metro.
from plx paid for and not used.

Metro: Last season's films not so
hot as previous years, but satisfactory. Sold about 70%.
RKO; Deals pretty well completed on about same basis as last
season. Product n.s.h. but 'at least
delivered what they promised.'
Columbia;
Selling fair so far.
Prices slightly higher than last season.
Pix brought no great returns

of

•

talked

reissues.
Indies
2. Use of more
finding they can buy a reissue or- a
revival of last year's socko 40% for
25%. 'While this in most cases won't
burn up the b.o., it. will provide a
more certain reasonable net than' a
very ordinary program turkey.
3. Use
of more indie product.
While small producers admittedly
can't supply same quality pix the big
boys can, most of it makes satisfactory dual fodder. The Par situash is thus more and more leading
Philly along the path toward becoming a double-feature town. Once
almost devoid of the twinners, idea

that •fall under the ban
court they face the

police

'.

Films

lost

.

the

of

possibility

.

20th

at

-

.

Four Ideas

Denvei'', Set>t 20.'

"\

.

Out Eight Tunes

-

.

'

PoUack, Mitchell Grind

to 'will the rac6, sentthe Santa Anita club-

'

Municipal Judge Philip B. Gilliam
warned Denver, theatres that if they

to Det.'s

-films
Police Chief Pickert show

.

house and had him don Green's

own

Nix on Sex Pix

origi-

Lucien Hubbard wiU produce and
Fred MacMurray plays opposite,
with Rigaud, Argentine actor, in second male spot.

who Was

-

OKVSreelnl;

siderably strengthened.

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
for Isa' Miranda,
Initial starrei
Italian actress, under her new Paramount contract, will be 'The Lady of
: :

.

^

'.

Pair in *iLady of Tropics'

the Tropics,'

But No^iPayoff

Philadelphia,. Sept. 21.

,.V

Indies' strong date and buying
strike against Paramount here is
liavin©. widl» repercussions- on oth^r;
cxcfiaiiges; - Tangled Par 's'ituash arid
resultant publicity has set exhibs to

y

'^'1

tributor§-^Fewer Contracts Predicted This Y6ar
arid Indies

P

Sqi^ftrc^aJ:^^
Hollywobd, Sept;
H;
i
y
Allan Jones returned to' work in
Sitetro's 'The
Ugly Ducl^ling' thi,s
week, having smoothed 'out his disagreement with the studio over the
importance of his role.'
Part written ip for Jones was con-

Exhibs Most Cautious in Dealing with the Other Dis- Par Debuting Imported

—Morci Reissues

lyift,

All

,

Paris,

Sept

14^

Maurice Chevalier's departure for
to make a picture under the

London

Rene

Clair caused some
unpleasant
repercussions
in
the
lobby of the Casino de Paris this
week. Until the time of his departure Chevalier was starring, in
the Casino revue, so the first afternoon he was not there the customers
had the idea they had not gotten
direction of

Katherine Lockers Pix
Assignment In the Air
Pending settlement of B. P. Schulproduction plans, Katherine
Locke's Hollywood schedule is in the
air. Actress is under contract to the
berg's

producer,

who

recently

left

2

Legiters' Film

Break

Shimen Ruskin, WPA actor whom
Marc Connolly put into his Broadthe way
production of 'Having Wonder-

Paramount Idt. Miss Locke recently ful Time,' is the only member of
returned from a European trip with that show's cast to
go into the film
their money's worth.
her
husband,
Morris
Helperin, version.
Actor was signed after
So loud and so strongly did they Alexander
Korda representative. Pandro Herman spotted him In the
express their indignation that police She and her agent, Sam Lyons, exshow last week and flies out today
had to be

called to put down the pect to have her next film assign(Wednesday).
disturbance. One demonstrator was ment settled by the end of this
He. comes from. Yiddish legit but
arrested and taken to the station but month.
couldn't find work there so went on
later released.
Actress, who clicked in 'Having the
rolls.
Connolly spotted
Management states that the name Wonderful Time' last spring, has
in a play at Daly's last season.
of Chevalier atipeared. in none of the been sought by George Cukor for
publicity of the house and the cus- the part of Melanie in 'Gone With
Chicago, Sept. 21.
tomers had no right to demon,strate. the Wind.'
Muni Seroff, Yiddish legit actor
Some of the malcontents produced
who clipped his name from Serebrov
handbills to the contrary, but it was
for his first English language legit
proven that these had been printed
Swarthout's 'Nightingale'
assignment in the local company of
in the past
As far as could be
'You Can't Take It "With You,' goes
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
learned, no admission fees were reto Hollywood on call from Columbia
Paramount
has set Oct. 6 as the
funded.
next month for the film version.
starting- date .for 'The Yellow Night-

Par products in spots competing with
indie houses that were using Paraof only four pix..
mount. It is reported WB so anxious
Raquel Meller is now headlining
ingale,' Gladys Swarthout and John
Par Decision Oct. 4
to keep out of the trouble entirely, the revue until it closes late in OcBoles picture with H. C. Potter
Paramount has sold practically it not even using its half of the tober or early November, when
Mi's- directing and Harlan Thompson
pronothing around Philly. It was au- product iii spots' in which it has tinguett will step
in to top the bill ducing.
thoritatively learned that the ex- a split, such as at the WB
Logan and i'l^ the new winter revue. Femme
Supporting cast includes John
change got only two termers last Hunt's Rockland.
leiad, Nita Raya, Is still, there.
Barrymore.

•

Wm

WPA

.

ANOTHEE MAEELYN MILLER
Tulsa, Okla.,

.

Sept

21.

Marilyn Miller, 17-year-old Tulsa
has been given a contract with

girl,

Universal.

'

.

PICTURES

yfednesAajf September 22, 1937

{%er Keys ly Not tp
Tod
.

Drain Pix

Muck Whenever That s FeasiUe

In the bigger keys, where situaflons-permit, the idea of dissipating
more or less scien-

Shearer's Return

fllm too fast is

•

,

Fillns

as

.

Fast

Turned Out and

21.

It

More

in,

— Heavy

Releasee,

Ready

.

.

CrjT'

as
for
Jiltta'

0ctober
Theatres

biit

;

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
industry has. gone
Shanghai crazy, with the following" pictures skeded to go
into .work soon, built around

to

Film>

'

Sidney Franklin directs the Sheaiirer
driBin the fllni too much^ at one
vehicle when given the starting gun
Btand, °has eased pictures but of the
by Stromberg.

.house despitfe their holdoverability.
Could
*Thin Ice' is an instance.
have stayed a third lap at the ROxy,
but 'since *100 Men and a Girl' (U)
was Waiting for' its turn,' the house
didn't force a, third lap.

I

•

"Vogues' (UA) just missed a third
week's stop figure at Radio City Music Hall by $200, but regardless the
distrib welcomes release to Loew's
theatres, rather than have it drained
three weeks at the mammoth Hall,
On the other hand the cxirrent inC!Oiinbent> 'Zenda,' had to go three
weeks, because of its heavy stride.
Ipi the case of three weeks for 'Star
Is born' at the Music Hall, also a
Charles C, Moskowitz,
ijA pic,
lioev/'s theatre exec, squawked' that
t^is drained the film too riiuch to d(9
,

his house's any. good, and that business, accordingly, wasn't aU It might
have been for him.

.Both distrbs and exhibs recognize
the merits of such situations, but try
toi

gauge 'em intelligently.

BILL

HART

FILING

NEW
UA

$685,000 SUIT VS.

Attorneys for William S, Hart 'in
a day or two' will file a. new suit
in N. Y. supreme court against
.United Artists Corp. for alleged
breach of contract. Action will repeat the pre'irious claim of $500,000
damages, but will add a new claim
for. $185,000 for money 'unlawfully
held.' Suit is based on. UA's release

of the plaintiff's picture, 'Tumbleweeds,' produced in 1925 at a cost of
$600,000.

In his forthcoming action Hart
will repeat the charge that the de-

WILL BE OUTDOOR EPIC

UA

Hollywood, Sept.

21.

Paramount plans

to follow up its
'The Plainsman* and
*The Texas Rangers' with another
epic western, 'Marching Herds,' with contract, amounting to $185,000.
Actor's original suit, brought In
Lucien Hubbard handed the produc1931 in N. Y. supreme court, retion reins on a heavy budget.
sulted in a jury verdict of $85;000
Film will be made, according to
damages, plus $1,759 costs, for the
William LeBaron, production chief,
plaintiff.
Appellate division last
.on a scale comparable with 'Covered
July 16, in a unanimous decision, by
Wagon,' 'Cimarron' and 'North of
the
five presiding justices, set aside,
35.'
Gary Cooper, Randolph Scott or
the verdict and", ordered a new trial
Fred MacMurraji are 'under conon the grounds that 'not sufficient
Eideration for 'the male lead.
evidence was presented to sustain
the verdict' and that the amount of
damages was improperly reached.
Plaintiff had the choice of carrying
Astaire-Rogers Set
an appeal to a higher court or bringIn Pic on the Castles ing a new action in supreme court.
Hart's attorney is Frederick Hqmley,
of House, Grossman, Vorhaus &
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Hemley.
UA is represented by
Ginger Rogers returns to her O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery.
twinklefoot routine
next
in her
Radio co-starrer 'With Fred Astaire,

success

with

•which lias

been set as

'Castles in

the Air.'
•Story deals with the careers of
Vernon and Irene Castle,, first professional ballroom team to terp to
lame and fortune. Pandrq S. Ber-

nian will produce.

REALLY, MISS NEAGLE?
British

Star Tells the French

She

Hates Hollywood
Paris, Sept. 14.

Anna
pro-

duced by Herbert Wilcox and dis-

by RKO, had

its

fiood

of class-A

RAYMOND, FRED STONE
DROPPED AT RKO PIX
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Contract options on the services of
Gene Raymond and Fred Stone were
allowed to lapse last week, with each
actor due to make one more film before expiration of their tickets. Raymond's will be 'She's Got That
Swing' and Stone is to be featured

-

21.

•

Twin

City

Exchanges

Minneapolis, Sept. 21.
exchange managers say
Local
they're not concerned over action of
.

.

'

Twin

City independent neighborhood exhibitors in voting to cut
down their weekly changes so that
they can dispense with the product
of companies demanding percentages
against which they're warring. Consensus of opinion among the branch
managers is that move is financially
impracticable and that the theatre
owners will be forced to return to
present number of changes.
J. M. Podoloff, branch' manager of
20th-Fox, one of the companies
which is the object of the present
percentage 'boycott,' declares that if
the exhibitors are to make the policy
of

fewer

they'll

changes per week pay
need the strongest

surely

product possible and they won't be
able to get along without his picSix majors have announced 21
tures. He thinks the action eventuA films for release by around Oct. 15 ally will work out to his advantage.
and at least four top-bracket features
Fred Ableson and Gilbert Nathanare skedded to go Out the first 10 days
son, managers of GB and Republic,
in November. Los Angeles first run
respectively,
assert
there
aren't
houses are booked solid, with A prodenough box-office pictures available
uct up* to Nov. 1, with the two
to sustain a policy of decreased
United Artists releases, 'Vogues' and
changes and that the exhibitors will
'Prisoner of Zenda,' heading the list
be hit so hard in the pocket that
at the day-date Grauman's Chinese
they'll soon cease 'their present nonState.
and Loew's

Metro

'Madame
'Double
'Live,

Run

will release in
October
X,' 'The Bride Wore Red,'
Wedding,' 'Conquest' and
"

Love and Learn.'

On 20th-Fox's October releasing
schedule are 'Life Begins, in College,' 'Lancer Spy,' 'Heidi,' 'AU Baba
Goes to Town,' with 'Danger: Love at
Work' and 'Second Honeymoon' following in November.
Warners' October releases are
'They Won't Forget,' 'That Certain
Woman,' 'The Perfect Specimen,'
'Back in Circulation' and 'The Great
Garrick.'

Paramount's include 'High, Wide
and Handsome,' 'Angel' and 'This
Way, Please,' with 'The Barrier' and
'Ebb

Tide'

tentatively

skedded for

November. 'Stage Door' will be put
out by RKO in October and possibly
also 'Music for JVIadame.'
Double billing has exhausted the

premiere

here this week under the auspices
of the expo itself, in honor of the
English film industry.

Presented at Cine 37, expo hall
under the Tour Eiffel, the
blowout was headed by Minister of
situated

sense.'

Exchange managers generally are
resentful at the indies for "stirring
up' things.
If these exhibitors are
wise, declare the managers, they'll
let 'well enough alone.
The managers, insist that film rentals for Twin

City neighborhood houses are the
lowest in the United States and that
more of these situations are making

money than anywhere

else.

Whereas

the rentals generally average from
grosses, they're down
to 15% in the Twin Cities, according
to the managers.

20-25% of the

Hollywood, Sept.

21.

A-Comm

Jimmie Monaco to work on a new ing film exchanges so closely that
Eleanor Holm, swimming chamalma mater, Gon- in many instances films are rushed pion, will arrive here Sept. 28 to play
Chapsal, British Am- pep song for his
bas.sador Sir Eric Phipps, expo com- za-ra University.
straight from the express offices opposite Glenn Morris in 'Tarzan's
Son" will be finished in time for into the theatres without exhibitors Revenge,' to be produced by Sol Lesmisa ires and under-secretaries.
21.
having a chance to exploit them ser for 20th-Fox release.
Anna Neagle and Herbert Wilcox Bing's homecoming here, Oct.
properly.
came over from London specially for
D. Ross Lederman is set to direct.
Newsreelers
National releasing organizations
Glorifying
^ne presentation while
RKO threvv

Ummerce

have listed 29 pictures for first run
exhibition during the three weeks
Of these
started v^last Friday (17).

?inis

Conway,

29,

in
Hollywood while Miss
^jeagle stated she
hated Hollywood,

and would never

make

Hollywood, Sept.

21.

set to direct.

Cast is topped by Myrna Loy,
a film there. Clark Gable and Spencer Tracy.

films will not be ready in time to
make their advance release dates.

Studios view with considerable
only 16 had been previewed up alarm this rushing through of top
week ago, and it was regarded product, fearing that undue haste
as a certainty that eight or 10 o£ the will lower quality.
to a

Mpssolini

Cup

for the

Duylvier's 'Garnet de Bal'

('Dance

Program').
'United States came out with three
prizes: the Volpi Cup for the best
actress accorded to. Bette Davis for
.he^r work in 'Marked Woman* (WB);

LUCE Cup

the

for the best photog-

raphy given for 'Wlnterset' (RKO);
and the cup for the best animated
cartoon, which went to' Walt Disney.
England|s 'Victoria the Great' (disby RKO) took the Cup of
Nations for the best world-premiere
pic
sent to the Exhibition and
Robert Flaherty (again England)
took the priae for the best foreign
director with his 'Elephant Boy*
(UA). Flaherty took ttie same prize
two years ago with 'Man of Aran*
(GB).
France took the cup for the best
artistic ensemble with 'La Grande
Illusion,' and for the best film subject with Sacha Guitry's 'Perles de

CourOnne' (Crown Pearta).
Germany's Emil Jannings won the

la

cup for the best actor with his work
in 'Der .Herrscher* ('The Ruler').
To Germany also. went the prize

for

best

the

'Mannesmann,'
scientific film,

documentary
and for the

UFA's

pic,

best

'X-Rays,'

Italy's Prizes

Italy took the prize for the best
colonial pic with 'Bronze Sentinels';
for film 'best interpreting" natural
.

beauty' with 'Condottieri*; and for
the best educational film with the
LUCE newsreel. Besides these

which were won

prizes,

in competi-

tion with the other nations taking,
part in the show, there were two
prizes especially offered for the
Italian industry.
Of these 'Sclplo
the African' took the prize for the
best
Italian film; and Mario
Camerinl .with 'Signer Max' for the
best Italian director. Accordingly,
every Italian film entered won some
kind of a prize.
At the end of listing prizes, the
jury gave honorable mention to the
films submitted by countries with
very limited international markets,
citing the following; Hungary for
'Soeur Marie'j Czecholovakia for
'Battalion'; India for 'Sant Tukaram'; Poland for 'Barbara de Radziwiir and 'Three Chopin Etudes';
Japan for 'Kojo no Tsuki' and Australia for 'Flying Doctor.'
Several American pics which were
to have been shown did not get there
after all. Among these were Para.

mount's 'High, Wide and Handsome';
government film, 'The River,'
and the much-heralded Paul Muni
interpretation of 'The Life of Zola.*
Couldn't get there In time.
English film 'Victoria the Gfeat,»
which won the prize for the best

world premier^ film exhibited, aronly

rived
direct
pics

.

at

from the

Show

the last
studio.

lasted three

moment,

weeks and 41

were shown.

Wanger Back

to Coast,

Starting Prod. Pronto

New

New.sreel lads will be glorified in
Metro's 'Let 'Em All Talk,' with Jack

the

a U. S,

BEA LILUE AT PAR FOR
FILM JOB WITH CROSBY

Beia,trice Lillie is due in tomorreserve that the majors have been
accustomed to maintain to guard row (Wed.) to prepare for her coGoing, Gone.'
starring role with Blng Crosby in
Raymond is understood to have against possible emergencies.
Paramount's
'The Badge of Policebeen displeased for some time at the
Ship 62 Since Au£:. 1
man O'Roon.'
type of roles handed him.
Miss Lillie also will appear with
Since Aug. 1, Hollywood studios
Crosby
on
Kraft Music Hall
the
have finished and shipped 62 fearadio show Oct. 7.
tures, 15 of which rate as being of
Bing's
the highest A quality.
Of this A
product. United Artists sent out four;
Spokane, Sept. 21.
Mate
Tarzan's
Paramount, Metro, 20th-Fox and
Bin? Crosby has put the song- Warners three eacii, and Universal
writing team of Johnny Burke and one. Theatre bookings are crowdHollywood, Sept. 21.

a
Party at the English pavillion before
opening of the film. Wilcox stated
«e had no intentions
of making any

.

Cinema

and France
most prized

over,

.

To Cut Down on Pix

,^

Nevertheless, theatres
are using
up this top-bracket output even
faster than: the studios can turn it
out, and with a greed that threatens
the structure, of the business.
Dual billing of features, realignment of competitive, first runs in key
cities, and refusal of theatre operators to hold outstanding hits .for
longei^ runs are some of the causes
contributing to this situation. Violent protests are already being heard
from major producers.
Film exchanges are desperate for
pictures and home office sales managers have been tormenting- studio
execs for weeks with telephone calls
and wire demands for early ship-

with

out

tributed

Laff Off IndiesMdea

'

issued.

.

.

features

is

came

award,: the

in 'Going,

'Victoria the Great,' starring
Nca.gle and Anton Walbrook,

tributed

Hollywood, Sept.

With a

being readied for national release in
the next eight weeks, the astonishing consumption of Hollywood's output by first run theatres everywhere
shows no sign of a letup.
"Virtually every major producing
organization 'will have its share in
the fall releases.. Glance over the
lineup shows that the curtain is to
be lifted on the new season with
the strongest array of product' ever

fendant bfcached its contract by
'block-booking' his product, thereby
injuring its value and preventing it
from showing a profit. Film's 'quota'
was allegedly set at $800,000 by
and it grossed approximately $346,
000 on J 1,369 contracts.
New, plea will ask the previous
$500,000 damages for that alleged
violation. Additional claim for $185,
000 will be based on the charge that
knowingly perpetrated a fraud
by making a contract it never inAlleged the detended keeping.
ment of pictures.
fendant thereby forfeited its rights
Heavy October
to its 35% of the receipts under the

UA

PAR'S IHARCHING HERDS'

A*S

Exhibition

best foreign film, accorded to Julien

of the war zone:
Shanghai,' Radio;
•D?iughter (formerly 'East') of
Shanghai,' Paramount; 'West of
Shanghai,' Warners, and 'Shanghai Deadline,' 20th-Fox.
In addition Par is reissuing
'Shanghai Express.'

the locale
'North of
.

RUN ON

Sept. 21.

.

~

.

i

Rome,

Coincidence

Venice' Fifth International

Swallow 'Em
Up
Ship 62 Features
Since Aug. 1

%
.

*Winterset,' Disney, Victoria' Victors

Take

.

what> in or due
•

Hollywood, Sept.

Expo; Bette Davis Cited for Hfpman/

(depends on
Norma Shearer returns to th?
an4 holdovers^ screen in Metro's 'Marie Antoinette,'
which will be' made in Hollywood
forced or genuine, are accordingly
and not in London, as first skedded,
handled.
according to Hunt Stromberg, proSince 20th-Fox took over the Roxy, ducer.
Stromberg is now back at' the M-6
,fdr: example, knowledge of
impending films, and a desire not to studio after {hre? months abroad!
tackled.

;tiflcally

;

t

VARIETY

Joan Bennett is on a hurry trip
back to the Coast to arrange her
family affairs.
Then rushes back
cast to
Door.'

start

rehearsals

in

'Stage

Walter Wanger also flew back
over the week-end with 'Stand-In'
and '52d Street,' after cutting them
in the east.
He was to have taken
a layoff, but is resuming production
''almost immediately, starting on 'A
Ki.<!s in Pari.s' with Madeleine Carroll.
M'ale lead and director yet to
be

set.

,'
.
-.

PICTURES

VARIETY

Produce^

Inside Stulf-Pictiires

(|as|i

Tie GiryiEy^fiep

V!.,
"

1.

;

3y Marian
Columbia has closed the majority of its sales possibilities on 'Lost Tiotlzon,' which was roadshown during the summer, and according to A??e
Montague, general sales manager, is getting top rentals on the picture as
a 1937-38 release. Various chain accounts which bought Col last season
(1936-37) and had a Frank Capra production coming to them at lower
terms than Col is asking for 'Horizon* as a hew season's release, claim
they are getting it at terms comparable to those for the undelivered Capra
feature under the '36-.'37 contracts. Montague denies that they are, but
admits there was considerable objection and that Col took all complaints
into consideration in writing new deals, going, with accounts to some extent on their assumption 'Horizon' is the Capra picture they didn't get
during the '36-'37 season, Whether or not chains with buying power were
abl6 to get 'Horizon* at last year's terms, as declared, the picture in flrstrun engagements so far is justifying the higher rentals demanded. Where
an account didn't sign for Col last seapon, of course, there is no ground
for bargaining against the higher terms that are being demanded in selling the new program.

Hollywood, Sept 21.
Statement Issued by Darryl F.
Zanuck, representing the Motion Picture Producers:

"

While Par is getting its home commentatory s*»ff in order, it is having,
extreme difficulty in. getting shots from the warfare zone in the SinoJapanese strusgle. Arthur Menken, socialite cameraman, who was so successful for Par in Spain and elsewhere when nerve and daring was required, is on his Way to China now, according to latest report Menken's
hurried dispatch tb the Orient was cfiused by another cameraman's failiire tb provide coverage.
Earl Nelson, listed as field correspondent, was
on boat bound for Shanghai but. showed distaste for assignment on arrival
in the Chinese port and on last report was hot doing any shooting.
A total of eight commentators, some from radio, have been herded
together as narration specialists .under Gabriel Heatter for Paramount
.

News. The voice staff, in addition to Heatter, will include Frank Knight,
of WOR, on general news; Gregory Abbott, on disaster, war, etc.; Bob
Carter, of WMCA, on hbrse racing; Bill Slater of the Colonial network,
on football games; Joe Boltbii on baseball, track events, college athletics,
etc., and Sidney Walton, Joseph Boley and Mark Hawley on spot news.

Despite back dividends paid in recent months on the 7% annual basis
Which took care of payments to June 30, 1933, the trustee report on RadioKeith-Orphexun Corp., gnd subsidiary companies, revealed that $24.50 is
in arrears on; each preferred share dtK-^A-Or Reilort showed this to be
equal to $1,042,303 on the 42,543 shares Of 7% at present outstanding, both
iis of Dec. 31, 1936, when the consolidated balance sheet was dated.
KAO on Thuirsday (16) voted a $1.75 dividend but of capital surplus on
the company's 7% cumulative convertible preferred stock for quarter
ended 'March 31, 1934, payable on Oct. 1, this year to shareholders of record
as of Sept. 27 next. RKO owns approximately one-third of "the
firm's
outstanding preferred stock. The M. J. Meehan interests are understood
t6 own an amoUnt greater than this, with something", imder one-third of the
approximately 64,000 shares in the hands of the public. RKO owns all of
the KAO common'.

KAO

•
First major victory for former State Senator Frank J. Harris, president
of Harris Amus. Co., as
chairman in Allegheny County was nomination last week in primary of Robert Waddell for mayoralty on Republican ticket. Harris picked Waddell, heretofore known, to" the piiljlic-orily
as a one-time assistant footbaU coach' aft' Carnegie' Tedh', to run a^ihst

GOP

William A. Magee, former mayor and a Seasoned campaigner, and political
observers generally credit Harris' shrewd electioneering to Waddell's
almost three-to-ohe victory over Magee. In general election, the Harris
candidate will be opposed by the»present niayor, Cornelius Scully, who was
the choice of the Democrats. Scully stepped in% the office' more than a
year aao when Mayor McNair, Pittsburgh's front-page chief executive,
'

*

resigned.

'
.

WBSEESPHILLY

Renewed

OYER-THEATRED

Whh

AlHPAs Start Off

B. R. and Vigor

After a very sketchy career and
'several years of financial worry, the
Assotiateid 'Motion Picture Adver-

resumed periodic luncheon
Warner Bros, circuit here has meetings Thursday (16 i at Sardi's,
completely stopped its building pro- N. Y., under its new president, Ralph
gram and w'ill buy ho new houses in Rolan of the March of Time. TestiPhiladelphia, Sept! 21.

tisers

•

the near future.

.

Reason for the cessation
tiies

is

Warner
become

of activiconviction, according to a
exeq, that Philly is rapidly

mony, to the possibility -a new lease
of life is in store for the AMPA was
an attendance (all paid) of 120.
'There

have

been

no

luiichebn-

overseated and oyer-the- meetings since last spring when the
atred. With de luxe indie houses association held its annual affair
going up on all sides,
foresees a away from the Astor for the first
number of failures in about two time, doin^ it in a more economical
years when, Warners expects, it may and less flashy manner at the New
Yorker. Rolan was installed at that
be able to step in and buy.
time, succeeding Gordon White of
Attracted by tales of. good biz at Educational.
the boxOffice, the Warner exec said,
Lunches, will be held weekly and
much outside coin is. coming into
guests will be the policy as in
the film industry.
Many of the honor
the
past..
Those at Thursday's
houses this money is erecting are
initialer included Stuart Doyle, the
being operated by seasoned theatre-

WB

.

Australian' showman; George illcok
men, while others being run by pure
of Odeon Theatres in England, Nino
amateurs. Vets, it "was said, are adMartini and thie Harvest Moon Ball
vocating erection of houses in spots
winners. Walter Wanger was sched-

•Where they certainly wouldn't risk
their own coin.
The prospect of
somebody getting a managerial job
at' a fancy figure is leading much
building money astray.

uled but couldn't

make

it.

Trade paper representatives
.

are

not excluded, suggestion along this
line last spring being voted down.

Kaufman

Mrs.

LIGHTIAP} TAKING

Quits

Beatrice Kaufmairi, wife of
S., 'the playwright, eastern
story editor for Sani Goldwyn for
eight mortths, threw in the sponge
Mohday-afternooil (20); She handed
•Deal is expcsted toi-reach conclu^
in 'her notice 'without announcin'g
sion shortly under ,which-'M. -A.
any p;rese'nt plans;
I(iightman panetrates the- State of
Successor remains to be appointed
Kentucky by. taking .over seven
Juouses .operated by Warner' Boos. pending, advice from Goldwyn.
in
Danville,
Pulton,
Henderson,
Owensboro and Princeton.
is interested in disposing of the theatres
ations
because tljj;y, .or^ not l-ponveHifehtJy
adjacent to ^qther territorie.s.

7WB'SINKY.

Mr.s.

George

-

WB

Dltimatum

Guild;

September 22, 1997

ITcdnefiday,

Sqiiire

Campas 'Capers and Ft«tcnilty Fashions
Enough goes on in '"Varsity Show' so that it doesn't really matter if tht
co-eds look as collegiate as chorus girls usually look in college pictui^cf
and the p.lot couldn't happen never in a million years.* Audience howlf
of glee drown out about two minutes of dialog after 7ed Healy's ingenuoug
crack about the college laboratory.
•Professors' Roy Atwell and Walter Catlett, those two are enough to start
anyone Atwelling, who think the minuet is pretty daring, try to keep
effervescent' Dick Powell from staging the college show
.
bubbling
Johnny Davis abandons himself to Fred Waring's music with a wild light
in his eye . , . not to forget Buck and Bubbles, if anybody could.
Extreme girlish simplicity reigns in the campus wardrobe department
Hollywood's idea of what the unsophisticated college girl will wear.
Bruhette Rosemary Lane, the girl of Powell's dreams, and blonde Priscilli
Lanie, the cream in Johnny Davis' coffee, both wear diaphanous white eve*"
nihg gowns at the college hop. Brunette Miss Lane in starched organdia
with a stahd-up collar outlining th.e deep ofl-shoulder neckline, and blonde
Miss Lane in sWirls of net with tiny rUffles at. top and bottom. The dark-.
Miss Lane, draws one song in whio^ 'eternity in' rhymes with 'fraternity,
pin,* but you also get 'Castle^' and 'I'm dependable,' so 'that's all right.
;
Blonde Pricilla Lane is decorative in brief white satin bathing suit with"
short swing cape, and specators heartily- approve of the dollish little
dancer who leads the finale in. white satin bandmaster's outfit.

—

.'"

.

'Indicating the willin'gness 'of the
motion picture producers to have the
controversy with the Screen I)irectors Guild settled by the National
Labor Relations Board or. the courts,
or both, a letter signed by Darryl
Zanuck, vice-president in dharge of
production at 20th Century-Fox and
chairman of the Producers Committee, has been sent to the committee representing the Screen-. DiThe producers' letrectors Guild.
ter deplores the intimation of internal disturbances as indicated by
belated communication from the diCrosby Croons Amidst Sequins
rectors committee and suggests that
With Biixg Crosby on the screen and Shep Fields on the stage, the lada
a civilized method of settling the dis- and lassies should be happy at the Paramount. The. Crosby croon is spotted
pute be., undertaken.
here and there through onie of those eccentric film wills where perfect'So thflit there :may again be no strangers to the deceased come into a large share Of his hard-earned cash.misunderstahding on- the' part of the
Martha Raye bounds about, giving little weight to west coast rep.qrta
committee representing the Direc- that she's. to be turned. into a glamour girl.- And why should she? Thera^
tors' Guild, the producers'" committee are so many more g.g.'s, than there are Martha Rayes.
reprdsetitis and speaks with the eonMary Carlisle is the girl who doesn't want her scheming family to gyp
sent of the' following producing com- Crosby out of the fortune. In 'All You Want to Do Is Dance,' with Crosby,,
panies:
Columbia Pictures Corp.; she wears long black sheer with ruffly white at the neck, and a bunch of.
First National Pictures, 'Inc.; Metrowhite flowers perched on top of a piece of black hat. Incidentally, in thi|"
Goldwyn-Mayer Corp.; Paramount
nUmber, Crosby turns on an auto radio without starting the motor, or ig
Pictures, Inc.-; R.K.O.-Radio Pictures,
And there are no station annoimcements or comthat something neW?
Inc.; 20th Century-Fox Corp.; Saminterruptions, which is certaiinly something different.
uel Goldwyn, Inc., Ltd.; Selznick- mercial
Sequin embroidery seems definitely in the clothes picture. It's employed
International Pictures, Inc.; UniverMiss Carlisle is in seiquined net over satin, and'
sal Pictures Co., Inc.; Walter Wan- in all evening goWns.
ger Productions, Inc.; Warner Bros. the girls in the sing-band wear tight black satin with sequin instrument!
appllqued oh the bodices. Not judging by Miss Itaye, Who wears clothes' to
Pictures, Inc.'
fit her personality—tshe's an ex-stripteaser who goes into her act every
The producers' letter follows:
time she hears her old number. She's the victim of this pKobia first,, in
Sept. 17, 1937.
Ini her row«
long, fitted gown with sequin jacket arid long sequin gloves.
To Messrs. Howard Hawks, John
boat sce'iie, the girls appear with short sailor jacket and very nice legsFord, Edward Sutherland,
Miss Raye bearing, oddly enough, a strong resemblance to Katherini
Gientlemen:
.

..

.

.

.

•

'

'

•

.

This will acknowledge your communication of Sept. 15, 1937.

Hepburn.
Fay Holden, Miss Carlisle's social mother, who learns to talk 'toikey' to
her, wears sequin embroidery on a handsom*
chiffon dinner dress. Bert Hanlon, as a Greek night club proprietor, savet
the day and Bing's club, thereby changing the fortunes of Devine, who'g
lost his all in a miniature golf course, and William Frawley, who fondly
expected a gold mine to bear fruit.
Far Stare Show Also Okay
Shep Fields, looking handsome in a light beige suit, ripples his rhythn)
at the Paramount with some enthusiastically received assistance.
The^
love Barto and Mann, who could get along nicely without that overdone bit
they use probably feeling that it is excused since the lanky Barto wearf
baby costume and bonnet to go with it.
Jane Pickens, the tall blonde of the Pickens sisters, sings In billowing
white chiffon with floating sash of rose and green, tied in front. If yo%
catch the first show, you might find her in sheer bladk redingote ovef
white, the coat decorated with bands of white circles. It's nice to see he#
at the mike without clutching one ear, an affliction that attacks most radM|>

Andy Devine can understand
you

In reply we wish to assure
that the producers desire peace and
harmony throughout the industry to
the end that all persons in and connected with the industry may receive the benefits which will flow
•

from united and cooperative efforts
to produce the best picture.
Actuated by that desire, the producers
are glad at any time to discuss with

—

appropriate groups in the industry
any grievances they feel they have.
This attitude is entirely independent
of any possible requirements of the
Wagner Labor Act or any other law.
There seems to have arisen among
uis an issue not of wages or of hours
warblers.
or of working conditions but of what
constitutes a proper bargaining imit.
Leeal Niidism at French Casino
Your contention is that the form of
Gorgeous scenery, undraped ladies, unicycle riders, a chimpanzee (real)
your organization does not properly and a camel (manpowered), .swarm all over Clifford C. Fischer's rrencft
concern th6 produi^Fs: We, on the Casino revue.
'
other hand, are bi
opinion, that
There's a wholesale Apache number with 18 girls smoking 18 cigarettef
your organization 'is composed of under 18 lamp posts. Just
the customers think the Apache has taken all
irreconcilable ai^'d" ihconsistent ele- the ribbing it can stand, the dance team gets down; to business in accepted
ments and is tht' Jnittl of organiza- style. But this doesn't go on very long. The husky female member
pf
tion With v)liicfi'''\6'e caiinot and the team suddenly tires of being on the receiving end and defies all tradi»
should not be' required tb deal' as a tion by- using her mah for a pingpong ball, punctuating the attack with
unit.
authentic whacks over the head with a tin tray.
Among the colorful pageantry and imaginative fun are girls' enough to
It would be most unfortunate not
only to the producers and to mem- brighten the life of the weariest t.b^m. They wear plenty of costumes,
bers of your group but to the vast but with the nekkidest effect possible outside of making an entrance dinumber of other persons whose in- rectly from the shower.
The rhinestones are quicker than the eye, with one glittering star cling*
terests are involved, and the public
as well, if the controversy on this ing to a showgirl's upper left hand side, apparently of its own volition.
point should lead to any disturbance Doublefaced adhesive tape may be the answer, but it's quite an effect.
in the operation of the studios. We Showgirls in long form-fitting black satin, turn to treat the customers to
do not question that you feel that a southern exposure 'covered' by a spider web of the satin. One girl repyou are right. 'We feel equally cer- resents a rose in tight skirt, twisted vine for a b.odice and lairge artificial
tain that we are right.
When such rose for a head, with a huge padded hand gripping her, the fingers clutcha situation arises among savage ing- her hips. A dancer in three rhinestone postage stamps apparently
people it leads to war.
Civilized floats through the air against a black velvet drop, and all in all there are
people endeavo;- to provide some more unexpected goings-ons than you could shake a stick at, if you. should
other and better means of determin- want to which you probably won't.
ing controversies. Fortunately, there
are such methods of determining the
Poshovers for 'Impressionists^
matter. There is, of course,' a seri- ^ Why the average audience' ha." round heels for the average (and he\o,yT
ous doubt whether the Wagner La- par) imitator is one of life's major theatrical mysteries. The applaupe at
bor Act applies to the present situa- the announcement Of a popular name is natural, but what follows rarely
tion, but either the National Labor rates the welcome it usually gets.
Relations Board, or .the courts, or
Al Berrtie, presented as a Rudy Vallee protege, introduces a novelty
both, exist to .determine the issues by doing Edward G. Robinson with a decidedly, swish tone, scarcely suited
invblv'ed.
Accordingly, we' suggest to 'Little Caesar,' It would be an interesting e,xperifr?e.nt to do away, with
that if you are unwilling to acdede to the practice of announcing the identity of the one to be imitated. If you
our views as heretofore expressed, can't guess that he means, to be Rir'y "Vrllee. without hearing 'Xour Time
the'questipn be left to determination Is My Time'—if you ha,ye to hear 'my lit 'ile. chickadee' befbre' you i^ave
by the appropriate tribunals.
the faintest idea that he means W. C. Fields," and, pee him produce
Pending 'Such' an"adjudicatibh, we dummy before you get the idea thr^t hc's doihg Edgar Bergen—then, the
retieat that if the directors feel that imitator should go baick where he camc from—behind Major Bowes' gong.
they have just grievances the proNick Long, Jr.'s, routines are worthy of respect in the highest tap'plng
ducers will be pleased to meet and circles. And for extra, he's a very nice looking lad.
negotiate with any representative
The Gafe Foster girls make their initial 'appearance with a costume ,bow
body of directors in an endeavor to to thie' Legion convention, being decked out in
red,' white and blue color
adjust such, grievances.. Likewise, if scheme. They're in brilliant greens, blucs. red,
'yelloW ahji purple ior wHat
the assistant directors and Unit man- starts out to be a Harlem niimbei: and
\vihds. up with a weekly stunt!
agers feel that they have any. just Rows of musical bells' about their
wcisis 'and ankles, the girls 'shake; oiit
grievances. tHp jproducers will be a tune that is 'almost recognizable 'Without
the orchestra.
pleased to meet with'iany representaIn what was announced" as a 'Spanish Rhythmi' 'finale, the Foster girls
tive body designated by 'tl>em
in an remfeinb'er that they learned to beat, drums a lew ''weeks ago, and trot the ni'
endeavor to adjust such grievanqep.
Out'-to lend a vobdoo note' to "the ,ljatin atmosphere':' Costumes are altra.c-:
" (Sighed) '
Darriil Zanuck,
five with fitted whiffe'satin'l)asqu'e's.'and''fring6 sikirts. 'But ihoke druiln.s g^^'
Chairman tof'th*- Committee for the you down— the volume of sound is
kpf tb ht-ifig oh 'bne of :^ou'r sick head-"
Producers.
aches.
.

.

.

.

'

'
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Lightman, .Paramount partner, opera'.cs. presently, in Tennessee, Arkansas and. Mississippi.
He was .in
N.£\v-,York two. Weeks, ago, and: at
thqt time discussed preliminary-: de.^;
tails on the takeover.

CALIFORNIA
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Boulevurd

SacramentOt ,
Theatre Com.,

PJiP'.tal stock, 1,000 eliares,
iVi^/'-'j??]
llffj f)?i'mKted' to t.<i6ue till.nirei>iniK:
<Miarlee,.P..':8kourftR,. (^IiaileR^ A.
»u(k^«>y, Albert W. ^ecds, GeofKe Topliiir'-

iJti-

unU John B. Bcrtero,

.
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VARIETY

lATSE
WiDiam Biofs Background
William Bioft, with the title of assistant to the president (George E.
•Browne) of the lATSE, won his
ipurs as a labor leader, an arbiter
town where
ariii an organizer in. the
Chicago.
lie was born 44 years ago,
He was educated in the gtade and
Chicago,
of
schools
Jiigh
As a butcher's helper, in those hecdays, there was much trouble
itic
in Chicago among the street ped-v
'dlefs and kosher butchers. Peddlers
were daily stoned and beaten on the
.

and it was BiofI who won
Later he
for
them.
jjrotection
straightened out the peddlers' situation on the market streets, with various peddlers being given defined
streets, rights ^nd privileges, putting
every peddler on as equitable a basis
aS' possible under the circumstances.
'
He then helped to organize the
kosher butchers in Chicago, and so
successfully that he was asked to aid
in the organization of the kosher
butchers in Philadelphia and other
large .metropolitan centers. Back in
Chicago he brought order out of
Chaos in the waiters' union.
He had many opportunities to become head of various unions in Chicago, but he, refused them all.' In
inahy union jurisdictional fights In
(Chicago he was picked as the third
inan, .handling many ticklish situastrieets,

.

..

with consummiite diplomacy.
Bioff helped straighten out the
motion picture operators' fight among
themselves which had been brewing
for 15 years, or since, the TOm Maloy
Regime. Jack Miller,' head of the
Chicago exhibitors, used him tq arbitrate many matters among theatre
janitors, ushers, stagehands and opjtions
•

erators.

.

When George .Browne was elected
president of lATSE in" Louisville,
Bioff was tendered the title of assistant to the president.
Between Browne and Bioff they
cleared up the New York local fight
land reorganized the entire lATSE,
•

•

'

Ibringing in Harland^

Cleveland

who was

Holmden from

being recognized

as a fine executive.

The

'strong'
considered to

John Nick

heads of lATSE are
be Bioff, Holmden,

of St. Louis,

and Lou

jjCrause of Philadelphia.

lA Seal on Pix Mildly Regarded
In the East; Casey Awaits

CHISELING tKE EXTRAS

Mayers

Universal and Metro Pay Differences

To Mob

,

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Trickery by casJting directors is
charged by the Screen Actors Guild
which ordered a taboo on. dictating
the type of costumes to be woi-n by
extras earning $5.50 daily.
Universal was forced to hand over

Where

Return; Other Execs Haven't Heard

Jurisdiction

Claiming

Doesn't Exist--Putting the Sho-w Biz
Guilds in the Middle
It

Metro and Par OK Wage
Tilts for White-CoUars

Demand of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees
that all film in distribution carry the
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
lA label starting last Saturday (18)
Metro and Paramount signed a and reports that producers on the
extra $2.75 to 153 supes who worked
.in 'Hundred Men and a Girl.' Guild
new wage agreement with their Coast were passing the matter on to
charged mobsters ordered to report
white collar workers which call for the sales departments, is arousing no
wearing dark suits, white shirts,
a wage tilt, shorter hours, vacations Immediate action in the east. Acblack bow ties and photographed in
and sick leave.
10% increase is cording to sources, Coast expects^Official action by the Associated
long shots to give impression of being Actors
tipns that meetings would be held on
and Artistes of America on effective immediately.
William Koenig signed three-year the matter in New York with CJeorge
rigged out in formal dress.
the recent ijiove by the International
Subterfuge is charged by the Guild Alliance of Theatrical
pact for Metro and George L. Bag- E. Browne, lA president, now in the
Stage Emto get around $8.25 dress extra wage ployees
nail approved Par's five-year agree- east, have so far met with no deto assume- jurisdiction over
by issuing call for $5.50 extras and all workers in pix production, in-' ment with workers.
termination on any meetings in that
dictating wardrobe.
direction.
eluding, adtors, may be taken Friday
Metro was also nicked for an extra (24) afternQon at a meeting in New
Nicholas M. Schenck, who with. S.
Lincoln,. Sept. 21.
$2.75 on 53 extra calls because it York of the Four A's board.
R.
Kent and R. H. Cochriane were
FigBlossom and fade of the service
ordered a mob ..to bring bathing suits ured the board will either officially
named! in Coast despatches as comunion here, affiliated with the
and beach 'accessories.
ignore the lATSE move or will ap- A. F. of L., was fast and furious. pris'hg a committee to deal with the
peal to the executive committee of Ushers, cashiers and checkers had Issue, stated it's all news to him. Pat
the American Federation of Labor, joined hands in -the Lincoln Theatre .Casey., chairman of the producerBoth the
and lATSE are AFL Corp., a J. H. Cooper enterprise, and distributors' labor committee, also in
affiliates, with the former having ofhad obtained a charter. Tentative, New York" at present. Is equally
ignorant of any such plans, Casey
ficial AFL jurisdiction over performcontract was submitted, by a comers in all branches of show business. mittee which the laids. and .'lassies, sdying if^was his understanding unr
General attitude of Equity, Screen' hoped would be considered along officially 'that the question of. stampActors Guild, American Federation with the operators and stagehands. ing all released film^ with the lA
of Radio Artists and members of
LTC suddenly, decided to do away emblem Was in status quo pending
other Four A's groups on the lA
with the checking department, The the return to Hollywood shortly of
move seems to be one of puzzled union lost
members so fast it was Joseph M'. Schenck, and Louis Bi.
amusenient.
First of all,- it's exSchenck Is now in New
funny. The charter is on the way •Mayer.
plained, the lA can't very well asYork .and Mayer Is expectepl b?ck
now.
sume jurisdiction over a. field in back' to the A. F. of Li
from London .next week. They will
which it has no member-representaprobably head for the Coast In 10
tion.
In the second place, SAG has
days or two weeks, Casey leaving
Possibility that the Commercial a
10-yfear contract with the studios.
about the same time or a bit later.
Designers' Union would .What all agree
Artists
on is that the
The Sept.- 18 date by which all
come to a quick settlement with and all its member 'groups will fight
film wapito go oiit with lA labels on
the Max Fleischer .^studios, N. Y,, any I
drive to assume jurisdiction
credit titles,, similarly stuck on as
received a pattlal setback yester- over the acting field. Members of
the Hflys' certificate of approval, was
day .(Tues.) .after agreement on most the Authors League of America,
ostensibly arbitrarily set with an lA
points when Fleischer balked at rec- parent body of the Screen Writers
view to getting rapid action. So far
ognition of CADU, claiming that. five .Guild, also privately indicate they
as reported, there have been no
in
his
shop
high-salaried animators
will line, up with the Four: A's and
kickbac'.^s because film on exhibition
would walk out if he signed up with the Screen Directors Guild in the
since Saturday (18) hasn't carried
question over which "matter.
the union.
the lA insignia.
and Fleischer also have not
Embarrass Guilds?
been able to agree is vacations with
Foralfn- mnd: Old ^1x7
Considerable mystery exists at the
pay, union wanting two weeks while New York end regarding the motive
question that arises In distribuGuild shop in the eastern territory
tor circles with respect to uniformity
Fleischer is disposed to grant only behind the lA maneuver. Some see
was set Monday (20) by the Screen on
one.
the lA labeling of film, .Is what
it is a move inspired by the Hollyis not insisting on a
The
wood studio heads to embarrass Actors Guild. All the larger studios, will happen to foreign film produced'
closed shop, but wants recognition either the SDG, the
or the with the exception of March of Time, by foreign rather than lA labor and
by the Fleischer plant, and will take SAG, or all three. In nearly eveiry either signed Guild contracts or what Is to be done, if anything, on
into its fold, on culmination of an .case, the feeling is that the lA has
promised to do so in the near future. old film still in distrlHuMon. in/^'udagreenient, anyone who is on the some plan which it has not yet reing revivals that may not have been
Fleischer payroll, including the five vealed. Figured it may be making Although it agreed to live up to made by nien carrying lA cards.
animators who, it is feared, might this play simply as a bargaining Guild shop wage requirements and
While a similar situation may not
quit.
wedge in sonie other direction.
working conditions, March of Time arise elsewhere, the attitude that
Toward the end of last week Lou
Possibility \s "considered that the refused to sign a Guild pact and will be taken by independent operaDiamond, Paramount's short subject lA may have some CIO angle in
tors such as Empire in the.Greatsr
was placed on the 'unfair' list.
sucas
thing,
threat of
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Court Nixes Cod.
Film Industries'

Stock Increase
Wilmington, Sept.

21.

Chancellor

Josiah
O.
Wolcott
opinion in the
Court of Chancery here last week
declaring null and void a proposed
amendment to the certificate of incorporation of Consolidated Film Industries, Inc. A permanent injunction against the proposed amendment was granted. The opinion was
handed down in the action brought
J>y -Norman Johnson, of New Vork,
a preferred stockholder.
The corporatiQn was upheld in all
phases of the complaint excepting
on the objection to the .company's
proposal to cancel at least a portion
of the accrued and unpaid dividends
on the old preferred stock in an exchange for new stock, in the Chancellor's opinion.
Consolidated apipealed to
the supreme court at
Dover after an adverse decision
Once before, the court upholding the'
Chancellor and sending the case
back for final hearing on which the
opinion was filed la$t week.

•

handed

down an

.

•

C.ha(ti.ce'ilor

Wolcott declared that

chief,

ceeded

appointed
in

mediator,
getting both sides totentative agreement
settle the protracted

on a
which would
gether
strike.

The

basis of this agreement

that Fleischer would recognize
the union, that it woUld have the

was

.

majority of his shop as members,
there would be paid time and half
for overtime, sick leave up to total
of six days and one week's pay on
dismissal for cause. Scale minimum
of $17.40 now paid by Fleischer
would be increased to $23.

On most of these points there is
no trouble and there is a possibility
that at a meeting of CADU and the
Fleischer people scheduled for tomorrow morning (Thurs.), the question of jurisdiction may be ironed
Dave Fleischer, who has been
out.
representing the cartoon producing
company, ..has indicated meantime
that he will take the mooted points
up with his brother, Max, president
of the studio, who has been ill for

sometime.

amendment had been approved paid dividends;' upon voluntary
wy the requisite vote of the stock- dissolution holders of preferred
holders but because of the prelimin- would have been entitled to a reary injunction issued in this cause turnative distributional assets up to
it had not yet been
effectuated by a $28 per share plus accumulative and
filing and recording as required by unpaid dividends.
the

New York zone if compelled ti run
M. of T. heads stated the sludio^ is off film carrying the label of an
opposed to any written agreements. American Federation of Labor aff'liSAG has official word from the ate (the lA), is another matter for
American Federation of Actors, consideration. The Empire union,
American Guild of Musical Artists, in around 50 theatres In New York,
the Four .A's and the American Fed- American Federation of Radio Ar- has been picketing theatres whl(<h
eration of Musicians.
Figured that tists and other AAAA groups that employ opposition A.F.L, ooerators.
a vertical setup, such as that lineup they will observe the Guild's unfair
Greater New York Is the only
would give, would effectively stymie list. In addition, the SAG contract known territory where theatres emany CIO wedge.
with Equity and British Equity calls ploy other than A.F.L. or non-union
for similar boycott of producers on help, the C.I.O, so far having made
CIO Angrles
the unfair list. As a result, March no attempt to invade lA jurisdiction.
Hinted in some quarters, however, of Time will not have any Four A's
Around 20 years ago theatres emthat the lA maneuerv may be aimed
mind.

For

o'lje

the

CIO entry

into the film scene, as well
as into radio "and legit, was one of
the prime ideas in the proposed
alignment of the three inclusive
show-business unions the lATSE,

—

AFL setup in the entertainment industry, thereby permit-

to split- the

CIO to gain a foothold. Or,
claimed, the lA board of strattoying with the idea of
swinging over to the CIO. Many of
its members in New York are Lewis
sympathizers.
Little chance is seen of the SAG
withdipawing from the AFL to fight
For one -thing, the
the lA push.
entire performer body is a comparatively conservative group; with leanings and sympathies distinctly opposed ta Lewis, his methods, and all
he represents. For another thing,
withdrawing from the AFL would
automatically play into the lA hands!
argued. Such action would
it
is
leave the AFL jurisdiction of the pic
performer field open to the I A,
which is the very thing aimed in that
group's bid,
ting the

it is

egy,

may be

members

in its productions.
Unknown what, if any. position the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees will take in the
matter. Understood the lATSE and
SAG had an 'amicable understanding' for the former to support the
Recent friction,
latter if necessary.
between the two groups in Hollywood, is figured likely to stymie any

such action, however.

While Educational, Mentone and B.
K. Blake have not yet signed 'Guild
shop' agreements, t^^^ey have promised to do so and are not on the unfair list. Understood they are living
up to all Guild shop provisions, but
seek clarification of certain points
before signing." They will confer
with Kenneth Thomson, SAG executive secretary, on his arrival in New
York. He is .due at the end of this
week for a 'vacation.' Figured unlikely the Guild will make any concession's if such are sought.
Eastern studios on the fair list announced by Mrs. Florence Marston,

ploying A.F.L. operators used to
flash an insi.<tnia of the lA. together
with number of the local union, on.
the screen.
This was gradually
dropped.

SAG's Inter-Talent Council
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
The board of directors of t'.-e
Screen Actors Guild appointed an
inter-talent

council
composed of
Ralph Morgan, Franchot Tone, Eliz.abeth Risdon and Robert Mont'^omery
to

confer with the screen directors
their respec-

and writers guilds on
tive problems.
•At a meeting

Monday

night (20)

the' board avoided mention of the
lATSE. which recently demanded
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
jurisdiction of all film people.
.have increased the preferred stock
of
head
executive
Herbert Yates,
.from 400,000 shares to 500,000 shares: Consolidated Film Industries, is due
Llngrerlnf Resentment
accumulated dividends on preferred in Thursday (23) from New York
It Is known the lATSE resentment
DEL MA£'S $80,000 NET
had been reduced from $2 to $1 a for conferences with Republic stuagainst the SAG, originating in the SAG eastern representative, include
.share,'
A net profit of .$80,000 w?s scored
the preferred would have dio executives. He plans to remain
latter's successful bid for a Guild Audio, Caravel, Castle, Paramount,
beeu entitled to one half of all the several weeks.
by the recent brief opening race
shop contract with the studios last Republic, Wadsworth, Warners, West meet at the Del Mar track in Calidividends declared in^xcess of accuWhile here Yates is expected to
Figured the lA Coast and Wilding. Number of fornia for its film field stockholders*
jnulative dividends; preferred would okay the new studio publicity setup .May, still exists.
may be planning to appeal to the minor ones not listed at present will
.oe subject,
Bing Crosby is the majority shareas
in
moving
Voight
to redemption at $28 per with Hubert
probably be lined un later.
holder.
pa^e 19)
(Continued
.on
.Share plus all
accumulative and un- director.

law.

The proposed amendment would

.

.

.

,

^

.

.

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

Show' CWB) and 'mdeaway'
(lUCO) went to fair $8,500 <Ad bill
was moved to the Newman.
Midland (Loew) <4,060r 2g-«)).
'Varsity

Heat

Tourist Exodus, Circus, Etc.

Wednesday, September 22, 1937

PUy Good, but Not Big; OK Vaude

Melody* (MG).^ Su>gl«
feature hitting at a $14,00.0 dip. Loca-*
tion standing this sppt in good stead,
corner.
around
Jubilesta
with
Last week, 'Lost Hot^zou* (Col) did
average biz, $12,800.
Philadelphia, Sept, 21.$3,000 for six days, okay. Last week
-Uptown (Fox) (2,020; ^5-40)
'Thin Ice' (20th) (2d run). (Ipod for •Met Him in Paris' (Par) and 'Pick a
Flock of new offerings this week,
nice $4,000. Last week, 'Lady Escapes Star* (MGM) dual, nice $4,100.
with 6nly one holdover, giving
10-21)—
(MG-reColonial (Sterling) (850;
(20th) and 'Trader Horn''
sector substantial b.o/sL with nothing
'Hideout in Alps' (GN) and 'Range particularly soeko. Cool weekend
issue) $1,500, terrible.
Defenders' (Rcip) dual. House an- weather helped out nicely all around.
hard and knocked the b.o. a bit
Los Angeles, Sept. 21.
ticipates $2,400, steady. , Last week
more. Grade and high schools open
Earle leading ifteld again this
'Rootln', Tootin* Rhythm* (Rep) and
with the exception of 'Dead find' (20), didn't mean much because the
stanza,
although lack of high,
'Blazing Barriers' (Mono) dual, five
at the day-date WB Downtown and kids had been dodging the theatres 'Melody' Socko $11,000
powered flesh marquee hypo knocked
^
Hollywood, trade in the first runs by parental restriction anyway.
days, fair $1,600.
,
„
off
somewhat over records
biz
Comcurrently is mostly spotty.
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen)
is still
ad-scrap
Newspaper-theatre
Indianapolis
during past few weeks. Pic
achieved
in
Best
bination of terrific heat that set in on, which is n.g. for biz.
(2,400; 32-37-42)—'Thin Ice* (20th)
'Dodd Takes Air' with Ethel
is
'Mile from Heaven' (20th) dual
and
10 days ago, sending air-seekers to
ShUtta, Mitzi Mayfair and Henny
Estimates for This Weisk
the beaches by the hundreds of
(2d week). Paced at $8,200, wonder- Yoimgman
Indianapolis, Septi 21.
for
stage
attraction.
Liberty (LTC) (1,200; 10-15) 'Dark
thousands* plus resumption of school.
Strong competition in the first ful.
House always does better with name
Comes
Yum Kippur observance, circus ex- Journey' (UA) and 'Princess'Forlorn
Liberty (J-VH) (1,900; 21-32-4Z)—
runs and strong pictures are battling
Cracked opening
band.
record
general
with
split
and
(Par)
area
Across'
the downtown
Lost Horizon* (Col) (2d week). Ex- for two years with Horaceday
it out for the natives' coin. 'BroadMissing
Heidt last
of
been
'Legion
has
River* (Par) and
Last week
odus of summer tourists
of 1938' at Loew's is pecting $10,000, great.
week.
$700. way Melody
much too much for the flickers, A Men* (Mono). Taking it prone, 'Rose
sector with same film got socko $11,000.
downtown
the
leading
Stanley doing about average with
break in the heat over the weekend Last week a laydown lulu,
Masle Box (Hainrick-Evergreen)
while 'Double or
(MG) and 'Outer Gate a top-rank gross,Circle
Marie'
helped bolster business.
occupies the (900; 32-37-42)—'Topper' (MGM) and 'Wife, Doctor and Nwse,* while Fojt
(Mono) split with 'Range Defenders' Nothing* at the
Couple of holdovers, *100 Men and (Rep) and 'Bulldog Drummond at runner-up honors. Although feeling 'Think Fast, Mr, Moto' (20th) dual slipped off badly in third week of
'100
Men and a Girl,* which wag
and
opposing box offices, (3d wk). Moved in from Orpheum
a Girr at the RKO and Pantages,
Bay^ (Rep), supreme low, $650. this strength at
pretty well and heading fof $3,000 on five days, burning wickets first two sessions.
'Double Or Nothing* at the Paradealt mostly- with kids, who the Apollo is still taring
great. Last week 'Broadway MeloThe
Events
every night in connex with
'100
Girl.*
mount are holding to substantially House
a
Men
and
with
epidemic
the
stayed away during
good returns. Metro's 'Firefly* wound scare in droves, and still are.
town's two vaudftlmers ^Lyric and dy' (MGM) (3d week) $2,700, okay. Constitutional celebration hurt last
(Hamrick - Evergreen) week. Drew 200,000 Saturday night
Orpheam
or near red
UP a seven weeks road show engage10-20-25) Keith's— are lingering in
(1.600:
(LTC)
Lincoln
only
leaving
(Par)
Star,
Four
32-37-42)—
Living*
the
'Easy
at
ment
to water pageant, 100,000 Sunday to
(2,700;
(MG). ink. Estimates for This Week
Candlesticks'
one two-a-day attraction, 'Zola, in 'Emperor's
and 'San Quentin' (FN) dual.. En field mass, and 500,000 Wednesday to
They've tacked on The Mystery Of
Last week Mummers* parade, which is bound
good.
town, at the Catthay Circle.
Apollo (Fourth Ave) (1,100; 25-40) route to $6,200,
on the front of the title, but it's still
'Topper* (MGM) and 'Think Fast, to pain. Coupla grind houses along
Estimates for This Week
Started
-^'100
Girl'
(U).
and
Men
far from a knockout, about $2,300
Mr. Moto* (20th) dual (2d week) big parade route picked up considerable
Carthay Circle (Fox) (1,518; 55- the top.
Last week 'New Faces' moderately, but building to good $5,trade, however, when marchers had
$7,000.
83-$1.10-$1.65)—'Zola' (WB) (2d wk). (RKO) got $2,100, slim.
200. Last week 'Thin Ice' (20th) in
Palomar (Sterling) (1,450; 18-27>— passed.
excellent $5,400.
Off in common with rest of town, but
(LTC)
(1,350; 10-15-20) second stanza did
Orpheum
'All Over Town' (Rep) and vaude.
Esttmates for This Week
should do okay on second stanza. 'She's No Lady' (Par) and 'Imitation
Circle (Monarch) (2,800; 25-40)—
good. Last week
(Par) dualled Headed for $3,800,
First week wound up with good
Aldlne (1.200; 40-55-75)
'Dead
of Life' (U) split with 'AH Over 'Double or Nothing*
'Paradise Isle^ (Mono) and vaude, fair
^12,500, presaging substantial engage- Town' (Rep) and 'Michael O'Hal- with 'Flight from Glory' (Par). ForEnd^ (UA). Destined to do nic6
$3.7(50.
„
ment.
and
do^
help
Last mer given, national ad
So-so, $1,100.
loran* (Rep).
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen) $13,000, which should entitle it tO
Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 3(1-40- week 'One Mile from Heaven' (20th) ing very well at $8,000. Last week
'Stella
or Noth- better than two weeks.
Rouble
(3.106;
3"6-37-42)—
55,75 )_«Big City* (MG) and .'One and 'Married Before Breakfast' (MG) •Life of Party* (RKO) on twin bill
(Par) and 'Wild and Woolly' Dallas* (UA) did strong $16,200 fc*
with 'She's No Lady' (RKO) okay at ing^
Mile From Heaven' (20th) dual. faired $1,100.
(20th) dual. About $0,000 in sight, finaMO days of three- week run.
Singing the blues currently, lucky
(LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40) $6,000.
Arcadia (600; 35-40-50)
Stuart
'Broad15-25)— good. Last week ^uls at Sea' (WB)
Last week, 'Wife, •Broadway Melody' (MG). Out for
(1,300;
Keith's (Kane)
to reach ^,500.
and 'Blonde Trouble' (Par) (2d way Melody* (MG) (2d run). Hitting
Doctor' (20th) and 'Chan On Bro^ld- the best take,- $3,500, not bad. Last 'Legion 0/ Missing Men' (Mono) and
a satisfactory $2,900, after brutal
week) $S,80O, goodway* (20tb), satisfactory $11^00.
week 'Road Back (U) was a weakie, vaude. EsteUe Taylor headlining the
(Sterling) (850;- 21-^)— $825 for 'Girl Said No* (GN) in five
Roosevelt
stage bill, but not drawing. Take
Downtown (WB) (1,800; -jO-40-55- $2,900.
•Wings Over Honolulv' (U) and 'Ever days; yanked.
looks poor at $2,800, which probably
65)—'Dead End' (UA) and^^Footloose
Boyd (2,400; 40-55-65)
'Lost
Varsity (WesUand) (1.100; 10-15)
Since Eve* (WB) dual. Likely around
Heiress' (WB) dual. Got away to 'It Happened One Night"" ((Zol) and means shutters for the house. Last $S,300, fair. Cast week ^ew Faces Horizon* (Col).
Will garner nic*
"Transatlantic
revival
of
week
downof
rest
despite
smash start,
Nth time
and 'Last Train from. $17,000. 'Thin Ice' (20th), which was
'Girls Can Play' (Col).
of 1937'
vaude
(UA)
and
Merry-Go-Roimd'
wind
up
town away off, and should
figured to go hot here after othei^.
for the first, but still able to bring
tfudl, $2,400, falu.
^Pa«
Madrid*
week with healthy $15,500. Last them aroimd; good, $1,100. Last topped by Stepin Fetchit was also
He'nie pie, disappointed at start anck
week, 'Varsity Show' (WB) and week 'Lady for a Day' (Col) plus in the red at ^,700.
wa?. even worse on second weeft
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-40)—
'Winer Women' (WB) on holdover 'PubUc Cowboy' (Rep), slumpy, $750.
With less than moderate $10,000.
Doing
'Broadway Melody' (MG).
brought oke $5,400.
25-40-55)
Earle
'Dodd
(3,000;
probably
which
socko
$11,000,
55-83-$1.10Four Star (Fox) (900;
Takes the Air* (WB), with stag6
me
Last
week
an
extra
week's
run.
$1.65)—'Firefly' (MG) (7th-flnal wk).
show- emblazoning Ethel Shutta and
second session of *Lost Horizon*
Wound up substantial run (19) with
Mitzi Mayfair at $2.1,000 this weeK;
(Col) duaUed with Louis-Fatr fight
$5,800 in poffers for final take. House
very nifty figg:er, suffering only frotfi
pix was good at $5,700.
reverts to former policy of extended
comparison with last six weeks. Last
Lyric (Olson) (2,000; 25-30-40)—
first runs starting (22),
session, with Horace Heidt band and
(Rep)
and
vaude.
Over
Town'
'All
•On Such a Night' (Par), achieved
Holly woo4 (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55expected
Olsen
and
JohnHouse
the
red hot $23,600 after record-busting
65)—'Dead End' (UA) and 'Footloose
son feature film to carry the load beopening day.
Heiress' (WB) dual. Trade big at
cause of the comedy team's usual
Baltimore, Sept. 21.
Fox (2,300; 25-40-55)—'100 Men
start of this one so should have no
popularity in this spot. Stage biU
trouble hitting big $16,000. Last
Nice going In town this week, with and a Girl* (U) (Sd week). Dipping
lacks a name, however, and tftke ^
to $10,000. with: much interest hef*
week, second stanza of 'Varsity Show'
week
'THirift all houses f^ftporting bullish biz and
weak
at
Last
21.
$7^00.
City,
Sept.
Kansas
not
(WB)
Women*
ill preem
of Stokowski as fiickej^
(WB) and 'Wine,
Mr. Moto* (20th) and vaude a strong Una up o£ product the xa.- star, pic op.ened to bango $24,000 ana
Jubilesta week gave the pic houses Fast
up to expectations, at $5,100.
headlining Roscoe Ates was okay at
swer. Setting the pace, and using did sock $17,00"0 last week. Out {ft
Orpheam (Bdway.) (2.280; 25-30 a freezeout opening night, but film
35.40^—'Western Gold' (20th) and emporiums generally made nice re $8,700.
larg« oapaoity to good purpose, morrow.
Karlton (1,100; 40-50)— 'Double or
'Riding on Air' (RKO) dual and coveries over Saturday and Sunday,
Warnet** Stanley 1« ringing up a Nothing' (Par) (?d run). A ve^
due to huge out-of-town crowds.
vaudevillie. Little on screen to at
very sooko $14,300 on 'Souls at Sea' okay $C700. 't^ve tJnder Fire' (20tl{)
.tract interest, but with return of Al
Public school openings have been
Lyons and band to stage may hit delayed two weeks to date because
Hippodrome, town's combo ipade out aU right last week
(Par).
$3,100 for second fun.
around $6,500. Last week, second of the infantile paralysis scare, but
house, Is alsQ r-inging ttie bell lustily
Keith's (2,4'bO; S-50)—'Thin ^ef
run picts.
$6,200,
downtown houses haven't felt the
with 'Life 6t Party* (ftitO) and Ina
Skating to Rd>
C20th) (2d run).
30-40-55)—
nabes
expected.
It's
the
(Pan)
crimp
they
Pantages
(2,700;
Stay Hutton on the stage, garnering
House also was gomi
$5,700.
•100 Men and a Girl' (U) and 'Re- that feel it.
ftey-hey $13,000 for the combined
^
Seattle,
Sept.
21.
smoo.thly
last week with second run
ported Missing' (tJ) dual (2d wk).
'Broadway Melody' at the Midland
effort, arid very rosy.
Two
holdovers
and
one
moVedver,
of 'Varsity' Show*
(WB), whicfi
On basis of first week's returns, sec- is showing the best strength. 'lOO with
Estimates for This Week
changes at the Paraniount aiTd
grossed good $5,300.
ond stanza should bring very good Men and Girl' at Fox, all things
Orpheum, mar-k the week's sjimr
Stanley (3,000; 40-55-65)
'Wife,
Century (ioew's-UA) (3,000; 13$10,000. Initial seven days, plus $2.20 considered, is getting a fine play.
mary. 'Double or Nothinj^' loolfe to 25-35-40-5.5)
Melody* Doctor' (2pth). Should finish weeft
'Broadway
preem, brougbt big $18,500.
Estimates for This Week
gp along at the P^t-ampurT^,
(MG), Fairly steady to about $11,- with $16,000, which is okay. TDoubie
Paramqunt (Partmar) (3.595; 30Fox
(Fox) (2,200; 25-35-40)—'100 'Easy Living* is fairish at ihe Or* 000. Last week, 'Good Earth' (MG) or Nothing' (Par) failed to sh^w
40-55—'Double or Nothing* (Par) and
Men and CSirl' (U) and vaude. After pheum.
enough power to -fioldover witR.
vmexciting ai $10,200.
stage show (2d wk). Holdover week meagre opening, showed considera
Estinateg for This Week
Hijppodrome (Rappaport) (2,200; $14,200 last week, which, however,
of Crosby opus started slowly, along
Blue Atonse (Hamrlek) (SOO; 16 15t2S-35-40-55-66)—'Life of Party* satisfactory.
ble weekend strength and may go
with bulk of town, but at $13,500 to. okay $11,000. Last week, 'Thin Ice' 27)—'Can't
Beat Lovfe* (1^0) and (^KO) plus Ina Ray Hutton on stage
Stanton (1,700; 30-40-50)—'Windnothing to be ashamed of. Flock of
(2d week) was pulled a day 'Happened Out West' (20th) dual. setting merry pace at rosy $13,000. jammer' (RKO). Doing so-so $5,2(r(»
previews expected to help. First (20th)
early and trui^dled to tlj^ Uptown Five days to $1,300, and jerke" Last Week, second <jf 'Lost Horizon' for week. Was helct up one day in
week, hard hit by heat, opening of
good
$7,800 in six days of 'Great GambinI' (Par) anjj 'W^hp
Caught
deference
$9,4.@S
after
socko
first
(Col) was
to 'Chan on firoadway*
schools, Yom Kippur and other combound, Ltd.* (U) were okay las se^ion to $14,000.
second stanza.
(20th) which struck nifty $6,70"O id
petition, around $20,000 as anticipated.
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; S|6-40)— week at $^,400.
tjiis a.otion house, always a suckeif
l^eith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 15RKO (2.950; 30-40-55) '100 Men 'Certain Woman' (WB) and ^nnap
Coliseum
(-Hanurick - Evergreen) 25-35-40-88)— '100 Men and Girl' (U)
for 'Charlie.*
and Girl' (TJ) and 'Reported Missing' olis Salute' (RKO). tfavinfi a smug- (^,900; 2i-82)—'Siave Ship'
(2nd wk,). Maintaining very steady
(U) dual (2d wk). Despite strong gle to mount weak $7,(r00. Last vfe&e, and 'Big Business' (20th) difeL Abo(>t
pjby at $9,700, after wow opener to
first week, house not hoping to over$it^800.
Dodds Casting at Rep.
come the weekend heat, so will be
New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15-25-30satisfied with $9,500, compared with
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
^^^5)—'Wife, Cbctor, I^urse' (20th).
initial week's take of $12,000 for full
..pens tomor-row (Wed.) after secHarold Dodds has been upped to
seven days.
ond week of 'Thjn Ice* (20th) to casting director of Republic after
Slate (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-S5following hey-hey three
^tjeady
$3,300,
years with the role filling de75)—'Big City' (MG) and 'One Mile
$6,#0 starter.
From Heaven* (20th) dual. DisapSlaQley (WB) (3,450; 15-25-30-40- partment.
pointing biz at this downtown deHe succeeds Paul Wilkins, recently
55)—'Souls at Sea' (Par). Using caluxer with around $13,000 best in
pacity to good stead and leading the resigned.
siPht.
Last week, 'Wife, Doctor'
town with a lusty $14,500, indicating
(20th) and 'Chan On Broadway'
Last week 'Varsity
Ure holdover.
(20th) held to $14,600 by heat and
How' (WB) dissapointing at $7,100
'Love Under Fire' (20th) and 'One
other obstacles.
Detroit, Sept. 21.
ood for qke $18,000 ioUowing
Mile from Heaven' (20th). I^o vaud*
United Artists (Fox-UA) (2,100;
iimper $34,000 first stanza.
show, will cut down gross which^
Zippy grosses so far the new sea30-40-55)—'Wife, Doctor* (20th) and
Madison
(United
Detroit) (2.000;
however,
should be better than aver*
'Chan On Broadway' (20th) dual. son continue quite general 9ur'SteUa Dallas'
(UA). Horizon' $11,000, 'Souk'
age at $MQO. Last week 'SuperMoveover of this brace isn't too en- rently, with aU houses due for a 30-40-65)
Figures to do oke at $4,900. Abound
sleuth' (RKO) and unit; hit high
couraging with only $3,000 likely.
$3,800, oke, last week on 'New Faces'
$10,000, Top Montreal $15,000.
Last week on continued first run. profit.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 50)— 'ConTop coin seems about divided bcr (RKO).
'Thin Ice' (20th) and 'Hot Water*
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;
fession' (WB) and 'Dance, Charlid,
(20th), very good $5,300.
tween Michigan, with 'Toast of New 3.0-40-65 )
'Toast ai Rfew YopU'
Montreal, Sept. 21.
Dance' (WB). Goo'd houses at B^^gii^;
Wilshire (Fox) (2,296; 30-40-55-65) York' and Bowes unit, and the Fox, (HKC)) and Bowes unit on stage,
Another big wjsek is ahead for the ning of week point to $7,000, ver^
*Wife. Doctor* (20th) and 'Chan On playing 'Wife, Doctor and Nurse'
(flipping off about $25,000, nice. malli stems, with the Palace and good. Last week 'Topper' (MS) and
Broadway' (20th) dual. Trade about with Veloz and Yolanda topping 'Confession' (WB) plus Phil Spitaliiy Capitol leading
on 'Lost HoFizon' TJnder Cover of Night' (M&) 60\
double that of its downtown day- vaude.
band grabbed neat $27,500 last and 'Souls at $j6a' respectively. Both, handsome $7,500, mostly on 'ToDP.erj
^dater, so looks like $6,000 in the till.
Estimates for This Week
on we'ekend biz, should reach five
Orpheam (Ind) (1,400; 34)— 'Kmtf
Last week. 'Thin Ice' (20th) and 'Hot
Adaras (Balaban) (1,700; 25-40)—
Palms-state (United Detroit) figures. Loew's is without a stage of Paris' (UA-Brit) and 'Laughing a^
Water' (20th), excellent $8,700.
'Can't Have Everything' (20th) (3d (3,000; 25-40 )r-'Confession' (WB) (2d show for a couple of weeks.
Trouble'
(UA-Brit).
Good statt
week) plus 'Man Who Cried Wolf week) plus 'When Thief Meets Thief
Estims^teii for This IVeek
should mean around $2,500, good.
dual. Former opus moved here after
(UA), dual. Former flicker moved
Palace (CT) (2,700; 50)
'Lost Last week second runs.
LINCOLN LIMPS
two weeks at Fox, and doesn't ap- here after big session at Mich, and Horizon* (CJol). Going over big and
Cinema de Paris (France-Filrty
pear worn out at good $5,000. Last combo figures to take in good $6,000, may gross as high as $11,000, very (600; SO)—'Jeanne'
and 'Loie FuU^
Polio Scare, Poor Pix 'B'way Mel- week around $5,100, good, on 'Re- Last session slightly better, at $6,500, good. La^' week'is h..o. 'Artists and Ballet.' About $2,O0O, good. Last,
ported Missing' (U) and 'One Mile on 'Varsity Show' (WB) and 'Blonde Models' (Par) grossed a satisfactory third, week
ody' Tops, $3,500
of 'Nitchevo' and 'I>
from Heaven' (20th).
Trouble' (Par), former opus also be- $6,000.
Malade Imaginaire' $1,500, very good.
FoK (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)
Lincoln, Sept. 21.
ing moved here from Michigan.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 50)—'Souls at
St. Denis (France-Film) 'BlanchEmphasis is on 'Broadway Melody' 'Wife, Doctor' (20th) with Veloz and
United Artists (United Detroit) Sea' (Par). Outlook is for an excel- ette'
au
Artilleurs
and
'Trois
at the Stuart this week, with if head- Yolanda on stage. Off slowly but
30-40-65)
(2,000;
'Souls
at Sea' lent $10,000. Last week 'Thin Ice
Pertsionat.' This house is now
ing for the week's best gross. Polio picking up for fine $26,300 in view (Par) (2d week). Holding up for (20th) and 'tady Escapes' (20th) ior the fall and winter and wi 1
scare is still hanging on, a housefull of competish.
Second session of good $8,500 this session following a held up tp tib$ last day, grossing gross
wee.jp
$6,000, very good. Last
coeds
being quarantined on 'Can't Have Everything' (20th) and liefty $14,000 opening stanza. May excellent $lil,Ow.
of
'L'homme du Jo.ur' and 'C'est
change day which hit the papers ditto on Rubinoff topping -vaude, stick for another session.
Loew's (M. T. Co.) (9,200; 30)— beau Temps,' $5,500, very good.

'Broadway

NG for LA, but Dead End'

jUds1)odd'to$21^,M^n^^^

Neat 31G;

Xity Limps, 22G, Crosby, Durbin
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PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, September 22, I93T

•Lady Escapes' (20th) held 12 days
for strong $10,000.

OK

Loop Dips but lost Horizon'

Paramount

(Par) and 'Sheik Steps Out' (Rep),

about $13,000, satisfactory.
For some unaccountable reason the
Met (2,400; 25-35-55)—'Vogues of
Slump is chopping about 1938* (UA)
is off.
and 'Bad Guy' (MG).

Jobp

off of

reasonable gross expecta-

Good

$15,000 expected.
Last week
scout- •Topper' (MG) and 'Between Two
tions. Some theatre managers,
Women* (MG), near $16,000, good.
Ing for any kind of excuse, blame
Paramount (4,000; 25-35-55)—7' Varof getting the kids sity Show' (WB) and
it on tfie mixup
'Killer at Sea'
batk to school once- more.
(GN) (2d week). Will get pleasant
•*
infantile paralysis
far as

the

As
kid ban

$14,500. Last week fine $16,500.
goes, this has been sliced to
Strand (2,000; 25-35-55)—
where formerly the ous Adventure' and 'Legion 'Danger'J2' years top,
of Missban ranged up to ages of 16 years. ing Men.' Duallers will get okay $5,Loop has been affected by the ban, 500. Last week 'Californian' (20th)
"

ijf course, but not as tough as the and
'Public Wedding'
neighborhoods. This, naturally, is as $5,000, satisfactory.
it should be, since the loop was never
except
kid
trade
much of a spot for
youngster attractions.
Plenty of repeat and holdover stuff
currently, with the Chi.'in the loop
tago bringing iri 'Lost Horizon' for
lits-pop run following roadshowing
feveral months ago at the legit
Jflanger. Picture is in for two weeks.
Palace has '100 Men and a Girl' penciled in for four weeks, but" neither
the exchange nor the theatre is planning On holding the picture that
long, due to other commitments.
cinch for a fortnight's run, how-

(WB)

.

'

got

"ZENDA.'

WE, DR,' 12a

ever..

Week

Estimatef) ior This

'
•

Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)
Cincinnati, Sept. 21.
Dodd' (WB). Program ihusical
Coolest mid-September temperaenough trade at the
house, $5,500 pace. Last week, 'Good ture locally for decades a b.o. boon
Earth' (MG) finally scrammed the for cinema chambers, swell biz, by
loop after its third booking at okay and large, stretching into second

«r-'Mr.

doing a fair

week.

,$5,100.

Trade topper

currently is
registering $18,500 for the

Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)— *Zerida,'
•Lost Horizon' (Col) and stage show. Albee. Palace is in line for $12,000
Though starting slowing with the on 'Wife, Doctor, Nurse,' Lyric
rest of the loop is perking nicely racked up $3,000 in first half on
and will ride up into excellent fig- 'Borneo,' pic giving way to 'Lost
ures on building pace at $42,000, Horizon' for extended downtown
strong. Last week Double or Noth- run.
Three-week run on 'Lost Horizon'
ing' (Par) backed by Eddy Duchin
band on stage banged in whacking at Shubert ended Monday (20).
.

House followed with 'Thin Ice' for a
{48,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-76) 21-day stay, to be followed by its
w-'Double or Nothing' (Par). Moved regular vaudfilm season..
Estimates for This Week
iiere from the Chicago and big take

n

Albee

the offing at $9,000. Last week,
Models' (Par), touched

'Prisoner

'Artists and
$5,800.

.

Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 35-55-75)—
Dallas'
(UA) (2nd week),

Capitol

^Stella

•100

flicker big money winner,
in a
$36,000 last week
for the start of new house policy
|nd holding to strong $25,000 currently.
Palace (RKO) (2.500; 35-55-65-75)

ffemme
Turned

(RKO)
of

(3,300;

35-42)
.

(RKO)

Men and

—

Zenda' (UA). Great,
'Dead End' (UA),

$18,500. Last week,
$17,500, swell.

good

—

35-42)
(U). Moved

(2,000;

a Girl'

oyer from Palace for second week,
gbod, $6,000. Last week, 'Stella Dallas' (UA) (2d week), $6,000, swell.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)
'Born Reckless' (20th) and 'Big Shot'
^•100 Men' (U) and Block and Sully (RKO), split. Averago, $2,100, Last
headlining vaudd end.
Flicker in week, 'Hollywood Cowboy' (RKO)
Headed for and 'Lady Escapes^ (20th), split,
If or at least two weeks.
big.
^ high take on its initial session with $2,300,
Grand (RKO) (l,200f 25-40)
dicated $29,00Q, with word-ofbUth giving it added" strength 'Stella Dallas' (UA). "Transferred
fi:om
Cap for third downtown week,
purly Last week, 'Riding on Air,KO) 'with Bobby Breen on stage $3,500, nice. Last week, 'Broadway
(MG) (4th TVeek), $3,500,
•took fine $20,000 despite ban on kid Melody'
dandy.
Wade.
Keith's (Libson) M,50P{ 23-40)
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65End'
(UA>, Switched from
'Dead
'f5)—Topper' (MG). Weakie of ttie
oop, not getting anywhere, maybe Albee for second week, $7,000, big.
week, 'Something to Sing
ri2,000 for the first week at best, Last
Ast week, 'Varsity Show' (WB) fin- About' (GN), $5,000, tpijf*
Lyric
(rKO) (1,400; 35-42)
ghed last seven days of fairish stay
'Borneo' (20th). Four-day stay, end'10 $11,200, oke.
State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35- ed Monday (20), fetched a dandy
49-55)—'Marietta*. (MG) and vaude. $3,000. 'Lost Horizon* (Col) opened
Revivals have been doing business Tuesday (21), moving over from
here, and this one no exc^rlon; three-week riin at taie Shut>e.r4. Last
(WB) (2d
'Varsity Show'
to fine $15,000. Last week, week,
f)ping
light From. Glory* (RKO) turned week), $4,500, Qiay,
Palace (RKO) (2,60pi 33-42)
proHtable $13,600.
Average,
(20th3j
Doctor^
United Artists (fi&K-UA) (1,700; 'Wife,
'Dead End' (UA) (3d $12,000. Last week, '100 Men and

wow

—

.

—

.

—

,

•

—

:

!

^

—

P5-55-65-75)
lyeek).
Humdinger at the wicket,
third week indicates excellent holding power with $15,000. Last week
Vvas strong $18,900, 'Big City' (MG)

& Girl' (U), $15,000, larg6.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-42)
'Lost Horizon' (Col), Closed 2l-day
run Monday (20) for total tak* of
slated to follow and then 'Broadway $28,500, excellent. Bi4 for final ?even
days hitting $6,50(1. *Thm Ice* (20th)
Melody' (MG).
Erlanger (1,300; 55-83-$1.10-$1.65)— started Tuesday (21) on three-week
•Zola' (WB). House returned to legit run.
Sunday (19) and forced this picture
out after three walloping roadshow
yeeks.

Could have continued

—

'Zenda' Tops Portland,

in-

definitely at the pace, finishing

with
$13,000, practically as good as opening week.

$8,500; All Hooses

Up

BROOKLYN

BIZ

OKAY

Brooklyn, Sept. 21.
Jt-ity of Churches is experiencing
ooUsh weather and a flock of musials at

the principal downtown dewxers. Week-end also brought some
rain, wh;ch resulted
in a spurt at all
jnajor houses.
Loew's Met With
Vogues,' Fabian Par with 'Varsity
onow
the second week and
Albee with 'Thin Ice' are all doing

m

RKO

agreeable, biz.

Estimates for This
(2,500;

25-35-55)—'Thin

'Flight

(Pvrl^

Week

from

-Getting a nice

Ice'
Glory.'

reception,

^<=°re good $16,000.
Last
Love Under Fire' (20th) and
Woolly' (20th) okay at
$15 000^

^iir^.l'^
week

]VrFn\/r

is
wecK

25-35-55)—'Women
^MG) and 'All Over
V
Okay $14,000. Last
n^P^Drummond Comes Back'

t
I

100 Men Sock

to

B way;

$65m

m

Broadway thought the American
Legion would be just what the doctor ordered for the box office, but up
to yesterday afternoon (Tues. ), day
of tbe big parade by the former
doughboys, it was anything but. Sentiment of the managers is epitomized
by Arthur Mayer's crack, 'I'd love
Buffalo, Sept. 21.
Business is still skipping along the Legion in some other region.'
with nice grosses, and, with the cool Even at his little slam-bang small-

BUFFALO

spell holding on, things look favor-

able for a continuance.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-50)—
'Double or Nothing' (Par). Off slightly from previous peaks, but indications are very nice $16,000.
Last
week 'Dead End' (UA) turned in one
of the neatest grosses in weeks at
swell $19,300,

'Certain

Woman 25G/Zenda; 3d WL 92G

MUME

seater, the Rialto, where thrillers are
the usual fare, the business is dis-

$20,000 but very good at this figure
and stays on indefinitely.

25-35-55)—'Road
Palace
(1,700;
Back' (U) (2d run) and 'On Again,
Off Again' (RKO) (1st run), dualed.
Business
good,
probably around
$10,000. Last week's duo, 'Love Under Fire' (20th) (2d run) and 'Con-

(WB)

fession'

—Paramount
'Double or

(2d run), $9,500.
25-35-55-85-99)

(3,664;

Nothing* (Par) and
orchestra
(3d-final
week).
This show potent three.weeker, final seven days being $34,-

Shep
000,

Fields'

much

profit.

'High,

Wide and

appointing.

Handsome' (Par), with Hudson-De
Friday and Saturday's take was Lange orchestra, plus Yacht Club
good everywhere, but, with the Le- Boys, in pit, opens today (Wed.).
gionnaires rolling in Sunday, thea- Second week for 'Double or Nothing'
tres just held their own that day, was $42,000.
dipping considerably below SaturRadio City Music Hall (5,980; 40day, and on Monday (20), when bed- 60-85-99-$1.65)— 'Zenda'
(UA) and
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)— lam broke loose downtown, things stage show (3d week). Holding up
were as quiet at the ticket windows powerfully well on final (3d) week,
'Wild and WooUey' (20th) and 'Mr.
Second
Moto' (20th) (2d week). Should do as on any average Monday, in some looking around $92,000.
mighty.
over $5,000, okay. Last week, hold- cases a bit quieter. There's been too week's take was $101,000,
Rialto (750; 25-40-55 )— '40 Naughty
over of 'Make a Wish' (RKO) for much of a show on the streets since
Sunday
(19).
Girls'
(RKO).
An
indifferent grosser,
three days, split the week; which ran
Most of the Legionnaires so far Erobably around $6,500, just fair,
to fine $8,700.
haye been walk-arounds, but after
ast
week, 'Flight from Glory'
Great Lakes (Shea (3,400; 30-50)
'Varsity Show' (WB). Drawing nice yesterday's parade and a couple (RKO) close to $8,000, good.
Rlvoli
25-55-75-85-99)—
(2,092;
business and should deliver excellent hangovers, they may start coming
into the theares. Managerial optim- 'Dead End' (UA) (4th-final week).
$8,500. Last week 'Souls at Sea' (2d
w^ek) still showed signs of life with ism Isn't high in this direction, how- But for pictures that have been
ever,
since
about
the only amuse- bought and must be played, this one
good $7,600.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 25-35)— ment most of the visiting firemen might have gone a fifth week; the
at home are pictures, and they'll final
(4th) week, up last night
'It's
AH Ydurs' (Col) and 'Motor have
(TuesO. over $20,000.
Third week
Box-^office seems be looking for 'other fun while in
Madness* (Col).
back in the running, and indications New York. It has been the history of wais $25,000, 'Make a Wish' (RKO)
Legion
conventions
everywhere
that
opens
today:
(Wed.).
are for fine $9,000. Last week 'Lost
they
hurt
business
more
than
they
Roxy (5,836; 25-4i)-5.5-75)— '100 Men
Horizon' (Col) (2d week) came in as
help, even if they themselves attend and Girl' (U) and stage show. A real
expected with excellent $10,000.
in fair numbers.
Answer to this is smash in spite of Legion and mavbe
that most natives keep away from $65,000, huge, on the first week, holddowntown zones, where the Legion ing. Last week, 'Thin Ice' (20th) (2d
Jack-Pot Gets
$2
laddies are in wild abandon.
As week) benefited same as other picresult the nabes do a little better. tures by bigger Yom Kippur than
This is also true of New York this expected and ended up at very big
House;
$6,850 for Pitt
week.
$47,500,
The best of the new pictures is
Strand
25-55-75 )— 'That
(2,767;
It's Called Good! '100 Men and a Girl,' at the Roxy, Certain Woman'
(WB). Opened very
which looks a possible huge $65,000. strong but getting no nelp from
Opinion
is
that
without
the
Legion
Legion
for
gross
that
might, otherPittsburgh, Sept. 21.
Biz down the line is still holding it would be $10,000 more. This one wise have been higher; $25,000 or
Runner-up among the close the answer but, good just the
firm, despite the arrival of the grid holds over.
season, market crash and a -flock of fresh entries is 'That Certain Wom- same and holds. Last week, second
other disturbing influences. While, an,' which may nudge up to a good for 'Varsity Show' (WB), under
Cap is a weak third with $15,000, disappointing.
of course, not quite up. to sock takes $25,000.
35-55-75)—'Topper*
State
(3,450;
the last few weeks they're good 'Big City.' Its chances to top a mild
enough to keep smiles fixed and $20,000 are not good, 'On Such a (MG) (2d run) and vaude headed
Night' is another bad one for the by Chick Webb's orchestra. A nice
hopes high.
the
Rainer-Tracy Criterion, under $5,000, while '40 $30,000 week is In prospect. Last
Apparently
names are enough to overcome ad- Naughty Girls' is also no dice with week not so good with 'Artists and
verse notices and 'Big City' is do- the Legion crowd, only about $6,500 Models' (Par) (2d run) and Jimmy
Penn, while for the Rialto. Jimmy Cagney's new- Dorsey orchestra, around $24,000.
the
ing very, nicely at
Dick Stabile's band, a big local fave, est starrer, 'Something to Sing
helping Kay Francis' 'Confes- About,' opened mildly at the Globe
is
Monday (20), and on the week probsion' over the rough spots at the
ably won't be more than about $10,Stanley.
000, fair.
Paramount's six weeks'
Estimates for This Week
run
of 'Souls at Sea' ended here SunAlvin (Harris) (2,000; 25-35-40)— day night (19), final (6th) week
beGot a ing $5,000.
'Love Under Fire' (20th).
On the run picture
swell start on strength of two con- grossed $50,000, a loss in view
of
secutive bank nites with $2,750 pots what was spent
on the $2 engageand will bring in at least $6,850, all ment.
Last week second of 'Lost
right.
Holdovers are topped by a very
Horizon' (Col), great at over $10,000 strong approximate $92,000 for third
and rated another h.o., but house week of 'Prisonor of Zenda' at the
Denver, Sept. 21.
yanked it becalise product was get- Music Hall.
Equally potent is
All first-runs except the Parting jammed up too much.
'Double or Nothing,' with the Shep amount are doing big business. Stage
Art Cinema (Hendel) (290; 25-35'

J50

And

MONET CLiCK

mM DENVER

—

'Damaged Lives' (Weldon)
(Uth wk). No end to this one's
sticking powers. Figured to pull out
for certain last week, but took a
spurt and finished brisky at $1,150,
which is profit. Will have to pull
out,- however, Sept. 29, when Gabe
Rubin reopens his foreign film pol50)

,

"

icy.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde)

(1,750; 25-40)

Ice' (20th) (3d wk). Knocking off real coin, with prospects of
Sticks for
$6,500 or slightly more.
fourth week, and, with biz showing

—'Thin

no noticeable let-down, management
visualizing
another 'Godfrey,'
is
which ran seven weeks at this site a
year ago. Last week 'Ice' copped

on top of the $12,000 opener.
Nixon (Erlanger) (2,100; 50-75-$l$1.50)—'Life of Zola' (WB). Road^ow wound up three-week stay
Saturday night (18), getting around
Not
$5,000 on the closing session.
$8,000

particularly big, but total gross

Portland, Ore., Sept. 21.
All grosses are stronger thaji they
have been for a year,. 'Thin Ice* Is
big stuff at the Paramount, Parker's
Broadway is going to town with 'Big
City,' following a great 14 days of
'100 Men and a Glrl.»
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-55)

'aORY' $16,000;

ICE,'

No Help

.

(MY, OK

£

Legionnaires

No Lady'

Clicked frona the start. Good $5,500
this week after sock $7,700 last week.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000;
30-55)—'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA).
Big stuff.
Topping everything in
town.
Great.) $8,500.
Last week,
'That Certain Woman* (FN) and
•London by Night' (MG) were tame,
with weak $4,300.

3d Stanza of 'Dead End'

JQ%

(Hamrick-Evergreen)
and
(Par) (2d week).

(3,000; 30-55 )--'Thin Ice' (20th)

'She's

Chicago. Sept. 21.

VARIETY

of

around $23,000 paid for itself and
everybody is satisfied.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-3550)—'Big City' (MG), Cricks hammered this one plenty, but it had an
unusually good week-end and should
finish
right.

pretty close to $16,500, all
Last week 'Dead End' (UA)

was a

solid

smash

at $22,000.

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60 >—
Confession' (FN) and Dick Stabile's
—'Big City' (MG) and 'Dance, Char- band, Gracie Barrie, Shaw and Lee.
Getting good play Stabile seems to' be bringing 'em
lie, Dance' (WB).
Last week, '100 in. He got quite a local rep here at
at around $8,000.
William Penn hotel last winter.
Men and Girl' (U) and 'Men Are the
Not Gods' CWB) closed a big second Considering cost of the layout, $18,000 will be considerably more profitweek at $5,000.
^
^
Mavfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,- able than last week's $20,000 with
outfit and
400; 30-55)— 'Naughty Marietta' (MG) Glen Gray's Casa Loma
and 'Hell Divers' (MG). Revival 'Knight Without Armor' (UA).
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
booking of two previous hits zipped
this house above its average for okay 'Dead End' (UA). Moved here after
a sock week at the Penn, and still
$2,800. Last week, 'Devil Is Driving
(Col) and 'Forlorn River' (Par) only has plenty of stuff left. Should do
an okay $8,000, or close to it. Last
fair at $2,200.
week 'Meet the Missus' (RKO) and
Evergreen)
(Hamrick
Orpheum
(2,000; 30-55)— 'Varsity Show' (WB) 'Talent Scout' (WB) was one of the
and 'Big Shot' (RKO). Answering poorest duals to hit here in a long
to exploitation for a winning $6,500. time and got one of the poorest
Last week, 'Souls at Sea' (Par) and grosses,' around $3,500,

Fields orchestra, on its third (final)
stanza at the Paramount ending last
night, $34,000, plenty of profit. Hall
brings in 'Lost Horizon' tomorrow
(Thurs.), while Par debuts 'High,
Wide and Handsome,' recent $2 picture, with the Hudson-DeLange orchestra, Yacht Club Boys and others

Fourth and

today (Wed.)

last

shows

at the Denver and l)enham
responsible for most of their
'Prisoner of Zenda' is topIce' at Aladdin, although
"^Zenda' trailed 'Ice' at the Denver,
Estimates for This Week

are

grosses.

ping 'Thin

Aladdin

(Fox)

(1,500;

25-40)—

'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA), after a
week week
at the Denver. Fine $5,500 for
10 days. Last week 'Vogues of 1938'
(UA) dropped below expectations

of 'Dead End' at the RivoU over $20,Riv today (Wed.)
000, also good.
brings in 'Make a Wish.'
The State looks to a good $30,000
week with 'Topper' and Chick
Webb's orchestra, latter on repeat
within a month, while the dual bill
Palace is also better than average,
about $10,000.. 'Zola,' $2 item at the
Hollywood, is dropping a little, as
expected, last week (5th) being bit

over $20,000, while 'Firefly' on its
second week (last week) grossed
only $10,200, quiet.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—
'Firefly' (MG) (3d week). Won't be
here long, last week (2d) being only
•

but finished with good $3,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)—
'Thin Ice' (20th) (2d week here after
a week each at the Aladdin and Denver).
At $4,500, a pleasure. Last
week was very good at the same
figure.

Denham

(Cockrill) (1,500; 25-35(Par), and stage

50)— 'Wild Money'
show.

week

Fine business at $10,500. Last
'Souls at Sea' (Par) (2d

week)

did a fair $4,000,

Denver

(Fox) (2,500; 25-35-50)—
'It's All Yours' (Col), and stage show.
Okay at $12,500. Last week 'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA) easily topped
$10,200, just fair.
the town at' $16,000 and went to the
Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
Tracy-Rainer Aladdin for a second week.
(MG).
'Big
City'
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-40)—
names failing to entice more than a 'Big
City' (MG) and 'Riding on Air'
rhilc $20,000, and no holdover. Last
(RKO).
For 10 days, $10,000. is
week, second for 'Broadway Melody'
okay.
Last week 'Make a Wish'
(MG), over $20,000, okay.
.

Central

(1,000;

25-35-40-55-65-75-

85-99)— 'Chan on Broadway'

(20th).

Indications point to good $9,500. Last

(RKO) and 'Super-Sleuth' (RKO)
did nicely at $7,900.
Paramount (Fox) (2,000; 25-40)—
'Borneo' (20th) and 'Marry the Girl'

week. 'Shadow Strikes' (GN), $7,000.
25-40-55)— 'On (WB), Only $2,000 on five days, and
Criterion
(1.662;
Last week 'Lost Horizin'
Such a Night' (Par). A poor $5,000 jerked.
won't be reached by this one. Last (Col) was fine at $4,000. having alweek. 'Bulldog Drummond' (Par) ready played a week each at the
Denver,
Broadway
and Aladdin.
(2d week), short of $7,000 but okay
for the holdover.

25-35-65)— 'SomeGlobe
(1,274;
thing to Sing About' (GN). House
returned to pop grind Monday (20)
but off only moderately with new

Cagney musical; maybe
on the week.

$10,000, fair,
(6th) week of
(Par), on a $2 run,

Final

'Souls at Sea'

only $5,000, .sloppy.

Hollywood

(1.454: 55-85-$1.10-$1.65-

Gottlieb Scribbling
Hollywood, Sept.

)— 'Zola' (WB) (6th week).
More seats are now becoming available; last week (5th) little over Auer

$2.20

21.

Alex Gottlieb, who resigned re*
cently as publicity head for Walter
Wanger, has moved over on the
Republic writing staff.
With Norman Burnstine, ex-flack
is scripting 'Smart Guy,' which John
will produce.

.

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

Ms; Dodd' Click Dual, $20m
Two

In

feeptiembeir 22,

1937

DMtor/WifeVSocko $16,m Tarsity

Fway

(Subject to Change)

(Week of Sept 23
Astor—'Firefly' (MG)

DuO

Houses, but Boston

Runs on

First

Wedhesdiy,

Oke

(4th

$18,000.

but Frisco

Bk

Spotty

Capitol—'Good Earth' (MG).
week,

Boston, Sept. 21.

Another medium week along film
row, with 'Souls at Sea' dualing with
*Dodd' at the Par and Fenway the
'Thin Ice' holds at the
Memorial for a third frame, deserving 6£ that honor on basis of biz for
the first two stanzas.
'Lost Horizon,' soloing at the Orpl\
and State, in its first pop price showing here, ''is okay, but not being
'Zola' completed a threeextra.
week roadshow date at the Colonial
with a flash finish.
Weekend opened with freakish biz
on account of Constitution Day celeoutstander.

plus

meant next

Louis-Farr
to nothing

(.Reviewed in VAnreiV Feb. 10.>
Central— Love Takes Flight'

which

pic,

here,

fair

(GN)

Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Colleen'
(WB) and 'White Angel' (FN), dual,
'Hollywood Boulevard'
split with
(Par) and '3 Married Men' (Par),
Just about average $1,400.
dual.
Last week 'Hideaway Girl' (Par) and
'Rainbow on River' (RKO), dual,
split with 'Murder with. Pictures'
(Par) and 'Garden of Allah' (UA),

(WB)

(Reviewed in Vabietv July 28.)
Eialto—'O u 1 1 a w s of -the

i

(WB)

Colonial
$1.65-$2.20)

—

(1,643: 55-83-$1.10(WB); Three'Zola'

(jRetJienJCd

:.

(22).

(1,500; 15-33-

Strand—'That Certain Woman'

.

(WB)

Last
ito fair $3,100.
of Party' (RKO) and
'Flight from Glory' (RKO), dual,

embraced fine

:$4,QO0.

^'

(Revicujcd

'

<WB)

With business very muph on .the
up h^re, local houses haye started
their second b.o. boost of the year.
Beginning Saturday (18), all firstrun houses kicked all classes of adIf it .sticks,
missions, up a' dime.
daily.-, prices will be VPP^d within
next several weeks.

Zola'

.

..

Horizon'

(Col) (2d wk.).
Piitramoniii-^'High, Wide and
Haridsohie' (P^r) (2d wk.).
Eialtor—'It Happened in Hollywood' (Col) (1).
BlvoU—'Make. & Wish* KRKO)
(2d.wk.).
'
iioxy—'Life Begins in College'

On

.

Ic6' (20th) and AnSalute' (RKO), dual (3d
Aiming at pleasing $13,000.
Second week good $18,000.
Metropolitan (M&P)- (4,300; 35-55-

week).

75)—'That

Certain Woman' (WB)
and stage show. 'Oke at $21,000
.Last -week .'Varsity Show'.
gait.
(WB) and vaude ambled in with fair
$18,000.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-4060)—'Lost IJorizon' (Col). AH right,
but not ^ensatiqnal, $14,000. Last
week 'Broadway Melody' <MG) gar
nered a 'vefy good' $18,000.-

Paramount (M&P)

(IfiOO; 25-35-55)

—'Souls at Sea' (Par) (2d run) and
•Dodd Takes Air' (WB) (1st run),
dual. Whamming towards -very' bii
$13,000. 'Etodd' is getting most cred:
since 'Souls'- \Vas only medium in its
first run.
Last week 'On Such a
Night'. (Par) and 'Wild and Woolly'
(;20th), dual,-

sagged to

$4,200.-

Providence, Sept. 21.
a big week for entertainment,
business
but
is spotty. Most of the
stands got off to a good start, but
opposish is pretty tough all around.;
T^ls stanza saw 'another stand -on
the main stem" -joining first-run
houses. With reopening of the Em
pire. as a coiiJbo .hQ,use>.'that makes
seven first-run theatres downtown,
the most this town has had in years..
Opening Thursday;. Empire piit a
dent in biz at most stands, which'
'

were just winding up thfeir -week.
Opening was oke> and prbvidinj^ the
pace keeps up,' the Empire should
be among the

leaders'.

-

'Prisoner of Zenda' at Loew's State

and

Men and

way

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)
'Vogues of 1938' (UA) and 'dig Shot'
(RKO). Not bad at all; under a different set-up gross would be more
forte; house looks for $8,000, how
ever, oke. Last week, 'Road Back'
(U) and 'On Again, Oft Again'

Melody'

(MG)

with

satisfied

$15,000.

'

'100

Estimates for This

Week

—

,

Crosby-Raye, $9,500,

(RKO) took

Hollywood,

Back

:

in Circulation'

••

directirig,-

July

'in VaiobiV^

William Boyd

28.)'

sell

$tati;-:no doubt that this stand is
going to take -biz; away from others;
plenty' of ;show fo^r the 'money; house
should take in $6,500,' good.
-

Women

Marry' (MG).

aind

continues, house

Who

25-35-50)—
(U) and 'Ivlan
Cried Wolf' (U). This is type

show

of

(2,200;

Girl'

that brings in the dividends;

looks like $10,000; more if pace holds.
Last week, 'Confession' (WB);and
'Small Town Boy' (GN) was n.s.g. at

—

'

'

Strand (Indie) (2,200;' 25-35-50)—
'Double or Nothing' -..(Par)
and
'Sophie Lang (joes West* (Par). Going is oke, but not up to usual Bing
Crosby pace; house figuring on $9,500,
ditto.
good enough. Last week, 'Artists and
Empire (Indie) (1,600; 25-35-50)— Models' (Par) and 'Hopalong Rides
'Outlaw of Orient' (Col) and vaude Again' (Par) came through with a
-

Bulk of biz currently will be di
vided between the Rialto and Loew's
State.
The two big Fourth street First week of
houses have the cream of the prod
uct currently, with other first-runs

new

policy off to nice bang at $11,000.

in for pretty short rations

'Double or Nothing' and 'She's

No

Lady,' at the Rialto, will lead the
way, with 'Big City,' at Loew's State,
nosing in a close second.
Hirst hurley try at the National

going into second week, with biz
just on the fair side. PuUed some
biz from State Fair visitors over

weekend, but balance

of stanza n.s.h.
Estim.ates for This Week
BroM'ii (Fourth Ave.-Loew's) (1.500; 15-25-40)— 'Dead End' (UA) and
'Cari't Last Forever' (Col), dual. Returned here after a big stanza at

Loew's State week before last. Heading in direction of good $2,500. Last
week 'Thin Ica' (20th) and 'I\Ir. Moto'
(20lh), dual, grabbed okay $2,400.
Kentucky (Switow) (POO: 15-2.'))•New Faces' (RKO) and '.Easy Liv(Par), dual, split with 'Nation
Aflame' (Tele) and 'Thunder in City'

ing'

(Col), dual.

Loolrs like faiv S2,200.

Lasc week 'AnoV-ier DaWn' (WB) and
'Slave Ship'- (20th > split with 'Win.^s
Over Honolulu' (U) and 'Sin? .nnd
Be Hapoy' (20th). dual, okay $2,300.
Loew's State (3.000: 15-33^40^—'Bi*'
City'
(MG) and 'It's All Yours'
(Col), dual.
Rainor-Tracy names
mean somethihT here ard should cop
fine !^8.000. Last week '.Lost Horizon'
(Col), led the town, nnd landed well

on the riqht side of the

lecjger

at

$7,500, oke.

Mary Anderson

—

(Ti'b.son)

(1.000;

15-33-40)
'Certain Wo'-ncn' (ttn).
Critics had n.-re th'r"T t-i ,-"y ."bout
b.o. dr.-i'

r.f'<tt'r

li^ht

Show'

''^^-

J '^o"'—

.'-'Oo?->-'.

r". "i.n.

(WB)

r-.s^:

on

^yack

second

Mpls. Sags; Double Fine at

George

$4^jild;

Tri'Fight

(Continued from* page 3)

$11M

versal

Henry

Koster

and

Deanna Durbin pictures.
Charles R. Rogers is in New York,
from the Coast, having come on to
attend the board session which will
determine his future status. Contrary to reports, Rogers was not
summoned -here. The meeting might
have gone on without him but
Rogers apparently wanted to have
an opportunity, to state his case and
protect his interests.
It is no secret that Rogers has
been on the hot spot for some time.
There has been almost persistent
conflict between him and Cowdin
and the home office over the manner
in which production has been han-.
died and the policy of the studio.
But Rogers has a 5-year contract,
same as Cowdin,. and that's something.
Cochrane also has a 5-yiear

TartyV0(F

•

,

,

Looks

like

good

$1,400.

Last week,
split with

'Ansel's Holiday'
•Riding, on Air'

(RKO) and

three

fir.st

day.':

dual

(Par)

catter'
(U) and
(20th), $1,100, fair.

j'uns

'Western

last

'WildGold'

Century
25-35-40)

(Publix^^Singer)

—

(1,600;

Off to a fairly good
pair should garner a subLast week, 'Thin Ice'

(20th) and 'One Mile From Heaven'
(20th) (2nd week) did fine $13,000.
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 50-$1.50)
Although first
Zola' (WB).
several days of 'Zola' were disappointing,* picture gives evidence of
being a builder, with biz in.creasing
6very day. At current pace, 'Zola'
will do around. $10,000, several grand,
less than 'Good Earth,' which also
played at the St, Francis at $1.50
top; Last week, 'Double or Nothing'
.

(Par) and 'London by Night'
did average biz, $.6,000.

United Artiste (Cohen)

termer.

Others

_

'Stella

Dallas'

(MGM)

(1,200; 35-

(UA)

(3d

Will close three weeks^ run
,to tune of $5,000, which
is very good, considering that 'Stella*
is also showing at the Embassy, just
a block away. Liast week did fin«

week).

house

$7,500.

(F-WC)
—Warfield
Doctor, Wife, Nurse'

(2,680; 35-55-75)
(20th) and
'Footloose Heir^s' (WB). Just what
the doctor ordered, after terrific

sinking

speir last

week.

Socko

Last week 'Confes(WB) and 'Dance, Charlie,
Dance' (WB) hit low for the year
when it dipped imder $9,000.

$16,000 in sight.
sion'

HEIDT,

TOURS'

C

BIG aood D.

•

who

are

.in

on Universal
Film

substantially are Consolidated

man).

Washington, Sept. 21.
It's the vaude that's saving the
boys this week, with Horace Heidt's
revue carrying 'It's All Yours' to a
nice take at the Ear le and a lavish
anniversary bill pushing 'My Dear
Miss Aldrich' 'above a flop at the
.

Universal has been angling .for.
coin, also on the Coast,
and in Europe, but flagged none. Capitol.
Unless that picture has been, altered,
Only other new pic on the mainthe only bank so far as known in- stem is 'Double or Nothing' and lack

downtown
Minneapolis, Sept. 21.
After a considerable stretch of
pretty pickings for local showhouses,
business currently s^ems to be taking
its cue" from the stock market' and a
slump has the loop, in its grip.
Mediocre array of attractions is
probably
the
chipf
explanation.
Aside from 'Double or Nothing,' ^the
line-up rates below par.' As for the
Crosby-Raye opus, it promises to
outdistance all opposition- and» make
the Minnesota theatre the one bright
star in the firmament.
Biggest disappointment is 'Life of
the Party,' which has the Orpheum
down, but the Singer house can
stand a jolt or two, because it has
been on top of the heap for quite
some time. 'Confession,' at the
Century, also is no great shakes.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Publix-Singer) (900; 1.5-25)
—'Last Train from Madrid' (Par)
SDlit.with 'Midnight Madonna' (Par)
(2d runs) and last three days dual
first runs 'WiEstbound Limited' (U)
and 'It Can't Last Forever' (Col).

Scout" (WB).

stantial $16,000.

-

U's.

(Yates) and Jules Brulatour (East-

But Francis

Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-5575)—'Big City' (MGM) and 'Talent
start, this

at this

-

Men and

$9,500.

55-75)

'

Majestic (Fay)

Final 'week at the Orpheum will
bring in around $6,000, which is
swell.
Last week was very good

Swell start, versal's most successful film, last
should be year, and another for this year, the

Last. week. 'Broadway Melody' (MG)
oke, too, at $13,500, but shoiild have

'100

500.

Orpheuin (F&M) (2,440^ 35-55-75)
—'Lost Horizon' (Col) (4th week).
Rather than risk a sudden nose dive,
•Horizon' will not be held for a fifth
week.; When the picturv folds tomorrow (22), it will hav« had a run
of le^weeks down town, twelve of
which were at road show prices.

Joseph
Pasternak, the two who made Uni-

leading town -with a great $13,000.

better.

replacing

Hayes.

'

—

Darien

porting,

•

.

starred, with'-RUs-

is

vaude. Will have to depend on the
regular customers' foe what trade the
'Will get, pic having no names.
Geared for $14,000.; Last week, 'Life
of Party' (RKO) and vaude got $16,-

house

Hayden and Frank Darien sup- 'Emile

—

'

Fay's (2,000; 25-35-50)
'Lady
Fights Back' (U) arid vaude. House
no\v getting: ^ome real competition;
opening not bad, maybe $7,000, better
thah average. Last week, 'Wine,
Woriien arid Horses' (WB) didn't fare
so well at $5,900.
Loew's State (3.200; 25-35-^0)
'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA) and 'Men

been

Cassidy,

•

\(MB)^i:
(Reviewed

if

Sept.' 21.

his next
tagged 'Cassidy'
of Bar-20,' irt' produqtion at nearby
Bishop with Eugene Strong as associate producer and Les Selander

.

'

Hop Again

Harry Sherman has placed

'Broadway Melody' (MG) (2d
50)
in LouisviDe week). Not likely to make any real
showing with the opposish around
maybe $3,500, so-so. Last week, 'Lost
Louisville, Sept. 21.
Horizon' (Col), also on holdover

Topping
'

(20th):
Strajitf—

:

the

libpalong

•

a slide; so-so at $6,800
Carltoii (Fay-Loew's) (1,400; 25-35- $6,800.

Rainer-Tracy, $8,000,

.

:

.

'

Girl' at the Majes
tic look like the best grossers. Loew's
should lead with a $13,000 gross.

-

.

It's

State (Loew) (3,300; 25-35-40-50 )—
Tliost Horizon' (Col). -Ideal for this
uptown deluxer; should hit ai-ound
Last week 'Broad$13,000, .dandy.

•Varsity

Em

(8tll wk,).'

Music .Hall^'Lost

(2,000; 25-

napolis

ike

Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 21.

S?pt. 8.)
Sing
to

About' (Col) (2d wk.).
i 1 e
Holly wood—

IN

40-55)—'Thin

but

Vamety

iTV

Globe—'Something

$9,500.

Keith Memorial (RKO)

40c.

stairs

West' (Par) (29).

(Grand) (930; 20-30-40)—
'Something to Sing About' (GN) and
ICillers of Sea' (GN). dual (2d wk).
Will hit around $5,500. First frame

f»ic.

(5th

Capitol— (Srood Earth' (MG)
(2dwk.).
Criterion—'Sophie Lang Goes

Hub

coming

.

(MG)

w.k.).

;

(18)
with good final SDurt, around $10,000.
Fenway (M&P) < 1.400; 25-35-4050)-r.'Souls at Sea' (Par) (2d run)
and *Dodd Takes the Air' (WB) (1st
Whamming into big
run), dual.
$7,500 week. Last week very sour,
$3,000 for 'On Such a Night' (Par)
and- 'Wild and Woolly' (20th), dual.
Yanked ort sixth day.

-

(2d wk.).
of Sept. 30

Week

Astor—'Firefly'

'

week roadshow ended Saturday

was dandy

Girl*

(U) (2d wk,).

'Life

is

&

•

25.)

aiixy—'100 Men and a

Loping alpng

it

—

8.)

.

(Reviewed in VAsiEtY Aug.

Woolly'; :(20th) and
'Borneo' (20th),- dual. Combo pulling strong with kid. trade, nights
finding b.o. traffic none^ too lively.

United Artists theatre, where

also playing, but will hold for a
fourth we6k. Expect around $3,500
for the current stanza. Last week

.

Rivoli—'Make a Wish' (RKO)

40)—'WUd and.

(1,512; 35-55^75)

"

Variety Sept.

irt

Embassy (Cohen)

—'Stella .Dallas' (UA) (3d week).
Not doing nearly as well as at the

nabes.
good' $5,000.
Firstrrunners in Allentbwn and
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)
Lancaster' have upped their ad- •Varsity Show' (WB) and 'Wild and
Vincent increased Wooly' (20th). Expect $18,000, which
mishes. Wilmerfees at Colonial and Rialto, Allen- is oke. Jane Withers, who is pretty
Em- good box-office here, accountable for
town, to' 30c. for "matinees.
some' of the dra-w. Last week, 'That
bassy has upped ta(rift- nickel to 40c.
(WB) arid 'Mr.
Certain. Woman'
evenings* Colonial, Lancaster, pushed Dodds Takes the Air' did
$17,000,
afternoon admish- from 25c. to 30c, which was below expectations.
and raised balcony from 25c. to 30c.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55for- evening shows, leaving down- 75)—'Flight From Glory' (RKO) and

Orient' (Col) (24).

;

Strand (Fourth Ave.)

10.)

Paramount—'High, Wide and

Handsome' (Par).

nice margin, $9,500 indicated, big.
Last week '100 Men. and Girl'. (U)
and 'Reported Missing' (U), dual, exceeded expectations with good $6,500.

week

Exhibs dubious on
nabes.
whether or hot it is bringing in
Most have come to
conclusion it's okay when product is
strong, but hurts on the weakies.
With predominance of latter in tiny
subsieqilent runners, doesn't appear
likely upping will be widespread in
eral

Horizon*

Hall—'Lost

(Reviewed in Vametv March

(3,000; 15-33-

,

better grosses.

(Col).

RUlto (FbUrth Ave.)

San Francisco, Sept. 21.
'Doctor, Wife, Nurse' has put the
Warfleld theatre back in the running
again** after thci terrific nose dive
which 'Confession'- took last week.
New Darryl Zanuck picturie got oft
to a great start and seems to be
maintainiri? its healthy pace.
Estimates for Thik Week
•

Philadelphia, Sept. 21.
Ijong-taiked about price tilting being experimented with here by sev-

(7th wk.).

Music

dual, okay, $1,500.

40)—'Double or Nothing' (Par) and'She's No Lady' (Par), dual. Combo
Afternoon parade dented of Crosby and Raye b.o. dynarhite,
bration.
and should lead the procession by
the
rain
dampened
until
film trade
Then they began to filter
town.
through the wickets and evening
talces were very good.
Estimates tor This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 35-55-75)—
'Naughty Girls' (RKO) with Ozzie
Nelson on stage. So-so $19,000 indiLast week 'Happened in
cated.
Hollywood' (Col) and. stage show
featuring Ina Ray Hutton and Mitzi
Mayfair, medium $17,500.

Nabes Experiment
With Price Upping Idea

Philly

(25).

(Reviewed in Vamexv Aug, 18.)
Criterion—'Shanghai Express*
(Par) (21) (Reissue).
Globe—'Something to Sing
About' (GN) (20).
(Reviewed in Vamety Sept. 1.)
Zola'
Hollywood—'Emile

$2 800

.'Confession' (FN).
Appicture in a sub- of opposition will help 'it into a big
parently has' strong feminine appeal' volved in the
and is getting a fair matinee play; stantial manner is the Bank of week and holdover.
America (Grijfhnini), maybe for
Estimates for This Week
iriild $4,500 in prospect. Last week,
'Stell^ Dallas'
(UA)! (2d. week), around $2,(]i00i000, believed adeCapitol (Loew) (3,424; 25-66)— 'My
$4,000, fair.
,
.quately protected by negative insur- Dear Miss Aldrich' (MG) and. vaude.
Minnesota (Publix-Sihger) (4,200; ance, and collateral.
Judy Starr aiKl build-up oh Sammy
25-35-55 )—'Double or Nothing' (Par ).
Walsh as rieW .^jmcee- in' big' anniIt is generally belieived that CowCrosby-Raye combo iis b.o. fuel;
V'ersary show saving the pic from
younger element in particular being din bosses the board and that Coch- flop with fair $17,500. Last week
attracted; good $ll,pOO indicated. rane and Rogers interests may align 'Wife, Doctor; and Nurse' (20th) got
Last week. 'Broadway Melody' (MG), against, him. Cowdin, it is under- gobd $21,500.
got $10,000, fairly good.
stood, is making an effort at this
Earle (WB) (2,244; 35-66 )---'It's All
.Orpheum (Publix-Singer) (2,890; meeting to gain fullest authority Yours' (Par) and vaude. Horace
25-35-40)—'Life of Party' (RKO).
oyer operations which will, permit Heidt orch pushing gross to big $21,Response to heavy campaign and
000.
Last Week 'Varsity Show' (WB)
impressive cast names, extremely him to alter the company's operating got rave notices, but Couldn't help
disappointing; Will do well to hit .setup, when and however he so de- slipping to fair
$14,500.
poor $4,000. Last week, 'Dodd Takes cides.
Keith's (RKO) (1.830; 35-55)— '100
Air' and -Duke Ellington on stage,
Cowdin's trips abroad caused con- Men and Girl' (U) (2d week). Should
$14,000, good.
siderable trade comment, and the C. hold to good $7,000. Last week pic
State (Publix-Singer) (2;300; 25swell $13,000.
40)—'Think Fast, Mr. Moto' (20th) M. Woolf interests, represented by took
25-40)— 'Lost
Met (WB)
and 'Blonde Trouble' (Par). Reach- two members on the board, may Horizon' (Col) (1,853;
Second
(2d run).
ing towards pretty good $3,000. Last prove to be the deciding factors in week of return
after both pop and
the
situation.
week, 'Can't Have Everything' (20th)
That remains to be roadshow run holding to nice .^5,500.
(2d week), about $4,500, pretty good. seen.
Last week it built to big $8,000.
World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)
.Palace (Loew)
SS-.'iS)—
Involved in this crucial intra-com(2,363;
'Gow' (Indie) with Capt. E. A.
Light
fDouble or Nothing' (Par).
Salisbury in person. Gets only three pany fight are the careers, of Willard
opposition helping to nice H!l 8.000:
d^tys, poor
$400 and out "tonight S. McKay and James R. (Srainger, in Last week 'Stella Dallas' <UA) dis(Tues). Last week, 'Damaged Lives' addition to P. D. Cochrane, R. H.
apjjointed after sock cairiipaign, with
(Indie) (2d week), $1,200, light.
Cochrane and Charles R. Rogers.
average $15,500.
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Wants
ROBINSON-nRNKOESS
Infantile
OK'd
TALK ANTI-TRUST SUIT
yiTash.ington, Sept. 21.

11

Intl Cinema, Inc.,

$250,000 Added Stock
I
.

,

,

1)
.(Contiriijked Woift page

Scare

Registration permit for $250,000
they went home,; save for a few of
the mor^ persistent to whom mid- stock offering <to bolster financial poIts
Mj^rdn Robinson, former head of
night was merely the shank of the sition was sought from the Securities- the RKd real estate department, and
generafor
thus
it's been
ranfcl.
& Exchange Commission Friday (17) John Firnkoess, who was a division
afternoon.
People went to these two places by International '.Cinema, Inc.; Hol- man&ger for RKO in the Ohio terrisaying that Broad***But that is not
^
'
over to be seen. If, for any one of vari^ lywood lab.
tory, are preparing suit against the
way is dead. It is spread
Plans to raise $200,000 through
meater territory than was once the ous reasons, they did not care to sale of convertible and regular major distributors under the Sherthinly.
It advertise their presence, they were
man
anti-trust laws, alleging remore
spread
and
tase
flamboyant char- more apt to slip over to Jack's, on tickets was disclosed in statement strain of trade in refusal to supply
lacks some of the
Chicago; Sept. 21,
showing expansion ambitions. Com? film on .first "or second' run to the
it color in the 6th Ave., which also was favored by
acters such as gave
Though the infantile, paralysis epiBut there the newspaper crowd and the col- pany wants $50,000 for new equip- Mosque, Newark, on which they
*arly days of the century.
ment, $100,006 to slash indebtedness hold
demic
is
tapering
off here and the
lease,
the
also
Robinson
ever
than
Bi^oftdwayites
Yale
lege boys. For a
student to be
are more
and boost capital reserves, and operates the Waldorf, N. Y., a grind authorities have cut the picture thebefore, more affluent, more sophisti- tossed put of Jack's by the famous $50,000 for working resources.
atre attendance ban on kids from
subsequent run.
cated—and better behaved. Diiimond Flying Wedge of waiters was a disIssue covers 50,000 shares of $5
Civil action proposed by Robinson previous 16 years limit to 12 years,
Jim Brady would be regarded as tinction as honorable as the dueling par Class A common out of an aubusiness is still off in the nabes due
somewhat of a bounder' these days scars at Heidelberg. Jack Dunstan's thorized total of 200,000 shares and and Firnkoess follows a recent pre- to this 12-year-old pi^ohibition.
investigation
into
diamonds
liminary
the
of
display
garish
into
brought
being
success
his
Burns'
with
potential issue of 100,000 pieces of $1
Theatres are discovering again
Deby
the
bills.
situation
$10d
Newark,
Mosque,
of
two blocks above, and later Rogers'
and his prodigal tossing
common which will be reserved for partment of Justice^ agents of which what they've always known: that
The oldf ashioned wine agents would midway between.
conversion of the A on a two-for- recently wrote letters to distributors kids are the .backbone of neighborplace
at—
say—
of
out
distinctly
be
But Shanley's and Rector's were one basis. Underwriter is Chapm'an
hood attendance. This is proven by
in New York asking them to appear
the Rainbow Room. White ties anc| not the only Broadway spots. The & Co.
That the fact that the parents don't come
there are
in Newark for questioning.
tails are m6r« common and
racing crowd seemed to prefer the
Papers showed -that four leading move and any action in connection to the theatre as readily when they
fewer dese and dems to be heard, Metropoie, which stood, on the site execs
can't bring the children, since they
get $6,500 apiece per year as
its discredit.
with .it is pending, Robinson stating
Ibiit that's pot to
don't like to leave the kids at home
of the present Steuben tavern on compensation: G. P. Regan, prez;
yesterday (Tues.) that the suit his
The Broadway Skolsky refers to 42nd street, and those who cared Bonar Russell, v.p. and general manalone,'
are
preparing
attorneys
is
indedeftthan
a
mind
Expected, however, that the ban
.Is more a state of
more for food than the surroundings ager; A. C. Snyder, secretary-treas- pehdent of what
Dept.
of
Justice
the
It is populated by crowded into Sam Martin's, just bewill be off shortly,
jaite locality.
Hfgh schools
urer, and A. J. Guerin, lab manager,
niay do. Coinplaint to the depart- have reopened, and it's figured that
Bhowfolk and their friends, the low the Broadway theatre. Across
Regan-bay, Inc;, holding company
based
on
alleged
inability
ment
was
the
soof
late,
the grade schools will also get gosporting crowd and,
the street was Brown's chop house, in' which firm president has a stake*
of the'. M'osque to get suitable pic- ing in a few days,
It has
piety and radio contingents;
which, save for one afternoon a controls 40,000 of the 500,000 out- ture
supply. Warner Bros., Loew's,
no more deiflnite boundaries than week, was as severely masculine as standing shares of regular common.
RKO and Paramount all operate
what is called Bohemia, and like the a monastery, It was the one place
Columbus, Sept, 21,
theatres in the Newark key.
latter, word, the term Is bfteii mis- to which one could go and not be
Bexley theatre, suburban nabe,
Robinson, declared that the comused. But therie is, always has been, bothered by the women and there from Battery Park through Yonkers,
has placed ban on children under 16
not
plaint
has
yet
been
drawh'
but
regards
used
be
as.
so
to
and always will be a Broadway
because of infantile, scare here.
were such diners. It was here that is not what it
the Mo.tion Picture Producers
long as there are good sports and the -once-famous Flying Squadron its theatrical sector. It '.took a series that
Bexley school board refused to reThe comof slaps from which it has never 8t Distributors of America as well as open schools on schedule last week,
lovers of good living.
born. The Vendome, next door,
was
Bros,
Warner
Theatre
Circuit
the
of
'welter
Bments may change, some go to got some supper trade, as did the fully recovered. It- is a
although there have been no cases
ollywood, some drop out, but like
Juice joints, cheap restaurants, ham- may be included as co-defendants. rieported in the suburb itself.
St. ClPud, forerunner of the Knickburger stands brightened here aiid Complaint, it .was addfid, should, be
the asphalt lakes of Trinidad, which
Sixteen cases of infantile paralysis
erbocker hotel. Keene's chop house,
ready
for
filing
or
a
week
in
two.'
with
replenish themselves ;.through the
there by a picture theitre, but
reported in Columbus in August and
in 36th street, was regarded as too
night. -aftfer a d^y's excavation, there
the drama houses down the side
September with five deaths.
far downtown for the real Broadkte always others to take the place
streets.
wayite, though the Aulic, on the
oil the dropouts.
Broadway took Hi first body blow 2 Pitt Nabes Go First
25th street corner, appealed to the
Omaha ,Sept. 21.
•The Go«d OI4 D&ys*
noisy trade.' The place was a rowdy when it was decided that a street
Although fewer new cases of
to Ease Pix Jam-Up poliomyelitis have been reported In
This writer came on Broadway in joint with a -fight 'practically guar- car line was archaic for North
1801, and for the past 46 years he has anteed before one o'clock almost any America's most famous street,, prpbpast 10 days than in any similar peably the most famous street in the
liear^. constant references to the de- night.
riod, ban on theatres, puhlic meetPittsburgh, Sept. 21.
world. ,The cable conduit was laid
badencS' of Broadway and to the
Prohibition's Eflecta
Jammed up on product and sev- ings and schools continues,. LatjQ
down, and the resultant dirt tracked
good old days of 10, 20, 30 years ago,
last week board of education mulled
Then came prohibition and a com- into
eral
weeks
behind
release
Alat
on
bet
stores.
The
hotels
and
the
according to the age of the speaker.
situation and announced opening of
plete change in the layout. Few of
^nd Broadway has not died, and the the oldtime places were geared to ter hotels went over to the east, vin, Harris Amus. Co. is converting schools definitely delayed until Oct,
with the stores following suit. The two nabe* spots, Family and Palace, 4, This consequently prolongs ban
^ood old days are glorious only in
get along without the bar trade, and
into first-runners temporarily to reelectrified
system
was
to
the
change
retrospedt.
on minors in theatres. Only possicould not obtain the protection aslieve situation.
bility of relief is early frost, which"
Broadw.ay. is big^^er than any sured the less conspicuous places. less hurtful, since that merely en
Sites are located In different secgroup of persons. Jt is the spirit of By no means all of the Federal tailed placement of the current rails tions
may not be far off now as weather
of town and will play product
Broadway
conduit.
But
cable
in
the
good:, fellowship
and that please agents were crooked; but enough of
has taken decided chilly turn.
got another rap when the B.M.T, simultaneously, starting with 'Bor
God-r^never will die. Broadway sees them
In territory paralysis spread is
were to give the speakeasy subway was built.
neo' currently and following with
changei^ but it is no more dead than
minimized as only two or three
fair
assurance .they
proprietors
•Think Fast, Mr. Moto.'
Tin .jPaii Alley which "once was one would not be molested, so the speaks
reported
Profiting by the enormous propPix are chiefly from 20th-Fox, towns affected^ Marcus, la,,
noisy block of West 26th street; bethe
closed as being too close to Sioux
sprang up all through the upper 40's erty damage wrought when
Distributor tried to make deal with
tween iBroadway and Sixth avenue,
and lower 50's," coaxing trade with I.R.T. system was constructed on the Shea-Hyde Fulton to take Alvin's City's hysteria. Reporting of two
but today is merely a generic term
was excavated sloughs, but no go. Fulton, which serious cases in Blair, Neb., 25 miles
excellent food and booze of less open cut, the street
Applied to the music publishing busiplanked over, which kept the gets third of 20th output against Al- fron» Omaha, has put a crimp in biz
creditable antecedents. Some streets and
liess .which is scattered all-over the
were so thick with the speaks that thoroughfare open to traffic, but did vin's two-thirds, asked for at least there.
li'imes ,Sq. area and into Radio City,
Lincoln flared -up with burst of
not obviate the dirt. It set Broad- one A flicker frpm Alvin for taking
it is on record that One householder
instead of being crowded into a
some of the B product ofl house's disease in sorority house causing
who refused to be ousted from his way back at least five years.
aingle block.
But perhaps the most serious hands, but Harrises vetoed that pro- quarantine for some 30 Univ. of Neb.
ancestral home, placed a conspicucoeds,
and accordingly affecting
Broadway keeps constantly on the ous sign on his areaway gate. It trouble arose from the new build- position.
biz there.
move, to keep pace with the trend read: 'This is not a speakeasy. Please ing laws for theatres. According to
the street of the same name. Time do not ring the bell,'
statistics gathered by the N. Y. Clipyras when it was
down around
Denver, Sept. 21.
Mexican's 20th Suit
And the speakeasy brought an- per, New York 50 years ago had two
'Niblo's Garden, at Prince street. To-,
theatre fires every three years. ElecTheatres closed and. public gath^ay it has spread all over, the mid- other untoward development. With trification was still new and wiring
erings canceled in Pueblo, second
drinking
prohibition,
coming
of
the
Querico Michelene Llagenta, Mex- largest city in state. Schools also
Iown sector from Fifth avenue to had become an adventure and in- systems were inadequate. Theatres
Sighth; With not a feiy of the live
ican author, filed suit yesterday closed in
Colorado Springs and
Society still used chemical fire, burned in
spots eyen beyond that territory. In toxication an achievenient.
open tin pans, for color effects and (Tuesday) in Federal Court, N. Y., Sheridan, Wyo,, because of Infantile
Delmonico's
Sherry's
and
deserted
\ne l&st decade of the past century
even the calcium, lights were a against 20th Century-Fox, claiming paralysis scare.
K was largely confined to' the Union to flock into these resorts, and they source of danger. In the last 30 piracy of his story, 'Paz En La
Square sector, with the Morton have kept oh coming ever Since. ToTuena' in the picture, 'The World
years the town- 'has lost only the
House (which for a time boasted day one can spot more socialites in Casino and the' American through Moves On.' Plaintiff claims he rebrover Cleveland as One of its room any one Of numerous supper clubs fires, and the C'^^ino was not so ceived judgment in .the Mexican PA. NIXES
derks); the Union Square hotel on than could have been counted in a
federal and superior courts in Febbadly damaged that the walls could
ruary, 1935, on the claim that Fox
the east side of the Square at 15th, week in all the Broadway spots in
FILM
not be used for rebuilding. But folput out the same picture there under
yrith the snootier Hotel Dam just 1910.
lowing the Iroquois fire in Chicago
behind it; the Everett House at the
With the arrival of repeal the best the edict went forth that every new the title, 'Paz En La Tierra.'
On basis of that judgment he now
Philadelphia, Sept. 21,
}7th street corner, the Clarendon, of these spots continued and still are
theatre must have open courts on at
ust up Fourth avenue, with the prospering.
A second film dealing with SpanThey have infinitely least two sides, and these must not wants an injunction and the surrender of the negatives on the Eng- ish civil war was nixed by Pennsy
th Avenue hotel and the Hoffman multiplied the number of .eating
roofed over, nor may the stage lish picture.
be
Censor Board here last Thursday.
use on Madison Square, and the places, and have spread out the
Pic, 'The Spanish Earth,' was booked
James and the Gilsey House a patronage. There are no longer a or auditorium be built over. The
new theatre
into arty Europa for opening Friblocks above. I>elmonico*.<5 had few favored spots that are virtual result was to throw all
TECHNICOLOR'S CONTACT
streets,
side
down
the
construction
moved up from the financial dis- 'musts.' There are dozens of good
day, after it was held up a week
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
front foot prices for Broadway propwiot to face Madison Square, but
longer than most films in the onceplaces for every one that existed be^ erty being what they were.
Only
George R. Giroux has moved into overcrs' projection room. Last minfile prices were a bit too. high for
fore 1915, The big Broadway play, the
repfield
dependent
of
picture
palaces,
the
newly
created
post
gie Broadway crowd. The Shanley
ute decision forced Manager Jerry
of. course, goes to the Paradise, the
largely on the drop-in trade and resentative for Technicolor, Inc. He
•prothers had a place just above the
Hollywood and. the French Casino, with a turnover of three to five audi- goes to New York for conferences Harrison to switch 'Golem' into the
yilsey House, and were doing right
which made good on a policy tried ences a day could afford the Broad- with Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, Techni- spot.
jvell; perhaps the nearest approach
'Earth' is second pic, on Spanish
years ago, by Jesse L. Lasky and way locations.^ At the moment there color priexy, Oct. 10,
to the later models.
war to be turned do'wn by the board.
Henry B. Harris. They were merely are but two houses actually: on
Principal duties of new job will
Crossing: the 42d St. Deadline
Broadway Broadway given over to legit stage be to function as contact between Last February it refused to put the
a few years too' early.
seal on 'Spain in Flames,' which Gov.
By the turn of the century the sit- had not yet been educated to the
shows, the Empire and the Winter distributors and exhibitors.
later
labeled
'Communist
Earle
^tion
was
almost
completely idea. The new International Casino Garden. All of the rest are down
propaganda.' North Anierican Companged. The theatre district was has just been added to the list and
hits,
streets.
If
house
side
the
the
mittee to Aid Spanish Democracy
Par's Dinner-Dance, First
inching up block by block.
The It may well happen that the idea they can do business, for only hits
Paramount will lead off the field accused censors of stalling this trip
Restaurants made it in one long leap will spread, though there are plenty
will draw trade on or off the .main
this season with dinner-dances, hold- until Earle returned from. Europe.
Y^hen Oscar
Hammerstein broke of diners who regard it as a nuisance
down the invisible barrier across to have to give too much attention to stem. Broadway proper is no longer ing- its affair Oct, .29 at the Hotel They charged Governor 'personally'
the smart theatre centre, but merely Astor, N. Y. It will be cocktails aiid banned pic.
m. street with his Olympia. The the show.
a road leading into the by-ways.
Patrick Duffy, vice-chairman of
Shanleys came Up to a spot between
dinner.
But it all works down to this.
Moreover Broadway ha« been
.4?d and 43d (and then later diagonAnnual election of officers to the board, denied this. 'The Governor
a
to
catering
spots
There are more
stymied by the elevated road cross- Par Pep Club, which has Charles. had nothing to do with it,' he said.
ally across the street into the Putlarger patronage than ever before
over through 53rd street. This will Gertner of the foreign department 'The reasons for the delay in passnam Bldg.), and George Rector
It's all a part of the Broadway that
be taken down in the coui'se of a as president, will be held Sept. 28.
ing on the picture was due to my
pame on from his Chicago cellar to
is,, and much more lively right now
few years, when the new subway is
illness.
The board felt that it
give the Square what probably was
than it .was. when Skolsky went west completed. Meanwhile Bl'oadway is
.should
have a full membership
first non-theatrical
Jt
electric sign, to annoy the producers with his
Philly Film Row Bomahce
at an impasse. The. stores and hotels
when it pas.sed on it.'
jne Grittin, which
the' nonrclassical 'movie, boners' and his betrayal of
Philadelphia, Sept 21.
What can
detoured to the east.
Duffy said review furtlier delayed
f abitues referred to as 'the winged
the behind-the-scenes secrets. It is Broadway do?
Ncufeld,
self anointed by
producer's failure to submit
horse,'
Oscar
a bigger and better Broadway, and
Broadway, the street, 'is moribund, •Mayor of Vine Street,' Philly's film script with film, as required by
Around' 1890 Shanley's and Rec
Wr s were the hot spots, where peo with, or without the cooperation of if not dead, but Broadway the state row, is demanding. 10%. Six weeks rules of the Board. When script
continue to
will
columnists,
the
pi« went to
Of mind will live for so Jong as ago he got Naomi I,evin a job as sec- was finally provided la.st Monday,
see and be seen. New
grow.
ifork was still
there. are men and women who ap- retary to Stanley Goldberg,- of Na- he saidi 'Eai'th' was nixed because
quaintly old-fashioned
it
propaganda,' same
i.s
'lo,yalisl
jna the Castles had not -yet intro
The Physical Broadway
preciate good fellowship, ijood food tional Screen Scrvicb.
Last Thursday night she married reason for banning 'Spain in
^ced the dance craze. People, went
For the physical Broadway less and good times. And nothing its
Flames.'
» restaurants for supper and then may be said. The street which runs discrediters can do will change that. the boss.
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MHrtln'H PIttCf, TrafulRttr .Square

MG

Deutsch Suggests Natl Release

butJW

.

Legion Cqt^mntion

Organist Anrives in

S. Afr.,

Addreis: XAKIKTV, XiONDOW
Telephone Temple U^r 0041-6042

CaMe

Tuff Tnne

Of Pix

in

London, Sept. 12.
Plans announced by Oscar Deutsch

may

Capetown, Aug.

England at Same Time
TipofF Stuff Hurts

,

revolutionize the entire releas-

Capetown, Aug.

27.

expose of the
studio .technique in the
production of 'Lost Horizon'
(Col) caused the film to take a
financial nosedive here after
playing a couple of days at the

Newspaper

ing system throughout the U. K.—
only he'll need cooperation of the

film

distributors to do it. Briefly, Deutsch
wants big product presented in all
key cities simultaneously with West
End prsentation, and general release

Dean
tro

theatre,

Johannesburg,

viewing.

was big

Schools

Avenue

5th

closed,

stores. It

ditto

was a

the
legal

forced to remain on board ship for holiday.
The smarter hotels replaced valuan entire day while immigration
authorities checked his acceptance, able furnishings with cheaper glasswas
Matter
residence.
permanent
for
ware in rooms, feather pillows, etc.
finally settled in his favor.
Free shows in street keep legionOrganist was plenty burned by the
naires as well as public out of thestating
officials,
A.
attitude of the S.
front
that it took him two months to get atres. Pulling stunts right in

here to find out whether he would
be allowed to land.

Alhambra.
Paper's revelations included
a story that the plane crash shot
supposedly laid in Tibet, was
Other
only studio trickery.
scenes were also reported faked
and explained.

—

rade

27.

arrival here from the U. S.,
Herrick, organist for the Me-

On

Avenue during the pa^namely via subway.
Small Towners' Dormant Tens
Part of the playtime activities of
Visiting ex-service boys wcs regarded by New Yorkers as nothing
more than sheer exhibitionism.
Long the ambish of the smallie from
the hinterlands to show up Broadway as just another street and as not
meaning a thing, here was the
chance to fulfill this urge.
Squirting water on office girls,
out of hotel
firing toy cannons
windows, tossing water out of the
same and sitting down on car tracks
cross Fifth

(Continued from page 1)

of theatres.

.

Hotels quickly solved the problem
how to eliminate tossing of laundry bags full of water out of winof

are all things that constituted the
stix hix coming true.
all such bags were dream of the
there were fewer detonations It was all in fun at first, but tweakmany pedestrians ing the nose of a cop, directing trafso
not
and
fic and using the street as a-, place
splashed.
commenced to fade after
with London premieres, would in
War spirit prevailed. Some of the of repose
successive days.
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
duce considerably more patrons.
rougher phases included accosting two
Burlcsk Hopeful
all women, wrecking property, abusWhereas, in the U. S. 69% of the
Reginald Baker, president of As
Burley house operators who had
populationr goes to films once a week,
s6ciat?d British Film Distributors, ing civilians, brawling, rough language, off-color stunts in streets, been, counting on the Legionnaires
has departed for New York and Eng
the figure for the U. K. is only 41%,
to hypo grosses are not waving any
land following a series of huddles bars, restaurants, etc.
he says.
here with Edward L, Alperson, Grand
Cheajk eateries and drlnkeries mak- flags about it now. Trio of houses
Deutsch's plan' would be revoluNational prez, regarding British dis
ing dough. Gimmick peddlers also operating in the Times Square zone,
tionary because the presieht system
31.
Aug.
Sydney,
product.
of
GN's
Apollo and Eltinge on 42d Street
tribution
doing
pregood biz.
End
West
permits exclusive
'Wings of the Morning' (G-B), .'I
Baker, who was here three weeks,
Add to the screwy Times Square and Minsky^s Oriental on Broadway
miering, usually shortly following
Met Him in Paris' (Par) and 'Cap- sails for England this week
antics: the gerit outside of Loew'-s and S2d, won't cut any sizeable
arrival of first prints here, with gentains Courageous* (Metro) pulling
St&te who was .having a staggering melons oh Legion trade thus far
eral release throughout the sticksthe best by right now. Schools' vagood time ispraymg dead-panned pas- wicketed, but are still hopeful things
deferred for several months. Under
cation will usher in 'Dimples' (Fox)
sersby with a spray gun -loaded with will be better on last half of the
distributors
Act,
Films
present
the
is expected to rise genbiz
and
mat
Seagram's ,ry e, his pdckets sagging week, when they're tired of paradto
ifiay delay release of pictures up
erally. 'Good Earth' (MG) will con,
with bottles of ammunition, in an ing.
page 1)
from
(Continued
six months after the compulsory
tinue longer than expected, with
attempt to elevate liiem to his jovial
Houses spotted special Legion
trade show; latter frequently closely
following.
(MG)
Maytime*
mood.
only gotten a.sprinklbut
have
shows
corresponding to West End presentaSinging Marine' XWB) folds thi6.|of the Screen Actors Guild, Mrs
Everything seemed to go as far ing of the :tourist trade. One house
tion indicates how long provincial
week, as doe* "Cafe Metropole' (Fox). Emily Holt of American Federation as the cops were concethed. Legion- flooded the Legion headquarters with
customers are called oh to wait be- Good as Married' (U) may run three
of Radio Artists, and Tom Phillips naires stripped a car .of its wheels reduced ducat slips which may or
lore eyeing new product.
weeks, but is no smash. 'Thunder in of Burlesque Artists Association. on 42d street and. left, it standing on may not be used later. Gimmick in
Preferences
the City' (UA) and 'Moonlight So
Four groups are not associated at its brake drums; climbed atop Broad these are that reduced rates obtain
Others affiliated and at way and 7th ave. trolleys and busses, for afternoon sessiohs only, with full
Situation is complicated by prefer- nata' (UA) are low and out, with present.
(UA) coming in. tending will be Actors Fund of skipping from one to another if the tariff at night.
ential treatment given to certain key 'Elephant Boy'
into
America, Actors Equity Association, drivers passed, close enough to percity theatres,., which obtain pre-re- 'Michael StrogoflE' (RKO) swings
Provident Loan Society is tagging
League ol N. Y. Theatres, American mit iti commandeered private cars,
lease showings, and by a system of its third stanza and remains.
its aircasting this week with an inFederation of Actors,. .Jewish Thea- jumped on to fire engines which
playing big stuff at coast resorts
to visiting Legionnaires to camr
vite
Melbourne, Aug. 31.
during the turgid summer months,
t^ical Guild, Episcopal Actors Guild, barely crawled through traffic and
phor their valuables in case they get
although holding it up foif national
Bravely fighting against odds of stage Relief Fund, Catholic Actors helped firemen- blow siren$ and keep short while in New York. Spiel expracFund
League
Latter
fall.
outbreak.
Authors
ride
the
than
presentation in
pairalysis
infantile
the bell ringing. Rather
the
Guild and the
plains that pawnbrokerage will in-^
Heretofore the Authority has been inside of a cab they simply hopped flict only legal interest tap on the.
tice, in fact, is loudly criticized by managers here are offering strong
declare preferential iills for adult patronage. Matinee limited in its activities of control up on the roof and told the cabbie loans and that the boys may retrieve
exhibs, who
product.
remain
racklikely
to
corner
lamp
biz
and
eliminating
around.
Every
id 'way off,
playdates cream the
ing benefits and
to cruise
via money order when ready and
Deutsch will, naturally, be in posl so imtil the outbreak is conquered, ets in the profession, etc., be post seemed to have a couple of that redeemed articles :will be exList includes 'His Affair' (Fox), cause not fully representing al youngsters who had shinned up out pressed to them back home.
tion to try out the experiment.
dealings
'On
its
Leicester
(WB),
the
Avebiz
in
signal
big
Call
It
Day'
firebox
a
of the crush. Every
phases of show
Launching of the.
Two preems skedded for Tuesday
Square Odeon, on the Alhambra site, nue' (Fox), 'Melody for Two' (WB), Now, with all group's organized an( had a fire dept. official on guard.
(21) night were set back because of
Riding down 6th ave. in an old the stymieing traffic in the theatre
at the end .of Oct. will give him a 'For Valour' (AD), 'Cafe Colette' closely knit, Authority ieels that
'Borderland'
(Par),
Have
(AD),
'We
correspondand
style
flivver marked up in campus
fuller cooperation
West End focus, and the present
zone.
'Blow Ye Winds' (legit),
rate of construction gives, him thea- Our Moments' (U), 'Love on the ingly better all around results and were, nine members of a' Junior which was to have unshuttered 46th
tres in a majority of big cities, with Run* (Metro), 'I Met Him in Paris' benefits for the actor will ensue Legion band, every couple of blocks St. theatre, postponed until ThursFrom
Stranger'
(Par),
'Love
(UA)
a
was
it
driving
scatter
up on the sidewtdk,
Prior to the present action
others scheduled to follow where
day (23), and the new Cotton Club
and 'Kathleen Mavoureen' (AD).
and en ing pedestrians,
confined solely to N.
there still isn't an Odeon.
revue, also skedded for last' night;

to follow immediately.
This way, he argues, public interest in the big product, stimulated by
national press publicity which breaks

mS,'

BAKER ENDS COAST
MElET ON GN DEAL

dows. Corners of
cut, so

'COURAGEOUS'

TARIS' SYDNEY'S BEST
.

BenefitA

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

X

United

which has money

Artists,

In his circuit, win throw in with sup
port for the venture, so all that prod
uct automatically qualifies for try

Ing out the

new

virons.

Foremost among changes contem,
plated, outside of increased power, is
plan to obtain group insurance for
actors performing at benefits
all
which would defray any expenses
caused by accident, theft of wardr

Maxwell and Pinewood

Odeon caa

policy.

Bid for Amalgamated
however, exist purely on the
program, so the experiment will
London, Sept. 21
stand or fall on the measure of sup
Bidding for Amalgamated studios
port Deutsch can get from other
major distribs ^which is a doubtfu at Elstree, which cost. $2,500,000, and.
still xmcompleted, is going on bequantity.
tween John Maxwell and Pinewood.
Same As U. S. ^Almost
Former is offering $875,000 and FineSystem would be almost tha';
wood $1,250,000, with the receiver
operating in the United States, but
waiting meantime.
the delayed booking system which,
Rumored in the financial district
has worked here for years gives dis that banking and other monied intribs better chances of bargaining terests are
endeavoring to arrange
for individual pictures or smal an alliance of Union Circuit with
groups.
Blind booking Is discour- Maxwell.
in
the
by
law
U.
K.,
so
block
aged
Is
booking. American system of sell
ing the year's output does not apply, 'Rainbow'
Sets
reason.
That means the
for that
distrib has to make a new approach
Record in Capetown
every time he wants to sell a pic
Capetown, Aug. 27.
ture, and for this purpose the sevDue to demand for seats, 'Rainbow
eral months of bargaining time he on the River' (RKO) was held over

not,

into something. Street cleaners also
had a tough time trying to clean up
same
robe or property, fire, etc. At pres- some of the debris and at the
time keeping one hand on their carts,
ent performers have no protection
so much
whatever against such things out which disappeared if they
as turned around.
side of the minor compensation that

"

UA

—

I

A clown band, an outfit dressed as
would be forthcoming from the alwomen, and a Junior Legion outfit
lied charitable and 'social groups.
which
left its hotel at midnight
Failure of non-professional benefit
dressed in nightshirts, paraded up
promoters to assume reSpdnsibility
and down,
eventualities in several in-

—

'

for such
stances has

As usual, after many visits to the
caused the Authority
brass rail, tiie hooiUum streak started
step., William Gaxton,
to show itseU in some of the revelers.
at
a
sprained,
ankle
suffered
a
who
Pickets in. front of the midtown aubenefit at the Astor hotel last year
tomats were rushed and signs taken
when he fell from poorly lighted from them.* One stew reached into
steps, and serious injury to France
the boxoffice of the Mayfair theatre
and La Pell, balancing act, at an- and tapped the keys
of the change
other cuffo show, from which they
machine, spilling coins all over the
received no help other than organisidewalk. Another bunch took a diszational, prompted new.raction. Latlike to National Guardsmen parading
ter team was incapacitated for three

is

the

policies

pretty

nicely

the distribs, though

who most
won over

it

*"°*®'l.^!^'^'.I".*^^^"^^^^^®"',
New
Grand (African Cons. The

Capetown.
Unbeaten record for

months when
I

atres),

this

town

agreed with
is

definitely will

the latter

need

to

Italian

be

before the plan can even

start.

Merger

Ron>e, Sept. 10.
Safa and Appia Film have combined.to form one company, which
will operate under the name of Safa.
They are now working to finish the
.

MEX STRIKE THREAT
VS. U. S. COS. SEHLED

film^

'Marcella,'

which Appia had

started on alone. When that is finished they will do another film \yith
the two actors who featured in the
successful Appia production 'Vivere,'
Mexico City, Sept. 21
Tito Scipa and Caterina Boratto.
Peace has been restored along
Meanwhile they will also work on
American film row here with settle two shorts for the series, 'Italian
msnt of a labor headache resulting Impressions,' at Capri and in Umfrom the organized help's demands bria.
for wage increase of 30% to 35% or
strike.
else a
Other, six major
111
American distributors operating in

.

.

definitely valuable

Scheme might also need backing
from G-B and Associated British
circuits, which have their booking

.

to take the

New

gets at present
to him.

Jast Pliyfol

One icky looking gent strollpd
Broadway leading a pig which, from
the smell, must have been dipped

I

girl

fell

from

"

her

peVch "witli 'resuTtingTe s'tite^^^
her forehead, plus other concussions
Idea is to take out blanket insur
ance for such events to cover all
performers. Payment for the insurance will come from the proceeds of
the affair or directly from the
pockets of the promoters. Amounts
will be governed by the number and
importance of people performing
Hollywood and Chicago offices
will be established to help eliminate
gyppery. Having erased most of the
ohe-time prevalent rackets, Authority is now endeavoring to do away
with so-called 'Celebrity Nights,'

rampant in nitery and hotel field.
With AFA now lining up nitery and
hotel sector, and complete coverage
of all

show

end of the

biz.

Authority sees the

stunt;

and more employ

down Broadway and charged them
in an attempt to break the ranks,
ending only when the guardsmen
fixed bayonets and forced their way

through.

Center

of interest yesterday
(Tues.) was the Fifth avenue parade, with more than 95,000 in line,

cameramen and radio
broadcasters grabbed the bulk of
their procession material from the
sixth floor setback of the Empire
State building.
With all of the aimless parading
and exuberant, gyrations, many of
the Radio City guided tours, particularly the jaunt through NBC's studio',
were capacity starting ax 11
a.m. Monday. Officials anticipate the
biggest week in history, with special rates offered visiting ex-service

Newsreel

men.

bows

in Friday (24).

Coast Programs
(Continued from page 1)

tingent there will be Bob Ripley.
Indications are that New York will
continue to hold a practical monopoly of the straight music programs;

both popular and classical, exem«
plied by such stanzas as Coca-Cola
Songshop, Creneral Motors Concerts,
Phil Spitalny and Firestone Musicale.
Name dance combinations with
sponsor attachments are also expected to make New York their
sounding-off spot for some time to
come, unless they again become a
vogue in filmusicals.
Network commercials originating

from Hollywood

are:

NBC
Jack Benny (Jell-o),
Fred Allen (Bristol-Myers).
Burns and Allen (Grape Nuts).
Jack Haley (Log Cabin Syrup).
Ben Bernie (American Can).
Sid Skolsky (Brpmo Seltzer).
George Fischer, subbing for Walter
Winchell (Jergens).
Maxwell House Coffee Program.
Bing Crosby-Bob Burns (Kraft).
Lanny Ross-Chas. Butterworth
(Packard).

Amos 'n' Andy (Pepsodent).
Jimmy Fidler (Drjene Shampoo).
Chase & Sanborn Coffee Program.
One Man's Family (C. & S. Tea).
Irene Rich (Welch Grape Juice).
Tyrone Power (Woodbury).
Rudy Vallee Variety Hour.
Feg Murray-Ozzie Nelson (Fleischmann).

CBS

Legionnaires with their loud-reHollywood Hotel (Campbell Soup).
sounding cannons and crackers were
Ken Murray - Oswald (Campbell
credited with breaking up the picket Soup).
line in front of the Horn & HardJoe Penner (Coco Mall).
Dave Bernhard
art cafeteria on 50th street near
Al Jolson (Lever Bros.).
this market—U, UA, WB; Col, RKO
London, Sept. 14.
Sixth avenue, A policeman who inLux Radio Theatre.
Fox followed the example of Par
David Bernhard, chairman of
terfered
on Sixth avenue was
Alice Faye-Hal Kemp (Chesterand settled with the
Union Cinemas, and father of Fred gimmicks are wasted. This is the promptly disrobed by a group of field).
and
employees.
Bernhard, is desperately ill and not Authority's cue to step in and call visitors because they claimed he
Jack Oakie (Camel).
Whether or not the Americans me'. expected to recover.
off any cuffo. names unless there is used his club on a buddy.
Eddie Cantor (Texaco).
the full demands, or a compromise
Unidn shares have taken the rap a bona-fide charity connection from
Radio stations in New York area
Silver Theatre (International SilBut, the strike in the city the last few days, said to which the Authority will get its cut cooperated with the police in broad- ver);
is not revealed.
threat has been dropped.
have been caused by the news.
for distribution to actor groups.
casting information a$ to how to
Jeanette MacDonald (Vick).

—

MOM

ment for

lesser talent at salary and
less appearances of 'names' on the
cuff,
Cuffo radio guesting is also
in for a going over.
Use of names" to attract patronage
necessitates
advertising
otherwise

'

TABIETT'S'^
8 St

LONDON OPSICB,

INTERNATIONAL FILM NEWS

Martin's PIac«, Trafalirur Squar*

Headaches,

Inc.

London, Sept.

12.

"

Hollywood.

'Film is the ambassador of trade,' he said, 'and we cannot allow
trade of this magnitude, of this cultural and educational imcome under foreign domination.'
Declaring the supply, of tllms was dominated by Americans and
the tendency was to control U.K. theatres also, O'Brien urged they
did not want an inept local industry— nor did they want it to be
under Govt, sponsorship.
George Elvin, sec. of the Assn, of Cine-Technicians, demanded the
new legislation be re-framed to protect technicians and studio
workers. Proposals at present laid down miS'ht lead to the ironic
position of technicians .being tux-ned out of their jobs through an
Act of J'arliament intended to help the industry.
Only the letter of the present Act .was being observed, he charged,
and the question of footage was considered before that "of quality.
Technicians on British filnis were ashamed of the junk they were
forced to turn out, and it prejudiced their chances of work on better
productions, so far as leading posts were concerned.

a

IK>rtauce, to

.

Tokyo, Sept. 2.
Sino-Jap hostilities are, nothing
but a big headache for Taro, Tajima,.
Home Office Censor here. Since the
outbreak 6f- the: trouble, Tajiina has
exanuned '2>000 newsreels and 25
features connected with the war and

no prospect, of a let-up.
Sbnichl Tanaka, publications censor since July 15, has read over 50
pamphlets and 10 full-length books
on the hostilities, while the official

sees

censoring

"

subject.
of

And most

AFRICA

S.

mm PASS
INFIX

London, Sept,
Sustained

pressure

signs of considerable wear and tear
as the result of uncertainties surrounding their future operations.
Plenty of midnight oil has been
burned trying to dope out ways of
relieving the pressure of Impending
curtailments and restrictions, but so
far the only Idea evolved is to take
it as it comes and make the best
of it.
None of them being cr^^stal gazers,
they are unwilling to even guess at
what the situation will be 24 hours
hence.
All of them, however, are
agreed
pretty
that
things
look

12.

by labor' on
Cinema

Exhibs' Ass'n to crack, and Its general council has issued an advice to
territorial sections to hear representations from local representatives of
the Nat'l Ass'n of Theatre Employees.
C. E. A. headquarters' has recognized the necessity of acknowledging
labor and hearing its views, but in
the sticks the branches have refused
to recognize the existence of unions.
NATE, however, clearly implied it tough now, and there is every proswas ready to start something If ex- pect of them becoming tougher.
Finance Office, last week, gave
hibs wouldn't cqnclllate—and that's
why the latest conciliatory advice has 'em a little shot in the arm which
may relieve the pain temporarily by
been given by the Home Office.
Also feared by the CEA is a min-: notifying pix importers that all
istry of labor inquiry into theatre films stflpped on or before Sept. 4
conditions, which, as the CEA well will be permitted to come in withknows, might not be so ,good for out applying for import permits.
small exhibs. But it is now learned After that date the permit regulathat; such a quiz will' be on a modest tions will be rigidly applied. Natuscale only, with the ministry requir- rally, cableir burned for all available
ing exliibs to answer a questionnaire product. Stimulant may i\a,ye a bad
setting out terms of employment, reaction, however, when applicahours^ salaries, duties, number, of em- tions are made, for export of coin
ployees and other angles. Beyond eBrned"by these subjects, as nothing
that the probe will not go, though has been done or.^aid by Finance
Office which would indicate favorits results, when sifted and analyzed,
may cause the gov't to further tight- able action In that respect.
en its grip on theatres.
Storage Coin
'

Capetown, Aug. 27.
Of the 1,161 films viewed by the
South African censor board during
1936, 908 were okayed for exhibition
minus any scissoring. " Remaining
number, exclusive of SB which were
totally banned, were admitted with
slicings motivated by the 20 assorted
nixes' laid dowh.by" t1[ie authorities.
Score ot niix reasons, ranging from
the King to drunks' are: Impersona•

.

itish

Exhib OK's U.

S.

Pix and U.

S.

,Etc
Higher rentals by English exhibs
for Am.erican Alms are out of the
question. American distribs are already collecting more than their

.

PHIL REISMANN O.O.'S
ITALY'S

.

share bf i^ic income from England.
Any atteinpt to increase rentals by
raising admish prices would be disastrous, because it would lower the
grosses.
Those are the opinions of
Theo. H. Fligelstbne, British theatre
owner and former president of the
Cinematograph
Exhibitors
Assn.,
British exhib organization representing more than 4,000 houses in England.
'

..

Pausing in

New York

for a

week

before proceeding to Quebec, Where
he will sail tomorrow (Thursday)
for London, Fligelstone expressed a
number of other views gathered during his month's stay in America. He
had. j^5t returned east from a two
weeks' visit in Hollywood. This is
his first trip to the U. S.
According to former
head,
British exhibitors have much to
learn from us. America is a country of showmen, he thinks. In the
U. S. much more than in Britain, he

CEA

HOLLYWOOD
Rome,

Sept. 10.

RKO

Phil Relsmann of
has been
In Rome for a pouple of days.
Looked over the grounds and studios
of the Clpecltta, Rome's new Holly-

wood, helped

Initiate its

new

restau-.

rant, and was- much feted by. the
Italian indxistry representatives and
members of the Ministry of Popular
Culture.

the customer is always
British exblbs could also

observed,

by American advertising and

'

In S. African

Cmemas

Capetown, Aug. 27.
Yankee product continues to maintain its high percentage in the South
African territory, and this time has
the situation nearly 100% in hand in

'.

•

Johannesburg Is 100% Yank with
'Michael Strogoff' (RKO), Colosseum
(ACT); 'Parneir (MG), Metro (MG);
'Rainbow on River' (RKO), Palladium (ACT) in Its ninth week; 'My
Marriage' (20th), Standard (ACT);
'Love on a Bet* (RKO), Plaza (ACT);
'Rembrandt* (UA), Bijou (U); and
'Smartest Girl In Town' (RKO),
Prince's (Inde).
In Durban its also five to one with
'Midsummer Night's Dream' (WB),
Playhouse (ACT) followed by 'Good

frequent film-going. It will benefit
producers, distribs and exhibs In
both countries, Fligelstone thlnlcs.
After Inspecting the Hollywood
studios, however, the British theatre
owner says the idea of his country
ever equaling American production
is
absurd.
Exhibitor problems in
the two nations are much the same,
he found. In each case it is mostly
competition with the chains and lack
of good product.
Besides his CEA activity, the Englishman operates six houses In London.
His trip to this country was
purely a vacation and he made no
attempt to negotiate product deals or
carry on any other business.
One
thing surprised him: America is the
friendliest country in the world, he
thinks.
People here were so hospitable it became embarrassing. He
says he will come back for another
visit 'just
it.'

Morning
Shanghai'

Cohen Takes a Walk' (WB),
Criterion (ACT); 'Call of the Wild'
(20th), King's (U) and 'Make Way
For a Lady' (RKO), Cameo (Inde).

international

politics,

an-

tagonistic relations of. capital and
labor, disparagement of public characters, creation
of public
alarm,
driig habit, white slave traffic, vice
or .loose niorals,. Scenes affecting religious conviction of sections of the
public, ridiculing of or nriaking contemptuous any section of the pub-

NOW IRELAND
WANTS QUOTA

FDH

Gets 4 Shefter's

Showing

Seven

Mex.

:

—

hiHi.'

.

:

Argentine Native Pic Production

Looks Up; Problems for U.
Buenos

Aires, Sept.

7.

Argentine film product will probably have a larger share in the total
of film performances here during the
coming season. New companies are
announced nearly dally and sometimes they are actually producing.
Apart from a few comjjanies producing permanently, a considerable
number of firms remain which get
the money to produce one picture
only and afterwards are heard of
no more. It is not very difficult,
from a financial standpoint, to produce a pic in this country. Costs of
a film ready for release runs about
$30,000.

WB'f Dal/s, London
Sam

of

.

Application made
in cold storage.
early in July haVen't been acted
to date and nobody seems to
be able to get any info as to what
will happen to them. Feeling seems
to be that authorities are sitting on
their thumbs and don't intend to
take any action, one way or the
other, thereby automatically freszing coin without the necessity of
kicking up a rumpus by saying so.
It's been {Minted out that concrete
objection^ cannot be made against
a ruling that hasn't been offlciall.v
made and if pressure becomes too
uncomfortable, it can always be said
that a decision will be forthcoming
in the near future.
One ot the toughest obstacles yet
to be hurdled by foreign distribs is
the proposed change In method of
applying the consumption tax, whhh
went into force recently. Method In
vogue Is to levy the tax on the Invoiced value of each filcker. T'^ s
doesnit amount to much and rll
agree that it Is more or less fair.
New Idea, though, mean^ that for*
elgn distribs will be called upon to
shell out plenty, because the pioposed "change is to levy the tax on
If
grosses earned by each subject.
the present rate of 20% prevnMs
under the setup under conslderaCirn,
companies won't have to woi'ry
much about exchange control bacause Government will have m'^.st
of the coin anyway.
With all the grief in sight, one sltuash beneficial to foreign dis'," "^s
may emerge^ the abolition of dov .'e
and triple billing. It was repr"' "d
yesterday (1) that the Home Oi'^c
.seriously requesting exhibs to/
is
limit programs to one feature and
appropriate shorts.
Nearly eyev"one in the biz has realized t' ^
but
practice,
viclousness
of
the
heretofore nothing could be ^""6
about it because exhibs WouV.'ii't

upon

and perhaps' subsidy.'
or children,
Plan would embrace a state labmatter that
prejudicially affects the safety, of the oratory .and recording- studio, production
of educationals on Statecalculated
State or
to disturb the
peace, general welfare or be offen- aided and monopoly lines, Free State
newsreel distributed under quota lisive to decency.
cense, and. a quota for Irish exhibs.
Gov't is reported sympathetic to
Locals
the project and to be asking the
trade for reactions. Culturally, the
In
Simultaneously plan might work, as far as shorts
Mexico City,. Sept. 21.
are concerned, "but still to be discovMade-in-Mexico pix are getting ered is where local product will
something, iof an inning here. Seven come from and "who wiH put up the
features
home-m&difjr
are on exhibi- coin.
tion simultfBifeously at first-run and
I. F. S. market is small and reclass nabeSiioT v
stricted, with lesB than spo theatres
First timffiun history that such a in the entire territory, many of them
thing has happened.
minor halls at that.

Native producers don't expect
Francis, Day & Hunter for Englarge export profits. They swing the
land has taken over four Bert Shefpicture through the Argentine the'The
compositions,
novelty
ter
atres and, In most cases, get back the
Burglar's Revenge,' 'SOS,' 'LocomoInvested money. Then they start on
tive' and 'Chopin's Ghost.'
the next picture. Sale of pictures in
Shefter recorded them for Victor
the Latin American countries would
and the waxings got attention in raise profits to some extent, but so
Britain, hence the FD&H deal.
far exportation has not been expected and not even tried.
FIRE RAZES CINEMA
Reason for this lack of ambition
on the part of Argentine film proChrlstchurch, N. Z., Aug. 31.
Majestic theatre, Ashburlon, con- ducers is the admittedly poor quality
towas
of
the plx, as compared with the
trolled by FuUer-Hayward.
Buildtally destroyed by fire prior to the average Hollywood product.
commencement of the night show. ing of studios and employment of
trained staffs could improve ArgenLoss is estimated at $50,000.
Rebuilding will begin as quickly tine film production technically, but
much is still to be done as regards
as possible.

>

district.

'Charlie Chan in
(ACT);
(20th), Prince's

Boys';

'Mr.

as soon as he can afford

E. Morris, foreign sales chief
Warners, now in London, is
expected to clinch his company's
deal for Daly's theatre, with the
Schleslnger Interests, from whom
Warners is purchasing the property.
The deal involves several millions
and will give Warners an important
wi'rit class
theatre property and valuable real estate in
the heart of Lona^Ks bu.sy .business and jtheatre

or

sial

treatment of women
scenes depicting any

Mostly American Pix

exploitation methods, he feels. Fligelstone plans adaptlnjg a numl>er of
American exhibition ideas to British the three leading cities.'
Here it's five to one with 'Poor
needs.
British quota laws are not only Little Rich Girl' (20th), Alliambra
to be followed by WB's
justified but are necessary, the Eng- (ACT),
'llshman claims. They are the result 'Green Light'; 'Knight Without Arof long experimentation 'and- "in the mor' (UA), Plaza (U), followed by
end will benefit all' parties. Result 'Parnell' (MG); 'Good Earth' (MG),
of' the quota will be the raising of Royal (U); Seventh week for 'Rainthe quality of English pictures, he bow on the River' (RKO), New
figures.
"That will enable them to Grand (ACT), followed by 'Woman
compete in the American market I Love' (RKO); 'Prisoner of Shark
the effect of which will be to stimu- Island' (20th), Adelphl (ACT) and
late American audiences Into more 'Dark Angel' (UA) at Elstree (ACT).
'

Another situash which i.s adding
gray hairs and plenty of wrinkles is
the Finance Office attitude on coin

illustrations

of 'night life' (further
unclarified); reference to controver'

".

'

London, Sept. 12.
Two other men whose names have
been linked with film enterprise lic, juvenile crime or criminal
Departmeht of Industry and Comtechhave been In Italy. Von Sternberg niques,
brutal fighting, drunkenness merce in )he Irish Free State is reappeared to take a look at Venice
and brawling; intermingling or Ajht- ported looking into, a scheme for
and Doc A. H. Giannini was here>
ing between Europeans and non- sponsoring local production by quota
too.
Buropeans, rough handling or mis-

.

Tight.
profit

"

tion of the King, iridiculing of the
King's military pr naval foices. Improper treatment of death, ' nude
human figures, passipnate loving,

Start

Tokyo, Sept. 2.
American managers of pix outfits
here are wearing that hangdog expression these days and showing

CEA WARNS BRITISH
EXHIBS TO HEED LABOR

,

unusable or danger-

ous.

WHAT

IK

-4-

U. K. exhibs has caused the
it

VAmiSTY, LONDON
liar Wil-Wkt

Temple

As New Import Regulations

phonograph

records has
listened to 70 tunes touching on the

same

T«>l«>i»lion«

Tokyo Biz Getting Tougher Daily

'Beware of America'
Trades Union Congress, big national convention of labor interests,
discussed a strong resolution demanding the Gov't move to check
American domination of the motion picture biz here. Speakers declared the proposed Quota Bill would throw the hidustry open to
Americans and weaken, rather, than utrengthen, domestic production.
Tom O'Brien, sec. of the National Assn. of Theatre Employes]
urged the vital need of a strong; industry in the national interest!
pleading the intensive influence of cinema on the masses and arguing that such influence should be directed from home, not from

Cubic ArtrtrOHs:

S. Distribs

actors. Most of those in leading parts
are from legit and cannot get away
from their stage routines. Argen-

tine film producers are therefore In
permanent search of new talent.
It is not certain what attitude the
U. S, film distributors, who still control the Argentine market, will take

I

;

play.

Newsprint shortage here

Is,

a^^o
i', e

when confronted with an Argentine beginning to have an effect on
amusement biz. Newspaper
national production of growing Imhas always been one of the mr
portance.
It is admitted that the

a

,

do not possess
any material towards, the end of the
B. A. first-run houses

season, in spite of the stately figure
of 500 to 600 pictures released here
yearly. Thus the addition of a few
Argentine films would not cause
much of a problem in booking. However, for proper exploitation, an increase in Argentine production might
mean a partial displacing of the lesser Hollywood product.
Somie of the U. S. companies here
have partially accommodated themselves to momentary conditions by
including Argentine films in their
distribution. Others will follow.
It
is not out of the question that all
distributors of U. S. product will

conclude an agreement according to
which they will voluntarily reduce
the number of film* to be released
yearly in Argentina. This measure
would at the same time guarantee
better exploitation of the material,
.

especially for the

first

runs.

stays of the exhibs, but since Au 1
local sheets have
been so h". "d
pressed for space that they h'-ve
been forced to omit a large vo' v ne
of advertising and cut down on pr. s
".

notices.

New Vienna

Pix

Vienna, Sept. lO.
Co. has rerented the Slevering studios,
"'""r
Fahren Gegen Den Wind' ('We A -a
Traveling Against the Wind'), story
by Katherlne Holland, with Gc -^ldine Katt, Paul Hoerbiger, H'ng
Holt in leading roles, and Km'i
Lamac as production manager, will
be the pic.
E. W. Emo has signed Hans Soebnker, Paul Kemp, Richard Roman-'-y

Donau

for

a

Wcnn

Hade

film called 'Ich Kuesse N'T
es Liebe 1st' CI Kiss Only Tf
It, loo, will be -made

Love').
in Sieverlng.
It

Is
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#
"On

all

Hollywood's

one of the peak shows of

counts, here

is

show

streak out in front and stay there."

parade.

It will

—RED KANN
firegory La
{[uided Ginger

editorial, in

Cava has made a new Hepburn, has

Rogers to a top spot she never approached before, created a star

out of Andrea Leeds, has given the screen a

new

Lucille Dall, helped

Menjoii in another of his great perforntances, and has
that wiir he

Motion Pioture Daily

come out with a

Adolphe
picture

THE TALK OF THE MOVIE DNIVERSE."
^Billy Wilkerson

editorial, in

Hollywood Reporter

'Stage Door' was previewed before an audience
which came to the theatre
.

. .

That same audience,

in

a complete and chilly state of cast-iron resistance

its cast-iron resistance

worn down

to something about

as hard as swans' down, emerged from the theatre sputtering with praise, tears
,v

k

staining its high-priced cheeks

. . .

If was the most enthusiastic audience Holly-

II

>

R

{<

O

RADIO

pictures'

'

%
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wood has seen

VARIETY

in at least eight

months and

IT

was cheering a

it

be hard to top."

It

—Morning Telegraph

approaches the essence of universal entertainment.

It's

not a prestige picture. Rather is

justify

r

picture that will

any exhibitor

to present.

how

to sell

Any
it

in

it

is

proud

the business should

know

announcing that he has an attraction which he

who knows why he

exhibitor

so that

a combination of those elements which

it

will

produce the

is in

maximum amount

—Motion

and the consequent expanded financial return."

Check

this

whelming grosses.

of audience satisfaction

Picture

HeraM

up for extra playing time and overIt will

send the cash customers home to

neighbors to put

it

on their 'must see'

tell

thelf frjends and

—Box

list."

Office

Theatre preview audience very
Should be

«lribusia^tic.
......... ................

...

.- -

j:

•

uJ.sS ,

in

the money."

.

;

'

—Jay

Emanuel Publications

"Swell picture,
should be a smash hit; spells

M-O-N-E-Y

at box-office."

—Film

Daily

:•::•:.•:•:•>

"Outstanding picture

"Oil
'He

with top name cast guarantees any
exhibitor a record breaker."
s.

—Showmen's Trade Review

FILM REVIEWS

VARIETY

18

21.

thwarts a third murder.

Joseph L. Manltlowlc*
William Powell and
Myrna Loy. Directed Dy nicharrt ThorpeScreen Dlfty l)y Jo awerllne based on play.
(Jront I^vc.' by Ferenc M.olnnr; muH cal
Kilward Wai-d; camera, AVlnam
acv>re,
DanlcM; editor, Frank .Sullivan. Previewed
at "Westwood VlUase tnentre, Ij. A., bept.
o(
.stars

Ilunnlnf? time, 85 mlns.
in,
William
Oharllo I,odKe,...

^
PoWell

':17.

Marplt Ah-new

• • • •

Asnew
Waldo Hen ver
Mrs Kensington

Some

of the plausible deductions,

such as tracing the Killer suspect
through, his antedated knowledge
shown in his gossip column, lend
more credulity than usual to this
field day for candid
typical yarn:
camera bugs in a night club also has

'Double Wedding' iM-G)'.^ Loy
and Powell in another, of those
madcap comedies and .OK for

A

been made use of

to

topflight business.

forward the

'-^^"'jj^^^ Siai

Uly..

anWie-

V^/^^-^^'^^^nl
Edpor .Kenne.ly

•

KeouKh

•

Clulro "LodKe.*.'
Felice

PrI.scllla

original story with Charles Belden

and Jerry Cady doing a bang-up

M«> y

"ninett Parker
Katharine Alexander

T'lVnt

Lawson

job in transferring it to the screen.
The swiftly paced dialog in the
modern manner is also a credit to
the latter pair.
Chan is again faithfully person-

his flying exploits.
Merrill's name will help

his

'The

(MG)'

artist vagrant with an amusing
somewhat cockeyed philosophy of
which can be summed up by
stating that work Is for workmen
of which he is not one, just as the

an
if

life

is

Technique of

for sailors.

M^n

Women

it.

Marry'

sorting to their old vaude stuff. Material vritten into the film for them
Unfortunately a vaude act
and some trimmings aren't enough
to carry a pic.
There's not a song, save one speby the comics for
cial comr
Pic entirely overthsir own use.
looked the vocal ability of the juve

of the better films

One

George Murphy,
Josephine Hutchinson and Cliff
Edwards for the marquee.
(Rep).
Tawn'
Over
'All
Lightweight Olsen and Johnson

limps.

for the duals.

starrer.

erithuisiastic

Marsh makes a pert, candid-camera,
freelancer among the dailies, though
the slight love interest she shows for

m

ocean

usual

curtain up

Only

on

Those two box office dynamiters,
Oland, with just as
William Powell and Myrna iMy, ated by Warner
as ever being shown
whose two 'Thin Man' films made much interest portrayal.
Keye Lul«
exhibitors fOrg«f their trials and in his clever
effervescent son, w.ith
tribulations, are yolced in Double again is the
than before if
Wedding,' an outright slapstick com- the lad even better
does more things in
edy which would be funnier if It only because .he
Joan
style.

were shorter. It's the latest starter
in the goofy sweepstakes which got
under way a year ago with Gregory
La Cava's 'Mv Man Godfrey,' which
starred Powell and Carale Lombard.
Powell again is a sort of social
outcast of his own determination.
This time he is a trailer dweller
an auto parking spot in a big city,

foreclosed.

Better sleuth adven(20th).
turer with Oriental detective
again triumphant.
'Atlantic Flight' (Mono). Dick
Merrill in a hokey yarn based

plot

U/

but it's about to be
Q. & J. don't get the
and save the theatre, but
they do land the gang on the radio
for a network commercial. The action enroute to the fadeout takes
down off the shelf all the old familiar
dodges: the plotting heavies who at
the outset had the girl's trust, a murder tossed in to give impetus about
midway, and the solving of all the
problems by the zanies.
O & J. are at their best when re-

man-papa,

!

Chan On Broadway'

'Cliarlie

Art Arthur, Robert Ellis and Helen
;^5i^%„i„h Logan have combined forces on thp

Irene

Mrf

Miniature

.

Metro release

protluctton.

and backstage of a *jinx' theatre,
which has been reopened after long
shuttering with a shoestring piroduction in which the boys'di'e cast.
There';^ the^ familiar Herpine vfho
inherited the house from her show-

at the end, it is the aspiring offspring
who is equal to the emergency and

DOUBLE WEDDING
Hollywood, Sept.

Wednesday, September 22, 1937

the columnist

is

blotted out. at the

Metro veloa.se of Michael Fessler producFeatures Georse Murntiy, Josephine
tion.
Directed b." Errol TagKart,
Hutchinson.

Harold Ruber's conception of
a police inspector is crisp and char- Screen play. Harry RusUln. Donald Henacteristic if a little too brusque. derson Clarke and Jamea B. Grant.^ from
camera, Lester
Donald Woods as the scandal story by Matt Taylor;week
Sept. 17, 37.
scribbler is energetic if nothing else. White. At Fox.00 BMyn.,
mlns.
time,
Too blatant for true-to-life por- Running
Georsre Murphy
Bill BaeVurn
Joseilhlne .Hutchinson
trayal, and he often mixes a stilted Jane Carson.
Clalro Raeburn
English accent with his slang.
<^'*lr5
Sidney Blackmer
Wiley, i;,;,.
A long list of supporting char- Walter
Ciift Edwards
Jerry Jjlttle.., »•!.»..,.
close.

these film daffodils calls for some
characterizations
drawn
clearly
among the players, then .the" infusion of perfectly ridiculous situafinale.
paced
tions and a fast
who* wrote the
Swetling,
Jo
screenplay from a comedy by Ferenc
Molnar, has inculcated all-these elements, and Richard Thorpe has directed with an ear to the risibles.
Some condensation would help as
the story is straightforward, and.
scarcely needs surplus invention.
Myrna Loy excels among screen
comediennes in parts which demand
a thought countenance while she is
.

lead, Harry Stockwell, who broke
into celluloid via his tonsils several
years ago in the Metro-Ted Lewis
starrer, 'Bring on the Band.'

WOMEN MEN MARRY

Femme

assignment is handled d;k.
Franklin Pangdoes his standard character;
his, too, as a radio
Finlayson
Jimmy

by IMary Howard.

bom

program

director.

.

.

acters is topped

by

berg,. as the tabloid

J.

Edward Brom-

managing

editor;

.jofin;Wray
.Peggy Ryan
.j-Ielen. Jerome Eddy.

Brother Namplcss;.,
M.nry Jane.

MartlrtC
Leon Ames, as the gangster chief; .<?l8ter
Peter Martin.
Louise Henry, as a mob itloll who is Brother lisinfti .j.^
.

.

.

,

.

, .

I

Town' looks
ly light,

.

Had the film
^j^g trappings likewise.
been built up into a. musical with
divert, in
to
.Rollo lilpyd production^ number
Edward McWade, place of some of the O. & J. paler
-....Toby Wing workings, outcome might have beeo
|

Joan Woodbury, Sugar......
as a night club dancer, and Douglas
Fowley, as night club operator and
A Metro B pic, and for its status
gangster assistant. The .Woodbury
Stalwart cast ot feagirl" shows .possibilities .because a good one.
yarn
having a combo of looks and acting ture
serviceable
players,;
abilily.
braced by good and punchy scriptProduction values are plenty in
lifts
production
slick
a
ing,
and
evidence, with even the nitery -entertainment -having some semblance of 'Women Men Marry' 4i notch above
Forde has those films ordinarily encounter-ed
naturalness, u Eugene
directed with IntelUgerice, and never
which have been iEashioned for dou
lets up on the early fast temno.,
Wear.
bleheader showings.
Plot is pursued on a double track
against a newspaper world back
ground. There is, flrsily,, the story
(WITH SONtiS)
of how a reporter exposes a re

bumped

off early;

to

......

.

• •

and camera all right
Budget for 'AH Over
have been exceedingwith the cast not heavy and

Direction
considering..

:

quit« different.

,

Bert.

'

:

.

Men

Legion of Missing
(WITH SONGS)
release

ot

I.

E.

speaking some very funny.- line. In.
this film she is the proprietor of a
smart style shop and so engrossed in
the prbblems of moneymaking and
the responsibilities of rearing a
younger sister that she has* no time
Sister is screen-struck,
for play.
Monogram release of WUllam Zerke pro- ligious racket mixlcting -the public,
dreaming of a Hollywood career. duvtlQn.
.Features
Dick' Merrill.
Stfirs
Miss Loy has bhosen otherwise and Jack Lamble, Paula Stone, Weldon H«y- and, secondly, a domestic drama of
selects a nice boy for her sistei: to bum. DU-«cted by William Nigh. Original the Reporter who finds ouf the true
With nothing more than a high
Carllns and- Ema, Lazamarry. Then the young CQVple meet screenplay,. Bcott
Reviewed In value of the alluring face and fig
sounding title and no name of value,
camera, Paul Ivano.
r\i8;
Powell in his trailer and Myrna's Projection Room, N. T., Sept. 10. '37.
ger he married and severs from her film will not get -out of the lesser
Sister Runnlnfr time, GO mlns,
plans get a rude shuffling.
spots as an assistant, and can only
DICk Merrill
IDlck Bennett...
falls for Powell.
'girl he should have
get out of the red because of the
Jack Lamble to return to the
Carter
,,.
Tun is furnished by the Powell Oatl
PauU Stone married' at the fadeout,
lightwei^t production costs.
and Loy duel over the girl, which Bill
Weldon Heyljurn
,
Forbes Is not only the cast topper
(Seorge Murphy, whom Metro is
Ivan LebedelC
winds up with Miss Loy in the bride Baron
Mflburn Stone studiously building
Pokey
spot.
up, does well in but the film's only excuse, despite
his apparent indifference and disSwerling*s dialog is snappy and
a straight part as the reporter and interest. Sometimes a fairish actor,
provides plenty of laughs. So. lonjg
Bid to capitalize on Dick Merrill's
as these two hold the screw there is transatlantic spanning feats offers doeisn't once trot a tootsie or peal Forbes seems to resent the tripe
out in song. He's married to a gal .-herein and shows it in .performance.
no letdown in the fun.
iuicy exploitation opportunities, but
Lesser parts are in. capable hands^ the production itself is painfully who starts running a secret romance His supporters apparently share the
Florence Rice plays the sister with crude. Having leaped to sign the with his managing ed- (Blackmer). same feeling, just about earning
their dough for labor not acting.
proper blonde dizziness and John flyer,
found itself Reporter is so engrossed in proving
Seal, as the fiance, has one of those
and mystic religious
Hala Linda is a much better singer
_
_
^
harassed for a suitable yarn for the that a popular
Milquetoast parts which he does pic.
Deeds such as Merrill's en- cult is phony that he never suspects than an actress and not enough of
very well. Jessie Ralph is highly kindle the imagination, but are diffi- his wife (Claire Dodd). His running either to rate any special consideraamusing as a rough grand dame and cult to imprison within the confines mate on reportorial assignments is tion. She appears in one cafe sing
Sidney Toler is a funny butler de- of a script. And since it was neces- Josephine Hutchinson, in love with ing sequence, where the trouble
tective.
Good bits also by Barnett sary to get this film on the .screen him, of course, and aware of tiie starts to brew,- piping .'You Are My
Parker
and Katharine Alexan- while the flyer's reputation was still wife's affair.
Romance' to Forbes
der.
Film has been given un- lustrous, the result shows lamentable
The story jumps from .qpe- side. to ^ Action shots are library, film is
limited
production
assistance
In evidences
of haste.
the other whenever -^^ei^'er grows Jumpy in the outdoor sequences and
smart sets and densely populated exHurL
Despite the glowing exploit upon wavering, and the d,qAiJ^e-suspense sound not much better.
teriors.
Photography is good and
scoring cheerful. Designed for first which the story is based, 'Atlantic works well. The windun, is smartly
runs in the top theatres, it will draw Flight' rarely rises above the level achieved; the writin^t wnsiderably
Cliff
big on the strength of the star of humdrum meller. Its plot has a braces the pic all .tl}e,^ay.
machine-made appearance, as though Edwards as the «fal5d§nd type of
names.
Flin.
Columbia production and relea.se. Stars
it were riveted together from standnewspaper phot6g,. an9l(XToby Wing, Charles
Quigley and Rita Hayworth.
Diard incidents of previous airplane as his nitwit babbling girl friend, rected
by D. Ros.s Lederinan. Screenplay,
thrillers.
It bristles with cinematic
give out the humor. It ds satisfac- Grace Neville and Fred NIblo, Jr.; story,
•

ATLANTIC FLIGHT

>

.

.

'

—

Monogram

.

.

.

:

GAME THAT

CHAN ON BROADWAY
20lh Century-Fox relen.se of John .Stone

fj

production. Stars Wnrner Oland; features
Jonn Mnish, Harold Ruber, Donald Woods.
Directed by ISugcne Porde. Soreenpluy by
Charles Belden and Jerry Cudy; original
story by Art Arthur, Robert Kills and
Helen Ijojfan, based on the 'Charlie Chan'
character created by Rarl Derr BlggerH;
musical, direction, Samuel Kaylln; lUni
editor,
Al Do Gaetanu; camera, Harry
JacUson. At Central, X. Y,, week Sept. 18,
',17.
Running time, 08 mlns.
Charlie Chan
Warner Oland
Lee Chan
Keye J.uke
.

Jnim Wendall.
Murdock
Johnny Bilrkc
Nelson.
Patten

Insipeclor.

Speed

Bronson
Maile Collins
Blllle

J.
,
,

.

.

,

Mllchcll

JAnK Tse
Meeker

only

and manages

when

it

to

come

follows the

to life
path of

Merrill's actual career. And although
the flyer is a distressing actor, only
his presence saves the production
from being absolute trash.
Briefly,
the story of 'Atlantic
Flight' concerns the efforts of rival
plane owners to win the national
air race meet.
One group is com-

posed of a penniless plane designer,
a mechanic and Dick Merrill. The
.loan Marsh competing plane is owned by a nonlOdward Brombcrg
Douglna Fowley flying heiress and' is to be flown by
When the baron
Harold' Ituber a phoney baron.
Donald Woods
..Louise Hcjiry

Joan "\Voodl>ury

BuZ3 Moran

Thomas

cliches

..I.,eon

Ames

I.nwroncc
Tashin -Mori

Mari-

f'hiirles

\VllIlainH

Kueene Borden

I,oulc

Newest entry in the Charlie Chan
Chinese sleuth series fits alongside
of the better ones, It holds more
than usual for metropolitan audi
ences because having a New York
locdle and concei'ncd with graft in
the big town. Film provides an op
portunity for the Oriental Sherlock
to perform his deductions while
guest of the N. Y. police force. Good
for locations where others in this
series played.
Running through the clever detective
manipulations of Charlie
Chan are bright situations, subtle
and roughshod comedy, and pointed

prevents Merrill from getting to the
race on time, the designer flies his
own plane and crashes it. To save
his life with a newly discovered
serum, Merrill flies to London and
back in 48 hours. It is. an aggres.sively hokey yarn, salted with stock
shots of air meets, parachute, jumps
and bits from newsreels.
As an actor Merrill is still one of
the world's foremost flyers.
He is
painfully embarrassed and stiff before the camera and his few moments of dialog are devoid of
timing, expression or dramatic effect.
Yet when he is permitted to
turn from acting a part to playing
.

the business of flying, Merrill gives
the pictiire
its
only conviction.

Although the scenes of him and Jack

Lambie

in the cabin of their plane
out over the Atlantic are manifestly
processed, they convey an air of

Chan uncovers the least authority.
Not only in scripting, but in direcsuspected scandal column writer as
the killer of two people mixed up in tion, production and in the playing
the big city's mob. Writers have of the other parts, 'Atlantic Flight'
permitted several in cast to bo is distressingly commonplace. Paula
placed under the cloud of su.spicion Stone and Weldon Heyburn act as
without closing all doors to the en- though in a Keystone comedy retrance of other .suspects.
vival, "while Ivan Lebedeff offers a
Producor.s have wisely kept Chon'.s stock portrayal as the baron. If the
son in the series, making him a foil pic gets by, it will be on Merrill's
action.

for his father's

shrewd

nifties.

But name alone.

Hobe.

J.

tory.
•

Benton

KILLS

HenjamIn

camera,

editor,
James Sweeney; niu.slcal
direction. Morris Sfoloff.
At Varsity, Lincoln, dual.
Running time, ,15 mlns.

Kline;

Josephine Hutchinson has a
of

sort

role

for

her,

as

a

new
terse-

Fergu.son

tongued newshen who bides her Botty
time but gets her man sans glamor- Ersklno
ous gowns and boudoir-eyes. Miss Holland
Dodd does her good standard type as Maxwell
Eddie
the cheating wife; Blackmer is his Adams
usual heavy.
Direction and especially the production very good; camera keeps
apace.

Bert.

ALL OVER TOWN
Republic release of Leonard 'Fields pro
ductlon.
Stars Ole Olsen. Chic John.son.
Features Mary Howard, Harry Stockwell,
Franklin Pangborri.
Directed by James
Home. Screen play. Jack Townley, Jerome
Chodorov, from story by Richard English;
camera. Ernest Miller. At Fox, Brooklyn,
week .Sept. 17, '»7. Running time, 02 mlns.
9'-;:e"
Ole Olsen
Johnson
chlc Johnson
Joan Eldredge
Mary Howard
Don Fletcher
Harry Stockwell
Costumer
Franklin Pangborn
MacDougal
James Finlayson
.

»*lley

.Kddle Kane
Stanley Fields
Corrlgan
Lew Kelly

Slug

Davenport
Martin

D'Arcy

McKee

John Sheehan
Earle Hodglns
Gertrude Astor
Blanche Payson

"arker

Mamie
Mrs.

Cheney;

-W iKson

fhllllpa

Inspectory

Otto Hoffman

Murphy

Hodgepodge

Fred Kelsey

rather
broad
humor presided over by the vaude
and radio comic duo, Olsen and
Johnson, will droop right down to
agate-billing in the duals.
Pic makes no serious attempt at
telling a story.
What yarn there is
IS only a prop upon which to hang
the antics of the comics.
O. & J.
are a pair of vaudevillians with a
trained seal.
Action takes place
around a theatrical boarding house
of

Charles Quigley
Ulta Hayworth
John Uallaudet
j.

.

Farrell

MacDonald

Arthur Loft
John Tyrrell
i>,iui
Fix

('Hotel

Sprlnetime')

'

(HUNGARIAN lUADE)
Budapest, Sept.

8.

Ell t release of Ilajdu Kltm-Darurzy iiroductlon. Dli-ected by Bela Oaal. .Scenario.

Lasslo Vadnal: music. Paul Abnaham. At
Royal Apollo and Atrium Theatrelj, Buda"

pest.

Murla
Sophy

'. , . . .
i

Ida Turay

Komur

Antal Pager

Kabos

Julius

Torda

Ferenc

'

Julia

Reorctary
Boldlesar
l->aron

-

Anna Tokes

....

Parlormaid

Tlvndar T'ray
Imre Pallo

.-Vg..

(In Hungarian)

Season's first Hungarian release is
decidedly a monieymaker. An unpretentious story on the usual silly
burlesque lines, but pleasant entertainment, cleverly directed, well photographed an'd well cast.
Anna Tokes, new on the screen, is
a great asset; she photographs well
and acts with dignity and charm.
Imre Pallo, operatic baritone, aliso
in his first film part, has a beautiful
voice aind moves with elegance and
..

ease.

Setting is a resort hotel, chief attraction of which is Maria, the manageress. Visitors come because they
want to make love to her. Her
husband (Pager) acts as hotel secretary. Maria is devoted to him, but
she doesht let on that they'i'e married' because she is- afraid that lucrative guests, like Baron Torda and
wealthy Ferenc Ag, would stay away

they knew she isn't free. Pager
fed up' with this situation and
goes off with Sophy, a honeymoon
bride staying- at' thi hotel, who. leaves
her husband because he leaves her
alone all night and gambles away
peserted bridegrobin
her dowry:
(ICabos, very funny, but too fat and
old to be convincing in "the pitt )
stays on as secretary, while Pager
and Sophy pretend to fall in love
with each other and marry, but rin
the end they all fliid their way back
if
is

•

•

to

Chadwick
Features Ralph- Forbes and
production.
Directed by Hamilton
Ben Alexander.
Norman S. Hall;
Story,
MacFadden.
Ij. Lowe
dialog,
Sherman
HC»"een play and
and Harry O. Hoyt; cameraman. Marcel
Plcard; son«rs, Richard Gump and Flo
Browne. At Strand, -B'klyn, N. T., duals,
week Sept. 16, '37. Running time, 03 mlns.
Bob Carter...
.Ralph Forbeu
Don Carter
Ben Alexander
Carcia
George Regas
Nina
Hala Linda
BllRey
.James Aubrey
Muggsy
Paul Hurst
Col. LauKnte...
.Frank Leigh
Sheik
Roy D'Arcy

Monogram

HOTEL KIKELET

original

their

'

partners.

Plenty of laughs, popular actors

and Pallo's song scenes with a gyp.sy
band are responsible for 'Hotel
SpringtimeV b.o. success here.
Jncobi.

PUBLIC COWBOY NO,

1

(WITH SONGS)
production and release.
Stars
Gene Autry; features Smiley Hurnette,
Ann Rutherford, WUllam Farnum, Arthur
Loft.
Directed by Joseph ICane.
Story,
Oliver
Bernard McConvllle;— screenplay,
Drake; camera,' Jack Marta; editors. Le.st«r
Orlebeck and Georj^e Reld.
At Varsity,
Running time, 00 minx.
Lincoln, dual.
Bejiubllc

.....Gene Autry
Smiley Burnette

Autry
Frog.
Helen

;

Sheriff

Ann Rvitherford
AVllllam Farnum

;

Quackenbush
Justice

C.

Morton

Frank.

X.,aRue

James
.-

Thad Slaughter
Jack Shannon.
Stubby
V
Jim Shannon..
Ezra

Marston Williams
.Arthur Loft

.'

.Frankle Marvin

House

Peters,

Jr.

Mllburn Mornnte

King Mojave

Steve
Bldwell

".Hal

Larry'......

,

Price

Jack Ingram'

Screwy title, but about the triith.
Autry, handy with pipes and guitar
as well as his guns and fists, has
come to mean patroniage in guaranteed
quantities
western
in
the
houses. This, his first release in the
new season's Republic product, is a
pat on the back in title, apd lived
up to in a picture, complete in action

and good tunes.
Bernard- McConvillei

who authored

the story, went a little deluxe when
he fitted out Smiley Burnette and

some

Montgomery

Ward

cattle

rustlers with sending

and receiving
bringing the horsey range
country up on par with the city's

sets,

and the last word in
However, he tells an interesting story, and in the end debunks his own intricate devices to
show the old two-gunner with his
nag is the best way to get around
in Wyoming.
Autry is right at home, and for
once it's a western without a fist
fight.
Gene opens and closes with a
cruiser cars

gangdom.

song on his lips, and knocks out
about three during the mid-section
of the. story.
Best of them is the
jingler, 'West Ain't What It Used
Hockey comes in for another dido to P->.'
Smiley Burnette, who
in Columbia's 'Game That Kills,' a usually accompanies him, cuts loose
picture with k lot of action, but not twice on his own with 'Heebie,
strong enough to carry any b.o. Jeebie Blues' and 'Defective Deweight. Title may bog it a little, too, tective from Brooklyn,' the latter
because of close similarity to the with some lightning changes of cossexer which made the rounds and is tume.
still
going in some spots, tagged
Ann Rutherford, the femme deco'Pace That Kills.'
ration, is a crusading newspaper
Film features Charles Quigley on editor in the nrairie town, who betop, but sharing with Rita Hayworth, lieves at first that the old-time law
who broke in recently with a small enforcement methods are outmoded.
dancing role in one of his pictures. After Bill Farnum turns on his
Brunet is a looker and talks the role kindliest attitude and Autry bursts
well, which will probably see her into her office with his hair combed
more often in the Columbia prints and a song on his lips, she figures,
of the future. Quigley plays a skat- abnost too late, that the old-fashing fool, who comes into the profesh ioned way had its good points.
Arthur Loft and House Peters, Jr.,
hockey to find out what kind of a
racket it is. His brother was killed rustlers as modern as tomorrow,
in a phoney rink accident previouis operate a roving slaughter house on
to his entry.
Rita is the daughter a circus basis. Find out where the
of the team's trainer, J. Farrell Mac- herd is, send out the trucks with
men and horses by radio direction
Donald.
Lots of skating and a good deal of from a plane flying overhead, set up
rough stuff closeup makes the pic- in 10 minutes and start, clouting the
ture carry along through a mediocre beef over the headas fast as it comes
plot.
Writing department didn't down the chutes. Butchery is complete to hides being removed, and
strain
itself
much, and footage
grabbed from sports reels makes the carcass quartered and loaded
most of the real action. Everyone into refrigerator trucks for shipping.
Then it's a fadeout before
in the cast makes out as well as he
any one gets wise to what happened.
or she can.
Picture was given more thought
For the action houses and the than goes into most westerns and
nabes, mostly.
Will see occasional the usual standbys are for the most
Drake

Mux Hottman.

Jr.

'

from

hunger spotting in better
houses, but always, on the weaker
side of the dual.
Barn,

part
ignored.
Cowboy'
'Public
should do good business in its field

anywhere,

Bar?*.

.

FILM REVIEWS

Wednesdajr, September 22, 1937

Mutiny on the Elsinore
(BBrri^)s\iyiAbE)

.

\

^

London, Sept.

;

4.

independence despite all its unrests
and dangers, ,and the other of whom
joins the Italians and fights side by
side with the Dubats in the fort.

VARiKTY

Robinson Crusoe of

AAAA

Clippier Island

Also there is a love episode between
(BQP) release of one
(SERIAL)
Brltlsli
Ansoclatfll
of the native warriors and a
Stars Paul
llcpibllo release of Nat Levlne-Sol C.
iwTvla British produotlon.
girl who had been made prisoner
Siegal production,
T^uas Directed by Roy Lockwood. Screen
Stars Mala, features
and later liberated by the Ogaden. Rex (the
horse), Buck (the dog), Mamo
ii«v Benuroy MlUon; from Jack London's
At PicThese touches keep the film from C'lnc, Herbert RawUnson, William Newell.
camera, Bryan LahBley.
Sft^-slSept. 3, '37, Running -tlmo,
being entirely reportorial. Still the Directed by Mark V. Wright and Ray
Jj^ljly, London,

19

Skeptical
Screen Publicists Guild. We intend
to determine our own policies and

(Continued from page 7)

s-

faction

disgruntled

the

in

Junior

guide our actions accordingly.'

.

U

minutes.

t,

t

i

Paul Lukas
'^y^ Hardlns

jlok Pathurst
iff Pike
Marearet West.,
•
Bert Rhyne^hlrles Davis
gisu llva"
Mr. Mellnlre
Captain West
,

,

Kathleen Kelly
-CHrtord EvanS

• • •

Michael Hartln-Harvey
William Devlin
.....Ben Soutten

.Conway Dixon
.Pat Noonan
Tony Sympsop
Keene

Murphy

• .

Ahortv

Hamilton

£!Jj.,gt

Alec Fraser

Benson
ffa^a

Soneyu

.Jlro

descriptive parts of the picture are
the most important and the best.
Photography is excellent and sound

Screenplay.*

'

Maurice

B.itv

Screen Actors' Guild and, by making
a play with the producers, force a
compromise with the SAG and,

Gernghly,

Shipman, John ttathmell; story,
Morgan Cox, Wtnuton Miller, Leslie Swatacker;

William Nobles;

camera^

editors,

Helene

and William Witney, At
But Liberty, Turner
Lincoln.
Running time, 10 mlns;
as seeing Italian troops in action and 14 eplbcdes.
through
in victory would probably not stir Mala
Mala

accompaniment very

effective.

American audiences, it is doubtful Rex
whether the film would have much Bi'-ck
MelanI
success in America.
Most striking Jackson
are the charm and naturalness of the Hank
native actors in the film.

Jack London's stories are dated to
the windibout the conclusion

Pprformance of
jammer period.
Paul Lukas is dated to the present
day, from the standpoint of the cut
of his clothing and the modern
Hero aiid story,
school of acting.
therefore, db not synchronize. iNor
did they, in those days, use the

Ta/,or.

Heln.

Tupper

,

.Canneld
Ellsworth

,

,

Porpdu

PATRIOTEN

0«"f.K«r

My Country')
(GERMAN MADE)

Lamar. .

,

Wilson
poebel

(1 Love

i

,

considering

Besides

Rex
Buck

;

with the Four

it,

A's.

the

lATSE

AAAA board session Artists iand Illustrators, embodying
undoubtedly discuss the pro- the majority of illustrators, costutne
posed new interchangeability of designers, matte artists, title artists
cards rule. Also possible the ques- and all other creative graphic artists
tion of revising the Four A's con- in the motion picture industry, with
Invita- demands already submitted to the
stitution may be taken up.
Producers Association,, will unanitions to the meet have been sent to
mously oppose any attempt by the
all the members, most of whom plan International Alliance of Theatrical
will

.

.

Ufa production and release. Stars Llda
Polynesians and Eskimos have had
Baarova and- Mathlas Wieman. Directed more or less
a bad time in Holly- to attend. Frank Gillmore,
by Karl RItter. At 80th St. Garden, N. X..
week .Sept. 17, '37, Running time, 03 mlns. wood and in this Republic chapterer executive manager, is on his way
Peter Thomann
Mathias Wleitaan twq are iyanked 9 short way. from
the Coast and will not be there:.Jules Martin......
Bruno' Hubner oblivion for a while to do Work in to
word *scram.'
Llda/ .Baarova 'Robinson Crusoe of
takes place on board one ThereBe
Clipper Island.' <And iCenneth Thomson, SAG execu»V Action
Sv^anne
HUda-Kf>rber Mala, who came to
6f the old sailing vessels, and is con- Charles.
Metfo'S:
contract
.'.
. .
Paul Dahlk6
.
tive secretary, is in Maine and hot
ta the mutiny: of thte
'

AAAA

•

,

.

.

flned entirely

is murdered, flrst
inate jknoclced out,- and the. only pasjgenger on board is a. novelist,

crew.

Captain

:

who

.

NIklta
..Nikolai Kolin
. . .
.Kurt Selfert
Jean-Baptlste ...............A. F. Eugens

Atphonee

.

Per Ortskommandant

Edwin

Jurgenseri
.Willi Rose

.

Buroofflzler

. . . .

.'

°

takes command, straightens things Eln "FoUzelbeamter
Ewald Weiik
out and falls in love with the cap- Der Vorisltzende
6tz, ToUen
Two-fisted stuff Der Anklager
Ernst Karchow
daughter.
Kain's
A. Saint-Germain
throughout, which becomes more at Der Verteldlger .
Krlegsgefangene. .Paul Schwed, Lutz Gotz
less tedious.
Der Satiltater
..Karl Hannemanii
Names of t^e star and author niay Der Sergeant.
.Gustav Mahnke
Karl Wagner
put this. one. over as a second fea- Hoteldlener
Jim Simmons
ture here. In any event, it wil^ serve Flugzeugf ubre'r.
MQ-Schutze....'....Hans Relnhard Knltsch
Jolo.
for quota purposes.
-

.

'

-

.'

.

'•

.'

'.

. .

..

.

German,

English Titles)
In presenting the rarely seen Germah side of the war, the' producers
of 'Patribts' took no advantage of
their cinematic and traditional enemy, the French, but have, instead,
stuck to a believable roman de
guerre, that should prove a hit with
German audiences and an' entertaining one and a half hours to the audiences attracted by the English
(In

Romance

in Flanders

MADE)

(BRITISH

,

London, Sept.

8.

'British Lion release of Franco-LondonH. prod. Stars Paul Cavanagh; features
Directed by Uaurlce
KtrcellA .Ohantal.
Adapted by Harold Simpson from
Blrey.
novel by Mario Fort aifd Ralph E. Vanloo;
camera, William Luff. At Piccadilly. LonRunning,
time,don,
78 mlns.
V.

,

.....Paul Cavanagh
Marcelle Chantal

John Morley
Tvonne Berry..

Rodd Berry..,
Ifme. Vlandermaere
£ol. Wexton

i... Garry

Marsh

Olga Lindo

Sim

Alistair

Captain Stanford;
Evelyn Roberts
Uajor Burke.......... P. Kynaston Reeves

Kennedy

Col.
Bill

Arthur Hambllng

Johnson

Warren
Frank Atkinson
gobble Comber
Andrea Melandrlnos
Denise Sydney
Kathleen Weston
..Denier

Joe Stuggins
Chauffeur
IMayor
Muriel.....
Bessie

.,
;

Bitter little story of war and its
ttftermath, and the friendship of two

men

disrupted

one woman.

through desire for

Star's

name may make

the picture acceptable as a second
feature in the U. S., but it is more
likely to appeal on this side.
Coming at the tail end of a glut
Of war films, this one isn't strong
enough to compete, although the war
scenes are well done and sufficiently

impressive.
Two sergeants

part in an ^rmy reunion,
sees Dick, whom she believed dead, among the crowd. She
her husband, who scoffs at the
idea, saying there is' but a slight
resemblance. Unsatisfied, she seeks
out the Englishman, now a guide to
tourists visiting the battlefields, who
feigns lost memory and refuses to
recognize her.
She forces the truth. Husband and
Wife have it out, when she says she
is going to
leave him for Dick.

Hubby pleads with

her.
Half-frenafter the husband

zied, Dick goes
With a gun, but when

Yvonne comes

SUSANNE IM BADE
('A Study »f Susanne')

(GERMAN MADE)
Casino Film Co. release of Tobls-Rota
production. Features' Marija Behrens, Hans
Brausewetter.
Guelslorff,
Hans
Max
Schlenck. Directed by Juergen von Alten;
musical score, Haraldt Boehmelt. At Casino,

N. T., week

tlnie,

78 mine,

S'ept.

10,

'37.

Running

Manja Behrens

Ouasy Altken
Uofrat Altken
Bruno Kannltz

Max

GuelstorR
Erich Fiedler
Hampemann
Ursula Herklng
Erlka Knlspel
Edka von Thelmann
Director der Kunstschiile.
.Hans Schlenck
Peter..
Hans Brausewetter
Barbara
Maria Sazarina
.

.

Justlzrat Schmidt
Hann Farenburg
Frau Justlzrat Farcnburg. .Maria Krahn
Rolnemachefrau
Use Furstenberg
Heln..
Fritz Hoops

them and calls her husband's
in an agony of fear, he realizes
can't turn back and pick up the

after

threads again.

Paul Cavanagh gives a sensitive
performance as Dick. Garry Marsh,
as the blustering husband, is a good
type and Marcelle Chantal is more
than adequate as the wife.
Olga
Lmdo scores as a little laundress
suffering from unrequited love, and
the supporting cast 4s excellent.

Sentineile di

Bronzo

('Sentinels of Bronze')

(ITALIAN MADE)
Rome, Sept.
Fono Roma production and release.
!?f'*'l Ijy

Romolo MarcelUnl.

Script.

7.

Dl-

Mar-

featuring Kosco Glarhiw
caeui,
Qlovannl Grasso, Doria Durantl.
<'ast

(In Italian)
Exteriors for this pic were taken
entirely in Italy's
colonies in Africa,

oomaliiand and Mogadiscio and its
is the glorification of
^P^^f^^l troops, the bronze
Action is supposed to take
tin^e
*
shortly before the
•toi^®
twian conquest of Ethiopia, when

main theme
iSri?" ,
Bentinels.

"iere were many
border incidents.
naLA^^.°^ Amharas attack a nomad
tnbe, and then, fired by the
eYpI?
excitement of plunder and rape, de*° ^^^^^'^ a small Italian border
forf
to 1 xiP^spite being outnumbered 10
.Italians defend the fort and
sii/n'o
J
fucceed
in repelling the Amharas.
^'^^is a slight thread of story—
thi
between the two Ogaden
„.?''°thers. Ibrahim and Elmi, one
* '^nom prefers to keep
his nomad

expected in

—

Film

hot only a rescue for
people not working, but also for animals. Rex, the boss, and Buck, the
dog, are both figuring for hay and
bones. Pic has pretty scenery, although f^^kery is present in unusual
is

quantities.
Sandwiches of travelog
snots of island, villages are frequent.
For 12-year-olds and under. Bom.

I

weekend

New York

until

the

at the. earliest.

Up on lA
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
have Independent Guilds

Guilds Gangr
'

Move

tQ

'

present' a .united front against encroachment of lATSE was started

Immediately, after announcement by

William

Bioff,

George

E.

Browne's

right-hand man In the lA, that the
organization would assume jurisdiction over all workers in film indusScreen Actors Guild, Screen
try.
birectors Guild and Screen Writers
Guild issued joint statement, denying LATSE was authorized to' speak
for organizations and insisting guilds
would continue to represent its
meinbers.

a

for the picture. Two leads are expertly handled by Wieman and Miss
Baarova, particularly in the dramatic
sequences immediately preceding and
during the court martial.
Singing and dancing in the picture, while not enhancing much, do
not retard any of the action and fit
in nicely during narration. German
music and dancing girls add to total
of nearly everything else that can
be put into a film without it having
the appearance of a goulash which
so many of the importations seem
to be.
Hurl.

name
you

,

Statement was signed by Robert
Its chief drawback is that
Montgomery, president of SAG;
propaganda film of current
Heart of the Rockies
Deutsch political regime.
Lewis Milestone, vice-president of
Film has all the assets of a worthRepublic release of Sol C. Slegal pro- SDG and acting, president in absence
while production, suspense, drama, duction. Stars Three Mesqutteers: Robert of King Vidor, and Charles Brackett,
Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune.
comedy, etc., added to which is good Livingston,
Directed by Joseph Kane. Screenplay, Jack v.p. of SWG and acting president in
photography and fine acting.
Natteford -and Oliver Drake; original story, absence of Dudley Nichols.
Latter,
McConvlUe; camera, Jack Mdrta;
A very competent cast from stars Bernard
however, hurried ,home from vacaeditor, Lester Orlebeck.
Varsity, Linto the most minor roles does much coln, dual. Running time.AtRS mins.
tion in East and assumed charge of
it's

.take

tells

'

•

.

Clark

Employes to regiment its
members.
The Society will call
iipon all members of the ir\depen->
dent guilds to present a united front
to lireveht this threatened coe'rcion.'
Society of Motion Picture Film
Editors' called general, meeting of
650 members to. approve ,actiop of
board of directors in' nixing affiliation with lATSE.
Later directors
"
issued following statement:
'The 650 editors and assistants in
the motion picture industry, pursuant to the right to represent themselves, through the Society of Motion Picture Film Editors, which
right has been guaranteed to them
iStage

:

by the National Labor Relations
Law, will move to protect and preserve that right by opposing with
every means any attempt by the
LATSE or any other unauthorized
group to usurp jurisdiction over
such film editors and assistants. If
.

necessary, the fight will be carried
directly to the NLRB in Washington.*

Saper Gets Labor Post

Nathan Saper,

titles.

Yvonne,
love
daughter of a farmer with whom
they are billeted in Belgium. She
loves one, but marries the other,
thinking the first is dead. Years afterward, when visiting the village to

Yvonne

toith.'

after 'Eskimo,' and Mamo
to. the same studio on conclusion of 'Mutiny, on the Botintjr,'
are in tl)e leads aftier little or no
work in nearly two years.
'Crusoe' is a jsetially elaborate
story of sabotage Which results in
the U.' S. sending a Polynesian member of the F.BX to find out what's
going: on at a small Pacific dot of
land, where a dirigible has crashed.
Mala, the F.B.I. lad, is on a dual
dodge for a while ^both the islanders
and the international spy ring on the
lam for him.

roster

Artists and illustrators hopped on
anti-IATSE bandwagon with following announcement:
'The Society of Motion Picture

matter, Friday's

Mamo Clark
Herbert RawUnson
William Newell
John Ward
Selmer Jackson
John Dllson
John PIccorl
George Ctiesebro
Robert Kortman
George Cleveland
.Lloyd Whitlock

.

..

More Antl-IATSE

(In German; No English Titles)
For what miniscule market there
in the U. S. for films made in Naziland, this is passable. 'When caught
the audience didn't particularly perk
up at the comedy, of which much
is

use is attempted to help buoy a
hackneyed, thin plot.
Story is located in an art school.
Professor of oil daubing takes his
adult scholars to a beach one day,
and while the co-eds are romping
in the surf sketches one of the lissome lassies in her swim suit. Later
he does a similar job in oil off the
sketch, but neglects to do the girl
this time in anything other than her
birthday suit. When painting is exhibited at a commercial showing,
word gets around that the specific
co-ed did the nude posing. Teacher
ransacks his belongings for the
sketch made on the beach to clear
her name and his, but paper has
been thefted by a jealous girl whom
the teacher snubs. Matter becomes
almost an open scandal, when tha
other studes solve the affair by making the sketch-swiper confess and

produce the drawing to ihe

satisfac-

tion of all concerned.

Such a skimpy yarn could have
more punchily told in legs than

beeri

78 mins.
the best
co-ed,

Acting

is

but

fairish,

with

work done by the maligned
Manja Behrens. Hans Brause-

wetter is too stiff as the art prof,
a common Teuton thespic error. Max
Guelsdorff squeezes hard to get
some humor out of his role of the
girl's papa, but it's pretty hard goRest of the cast are bits. Diing.
rection sluggish most of the way;
Bert.
camera good.

Stony Brooke....
Tucson Smith
Lullaby JosUn
Lorna.

Robert Livingston
Ray Corrigan

of

Studio

Union

financial secretary

Transportation

Driver

was

elected v.p. of the
State Federation of Labor at annual
convention at Long Beach. He was
390,

nominated by Aubrey Blair, business
manager of Screen Actors Guild, to
replace Kenneth Thomson, executive
secretary of SAG, who declined to

stand for reelection.
Producers committee has tentaSociety of Motion Picture Art DiSociety of Motion Picture tively agreed to demands of lATSE
Film Editors, Society of Motion Pic- for weekly minimum of $115.50 for
Taklma Canutt ture Set^ Designers, Society of Mo- makeup artists and $62.50 for hair
Charlie........
Hal Taliaferro
Committee composed of
Georgia Simmons tion Picture Artists and Illustrators, stylists.
Ma Dawson...t.
Herman's Mountaineers Society of Interior Decorators and William Koenig, Joseph C. Gilpin
Dawson Gang
Screen Publicists Guild joined with and Sid Rogell will report back to
With all this talk about the suc- other independents in fight to retain producers and contract probably will
be inked in this week.
cess of Charlie McCarthy, the Bergen autonomy from lATSE.
dummy, on the air and his chances
John Arnold has resigned as presiArt Directors issued following
in pictures, these Three Mesquiteers
dent of American Society of Cinestatement:
westerns have had the jump on the
matographers because of his execufilm entry of the precocious mouth'The Society of Motion Picture Art tive post as manager of camera de*
niece by nearly a year, featuring Directors, containing all the art diMax Terhime, old-time vaudevillian, rectors in the motion picture in- partment at Metro. Victor Milner,
first v.p., has been elevated to presiand his dummy chatter. Now, since
McCarthy is a cinch to make a film dustry in California, will continue to dency to fill out unexpired term.
go, it wouldn't be surprising if some represent the art directors and carry Election win be held in May.
exhibs took cue and Republic pride on their negotiations, regardless of
Cliff Mace, business representative
in the 'first' diunmy featured player. any frivolous
claims by outside of Studio Carpenters Union 946, had
He has figured thus far in every one groups hoping to annex them, and been directed by William Hutchinof the Mesquiteer films.
will fight shoulder to shoulder with son, president of United BrotherThis one is a tangle' inside and out- the other local guilds to maintain
hood of Carpenters and Joiners of
side the law, the trio being accused the freedom of choice granted emby National Park Raingers of killing ployes under the Wagner act.' State- America, to discharge all local committees. Hutchinson said agreement
bears which they believed had been
raiding their stock.' In the meantime, ment was signed by Steve Gooson, between studio carpenters and procattle rustlers had been doing the president.
ducers was negotiated by Internadirty Work in the herds and shifting
tional officers of organization, and
Flacks Lay Down Barrage
the blame to the griz. Romance is
that in the future affairs of the carStatement by Screen Publicists
the light side, only portion being a
penters would be handled by their
stepfather's attempt to marry off his Guild read:
International officers. Local officers
daughter, Lynn Roberts, to a man
'The Screen Publicists Guild yes- had already started negotiations with
hunting
Boys
stop
her
senior.
much
with the Screen producers in an effort to secure 10%
joine'd
bears long enough to see that it's a terday
Screen
Actors, Screen Writers and
fiiv.
wage tilt which was omitted last year
Republic would be smart, in con- Directors Guilds in denying Various when other studio unions received
nection with the Terhune dummy, to statements in the press attributed to pay increase.
of
write Max some good material, the William Bioff as representative
quality of the stuff so far having the International Alliance of Thebeen a deterrent for its rise.
atrical Stage Employes, claiming full
Two good fights are provided, but
departments,
all
Bob Livingston, closeupped most of jurisdiction over
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
goes into the
the time, was outpointed quite a lit- and every craft that
'It Couldn't Happen Again,' origipictures.
motion
production
of
Always manages to get in that
tle.
nal yarn by Mel Riddle and Alex
lucky one, however. For the scenery
'Neither Mr. Bioff nor anyone else Riiben, has been purchased by Radio.
lovers, 'Heart of the Rockies' is long has been authorized to represent the
Jack SherrlU peddled his original,
in that department—some excellent
Married Her When,' to Mervyn
'I
background footage. Keeps up to par methods used by Scotland Yard. Sus- LeRoy.
Barn.
on bi 0. possibilities.
pense, therefore, consists in working
'After Dark,' Ladies Home Journal
out the details.
serial by Graeme and Sarah LoriSince 'Night Must Fall' was not a mer, has been bought by Metro.
success in New York, any attempt to
William Rankin sold his original
for
present this one in the American story, 'Permit to Kill,' to B. P. SchulLondon, Sept. 3.
metropolis would probably result berg.
Drama In three acts by Percy Robinson similarly.
'The Crime of Dr. Hallet,' by Lesnnd Terence de Marnfty, presented by J.TOk
Four principal players are Terence ter Cole and Carl Dreher, has been
(le Leon; produced by Maurice Colbourne;
de Marney (one of the authors). acqaired b.v Universal.
at Lyceum, London.
Louise Hampton, Austin Trevor and
An Old Man
A. H. Z. Carr's story, 'Little Devil,'
Ernest Butcher
A Woman
Eileen O'Connor
Arthur Sinclair. De Marney has the purchased by Republic.
A Little Girl
Doreen Davis
role of the neurotic strangler and
'Something of a Hero,' by Michael
victor Colebrooke
Terence Do Marncy
Louise Hampton runs away with the Shenda, peddled to Metro.
Mrs. Colebrooko.
...Louise Ilnmpton
Florrie
Republic has acquired Matcel Howa
June Melville applause in the second and third
Janet Smlthe.rs
..Winifred OuBhton
acts with her forensic pleading for Farnnam's new novel, 'Ex-Loye* as
.Superintendent Condon,
Austin Trevor
her son, admitting him to be mad, Harold Shumate production.
(}wynncth Thomas,
Edna Davles
be
spared.
he
that
but begging
Sergp.mt .Sullivan
ArUiur .Sinclair
Jennie Lines
Austin Trevor is the modern police
.\mlnta Wrnv
Station Sergeant
Beckett Boulil inspector devoid of bombast or bullying methods. His principal assistant
Hollywood. Sept. 21.
This one has a strong resemblance is Arthur Sinclair, staunch and loyal,
No
Warners changed the titled of 'Reto 'Night Must Fall' and 'Satyr,' be- but loving his whiskey neat.
ing based on a sadistic murderer who hero, po heroine, but a cast of 39, turn from Limbo' to 'This Woman is
with nearly a score of well written Dangerous.'
is being trailed by Scotland Yard.
'A Straw Hat in the Summer Time*
In this instance there is no ques- character drawings, and the whole
nroduced in approved has been transmuted into 'Do as
tion of the identity of the. blood lust thing smartly
You Please' at Paramount.
individual, almost from the rise of melodrama fashion.
'Wanted for M.urder' .<ihould enjoy
Paramount has modified 'Citv Hall
the curtain, and the interest is sus- a protracted stay at the Lyceum.
Scandal' into 'Night Club Scandal' as
three
the
tained

Davey
Dawson
Enoch

writers organization.

Max Terhune

Lynn Roberts

~.

.

Sammy McKlm
J. P. McGowan

rectors,

.
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FILM BOOKING CHART
~

(For information of theatre and film exchange bookers, V k^ds^s presents a complete chart
of feature releases of
Date of the reviews as given in Variety and the running time
curi-ent qmrttrly period.
prints are included,)
.

;

the

BT VABIETT.

1937.

rRODUCER

RANOEB St<EPS iN
MYSTERY OF HOODED HORSEMAN
THE GOOD EARTH
THE OUTER GATE
BLONDE TROUBLE

Col,,

:

,,

.

ii

>,

,

,

,,HIDEAWAY

,

Pa^r

ONE mile; FROM HEAVEN
HANDY ANDY (Reissue)
DAN.CE, CHARLIE, DANCE'
D£VIL*S SADDLE LEGION
OUTI^AWS OF THE ORIENT
SHADOWS OF THE ORIENT
BROADWAY MELODY Of; '38
SHE'S NO LADY
HOP ALONG RIDES AGAIN
PUBUC COWBOY NO. 1
FLIGHT FROM GtORY
LOVE UNDER FIRE.
MR. bODD TAKES THE AIR
FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS
IT'S ALL YOURS
KING SOLOMON'S MINES

Reid
Sol Wurtzel
.Sol Wurtzel

RKO.

TRAILUtTG TROUBL]^

.

BAD. GUY
WHERE THE WEST BEGINS
ATLANTIC FLIGHT
ON SUCH A NIGHT
MAKE A WISH
THINK Cast, MR. MOTO
WESTERN GOLD
DEAD END
MAN WHO CRIED WOLF
•

9/3/37

Darmour

COUNSEL FOR CRIME
HERE'S FLASH CASEY
THE WOMEN MEN MARRY

BORNEO
WILD AND WOOLY
TOM SAWYER
100 MEN AND, A GIRL
WINE, WOMEN AND HORSES
PRAIRIE THUNDER
9/17/37

GAME

:

,

THIS

WAY

Col

NAUGHTY GIRLS
52ND STREET

BEHIND THE MIKE
IN CIRCULATION
KING OF SIERRAS

BACK
10/1/37

MADAME X

A BRIDE FOR HENRY
AND HANDSOME

HIGH, WIDE

MUSIC FOR MADAME
BOOTS AND SADDLES
LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE
CARNIVAL QOTEN
LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA
LOVE IS ON THE AIR
.

10/8/37

1015 37

.10 22/37

THE AWFUL TRUTH

DOUBLE WEDDING
THE COUNTRY BEYOND
ANGEL
FIT FOR A KING
TRIGGER TRIO
HEIDI
THAT'S MY STORY
FAREWELL AGAIN
OVER THE GOAL
PARK AVENUE DAME
CONQUEST

THUNDER TRAIL
BREArCFAST FOR TWO
CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY
STAND-IN
MERRY-GO-lfcOUVn OF

.

'38

THE PERFECT SPECIMEN

•

Kaufman

Jessie

Par

'

RKO

Henry

Cooper-Raft

Raymond-H.

Billiard

Musical

G.

Rep

Rom-Dr

R. Griffith

20th

Musical

Novarro-L. Lane
Henle-PoM^er-Treacher
R. Coiman-M. C&rroll
Powell-Warlngr-Healy
D.

D. Selznick
L. Edelnian

'

UA

'

W. MacDonald

& A.

Alexander

M. Fessier
B. P. Schulberg
Robert Sisk
M. Johnson
John Stone

Musical

Melodrama

Col

GN

Comedy
Drama
Com-Dr
Rom-Dr

MGM
Par

RKO
20th
20th

Outdoor

U

Musical

Pasternak

WB

Bryan Foy

WB
WB

Western

Com-Dr

Mallory

Hay ward

H. L. Decker
A. Herman

Col

Melodrama

Motio

Outdoor
Mystery

M. Shauer
H. Wilcox

Par

Musical
Biog
Musical

tl

Drama
Drama

B. Rogers-B. Grable
Neaffle-Walbrook
W. Baxter-J. Bennett
I. Hervey-K.' Taylor
B. Davls-H. Fonda

Rom-Dr

G. Huston-R. Coleman

MGM

W. Wanger
Ed Grainger
.

WB

B. Barsky
E. Finney

GN
GN

R. N.

Wm.

Seiter

W, Wanger

Lew Brock

M;GM
Mdno
Par

Melodrama

Sol C. Siegel
H. Wilson
Robt. Presnell

Henry Blanke
Bryan Foy
Par
Robt. Sisk
G. Engel
Sol Lesser

S.

W. Wanger
Trem Carr
Mervyn LeRoy
M. Connolly
J. Mankiewicz
R. N. Bradbury

'

RKO
UA
U

Com-Rom
Rom-Dr
Musical

Western

U

'

Biog.

Comedy

Col.

Melodrama

Par

Gieason-ZaSu

Ritz Bros.-P. Brooks
D. Kent-R. Wilcox

Paul Muni-G. Sondegaard
R. Reagan- June Travis
I.

L.

Dunne-Carey Grant
Ovcrman-R. Karns
Heflln-M. Marsh

Van

Al Werker

9/8

90

7/21

H. C, Potter
H. Koster
Louis King

83

9/8

55

9/22

65
140
76
72
110
105

9/15
8/25
8/4

B. Eason

.

D. R. Lederman
Al Herman
Albert Ray
R. Z. Leonard
Geo. B. Seitz
Robti Florey
Herb. Wilcox
Irv, Curtimlnga
Milt Carruth
Ed. Goulding

91

9/6/31

7/28

8/4

Lamont
Ray Taylor

Chas.

D, Arzner
R. N. Bradbury

C- Rei.sner

65
i62

,

Edw. Cline

>

Sid Salkow
R. En right

63

9/8
9/8

100

7/28

110
77

7/28
9/15

123
61

6/30
9/15

Sam Wood
William Nigh
R.

Mamoulian

J. Bl.ystone

Josenh Kane

W. A.

Seiter

Nate Watt

Wm.

Dieterle

Nick Grinde

Leo McCarey
Ralph Murphy

62

Edw. Killy

Rom-Dr
Rom-Dr
Drama

Mervyn LeRoy

98

G/30

D; Montgomery- J. Parker

Ray McCarey

Wm. Powell-M*Loy
Tom Keene

Thorpe
R. N. Bradbury

85

9/22

Dietrich-H. Marshall
Joe E. Brown-Helen Mack
Three Mesqulteers
Temple-Hersholt-Treacher

Ernst Lubitsch

Edw. Sedgwick
Wm. Witney

90
73

9/15
9/1

68

9/22

UA
U

Rom-Com
Rom-Com

Col

MGM

R. Griffith
Robt. Presnell
V. Saville

20th

Rom-Dr

U

Melodrama
Melodrama

C.

Rom-Com

Wm.

UA

Bryan Foy

WB

W. MacDonald

Col

Brown

9/22

WB

Western

J.

9/1
8/11

G. Ratoff

Rom-Dr
Comedy

H.

120

Gus Meins
Logan -Rioley

Repnb

W. Wan-ier
DeSylva

8/11
8/25
7/28
8/25

Smith Baliew
J. Bennctt-H. Fonda
John Wayne-S. Bromley
C. Rains-G. Dickson

Sol SieTel

B. G.

89
86
65
78
100

Western

Western

Hyman

8/18
9/1
9/15

D. Del Rio-G, Sanders-Lorre

Par

Par
Edw. K-xufman

7/31

90
00
75

Drama

RKO

B. H.

8/4-

86

20th
20th

Mono

Efnst Lubitsch

David L. Loew

Pitts

Ann NaffCl-W. Hull
Irene Dnnne-R. Scott
N. Martini- J. Fontaine
Gene Autry-J. Allen

Football

9/22
8/18
8/25
8/18

71

.

Crawford-Tone

J.

Melodrama

Com-Rom

RKO

Ritter

Jack R&ndall
G. Michael-L. Crabbe

Musical

.'

Oliyer-J. Beecher

Tex

9/1

69

68

Arthur Rossnn

Mono

WB
WB

'

6/30

64

65
75

Rex-Sheik (horses)
Gladys George-W. William

Drama

Rep

M.

E.

80

9/22
8/11
8/11
7/28

John Brahm

Harold Young

Com-Dr

20th'

Newiil-C. Hughes
G. Rogrers-L. Talbot
MacDonald-AlIan. Jones
J.

J.

9/8
8/18
8/18

Lynn Shores
Earl Taggart
Erie Kenton
Chris Cabanne
T, Talley

K. Baker-P. Patterson
W. Garg:an-J. Barrett
P. O'Brien-Blondell

Western

Par-

J. Cromwell
W. Keighley

Musical

Com-Rom

RKO

S, Lanfleld

J.

GN

MGM

•

Mystery

WB

'

C. Quiffley-R..

Comedy

Western
Co.m-Dr
Western

S, Bischoff

M. H, Hoffman
J. K. McGuinness
Mrs, W. Reid
A. Hornbjow
Jesse L. Lasky

Operetta
.

RKO
UA

R. Lord

Mankiewicz
Bradbury
Par

J.

MGM
MGM

Scherizinger
F, B6rzat>e
R. N. Bradbury
H, HJvthaway
W. A. Seiter
Irving Pichel

T. Kelly-E. Patterson

Durbin-Stokowski-Menlou
B. MacLane-A. Sheridan
D. Foran-E. Clancy

M. H. Hoffman
Hunt Stromberg

GN

H; Lachman
Sonnie Hale

"

O. Kruffer- J. Wells
E. Llnden-B.

Hutchinson-G. Murphy
W. Gari?an-0. Heyward
J. EIIison-M. Hunt
Mr. & Mrs. M. Johnson
.3. Withers-P. Moore

J.

Com-Dr
Com-Dr

UA

D. O. Selznick
J.

Rom-Dr

WB

61

:

115
65
63
60
66
70
85

75
60
66
90

Joe May.

.

'

H. Schlom

£.

81

L. R. Foster
.

Daw

T. Keene-C.

Outdoor
'Drama

.

K, Neumann
Norman Foster

H. Brethertori
William Wyler

Tracy-Rainer

Melodrama
.'

.

.

Matthews

Cagney-E.'

Musical

MGM

Wray

R. Dix-Fay
.

Cahn

R; N. Bradbury
William' Nigh
E. A. Dupont

.

L, Stone-iB. Ree4
'K. Francift-L Htinter

Comedy
Comedy

•

Ballew-H. Ansel
Sidney- J. McCrea

S.
S.

Rom-Drama

Mono

Everett Riskin

PARTNERS IN CRIME
SATURDAY'S HEROES
LANCER SPY
ROLL ALONG, COWBOY
I MET MY LOVE AGAIN
IDOL OF THE CROWDS
THEY WON'T FORGET
LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE

Western

Drama
Melodrama

GB
GN

Hathaway- Jones

VOGUES OF 1938
LADY FIGHTS BACK
THAT CERTAIN WOMAN

40

B. Bre'en-B. Rathboiici.
Lorre-V. Field

8/4
7/21
1/21
8/7/34
9/1

Clertiena

•

K. Morley-G. Richards

8/18

95
60
68

Nugent

E.

R. Stevenson
A. Rosson

D. Me.rrlll-Lamble

.

.

Musical

,

Wm.

'

E,

Melodrama

M. Connolly

PLE.ISE

WALLABY JIM OF ISLANDS
TEX RIDES WITH BOY SCOUTS
THE BRIDE WORE RED
STARS OVER ARIZONA
SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST

Western.

Jack Randall

Kane

D. Silversteln
G. Marshall
A. E. Green

M. Carroll-F. Lederer
A. Lee-R; Youngr-Robeson

Melodrama

WB

N. Bradbury

'

Ken Maynard

Western

UA
U

.

,

J.

C. ReynoIds-.\. Sheridan

-

20th
20th

M. Asher

.Schertjzinger

I

B. Cabot-J.. Chatburn

.

B. Lyftwood
R, Del Ruth
C. VJdor

.

Western
.

,

70

65

L. Sela-nder

Ameche
K. Baker-J. Wyibau

RKO.

GB

M.

.

'

.

£. B. Schoedsack

Boyd

Melodrama

.

Mono
Mpno

WB

R';

'

.

Allan Dwan
D. Butlsr
P.,M<:Donald
B. Conpolly

•

.Aiitry-S. Burnetts
O. Stevens- W. Bourne

L. Youns-D.

Spectacle

P^r

Norman Krasna

.

Willian)

Comedy

MGM;
'

Sam Goldwyn

VICTORIA THE GREAT

9/J^l/37

GB
GN

GB

Sol Lesser
Sol Wurtzel
Sol Wurtzel
£.

.

Col

.

THAT. KILLS

RENFREW OF THE MOUNTED
THIRTEENTH GUEST (Reissue)
THE FIREFLY
MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH

WB

Perlberg.

Condor
Harry Rapf
R. N. Bradbury
William Berke
Em. Cohen

IT

ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN
ANNAPOLIS salute:

'WB

WB

7/28
9/1
7/28
7/28

V. Willat

Raoul Wal$h
Richard Rosson

Gene
'

Rom-Gom
Rom-Com
Rom-Com

20th

i:

.

"

Action

-

.

Conrad NaaeL

.

Clark
R'. Topiney-E. Ralston
R. Taylor'•B. Powell-S. Tucker
Dvorak-John Trent

Western
Western
"

,

nlolt-ivlae

.J.

Melodrama

.

Rep

M. LeRoy

Wm,

VARSITY. SHOW

9/10/37

Pat
Par

Musical

.

C4
70
100

•

S. Ertviii-Jean Mulr
.Dick Foran->Ann Naeel

Drama.
-

RKO

:

;

'

Outdobr.

Mono

8/25

m

"

'

Conledy
Western

•

.

MGM

:

Robert Sisk
N, Johnson

CONFESSION

HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD
GANGWAY
SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT
BIG CITY
GOD'S COUNTRY AND MAN
SOULS AT SEA
LIFE OF THE PARTY
SHEIK STEPS OUT
THIN ICE
PRISONER OF ZENDA

dJoI

S. C. Siegel
.

;

:

WB-

H. Sherman
.

'

8/4
2/10

67

'

.

Drama
Rom-Dr
Comedy

,

Gargan-J. Rogrem'
Stanwyok-Boles
P. p!Brlen-H. Boggart

B. CabbirBeatrice Roberts
O. Davis, Jr>-J< Woodbury
J. BennyrG.' Pairlok
^, Stone-M. Lord,
C. Tr^vor-S. Blane
W. Roirers-R; Taylor

Musical.
.

WB

Jack Cummings
B. P. Schulberg

'

.

20th
20th

.

Wm.

t

Outdoor
.

.

'

,

Scott

H. MacPadden
'Sam Ndwfleld
N. Taurofi
M. Carrufh
Kinii Vidor
L, Bacon

.

Rom-Com
..

Ewing

W. Heybum-J. Madicn
M. Brown-C. Rochelle
Alice Faye-Ritz Brbs.' Ameche
'

6tf

140

.S.'

J.

Melodrama.

GN

Col

..
'
:

Melodrama
Drama

.

filoho

WB
WB

.

"

Bennett
Taylor
Franklin
H. MacFadjdeh
G. Archtt'ihl^aud
,R'aiyf

>

.1

,

Western
Musical

'

'

Par-

L.

'

WB

.

H. Staele

.

8/ji7/37

KEVIEWEP

TIME

S. G.

•

Paul Munl-Luise Rainer
Ralph Forbes'
li.> Oyermi»n-E. Whitney
Ge«rffe. O'Brlen-C. Worth
.

Melodrama

L. E; Gepsler

.

.

.

"

UA

WB

ClifS

,

.

,

U

Condor

.

;

Rep'
20th
SOth
-

Drarpa.Musical
Action

•

'"

••

Drama

|tKO

i

Goldwyh

J.

.

8/2P/37^

DIRECTOR

Bl 'Allen-E. Stewart
f. Tex Ritter

'

Western

Mono

'

'

,

W«sterri

MGM,

E, M. Asher "
S.

'•

GN

.

•Par

G. Hirlinian
A. Schaefer
A. Wi.- Hackel
L. Schwal?

.

BOOTHILL BitlGADE
YOU caK^ have everything
\ REPORTED MISSING'
STELI.%. DALLAS
SAN.QUENTIN
LOVE TAKES FLIGHT
LUCK OF ROARING CAMP
ARTISTS AND MODELS

'

Col

.

E.'Chadwifck

I.

"

RACKETEERS'.'

;

Thallbierg

,

8/13/37

TALENT

TYPE

DISTRIB.

Ed Pinney
I.

WINDMMMER

[^EA

;

,

..

ALL BIGHTS RESERVED

MINS. BV VARIETY

'

•:

INC.

..riEN

flTLK
RELEASE
:.8y6/37

American distrtbutinQ con>hmv^^ fof

all the

of

CQPTRIGHT,

•

MGM
Par

RKO
20th
UA
U

WB

Mystery
Hist-Rom
Western

Rom-Dr
Mystery

Comedy
Musical

Com-Rom

Morgan-Wm. Lundigan
Robson
Hopper- June Travis

L. Banks-F.

Fay Wray-Richard Arlen
Garb«>-Charles Boyer
Marsha Hunt-Gilbert Roland
Stanwyck-H. Marshall
W. Oland- Joan Marsh

B.

Howard-Joan Blondell
B. T<ahr-B. House-Auer
E. Flynn-Joan Blondell

L.

Art Lubin

R.

Allan Dwan
Sid Solkow

Tim Whclan
Noel Smith
S. RoQell
Clarence Brown
Chas. Barton
Alfred Smtell

Al

Eugene Forde
Tay Gnrnett
Irv.

Cum mines

Michael Curliz

Wednesday, September

VARIETY
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PARAMOUNT'S
A

A hew HIGH

as over a million Jines
of printed stories and photogrophs on "HIGH,
WIDE and HANDSOME" btealc in nation's newspapiers and periodicals.
in publicity

NX

-

t

p
If

fa

One

of the

WIDEST 24-sheet showings yet

achieved as 4,000 boards 90 up

in

110 key

1

cities.

IS

m
One

of the

HANDSOMEST

exploitation tie-ups yet

made by on

mm
outside agency for

a motion

picture

m
m

m
m
Miilion» of

throiigh
stations

Heralds distributed

22,000 Tide Water

Half-page "High; Wide

Handsome" dd|
newspapers

in

50;lcey

aM

iii

Water

;^2«0C^ Tide
instrvcteci

Stations from Coast to Coast

post one-sheets tand oljher inoterral
local theatres

ffi.

supplied ;b.y

..'

.

.

Spot announcements by
Wdier dn 20 rqdib

Tld(i

stations

'
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Production Chart
Hollywood, Sept.

21.

In the face of the shortage of product for theatres, Hollywood studios are
working, with a few exceptions, to near capacity, and on top of this they
have a flock of pictures in the cutting rooms and "tiaults awaiting previews
0r releases.
Of the total of 588 pix promised for the 1937-38 season hy major Holly-

ALLIED

wood plants, 80 have already been completed and delivered. A total
of 74
are now in the cutting rooms and A2 ar^ 'now before the
cameras.
Practically all the major studios are holding back product,
although the
percentage of big pictures in this Iqt is comparatively small and in most
of these instances the films are in the process of being cut.

..

definite

Cioluaibia

Kraley.
i

Number Number
of Fix
Completed

40
22

"VVesterns ....

Now
ShootInr

3.2

l^roinlsed

Features ......

Now

Balance to
In Be Placed Stories in
Cutting Before Prepara-

Rooms Cameras
«

2

62

tion

29
19

1

2

5

2
7
4S
in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

Total
Pictures

2

now
'PARK AVENUE DAME/ produced by WaUace MacDonaid

starting date; original screen play by Albert Cohen and Hans
Cast; Anna Sten. No, other assignments ^s yet.
AGAIN/ to be produced and directed 'by Victor Schertzinger;
by John Francis Larkin. Cast: Anna

ME

'ROLLING PLAINS/ produced by Edward Finney; supervised by LindsRay Taylor; original by Edmond Kelso; photographed by Gus Peterson. Cast: Tex Ritter, Snub Pollard, Horace Murphy,
Charles King, Heeber Snow.
•FURY'S IN THE SADDLE/ produced by George Hirliman; original by
Arthur Hoerl. Cast: Ruth Mix: No other credits,
'RENFREW RIDES AGAIN/ produced and directed by Al Herman;
screen play by Charles Logue from story by Laurie York Erskine. Cast:
ley Parsons; directed by

James Newill.

ior Irving
Briskin unit; directed by AI Rogell; original by Robert T. Shannon: screen
play by Michael Simmons; photography by Henry Freulich. Cast: Richard
Arlen, Fay Wray, Mary Russell, Wyn Gaboon, Scott. Colton, Raymond Walburn, Gene Morgan, Marc Lawrence, George McKay.
i

'LQVE

original by Schertzinger; screen play
Sten. No other assignments as yet.

,

'WOMEN OF. THE NIGHT.' produced by Ralph Cohn;. directed by C, C
Coleman, Jr.; original by Leslie White; screen play by Robert Cohen;
photographed by George Meehan. Cast: Don Terry, Jacqueline Wells,
Ralph Byrd, Rita Hayworth, Arthur Loft, John Gallaudet, Louise Stanley.
Paul Fix, Thurston Hall.
'THE AWFUL TRUTH,' produced by IJverett Riskin; directed by Leo
McCarey; original story by Arthur Richman^; screen play by tJwight Taylor
and Vina Delmar; photographed by Joe Walker. Cast: Irene Dunne, Cary
Grant, Ralph Bellamy, Joyce Comptdn, Wyn Cahoori, Robert Allen, Cecil

'LOVE RUNS INTO MONEY/ produced by Bennie F. Zeldman; screen
play by Erwin Gelsey and Marjorie Klein from Gelsey's original. No
other credits.
.
'SIGNALS OVER/ produced by Ben Pivar; screen play by Richard English from original by Dudley Early.
Cast: Stuart Erwin. No other credits.
•

.

.

,

,

:

CUnnmgham.

Features

TAKE ROMANCE,'

'I'LL

.

Edward H.

Metro

produced by Everett Riskin; directed by
.

Griffith: photographed by Lucien Andriot; no writing credits
as yet; Cast: Grace Moore, Melvyn Douglas, Stuart Erwin,

announced
Andre Berahger, Helen Westley, Richard Carle, Walter Kirigisford.
'ALL AMERICAN SWEETHEART/ produced by Wallace MacDonald for
Irving Briskin unit; directed by Lambert Hillyer; ori^al by Robert E.
Kent; screen play by Fred NiblOi Jr., Gracel Neville and Michael L.' Simmons; photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast: Scott Colton, Patricia Farr,
Gene Morgan, Ruth Hilliard, Joe Twerp, AUen Brook, Thurston Hall, Louis
.

De

Pron.

•

'THE OLD WYOMING TRAIL/ formerly titled 'SiVIOKING SIX GUNS/
Sroduced by Harry L. Decker' for Irving Briskin unit; directed by Folmet
llangsted; original by J. Benton Cheney; screen play by Ed Earl Repp;
photographed by Al Zeigler. Cast: Charles Starrett, Barbara Weeks, Don
Grayson; Dick Curtis, Ed Le Saint, Art Mix..
'CARNIVAL LADY,' produced by Wallace MacDonald for Irving Briskin
unit; directed by C. C. Ciaienian, Jr.; original by Milton Raison; screen play
by Lambert Hillyer and Arthur T. Horman; photographed by Lucien
Ballard. Cast: Charles Quigley, Rita Hayworth; Marc Lawrence, Donald
,

.

,

Kirk, Dwight Frye and Arthur Loft.
Columbia Pictures. Now In Production
'

ARTIST,' produced by Sydney Buchman; directed by
Marion Gering. Magazine story by B. Avery Strakosh; screen play by
Gladys Lehman and Delmer Dave^; photographed by Merritt Gerstad.
Cast: John Boles, Lull Deste, H61en Westley, Frances Drake, Thomas
Mitchell, Patricia Farr.

'FRESHMAN FOLLIES/ produced by Nat Perrin; directed by Al Rogell;
original by Corey Ford; caihera by Joe Walker. Cast: Charles Starrett,
Joan Perry, Walter Connolly, Jimmy Durante, Gertrude Niesen, Romo
Vincent, Chaz Chase, Hal LeRoy, Johnny Green, Raymond Walburn,- Howard, Fine and Howard, Virginia Dale, Ernest Truex, Jimmy Wallington,
Gene Morgan, Louis Prima, Thurston Hall, Jieni Legon,
•FORGOTTEN WOMEN/ pr^iduced by Wallace MacDonald for Irving
Briskin unit; directed by Lambert Hillyer; original by Mortimer Braus;
screen play by Saul Elkins; photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast: Sara
Padden, Wyn Cahoon, Scott Colton, Mayo Methot, Barbara Weeks, Arthur
,

Loft, Bess Flowers.

.

Columbia Pix Readied to Start, with Tentative Credits
'AMERICAN LEGION,' produced by Ralph Cohn. No other credits.
•MURDERERS WELCOME/ produced by Larry Darmour. Cast: Jack
Holt.

No

48
4

.

Total
Pictures
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4
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4

4

6

5
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1

6
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now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
'MADAME X/ prodticed by James K. McGulnness; directed by $^m

Wood;

original

by Alexander Bisson; screen play by J6hn Meehan; photoSieitz.
Cast: Gladys George, Warren William, John Real,
Emma Dunn, Lyhne Carver, Philip Reid, William Henry,
,

graphed by John

Henry D'aniell,
Ruth Hussey,
'THE BRIDE

•

WORE RED/ produced 'by Jo6 Mahkiewioz; directed by
Dorothy Arzner; dance direction by Val Raset;, original, adapted from .'The
Girl from Trieste,' by Ferene Molnar; screen play by Tess Slesinger and
Bradbury Foote; photographed by George Folsey. Cast: Joan Crawford,
Robert Young, Franchot Tone, Billy .Burrud, Lynne Carver, Reginald
Owen, George Zucco, Dickie Moore,' Paul- Porcasi:
'CONQUt:ST,' formerly titled 'MADAME WALfiWSKA/ produced by
Bernard Hyman; directed by Clarence- Brown; novel -by Gasiorowski;
screen play by S. N. Behrman, Salka Viertel, Zoe Akiris, -Sam Hoffenstein
and Talbot Jennings; dance direction, by Val Raset; photographed by Karl
Freund. Cast: Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer. Reginald Owen, Henry Stephenson, C. Henry Gordon, Maria Ouspenskaya, Alan Marshall,; George Houston, Shepard Strudwick, Ivan;Leb'edeflf, Bodil Rosing, Claude- Gillingwat^r,
Noble Johnson, Roland Varno,
'DOUBLE WEDDING/ produced by Joe Mankiewicz; directed by Richard
Thorpe; original by Ferene Molnar; screen play by Jo Swerling; photor
graphed by Hal Rosson. Cast: William Powell, Myrna Loy, John Beal;
Florence Rice, Barnett Parker, Jessi^Ralph, Sidney Toler, Mary Gordon,
Edgar Kennedy.
•LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed by
George Fitzmatirice; original by Helen Grace Carlyle; screen play by
Marion Parsonnet, Charles Brackett and Vincent Lawrence; camera, Ray
June. Cast: Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell, Robert Benchley, Helen
•

.

AN

1 MARRIED

Now
Shoot-

Hal Roach.

'

Now

Number Number
of Pix
Compromised pleted'

other credits.

•

'

.

Vinson, Rita Johnson.

Metro Pix Now in Production
'MANNEQUIN/ produced by Joseph Manlciewicz; directed by Frank- Borby Katharine Brush; photographed by George Folsey.' Cast;
Joan Crawford, Spencer Tracy,' Alan Curtis, Maiy Phillips, Leo Gorcey,
Elizabeth Risdon, Oscar O'Shea.
'THE FOUR MARYS,' produced by Louis D. Lighton; directed by Richard Thorpe; original by Fanny Heaslip Lea; photographed by Karl Frftund.
Cast: Myrna Loy, Rosalind Russell, Franchot Tone, Walter Fidgeon, Nana
Bryant, Leonard Penn, Ruth Hussey, Rita Johnson.
'THE LAST GANGSTER/ no producer credit; directed by Edward Ludwig; original, by Robert Carson and William Wellman; photographed by
William Datiiejsi Cast: Edward G.' Robinson, James Ste'wart, Rose Stradner, Lionel S|^der, Douglas Scott, Louise Beavers, Sidney Blackmer,
Henry Daniell}»^lan Baxter, Donald Barry,. Moroni Olsen.
'NAVY blue;: AND GOLD/ produced by Sam Zimbalist; directed by
Sam Wood; scifeen play from novel by George Bruce; photographed by
John Seitz. Caiit: Robert Young, James Stewart, Lionel Barrymore, Florence Rice, Billie Burke, Tom Brown, Barnett Parker, Paul Kelly.
•THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY/ produced by Harry Rapf; directed
by Alfred E^ Green; original by J. Walter Ruben and Eleanor. Griffin;
photographed by Len Smith. Ca.st: Judy Garland, Sophie Tucker, Mickey
Rooney, Ronald Sinclair, C. Aubrey, Smith, Forrester Harvey, Elisha Cook,
Lionel Belmore.
•BAD MAN OF BRIMSTONE/ produced by Harry Rapf; directed by
Cast: Wallace. Beery, Raymond HatJ. Walter Ruben; original by Ruben.
ton, Virginia Bruce, Lewis Stone, Bruce Cabot, Larry Doyle, Joseph
Calleia, Guy Kibbee, Warren Hymer, Cliff Edwards, Noah Beery, Sr.,
Arthur Hohl, Robert Gleckler, Olin Howard, Mitchell Lewis, John Qualen.
zage; original

'

,

Grand National
Number Number
of Pix'
ComPromised pleted
Features .........

Westerns
iTotal

Pictures
.

now

Now
Shooting

Now
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in Be Placed Stories in
Cutting Before Prepara.
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43
22

6
2

1

5
1

65

8

2

6

1
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31
18
.49

7

2
.
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in the cutting room' or awaiting previews are:

'HERE'S FLASH CASEY/ produced by Max and Arthur Alexander;
directed by Lynn Shores; origmal by George Harmon Coxe; screen play,
John Krafft; camera. Marcel Pickard. Cast: Eric Linden, Boots Mallory,
Joseph Crehan, Cully Richards, Howard Halg, Harry Harvey, Holmes
Herbert, Victor Adams, Matty Kemp, Suzanne Ka'aren, Dorothy Vaughn,
Bryant Washburn, Jr;, Maynard- Holmes.
'KING, OF THE SIERRAS/ Condor picture featuring three horses. Rex,
Sheik and Thunder; Frank. Gayass, associate producer; directed by Arthur
Rossqn; original screen play by Scott Darling; photographed by Tom Galligan.
Cast: Frank Campeaii, Wally Albright, Morgan Brown, Edward
'

Peil, Billy

'RENFREW OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED/ produced and directed by Al
Herman; original by Laurie York Erskine; screen play by Charles Logue;
photographed by. Francis Corley. Cast: James Newell, Carol Hughes, WiU
liam Royle, Donald Reid, David Barclay, William Austin, Herbert C6rthel,
Robert Terry, Kenneth Harlan, William Gould.
'WALLABY JIM OF THE ISLANDS/ produced by Bud Barsky; directed
by Charles Lamont; screen play by Bennett R. Cohen; from original by
Albert Richard Wetjen, Cast: George Houston, Ruth Coleman, William
von Brincken, Douglas Walton, Mamo Clark, Colin Campbell, Syd Say lor.
Juan Toreno,. Nick Thompson, Warner Richmoild, Ed Gargan, William
Benge, Chris Martin.
_^'SIE

original

produced by David Diamond;- directed by
by Percy Rowland; screen play by Clarence

Marks; photographed, by Richard Fryer. Cast: Wallace Ford, Ray Mayer,
Isabel Jewell, Mary Lou Treen, Culiy Richards, Max Hoffman, Jr., George
ViT^®'^*' Alexander Leftwich, Kenneth Harlan, Rex Lease.
'TEX RIDES Wirn.THEi BOY SCOUTS/ produced, by Edward Finney;
supervised by Lindsay Parsons; directed by Ray Taylor; original by Edward
Kelso; camera, Gus Petersoijt. Cast: Tex Ritter, Snub Pollard, Horace
{*urphy, Heber Snow, Charles King, Forrest Taylor, Marjorie- Reynolds,
KSirl Hackett.
Gl* Pix Now In Production
BOGGS BUYS A BARREL/. produced. by Ben Pivar; directed by
Mordon Wiles; original by Clarence Budington Kelland; screen play by
«ichard English; photographed by John Stumar. Cast: Stuart Erwin,
Helen Chandler, Toby Wing, Walter Buron, Spencer Charters, Milburn
Stone, William Moore:
FRONTIER TOWN/ produced by Edward Finney; supei*vised by Lindsay Parsons; directed by
Ray Taylor;" original screen play by Edmond
Pl^otographed by Gus Peterson. Casl: Tex Ritter, Ann Evers, Hor«
ace Murphy, Snub Pollard, Charles King.
'^Jc Readied to Start, with Tentative Credits
..RETURN OF THE SHADOW/ produced by Max and Arthur Alexander;
Prigmal screen play by John Krafft. Cast: Rod La Roque. No other
assignments as yet.
,„/*ALLABY JIM OF THE SOUTH SEAS,' produced by Bud Barsky;
K!,??" play by Raymond Schrock, based on original by Albert Richard
George Houston; no other assignments.
.
WITH PLEASURE, MADAME/ to be produced by Eugen «
Frenke; no
.

,

•

TALKiSBIDE.
Chicago, Sspt.

21.

With ths pn^obsd- plan for an
Allied picture buying group having
gone completely cold tki2 to the c:cchanges' refusal to sell product to a
buying group unless those buyers
actually own those theatres or considerable portions of thc M, the nswest plan being mulled by Allied
leaders is the building of theatres by
the association. It's. also been up before and .never materialized.
Proposal now getting serious consideration would see the erection oi
three or four theatres iti Chicago as
an experiment, with the stock in the
theatres to be held by Allied members, and with the theatres to .be
operated by a central committee. It
Is proposed that thi Ihcntrcs cost between $75,000 and 0125.003 eaph, with
members -being ofl'ei-ed stock in the
holding companies of each theatre.
Each member, however, w6uld not
hold more than $1,000 worth of
shares in each house.
Allied organization and members
are interested in this plan for the
building of independent theatres for
several reasons. In the first place it
would break, down the distributors*
stand against circuit buying, since
they wbuld necessarily have to sell
product to these houses despite their
multiple ownership.
Secondly, it.
would give the independents thoa-tres
key spots in town and keep out
the encroaching power of circuits
which are on a building spree around
here, grabbing up all the available
locations. This week Balaban & Katz
opened its 45th theatre in Chicago,
and with plsnty of financial backing
is

In

a

question

to

build

several

more. Indies feel that, it's time they
stepped into tho building picture
themselves, but since law individual
:

members have
'

sufficient

financial

backing to build any important theatres,
they see in this mutualtheatre-buildin^ the solution of this
financing problem. Thirdly, it would
serve as an important source of income for ' the Allied offices, and
should that income ^reach a sufficiently high mark it would mean
the reduction, and the possible complete elimination, of the dues now
imposed on the individual Allied
theatres.
As far as dues are concerned, it's generally agreed that
they have about reached their top
limit, and that if Allied is to secure
additional Income to spread out into
new avenues and to increase its activities a new source of getting the
necessary coin, will nave to be found.
Naturally, these theatres will not
be built in any district competing

with houses now baing operated by
Allied members, and to that end, it's
likely that any Allied 'combination'

house built, if at all, will be at least
one mile distant from a member's
theatre.

FOX, DETROIT, REORG'S

LEGAL BILL-$346,2§3
Detroit, Sept, 21.

With claims entered for ftics totaling $340,203, Federal Judge Ernest
A. O'Brien Saturday (18) appointed

against the Colwnod Co., operating
for the Fox theatre hci'o.
Fee of $47,059 is claimed for thff
ing:
bondholders protective commiLt?3;
promised pleted
11
1
26
Features
$40,000 by David Muss. Albert Mc3
0
16
Westerns
Carthy, Jr., and David Flayer. New
York attorneys r3p^e.^cnting the
.26
7
1
14
42
i.
Total
bondholders, and !li25.00') by FrciclPicture in the cutting room:
man, Meyers
Keys, Detroit attor'A BRIDE FOR HENRY/ produced by Dorothy Reid; directed by Wil- neys.
Marion
Orth;
by
play
Bentham;
screen
Josisphine
liam Nigh; original by
Judge O'Brien recently okayed a
photographed by Gilbert Warrenton. Cast: Warren Hull, Ann Nagel, Henry
plan for the Fox theatre's reorganiMollison;
zation
under 77B, with Skouvas
Monofram Pic Now in Production
'WHERE TRAILS DIVIDE,' produced and directed by R. N. Bradbury; Bros. new. lessee of th-* house. When
original screen play by Robert Emmett; photographed by Bert Longe- the plan was okayed, it was exRichmond,
Charles
Warner
Stewart,
Eleanor
necker. Cast: Tom Keene,
pected Skouras would tal:e over the
*
'
French, Earl Dwire,
Fox by Sept. 15, but unortpectad d-?Readied to Start, with Tentative Credits
lay« in working *out the final. doing's
original
screen of the reorganization plan will Uke^y
•TELEPHONE OPERATOR/ produced by Lon Young;
play by Scott Darling. No other assignments as yet.
delay the switch-over till around
'PORT OF MISSING GIRLS/ produced by Lon Young; original screen first of year.

Now

Number Number
Comof Pix

Now

Shoot-

Balance to
in Be Placed Storle.s in
Cutting: Before Preparation
Rooms Cameras
i:i
1
1
i;s
0
0

company

'

&

.

•

WANTED TO MARRY/

Raymond Cannon;,

Am

Referee in Bankruptcy George A.
Marston as special master for taking testimony and proof of cla'Ti.'j

Monogram

Van Every,

23

>

•

.

.

:"

'

play by Paul Perez; no other assignments.
'

'FEDERAL BULLETS/ produced by Lon Young; original screen play by
who will also direct; no other assignments as yet.
'ROMANCE OF THE LIMBERLOST/ produced by Ken Goldsmith;
screen, play by Marion Orth, based on story by Gene! Stratton-Porter. No
other assignments as yet.
„ « ,j ...
'THE MARINES ARE HERE/ produced by Ken Gold.smith; original
screen play by Charles Logue. No other assignments as yet.

Karl Brown;

.

,

.

,

'NUMBERED WOMAN/

Original screen play

to be produced and directed by Arthur Collins.
by Scott Darling and Erna Lazarus. No other assign-

ments as

yet*

directed

by William Nigh;

'BOY OF THE STREETS/

Gilson Brown.

set to start Sept, 8; produced by Scott Dunlap;
original by Rowland Brown; screen play by
Cast: Jackie Cooper, Maureen O'Connor.
(Continued on page 25)

DMCEBS'

10

PERCENTERT

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Film Dancers Casting Guild of
America has been organized here by
Jerry Mack, dance creator and director, for the purpose of providing
dancers for studios, theatres and
niteries.

Guild will work with the Screen
Actors Guild and will charge 10%
commission for placements.

-

VARIETY

24

[In

the Box-Office

A

different

Meas
brand of

Wednesday, September 22, 1937

[ureiofi'^Green Mght'I
^romance but the same
^

4

Story bigness for

dress rote in

Look who

else is here!

JOAN

BLONDELL
HUGH HERBERT

. EDW.
EVERETT HORTON. DICK
FORAN BEVERLY ROBERTS
MAY ROBSON/ALLEN JENKINS
•

Directed by
'.

Scretn Play by

MICHAEL CURTIZ
Norman

Reilfy Raine,

Lawrence

Riley, and Brewster
Morse and Fritz Falkenstein • From'
tlie Story by Samuel Hopkins Adam*

A

First National Picture'

^Ftynn's f firsts modern^y
pearly, a yeart.

R BROS.

.

PICTURES

Wednesday, September 22, 1937

Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 23)

Paramount

Wodehouse, Ernest Pagano and S. K, Laurel; photographed by Joe August.
Cast: Fred Astaife, Joan Fontaine, Gracie Allen and George" Burns, Ray
Noble, Reginald Gardiner', Constance Collier, Montagu Love, Harry Watson,
Jack Carson.
•HITTING k- NEW HIGH,' formerly titled 'IT NEVER HAPPENED BE(Continued from page 3)
FORE,' produced by Jesse L. Lasky; directed by Raoul Walsh; original by
Robert Harari.:and Maxwell- Shane; screen play by Gertrude Purcell and
John Twist; photographed by Roy Hunt. Cast: Lily Pons, John Howard, provide the LeRoy
capital necessary
Jack Oakie, Eric .Blore, Edward Everett Horton. Billy Gilbert, Eduardo

UA Buy

,

to

Ciannelli.
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36

11

Harry Sherman...
Emanuel Cohen.

6
8

4
0

6

i

15

o

2

1

B. P. Schulberg:,

8

1

i

0

1

3
6
6

0

13

5

10

30

1

Studio .........

Total ..........
58
Pictures now in th^ cutting

rooms or awaiting previews

3
1
'I

RKO-Radio Pix Readied

S

Ba^IS'^dlrW^^
by Jack O'DonneU; addiSl

S|

. .n play
5
by
Wiiliam Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Hayden, Judith Allen

^^s*'

'THE BARRIER,' produced by Harry Sherman; directed
Les Selanderorigmal by Rex Beach; screen play by Bernard Sehnhprf- by
o^^jf j^ili
i
by Hatrison Jacobs and MordLS ShakpT songs? I^^rr^^^ ToS"and
Ja?f
Stern; camera. Qeorge Barnes. Cast: Leo Carlillo
JeL
Parker^
Fllison, Otto Kruger, J. M. Kerrigan, Andy Clyde
Robert
"^''^^^ ^arrat. ^^^J^
Sally
Martin, Sara Haden, Addison Richards
•LOVE ON TOAST,' produced by Emanuel Cohen; directed
bv E A
Dupont; ongmal screen play by Jane Storm, Richard
Connell and Doris
MaUoy; photographed by Charles Schoebaum. Cast; Stella
jayne, Grant Richards, Katharine 'Sugar' Kane, Isabel Ardler jShn
Jeweli;
'

ill^S:?S'ry^&.\St'
•NIGHT CLU1

SCANDAL,' general office production, directed
Murphy; no writing credits announced. Cast: John Barrymoreby Ralph
Overman, Charles Bickford, Louise Campbell. Harvey Steohens J Lynne
Carrol
Naish, Evelyn Brent, Elizabeth PattersonfBarlowe Borland
'BORN TO THE WEST,' general office production, directed by Charles
Barton; other credits not announced. Cast: John Wayne
Marsha Hunt
'

'HOLD 'EM, NAVY,' general office production; directed by Kurt Neumann; photographed by Henry Sharp; no writer credits. Cast: Lew Ayres.
^ary^ Carlisle, Benny Baker, John Howard, Richard Denning, Elizabeth

'BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S REVENGE,'

general office production; di-

rected by Louis King; screen play by Edward T. Lowe, based
on original
by H, C. 'Sapper' McNiele; photographed by Harry Fischbeck. Cast: John
Barirmore, Louise Campl^^^^^
Howard, E. E. Clive, Reginald Denny,
Lucien Littlefteld, Nydia. Westmari.

Paramount Pix Now in Production
'WELLS FARGO,' produced and directed by Frank Lloyd; Howard Estaby Stuart N. Lake; screen play by Paul
&fl'.fi^?^f
*^i'??**"^l''*'
Schofleld, Gerald Geraghty and Fred Jackson; camera,
Theodore Sparkuhl.
So'' Burns, Lloyd Nolsin, Mary Nash,
glPh^j^organ, Porter Hall, Robert Cummings, Jane Dewey, Barlowe

'THE BUCCANEER,' produced and directed by G. B. De Mille; photogriaphed by Victor Milner; other credits not yet announced, Cast< Fredrio
March, Franciska Gaal, Akim Tamiroff, Ian Keith, MTalter Bf ennan, Douglas DumbriUe, Robert Barrat, Fred Kohler, Sr., Beulah Bondi,
Mar^t
^
Grahame, Spring Byington.
^ 'TRUE CONFESSION,' produced by Albert Lewin; directed by Wesley
Ruggles; photographed by Ted Tetzlaff; no wriiang credits. Cast: Cardlfe
Lombard, Fred MacMurray, Porter Hall, John Barrymore, Edgar Kennedy.
*
Richard Carle, Una Merkel, Fritz Feld.
'EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY,' Major Pictures production; produced by
Emanuel Cohen; directed by Edward Sutherland; rto writing ci^aits. Cast:
Mae West, Edmund Lowe, Charlie Butterworth, Walter Catlett.
BROADCAST OF 1938,* produced by Harlan Thomp^pn; directed
^
by'^J/?.
Mitchell Leisen; no other credits yet announqed. Cast; W. g. Fiem
Martha Raye, Dorothy Lamour, Ben Blue, Bpb Hope, SKirley Ross, Leg
Enkson, Kirsten Flagstad,. Tito Guizar, Shep Fields,
Readied for Production,
with Tentafive Credits
^
'

fGHT"- OF SHANGHAI,'
DAUGHTER

,

- productioii: directed by
general- office
-

George Archainbajid; no other credits yet announced, Casfe Anna May
Wong, Cecil Cunninghsixi.
'BLUEBIRD'S EIGHTH WIFE,' to be produced and directed by Brnst
Lubitsch. No Qiher Qredits yet announced. Ca^fe Glaudefle GolbeTt.
'THE YELL0W NIGHTINGALE,' to be produced by Harlan Thonipson:
no other credits yet announced. Cast: Gladys Swarthout, John BolS,
John .Barrymore.

Number Number
of Fix
CdigaPromisied pleted
Studio

43

Condor

6

Sol Lesser

3

David Loew
Walt Disney

2
1

6
0
1
1
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0
0
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now

55
8
6 '
~l
in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

Stories In
Prepa'ratibh
17
%
1
(I

9

W

.

Gifford.

FOR YOUR LADY,' produced by Al Lewisf directed by Ben
by Jean Negulesco and Isabel Leighton; screen play by
Gertrude Purcell, Ernest Pagano and Harry Segall; photographed by Jack
Cast-: John Boles, Jack Oakie, Ida Lupino, Margot Grghame,
tik Rhodes, Paul Guilfoyle, Gordon James, Billy Gilbert, Georges
Renavent.
'FIGHT

Stoloff; original

t[acKenzie.

'BREAKFAST FOR TWO,' produced by Edward Kaufman;

directed

by

pantell; original by David Garth; screen play by Charles Kaufman;
u
photographed by Roy .Hunt. Cast: Barbara iStanwyck, Herbert Marshall,
Glenda Farrell, Eric Blore, Donald Meek,

FOR A

KING,.' David L. Loew production; directed by Edward
Sedgwick; screen play by Richard Flournoy; photographed by Payl Vogel.
Uast: Joe E, Brown, Helen Mack, Paul Kelly, Harry Davenport, Halliwell
Hobbes, Russell Hicks, Frank Reicher,
SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS,' feature length cartoon
now being readied by Walt Disney studios for December release.
LOVE IN A BASEMENT,' produced by Maury Cohen; directed by Lew
ganders; original by John Wells; screen play by Franklin Coen; photos£aphed by Nick Musuraca. Cast; James Dunn, Whitney Bourne, Joan
"^podbury, Solly Ward, Franklin Pangborn, Tom Kennedy.
'^JLYERS,' produced by Lee Marcus; directed by Eddie Cline;
"°jnj>lay, 'The Kangaroos,' by Victor Mapes; screen play by Benny Rubin
and Bert Granet; photographed by Jack MacKenzie, Cast: Bert Wheeler,
Woolsey, Lupe Velez, Marjorie Ford. Jack Carson, Charles Judels,
«iank M, Thomas, George Irving, Margaret Dumont, Herbert Clifton.
RKO-Radio Pictures Now in Production

IN DISTRESS.' produced by Pandro
hJ'V'^^^SEL
wy

his

son-in-law

Golwyn-Korda-UA

setup,

in

and

the
that

such a proposition has no connection
with the Warner Bros, company
whatsoever. LeRoy presently is producing independently on the Warner
lot, relea.sing through WB.

One of the youngest producers in
the trade, he is considered among
the top ranking in the business. He
has been sought at various times as
an associate by most of the major
companies.
It is naturally assumed that an
alliance with LeRoy would bring
about a closer relationship between

U.A. and the Warner company, such
as to prbve of tremendous benefit to
both;

..

umber Number

of Pix
ComPromised pleted

3

52

Total
Pictures

Now
Shooting
4

Dave Rose Sails
With the necessary cash declared
be set, the Sam Goldwyn-Alexander Korda purchase of interests in
United Artists held' by Charles ChapNow Balance to
lin,
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
in Be Placed Stories in
PiCkford is near to closing. The deCutting Before Preparatails that remain in connection, with
Rooms Cameras
tion
to

42

3

the

5

deal

should

not require more

than two weeks, it is estimated.
now in the cutting rooms awaiting preview are:
•TROUBLE FOR TWO,' produced and directed by Phil Rosen. No other Within about that time Gold wyn and
credits announced; photographed by Ed Snyder. Cast: Marian Marsh, Korda will be the sole owners of UA,

Gordon Oliver, Margaret Dumont, Peggy Shannon, Joe Caits, Milburn according to the present outlook.
Stone, Theodore Von Eltz, Wade Boteler, Sarah Padden.
David Rose, Goldwyn's money
•PORTIA ON TRIAL,' produced by Al Levoy; directed by George
man at New York headquarters, is
sailing today (Wed.) for London to
.

Nicholls, Jr.; original story by Faith Baldwin; screen play by Sam Ornitz
and E. E. Paramore, Jr.; photographed by Harry Wild. Cast: Walter Abel,
Frieda Inescort, Neil Hamilton, Ruth Donnolly, Heather Angel.
•TRIGGER TRIO,' produced by Sol Siegel; directed by Williafi Witney;
photographed by Ernest Miller; no other credits announced. Cast: Ralph
Byrd, Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune, Sandra Corday, Cornelius Keith, Hal
Taliaferro.
Republic Pictures Now in Production

'MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND,' produced by Harry Sauber;
directed by Chuck Reisner; original screen play by Harry Sauber; photographed by Jack Marta. Cast: Phil Regan, Leo Carrillo, Ann Dvorak, James
Gleason, Tamara Geva, Kay Thompson, Ted Lewis, Cab Calloway, Joe
DiMaggio, Henry Armetta, Dorothy Paige, Selmer Jackson, Gene Autry.
•THE DUKE COMES BACK,' produced by- Herman Schlom; directed by
Irving Pichel; Satevepost Story by Lucien Carey; screen play by Adele
Buffington. Cast: Allan Lane, Heather Angel, Genevieve Tobin, Joseph
Crehan, John Russell, Chick Chandler, Selmer Jackson.
•SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES,' produced by Sol Siegel; directed by
Joe Kane; original by Gilbert Wright; screen play by Jack Natteford and
fietty Burbridge,
Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnett, Polly Rowles.
•ZORRO RIDES AGAIN' (serial), produced by Sol Siegel; directed by
William Witney and Jack English; original screen play by Johnson McCauley. Cast: Duncan Renaldo, John Carroll, Elsa Christian, Richard
Alexander, Roger William, Reed Howes,
20th Century-Fox

handle the financial end of the transaction in behalf of Goldwyiv and
Korda. He leaves prepared to make
the necessary arrangements in connection with exercise of the options
taken by Kordi and Goldwyn several months ago on oustandlng owner
interests in UA.
Sources close to
Goldwyn here say the money is
ready.
In order to swing the deal, close to
$6,000,000 is required for payment to

Chaplin, Fairbanks and Miss Pickford under six-month options which
expire Dec. 1. The options were obtained on the six months' basis without any initial payment.
If the
money is available for financing of
the joint Goldwyn-Korda buy at this
time, as claimed, presumption is that
all or most of the $0,000,000 has been
promoted on the other side by

Korda.
If no hitches occur, Goldwyn and
Balance to
Be Placed Stories in Korda became joint owners of the
entire UA organization, a distributShoot- Cutting Before Preparaing company which has contracts
Rooms Cameras
tion
ing:
Promised pleted
36
8
with various producers which share
6
8
52
3
studio
0
5
5
6
Sol Lesser.
in a minor portion of the rentals
obtained by UA. Producers, without
40
13
7
3
58
Total .
any interest in UA, include Selznickor
awaiting
previews
are:
cutting
rooms
Pictures in the
International and Walter Wanger.
'LOOK OUT, MR. MOTO,' Sol M, Wurtzel, executive producer; directed
While not known that this phase Of
by Norman Poster; original screen play by Lou Breslow and John Patrick; the situation has been worked out, it.
photographed by Virgil Miller, Cast: Peter Lorre, Rochelle Huc^son, Chick
is presumed that Korda and GoldRobert
Kent,
Edward
Bromberg,
J.
Regas,
Chandler, George
•HEIDI,' RayJttond Griffith, associate producer; directed by Allan Dwan; wyn will own UA equally under the
screen play by. Walter Ferris and Julien Josephson; photographed by proposed deal. Goldwyn previously
Arthur Milleri' Cast: Shirley Temple, Jean Hersholt, Arthur Treacher, has been the biggest single ownerr^
Helen Westlej^] Pauline Moore, Thomas Beck, Mary Nash, Sidney Black- member since buying out Joseph M.
mer, Mady Cmistians, Marcia Mae Jones, Delmar Watson.
Schenck's interest three years ago.
•LANCER ^pY,' Samuel G. Engel, associate producer; directed by At one time there were eight ownerGregory RatofI; novel by Marthe McKenna; screen play by Philip Dunne;
photographed by Albert Hogsett, Cast: Dolores del Rio, George Sanders, members, these having included
Peter Lorre, Virginia Field, Sig Rumann, Joseph Schildkraut, Maurice Schenck, Goldwyn, Chaplin, FairMoscovich, Lionel Atwill, Luther Adler, Fritz Feld, Holmes Herbert, Lester banks, Miss Pickford, Norma TalMatthews, Carlos De Valdez, Gregory Gaye, Joan Carol, Claude King.
madge, D. W. Griffith and Caddo
'DANGER LOVE AT WORK,' Harold Wilson, associate producer; di- (Howard Hughes). Korda came in
rected by Otto L. Preminger; screen play by James Edward Grant iand
an owner two years ago.
Ben Markson, based on story by Grant; photographed by Virgil Miller. as
Cast: Ann Sothern, Jack Haley, Mary Boland, Edward Everett Horton,
John Carradine, Walter Catlett, Bennie Bartlett, Maurice Cass, Etienne
Selznick's Future?
Girardot, E. E, Clive, Margaret McWade, Margaret Seddon.
'IN OLD CHICAGO,' Kenneth Macgowan, associate producer; directed by
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Henry King; screen play by Lamar Trotti and- Sonya Levien, based on
Rose,
v. p. of Goldwyn PicDavid
story by Niven Busch; photographed by Peverell Marley, Cast: Tyrone
Power, Alice Faye, Don Ameche, Alice Brady, Andy Devine, Brian Don- tures, planed east Sept, 18 to sail
levy, Tom Brown, Phyllis Brooks, Berton Churchill, June Storey, Paul for London on the 22d where he will
Hurst, Tyler Brooke, J, Anthony Hughes, Gene Reynolds.
confer with Alexander Korda on the
'LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE,' Harold Wilson, associate producer; United Artists' buy. The $6,000,000
directed by William A. Seiter; screen play by Karl Tunberg and Don deal is reported ready for inking
Robert
fittlinger; based on stories by Darrell Ware; photographed by
after Rose irons out remaining kinks
Planck. Cast: Ritz Bros., Gloria Stuart, Fred Stone, Dick Bald\yin, Nat
abroad. The Korda-Goldwyn
Pendleton, Joan David, Tony Martin, Joan Marsh, Dixie Dunbar, Jed while
Prouty, Maurice Cass, Elisha Cook, Jr;, Brewster Twins, Marjorie Weaver, option on Pickford, Chaplin and
Fairbanks stock in UA expires Dec. 1.
J. C. Nugent.
i
j
producer;
associate
Schwab,
Laurence
Hollywood is. speculating on David
'ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN,'
directed by David Butler; screen play by Harry Tiigend and Jack Yellen, Selznick's future plans in the event
based on story by Genie Towne, Graham Baker and Gene Fowler; photo- of a UA buy by Goldwyn and Korda;
graphed by Ernest Palmer, Cast: Eddie Cantor, June Lang, Roland Young, Selznick deal for UA release, signed
Louise Hovick (Gypsy Rose Lee), Tony Martin, John Carradine, Alan two years ago, was for 8 pictures
Dinehart, Douglas Dumbrille, Virginia Field, Maurice Cass, George RegaS,
The
with five already delivered.
Douglas Wood, Sidney Fields, Warren Hymer, Stanley Fields.
_

Number Number
of Pix
Com-

Now

Now
in

10

'

.

.

—

^alaiice to

'DON'T FORGET TO REMEMBER,' produced by Al Lewjs; directed by
Joseph Santley; original by David Garth; photographed by Mlton Krasner.
tast: Burgess Meredith, Ann Sothern, Onslow Steven^ Mary Boland,
Lpuise Henry, William Brisban.e, George Irving, Leona Roberts, Frances

FIT

Republic

B. P. Schulberg-

directed
Richard Wallace-original by George Auerbach; camera,
Leon Shamroy
Arnoid. Shirley Ross, John Trent, William Frawley,
"wicjr, Weber
vveoer
•^""J^ip^fj^^u
Fields, the Radio Rogues, Ruth Davis, Kitty Kellv
and
'THRILL OF A LIFETIME,' produced by Miss Fanchon;
by
George Archambaud; no writing credits announced. Cast: Yachtdirected
Club Boys
-^oh-y Downs, Eleanore ^^i^',

include

Set

-

ffi

.

'BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAYj^' produced by

jy

for Production, with Tentative Credits

•BRINGING UiP BABY,' produced by Cliff Reid; directed by Howard
Hawks; story by Hagar Wilde. Cast: Katharine Hepburn, Cary Grant.
'SHE'S GOT THAT SWING,' produced by Albert Lewis; directed by
Joseph' Santley; original by Joseph Hoffman and Monroe Shaff. Cast:
Gene Raymond, Ann Sothern, Victor Moore, Helen Broderick,
'HAVING WONDERFUL TIME,' produced by Pandro S. Berman; directed
by Al Santell; play by Arthur Kober; screen play by Kober. Cast: Ginger
Rogers, Red Skelton, Lucille Ball, Ann Miller, Lana Tutner.
'THE JOY OF LOVING,' produced by Felix Young; directed by Tay Garnett; screen play by Herbert and. Dorothy Fields; music by Jerome Kern;
lyrics by Dorothy Fields. Ca"st: Iren6 Dunne.

sSt

'

Total
Pictures

•WOMEN HAVE A WAY,' formerly titled 'THE FEMALE OF THE
SPECIES,' produced by Edward Kaufman; directed by Leigh Jason; original by Allan Scott and Charles Norman; screen play by Scott; photographed ^by Peverell Marlay. Cast: Miriam Hopkins, Ray Milland, Walter
Abel, Henry Stephenson. Alec Craig, Guinn Williams.
•HIGHWAY TO HELL,' produced by Maury Cohen; directed by Lew
Landers; original by Helen Vreeland and Hilda Vincent; screen play by
Sy Bartlett and J. Robert Bren; photographed by Nick Musuraca. Cast:
John Beal, Sally Eilers> Harry Carey, Frank M. Thomas, Lee Patrick, Ed
Gargan, Paul Guilfoyle.

are-

son. and Lloyd Osbourpe; photographed
lS^ Tover ffi
Homolka. Frances Farmer, Ray Milland. Soyd^Nolan, Barry
FftSraPd''""

2B

VARIETY

S. Bernrvap; directed

Ueorge Stevens; original by P. G. Wodehouse; screen play by P. G.

.

.

.

FATHERS,' John Stone, associate producer; directed by James Tinscreen play by. Frances Hyland and Albert Ray, based on story by
Sickel and Ethel Spark; photographed- by Albert Hogsett. Cast: Jane
Withers, Shirley Deane, Thomas Beck, Louise Henry, Richard Carle, Joe
and Flo McCoy.
20th-Fox Pictures Now in Production
•45

ling;

Mary

.

•BORROWED TROUBLE,' produced by Max Golden; directed by Frank
Strayer; original screen play by Robert Chapin and Karen De Wolf; photographed by Edward Snyder. Cast: Jed Prouty, Spring Bymgton, Shirley
Deane, Russell Gleason, June Carlson, Billy Mahan, George Ernest, Douglas
'^°SECOND HONEYMOON,' produced by Raymond

Griffith; directed

by

Walter Lang; no writing credits;, photographed by Ernest Palmer. Cast:
Tyrone Power, Loretta Young, Stuart Erwin, Claire Trevor, Lyle Talbot,
J. Edward Bromberg, Jayne Regan,
j v
c a
by Sid'LOVE AND HISSES,' produced by Kenneth Macgowan; directed
Kenyon, Jr.
ney Lanfield; original screen play by Arthur Arthur and Cxxxiia
•
"^IdDavis.
Jonn
Simon,
Sirhone
Bernie,
Ben
Winchell,
Walter
Castwin.'Wally Vernon, Bert Lahr.
(Continued on page 28)
.

other three are "Tom Sawyer,' ncaring completion; 'Earl of Chicago,'

and 'Merry, Merry Maidens.' Selzi-nick also has two other big ones
coming up, 'Gone with the Wind' and
'Freedom of the Press.'
He has given no intimation of
which move he will make if the
.

Korda-Goldwyn

deal

materializes,

and has signed no new releasing
agreement with UA which gives rise
to the reports that he may produce
for Metro, due to close family and
business relationships. He has also
taken a long lease on the old Pa the
studio, indicating that he intends to
stick to producing on his own rather

than joining nny major production
outfit.

PICTURES
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EXPLOITATION

By Epes W. Sargent
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AND

KIDS'

SHORTS START AT MG

Weil's Newest

the reader that the Durbin picture
would open at the Hoxy and was
well worth seeing.
Store explicitly disclaimed any
other interest than in an unusual
picture; but the inside will be found
in the fact that the store handles
.

the Deanna Durbin gowns, though
First
did not mention this fact.
any store has taken 100%
plug 9 pix. That's going
some, but it's about Joe's pace.

it

•time that
space to

Lancaster, Pa.
Horizon' set into the
Capitol here on short notice made
Ray O'Connell, house manager, work

WB

'Lost

Bot Cos. Only Benefit by Prestige

Hollywood. Sept. 21.
launched production this
based on the Rudolph Dirks cartoon, 'The Captain
and the Kids.' Soon to be placed
before the cameras by Jack Chertok,
short subjects department head, are
'Behind the Criminal' and 'The
Booth Mystery,' with Harold F.
Bucquet and Jacques Tourneur diMetre)

week on

13 shorts

'

The Sino-Japanese warfare has keeps only native photographers on
the job, pointing out that they are
produced upped grosses, at the newspublicity
from
beneficial
losing
reel theatre box offices; has revived newsreels and cameramen as a result
interest In newsreel coverage but of this attitude.
bumper cards. Two of the lots face
has brought increasing difficulties to
Most of the newsreels have been
on downtown streets and one is
the five U. S. newsreels both in cov- able to get pririts froin the war-torn
maintained for employees of city's recting.
biggest industrial plant.
Another Chertok production will erage and the cost of such. News- area to the screen in New York City
Similar
in 11 days. Greatest delay is expericards on every bumper proved a be the Pete Smith short, 'Unsung
reels are credited with hiking busi- enced in shipping negative to Hong
great attention getter.
Heroes of the Sea,' dealing with lifeCandid camera man was put on guards.
ness about 22% in the last 10 days.
Kong to catch the clipper planes.
the streets to grab off photos of peUniversal's uncensored reel a week They must go by boat, which takes
destrians, and passes were given to
two days.
China Clipper requires
or so ago, which constituted the full
people who recognized their own picseven or eight days to land in San
ture in the lobby.
Ushers accom- Ptsbg. Post-Gazette
newsreel footage for the first half of Francisco, with remainder of time
panied camera
up

campaign for quick appeal.
Without time for a regular build-up,
O'Connell plastered all the cars on
several major pafking lots with
a

.

,

man passing out
heralds explaining the gag.
Dramatic group of local radio station did a radio preview the night
'Zola' Press Book
before it opened and on opening day
Warners has issued the regular O'Connell used three "Man on the
press book for the general release Street' broadcasts from the front of
of 'The Life of Emile Zola' Oct. 2. the theatre with announcer asking
Apart from its unwieldy size (which patrons to give their reaction to the
Is necessary here to give proper picture.
Bulletin boards in all local facvalue to some of the display), it
might well serve for a model. It tories were sniped with window
was prepared by Lee Blumberg, in cards and inserts, were placed in all
Postal
telegrams.
O'Connell also
charge of press books.
There is ample sales copy, a managed to promote the frames on
local
news
dealer's
wealth of scene and character il- a
stands,
lustratipns, a full suite of ready- dropped kick sheets, used library
made ads, including the splendid book-marks and had a pair of girls
series used for the New York open- call all phone subscribers. Campaign
ings, a novelization, advance and was rounded out with heavy newscurrent press stories and three large paper and radio advertising, heralds,
pages of exploitation suggestions all and bag imprints.
directly applicable to this releiase
and not merely cribbed from back
Helping the Stores
issues and put in to make bulk.
There have been more voluminous
Duncan, Okla.
press books, but none more helpful.
When the Palace theatre here presented That Certain Woman' newspa^r advertising in local papers was
No Bull on B'way
set in type only and headed 'Help
The 'This is no bull' gag hit Broad- Wanted. That Certain Woman Is
way last week for 'Topper' at Loew's Looking for Bargains in,' whereupon
Becausie of the traffic jam a followed newspaper's own listing of
State.
real cow was dispensed with and a items from the classified section. To
suit from a masquerade costumer's the first 10 pepple giving the correct
hired.
rubber glove, inflated, was answer as t(>"where the articles could
added to stress the fact that the bo- be found a free ticket to the picture
vine was a lady. iParaded around was presented.
Broadway by a man in tail coat and

A

shorts.

For the subsequent runs Loew's

27

Sino-Jap Newsreds Good for B. 0.

Bush Job

Joe Weil, of Universal, pulled
something else again lor Deanna
Purbin in '100 Men and a Girl/
Numerous times department stores
have worked in with a picture hecause of some commodity hook-up,
but always with the store getting its
In the N. Y. Evening Sun
share.
for Thursday Stern Bros., one of the
largest department stores, took a
full page, less one column, to tell

,

'CAP'N

VARIETY

for U,

was described

spearhead in arousing

by newsreel theatre

this

officials.

-

protests expected from adverhowever, since increase was
long, expected because of fact that'
P-G is alone in a.m. field and has
town's top circulation. New rate will
put it on same basis as afternoon
Press, Scripps-Howard, which has
been charging that for some time
,now.
So far, Hearst's Sun-Tele has made
no announcement of any increase
and wUl likely stick to current rftte
for time being at least.

No

tisers,

,

No More

Bldg. in N. Y/s

Restricted

Zones—Court

Attempt to erect motion picture

other houses.
Complications over Inability to get
shots of the Japanese-Chinese struggle have kept N»'Y., liewsreel executives on edge" irr the past week.
Trouble is that the Chinese military
officials would liot let any person excepting a Chinese take photographs
while newsreel. companies having
Chinese
grinders
camers^
were
stymied because Japstn army leaders
will not permit; the Chinese lensmen
behind the Japanese lines.
Fox and Metro are credited v<rith
getting the bombed station views inside
the
Chinese lines because
favored by work from native cameramen.
Universal
seftt
Howard
Winner and" George' Kralnukov
through the Japanese .lines forji this
week's material, and' obtained exclusive shots of Rear- Admiral O. G.
Awachi, commanding Japan'is forces
around Shanghiai,:^' Just in case anybody in the audience was skfeptiijal,
U got photographs of these two lens
grinders in action on the actual
scenei photographed, This 'newsreel
also obtained shots of actual atrial
bombardment aldng the waterfront
and in' the harbor^
Chinese, newspapers have commented editorially on the policy that

must

go

the

via
route.

expensive air haulage

An added it^m that one newsreel
firm ran into was the excess charge
for a bullet proof vest weighing 40
pounds.' It was billed as clothing but
boosted the photographer's wisight
by 40 poiinds; so. excess was charged
at the r^te'' of $4.50 per pound, or
.

•

$180.

;Thus far the newsreels have been
unable to get increased rentals for
this material. Only added velvet has
come from newsreelers able to
secure additional accounts, sometimes at a materially upped fee.

'

'

"

•

theatres

in

New York
setback

last

restricted

City

sections

received

of

another

week when Supreme

Court Justice Ferdinand Pecora reversed the order of the Board of
Standards and Appeals which previously granted a permit for the
building of a theatre at Lexington
avenue and 77th street^ N. Y. The
Court held that the Board had 'exceeded its authority' and Violated
the spirit of the building zon6 reso-

Theatre Changes

is

Using a girl in a bathing suit, covered wth a transparent rain coat.
She is handing out cards printed
with 'Keep smiling. Preserve your
ectoplasm.
Mr. Topper, Loew's.'
Cards are printed in bulk, with the
cards rubber stamped for the particular house in the section in which
the girl parades.

week

the

as the required in getting the';iUms crossinterest country by plane to N. Y.
.Besides the expense of getting film
It was
Pittsburgh; Sept. 21.
to- this country, via this route, the
First hike in newspaper theatrical followed this week with additional newsreels are^ running into added
advertising rates here in years has coverage by the othier newsreels, costs all along the line.
Every
Fox Movietone, and cameraman 'must be covered by injust been announced by morning particularly
Post-Gazette, effective Oct. 1. Lin- Hearst's, as well as by another spe- surance which runs 7-10 times higher
U's first un- than normal tates for. them. Any reage for movies jumps from $6 to $7 cial from Universal.
an inch, with legit scale going up by censored reel created so much at- placements of cameramen or equipTilt tention that it held for a second ^v^eek
siame amount, from $7 to $8.
ment (the photographers become
at the Embassy on Broadway and worn out from strenuous duty)
also applies to nlteries.

Ups Theatre Ad Rates

Lancaster, Pa.
Donald W. Bonstein named manager of the Fulton dualer here. Was
formerly at the Grand and Jackson,
Jay Emanuel south Phila grinds.
Bonstein is first to manage house
house under the recent Finch- lution' in granting the permit.
Emanuel lease.
The matter came up before Judge
Pecora on certiorari proceedings
An Oldster, but Good
Winnipeg.
brought by the Ardsley Garage Co.,
Some changes around local Para- owners of a garage adjoining the
Providence.
In a town where ballyhoo is usual- mount office. Russ Simpson, former proposed theatre site. Others who
ly stalemated by conservatism and booker, upped to sales staff and will
objected , to the theatre were the
stringent laws, any stunt, perhaps, work out of Winnipeg office. Tony
Marist
routine stuff in other spots, sticks out Wallis, shipper, boosted to local Lenox Hill hospital and
like a sore thumb here. Faced with booker, with Joey Franklin, replac- Brothers; who conduct, a religious
a tough problem on selling 'Lost Hor- ing Wallis. Dave Brickman still in academy Opposite the site.
ieon,'
Howard Burkhardt, Loew's as manager.
manager, and Ed Rosenbaum of CoNEWILL
Savannah.
lumbia Pictures, collaborated on sevContract has been let by Lucas &
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
eral exploitation stunts.
Jenkins fchain for constructioli of
James Newill, who debuted for
Two were particularly good. Col. •Victory
theatre, their No.. 6 house; Grand National in 'Something to
Charles Chamberlain, trans-Atlantic
here. It will have 800 seats and openflier, in town for air show at State
Sing About,' has been handed a new
ing has been set for Nov. 25.
airport, was induced by Burkhardt to
contract and will be featured in the
tnake a personal appearance at
remainder of the 'Renfrew of the
San Antonio.
*
Loew's on Saturday night.
'Lost
.Milton Coalson has taken Jimmy Mounted' series.
Horizon' lends itself to such a stunt
Player also has. a part'- in 'Signals
Inasmuch as airships figure pt-omi- Grimes' place as chief of service at
the Texas. He was formei-ly assist- Over,' Stuart Erwijh grid film.
nently in its story.
The other bally stunt, which at- ant chief at the Majestic.
Joel Smith has returned to work
tracted considerable attention, was a
BERGMAN'S
AGENCY
card placed in downtown stores with for the Rialto, Cuero, Tex.

'

.

.

.

Musta Caught Brass Ring
holly wood, Sept.
.

Elsa Christian's

work

21.

in a bit part

in Republic's 'Manhattan

Merry-Go-

Round' won her the featured role in
'Zorro Rides Again,' chapter play at

the same studio.

Following 'Zorro,' player will be

groomed for other

assign*

stellar

mehts.
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EENFREWED
•

OWN

the descrintion: 'This store is closed
—we're, viewing 'Lost Horizon' at
Loew's State theatre.'
More than
200 of these cards were spotted in
Various establishments which were
actually closed for the holiday. Old
stuff, but still effective.

Philadelphia.

Warner managerial staff here has
been jockeyed. Nat Watkins goes
from Stanton to Harrowgate, replacing

Max

Felton.
fpr the

Kuperstein,

who

goes to

Dave Seamon leaves Felton
Forum, from which Elmer

Hollander gets transferred to the
First Football Schedule
Roosevelt. Here he taies the place
of Bill Yearsley. who has been sent
Rochester.
Manager Jay Golden, RKO Palace, to the Circle. Bill Israel moves up
from the helm of the latter house to
Is getting daily radio plugs for 'Varsity Show' well in advance by co- the Stanton.
operating with
in printing
Cleveland.
football schedules of all important
Warner.s' Lake reopened, making
teams in area, including tJniversity
9f Rochester, Rochester pros, Aqui- it circuit's second .downtown house.
Gary
nas Institute, Hobart, Syracuse, Cor- Carrying a 15-36c.. scale.
Uptown,
Reeves, assit. at nabe
nell and University of Buffalo.
Lowell MacMrllan,
sports appointed its manager. Other
manJacobs,
shift
promotions
.Dpn
•nnouncer, gives the schedules a
buildup as giveaway available by ager of.Lyric; Portsmouth. O., to asjvriting or -fcalling at the studio, and sistantshiD .at Cleveland Hipp under
?nentions Palace film, which also is Eddie Miller. Tony Laurie jumped
promoted >ri the printed schedules. from Hipo to Variety as assistant,
while S. Frazer goes to Uptown as
aide to Julius Lamm. Work rapidly
progressing on new Warner house

WHEC

WB

WHEC

.

CONDUCTOR
VIOLINIST

— Slien's

2nd Tenr
.

Bafl'iilo

A/HC

WB

Maurice Bergman, recently resigned from Lord & Thomas as account executive specializing in ftlni
advertising, has joined hands with
Joseph Brainin, former president-

BETTE

DAVIS
HENRY

editor of Seven Arts, to establish
their own ad agency.
They will also act as publicity
counselors.

FONDA
^B'way, 47(h St.

CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Curtis Kenyon's scripting option
validated by 20th-Fox.
Radio hoisted its option on Matt
Brooks and Eddie Davis, writersMary Bell Currie drew Universal
playing termer.
Patric Knowles' acting pact optioned at Warners.
Radio handed playing termer to
Richard Bond.
Cecil Kellaway, Australian player,
joins Radio on term acting contract.

Openi 9

.

playing termer.

drew scripting
Collings
Pierre
Columbus. O.
Drexel Amusement Co. has been termer at Metro.
Chick Chandler was handed 20lhincorporated here by W. C. Chespact.
acting
term
Fox
Earhart
H.
M.
D.
D.
Rapp.
brouKh,
Paramount picked up its option on
and T. E. Coleman. Che.sbrough. who
operates a number of houses here, director George Archainbaud.
Paramount has hoisted Mary Carwill be president. The company has
a 20-year lease on property in su- lisle's option.
Salka Viertel shifts into the Metro
burban Bexley for the erection of a
brigade on a new term ticket.
writing
of
co.st
reported
a
theatre,
at
flOO-seat
Robert Mitchell has joined Metro
with completion scheduled
$.'50,000,
division via the dotted line.
.<?cripling
by the end of the year.

"TOJPPEB"
TliuR.SDAY
lt«'nneU - Warnnr IlaXt«r )n

— BBdlN,NINGl
Joitn

—

;

"VOGUES OF
lOnrlc Aladrliruerit.

Atteberry's scripting option
exercised by Paramount.
Paramount hoisted option on Eve
Greene, writer.

suburb of Shaker Heights,
Frances Farmer, Louise Campbell
not named yet; expected completed
and Barlowe Borland, Paramount
in four months.
Variety Club moved Into new contract players, retained at option
headquarters at Allerton hotel, after time.
Uiiversal signed Frank Jenks to a
a shift from the Statlcr hotel.

a.m.

StiirtH

I'oviilar

Sept',
,

vi'.i

'

Randolph Scott

•

'""«'*'">1
prcsciitutlon <»xtJi« audlcnro to the point
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MARLENE piETRICH
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Midnight Showi
Op*ni 8 .m.
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Dunne

Irene

1938"
Orchestra
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P.M.

Spectacular Stage Productions.
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TIMKS
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Philly Easing

Advance Production Chart

Greenman Expanding: In

Out

;

St.

Of Giveaways, Says

&

Loo; Plans Chain of 10 F.
,

(Continued from page 25)

It's

United Artists

Philadelphia, Sept,

Now

Number Number
Comof Fix
Promised pleted

Samuel Goldwyn.
Alexander Korfia.

6

6
5
8

Selznick

Walter Wanser...
C'haplin

....

i

liondbn Films

...
.

•

. .

-

Shootine

2
0
1

2

1.

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

3
0
0

6
2
5
1
8

6
2
5

23

23

0

0
•

8

0

0

34

Total

Balance to

to

in 3e Placed Stories in
Cuttinir Before Preparation
RoOms Cameras

Now

I

Not Hurting

nabes, has actiuired the Irma,
seater located in the western part of
town, from Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Lilly,
and is planning the erection of three
more houses in various residential
districts within the next 12 months.
Greenman also, is reported ready to
purchase several more houses to
bring his string to 10.
In addition to the Dakota and the
Greenman has a working
Yale,
agreement with the Normandy, located in St. Louis County, and the
Lexington, a North St. Louis nabe,
relative to booking of pix, advertis-

21.;

Gabbing continues In territory as
how much giveaways and games

ment comes from two indiw ,in Allehtown that they have stopped
cash' without socking
while chain house in
same town is doing big exploitation
on amount of money it is passing

b.o,

1

8

at

POLUNG

ST.

L PUBLICS

PK TASTES

.

are hypoing film biz, as announce-

out

handing

M.

Sept, 21.

St. Louis,

Harry Greenman, owner of the
St. Louis
Biz Dakota and the Yale, South
a 500-

all,

'

out.'

Manager William Burke, of Midway, and Leon Korr and Sidney
Kapner, owners of Transit, declare

ing, etc.

they have experimented with cessation of coin awards, for several weeks'

Banko Test

Charlotte's

St. Louis, Sept. 21.

A

survey to determine the likes

and dislikes of its patrons on programs offered in 31 houses controlled
by Fanchon & Marco here is being

made

in. a cooperative tieup with the
St. Loxiis Star-Times, afternoon rag.
This iS; believed to be the first time
such a 'Survey has been made by a
film house in this country.
Survey got under way when the
sheet propounded several questions
to readers on whether they were
satisfied with what Hollywood studios
are producing in the way of cinema
entertainment, etc. Question asked
are: Do you prefer stage shows with
movies; who is your, favorite actor;
what kind of pictures do you prefer
(melodrama, comedy, war, gangster,
musical, love, romance); do you pre'

Charlotte, N- O., Sept. 21.
i?olice and court authorities are
moving, to gather evidence in the
•

Wilmer and Vincent's

^TlXETSiLOy?

AGAIN/

produced

other hand, has erected big lobby
display to show it .has .unpocketed
more than $10,000 ii;i cash to customers.
A big ledger,, tagged the
'Lucky Album,' has been put up witl^
names of 580 fortunate ones who
banked the dough. Passersby invited in to page through the book,
which shows winners of daily .$10
matinee a\vard and $25 evening

l^mit«

\.^av«iind.
nnrnthv Sticknev Florence Lake, Genee nan, Auce
Wilpfoduccd by David O: Selznick; directed by
Hecht.
WnSma?: JriSnal by Jame/'H. Street; screen/play by Pen
-

Tiftit

Stat.e, ,6n

.

-SbSmNG SACRED^
i,„2 A

.

attempt to determine whether bank
and japkpot nights sponsored by
Charlotte theatres are legal.
Solicitor John G. Carpenter of superior court and,. Solicitor Fred H.
Hasty of city record's court conferred with attorneys for the theatres sponsoring the moniey prize

.

.

,

two full-length f eiatures oi^ one
feature with short subjects?
is distributing 400,000 ballots
to patrons inside of thfeatre during
lO-.day poll and while no prizes are
offered for best answers, etc., management states it is reajiy t9 help
its patrons get the shows they like
best." The newspapfer will print; a
box score on replies;
fer

F&M

,

events in Charlotte, and were assured that thie affairs here are well
W\
supe, credits giveaway for added biz beyond the reach of the state lottery

prize.

•,'

•

Charles Bierbauer, district

.

'.:

&' 'V.

.

laws.

at Stfite.

Dorothy Lamour, Raymond Massey l^^^^
Kuleu ue L<iercq,
MitcheU
Mitcncu, Jerome Cowan, Movita, Maiho Clark, Productloii
p,„t„rcs Now In
^ Goldwyn,.
roM«,vn- Everett Horton, Hugh Herbert, May Ilot)SOri, lilarie 'Wilson, 'Warren Hymer,
Donald Meek, Granville Bates, Andrew T6mbes,° Tim' Hennihg.
•THE ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO,' produced by Samuel
'l^iHE GREAT GARRICK,' produced by Mervyh LeRoy; directed by
Jameg 'Whale; original screen, play by Ernest yajda; photographed by

vw.

Horton, Luis Alberni, Lana Turner, Marie Wilson, Linda Perry, Craig
fromM' Reynolds, Dorothy Ti;ee, Henry O'Neill, Lionel Atwill, Fritz Leiber.
lALCATRAZ ISLAND,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William
McCann; original screen play by Crane Wilbur; photographed by Lu
O'Connell. Cast: John' Litel, Ami Sheridan, Mary Maguire, Gordon Oliver,
Addison Richards, Ben Welden, Dick Percell, George E. Stohe. Doris Lloyd,
'PRAIRIE THUNDER.' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Breezy
man.
Nana uryani, vicror i^uiai
ggg^j^. origjnaj by Ed Earl Repp. Cast: Dick Foran, Ellen Clancy, Al
Phillip Hurtic, Erville Aldctson, Donald Meek,
.
Smith, Yakim
,
Frank McGlynn, Sr.
^„ SamueVGo^^
di-ected by
by
Pro'^;jced
FOLLIES,'
^SUBMARINE »-!,' produced by Lou Edelman; directed by Lloyd Bacon;
•THE GOLDWIN
originai^^^^
original story by Commander Frank Wead; screen -pl&y by William Wistier
George Marshall; photography by Gregg jol^nd,
a V^errill,
Brent,
Haines; ^photographed by Arthur. Edeson, Cast: Pat_O'Brien, George
Ben Hecht. Cast: Kenny Baker, Virgin
.^^^
b __
Wayne Morris, ^
Frank MdHugh, _
Doris Weston, Ronald Reagan, Henry
RiU Brothers, Helen Jepson, Charles Kullmani^^^^
uoiiar,
William
O'Neill. Owen King, Denni) Moore.
and Chatlie McCarthy, Zprina, Bobby piariS'^^^^^nV^^*"*
Leeds.
'MISSING WITNESS,' produced, by Bryan, Foy; directed by William
George Balanchine's American Ballet, Andrea
Clemens; original screen play by Kenneth Garnet and Don Ryan; photographed by 3id Hiqkox. Cast: Dick Purcell, Jeail Dale, John Litel, Eddie
Universal
Acuft, Hugh O'Connell.
10VER THfi GOAL,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Noel Smith;
original. by. William Jacobs; screenplay by Jacobs and Anthony Coldeway;
Now.' Balance to
photographed by Warren Lynch. Cast: William Hopper, June Travis, Wil
in
Stories
Placed
in Be
Number Number Now
lard
Parker, Johnny Davis, William Harrigan, Gordon Oliver, Herbert
Shoot- Cutting Before PreparaComof Pix
Rawlinson.
tion
Rooms CalnCras
ing
!Promised pleted.
fEVIDENCE,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Frank McDonald;
4
33
10
2
5
50
Total
original screen play by Crane Wilbur and Qeorge Bricker; photographed
Pictures in the cUttiflg rooms or awaiting previews:
jJones; directed by James Van Trees. Cast: Dick Foran, June Travis, John Litel, George E,
'THE BOSS OF LONEi^ VALLEY,' produced by BuckFrances
Guihan. Stone, Dick Purcell. Veda Ann Borg, Ward Bond, Tommy Bupp.
bv Ray Taylorf nbiv^l by Forrest Brown; screenplay by
'SHE LOVED A FIREMAN,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Johnny
Phelps,
Lee
Miller,
Cast: Buck Jones, Miiriel Evans, Harvey Clark, Walter
Farrow; original screen play by Carleton Sand; photographed by Lou
Grace, Goodall.
Ted Adams, Dickie' Howland; Ezra Paulette, Matty Fain,
by Arthur O'Connell, Cast: Dick Foran, Ann Sheridan, Robert Armstrong, Hugh
'ADVENTURE'S END,* produced by Trem Carr; directed
G-^Kohn. Cast: O'Connell, Veda Ann Borg.
Lubin: novel by Ben Ahies Williams; screen play by Ben
'SH! THE OCTOPUS,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William McJohn Wayne, Diani Gibson, Morcn: Olsen. Montagu Love Maurice Black, Gann; screen play by. George Bricker from play by Ralph Murphy and
Paul White, Cameron Hiall. Patrick J„ Kelly, George Cleveland.
Irving Starr, Donald Gallaher; camera. Warren Lynch. C-ast: Hugh Herbert, Allen
and
Fox
'THE WESTLANP CASE,' produced by Larry
Jenkins,
Marcia Ralston, George Hosener, John Eldredge, Eric Stanley.
on
White, based
directed by ChristFCabanne; screen play by Robertson
'SERGEANT MURPHY,' produced by TBryan Foy; directed by Breezy
Carol Hughes Barbara
Sovel by Jonatha&atimer. 'Cast- Preston
Von Eltz, Eason; .original screen play by Abem Finkel and William Jacobs; camera,
Pepper. Frank Jeiiks,i Astrid AUwyn, George Meeker Theodore
Ted McCord. Cas.t); Ronald Reagan, Mary Maguire, Donald Crisp, Edmund
Clarence Wilson. Russell Hicks. Rollo Lloyd, Sehner Jackson.
Sidney Cobb, Max Hoffmah, Jr., William Davidson.,
'BEHIND THE MIKE,' produced by Lou Brock; directed by play
'WITHOUT WARNING,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Johnny
by
screen
Salltow: original by Thorhas Ahearn and Walton Butterfleld;
Farrow; original scKjen play by Crane Wilbuir; camera, Lu O'Connell. Cast:
Sterling
Wilson.
Barry Trivers. Cafet: William Gargan, Judith fiarrett Don
Boris Karlofl!, MflTfc(' Wilson, Eddie Craven, Regis Toomey, Charles TowHalloway, William Davidson, Gerald Oliver Smith, Grady Sutton
by Ray bridge, John Harfon', Willard Parker, Frank Faylen.
'SUDDEN BILL DOBN,' produced by Buck Jones; directed
'LARGER THAN LIFE,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Lew Seller;
Guihan. Cast:
Taylor; novel by Jackson Gregory; screen play by Frances
Adams, adapted from plaj^y Joseph Schrank, based on magazine story by Norman
Jones, Noel Francis, Frank McGJynn, Sr., Harold Hodge, Ted
Matson; screen play by Schrank and Robertson White; camera, Arthur
Nate
Todd.
Cast: Frank McHugh, Berton Churchill, Jane Wyman, Ferris Tayby
directed
presnell;
by Robert
^^CARNIVAL^QUM^^
Buckley, lor, Dianne Lewis, Cora Witherspoon, Raymond Hatton, William Haade,
Watt; screen plcy by, James Mulhauser,^ Lester Cole and Harold Wilcox,
from novel by Riphard Wormser. Cast: Dorothea Kent, RobertJonathah Tom Kennedy.
Warner Pictures in Production
Cavanaughj David Oliver, G. Pat Collins, Ernest Cossart,

Liu, Ferdinand Gottschalk.

hv David O
ADVENTU&ES OF TOM SAWYER,' by John V
v.^^^^Wp^^^
screen play
iilck; directed by Norman Taurog;
Wong ttow^^
Btory by Mark Twain; Photographed by James Robson,
May
^oran,
Cline. Cast: Tommy Kelly. Jackie
Rentecl^^^^^^^ Cora
Ann GiUis, Victor Jory, MickeyHolt,
f "f^^^J}^"!'^^^^^
M.^r^^^
Spring Byington, David

•THE

'Sel*'

.

THEATRE RENDEZVOUS
FOR SEUNG OF DOPE

,

'

.

.•

-
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New Orleans, Sept. 21.
Frank DiGiorgio, 44, doorman of
the Gaiety theatre here, was charged
by federal agents Saturday (18) with
selling dope to patrons of the theatre, arranging with them as to the
seats thpy would occupy and then
delivering to them in. the darkenedhouse during. the pix run.
The government said DiGiorgio
would meet his prospective customers at the entrance of the, theatre.
He'd murmur to them the location of
their seats, and then he'd saunter in
and hand them the dope, the agents
said.

Indiana, Circle, ApoDo,
Indianapolis, in Fool

Indianapolis, Sept. 21.
destl that has been on
for some months, three of the
city's largest first-fun houses. . the
Indiana, Circle and Apollo, will be.
joined in an operating pool under
the Greater Indianapolis Amus. Co,
composed of companies now operating the houses. The Fourth Avenue
Amus. Co., operators of the Apollo,
joins forces with the Indianapolis
Theatre Management Associates, Inc.,
operator of the Indiana and Circle, assuming a 10-year lease on the
properties .effective Sept. 24.
Harry Katz is president of the
combine, Fred J. Dolle, v.p., and D.
H. Long, treasurer.
The 3,300 deHobart
'HOLLYWOOD HOTEL,' produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by Busby luxe Indian?, after being renovated,
ITs-Ig Hsrrv Tylci*"
Milton Berkeley;. original story by Jerry Wald and Maurice Leo; screen play by will be opened about Oct. 15, and
by
"directed
Asher;
M.
E.
by
produced
DYNAMITE,!
'BLONDE
N^^
Wald, Leo and Richard Macauley; camera, Charles Rosher. Cast: Dick will play the ace product of pictures
Carruth; novel byfW. R. Burnett; screen play by Lester Cole. Cast:
Powell, Frances Langford, Mona Marshall, Lola Lahe, Hugh Herbert, available to the combine which inKent, Rowland Drew.
Bs'-ry, Jr., Nsm Grey., William Gargan, Dorothea
Johnnie Davis, Mabel Todd, Alan Mowbray, Ted Healy, AUyn Joslyn, Eric clude RKO, Paramount, and the
'A GIRL WITH IDEAS,' formerly titled 'MIGHTIER THAN THE
Edgar Kennedy, Benny Goodman and band, LoQella O. Parsons,
Apollo's share of Warner's, Fox and
SWORD,' produced by Edmund Graiager; directed by S. Sylvan Simon; Stanley,
•TOVARICH,' produced by Robert Lord; directed by Anatole Litvak; Universal, now split with the Lyric.
Cast:
original by Bruce Manning; screen play by Robert T. Shannon.
by Jacques Deval; screen play by Casey Robinson; photographed by
Wendy Barrie, Walleii Pidgeon, Kent Taylor, Henry Hunter, George Bar- play
The smaller Apollo will be used for
Charles
Lang.
Cast:
Claudette
Colbert,
Charles
Boyer,
Basil
Bathbone,
Horace
MacHinds,
Samuel
S.
Cavanaugh,
bier, Dorothea Kent, Hobart
Melville Cooper, Isabelle Jones, Anita Louise, Allan Conrad, Morris Car- holdover's or to sluff off excess picli/r?.hon.
on contract arrangements.
novsky, Gregory Gaye, Fritz Fold, Vladimir Sokoloff, Kurt Bois, Christian tures
'MERRY-GO-ROUND of 193S,' produced by B. G. De Sylva; directed Rub.
Reine Riano. Montagu Love, George Davis, May Boley, Alphonse Plans for the Circle are still incomtey Irving Cummings; original .screen play by Monte Brice and Dorian
plete. House may continue on douOtvos. Cast: Joy Hodges, John King, Bert Lahr, Billy House, Mischa Au2r, Martel. Heather Tratchey.
'GOLD IS
FIND IT,' produced in technicolor by Sam ble feature policy, as at present, or
Jimmie Savo, Alice Brady. Barbara Read, Louise Fazenda, Richard Carle,
Bischoff; directed by Michael Curtiz; story by Clements Ripley; screen play
Howard Cantonwifte, Charley Williams, Dave Apollon and orchestra.
go to stage show policy if grosses
Warren Duff and Robert Buckner; photographed by Sol Polito. Cast;
'COURAGE OF THE WEST,' produced by Trem Carr; directed by Joe by
George
Brent.
Olivia
de
Havilland,
Claude Rains, Margaret Lindsay. Tim" sag.
Lewis; original screen play by Jay Norton Baker; photographed by Vitgil
Art Baker, present manager of the
Miller. Cast: Bob Baker, Lois January, J. Farrell MacDonald, Fuzzy Knight, Holt. Rufisell Simpson. John Litel. George Hayes, Pat West, Marcia Ralston.
Circle, will continue in that capacity,
'PATIENT IN
13,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Bobby
Carl Stockdal?.
,
WRANGLERS,' produced by Trem Carr; directed by Joe Connolly; original screen play by Mignon Eberhart; photographed by James representing the Katz interests. Ken
Lewis; original screfen play by Harry O. Hoy t; photographed by Virgil Van Trees. Cast: Ann Sheridan, Patric Knowles, Vicki Lester, "Edward Cfollins. manager of the Apollo, will
McWade.
move his office to the Indiana, and
Miller. Cast: Boh Baker, Joan Barclay, Fuzzy Knight.
'THIS
IS DANGEROUS,' formerly titled 'RETURN
Universal Pictures Now In Production
look out for Fourth Avenue share.
'TIM TYLER'S LUCK,' produced by Henry MacRea; directed by Ford LIMBO,' produced by Robert Lord; ditected by Stanley Logan; original by
Beebe; screen play by Wyndham Gittens, Norman S. Hall, Ray Trampe A. H. Z. Carr; screen play by Horace Jackson; photographed by Sid Hickox.
Cast: Kf.y Francis, Pat O'Brien, Alan Mowbray, Gordon Oliver, Ralph
Refuses
Cast: Frankie 'rhottfas, Frances Robinson.
'YOUNG r.^AN'S FANCY,' produced by B. G. De Sylva; directed by Forbes,' Herbert Rawlinson, John Eldredge. Thurston Hall, Grant Mitchell.
'SWING
LADY,' produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by Ray
-s
David Butler; original story by Bill Thomas, Maxwell Shane and Warren
Enright;
original
by
Kenyon
Alice
Nicholson
and
Charles
Robinson;
Cast:
Grayson.
screen
Monte
Brice
and
Charles
play
Wilson; screen play by
San Antonio. Sept. 21.
taye, George Murphy, Ken Murray, the Three Diamond Brothers, Andy by Joseph Schrank and Maurice Leo; photographed by Arthur Edeson.
manager
Oppenheimer,
Leon
M.
Devine, Larry Blake, Harry Stockwell, Charles Winninger. Frank Jenks, Cast: Humphrey Bogart, Dorothy McNulty, Louise Fazenda, Frank Mcand. owner of the Prince theatre,
Hugh, Allen Jenkins. Eddie Acuff, Nat Pendleton.
Frances Hunt,
'PENROD
HIS TWIN BROTHER,' produced by Bryan Foy; di- was put under $1,500 bond last week,
rected by William McGann; original screen play by William Jacobs and because
ho resisted an internal
Hugh Cummings; photographed by Arthui' Todd. Cast: Billy and Bobby revenue officer, who wanted to look
Mauch, Spring Byington, Charles Halton, Jackie Morrow, Bennie Bartlett,
over Oppenheimer's books. Officer
Frank Craven.'
Now Balance to
•TOO
OF EVERYTHING,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by said that the - theatreman pushed
Number Z'umber
Now
in Be Placed Stories in Arthur Lubin; original screen play by Lawrence Kimble, Jean Negulesco him out of the office, and refused
of Pix
ComShool- Cuttingf Be'ore Prepara
and Wally Klein; photographed by George Barnes. Cast: Dolores Costello, him access to the books.
Promised pleted
ing
Rooms Cameras
tion
Bonita Granville, Donald Crisp, Donald Briggs, Natalie Moorhead, Lucille
Showman claimed that he. did not
60
10
9
Volal
13
28
10
Gleason.
the federal man but merely
Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are
'ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by shove
'THE PERFECT SPECIMEN,: produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed by William Clemens; original screen play by George Bricker. Anthony Colde- told him he v/as busy and did not
Michael Curtiz; original by Samuel Hopkins Adams; screen play by Law- way and Morton Grant; photographed by Bob Ross. Cast: Ronald Reagan, want to be disturbed. Case was on
rence Riley and Norman Rcilly Raine; photographed by Charles Rosher. Gloria Blondell, Addison Richards, Hugh O'Connell, Dick Purcell, Sheila docket in Federal District Court
Cast: Errol Flynn, Joan Blon'dell, Dick Foran, Beverly Roberts, Edward Bromley.
here.
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liW CANADIAN

AIR TABOOS
•

New

Toronto Thinks

Toronto, Sept.

New

the

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to become effective Nov. 1 will cut deep
holes into the x:evehues of radio staBanning of
tions in this country.
'fortune-tellers* and the like; restricting of advertising talk to 10%
of the program time; slashing of
spot-announcement time to two minr
utes per hour; and other drastic re-,
visions in the present regulations,
will serve to clean up the Canadian
airwaves but drive many programs
off the air.

Although the present ruling never
has been enforced, Canadian stations
are hot to use more than 10% of air
time for advertising plugs. This regulation will be backed 'to the hilt'
after Nov. 1, according to govern-

ment

Are Loopholes'
No

NBC's

chief

of

publicity,

Wayne Randall, sent out an invitation to the trade press late
last week to have a huddle
with him.
Upshot was that
requested the reporters,
in the event they nosed out
stories instead of wrapping the

NBC

mitts around handouts, to first
check the networlc's press department to see if NBC wished
the news printed.
Randall asked the trade press
to give such treatment to all

did

not

ittend

the

NBC COTTINC

them on between records and even
breaking into the middle of the rec-

BUDGETS

Fortune-telling business also
gists,

has

Numerolo-

crystal-gazers, character analy-

and

sists,

those

claiming

psychic

PUBLICITY,

AD

Philadelphia, Sept. 21.
First account for the Quaker State
Network, 14-station Pennsy regional,
which Don Withycomb, WFIL g.m.,
has been nursing along, was obtained
last week.
N.W. Ayet placed a series of 10 15-minute weekly sports
programs with the web for Atlantic

Refining.

Series will

be pumped from WFIL,

key station of the chain.

will
of the

It

of football forecasts

consist

weekend's big games. Jack Barry,
WIP baseball commentator, will do
the spiel.

New web was
last

year

originally

formed

for

Withycomb,

political broadcasts.
this summer, got the

idea of making it a real commercial
chain and started salesniien out for
business. With several more
accounts lined up, it seems possible
that permanent lines may link the
stations shortly, with regular sustaining service being provided by

•WFIL.

Politics

—

Success Story

Advertising
of Pro-

Maximum 10%

—

gram Time Beer and
Wine Now Permitted in
Some Spots

EFFECTIVE NOV.

1
.

Montreal, Sept.
Effective Nov.

1,

21.

an

radio taboos In

programs.
according

office

In

addition,

to

Her

share.

fifth

anniversary with the station
got her a completely equipped
office of her own.
Sixth anni
recently was celebrated with
proffer of a desk lamp.

Canada include the broadcasting of
court trials; all discussions of birth
control and venereal diseases; all
programs presenting a person claiming to possess supernatural or psychic powers, such as so-called character analysts or fortune-tellers; all
broadcasting of dramatized irolitical

St. Paul, Sept. 21.
Edith 'Polly the Shopper'
Shedlov, ace femme gabber oh
KSTP, now knows the answer
to 'how long does it take to
succeed in radio?*
First two years with the station she had no typewriter or
desk, third year she achieved
use of a drawer from someone
else's desk, fourth year she won

THOSE OFHCIAL

to

SQUAWKERS GO

>

Samuel Rosenbaum, of WFIL,
Philadelphia, and chairman of
the negotiatlnff committee for
the networlc affiliated stations,
yesterday

a

(Tuesday)

memorandum and

eontraot

ment

coverinr the

of mnslclans

cians boansci preliminary to a
two-party discussion. Memo concerns the binding factors between the station sroup and the
international union, while the
contract is the one which will
apply between stations and their
local

AFM

branches.

Executive board of the AFM,
which has been in session since
last Thursday (16), is shtted to
disband today (Wednesday.) and
convene at Weber's, next call.

American Fed. of Musicians last
week induced NBC and Columbia to
start negotiating .for

contracts for their

on

•

Atlantic

airings

are

tan;

WGAL,

risburg;

Lancaster;

WKOK,

WHP, Har-

Sunbury;

WRAK,

WiUiamsport; WOLK, York; WJAC,
Johnstown, and WWSW, Pittsburgh.

Back

to the Soil

agreements

with

to radio folk after'

Harold True,

WXYZ

WXYZ,

it

it on farms.
newscaster, is

jne latest

to join rank of agriculin the form of a 250-acre
spot near Holly,
Mich. Others are
ran Striker, author
of WXYZ's
f
turists,

.

JLione Ranger*
and 'Gfeen Hornet,'
wno. has 180 acres
near Buffalo, and
^eiix Holt,
publicity director, who
owns a 50.acre plot
in old Kentucky.

present

locals

for

months to

Readiness of the networks to follow up the suggestion of the AFM's
Washington, Sept. 21.
executive board provided the highof Congress late last
Jight of the past week's events, arisa silencer on blasts
'

the radio industry and

emanating from Washspeaker, but the brick-

ing from the federation's campaign
to increase the employment of musicians in broadcasting.

Webs agreed to act after Joe
keeping on.
LawWeber, AFM prez, pointed out to
have been the loudest
and advocates of a congres- them that it would be to their adSpot announcements, in toto, are sional probe have just transferred vantage to get the matter of new
restricted to two minutes of each the scene of their activities to their contracts cleared up at this time and
to make such agreements run 'parallel
broadcasting hour and will not ap- home districts.
to those which are to be issued to
ply to the direct or indirect adverWidespread,
although informal',
independent broadcasters.
If
All spot
the
tising of beers or wines.
campaign to mobilize public supannouncements are banned between port for a sweeping inquiry, is networks elected to wait until the
7:30-11:00 p.m. weekdays and will under way in several sectors. Sena- current contracts expire, they would.
(Continued on page 36)
(Continued on page 41)
tor Burton K, Wheeler, chairman of
critics

•

departments.
James, chief

the

known

Of

Senate

Interstate

Commerce

Committee and

mm WANTS

a leading exponent
along the lines of the
White resolution, sounded off again
shortly after returning to Montana.
Representative
Richard
Wigglesworth, of Massachusetts, who was a
ads NBC has been buying. Now unleader of the House probe gang,
derway are surveys to decide just
Freddia Gibson, whom Dick Himwangled more than a column of
where the oars are to be pulled in,
space for an interview with the ber labeled 'The Gibson Girl' as a
and what forms of sales promotion
stunt, is now trying to sever herself
Boston
Post
in
which
he
re-aired
are to cease.
his monopoly assertions.
Congress- from Hlmber's orchestra and is using
Clay Morgan, director of promoman Robert Bacon, of New. York, re- •infancy' as her legal out. Claims
tion, is in Europe, but his office will
cruit industry-slammer, is seeking she signed with Himber when under
also have its budget sliced a bit. In
help in his drive for a grilling of legal age. J. T. Abeles is representWayne Randall's publicity departindustry
lobbyists,
mailing
out ing her.
Victoria, B. C, Sept. 21.
ment, mailing lists now receiving
wholesale copies of his resolution,
Miss Gibson claims a 25% manaCorp.
ban,
Canadian
Broadcasting
NBC handouts and other forms of
effective next Sunday, against news- which would turn the spotlight on gerial split to Himber, plus another
press releases, such as the mat and
tie-ups, will drop Earl Kelly a certain trade publication which, 10% to agents booking her on the
paper
scrutipicture services, are being
of the Vancouver Province, and Bill he says, is the mouthpiece of the Lucky Strike Hit Parade, both with
nized and some of those now on the
Vancouver Sun off the 'vicious and arrogant lobby that in- the Himber and Mark Warnow orreceiving end will be chopped. For Newell of the
western
network. This follows an fluences the radio industry and at- chestras, so that her $200 a week
instance, NBC now has 1,800 periaction of six months ago killing menr tempts to control the Federal Com- from both hour shows dwindles $70,
odicals and persons on its Trade
munications Commission.'
allegedly.
of newspaper affiliation, but
News file alone; a flock of these are tion
After keeping out of the spotcontinuing personal identification of
Lord and Thomas agency on L. S.
to be scissored off.
light
for
months,
Commissioner
reporters.
George Henry Payne has resumed this week was apprised by Miss GibAlready sent out in a broadside
Henceforth network news will his single-handed efforts to
son's counsel disaffirming her conround
all
up
manner is a questionnaire to
originate from the Canadian Press the
tract
with Himber and insisting
religious and educational groups.
parties and papers receiving NBC's
Ass'n, and be broadcast only by netSpeaks on the relationship between her salary be paid direct, and not
This
advance program service.
work staff announcers on stipulation radio and the home Nov, 13 before through Himber as heretofore.
weekly release, printed three weeks that news will be read as written
the alumni of Sacred Heart College
in advance, has always been a head- by the wire ass'n.
in Boston.
ache to the press boys both giving
King Sustaining
of
Further
drastic
regulation
Letters-to-the-editor
crusade
to
Run off so far in ad^ind getting.
Lroadcast
news
is expected in Nostir up
listener interest in more
vance, it is naturally wide open to
vember and may drive Transradio strict regulation is plotted by the
Wayne King and orch, upon openerrors, and expensive to correct.
Publishers dislike committee of citizens interested in ing an engagement Sat. (25) at the
out of Canada.
Costing about $750 monthly to turn
the sponsorship angle on Transradio radio wearing the tag 'Committee for Palmer House, Chi, commence their
out, NBC is now anxious to slough
News, with tactics seen as protec- the protection of the public in com- first sustaining broadcasting in more
Understood that, after the quesit.
Propaganda charges, without munications,' headed by Paul Bailey, than three years with a late-night
tive.
an anreturned,
are
tionnaires
details, that several recent Trans- of New York.
Mutual wire. During that sans-susnouncement will be made that the radio dispatches on European politics
taihing
stretch
the
band clung
advance service will pass and the contained expressions uncongenial to
strictly to its commercial airing for
daily service carry on solo.
the British viewjpoint,
Meet
Prof.
Lady Esther cosmetics.
Cost of printing, correcting, hanAmerican ownership viewpoint of
When the King crew did its last
dling and mailing all NBC's pub- Transradio is given as the underErik Barnouw, one-time exec at N. Y. hotel stand, at the Waldorf.
licity totals a flat $50,000 annually. cover reason for moves to make
15 months ago, the orch leader nixed
Erwin,
the
Wasey
agency,
and
a
difficult.
Kelly
peration
and Newell
a late-night sustaining wire.
will continue on purely local com- radio program producer, will conBooneing
mercial Vancouver stations.
Re- duct an extension course in air
MAEBLE IN PHILLY
scripting
Columbia
at
this
U
signed
action
from
the
public
is
expected
Columbia Artists, Inc., has
Philadelphia, Sept. 21.
Ed Cashman as a talent scout. When as Kelly is elderly and philosophical autumn.
Ad man who turned prof steps up
has added another gabber
not searching for performers, he will in style and has a unique following
on the podium Monday (27). He to its staff as the result of the fivepeddle acts around the ad agencies. and place in Western Canada.
Transradio has been aggressively formerly directed 'Forum of Lib- day week, recently instituted.
For the past six years Cashman
He is Harry Marble, from WORL,
was attached to the CBS program seeking Canadian stations as cus- erty,' 'Court of Human Relations'
and 'Bobby Benson' programs;
Boston.
tomers.
dept.

New

a

quiz

FREDDA

Regulations

OUT ON HIMBER PACT

In

Caiada

May

OustTransradio

—

,

•

From indications at
looks like they'll
spend

AFM

these spots have several

'

retirement?

York, Chi-

go.

Barnouw

Detroit, Sept. 21.

What happens

new two-year

New

and Los Angeles originating

stations, despite the fact that

.

Outlets

WSAN, Allentown; WRAW, Reading;
WEST, Easton; WGBI, Scranton;
WBRE. Wilkes-Barre; WAZL, Hazle-

submitted
uniform
employ-

by his broadcaster rroup. Joe Weber tumei
the memo and the contract form
over to Amerioan Fed. of Musi-

cago

EIGHT ON

E. P.
H. (Jimmy)
department
of the
technically as the 'advertising and sales promotion division of
the publicity department,' will reduce the budget of the institutional

All Fronts

Court

the
newly-determined regulations of the
Federal-controlled Canadian Broadcasting Corp., advertising content
must not exceed 10% of program
time; all food and drug announcements must be submitted to the
NBC is instituting its annual econ- Dep't. of Neitional Health for apomy campaign in its press, promo- proval before being broadcast; no
tion
and sales-promotion depart- mention of prices for products or
services must go over the air; false
ments. All last week execs passed
Departure
news and false advertising is forjudgment on what will be ex- bidden; advertising of bonds or month put
punged from currently obtaining shares in mining or oil properties is against both
practices and routines.
To date ruled out; any insurance company the F. C. C.
reg- ington's loud
there have been no staff dismissals sponsoring a program must be
throwing is
istered with the Federal government
makers who
in any departments, nor are any
to do business in Canada.

powers have been given the axe.
Dozens of Dominion stations have
been Ailing time lucratively with
such eye-wash as purveyed by Indian witch doctors, Hindu mystics
and the like.
General feeling among station
owners here is that the new regulations are drastic, but .that loopholes
may be found for getting around- the contemplated. However, Walter
spot announcement and 10% adver- Moore, who left the- payroll of the
tising items.
press layout last week, will not be
replaced. His work will be absorbed
by others.
Roughly, when the economizing is
over, NBC will save about $6,000
monthly in operation of the three

QUAKER STATE NET
STARTS ON FOOTBALL

Control,

AFN

Trials, Fortune-Telling or

meeting

called by NBC's v-P. in charge
of hand-outs.

tions are getting away -with murder
at present. Daytime broadcasts generally are of the lowest grade. One
local announcer boasts of having
Wedged as many as 26 spot announcements into a 30-minute peMost stations reap a harvest
riod.
in these announcements, jamming

ords with plugs.

Making Progress on
Birth

New

Two-Yr^ Pacts for Musicians;

mr DOWN

news concerning NBC. Variety

officials.

Toronto and other Cartadian sta^

been overworked here.

CUT

NBC's 'News' Idea

21.

down by

regulations set

/

.

NBC, CBS Agree to Negotiate

Regulations

Here

Will Hurt, but

29

Cashman

WCAU

RADIO

VARIETY

30

Bob Stanley Set

Mutual Grabbing Top Orch Names
Bgb

Stanley

director at

Away from CBS> NBC

for Sustaining

•

Fills the

vacancy

Patriotic knob-twiddlers, listening in on an NBC program being aired
when Nat Brusiloft scrammed
two months ago; litter is, now mu- from George Washington's tomb at Mount Vernon, last week, were startled
when a melancholy bugle, playing 'Taps,' mingled with the U. S. Army
sical chief at WMCA, N. Y.

left

Alfred Wallenstein continues as
general director at WOR, and personally handles serious music.

Judge and Jury

Mutual network's drive to get the
leading name orchs and top hotels
which use bigger band? to take sustaining wires for late-night dance
music-dishing, continues to spread
successfully. MBS has passed CBS
and both the NBC nets in the number of name bands using its fa-

WOR.

Inside Stuff-Radio

new pop music

the

is

Milwaukee, Sept. 21.
phenom on WTMJ
'Doghouse Court,' which of-

Mail-puller

is

fers $1 to listeners for discover-

M-G

ing errors broadcast over the
Accusesd comes before the 'Doghouse Court' each
Monday afternoon, with those
attendance being judge,
in
prosecuting attorney and wit-

Airer

May

Band's rendition of 'The Star Spangled Banner.'
Tangled tunes were traced to the zealousness of Congressman Sol Bloom
of N. Y., who, as director-general of the U. S. Constitution Sesquicentennial
Commission, was running the show. Determined that a bugle call was
necessary for the solemnity of the occasion, Congressman Bloom dug up a
bugler; but neglected to give the man the proper Cue. Mistake was rectified in time for the Army to continue the National Anthem without further
distractions, but listeners are still trying to figure out the reason for the
medley.

station.

cilities.

Method employed by Mutual to
bait the bands and hotels is to offer
a guaranteed number of and specific
stations, and to broadside ballyhoo.
CBS and NBC do neither of these.
Both the bigger webs bend all their
publicity efforts .towards commer-

nesses.
If judged guilty, the person
sending in the accusation gets
a buck. If more than one
caught the error, coin goes to
the person who has suggested
the most novel punishment.

And they do not
programs.
promise definite stations. An orch
punching out music from a night
spot late at night never knows
whether it is getting the full spread
or is being shunted off to the southsouth-western slice of the network.
Mutual makes its offers very clear
when approaching a spot, and stresses that WOR, New York, and WGN,
Chicago, will definitely be in. Use

.cial

GF Show

Switch

From NBC to CBS

effects.'

Maxwell House Coffee may move
over to CBS, if and when -it closes
for the Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer studio show. Switch from NBC would
eliminate the opposition- from Major
Edward Bowes and have the coffee
account's show following the Chrysler Co.'s stanza, 10 to 11 p.m. EST

Thursday. Realignment also would
put Columbia in the position of airone-hour commercials
ing three

of these two .broadcasters also helps,,
that mOst of the name bands are
ensconced in either of these towns[
and like the prestige of riding a
station in the locality.
Neither CBS nor NBC seem to begrudge Mutual its groove. Both the
big webs cling to their policies of
cancelling a carded late-night sustainer to pick' up special events;
in.

|

Chicago, Sept. 21.

;

With

sales still on. the

upgrade and

Parks Johnson, on 'Vox Pop' over NBC» gave an example of the care
taken on such programs to prevent 'slams' at other products advertised via
he twice checked an interviewee extolling the benefits of mate
(South American drink). Man, an executive of a N. Y. company handling
the product, was explaining to Johnson nature of his drink. He said tljat
it had the stimulating effect of both tea and" coffee, 'without their bad after

NBC when

.consecutively that particular evening, a situaition which has been the
NBC-Red's exclusively for over five
years.

Whereupon the man
'No, you don't mean that,' Interjected Johnson.
repeated. the statement. 'Tea and coffee have no" such ill effects on me,'
Johnson pronto. Exec replied that they both keep him from sleeping.
'That is individual with, you,' insisted Johnson, as he switched the conversation to other channels.
said

.

Charity tax on broadcast tickets was inaugurated by Harry Maizlish
in Holljrwood last week at broadcast of Haven MacQuarrie's.
'Do You. Want To. Be An Actor! (now a sustaiher) amateur turn. Capacity
turnout of AOO poured out. $50 to the Childrehs Breakfast Fund, which
accounted for more than six cents a' head, the stipulated figure.
Gus Edwards' 'School Days,' bankrolled by L. A. Soap Co., will be
the first commercial to carry the levy. Monies collected go to fund which
supplies warm breakfasts for poOr school kids. Many 'of those who attended the. MacQuarrie shoyr donated coins, up to a dollar, waiving the
change^ Maizlish said there wasn't a single dissent on the charity tap.
at

KFWB

.

Benton & Bowles, agency on the
Crackdown tendencies of Frank' R McNinch, new F. C. C. chairmian,
more and more' a
Maxwell House account, declared riled broadcast representatives in Washington last week. Any hope that
premium 'item, stations are now be- Monday (10) that the deal .with
.the;new radio czar might not be as tough as' he has been painted was
ginning to clear a'way all the trick Metro may be closed by this Friday dashed when the Federal Power' Commission decided to cite hearings on
now
are still lots of
time becoming

.

Among the topflight orchs
riding Mutual are Vincent Lope?,
Kay Kyser, Wayne King, Ted
Weems, Joe Sanders, Tommy Dor£ey, George Olsen, Leo Reisman,
'

coin and rate deals which they for- (24), but that there
Also that
merly accepted gladly. But with the difficulties to hurdle.
coin box bulging, and the managers General Foods hasn't decided
smoking .three-for-50c cigars once whether to attach a cereal to the
Fred Waring, Eddie Duchin and more, the station men are getting program, or let the lyiax\yell House
Benny Gqodman. When Cab Callor inighty uppity about what deals tag' prevail exclusively.
Indications are that, if Maxwell
way and Horace Heidt step into they'll accept.
their autumn night spots this month
'Particularly getting the bump-out House retires from its present spot
they, too, will use Mutual.
and heave-o. are the trick combina- on the NBC-red, Kraft Cheese will
Sites using crews which have been tion deals permitted to advertisers be the next tenant, moving back an
tied up by Mutual exclusively are for non-continuous periods.
For- hour from its present allocation on
the Waldorf, Plaza and Biltmore merly the sta.tions permitted an ad- the red link.
hotels in N. Y., and the Palmer vertiser to group several scattered
House, Drake, Trianon, Aragon and periods and rate it as a conibination
Blackhawk in Chicago. Chief man- time purchase. But this has been,
ner of getting these tied was Mu- aind is being, kayoed rapidly by the
tual's offer to let the spots insert
bigger stations, with the smaller
broad plugs in the announcer's copy transmitters only
LIKE
IN
for the
when ushering their bands on and' time when they get waiting
powerful enough
off the ozonie.
to follow suit.
Rajah Raboid, stage mentalist, has
Not only are descriptions of the
From now on the stations want been around tapping indie New
places 0. k., but types of and identities in the floor-sh6>ys are also per- the time periods to run together oii York stations, trying to get back on
missible.
There is very little cut- the clock before they will p'ermit the air. Half a dozen years ago
ting done of the copy, either. Both any combination, rate discount.
Raboid was a big click on the air, in
CBS and NBC rigidly keep all plugs
While the stations are killing off the era when mentalists were on the
out save several adjectives to strung-out combination rates, the ozone all over -the country. "When
brighten the mention of the places' great bulk of the transmitters are the FCC frowned on such acts, most
names.
permitting combo deals where there of the stations decided it was good
are several products strung together judgment to ban 'em on their wavein a series, with the products all lengths.
Among the stations recently
INTO
controlled by a single sponsor.
But in at least one instance al- touched by Raboid is WBNX, Bronx,
ready one leading station has banned on which he appeared some years
BIZ
even that type of combination rating. ago and, out of contributions flooding in, averaged $1,000 a week.. He
Station is' WDAF, Kansas City,
Philadelphia, Sept 21.
which now insists that no combina- also had a mop-up run in lOSi on
Long-latent yen of Doc Levy, tion rate will, be permitted where WCBM, Baltimore.
WCAU prexy, to be a publisher, may the products are different, even if Mentalist has- not yet had an aye
from any broadcaster on his prosoon be gratified. Radioman is put- the same general advertiser
'

requests -of several key men in the public utility business for permits
to hold executive posts or directorates in more than one electric light
company. McNinch was credited with having induced the F. P. C. to start
a crusade expected to Avind up in government ousting of scores of power

magnates from cushy

jobs.'

'

.

.

RAJAH RABOID WOULD
AGAIN
TO BE

.

.

LEVY MAY GO

NEWSPAPER

YET

.

con-

ting

up a large share

of the b.r.

with which Moe Annenberg is attempting to buy the ]philly Evening
Ledger from John C. Martin. Annenberg is publisher of the Philly
Inquirer and New York Morning

trols it all.

Jemungs Gets Becker

Telegraph.

.

Spot in

Levy for several years has been
reported interested in purchasing
the paper. He admitted this interest
last February, but said at the time
that he wouldn't consider taking the
Ledger because of his lack of pub"
lishing experience. Annenberg has
had plenty of experience, 'which
makes him an ideal partner for
Levy.

posal

Powell-Loy Program
Kirk, Ruthrauft & Ryan's
V. p. in charge of radio, flew to
Hollywood Sunday (19) to iron out
the details of a contract for William
Powell and Myrna Loy, with Rinso
(Lever Bros.) the sponsor. Program
calls for the pair's doing a s'eries of
Dashiell Hammett. scripts. Walt Disney show for the same account is

Myron

•

cold.

.

al-

him

Cificiimati
Actor-Banjoist Told to Join the
Union, But Finds Way Out

Cincinnati, Sept. 21.

Robert G. Jennings became pro-

gram

WLW

'WLW Line has enough business tmder contract to give it $142,000 a
in billings. Link, with the Transamerican Broadcasting
Television Corp. as sales agents, st&rted operating less than four months ago.
Among the accounts using the line, having
Cincinnati, and WHN,
New York, as the main axis, are Bristol-Mirers, Drugs, Inc., Mennen,
£. Griffith-Hughes, Inc., Lehn
Fink, E. M. Rose Sc Co., Batbasol, Kel«

&

month

WLW,

&

logg's,

Beaumont Laboratories and Lydia Pinkham.

Emil GougH described Monday (20) as absolutely baseless the report
W. R. Hearst was unloading K£H£, Los Angeles, and KYA, San FranRejport had it that Earle C. Anthony was ready to bargain for KEHB
in order to provide NBC programs with a replacement outlet tor KECA#
local blue link release which Anthony owns.
Hearst is said to have had a survey of Coast radio made with a view t©
selling both stations.

that

cisco.

Walter Thompson has two shows spotted against each other in the
area Thursday nights. One is the Rudy Vallee-Fleischmann
on WEAF,and the other is a new series on WQXR in behalf of the
Xammond Organ Co. Latter runs from 8 to 8:30.
Fleischmann, a Standard Brands unit, is handled by Thompson's N. Y.
office, while the Hammond account clears through the agency's Chicago
J.

New York
stanza

division.

WBBM

Chicago radio editors are threatening- to take cracks at
since
the Columbia key isn't in on the co-operative educational programs being
run by Board of Education, newspapers, and six other stations.
Truth is,
didn't have a daytime sustaining across-the-board spot
and, besides, claims that it is doing its share of educating.

WBBM

SO HE BUYS A CALLIOPE

James Scribner, who

scripts

and

Constitution Day address of President Roosevelt, last Friday, was picked
electrical transcription by
and broadcast Saturday' morning
at 6;30 a. m. for the benefit of early listeners who missed the late-night

WNEW

up via

speech.

works.

Recording was made by means of a direct pipe to one of the netPermission was granted by the White House.

WSAI

does a solo protean acting job on
this week, by appointment of Powel 'The Johnson Family,' nightly serial
Radio
Crosley, Jr.
lecturers
For the past several on Mutual sustaining, is now using
months he served as assistant gen. a calliope to fade on and off his promgr. of WSAI.
gram. For years he has used his
San
Francisco,
Sept. 21.
Move-up of Jennings fills the va- own banjo apcomp, but when he
Ten weeks' lecture course in
cancy left last November when Don moved the origin of his program
Becker left, later joining Trans- from
to WOR, N. Y., musi- 'Radio Advertising' will be given by
american. During the interim Bob cians' Local 802 decreed that he
Lindsey Spight, John Blair & ComKennett, production manager of both would have to hire a banjoist while
pany's Pacific Coast manager, for
stations, temporarily assumed the
he waited six months to have an apadded duties of program director.
plication
for
union membership the University of California ExtenNo other posts are affected by the passed on.
sion Division here, starting WednesJennings advancement.
Wishing to duck hiring a union day (22).
banjoist, or wait that long, Scribner
Among subjects to be covered by
bought a second-hand calliope and Spight are 'Radio as an Advertising
Ky. Cupid Busy
now uses the mechanical instrument Medium,' The Influence of Radio
to play 'Dixie,' with which he iden- Advertising
Louisville, Sept. 21.
Ayith Both Consumers
director of

and

Ad

NEWSCAST AS PIC
HOUSE FEATURE

'

WLW

'

Kirk to Coast to Set

return to the ether,
FCC never called

to

though the
down.

Broadcasters have been handed specimens of the sort of paint which the
U. S. Government expects to be used in marking radio towers, in conformity with aviation and radio regulations. Redecoration of antennas
which are not daubed with the proper tints Is required.
Swatches of 'international, orange' have been prepared by the Bureau
of Standards to provide a uniform shading for all tower-smearers. Doubtful
licensees can obtain a small piece of cardboard, brighter than a fire engine,
for comparison with samples offered by hardware dealers.

Dan Cupid has been

a busy lad
around the local radio studios lately.
Epidemic was started by Joe Fox,
technician, -who was recently

WHAS

tifies

his

program.

Spreading Sauce

While on the coast, Kirk will also married to Geraldine Thompson,
Chicago, Sept, 21.
look into a suggestion for teaming WAVE assistant program director
Lea Sc Perrins sauce has decided
Robert Taylor and Barbara Stan- and pianist. Then Earl Holmlund,
wyck in a script series for one of WHAS technician, went to the altar to spread its announcement campaign this season, following the click
R & R's accounts.
with his childhood sweetheart from of tests
last year.
Clark Andrews, chief dramatic Missouri, a non-pro.
Placed' through the Schwimmer &
producer for the agency, also flew
Hugh Sutton, WHAS production, Scott agency, announcements will be
to the Coast Sunday.
will become a benedict

Retailers,'

'How

to

WHAS

&

.

atres in Imperial "Valley (Cal.) cities
as a regular feature preceding the
running of the evening's motion pictures.
Hughes broadcasts
to 7 p.m. PST.

Theatres ballyhoo

from

news

6:45

pro-

El Centro.

•

in October, spotted in some 35 cities from coast
bride also a non-pro, and at least two to coast.
All plugs will be introNadine Stanley, dramatic song- other members of the
staff duced by a special novelty sound
Stress, intro'd by WDRC, Hartford, are contemplating wedlock before effect,
conceived by Cecil Widdiwith Al White accompanying.
the snow flies.
field, S.
S. chieftain.

Lee web from the studios of KFRC
here, are being heard In five the-

the
Merchandise
grams with large signs in front of
the Radio Campaign,' 'Commercial
the
Program Production,' and 'Network the lobbies. Houses using
broadcasts include the Holtville, in
Operations and Station Managethe ;City of the same name, and the
ment,'
Valley and United- Artists theatres in

and

.

San Francisco, Sept. 21.
John B. Hughes' nightly newscasts
for the General Motors Acceptance
corp., aired over the Mutual-Don

lUNKE TO CHI
Chicago, Sept, 21.

James R. Lunke moving the headquarters of his advertising agency
from Seattle to Chicago.
Now concentrating on Chicago Engineering, air conditioning school
here, which is using spot programs
in some 70 cities around the nation.

<£LLA CINDEES' FOB RADIO
20th -Fox
William
Conselman,
is in New York on a business and pleasure trip.
Nationalt.
He's negotiating with
Broadcasting Co. on possibility of
putting his 'Ella Cinders' cartoon
strip on a radio program.
'

scripter

.

RADIO

'^edneedajf September 22, 1937

Night-Time Wakes
Look

Mag Spread on

Up
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WARD and Wim Brooklyn, Silenced

STJRT OF POBEE

By FCC;

Late Hour» a Pleasure for

Operation Irregularities

Stations

Wkat, No Top Hat?
ChiQago, Sept.

Poet's Corner

21.

That stepchild of radio sales managers^ the post-10 p.m. time, has sudits face washed aixd
chtthes pressed, and is being introd.uced into "polite commercial society.
Trick o£ taking the unwanted baby
of the ether family and .ttiming it
into a respectable sponsor-satisfying
period is the accomplishment resulting from the marriage of the Look

denly gotten

'

magazine account and the Schwimtnit & Scott agency here.
Since taking: over the. ether |;>illing
ot Look some four weeks ago, S. & S..
has suddenly 'made the. entire i:adi6
conscious^ and
l|as shown, stations and advertisers
how to turn into a useful, advertising
force a period which W;as f6rmerly

business

S.

&

S.,,

is

now buy-

10:00-15.

Look

arranged by the S.

spot periods, as
S. agency, de-

&

HOW

watttkee,

Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago,

Des Moines, Cedar Rapids, Philadel-

New York, Washington, Baltimore, Cincinnati, St Louis, Boston,
with Minneapolis,. Denver, Los An-.
geles, San Francisco, Dallas,. Indianapolis, Omaha and Kansas City set

'

follow shortly.
In the four weeks that the Look
plugging has been on the air, its
sales have- zoomed as much as 150%
in certain towns, according to surveys. And station managers through*
out the country are snapping up thi?
survey to show it around to other
agencies and advertisers as proof
that the late evening hours are commercially useful.
It marks for the radio business the
first time a national advertiser of
outstanding rating has tackled the
ozone at a period which had formerly been passed up by the radio
advertising field.
For this reason
the stations are watching the results
keenly and are preparing to make
commercial hay out of a situation
they have been waiting for for a

to'

TO USE FREE TIME

cational

of

civic,,

social

and edu-

organizations resulting

KSTP

irfibse

In

has stepped out to bring this
of the
station's
broadcast

parent-teacher groups, schools, safety
organizations and other clubs who
get free time and use it badly because of inexperience, have been invited to attend by Thomas Dunning
Rishworth, ttie station's educational
Nationally-known educadirector.
tors and broadcasters will be hauled
to the Twin Cities st the expense of
KSTP's red link to put on the show.

CKY, Wmmpeg, Switching

WBAP

WBAP

came efltective.
With the settlement

slated

for

,

.

'

.

.

,

.

>

.

nally timed for

Monday

(20).

First

j

Cttttlngr It

To 760

•

Come

SOME

lyn, giving their share of the 1,400berth to WBBC, Brooklyn, records revealed last week.
Formal
statement of facts upon which the
decision was based was unveiled
Thursday (16), day after the orders
in the five-year-old scramble bekc.

PERSONNa

move, towards fumigating
renuins a secret, with insiders^ and
outsiders
alike
wondering what
Session will consist of round-table
McNincb's sailing orders are. (New
discussions, a look-see for the tyros
chairman has had t^yo tete-a-tetes
at actual radio production, and a
with the President in the time since
complete course in program planhis surprise nomination was sfurung
ning, i»-oduction and mike technique.
on Congress.) Meanwhile; the present
Commissioners are markingi
time, tackling no contested cases,

.

WIUSON

three months
stations

.

Paul, Sept 21,
the dOnated-time

St.

With most'
programs for

CONFUaS

.

Communications Commission
ago voted to silence
WARD and WLTH, Brook-

eral

,

P&GNOUKE

.

21.

Irregularities
operation proin
vided grounds upon which the Fed-

court review, the Cammish pubWashington, Sept. 21.
SHIFTING
lished grounds for its opinion, showReorganization of the> .Federal
ing that bleats about program servCommunicationSs' Commission,
acCBS .program department in New ice were the principal reasons for
cording to blue-print by Pres.
concluding that continued ojwration
RooseVelt, will be delayed for sev- York is going through a little fall
of, the
two gagged triansm^tters
eral weeks, l^o sparks are expected reshuffling. Department, for a start,
would not be in the public interest.
fe> fly before, winter, with both the has changed program idea men an^
By ruling these l^ants off the air,
industry and Commish staff tight- music divisions heads.
the Commish knifed the sale to
roping indefinitely.
Stewart Wells, who doubled from
Kings Broadcasting, Co., subsidiary
Start of the purge, which will assistant to William Lewis, CBS pro- of
The Day (Jewish newspaper),
take the form of realignment of the gfram chief, to No.. 1 heavy thinker
Decision,
which
gives
WBBC
present divisions, was deferred last on program ideas, has resigned. three-quarters time
and denies the
week when Frank R. McNinch, Jame^ Burke, w.ho formerly .had plea of WEVD, New York, for exnominated by the White House to charge of the program information clusive occupancy of
this ribbon,
wi«ld! the bro<»n as temporary chair- department, is replacing him. Other
was accom^nfed by a distenting
man, found it impossible to take change concerns Frederic Bethel; opinion from retired vice-chairman
over the post of the late. Anning S.. head of the music division and pro- Irvin Stewart,
who said thcS iiU four
Prall before early Oct<*eT,
Prcss^ duction man on Chesterfield. David- prior users
of 1,400 (WARD, WLTH,
ing business of the Power Commis- son Taylot,' who Is currently in
WyPW, and "WBRC) ought to be put
sion, which he has chairmanned for Eur(H>e, will take' over the music
out of business.
Stewart favored
.four years, retards the shift, origi- division assignment.

Up

Streamlining of the present setto AYoid Montreal up looks probable. Word has passed
that Uiree-man divisions,
dealing
with broadcasting, telephone, and
Montreal, Sept. 21.
telegraph
to
be
matters,
are
Sequel to a series of squawks from scrapped.
May be five-man panels,
dwellers in Canada's northland that
or possibly the subdivision idea will
their chief Canadian rcdio source,
CKY of Winnipeg, is being seriously be ashcanned entirely.
Prospect that the directory of the
Ipng time.
interfered with by CRCM, Montre^,
and an unidentified Mexican station, present divisions will emerge as far
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. more potent^ixfecutives than in the
will change the wave length of the past has tha"irtdustry lobby upset..
Since the F. O.-C was born, nobody
Winnipeg station to 760.
has bothere^Qitto-' cultivate these inPreviously, both the Montreal and
dividuals, .'v9(iti(>£have been hidden
the
same
Winnipeg stations had
from publiftt gstetf,- relatively unwave lengths, this creating recep- known,
n
tion difficulties in central or southDiscussion includes an idea that
on
the
ern Canada, and allocated
the revitalized Commish will decide
assumption that both stations were to rule on all cases, with prelimifar enough apart not to interfere
parceled
out
nary work being
Procter & Gamble is talcing its with each other. Northerners admit among the various members or alChipso account from the Compton they get all the European stations on lotted to the different directors.
agency as soon as arrangements can short wave, with particularly good This might mean that one of the sepbe completed and giving it to Pedlar reception from the British stations.
tet would take over amateur stuff,
& Ryan. Transfer has been decided
'They have been advised by CBC another would watch mobile radio
upon to meet P. & G.'s newly adopted that interference from the Mexican (aviation,
police,
etc.),
another
policy of giving its products which
station is expected to be obviated would tackle short-wave broadcastcompete with one another to differ- when the allocation of wave lengths
ing (including television), another
ent agencies. Compton still retains
among the countries of North and would be responsible for wireless
Ivory Flakes. Pedlar & Ryan handles
South America is to bs considered telegraphy, another would superCamay soap, which is not a distinct
at an international conference to be vise commercial broadcasting, etc.
rival to Chipso.
held at Havana in November.
Or it might result in turning every
Shift in accoimts will give Pedlar
the
to
application over directly
& Ryan three programs for P. & G;
present division directors for preon both NBC nets: 'Road of Life'
liminary scrutiny and advice as to
and 'Vic and Sade' for Chipso, and
the Marines
Here
procedure (examination at public
'Pepper Young's Family' for Camay.
hearing or grant without further
Compton will have left, after losing
Washington, Sept. 21.
analysis).
the couple of Chipso shows, 'Mary
Co-operation on the part of a
Klleen's Spot
Marlin,' 'The O'Neill's' and 'Gospel
newspaper and radio
Singer.' These three likewise ride -Washington
If any such revolution takes place,
the NBC webs. All the programs are station last week brought almost in- broadcasters would have to do busidaytime quarter-hour five-a-weekers. stant word of his mother's death to' ness at the start with John F. Kileen,
Two other agencies, Blackett- a young man traveling through the who has occupied the roost as BroadSample^Hummert, and H. W. Kastor, west.
cast Division director from theincejvdivide between them the other radio
Although his whereabouts were tion of the Commish. but who has
biz placed by P. & G. No change in unknown, a special broadcast arbeen completely neglected by the
"the
setup of these two agencies ranged by two Utah stations—KLO, industry.
Many broadcast reps do
contemplated by
advertiser, Ogden, and KDYL, Salt Lake, City, not even know his name, let alone
the
-since neither handles any account located
Robert O'Leary, Jr., of his background.
which conflicts with another in the Washington, in time for him to
Likelihood that the three-man disame office.
j
reach Washington within 24 hours of visions will be expanded is receivhis mother's passing.
There is talk,
ing more attention.
BACK
Locating of O'Leary and his bride within the Commish as well as outFt. Worth, Tex., Sept. 21.
of .a few days was made possible by side, of knitting the organization
Parker O. Willson, former
the Washington Herald and National more closely by having each of the
announcer and more recently an Broadcasting Co.'s local studios. Ap- seven members sit on two branches.
actor on CBS and NBC out of Chi- pealed to by the newspaper, NBC inArrangernent of this sort would
cago, has returned to the
as structed its Utah stations to broad- be most satisfactoi-y to both incumm-c. for the Light Crust Doughboys.
cast an appeal which was heard by bents on the F. C, C. and indu.stry
it's a J. Walter
people.
Would mean the addition
Thompson account the honeymooners.

AIR

vrnm mi

CBS

Aashes.

phia,

charge because 'its announcer
was commissioned to dress up
for a Sunday night program.

3-MEN DIVISIONS?

TEACHDie 'EM

time signals, schedules up to a higher level.
Remedy offered is an educational
weather rep(H-ts and recorded music;.
Reps of
Cities now being used ate Mil- broadcasting conference.

news

He

Sneerers at poetry readers
are t>1anii|pg weekly field days.

much as a iull 60-minute punk program fodder because of the
ni^tly in some 20 cities. lack of radio-technique knowledge
Based on the morning musical, clock on the part of these organisations,,
principle, the

Portland, Ore., Sept, 21
Add to line charges, talent
charges, time costs, etc., this
new one-r-tuxedo rates.
Leading radio station in town
billed a sponsor for the extra

Specula-

When

—

,

Will
Sparks Not Expected to Fly Muck Before the Winter

ing as
period

liver

Muck

About

tion

night-time

burned away.
Look, through

but

Yet,
Chicago, Sept. 21.

Schedule
for
WBBM on
Thursday
evenings
shows
David Ross from 7:30-8:00, Tony
Wons 9:30-45, and Franklyn

McCormick

Washington, Sept,

McNinch Can't Take Over

of

one Republican and one Demo-

to- the Broadciast Division, probably Col. Thad BL Brown (Repub-

crat

and Comdr. T. A. M, Craven
(nominal Democrat). Thus Craven,

lican)

technical expert, would be able to
get a seat on the' Broadcast bench
without the necessity of deposing
Judge Eugene O. Sykes, veteran
regulator, who now is the division
*

chairman,

Open Publicity
One new policy—complete publicity for all official action

low

McNinch's

—will fol-

ascension

to

shifting "WEVD from t,300« praising
the mcinagement of the transmitter
for devoting its best time *to the
public, rather than to advertisers.'

Review of the contr'oversy, which
was initiated In 1932; found the majority Commissioners
Eugene O.

—

Sykea,

Norman

S.

Case,

Thad H.

Brown, and the late Anning S. Prall
—agreeing that WARD and WLTH
had offended so much tltat It was
imperative to clear them off the
1,400 frequency.
Also were in ac( Continued on pae^ 36)

the

F, C. C. chairmanship. In sharp contrast with the attitude ot the Commish ever since it was established,

CIM

TELEVISH

the Power Commission always has
followed a course of working in a
spotlight.

Extent of the probable revolution

AT PARIS EXPO

in public relations was jloreshadowed
last week when McNinch told the
press he will not take over for another week. He promised to call a
press conference directly after taking the oath, an extraordinary innovation since, under the Prall regime,

Paris, Sept. 21.

Television broadcasts, presented
every Wednesday, Thursday and
Saturday from 4-5 p.m. and ffom
no member ever held a formal meet- 3-7 on Sunday, are proving a great
ing with reporters enmasse. Fur- attraction at the Radio Pavilion at
the expo.
thermore, 'he promised to be accesVisitors get a kick out of watchsible at all. times to scribblers with
ing the actors performing their parts
a legitimate request for facts or a
in an isolated studio and
their
serious interest in Commish activiimages as they appear on a small
ties.
screen outside the studio at the
This would mark a radical depar- same time.
ture from former customs, where
Interesting in this pavilion also is
reporters
were given the cold the latest thing here in a phono.shoulder
treatment by numerous graph, radio and television receivCommish members, as well as sub- ing set. Instrument looks more like
ordinates.
In the past tliree year.s, a clothes closet than it does a mufavoritism between legmen has been sical instrument, but it's catching
a
notorious, while the press on the lot of eyes.
whole has been blocked, but lawyers representing radio clients have
Page Gilman,
-s Boy,
had pipelines.
MarklniT Time
Files Marriage Papers
While waiting for McNinch to put
San Francisco, Sent, 21,
his hand on the thrpttle, other ComPage Gilman, 'Jack Barbour' of
missioners have, by informal under- 'One Man's Family,' NBC serial,
is
standing, laid off contrf>versial mat- expected to marry Jean
P/Iercdith La
ters.
Haven't even bothered to give Fontaine this week. Couple filed no-,
Comdr. Craven a tentative assign- tice of intention to wed at Redwood

Don

ment
the

to

any division

broadcast

— thus

business

leaving

caught be-

City, a peninsular suburb, last Fri-

day

(17). Under California law they
have to wait throe days before
the marriage license is issued.

tween one Republican and one
Democrat, who, fortunately, seldom
disagree violently—and have been

will

doing

has been on the local

little

outside of routine busi-

ness.

While tethered, Craven has been
cleaning up odds and ends left over
from^his job as chief engineer. Major job requiring finishing touches
is the economic report on allocation
problems which was promised several months ago, when the technical
staff advised the Commish that super-

power

is

feasible

creation of several
gories.

Gilman,

who gave

his age as 19,
NBC dramatic
he was nine years old.
He is the son of Don E. Gilman,
NBC yice-prexy in charge of the
Western Division. Miss La Fontaine,
22, and Gilman wore f:»rmerly students at Lowell High School here.
staff

since

Gilman

is

now

a senior at Stanford.

Renben Peterson, Jr., is the new
and recommended p,a. at Erwin. Wasey A Co., New

new

station cate-

York.

Innes Harris

him.self to radio.

now

conffhing
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NEW YORK ON PARADE

CROSBY GAIGE

HOWARD HANSON

DB.

'

•VANITY FAIR*

Wednesday, September 22, 1937

With

Joe

Zol»

Vivian!,

Talma, With John B. Kennedy, Dr. Orestes
H. Caldwell/ Mark Warnow or..

Cal Everybody's Music'
Charles Cantor
Tinney, Eileen Bartoh, Sheilah Third Symphony
'Bitohen Cavalcade'
Graham, Larry Duncan and Doug- 60 Mins.
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Gulf's Visual Review
kis Wilson
F. MUELLER
C.
Comedy for Gulf's Sunday night Friday, 10:45 a.m., EDST.
Comedy, Chatter, Music, Singing, Sunday, 3 p.m. EDST
WABC, New York
Imitation
on the neck of Phil WJZ-NBC, New York
composer- show rested
Hanson,
Howard
Dr.
30 Mins.
Baker's 'Bottle,' since most of Harry
(Kenyan & Eckhardt)
conductor and a. professor of the von Zell's antics were performed for
CAMPANA
Returning after summer layoff,
Eastman School of Music at Roches- the benefit of the audience that which
Monday, 8:30 p.m., EDST
was longer than length of
on Sunday afternoon (19) crowded Columbia's 45th St. theatre. time most
te.',
WJZ-NBC, New York
shows duck the heat bebrought to CBS 'Everybody's Music* 'Bottle' (Harry McNaughton) man-'
New Campana entry has requisite concerts
cause the spaghetti-making sponsor
first performance of his
th6
will
that
program
nicely
attention
Ingredients for a
iaged to divide his
pulls in its advertising horns whenr
Symphony,
Third
work,
the
latest
now
Right
between the watching, and the ever topcoats are shedj this program
hold listeners and build.
of written around Swedish pioneers of
listening audience.
it has too many ingredients, some
adheres to its policy of last year.
fifth of six works
which don't fit smoothly. It's to the the west. It is the
Which is to say, Crosby Gaige (the
Guest star Sheila Barrett, Working
has commissioned from
credit of the production lads that so which CBS
as much into
who were in a dark blue directoire coat over ina legit producer) crowds
many varied materials slice in so as many American writers
15 minutes as any program since
the micro- flame-rose evening gown, got
for
compose
asked
to
pruning
judicious
little
A
trimly.
French, English and southern, as an those old Redbook mag discs of a
phone.
ruggedthe
may give the broadcast
ambitious actress, trying tO be The decade ago. Since its original debut
The Third Symphony Dr. Hanson Type. Miss Barrett has had the on the ozone, Gaige has jettisoned a
ness required without marring genwrote is a vigorous, well-knit and benefit of better material and this deal and speeded up proceedings,
eral idea.
'Cal Tinney looks like a comer. expressive piece of music for a full bit didn't warrant the dramatics that but there are still too many things
Billed as hailing from Oklahoma, his orchestra that portrays with effect- finished off the piece.
coming flying out on the air for easy
dry humor has much the same twist iveness the moods of the material on
Miriam Fairbanks and Dorjs Kerr listening. And since the program,
It is not which
he based his composition.
as the late Will Rogers.
wants to catdh the housewife doing
the
letting
mike,
to
the
both
sang
exactly an imitation, and only in the Symphony is in three movements
studio audience catch the notes that hier vacuum cleaning on Friday a.m.,
matter touched on and the drawl and blends together various emo- fell by the wayside. Miss Fairbanks it should strive to require less unTinney tional elements of prior works from
is it strongly reminiscent.
pink
sheer, divided attention. Things start and
embroidered,
wore
seemed to feel the responsibility of Dr. .Hanson, whose career as a. musi- topped
by a pale pink feather cape, stop with such rapidity and in such
being m.c. and chief comic. But he'll cian is a brilliant one.- Being a
and a numbers, the program' comes out
earrings
shoulder-length
his
wrestled
watches
who
he
pioneers
if
to
the
especially
tribute
build,
sparkling tiara. Miss Kerr, a small hodge-podge unless one hugs the
Doesn't seem to have with the western plains, the first
material.
girl with
small voice, chose low- radio and checks them off. And the
mastered the value of a well-spotted movement, is religioiis and melan- cut, black avelvet with a big velvet audience sought is the housewife,
choly, while the second is more of
•pause.
not a shipping clerk.
bow in her shining brown bob.
Sheilah Graham, designated as an a choral nature and the third the
The chief Gaige contribution is a
About' the most unhappy member
authoress and newspaper columnist; occasion for vigorous folk dances.
He
recipe at period's iionclusion.
of the troupe was flyer Al Williams
is brought by wire from Hollywood Thete aj;e several vefy stirring pasalso has guests ^ing a dramatic bit,
looking,
(and
very
good
too).
Chito
in
hopes
emanates
later
though the show
sages..
Dr., Hanson
when
caujght twil from legit Zola
Pressed
into,
service
comfor
tiie
cago. Some of Her fllm gossip was add a fourth movenient which will
CharleS^ Cantor. Piece
mercial, he spoke with ease and Talma^ and
new; some was old, but none of. it represent an epitome of the whole.
they played in lacked, punch.
especially good. Her English accent,
The conductor-composer has a confidence, but his. -pantomime beJoe- Viyiani is a good, accordionist
which at times seemed affected, is a •pleasant radio voice and chooses his lied the assurance of his voice. He and lets go with enotigh squeezedrawback. Radio listeners over the words extremely well. He was in- chewed his lip; rolled his eyes bosdng and singing to more .than
U. S. won't like It spilled out that troduced by Howard Barlow of the desperately and -breathed ad almost , adequately supply the show with aii
way. Her backhanded crack at HoL CBS series, who opened tbe show audible sigh of reliefs when allowed, extremely economical musical backto step^away from the fiendish black
lywood, too, didn't fit.
with the prelude to the third act of
ground. He did three solos, pluS
The personable singing ll-year^ 'Lohengrin' and closed it with the box. -The intrepid aviator made his different bursts to separate each disexit with miany over-the-shoulder
old^ Eileen Barton, proved a solid overture to Tannheuser.
glances, as though he expected the tinct bit.
click in two songs. Placed too near
standard
Hour's, program, with the
Other stuff inserted when caught
the tallend to be eflebtive in the opera dressing for Dr.. Hanson's mike to pull a knife on him' once (17) was a playlet built around a
Her singing and cute Symphony i)roved a standout for the his back was tiirned.
final one.
hippopotamus-steak dinner in Africa
handling of niunbers is an asset. serious music lovers:
Although there was no perform- and several long plugs. From the
Char.
Douglas Wilson, billed as being only
ance to inspire a tossing of hats in layout it sounds as though the boys
the air, the show was biriskly paced, thought their
16, displays range and nice voice.
show ran a half hour.
Looks like they've uncovered a CHICAGO ORCHESTRA
nothing being allowed to go on to
If Gaige takes it easier and ceases
comer. Larry Duncan, given to the Frederick Stock, Conductor
the -point of boredom.
pressing too hard, it'lbb^ one of the
radio audience as the man of a 60 Mins.
He has discernbest a.m. shows.
thousand voices, contributed a fair- Chicago Fed. of Masiolar^
Hollywood Hotel's vistxal audience ment in the matter of public tastes,
ish imitation of Eddie Cantor, in a 10 p.m. EDST
is now one of the most notable as he has often proved with his
blah skit
WABC, New York
If he doesn't
productions.
things
about the show. The ladeez Broadway
Commercial palavet is smart copy.
A combined 300-piece Chicago or- and gents
are' so enthusiastically re-^ try to make a big variety .show out
Wcor.chestra, with Frederick Stock wav- sponsive.of a weekday a.m. niche, he'll grab
ing the baton, made impressive radio
Bert.
'
Show continues to plug glamour in a sturdier audience.
fare Sunday night (12) as a special
<MELODIC CONTRASTS'
bigger and better way. Program
for blowofl- of this season's civic
AI Roth's Orchestra and company
STATION
concert in Giant Park, sponsored by virtually, drips charm and suavity. GRAND CENTRAL
Mnsle, Singing
James C. Petrillo- of the Chicago. Last Friday (17) night's stanza in- With Charlie Hughes
30 Mills.
Federation of .'Musicians and. Chi- cluded a standout job on 'St Louis Discs
Sustaining
Blues' by Frances Langford, and one 15 Mins.—Local
cago's park department. Petrillo is
Monday, 9 pan., EDST
a park conunissioner out in the of the most awkward dialogue 42nd STREET COSMETICS
WJZ-NBC, New. York
stumbles on record by Louella Pair- Tnes., Thurs., Sat, 12:15 p.m. CDST
New conception of handling a half Windy City.
sons.
JJD, Chicago
hour of tunes has been skillfully
The 300 pieces represented the
Charlie Hughes transcribed series
Dramatization of That Certain
worked out. under Al Roth's diree combined members of the Women's
tion, with hi^ niuslcians highlighted. Symphony, the Chicago Civic, the Woman' was a sock performance of to plug his ;cosmetic firm. It follows
a
hokey
the
'same lilan he's used on shows
tear-jerkeir.
Bette
Davis
Comes closer to being-, 'something Chicago Symphony and the Chicago
apart and different in the musical Philharmonic orchestras.
Program again demonstrated, that on the air before.
He takes the listeners to N. Y.,
line than anything that has come consisted of Tchaikovsfcjr's 'Sym- as well as the screen she is a fine
while Ian Hunter also the Grand Central station, and then,
along on the networks. Broadcast phony in E Minor,' which requires actress,
possibly loses a. bit by not having the 45 minutes to cover; addresses by clicked.. Anita. Louise sounded af- by cab, to 42nd St Between train
and car jerks, there's popular music
announcer briefly describe numbers Petrillo as well as Mayor Kelly, of fected.
finish
bog
the
commerbial plugs.
Plenty of it
down at
and tends to
Chicago; and overture to Wagner's
when nearly 15 minutes Is devoted 'Meigtersinger.' Both the TchaikovGertrude Lawrence. English ac- about six minutes out of the 15, but
to one motif. However, future pro- sky' and Wagner, classics were beauti- tress £nd singer, on Lucky Strike's could be cut down some if Hughes
duction juggling should smooth this fully done under Stock's direction. 'Hit Parade' Wednesday at 10*o'clock, hired an announcer who didn't
out.
Then it certainly rates high In spite of its length and the mood provided one. of the more pleasant stumble all over the place, instead of
sponsorship.
of sadness that Is typical of Tchai- guest starrers to grace this program trying to do it himself.
Opening with 'You Can't Have kovsky, the Russian composer's in recent weeks. Presenting easy
Prize offer of a pair of all-expense
Everything,' with the chorus working .'Symphony in E Minor* has great grace. and charm, which belied
that tickets to N. Y. being plugged. Sound
in easy style with the orch, this Roth sustaining appeal.
It has a few she had just come from rehearsal effects and music okay.
Loop.
person has judiciously shifted from tender and gay moments as well as of John Golden's forthcoming stage
one tempo to another, from one type some very stirring passages that production. 'Susan and God,' Miss CLUB CELEBRITY
of music to a contrasty one, and al- build to climaxes, something that is Lawrence
explained her earliest With Joe ViUella
ways has stressed the idea or fea- notable about Tchaikovsky.
stage training and background. She 30 Mins.
ture at hand. Thus from the starter,
Petrillo rated a hand from his cited that her familiarity with min- HARRIS DEPARTMENT STORE
'Riding High' Is done as a piano solo,
seeing audience, but he -is a -poor- strel tunes was due to the fact that KQV, Pitts.
with the pianist alternating with
For some time now ViUella has
speaker. Mayor Kelly, who sought her father was .a minstrel and that
singing of words and the band proto plug- Chicago as much as possible, her moher sang .them to her when been building up his 'Club Celebrity'
viding the musical backgroimd.
she was young. ^Her hardest work as a sustainer, and it's finally come
did not impress as much better.
'Old Oaken Bucket' Is then brought
was with Noel Coward, she said, into Its own commercially.
And
Char.
forward for the orchestra to play
when some 24 plays were presented rightly so, too. It's one of the slick
with, going from a slight refrain
in a week's time.
est jobs on record of taking a flock
into
approximately five different
discs
and
shaping
them
Into
of
a
'Limehouse
Blues,'
the song she
tempos or classifications. 'Moonlight
SwitcliiDg to
selected for her vocal, was described sock musical revue. Villella's Inter
on the Campus Tonight' is close to
as the first big tune she. had done locuting Is first class, and his an
being a vocal poem, as two combos
in her initial big London show.. It nouncements, trailing off at end to
of voices vie. Finale, which includes
Vancouver, iSept. 21.
was done In the typical Lawrence barely audible 'it's a transcription,'
several Victor Herbert tunes and a
CRCV, Canadian Broadcasting fashion, with enunciation and fine are smart and catchy.
popular tune, constitutes a field day
On shaw caught he featured Guy
lilt
to the fore.
Corp.
station
here,
will become CBR
for the musicians, Karen Kimball's
Lombardo's records for first quarter
voice and the chorus. Other special- after Oct.. 1. Call-letters stand for
Magic Key program last Sunday hour to give dancers a break, and
ist billed, Joan Edwards, was p<? .<-'tis- Canadian Broadcasting-Rockies identhen finished off with what he labels
(19) afternoon offered an Impressive
Wcor.
fying as La Kimball.
tifying the region.
the floor show, topping it with Tony
demonstration of the various phases Martin discs.
Whole thing is assem
CJAT, Trail, is building new stu- and uses of radio. What was
an
KITTY KEANE, INC.
with shoWmanly touches and
dios
which
will
be
opened
in. Nonounced as the most complicated bled
Drama
some thought and work.
vember with considerable fanfare, hookup ever attempted brought in reveals
15 Mins.
effort made to sell th^, enterNo
OXYDOL (PROCTER & GAMBLE) Station is installing an $11,000 pipe lightning order a demonstration of tainment as 'live talent' but the efDisc
organ and has also contracted for two-way short-wave communication fect's there just the same. Villella's
with amateurs in the midwest fire
Mon. to Fri., 2 p. m.
NBC Thesaurus.
'm.c.'ing' is economical and amusing,
and police officials
Boston and and the disc-dealer has a pleasant
W9R. New York
Kenneth Spencer, Negro baritone Trenton, plane-to-landin conversations
(Blackett, Sample & Hummert)
manner that's contagious. Cohen,
of NBC, is giving recitals here in at the Cleveland airport
ship-toi/i&de on a platter and served in
the same manner to the haus fraus' connection with the Hudson's Bay shore talks from the Queen Mary to
various points in America as the vesCo.'s fashion show.
is this gushy drama of woman's selfter Winchell In the Jergen's spot
sacrifice.
It's got all the ingredients
M. D. Peterkin, Montreal, CBC sel nearcd port.
on NBC Sunday night (19) for a
necessary to tug on the femme lis- technician, and Lyman Potts, CBC
Following immediately were short- period of eight weeks, stuck pretty
teners, lost husband, new lovers and announcer from Regina,
are visitors wave conversations with a plane dose to the routine with which his
drunkennesis of one of latter. All to
over the Pacific, then talks with 'Hollywood Whispers' program has
CRCV
here.
gals have had a taste of one or the
planes, ships and land points in Eng- been associated the Past several
Negotiations are still proceeding land, France,
other or all and, therefore, should
Switzerland, Holland, years.
While Fischer's oral flow
between Musicians' Union local and Italy and S. America. Wound up varies little from a monotone, the
prove regular tuners-in.
for
curtailment
Outside of a couple of minor hard- broadcasters
oil
with, brief
two-way spiels with chances iare that he comes to most
to-takes in corny dialog show is a transcriptions, use of more live tal- planes over Washington and New listeners as distinct from the shrill,
smooth runninfC story of a femme ent and better scale on remotes.
York City,
staccato delivery of other gossipers.
dick who is trying to locate her own
For sheer drama it topped most of Fischer's voice is pitched pleasantly
missing spouse after successfully
the thrilling broadcasts of recent low and there is not even a sugges
finding everything else in the world.
Shopping ^Romance'
years.
Whole thing ran off sans tion of pumped-up dramatics, carpAs expected she hits plenty of obhitch. Nearly all conversations were ing editorials or personal rebukes.
Columbus, Sept. 21.
stacles in whether or not she should
audible and understandable. ^ For his initial pinch-hitting FisRomance of merchandise or how plainly:
marry again before ascertaining exIn most cases the speakers not only cher mixed spot items from the stu
istence of her missing mate. It's a and why shoes, shirts, sheets, etc., described their locale and what they dios and chitchat about screen per
Sroblem in which all the girls will get that way is the theme' of a new were doing, but explained the use sonalities including an interview of
e interested enough to follow.
program, 'Big Store News,' on they were making of radio and how Gloria Stuart.
It
The interview acleaves off there, after one of the suit- WBNS. jSponsor is F. & R. Lazarus it was done. Doubtful if any pre- counted for little else than an ex
or.<5 smears the other as a no-good in
Co. and it's a 15-minute period six vious broadcast has demonstrated so change of pleasantries.
gal's eyes and is himself dismissed.
Fischer has been coming across
times a week, spotted for housewives spectacularly and conclusively the
Anted and written strictly for the
progress of radio and its rapidly country Saturday evenings for the
wash-their-own-clothes people its at 11 a.m.
growing usefulness.
past several weeks by .way of a Mu
Elizabeth Hunter of the Lazarus
aimed at, it hits that spot, but not
tual-Don Lee hookup. This connec
store is handling it
much else.
Hurl
George Fischer/ v^ho replaced Wal- tioii is out temporarily.

With Bert Trendler

orchestra,
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'

ohestra
30 Mins.^

CONSOLIDATED EDISON
Monday,

CO.

m.

7:30 p.

WEAF, New York

(Lord & Thomas)
Despite title, this Is primarily a
Debut stanza conmusical show.
sisted of flve tunes, with a popularized scientific spiel by Dr. Orestes H,
Caldwell, former Federal Communi'

cations Commissioner and present
meinber of the New York City scientific conmxission, and John B. Kennedy's high-power m.c.'ing.
With the idea of bearing out the
Gotham on Parade connotation) the
various songs are presented with

some mention

New York

of their

background, such as reference to the
show from which they came and
some pertinent, fact about the openOccasionally they reach
ing, etc.
pretty far for the connection.

Nov-

number ott the' opening was a
hot version of 'Runnin' Wild.'
Dr. Caldwell's talk was a prediclon of what New York will be like
?veh his pulp magain 50 years.
zine, imaginings sounded possible.
'New York on Parade' Is hardly a
radio bombshell, but' it has little musical competition at that hour and
should get its share of attention.
Hobe,
elty
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MUSIC BY LINDSAY McPHAIL
With Elinor Sherry, Walter Abrens,
Chorus
3». IMDns.

Snalaininr

Thursday, 8

WOR» New

pjtt»,

EDST

Tor|c
of a series with guest baton-Numbers included several of
ers.
the maestro'^, own compositions, including 'San,' 'Swing Waltz' and
'What Is Love?' Stanza was notable
for fine handling of the musicians^
with distinctive orchestrations and
arrangements. Effect was seriously
marred« however, by the station's

One
-

•

*

inny tone.. on evening caught (16),
'M[cPhaIl also, rates a nod for getting
so much volume from a comparatlvely small outfit
Among the standout numbers of
.

the session were a

.

sympho arrange-

McPhail's own
the Lost Chord' and
Madhouse.' Vocals
were by Elinor Sherry and .Walter
Ahrens.
Hobe.

ment

of

'Looking
'Midnight

'Reverie,'

for;

In, .a

AL BABRIE'S MELLYDRAMMERS
Satire
15 Mins.

Sustaining
Saturday, 6:45 pjn.

WNYC, New York

EDST

Breezy, diverting manner of satiroldtlme thrillers of the gas
lamp era makes Al Barrie's 15minute -program Saturday nights at
supper time an interlude that's well
worth listening to for that long.
'Uncle Tom's Cabin,' or as Barrie
titled
it,
'Uncle Tom's Cabana,*
served as .intriguing drama of another day- for kidding purposes today.
This one was done Saturday
night (18).
Treatment is imlque and the dialog
:izing

'

couched in modern slang, sometimes
being a bit nutty. Just enough of
the characters and scene backgrounds used to bring out the bur«
lesque. Barrie writes the continuity,
and In addition to other chores en*
gages in some singing as a breaker

between scenes.

A

novelty

quarter-hour

that deserves to last

session

Char.

-

CRCV

CBR

-

I

,

.

.

—

'MEET THE MISSUS'
With

Tommy

Bartlett

Interviews
15 Mins.

FITZPATRICK BROS.
KLENZER)
Mon. thru Fri.,
a.m., CDST.

(KITCHEN

2:15 p.m.; Sat, 10:45

WBBM,

Chicago
(Neisser Meyerhoff)
Headline spot on this show is midsection which gives a switchback to
the studio to present a two-minute
mystery recording, part of the commercial tie-in. Few prograrhs have
ever packed .the wallop this one does

in these two minutes. Wham it hits,
bang-bang and it's all over, the clues
all there and ready for solution.

R^st of the setup is as it has been.
Jolly ladies interviewed at their luncheon by Tommy Bartlett and everybody having a good time. Especially
when one of the ladies wants the
announcer to ask her friend how she
raised her children and the friend
Loop.
never had any children.

JOAN BROOKS
Songs
15 Mins.

Sustaining

Tuesday, 7:15 p.m.

WJZ, New York

EDST

Formerly of the Three Little
Words, femme harmonists, Joan
Brooks is currently warbling at the
Claremont Inn, N. Y., and doing
this weekly song stint
She has an
attractive
fine

mike

style, pleasant voice,

enunciation,

good

sense

of

rhythm and catches enough expression without leaning on the sentiment of a song.

On session caught (14) Miss
Brooks clicked with .all three of her
numbers, 'Where or When,' 'My
Good for Nothing Joe' and 'Cabin
of Dreams.'
Was backed by the
Singing Strings, instrumental group,
which also offered several numbers
on its own.
iiot>«.

.

RADIO REVIEWS

Wednesday, SeptemLer 22, 1937

BENNY FRIEDMAN
With Say Winters
Football Analysis
15 Mins.; San 11:30

a.ni.

FARKEB WATCHES
WOB-WGN, N. Y. and

Chi.
This quarter hour is captionedi the
'Sunday morning quarterback,' otherwise Benny Friedman, gridiron star
of not so many years back, sports
Which
writer and football coach.
makes him an ideal authority for
any aircasts of this nature.
'

With the new grid season not real
ly starting until this coming Saturday (25), Friedman none the less
has made his initial two stanzas very
interesting and augurs much more
in that the post-mortem analyses of
the preceding day's games will be
fertile material for his type discusMeantime, straighted by an
sions.
nouncer Ray Winters who also does

—

•

—

the commercial plugs Friedman's
quarterback quarter-hour is a nice
sequence of q. and a. stuff plus an
swers to correspondents, plus recol
lections of yesteryear's outstanding
games or crucial plays that high-

games and may have
had some important effect on interlighted these

pretation of the rules, etc.
Discoursing jit length this past
Sunday on the importance of physical examinations for officials, so that
they may well be able to be right
down on the play and not get short-

winded, tired or otherwise impaired
in their efficiency, it cued nicely
into .the finer iKrints of interpreting
the grid rules.

The Parker watch
.

commercials

d€ftly introduced via prize
awards, for the bestt:ommuniques on
the grid sport, and of course it's the
program's own best check fot- cov-

ars

Show

erage.

is

on for 12

wieeks,

during the grid season, via WOR,
Newark-New York, and WGN, Chicago, but may be extended as may
also Friedman's assignment as a general; sports commentator beyond the
{)igskin semester.
Friedman, in this, evidences a nice
address, an assured mike style and,
of course as to be expected, an authoritative general air in talking
about the game wherein he starred
so brilliantly while at Michigan.
There's also a good showmanly aim
to arrest lemme interest which, however dubious, it as least a new tack
in football. As is, also, the idea of

post-mortem

the

analyses,

rather

than the iamiliar idea of pre-game
selection of winners, or the sketching Saturday sportscasts of the day's
games which resolve themselves
chiefly into the reeling off of the
scores, with little opportunity for
analysis of more than one or two
games.
Abel..
.

FHYL COE MYSTERIES
Contest
15 Mins.

FHILCO
Tuesday, 7:45 pjn.

WOR, New York
Idea

is to

EDST

attract listeners to the
of cash prizes for

on the lure

dials

solving

these whodunits.
There
will be 126 winners a week for the
16 weeks of the series. Top weekly
prize is $500, lowest is $10. Grand
prizes run from $5,000 top to $50
low. To follow the yarn and pick
up the clues listeners must have a
book of instructions, which is sent
free.

to

Puzzler on the stanza caught had
do with a valuable painting

which has been snatched from an
art gallery. Clues (and presumably
false clues) virtually littered the
studio before it was over.
Show
seems destined for a good following
on the strength of the cash prize
bait.

Hobe.

COMPLETE STORY HOUR

With John Conners, Bob Dyren-

fortfa, Ethel Khun, Elaine Williams
30 Mins., Local
Daily, except Sun., 9.30 a.m.

WJJD, Chicago

^

Independent station is making an
effort to compete with the morning
network serial airings. Figures to
hold audiences for a 30-minute period, getting attention to station for

.

a longer period, and, by giving complete episodes, get the audience who
doesn't want hanging endings.
Show, with scripts from a syndicate, stacks up pretty well.
Plenty
of Wisdom is shown in choosing
those which are simple from a production
standpoint.
Production,
liowever, is good, and capably done.
Standard performers are used, and
all give their roles as good an interpretation as they deserve.
Both
ouvenile lead and character man deserve special rating.
Loop.

MAGIC NUMBERS
Discs
15 Mins.; Local

LANAHAN MOTORS

Sundays, 11:30 a. m., CDST
Chicago
(Ruthrauff & Ryan)
Spirited presentation of good musical recordings, spotted at a good
nour, and whamming but an effective commercial.
...Recordings are of high quality, but
Its the plugs and the way they're
done which really makes the show.
Name of the stanza, 'Magic Numbers.'
IS socked all
the way through, the
numbers being the street address of
dealer sponsor.
To insure
'^t^
ineir being remembered, auto buyers
Bet a percent off on the marked
when they mention 'em.

WBBM,
.

;

;

.

T

M,i«rxL

.

^'^'^ouncers,

John McCormic

Gray, are impressing job
Loop.

v^ith their fast
style.

VARIETY

ALL STARS 'MAKE-BELIEVE' BALLROOM
LEWIS BROWNE
GAME
With Martin Block and
Commentator
By Bill ytern, Dlcls Utantli, stan New
Ballroom Band
15 Mins.
Lomax
90 Mins.
Sustaining
2 Hours, 30 mins.
MADISON
Thursday, 7:30 p. m., EDST
LOAN,
AXTON-FISHER,
Sustaining
B-C, CAROL DRUGS,
WABC-CBS, New York
Wednesday, 8.30 p.ni. EDST.
FLEMOLYN
'While CBS' commentator
WJZ-WMCA-WOB, New York
6 P.M., EDST, Mon. through Sat.
Kaltenborn is in Europe
Opening of the local football sea- WNEW, New York
around for news, Browne,
VS.
^'^^Xn^^^J'^
FOOTBALL

CONTINENTAL RADIO ONE ACf
THEATRE
Three One-Act Plays
Directed by Eugene Endrey
Sustaining

H. V.
nosing

Sunday, 9 p.m., EDST
WHN, New York

writer,

Sensing the trend towards intelligently written, acted and directed
has begun ait
plays on radio,
ambitious series of Sunday one-act
playlets. First of Sunday drama hour
presentations showed distinct possibilities because perhaps 70% of premiere show was entertaining. Signoff line to the effect that the series
hoped to serve the American theatre

,

:

•

—

.

:

i

—
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.

.

'

;
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.

.
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'

60 Mins.

Martin Block's successful 'Make- will sub for four weeks. Airs out of
Son last Wednesday (8) night ofBelieve' Ballroom, which has been KNX, Los Angeles.
fered first chance to compare the
a fixture on this station tor more
When caught (9), the English-born
pass-by-kick spieling of the lads of than two years, is branching out.
scribbler proved a little too dramatic
three New York stations. Bill Stern- Known for its sole dependence on for a commentator. Everything was
handled assignment for WJZ (and records for music and Block's glib earth-shaking in importance, and
the NBC Blue network), coming on ad-libbing, program directors now death and/destruction was walking
at 8.30 and staying till the final are going in for' actual band ap- right up the stairway. Chiefly harped
whistle
about 11.10 p.m.
Dick pearances, both by bands whose rec- on the 'submarine piracy' in the
Fishell, for WMCA, broke into the ords are featured and by a 'Make- Mediterranean
and the Sino-Jap
ozone at 8.45, just a few moments Believe' Ballroom-, band.
joust.
Had he talked more dispasbefore kickoff, also stickitig to the
New. orchestra combo, supposedly sionately and given out his factp with
end.
Stian Lomax, for WOR, hit of crack musicians from the met more objective calm, Browne would
the ether at 10 o'clock, during the area, was banded together for pres- have impressed.
half intermission, and went off again entation under the baton of Merel
One of the biggest blurs was the
at 11 o'clock.
Pitt.
Its initial appearance on the talker's blood-curdling description
of
One notable feature of the work show Thursday (16) was eminently What he stated was Russia's military
of the three broadcasters was the successful because pop tunes were might Had to do with that 50(^,000
difference in the details of the play played- with the ease and precision Sarachute-jumping army which the
according to their accounts.
By of a veteran organization, though oviet propaganda bureau has been
switching back and forth among only recently organized by Pitt, handing out as pap to a gullible inthe trio, it was possible to catch leader of WNEW's house orch. Block ternational public for years.
And
all three hypoing the action a trifle gives a salesmanship chat on its for as many years the vast majority
from time to time, although none merits, with particular plugs for Pitt of observers of military pireparedness
made ai practice of it. Principal dif- and a swing guitar player. Admitted around the globe have been laughference in reporting was in which the outfit would be open for dance ing. The ether listeners are generalplayers made the various plays. Fre- dates this fall. Will fit the groove ly a jittery lot and generally believe
quently all three spielers would say here if the drummer can be regu- whatever guff is given 'em. Their
a different pllayer. carried the ball, lated.
emotions and perhaps fears must
made the tackle, caught the pas£
Besides this orchestra. Fats: Wilier have been aroused by the Browne
or ^fell on the- fumble indicating .already has -appeared on the program, discourse.
Bert.,
somef frantic guessing- in the" broad- as guest artist, while Shep Fields is
casting booths.
scheduled for next Thursday*
In general,- Bill Stem dished out
Because he has.four or more.spon^: ^IN* THE HERMIT'S CAVE'
the most colorful .and fastest ac- sors.- on. his- 90-minute stint. Block WltU The Muihmers
count, but he also pxilled more splits up the- commercials so they Crhoft^ Stories
3'0 Mins.
^Locai
honors than the others. .Eisheil^ will be less .obtrusive. .The lad .-has
generally
ran
a
f ew>
seconds the right idea on making the music;- Sundays, 10;3f p.nt.
behind Stern in calling the plays but the thing, and spotting the sales talk CARTER COAL CO.
he was more accurate and seemed seemingly as incidental. Because so WJR> Detroit
While it appears that late-evenlhg
to stick closer to straight reporting handled, and with nice informality, it
minus dramatics. Both kept the is doubly effective, Band recordings ghost stories would have a limited
mikes under a constant barrage on program caught included Kay audience^ it does npt seem to apply
of words.
Lomax, on the other Kyser, Nat Brandwyne, Jan Garber, to this spook show, aired oyer WJR
hand, spoke slowly iand left frequent Henry Busse, Ozzie Nelson, Ben Pol- past coupla years. It's been a sustainer despite general scoffing by
blanks in the narration. Was also lack and Lionel Hampton, Iffcar.
station exec$ that it couM not last
behind the other two on calling 'em,
Six niortths ago they' decided to pull
lacked detail of
rivals and was
'THE
FEAST
OF
THE
ORTOLANS'
show but flood of listener protests
guilty of stumbling on occasion.
Dramatization
prevented.
All three mikesters had trouble 30 Minsv
covering the substitutions and all Sustaining
Now halfihour show, enacted by
took too much tim^ to mention the' Monday,. 9:30 p.m., EDST
Charles Penman's Mummers, has its
alma maters of the players, instead WJZ-NBC, New York
first sponsor, who's signed for 26
of the team each represented at this
Highly heralded in advance, the weeks.- Its makeup hasn't changed,
game. To a listener not perfectly half-hour drama penned expressly except for insertion of blurbs, and
fafniliar with the personnel of both for radio by the thrice Pulitzer stories being written by Geraldine
team (and one a pick-up <)utflt) it Prize-plumed Maxwell Anderson Elliott. Produced by Penman, aided
left the action too vague at times. Was a distinct disappointment.
The by Eric Howlett and Miss Elliott
Also, when will sportsca^ters stop piece was no more than Grade B in Nice job by all.
referring to the number? of the the general run of radio stuff.
Episodes, dealing with some weird
players? Until the arrival of teleAnderson brought together a group story, are supposedly related by the
vision, it is meaningless and merely of characters in a
French chateau in Hermit, a fella with a weirder voice
adds confusion.
the countryside on the eve of the than his tales. On show caught story
If the combined broadcasts indi- Revolution in the late 18th century. dealt
with the strange 'Touch of
cated dne thing above all others, it His characters, assembled to dine Death' of a respectable
doctor. Well
was that the lads generally do ah exr on ortolans, rare specie of larks, enacted with appropriate
sound efceptional job. From most considesra- were in the lap of luxury.
They fects.
tions, radio offers the best way to represented both the smug, wastrel
Blurbs, at the beginning, middle
aristocrats
and
the
best
big
minds
of
game..
Seats
are
cheap
'see' a
?nd
end,
are
wisely
short
and to
and comfortable at home and the the France of that- time.
point.
Pete,
listener misses few tricks -of the
In the group were names either alHobe.
game.
ready famed, such as Beaumarchais.
Lafayette; Danton and Philippe of VAGABOND ADVENTURES
Orleans, or others due to get recog- With Tom Terrisi
STROUD TWINS
nition during the Revolution.
The Travel Story Skit
Comedy
table talk centered on the people 30 Mins.
who were known to be restless and Sustaining
7 Mins.
plotting.
ROYAL GELATIN
Saturday, 5 p.m. EDST.
Thurs., 8 p.m.
Much of the discussion was ap- WEAF, New York
WEAF, New York
plicable today in the light of condiTom Terris had a Vagabond Ad(J. Walter Thompson)
tions in the U. S.
That Anderson ventures program, tied in commerClarence and Claude Stroud, who wove in radical tenets was not really cially with a ship company, on
started off as a team of boy hoofers surprising. What was surprising was back in 1932. Then he did a travel
in vaudeville about 12 years ago, that his method and words were so idea on Rudy Vallee's hour in 1935.
have something in the way' of cross- unoriginal. Method of having the Consequently, he is no stranger to
gradually .foresee the the airwaves though his new series
fire personalities that should take characters
well in radio. Thompson spotted reign of terror and blood which was purports to be entirely fresh.
the pair out of the Rambow Room, coming, and then at play's end
Idea of going into strange lands,
Radio City nitery, for a single-timer, realize the revolution was at hand visiting unusual people and relating
but the twins in their mike debut has been done too many times be- odd adventures, with the whole thing
last Thursday (16) showed enough fore to have much effectiveness, even dramatized, currently is familiar to
listeners of other broadcasts. Terris
adaptability to make them perhaps for radio.
worthy of a buildup try.
One of the chief faults of Ander- has a nice speaking voice and unverbosity.
This fplds his tale with conviction. Beleisurely, sedate style of son's writing is
It's a
tomfoolery, with' Clarence In the was especially true of 'The Feast cause he must spread his yarn over
role of the rapid, multi-syllable of the Ortolans' and weakened the 30 minutes, present sketch seemed
feeder and the brother assuming a piece. There was no twist at the to take in too many ideas rather
bored,- semi-dumb air in the ex- end; the whole yarn tipped its mitt than concentrating on one or blowing
change. The manner and material ais to the inevitability of its con- up one or two incidents. After openare of no pattern new to the medium, clusion and the pace pursued toward ing, Terris is found reading a letter
but the type of clown suggested by that ending not more than 12 min- he's written in Morocco. From that
he goes into, relating a story to a
Claude's delivery has fared happily utes after its start.
with the living room element. It
No billed names in the cast. About friend. This story of a daring Legionshouldn't be difficult for this two- a dozen characters had roles of naire plane expedition lacked consome to get themselves equipped similar size. Direction was good, ciseness, with sound effects far from
with a few minutes of dialog each and the cast presented the play with what they should have been.
Terris, who has done travelogue
perception. Sound and other physiweek,
Odec.
short films, receives a plug for these
cal effects aces.
Paula Hemminghaus, conNBC has bought another Anderson efforts.
HALF PAST ELEVEN
effort, written for radio.
Title has tralto, sings effectually twice while
oi"chestra background is good. Series
With Frank Glenn's Orchestra and not yet been announced.
Bert.
indicates potentialities if better writRadclifle Hall
ten, and possibly trimmed
to 15
15 Mins.
minutes.
CHRIS WOOD, JR.
Wear.
Thursday, 11.30 a.m.. Network
Sports Comment
SustaininfT
15 Mins.
Y, Schenectady
LOWE
An apt title for a quarter hour of 8SustainingSpelling Bee
p.m. EDST.
listenable music played by Glenn's
30 Mins.
WJZ,
New
York
unit with chummy chatter by Hall.
NBC sports commentator who ex- SustaininfT
Unit not large, is mainly strings and
pertly handled a special on the Fox- Monday, 8 p. m., EDST.
reeds; tunes are light and hummy.
WEAN, Providence
Program is designed for women lis- catcher Steeplechase race, run at
This program is doing a lot to
Fair Hill,. Md., and one of the classics
teners, who are invited to come out
of the society world. Chris Wood, build up business on an off-night at
of the kitchen for 15 minutes of
Jr. piloted an advance 15-minute the Albee theatre, from where it is
relaxation.
broadcast on the event Friday night broadcast each Monday evening.
Glenn's orchestra plays smooth (10), on the eve of the race, with Students seem to be particularly inand suavely. Two final numbers on Betty Goodwin, fashion commentator terested, but there is a sprinkling of
last week's program sounded par- of NBC, aiding. Wood, has an agree- men and women who work
for a
ticularly
good, the arrangements iable air voice and personality.
living and are out for the $5 cash
Hall's
contributing to the effect.
Broadcast caught was from the prize.
'visits' between numbers, with the Hotel DuPont in Wilmington near
Lowe handles the mike, while
femme dialers will be appreciated to Fair Hill, had comment by Wil- Prof. Edward Cassidy of Brown Unimore by some than by others. He liam DuPont, Jr., and others, includ- versity is the umpire. The usual
has a strong, clear voice and a ing sports writers down to cover the tongue-twisters are flung at the constraightforward manner. Persiflage event, as well as society jocks. Cas- testant. Because some of the words
is so-so.
well Adams (Herald Tribune), Fred are really difficult to handle, the proProgram comes as welcome change Van Ness (Times), Tom Wiley gram is slowed up a great deal. Two
of pace after six consecutive sketch (World-Telegram) and others com- or three different times there is a
shots all in that hokey, folksy, heart- mented on possible winner of the pause of a half minute or so before
throbbing vein which trademarks big race. Wiley appeared to go a any voice breakis in. Which makes
Jaco.
little overboard.
Char,
it n.s.g. for radio purposes.
daytime sponsored serials.
Marc.
.

33

WHN

and drama by encouraging authors
and aid in uncovering new actors
and writers probably was the tip-ofi
on plans for the hour and what was
expected from it..
But like many opening nights ot
airway shows, there were loose ends,
as well as feeble timing and spotting of skits that slowed proceedings.
None that can't be remedied anCZ>m-i
ily.
When this is done, the .series
should prove a noteworthy addition.
'The Logical Error,' a farce-comedy, and 'The Gong,' a hair-lifting
meller, perhaps best illustrated the
oneof these
latest possibilities
,

-

acters.

Both were nicely

and

cast

adequately directed. Nancy Sheridan perhaps was standout, as the
wife in the nightmarish "The Gong,*
Endrey, Hungarian director, pro^
duced the plays and apparently consixty-minute
ceived the one-act,
broadcast. He's done top-flight work
on two plays. Shouldn't be permitted so much chatter between
skits. More material re the stage and
purpose of hour would flt bettei:
than bantier about his accent.
Margaret de Padly, listed as Hun«
f:arian musical star, showed a sweetoned voice in one selection but dietion seemed faulty. Roy Martin handled other vocal capably, 'both tending to bridge th6 gap between
sketches. Program alsd boasts a trim
musical background provided by
Don Albert's orch and a vocal
chorus.

Manner in which music was

employed

to heighten the crucial
scene In 'The Gong' was distinctively,

excellent.

'An Angel Straight from Hell' v/ad
the weakie of play trio. Idea was
there but it never jelled. Fable 6£
rebellious ort)han girl, who wins an
old man's heart and reforms, had the
idea and lines to amount to something. Acting sounded unbelievably
weak, with only one lead measurlnjif
up to possibilities, though at times
the direction appeared to be TirinciWear.
pally at fault.

'WOMEN'S RADIO BAZAAR'
With Bud Rainey, Gertrude Warner,
Bernard .Mullens, Ivan White
Spot Commercials
30 Mins.
Daily, 8:30' a. m.
WTIC, Hartford

With breadwinner

and

off to toil

kids off to school, lady of house can
sit back for a listenable half-hour
directed especially to her— and her

pocketbook—by WTIC.
well framed and well

Well timed,
'Bazaar

cast,

can't miss as a merchandiser.

Fraus have two principal reasons
for

making

this session

daily

diet.

One is Bud Rainey, who used to be
WHN's 'Early Bird* turn-tabler and
who now uses his soft Southern
drawl for chatter, song and even
original poetry, the latter offered
Other
senders-In without charge.
bill-topper, Gertrude -Warner, -leading lady with Guy Hedlund's WTIC
Playhouse troupe, operates as Mary
Larkin, delivering with authority the
housewife's friend and recipe stuff.
Program's well paced, with Bernard Mullens present to keep things
going and Ivan White at console.

Plus E, T.'s. Company gabs infor-^
mally throughout, commercials being
sugar-coated into dialogue.
Effective spot vehicle throughout.

Elem.

THE SPOTLIGHT*
Guy
Company

With

Hedlund's

Playhouse

Dramatization
15 Mins.

HARTFORD ELECTRIC LIGHT

CO.

Thursday, 7:45 p. m.
WTIC, Hartford
Public utility sponsor's purpose
here, as It was with class musical
series last season, is

community good

'Whether weekly quarter-hour
dramatizing Hartford institutions, will be enough to accomplish
all that is debatable, but item is in
wilL
skit,

right direction.

Payroller was lucky to get Guy
Hedlund's Playhouse troupe to interpret a script that In introductory
performance could have been a lot
better. Performance of picked cast

and production, especially sound

ef-

unerring.
v
Interesting preem subject was organization of city's bootblacks and
newsboys. Announcement stated that
fects,

all

facts

were

straight,

but names

were fictitious.
Older character.
Professor, reacts to juvenile inquirSkit told how young street merchants used to scrap for best corners,
etc., and how, since association, have
own supply store, meetings, publish
own paper and get together to keep
peaceful and prosperous. Some sort
of final point about grown-up nations acting ditto, a moral quite outside the boundaries of a local insti-

ies.

tutional.

Blurbs before and aft, stressing
Hartford as 'Electrical City.' Elem.

•

.

RADIO

VARIETY

S4

Mrs. Holt s Acceptance of

Infallible

AFRA

Summer

the AFRA permanently
Acceptance by Mrs. Emily Holt of would leave
in hock to Equity, the Screen Actors
the executive secretaryship of the
the American Guild of
American Fed. of Radio Artists has Guild and
the Musical Artists for their $30,000 loan.
at last ended uncertainty over
Settlement of that phase of the
organization and

nighters at
parks, etc.

|

last

outings,
finds

'Have you seen any of the new ?106 bills?'
'No, I haven't seen any of the old ones.'

fall

'Give me a honeymoon sandwich.'
^What's tliatr
'Just 'let us' alone with no annoyance.'

LABOR YENS

eral obstacles last

q„^„„v
<:Ant 4
Sydney, Sept.
Commercials are followmg with
close interest recent statements

Mon<tay

l»ight*.

principal business being the selection
of a nominating cbiinmittee to name
candidates' for the local officers and.
board. Meeting for announcers was

In *A Texas Steer' (First National picture). Will Rogera
starred,, the
» transient speaking to a street deaher (wldte wings) el this
•ncrhorse town' Is ivisualized.
.*You wouldn't think this a one-lHkrse town if you had niy
j*b.» j.
th« reply.

at«ry •!

made

by Labor leaders concerning air con
things more difficult.
Several of the largest advertising trol in the Commonwealth,
Belief is that were Labor to come
agncies are understood to be workOctober, drastic al
ing against AFRA among the dra- into powei" next
Also the [ terations woWd haturally follow in
matic talent now used.
commercial radio
and
national
both
by
aired
strip
shows
two
of
leads
years politicians be^
the one agency have hedged in join- operation. For
have been anxious to se^
ing.. And third, a general fear of bind Labor
power of control over radio lor
station or agency stock companies cure
airing propaganda similar to that
has swept Chicago radio.
in New Zealand.
This stock company idea was one current
Iiabor has been squawking lor some
objection expressed to AFRA at the
time that execs in- control of the air
general meeting held a week ago
here have been against political
Sunday (12). At that time, it was field
Hinted that,stuff being broadcast
expljained that such a thing was imif successful at the" Octobef elections,
possible under, existing conditions.
a different complexion wiU be put
True enough, agencies and stations
upon the whole radio field.
could form them, non-union, but
At the present time Labor is in^ese companies could not work on terested in one city commercial unit,
any program where there were 2KY,. but a try has been made to|
union musicians, sound men, ansecure additional unit& Other comnouncers, or engineers.
mercials are xim here by newspapers,

make

'I

•

much

pbee

Is

of Italy; too

many

Italians there.*

in th* English Channel.

flere'8> plctur* of my lather standing *y a s»loon.'
That's fiuHiy^ I
SM your father.'
'What? Has he cone, in again?'

«^

j

|

'Smell that! That's €oty»s Chypre.'
'Smell thisMliat's McCarthy's goai.*^

I

Feat

•

Church

The
The

charge of the Ufhi brigade.'
Consottdated Gas Co.*

Amalgamated

authorities.

With sound men commg into Uy-jj,gig3 .^i^j^ commonwealth Broadseen as hindering AFRA efforts to APRA almost 100%, and announcers casting Network the only indies in
obtain the sort of contracts, wages practically so, it is admitted that
^^i^^ National units are managed
and. working conditions it sie^ks with airing by non-union stocks would be
Australian Broadcasting CommisNevertheless, the fear of gion^-^^ijich is a government concern,
studios it already has or will have difflcu^
them had taken on widespread proorganized
Recently, A. b; C. banned all poli^
Claimed th&t AGRAP's deals were portions by last week.
Uical speeches, giving as a reason
In no other branch except ihe the closeness of elections. Manager
set primarily to bolster the organidramatic talent has AFRA met ob- Moses informed the' press that some
zation as a union, rather than to ob
stacles here.
This is probably true Hihit must be' placed upon the num
tain improved wages or working con
Evidence of this, it is because .of the rather generally jber of speeches, particularly when
ditions.
argued, is that no radio workers' known rumor that at least one big an election is nearby. Labor men
enforce
to
group is yet In position
agency is working against unioniza- say that the A. B. C. is setting up
any demands on studios or networks, tion. Also that the leads of the two a dictatorship of opinion which
but to get & contract must accept strip shows have so far refused to should be cut as quickly as possible.
it
action,
Such
offered.
is
whatever
reach for their card. Agency conIt is generally admitted that the
is pointed out, simply complicates
trols as. many, if not more, across- coming elections will be fought with
the problems of any union which the-boards than any other, and, the aid of radio. Both parties know
hopes ultimately to obtain a con- quite
naturally,
performers
are that the best way to get into the
tract with real concessions as to afraid of any cut-off in these shows, homes of the people is per medium

.

tliink so

'A womatk's

|

.

Chance of an amalgamation between the AFRA with the American
Guild of Radio Announcers tod Producers is steadily growing slimmer.
Not .only Is friction between the
groups Increasing, but AGRAP's
signing of contracts, with WABC,
w6r and several other stations is

•PC

dMiH

|

.

held last Friday (IT).

.

stove.'

'What's your name?'
'Q'Leary, thank you.'
•Dmn't thank me, I had nothing to do with it.'
(Joe Farnham's titles ifor 'West Point* fllin.)

CONTROL
,

Uke an old

'How's that?'
'Ail blaeked up:

AUSSIE AIR

week which may

feel

'I

I

General meeting of the local chap-

was held

.

it is

]

.

carnivals,

for Sisson Formxila Co.

I

understood, was the final
closed a growing breach between opitem that persuaded Mrs. Holt to
posing factions. For the first time
the executive secretaryship of
accept
now
Is
AFRA
formation^
since its
Jaffe is said to
the organization.
Hiited under a single leadership
worked out the interchangewhich has the confidence of all have
ability rule on the Coast two weeks!
*t^roups within the ranks.
ago with Kenneth Thomson, SAG
Indication that AFRA affairs will official. Final terms of the arrangecontinue harmoniously is seei» in the ment are being set this week and
and
Holt
close cooperation of Mrs.
will be announced at the end of the
George Heller, associate secretary week.
and treasurer of the organization.
Holt
Mrs.
reasons
In fact, one of the
.Chi Troables
believed to have hesitated to
is
Chicago, Sept. 21.
accept the executive secretary offer
capan easy victory
Heller
prophesying
After
considered
was that she
able of handling the office by him- in Chicago radio, the American Fed.
of Radio Artists ran up against sevself.

ter

(Reprinted from Varietv Jon. 11 and 18, 1928, when these gags were
already so antiquotcd as to be known as 'released' jokes. Fact that they
have been overworked, evidences that they are some of the hardiest quips
to have been employed. It will be noted some had even found their way
onto the then silent screens. Since then these, among others, have become
'released/ even for radio. Others will be reprinted from time to time.)

at

in the city—with a
radio contract waiting.
This year it's 15 minutes daily

officer setup of the

General Meet

back

them back

,

National AFRA board meeting
scheduled for tomorrow (Thursday)
afternoon; it being Mrg. Holt's first
session since assuming her duties.
Understood the ^oup will consider
the proposed new interchangeability
rule of the Associated Actots and
Artistes of Anjierica, provided its details have been worked out by then.

Hank and

gone.
are

Every

for Radio?

21.

For several years the hillbilly team has beer a weather
Every spring
forecaster here.
they pull stakes and hit the
road for a- summer of one-

Charters Granted to Sectionals!

is

is

Newman
WHKC.

Slim

Gags-Now

Released

Columbus, Sept.

Post Ends Friction, Uncertainty;

setup,

Wednesday, September 22, 1937

'DMitcb;^ shush in

my

face!', to

whieh the comebaok;

Weil, take your face out of ray shush.'

I will

now

sin« that pathetic ballad, 'She
Now She's an Officer's Mess.'

Daughter, But

'You eufh't to be asliamed. I'll
your name?'
'My mother knowl my name.'

'

tell

Was Only »

your mother

Serseant's

M yon.

Whafk

1

^

1
^

'

wages and working

conditions.

Regional Charters
Charters were granted by the national

AFRA

board last week to the
California and midwest
Los Artgeles and New York

northern
locals.

since

the

biggest

portion

of

their

'What time have you got?'
'It's

is derived there.
Outside of these three problems,

is

said to

i>e

coming along,

p.

.

Intcrchanireability

Understood one AFRA headache is
due to vanish this week when the

new basis for interchangeability of
membership cards is to be settled by
the Associated Actors and Artistes
of America. Terms of the new
ruling are believed to call for no
duplication of dues by members
working in two different fields of
business, but will involve a
split-dues arrangement between any
member groups involved. It was

show

previously feared by AFRA heads
that interchangeability would be allowed without dues sharing. That

is g<

1

'That's a nice suit you have on.*
'Teah, but the pants are a little tight under the arms.*

BEING ORGANIZED
'Why, the furniture in our home goes back to King George tlM

-

confab again tonight in what looks
like the end of two years of feuding.
Both sides have softened up and it
Is understood that an agreement has

wateh

girl who'll do things some day.'
'She Just did me.'

•

proceeding, the AFRA is now concentrating in New Ybrlc and on the
Coast on lining up announcers. It
claims to have the NBC announcing
staft' organized and to have a majority of the name announcers of all
networks.
Indications are now seen that the
major difficulty in the AFRA drive
for recognition will be found in the
hundreds of small indie stations scattered about the country, rather than
from th2 mcjor networks. Many of
the iniiiss, it is figured, haven't the
networks
the
that
responaibility
have and will be able to use tranicrlptions and network programs,
rather than fall in line with. AFRA.

this

There's a

PHILLY ANNOUNCERS

the biggest majority of performers
already in, or at least starting to pay
$2 installments on their $10. initia-

had already been granted charters.
Northern California office will be
tion cards.
located in Saii Francisco, while Chicago will be the headquarters for
the midwest local. Each local will
Musicians and Pbilly
have its own board and officers, with
a certain degree of autonomy.
Station Get Together
In addition, the AFRA will have
permanent representatives in Seattle,
St. Louis, Boston and possibly other
Philadelphia, Sept. 21.
cities, although no local charters or
Reps of the musicians' local and
there.
offices will be maintained
With the national membership drive WCAU met yesterday (20) and will

The hour hand on

1

of air.

income

AFRA

half past somethlnr.

[

Fifth.'

Philadelphia, Sept. 21.

Gabbers' union, still very much un
der wraps, has started work on
Philly staffs, it was learned this
week. WPEN-WRAX crews are understood to be almost 100% lined up.

WDAS

will be

back to Finkenberg'a the

'See this lace handkerchief?
'Did you make it yourself?'

It's

years

18th.*

old.'

the

Reported that
next stop, which has owner Alex

Dannenbaum doing

Tliat's nothing. Our's goes

plenty of nail-

'What does the buffalo en a nickel stand for?'
'Because it hasn't enough room to sit down.*

biting.

Reason for Daiyienbaum's worry is
the union rule that announcers can
do no other type of .work. Three
staff do
members of the
double duty. Pat /Stanton, general

WDAS

'If Lindbergh
would win?'

aiid

Santa Claus liad a race to the North Pole,

who

'Lindbergh, because there ain't no Santa Claus.*

nearly been reached.
diAny settlement arrived at can only manager; Harold £!lavis, program do
rector, .and Jerry Stone, pXa., all
be temporary, however, pending out'Wliat's the difference between a banana and an orange?'
announcing
on the side. Some dual
come of negotiations between broad'I give up.'
work at other outlets, too, particucasters and the A. F. of M. Tenta'You'd be a fine guy. to send out for oranges.^
WIP.
tive
one-year contract has beeh larly
On the other side of the radio lasigned by WPEN-WRAX for 12 men
American Communiat $60 per man.
Other stations are bor front, the
Philly Staff
running along under terms of ex- cations Ass'n, CIO affiliate lining uppanelmen,
is making rapid strides.
Philadelphia, Sept. 21.
pired contracts on a day-to-day basis,
11 engineers signed
WFIL's
Nine
of
pending national settlement.
IN CALIF.
Changes in Philly radio staffs durup at a meeting in the 'St. James
Hotel last week. Confab was called ing the past week take Jay Faraghan
KSAL'S DOROTHY DAY
suddenly by Eugene Dupree, ACA from the gabber squad of WTEL to
KROY, Sacramento 100-wattev, is
Stillwater, Okla., Sept, 21.
organizer, to beat the station to the the same post at WFIL. Latter sta- being offered to daytime accounts by
Mrs. Glenn L. BIyeau, known as draw when he learned that a petition tion also adds Roy LaPlante to the Columbia, though no affiliation conDorothy Day, has been added to the for organization of a company union production crew. LaPlante is for- tract has been closed between the
staff of KSAL, Salina, Kans.
merly of WHAT, Philly, and KMTR, station and. the network. If CBS can
was to be circulated.
Will present her own continuity
ACA filed complaint against the Hollywood. Margaret Hanley leaves get a few clients to add to the staand script in a daily hour program proposed company outfit with the WIP to become the secretary -of tion, the outlet will become part of
of fashions, style trends, advertising, National
Labor lielations Board. Roger W. Clipp, WFIL business man- the web's Pacific supplementary list.
household hints, etc.
CBS figures to make Fresno, Cal.
Board declared the complaint was ager.
premature, but accepted it. Dupree
Horace Feyhl, production chief at also available after a while and
Max Tarshis, baritone, is the also demanded sole bargaining rights WCAU, will be out two months to thereby plug up the coverage void
latest addition to Old Shay's weekly for his group. Organizer isn't hope-' undergo scatpeling. Robert Gill will that it has had to contend with in
'Night at the Inn' show on WCAE, ful of great success at the station. take over his job, while Harry Mar- California's valley sector.
Pittsburgh.
With Bob Carter and Fears the company will 'throw the ble, who comes to the spielstaff from
Three Maids, he's being featured in men a bone,' which will take them WORL, Boston, replaces Gill. Frank
Cab t^alloway starts a regular
a quintet called the Victor Velvet- from the CIO ranks into' the com- Martin, of WEEU, joins
as thrice weekly stint from Cotton
eers
pany union.
next week.
production engineer.
Club, N. Y., for
.

.

Changes

CBS SALES MOVES

VALLEY

WCAU

WABC

RADIO
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CBS Adds

There s Gold in the Northwest

WNBX,

With Labor Strife Over, Bankrolls Grow
and Nearby Towns Booming

—Seattle

Station

member

of the Yankee regional and
hei^ce available to Mutual. Broadcaster is operated by Harry C

Sept. 21.
the radio station
largest
giveaway

WMT

business at this time is
of Cedar Rapids and Waterloo.

Anything

On

goes.'

one

program,

'Tangles

Tunes,' 7,500 letters in two
studios with
listeners giving titles of tunes
they hoped the 'tangled tunesters'
couldn't play so they
covdd receive dollar bills. Five

weeks reached the

by several of the large accounts,
some scared because of what they
have been readihg about labor difand unsightly publicit"'.
ficulties

first

station in

Vermont

dollars

MYSTERY RE
SEATTLE

2

'Movie man' gives away
free tickets to current shows
and, in addition, his sponsor
gives a table lamp daily to the
person sending the best question used on the sppt. On another program, 'Easy Iowa Song
Fest,' $5 prize goes to the singer
\yith the best voice picked up in
a theatre by the 'musical mike.'
There are also cash prizes for
the best 'candid word picture'
used on the 'Man at the Transom' show, and more cash sent
the person guessing the nearest
to the correct growth of Iowa
com per week. Another program gives out five quarts of

labor troubles were bound to end
up for the best all around, as it did,

with workers having more money to
spend.
state's

Seattle,

largest

city,

is

a labor union town, in which
every workman, whether bootblackThese
or mechanic, is organized.
strictly

men and women, all of whom have
how making more money

-radios, are

before,

than*, ever

and they are ready

Bank clearances inspend it.
Spokane, Butte and Portland and in
Idaho 'Show the greatest gain in 12
to

or 14 yearsi
There are no sweat shops In the
Farmers' helpPacific JJorthw^sters are drawing down good salaries
and their keep, housemaids and
other femme help are at a premium,
and there is a big shoi-tage of
houses and apartments. Other cities
in this fertile area report like conSpokane claims its indusditions.
trial crops will outclass any in years,
with everybody working, and the
government likes the outlook in the
Pacific Northwest so well that its
welfare division uses this section as
a sample of what the return to work
has really done when industry plays
•

ball with labor.
Some optimistic' feeling and direct
reflection has even been felt- in Van-

couver, B. C, nearby northwest city.
large Vancouver stores are ar-

Two

ice cream.

STATIONS

OKLAHOMA

BIZ

SHOOHNGUP
dklahoma

City, Sept. 21.

Radio time sales throughout the
state are expected to hit new highs
during the
Business

ffill

is

and winter.

expected

.to

ticularly brisk with the

homa network

of

Okla-

stations,

More sustainers are gradually being put on the air also, with less
less time devoted to discs and
other types of non-profit wax.
©f correspondents, idea borrowed
Radio stations are also, for the
from small-town weekly newspapers.
It works the same way for the first time as a whole, advertising in
broadcaster as it has worked for newspapers and other mediums,
generations in the pasturelands for figuring that where there is some
rain there might be a cloudburst.
rural weeklies.
saw and Most such ads are directed straight
Qmte by accident,
grasped the opportunity correspond- at advertisers, rather than ether conents give a station, as well as a pub- sumers.
Early this
lication, for goodwill.
month Clair Heyer, sales manager
of the station, discovered that there
were about 40 residents throughout
this section of the Mississippi Valley
INT'L
regularly mailing in social news of
Rock

Island,

111.,

Sept. 21.

has inaugurated a policy

and

WHBF

NAB OBSERVERS AT

RADIO MEETS

2

in their immediate vicinities. Correspondents had
been listening to the daily sponsored (Montgomery Ward) 'Miss.
Valley News' and. sending in notes
for broadcast inclusion with no compensation at all.
Heyer collected all the correspondents last week and brought them to
Rock Island for a day of frolic and
feeding.
Sponsor of the program

what was happening

Washington, Sept. 21.
Observers for the National Ass'n
of Broadcasters will keep an eye on
doings at this winter's pair of scheduled international radio conventions,

Havana and

Cairo, under termis of

resolution adopted last week by the
Ass'n directorate.
North
Representatives for the
the correspondents had been serv- American gabfest in Cuba, during
icing gave out nearly 100 articles of November, and the World Radio
Conference in Egypt, next February,
merchandise.
News-gatherers have now been will be designated by John Elmer,
put on a more or less commercial Ass'n prez. Likely that Elmer will,
basis in that, periodically, the sta- take in Cairo, with James W. Baldtion will fete them. About 25% are win, managing director, almost sure
housewives, and all are club-con- to sit on the sideline bench at Hascious and social gadabouts.
vana. Technical advisors probably
will be included, although no hint
yet who will get the assignment.
Possible that James C. McNary,
Vice
formerly headquarters staff engineer,
Chicago, Sept. 21.
He was sent
will be the expert.
Production job left open at
overseas this summer to the Buwhen Jack Mathe left for Blackett- charest get-together to keep watch
Sample-Hummert to do 'Betty and on foreign maneuvers which might
Bob,' was filled by bringing in Dick
have a bearing on the February

Lawrence

Mathe

.

WBBM

Lawrence.

Lawrence

has been across the
producer-announcer
for the past couple of years. Amohg
other jobs was the Skrip 'Junior
street as

session.

WGN

Police PatroL'

Eddie

Krolikowski's

sickers, long at WICC,
will skip this season.

tinct,

Polish muBrdigeport.

although related, brief urging

of

complicate

applicants

•

Commission

stiffened its disbarment

George

S.

Files

show

that

Examiner George

Paul M. Segal and H. Hill, In analyzing eight separate
Smith, prominent radio Utah
applications which were con-

citation against

solidated for hearing, advised the
General house-cleaning of the F.
Commish to .grant' Great West^^'Jj- a
C. C. legal roster seemed probable
construction permit for a local staas a furore over phoney pleas was
tion, using 1210, at Provo, and reclivened with the prefering of more
ommended favorable action on recharges against the legal -duo, who
quest of Utah Broadcasting Co. for
already are under fire. Concurrent
plant at Salt Lake City, occudevelopments included ah allegation new
pying 1500 spot.
Final settlement
about paper broadcasters in a case
found the Commish shelving both of
hanging fire in the courts and the
the' Great Western proposals and
disclosure that a direct accusation of
green-lighting Utah Broadcasting Co.
deception featured a recent hearing
The other two cases
hIch
in still another matter.
Broadening of the crusade comes plunged barristers deeper into hot
a fortnight before Segal and- Smith water never were concluded. No
face a witness-stand grilling on hint why the Commish used them
a$ basis for added charges.
charges that they deliberately

KOL

mix-up of KIRO and
as to network, affiliation. Situation has many
sub-layers of rumor and speculation
arising out of the relation of
to Columbia, its present network,
and Mutual-Don Lee, its possible
future connection.
Don Lee-Mutual extension in the
-northwest is dated to begin Sept.
26, but meanwhile the matter of Seattle clearance, key to the whole
expansion,
remains
mysterious.
KOL will be followed Jan. 1 next by
KIRO as the CBS Seattle outlet, but
in the interim
will neither confirm or deny any change prior to
Jan. 1.

KOL

.

.

KOL

is

maintaining complete and

discreet silence, either as to leaving CBS in advance of the formal
severance of that affiliation, or of
taking service from Mutual starting

w

.

misled
the Commish in^the sensational ^40
(Portland, Me.) cases and in the
Johnson City incident, where official
files were allegedly tampered with
Other legalites are wondering If
more lightning Is contained in the
storm clouds hanging over the F.
C. C.
.

Charfes
Affectihg one present licensee and
two prospective operators, the ex
panded charges against Segal and
Smith allege that three more dummy
applicants were represented by the

next week.
besieged firm.
In the event that KOL's anticiGeneral denial of the new com
pated contract with Don Lee is con- plaint
was voiced by Segal, who said
summated, KOL will probably be- that he
and
come quite active in regional pro- an amended his colleague will file
answer refuting all
gram building. Station has held in of thfe
Commish complaints before
abeyance for some months plans for
the 15-day deadline is reached. Bar
an elaborate .new studio set-up de- rister
added that he was not sur
signed to be the

Moorhead Case
In the Moorh6ad,' Minn., case, application of Commercial Broadca$ters, Inc., for 100 watter. on 1310, was
denied July 23, 1935, as in default.

Geraldine Alberghane, seeking ia 1
kw outlet on* 720, did not appear at
a hearing early In July, upon which
no report has been filed. She has
been termed a front for Paul Oury,
formerly with WPRO, Providence,
and then with WNRI (which passed
out of existence before the station
was built), with records In another
proceeding before the Commish contalning allegation that at the time
she claimed to be a resident of the
Rhode Island city she actually was
a registered voter In Brookllne,
Mass.
Whispers connected Walter
F. O'Hara, race track mogul an^Providence publisher, with her application, although tieup neyer was

most pretentious in prised by the
revised citation, since
the added matters had been dis
proved.
KVI, Tacoma, Is affiliated with
when he was examined by
Promising full comeback In
CBS and has lately entered Seattle cussed
Samuel H. Kaufman, special pros- formal answer, Segal shrugged off
with a snappy modern arrangement
ecutor in the disbarment proceedings. the added charges with following
of offices. It is now selling itself as
Latest squawk is based on appli- comment:
a combination Seattle-Tacoma stacations of Commercial Broadcasters,
'During the course of my voluntion, having its transmitter about
Inc., for a new transmitter at Moortary' appearance before Mr. Kaufseven or eight miles from Seattle
and is making its letterheads and head, Minn.; Great Western Broad- man ((5ommish attorney) in conneccasting Association, Inc., for plants
charges,
publicity, including 24-sheet boards,
tion with the previous
emphasize the dual aspect. KIRO, at Provo and Logan, Utah; and these matters were gone Into and
meanwhile, is aggressively preparing Geraldine Alberghane, for an out- fully explained. I discussed all of
let at Pawtucket, R. I.
to step from its independent status
them at length. I want to point out
And What Happened
into the role of a network affiliate.
that Great Western was no dummy.
According to the Commish records, It received a favorable report from
only one of these applicants
Great a Commission examiner and then
Ike Levy as Biggest
Western—pressed the case to .a finish. when the Commission reversed the
Miss Alberghane and the Minnesota examiner, witiiout making any findoutfit both failed to show up for ing adverse to my client, we went
CBS Stockholder, SEC
scheduled hearings.
Mountaineers to court with an appeal from the dewon favorable
on cision.'
Says, Outside of Patey one request (forrecommendation
Other Developmenta
the Provo station)
and drew an adverse' report on the
The other developments in the
other, but were knifed by the BroadWashington, Sept. 21.
row over phoney applicants was (a)
Holdings of officers and directors cast Division wh*n an eight-way disclosure that William
Dwight,
of the Columbia Broadcasting Sys- fight in. the Rockies was settled.
managing editor of Holyoke, Mass.,
With the Great yTestern case cur- Transcript-Telegram and a director
tem at the time when the network
obtained listing of its securities on rently before >the D. C. Court of of license-seeking Hampden Hampthe N. Y. exchange were made pub- Appeals, the Commish contended
shire Corp., alleged that dummy aplic by the Securities & Exchange that none of these three Segal-Smith
plicant Is barring way of his group;
Commission Friday (17).
Report applicants was frank In seeking and (b) Segal-Smith contention, in
shows that nine insiders, not includ- franchises. No specifications were brief presented to the D. C. appeling William S. Paley, president, have provided in the revised citation, but
late court, that Utah Broadcasting
a stake in the corporation, while two it was learned that investigators Co. Is merely fronting for Dan H.
execs and one director have no have rounded up evidence which Shields, who is described as a Utah
the west.

be par-

new

eight

21.

the courts to overturn the Commish
settlement of the Rocky Mountain
to
scrap, he fired a new broadside at
riadio cases was hinted last week
rivals, claiming some of the other
after the Federal Communications parties to the tifl were phonies.

dummy

•

Seattle, Sept. 21.

Considerable confusion exists- in
Seattle radio due to the peculiar

KOL

which is offering Oklahoma indusranging to buy radio time on local
tries
complete coverage through
stations, following a survey made
smaller city outlets at good figures
there, when it was found the stafor the first season.
tions here had a bigger following
NBC and CBS announcements are
than Canada's own system.
gladdening their outlets at Oklahoma
City and Tul^a. Local radio biz is
particularly good in Oklahoma City,
where much between-time plug ads
Country Correspondents
is helping to keep the bookkeepers
Notable pickup in one-breath
Newest Gag for Radio; biisy.
plugs has been noticed, with many
cases being firms trying radio for
It's Old Newspaper Stunt the first time.

WHBP

On Setting Up of Dununy Applicants

attorneys.

given on every pro-

is

Newest Sweeping Inquiry

Washington, Sept.

gram,

they didn't seem to realize that

in

Sweeping inquiry into the use

'

Biit

Seen

Des Moines,
Doubtless
doing the

have more money to spend than
any time before. All networks aim
to go after this business, and other
stations or independent outlets are
reaching out for live talent shows
With the same idea in mind.
Northwest
has
been
Pacific
neglected, purposely or otherwise,

Legalists

CBS

already a

is

taken on by Columbia. NBC has no
stations in the state, in which.„there
are only five broadcasters in.toto.

With

to

FCC

Housecleaning of

35

'

The Champ?

millions available in this
in the
dialers
Pacific
territory,
Northwest expect to write history
this and next year. They are going

WNBX

Springfield, Vt., joins

(26).

Wilder.
It's the

t
Seattle, Sept. 21.

Sunday

VARIETY

—

they contend proves that the ostensiinvolved*
ble applicants in each instance were
Portfolios were as follows:
H. Leslie Atlass, Chicago, vice- fronting for other individuals who
president, 144 Class A; Hugh K, would have controlled the prospec'
Boice, New York, 674 Class
and tive transmitters.
One existing station will be drawn
40 Class B; Harry C. Butcher, Wash.,
vice-president, 175 Class A; J. A. W." into the fuss by the latest Commish
Inglehart, N. Y., 2,200 Class A; Ed- move, which was unanimously supward Klauber, New York, 1,820 ported by all of the four members

money

A

Class A; Isaac D. Levy, Phila., 65,270
Class
and 25,530 Class B; Leon
Levy, Phila., 38,476 Class
and 44,924 Class B; SamUel Paley, Phila.,
23.200 Class
and 2,000 Class B; and
-Herbert Bayard Swope, New York,
11,000 Class A.
Besides his
and
B tickets, Samuel Paley, father of
the web prez, holds 26,000 voting
trust certificates for Class B ducats.
No-stake insiders include W, B.
Lewis, Dorsey Richardson, and Frank
K. White, all of N. Y.

A

A

A

A

Enough

Is

Enough

Lynchburg, Sept. 21.
After a week's fling at running a
nite club. Tuck Young is back at his
old job as newscaster foi WLVA.
Young quit the station to take
over the Merry Garden, but a few
days later resigned and handed the
nitery back to the owner, Marvin
Drake of Harrisonburg,
Returned to the station after a
brief layoff Interval.

who heard Kaufman's recommendaHe is S. S.

tion for. added charges..

Fox, president of
Interm<Duntain
Broadcasting Corp, which operates

KDYL,
said

Salt

to

be

Lake

City, and who was
really behind Great

Western.

Admission
The Great Western complaint is
founded on admission at hearings
over two years ago that Helen R.
Duval, asserted to be a Washington
stenographer, owned all of the stock
of the corporation. Commish contends that Segal and Smith set up
the company, which was chartered
in Delaware, and turned control over
to the woman, '-who also is said to

politician.

While the Bay State case Is not
linked with the Segal-Smith proceeding, and the Commish has not
turned its attention to the good
faith of the Utah Broadcasting Co.,
signs pointed toward definite steps
to ventilate charges that dummy
corporations often are used in fights
for radio assignments. Sources close
to the F.C.C. believed that before
long a general Inquiry Into legal
practices will be launched, with
regulations being tightened in the
interim to block the filing of requests for persons who do not intend to go through.
Along this line it was noted that
lately there have been several incidents where applicants admitted
they would turn over their franchises to others if they are granted
construction permits or licenses. In
some of these cases sharp language
.

has been used by examiners in
urging denial of the requests, while
situations the Broadhave figured in Palmer Broadcasting in one or two
cast Division has handed out stiff
Syndicate, which was involved in the
rebukes.
Portland, Me., scuffle for a 640 berth.
While the Commish says this firm
was a stooge, Segal pointed out SatBob Hawks to transfer from
urday fl8) that his client is waging WAAF and WCFL over to Chicago
a court fight for the right to erect NBC studios, where his 'Red Hot and
100 waiters in the two Utah villages Low Down' will be known as 'Studio
as evidence of good faith. In a dis- Stooges.'

.

—
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ployer

NBC, CBS Negotiating New Deals

of

musicians

In

Wednesday, September 22, 1937
the. past

WARD, WLTH,

whether he had wished he could resort to arbitrators.

Brooklyn, Silenced

AFM board understands that it
Radio Fui;id Inc. did not prove it
(Continued from page 31)
which will be in a position to dpal with the
the
would serve the .public interest any
this broadcasters' group has guaran- 340 outlets not associated with
teed the AFM, Weber, attended by networks through James "W. Bald- cord that the Brooklyn Eagle, ap- better through moving..
all
to
open
Ukely leave themselves
win, managing director of the Nathe
with
board,
Friday
(17)
Eagrle's Finances
met
his
plicant for exclusive occupancy of
sorts of demands from the local
and tional Ass'n of Broadcasters. This
Barring of the Eagle, which In a
unions in these three cities. NBC manufacturers of transcriptions
angle of the situation will be aired the contested channel, failed to offer previous round had
records.
phonograph
expect
a
won the nod
could
Weber,
and CBS, said
within the industry when broadcast- convincing proof of its financial
from a Commish examiner, was based
more equitable settlement of their
'Satisfactory'
ers hold their general convention, stability.
on the daily's lukewarm presentamusician problem for the next two
Weber advised this contingent that Oct. 12, at the Waldorf-Astoria, New
Concerning the successful con- tion of evidence to support its conyears, while the AFM board was in
the negotiations with broadcasters York.
^
testants, WBBC and WVFW, the de- struction permit plea. Commish was
a position to supervise the nego- were progressing satisfactorily^ but
tiations.
cision
declared that, after mature re- not satisfied with the data, on finanthat he could not discuss the part
Chi
(Continued from page 29)

Gab

ing

up the

$1,500,000 annually

Sponsored Sky Program

Starts

they are to play in the broadcast
Network officials were able^ im- picture as far as musician employmediately to begin talking terms for ment is concerned until the more
their Chicago studio staffs, since important phases of the problem
James Petrillo, head of the Chicago have been solved. He told the group
union, was in New York attending that he would meet with it again on
the meeting of the AFM executive Oct. 16.
board. In response to a wire from
It is definitely understood by the
the Los Angeles local has
^^{ffjijber,
committee representing the network
delegated a committee to repair to
affiliated stations that any standard
New York for discussions concerning contract
agreed to by the AFM wijl
a new agreement for staff orchestras
not run for more than two years.
employed in network feeding studios.
Original suggestion from broadcaster
Meanwhile Jack Rosenberg, Local sources had been five years. Com802 prez, will, with the assistance of mittee has also been told that the
that branch's radio committee, im- AFM will not agree to the insertion
dertake to work out a revised pact of' a clause providing for arbitra.

for the New York studios of NBC tion of any disputes.
Such allowand Columbia.. Current contract be- aince would be a departure from the
tween Local 802 and the networks AFM's policy or that of most other
doesn't expire until March, 1938.
labor unions. Weber' declared thait
While the special committee ap- the broadcasters could depend on
pointed by the stations affiliated the AFM executive board to see that
with NBC and CBS was trying to they got a fair deal firom local
formulate a standard contract for unions and that if they doubted this
musicians and a yardstick for divvy- remedy, they could ask any em'

flection, the

WVFW

Commish was convinced

ces, particularly the possible sale of

served a useful purpose stock to the public. Decision pointed out that, while the Eagle expected to subscribe for all of the
common stock of the Brooklyn Daily
Eagle Broadcasting Co., there was no
sponsor, with, several inquiries made
could make the best use of th& ad- assurance that the money would be
Currently, the
in recent weeks.
ditional time.
No detailed reasons forthcoming and that the firm would
broadcast is sustaining over
backed. Noted that there
were given for favoring^ WBBC, but be" amply
for 15 minutes starting at 1 p.m.
was agreement to deliver the entire
reading between the lines it was
daily.
authorized issue of 1,500 shares of
apparent
.the Comniish felt the sta'Inquiring Microphone,' as the propreferted to, a N. Y.' financial house,
gram was originally. known when it tion's foreign language programs
hut no proot that it is financially
started on WINS with Earl Harper which have been hit in various other able to pay on the line or is legally
proceedings
recent
were
meritoriat the mike, was started by Publicity
obligated to do so.
Associates and is still under their ous.
Considerable emphasis was placed
Ousting of
on behalf of on the alleged 'irregularities and imguidance.
When Harper moved to
WBBC
nixed
the
was
when
majority
WNEW, the program went with him,
proprieties' charged against the manand stayed until it was unfurled' on found that the Brooklyn Broadcast- agement of
and WLTH. In
under its new title. Publicity ing Corp. did not demonstrate its each instance, chief criticism is that
Associates serve as sales agents for proposed service as sufficiently su- the station' bosses allowed intermeEmpire State, Inc., controlling and perior to warrant granting full time diaries to round up sponsors for forGagging of eign tongue programs which were
making available Empire Building on 1,400 to WBlBC.
WBBC and
facilities,
in order to clear not sufficiently supervised by the
the way for a shift for WEVD like- management. Squawk about
Partrldgre Trio, New Haven femme wise was turned down, with ^he ob-- is based on Italian features directed
musickers, enrolled at WICC.
setvation that the Debs Memorial by Louis Capoila, while complaints
that

Program 'Microphone in the Sky,' and ought to be allowed to retain its
which is staged on the 86th floor of spot, WLTH and WARD were guilty
the Empire State building (1,050 feet
of improprieties so serious that their
from the street), is headed for a new deletion was 'compelling,' and WBBC

WOR

—

WVFW

WARD

WOR

WVFW

WARD

WLTH

against

is

related to Polish

programs put on by a Mr. Witkowski.

On

each point the decision declared
the management did not exercise
proper supervision.
other complaints against WARD
grew out of 'Little Artists- Radio
School' program, which featured kid
dancers, and reciters who
were charged $1 each for the priviequipment of WARD,
which resulted in interruption of
service, also was cited.
singers,

lege. Defective

.

Decision contained one paragraph

of general interest to the entire" industry, virtually laying down a rigid
policy for all licensees on the matters of physical operation and program supervision. Majority said in
connection, while discussing
this
•

WARD:
No Excuse
'One of the most essential duties
incumbent upon the licensee of a
broadcast station is that of insuring
the continuous efficient operation of
the transmitting equipment. In fact,
this is ah indispensable condition to
the good service of any station. Failures of this equipment, due to causes
reasonably within human control,
whereby the public is deprived of
service, denotes a state bf carelessness and mismanagement which this
Commission, in the exfercise of its
regulatory authority, will ndt con.

"

done.'

All of the former 1,400 channel
stations, as well as the Eagle, were
battered by former Vice CJhairman
Stewart, who made quite a reputation before leaving the Commission
through his dissents in radio cases.
Retired member said that WARD,

WBBC, WLTH, and

TTERE'S
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a pioneer salesman and enter-

tainer holding

immense

audiences in
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the country's 6th city. Established in 1921,
Station

WHK has won and held a vast daily

audience by the most adroit type of show-

manship.
local

work

It carries

commercial hours than any other netstation in Cleveland.

For

improvement

in Blue

advertisers
is

Network

another
service.

Stdtion

In Ohio

more local sustaining and

and listeners^WHK's addition
real

it#cfio
»:?:¥:¥:¥:¥™:WA':¥Sx^^

Jotns I4i0 tiraixt

Nifwork

Sei^feiiibar

cially

26fli
..v.v.s'.'.v.*

make

its

facilities

be forthcoming whenever possible.'
Preston Bradley airing his 90minute church services for the 15th
year, beginning Sunday (19), to go

over

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE

sought to

available to minorities. Operation on
time instead of its present halftime would substantially increase the
field of usefulness of an already useful station.
The reward for operation in the public interest should
full

•:y:-"*:v:':*:-:'x-:-:':::*?:^

Biya

WVFW provide

'an excellent illustration of what
radio stations should not be- and evidence about the Eagle's intentions
showed the -.proposed paper-owned
transmitter 'would be another runof-the-mill
mediocre' broadcasting
station of which there are now too
many in the New York area.'
Boosting WEVD, Stewart said this
transmitter is 'one of the few stations
in the United States which places
public service above private profit
and gives appropriate emphasis to
the statutory obligation to operate
in the public interest.
It has operated to provide a medium through
which all sides on piiblic questions
might be presented and has espe-'

WJJD,

Chicago.

RADIO
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Waxies Go H'wood

WIP GETS 2D

Hollywood, Sept.

tom

Start of

up the

skies for an
hasn't been done
befoire for a wax job, so Frank
Purkett of Associated Cinema

PROGRAM
week for its second show from Mutual. Program is *Varady of Vienna,'
with the Ted Weems orch, Sundays,
1 to 1:30 p. m.
This is the second NBC commercial shot

WIP

three weeks.
Cereal show

has. gotten in the past

Other is the Hecker
with Myra Kingsley,

astrologer, 11:45 to 12 noon, Mondays through Fridays.
WIP is not a Mutual station.

Chain's outlet here

is

WFIL.

Same

situation is believed to prevail r^garding this switch as the last one.

:

At

:

that

;tim.e,

over Mutual for Commentator Magazine did not hit the ether as carded
Sunday (19) night. Lowell Thomas,
first of the guest comrhentators set
for the twice-weekly quarter-hours,

NBC

'

.

tative deal.'

.

At WIP it was said that the program came its way because 'Vara.dy'
Had a series of spots on the station
I^st season and requested it again.

.

at the same time, de'We can have the Mutual
h,etwork in here anytime we want it,',
•However, WIP has an exclusive
termer with WMCA-Intercity net
until the end of 1938.
Mutual is definitely known to be

WiP

made onstage. Show, an invitational affair, will run for two

run

ST.

exec,

LOO U StATION^S

,

WEW,

operated by the

St.

,

'

;

Louis

Carson Furniture Co. for its
commercial account last week.
Furniture company .sponsors a street
broadcast jprbigrani which has been
running ori' other local stations for
two years.
Al S. Foster; formerly with WWL,
!

:

'

j

Program

riow'i will:

(Thursday).;

debut tomorrow

:

i

first

'

;

by

WCOA

Power

Doiiblins

'

i

University, New
Orleans, who is. the new: business
manager at WEW, Aas obtained .Mfs.
Myrtle Leary Bingham tor his secretary;. Bill Durbih, formerly
of
and Arlington Thoma^, formerly with WGRC, as announcers
dissatisfied with the set-up at WFII^,
placed
Dick
.Crbss,
for
years
and.
six
Svhich maintains, besides it, the NBC
with stations, as teiiiporary program
"blue and the
Line, Mutual's
director.
Station
will
make a
programs are frequently forced ofl: splurge in sports, with. Alex Buchan
by demands of other webs.
in charge.
Whether the two Mutual programs
are being tossed to WIP* as a threat
Kate Smith's Debut Guests
to WFIL, as the beginning of a general shifting of affiliation, or mereTallulah Bankhead and Henry
ly as a technical necessity, is the Fonda will guest on the initial Kate
subject of speculation here.
Smith show of the new season,
ethering Sept. 30.
Series will reBob Thompson, station manager of sume in same setup as before.
WCOL, Columbus, in N. Y. on busiMiSs Bankhead set by the Morris

WTMV

SUMMER'S OVER, FCC

HARD AT WORK AGAIN

Cohniectiicut,
parljcipated.
Thomas
twirls for the club.' 'He and Payson
didn't get backitd his: home in time,
reporting ;that| Amfei-ican Legionnaires driving erimasse' into N. Y.
unduly delayed th^slr progress.

libyqlii;

.

WLW

.

office.

Pensacola,
Station,'

-

WCOA

Sept. 21.

:Fla.,

has'-

bepn grantied

permission by the Federal] Comrnqni-

Commission

cations

power.

j

'tif

\

'doUb](e

'.its

Pensacola.
Broadcasting
Co,, owners,; will imm^iately begip
construction: of new stut^ios and
transmitter. Fibred the ^joost will
quadruple^ the station's broadcast
range. '
New. plant will include a resinforced contrete building capable of
being hermetically, sealed against
high waters or storms. Henry G.
Wells is general manager of the sta•

'

,

'

.

.

:

'

tions

Commission

doAvn to biz in
session since July

last
its

week buckled

first

new

signals wer6 given for
transmitters, located in

Washington
(see iF,C.C. Docket

and

Wyoming

'

In addition to acting on examiners'
recornmendations, the C o
rn 1 s h
tiqn.
,
breezed through a pile of less important business, attended to_ numerKATZ GETS
authorizations
and
ous
special
routine license renewals and ratified
Chicago, Sept. 21..
WCFL, Chicago Federation- of a mess of small stuff already authorLabgr station, has appointed the^ E. ized. Applications set for hearing,
Katz off ipe as its national sales rep. however, amounted to a mere handful.
Deal stairts immediately.
.

.

WCFL

Among

charges are that demands
for separate Dutch and English' pro-

grams have been ignored,

:

Paul Clark Succeeds

Kent at WJBK; Detroit
Detroit;, Sept. 21.

Paul

m

Y.

Clprk,

forniier

Detroit

newspaperman

and lately .icQht^ct
man \yith WWJ ^^d CKLW< succeeds
M. E. Kent' a$ commercial manager
at WJBIt^ here. Kehi recently was
'

appointed

gjariieral

ledo's nelw ;station,

Other changes

'manager of To-

jWTOL.

in. WJBK's staff in-

clude:.;'

.:-

?d McKenzie succeeds Jerry Fairbanks, announcer, .who }ias rQsignied
.

,

fi-om WJBK-.to. bieto.nio program director at, WTOL;, Theodore. Stahl
takes over, the! engineering post vacated by Wfiyne McDonnell, who also
goes to
along .with Marvin!
Krause, forrnerly ,with
and
WIND, as chief announces. Frank

WTOL

WJBK

,

Knorr-now handl.iijg the Night Owl
show formerly cpriducted l?y Larry
,

CKLW

Gentile, who's gone to
similar show.
William

WJBK's new- remote
Harvey

for.a

Walker

is

operJttor.

Olsori 'Star, Gazing in ilffl-

lywood' daily at

W-C-A-U-[^E
line is

the shoitest distance

between 2 points

50,000

Enl^^lsh

[

•

"...A stiaight

'

announcers fired and" .replaced by
Dutch, and that past assurances from
the Broadcasting Corp. that mlkemen
speaking both languages would be
used have' hot been lived up to,

in this section).

Latter, plea was granted without
hearing. Other action included dismissal V/ith prejudice of folir' requests for new stations; denial and
dismissal without prejudice of two
others; upping of power in five cases,
an okay on change of frequency and
two changes in hours of operation.

.

"

through.

important

ministered, to several hopeful applicants in the form !of denials and
dismissals with prejudice.
Recommendations of all six examiners
were closely followed, Commish sustaining all of the reports acted on
without any reversals.

Go-ahead

Capetown, Aug. 27.
Johannesburg Radio Ass'n has dea government invastigation
of the operation methods of the
South African Broadcasting ,Corp. on
the grounds that promises made to
carried
the
were
never
ass'n

2.

Action was taken on 16 examiners'
batch
in
reports—largest
many
months—with severe slappings ad-

three
Idaho,

INS. APR.
manded

,

which went commercial
two weeks ago after 11 years as a
nonicomniercial station, lined up
the

Letter

,

St; Louis, Sept. 21.

,

number was 'The
in Black.'

:

University,'

oiierated

First

Edged

up to his home at Pawling,
N. Y., 40 miles north of WOR. which
was feeding to Mutual. In the ^fterjnpon the commentator,, jacconipaiiie.d
by Charles Payson, jCriend of "Thoihas.
Washington, Sept. 21.
and publisher; ^of ;the sponsoring
Teirminating an extended summer
magazine, went td ar) indoor baseball tilt in 'which. 'The^ Nine Old holidayr members of the Broadcast
Men,' tearh' of celebs residing 'in Division of the Federal Communica^

;c"lared,

ness.

.

favorites.'

.

1ST COMMERCIAL ACCt.

rii.,

.

^

arrived at the mike too late. Claimed
a mixup in- time, believing the program was .skedded for 9:45 p.m., instead of 9:30.
Thomas riixed coming into N. Y.
and airing, -asking that a wire be

Don Withycomb, WFIL

eicplained 'We could have
cleared the time, .but inasmuch as
blue, it
WFIL's basic uet is
would have the right to the time
whenever it wanted on 28 days' noSponsor refused such a tentice.

g.

!

series

Occasion is a double header;
the 54th theatric anniversary of
May Robson and the enactment of the>.first five sequences
of 'Lady of Millions' by the actress while the transcription is

hours.

RADIO QUIZ

.

new

broadcast of the

Initial

(24).

Philadelphia, Sept. 21.
a contract this

Mag Program

it

Studios ups and has rented Columbia's Vine Street theatre for
a hoopla splash next Friday

WIP was awarded

Philadelphia, Sept. 21.
Next time Harold Davis, program director at WDAS, is
called on to spiel a musical
transcription show, he's going
to get together with the engineer who puts the discs on the
Recently
he
anmachine.
nounced: 'A cheerful, snappy,
sparkling program of old time

'

to light

opening, but

37

DEMAND GOVT

Slight Error

Delay

Legionnaires

an old Hollywood cus-

It's

MUTDALNET

Game,

Celebs' Baseball

21.

VAR/ETY

WATTS

PHILADELPHIA
BOBERT A. STBEET. Commercial Manager

WDRC,

Hartford.

RADIO
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WSAI

Here and Tho^e
NBC

Charles Townsend,

New

York, with Wilson Knight assigned
to take over Townsend's job in Chicago, and George Maki succeeding
Knight.
•

now

doing a daily
stint as studio reporter on 'Hollywood in Person,' conducted by Bob
Baker for General Mills (Bisquick).

Lee Cooley

is

Dick Marvin,

J.

Walter Thompson

ether department chief, back in Chicago after a confab in the New York

home

S. unit, and son of the staion's g.m., winning prizes lor candid
camera snaps.

Leonard Traube, assistant director
New Jersey State Fair, will
be interviewed on 'Listener's Scrapbook,' WNEW, by William McGrath.
of the

WBBM

,

WLW

.

which World Broadcasting
is the newly ap- for DeSoto.
and gen. mgr. at the
San
WOAI,
Southland Industries,
Painters and decorators have deAntonio, Tex.
scended on WBT, Charlotte, N. C-,
where the studios and offices are getJohn Jacobs, KTSA spieler, spent ting a new face.

Beeman

pointed

Fisher
p.

V.

Lawrence Witte,

of N.

la$t

of

General Mills

week on variQus ad

deals and a couple of conferences
with the Blackett-Sample-Hummert
agency.

roster,

cationed in" Kansas.

-

'

ger of the guest relations dep't. of
NBC, off on an extended vacation

WHKC

Joyner,

announcer,

for the

Knight-Kaps.

made

Monette Shaw, songstress, and
Mrs. Vera Harper, organist, are being sponsored on WOAI, San An-

week.

the plays.

fall.

Norman Winter, formerly with
Atlas Radio Corp.; has become associatied with Bachenheiraer, Dundes
& Frank, Inc., as head of the latter
agency's radio department.
"

his ether debut on the same
station eight years ago ^but not as a
gabber. At that time he was a member of Charlie Marberger^s orch.

—

Joseph Fasternack .Syill baton the
Vicks service, over CBS for the third
straight season.
Jeanette MacDonald

is set to star.

Irene Wicker resumes her 'Singing
Lady' series Nov. 3 lor Kellogg over
Mutual. Bill Murray, of. the Morris
office, handling.

Stroud 'Tivins repeat on the .Vallee

show

Debuted on

Sept. 30.

Six Queen

Thursday, (16).

of.

last

it

Hearts

on the program tomorrow (Thursday) night Eddie Peabody guests
tonio, by Porter Loring, funeral diHorace W. Feyhl, WCAU produc- on the same stanza Oct. 7> when it
Virginia
Blachly,
secretary
to
rector.
tion chief. Who claims to have Jised goes to the Coast. All set by Sammy
Wayne Randall, NBC publicity chief,
the first dummy on the air years ago Weisbord, of the Morris office.
off on a 4- week sail to the West
Delle Gillls, is the latest addition
in a series of Ismak Rug Co., is planIndies.
to the dramatic staff at WCAE, PittsRobert Gill, former' announcer at
ning a new program with a twinburgh. She's from Chicago, where
Kuth Fenton, formerly on the staff she appeared on NBC and CBS voicer since the sudden upspurt in WCAE, Pittsburgh, and now with
WCAU, Philly, spent a few days of
popularity of the woodenheads.
of WCAU and WCAE, currently han
shows and more recently was in
his vacation in the Smoky City getdling 'Let's Compare Notes'
on charge of the dramatic department
Cecil' Carmlchael, director of pub- ting re-acquainted.
KMOX, St. Louis,, due to the illness of InsuU-organized affiliated net
lic relati6ris at WBT, Charlotte, N. C,
of Carol Gay.
work.
With transfer of Ed Harvey to the
for the past year, has resigned to

this

action.

Home and out-of-town games of
the University of Cincinnati will be
aired by WCPO, with Harry Hartman handling the colorful aspects

Columbus, attending daily practice and Red Thornburg
and Jim McCuUa
Ohio State gridders in calling
sessions

•

.

Gerard Wolke, assistant mana-

F.

jPred

local division of the

W, Ayer's

Helen Beaucamp, of the' program home office, has started a weekly
called 'Mike
of KTSA', San Antonio, va- program of radio chatter
Notes' on' KYW, Philly. .Has been
doing the same type of column for
Mr. and Mrs. Weldon Wright of 112 weeklies along the eastern coast
the KTSA, San Antonio, accounting for several years..
department, back from Hollywood,
New mikeman at WHBF, Rock where they visited Mr. and Mrs.
Isa,bel Manning Hcwson, known as
Island, is Ted Randall, from WDZ,
Howard Gambrill, once connected 'Petticoat on the Air,', has begun a
Tuscola, 111.
with KTSA and now with a Los An- new twice-weekly series on 13 CBS
stations
for Wyandotte Cleanser.
geles station.
George Snell, assistant production
Features human interest stories bemanager at KDYL, Salt Lake City,
hind the news. Set by N. W. Ayer.
organist,
and
Bert Ponafd, WOAI
has sold a short story tO' New
the Three Simpson Sisters have
Mexico, quarterly.
Calvin
Jaekson,
who recently
been added to the new talent lineup joined the WCAU gabbing staff,
Samuelson

C^cago

Moores & Ross,
Borden Go.

preparation for broadcasts- this

his vacation relaxing in Milwaukee.,

offices.

Cliff

in

Grid Sked

WGR

Chicago C. B.

studio-field engineer, is going to the
television department in

NBC

Miller in the Myrt and Marge show son Depew Memorial Golf TournaSets
over CBS for Supersuds, is in 'Susan ment, one .of the major events
Cincinnati, Sept. 21.
and God,' new John Golden show among cow pasture pool-players
stroked
Crosley's
WSAI closed arrangeJoyce,
spieler
Bill
thereabouts.
La^wrence,
Gertrude
with
four legitimate birdies in the final ments last week for piping broadof the Morris office, handling.
casts of Ohio State's home football
round.
games from. Columbus this season.
anTommy Bartlett,
Pat Crowe and his Four White Mike chores will be done by Ed
nouncer, on a Michigan vacation, enSprague, a new sports spieler on the
tered an amateur contest, and won a Crows have begun new fall series on
WHKC, Columbus, for the Crowe WLW-WSAI staff, coming from
five spot.
Furniture Co. Last year outfit was Pittsburgh, where he did similar radio work.
on WCOL.'
Lee
Judy Starr, Jane Froman arid
will carry the home games
Wiley have been, added to the
this season of Notre Dame, with Red
Rose Kay's society chatter on
George Jessel-Will Osborne series
Barber and Al Heifer describing the
will wax WHKC, 'Columbus, now sponsored by

WJTN
JAMESTOWN; NEW YORK

DOMINATES
The Rich Chautauqua
Region

.

,

lAr

NEW

STUDIOS

NEW

EQUiPNrarr

.

.

"

•

Norge Co. of Missouri became a
participant -in KMOX's 'Magic Kit
chen' program Sept. 13 for 52 weeks.
Program is aired daily, except Sun-

Kitty ContI, of

WCAE,

Pittsburgh,

broke her wrist in a fall last week
and will have to wear a sling for

some

time.

day,

Elmer Kenyon, p.a. for the 'TheaRobert E. Danville, ass't to gen< tre Guild and former head of .the
mgr., James E. Shouse of KMOX, St Carnegie Tech drama school/ ap
Loui9, a pop. Daughter born Sept. 15. peared on KDKA, Pittsburgh, this
week under auspices of the Congress
Herbert MacCready, KMOX mike of Women's Clubs, delivering a lec
man, married to Margaret Omo ture' on 'Rebirth of Theatre.'
hundrb.
HUdegarde ^guests on the Vallee
George Snell, asst. production program Sept. 30. Warbler disem
mgr. of KDYL, Salt Lake N. B. C barks Wednesday (22), after having
affliate, putting finishing touches on worked in England and France for
his third novel.
several months.
.

join a

New York

Ed Flynn, graduate
and

of Ithaca Col
experienced in Broadway

has joined the Leighton &
Nelson .agency,, Schenectady,
as
legit,

copy-writer, actor and producer.

.

Earl Glade,

Jr.,

KSL,

Salt

Lake

Nancy

Kelly,

who

plays

Nancy

Adrian

Fuller
broadcasting
a
series of talks on the Far East and
Shanghai situation over WBNS, Co-

\

lumbus.

v/on the

Wanakah

club's

Hudson Back

in

Loop

Chcago, Sept.

Gan

21.

Hal Hudson returned to tdwii last
to take on additional executive

MENT

^ NEW NBC BLUE

^ NEW VALUE

week

duties in the radio depairtment of
the Neisser-Meyerhoff ad agency.

Has been on the Coast doing the
dialog
of
Wrigley's
Baines' show for the

'Scattergood

same agency.

Supposed

Roger Baker, who dishes out play
by. play basebaU broadcasts in Buf
i.B\o,

NEW MANAGE-

Hearst N. Y. state network) Dave
Olson and Cliff Daniels, chief an-

publicity firm.

Roy Campbell's Royalists, vocal nouncer, are nbw sharing the progroup, signed by Gruen Watches for duction duties at WCAE, Pittsburgh.
an NBC net show starting Oct. 3.
lege

^ NEW POWER

to remain with the
cago office permanently now.

Chi-

Feldman Back to WMCA
Bob Feldman left WNEW, N. Y.,
this week to join WMCA, rival staFor the past three years Feldhas been a producer at WNEW,
and prior to that he served a sevenyear hitch at the broadcaster he is
tion.

man
now

attaching

to.

WMCA

At
the producer Avill immediately commence a campaign to
build up remote dance-band pickups
to
compete with the 'Milkman's
Matinee,' owl

program

at

ONLY

The

Station

Serving the grape country

New York
and the Rich Oil Fields of
of South'Western

Norlh'Western Pennsylvania

WJTN
JAMESTOWN, N.Y.

WNEW!

PROGRAMMING
WKY

• To

begin with,
has a head start with its
schedule of NBC Red and Blue programs.
To
this it adds scores of features of prime lo6al Interest.
Together they make
Oklahoma's
most popular station reaching most of the listeners most of the time.

WKY

WKY

beats ail stations jn Oklahoma, too, in
ooyerage, showmanship, facilities and in volume
and national business. But most important of all • . k
of local

h

Beats

AU How

It

Pays Out For Advertisers!

^OKLAHOMA CITY
fyC/rv- T'VtS AND
m

RLP'?(

-^i-N'

ATivf

THf.
f

a

fA.-^MtQ
T/

^ r

SP9CIAI

KM A N • N A T ONA L
ADVERTISING AGENCY

C C

I

,
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CVaE CONCENTRATING
ON SPORTS NOTABLES

No U

of Michigan Sponsor, U.

But Detroit Grid Set

VARIETY

OF OEA. UPHOLDS
Now It's Down-to-Earth
AIRING OF FOOTBAU
In News Commentating

Detroit, Sept. 21.
Norman, Okla., Sept. 21.
In retutning to the air, Cycle
Except for sponsorship of UniverFinal obstacle against the UniTrades of America (bicycles), which
sity
of
Michigan
games, the grid versity of Oklahoma athletic coun(3:30-4
p.m.)
prostarts a Sunday
situash
here
is all cleared ut) for this cil's sale of exclusive casting
right
•gram on NBC Sept. 26, will alter the
fall.
J, as for the past 10 years of nine football games
this autumn
policy of its last year's layout,
or so, will air the U. of M. contests, to the Kellogg Cereal Co. through
•getting away from the more or less
but a commercial angle hasn't been WKY, Oklahoma City, was removed
musical program and heavily conset yet.
when the board of reagents refused
centrating, on sports.
WJR, which last year aired the to nullify the contract.
Talent will be Swor & Lubin,
U. of M. games through WWJ and
Rival stations and networks had
comedy duo, and baritone Bert
Ty.. Tyson, leaves the tieup this fall bitterly protested
the contract, as
Whaley, with the show m.c.'d by Bill
-Hugo for etherising of Notre. Dame games had the C. of C.'s in the fcities afSlater, .sports commentator.
on a special hookup^ under the wing fected.
None showed up at the
Mariani orch will background.
of Kelloggs.
Will carry Michigan's meeting, however.
Weekly a prominent sports-idehti-r
opening contest versuis Michigan
-Board established a t)recedent with
fled person will guest. Joe Williams,
State, through the aid of WWJ, but its statement that 'at the December
will
World-Telegram,
Y.
N.
the
of
thereafter will air N. D.'s contests.
meeting of the. Board the. athletic
Sjpiel on the first shindig.
Oldsmobile will sponsor airing of council and director are requested to
Michigan State games over WXYZ submit a recommendation as to genand its state web, with Howard eral policy relative to future broadPhiUy FootbaH
Finch at the mike. Charlie Bach- casting contracts."
man, Michigan §tate grid coach, also
Tom Stidham, athletic director,
starts a. weekly sports program this with approval of the athletic counPhiladelphia, Sept. 21.
.With Atlantic Refining having week over WXYZ and web, under cil, sold the broadcast to
and
football tied up at three major cbl- sponsorship of. Auto Owners Insur- Kellogg for $2,500. Five road games
Carl .Gensel, ex-Paciflc will be broadcast, as well as four
leges here, Spcony- Vacuum has man- ance Co;
{jged to slip in for sponsorship of one coast sportscaster now with WXYZ, home, ganies.
the major Penni-Yale opens a weekly forecast program
It's
is also broadcasting parts of
game.
daily practice.
fracas, aired from New Haven Oct. Frijday (24) over WXYZ and Web.
Another motor company, Chrysler,
WFIL will carry it. Only foot9.
ball game the outlet will broadcast will sponsor airings of the Detroit
Jack Barry, WIP base- Lions pro games over WJBK, with ^
Chi Cardinals Set
all season.
ball gabber,' has be0h chosen to uri- Harry Wismer at the mike for home

WW

'

•

WKY

Robert

MOB DESCENDS
ON OHIO STATE

Emmet MacAlarney, former

writer and Columbia University professor of journalism, makes his air
debut for his former pupil, Elliott

THIS

half-owner and
N. Y., Sept. 27, as a
news commentator.
Program will be heard daily at 6:45

Sanger,
v-p.

on

stai.ton's

WQXR,

WKY

reei

'

it..

,

Understood that WCAU originally
was.skedded to etherize the. tilt in.

asriiuch as

it

regularly .carries f'enn

game played

ait

home.

Howeveri

nijced
the
SoconyQffer as unfair to Atlantic,
it will air games every,
for
other Saturday of the season.

execs

there

'

Vacuum

games and Al Nagler, out-of-town.
Liberty Service Stations, Ine;, will
foot the bill for a 15-minute preLion game program, handled by Bob
Longwell. WJBK also has the U. of
Detroit grid games lin6d up, with Al
Nagler at the liiike.

whom

Columbus, Sept.

p.m.
Station wants to get away from
the alarmist school of news commentating with a straight recounting
of Press-Radio material, allegedly
analyzed and delivered
carefully
without scare and thunder. Local
news will take precedence over

Atlanta Football
-Atlanta, Sept. 21.

Atlantic Ice
.signed with

and Coal Corp. has

WATL

for

15-rriihute

Birmingham,

_

Ala., Sept. 21.

Football broadcasting moguls

WSHN

met

here this
week and completied plans for broadcasts of important football games
at the offices of

.

casters

;

move

in

this

Saturday

to

give the grid season a send-off with
no less than eight separate accounts
of the OSU-Texas Christian game
scheduled.

other.

Attending in the. studio at MacAlarney's initial broadcast will be
some' of N.'Y.'s literati and his former pupils at Columbia, Max Schus-

.

kind.

University has agreed to furrffSh
a pair of observers for each announcer, but is running into troubles
locating enough boys familiar with
the players of the visiting team.

LIMITED DODGE GO

heading {Saturday's grid card, all
threfe networks will carry the gaitie,

Howard

ter,

Dietz,

Sy

Siedler,

George Sokolsky and Morrie Rys-

With

this early interscctional clash

NBC and ^Autual making a lastminute dash to join Columbia's Ted
Husing at the stadium.

FOR MINN. FOOTBALL

NBC

St.

is sending Bill Stern down
to spiel a description for Blue net-

Paul, Sept. 21.

,

—

,

Schedule

is to

tual- broadcast of the Gophers' antics
begin with the;night. on the field.

shoe polish over
Seal at the mike.

Commercials will be limited to
gabbing during a 15-minute preview
preceding the contest, and 15-mintite
However,
wire from Mily^aukee and four by review at the windup.
dealers will expand their
ticker from, out of town.
AH will Dodge
f o.otball service to listeners by conbe spieled by Russ Hodges, WIND
ducting a pre-game football party of;
sports chief, with Dick
Hanley,
the air each Friday night before a
former Northwestern coach, acting
Gopher game.

game Friday

and

•

'

.

,singing

and

and guest
the musical end.
quartet,

five-station

Ohio

netwotk

with

as the feeder, and
Guilbert doing the nitrration.
Hook-up includes WHK, Cleveland;
WSPD, Toledo; WADC, Akron and
WKBN, Youngstown. In addition Cy
Leland' of Fort Worth, Texas, will
make the' long trek to Columbus to
air an account for the home folks
-

via

WRAP.

Four commercials are in for the
complete Ohio State home season, as

WOSU. Mutual's plans ate still
indef after the opener, and other
off on further
broadcasts until they see how the
season stacks up.
is

two chains are holding

put on
I

OP?
est

WLW-THE

Bob

Gil

instrumental

stars, will-

with

'WHkC, Columbus;

Halsey Hall, KSTP sports cornmentator and Minneapolis Journal
sports writer, who will handle descriptions oi the games, will m.c.
the Friday night shows.
Leonard
Leigh at the organ, and Knights- of
Note,

WCOL

Atlantic Refining Co. has bought Q

.pick up the
entire schedule of 10 parties; five to
be taken from Chicago, one by direct
(24)

programs every Fr.iday and Saturday night for IS weeks during the played by Alabama teams this year.
grid season.
Starting Friday (25),
Most of the games played by. Ala- as season guest annoimcet.
program will be titled *Ypur Football Reporter,* with predictions* com- bama and Ajuburn will be called
ROSS EVAVrS IN CRASH
ing the first night followed by scores from the field and listeners will get
the returns on a state network
Lancaster, Pa.',' Sept, 21.
and comment on Saturday night.
Announcer Ross Evans of the
Beyond the contract pickup in keyed on WSGN.
business for WATL was the purchase
WJTD at Tuscaloosa, WALA of WGAL staff here, was unhurt' in an
of time for broadcast of the local Mobile and WHBB of Selma will upset which demolished his car.
baseball club's out-of-town games in tie in. Games will be sponsored by
Evans was en- route to a remote
Shaughnessy playoff by Wheaties.
when the accident occurred.
W. K. Kellogg Co.
•

21.

Difficulty of finding enough observers to supply each broadcasting
booth Nvlth a man from each team is
the problem facing Ohio State University athletic officials as broad-

Under option signed by Twin work stations and Mutual will pick
up the account broadcast by Grant
Cities Dodge dealers at last season's Ward and Wib Pettegrew
Chicago, Sept. 21.
for the
Chicago Cardinal football schedule windup, Dodge motor merchants of university's own station, WOSU.
was signatured for a WIND sponsor- St. Paul and Minneapolis will spon-.
Four of the other broadcasts will
ship,
by Metropolitan Chevrolet sor the Univ^sity
be spoitsored. Kellogg is bankrolling
of Minnesota footDealers late yesterday afternoon
two accounts Tom Manning's over
(20), through the Campbell-Ewald ball broadcasts over KSTP, but with WTAM and Johnny Neblett's WBNS
banned
during the ac-^- broadcast. Griffin Mfg. Co. will plug
agency, "^ill be the second ypar for commercials
the tie-up.

Ala. Pigskin Net

WEEK

'down-to-earth'

.

.

39

NATION'S STATION

.

.

!

RADIO
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afternoons •House That Jacks Built,' will sing noon during the gridiron season to
three
Pitts.,
football
scores
the organ. broadcast
over
weekly for 13 weeks. Produced with and accompany herself on
Bakers Program will be piped to WTAM. WWSW, Pittsburgh. Results will hit
Quality
by
talent
Hollywood
first
5:15
p.m., then 6:15 and
at
air
direct.
placed
Account
Assn. of N. Y. and account placed
Account placed direct.
finally 7.

WWSW,

Agencies-Sponsors

direct.

H.

Purina klHs is starting three 15minute programs a week on WBT,
Charlotte, N. C, using 'Sing, Neigh-

27 for 26 weeks.

(Hugh Aspinwall),

bor, Sing'

Sunbeam Appliance doing

& Gamble

Procter

has two series

announcement campaign.

a

WBT,

Charlotte,
Hymn Singer,' runs
five times a week for 15 minutes lor
Second series is 'Ma
Ivory soap.
Perkins,' five times a week for 15
minutes for Oxydol.'

just launched 'on
N. C. One, 'The

Haysma Laboratories

W. kastor

using recorded spot

campaign for McGorton Pew Fisheries Co., of
is making a series announcement
on the Coast fcr Kesson and Bobbins drug-cosmetic Gloucester, Mass, .has signed, for 60
one-minute shots on KDKA, 'PittsSunkist orange juice. Platters will account.
burgh, to spread the seafood gospel
spin for a year on 11 eastern stations,
spot
Critehfleld
ad agency, Chicago, in inland key cities; Placed by H. B.
Chippewa Shoe Mfg. Co., Chip- placing 15 minute short-term con- LaQuatte, N. Y.

nouncement with weather reports on
KGO, San Francisco, beginning Sept.

using 5-min.
to plug

A Thomas

Lord

of

transcriptions

pewa Falls, Minn., through McCord
Co., Mpls., will have 15 minutes,
three days a week, on the musical

tracts
Life.

air

to

for Lincoln National

Penn Tobacco Co. is reported extending its sportscasts over WGY.
Coolidge ad agency, Des Moines, Schenectady, through the football
has set six-a-week news commentary season, cutting the number of quar^
for Chamberlin's lotion on WIND, ter-hours from three to two weekly
Briarhoppers hillbilly outfit at
Ford Motors has taken 12 weekly
at the end of the baseball campaign
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, has been spots on WQXR, N. Y., through the Chicago.
(Continued on page 53)
Safeway Stories, Inc. (food prod- signed for another year's contract
McCann-Erickson agency. Union
Nu-Enamel handing out contracts
ucts), through J. Walter Thompson, by Drug Trade Products Co. in a
through M. H.
same
for
News
set
one-minute
an1,000
series
of
transcribed
for
a
is placing a quarter -hour
placement handled by Benson & Hackett, Inc., and Hammond Organ
nouncements, starting with WJJD,
on Dall, Inc., Chicago. There will be
serial, 'Land of the Whatsit,'
Co., using half hour weekly for 26 Chicago.
KGOj San Francisco, daily except six one-hour programs a week.
weeks. J. Walter Thompson set the
Sunday

and
SiJturday
through Dec. 10.

Dance'

'Barn

re-

quarter-hour
programs on stations through the
south and southwest. Programs are
live and chiefly use commentators.
placing

-

American Popcorn

Sioux City,
Des
agency,

Co.,

Coolidge
through
Moines, will sponsor a series of transcribed programs over KSPO, San
Francisco.

Fougera

&

Co. (Vapex) bankrolls the 'Let's Play Games' program on WOR, commencing Oct. 8
Small & Seiffer the agency.
E.

WHO, Des
1938.

4,

Moines,

through

13

Sept.

newed, through Wade agency, its
Saturday night 60-min. program on
NBCrblue.
rice

clock,

Jan.

latter.

Alka-Seltzer's

Comet

campaign until frost
hayfever remedy.
spot

WJBK, Detroit, carrying garhes of
the Lions, local pro grid team, sponVictor Brewing Co., makers of Old
sored by Chrysler.
Shay ale an d Steinhaus beer, have
signed with WWSW, Pittsburgh, for
Montgomery Ward heavily bom- five quarter-hour news broadcasts
barded in Salt Lake City in behalf weekly for 13 weeks. After auditionOn KDYL using ing group of prospective newscasters,
of store there.
thrice-weekly 'Neighbor Jim' serial sponsor picked Edward Kroen, for15-min. discs, three five-min. nemo mer singer on KDKA, and until repickups from store floor daily, plus cently program director at WHJB,
Greensburg, Pa. Same company has
five evening spots each night,
also renewed weekly 'Night at the
Joseph Katz, Baltimora ad agency, Inn,' half -hour shoW, on WCAE,
handling spot campaign for Mary- Pittsburgh, for six additional months.
land Pharmaceutical Co. Using tem- Both accounts placed by the Earl
perature blurbs on' WON, Chicago. Bothwell agency.

Este agency, N.

Y,,

running daily

an^

lin's

Wizard

Oil.

.Commentator,

Texas

magazine,

a spot campaign
State sUitipns. Shea
agency, San Antonio, placing.

plugging

itself via

on Lone

iStar

Ad

7 UP, soft drink, facing the winter
with a campaign of transcriptions on

to Mexlocal ad

SUCCESS STORY No. 2
BY WHN MOVIE CLUB

Stack-Goble agency in Chicago has
the Bbwey's Milk account. Understood readying to revise account's
'While the City Sleeps' program.

WHN to become members in

stations

from Mason-Dixon

.

RuthrauS & Ryan, Chicago, spotHarold Stokes RevuB renewed as
once-a-week 15 minuter on WGN for ting a transcription and announceSchaeffer Pen, to and including Dec. ment campaign ifor Histeen.
Baggaley, Horton
agency.

11.

&

Hoyt the

Pittsburgh Coal Co. has pacted
Lois Miller for a twice-weekly seCo. has placed ries on KDKA, Pittsburgh, and
WTAM, Cleveland, for " 13 weeks.
•'Speed Gibson,' transcribed detec
on Girl, who was featured last year on
lor
youngsters^
tive
series
.

Thomas Leeming & Co., Inc
(Baume Bengue), through William

Vanderbie & Rubens .signatured a
30-minute period beginning 6 a.m.
daily, on WJJD, Chicago, for Ham-

Liberty

Baking

Placing' is through
agencies in each situation.
ico.

39,000

listeners wrote in to

our Movie Club (on the air
each Friday at 8 P. M. with
movie stars appearing in

Leigrhton & Nelson has purchased
time for three live-talent one-minute
dramatized announcements weekly,
26 weeks, over WGY, Schencetady,
for Fern Furniture Co. of that city.
Agency also added on
a series
of five-minute announcements, once
weekly, beginning Sept. 16, for Patton & Hall, Schenectady shoe retailer; live- talent dramatized plugs

person). Imagine what this

re«(dy-made enthusiastic audience would mean to the
success of any sales cam-

WGY

paign in

New York

Famous Shoe Stor6, Albany renightly announcements, with
weather reports for D'Jimas Brothers, furs, Schenectady Albany and"
twice weekly dramatized announcements for WOHL Shoe Co.

for

tailer;

WHN's

Trayton Co. to air its transcribed
'Hollywood Spotlight* over WBBM,
Allen C.

Benson

&

Dahl signatured

t^e

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stu^
dios and Loew's theatres re-

WBBM

sults in

for two 30 minute periods five days
a week and one 60 minute spot on

SHOWMANSHIP

1

''...Showmanship attracts
AUDIENCES .. Audiences
! .

To air Pappy Chelshire
Drug Trade products, Chicago.

Saturdays.
for

affilia-

tion with

Chicago, once weekly.
Smith the agency.

mean SALES

for

your prod-^

uct in the world's richest
market I... Get in touch with^

Neisser-Meyerhoff using Pat Flanagan in a 15-minute before the game
football dope beginning Oct. 2, to
plug Mickleberry on WBBM, Chi-

WHN's Program ^Planning
Department today.

cago.

Soil-Off Sales Co. (hand cleanser),
spotting, four anCal.,

Oakland,

nouncements a week on KYA, San

BROAdWAT
NEW YORK CITY

1540

Francisco, for indefinite period.

Adam Hat

Co. has taken three,five-

minute spots every Saturday after-

DENVER DEPT. STORES SPEND

MORE MONEY WITH KLZ THAN
WSTH ANY OTHER STATION
Seven times a ddy

CKLW

dialerthear the latest news brought to them

our three ace commentators,

Vol

in

the

news— build

rapid-fire,

prestige

(One news broadcast

is still

by

and Steve

•

commentator. These boys put personality

and add background

for

Five of Denver's seven department stores
are big customers of KLZ. two of the largest are on KLZ 52 weeks out of the year, they
put most of their money on KLZ for the one
and only reason retailers can consider . .

your sales message.

available (or sponsorship.)

We want an opportunity to tell you more about the success other prominent
advertisers are having
tising

over

CKLW this

on

and 23 are

using

CKLW for the

first

.

RESULTS!

CKLW. 38 advertisers have increased their adver-

year,

.

Clare, with his ''newsy" style, Joe

Gentile, whose smooth, mellow voice always odds interest,

Douglas, hard-hitting,

.

time.

DENVER
Under Manegement
Publishing

niEmBER

OF

THE

IIIIITII

BROatC ASTinC

SVSTEffl

Affiliated with

Company •

WKY, Oklahoma

Represe'^taiive

-

E. Ka'tz

City and the

Oklahoma

Special Advertising

Agency

>
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Two More

CKAC, Montreal, Quits

Headache

All

Around

Stations

Mebbe

Protestant Send-Outs;

in

LEGIT

Schnectady

VARIETY

SHOWS AIRED
IN PHILLY VIA

Montreal, Sept.

21.

Dropping by CKAC, Montreal, of
church service broadall Protestant
casts after Sunday (19) is the latest
religious problem which will be laid

before the Canadian Broadcasting
Commission.
While these services in English
have been broadcast by CKAC for
years, station officials now
Btate that they, have a French laneight

guage commercial which has overbid the church service Sunday night
fee and that the independent station should be free to niake the

•hange.
also claims that it is its intention to adhere more closely to
the original policy of broadcasting
programs for French-speaking people
In this area. While, from a revenue
•standpoint, the Protestant church
services in English have heretofore
been carried, station' officials feel
that these obviously held ho appeal
for French-speaking Catholics, and
that the time has come to discontinue them.
\ In addition to the upped revenue

CKAC

,

CKAC

that there are three other
in Montreal which could
istations
handle the ^Protestant church broadcasts, in addition to the new CBC

here which is now nearing
completion J(nd is expected to go
Into operation next month.
Eight Protestant churches in Montreal had been kicking into the kitty
lor rotation broadcasts of their eveetation

.

only; and may not subscribe to news
services without the permission of

(Continued from page 29)
Schenectady, Sept. 21,
Philadelphia^. Sept. 21.
that Schenectady will
Deal has been completed by Ben
have three radio stations instead of Gimbel, WIP prez,
and Lawrence
one, arose with announcement of 'the Shubert
Lawrence, manager of the
incorporation of the Tri-City Co., to Forrest theatre and Chestnut
Street
operate a transmitter with studios Opera House, lor WIP
to carry porhere and in Amsterdam, N. Y. An- tions of legit shows and musicals
nouncement came at the time the from stages of the two houses.
FCC was hearing the petition for a
Station is stringing lines onto both
license by the Citizens' Broadcasting stages and into the star dressing
Co., which seeks to use 5,000 watts rooms. Also a line into Lawrence's
in the daytime and 1,000 at night on office.
'Top Hat' (Jim Allen, pro1,240 kelocycles. Thomas J. Watson, gram director) will interview prinof Endicott City, Binghamton, presi- cipals, describe scenes and discuss
dent of International Business Ma- the play on the programs.
chines, opposes the" use of this wave
Start
tonight
(Tuesday)
with
length by local group, according to Charlotte Greenwood in 'Leaning on
reports. Letty' at Chestnut. On Oct. 18 will
Tri-City Co. would operate un- interview Helen Hayes in 'Victoria
limited hours on 950 kilocycles with Regina.' Later in the month will do
1,000-watt strength.
Incorporators 'Between the Devil,' musical with
are listed as: James E. Knox, Johns- Jack Buchanan and Evelyn Laye.
Lawrence office is paying the
town; Leonard L. Asch, District Attorney Leo W. Begley and Deputy freight and arranging for airings
Attorney General Owen M. Begley, with the 'copyright owners in return
both of Schenectady.
Amsterdam, for plug.
with a population of approximately
35,000 and situated 15 miles west of
Cincy
Schenectady, never has had a radio

not be allowed on the air throughout Sundays.

ning services at $150 for the hour.
will. now be made by the
congregational group to have CBC
carry the services over its Montreal
station, but little likelihood of success owing to CBC exchanges with
American networks at this hour.

Attempt

instrumental combo, after six months;
Larry and Sue, songs and patter,
after a year, and Rex Griffith, tenor,
who has been with the stations several years.

blurbs.

'

'

.

set for bolstering.
Four acts took their departure last

week: The Virginians, Negro male
harmony foursome, after two years;
Three Spades, Negro male vocal and

CBC also claims diseases. In this respect, the CBC
to direct any station claim is that' there is no intention to
nature of its advertising restrict freedom of speech or controversial material, but that certain
announcements.
While sponsorship of programs by subjects, while meriting discussion
liquor interests is still prohibited, elsewhere in the public interest, are
the beer and wine groups are now not suitable for the intimate fireside
permitted to buy radio time in any medium of radio.
In addition to prohibiting drama-^-,,
province which heretofore has legally allowed direct advertising of tized political broadcasts, CBC now
products.
of decrees that the name of the sponsor
Advertising
such
liquors has always been banned, but and the political party upon whose
this is the first time the barriers behalf any political speech or adhave been lowered for beers and dress is broadcast must be anwines, inference being that the lat- nounced immediately preceding and
are domestically-manufactured Immediately after such a broadcast.
ter
commodities. No beer or wine spot All political broadcasts, whether of
announcements, will be permitted. a Federal, pr.ovincial or municipal
Ail beer and wine continuities and nature, are prohibited oh election
advertising content are to be ap- day and the two days preceding It.
proved by CBC before broadcasting. All stations are to allocate fairly the
Rules regarding the dissemination time for political broadcasts between
of news have also been clarified. the different parties or candidates
Stations are not to broadcast any desirous of purchasing radio timie.
news appearing in any newspaper pr
CBC has also ordered that, after
obtained from any newspaper Office, Nov. 1, permission must be obtained
newspaper association, news agency to use any mechanical reproduction
or service except such news bulletins of a program between 7:30-11:00
as are now being released regularly p.m., unless such reproduction is
by the trans-Canada bureaus of merely incidental. Where stations
Canadian Press for the express use have unexpired contracts for the use
of broadcasting stations; or by spe-, of canned programs, CBC may, upon
cial arrangement with newspapers application, grant permission to conin the station's area for local news tinue these until the end of the year.
given, to

to alter the

Cincinnati, Sept. 21.

is

Is

empowerment

WGY
1922.

News Bans

Banned in news broadcast is anycommercial program thing- contrary to law; abusive comadvertising to be "held to 10%, but ment oh any race, religion or creed;
CBC may Instruct a station to cut obscene or profane language; malicithe daily content when, in CBC's ous or defamatory matter, the subopinion, too much time is being ject of birth control or venereal
Not only

Changes

outlet.

CBC.

Ads Watched

Numerous additions to the talent
Previous attempts to get a new
to be derived from the French lan- station in Schenectady have failed. staff of Crosley's WLW-WSAI are in
guage commercial, claim is also made
has enjoyed a clear field since the offing. Corps of announcers also
by

New Canadian Air Taboos

WIP

Possibility

41
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NBC Wakes Up

to

Pacific Coast Notes

Showmanship

In Chi with Exploitation

Desk

Thursdays women's page to do a
Chicago, Sept. 21.
*Women in Radio' assignment and
Policy of the NBC press departget more picment here is undergoing a change with clothes stylists to.
ture space in papers and newsreels.
since William Ray stepped into the
Besides the upping of McCleUand,
top spot two weeks ago. Stress is
other, promotions;
being laid on exploitation, and a there've been
campaign is being laid out along Dan Thompson gqes to the news editor's desk, formerly, held by Ray,
these lines.
formerly assistant
To this end there have been a and Lee Graham,
Times, steps
number of switch-arounds in the de- editor of the Chicago
old job.
Thompson's
to
do
in
partment, but only one man has
been brvHight in, he to fill a spot
that was actually open. Others in
76c
J^pp with the policy of NBC here
have been promotions from the
.

•

CBS EARNINGS UP

PER SHARE ON 1ST HALF

ranks.
of the first things done by Ray
was' to create an exploitation desk,
with Gilbert McClelland in the chair.
McClelland, with the department for
almost four years, has done what-

One

Earnings of Columbia Broadcastsubsidiary companies
at the rate of $2.96 per
share at the eiid of the first 26
weeks, ending July 3, the company
disclosed last week. This compares
with $2.20 listed by the company for
CBS statement
52 weeks in 1936.
showed earnings to $1.48 per share
for the 26-week, period,- as -against
$1.22 in the comparable period last
ing System
were running

work there has been along
these lines, but now is scheduled, to
ever

do a full-time job.
Start of campaign was last week,
when the Board of Education, newspapers and radio stations began co-

•

.'.

operating- to send kids to school via
radio.' McClelland "brought in Para'yeai*.
newsreels to get
mount and
Net profit for the period this year,
clips of how it's done.
charges except lax on unIn connection, with the education- after all
surplus, was $2,523,813, comdivided
alers McClelland and. Ray are also
with $2,086,850 for the 26
planning to run in guest stars with pared
ending June 27, 1936.. EarnBoard of .Education speakers .to vi^eeks
ings pier share were calculated upon
sweeten things up a bit for. the lis
li7pT,95b shares of new $2.50 par
tenets, and at' the same. ..time boot
stock presently outstanding, or to be
contract people- into a 5t)ot
so when exchange of the old $5 stock
where, they cim take bows. Plan to
|s completed, .and includes both .'A'
introduce Jack Armstrong, Otphan
and 'B'- class shares.
Annie, Fibber McGeel^and Prof, Kal
Columbia statement shows that
tenmeyer in the shows, if the edusales totalled
Cators will let 'em. Also have ar- gross income from
ranged lor Carveth Wells to .-do a $.17,640,184 for the 26.. weeks this
in the
couple .of 'travel spiels on the ;series. year, as against $13,163,457
Mislast
year.
With other, exploitatidn, the new comparable period
cellaneous income fell from $57^592
deslc is tying in with Daily. News'
in the 1936 period to $52,711 in the
comparable period this year. Report
showed that provision for income
tax (federal) and suttaix rose about
$7,pP0,.,to $530,797, in the 26 weeks
this, year.
'

MGM

.

'

•

,

WedncBflajf September

NBC

from

( Attentidn'Getters, Tie-Ups, Ideas)

station.

WHN

Clarence H. Talbot, formerly With
and KGA, Spokane, now producing and announcing for KOL,

Seattle.

John Nesbitt debuted
of 'Passing Parade' programs for
Duart over the Mutual web from San
his fall series

Toby Reed

Francisco Sunday (12).
announcing.

Laskyf general

Phil

manager of

Francisco, will head the

KSFO, San

Public Relatiorts
tee for the Navy

and Radio Commit-

Day

fete Oct. 27.

stieaked away for two
picture and radio work,

Don Amecke
weeks from

his first vacation in

two summers.

Ev Meade doubling from the Burns
and Allen program on 'Silver Theto Glenhall Taylor of

atre' as aide

the

&

Young

Rubicam

staff.

Lloyd Pantages goes coast-to-coast
on his pic palaver from Holly wood

Oct

starting

17.

Virrlnia Verrlll and Warren Hull
will do double duty for Benton
Bowles when Jack Haley's syrup
show is launched. They're currently
among the cast principals of Max::
well House Showboat."

&

Jerry Farrar sharing with Pauline

WHN

Taxi Ads
New York.
arranged with the Parmelee

Cab Co, to print, 'WHN Dial
on the faces of the dials in the hack
outfit's 2,300 cabs., Cards in the cars
further advise, 'At home dial 1010
in your Parmelee taxicab the arrow.'
Parmelee has recently become a
sponsor on the station, with a weekly
1010'

quarter-hour program.
Pigskin Parade
New York.
Coverage of the football season
is, taking the
this year by
form of 'Pigskin on Parade' every
Saturday afternoon, with 3^^ hours
of time .allotted, and gridiron scores
highlights
from
and. dramatized
It's.
leading games' topping it off.
Larry Nixon's idea, with a master of
ceremonies, Douglas Arthur, handling the entire stint.
He will be
allied by three football commentators, Skip Walz, Richard Brooks and
John Jaeger, with scores announced
by Tony Leder.
.Tat'ade' siarts at -1:30 p.m. each
Saturday, when the, major grid saason begins, with a forecast of contests to be played.
At 2:45 o'clock,

WNEW

the station begins dramatizing high
spots
of.
principal
games,
with
scores every half hour. Program is
finished with a final summary of
scores at 7:45 p.m.
In addition to
college clashes, scores from many
high schools games near. New York,
•

northern New Jerisey and southwestern Connecticut will be included.
Set-up leaves space for three" or

more

sponsoi:s.

Swanson managerial duties of Robert
Taplinge'r's Hollywood publicity of-

-

Tonffiie-Twisters

Toronto.
let-the-public-do-the-work

fice.

Latest

tlon audit showed the net paid list
on the station's monthly publication
'News Tower' to have jumped 700%
In its last year.

Circulation is already into several
thousands and possibility of reaching five figures by Jan. 1. Publication began more than a year ago as
a device for gaining listeners and of
getting programs to them, and now
is an eight-pager with regular column contributors, cuts, agency, net
and sustaining news, as well as local
angles.

Last week Peterson garnered new
readers by selling sheet from a
booth at the state fair.
•

Kitchen

Soray

Camille

as warbler

ner air

silly.

Trailer
St. Louis.

popular
recipes

road

in" this

sector

for

menus,

and -cooking advice,

hit the

Monday

Replica of Miss
Porter's Magic Kitchen, including
electric refrigerator, range, etc., has
been built into a trailer and has
started on a tour of retail grocery
stores in St. Louis and surrpunding
(13).

.

territory.

Stunt calls for Miss Porter and
visit one store each day at
make recordings of interviews with customers and these
transcriptions will be played on Miss
Porter's regular program at 12:30

gang to

10:00 a.m.,

p.m. the same day. Announcements'
of Miss Porter's visits are distributed
by groceries to (iystomers and include an invitation to be among
those present.
Another feature of
Miss Porter's visits will be the distribution of books containing 150 of
her favorite recipes.
\

Erwin signed for the Jack idea in this sector is a 'Tongue
Twister Tilt' being aired by CHML,
Oakie series on Camel Caravan;
Hamilton, every Sunday night.
Show has Gordon McClain presidHodges

On

Another use has heen found for
the trailer.
Jane Porter and her
KMOX Magic Kitchen program,

Stnart

Quick Thlnkin;
Indianapolis.

WIRE
truck (WABX)
supplants
Joy ing and feeding twisters to teams rushed short-wave
out to give listeners an earon the Joe Pen- picked from radio fans. Idea is the full of a $75,000 fire in a lumber
same as a spelling bee, except that company, just a few blocks from the
contestants are asked to say 'This

•

tJetwork's profit

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

Dudley E. Williamson announced
as production head of KOL, Seattle,
by Elmer D. Pederson, gen. mgt,

KHQ

1937

29i.

Is

downtown

district.

On

arriv&l the

John Clark, onetime news ed at the zither, etc.;' instead of spelling spielers from WIRE found the Indianapolis flre-chief
objecting to
KNX, elevated, from rewriter at words.
People's jewelers, sponsors, give such a broadcast, on the grounds
L, A. Herald-Express to radio ed of prizes to
those sending in best that it would lure too many firethe Hearst p.m. sheet.
twisters and to winning teams.
chasers to the scene, and prevent
.

Amos

Andy

got an okay from
their sponsors to do a repeat guest
operations shot on Packard Mardi Gras.'
'n'

'

months, after providing
six
$248,452 for depreciation, was $3,
001,899, against $2,453,212 in 1936,
after $203,860 had been provided for
depreciation.
Previously, Columbia has not sent

for.

Football Scramble

Columbus.
With all three local stations set to
Ohio State's home football games,
•

air

there is a lively
Conrad Nagel tripling as director, the promotion boysscramble among
to line up the
commentator and actor on Young
listening audience for. their respecRubicam^s 'Silver Theatre.'
tive accounts. WOOL, with' the Griffin Mfg. Co. banlcrolling Bob Seal's
Ed Lowry's 'Singtlme' renewed for description of the play, is early in
out any. 26-week statements, but is another quarterly stretch by Fox the field, with 5,000 neat blotters for
distribution in shoe repair shops,
following the practice of other big West Coast theatre circuit. shoe stores and other places where
companies listed in the amusement
the sponsor's product (shoe polish)
group since its two classes of shares
Don Gilman no longer beleaguered is sold.
were listed in ttading on the New by realtors since semi-official an
Blotters carry the letters WCOL,
York Stock Exchange.
nouncement of new NBC studio site with the *0' in scarlet to represent
the university's varsity 'O' and the
at Hollywood and Vine.
other letters black. Within the *0'
is printed the Ohio State
football
'Walter Huston made a guest apschedule.
.

&

pearance on Fred Johnson^ 'Behind
the Footlites* show over KPO, San
Francisco, last week. Huston is play

ing the lead in David Hertz's new
drama, 'The Miles of Heaven,' at the

Curran.

Station Paper
•a
J
Howard

Omaha.

X. ^

Peterson,

In

charge

of

^5°,"^^*^^"' publicity and advertising
at
announced that a circula-

WOW,

his boys from efficiently putting out
the blaze.
Radioites thought fast, and invited
the Fire Dept. boss to air his own
pleas to listeners to stay away from
'

(Continued on page 51)

^MONTREAL
BULINGUAL
BROADCASTS?
Shonld the prograinnie
be JSnsllNlt or .Jb'rench
... or buth? If you

would Uke
programme

to Iiave tlie
Hltuatlon la

Moiitr«;ul explained

wrlt«

.

.

•

u(t.

N. B. C.
RED &
BLUE

Girard, NBC baritone in
San Francisco, chalked up six radio
and personal appearances last Fri
day, warbling on three network

Armand

(Continued on paeeu.43)

21-Station Blast
San Francispo, Sept.

There was no doubt about the growing interest
faira—-BO

'WHIO jumped

direct-from-the-fair

>

Champaign

at:

.

Urbana,

Dark*

O.,

Aug. 10-13; Miami County, Troy,

County,

County, Dayton,
Sept. 14-17;

Greenville,
0.,

county

in

into the picture with ditpia-ya <and

broadcasts

O.,

Sept. 6-9;

Aug.

O.,

22-27;

County,
-

•

Aug. 17-20;

Montgomery

O.,

It

are

complimenting

WHIO.

oartaJnly pays to -build good willl

OF THE NATION
DAYTON. OHIO

will

be aired

Sept. 21-24; Butler

ley;

Jose;

KDON,
KHSL,

mento;
Faii*

,offioiale

EverybodyV

and

p'oaaed.

Monterey;
Chico;

KWG,

KQW,

KFBK,

KGDM,

St6ckton;

Frickelton agency is also handling
a 30-day campaign, ending Sept. 25,
for the Electric Appliance Society of
Calif.,

plugging

WE ARE

San

Siicra-

KIEM, Eureka; KVCV, Redding;
KTRB, Modesto; KMJ, Fresno, and
KYOS, Merced.

Northern

THE TEST STATION

Platters

KLX, KROW, Oakland; KRE, Berke-

O., Sept. 28-Oct. 2.

Attendance recofde have b^en broken.-

week;

over KGO, KYA, KSFO, KFRC,
KGGC, KJBS, San Francisco; KLS,

'

listenera

the

6.,

Shelby County, Sidney,

Warren County, Lebanon,

County, Hamilton,

21.

Twentiy-one
radio
stations
in
northern
and central California
will be used by the Gas Appliance
Society of Calif, in an intensive one
week campaign beginning Oct. i.
Jean Scott Frickelton agency, San
J'rancisco, is spotting a total of 600
transcribed
dramatized announcemients td plug gas appliances during

electric

ironers in- spot announcements on
15 Northern Calif, stations: KGO,

KJBS, KFRC, KSFO, KYA, KGGC,
KRE, KLX, KHSL, KWG, KFBK,
KIEM, KQW, KROW, KGDM.
Carter Medicine Co., N. Y., through
Spot. Broadcasting, has signed a
year's
contract with KYA,' San
Francisco, for six weekly one-minute
transcriptions, starting Sept. 2i.

you could see the letters we receive
complimenting us on the .wjde variety of
shows we originate, you'd agree we have
a right to feel pretty good.
if

Thomas Patrick,

inc.

HOTEL CHASE, ST. LOUIS
REPRESENTATIVE: PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

RADIO
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who

is

now

doing general assign-

VARIETY
KGO

43

o

transmitter, and
both at the
R. B. Barnes and M. S, Brewer, who
are stationed at the KPO transmitter.

web's Hollywood studios Thursday

John Swallow, manager of NBC's
head at KNX.
Sarah Kreindler, NBC violinist, in
Hollywood offices, in San Francisco
San Francisco, moves to Hollywood
several days last week on biz.
broadcasts, at a Constitution Day
next month.
Dmi Av«ry has been named comcelebration in the City Hall, and at
mercial manager of KSRO, new inHaxel Warner, who warbles exclutwo night affairs at a local hotel.
die stiation, at Santa Rosa, Cal. Was sively for Sperry Flour
Guy Bolam, London radio chief
Co. on its
Everett Foster, baritone, filled ,the formerly the. Federal Outfitting Co. NBC-Red web shows from San Fran- for J. Walter Thompson, visiting the
newscaster
on
KROW^
Oakland.
cisco, recovering from a severe cold Hollywood offices.
guest spot on the Sparry. Flour Co.'s
which kept her off the air mpre than
'Monday Blue Chaser?' airer over
Jane Burns, head of the NBC re- a week.
Pr«f. Quiz doing two broadcasts
the Coast NBC-Rtd -web from San
ceptionist staff in San Franciseo,
from Hollywood while working in
Francisco Monday (20).

Amos 'n' Andy took time out to
make a pair of personals at Dallas.

Pacific Coast Notes

ments.

Alfred

(Continued from page 42)

NBC. playwright

and

aqtor,

will

direct.

Span hew

sound

effects

.

.

home ill for a week.
Johnny Murray framing a muDude Martin, his vocal chords in
sicomedy series over
(HolLarry Allen, manager of the San lywood, for downtown dep't store.
the pink again, is back on KSFO,
San Francisco, in his 'Wild West Francisco office of NBC Artists*
Service, and Harry Anderson, web's
Revup.'
Stephen C. Hobart and Lester D.
western division sales chief, go dra- CuUey have been shifted from NBC's
Emelia Hodel is the new assistant matic next Monday (27) at the Bo- San Francisco plant department to
to Claude La Belle (Geoffrey Arch- hemian Grove in ia sketch penned the Hollywood engineering staff. Ader), radio editor of the San Fran- for them by Carlton E. Morse, 'One ditions to the San Francisco staff incisco News. Succeeds Helen Civelli, Man's Family' author. Hal Bordick, clude R. T. Parker and M. D. Case,

KFWB

.

'

.

pictures.

Clark Gable and Virginia Bruce
Lux airing of 'Cim-

set for leads in
arron' Sept. 27.

(23).

Columbia's stag picnic had a fair
sprinkling of worthies from the
other networks.
Georgre Fischer spent si busy week
gathering up material for his Mutual and National broadcasting (Jergens) gossipings a day apart In addition he turns out a daily column
for the L. A. Evening News.
.

Charles Vanda wearing an eye
patch after taking the count from an
ear infection.

cowboy singer
from the NBC staff in

Charles Marshall,

and

guitarist

Harrison Holljiway feted the new
so they could fil^t

San Francisco, will guest on the L. A. radio eds
Maxwell House Show Boat from the one another.

DON LEE
.

.

.

the nation's greatest resional net-

work. Buy

24

Primary

stiations in

the

24

Primary markets from Seattle to San

Dieso

in

one economical packase

•

.

«

the most complete, most effective cover-

age of the Pacific Coast ever offered.

DON LEE
BROADCAStING
SYSTEM
r/ie

Nation's Greatest Regional Network

Gpr.'-.'a'.

Mar./i'7er

1076 West Seventh St.
Los Angeles, California

MUTUAL
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM

.

RADIO
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CAPRARA, IN CAPETOWN,

COMMERCE DEPT.
BACK ON AIR OCT. 19

U. S.
;

'

WASHINGTON DOCKET

F.C.C.'S

SAYS VISIO CAN WAIT
•

Washington, Sept.

21.

dence, granted changes, in equipment and increase in
power front 1 kw to 1 kw .nights, 5 kw days, commish
sustaining Examiner Bramhall;
Texas: Amarillo Broadcasting Co., Amarillo, Application for new station to be operated on 150O kc with
100 watts dismissed .without pjjejudjce, Examiner .Mel-

Department of Commerce's weakly
radio tailcs on business and industry
Washington, Sept. 21.
•will be resumed Oct. 19, Secretary
Arkansas: Ward Optical Co., Fayettesville, applicaof Commerce Roper announced last
kc with 100
week.
tion for new station to be operated on 1310
Halfihour chats on 'topjcs of Mvatts dismissed at .request of applicants.
application for
•timely iijiteresl' Iwi^l be- njade Iby
Califoilnia: Radiqlel Corp. „ San Diego,

DEdSHMS

•

'[

'

.;

.

•

.

,

.

y-

-.

.

..

—

TTTTT

—

:

Examiner John

-

P. Bramhall.'

,

Gruen Starts Oct. 3
Idaho: Clarence A. Berger and Saul S. Freeman,
Gru6n Watch stairts live show, pro- Coeur d'Alene, granted new station to be operated on
gram Oct. 3 6ver'National Broadc4st12O0 kc with 100 watts, days only, Examiner Seward

1370,

upheld; KID, KID Broadcasting Co., Idaho
granted day juice-jump from 500 .watts to 5 kw.

.

'

f

j

•

SET FOR HEARING

.

,

6 a; m., local

SUndown

at

New

Orleans.

.

North .CarolWi: yfMFR, Radio Station WMFR, Inc.,
High' Point, change hours of operation from, days to

Falls,

unlimited^

liUnols: WCBS, WC6s/ Inc., Springflield, granted
ehanges in composite equipment and increase in day
power from 100 to 250 watts, and .time of Operation

:

'using'. 100

Watts.

Breton: KAST, Astbria Broadcasting

Co.,

.

Astoria,

new equipment

a,iid vertical radiator, change
assignment from 1370' to iiOO kc, 100 watts days only
to 100 watts nights, 250 wattjs days.

instal^.

unlimited,

frbrti specified to

<5ommish

Broadcasting. Co., j^au^au,.
wisooiutai: ^Noirth'erh
is!ai.(^ CHANGES
granted ^hahgi of operation- 'frbtri -da^s to unlimited
Mason City, la., Sept. 21.
on 1370 kc with 100 watts. Examiner Seward sustained.
Springs,
staff changes include Doreen
Rock
KGLO
Broadcasting.
Wyoming
Co.,
Wyomlos?
granted new station to be operated on 1370 kc with Chapman replacing Myrtle Mooney
as s/taff artist; James M. Woods .of
100 watts^nlghtsj .iSO watta days.
Kansas City, connecting as annpuntpr; and Lo Rayne Golinvaux,
from WMT, added to the sales department.'
Calif crnia: -Union-Tribune Broadcasting, Co., Saxi
Also with KGLO as a full-time
Diego; new station' to be. operated ori 1480 kc with 5 kw. artist, now is Al Mitchell, .GlobeIowa: N. B. Egeland,' Roland/ hew, daytime station to Gazette sports chief, whose spieling
be operated, on. 1500 kc with lOO wjatti.
on a daily 15 minute sportscast
New York: WESG,. Cornell Uhiverssty; Ithaca, change '(Decker Bros sponsored) earned him
frequency from 1040 to 850 kc and hoxu-s of operation the job with the station.
to
Ark.,
Springs,
sundowii
to
local
at
Hot,
from 6 a.'m.

.

ing Co, Will use J6e Ririe^s orch
and feature Sheila Barrett.
Graham McNamee- wlil .do the announcing.

.

Kansas:- KSAL, R. J. Laubengayer, Salina, granted
authority to determine operating power by direct measureinent of antenna. output.; .,
Lbuislana: WSMB, WSMB, Inc., New' Orleans, granted "authority to install new transmitter and directional
antenna for day and night use; and boost, juice from
sustaining
i kw to 1 kw nights, 5 kw days, conunish

NEW APPUCATIONS

Examiner Seward.
^

MlcWffan: WBCM, James E. Davidson, Bay City,
granted power change from 500 watts to' 500 watts'
nights, 1 kw days, unlimited time. Examiner R. L. Irwin
being sustained..
Minnesota: M,innesota Broadcasting Corp., Minneapolis, grafted two new relay stations to be operated
on 1606, 2022, 2102 and 2758 kc, using 25 and 7.5 watts,

jlllinois: WGES, Oak Leaves Broadcasting^ Station,
Chicago, authority to transfer control of 'corpora;
tioa from H. J. Guy on, Thomas Hi Guy on, William F.
Moss, Louis E. Moulds, and Gene T. Dyer, to WSBC,
Inc., 50 shares common stock.

,

I2-I2'J0

fiRTiSTS

MANSGF.MENT'

JIMMY BRIERLY
JEANNE ELLIS
KING'S

MEN

.

MANAGEMENT

17 East 45tta Street, New York
Tel, HV. S-1S88

-

WEST

WBAA, Purdue

poses, only.

Lloyd Pantages on

20

Joe Weed, station rep, has added
to' his string, WLEU, Erie, and
Raymonds, Inc. (Dona Ray cosWHBL, Sheyboygan.
John Blair Co, has swelled its total metics and Nu-Ray permanent wave)
with the additipn of WGBI, Scran- hops aboard 20 CBS stations across
ton. None of the three stations have the country with a Sunday afternoon
(2:30-2:45 p.m.) program, lising Lloyd
heretofore had a rep.
Pantages, dishing chatter on films.
.,

.

is

Oct. 17.

W£ O'NEILLS'
By JANE

NOW

WEST

hookup.

RADIO'S MOST POPULAR

99'^

Weinberg

agency

Barn Dance Over Line
Chicago, Sept. 21.

New WLW-Lins

is to 'be used for
weekly Saturday night
airing of Barn Dance prqgram to
plug Keystone Steel and 'Wire Co.,

;oo

"
:

Begins Oct.

9.

Russel M. Seeds agency here set
the d^als.

_AUGHTER Tears ^nd [-|eart-throbs

T. R.

pure

(

11^

USTEN NBC Blue Network, Mon.
^.m. DSt
Network, Mon. to
3:45 p.m. DST
IN •* '^^^
COAST TO COAST
to Fri. 11
Fri.

.*

COMI»TON AnVERTISlNd A<JlCNrY
WOLF— RKO BLDG.. NEW VOftK CITY

Dir.,

MGT^ ED

I

DAF.
\(

.

.

Ml

I

I.

N

r

Civ.

INN.
1-1

...c:.

(

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
I-

K( M
<

\ M
NIK

H

,

ixi

(

I

Kill.
IV
I

GUS VAN
STAGE

Putnam Quits EFRG
Longview, Tex., Sept. 21,

T. R. Putnam has resigned as man
of:KFRO to become head of the
Tri-State Broadcasting System, regional web of indie stations located
in this area.
Harold C. Johnson, member of the
KFRO sales staff for the past year
and a half, has baen moved up to
fill the vacancy left by Putnam.
.

-

SCREEN

-

RADIO

Central Booking Office, Inc.
64 W. Bandolph St., Chfcaso, III.

THE KING'S JESTERS
AND XHEIR ORCHESTRA
with.

MARJORIE WHITNEY

BLUE TOVSTAlU ROOM
.

HOT£Ei

I.As.\IiTLE,

CHICAGO

Radio

Artists, Inc.

"THE RED .HEAD ICO MUSIC MAKER"

RADIO

3TAGE

-

SCREEN

-

SONG WRITER

-

RECORDING

A RADIO RECORD OF RESULTS:

EVEREADY BATTERIES
MAJESTIC RADIOS
WRIGLEY GUM
SHELL OIL
FiTCH

SHAMPOO

GILLETTE RAZORS

COMPOSITIONS—OKT THESE SONGS:

ONE EYED LOVE — Shapiro
RHYTHM OF STATE STREET
FOREVER IN YOUR ARMS — Shapiro
MY OLD FASHIONED SCRAP BOOK
NOW HEADLINING VAUDEVITXE AGAIN:
tVeek—Kelth'8, IndlanapolU— September 24tli.
Next IVeek Fox, Detroit—October 1st.
Thentre Booklnfru—Tlie William Morris) Ajtenry.
rernmnent AddresH ^>VenaeII Hnll, Tiiompson-Hall Apts.
4351 North Viiulliiii Street, CliU'uso, lUInuls
Tills

—

—

WENDELL HALL
AND

ager

^'^"-Y

rink-

II

M

I

WENDELL HALL
I.x\TEST

Peoria.

,1

.

IP

COLLEGE

placed.

30-minute

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

Presenfed by Ivory Soap

Angeles; will feed the

Milton

(

DONNA
Timt

Btr.: Consolldttitid

a pair

KNX, Los

I

WDAAM

.

Start

A N A C

new

Massachusetts: WIXER, Yankee Network, Quincy,
move transmitter from Quincy to Sargents Purchase
(Coos City) New Hampshire.
Michigan: WOOD, King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp.,
Grand Rapids, install new transmitter, change antenna,
change frequency from 1270 to 1010 kc, power from
500 to 250 watts, hours of operation from sharing with
WASH, Grand Rapids, to unlimited.
New York: WNEW,
Corporation, New York,
boost power from 2% to 5 kw.
North Carolina: Cumberland Broadcasting Co., Fayettesville, new station to be operated days on 1340 kc
with 250 watts.
Ohio: WCPO, Scripps^Howard Radio, Inc., Cincinr
nati, boost night power from 500 watts to 1 kw,
Pennsylvania: WGBI, Scranton Broadcasters, Inc.,
Scranton, jump night power from iOO to 250 watts.
South Carolina: Spartanburg Herald-Journal Co.,
Spartanburg, new station to be operated on 1420 kc
with 100 watts niglits, 250 watts, days.
Texas: Odessa Broadcasting Co., Odessa, new. station
to be operated on 1310 kc .with 100 watis, days only.
Vermont: WRTD, Times Dispatch Publishing Co.,
Inc., Richmond, change frequency from 1500 to 1050
kc, install new transmitter and jump juice from 100 to
500 watts; WDBJ, Times-World Corp., Roanoke, install
auxiliary transmitter, using 1 kw, for emergency: pur-

.

.1

I

from 500 watts

..

WEED ADDS A GOUFLE

N G
JB, R O A p C A S T
'7TH YEAR FOR
SAMPLE
BLACKETT
H U M M E R T. INC.

University, West. Lafayette,
transmitter, change antenna, boost power
nights, 1 kw days, to 1 kw nights, 5 kw
days; Indianapolis Power and Light Co., Marion County, new relay broadcast station to be operated on 31,100,
34,600, 37,600 and 40,600 kc with 40 watts.

and W9XVQ, Minnesota Broadrespectively;
casting Corp., Minneapolis, each granted new relay
broadcast station to be operated on an experimental
basis on 31,100, 34,600. 37i600 and 40,600 kc with 1 watt.
Nevada: John D. Fields, Las Vegas, application for
new. station to be operated on 1370 kc with 100 watts
dismissed with prejudice, commish upholding Examiner Seward.
New Jersey: W2XE, Columbia Broadcasting System,
Wayne, granted additional frequency, 9590 kc; Young
People.'s. Association for the Propagation of the Gospel,
Shark River Bay, application for new station to be
operated days on 640 kc with 5 kw dismissed with
prejudice, Examiner Tyler Berry sustained.
New York: WABY, Adirondack Broadcasting Co.,
Inc., Albany,iigranted changes in equipment and power
boost from 100 watts to 100 watts nights, 250 watts
days, on 1370 kc, commish sustaining Examiner R. L.
Irwin.
North Carolina: WAIR, C. G. Hill, George D. Walker
and Susan H. Walker, Wiriston-Salerii, application for
power boost frojn 250 watts days to 1 kw days dismissed at request of applicants.
Oklahoma: United Broadcasting Co., Tulsa, application for new transmitter io be operated on 1550 kc with
1 kw, dismissed, at applicants' request.
Pennsylvania: WEST, Associated, Broadcasters, Inc.,
Easton, granted change in hours of operation to simultaneous days, share .\yith yTKBO, Harriisburg, nights;
WKBO, Keystone Broadcasting Corp., Harrisburjg,
granted change in hours of operation to unlimited
days, share with
nights.
Rhode Island: WEAN, Yankee Network, Inc., Provi.

BpB LAWRENCE
HARRY ROSENTHAL
CHARLES SABIN
VIVIENNE SEGAL
AHTISTS

Indiana:

install

W9XVP

PM. EDSr

ACE S

Inc.,

7

PM.EDST

EASY
:

Florida: Panama City Broadciisting Co.| Panama City;
neW station to be operated days only bn 1500 ke with
100 watts; VfSNO, Hazlewbod, Inc., West Palm Beach^
install new transmitter, ihct'eaSe power from 100 watts
nights', 250 watts days, to 1 kw all times.

.

12-1200

.

;

:

.

.

:

!

.

,

•

infiimbers Qt "the

'

of

j

'

Gbveriim^nt agency's new station to be 'operated on. 920 kc with 1 kw dis•Business Advisory Council on Tues- missed at applicants' request; KIEM, Redwood Broad^
day afterhobns over CBS, Roper ex- casting, go.. Inc., .^Eureka, granted day., po^er, boost,
;,pls|ined.'b/9matizatioris'o£ the stories from SOOVwatts to, 1 kw, denied similar night jump,'6f Various industties will be sahd- commish sustaining Examiher, P. Wv Seward; peninsula
•wiched into each "program.
Newspapers, Inc;, Palo Alto, denied new staUon to be
Resumption of the educational operated days on 1160. kc with 250 watts, Exammer
broadcasts, ViU. feature Wi,; Ayenll Seward upheld; Robert E. Clements, Huntington Park,
Harriman, chairman of the' !9.A.G;, application for new daytime station to be operated on,
as the first' speaker. Harry R. Daniel^ 1160 kc with 250 watts power, dismissed with prejudice,
Coihmerce Dep't. official, has been commish sustaining Examiher 'R. tt.' Hyde.
chosen; as story-teller fot the organiFldrida: WIOD-WMBE granted frequency, change
'lationi—starting program with -a chat
Examiner Hyde
f rbm IqdO to 610 kc, using 1 kw power.
on the furniture industry and later sustained; W; W; Luce, Ft. Lfi'uderdale, fiommish granttaking tip motion pictures, aviation;
for a
applidation
dismissed
and
ed petition of applicant
niotor vehicles, tobacco, communicanew station to be,operated days on 1050 l^c, using 1 lew,
'ti'ohs end olihetr. industries in which
without prejudice.
public interest can be arousedfor
iGeprf la: Phillip Jacksbn, Brunswick, af)pUcation
Musi(rwiil be supplied by the Army*
new statioii. to be operated days on 1420 kc with 100
Navy, and Marine Corps bands.upholding
commish
prejudice,
with
watts dismissed

27.

African Broadcasting Corp., is
pessifhistic over television possibilities, save for the distant future, in
'

South Africa.
Jyst back from a trip to England
to investigate what strides television
,'
:
\vin'Hi Ddl'berg siiStalhed,
there, Caprara has conWa^hlnkibnr twin City Broaidcabtihg Cbip., Long- feaS . made
cluded that the introduction of visio
view, granted new station to be operated days only on
i,!^ ithese parts involves too much ex780 kc with 250 wattp. Examiner Seward upheld,
W«s« Viraflnia*. WBLif, The EKPonen^t Co:, Clarksbi^^. pense..
Eadip Jioense-holders have been
granted .dhanges ins equipmerit' and fchange in .houirs of
promised a comprehensive report by
operation from days to unlimited, using 100 watts on.
the AB,C boss.
upholding .Examiner Seward,

•

'

Capetown, Aug.

Rene Caprataj general manager
tl>e

D'ARTEGA

HIS

ORCHESTRA
JELLO
7:00-7:30— NBC

•
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MtfSiC

Feist Yields College

SPAPUBSIN

Tune

Most Played on Air

Remick On

to

one of the RobbinsMetro combine,, has yielded all rights
Feist, Inc.,

Chances of settling the strike to 'Sweet. 'Varsity Sue' to the Remick
which has been going on between Music Corp. following the letter's
Songwritthreat to bring suit. Feist had ob'Ass'n the past three
'

miisrc publishers' arid the
ers' Protective
months bebanie

'

.

"

,
'

tained the song, as part of the 'Life
at College' score from 20th

more remote than Begins

ever last week, when Itvitig CaeSar,
sPA. prez, called oifif aw unofficial
parley which he had agreed to hqld
With thrte publishers, Jack Breg-

m'an, Louis Bei^rist'ein and Walter
Douglas. Caesar gave no explanation'
for the cancellation, nor did 'he set
•"
another date.
Get-together was arranged for last
Friday afternoon., CI?) and Caesar
was to bring along two-iellow members of the SPA-council. It was the
hope of the publisher, threesome

.

Century-Fox.
after

an

Robbins organization,

investigation, agreed that
Remick had a prior claim.
Writers of 'Sweet Varsity Sue'
•

,

•

.

•

number with Remick last
and \vhen that fimi failed to

spring,

do anything with

it,

sold

it

•

.

that

some solution of the differences

might be arrived at iduring an- informal discussion by the two sides.
Song strike on the part of the pub.

First .that

Remick knew

to 20th.

the film
deal was when Feist advertised the
score of 'Life Begins at College' last
week.
Remick management explained that the tune, dealing with
football, had been^- shelved for.arnore'
opportune time, the fall,' Charles
Tobias, Murray Menscher and Al
Ldwis are the co-authors.

.

cise

its

rights

.

in

tjie

meohaijical,

Baby?

Castles,

Dreams

of

.Qabiiji
'

.'Washingto'n, Sept. 21.
•Conference to formulate, a code
for the music publishing business
fought persistently since the B\ne

(Berlin)

.

""Remember Me?
(Wltmarli)

So.Rare
(Robbins)

,.

'

"Yours and Mine
(Robbins)

<

•

Dream

^Afraid to

(Rriiilck)

Stardui$t
'.

:

on the

Mci'oh

Saw You

(Saritly-Joy)

Moon

Got

My

in

Eyes

(Select)

'.Harbor Lights
(Mario)

You?

'"Can I FoPffct

Moonlight
.

Name

Booked

Scrammed

Highway

^on the

!<

.(Moi-rjs)

.

'

.

"Stop Breaking

My

Heart

(Famous)

So Many IVfemories

,

(Stia-plro)

'"Loveliness

of,
"

...

You

(Miller)

One Rose

.

Left in My. Heart.

(Shapiro)

.

I
(Words and Music)
fYou and I Know
.

<

„

,

:

.

.

.

'

A
"

.

Gershwin

Jimmy Gunn. Man wpuld approach

Scliolarsliip

ah individual or organization with
what appeared to be good credenDetroit, Sept. 21.

.

Establishment of a George Gersh<
win scholarship fund is imder way
here as memorial to late composer.
Winners of the scholarship would
be sent to New York for study under
Gershwin's
Herman Wasserman,

former teacher, Fe^de Grofe and
others, according to Lauretta .De
Vounft Detroit, pianist, who's sponsoring the memorial.
'

-

-

I

make

.',

(Famous)
"Roses in December
(Berlin)

"I'm Feelin' Like a Million

Me from Dreaming

*"

.

Indicates filmvsical song,

f Production Number.

SANTLY-JOY

TOSUE ASCAP

arrangiements for a date

collect $50 in. good faith as a
deposit. Then, according to the attorney for the victims, no more

and

They're Here

"The Rhumba Goe^
Collegiate"

New

Songs Hits by

FOXiLACK and mTCHSIX
From the forthcomlnK '<!Oth

would be heard from him or the Authors and Publishers.
orchestra.
This firm, and one other, are talkLetters to orchestras revealed that ing litigation because of their disthey had no agent answering the satisfaction with ASCAP's ratings
description. Wall was arrested after for the royalty dividends.
he was seen on the street by one of
General, cry of the younger blood
the victims of the racket. He did among the music pubs is that an
not make any statement when ar- equitable diwy would be on the
raigned before the recorder, other point system, for the number of
than to ask for a delay so that he plugs. ASCAP, however, also takes
could get a lawyer.
into cqnsideration two more or less
nebulous qualities classified as 'availJust how
ability' and 'seniority,*
much these are worth is something
which a m6re or less self-perpetuating board of directors (as comA. M. Wattenberg, counsel for the plained) only evaluates, and since
Warner Bros, music interests, is ex- many of 'em fall into the so-called
pected back at his office tomorrow seniority classification, the malcon(Thursday) after suffering a severe tents have made an issue thereof.
gall bladder iattack at his desk the
Protests from several publishers
week before. He was removed to a on their ratings will be received tohospital, but his. physician advised morrow (Thursday) at the monthly
treatthat he undergo a series of
meeting of the Society's publishers

"WFE BEGINS

IN

COLLEGE"

HQIIYV/QQD SONGS
RCABUILDINC-RAOIOCITY-NEWYOItK.Ny.

PMH.K.OaNMEIfER.C«n.Mqr.

spiracy
against
newcomers, etc.
Commish can approve collective
agreements, but this does not carry
immunity
from
the
anti-trust
•

Promulgation of a code
does not exempt the signers from
Justice Department prosecution on
statutes.

of pop publishers actually want a
code,
Feeling in the
is that spon-i
sors
of
government supervision
ought to make certain that 6very
strata of the' music
business is
strong f 6r such alignment before' the
'

MPPA

march is made on Washington. This
pro-code group doesn't want to be
put on the defensive before the FTO
as the result of possible charges that*
the code idea is being- pushed by
firms affiliated with or. controlled
by motion picture producers, so that
the latter can cut down their costs
.

of fllmusical exploitation and further suppress, the competition from
indie ..publisljers.
Some, of the smaller pubs are expected to. stage, a. .vigorous fight
against' government intrusion in the
music industry.
They .\yill argue
that, if hiethbds of exploitation are
restricted to patterns favored by the
film-allied firms through a code of
fair trade practices the lesser indies
may be driven out of bUsihess. Opportunities for plugging his wares
cannot be the same for the small
independent as long as the producerally is in a .position to have his ^ongs
plugged in- thousands of theatres by
way of trailers or the filmuslcals
themselves. These smallies propose
to ask the FTC just, where the public's interests are affected by the
furnishing of band- leaders with free
.

•

.

arrangements and what but eventual
extinction can be the fate of free»
lance songwriters if the latter's
publishera.are not free to resort to
their own devices for getting plug
co-operation. .When it comes to an
open choice, the leaiier Is bound to
give the first break to a score out
of a film, it is pointed out. He has.
associated with it the glamour of
screen production and personality
plus the sales value of topline
writers, while bii the other hand, in
the case of a freelance writer's
number, the band leader can be influenced by nothing but inclination
to help discover new talent or- do a
personal favor for some publisher's
contact man.
The FTC's hearing will convene
with
Commissioner
Charles
H.
.

,

March

grounds of restraint of trade, for
example. Nor will it waive the necessity for -complying wi*h whatever
minimum wage or maximum hour
laws, may be enacted.

presiding.

gviiTo/vtr«i^

If successful in getting together
and placating the F. T. C. czars,
the music biz will be the first branch
of the amusement iildustries to attempt to reconcile differences and
eliminate throat-cutting since the
N. R. A. was embalmed.

POLLACK & MITCHELL
Score Agalii with

"MY SECRET
LOVE

Amw

"OVER NIGHT"
"MY SWISS
HILLY RILLY"

N. Y. Views
Musio Publishers Protective Ass'n
putting on a drive to have at least
30 pop publishers in attendance at
the trade conference which the Fedments at home.
These pubs
availability committee.
By request Jack Bregman, chair- contended that, as the system of eral Trade Commission has set for
the Industry in Washingon Oct. 4.
man of the publishers' availability availability classification' now op- Meanwhile,
Joseph V. McKee, tho
committee in the American Society erates, a small publisher has no
MPPA general counsel, has sent out
of Composers, Authors and Pub- chance of increasing his share of the
questionnaires
seeking to asce.rtain
ttie
of
meeting
lishers, postponed a
ASCAP distribution. Even if the what provisions the trade favors
for
group from yesterday to tomorrow. smallie manages to get a few more
Wattenberg represents a couple of availability points they mean noth- a code of fair competition to be
formulated
and
administered
the
by
protests
entered
have
firms which
ing in the fi.ial accounting, since the FTC and whether
the vast majority
on their availability ratings.
major firms are boosted in blocks
.

CentDrjr-Fox Collegre AlnsIcRl

however.
Usual clauses will be written into
any doctrine for Tin Pan Alley receiving
Federal okay.
Seldompact,

Santly-Joy has retained J. T. varied recipe prohibits
discriminaAbeles in a proposed suit against the tory trade discounts, maligning
of
American Society of Composers, competitors, price-maintenance, con-

Wattenberg Due Sack

"Why Talk About
Love"
"Bio Chief Swing It"

.

tials,

CRobblns)

Blossoms on Broadway

(Bobbins)
,Can't Stop
(Remick)

,

'

'

Me, Myself and

'

,

Trade. Commission following two
years of informal conferences about
curbs to ,be placed on song plugging
arid othei; Tin Pan Alley practices.
pliinax to extended negotiations
was a summons to all tune publisliers to cohgre'gate Oct. 4 for a debate
on a working agreement for the muEfforts of John G.* Paine;
sii biz.
foriher head of the' Music Pubs',
'Protective A'ss'ri.-to ban shady business methods, finally bore fruit' with
an. invitation to the entire industry
to participate in deliberations conceririhg pact contents.- Another six
months is expected to elapse before
.the government rubber-stamps the
'proposed industry Bible..,
Principal emphasis will be placed
on song-pliigging, it is learned. Government has been anxious, ever
since the N. R. A; idays to help'industry leaders find a formula with
which to restrain publishers" from
bribing band leaders. Most of the
delay in carding the assembly has
been attributed to controversies over
how far tO: go and what methods to
employ in stamping out tune- promotion.
While the.F. T. C. lacks authority
to meddle in labor ro\ys, a thorough
tubbing will be given the trade practice angles by Uncle Sam's business
ethics umpire. (Dutfit has power to
cram a code down the throats of
groups which ask consent for proposed standards, plus punitive po\yers
against
monopolistic
practices.
Cannot go aboard industry
members who will not initial the
'

(MarJfS)

*First Tihie |

Eagle was executed—finally was
scheduled last \yeek by the Federal
,

(Mller)

Know Now

(Chapp.cll)

.

Big
Bands,
phases of the works by, SPA memSPA later issued contract
bers.
Took' Deposit)
forms under which 50% of the gross
money collected for transcription,
and' phonograph
synchronization
Charlotte, N.. C, Sept. 21.
right^^iWere to be turned over to tHe
SPA for distribution to" the writers ''Police here are holding a white
man
giving
the name of Ralph Wall
anriouiiced
that
tt
concerned,
Vlso
the miembership, by a vote, hiad in ah ialleged confideiice game by
agreed to have the. courts determine which three different Negro indithe eitent of the writer's rights' in viduals and organizations were dethe ?fjflrious rights arising from the frauded of money under the pretense of bookings for nationally
copyright ^f his work.
Publishers claim that if the writer known colored orchestras to appear
got 50% of the gross income from here.
Victims of the racket said that
the _s£\le, for instance, of a synchronization right the writer's share there were fliree instances, dating
would be' twice the net accruing to back to 1934, in which alleged deWhat the publisher posits of $50 were received from
the publisher.
licenses in practically all instances victims after a man represented
are the world rights and it is up to himself as a booking agent for orhim- to split the proceeds with his chestras.
foreign publisher-agents.
Orchestra names involved in the
racket included Cab Calloway, Duke
Lucky Millinder and
Ellington,
,

My

*I

Wisdom

(Hdntis)

•

..of

been in effect since the;
SPA. announced that it wq^ld.. exer-

lishers has.
.

Any

You'

Biz;

Of an Industry Code Questioned

Dark

in the
(Famous)

Have

placed the

•

.

Whispers

45

and Pop Pubs Plan to Attend

FTC Probe on Music

through Saturday (Sept. 12-18.)
*Thnt Old Feeling:

.

•

Indie

Combinea ptugs on WEAF,
WJZ and WABG. are computed
for
the xpeek from Sunday

Latter's Suit Threat
Leo

VARIETY

is

From

the 20th Ctntvryr-Tox
"THIM lOB," dtarrlMr

Bf&slcal.

Sonja Uenle

.

TMUSICMOVIETONE
CORPORATION
"
Sam (OX (Ju^, v- n' cC
1250 SIXTH AVENUt
'

N

£.

YO k

i.

,.

•

K.

cf 50 and. 100 points at the same
time, with Vr,e total number of points

BROWN

and

FREED

^'Broadway Melody"

it

Their Newest
Score Againl
the Biggest and Best In the Series

remaining fixed, regardless of
various individual adjustments.

the

Here Are the Hits from "Broadway Melody of 1938"

Devine's Indiana Boof

YOURS AND MIHE
I'M FEEUNVUKE A MILLION
YWH BROADWAY AND MY BROADWAY

Tom Devine opens the Indiana
Roof Thursday (23) with Jan Garber
and orch. jOevlne wifl continue to
operate on a five night weekly
policy, bolstering patronage when
possible by booking name bands.
Garber's stand is Sot the opening

Indianapolis, Sept. 21.

EVERYBODY SING
Robbins Music Corporation

•

THf SEASON'S BIGGEST

SONG

HIT

SO RARE
Motf Ptay^d

— Mo$+ Sold

Deservedly Topping

AH

Usfs

night only.

799 7th

Ave.,

New York

Lower-priced band will play on
regular nights. Devine is asBlBt'ed in
the operation by his son, Jaok.

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.

irsT HFJJv\SEl)— TOMMY DOKSllVS HU,

WW

7M

•

7th Ave.,

New York

\

THE MORNING AFTER

By

TOMMY DORSEY CLAY BOL^Nu

.v.'.!

(V^OE

JAFFE

•

^BC STANDARD MUSIC PUBLICA TIONS.

l.r

..

795

"'in

Avo..

Nuw

Ycrk

.

,

MUSIC AND DANCE TOURS

VARIETY
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Heidt Routed

Padula Points Out Flaws in 25 Wk.
Contract Bid; Thinks 13 Wks. Better

'

hete last week.
Padula said he agreed with an increased scale because of increased
living costs, but thought that sixmonth contracts would work hardships on both.musickers and nitery
owners. . Musicians, he said, would
.

3Uf<er> because:

•

.

Contracts beginning Labor Day.
for 25 weeks ^expire .'i*eb. 28, at a
tim0 when .it is too late to get work
in -Florida resorts.' It is also too
early for' summer job's, which means
the itooters will probably remain out
of work until the summer season
1..

'

.

opens.'

...

••

'

unfortunate enough
2. Musicians
not -to obtain a contract by Labor
Day, when most jobs are filled, will
have to wait six months for another
'

nitery.
3.'
:

real-

•

five

towns

one-nighters,

not set.
months in advance what his needs
Gets a week at Loew's State, N. Y.,
As a result, he signs for
will be.
Oct. 7, before going into the Hotel
the very minimum number of men
Oct. 15, for the winter.
Biltmore,
Anchorage, for example,
possible.
Four additional acts are expected to
has six men (instead of seven as last
be added to the outfit before it hits
season); Hotel Philadelphia is closed;
New York.
the Benjamin Franklin has eight (instead of nine); the Arcadia has seven

Mario

Harbor Lights

My Cabin of Dreams
•Whispers in the Dark
So Rare
That Old Feeling

..Berlin

Famous
Robbins

•

.'.Feist

i

.Miller

Afraid to Drearii
*The First Time I Saw You..
•Have You Any Castles, Baby?
Sailboat in the Moonlight
Moon Got In My Eyes. ..

Santly-Joy

Harms
.Crawford

•

Select

i

Remember Me?

Witmark

Looks Like Rain
Yours and Mine

Morris
Robbins

It

I

—

(instead of eight).
.....Remick
Know Now
2, By retaining an orchestra for
Shapiro
Heart
One Rose Left in
six months the o;rch itself loses value
production
song. The
Indicates
stage
Indicofcs jfilmusicol song,
t
as an attraction. It grows stale and
pops.
others
are
operator,
reduces its value to an
which is unfair.
3. An operator who must make a
contract on Feb. 26 faces a dilemma.
He 'cannot contract through the end
of spring (and Lent) without inN' Y.'s hotel and nitery band
creasing costs to such an extent it
Bob Grayson at Grande ballroom, gagement at Arrovvhead -Inn, Cin•will mean, dropping two or three bookings for the fall, look set, with
wire.
cinnati, by CRA." Has a
mett, since many spots don't run about 30 bands engaged and sched- Detroit,- lor three weeks.
'and
uled in as many spots.
through the summer. \
Clyde Trask follows Mike Riley's
have the higgest hunks of biz.'.
Padula's letter concludes; *In view
Bob Sylvester back in N. Y. for
of -this reasoning,'! recommend that
Those already in the saddle are Mills recordings. Harry Moss ar- b and into Gypsy Village, Louisville,
Johnny Kamp and
Ky.', Sept. 25.
you .reduce the six-month period to Leo Rel^man at the Waldorf; Horace ranged.
exclusive
today
Don Bestor follow in
in
goes
a 13-week period, which is one- Heidt, Biltmore,
spot.
fourth the year. This is the cus- (Wednesday); Guy Lombardo, Rooseat
the
Copl^yr
Greien
opens
Jahnny
tomary period for radio work and velt,
Tommy Plaza hotel, Boston, Sept. 30, for
opened. Sept.
16;
By
las been found most satisfactory.
Dorsey, Commodore; Paul Tiesen MCA.
Jack Denny opens at the Chase
,
doing this you will extend your comes into grill Sept. 30 as second;
hotel, St. Louis, Oct. 15.
spring season partially into the sum- bzzie Nelson, Astor; Lou Breese and
theEarle
the
plays
Xavier
Cofat
partially
mer and- your fall .jseason
Russ Morgan at the French Casino.
Lou Breese, current at French Canta the -winter, forcing an opera- Joe Rines replaces Morgan, Oct. 12. atre, Washington, Oct. 1, and the sino, N. Y., doubles; into tl]ie annual
before
i;or to take advantage of a full orGeorge Olsen and Yascha Bunchuk, Stanley, Pittsburgh, Oct. 8,
Horse Show at Madison Sq. Garden
hotel,
Waldorf-Astoria
going
into
the
At
period.
full
for
the
other
Freeman
chestra
International Casino. Jay
Nov, 3 to 10.
N. Y., as alternate band with Leo
the same time, you will give an op- stays at Paradise.

My

ORCHS SET

30

On

'

the Upbeat

.

WLW

.

MCA

CRA

.

'

.'

CRA

'

"

.

"

;

'Why should any musician with,
ability be tied up six months in

advance against thfe possibility of
taking something better iti the event
that' the opportunity should present
itseH?'

on the em-

Among the hardships
ployer, Padula listed:
l.'An

operator

,

can't

tell

six

erator elasticity of operation, make
it possible for him. to merchandise
the orchestra.

Henderson's 2G in Spot
He Formerly Got Scale
will

<

Last Week's 15 Best SeDers

Philadelphia, Sept. 21,

Following an engagement at the
Earle, Washington, this week, the
Horace Heidt band goes into the
Stanley, Pittsburgh, Friday (24) fol-

lowed by
Philadelphia, Sept. 21.
Smoothly-worded protest against
the Musicians local's demand for 25week instead of 10-week contracts
in future was sent to A. A. Tomei,
tooter prexy, by Art Padula, operator of the Arcadia-International

TTednesday, September 22, 1937

IIadaoi\'a

Latest Hit.

YOU'RE MY DESIRE
l^velleat Ballud

Hpason'tt

MOON AT SEA
J<N>ur

Hmpsh

'UAMGWAY'

from

i!<«Bn

UB'b

with JesBle Matthews

Lord and Lady Whoozis

Moon or No Moon

Fletcher Henderson returns to .the
scene of his first success, Roseland
Ballroom, N. Y., Oct.. 2, for one
week's engagement at $2,000. Two
years ago, when he first hit Broadway, his band was getting scale
wages at Roseland.
gained
Henderson's band first
recognition when the band went
west to play Ed Fox's Grand Ter
race; colored nitery. There the band
Introduced 'Mr. Christopher Colum
b\is' over the NBC net and from
there on it climbed.

Wheii You Gotta Sing

Goldie

Gangway
llnliy

-

I'M

111

Cincinnati, Sept. 21.
(Harry Goldfield), trum

TomUn's Top Tune

Goldie
lately with Paul Whiternan,
was- taken sick Saturday (18), two
days after, opening with his first
band, spotted in the rathskeller of
the Hotel Gibson for a scheduled
month's run,
Combo, 12 men, has been in the
field "for more thah two years, with
both Johnny Lewis and Ted Trayers
taking turns as baton, wavers. Jack
Coffey, wbo looks after the orch's
biz,, stepped in'a^ director in Goldie's
absence, which carried over Sunday
peter,

JUST k COUNTRY
EOY AT HEART

.

.

GYPSY FROM
POUGHKEEPSIE
Mills Music, Inc
.

ttn

ubMWAT

'

MW TStV, R T.

(19).

SONG FAVORITES FROM
F-,'-.

W.i'le'-

'A.I-").--'

FEIST

'9 38'

\ V.'j.:fs

THAT OLD FEELIKG
(Lew Blown and Sammy Fan)

Xavier Cugat's tango band opened ReiSman.
Eddy Duchin
Happy Felton enters the Statler
and Vincent Bragali, Plaza, Sept. 24;

at the Waldorf, Sept. 21;

Benny Goodman, Pennsylvania,
11, preceded by Dick Stabile on
1; Al Donohue, Rainbow Room,

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

New

' Yorker
11 and Glen Gray,
hotel, Oct. 8, following Benny Meroff
Bob Crosby being set to replace Dick

Oct

15.

Herman WaldmaB went
Olmos

Night

Club,

-into the
San, Antpnio,

Tex., Sept. 21 for an indef engagement. Succeeds Bobby Millar. Air-

Four Ink Spots, cocktail unit, set
at Behnet hotel, Binghamton, N. Y.,
starting Oct. 2.

Don Bestor and- George Hall play
Westchester County CMiter, White
Plains, N. Y., on Oct. 20 and 27
respectively.

KMAC.

Ballew at Belmont Plaza (nee Mont
clair), and Eddie Line at Grov. CUn

ng through

ton hotel.
Isham Jones returns to the Lincoln
this month, Frank Novak stays at the
Warwick, EU Dantzig stays at the
St. George, Brooklyn, with a new
and larger aggregation; Eddie Elkins,
Yacht Club, Sept. 23, Cornelius
Codolban and Emil Coleman, into the
St. Ragis, Sept. 26 former from the
Rainbow Grill and replaced there by
Eddy Rogers; Jerry Blaine stays at
the Park Central; Harold Nagel quits
the Pierre Roof, Sept. 20, for a lower
floor; Bill McCune resigned hy the
Plaza hotel and Bossert in Brooklyn and Rita Rio is. set .for the Hol-

Vivian Yorden and all-femme
orch back in San Antonio from a
tour of Texas...

Frani

now

State Univerplaying at "the

Edigewood Inn, East Greenbush, N. Y.

Clayman picked Elaine Grey, East
Liverpool, O., lass as his featured
votalist for an engagement at the
Clajrman is
Willows, Pittsburgh.
opening the spot's new indoor Venetian

Room and

FLASHES
ANNOCKCINO

A MEW

"THERE'S MUSIC
IN
Br

team.

WB

-

Ritz, Paris
band-leading

Tempo King: and his Kings
Tempo opened an engagement at

PUBLISHING COMPANY
IISO

:

i

u

"52nd

Street"

AVENUt

I

1

'Polynesian Romance'

of

'Just About Right'

the

Club Cosmo, Hollywood.

Get

Billy Bro'oks band replaced Eric
Peterson's at Rhineland Gardens,

in

the Vanguard with

VANGUARD SONGS

Armonk, N. Y.

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Art Shaw .one-nited Sunday (19)

Helda, who, unlike his sister is
at the Ritz ballroom, Bridgeport.
French, and not American, has an
eight-piece band which, bfisidfes beHarry Candullo set for indef ening set there for the Wason, will
broadcast over both Post Parisien
and Radio 37, latter a new station
which opened here earlier this
Year's Greatest
.

SIXTH

NtW YOPK

.

From Walto- W,ingcrs P rod uc

Ao« Writera

SAM FOX

•

.

Paris, Sept, 14.

tlie

JOSEPH McCarthy

Carl (Deacon) Moore moves Into
Stan Zucker has replaced Gus.Ed the New Penn, Pittsburgh, on Friwards as general manager, of Con day (24) for a two-week stay, followsolidated
Radio
Artists,
under ing Rita Rio, who does some one-nite
before going
Charlie Green.
Edwards quit the theatre stands for
into the Hollywood restaurant in
firm about two months ago to handle
New York. CRA handled.
his own bands, which he took with
him.
Paul Whiternan and his orch open
Zucker comes from CRA's Clevean indefinite engagement at the L. A.
land, office, where he has been in
Ambassador ,Cocoanut Grove Dec.
charge since the once indie office
31, following Rudy Vallee.
affiliated with" Green's firm. He will
headquartcir in N. Y., but frequently
Nick Stuart and his orchestra will
hit the road, from whence he came
be featured in a musical short at
as a CRA salesman.
Radio.

Helda,'

MY HEART,
CHERIE"

have added Nina and Rosa, song

Bernard

BAIiUU)

will stick indef, re-

placing the Lee Shelley orch.

Zucker at CRA, N.Y.

Helda Back at

the musical

on Metro's 'The

Four Marys.'

hotel's Continental Bar, Pittsburgh,

Oct. 25.

.

Frank Loesser and Manning Sherwm)

Waxman drew

direction assignment

Dee Peterson's Iowa
sity orchestra is

Haymes plays Foot Guard

Joe

Hall, Hartford, Conn., Sepf. 29.

lywood restaurant, opening Oct. 2,
Three International Boys, playing
Rudolph Friml, Jr., Ritz-Carlton, return engagements at William Penh

brother, of Irene Helda, who is. now
in Clifford Fischer's French Casino
show in New York, stepped back
into the Ritz this week to begin his
third- season in the h^t^lry.

LOVELY ONE

hotel, Buffalo,

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

,

'

I

STILL LOVE TO KISS YOU GOODNIGHT
I'D

LIKE TO SEE

SAMOA OF SAMOA

The

month.

NAMES BACK

(Walter Bullock and Harold Spina)
From Bobby Breen's

RKO

Radio Picture "MaKe

a

Wish"

.

Clear Lake, la., Sept. 21.
After a prolonged absence of. name
bands, manager .Carl Fox has renewed the name policy at- his Surf
ballroom, bringing Benny Goodman

"VIRGINIA"

,

MAKE A WISH

,

Novelty Sensation from the Mid-West

JOSEPHINE

Ballroom has discontinued the
nightly dancing practice of the summer season and now has dances
three nights a week.

TUCKER

Inc.,

1629 Broadway,

New

York

m CHI

Chicago, ^ept, 21.
*Orrin Tucker band opens the fall
and winter season at the Edgewater
Beach hotel Oct. 16.
Bailey Sisters and Bonnie Baker
are included in the deaL
'

(Cus Kalin, Wayrie King and Burke Bivens)

LEO FEIST,

Score

Now at Radio City's Center, New York
by ARTHUR SCHWARTZ and ALBERT STILLMAN

'

in Sept. 24.

(Louis Alter, Paul Webster and Oscar Straus)
A

Production Score

Tha Hits from the Great American Musical Romance

YOU AND KNOW
AN OLD FLAME NEVER DIES
GOOD-BYE JONAH
IF YOU WERE SOMEONE ELSE
I

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

•

799 7th

Ave- New York

,

1

Veda^sday, September

Philharmonic

'22,

MUSIC -CONCERT

1937

GM

Has Good Advance For

Radio Concert at
Carnegie Hall Oct. 3

Carnegie Hall, N.
listed for October.

Concert Series at Carnegie Hall, N. Y.

Y.,

VARIETY

AGMA

Ready

to

47

Submit Scale,

has 18 events

Opens

Oct. 3 with

a General Motors radio concert and
ends Oct. 31 with another ditto.
Other dates include two more
concerts, six New York Philharmonic
Orchestra concerts, a Philadelphia
Orchestra concert, and recitals by
Fritz Kreisler, Feodor Chaliapin and
Julia Peters.

to Impresarios

Working Conditions

GM

Subscription sale for this season's

T^ew

Spokane Strike

York Philharmonic Symphony

Settled

Carnegie Hall,
Society concerts in
ahead of last year.
y., is slightly
Reservations are about level with
previous season's figures, but cash
point. Sale
receipts top 1936 at this
provided the majority
will be okay
reservations are taken up.

Spokane, Sept. 21.
Other events are minor musical
Garden Dancing Palace has been events and public meetings.
taken off the 'unfair' list after being
picketed 10 months for hiring nonunion musicians. Under the agreement, Ev Rowan's orchestra, nonof
Season will last 28 weeks, opening union collegiate musicians, will be
There are 28 Thursday allowed to continue to stay there
Oct. .21.
evening and a similar number, of two weeks longer, then will be
Friday and Sunday afternoon con- obliged to join the union.
Saturday night conChet Griffith's non-union orchescerts, plus 14
Mythical sellout of all seats tra opened Sept. 17 at the Davenport
certs.
would net ap- Hotel Italian Gardens after the place
lor the entire season
proximately $416,000. That figure had been without dance music for a
week following the walkout of Mann
allows for the free press lists.
Carnegie Hall seats 2,752. Thurs- Bros, orchestra in sympathy with a
day night houses are wofth about laundry union strike which is picketSecond booking mixup in as many
$4,860 each, with the Friday after- ing the hotel.
weeks at Music Corp. of America
noon .figured at about $5,071 ^ue to
again has the Vincent Lopez band
list.
Saturday
press
smaller
the
on the jUmp. This time he's out of
night houses are worth in the neighthe Stanley thealre, Pittsburgh, just
borhood of $3,145 .each and the Sunas he was about to hop a triaiii in
approxihouses
rate
afternoon
day
Maestro is now set
that direction.
mately $3,330 apiece. Season tickets
for :two weeks of ,6ne-nighters, but
for 14- Thursday night or Friday
he'si keeping his fingers crossed, even
concerts
range
from
$285
afternoon
while he plunks the ivories.
Originally notified he was to. play
for boxes seating eight to $35. fcr
single parquet seats and $11.50 for
the William Pehn' Hotel in Pittsburgh
for
seats.
Prices
balcony
single
as soon as he completed his current
date at the Cleveland Exposition',
seven Saturday night concerts range
Baltimore,, Sept. 21.
from $60 to $10.50 and $4 for the
Both botels and musicians ran with Pitts papets carrying blurbs on
similar seats as above. Scale for 14 into
unusual complications the announcement, Lopez got his
sorhe.
Sunday -afternoons is $180 to $24 and here this week as a result of the first headache when it developed
that a booking bloomer at MCA
$9.
strike now in effect.
For the second consecutive, year,
Union tooters who walked out of called for 6rr in Tucker to play the
Arturo Toscanini will be - absent local hostelries Labor Day in order hotel at that time,
Lopez was switched to the Stanfrom the Philharmonic. John Bar- to achieve a. closed shop arrangeagain
biroUi is conductor, with Georges ment for private rentals were en- ley theatre and Pitts dailies
Enesco guest, conductor and Ernest gaged last March to play for a dance obliged with .the tidings. Last Monconductor
for
young planned as .the climax of the day (20) the latest bombshell exSchelling
in the maestro's headquarpeople's concerts. Among the name Plasterers Union convention, held ploded
ters, when it turned out that the
soloists will be Walter Gieseking, here
week at the Emerson Stanley date was also just one of
this
Vladimir
Horowitz,
Hofmanh,
Josef
Hotel.
those dream bookings. According to.
Eugene List, Mischa Levitzki, Artur
Plasterers tried to get the musi* the latest at MCA, the band gives
Rubinstein, Ernest Schelling, Abram clans to make special dispensation
its final toot at Cleveland next SunChasins, v Mischa Elman,: Jascha and supply the music for their shin
day (26), plays the three following
Heifetz,
Yehudi Menuhin, Efrem dig, but the union refused and,
nights at private parties in CleveZimbalist,
Kirsten
Flagstad
and rather than dance to non-union land, then one-nights through Ohio
Richard Bonelli. 'Arthur Judson Is music the affair was called off.
until Oct 9, when it opens a run at
manager, Bruno Zirato is assistant
Early in the week, the hotel an the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
manager.
nounced that Wm. Green, prexy of
Meanwhile, Lopez has wired all
A.F.L., would appear at the Plaster- the Pitts papers that he's not respon
ers conclave and occupy the royal sible for their red faces, that he's
suite, formerly used by Isaac Emer- sorry, but whole thing is as much a
son, late Bromo Seltzer tycoon, and mystery to him as to them.
not opened to guests in nine years.
IN
Milton Bloom, Louis Bring and
Tooters did a burn and, reaching
Quenzer
divvied
$1,000
Green, explained the situation. Re- Arthur
New York Musicians Union and ported that Green stayed In the handed to them by Universal for
the operators of Muzak, Inc., wired hostelry for about three hours, using their song, 'So It's Love.'
music purveyors, have practically only the washroom.'
agreed on a new contract. Under
Local papers this week featured
the terms of this agreement, Muzak ads, sponsored and paid for by the
is obligated to' pull out its equipunion, listing local niteries and
ment from all spots where live mu dance spots employing union bandssicians are not employed.
Also to men, and urging patronage of them.
refrain from installing such equipment in places "where musicians are
liable to be engaged or have been
IT FIELDS,

N

MCA JUST

CAN'T

KEEP L(fEZ

Scale of wage requirements and
working conditions has been set by
the American Guild of Musical ArtSinger's First Date There In Benefit ists.
It will be submitted to opera
Of 'Othello'
companies and concert manag-rs
and recognition will be sought withParis, Sept. 14.
Little diffiin the next few weeks.

TIBBETT DUE

Lawrence Tibbett

IN

PARIS

will

make

his

appearance in Paris Oct. 5 in a
performance of 'Othello.'
Special performance will be given
at the Opeira for the pension fund
of the old artists of the Opera. Eide
Norena will sing the part of Desdemona, Giovanno Martinelli will

of

benefit

managers may offer a tougher probUnderstood the Metropolitan
lem.
Opera Company will not be among
those approached at first
Total membership of the combined
AGMA and Grand Opera Artisis

take the

role and' Tibbett that

title

Orchestra wiU be directed
Roberto Moranzoni, who will
come from Italy for the occasion.
of lago.

by

.

VAllEE'S COAST STAY

.

.

,

.

TILL END OF

YEAR

Rudy 'Vallee's Coast stay will probably last until about the first of the
year, including nitery and theatre
dates and a pic commitment. Band
leader winds up his present eastern
radio "stand Sept. 30, 'does a onenighter at the Kansas City Jubilesta
on Oct. 1, and begins originating his
Royal Geliatine programs from the
(joast

on Oct.

7.

.
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GORDON and REVEL

ii
If

CI.ICK

II
|i

"You Can't Have

i

|
|
|
|

Every-

1

thing"

II

II

I

AGAIN WITH

This sensational score for
Darryl Zanuck 20th Century-Fox production:

ll

AFRAID TO

|

DREAM

1

THE LOVELINESS

PLEASE PARDON US
-WE'RE IN LOVE

Writers Guild and others.
Strange wrinkle in the
charter grant from the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America calls
for Actors Equity to have jurisdiction over operas In English.
This
was due to an oversight, and is apparently covered In the minutes of
the Four A's meeting which granted
the charter. Resolution there statesthat the Four A's council will also
vote transfer of the Jurisdiction
from Equity to AGMA. However,
the matter is considered a minor
technicality and no date is set for
it to be considered again.
board will meet tomorrow (Thurs-

,

,

Okla. Battle of Bands

For Needy Muskkers
Oklahoma
Battle .of

bands,

City, Sept. 21,

featuring 'seven

11

11

ONCE

IN

A WHILE

dance orchestras playing in rotation,
was held Monday (20) night by the
American Fed. of Musicians for the
benefit of needy musicians.
Party was held at Blossom Heath,
with the seveh bands taking 20day).
minute turns. Perry Ward,

ip7<> sixth

Avenue

^""l"*'!!™!!!!!!'''"'"'"''''''

J

announcer,

introduced

the

bands,

headed by George Andre, Warren

Manalnff Sherwin and Frank Loes-

Blue, Bonnie Spencer, Victor Dun- ser peddled their ditty, 'The Boys in
can, Wallie Stoeffler, Clarence the Band,' to Paramount for Georgo
Tackett and the Crusaders.
Raft's picture, 'Dream of Love.'

ANNOUNCE) THE FIRST MUSICAL
TOUCHDOWN OF THE YEAn /

/

teaming with Arthur Johnston.
Another new songwriting team for
pictures will be Albert Stillman and
Sammy Fajn, whom Jack Robbins is
with
Stillman,
together.
putting

Arthur Schwartz, composed '"Virginia,' Schwartz being more or less
partnered with Howard Dietz, generally. Walter Bullock and Harold
Spina, after completing the 'Sally,
Irene and Mary' score for 20th-Fox,
are set on a termer on the same lot.
Next assignment is Shirley Temple's

Remick Cutting Down
Remick Music Corp, has closed
its Boston and Philadelphia

\\

down

II

offices and let out the personnel.
It is planned to have the bands in
the two cities contacted by men

New York 5

MiiliiMmiiiiuiiiimiiiilllmluiin

AGMA

Because of Jerome Kern's general
indisposition, which necessitates creative inactivity for a year or so, his
erstwhile lyricist, Dorothy Fields, is

New York

of-

fice.
!

.

WKY

TEAMING FOR SONGS

travelling out of the
C

AGMA

Alfredo Salmaggi's concurrent performances at the Academy of Music,
Brooklyn, grossed $1,400 for Saturday (18) and $1,700 for Sunday (19).
Season continues indefinitely.

WORK

Hit on the Horizon

AGMA

branches will not have any local
autonomy such as enjoyed by the
American Federation of Radio ArtInstead, they will be merely
ists.
unofficial branches of the main body,

$3,200.

DANGER-

A New

setup,

Opera grosses at the Hippodrome,
N. Y., last weekend bounced again.
Friday (17) night brought In $2,900
and Saturday (18) added another

EV-RYTHING

ll

AGMA

Under the proposed

Hipp Operas' Improved
Take of $6,100 Last Week

YOU CANT HAVE

LOVE AT

Jaffe,
counsel, will
also go to the Coast next week, but
doesn't plan to do any
work
there.

pic,

OF YOU

55

AGMA

Henry

do it during his coming stay in Hollywood if the story is satisfactory.

JOHNSTON

I'^iiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiwiiliitfiMiiiiiiiitiiriiiniiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiii'd

executive secretary,, will go to the
Coast the' end of next week to pick
a representative there. He will stop
off in Chicago on the way back to
name a mid- west representative.

with, business offices reporting to
the n4w York headquarters. Plan is
similar to the setup of the Authors
League of America and its subsidiaries, the Dramatists Guild,. Screen

recently discharged.

Contract further provides that all
Muzak deals for service must be
submitted in advance to Local 802
for approval.

AGMA

Opens at the Cocoanut Grove, Los
Angeles, on Oct. 4, and is set there
for three weeks. Then plays theatre
dates.
Has a pic assignment to fill
on & contract with Warners, and will

.

MUZAK AND MUSICIANS
UNION
AGREEMENT

Assn. forces totals 700, but a national
drive is planned to bring this figure
up to about 3,000. Coast branch of
the
has been organized In

Los Angeles and another office will
be opened In Chicago. Leo Fischer,

.

BALTO STRIKE

is expected with the majority
opera companies, but concert

culty

first

miiif F
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BEOINS INCOLLEOE

......
f;CA SLDC.

NEW YORK

//

A

i<-^/ny(^u
/A
music CORPORRTIOn
niiu vo>i< n V

Dr. William

Axt

is

scoring Metro's

'Thoroughbreds Don't Cry.'

^

CHAS. WAfia^E N /^^A
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vaudep^nite clubs

VARIETY
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The new Versailles room, redecorated, has preserved those distinctive panels from the Louis XIV
period, but given 'em nuance by ex-

Wednesday, September 22,

1^7

click.

International Casino, Lavish

New

By ABEL GBEEN

New

.

i

T.,+^,.n=+,*r.nai uasmo,
PaQinn in tne
the
International

advertisements first heralding
date, then another, and finally A
a _j then
j
didn't come on
off
men it amnt
Ana
third.
"gni.
, *
On the credit side, the International Casino should vote a bonus
(or an extra drink, at least) to
George Olsen for his gracious and
graceful apology and explanation at
•

heart of Times Square, because of its
lavishness—the trade knows that
over $400,000 went into it— and because of the mviltipllcity of its postponements dating back to last winter commands notice in the passing
It's for that reason that the
scene
premiere—at last!—on Friday (17)
focused much attention from showmen and the laity alike, getting a
capacity turnout of about 1,300 peopie at $12.50 per couvert. That mechanical difficulties defeated any fair
ajjjoraisal of the spot's values was as
t\\!ich regretted by the public as by
the Lou Brecker-Joe Moss-George
Olsen management.
With everything apparently shipshape, the stage mechianics went
awry at 6 p. m., a couple of hoursbefore the advertised and much
postiJoried premiere, and if it were
not for the brevity of the time lapse,
another adjournment might have

been in order.

'

.

.

fect location for transient attention.

the premiere that a letter would go
out to all present with a raincheck
for some future night to see the
The Versailles is
show and enjoy dinner, etc., at its boites
Abel.
in town.
perfected best. Olsen's sincere, wellimprepared,
obviously
put,
but
apology did more as a squarer for
N. Y.
El
the new venture than anything else
could have done. (Olsen, privately,
sort of Reunion in 56th Street
hinted at sabotage as a cause for the
Cafe
nitery,
called
new
attends this
delays in the mechanics.)
:S1 Dotado but will probably be best
On the credit side, therefore, Is dentlfied to the pre-repeal rilghtthe critical (press and public) inclilounds as the Club Rlchman. The
nation to accept the raintheck decireunion' part embraces Lou, Arkle
sion until things are smoothed over,
and Dave Schwartz (plus new backthese possibly including the building
ers) reassumirig charge of the spot,
of a complete new revolving stage,
once of the Broadway highlights in
since the present mechanics balked
of Harry Rlchman's
On the credit side the heyday
so frequently.
nitery career, plus the N. Y. cometoo, desoite the general furorer good
Morgan, again workfood. For the mass production that Dack of Helen
ng for her old bosses, for the
the preem occasioned, the cuisine
was surprisingly good, and that's. Schwartzes also sponsored her first
at the Chateau Madrid on 54th In the
something to brag about.
And, of course, to the credit of the prime of Volsteadlsm. Miss Morgan
iC, is that lavish thromium and car- itldded it by placing the calendar
Pfted interior; the. gargantuan^ flash date back as ,10 years; it's nearer 15,
of the place; its general lavishness; of course.
its escalators: that spiral bar (BrimsAnyway, Helen Morgan, back on
wick-Balke-Collender charged $17,- Broadway. Is a cinch for b.o. By no
0?^ for it), which Is expected to do m6ans the chl-chl environment of
all right as an all-day drinkery, plus yesteryear's Club Rlchman, what the
the other niceties.
decor lacks Is certain to be eclipsed
^.
Management promises a ,better )y the Morgan glamor for the wistshowing some time next week,
ful-eyed songstress still whams 'iem
with- her plaintive songs; That she's
harking back to the. 'Show Boat'
N. Y,
score foir her. surefire- standbys Is
Mitzi CJreen Is playing a return surefire boxoflice, but she also has a
date at Club Versailles, a sort of couple of pops, 'Lull in. My Life* and
an excerpt from 'Virginia.' Neither
^"^^^l^S she 'owed' Nick Prbunls, is as socko, but that lapse in her
Arnold Rossfleld, Johrtny Boggiano,
repertoire is readily corrected In
et al., and the longer it's been de
ferred' the greater has become the view of the wealth of torchers excumulative value to this smart East tant for the Morgan style of song50th street (N. Y.) nitery. Because, aloglng.
irt the interim, this clever 17-year old
Helen Morgan Is still a looker, on
daughter of a vet vaudeville family, the cafe floor or parked on the piano
Joe Keno and Rosie Green, has be and her past Saturday's debut marks
come a star on Broadway ('Babes iii something of a landmark in the new
Arms') and is destined for the un- season's nite life.
usual among kid picture stars an
For the rest, It's so much hors
equally glahiorous, albeit more lastd'ouvres. Cass Hagan's orchestra is
Ing stardom in Hollywood when she
starts her new
contract. It's another comebacker, long absent
pencilled in for November but the from the N. Y. scene. The dance
buildup of 'Babes,' with the cooler team, Franco, and Franclnl; the m.c.

Dorado,

Cafe

A

,

This undoubtedly was a prime consideration in the managerial thought
that the spot might do a constant
trgide—bar biz, lundheon, cocktail
dansants (with Olsen's music), din-

.

and supper, the latter In the
That's distinguished from
Casino.
the spacious second floor lounge,
which rims the. entire Broadway
frontage, 44th to 45th street.
VBravo* Is'lhe Utle of The Pierre
Sandrinl-Jacques Charles revue, for
which the Imported Paris producers
and Stagers are said to be getting^ up
to 15% of the gross.- For that fancy
figure—or any lesser stipend—nothing In the sketchy premiere performance evidenced distinction. Impossible to really judge. In toto, as
handicapped by the stage mechanics
—said to be an Important contributidn—which did not function. From
•what was seen, a manifestation of
the old American adage that too
many French chefs complicated the
pot-pourri, seems the .result.
Complications attendant to the
first night confusion in service, 'lost' weather, may set that back
Anyway, on the legit rostrum, on
reservations of tables (or maybe because the waiters and captains wer6 screen or on a cafe floor arid more
doing too well foi' themselves), mis- specifically, the latter ^young Mitzi
is
a bit of a wow with her suave
haps In the unveiling, etc., might be
showmanly songalogs and panto
dismissed.
It's no secret by now
that the French Casino, whose signal mimicry
Unspoiled and a well deported litsuccess, of course, inspired the Interiiationail Casino venture, had its grief tle lady she offsets the handicaps so
f;alore with behind-the-scenes saho- usual attendant to precocious stage
children
and delivers a rousing,
age,
labor union complications,
waiters, insurgent grov^p's stench- socko 10-12 minutes of expert song
bomb, etc.. but a little judicious and comedy.
Opens with 'Riding High* (Ethe
strong-arming from within, plus aid
by the cops, took -care of that in Merman's number), thence into 'That
time. Those are things In the cafe Old Feeling,' with a salute to Lew
biz that are more or less trade head- Brown and Sammy Eain. its authors
ache, and adjustable.
and then evidences why the plug,
What heightened and perhaps ex- for Brown has fashioned for her
aggerated the International Casino's some nifty lyric material. Thus, she
unfortunate start was (1) the gen- works in her Arliss and Fannie
Encore is the
eral bigness of the venture, which Brice Impressions.
Held phone
naturally calls for a Missouri atti- Luise
Rainer-Anna
tude by all outsiders; (2), the basic scene from 'Great Ziegfeld'; and an
wonder on how long it would take other forced encore for the final
to amortize a $400,000 nitery which show, although previously done, was
is built like one of those lavish Hoianother clever lyric treatment by
lywood affairs: (3), the belief that it Lew Brown on why she's not allooks geared for a $50,000 gross,, in lowed to sing 'The Lady Is a Tramp
order to break even, and that ain't out of 'Babes in Arms.' It's a mas
hay in anybody's couvert charge; terpiece of special material,
and (4). the rumbles of the many Brown's best Idiom,
postponements, crystallized by large
So much for Mitzi Green arid her

jier

VERSAILLES,

I

I

—

RKO

——

1

12

WEEKS

m

^^^H ^^^^

not particularly distinThe comely Orientals with
their seat planologlng are the nearest
to a novelty. Only other highlight is
Freddy Bernard, songster, with an
energetic Rlchmanesqiie manner of
quately
guished.

if

delivery.

No couvert but a $2.50 and $3 minimum (Saturdays and holidays);
first

night preem.

Harlem Uproar House
(NEW YORK)
second season looks to duplicate
the good going of Its first. Layout
its

hasn't been done over much, but It's
attractive enough for the clientele
and a good buy. The Harlem uproar House, like the Cotton Club,
et al., Is Harlem brought
Into Times Square.

tap,

blond hair.

But the: gal is still full of life; maybe It's because strangers are in
town. She aint got the class she used to have, don't wear a brassiere
and Is kinda sloppy, but still It's Broadway 'and there's more doing there
on one block than on all the Main Stems of the country put together.
The people here all have live faces, not like In Hollywood or in Cool-,
circus. AH the
acres. Everybody seems to be saying 'Ah,' like kids at a
raising
soldier boys seem to be hanging out on Times Sq. and they're not
the stomach
I
guess
and
older
gettin'
the hell this year they ilsed to; they're
wont stand up imder heavy fire. Of course there's the yokels. that blow
a whistle and direct traffic, then there's the alcoholic quartet, arid the
guys in automobiles ringing big bells and shooting off small cannons.
Gee you'd Imagine these birds would hate the sound of a cannon, But
they and their wives are having a good time—and the drug stores are
selling Allen's Foot Ease by the ton.
,
Saw pave FerI met a lot of the old gang that we used to play with.
guson—you remember how he used to do 'The Charge of The Light
and
Brigade?' He now is the secretary of the Jewish Theatrical Guild
he looks swell. BlUy Dunham of Freeman and Dunham oWns a saloon
on 46th street and is doing fine. Chic York and Rose Kihg opened at the
Winter Garden and got swell notices. Willie and. Eugene Howard are
starred with them" in the show; those two boys are about the only real
brother act left. They sure stayed on top a long time. Met Yeyette Rugel
and her two kids—they look the Image of Johnny Dooley and is she
proud of 'em. Met Jeanette Powers—you remember Powers' Elephants
after being
at the Hippodrome—well, she just got back fronti Europe
there for over 15 years. She's still got the elephants and domg a sweU
day a picact. Marie Hartman looks grand and still plenty lunny; some
ture scout will discover her. Bobby HIggins of MelvHle. and Higgins is
Carr.
loqk^
Steele
and
Conlln,
Carr
of
Eddie
clubs;
booking
now an agent
swell and we had plenty of laughs. Saw Johnny Stanley and Aye talked
about the old Comedy Club. Met Bill Collier and Jack Norworth, Jack
doing great Saw
is playing the part of a priest in a legit show and
Annie Hart, she just celebrated her 79th birthday, and looks wonderful.
They all wanna be remembered to you. They look fine, a little older, but
not much, but still got plenty of flre and waiting for vaudeville to come
.

back.

And speaking about vaudeville, I found out where it went to. Joe took
us to the opening "night of the International Casino. It's on the spot where
the New York theatre vised to be, and Aggie 1 wish you coidda seen it.
They got a bar that starts on the street floor and winds all the way up
to the second floor. By the time you reach the main hall you're in the
mood to see a show or go to sleep. The room is a big one all on one
floor and you can see and hear from any part of the house. It's decorated
beautiful and has no posts or balcony. They got two bands, one to play
the show and one for dancing. The people dance on. the stage after the
show is over and before it starts. The show is swell; it's vaudeville,
Aggie, but no talking acts—just sight acts, and the girls are beautiful, and
the scenery and the lights are the last word. And it's all reasonable
too, with food, and stands you less than seeing a show in a theatre. It's
sort of a two-to-one chance If you don't like the show you may like
the food and vice versa. In a theatre you only got one chance.
These cabarets, Aggie, are sure funny places. Everybody looks bored
to death; the dames look around at the guys that other dames a.re with
and the men flirt with the dames the other guys are wUh, Nobody seems
to be satisfied with their own party. I gotta get ready for the big parade.
The. boys want to stay In town an extra week, but I told 'em I would
have to write to you about it. Hope this finds you well and happy. I
miss you a lot Aggie and maybe if we get the right breaks I will take
you for a trip here and we'll have another honeymoon. You got these
dames here beat a mile. Love and kisses from your

—

spot will

Lefty.

man

LONDON

A COMEDIAN AMONG THE WAITERS
Th«ro Is a now lioad Trailer at tlio Cafe
Ag you come dowit the stairs lie
do ParlSt
gi'ls
your way, tlion allows you tn the
111
ofTcrs

upsldo-duwn, loaning casually
OKHlnst the next-door table the while.
His name is Frank LIbuse, and you may
have Been him nt the Falladlunt, where ho
Hlit waiter
did a sort of At Tralian net.
idcit.
whlrh he iirat'tlcc.i continuously frdni
early In the evening until the cabaret begins, Is A heaven-sent Inspiration, and beau-

at

Large

Among

the

entertainment.

June

I,

1937

-

tifully executed,

DUBLIN
Theatre Royal
Real "Funny Man"

Good clowning Is a raro and Joyous thing:
ltd
appeal to tho eye Is, naturally, greater
(linn to tho ear, but discords c»n bo amusing
and liow amusing when created by Frank
LIbuse, who apponra at the Thcatro Itoyal,
LIbuse la an American
Diibllnr this week

—

I

"Importation," and Ills name
known to Dublin audiences: but lie Is one of
the few ronlly "funny men" on the modern
is vlrtunlly un-

He Ims the assistance of
llrander, whoso singing Is lost In the
remarkable discords Llhuso and tllo orchestra
rrente.
His "huslneas" Is new to Dublin,
and for that reason well deserves the laughter
and applause It received la'st night.

viiiidcvltle .stage.

.

Page

The People—Sunday, June
—By
HANNEN SWAFFER
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Tuesday,
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British Audiences
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Sensatl^d'n of Paris— 60 MUfrenchmen Can't Be AVrong

t^iiii^li

llon

.

What More Can

I

Say!

1937

I noticed liow, niiu after the other, the guests
began tn wonder why a waiter was taking
away (heir lior.i d'ueUvrci licfore they had
flnlsliod, spilling wine, dusting their sleeves,
mixing up the spoons.
A pnx/.led air grailnally became open iMwllilcrmcnt.
Hobn the diners thought the
waller must be delink.
Then, as sniifeone Iniighrd and gave it
awa.v, tho rhalrmnn aniinmiced thiit It was
re.illy
Frank LIbuse, wlin, aii.irt from Ids
stage act. Is often engaged. In cabaret, as a
comic waiter.
He goes rnlind all (ha tables, messing
things Up generally.
Now and then someone wani!) (n ftglit him.
The end of Ills act
Is the dropping of a pitn nf plates.
The Innocent air lie puis on Is the secret
It.

THE

March
to

Never, fur Innumerable productions, have I
laughed so much as at (he antics of Frank
Llliuse and Ills partner Idago Brander.
Tliey fooled dellvlously lu a way new to

The Walter Who Splllt Things
When I was out dining, tho other night,

of

New

British audiences.
13,

paris

P E

The

THE STAR

Tablet!

Frank Llbiiso is the life ond »iul oT tho
new show at the (Jafd de Paris. He puts on
H "dumb" waiter act which la one of the
funniest things In all London's supper-time

in

MOGADOR THEATRE

THE EVENING NEWS
Walter'

U R O

E

wishing you good luck

now

mamm-

S

CASINO DE PARIS

A

minimum

wish you could see it Aggie. It ain't the Broadway we used to know.
Broadway today reminds me of a middle-aged soubret; her cheeks are
made up with orange juice and the dark roots are showing in her near-

I

have to herd 'em in the foyer over
P.S. Paul Gerard Smith sez, 'Many a
week-ends. Out-of-town draw should
simply tired of your I.O.U.'s.'
(Continued on page 53)

EVENING STANDARD

lie

downtown

With no couvert and an onion
skin light

Tuesday, June L 1937
London After Dtrk

Uavlng ainted you

Abel.

$5.'

Jay Faggen's subterranean spot,
with sepia sho^y^s, on the start of

O

PALLADIUM

wroiiR tnblc,
yuii the menu

sisters '(4)

around a piano; and the Chinese sis
ter act, Bovard sisters, fill In ade-

we got in and registered at the Legion headquarters, had
a few drinks with the different guys that are running lor National ComI took Kerwin and Mallen to meet Joe and see Broadway,
then
mander and

FRANK
LIBUSE
W W

LONDON

Mareo

Dave Fox; the Cordova

out there.
Well, Aggie,

^ ——

t^m

Laurie, Jr.
,

_

bring - Broadway - back movement.
Three-stdried cabaret-theatre, situated'in the heart of Times Square,
atop'the Criterion arid what was the
old New York theatres, it's In a per-

By Joe

New band is Maximilian Bergere's,
New York, Sept. 21.
an expert combo, well schooled in
dance styles in the nicer N. Y. hotels
Dear Aggie:
and niterles, aind Joe Rodriguez Is
letter
waiting for me. You
your
found
and
okay
York
in
New
Arrived
combo.
tango-rhumba
relief
the
Gall-Gall, Egyptian magic worker at spelt boom times B-U-M. Sorry to hear they're still sending us bum
repeat
make
a
to
failed
tables,
the
product. They have just as bad pictures on Broadway but they doll 'em
booking at the preem because of
signs ahd big ads and flashy lobby displays and put
Ellis Island difficulties over immi- up with big electric
which the Morris erii over that way. It's like a guy putting a good sauce on a hunk of
etc.,
gration,
agency is adjusting meantime.
one of the nicest bad meat. I found out we're only about a year behind in our pictures

i

It's for that reason that Variett
Will defer review of the show, per
are
proceedings
the
until
Be,
smoother.
.
„
As lor the place itself. It's the
most signal post-prohibition attempt
to really achieve something in the

Legion Buyin' Plenty of Foot-Ease

backingstriped
distinctively
its
material for the wall seats is a la the
Morocco and Stork club so that each
takes on special character whenever
the society photographers do their
one photoging.
^

B way Nitery, Debuts Amidst Mishaps
KT

Lefty Discovers: Where Vaude Went To;

and rear-lighting.
tra framework
The general decor of the room, with

THE DAILY MIRROR
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2,
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AL GROSSMAN

EROS CALLING
Fashionable London diners were furious last
night.
waiter at the Cafe de IMrls deUhcriitely did everything In lila power la up-

A

them.
One well-known society couple were on tho
point of sending for I'roprictur Pinilscn when:
It dawned on them
The fellow was the

set

.

evening's

Rtnr

.

.

entertainer.

Frank LIbuse, nicknamed Trnnk Abu^e, built
up his brand of humor Jii ('lilriigo.
As he made ills way between the tables,
snatciilng menus from women's hniids, cigars
out of men's mnntlis, pouring milk into wine
glasses,
a
sudden roar of langliter swept
llirniigl) the place.
Soon Frank was lining tipped off by diners
to annoy friends just coming In.

Frank LIbuie
demonstratei eN
(ects to be ex-

should

pected
te
try
waiters
run a crazy season.

160 We$t 46th Street

NEW YORK

CITY

FOSTERS AGENCY

LONDON

is

'

-

AUDE—NITE
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STANIEY. PITT.

N. 0. Pluhgmg For

Autumn
New

RUNNING OUT
OFB.O.ACrS

Baker Weds, Off

To Chi for

Sept 21.
dormant for

CLUBS
Kansas

bellished

and new bands added

since

Collins at the Democratic Club to

business took spurt

,

•

'

'

apd house

may have

.flock of rfepeats.

to

•

;

:

Her

go in for

Ted Lewis and Shep.

are two practically set for
next month, and each has been here
within .last four months.
Pields^

~

etc.

are getting scarce again

site

flCjsh
'

.-

'^b and

Bubbles/

'Gomez and Yolando'

Harry Kalmine, WB zone manheads for New York this
Bring Legal Squawks
morning in an effort to pick up a
'few weeks. Plenty of imits availFirst
of
a series of shows skedded
able for Stanley, but they've been
'consistently poison here, nothing but by Larry Sunbrock for Municipal
bdnids having clicked at this auditoriiyn, St Louis, opening SunI9it6 for more than a yea^ now.
day (19) starring Rubinoff, had two
supporting acts billed, as 'Bub and
Bubbles,' underscored as sepia stepDEIHOIT
pers, and 'Gomez and Yolandb,' ballftger,

UD

AGAIN

Gambling

lid

again here, with likelihood several
and public officials will be indicted by special legislative committee probing widespread gambling in
,

jpolice

state.

husband^

Lew

Leslie,

Robert

Broder,

ON $100 UCENSE TAP
Philadelphia, Sept 21.

Majority of agents here are mak-

move to get $100 licenses demanded by new State law which

ing no

went into effect Sept. 1. Ernest
employment compensation. Department
of Labor .and Industry, ^yho will be
Kelly, director of the division of

in charge of enforcement, has taken
matter up with attorney general's
office and action to bring the 10
percenters into the fold or force
them out of biz may be expcted
shortly.

Wmi

Shaw, Chick

RKO

Webb
Vanders

RKO

YENINN.Y.

Rio Brothers are set for the week
Sept 24 at the RKO PMdcei,
Cleveland. Johnny JBurke and the
Condos Brothers play the same
house the following week.

of

The

possibility of eight theatres in
York, now limited to pictures,
becoming vaudfilm, with batids and
.

Set for

New

Week-end

Kansas City, Sept. 21.
KC's big week in show biz, the
second annual Jubllesta with its
$150,000 talent outlay, opened Friday (17) in the Muny aud for a nine
day stay and to Sunday (19) had
played to 75,000 people. Infantile
paralysis scare, which for a time
had Jubilesta management plenty
worried and which has accounted
for two week postponement, has
had little or no effect on wicket
smashing at the Jube.
Out of town influx has been

Chick Webb plays RKO houses for
three weeks beginning Oct 28 &t the
Keith, Boston.
Palace, Cleveland,
follows, then the Palace, Chicago;.

week crowds. Aud^

officials

have no

complete check on amount of bargain tickets sold, consequently it is
impossible to estimate the gross to
date.
finish

However,

It's,

but no names divulged.
Committee, which has been holding inc(uiries in various gamblingridden counties, was informed last
week that several joints, .including
swank Blossom Heath, in Macomb
County outside Detroit had reopened again^ coupla days after committee had warned Macomb officials.

Jap Fair

hard to
reach.
However^ there's a $35,000
subscription fund raised among business mien. Most of boxes have ibeen'
sold at $120 for nine days.

Shows are running simultaneously
in four spots; the 13,000 seat arena,
name bands and vaude acts; 2,600seat Music Hall, 'Desert Song': '2,000seat section of E:f(hibltion hall, 'Ice
Follies'; and the 'Holy Land' exhibit
in the Little Theatre.
Shows in

arena cnange daily; 'Ice Follies' and
'Holy Land' booked for duration of
the festival and the 'Desert Song' to
get seven days.
All talent for arena shows booked
through Music Corporation of Amer-

acts,
is
expressed by Harry and
Sunbrock explained that the latter Williami Brandt,- independent exhibica arid with W. H. Stein, MGA-v.-p..
had been booked through an itors. They plan the new policy in AH were set by Sammy Weisbord, on the ground.
Arena Vande Show
O., but he had canof
William
the
Morris
Agency.
the Windsor, Bronx, the Audubon,
celled them anyhow, although imBig problem of converting the
N, Y., and the Halsey and Flatbush,
able to kill his adv. copy. Demar
huge arena into a theatre was ably
Brooklyn. Brandts have four other
and Deandrea substituted.
handled by CSeorge Goldman, aiud
theatres which would be similarly Fields* 6 Weeks at Chez,
manager, and his staff. A' revolving
Several similar cuckooing cases used if the vaudfilm policy sucChi, Sets Back Dates platform was installed for the bands
have cropped up recently, which ex- ceeds.
plains why attorneys and represenBenny Fields has arranged a set- and about 1,000 balcony seats
Vaudfilm setup calls for five or
tatives for name acts are constantly six acts, according to the number of back of his Loew vaude dates in or- blanked out with a landscape set
on the qui vive to abrogate such specialists in the bands. Lawrence der to cinch a six weeks' booking at P.a. system is excellent and so is the
fradulent methods.
Golde of the William Morris agency the Chez Paree, Chicago, where he air 4:onditiopIng, fortunately, as the
audience pulls constantly at ciggles
will book the acts and Milton Roe- opens Oct. 8.
stogies; probably a carry-over
Big B. O.
mer will spot the bands. Admission
Prior to the Chi assignment Fields and
from
the wrestling matches held in
upped.
scale will not be materially
will play RKO Keith's, Boston, openSt. Louis, Sept. 21.
this spot.
ing Sept. 30, then jumping direct to
With Rubinoff and Jackie Heller
Arena shows were headed first two
Chi. Upon conclusion of his nitery
days by Eddy Duchin orch and Geras headliners, first of series of rastunt he will play the Palace, Chitrude Nlesen. Isham Jones' band
State's Anni Gifts
local Municipal
dio star shows
cago, and then return to New York
playing the shows and is the only,
to take up his deferred Loew assign?
Auditorium sponsored by Larry Sunband set for the nine-day session.
Loew's State, N. Y., celebrating ments.
block attracted 16,200 and grossed
Duchin slayed 'em. Vaude acta
its 17th anniversary Sept. 23, has
could be nvore tightly knit, but proSunday (19).
Two per$11,432
effected 5,000 gift certificates which
duction is vastly improved over last
formances were given and show manager, Al Rosen, states is a great
year. A line of 24 girls are used.
Looking
for
Acts
bucked perfect autumnal weather.
surprise to him on the manner in
Sunday crowd caught Wayne King
merchants
codowntown
the
which
Rubinoff is making first local apband, Frances Langford, Jack Haley,
"
' "
pearance in 10 years. Heller did six operated with him.
Chicago, Sept. 21.
Rufe Davis and vaude turns headed
It's all cuffo, the gifts ranging from
numbers at each show. Tommy £.
Town over-run with theatre men by Tip, Tap and Toe. Remaining on
formerly with a few cents up to $30 and $50 items looking for acts and attractions last the Jube's list are Rubinoff, Alec
Birche,
songster,
KWK here, and now With Roger from Russeks, Dobbs, etc.
week.
Templeton, Buddy Rogers orch, Edgar
orch at the Edgewater
Pryor's
Among 'em was Col. Arthur Bergen, Benny Goodman, Georges
Beach hotel, Chicago; Curley Fox,
Fruedanfeld, Cincinnati; Charlie Ol- and Jalna, and a number of specialty
Takes Over
national hillbilly fiddler champion,
Arena tops are 50c. matinee
son, Lyric, Indianapolis; J. Miles, acts.
and .Texas Ruby, cowgirl yodeler,
night
for Vaud Winnipeg; Jack Henley, Salt Lake; and 90c.
both from Nashville, Tenn.; Demar St. Charles, N.O.,
Icfe Follies headed by Bess EhrArley, Nashville.
and
James
21.
New Orleans, Sept.
and Deandrea, local ballroom and
hardt Roy Shipstad and, including
The St. Charles theatre, long a
Rhumba dancers, and local orch unNelson Sisters, Harris Legg, Eddie
der baton of Ben Rader made up the thorn in the side of the bigger pix
Shipstead, Oscar Johnson and Lehouses because of its dual-bill policy,
balance of « the two-hour shows.
verne Basher. Mats are 25c. and
Newark^s Vaudfilm
evenings 40c.
Showing f our-a-day
Demar and Deandrea were sub- will become a vaudeville house on
October
1. Loew*s Mort Singer and
the Follies have so far played to
stituted for Gomez and Yolanda, an
Newark, Sept 21.
organization
have
Saenger
packed houses.^
advertised dance team from Cleve- the
Branford (WB) returns to stage
Charles corporation
Richard Berger's production of the
land, who were cancelled because of formed the La
presentations this Friday (24) with 'Desert Song' in the Music Hall at
complaint of manager of Veloz and and leased thie house from the Provicontinuation of policy resting on b.o. $1.65 top Is pulling beyond expectaYolanda, who said similarity of dent Investment Company Saturday
Will Osborne orchestra and M'itzi tions. Near capacity biz. Two shownames was interpreted as an in- (18) for five years.
Saenger's will operate the pro- Mayfair open.
ings daily. Berger has done a sweet
fringement on the latter team. SunWith exception of Ted Lewis for job on 'Song.' Cast Is headed by
brock said no reflection was intended grams with other interested parties
one week, flesh entertainment has Guy Robertson and Bernlce Claire.
when he booked Cleveland team sharing in the profits.
Return of the St Charles to vaude not been here for nearly five years.
Advance bally was extensive,
through an agent in Akron, O., but
$10,000 newspaper budget and $2,000
he cancelled When a wire reached policy will give city its first fiesh
allotted to radio. But radio stations
him Saturday (18). However, it was entertainment in sometime.
have been aces in going overboard
Saranac Lake
too late to change newspaper ads.
to plug the Jube and newspapers
Sunbrock comes back Sunday (26)
By Happy Benway
keeping page one cluttered with
with another show headed by Fibber
Nitery Placements
copy.
radio.
from
Molly,
McGee and
Coming and going: Jimmy HighGustav Lussi,
The Four Aces, to Ormond's, Okla- land to New York
from Lake Placid to Tulsa, Okla., to
homa City.
Robert D. Scott's

The Japan

open about Jan. 1, will proceed
without interruption, advices received from Tokyo by Edward J.
Fisher, local booker, state.

number

of

American

acts will

be Used.

Harvest

Moon Champs

Booked for

agent in Akron,

.

,

,

Seattle, Sept. 21.
Winter Fait, planned

to

A

act

m

OK

Frolics,

N. Y.

Walter Cosden and Agnes MelcolU
winning couple in the Harvest Moon
ballroom dancing contest conducted
last month by the N. Y. Diily News,
have been signed by Curtis & Allen
agency.

Team, which had a whiff of show
biz via fortnight at vaudftlm State,
N. Y., along with other Harvest
prize-bagging couples, has
been booked into the Frolics Cafe,
N. Y., opening Thursday (23).

Moon

New Combo

-

.

Russe

Room Goes

Polish

Maisonette Russe in the St. Regis
notel, N. Y., when it reopens for the
fall goes 'Nights in Poland.'
Cornelius Codolban's gypsy orchestra
V^iU be back and a Russian quartet
lasha Nazarenko and Polish national
dancers of the 18th century wiU
round out the show.
The Maisonette, emulating its
Parisian counterpart, switched from
RusSe to Hungarian to Italian, and

now

to

Polish motifs, and will so
continue as part of the scheme of
things.

"
8 HOUR VAUBE SHOW
Entertainment committee of the
American Legion convention has unaertaken to line up all stage and

radio talent
available in
the show at Madison

New York

Square
harden tonight (Wed.).
Event starts at 8 o'clock and Is
ngured to run eight hours.

.

Mann

Act Jam; Cafe Performer
St

Louis, Sept. 20.

Charges of violating the Mann act
and desertion face Robert Dyer
Scott nitery entertainer whc, with
Ellen Stadelman, hat check girl,
were nailed in Albuquerque, N. M.,

week by Federal operators.
Pinch resulted from complaint made
Scott's wife, Mrs. Hermine Scott
who charged spouse deserted her
last

by

two children.
Feds traced Scott to Albuquerque
and found him with Miss Stadelman.
arid

.

.

RHUMBA BAND
TO BERUN FOR MONTH

RIMAC'S

Draper,
dancer, Eddy direct *Ice Carnival of 1938' .
Duchin's ore. Hotel Plaza, N. Y.
Marie Southard back from N. Y. C.
Dwight Fiske, Savoy-Plaza, N. Y., vacash .
Manny Lowy and Ben
.
Oct 1.
downtown for holiday serAnn White, Renee Villon, Lilyan Schaffer
R. A. (N. Y. Times) ForLorraine, Cascade Billy, Bertolotti's, vices . .
Paris, Sept 21.
nier to Lake Placid
Joe TIo, en.
N. Y.
Ciro Rimac's rhumba band act
Rosita Ortega, George Negrette, tertaining a gang of local medico's
closes at the Mogador theatre here
Costello,
Manchlto,
Club before leaving for New York.
DIosa
on Sept. 27 to open at the Scala, BerYumurl, N. Y.
Bill Robertson now New Yorking lin, Oct.
After that
Joan Hill, Club Normandle, N. Y.
1, for one month.
Anne Bryant, Village Brewery, for a final look-see at- the French they return to the U. S.
hospital after getting par-excel okay
N. Y.
Rimac's act is now playing with
Nicholas Bros., Tip Tap and Toe, from the Will Rogers here.
Mistlnguette, Frank LIbuse and Nor-,
Avis Andrews, Tramp Band, VoWrite to those whom you know man Perdue, and will have played
dery's Jubileers, The Chocolateers,
Teddy Hale, Tondeleyo, Dynamite In Saranac and elsewhere that are at the Mogador 10 weeks when consick.
cluding.
Hooker, Cotton Club, N. Y.

Paul

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

a break-even
and the

.

Committee, whose warning to Detroit police so far has resulted, in
shutting of practically all local handbooks and other clip joints, will hold
a secret hearing Wednesday (22) at
Detroit Leland hotel. Over 159 subpoenas have been issued for hearing,

.

-t

great.
Hotels are packed, restaurants are jammed and bars are for
the most part packed three deep.
Advance sale of bargain tickets
gold at $1. and $1.50 good for three
performances in arena, the Ice Follies
and Holy Land exhibit are
probably responsible for big early-

that'll satisfy 'em
$1'50;000 nut will not be

Wini Shaw plays the week of Oct.
21 at the
Keith, Boston. Singer
has set back her dates at Albany,
Troy and Schenectady,. N. Y., imtll
the weeks of Nov. 12 and 19.

VAUDFILM

attorney

fqr
sepia
simicalled
the promoter's attention to similarity
Of ballroom team with that of Veloz
and Yolando, topflight terpers, with
infringement actions on account of
nilling threatened in. both cases.

75,000 First

PHILLY AGTS. RENEGING

BRANDTS HAVE

roomoligists.
I.

Draws

MCA

Bvick'' and Bubbles, standard
team, wired Sunbrock about
Sept 21.
being clamped on larity in names. MCA also

Detroit,

first

49

ISOG JubOesta

A It was indicated enforcement offiIs recently back from London.
couple of years ago when Miss Baker, cers will go to work on tiny bookers
was playing in West End niteries and who have offices 'In their hats' be'Bl^ek^
.his
Leslie was producing
fore tackling majors, like
and
birds' on the other side, there were,
CRA, which haven't yet obtained
reports of a possible reunion of the
registration papers.
Leslies, but that was founded on
only casual friendship.

CLAMPING

GAMBLING

City's

.

Nitery Date

'

.

VARIETY

Night club business,
sometime, came to life again with
Belle Baker, the comedienne, was
bang last week with re'tui"h to cool married
yesterday afternoon by N. Y.
weather. Floor shows are being emSupreme Court Justice William T.

Elias E. Sugarmian, editor of The
Tony Almerico and his band go Billboard. A cocktailery
at Leon &
into Cedar Lane club, while Bernard
Pittsburgh, Sept 21.
Eddie's
for their show biz intimates
and Bernita, adagio team; Myra GorCancellation of Vincent Lopez for don, warbler, and Rae Hodgins, toe followed the ceremony. The decision
V^eek of Oct. 1 in favor of a hotel and tap dancer, added to Old Ab- to Wed was sudden, happening on
sinthe House show. Latter place Sunday
night when the groom injpot leaves Stanley, WB deluxer,
getting big play from tourists. Shirwithout a show to follow; Horace ley Gay, acrobatic dancer at the Blue sisted on the ceremony before his
Like- Room,' has been held over, indefi- actress-bride left for Chicago/where
Heldt opening Friday (24).
she opens Friday (24) at the Chez
wise marks the windup, at least tem- nitely.
Phil Harris and orchestra went Paree for a fortnight.
porarily, of spot's unbroken string of
into Blue Room on Monday (20), reMiss Baker, widow of Maurice
name band engagements.
has had
no booking placing Al Donohue's band. Swank Abrahams, songwriter-music pubStanley
lisher, this week entered her son,
troubles for last, couple, of months, spot continues to get big play.
'Big Apple' craze introduced in Herbert Abrahams, 16, alumnus of
but with resumption of dance spots
in big. hotels and radio shows, at- Blue Room by Donohue has taken Peddie, into Yale. Songstress is still
active professionally, in cafes, radio,
tractions available -for town's only town by storm.

,

.

Belle

Nitery Biz

Orleans,

,

.

—

'

'

Ok

VAUDE-BURLESQUE

VARIETY

50

The

• 15 YEARS

AGO

•

her

(From VAwrrr and Clipper)

Managers more

at ease

over the

Theatres declared to
The late Wil-

coal question.

be fourth in priority.

liam H. Woodin was coal authority
for N. Y. state.

act

was the important part

of

hit.

Weber and

Fields

Claims Vs. B'kip Oxford

were heading
it was

Sudden

closing of stock burley at

<>

more

Among

shuttered.

planned

for

Hollywood Bowl for

benefit of Actors'
cast

Dream'

Night's

Fund A

$1,000,000

Rae Samuels was

at

the

Frisco

Orpheum and doing a good job,
Hobart Bosworth was runner-up.

Proved to be too
for a good show.

announced.

many

stars

Shorty

(Stinlcy) Fields,

are

claimants

and

McAllister

who

Harry

.

gave, notice at

the Eltinge, N. Y., to go into Oxshow for two weeks with op-

ford

Katz were using more tions, but never opened. These and
combat the State- others have filed claims with Amerwere after Lake. Could use an act three or
ican Federation of Actors on premise
Figured it four weeks.
of contract breach.
Balaban

&

vaude'^ in Chi to

producers

English

American pix stars.
would help selU but it needed' more
than

stars.

'When Knighthood Was in Flower'
a hit and that brought other costume plays into demand. Had been
behind the eight

ball.

.

Under terms of ,AFA contracts,
and chorus should have been
given a week's notice* on proposed
which was not done
shuttering,
doing
been
and Harrington, who had
since house folded after one week
the same recruiting sketch since and performers were not apprised of
They claimed it would the closing decision until after the
1916.
Naval recruiting officers at Indianapolis started a tempest in a
teapot by cracking down on Fields

hamper

the
was
Tucker
at
Sophie
Orpheum, Brooklyn, with two piano
Also had a
players on the stage.
couple of new gowns and an act.

enlistments.

^ Jack
Dempsey booked 2Qf, yeeks
on the" Pantages time, fight biz being
(';
.

Lester

Montgomery went

RAYMONDS SHUHER

idiety. N.Y., Goes

100^ Pix

,

CENTURY, BROOKLYN

last

in

week as producer of the stock burley shows: at the Apollo, N. Y., alGilternating with Allen Gilbert

Century, Brooklyn, folded as roadshow burley stand last week (18)
bert, who had staged Apollo shows with house going dark but may reexclusively, was farmed out last sume later- with burley stock
policy.
week to stage thie Initialer at the CaFold came after two weeks' try and
sino, Brooklyn, but returns to stage
reported
loss
of
$2,500.
at
change
weekend
new show on the
Century is operated by Sam and
New York house.
With Wilner and Callahan having Harold Itaymond, who also have the
Star,
Brooklyn,
Both houises had
last
Philly,
Shubert,
relighted their
week (17) and having booking ar- been playing the Issy Hirst road
Star will continue road
rangement on the Casino, Brooklyn, shpws.
shows. Montgomery and Gilbert will shows.
Folding of Century, spotted in
remain as alternate producers.
Wllliamaburg section of Brooklyn,
Apollo, N. y., gets thie shows first,
divert any burley biz that's
should
that.
Philly
after
then Brooklyn and
around to the Casino, nearby and
operating with burley stock policy.
-

>

Choristers

Vamp When

.

r.

,

slow.

cast

payoff.

'

Altematijigr

WithCilbert at N.Y.Apollo

Oxford, Brooklyn, two weeks ago
Jack Benny was at the Majestic, (9) has precipitated claims against
favor
the management by several acts conChL Dropping the fiddle in
tracted for the week after house
talk, which seemed wise.
of

'Midsummer

Montgomery

McAllister and Fields'

one of the Shubert units, but
not the old Weberfield show.
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Asked

to Bare Chests

Chorus Equity is investigating
charges of several members against
Minsky's Oriental, N. Y., for alleged
mistreatment and viofationi of con^
tract Girls charge they were ordered to appear semi-nude and upon

Scenery Missing for One
Show at Apollo, N. Y.
Scenery delay- nearly caused canof ,the opening of 'Star
Spangled Babes' at the Apollo, N.Y.,

cellation

Friday, afternoon (17).

Truck which had been transferfrom Shubert, Philly,
New York, broke down and scen-

ring scenery
to

refusal lost their jobs.

Mae West quit vaude. Planned to
Gaiety, New York, is definitely
do a farce she had written with out as a burley stand, house retainAdeline Leitzbach. Didn't turn out ing grind pix policy. Deal was set
definitely last week by I. H. Herk,
so "well.
who formerly operated as burley
There were 30 big time full salary stand, with Abe Minsky going in as
active partner of Harry , Brandt, and
Orpheum
weeks on the F'ith and
circuity, but too widely scattered to also as managing director of the
house. Minsky is reported as having
be played within a single season.
relinquished his former interests to
in both on flnancial and
Keith theatre in Syracuse used a Herk and is
managerial setup of the Oriental,
stage
its
amplify
loudspeaker to
brothers, Herbert and
show for the man in the street. N: Y;, with his
Morton Minsky.
First time used and a paying novdefinitely decided to sidestep
Herk
elty.
buriey while in its present unhealthy condition, and will stick
Managers trying to figure whether with film grind at least until if and
it was high admissions or poor critiwhen burley goes wide open again.
cisms .which were hurting btisiness.
Mostly blamed the cricks.

BniY and BEVERLY
Top Burlesk Roadshow
To Tour Legit Theatres

spot Others followed during the
week.

ALWAYS WORKING

Management of the Oriental denied that the girls were requested to
do audience romp but admitted .some
were used in tableaux on rear of

'WHITEV ROBERTS

-

id

SWING BOLERO"
at

Chez Paree

CHICAGO
WILLIAM MORRIS AGEHCY

'

— ——

RUTH CRAVEN

—

.

—

ritory at $1 top.
Show ,will be

patterned after
yesteryear burley formula, but "with
new material and special musical
Show
score sans published pops.
will comprise book opener, spaced
by vaude olio and followed by travesty afterpiece.

Dorothy Maye will head cast, with
supporters being engaged this week
and rehearsals skedded two weeks

of the

——

<rALACE, BUFFALO)

burgrh,

Buffalo, Sept. 21.
'Bars and Stripes' may be okay for
the sapolioed New York burley palaces.
But here the customers insist
on comedy and lots of it.
runway
moron dropped into the seat next to
this correspondent while the two
comedy leads were working and

A

asked seriously, 'What are dese? De
amachoors?' said a mouthful.
On

STARS

comedy

side, this

show

WHITE MANSIONS

more.
'Bozo Snyder'— Capitol, Toledo.
'.Tolles Begere'
Roxy, Cleveland.
'Staere Scandals'
Gayety Cincinnati.
'Foot
Loose Parade.' Casino, Pltta-

BARS AND STRIPES

the

THEATRE

SIDNEY fISHER
7S/77« Shaftaabury Avanua
.PICCADILLY/. LONDON, ENG.

Week of Sept 26
'Back to Burlesque/
'Meet the Olris* Star, BrooUlyri.
musical with cast comprising top'Scan OoHb' Howard, Boston.
advertising.
flight burlesquers, is being organized
'Merry Models' Troc, PitiladeJphla.
for
Harris
had
been
with
Billboard
'Pleasure
Mad'->Hudson, Union Chv.
by John. Grant for a tour of legit
'Pageant of
Folly'
Gayety,
Washhouses to play week stands in New psLst 12.. years as editor of the vaude ington.
'Babes With Charms' Gayety, BaltiYork, Jersey and Pennsylvania ter- and burlesque departments.

hence.

The

BILLY DaWOLFE

Hirst Circuit

circuit as general assistant to
Hirst and also handle publicity and

PraMiitinfl Nightly
Their Original

O.

<DeW«H4<, SCetcalt nnd Ford)
Dr««md br

J3. C., renovating for reopening with burley policy Oct. 11.
Rialto -will be fourth spoke in the
W-C wheel and will get ttie circuit

ington,

Sidney Harris has resigned from
trade papei: reporting to align with
Issy Hirst's, independent burley road

COLONIAL, OAYTON,

W«*k 8«pt. 25
Playhouse, Wtnnipcg, Can.

Wilner-Callahan's D. C. House
Max Wilner and' Enun^t Callahan
have taken, over tKe 'IUa]ito, Wash-

.

two-hour show

NOW

stage.

shows after Philly.

Sid Harris with Hirst
$1

ery didn't get in until evening.
Three girls have signed affidavits Apollo had good matinee audience
stating that after the second show in, and rather than refund gave ^e
on opening day (Sept. 10) they were show -with stock stuff on hand retold to toss brassieres and do an au-^ placing when new acenery arrived.
They quit on the
dience parade.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

—

Tnpld'a Carnival'— National, Loxilsville,
•Beef Trust' Garrlck, St. Louia.
'Say Jt With Girls'—Rialto. ChU-.zg:
•Frisky Frolics* Cadlho, Toronto.
'SwlHg-High' Palace, Butlalo,
Oaltles of 1938'
Embassy, Rochester.
Parisian Flirts' Kmplre, Newark.
.^^.'?^'®J8*"^*''~J*ci"eB' Waterbury,
Girls From the Follies'
Lyric. Allentown,
Mon.-Tues,;
Capitol,
Readinc,
Thuis.: Earl, Atlantic City, Prl.-Sat.-Sun

—
— ——

Christmas Card Agents
Larg-e profits easily earned selling
Sella on
21 Folder Aatortment.
for fl.W.
OtUer Holiday aaaortinents.
-V^'-rftii for particulara.

new

—

slgjit

.

—

DOROTHEA ANTEL
88«

WMt

fimd

St.,

New

York, N. \.

is a.w.o.l.

That leaves only the drills, strips and
ensembles which are just polite entertainment. But this is supposed to
be what's left of burlesque.
Three strippers, including Jean
Wade and a cute local girl. Laurel
•

more tlian a ripCharles Stewart and Herbie
Barris do straight and eccentric. The

Lee, failed to excite
ple.

PAUL GORDON

audience was restless without their

"THE PRICE OF WHEELS"

customary comedy fare and seemed
set oh getting
audible. The
reflect

The squawks were

it.

box

office

the sentiment.

for less girls,

even

appeared to

The

yell

less stripping,

is

and

more comedy.. Izzy Hirst or not,
that's the way they want it.
And
you can bet your burlesique dollar

Held Over Three

Weeks

.

that's

the

way

they'll

get

it— and

soon.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

The Bison burlesque fans. insist on
having their wild oats well rolled,
and they don't care who rolls 'em,
so long as they're rolled the way
they want 'em. The guy in the audience wjio yelled at the 'Bars and
Stripes'
supper-show
stripper
'Hurry upt Get funny or get hot;
we want to go home and eat* told
the story of today's road-show burlesque.
Burton.

NEW YORK
SHOW PLACE OF THE NATION
"VARIETY,"

—

Sept.

tails,

In

Works

Uie

way."

Kauf.

EDWARD

(Continued from page 1)

and newspapers are
printing synopsis of lessons. Similar
outline is to be followed in the perrnanent set-up, although stations will
not be expected to devote as much
time as they're doing now, according
to Dr. H. J. Johnson, head of the
Board, who is contacting stations.
Remainder of plans include the
appointment of an extra man to the
Board of Education as radio director, at a salary of $5,000 a year,
which will be taken up by the proper
authorities immediately.
System will include periodic bkaminations and other effects of a
regular school.

1937:

most approved
modern manner and okay all the

,

Radio Educat.

8,

"Paul Gordon, cycle act,
In

1560

RILEY, Representative

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

to the project,

Returning from Europe Sept, 25th

PETER DONALDJr.

CtlfFORU

C.

FISCHER'S

miSSJHOIIOAN
atMt MKcac

Wt Alt. MdSOth SL« IM. COL S-7D70

•iaiiir.

lap-

Is. >
Ml U.

1

"

..

.

.

XTednesday, September 22, 1937

VARIETY
E Jelesnlck Oro
Simeon Karavaeff
AckadI Stoyanovsky
Joey Ray
Darla Blerse
Hotel Ambassador
Larne
Larry Slry Oro
Eddie Davis Ore
Hirado Oro
Hotel Hlltmoro
La Conga
^.MoonUglit Terrace)
Bernle Cummins Or Jose Escarpenter Or
Hilda Snlazar
D'Angelo & Porter
Ramon LIttee
Walter Cummins
Havana 3
Dorothy Crone

WEEK

THIS
Numerals

(Sept. 27)
(Sept. 20)

Hotel fidlsoD

connectiod with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

in

B

Whlttaker ft Ptnr
2d half (23-26)
Michel & Arnova
S Stanford ft Gls
•

.

LEWISHAM

Granada

B

Rolls & Dorothy
Co as booked

TOTTENHAM

Palace

CHICAGO

AUBANY
Grand

(24)

(17).

garab

& Chuckles
Block & Sully
Chaney & Fox

Cappy Barra Co

Edna Strong
Harry Rose
CalU Collegians

Jolly Gillette

Don & D
nhodes

TlUn

3

.prelBser Sia

Tivoll
Zella

ft

Rita

Bd
Raymond Bennett
Ansons

3
.

TORK

Carr

'

B

liftW-Parker
^
Vadrifroera

.

Bob.

-

BARNSLEY
BELFAST

M,

ft

Rita
'Rltz. Revels'

Hal Sherman

,

Ore

'

Capitol ' (24)

Case Bros

Frohman

;Bert

Arnaut

Cj'osby.

Lloyd

Betty

ft

LIVERPOOL

Shakespeare
Joe Daniels Bd
Imlto

De Haven

Pnge

ft

&

Beresford

Renara

Harry O'Donovan
Selma 4.

THE

Noel Purcell
Rltz Gls

Hintoh

^You Can't Have Everything'

Royal

Armour Boys
Kuda Bux

PANCING..STARS

Alma

NEWCASTLE

Paramount
Rawicz ft Landauer

PLYMOUTH

GLASGOW

Pavilion
Lewis Rolling Stones

ft
ft

Edison ft Louise
Rene. Rex ft Ron

HP, TAP and TOE

Palace
Houston ft Stewart
Leslie Strange

Ted Ray
Taps ft Tempo
Van Ryder 3
Hengler Bros

Andy

Stella

Jimmy James

PLAYIMG
COTTON club; new YORK
DOUBUNO AT
PRE8Er«(T

Don Oalvan
The ManitoB
3

Canadians

4

RioB

R

W

Lehr ft Willie
Billy O'Connor

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK
Dir.:
LEDDY & SMITH

HASTINGS
R«Kal

Levis Discoveries

KINGSTON

.

Florence Cast
Jack Marshall
Larry Powell
Hotel Park <reaiml
(Cocoanat Orov*)
Jerry Blaine Ore

Johnny McKeever
Evelyn Ran
Fred Cameron
Hotel

Y

WARRINGTON

RItE
Terry's Juves

Peter Fannan

Harry Moore

WILLESDEN

Tommy

Dorsey Ore

Bdythe Wright
Jack Leonard
Esquires
Hotel PlccadUly
Jeno Bartal Oro
3

otel PlMM
(Persian Room)

Holtz
Buster Shaver
Cotton Bowl, (24-25)

Hudson-De Xi Ore
Yacht Club Boys
Tip, Tan & Toe

Bob Burns

BOSTON

DETROIT

Hetropolttaii (24)

I'ommy Dorsey Ore

&

Nichols

'

Roberts

4. Kraddocks
Johnny Woods

MlchlKan
Founs

Bertolottl'a

(24)

TjaI

Don &

Shirley

Eddie White
Allen

DAU>AS

ft

Kent

Tommy Farr
SPRINGF^D, Mass.

Casino (24)

Anson Weeks Ore
Uells, Kirk & H

Barney Gallant's
Betty Bowker
3 Musical Rogues

Paramoant (24)
H'wood Bandwagon

Stanley

illrimfoM (24)
yrin Osborne Ore

(17)

Hotel Bavok -Plata
Bmll* PattI Oro
The Bachelors
Hotel 8t. George
(Brooklyn)
Dantzig Oro

ilal

Shaw

&

Grade Barrle
Shaw & Lee

(24)

Nole

Ore

Hallett

Jerry

Lee

ft

Nolan

READING

Astor (24-25)
Rita Rio Ore

Gloria Gilbert

(17-18)

(17)

Hudson-De L Bd

Henny Toungman
Mltzl Mayfair

WASHINGTON

Ethel Shutta

& Ford
Stan Kavanagh
Uanh, Dupree & L

Whltey

Etarle

(24)

Ray Hutton Ore

Ina

(17)

Horace Heldt Ore

3

Rhythm Boys

Caliente Cabelleros

Chateau Moderne
Jack Monte Ore
Mary on Date
Consuelo Flowerton
Trini Plaza

CInremont Inn
Cart Harte Ore
Clab Cavalier
Mark Sable Ore
Jackie Gleason

Sandra Landi

INDIANAPOIJS
ryrlc

Chlcaco (17)
Qua Van
glantz & Bellak

(24)

Bowes Rev
CITY. MO.

Mn.1

KANSAS

Tower

(24)

Robblne

Berkos

St.v*

lake

Dwnn

Orpheum

(24)

Betty Burgess

Plorlo & L
Wilfred Ingleman

Nice.

State

ft

MEMPHIS

Marvin Lawler

Dick
^arr

Seals

Kplller's

Oriental (17)
^lo Hyde
Hobs & Bennett

Sonny LaMont

Wood

Brltt

Karyl Norman
(One to fill)

(24)

& D Remy
& Estes
* Roberta

ST. .lOE,

MO.

Electric (24)

Page

Muriel

Radio Ramblers
Trent

BMl LaVere Co

Tommy

London

Mildred Roaelle
Honey ft J Wilson
Club 18

G Andrews

Oro

Jack White
Pat Harrington
Jerry Blanchard

Frank Froeba
Jerry Kruger
Withee
Club Eldorado
Helen Morgan
Dave Fox
Bovard Sis
Cordoba Sis
Franco ft Francini
Freddie Bernard
Cuban Rhumba Bd
Jeri

Club 52a

St.

Snub Mosley Ore
Club Gnncho
Los Gauchos Ore
Pedro
Dolores
Chlquita
NIria

Week

Carmen Llta

of Sept. 20

Canterbury M. H,
Ist lialt

Michel

(20-22)

& Aniova

2d^half

(23-25)

B Whlttaker &
Pinr
Billy

Cotton

OAJIDEX
(5rlp

Vine,

Bd

TOWN
ft

Rink

Roy

.Sedley

Buddy Wagner Ore

Grannda
Don Rico Ore

Ruth Pennine:
Club Normnndle
Buddy Wagner Ore

EAST HAM

EDMONTON
Empire

P

ft

M

6ros
Honrl

ISLINGTON
niue Hnll

N

Club MIrndor
(Roof Garden)

Apnoho Bd

Ef|iil)lo

J"'»«»"«nt

Moore

CLAPTON

1st hHlf
Rapid 4

(20-22)

El Chlce
Carlos Mnntoya
3

Joan Hill
Cotton Club
Cab Callowny Ore
Nicholas Bros
Tip, Tap & Toe
Avis Andrews

Hotel WaldorfAstoria

Leo Relsman Bd
Ralph Rutgers Ore
iMarlssa Flores

Raphael

Pampero

Jose

Henry Herman

CHICAGO

Carpenter Oro

&

WclllngtoD

Hotel

Jimmy

Kelly's

Allan Small Oro
Joe Capello Ore

Montmartre Boys
Carter ft Schaub
Mary Lane
3

Raymonds

Rlcardo De Caro

Danny HIgglns
Tnga Borg

Tltl. ft Pellln

r>ee

Cortes

ft

Malda

Frencli Casino
(Folies Rergero

Revue)

Russ Morgan Oro
Lou Breese Ore

Jimmy

Lambertons
Opya Club
-

Rhythm

ft Janice
Paradlsa

Sally

Jilt

Billy

ft

Inga Borg
Zee' Zee
Ashley ft Ware
Gladys Crane
Nina Rlnaldo Oro

Mack Mile

Vaughn

Cackles O'Neill
Place Elegante
Larry Maddl Oro

Helen Cagle
Jack Rose
Toto Canglosl'
Mario Basin!

Emmet Vance Oro

Joe

Webb Oro

Valerie

Dumont

Leslie

Gene Walters
Gladys Faye
Vaughn Comfort
International Casino

Anchorage

Cosrya Krumln
Karlo
Lonya Kalbouss
Elena Slavnala

Arcadia

l/cwls

Terry Lawlor
Ilnrlem 1'prour

House
Ersklne Hawkins Or
Bobby Evans

Izzv Bellln

Mualo Hall Boye

Smith

Kltzgerld
Flasa Sextette

LIlIiRn

Roo

&.

Curley

."Spoons

Brown

Bubbles
YelniH

"Wll.son

MIddleton

Willie Jackson

Loucey

Liiiio

lilrkory iroiine
Joe Mar.iala Ore
U;iv Blnn<ll
3 I'ppppr.s
Adele Gli'ard

Hickory Lodge
(Lnrchniont, N. V.)
Zlivn Arrluir Ore
Kliilne Howard

RcsrniirMni
Mitchell Ayres Ore

H'lyw'd

Lawrence

Charles
lleverly

Wllshire

Uillmore Uowl
llmmy Grler Ore
Lola & 7..ewls
Glen Pope
.Ian Rublnl
3

Hlltmorettcs

De lores
DIolc
3

ft

Andre

\Vel).stpr

Rhythm

'

Rasoalf

Cafe International
Don & A LeMaIre
Alius, Kirk ft H
Jean Gary

King Sla
Theodora

Tlio

Vinlta "Wade
I'niiia Fr.incols
.Night

& Dny

Hpth Wilson
IntprnaMonal Girls
l-'rank

Britton

Ore

Donna Dae

Martin

ft

Avis Kent

The Rose Bowl
Bernard

Henri

ft

Dixie Painter
4 Dictators
Carol, Jean
Billy Scott

(Atlantjo Beacli)
.

'

Bellevne-Stratford
(Planet Room)

Bea Franklin Hotel

Harry Rose
Gypsy Lee
Tavern On Green
(Central Park)
Hughie Barrett Ore

(Coral Cafe)

Hoe

Valhalla
Maurice Shaw Oro
Marlta

<

ft

& Marga

Shandor

Versailles

Al

Mayo Ore
tiie Bum's
•

Benny

Deloyd McKay
Gregory Gill
Jeahne Lang
Dorman Bros ft
Enters & Borgia
Lee Laniont

ft

M

.

Bowman

Kmbassy Club
Helen Benton
Grace Mannera
Pedro Blanco Ore
Lee Perrlns
Helen Heath

Cafe L« Mas*
Stan Clare Co

Warwick

Sla

Dorothy Deppin
Peggy Butler

Clover Club
Bob Grant Oro
Club Hawaii
Hawaiian Oro
Cncoaniit Grove
Donald Novls Ore
Hal Kemp
Famous Door

Evergreen Casino
Henry May Ore
Nadlne ft Gerardo
Tom Bnrry
Jean Kirk
Kathctn Qulnn
June Coll
.

1533 Locust

StulY .Smith

(Piccadilly

<:ozy Coe
Jonuh Jones

Ilvibb'r
.VIercle

Room)

I.p(f.<i

Will'iiis

M.irquez
Ollle PotlPr

^
Paul Duke
T^xas Redheads
Agnes Telle
van B Fontaine
Lambs Tavern
Larry Mel Oro

Rathskeller

Jack OrlfFln Oro
Marty Bohn
Nancy Lee
Marrone ft Galla

Harry A Myers
Marly Burton Ore
Open Door Cafe
.

Richmond
Gaylord ft Boyd
Amle Orgi»"
Edward Sis
Hlllie

Marie Holz

Hugo Ore

Victor

Miller

ft
ft

Travis

Millard

Gray

Pattl Crawford

Marionettes

Bobby Morro Oro
KItz-Carlton
(Crystal Room)

Van Levis Oro
St Club
Gene Osborne

Al Frisco Oro
LIndsIny Sis
Dolly Nixon
NIckl Galluccl
Harry Holly

Lake Inn
(CIcmenton)

Sliver

Joe MlllUopf Ore

Beth

Cl>alils

CharlcB-

'z

BUI Johnson Ore

'

Parrlsli .Cafe

-

Ted Llnsey Ore
Blanche .Saunders
Fats Prlmere
3

Parlseltes

Diana Toy
Mttle Club
<nes
Jane
Paul l>-ndall

Bundy

Wil.<i<in

SImmonds Ora

Betty Harrington
Plantation
Earl Walton Ore

Ted Blackman
Lois Deppe
Cats

Mae

Fiddle

ft

Allx

Harvey ft Ethel
Powatan
Val Irving
Bill Steele

Joe Rollo

Lyons

2

Will Henderson Or*

Claudia Waller

HakN

'

G Kavanagh Oro

-

Dick Gale
Doryce ft Drew
Dorothy Blaine
H Smith Girls
Ten-Forty Clnb
Joaquin Garay
'Lewis Sis 2

Al De Lage.Co
Coyle McKay Ore
Club Villa D
Irving Alexander
Chuck Stevens Ore
Webster Hall Hotel
(Cocktail

Grill)

Ted

ft Mary Taft
Ralph. Fisher
Paul'Nelghbors
Art Mooney .Oro

PHTSBUBOH
Nixon Cafe
Middleman Ore
Hughes

H

Orrln Tucker Oro

Sally

Bailey Sis
Internationals

Joe Termini 3
Doalta ft Perez

ft

H

Rosa

Hamid

Girls

Angelo di Falma
Hotel Roosevelt
(Cocktail Bar)

Larry Steele
George Gould
Louise

Lily Lido

Wayne Thomas

Mann

Helen Wiles
Sparkplug George
3

Esquires

8

Harlemettes
Willows

Noel Sherntan Girle
Pines
Artie Specter 3
Italian Gardens
Btzl Covato Ore

oBob Clayman Oro
Elaine Grey
Milt Clayman

Carmen

White Mansions
Dale Harkness Oro
Ruth Craven

Showmanship
(Continued from page 42)

(;raft

Donny

I..yona

.Sis

Helen Hart
T)e

MnyoH

the Are scene. Chief succumbed to
the lure of the mike and, after airing his plea, let the boys describe It
for a while.

Circus ]^ar«de

„

.

Wichita.

.

Broadcasting from the grounds by
radio station KANS was an unusual
event at the Rlngllng shows here.*
Broadcasting began with unloading at the railway tracks at 6 a.m.
Later in the morning attendants and
keepers were interviewed over the
mike oh the circus grounds and
'Seeing the Animals' was broadcast
at 12:30 p.m.
C. Q. Chandler, local
philanthropist, father and president
of Kansas Society for Crippled Children, who had 220 crippled boys
and girls as his guests, sponsored a
broadcast at 2 p.m.
Ken Kenyon, Loren Carlberg and
Don Evans, all announcers on th«
KANS staff, handled the broadcasting over a portable mike.

Celeste

A. <Manoy
Earno ft Gordon
ZOth Century Tavern
Lou Longo Ore
20th Century Co (6)
Ted Pike
Corday Sis
Dottle Moore

Pal.sy

Fiitfl

Woods Ore

6 Cozettes

Betty Scott

Wanda

,roiin.>;ori

Healy ft Garnella
Stanbeck (3)
Millie Obenor
Chalan ft Aldythe
Zellor ft Wllburn
Marion Melrose
Paul Reno
Alexander' Ore
Cozy Corner
J Hubert
Helen Dorsey
May Joy

New Overbrook Villa

Geo

.Vlfii'ip

,3

Ruth Martlh
Corktown Tavern
Phil Kaye

New Penn

Leslie

b'am

Continental

-

Rita Rio Oro
BUI Green's

Uutkln's Uatliskcller

mil

Jeasls. Pengra-

3

Honoy Brown
BrookH

Kll/.abeth

Arlene Sutton

.

Nina

Klorcnce Harris
."^mlth

•

Bonnie Baker

Stella

.*

Oro

Geo Williams

4

Blue Lantern
Maude. Feely
Nat Aionzo
Pat Bjirhs
Marie .Paul
A Ha naway Oro
Club Continental
Chtcb Reyss^' Oro

William Penn
(Urban Roof)

Oshlns ft Lessy
Ruth Petty
Jeanne Walker
Belva White
Ted Cook Oro

I'atsy Evans
T/Ulu M:iye
,

.

Yorktown Tavera

Arlle

Miller Sis

J

Palumbo's
Eddie Thomas

Cedarwood Inn
(Malaga. N. J.)
Clarence Mich Oro
Franhy Schluth
Joe Armstrong.
Lillian Stewart
Lillian

'.

Geraldlne Ross

Chalet

Bin Snyder

La Vonnes

Bowman

Lillian

'

Hank Fomish Oro
Commodore Otub
LeRoy ft Sharps

Jimmy Parker

N

Dolly Vaughn
Freddie Lane
Jacqueline Herman

Barrett

Rond Hal

Gddle Beal
Hawaiian Paradise
Sol Drlghts Ore
.Satlnl 'I'ual Loa
,Sol Hoopl Ore

JafTe

Cleo Valenteen
Nolan. Darling

•

Patsy O'Neil
Jean Andrews

Oro
Cocoanut Grove
Peon Fields

.

Hubbard

3 Martins
Musical Nitwits
Ida Nash
Bernice Foley
Viola Klaiss Oro

Ruth Warren

Meyer Davis Oro

Patricia Gllmore

(Casino)

Ron Perry Oro

Oro
Yacht Club

little

Eleanor Bowers

'

Ted FloRlto Ore

Korflra's.s

Kddit

Ball

•Jackie Heller

I

Kee
Judge

LOS AN0ELE8
Bruz Fletcher

Int'l

Milton Kellem Oro

Bobby Hayes Bd
Henny Youngman
Don Ragonese

Scott

ft

r..ethla Hill

'

Mayfalr Girls (I)
Ed SUverglade

W

Buhrman

Valda Hatton
Donnle Lyons
Bernico Doujglos
Jack ft J 111
Derby Wilson
Yacht Club

Hotel Adelplila Roof
Billy Catlzone •
Vincent Alzzo Ore
.Sammy Knye Ore
Union Grill
Bob Roltner
Tommy Ryan
Karl Mulvaney Ore
Loyanne ft Renard Charlie Wilson
BlUie Bugbee
Roberts ft White
Jimmy Brown
Show Boat
Grace Johnson
Barons
Al Marsico Oro
Paul Regan
Harlent Casino
Vlto ft Plrl
Jordan ft Grace
Jimmy Wadklns Or Mozelle
Flortdlans Ore

Don Renaldo Ore

Sands Point Club
Paul Rebuccl Org
Stork Clob
Feldkamp Oro
Gus Martel Oro

Peacock Gardens
Herman Ore
UbungI Club
Doc Hyder Ore
f?ylvan

Northwood Inn
Monahan
Book-CadlUae Hotel Dave
Oehman 2

I

Aristocrats

Marya

Dorothy Bach
Ed SUverglade
Johnny Graff Oro
Izzy BelUs

'

G & R McDonald

(Empire koomt
The DeMaroos
Alexander Gray
Gasparre's Qro

Herbert Dexter

Mann ft Strafford
Lee Lament

LInd Oarenzlo
Corinne

.roe

Uoum

PHILADELPHIA

Lou Valera
Ben Yost Collegians
Russian Bear

Al Cnrnarg

DETSOIT
Blossom Heath
Moore ft Revel

Boris RotnanofC Oro

Smith Ballet

Hotel llilmer

Irene St. Clair

Parisians

Lois Kay
Wes Sommerfleld

and B.I

B.r

H

-

Hotel Stevens

B. B.
Eddie Lebanon Ore B.
Rider 'Sis
Dr Sydney Ross
Palmer Sis
Helen Myers
Dorothy Jqhnstoo
The Bonners
Hl-R«t
Pauline Alpert
Thelma Kingsbury Armlda
Kenneth Davidson
Willie Shore
Strogd 2
Chei*!
Raye ft Naldl
3 'C Notes
Riviera
Hotel Btsmarck
Mickey Alpert Oro
(Walnut Room)
Val Erhie Oro
Eddie Varzos Oro
Eddie Garr
Luclo Garcia
WIni Shaw
Ramon & Renlta

Lorraine

Enrico ft Novello
Les Trluner
Klutlngs Animals

(Continental Room)
Carlos Molina
Jerry McGinty

Theo Troy
Mildred Rock
8

Geo D Washington
Al ft Anise
Hotel Edgewater
Beach
(Board Walk)
Roger Pryer Oro

Ahearn Bros
Chas Carrier

Uarry'a M. X.
Cabaret
Chas Bngles Ore
Jack Irving
Yvette

Queen Mary

Chubby Reed

Ed Mnrple.
Rhythm 2

Bill Bllger

Albernlee
Geo Sterney Giro
BrodeU Sia (3)

Abbott Dancers
Hotel Sherman
(College Ian)
Frankle Masters Or

'Marne'
Gale Parker
Marlta Ryan

Bill Farrell

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)
Fred Warlngs Ore

4

Gay SO's
Lew King

M Bergere Ore
Geo Olsen Ore
Yascha Bunchuk Or Joe Rodriguez Oro
Basil Fomeen Ore
MItzi Green
Calgary Bros
Gall-Gall
Artlnl
Voodoo
Jeanne Devereaux
Dormonde Bros
Voodoo Dancers
Maurice ft Crance
Irene Helda
Chas Strickland
Jacqueline Mignac
Herman Hyde Co
Billy Haywood
Kit Kat Club
LPS Juvelya
curt Allen
LUyan, Danla. Walo Maurice Rocco Ore
Basin St. 4
Luclenno & Ashour Dorothy Saultera
Chanticleer 4
Ketty Mara Co
('harloteera
Green Bros 4
Menclilnssl
Les
Cook ;& Brown
Marie Almonte
Lea Robenis
Kretclima
Wlvel
Roberton
NIcholaa Matthey Or Bob Aaen Bd
Germs Ine Roger
Michel MIchon
Nlco Roschln
Arllne Whitney
Nudia Ludbva
Carmen Torres
Evelyn Nesbltt
Volortia Katov
Bob Lee
Frolics
Maru.sla Sava
Ginger Sutton
Ralph Wntklns Ore
Lea Aurelte

'

Dener

Virginia

Osman

°

'

Miller

.

Mlckle Lucas '
Jeanette Iam
Jerry Glidden Oro
Coloslmos
Bob'Tlnsley
Roscoe Ails

Raymond

ft

Joan Dillon
Johnny Russell
Hope Chandler
Pavilion Royal
(Valley Stream L.I.)
A Warden Ore

Ann Barrett

Greta Strauh

•

Club Minuet

Ruth Daye

Ray

Commodore Duo

Grand Terrace

Henry. Busse- Oro

Deone Page

& Myrtle
Sunset Inn
Ace Punconst Oro

Joe Parlato

Ada Brown
Andy Kirk Oro

Coflnna Mura
Bemls Kids

Maxine

Jay Freeman Ore
Lucille Johnson

ElduruilI;inH'

Mai-^

Johnny RelUy
Weber's Hof Brao
(Camden)
Louis Chatkin Ore

Hotel Brevoort
Jaros Sis
Earl Smith

;Sav6.

Barbara Parks
Paul Gerrlts

finrfside

Ed Mayehofl Oro

Patricia

Las Guarecltas
Rolando
El Toreador
Don Juan Ore
FauBto De Igado
Teddy Rodriguez

The Reyes

Nicholai Grushko
Julian Altman
Ivan Korniloft

Hotel Taft
Geo. Hall Or^
Dolly Dawn

Jacit Derapsey's

Ryan

Carol Sis

A Rasch Dancers
Hotel Shelton
Gene Fosdlck Ore

Calient*

Beth Raborn
Helen Shaw
Ruth Wayne

Hotel St. Regis
(Viennese Roof)
Jacques Fray Oro

Dynamite Hooker

Don Alberto Oro

(Tueknhoe)

Emery Deutsch Oro

Tondeleyo

H

Gene Archer

iShea

Dade

Joe ganders
Ronald ft Roberta
Pete the Newsboy
June Glory
Ches Farce

Ray Keating Oro
Buddy Kennedy
( Spirits of

ft

Blaehhawk

Lambs Ore

Tommy Lyman

Hotel Roosevelt
Lukewela's Orch

Charles Walters

D'Avolos ft A
Antonlta Morales

,

.

Dick Stabile Ore

..PHILADELPHIA
Earle

(24)

Horace Heldt Ore

Mayfalr

Ultzl

Henry LaMarr
Jack Arnold
Sid Hawkins

PITTSBURGH

Vodery's Jubileers
Chocalateers

Joe Hembree's Ore
Club Yamnrl
Angel's Rhumba Bd
Cascade Billy
Ellseo Grenet Ore
Anne White
Roslta Ortega
Lillian Loralho
George Negrete
Renee Villon
DIoaa Coatella
Monchlto
Blil's Omj SO'S
Ethel Gilbert
Ann Courtney
Spike Harrison
Emmett Casey
Jerry White

!NEWABK

Tramp Bd
Teddy Hale

Warden

Sally Joyce

Duchln Ore
Paul Draper

Hotel St. Uorlts
Hal Richards Oro
Grisha
Carleton ft Juliette
Paul Thompson
Ed Singer

ITEW YOBK CITT

Jarrett

Al

Billy White Oro
Dancing Dletrlchs

Oaks

Tite

Billy Callahan
Al Shumaker
Darlone Jones
Jimmy Bolley

Walker S
Tho Duanos
Dean Murphy

B

ft

J Dunetln

Streets of Paris

Bablette

CHICAGO
Ball-Ball

Haines, Tate ft S
Tic Too Sis
Mori's
Lou Ferris Oro

Bernice Horton
Ray Jones
Italnbow Uonro

Bd

Savoy Jr

Cabaret BiDs

Paramount
<

Ahl

James Keogan
ft Palmer
Kathleen Maye
La Verne Tr

Danny Beck

Penns>-iTanla

Ell

JTEW YORK CIXX Art
Pammonnt (22)
Lou

Reed

Billy

Delia

Kenny

Phyllis

Empire

Thomas

ft

ft

Jackson ft Lytton
Harry Fryer Bd

Empire
Western Bros
Chilton

Ptnr

IkMIe'*

-

SUTTON
Plaza

Vorker

(Summer Terrace)
Benny Meroft Oro.

Hotel Flerro
Harold Nagel Oro

Irvlnr

Neuman,
Johnny Nit

New

A

(Pago- Pago Room)
Lou Martin Oro
Eddie Davis

Golden
Gregory Cjuinn
Rid

Ruth

Jack Hutchinson
Irving Braslow Ore

Squires

S

Hugo Klee

NIkl Nikoll
DI Sarrlo ft

Jack Owens
Betty Borden
Swing Club
Nan Blackstone

Pinil

Ini'l InRlruitiental
llae Hart

Dane

Amos

3

.Somerset House

a

MiicUiu

Mario Latell
Charlie

Hal Brown
Len Parker Oro
Frapkle Gallagher
Rosslllano.4
Swing Club Girl Rev
Dick ft Dot Remy
1214 Club
Dorothy Roberts
Mildred Bailey
Kathryn
Case
Guy
Rennle
Red Norva Oro
Allan Gale
Hudson Metzger Gls Fred Thompson Ore Vera
Dunn
Topsy't
Shirley Hale
Purls Inn
Jimmy Blake
Al RIdrfdge Oro
Pete Contrelll Ore
Arnold Sis
i>omlnlo Columbo
21 Club
June Bruner
Ken Henryson
Tommy Monroe
Jean Rogers
Dee Sis
Sally La Marr
Barney
LInd
Winnie Mack
Marlon Kingston
M
Monachesl
Rodolfo ft Alva
Nancy Barry
Leona KIce
Henry Monet
Ann Rush
Agnes Johnson
Thora Malthalson
Melody Blenders 8
Troradcro
Marguerlta.del Rio
Jean Rlccardl Oro
Juan de Martinis
Garwood Van Oro
Viking Cafe

'Mnrray'fl

Gonzales ft Menen
Hotel .Uarray. Hill
(Foantaln Reom)
Joe Cappi Oro
Nancy Garner

.

Lucan &4'M'cShane

.

EDINBURGH

.

J Messner'Oro
'Jeanne D'Arcy

Hotel

Philco 4

New Yorkers
Robt Algar
Desnionde ft Ray

Jimmy O'Dee
3 Stbrrs

..

Bros

ft

Kelovls

Sado-Calro 3
Rite 0
El Roma Troub'd'rs Anna & Pals
Ndr'mah Evans.
Jack Storks
Hlntonl Bros
LUTON

WASHINGTON

CITT

fitct«r (2S)Bros ft

N

Robb Wilton

Co

Archie

yitm

'

Holt
Hotel MeAlpIn
(Roof Garden)

Bertha Wilmott
Chevalier Bros
George Heriot
Olsen's Sea Lions
Radcllffe ft' Rodgers 4 Ascots

SCHENECTADY
Ackerman ft Wynne
Proctors (28-25)
May, Jack ft Buddy
Ma J Bowes Int'l Rev Sylvia Rooklyn
ALERBHOT

Nlkko

Bette Carter
Virginia Dare

Palomar

Belmont

Bella

Or

Honolulu linncera

4

Corlies

Ken Casey .Ore

of Sept. 20

ABERDEEN
Wynn

.

Don Cummlnga

(Brooklyn)

l.con

.

Castles

3

Horaclo ZIto Ore
George Sterney
Le Mirage
Harry Horton Oro
Cuqulta
Marie Almonte

Meymo

Week
S

Don Zelaya
Jimmy Dorsey Ore

Harriet HUllard
4:

ft

& Kent

Allen

^
Nelson Ore

Grace

.

Dorothy Daniels
Hotel Half Mooo

Ray Kinney

VIo Oliver
Harris. Claire
(17)

Hotel Gov. Clinton
Phil D'Arcy Oro
Stuart Jules

Betty Willlama
Hotel LealnstOB
Andy lona Oro

Hudson Wonders

.

<

Thomas

ft

Palace (24)
Overs & Dolores
Rio Bros
Mary Small

B*rt flordon
trtfmmy Mack
Jack Guilford

Ozzle

WOOLWICH

Granada
Bobby Howell Bd
Drury ft Ramorid
Hurray Stewart

Ealace
Plochi Sis

3

Jones

Apache Bd

CUElVIiliAND

-.:BO«ton (tS)
'Milton Berle

Dorli

'

.

V MacNaughton
Brown's 3. Shades

Kay Marshall

.

BOSTON

Dla*

Gambols

Variety
Chiick

^.

Don &^1>
Ann McCabe

Dick,

& Thomas
STREATHAH

Jones

Palace (24)

FolUea

B Star

Palace

Ptochl Sis

3

Murray Carun
J Callman

R

Symmecks

Omar's Dome
Redman Oro
BImer
Dorothy Castle
"
Dorothy Black

Le Coq R«iug«

V

Dick Stone
Johnny Blue

TOOTING
*

.

Billy Swanson Ore
Essex House
Nat Brandwynne O
Maxlne Tappin

Hotel

Lonnle ilclntlre
Lily Gibson

George.

Guldo & Kva
Uobble TretiKiIne

Stamp's Cafe

Seven Seas

Glodys'BaBwell
Rose Valyda
Tiny Meredith

NTG Hev

Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK

51

(2)

Dolly DavlH
V Noroiantl Oro
JTrank Ponll

NBC's

2,000,000th O.O'er

New
National

Broadcasting's

Tour department

York.
Studio

making elaborate arrangements to welcome and
honor its two-millionth paid guest,
expected between Oct. 10 and 15.
Has already handled 2,000,000. but
is

actually paid tourists will not reach
this mark until next month.
In addition to beinx made an
honor guest on a radio broadcast
over NBC and being entertained in
many ways,, the two-millionth guest
will get transportation via TWA. If
an out-of-towner, will be supplied
an airplane trip home. If a New
Yorker, will get a round trip to

Chicago.

'

'

ROXY,

N. Y.

stage show doesn't require

hypo

VARIETY HOOSfe REVIEWS

VARIETY

55

this

.owed by Buddy Lake and his comedy chatter. Lake, aided by a femme
stage and by a male stooge in
box, did several blue gags and much
'borrowed' material. At that, he deserved a better spot on the bill. He
was followed by Sybil Roth doing
her back bends atop a piano while
Bernie Dunn,
Dlaying and singing.
n his second week as house m.c,

much on

week when twinned with

such a sock screen feature as '100
Men and a Girl' (U), with Deanna
Durbin, Leopold Stokowski et al.
Stage fare is three acts dovetailed
into the Roxy formula and dished up
in semblance of a unit Combo jells
for a fast, colorful dancing show
which, though unlabelled, could be
tagged 'Rhythm,' for that's the motif

STATE, N, Y.
Chick Webb's orchestra is back
within a mOnth, but they piled into
this downtown second run combination Thursday evening (16) as if he
were brand new. It's one of the
quickest

repeats

for

this

Harlem

combo.

Webb was here the week of Aug.
contributed four'' minutes of
His 14-piece outfit is from the
19.
comedy talk that fell on arid soil. Savoy Ballroom up in Harlem. The
He gave up quickly and broiight on orchestra did 30 minutes when
in the next-to-closing spot the Parcaught, highlighted by Ella Fitzthroughout.
ker Brothers, two men who did
Linton's
Nick Long, Jr., gets and earns top land-to-hand acrobatics in a comedy gerald's Singing; Charles
Smiles, and Smiles,
billing with some classy hoofology vein.
Worked In rustic attire and pop (too long);click
decisively in a
that packs everything in a dancing garnered some laughs and a nice carioca team,
of a
work
the
and
routine,
and
in
fast
weaves
way. Personable chap
land with their serio-comic muscle
soft,
its
with
Latter
quintet.
out of a couple of niunbers with the feats.
melodic swing contrasts sharply with
Gae Foster ensemble and also sogksthroughout.
on
stage
band
House
the brassier numbers in which the
in a dance spesh on his own. Nadihe
fourth
Main floor two-thirds lull at
orchestra generally specializes. Not
Gae also contributes neatly to the show
Friday (17). Picture is 'Legion too loud to crack the walls, however,
dance division with aero solo and
Used
(Mono).
of Missing Men'
'yebb remains behind the drums,
-later in a double with Long. Both
.first two shows
Scene*
(UA)
Street
elicit good returns.
his conductor in tails, Bardou Ali,
Kiley.
it.
continuing out in front 6f the organAl Bernie, ybuthf ul mimic, also and yanked
had the outfronters under control
ization.
"ttrith his batch of impreshes of ether
booked in with
:

then

•

BOSTON

acts were
on his quick repeat, Sid
Boston, Sept. 19.
Marion and Co., Mark Plant (New
Headed by Ozzie Nelson and Har-. Acts) and Bert Nagle and Girls,
show. Novelty
riet Hilliard this week's bill is sat-, latter opening the
The turn is an o.k. switch op Nagle's
isfactory, if not sensational..
Nelson band can swing, it, and offer standard cat personations.
a good assortment of arrangements
Plant deuces handily in a short
of pops» most of them With surprise routine of songs, while Marion, with
twists at the finish. Best tune turn- his corking drunk routine, is ahead

KEITH'S,

and Hollywood f aves. His standouts;
are Laughton and Edward G. Robin-

Some of the others more' of
caricature variety, but well done.
Bob Ripa contributes his usual
lively session of ball juggling and
stick manip, which also over well.
Gae Foster girls have their best
innings in the l-hythmic opener, and
son.

Three

Webb

Wednesday, September 22/193*7

ing and impersonating, lads, are
boring. One lad keeps hoggmg the
spot and he has the least to offer:
uses a conglomerate arr^y of the pat
lines of well known comedians and
not to slight the modern trends
slipped back to a 'six-bits from
Lucia' crack.
Judy Conrad's band, for the past
few weeks seen in the pit, cull out
an okay opener with John Colvin,
Don Tiff now tending
baritone.
piano while Conrad batons. Those
two gents are plenty neat on ar-

STANLEY, PITTS.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 20.
Stabile's ban^
that Dick
stage debut here is quite
natural inasmuch as the Ben Bernie

Fact

makes

its

alumnus

is

now

generally considered

Pittsburgh-made product. Newr
to the baton hit the city (William Penn Hotel's Chatterbox) last
fall just a couple of months after he
organized outfit and stayed as long
rangements. A pit band could mean as he could, about 16 weeks, buildplenly .here and begins to look like ing himself locally, getting an air
rep via WCAE and Mutual shots and
the lads are away to a nice start
elevating his crew almost immediately
Harlan Christie, m.c, has a novelty into the big time.
a

•

comer

Hoyt.

bit that gets a hand.

DENVER, DENVER
Denver, Sept 20.
Ted Mack, for several years m.c.
Denver theatre stageshows, is
back with a Rhythm orchestra and
for

revue that dishes out entertainment
to please riot only his former fans
but rates top spot any place. Mack
directs the orchestra as well as
m.c.ing the show, sings a bit and
plays the clarinet.
Florence Hin Low, acrobatic dancaero
contributes some nilty
er,
dancing that- gets over for tops.
Louise Boyd is okay in a brief tap
dance; Ted Lester plays numerous

Furthermore he's b&ck again to
stay for a while, opening William
iPenn's new fall-and-winter dance
spot Oct 1 so Stanley engagement's
a swell trailer for both Stabile and
the hotel. What's more, the lad's
delivering ^JOth as a musician arid
showman and outside .of a certain
nervousness, to which he himself
confessed, there was nothing in his
opening show conduct to indicate
that he hasn't been around the deluxe cinema $pots for years.
Musically,. Stabile was always one
of Bernie's crack men. on the sax
and clarinet. Now at the head of
his own crew, he's goin|{ to town
even more

effectively, digging deeply
into the instrumental bag of tricks
and coming up with some longMarion
nicely handled in both. Don Gordoni, out by the orch was 'Reefer Man,'
winded trills that's always surefire
of the Webb orchestra.
instruments which he pulls- from
baritone^ and Marjorie Knapp» alterMiss HiUiard charms with Tent- scored nicely Thursday night when under his coat, including violin, sax, stuff out front Stabile's featuring
nate and duet in the vocal build- house on Third. Avenue,' 'Love Bug,' caught. Picture, 'Topper' (MG).
saxtet himself at thie head of it.
clarinet, etc.; Dick and Leota Nash and six grind out some slick stuff
ups for the ensemble numb?tr^.
Char.
Kid in Three-Cornered Pants' and
do a cowboy roping trick, clicking that has the advantage pf not being
Where Are You?'
both on stunts and comedy chatter. over-arranged like so many of these
This outfit may not have startling
Texas Sam Hilton, novelty instru- novelties.
ideas in stage' presentation, but. it
mentalist, sings Texas ballads acceptGetaway performance lA^as a little
Detroit, Sept. ^0.
;tas one of the ^eetest brass secBaltimore, Sept. 20.
ably to good, returns.
slow but half-: way through, with
Ions anywhere.
It's strictly Veloz and Yolanda on
jplus
(Mrs.
Frances Berke, vocalist, has a me-^ arrival of Gfacie Barrie
Ina Ray Hutton and her band
tan
out
Preisser
current show, but dance duo gets
June
Cherry and
Virginia McNaughtoh, tapper; Elaine lodious coloratura voice that's easy Stabile-to-be), Stabile- settled down,
plenty of help from most of the several sustaining routines ana win Merritt, vocalist; Bob Dupont, jug- to listen to. At her best when imi- found his bearings and carried on
Coupled with .'Wife, appreciative plaudits.
other acts.
Grace and gler, and the Winstead- Trio, vocal tating film stars vocaling 'Delight- from that point like a veteran. By
Doctor and Ntirse' (20th), lineup Nikko,
team, swingsteris, combine to, turn in a ful, Delicious, De-lovely.'
comedy ballroom
night-time show was running. as
looks good for a hot session at the pleased the morning mob even- more, fast .moving 44 minutes pf pleasing
gingerly and smoothly as .any unit
Rascals of Rhythm,, two sepian that's been out for weeks!
ib.o., as V.&Y. have done previously
Cummings entertainment for. the Hipp's stage
Don
the
time
and by
hoofsome
fast
lads,
with
are
okay
here.
appeared in the next-to-shut they portion this week. Show works in
With the band are three acts, in
Dance duo, spotted in final cog, were starved, for his rich dish of presentation form with the band ing, also sing and imitate various addition to Miss Barrie. veteran
offer their usual smooth round of hokum. This full-dress rope twirl
vaude team of Shaw and Lee, for
making a colorful full stage .Isack' musical instruments.
(hoofing, a waltz, tango and jazzy er and swift gagger won over his
orchestra numbers stand put last two years on Coast dping radio
Two
Hutton introing the
and
gro.und
cinch for gobs of ap- customers immediately and from numbers and acts.
number.
the. 'Merry - Go - Round
and flJm work, and NoU and Nolan,
plause, but their encore of 'Mehy- then on he had everything his own
Opening with torrid arrange Down,' with the boothnaan helping dancers, all of them wPtking in full
Go-Round' from 'Champagne Waltz' way.
Cummings' tomfoolery was ment of 'Born to Swing' with blonde with a flasher, and the Three Rears stage in frpnt of orch. Shaw and Lee
audithe
knocks
about
just
flicker
with almost exactly the
sorely needed in this lineup.
stick weaver doing the vocal, band and Goldilocks story, with Mack tell- are back
ence's ears off. While duo's slowturn they first did here at the
•Forty Naughty Girls'. (RKO) on goe§ into sweet version of 'Trees' ing the story and the orchestra do- same
paced waltz numbers are okay in
two-a-day Davis almost 15 years ago
Fox.
which brings on Virginia McNaugh ing the sound effects.
smoothness, it was their swifter the screen.
they're tying up the
the
way
and
ton in classic buck to Massenet's
The house was packed for the show will probably
numbers which caught payees' fancy
send the newer'
'Elegy.' Nicely gowned in filmy eve
Yours'
Friday, night show. 'It's
on late show caught Friday eve
comedy acts digging back into -the
ning attire instead of the usual (Col.) on the screen.
Rose.
ring (17).
For Shaw and Lee, it's the
files.
classic
girl
shows
pants,
a
Powell
andYoServing to intro Veloz
same little tricks, the same hoofing,
Washington, Sept. 20,
technique, finishing strongly with
landa, Gae Foster line presents a
the same gags, the same song. 'Folseries of shdrt takeoffs.on famous
House goes overboard twice yearly some well executed spins.
lowing Our Father's Footsteps,' -the
Elaine Merritt on next with so-so
waltzes of past. Neatly done, as are on all-local revue and anniversary
same bowlers and the same three-^
Philadelphia, Sept. 20.
two other routines by house line. show and this week it's the latter. renditions' of 'Too Marvelous for
button, tight-fitting suits. And with
Opener is a rope-skipping flash: With smash overture, an m.c. and Words' and 'AH God's Chillun,' after
Stage show rtms 90 minutes and audience results like they collected
doesn't five acts there are enough people in which Bob Dupont steps out with contains plenty of entertainment
costimjirig
while
which,
this afternoon, there's apparently no
flatter gals, provides another chance the pit and on the' stage to stock his routine of juggling, using balls, But it's spread on too lightly.
En- need for them to seek alterations.
clubs and tambourines with the tirely .too much willingness with enfor line to display their versatility three vaude bills.
Another socko is Miss Barrie, top-'
plate, napkin and apple bit for an
nicely.
Third routine is a spiffy
cores and too much chatter from notch song stylist and a definite perIn buying quantity it was neces
Put over a decided sock, Henny Youngman m.cJng. Cut -to
encore.
affair,
done before
silhouette
sary to sacrifice malrquee draw, but
sonality. She smacked across a trio"
smooth ocean effect to strains of the performers are working in holi' begging off.
usual 50 minutes would speed up of numbers, winding up with a smart
Two band numbers, 'If You Should pace,
'Red Sails in the Sunset* warbled by day mood and it gets across to audi
to better results.
arrangement of 'The Lady Is
Leave' and a very hectic scream arFrankie. Connor, pit tenoi".
ence' nicely. Biggest gamble house
Marquee hypo is principally on Tramp,' and then came back for the
O'Connor Family, consisting of took was booking Sammy Walsh, rangement with Hutton vocaling the
Shutta, with Mitzi Mayfair also finish to do another to Stabile's sax
Ethel
and hoofing to the second,
itwo males, young Don O'Connor and
finished sock season at Chamber- first
who
Noll and Nolan'
changing costumes for both, okay and billed big and Youngman in third accompaniment.
sister Patsy, socked its usual. As on
lain Hotel, to m.c. the works. Being
Biz is sockaroo, and suf- (femme's a swell looking little lassie,
right for the Winsteads, who position.
previous occasions here, little .blonc
kid's first crack at 3,000-seat house just
looks like anything but a
Patsy is outstanding. She's a cinch in months, he took a couple of days follow to very hey hey returns. fers only by comparison of take gar- but boy
ballroom terper) knock off two fairly
with women payees, and for anyone to get going, tending to waste time Youthful appearing trio of two boys nered by recent name bands.
on apSession opens with Youngman as average numli-irs, registering
boys handling guitars
else for that matter, with her cute
a la cafe technique, but at later and girl, the
than dancing alwarbling and tapping. Kid's pipes show caught he was shaping up in legit style, they wang out swingy m.c. introing acts. If nothing else, pearance rather
though some of their acrobatic tricks"
are plenty strong and clear, while nicely. Specialties, including panto- rewrites of 'Bugle Call Rag,' 'Blue house gets plenty of Henny's patter,
He never stops at are nicely executed.
hoofing is a close second. Rest of mime of lady geijting ready for .bath, Heaven' and 'It Looks Like Rain,' patter, patter.
Picture 'Confession* (FN) and biz;
act do nicely on patter, knockabou
tap dance on waiter's tray and which on show caught tied up pro- just bringing on other talent, but
and hoofing, but Patsy, who's done demonstration of Big Apple, still ceedings* in grand style. Act -has a does act of bis own each time. Note at opening all right, with practically
people's
the
to
funny.
He has some full downstairs and half balcony.
that boy isn't
some pic work, is
lack the concentration and polish lot on the ball and should be able
Cohev.
cherce.
swell gags and swell bizness and
that oijly big-house experience will score on radio or nitery spots.
Vox and Walters have altered give, but they are steps in right
Hutton, making another change, kept up running line of chuckles,
their act since last appearance here,
takes band through torrid finale with But there's a limit.
direction.
and result is a smooth-running,
Dog turn, Whitey and Ed Ford, is
all sections of her ensemble going
Overture, which gets Pit Maestro to to-wn and earning a goodly num- first act. Fair warmer-upper. Dog's
meritorious ventriloquist act. 'ButPhil Lampkin four legitimate bows,
Chicago, Sept, 20.
cute and do some amazing balancing
tons,' the male dummy, turns in a
ber of curtains.
conglomeration
of- everything
is
nifty job for his master, Valentine
Film is 'Life of Party' (RKO).
stunts. Got a solid hand.
Bill is pretty well varied' this
Marie
Mayfair and then Miss week as far as quality is concerned,
Vox, and could have scored more from pop to opera, using
Burm.
Mitzi
Harp
Quintet, Soprano
McQuarrie
Shutta follow. After this comes a but it's worth sitting through, just to
solidly if either his white bellhop
Diane Christenberry and ladies of
suit
or Vox's white coat were
ballroom team, juggler and. male ter- hear the reception Block and Sully
anvils on the
changed to some other color, so the ensemble banging
per for finale. Order of acts seems get on their appearance, and to
K. C.
during 'Anvil Chorus' on, stage
Why the two big watch 'em take curtain calls at the
dummy would be more discernible. stage
unexplainable.
for finale.
nice
job
Miss Walters turns in a
names were not held for nearer the end. They're still box-office. This
Kansas City, Sept. 20.
Harry
Sixteen
girls,
brought
in
by
with her girl dummy, especially on
town hasn't forgotten 'em, and it'll
finis is a mystery.
As
is to be expected the current
Crosley who clicked directing hoofthe baby-bawling stuff.
Miss Shutta went over well, al- never forget 'em, as long as they
Jubilesta at the Muny aud is taking
Deuced is the Three Heat Waves, ing in all-local show, have three a healthy whack at this b.o. The though palm-music she got wasn't continue to deliver quality their
male warbling-hooflng act from routines, all standard and satisfactory marquee lure that Stanley Chambers by any means wild. Very evidently present routine has.
ozone. Appearance is praiseworthy, interludes but no more. First en- has booked to put his house some- a veteran, she makes attractive apEven though there's one laugh
and ditto warbling and hoofing,- but semble number serves as backgrojmd where in the running, so far as pearance and has good presence, al- after another, their set-up can't accomedy lacks sufficient polish. Didn't for Prichard and Lord, acrobatic vaude is concerned, is Muriel Page though
sometimes
her
bizness curately be classed as a vaudeville
Re- ballroom team relying on novelty of and her flame dance. They can go to seemed a little too exaggerated. act ,It has the informality and
get over at show caught.
the gent tapping while the lady does
mainder, however^ was okay.
appearance
the Fox (nee Tower) and get a flesh Wisely' sticks close to her vocal intimacy
a
personal
Overture, under Sam Jack Kauf- a bit of ballet to get .very mild hand. flash they won't ooglef at the aud. forte, doing group of four story- should have (and usually doesn't),
man's stick, comprises interpretaLarry Collins on next with his Pic is '100 Men and Girl' (U) which songs, including 'Lady Is a Tramp,' and at the same time, whips out a
tions of music from next week's 'stripping the trombone' stunt, which grabbed just about the niftiest press 'Ann Boleyn,' 'One of the Backrow flock of home-hitting jgags.
Shes
film, 'One Hundred Men and a Girl' maltes nice finish to straight trom- of any pic this year.
Girls' and a weepy, kid ballad.
still the dumbbell, and he's still the
(U), including 'Second Hungarian boning and trick of tooting a tune
Sweet-looker Mitzi Mayfair bet- mugging straight. There are a couple
Miss Page's number is all that is
Rhapsody.' Neat.
Pete.
with instrument balanced on lips expected of a nude turn, iShe pains- ter tapper than ever.
Gal's work congs, and a hotofing finish; also,
with no hands. Next act is teaming takingly gyrates about a huge candle more punchy now than when last throughout the whole thing, from
of Pianist Evelyn Tyner and Baritone stick backed by the house line who here in musicomedy. Has some swell the complimentary .stuff for Burns
Talbot
Haslett,
of
both
whom could pass as angels or sister moths, routines that get away almost en- and Allen to the I'm-dancing bit,
crashed vaude in local revues. Tyner finally gets her wings burned, drops tirely from usual terping. Undoubt- there's showmanship.
InldianapoHs, Sept, 20.
makes 'em tingle with her sym- remainder of her costume and with edly best was loose- jointed work she
Good, standard dance team is
Three acts and coupla specialties phonic-swinging of 'When Day Is the necessary covering flits about to did to 'St. Louis Blues.' In second Chaney and Fox. Always top-notch
sans line girls or production buildup Done' and Haslett, who has learned succumb effectively. Fetched a, nice spot, aud's mitts probably still cold, turn in
costuming and delivery.
comprise the stage bill for second to handle pop stuff with deftness for mitt at show caught.
for although reception was good, Classy
appearance is a distinct asset
week under new vaudfilm policy. what is essentially an operetta barismooth novelty is Tommy Trent again it didn't have rafter-rattling for the seven Cappy Barra swing
Budget has been slashed consider- tone, gets nice reception with and his puppet show. It's Punch, quality that it's capable of giving harmonica
players. They play swell
Alone'
'Thine
and Judy and the Devil with the same even, a good animal act
ably this week since it was found 'Musketeers,'
rhythm on their tooters.
week's show was too rhythm medley.
last
that
Dupree and Lee are bdllroom team
conk whacking and the 'gator clampNew material would help Chuck
expensive for the house's small seatJohnny Burke follows with his ing molars over Punch for a finish. of moderate dimensions. Combo was
is
ing capacity and 25c top admish doughboy monologue which was Trent works his dolls (which are sweepy. Smooth stuff with bit of and Chuckles as far as .their talk
however,
scale.
slow to click, but the chestnuts be- mittens on his own paws) fast and humor and toss in some aero work. concerned. Their leg work,
Estelle Taylor, headliner, worked gan to hit home midway and at dialogue is peppy and cuts some Billy Mann, billed with them, does is as surefire as ever.
proved
In opener Variety Gambols
in closing spot trying to do 12 finish they loved him. Judy Starr close corners.
a single at close. Shows some trick
a fine flash act with the four boys
minutes of popular songs. Her voice out on ramp in front of pit next to
The strong-armers this trip, the tap and eccentric terping.
was shrill, too high to carry welt give 'em 'Shake Your Feet,' 'Christo- Olvera brothers, are the fli-st tendon
Stan Kavanaugh,^ who's be6n fling- and three gals delivering slick acroover p. a. system, and not strong pher Columbus' and 'Love Bug' and tensioners to set in here for some- ing balls and Indian clubs around in batics and aero dancing. They do
enough without the mike. Audience walk off with top applause of entire time that don't go kittenish with a juggling act for years, gives a red- everything from hand-to-hand work,
received her with polite applause bill.
their tricks. Work principally with hot session that brought the best tumbling and dancing. They could
'only.
Man accompanied on piano,
Everybod^y does walk-on at finish, a pole and know what it's all about. appaluse. Comic-looking, he makes do without that inconsequential tap
with particularly good special ar- giving audience chance to confirm Plenty of snap here; have knack of five balls do things that are impos- start on their act, since the rest i.^
ramameht of times.
Starr and Burke as tops, and Walsh staying just so long, in the flashy sible. Passing Indian clubs through audience dynamite.
Dushane Sisters opened with a makes nice thank -you speech.
stuff till the audience gets squirmy his legs also won him good hand.
Picture is '100 Men and a Girl (U)
meaningless acrobatic control spePic' is 'My Dear Miss Aldrich' then bounce to something new.
'Mr. Dodd Takes the Air'^ (WB)
and business good at Friday's third
unison,
and
were
folcialty done in
(MG) and biz fair.
Craig.
Loop.
The Radio Ramblers, three sing- screen feature.
Herb.
show.
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talk

LaVere's Scotch jokes are accepted gleefully by the audience,
and his easy going, style and the
Chicago, Sept. 20.
smooth singing of Miss Ware make
become
a
unique
has
State-Lake
the act surefire.
touse during the past few weeks,
George Beatty has a tough spot to
his. next to closing location
^ue to the number of changes in fill
because the audience is already
vaude, theatre and picture set-ups
chatter weary.
His material is all
•round town. It is now the loop's hew and good, but the
audience
only 'bargalA house,* as it so adver-

Night Club Reviews

UNIT REVIEW

•

.

revisixin of the
tises Itself, due to the
Oriental policy to a top-priqed, first-

.'

theatre.

run
In addition the theatre has turned
towards a policy: ot maybe, one or
two acts less than their previous setup of five, six or seven acts, and letting each act do its full routine,
rather than chop to a few" minuties.
This is working out well currently
Where four acts and a line of girls
jijake up a good entertaining show.
After the girl line opens with an

m

rJ'*2L^!.^P°'^** *° *h® sags as well as
did to his -vocal impression of
It

the

way Nelson Eddy might com-

mercialize. 'Ah! Sweet Mystery of
Life' some future day in radio by
.stopping af the- end of each line to
'

Park Avenue Revue
(CAPITOL, ATLANTA)
Atlanta, Sept. 19.
Harry Clark, of Chicago, went
overboard on the terp side when he
produced this one. Due to interminable, dancing, there's an unmistakable drag permeating the 48 mins, it
takes to unwind.
•

insert- a blurb.- He does a drunken
Dayton Brothers, Joe and Eddie,
sailor for a finish, adding a comedy
song called. 'That Picturesque Sweet- in closing spot, take up the slack,
heart of Mine.', in, which he describes however, and score
so heavily that
the charms of a tattooed lady!
Bill is closed by Fred Sylvester patrons were loathe to let them go.
and his nephews, latter three midg- Pair have dressed up knockabout
ets, who do acrobatic feats. The size act that can't help but please.
Even
excellent tap routine, comes the of the
performers
They,
Bobbins act. Two men and a girl, tional and comedy, permits sensa- their, slapstick has polish.
gyrations Which fiddle ground with a uke, guitar,
and
slowly
wind
up
solidly
start
'.^ho
are well received..
cornet and harmonicas in preseiiting
iott their iremdrkabiy fast flip-overs,
The
.pit orchestra works on the
their hokum and finally wind up in
Foltumbling and somersaulting.
staee throughout.
front of mike with mouth-harp and
lowed by a six-girl singing group,
Picture, 'All Over Town' (Rep.).
. Biiled as Ben Yost's Varsity Co-Eds.guitar; doing 'Ida' and 'Black Maria.'
Business good fit^t show Saturday.
There's six in unit's band, includ^'e girls make fine appearance and.
Kiley.
ing. Ginger Stover, who wields baton,
.leing well enough a list of pop muand-i trombonist Bill Erbacher, who!s
Btlcal show tunes.
in charge of unit.' They're augment'....Troy and Lynn, do a neat dancing
ed by. Cap's seven standby footers
^ct, backed by an excellent choicsd
and music rates better than average.
accompaniment music.
Their
jri
Salt Lake City, Sept. 19.
Brief preliminary tune gets show
semi-ballroom work rates as someStrong screen and stage fare supr under way' with George Claire, in
of a novelty following the
fhjinig
lisual type of. ho.tcha legoniania tap- ply ample b o, draws, pn current bill. tails, bringing line, girls on one at aGirl could use a skirt cosping.
House is down to. .three acts, plus time for a picture number. Last
femme is Helen Claire, and they do
Those pajamas
fume, however.
two novelty number.s by Woodbury a. rhythmic tap routine to 'Summer
don't jnatch the man's tails/
,For fiomedy there's Harris and and his- band; Dividing honors is Time.'•

'

•

.

.

I

Orpheum, Sale Lake

'

,

.

•

:

•

with

•R6well>'

comedy,

music

and 'Charlie Chan on- Broadway' (20thFox) on the screen.
Opener by house orch features
original isviTIrig" tune composed by
Ralph Jacobson, t6nor "sax pliayer.
Number is dope ip an efl^fective
swing tempo^ with writer givenV a

act that's dependable at all
Made good, here, with, the
times.
type of vaude material that the
average audience: dotes, on.
Show
fiqishes.with the line of girls again,
Entire show played in
ajdd good.
ffont of the band, -which is parked

•..'dancing
;

'.

on the stage.

"

'

.

,

brief solo chore'.

Marietta?
(MG) on
Business good, at the third

,

..'r'Naughty

Ginger Stover then lays down her
baton long enough to do a shimsham to .'Whga Babe,' and goes back
to her stick waving to make way for
Jack FarreU and Moe -Dermer, who
bring out a miniature, organ with

which they' furnish their own accompaniments.
Pair crack some
and do some parodies, winding
up with a medley of hillbilly tunes.
'

gagSt

Rube Demar&st, pianist-comedisin,' They .got nice -reception.
whose serious efforts at the keyA rhumba number by the line to
board are as humorous as his twangjr 'Carioca'' precedes,' the magic and
humor, spotted- next. Demarest mi- card manipulation act by Carl
raculously escaped, injury when his Sharpe.- There's been a surfeit of
automobile, rolled^ over three times magicians on Cap's stage during
in an accident which occurred while summer, and, since Sharpe didn't
Cleveland, Sept. 20.
^ Jimmy Dorsey'S swing band has he was en route to Salt Lake., The show customers anything new, they
accident, however, hadn't injured his did everything but yawn in his face.
tpp billing, but it would have tough fingers and the audience appreciated
George Claire then goes through
a rift number to 'Riffin' the Blues,'
sledding without help of Don Zelaya his efforts.
Demarest's first ivory workout and the line, mounted on skates^ reand others in current RKO" Palace
consists of a medley of pop tunes turns for a dance to 'The Merry-Goshow.
Altogether, okay, although played with fingerless woolen mit- Rbund Broke Down.' Gals are not
After some comedy jibes and sure of themselves on the rollers,
.not yanking in as many swing-crazy tens.
dissfertatioh dn cUlrrent music' styles. so management ordered it out on
youngsters as expected.
.Music a bit too 'blataht and con- Rube- plays 'I've Only Eyes for You,' second show. Ginger Stover follows
some
of the old masters would with a vocal number, 'Ain't Misbeasfusing for
conservative -clientele
This finale having,' to a fair hand,
here. Tricky licks and arrangements have -tackled- the- tune.
n
appreciated most by professionals. number, .smacked of vibrant showHelen and George Claire are heict
Whil6 .Dorsey. seems too ^ifl, too manship and pianist received a num- in a tap routine to 'Love Me or
His impromptu .Leave Me,' but, creditable as their
lacking in showmanship compared ber of stage calls.
to vaude-name maestroes, his sax wit garnered plenty of laughs.
dance is, audience is just plain tired
Third' bracket opens with Bhebe, of seeing them dance so much and
version of 'Bumble-Bee' is a standout.
Ditty tagged *Annie arid Fan- Bruce and Bet.ty, billed as the Three they don't rise t,o the bait.
The trio delivers acro.nie* collects a few laughs, but far too Buzy Bees.
Aforementioned Joe and Eddie
crude for localities.
June Rich- daocing -with clicks. Youthful agil- Dayton are on in this spot, followed
mond works up a lot of heat on ity', of Bruce, working in white tie with a brief number by the- line,
develops into perfunctory
•Peckin,' which isn't hot npws any and tails, and two gals, wearing for- which
more.
Freda Sullivan's a lovely- mals, earns them a call. Their rou- finale, all acts occupying stage while
looker,
whose rippling acrobatic tines consist of balanced, easy-on- Daytons cut some capers.
and
a
tapping,
Pic is 'Flight from Glory* (RKO),
work does more to build up act than the-eyes-and-ears'
bunch of twists and leaps new to and house was full when first show
anything else.
broke*
Zelaya, always a knockout favorite Salt Lakers.
Luch.
But it., remains, .for 13-year-old
round these corners, cops all of
Dorsey's thunder.
Piano hiimorist Joyce Reimer. to. CPP .honors as the
and philosopher, has revamped his flash act. Youngster, slightly resem- bride, du Pont heiress, taken aboard
material only slightly, yet it's his in- bling 't)eaha' Durb'in, shows grace- ship.
fectious personality, natural humor ful muScUlai? cfdntrol and highly satThe President's mother always
and perfect timing that registers em- isfying- versatility swining high on .a makes a charming appearance, but
phatically.- Comments on jazz music, rope.
Vivacious juve is headliner pro- President Roosevelt tops his family
changing times are snapped out at
and highlights the program with a
a two-laughs-per-minute pace< As por.tions. An'.elderly. woman serves
a? ballast to the. .rop^. while young- display of his unusual seiise of
third act, he sells the show.
Opener is Titan Tsio, strong-man ster -works in niid-air. As act ap- humor. He is shown talking to
nurses
at the Hudson River hospital,
•team,
doing
slow-motion stunts proaches cbhclusioh,' Joyce - sings
faultlessly.
Allen and Kent, in 'High Up in the All".' She has an upstate New York, and relating to
Paradeuce, go over nicely in exhibiting unusual fi-ont for a mike songstress them a funny experience.
style in taps, with father and mother •and suggests screen potentialities. mount embellishes the clip with a
out-dancing them in brisk old-time Besides which she sells well. Does a descriptive aside which is clever.
clip
the
President
And
this
of
steps.
'Life of the Party? (RKO- fast and .clever acrobatic dance to a
helps to soften the forbidding imrepeated pall finish.
Radio) on screen
Pullen.
Woodbury's band win deserved pressions, but not completely, of the
pfaisefy for a' unique 'school daze' serious and more dramatic presen^-anumber. Flanked by 14 band mem- tion on the program sucli as the
bers, each attired in juve clothes, mutilation of infants and tlie slayvintage of the 'Little Red School- ing of women and general devasiaIndianapolis, Sept. 20.
readers, ag- tion and havoc left in the wake of
This week's bill, consisting of six house,' and McGufley
gregation draws down solid A's so the Sino-Jap guns on Shanghai.
separately booked acts, and tagged far as entertainment goes. Novelty
Intelligently enough and s.-riartly
'Broadway Brevities,' proves that all idea is to supplant original three R's the offscreen narrators do their part
good acts do not necessarily make a to include rhythm, revelry and ref- to take some of the unsi-jl-itly sting
classroom
ormation of hypothetical
from the clips by describing them
good show. With the exception of
doings. By wields a three-foot ruler as reasons for shunning war.
the opening and closing acts, the bill
for a baton and during one turn,
Par's KKK clip shows the birds in
suffers from a superabundance of
legit instruments hoods taking the oath and Pathe's
suoplant
bandsmen
talk.
for toy bugles, squeeze boxes and clip on Nazi stuff here presents one
Dorothy Byton dancing girls open.
comes in for a Of the. Chicago Metcalf brothers in
Everybody
fiddles.
Twelve lookers do a pleasing routine
bow and applause was indicative of a short talk on how he and his
in top hats and cane.? to the tune
band number merit.
brother-newspaperman traveled 20,Stomping at the Savoy,' and are
Disney's Aciademy Award Revue 000 miles ferreting out the distinctly
then relieved of further duty until
and Pat'he News clinch a three-hour foreign character of the Nazi movethe next performance.
Gv.s3.
show,
ment over here. The speaker stated
George Beatty comes on next, to
*Ct as m.c. He introduces Bill Anson,
that 90 percent of German-AmeriWho uses trick makeup with red
cans will have nothing to do with
and green lights to achieve black- Embaftsy Newsreel, N. Y. tlie Nazis.
lace appearance when impersonating
This clip evoked audible comment
There's a wide variety of subjects
Characters in Amos and Andy radio
audience at this screening,
to claim customer attraction in the from the
program. He uses a red light to give
current newsreel program- Perhaps an unusual thing, as -voices could be
impressions of Singing Sam, Vallee,
"voicin-* agreement with Metheard
bs
demight
job
composing
better
wmchell, and Bernie, then changes a
i-emarks.
call's
obsirable, but possibly technical
10 green, which instantly puts him in
Beyond these clips an assortment
prevented. The program inBlackface as he does the Amos and stacles
of shots on sporis, scenics, fashions
Andy sketch, following with a song cludes all of the customary features, and Rsp. Sol BloOm. in Washington,
nearly, which may be expected
or
m the Al Jolson manner for an eninspecting
a proposed new stamp is
conSino-Jap
the
of the reels, from
core.
fashions, sue commemorating the 150th birth
Paul Rosini, magician, appears in flict to gag stunts, women's
Lew Lehr and Lowell day of the U. S. Constitution.
lormal attire to give a sleight-of- sports,
Lew Lehr as usual has his s'uff to
nand performance that depends most- Thomas, and last but not least the
poke fun at. In soorts, football gets
family.
on talk to put
over. His tricks Roosevelt
with Ed Thorgerson on shots
ly
we good, but are itpresented
No weekly show can be hardly a pl.nv
in slow
Pitt, U.C.L.A., Stanford and So
of
motion in order to allow time for the complete without presenting at least
clan. .California boys in scrimmage action
wordage.
He uses a kid stooge one member of the Roosevelt
the Lowell Thomas tells all about the
from the audience to get This week there are not only S.:ra Vermont maple, sugar business and
*!
Slif *
niost
of his laughs.
President, but his mother, Mrs.
scenics while Cl3m McCarthy
LaVere and Helen Ware add Delano Roosevelt, photographed in some
c!«
has his usual role for Pathe in depair.
smgmg and accordion playing, but Paris, and the newlywed
Shan.
his scribing a horse race.
once more the act
depends mostly on Franklin Roosevelt, Jr., and
ifcireen.
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((Continued from page 48)
platform they work on gives no
opportunity fo"r much routine. Do
be a kaple support if policy and little mor6 than time step, but it's
bright. Followed by Pattl Cranford,
place are smartly publicized.
femme
chirper. Fair pipes, attractive
Show, running close to an hour,
has speed and sparkle aplenty. Nut lookei" and showmanly personality.
about $1,100 weekly and though lay- Does better, when she sticks to
out boasts no names, it supplies clefl'ers' original arrangements of
number than when she wanders far
strong entertainment.
Bobby Hayes, m.c, is tops in the afield, Nice in 'Where and When.'
Two dance teams and another appersonnel.
Can hoof and warble
acceptably, and as an introcr and pearance of line in plenty scanty
Terpers
pacer, his knack and personality panties finish things up.
mean much to the show which Miller and Millard do tap routines
might otherwise stretch at the seams that are tricky if not distinguished.
at times.
Both guy and gal work in -tails.
Heavy scorer is Big Time Crip, Travis and Grey do. ballroom stuff,
one-legged dancer using crutch. He s Femme's a dark-eyed beaut leaving
about up there in ability with Peg- partner in q haze. Not particularly
Lillian Fitzgerald, saf- smooth, as such duos go, but okay.
leg Bates.
song-and-stepper,
fron-skinned
in
Show backed by six-piece band
the groove aplenty, as is Lovey Lane, \<'anded by Bbbby Moiro. Plenty of
rhythm squirmer. Latter last year brass and rhythm but a little toodid stripping in the Uproar, but all loud for room that's not full dt
of that IS put completely this term.
people to absorb some of it a point
SpoOns Brown is a midwestern that too many niteries are too Inx in
.spoon-rattler and dancer; Red and
watching.
Herb.,
Curley two fast hoofing lanky lads.
Jennie Dancer is the usual baxom;
matured- Negress, used for comedy,
•

.

and. opposite 'her

'

consideration.
There's a Tramp

Band

of seven
boys in hobo getups dipping up the
jam out of- home-fashioned instruThe new
merits.^
-A sizable click.
Cotton Club show, further, down
!

Broadway,, again has

a.

Tramp Band,

,

•
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.
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.
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Chicago, .Sept.

18.

,

glass work, indirect lighting arid
pastel walls.New spot seats about. 125 people
at tables, besides an oval bar which
has a. view of ths floor through 'a
,
glass wall. Floor space is adequately
proportioned for the size of the cafe.
Wcisberg tossed a .special opening
eqiited.
'Whiffiri" the Weed' is a number for his friends, at $.7.50 a platei Boys
with three boys' ahd three girls go- contributed plenty to- the' opeping,
ing moderhe
the nearest mannef with wine popping at j\ll .the tables,
Harlem, .terp technique will permit.
As for entertainment, Weiiberg
They writhe frOm what is purported go^s in for singers and dancers, tie
to be the effect of marijuana. It's a makes no effort to get anything new
thoughtful insert into the show, add- into his spot, but Uke.'so many other
ing contrast tp and relief from the nitery operators, is content to use
more, or less sameness of Lenox the regular list of acts which
ride
avenue hopping.
Charley jDavis produced the show. circuit in this town.
There, was s'ngle dancer,, IJelen.
Fred Fisher and his 21-year-old

Twelve

leggers are good*
Their two- big productidi^ numbers
One, with
get over resoundingly.
grassrskirt
motif
is
the, topper.
Othqr, finalie, is the bride-ahd-groom
procesSlbnal, but right sprightly ex.Jine

-

-

m

.

>

.

.

daughter Doris (who is Mrs. Faggen) Pammer. neat looking and pleasant
cleffed the' tunes. Score is not par- enough; Bob Edwards, single tapper,
ticularly distii^guished for pop usage, who works overlv hard for his efbut fits the needs of the production fects-. Jim and Nora Bell, who ConLyrics are smart.. Miriam tributed a ^suitable minor nitery
neatly.
routine of dancing.
Schiller staged' the 'Weed' routine.
Toni Lane -has been headlining a
'B^nd again this season is Erskine
Hawkins' 13. Last year the hot and number of nite spots around town.
s\veet swing aggregation boosted it- She uses special song arrangements
It's the
for her vocal turn, with the arselt to peak recognition.
proper outfit to service the partiali-i rangement used consisting of a slow
ties of the' Uproar's patrons on the tempo opener,' switching to swing
When Hawkins' boys for the flriale. She had d fflculty in
dance-floor.
take their bows, there's a satisfac- quieting the audience on opening
tory seven-piece crew, led by a syn- night.
She makes flne appearance,
copated flutist billed Socarras.
despite her trick of constantly crinkBert.
ling her .scbnOz.
Major click of the evening jtfoes to
ni.c, Jackie Green.
His impersona'

'

'

FRANKIE PALUMBO'S

"

.

(CHICAGP)
Spending a reported $45,00d in a
remodeling- job, Dollie Weisberg has
reopened his club in what was formerly a near northsjde residence.
The architects did an excellent job
in transforming the house into a
bright rtoderne spot, with plenty of

also this ^season, as.lt did last year.

(PHILLY)

•

.

COLONY CLUB

Dewey Brown.

is

Neither have anything save in the
The comedy department In
finale.
show should have received more

•

.

—

;

Philadelphia, Sept. 19.
Perky with new paint job and
drapes, Frankie Palumbo's
fr.esh
downtown nitery has reopened after
flrst summer shuttering in 53 years
existence.
Despite improvements,
care wisely taken to leave un•

tions of Jolson, Cantor, Jessel,

Du-

rante, etc., have been done before
and by others, but Green gives 'em
special
comedy twist and
that
punches 'em over with a whirlwind
sales personality that held this mob
throughout this act. They wouldn't
let him go, insisting on encore after

encore. Smart performer who knows
how to handle himself and his audiinformality and freedom of action. ence.
Rambling 800-seater still a spot
There'.s also a line of girls trained
where guests by end of evening have by. Muriel Kretlow. Their work Is
had swell time filling out floor show not particularly well rbutined for
or
flinging
with community sing
Frankie Quartel
this floor space.
gams in reel and cuzatsky.
has the orchestra and rates mention
And still always on hand to Insure for his smooth handling of. the floor

varnished famous Palumbo brand of

.

is Frankie himself, with a mile
long list of friends and unequalled
grace at jnaking them at home. No
other nrtery in town comes up to

fun

.

,

show, in addition dansapation. Gold.

Agencies—Sponsors

this for profitable knack of knowing
how to got the customers to let their

hair do>vn.
'Nother thing beside general aura
of gaiety that brings in heavy patron-

(Continued from page 40)

age is presence at late show of talent Ruthrauff & Ryan is the agency and
from vaude and other nitcrics around Gene O'Haire is the miker.
town. Always seem to be at least
one or two entertainers on hand

Pennsylvania State Publicity Camto do a turn for friend
Frankie. Which makes every night's paign has spotted six quarter-hour
show a novel one. Gueslers when educational musical shows on KDKA,
caught were Mario Villani, ex- Pittsburgh, as part of build-up for
manager and m.c. of Ritz, Anchorage the state as a tourist site. Plated by
and Arcadia. Hasn't sung in years,
but warbled four ditics at this per- Walker-Downing.
formance in his Frenchy-Italian
New Departure (brakes for bicyaccent, with serio-comic attitude that
had aud begging. Accompanying cles) hit the bzone this week with
him on fiddle and singing a few series of thrice-weekly station-breaks
Joe
Frasctto,
numbers himself was
on 15 eastern and midwestern stawho batoned swell Hotel Philadel- tions. Lord & Thomas
the agency.
phian orch last season and just
closed summer job at 500 Club,
willing

Bayuk cigars instituting a camAtlantic City.
As for Palumbo's .show itself, best paign of spots on stations in Illinois
that can be said is it's loud ahd and Indiana.
Will take eight anprovides
necessary di- nouncements daily on the stations
snappy. It
version and is all anybody expects. selected.
First spot spread for the
Nut is at absolute minimum, for
place makes no try for pretentious- sponsor.
ness and food and drink prices are
'

comparatively slim.
Bringing on the

.show and its
strongest point is m.c. Eddie Thomas.
He's distinctly an asset. Has radiating
personality and swell pipes. When
they were still howling for more
after three solos, went into community chirping. Had hou.se all
worked up on 'Let Me Call You
Sweetheart,' 'When Irish Eyes Arc
Smiling' and the other old favcs.
Thomas opens entertainment stanza
with 'Pretty Girl' song which introes
six-femme.line. Gals are .satisfactory
lookers and nicelv-costumed. Small

Llvermore
& Knight Agency,
Providence, is taking time on WGY,
Schenectady, for a series of daytime
announcements running 10 weeks, on
behalf of Saltesea Soups, First appearance of the account at WGY.
Donald B. Ilubbert (Dickcrson's
through the Kelso-Normah

shoes),

agency,
live

is

talent

placing three five-minute
programs entitled 'Foot

Notes' weekly on
ci.spo

Sep-"

i-

KYA, San FranT».
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Island'—George

'Anfel

Great Players in Great Plays

in Rehearsal

Shows

Helen Hayes Cuffo Show for Scribes

Ab-

bott.

berts.

^Father Malachy's Miracle'—

Delos Chappiell.
Boston, Sept.

Something new in the way
ing off

the' press

21.

of

wip-

Biz

to

is

Miss Hayes will perform without
pay;- while Gilbert Miller, the ^toIf it
ducer, assented to the idea.
workp here, it will be repeated in
Chicago. Remainder of the cast and
the deckhan'ds will receive ah ;extra
stipend for thp special show.

Darling:

. . . .

Guild.

.

Sill-

_

and heavy demand

sale

about a corresponding exceptional
lor ducats from newspapers in
The public sale of shelf
this area.
seats is expec.ted; to Just cover expenses. William Fields, press agent
f6r 'Regina,' is handling arrangements and has allotted 50 orchestra
*
seats to each of the eight Boston
papers, and to the 71 other dailies
jti Massachusetts, Rhode island, Vermont, Maine and New Hampshire
will go two or four ducats each.
Since the matinee comes during
the second week of the run, passes

Tour; Then B-way Preem

.

call

.

will be distributed

workers,

editorial

than through the
have caught it openthey have not already.
-

Announcement

of the unique stunt

at the conclusion of

an

inten'

advance campaign by Fields
throughout the New England hint^ir

sive

21.

'

land.

'

•

V

88th annual event a miniature world
fair next year with 'Opera Under
the'Stars,' and other theatrical ventures.
Outdoor opera stunt, if it materializes, would be presented in a
15,^000-seat amphitheatre which Isbey.
,

•

.

•

-

•

•

-

•

Denver, Sept. 21.
^
Because popular demand forced
several extended runs last season,
the Denver
Federal Theatre
Project will go on a monthly ba^s
at the start this fall, with opening
day set loi* Sept. 23, 'Warrior's Hus
band" will be the opener. Three
plays will have premieres in Den
ver. Two of thiem are being •written
,

.

.

WPA

flop of his $35,000 all-star show in
the Coliseum, is willing to take a
chance is shown by his offer to put
this year's event in the black Or pay
the difference out of his own pocket.
Isbey will build the amphitheatre out
of this year's profits and thereby

Current Road Shows

—'Sugar,*

Week

Sept.

of

19

'Behind Red Lights,' Brighton theatre, Brighton, N. Y. (21).
premiere h'ere last winter, later go'Boy Meets Girl,' Shubert, Newgive Detroit the outdoor opera, if
ing to New York as 'Now You've ark (20).
the Shuberts are willing.
Done It.' 'See How They Run,' a
'Brother Rat,' SelWyn. Chicago.
Doubtful, however, it Isbey will
social drama, will also get a Denver
'Brother Rat,' Ford's, Baltimore.
take another flyer into show busipremiere.
'Children's Hour,' Embassy, Port
ness as he did this year, to his reMore than 75,000 saw the 14 plays Chester, N. Y. (20).
His all-star $35,000 show in
gret.
theput on by the Denver
•Dead End,' Werba. B'klyn, N. Y.
Coliseum, including Ben' Bernie,
atre unit last season. According to
'French Without Te^,rs,' McCarter,
Edgar Bergen, Wayne King ore and
Michael Andrew Slane, director, Princeton, N. J. (25).
Ethel Shutta, at 50c top, made such
several of Bernard Shaw's and Eu'Honor Bright,' Cass, Detftit.
a showing first half of fair that gates
gene O'NeJU's plays will be produced
'I Confess,' Maryland, Baltimore.
were thrown open gratis for latter
locally.
'Lady Has a Heart,' Shubert, New
half..
The Baker-Federal theatre has Haven, Conn. (20-22).
been undergoing improvements this
'Leaning
Oh Letty,' Chestnut,
summer.
The outside has been .Philadelphia.
'Miles From Heaven' (Walter Huspainted and the inside renovated,
seats elevated. ^
Imge in the base- ton), Curran, San Francisco.
,

WPA

air' ^xvsi,:ag rooms have been
'Room Service,' Erlanger, Buffalo,
N. Y.
improved.
'Room Service,' Geary, San FranPerformances will be given Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday cisco.
'Star Wagon,' Nixon, Pittsburgh.
nights, with prices remaining at 25
'Susan and God,' National, Washand 40 'cents.

ment
'

Press Agents

Still

.

•

•

.'To

Quito and Back/ Colonial, Bos-

'Tonight

As World-TeBy
•

_—

Starting today (Wednesday), SidB. Whipple shifts frorn the
United Press to the N. Y. WorldTeiesram as drama critiit and editor.

ney

Gilbert,

who

succeeded

at

8:30,^

Critic Angeles.

i-

Biltmore,

.

•

^

.'v.

.

'.

Robert

this month as
crick, returns to the general

.

Monty

.'The Will*

East Lynne'

•

•

'Romeo, and

Juliet'
'Virginius'
'.'Every woman"

'Beau Brummel'
.'Madame X'

Poor

.'A

. ,

.

Relation|.
'Rain*

'The Music Master*
Nightmare'
'In Mizzbura'

.'Tillie's
^

'Wildfire'

.'The Rivals'

From Broadway*
."Rip Van Winkle*^

Minutes

'45

'.

Joseph Jeffersoa

Fanny Davenport
John and Lionel Barry more

Tosca*
'The Jest'

.'

i

Effie Ellsler
".

'.

.

.

/Hazel Kirke*

•

^
.

Flower-

.'Ingomarj

The Letter

.*'

v

E. H.' Sothern

Politician'

m
•

.....'Julius Caesar*
.'The First Mrs..Fraser*
'Interference*

'If I Were King*
'The Telephone Girr
'King Lear'
'The Great Divide*

"

i

.

Louis

:

.'Hoity-Toity|

•

.

;

...'Within the Law*
.'Trilby*

'School for Scandal*
,

.!The.Three Musketeers*

.

'Divorcons'
'Disraeli'

'M'lle Modiste*
•

.

.

:

•

'Man and. Superman*
'The Swan*
'The Qld Homestead*
'The Chorus Lady*.
'The Vinegar Buyer*

•

.'Twelfth Night*

Johnny Jones*
Moth and the Flame*

....'Little

.'The

..'The Henriett.a*

Stuart Robson

'A Doll's House*

Nazimova
DeWolf Hopper
Ada Rehan
Mclntyre and Heath

'Wang".
.'Vanity Fail-*

;

'The

Ham

Tree;*

.

'Resurrection*
'Hamlet*

Bertha Kalish

James Young

"The Two Orphans*
...,'The Rich Mr. Hqggenheimer*
.'Sis Hopkins*'
.'King Richard If.

Kate Claxton
Sam Bernard
Rose Melville
Maurice Evans

'.

•.

'When

Elliott

William Gillette
Frances Starr
,
Forbes Robertson
Fay Bainter
Walter Huston
Constant Coquelin
Frederick Warded
.

,

.

.

We Were

Twenty-one*
Holmes'

'ShejrlocUc

,

'The Easiest Way'
'Passing of the Third Floor Back*
.'East is West*
.'Dodsworth*
'Cyrano de Bergerac'
'.....'The Merchant of Venice*

,

;

,

,

•

Engagements

Wrangling Over

Shop Issues

Right.?

.

Wallace Ford,

Sam

Byrd, 'Of Mice

and Men.'
Douglass Montgomery, Rex O'Mal'Merely Murder.'
Fredric Mrrch, Florence Eldridge^
'The Christian Hero.'
Jules Garfield, 'Golden Gloves.'
Joyce Arling, Edith Van Cleeve,
Lea Penman,
Ashburn,
Carroll
David Hoffman, Betty Field, Clyde
Fllmore, 'Angel Island.'
ley,

The

situation between press agent
in

New York
it

has taken on

developing that in

addition to the dispute over jurisdic;!
tion, the

New York

Theatrical Press

Agents and the unionized Theatrical
Managers, Agents and.. Treasurers
union display distinctly opposed
'

ideas.
Shubert, Boston.
The union says too many p.a.'s are
'The Women,' Ei'langer. Chicago.
•You Can't Take It With You,' out of jobs and therefore one man
Whipple's UP back- Harris, Chicago.
feature staff.
should not handle more than one atground embraces foreign corre
•You Cajn't Take It With You,' traction. Even if the same managespondence.
ment has several shows it is felt that
Plymouth, Boston.
an assistant p.a. should be engaged
CONKAD NAGEL'S LEGIT?
for each.
That does not jibe with
Preps for 'Murder' the NYTPA since several of its lead?
Cionrad Nagel has severyl offers
ers are handling, two or more jobs.
for a legit show on Broadway next
Within
the
NYTPA, however,
February. Actor goes back to the
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
there are different ideas oyer the
Coast this week for pic stint for
Douslas Montgomery is starting job situation. Five or six new p.a.'s
Condor, which has until Jan. 16 to
rehearsals
for
his
Broadway
stage
have secured positions and some of.
run.
Radio contract for InteiMiatiooal play, 'Merely Murder,' to be pro- the uhassigned members want something done about that. New people
Silver Co. begins Oct. 3 and winds duced by Lawrence Rivers.
Actor
e.xiJecls
haul
east
Oct.
1.
up Dec. 26.
to
promptly joined up, but that has not

drama

•

• i •

...

WUliam H; Crane
Fay Templeton

Jurisdictional, Closed

complications,

Garland a year ago

York'

Ben Hur

Taylor Holmes, Joseph Allen, John
Cherry, Paul Parks, 'I'd Rather Be

Los groups

'Tovarlch,' Playhouse, Providence
(20-23); Shubert, New Haven, Conn.
(23-25).
'Tovarlch,' Hartman, Columbus, .O.
(20-22); English, Indianapolis (23-25).
'Victoria Regina' (Helen Hayes),

Kismet

•

•

•

•

Was
*.

Lillian Russell

Maxine

•

-

«

. .

ington, D. C.
ton.

•

•

•

New

/The

•

Whipple Vice Gilbert

•

.^.PP*^"^)

•

Leah Kleschna
.Monte Christo'

...

Mann and Clara Lippman
Robert B.'Mantell
Henry MUler and Margaret Anglin
Weber and Fields
Jane CoAwl
Wilton iJackaye ..;
daily
Rose Coghlan
plus bad" break on weather, nullified Alexander Salvini
Shuberts have been Grace George
the effort.
Jim Carroll Plans Coast
trying to line up suitable housing
Arliss
Break-In for Four Plays for the al fresco opera here since George
Fritzi Scheff .......i
Hollywood, Sept. 21
that time, but nothing is available Robert Loraine
erection
of Herbert Marshall and Edna Best
Isbey's
James Carroll, brother of Earl, at present.
plans to produce four plays this sea
amt)hitheatre would solve that end, Denmai> Thompson
son which' he- hopes to take to for Shuberts have been of the opin- Rose Stahl
ion all along that Detroit would sup- Ezra Kendall
Broadway.
Offerings will debut in San Fran
port outdoor opera summer season, Lady Tree
if things were suitable,
Cisco and be seen in Los Angeles be
George M, Cohan
That Isbey, who showed nice Herl)ert Kelcey and Effie Shannon
fore migrating east.
profit on the fair this year despite

a newspaper yarn
by Alberta Pike, News critic; and a
new play by Mary Coyle. Chase,
Whose play 'Me Third,' was given a
locally

•

.•

.

READYING FOR SEASON

•

.•

'

JIENVER FTP GROUP

^

^

•

'

. ;

contemplates building, under wing
of the Sh^berts and Fortune Gallo,
both of whom are understood to.
have entered bids for the 1938 fair's
Considered
stuff.
entertainment
likely attractions at ^t. Louis muny
opera would ,be interchanged with
state fair here for duration of fair

^

'

'The' Belle of
•

;

,

"^"'^

The Squaw Man^
•

•

•

•••••

••

i

,

John Drew
. i.
Eugenie Blair
Fritz Leiber
Marie Tempest
Gerald Du Maurier
Katharine CorneU
Louis James
Laura Nelson Hall
Richard Mansfield
Marie Wainwright
Sol Smith RusseU .
Jeanne Eagels
David Waffield .
Marie Dressier
Nat (Goodwin

composer - producer under whose
(Mrs.
Miss Greenwopd
banners
Broones) is touring this season, tentative plans have been made to take
her into New York for the first time
in half a dozen years with, a new
play by Walter Hacketl in' February. at least.
Possibly, if Isbey constructs the
Traveling ahead of Miss GreenSbuberts might
wood are Al Spink, who piloted big ampitheatre, complete summer
another
venture
'Three Men On a Horse' and other
of opera under skies here. Tried it
Abljott shows, and Wood Soanes,
years ago at Navin baseball
drama editor of the Oakland (Calif.) coupia
park; but excessive nut on park
Tribune, Who has taken a leave of
rental and necessity of mbvitig stage
absence to make the tour.
while Tiger team was at home,
.

••

-

•

'The Kreutzer Sonata'

SS^r^.

Detroit,

•

•

v-

.'When Knighthood

Marlowe
Robert Downing

Sept. 21.
Undaunted by floppo of all-star
show at this year's State Fair, Manager Frank Isbey, of the Michigan
State Fair, is planning to make the

day (20) in 'Leaning on Letty,' her
third and final season, and the tour
will take the comedienne into Baltir
more, Washington, Pittsburgh, Detroit) Cleveland, St. Louis, Toronto
and Montreal for week" stands with
a final stop at Bpston.
According to Martin Broones, the

will

ing night,- if
In New York.

cbmes

among

PhQadelphia, Sept

Charlotte Greenwood opened at
the Chestnut St. Opera House Mon-

rather

who

crix

'

•

•

Julia

GET DET. FOR 88TH FAIR

Charlotte Greenwood's

•

.. .^

..."

.

Advance

for seats for the run here, opened
Mbnday (20) night, has brought

•

'

'The Silver Box'
Strongheart'

.
.

James O'Neill
Blanche Walsh
Roland Reed

,

SHSBERTS^O WAY

ticket.

•

•

•

T^^.JJf'***^^^^^
:

.

Mrs. Fiske

•
^

•

•.;

•

v

:

.

•

piga Nethersole .......
Otis Skinner
Edna May.
William Farnum

C.omB,' Lavrd! -nr.,Negro
^

'.

Nance O'Neill
William Faversham

•"

'How

• •

•

•

^v-v'

.

Robert Edeson

Danphter'

(road)—Alfred de Liagre.
"'New Faces'—Leonard

speculation.

Mayor's

..\

Ethel Barlrymore .V.

Guild.

rtan.

legislation arises. He is circulating
a petition and expects to run on the

John Mason

.

"l,*

r'

•

•

— Barney
Klawaitis-Warners.
'Madame Bovary* — Theatre
My

•

.

Cleopatra'—

and

'

during a period when the code
authority sought to control ticket

Straus states that if elected he will
favor the theatres when amusement

'

'Antony

'Yes,

•

•

•

•

•

^

Rowland Stebbins.
Wise Tomorrow'

atres-

will be pijt oh' public sale.

• *

Be Blffht'r-Sam

I'd Rather
H. Harris.

'

• •

• •

'French Without Tears'— Gil-

.

.'The Bells*

Henry Irving

Camille*
'
'
•
Sarah Bernhardt
'The Sign of the Cross*
Charles Dalton
'^^e
Clirnbers|
v
Amelia Bingham
Kyrle Bellew ,.,...,.....».-.».••'•-,••••••'••'••<:••••••.*'* .ll*
Th^ Christian
•
Viola Allen
Shore Acres^
James A. Hexne
Macbeth'
•••
Modjeska

H,

bert Miller.

be
during the four-week engagement of
Robert K. Straus, son of Jesse
Victoria Regina,' starring Helen Straus, will probably be a candidate
for the New York city council, which
Hayes.
charter will replace
On Friday afternoon, Oct. I, there under the ofhew
aldermen. Young Straus
the board
will be an extra performance for the is known to Broad^vay managers for
New England press. The entire floor his participation in NRA when ,the
code
was operative.' He
of the Shui^ert Theatre will be so legit
questionnaires in theused but seats for ^the two balconies handled the

swoop

—Sam

Sir

Harris.

Support for City Berth

list

(road)

'Staffc Dttor'

Show

Straus Angling

in one
Inaugurated here
pass

By O. M. Samuel

Devir—Shu-

the

'Between

With Ralcony Payees Shaving Nut

mollified the objectors who seek to
have the managers select p.a.'s from
among those recognized as having
been in the craft more or less regu-

In other words, they are seeking closed shop, which is o]pposed by
other members.
Early this week a delegation from
the union met with the board of
the Theatre League, as a. preliminary move, the objective iDeing to
have it recognized as having jurisdiction
over press figents.
The
NYTPA contends it includes all the
Broadway agents, but is leaning toward unionization because of the
closed shop trend.
larly.

An lATSE

official

was supposed

Bertram Thorn, Joseph Sweeney,
John Guy Sampsel, 'In

Ruby

Elzy,
Clover.'

Vilpia Ebsen,' Richard Temple,
Jules Epailly, Alfred A. Hesse, Noel
Cravat, Leo Chalzal, 'Between the
Devil.'

Judith Alden,

'The Lady

Has

a

Heart.'

Jules Vitale, 'Great Lady.'
Davis, Jr.. Helen Flint, 'Yes,

Owen

My

Darling Daughter' (Road Co.).
Edith Barrett, 'Wise Tomorrow.'

to

have addressed the NYTPA last
Thursday, but there was no session
because the lA cancelled the appointment.
A telegram was sent
George Browne, the lA head, asking
that he or William Brennan appear
this Thursday (23) or that a delegation be received by the union.

CODY'S

SHOW OFF

James J. Cody has sidetracked his
proposed production of 'Broadway
Joke Book' musical revue.
Says, inability

him

io

Xmas

to

camphor idea
holidays.

cast prompted
until after tlie

.

'
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UNIONS
StjD Tossing

FTP

'Em Around;

Also Douklmg Admish Scales

Rescind Fines in

BY
Shifting about and changes within
WPA's Federal Theatre Project in
made, partly at
N.'y. are still being

brought into the
from out-of-town.

set-up

executive

be strongly
•

Latter apparent-

by

its

One

opposed.

depart-

have been built up
head, stafi getting fairly good
said to

is

people

who

on the project

still

don't belong.

GeWge Kondolf, the new

director of

the metropolis.

to-

whereby

•

supervisors

DILEMMA

that tim!e she de-

;

'

•

-

\

-

tween the Burlesque Artists' union condition since they affiliated with
to eliminate the autocratic manner and the vaudeville union called the thei
American Federation of Labor.
in which supervisors conducted their American Federation of Actors.
The swiftness with which the
sub-Projects and because- of which
Foiir A's was designated as the acthere were many complaints.
tive controller of the artist group
Bob Garland In?
bt; stage unions is in sharp contrast to
the; let-down on the part of those
Reports around tlie project are to
iwh(^ inspired the movement.
Had
the. effect that Robert Garland will
Giilmore not been taken ill nearly
join up on the project. Garland was

"VIRGINIA'

-

GETS

:

I

formerly

critic
for
the
draitia
World-Telegram, N. Y., having been
out about a year ago. He was
on the N. Y. American's picture reviewing staff until that paper suspended several weeks ago.- Job pays

$3,000 yearly.

Announced that some

attractions

be presented during the season
have a top of $1.10, which
doubles the scale generally used
heretofore. Plan to boost prices was
put up to the Amei-ican Theatre
Council, which was not particularly
interested
because relief theatre
shows have not affected Broadway.
Several weeks ago there were three
to

will

,

WPA

shows in legit spots, including
Harlem.
One had an all-colored
cast, the other two being mixed.
There were exactly 20 actors appearing in the legit group.
-

.There was a pro and con argument
•ver the idea of
raising the
ticket prices.
Argued that at the
higher rate the commercial theatre

WPA

^vould be more benefited, because of
the lesser variance in scales.
Plan
is to charge $1.10 at the Adelphi,

COMEDY HYPO

When

Equity

announced

.it

•

'

,

Subscriher Increase

Augurs Good Road

only

WPA

theatre in the

.

OSGOOD PERKINS DIES

has indicated that either would
relinquish jurisdiction of actors in
pictures and the New York end is
wondering what- it is all about or
Clifton Webb is reported set for whether the lA is bluffing.
George E. Browne, the lA head,
'Greek to You,' which Harry KaufShow
Shubert;
man secured for Lee
closeted with Gillmore and
^Vas
was slated for presentation by. .Vin- Thqmson about a month ago, but
ton Freedley, who abandoned it after whether the stage hands' leader
exis
Porter
Cole
casting difficulty.
(Continued on page 56)
pected iq siapply the score, book being by jHQWard' Lindsay and Russell
filiate

'

'

.

OF HEART

AHACK

Death of Osgood Perkins, who expired suddenly in Washington, D. C,
early Tuesday (21) marked the passing of one of the most adroit comeof the generation.
He was
taken ill in New York last week,
being away from
of
rehearsals
.^UBan and God* for thi-es days but
Jnanaged to report Saturday when
dians

.

.

there

'

agement of John Golden. Apparently
he died at 3 a. m.,
apparently from a hsart attack,

peared in a number
Guild attractions.

of

Mgrs. Mulling Deckhand Demands;

Ready

Theatre

Washington, Sept.

leeling all right,

wnsilitis

had been

from
temperature was

WPA

circles

and

that other members of the relief
theatre payroll had requested council to issue the order,
so that the
Equity position be clarified in that
situtation, referred to as a 'stoppage'
rather than a strike.
It was also
shown that stage hands, also 4,00

Equity members, had complied with
the order and walked through picket
lines, although they did not perform
that evening.

'

between
Agreement
managers and musicians

21".'

Performance of 'Susan' was given
usual tonight (Tuesday) with
Paul McGrath, who had been in the
but his
cast, taking over leading role, made
Ironic touch was the fact
Jl°^"^al.
vacant by Perkins' sudden death. He
*"at his performance
was accorded was latter's understudy.
excellent notices.
Douglas Gilmore, under contract
Perkins appeared in a number of to Sam H. Harris for roa:d company
Pictures but preferred the stage
of 'Stage Door,' was loaned to John
une of his standout
performances Golden and wont on in McGrath's
was as the eccentric
managin-; edi- former role. Gilmore will stick with
"^'he Front Pa.!?;e' and another
the show until Golden makes a perTomorrow and Tomorrow.' Sea^ manent choice, after wliich he will
onally he was on
Broadway and ap- return to his chores in 'Door.'
i^erkins

Okay Musicians' Scale

to

We

Contention was made that the
members did not strike but refused

been agitating in

'

was a run-.through^of the play.

He opened with 'Susan' Monday
evening in the Capitolv .play starring
Gertrude Lawrence under the man-

the administration for several years.
statement in defense of the strike
action was submitted for publication
in Equity's monthly, which, however, has already been published.
Article was headed 'Are
Guilty?'

it

.

(Buck) .Croiise.
Lindsay and. Croiise are. currently
occupied with supplying the book for
'Hooray for What' in which' Ed Wynn
will star under Shubett au.spices.
Talk is still on to bring :Adele
Astaire back as co-Star with Webb..

;

afternoon

Announcement

Guild that

'

CUfton Webb Signed
For Shubert Musical

entire

to cross picket lines claimed tn have
by the"^ Theatre been formed by several affiliated
expected a 40% increase stage unions. At the 'trials' held by
in the number of out-of-town sub- the council on several occasions, rescriptions, indicated an upbeat in quired because not all could be
theatre attendance impends. That present at the same time, it was furimpression has been further support- ther contended'*that they never saw
ed by the business drawn by the the telcgrajphic order not to particiroad companies of 'You Can't Take pate in the strike, signed by Frank
It
With You,* 'Brother Rat' and Gillmore. They secured legal opin'Room Service' at their starting ions to the effect that Equity had no
power to order them not to work
stands.
This season the Guild has slightly under such conditions, insisted that
over 20,000 subscribers in New York, they did not strike nor picket and
although the books will be open until argued that the American Federation of Labor has not disciplined
Thainksgiving. Boost out-of-town is
members because of sympathy excredited, in some degree tq the tour
tended to wokers on strike.
of Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
Equity
officers,
however,
exin 'Idiot's Delight,' also the wide
publicity given their appearance on pressed a different viewpoint. They
the Coast in the new show, 'Amphi- claim that the 50 involved were
identified
as a group which had
tryon 38.'

Stage Hands' Coop?

The move on tn«r part oi- the lA
show was not unloaded because of on the Coast came as a complete
stage limitations and lack of backsurprise to Equity.
No word was
stage equipment. 'Waltz| was dissent the actors' officials of the stage
played in auditoriums and town
No
hands' plan.
word
was sent
in
reporter
western
Elliott.
Latter house, however, has halls and a midthe SAG and
that Equity either by
had the better attended attractions. commenting on the show wrote
several days after the indicated coup
to float the the
trying
'like
it
was
Reported also that the Adelphi may
by lA was made, Thomson was on
be dropped, which would leave the Normandie in a bathtub.'
his way east. SAG nor its close afBroadway zone.

the

A
Theatre Guild's 407o

is

Elliott as

nearly

was consumed with the WPA controversy. It was the first time that
a council action had been reversed
at an open meeting and there Is a

^

unions have not yet signified an intention to do so.

slated to get 'A Hero Is
Born' next week, and 83 cents at the

which

ters,

127 qualified to vote, 95 favoring-the

-

it toured as a sevencar outfit. It was known, however,
that in a number of stands the whole

Although it was expected that the
meeting would be productive of resnumber of mat-

olutions touching a

.

.

Gordon.
Last season

'

and while the story will .reversal. Alleged that.
the meeting
remain the same restaging has start- was packed by friends of those inIntent is to inject laughs into, volved,- there being 580 on hand
ed.
the' performance and for that pur- most of them non-paying members,
pose Harry Wagstaff Gribble has being excused because of being on
been retained to handle rehearsals, WPA.
Provision for Protest
which are being held almost daily.
Equity leaders point out that the
Owen Davis, who collaborated on
the book with Laurence Stallings, is constitution makes provision for,
brothing the story. Stallings depart- protest action such as that which
ed for Holly.wood after ,the show's occurred. The advantage was taken
debut, starting oii a tCriher with when that clause was dug out by
sympathizers, said to be of the facMetro.
tion in Equity which has opposed
of revision,

had

ireyoked its jurisdiction of riadio in
order that a -new union cbiild be
Plan for the touring <>f 'The iGreat forni"ed in. the' field, It was by the
Waltz' again this seasohi under in-i decision of the council, not the gendependent management; is off,, noc eral membership which it is underwill the show be sent out by :Max stood shoiild. have considered the
T h a't move,- however,
Gordon,^ who originally presented it inatter.
at the Center, N. Y. Rights were to seemed to clear the field at the
have been purchased by N. S; moment but there are doubters in
wealthy Chicagoan,. but Equity as to the course, pursued.
Barger,
'GiUniore is supiiosed to have a
Marcus Heiman, who is Gordon's
silent partner, decided against; thei contract for five, years as the 'executive', director' of the Four A's, a
deal.
Heiman's reason was unusual. He newly conceived plost, but the paper
said that if the 'Waltz* was toured has never been signed by the orin condensed form, .lt.might.be em- ganization's executive secretary but
barrassing to the Rockefeller intei:- was probably signatured by himself
Latter largely financed the as president. The Four A's has yet
ests.
operetta and had a royalty interest to set up the mechanicism whereby
when 'Waltz' was roadshowed by it can be financed and the member
.

attending^

possibility that the matter will be
ordered decided by referendum since
the session was not regarded adeBook of 'Viirginia* operetta at the quately representative Of the general membership. There were only
Center, Radio City, N. Y, in process

:

four -weeks' ago the present jumble
ntighit not; have come about.

NOT TO

let

when majority

the stipulation that a 'black mark'"
had been placed on the membership
record of those 'punished.'
company installed by Hebrew Ac- was also Issued that furtherWarning
infractors' Union. Opened Wednesday (15)
tions would lead to more stringent
with 'Girl Wanted,' a Yiddish mu- measures. Equity
realized that the
Play was directed, and fines
sicomedy.^
were uncoHectable, unless
staged by: Anshel Schorr, manager of those affected left
the relief theatre
Yiddish Arch Street Thiatre here and secured regular state engagefor 18 years. Opened to full house.. ments.

.

.

.

council last Friday (17) at the first
quarterly meeting of the actors as-

Lincoln, which for years had been
colored vaude house, has repertory

dissensions
and
within Thijmspn- of the Screen Actors'
She feels that another sec- Guild motoring east on a vacation

.

being scrapped. The entire project will be uhder. Kondolf 's
.administration, His aides will handle
part of the labor but he will have
the last say. New. set-.up is expected
ventvire, is

Indicated as an administration
setback was the reversal of Equity's

sociation,

.

could

Stoppage

voted to erase the demerit marks
Switch in policies of two houses against
somo 50 members who dishere has Yiddish legit in one and obeyed orders and participated in
the WPA strike last summer. PerYiddiish pix in other.
Walnut street theatre, which last formanceis had been forced to susyear had flesh company, has. opened pend for qne night in protest of the
reduction in the Federal Theatre
sea.son with 'Al Chet.' all- Jewish
Project ordered by Washington.
dialog film with English subtitles.
Those involved had been fined $50
House will feature Yiddish and other
but the fines were suspended with
foreign language pix this year.

be chosen within, a trip,-! the actual reorganizatibn of the
period.
Chorus branch Associated Actors itnd Artistes (Four
is in excellent financial condition, A's) still incomplete and the stage
having a sqrplus of $125,Cj00. Upder; hands i(IATSE) claiming jurisdiction
stood that ijeserVe is hot included iti o.ver all organized employes In pic-Equity's surplus.
tures, including actors, there is a
Chorus brarich -iS^^ught in the Imuddled situati6n in stage union
middle of the jurisdictional row. be- circles hot coniparable with' any
retary

Houses

WPA

Philadelphia, Sept. 21,

•

Equity.'

Philly

Has

Illness

snarled

EQUITY'S

Two

For

Actors

Fix

A.A.A^A; Up in Airr—
Many Tangles to Be. En-

sires tp withdraw.
'Mrs. Bryant ;has held the post fbti
Gillmore, Equity's
j^ith Frank
more than 17 years, but for the past p'rez, on, the way to California ly
season ;or so had nO relish for policy order oil his physician, Kenneth

The reasonable

•had the' whole say. xh each theatre

!

—

Yiddish Shows, Films

Claiihing

.

However a more closely knit orbeing formed by changes
is
ganization
the Project in
unit system

Control of
Gillmore's

to staying y^^as, with the undierstandiMg. that if a successor is selected at

,

payroll,

Now

Stagehands

Scram

Although Dorothy Bryant is 'sup-,
posed to remain, as executive secretary, of. Chorus Equity until next
June, her resignation has not been
Withdrawn.' She stated that, her arrangenient with Equity in regards,

Estimates are that there any time prior

salarieis.

are 1,000

to

;

building up their
ly are intent on
will
stais, but indications are they*

ment

Reserves Right

recently

those

of

instance

the

Mrs. Bryant Back at Equity

Members Override Council

Equity

PBECIPIMD

as

suffering

j

Broadway Figured
about to ment is

is

that

if

lifted

the 16

men

require-

from moderately sized

be signed, but the stagehands' union
is at loggerheads v/ith the showmen

theatres, the incentive to presc;it intimate musicals in such spots will
follow.

and insist that the wage scale that
applied in 1930 plus extras be I'estored in total.
been
Musicians'
contract
has
somewhat revised but the scale is
the same as applied for the past year
Managers have asked for a
or so.
change in the minimum of 16 mer.
Idea is to have that nxi'iin the pit.

Managers appear steamed up over

Drew 60,000 on Coast

the stagehands' demands on broken
time, mostly as applied to show
work. They have restored the cuts
otherwise, but claim the broken time
demands makes for too heavy an
impost. There is some talk of making productions out of tov.-n to eliminate broken time costs, but no

Six Federal Theatre Project offerGreek Theatre in Griffith
park played to audiences of more
than 60,000 persons in the summer
season that closed last week.

imum
or

apply to

all

houses with l.UK

more capacity instead

of

l.ODG

I
;

manaiicr

is

known

On such a move.

to

have decided

Fed's Al Fresco Plays

Hollywood, Sept.

21.

ings at the

Final attraction
of Windsor,'

was 'Merry Wives

'

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY

S6

pears to have reacted and is the
cause of his present condition.
Stated without contingencies that
Equity's own matters have not been
set aside, There are some questioned
the
including
however,
moves,
pgrUal ruling out of the burlesque
artists association, which is not supoperate in New York but
j^ggji
outside the city where bur^^^^
The
j^ggyg jg recognized as such.
curious mix-up has placed Chorus
Equity in an indecisive position
^j^^^ ^j^j^ ^he American Federation
of Actors (vaudeville) organizing
Ujyj.jggqug and night clubs in the
gtj.Qpojj5 Yiut with Chorus Equity
gyppQsedly having jurisdiction out-

Inside Stuff-Legit

receYitly 'Room
Since click of 'Boy Meets Girl,' 'Brother Rat' and more
scripts unless
the George Abbott office has nixed accepting
Service
Service,' the
through play agencies. Particularly since the success of 'Room
which had
weekly
than
15
more
to
risen
has
submitted
average number
five scripts a
each member 6f Abbott's production staff reading four or
week.
volume
Most likely plays come through agencies, however, and since the
direct, unless
has grown so heavy, Abbott is refusing to accept those sent
the author is known.
i
Spewacks,
Of Abbott's three successes, 'Boy Meets Girl' .was by the
and John
recognized playwrights; 'Brother Rat' was by Fred Finkelhofle
Abbott
Monies Jr., friends of Garson Kanan, who was at that time on the
and Allen Boretz, Hollywood ^.^^ ^j^^ ^jty^
staff, and 'Room Service' by John Murray
Within Equity the full realization
writers.
of what has gone on appears not to
and be realized -but there still persists
Charles B. Cochran's return from the Coast was again delayed,
for the four championship fight opposition to the administration and
it is doubtful that he will arrive in time
been ht is liable to crop up again at any
card at the Polo Grounds Thursday (23). London showman has
appearances, time.
Fact that Gillmore would
angling for two Coast stars who are expected to make stage
presidency has
AnotnSr reason for him staying in Hollywood a few days longer was technically leave the
The
wrote
the objectors,
Cochran
mollified
not
that
About
circus.
Bros.-Beatty
the billing of the Cole
Four A's was supposed to establish
to a friendClyde Beatty. A circus tent offices and form a staff by Noyem'I must stay because I have never seen
have ber l but the prez probably wUl not
has always had an irresistible lure for me and on many occasions I
circus set up return to the city much before that
left the train while on a long trip because I had seen a
date since he plans attending the
en route'
'
meeting in Denver next
^ A.F.L.
I

'

Wednesdny, September 22, 1937
Neither is any too reminded, in contrast to their
surroundings.
By various stages Simchas Meyer,
the cute one, works his way iJp to
he very topnotch jiinnacle as a big
::actory owner, losing friends and
caste as he goes along. His brother,
Jacob Bunin, on the other hand, does
quite well, on his own, but retaining
lis principles of pride and honor. It
all goes up in smoke with the coming'
of the war, revolution, etc., and Simcha Meyer comes to his senses, but
too late, after he has ruined his life
as well as that of all his inunediate
De^th of both -brothers is
family.
persevering.
ligiously

once almost married her mother, is
transparently false, from start to
finish, so that it cannot be taken as
reality. iVs the usual type of operetta
plot, light, and offering no mental

impression, or pretending to do so.
without Miss Picon the show

would be

just another Yiddish play.
is expert. Work-

Kalich's direction

ing conditions of the Yiddish theatre are such that a director's lot is
just about the toughest. Players are
liired in quantity and under minimum scales, regardless of what kind
of play is in store or available.
Generally it's the rule, rathei: than
the exception, that a director must
fit the part to a performer, rather
he finale.
Difficult in a short review resume than the reverse. Under such conto give any notion ot the Strength ditions, what Kalich has accomplished
and poignancy of the plot and its is notable.
Lots of it is dull and
Lebedeff, as i)olished and experiportrayal.
windy, but it is shot through with enced a player in the Yiddish theaas there is, nevertheless is
rich, meaty scenes which cannot help tre
noticeably brighter when foils for
3ut grip.
Schwartz, in his usual triple role Miss Picon. Same Xor the other
of author-director-star, is as accom- players, of whom Tillie Rabinowitz,
He is tops in Gertie Bulman and Hyman Prizant
plished as always.
Yiddish legit, and there's no way of are best.
Like Yiddish shows generally, the
getting around that His acting here,
as Simcha Meyer, is a bit on the ob- dialog is sprinkled with smatterings
vious side, but such scenes as the one of English parody and chatter, but
at the telephone, when he conspires with a nicety that bespeaks comto buy a baronetcy for gentiles in mendation for aU concerned.
This
a- high class performance
order to get Jliis fbrsfc boost on. the
ladder of prosperity, are unforget- in every respect, and among the best
And his direction is, beyond Yiddish operettas ever produced.
table.
'
Shan.
reproach. Especially goo(| is he, in
And
his capacity, on big scents.
month
here are many such. He has asemRuth Benedict, p.a. for the Bureau of New Plays, which has Hollywood
uuimores disaffection therefore bled
has
and
the
into
cast
sally
supporting
occasional
strong
Helbum's
a
(Terry)
Theresa
sponsorship, explains
Hertzen Lieben
has resul^^^^^^^
not minced in the number of superplaywriting field. Miss Helbum, a director of the Theatre Guild, and also
"hi? numeraries.
CWhen Two Hearts Love')
g^J^^^^^P'^^
the play bureau competitions, finds time to be an author, since 'being
jsquiiy or
the Equity
tne
absence ne one
Lighting and scenic structure are
Operetta In two acts, 12 scenes, by Isidor
epian
amounting
to
variety
virus
the
of
author is a theatrical disease
not as imaginative as they were in Friedman and Simm Wolt; niusic, Sholom
demic'
'Yoshe Kalb' and others of his pro- Secunda: lyrics, Jacob Jacobs; directed by
shoulders Michal Mlclidleak?; dances, Sol Josephson.
Miss Helbum's new work, 'A Hero Was Born,' which is to l»e P»^«sented , POS^Ale that the^ o^^^^
council will con- ductions, but still head and
At the McKIriley Square Theatre, Bronx,
t^e
with
connected
no
way
in
.course
was
of
above average.
by the WPA theatre project,
N. Y., beginning Sept. 15, '87; $1.63 top.
Samuel Goldenburg, A, topnptch Hebeeca. GUck.......;
bureau's competitions which are r estricted to young college grads:
Nadya Dranova
Thomson's idea that another visi Yiddish actor (he was with the Thea- -Snm....
...Max Lasky
«
^ew^^
Anna Levlne
tre Guild in a play or two) is with ESsthet Iiampert
has
attraction
legit
history,
road
a
For first Ume in Pittsburgh's
....Lucy Levin
for the first time, handling, LUlie
Schwartz
Leon Schnchter
Kaspe..«..
Started advertising in local newspapers more than two months ahead of
GiUmbre
very well, the part of the twin Abraham
without
and
^^zle
Michal Mlchalesko
Sidney ICass
outstandis
playing date. Show is Helen Hayes' 'Victoria Regina,' and although it *- ^j^^^^^^^
Cashier
Isidor
brother.
the
credited with
Charlotte Goldstein
Gladys
Gerta Maxie.. ^•
'.Chaim'l Pames
doesn't reach Pittsburgh's Nixon untU Nov. 22, Thanksgiving week, good- .^^^ of reorganizing the Four A's ing as the elder Ashkenazi.
Abe Lnx
German refugee making her Doctor Lax
sized ads in three dailies over week-end warned prospective customers to
paving the way for the radio Rosen, a debut as Schwiartz's wife, Anetta. ...........
.Francis Welntraub
American
send in mail orders early* In past, two weeks' advance billing has been
more
be
^.^^j^
.............. .Sol Josephson
which later may
give
color and depth to a Harry Mann..
to
manages
l^p^^^yg
even
broke
'Regina'
ads
Bren.
.Annie Lubin
Claire
the top for touring attractions. Furthermore,
any of the Four A's difficult role.
Rosenberg William
Michael
David
Dank
Beck.....
before Ni:?on's legit season opened on Monday (20) with 'Star Wagon.'
member unions. There is. too, the does a bit with his usual distinction. Jacob
.Max Rosen
'
.....Mux Henig
problem of interchangeability of Kurt Katch, another German refu- Abdul
,
_
„
„
^ .
J ,
kj^gjjj|jgj.gjjjpg
secured
last
he
Alex Yokel is out as l^ee of the Fulton, N. Y-, which
gee, is aces in the part of the gentile
^jjjj^ jjging one of the
Anna Teitelbaum is
industrialist,
Undistinguished stuff. Neither the
year. Leaise expired Sept, 1. ActuaUy the Minsky-Herk Interests had the problems left on the desk when Gill
theatre under sub-lease from Yokel and intended plantmg tWo-a-day bur- ^^^^ became ill of indicated nervous unusually lovely as Goldenburg's book nor the music impresses. Much
There are many other bits of the performance is amateurish,
wife.
was
burlesque
possession
Soon after they took
lesque in the house.
exhaustion,
played to the hilt, but too tough to particularly the line, which varied
sloughed.
spot, or credit in the long cast.
from ^ to 9 girls, here and there,
Yokel used the corporate name of the Three Men Theatres Co. In operInterpretative score accompanies so that the play hardly rates comating the Fulton, where he presented 'Love From a Stranger* which flivved
the action and helps considerably ment
bit of realism attempted by
YIDDISH
Scenery is imaginative and colorful having a donkey on the stage went
His leases on theatres in Philadelphia and Detroit are said to have also
plus being unusually adaptable, aU
expired.
cuckoo >when the donk balked and
scene changes being made swiftly
off the stage. Bad
and with precision. Lighting on the had to be coaxed
Brotibers Ashkenazi
will
Nearly the entire single setting for 'I'd Rather Be Right/ George M,
opening nipht needed more rehesu-sal, staging and the engagement
Tragedy In two acta (17 scenes) by I. J. but seemed
depend on the draw of Michal
Cohan's new musical starrer which Sam H. Harris is producing, is being
to suggest, that, when it
Singer, dramatized by SJnger and Maurice
Michalesko and Lucy Levin, leading
works, it will be topnotch.
Kauf.
rebuilt. It was planned to rehearse the show within the set, at the Music SvlriSr'^t^iMBc^^
i»y
performers. Ran four hours opening
Box, N. Y., where 'Right' will be shown, but measurements Wfere found to Schwartz; mualc, Verdina ShUonsky; 8Qtij
night, too long in any language.
be incorrect and all but the back eye, a painted silhouette, was dismantled. -^^^^oSo?; ^ue'^^'lo^dSti
It's a flow of plots and counterFault was not the designer's," since the authors- and manager passed on jjecunda^^ at ^dish Art Theatre (Joison),
plots, with and without cause.
the sketches and figures. Extra cost entailed will be added to production N. T.. Sept. 20, '37; ?2.20 top,
Michalesko, still the juvenile, is
('My Malkele')
Jerome Robblns,
Adier,
JulluiB
Cast:
nut.
in love with a girl who leaves PalIzldor Caaher, Leah Naomi, Victor Marcus,
Operetta In 2 acts (T scenes) by William
Frank Schechtman, Maurice fichwartz, Slegel; niuble, Abraham Eillstein; lyrics, estine and promises to wed another.
Samuel Qolderiburg, Gerta- Rosen, Helen .Tau-ob JacobH; dances, Rose Gordon; set- But she reneges when Michalesko,
Guthrie -McCilntic stated that he picked Buffalo for the unveiling of Beverly. Zwee Scooler, Anna Teltelbaum, tlngM, Michal
Saltzman; staged by Irving thought lost, returns to the States.
'Star Wagon' because he considered it 'just about the right distance' from Michael Rosenberg, Liza SUbert, Samuel Honigman; produced under personal dlSwindlers frame him and he goes
Kudenslty, Kurt Katch, Clara Deutachman
rfctfon of Jacob ICallch; at Public, N. Y.,
Broadway,
Scale,
Moishe Zllberkaeten, Janet Brand, WoU bBKinning Wed.. Sept. 16. '87.
nuts in a most peculiar scene, then
'It's far enough away to discourage the wrecking crew,' McCUntio added,
Gold£aden, Sonla- Gurskaya, Nuchem Brlnd, $2.20 top.
quite suddenly the play changes
and
Michael WUensky for him.
with the Buffalo dailies doing handsprings to explain that the 'wrecking pavid Alexander, Bertha Hart, Adolf Kr- Reb Isaerl..!
The swindlers are unMolly Picon
Malkele
•
Misi
crew' comprised the Broadway critics and columnists who have been
^^j'^^'^JJ,,^^^^^^
Pauline Hoffman masked and Michalesko and
Cihaye Toltze. ... •
Reuben
Chamey.
EUzatoeth
Ncrosiavskaya,
known to tear a play apart before it was fairly put together/"
Hyman Prizant Levin clinch for a finale fadeout.
Yiikel SImche
Dorf, Moishe Stra^^erg, Aaron Sternberg, Chuim Nissel
Jacob Zanger
But the length of time which the
Zwee
Stern,
Kirshman,
Phllo
Bira,
Hirsh
„
y^^^
.i.
Yekob SussanofC play consumes in telling this story
Yankel
Gallery Boys of the Lambs tossed first party of season Monday (20) with Miriam Wajda, Crfia Lipz'"; s?nia Berman
Gertie Bulman
Julia
Xrause, Yudel Dublnsky, Ze)b Gold
Rose Greenfield to music, song and dances is mucl^
Dvoyra Lapidus
Jack Norworth as main guest. Occasion was his appearance in 'On William
Ijeonard Zurlt, Shloyme Krause, Arthur Zellg
Aaron Lebedeft too long and badly handled. Neither
Location' which is due in the Ritz Friday (24), Premiere was carded Spencer, Nuchen Brlnd, Robert Harris, Sidney
Sam Josephson settings nor the costumes are dis>.......
TiUie Rabinowltz
for Monday and when postponed it was decided to go ahead with the Reuben Wendorf, Leon Kireky, Jacob SoBsel
SliU'Chman, Morris ZUberkasilcn, A. EiIj
Jacob Weiler tinguished. Neither form nor graceIsaac Butch
get-to-gether on schedule anyhow.
stein.
H.- Shlesser fulness seems to have been considTenmster
Event was held in the Steifitz restaurant across the street from the
Wllliii Secunda
P'lrsl Jew
ered in picking the line. Only Mis?
.A, Sternberg
.Second Jew
club, because women were present.
ISva Franklin Levin possesses acceptable singing
I. J. Singer, who wrote the novels
A Mother
voice.
Maurice
'Yoshe
Kalb,'
which
The humor is forced. Between
Notices asking all actors to support Mayor Fiorello LaGuardla, of N. Y., Schwartz turned into the biggest
Certainly the librettos of Yiddish
in last Thursday's (16) primary election, were posted backstage In Broad- play hit in recent Yiddish theatre operettas are not expecte<l to be scenes, and en scene, performers
history, also wrote 'Brothers Ashke
taken seriously by those who patron-, present specialties, mosltly of a lowway legit houses last week. Daniel Frohman signatured the appeal.
down
tickets
kind.
those
buy
And again Schwartz has ize them. And
who
Reason given for actors' support of LaGuardia was his help to Frohman nazi.'
On the whole this is the kind of a
turned the trick for him in a play for this one will be attracted by the
in Actors' Fund affairs.
version.
'Ashkenazi' is completely performance, mostly Molly Picon, show to hasten the decline of the
different in text matter from 'Kalb'
whose personal charm, vivacity; and Yiddish theatre, which is already
Scott Moore, former roadshow entrepreneur, plans to start out of the it hasn't any of the mystical quali
skill are such as to assure a long, wobbly, and the manner in which
red this season by acting. He has annexed himself to the payroll of ties of the older click, but it has successful engagement. On the funny the show is handled and presented
depth
and
movement.
and
color
It
side and the serious side both. Miss is hardly creditable in big-time the•On Location,' current at the. Ritz, N. Y. Ditto for Mark Llndar, who has
should be a resounding success.
Picon stands out.
atre.
oamphored several manuscripts to strut his stuff in the same show.
As is true with all novels, espeMiss Picon is the First Lady of the
Customers were visibly uncomcially long ones, when transferred to Yiddish theatre and has. been for
on
Rev. Lewis Nichols of Trinity Church, Broadway and Wall street, N.. Y., the stage, there is an overabundance decade or more, even at her modesu fortable over the long stretch,
night.
Bad ventilation
who was buried Monday (20), was the father of Lewis N. Nichols, drama of plot and situation in the play. It age. She and her director-manager opening
Shan.
didn't help, either,
strikes as a bit long-winded and fre- husband, Jacob Kalich, have demoneditor of the N. Y. Times.
quently imnecessarily' so. This will strated their acumen for selecting a
undoubtedly be taken care of by supporting cast capable of giving an
hot actually connected with Equity time. Yiddish Art Theatre is unfor- entertaining performance, such as to
tunate, somewhat, in that it opened stand out in the Yiddish theatre
Musical comedy In two -flc's^'lO scencH).
and the 70-year-old leader could hot this play in N. Y. cold, sans even Notable in this resjpect is Aaron starring
Menaaha Skulnlk, 'muHlc by Joseph
stand the strain.
dress rehearsals. When some scenes Lebedeff, no longer a juve, but who Rumshinsky; Uputc by L. Frelman; lyrlfs
by
J«(dac Lillian; staging by Sltulnlk;
are cut, as they^ undoubtedly
will bei; surpasses in poise and general per- dances
Gillmore's Dlsairection
,
by L. Galptjrn; sets by J. Tunkle;
x
^ ..^
(Continued from page BB)
formance all others in the support- at .Second Ave. theatre, N. Y., Sept. 15,
Stated that Gillmore was ill with -^enjome^ tec^ni^^^^^^
•37; $2.20 top.
ing cast.
a heavy cold, Early last week he
Miss Picon is supposedly the Edward Mendoza....
Moses FeOer
hinted what his plans were, ig not counted On attending the council tinctly enthrall its auditors
........Leon Gold
I. J. Singer, a compaartively young
granddaughter of a rabbi of a small Leon...
known. Indicated that Browne used meeting but was ordered to remain man
.Marly Baralz
('Yoshe Kalb' was his first European town.
Lebedeff is an Robert..
Rebecca Mendo/.a'.
Sarah Rkiilnik
the same general theory that led abed. He was to have conducted the novel), has established himself as an American who
once loved her Nellie Oppenhelm
Anna Toback
Thomson to present the reorganiza- first quarterly Equity meeting Fri international literary figure with his mother, now dead. Miss Picon is Gnendol
Anne Thomashef-Mky
tion of the actor union set-up, a day (17) but the evening before he second book. It is a study of indus- enamored of the handsome village Yosel-Joe
Menasha .Skulnlk
Moishe
.Sam Kaslcn
secretive proceeding known only to went aboard the President Adams, trial life in a, small town in Poland musician who offs to a career in the Reiisele Meyer
Ooldle Fism.in
and is interested in the economic States. Her grandfather is compell- Rlvka»«
himself, Gillmore and one or two placed in charge of the ship's doc
Fania Kublna
structure
rather
Feld
than
Grisha
the
spiritual,
girl
marry
one
Bodanaky
ing
the
to
some
she
.Harry
close associates. Even Paul Dulzell, tor, a friend of his physician. It ap
Leon Kadl.ii'"
as was true in his first work. It is a doesn't love, just as he compelled Yanek
who will take over Gillmore's duties pears that he ran a fever on the broad canvas he has
Divvc Leven.'ioii
chosen, and he her mother, formerly, to give up Lepke
Qfficially and is so doing actually at slightest provocation and a oom
handles it excellently. Perhaps it is Lebedeff.. Lebedeff, thinking his old
Menasha Skulnik and Joseph
this time, was not in on the know.
plete rest from office duties was a fault that the play VMs ion. too. at- flame still alive, hies to Europe, finds
make an excellent
When the new Pour A's set-up was prescribed. Gillmore was deeply in tempts to depict the ^Bfre structure Molly and, in one of those fateful Rumshinsky
combo. The former is now eslabmoments,
substitutes
himself
for
the
announced there were all manner of terested in the American Theatre
{^^jf ^ll^^f^^^^^^^
unusually effective thea- groom, thtis saving Molly from
related plans pointing to a closer Council, which too will probably be
[^e!*
affiliation between Equity and all dormant while he la inactive.
He
-rwo generations of Ashkenazi are are to be divorced when reaching ^^l^Zl'l l?\u^.^^LJ^^:h .^^
unions within the scope of the devoted much effort to the
fed- shown briefly before the family im- the States so she can marry her composer of that sector and well up
on a par with composers generally
amusement field. What has been eral theatre situation as affecting mediately centering the play is musician.
in a
done to complete any such arrange- Equity people and his sudden con- called upon.. Thus a distinct novels
Of course, Lebedeff falls heavily anywhere. Two got together years
musical comedy venture three
ments Is not known and Gillmore's sent to become the spark plug to the ish trick of background is built' up. for Molly, and the musician by this ago,
clicked and should continue to
absence has left that up in the air new Four A's scheme aroused $ur- Then the boys are borii, twin broth- time has wed another, so everything do so.
ers, and are shown in a couple of winds up jake.
too.
Gillmore appears to have be- prise among his intimates. The bur- scenes
This new -show of theirs is nothas boys. One is ambitious and
Naturally this tale about » 20come Involved in too many projects den of work which he assumed ap- calculatijng; the other honest and year-old
(Gontinued on page 57)
girl falling for a man who
.
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LEGITIMATE GROSSES

Loop Legits Remain Bullish; 'RatV

Buffalo Gives

$13,000 Just Noses 'CanYs

Chicago^ Sept. 21.
Things are popping right along in
Another new
legit here these days.
lists, and now
the
entered
show
ibh^e are three shows in town. And
you.
'The
all doing well, thank

Women' started gabbing on Sunday
night (19) at the Erlanger and looks
• cinch as box-offlce magnetism.
•Brother Rat' is settling down to a
at the Selwyn, while *You Can't
jfake It with You' shows no signs ol
leaving town at all.
,
,
With the shows begmmng to pile
Jn, there is a rising squawk of lack
theatres.
They're
always
of available
looking for some kind 'of alibi for
legit around here. It it isn't the deMaybe some
i)ression, it's theatres.
Say they'll run out of reasons.
Estimates for Last Week
Eat,'
Selwyn
•Brother
(l,000r$2.75)
r
(5th week). Getting a steady trade,
and with conventions In town, has
good backing. Better than $13,000
again last week, in the money.
The Women,* Ei-langer (1,300;

xm

Opened Sunday

$175) (1st week).

719) and will jam 'em, from ihdica->
Uons, on its four-week schedule

'REGINA'

12Gs

MOPS UP

Helen Hayes' Starrer Gets

New Enf land
New Haven,

$27,500 in

Cant T^ke

Harris (1.0Q0;'$2.75) (33d week). Taking
everything in its stride and remarkli with Ton.'

series,

Princess.

The Stmw,'

Wash.

'Rat' Gives

OK

Yid*

Start With

Raves, $13,000

Four

Blackstone.

Eugene

oldie schedided for opening

shortly.

YOSEL AND HIS WIVES

Washington, Sept. 21.
Capital's only Jegit spot began seaspa with bang last week with
'Brother Rat' at the National pulling
around $13,000 at $2.20 top. Critics
went overboard for comedy as perfect opener,

*

(Continued from page 56)
rave about. * It is a hash of
g/erything that has ever been don9<
ut it is genuinely entertaining (it
originality is not looked for or exr
pected) and, for the strata of public
which it is aiming, should do
okay a.t the b.o.
ing to

L. Freiman gets program credit
for writing the book. If he is gettiny any royalties it is not for his
writing, but rather for his ingenuity
in pasting together previously used
notions.
Not that they make any
sense as hooked up. They don't. But
then, does it matter?
There are
laughs, tiiere are songs, there are

dances and there are girls.
.Skulnik is still an A-1 comic. He
a gent who is not a natural comeStarted off in serious drama,
})ut realized there 'is more coin in
aughs, so studiously went out to figure out what makes people laugh.
He knqws the answer. He hasn't
missed a show on Broadway or anywhere else in years. He admits it,
not that he has to; it's obvious fi*om
the gags and business he picked up
as he went along.
Since he is also co-manager of the

Current is pre-Broadway week of
Gertrude Lawrence, whom they

were
8:30,'

ap>plauding for 'Tonight at
in 'Susan and Gqd.' Next week
still

StiU blank

and then

it's first

Ameri-

can Theatre Spciety show, 'Madame.
Bovary.' Week of Oct, 11 is open,'
and on Oct. 18 it's 'Amphitryon 38,'
Witii ATS subscriptions double
same time last year, balcony being
almost clean for six ATS shows, and
house forced to close books on season reservations to keep from tying
up too many seats, spot looks all set.
Theatre has been completely renovated with ne^fr seats on tjrch and
balcony floorjs, new carpets and
modern- ventilating system, as step
toward eventual air-conditioning.

dian.

company

it is

distinctly to his credit

foots. IVIiss Eisman is
ly to look at and has a voice to boot,

^oss the
is

miscast.

Leon Gold, excellent baritone, isn't
any too well spotted nor has he the

WPA
Like Falling Leaves
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Play In three acts 'by Giusfippe Giacosa.
iPresented by the Federal Theatre, dlreuted
by Max Pollock. Translated from the Italian by Edith and Allan TIpileKvaff. Edited
by BdNVln BJorkman and produced at the
Hollywood Flayhouae.
Giovanni Bbsanl........ Joseph De Stefnnl
Mai-Kot Dune
....Philip Daikln
Beatrice Newport
.,,Cecile BHiott

Olulla,..,

Tommy.........

Nennele, . .
. . ,
SIgnora Laurl..
Signora Irene
>Inie. Lablanche.
,

.

. ,

WPA

continues its improvement
kind of material he can handle. He'll in the staging of legit drama here
dp better as the show warms up. and 'Like Falling Leaves' is by far
Marty Baratz, who's been uptown the best, in casting, direction and
vaude, is an A-1 dancer.
But general production, to come out of
Second avenue being what it is, and the Federal theatre on the Coast in
Rumshinsky being a co-manager and months. While not exciting drama,
a composier; doesn't care anything piece offers good entertainment for
about.-dsihcing; he wants his music most any type of audience.
sung, so he can hear it . That makes
Story concerns an Italian family,
the curious situation of Baratz sing- suddenly bereft of the ample purse
ing a duet with an excellent singer
it. formerly had, and its reactions as
Uke Gold and both automatically the members seek readjustment in
knocking one another oft.
Baratz a Swiss mountain cottage. Five lead
does get a chance to do a bit of a players, through capable performdance in the second act and socks ances, make the unfolding of the
clean with it.
But that singing!
story a moving, interesting evening
There are a lot of other bit people in the theatre.
jnd minor roles, best of whom is
Losing their home in Milan, the
Sarah Skulnik, the star's missus.
moves to a cottage in SwitAs for Rumshinsky 's music, it is family
zerland, through Samaritan instincts
to
his
VP
average, which is mighty of a cousin, played by Donald Mmtgood. There isn't a bar of it which
ray, and start' the rebuilding of their
is unreconizable and the cognoscenti
lives. Play, liaid in the present time,
|ftay even be able to tell you where
depicts each member's struggle and
V- stems from—but there are mighty
of the son
lew around who can do it as well, the gradually succumbingtemptations
inner
and that goes for Romberg or who and stepmother to
Joseph De Stefani, as
for money.
have you?
Kaui.
the father, makes his part real, a
man beaten, but gamely trying to
regain, a foothold and the respect
Hall Bookings
and love of his son iand daughter.
Margot Duse, De Stefani's second
Advance list of events for October wife and stepmother of the boy and
girl, does a good job as the flighty,
at Town Hall,
N. Y„ calls for 35 mercenary blonde who likes painting
concerts, seven lectures and three
and moonlight trysts with artists.
meetings. Highlight dates are LeoPhilip Dakin does the weak, rich
nora Corona, soprano; Roland Hayes, man's son ably, finally giving in to
pursuit, despite
tenor; Walter Gieseking,
pianist, and the lure of sinful
wo appearances by Richard Tauber, efforts of his sister to reclaim him.
As the daughter, Beatrice Newport,
*2i^opean concert and film tenor.
her family to
in
Senes opens Sept. 28 and is man- torn by the unrest
the point of suicide, manages to be

TowH

ned by Kenneth

Klein.

21.

Istewark legit season opened surrisingly strong at the Shubert with
hi
"•obacco Road,' back for the fourth
time at this house and fifth time
locally. With Taylor Holmes starred
and two-for-ones used only three
nights of the week, show did $7,800.
Current attraction: 'Boy Meets
Girl,* second engagement for house.
Estimate for Last Weeic
'Tobacco Boad' Shubert (1,960; 50$1,50). Beating its last engagement
here in the spring by several hundred dollars, 'Tobacco' upset all predictions and rang a splendid $7,800,
Thursday night house was sold out
and S R O sign put Up for first time
in several seasons.

convincing.

Show Eager
Gives

Philly

Koom' 27G's

entirely

Broadway awaits

refurbished

bullish season.

Estimate for Last Week
^Dead End,' I^ryland (1,570;

$1.50)

—Pop priced scale and good reaction
and support from newspapers helped
maintain a fairly steady pace for
this repeater to a satisfactory $7,900.

lOMEN'

$20,000

WOWS DETROIT
Detroit, Sept, 21.

'The Women* turned in the biggest
surprise of the season, for several
seasons for that matter, here last
week and coming home with a walloping $20,000 at the Cass,
Other
plays have done better in past, but
not with such ease and minus extensive bally on 'nameless' cast.
Take was amassed from nine
shows, at $2,75 top, and amazing part
of it all was swiftness with which
performances sold out. Ordinarily,
an ace attraction here doesn't sell
out, if at all, until at least
before curtain rising. But

Gordon's play

hung out

as

s.r.o.

much

an hour
on Max

sign had to be
as a half-day

Estimate for Last Week
The Women' (Cass; 1,400; $2.75
Set some sort of a record for
'nameless* cast and novelty play, at
walloping $20,000 for nine performances. No extensive bally, but s.r.o.
himg out several times half-day before scheduled performance. Could
have stayed for three weeks easily.
Current is 'Honor Bright' for week
at $2.75 top.
top).

New

Entrants in

Gait

Boston,

Sept. 21,
Local legit season' is really open
now with two established hits, 'Victoria Regina' and 'Can't Take It With.
You,' plus a new entry 'To Quito
and Back,' starring Sylvia ..Sidney
and Leslie Banks. 'Qulta,' under

Theatre Guild auspices opened Monday (20) as. did 'Victoria.' Helen
Hayes show, irr'for four weeks, had
tremendous mail order and advance

due

sale,

to

intensive

hinterland

campaigning,

'Room Service*

is

skedded for the

Copley, Oct. 4, indef run.
Estimates for Last Week
'Blow Ye Winds' (Shubert ) ($2.75

wk)

—Moved

after two-week
tryout in better shape generally, but
still running a bit long.
Very fa-

(2d

on

vorable comment on Henry Fonda's
performance, and much satisfaction
over the play as a whole. ,Yet,
there has been little real rave heard
on the streets, Dbpesters figure it
for a moderate run on Broadway.
Final week fair $7,000,
Can't Take It With Ton' (Plymouth) ($2.20) (2d wk)
Running
along at zippy gait. Second stanza
well over $15,000.

—

.

the season's

first

from among four attractions this
week and two next week, the incomers being the first Influx of prehit

mieres.

'Virginia'

up

the sole entrant

to Tuesday claimed a slight betterment at the Center with the gross
quoted over '$27,000.
Indications,
however, are that the operetta must
depend mostly on out-of-towners,
not of the Legionnaire type.
Due in next week are 'French
floom Service' pulled out of the
Chestnut Saturday night with $27,- Without Tears,' Miller and 'The Star
OOp grossed on its two weeks. Sec- Wagon,' Empire, Irish Players openor/d week's figure beat the first by ing has been set back, while 'Honor
hitting $14,300 and everybody was Bright,' also slated, goes off for rehappy. Thursday matinee was close pairs.
to a sell-out and even the ConstiEstimates for Laiit Week
tution Week parade on Saturday . 'Babes in Arms,' Shubert (24th
broke just in time to help the mat week) (M-l,385-$3.30). Looks set for
instead of hurting it. Cool weather another month or so; business picked
prevailing all week was also a big up and the gross was around $16,000.
help.
'Blow Ye Winds,' 46th St. (1st
Last night found two attractions week) (C-l,375-$3,30). Presented by
bowing in. Chestput offered Char- Arthur Hopkins; written by Valenlotte Greenwood
in
'Leaning on tine Davies; well regarded in Boston;
Letty' and the Erlanger re-lighted opens Thursday (23),
with 'Tobacco Road,* playing its 5th
'Brother Rat,' Biltmore (41st week)
local engagement.
'Letty' was orig- (C-991-$3.30).
Business somewhat
inally mentioned for only two weeks disappointing late
last
week but
with a Max Gordon try-out to fol- comedy turned in another profitable
low, but latter wasn't ready and gross; topped
$7,500.
Grieenwood vehicle now has four
'George and Margaret,* Morosco
weeks available if biz warrants. Ad- (1st week) (C-961-$3.30),
Presented
vance wasn't anything terrific but by
John C. Wilson; written by
first night's biz was good.
Gerald
Savory; imported from LonTobacco Road' is skedded for two
don;
liked
at
Canadian
showing;
weeks and will be followed by a
single week of 'The Passing of the opens tonight (22).
'Having: Wonderful Time,' Lyceum
Third- Foor Back'
revival
with
(-31st week)
(CD-1,000-$3.30).
FinWalter Hampden.
The Forrest seems to be. officially ished week strongly and may stay
set to open its season on October 18 weU into fall period; takings last
week
bettered
$7,500.
with 'Victoria Regina.' Mail order
'Lady Has a Heart,' Longacre (CDs.ale has been tremendous for the
Helen Hayes show with every indi- 1,019-$3.30). Presented by Watson
cation pointing to three capacity Barratt and Rufus Phillips; adapted
by Edward Barry Roberts from Hunweeks.
The Chestnut's next booking is garian original of Ladis^laus Bus'Between the Devil,* Shubert musi- Fekete; opens Saturday (25),
'On Location,* Ritz (1st week) (Ccal try-out on the 18th also.
It's
listed now for two weeks.
This 918-$3.30). Presented by Samuel R.
would mean that no subscription Golding (East Coast Studios); writplay of the American Theatre So- ten by Kent Wiley; slated to open
ciety will be seen at this house un- Friday (24).
'Room Service,' Cort (19th week)
til
November an unusually late
(G-l,059-$3,30). Attendance heavy aU
start for this organization.
last week and gross was virtual caEstimate for Last Week
'Room Service' (Chestnut) (2nd pacity; around $17,000, which .a-aualed
week) (1,646; $2.50). Went out with nine performance takings of previous
banners flying. $14,300 on 2nd and week.
last week meant $27,000 on engage'The Show Is On,' Winter Garden
ment and that spelt plenty of profit, (repeat engagement, 1st week) <R'Leaning on Letty' this week for pos- l,671-$3.30). EeUghted Saturday (18)
sible four-week run.
with furtiier cast changes over last

—

seascn^s original.

The

'HEAVEN'

WEAK

IN

S, F,;

'ROOM' EXTENDING RUN

Hub Not

Sbwmg Xan'tV 15G

the box offices.
Advance guard of
the American Legion convention
helped some, but this week indications are that- the Legion crowds
will hurt rather than aid attendance.
Monday (20) night was an indicator.
Times Square was so jammed
with Legionnaires and their friends
that all traffic was suspended.
It
was virtually impossible to reach
theatres and thousands refused to attempt entering the district. As the
New Year's eve jamming is to continue another two or three days
managers made up their minds that
the convention was no dice for them.
Many Legionnaires arrived with
two dollar books, which called for
sightseeing such as the Statue of
Liberty,
Empire State building.
Radio City and other magnets for
out-of-towners. Also slips called
for the purchase of cut-rate theatre
tickets, but very few were sold. 'The
visitors were intent on celebrating
on the street, especially Broadway,
and weather favored that proceedvue. Otherwise the bars in the
theatrical district did capacity business,

On 2 Weeks Stay

and
again under management of John
Little, is annoimcing a full schedule
attractions running well into
<)f
Maryland, independently
October.
Philadelphia, Sept. 21.
Scarcity of legit bookings for the
operated and booked by Leonard
McLaughlin, also reporting plenti- early season appears to be doubly
tude of attractions. Local press all unfortunate since Philly is show
steamed up. about possibilities for hungry.
Ford's,

.

Porters—Frank Kelton, Charles J^loyd and
John Riley.

m

•

Business on Broadway was on the
*Boid' Gets $7,800 On
upbeat last week, grosses equalling
the figures of the previous week
Fifth Newark Showing when
a holiday (Labor Day) aided

healthy.

ahead on several performances.
Contributing factor to amazing
Kay Trac«y gross was upping of admish to $2.20
Martina Pawley on play's two matinees, in contrast
,.
Kail
Taggart
Helmer Strile
.<
-Maurice SchuUman to usual $1.65 on $2.75 shiTWs, but
An Old Artist
Charles Mlll.ard that hardly tells the tale, Word-ofAndrea
Gaspare.
Oiu.seppinh Gllombardo
mouth on play's femme gabfest built
Lillian Arden fast
Lucia
on show, and men payees
.Sally Jones
Dressmaker' e Assistant
Adelaiile Melnotle swarmed into' house to get a laugh
Marta...
at weaker sex.
.(Charles Kdler
love- A Groom
'....Donald Murr.ay
Massimo

Fania Rubina and Goldie Eisman.
Miss Toback is personable with a
none-too-strong voice. Miss Rubina
}ias a lovely, though small voice; she
s more or less the top featured
player, but has a completely vacuous
personality which simply does not
but

Baltimore, Sept. 21.
Baltimore's legit season got under
repeat engagement of
'Dead End' at the Maryland, this
tim6 at a wisely scaled tariff of
$1.S0 top and garnering $8,000 for
the week.
This week finds both of the town's
legit houses
occupied with preNew York playing of the Krimsky's
'In Clover* .at the Iferyland and a
return date of 'Brother Rat' at
Fords. Advance for both reported

first

Is

ihAt he has picked a cast to back
him up which is very strong; more
so than actually was necessary. Thus,
tor instance, there are three sopranos in the show, Anna Toback,

Legion Hosts Hurting; 4 Newcomers

way with a

<»tte-acters.
(^'Nieill

SEASON

Tovarlch' last half.

pageant

Qne-act

8(rS;

PACES BALTO

'Lady Has a Heart' ('Jean') currently first half, with Marta Abba in

WPA

HfoDMh,' Great Northern.

Upbeat Grosses Has 'EmSinging Again;

Newark, Sept

DEAD end;

close to $14,000.
Show was originally set as season
opener here, but tryout of 'Honor
Bright* was hurried in ahead, with
only mediocre results as a lid-lifter.

able at present $12 ,400 pace.

dish folk

season, a near-capacity gross of
$9;40Q for four performances at the
Erlanger.
Figures represent best early season legit business since 1929 and indicate town is reviving as good road

stand.

here.

<You

Buffalo turned out to give Guthrie
McCUntic's production of 'The Star
Wagon,^ second legit attraction of the

Sept, 21.

Following a two-night sellout in
Hartford which grossed $13,500, 'Victoria Regina* (Helen Hayes) completed its second road engagement at
Shubert here with three smash
weekend performances estimated at

57

Wagon'

Good 9G on Four Shows
Buffalo, Sept. 21.

,

VARIETY

San ]?L'ancisco, Sept, 21.
Walter Huston's new starrer, 'Miles
of Heaven,' looks like a turkey, the
first week's take, at the Curran theatre b^ng very disappointing, David
Hertz has written a play which

is

definitely Little theatre stuff. Beautifully acted and staged, 'Miles of
Heaven' is limited in its appeal. Con-

siderable re-writing has been done
by Hertz since its world preem in
Santa Barbara several weeks ago,
but it still drags. Set to open In
Los Angeles,, following its engagement here, the run in the South is
now up in the ^ir pending Walter
Huston's decision on staying in the
.

cast.

Local company playing in 'Room
Service' is surpassing units playing
in this play in other parts of the
country.
Business has been so
gratifying at the Geary theatre that
the comedy will be held for a fifth

week.

Week

Estimates for Last

'Room

Service,' Geary (3d week)
Fine $9,500 in third
(1,700; $2.50).
stanza, with two more to go before

moving on

to Los Angeles.
'The Miles of Heaven,' Curran (lat

week)

(1,500;

$2.50).

'

Arthur

J.

Beckhard's new production, with
Walter Huston, Nan Sunderland ahd
.

week)

Women,'

Barrymore

(C-l,048-$3.30),

(39th

Gross went

up last week and at $16,000 topped
the nine performance figure of previous week.
'Tobacco Road,' Forrest
(198th
week) (C-l,107-$1.65). Business holds
to very good figure for pop prices;
last week run leader rated over
$6,500.
'Virginia,'
l,343-$3.30).

Center (4th week) (MClaimed some improvement with the gross quoted over
$27,000; still doctoring the show.
'Yes,
Darling Daughter,' PJ ay-

My

house

(32nd week) (C-878-$3.30).
good things of l<»st sea.son
holding over into new season; busi-

One

ness

of the

profitable;

'You
Booth

Can't
(41st

around $7,500

Take
week)

It

last

With You,*

(C-708-$3.30 ).
just a matter of how many
standees: strongest draw on list
topped $15,000 last week.

Still

Revival
'King Richard II,' St, James;

.sen-

sational date of last winter repeating
prior to long road tour.

Barbara O'Neil, is not box office.
Although there is still talk of giving
the play a Broadway showing, reception accorded here would warrant
sending it to the storehouse. Author
David Hertz has done a beautiful
piece of writing, but play won't
make any money. Lucky to take in
$8,000, with one more week to go.
Huston, a big favorite here, deserves
credit for the biz.

—

,

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY

S8

Plays Out of

THE STAR WAGON

scene will make
more than one old-timer think of
Sally Fisher and her vaudeville
It gives M'ere'Ghoir Rehearsal,'
dith an opportunity to display a
pleasant singing voice with The
Holy City' accompanied by Gish on
the organ.
The invention idea as a source of
dramatic action is one which has
rarely met with complete plausibility in the theatre, but Andersons
fine writing and frequently almost
poetic prose does much to make
plausible the otherwise unbelievaWe
situations.
As the hero, Meredith
displays a Wide versatility ranging
from a double-eitposure portrayal of
old age to gay youth and viiality.
choir

Stiir
'The
presents
TS'iiRon,' a new iiln>'. In three ncts.nnd clRht
Bcenoa. bv JIaxwell Andoraon. stnsod by
with Burgess Meredith.
Moi'llnllc.
Ulr.
LIHKn Oish, RusacH ColIlnH. .Tane nueUo.nan. Kent Smith. Mildred Natwiok, Edmund
O'Krlen, live Abbott, KdlLh Smith, Wllllnm
Gnrncr, AVhItncr Blf=:<ell, AUn AndorKon.
Howard Froomnn. Barry Kelly, ChnrloH
roirester. Muriel Starr, John Phtlllber:
yrodUfUon .deslgne'd by Jo Mielzlner.

Guthrie

McCllntlc

In 'The Star Wason' Maxwell Andarson has written another fina, fanplay but one which
falls considerably short of being
It has
grsat or even good drama.
an engaging theme, some enchanting love scenes and a wealth of wisi,
-^soarin?; poetic passages in proie.
tastic, highflying

'

•

situations that
but artfully spreading a communis- possibilities, a lew
be developed and a cast that on
tic gospel, 'Quito' revolves about a can
to make plausible
New York author, Alexander Sterns, the whois laboredtreatment
of a funwho .quits his wife and civilization an over-complex and possibly
ento fiee with his secretary, Lola Hobbs damentally .simple
(Miss Sidney), to a revolution-ridden tertaining theme.
Briefly, the story has to do with the
Ecuador. Tangled up with. his uncouple
imyoung
a
difficulties
of
uncertain
life,
of
meshed philosophy
storybook romance of
of purpose and niired in his own love bued with the
free and
triangle. Sterns ultimately charts his a house in the country, a
air
course towards the communistic goal, untrammeled view,. lots of fresh
alongside his friend, Zamiano, a revr and greensward for the unrestricted
olutionary general, who dies with rearing of an .old-fashioned family
run
they
How
life.
simple
doubtful
and
the
of
battlefield
him on a
into the various phenagllngs of the
Joseph Buloff as the revolutionary surrounding yokelry, chiseling weekwho has a definite purpose in life end guests, discomforts of antique
and who attracts the groping Sterns plumbing and general disillusionto his cause carried off top honors in ment, supplies the twist that almost
his authentic, convincing characteri- wrecks their romance and -becomes
zation. Banks also had a good grasp the reason for the threfe overwritten
on his vacillating character, but Miss sicts*
Arthur Scott has brought in too
Sidney projected hers not so far.
Evelyn varden clicked nicely with much cross-plotting and wavering
her portrayal of a wise-cracking away from the central point in his
yarn. At the same time his dialogue
woman of the world.
Definitely a carriage trade drama, lapses into over-involved situations
for and unreal characterizations. 'Trom
it is still thoroughly entertaining
only a limited segment from this the abundance of material at hand
'Quito' is rather a thinft to he should, be able to sheer out a
.proup,
be read, and as such it is indeed brisker and easier treatment and
commendable literature. Only those with considerable speeding up of the
hungry, for an evening of Weighty playing and mechanics it might
make plausible, comedy^ .
words will come out rayin<?.
The Krimskys have assembled a
Direction aind sets are' good
Fox.
capable cast. Myron McCotmick dis-.
plays good comedy sense, as the urbanite husband gone hick in good
style.
Claudia Morgan, as his wife,
also turns in a capable perfprmance.
Guilford, Sept. 20.
Other outstanding characterizations
Dennie
Crosman,
Henrietta
Comedv In three acts by Hnrry Durant. by
produced by Al H. Woods. Directed by Moore and John Guy. Sampsel.

Town

always sure-fire and productive of
acute nostalgia with modern audiences, and this is no exception. The

Buffalo, Sept. 21.
.

is enhanced by a
surpassingly beautiful production i.i
every department that ihe modern
Richly mounted,
theatre affords.

Its effectiveness

"rehearsal

The premiere found him

inclined to

'

be guttural on occasion during dramatic scenes which was probably
due to tenseness. He unquestioncolorfully. costumed for which treatqualifies here as one of the best
ment the story is especially fitted, ably,
of the., contemporary
and gorgeously lighted, it frequently young actors
Miss Gish as the sweeiheart
touchzs the peaks of theatre artistry. stage.'
delightful to look at.
But because of a hone too original, as always isfew
actresses who' can
There are
story, a rambling and loosely-lcnit
impart the
the ele- equal her in the ability to
.

<:ons;ruction and lack of
ments of confl,ict necessary for high

drama, it remains something less
than' the best writing for the living
, theatre,
Anderson has chosen for his theme
an idea which has frequently in..

trigued the writing f i-aternity. The
dohcept of turning time backward
has struck the imaginative fancy of
many authors. The cut-back construction, starting with the present,
flashing biack (by dream, potion or
invention) to the past and returning to the now, is almost as old as
fiction, and has long been one of the
most familiar devices of the stage.
Here, we meet a. fuSsy old cpdser
bi an inventor who fashions' a machine the star wagon—which turns
time backward in lts fli)?ht and enables him to re-live his past.
\gentle. plodding $27.50 per week
mouEe,>he is baited by a querulous
fading wife <6ish) over his failure
in life. Twitted, that he ishould have
married the rich girl who admired
him in their youlh, he turns on the
machine and, with an explosipn and
A rumble, turns back the pages of
<their lives and is projected into
their youthful- days in the early
,
1900's.
He makes the alternative
choic6. marries the rich girl and we
see him near the close grown into a
selAsh, unscrupulous, despicable old
man who- sells out his best friead.

A

.

he,

returns

to

his

is

stein.

Monneret de ViUard

[Rfillway OJIfiolal. Joseph

Howard Evans

,

Lolu Hobbs
,
Alexander Sterns;
Zanilano

Sylvia Sidney
Leslie Banks
Joseph Buloff

:

Walter Armln
Holdon
Eugenia Rawls

Offlcer.

Virginia
'.

.laobel Donald
Flortnda
.George J. T.i'wla
Alfredo
.Horace Sinclair
Cnpt. Stewart...'..
.Lena Peters
Fin Htewart.
Harold Fra-z-or........... Walter N. Greaza
Evelyn Varden
Countess IJlvadavla...;
Jack Soanea
Dr. Duquesno
Natalie Danes!
Miinurlla
Manuel da Muya
A Soldier
Col. plzarro
Mutiart Kippon
Diaz..,.
.Chnrlea H. Plnlcham
An Onicer. .Augustln Gonzales Vlllaverde
••

.

infinitely

than under any o her

in life which we have, .if we were
given the, chance to go back and to
•do it all ov:r again, we wotild (and
should) ^ake the same choice— -md
ba graceful far it. There is the add'tional lesson that there is no Kood
fortune br bad fortune our for':ure
is all in ourselves and we end up
the same rc'ardlars of our choice
which brings Anderson around to the
same point made by O. Henry in his
•Roads of Destiny,'
V In the writing and presentalion,
the cut-baclc scsn'js here are particularly effective. There is a l3ve passage between Meredith and Gish in
the second act of rare and haunting
beauty and th3 first scene of fne
Ir.st
act, showing Meredith as he
v/ould have been had ha made tha
alternative choice, is a tense and
dramatic bit.
There is somethin<»
about tha bicycle period which is

Compton

.Praticla

Franclsca
To'innsn

'choice. The moral seems to be that
vlth the knowledge and experience

.

Costumes and seta by Aline BernPresented at Colonial, Boston, Sept.

. .

.'

.

".

.

.

Sldonle Espero

Fjortune Teller
Dr. .Dorodin

Rnnchey

.

Henry
.Alfonso

,

Jan Ullrich

Connrado Santoya.....

OomraOe Patnyo
Comrade Rlenzn
Comrade Gonzales
Maggie i

Jjevln

Chavez

.

».

'.

.

Harry BelL-vver
Samuel Brown

.

.

Fred Cieg^
Himself

'

talk is the matter with
us,' blurts the harassed author (Leslie Banks) in one of his troubled

'Too

moods during the three-hour rurt-ofl'
of the premiere here tonight of Ben
Hecht's 'To Quito and Back,' That,
briefly, is the devastating handicap
of this very serious piece, from the
b, o. angle.

The first act runs a solid hour, and
there are still nearly two hours of
preachphilosophical
utterances,
epigrams, heavily loaded
ments,
Hechtian banter to follow. Glibly

This post-season strawhat tryout
has been advertised as headed for
Broadway, It will probably be just
as well if they slip quietly off tl^e
train at .l'25th street and let it go
Play is hardly big-time
at that.
caliber, and the sooner they write
more money the backthe
finis to it

t

Royal Beal

......

.

......Derek Falrman
.Catherine Standing

Tom Bate

Ferenc^

Rluhard Bowler

Electrician

In

Dialog is ultra-sophisticated, as
also the characters.- Combo of smooth

friendly gesture on his part toward
an old friend, Harry Durant. What-

ever the tie-in -may

-be, it

the

Durant has assembled
a variety of scenes hopping from
a Texas ranch to a New York drawing room to a yacht in inid-Atlantic
and into this (book's tour he has
dropped a couple of amusing situations and one or two funny lines of
It's
all pretty hackneyed
dialog.
stuff and not done any too well,
sale to pix^

marries
Texas homesteader Jim, but walks
out on him after three days on his
A year later
God-forsaken land.
she's at the peak of a musical career,
supposedly sponsored by a wealthy
woman friend in New York. Meanwhile Jim has struck oil and bobs

Mary

Field,

socialite,

.

'

up in

tails in

cital.
It seems

the West Side drawing
is giving a re-

that

Jim has been pav-

ing for Mary's musical training .iHl
the time and' is building up to a
climax .in which he gets the girl
aboard his yacht, makes her his wife
in more than name only, and convinces, her that he's her man,
Various members of the cast rush
through their lines as though they
had to catch the next train back to
New York, and there were those in
the audience who wished they had.
Curtis Cooksey is convincing as the
hnmesteader in onening act, but
•

bri'^fly.

Chalk one for

P

Tlonka

Woods prestige much good.
Aimed primarily at an eventual

is billed as an Al. "H.
presentation, but use of the
tag is probably just a

out one short year
a' white, tie and a broad a,
somethin* seems to be wron.?.
Jerrv Bowman as a heighbor and
Julia Poliakov as Mary stand out In
r\n
on-the-whole aihateurish cast,
Catherine Cooper has her moments

)

Count Gyorgy
Radio Announqer

won't do

Woods'

later in

launches a

.

Judith Alden
Vincent Price
Jean.,.;
The Countess Harlassy.... ...-.Hilda. Spong
The Countess Katlnka
.Ellssa Iiandl
Count Albert Marlassy
Lumsden Hare
IClari

their first production effort,
Rufus Phillips and .Watson Barratt
have put together a fairly entertaining piece of stagecraft, but one with
definitely limited appeal from box
office angle.
It's strictly class stuff
as far as the production itself is conGcrned, but may draw a few shekels
from the common herd in view of
the .film name (Landi) the cast car-

when he breaks

I.MILLER

Hps nhd Watson Ban-au. Sots and direcby produQifrs. Presented at the 9huNew Haven. Conn,; Sept,' 20. '87.

tion

bei-t,

room, where. Mary

much

New

Haven, Sept. 20.
in three "tctn aird four scenes liy
Adapted by EdLadislaus Bus-Fekete.
Co-teaturlng Vincent Price
wtifd Roberts.
{ind EUssa Landi. Produced by .Rutus PhilPluy

S2.20 top.

Production

20, '37.

pressnt,

—

Dob

Woods

Moeller.

.

he

.-"<»'l!;?"

Lesley Obcrtander
Gertrude Putney
Harriet Clark
Loretta polan

Spoond Deb...
Third Deb........

Boston; Sept. 21.
Play In three- acta by Ben Hecht. Pro
duced by Tlieatra Guild, Directed by PhlUp

'

^.Tjttter off

Griswold

ers will save.'

thankful that his choice was really
«s it was.
,
In the three acts, the herp is presented as he^.^ is, as he was, as he
might h^ve been, and finally as he

is—Jiul knowing now how

• • •

••'""?f,.i?f,^
Dudley
^Imer

•

TO QUITO AND BACK

to his baseness,

actual

First

The Lady Has a Heart

...Jerry Barlow

.Tud.-on

ing to present schedule, the show
goes to Pittsburgh and then into
New York.' As revealed here, it is
still far fro'm an assured box office
success.
Careful knitting up of the
loose ends of the story ^and elimina'
ti<m of much of the overboard' verbi
age should m&ke it surer of appeal
to the Broadway clientele. Burton.

—

he wakes up.

Mrtry Field

one of the- mdst brilliant openings here in. many seasons. Accord-

Burm.

^"r^'^XlfH^!^'
Jvi"". Pollakov
Catherine Cooper

Mrs. Emmett-Jones,
Blink DoolUtle,...
Peerhoart
William Bradshaw
Sugl
rapt. Kelland

women which

to

,

When

Jim Field

the provincials on their heels,
The presence of Katharine Cornell in the audience added glamour

-

,

•

Curtis Coolcsey. Pre.iented at Chapel Playhouse, Guilford. Cortn,

probably approaches the vilest obscenity ever heard on
the local boards and which rocked

on

'

MAKE UP YOUR MIND

quality of fresh; ethereal maidenhood
In. the opening and
to her roles.
closing scenes, her picture of faded
age was equally effective. Russell
Collins has a neat part as Meredith's
eccentric lifetime friend. Incidentally, he ls given a line in the' third
act describing the effect of whiskey

.

,

Wednesdayt September 22, 1937

Cain's,

if it

gets that

Bone.

far.

D JjS

IN

CLOVER

Baltimore, Sept. 21.
In three acts by Allan" Scott;
by John and Jorrold ICrlmsky;
Bretaigne -Wlnduat;. nettlnfira. by
Norrls HouRhton; at the Maryland theatre,'

Comedy

ries.

.

.

'

writing and some excellent acting
makes for a moderately pleasant
evening, but not one to lift you out
of your seat.
Intelligentsia took it
enthusiastically at premiere.
Play features Vincent Price, and
.

Elis'sa

Landi,

but

it's

Price

•who

walks

off with top action honors, offering a highly polished interpretation of a meticulous role. Lad should
make a grand catch for Hollywood,
possessing as he does both looks and
ability.
Miss Landi failed to get
started for some reason or other and
her scenery -.chewing. at times belonged to an actress of much less
talent. Appearance was stunning in
several swank' crealloids.
Hilda Spong's work- as the countess
who never, bothered 'to think too
rhuch about life and. its problem
was something to be assuunilated like
a tonic when you're feeling low. In
a companion-role, Lumsden Hare
played her husbartd •with' the finesse
to be expected from an established
trouper.
Royal Beal did well in a

ON broMay

THE SHOW
(2d Review,

Shubert. rovua Irt' two tCits (21 Boenes>
nt Winter Garden. N, Y., Sept. 18, '37Production by Vlnconte Mlnelll*
$8. .10 top.
dances, by Robert Alton; sketches, Dave
Freedman, Moss. Hivrt; songs, Vernon Duke
and Ted Fotter, Hoagy Carmlehuel and
Stanley Adams, Howarcj DIotz and Arthur
'

Schwartz'; 'George an'd

Irn. Gershwin, E.
Harburff and Harold .^rlen. Richard Rodl
Bf-rs and Ijorenz
Hnri, Will Irwhi and
Norman Zeno. Herman Hupfeld; sketrhca
directed by Edward Clarke Lllley; orchcstra. Lucien Baron.
Cast; Stars Willie and F.njene Howard.
Ghio York, Rose King.
Features Charles
'Cookie' Bowers, Terry I^awlor. Lyda Sue
Loeda, Marcella Swanson, Demetrlos Vllnn
Mildred Webb, Roy Cropper, the Continentals. Others In the cast:' Dave Mnllcn,
Robert Herrlnsr,- Ruth Schelm, John Enclert, Andre Charlse, Delia Mulr ahd Gertrude Medwin.

confines of the count's estate. Katinka, the count's daughter, and en-

during ah Unhapoy marriaue for political reason.-!,

objects to Jean's rise

to a station of equality, but
ly falls in love with him.

eventualDiscov-

ered bv her husband in an embrace
with Jean, Katinka plans to divorce
him, but a hitch develoDs when the
Baltimore, Sept. 20, '37. $2.20 top.
old count makes it plain there must
Harriet Freeman
....Claudia Morgan be no scandal.
Kslher, a guest...........
Luola La.ska
Jean settles the matter bv arrang^.uesf. ,. .. <,
•,...'....... .Sally Gabler
ing
for the husband the political post
.Tames Freeman..
Myrcm McCormlclc
Claire, a- guest
......Carmen I..ewls he has been seeking on the .proviso

•

.

Most of the load is now carried by
Willie and Eugei^e Howard. Former
takes mdst of the material Bert Lahr
used in the original, including the
Wood Chopper sketch, the income
fax bit, the 'Tovarich* satir^e and the
burlesque sketch. Rose King is subbing for Beatrice Lillie, John Mc«
Cauley for Reginald Gardner, Terry
Lawlor for Gracie Barrie, Lyda Sue
Leeds for Mitzi Mayfair, Jack Good
for Charles Walters, Demetrlos Vilan
for Paul Haakon, Mildred Webb for
Evelyn Thawl. With the exception
6f Willie Howard and Mildred
.

.

Webb, none

a replacement; merely

is

a substitution.
'While Willie

Howard

misses

many

of Lahr's laughs and fails in several
instances to, bring out the original
idea of the sketches, he gives the
material an entirely different treatment land often, gets'- laughs where
none
st)routfed'. -before.He is
nowhere near Lahr in the burlesque
sketch; his "Tovarich' bit is better.

In the wood chopper number he
overlooks the satire in the original,
but gags it up for new laughs. His
work, in the income tax scene .wovdd
be better if his brother Eugene
played straight man straight. WiUie
also does his French lesson routine,
new to the show.
Rose King' plays the Lillie parts as
an impersonation.
She apes her
predecessor's appearance, voice, interpretation, timing and even mannerisms.
This probably at directorial suggestion. But ever so often
she reverts to herself to even better
results.
Miss King is a topfiight
comedienne that need not give quarter to any of Ker contemporaries and
undoubtedly the happiest choice that
could have been made to supplant
.

.

La

Li;iie.

Terry Lawlor,

who

can get plenty

of excitement and lift out of a song,
never has a chance with the numbers in their present form. Written
for Gracie Barrie, the songs are
pitched too low for Miss Lawlor, and

only on the few higher notes can she
relax in proper style. Then she is
okay. Singer was also handicapped
by nervousness opening night, which
caused her voice to contract in the
first

two numbers.

Lyda Sue Leeds and Jack Good
are good followers for Mitzi Mayfair
and Charles Walters. Neither has
their predecessor's flair and style,
but both are smart dancers and team

Jack McCauley suffers by
comparison to Reginald Gardiner.
singer of better than average
he seems drab and listless

well.

A

ability,

after Gardiner's incisive brilliance.

While Demetrlos Vilan is not in
the class with Paul Ha&kon, Mildred
Webb seems to dance as gracefully
as Evelyn Thawl and is a looker.
Many of the girls in the show are
the same as originally.
Added is
Charles 'Cookie' Bower.<?, with comedy imitations. Gets fair returns.
Pit orchestra opening night was inexcusably bad. Lucien Baren apparently let the men get out of hand,
there were frequent sour notes from
the brasses and the whole outfit
blared and missed tempo.
Show
heeds speeding.
Kobe.

p'rpsenled
.itaKcd by

Cosuol Sho*
ond Matching Bag
eomponiont

Perfect

•

-

for your
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/

tweedi, your fwoatert and
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»h«

all
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Cruesl
'iuest
^'Uost

Joan Maooml>er
ji.
4.. Pete Barker
'..'.-,
Don McCInre
;
Ruby Elay
WlllowT Chap.
Robert Crane
Mary Jane Walker
..Louise Plait
Henry Thornton (Hank)
nertram Thorn
Dr .Benjamin Brewer. ., .John Guy .Sampsel
'"oily L-vVarro Brewer
Dcnnle Moore
Ulecta Hornblew
Henrietta Cfosiman
.Vrrfi'o Oaunt
Joe Sweeney
Frederick L. Parsons
Jose Ferrer
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need plenty fixing
ready for the* rigors of a
As^ it stands
has a basic Idea with some

'In Clover* will

before

it's,

Broadway opening.
now,

it

he withdraw from the triangle
nuietly.
In doing so Jean forfeits
his own political career and heads
for other fields as curtain brings a
promise from Katinka to follow after
the divorce comes through.
Phillips and Barratt have handled
the entire production themselves and
have dressed the play nicely in a
couple of excellent settings. Doubtful jf thcv can do much with this as
a film, although picture rights are
said to have, been already- purchased
while play was ^eing done abroad.'

Bone.

'

Revue, which closed last July after
getting good grosses for most of
the 30 -week date, has been recast for the road. Present tune-up
rxm is skedded for four weeks. Cast
is by no means comparable to the
original, but is good enough to carry
for the .tour.
Production is still
lavish.
Tunes also hold up, one
especially, 'Little Old Lady,' having
climbed into a hit and tapered off
since last December's opening.

.

supporting role.
A few years ago this plot would
have been reserved strictly for operettas, but with the world practically sitting on a hotcake today
where anything may happen, it carries at least a semblance of plau.sibility.
Jean is man-servant in the
home of Count Mariassy, as most of
his ancestors have been before him.
The count is prime minister of a
conservative government and without his knowledge Jean ooooses his
party in politics on a socialist ticket
and is elected a deputy.
Master and servant continue their
old relationship at home, although
bein* political opponents beyond the
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Columbia Studio, H'wood
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SHOW NEWS

INTERNATIONAL

Squw*

T

Giro's

London, Sept.

Nieuw Schouwtooneel, new theatre
company at Amsterdam, has put sev
American plays on its reper-

21.

London went through four impor-

Some

eral
tory:

PARIS NITERY

Tax Expert Gives

Pointers for U. S. Acts Abroad

SNIDER-DEAN INTO
LEGIT WITH REVUE
Melbourne, Aug. 31.
Snider-bean will open, a new re

HEADACHE

SEE

and closed for the dull summer sea-

Poulsen for the purchase of his (Ambrose's)* 50% inter.est in Giro's. But
the articles of association definitely

Opening
son.
Sept. 21.

IN MARCUS'

partners have first
on the Ambrose stock. Hence

stage attractions following their first
hook up with Sir Ben Fuller on the

Opining pttractipn

is

.

^ Other attractions being- lined up
are Ramonaj Winnie Shaw and Jean
Sergeant.
•

HEM'S 2

LUPINO,

JAP DATE

Milton Doug-

in for. four, .weeks .with option.

las,

Tokyo, Sept. 2.
A. B. Marcus show, which played
here several years ago at Toho's
Nippon Gekijo; is reported en routie
to Japan for an extended engagement at Shochiku's new Kokusai
(International-) Gekijo. Opening, arranged by Kaniya Entertainment
Enterprises, is to be early in Octo•

MUSICALS OVER OK

ber,

'

,

and when the show actually
in, the Finance Office here
London, Sept. 21,
will be confronted with necessity of
'Crazy Days,*
Stanley Lupine's making a definite ruling respecting
the export
new musical; opened at thh Shaftes- travelling of coin earned by foreign
amusement outfits. So far
bury theatre (14) to the usual warm this hasn't come up, as ho troupe of
welcome accorded his stulT. Con- any size has played this, country
since
financial stringency set in.
ventional entertainment redeemed
With things as they now stand, unby Gloria Day, American dancer.
less definite arrangements are made
Looks less acceptable than usual of- beforehand, the troupe is
apt to ifind
Lupino iind Laddie Cliff that any coin
fering.
over and above actual
take off principal roles. Frank Eyton •xpenses while here,
will be stymied.
and Desmond Garter collabed with
Lupino oni book; Billy Mayerl wrote
11 Wks..in Sydney
the music.
Sydney, Aug. 51.
*(3oing Greek,' another Leslie. HenAfter a season of around 11 weeks
son show along same' lines as previous, opened at the (jaiety ,(16) and here, the A. B. Marcus show will
Newcastle,
Brisbane,
Melare that it will be play
indications
equally successful. Herbert Bryan bourne, Adelaide and Perth for
associated ^vith Henson in prbduc- Fullers-Snider-Dean« after which it
tion. Show, written by Guy Bolton, will travel on to South Africa, India,
Fred Thompson iand Douglas Furber, Cairo, Singapore, Batavla, Hongtrio .responsible for other Henson kong, Manila, and thene* back to
If

comes,

.

hits,

'Tak» It Eaisy,' scheduled' for the
Palace (22), has been postponed because of insufficient rehearsals.

now

America.
Season here hai been, a remarkable one and should show a hand.

some

profit for all concerned.

members

to

on both

of the profession

sides of the Atlantic as a

He

taxation and corjioration expert.

one-man corporation

originated the

pleasure and business

It is a

trip.

My

For the local try a cast of oyer
50 will- be engaged in support of the
princip£(Is, plus scenery and light
ing effects on a^ lavish scale;

both Amei:ican and
British, who have formed themselves
into Personal Service Corporations.
They are now experieiicihg diffi-

Stage bre&k will hot. 'interfere
any way with the S-P pic policy

culties

'

•

'

.

in

in

other houses.

MOULIN ROUGE

in

firm has
the

a

number

of

clients

States,

with, the

new

taxation Jt^ws

in America. As some of these clients
are also incorporated in England, I
have been asked to go over to investigate the position.
Incidentally,
all the companies we formed' in England are still going strong. Attempts

have been made by the government
tb upset thism, but they are formed
in such a way that to prevent them

set for

FOR VAUDE

Company Laws

functioning all the

England

in

the

'

the acquisitibn of the 50% frorh AmUnderstood
brose by Jack Harris.
Ambrose, got $20,000 for his shares.
•

is

known

A. B. Marcius show.

Ford Harrison, violinist, will lead
band going back into the spot,
with two other Americans of the
original Powers Unit. They are Jack
Wsst, bass, and Eddie Bruno, sax.
When Powers returned to the

state that Giro's
call

date

London, Sept. 12,
Jack M. Rubens, 'who is visiting
Hollywood next month, is well

vue unit at the Apollo Sept. 4 headfor professional people in England.
ed by Gladys Moncrieff, George
Variety's London office asked RuWallace and the Weintraubs. This bens a series of questions, the. anfollows an announcement that S-D swers to which are here set down:
would extend in a big way with
Why are you going to Hollywood?

,

:

(a

VARIETT, LONDON

Temple Bar 0M1-BO49

10,

London, Sept. 12/
Club reopens Sept.
Morton Downey headlining. Dow10, it will be entirely under the diney warbled for 30 minutes solid
rection of Jack. Harris, American and still had to
beg off.
Giro's was near-capacity, with the
band leader.
Place was owned in equal part- Jack Harris band and Milton Douglas as the names. Latter was warmly
nership by .Harris and Ambrose,
welcomed on his return from a show•with, each leader ;to haye his own
ing here .last, seasoh.
Cafe Anglais, with Emile Boreo
band playing there flye and a half
After the first starred, was a cleanup, with Bert
jnonths alternately.
Firman and band pleasing,
Paris; Sept. 14.
year the owners felt the profit not
Henry Sherek's new show at the
Before many more weeks pass the
commensurate, with the amount of Dorchester opened Friday (17), with
the
Wiere
Bros., A. Robins, Russell fall season of the flicker and flare
money taken in. Poulsen and Stocco,
who operate the Cafe de Paris, Cafe Swann and the Murriel Abbott spots, where champagne and blare is
^glais and 400 Cliib, became in- dancers, all solid clicks! Show is the customers' tare',' will be -in
full
distinctly
up
to the standard of its
terested and wantied 50% 6t the
predecessors.
swing.
shares to take an active interest. But
One
reopening
which will be notethe deal fell through -when Harris
refused. to cede more than 33%.
worthy will be Max Spiro's Baga.Finally Ambrose contracted with
telle, opened here earlier this year
Poulsen to play at the Cafe de Paris,
with Hayward Powers' Society band
CQhditional on giving an option to

When

T«Iei»hoa«

4 LONDON NITERIES
Americao Plays in Holland
British Income
OPEN WITH BIG SHOWS
The Hague, Sept,
tant cabatet openings last week,
Moss Hart and George-Kaufman
with thilee in one night. Giro's, Cafe
de Paris and Cafe Anglais, all sched- hit, 'You Cant Take It With You,' the
uled to open Tuesday (14) all post- Murray-Boretz success 'Room Serponed one day due to a Jewish holi- vice,'. 'To See Ourselves,' by E. M,
day.
Delafield, and 'Charlotte,' by Zoe
Cafe de Paris pulled a capacity Akins.
mob, with the Ambrose band and

Colo's

Cnble Address:

would

hiave

be

to

scrapped.

What

the income tax position
of aliens professionally workihg in

AGAIN?

is

'

England?

Income tax in England at .present
United States, Charrington' Evans,
is at the rate of 25%,
Where the
formerly with Rudy Vallee and a
Paris, Sept 14.
income exceeds $10,000 annually,
piano player, took over the band and
Moulin Rouge, famous as a music then surtax is payable at a gradumoved with it to Max Sa^ag's Monte
hall as far back as the nineties, has ated scale, ranging from 5%, inCarlo Follies, spot near the expo.
creasing to 40%. This is in addition
cha.nged hands.
Evans, however,, disappeared some
Understood that Robert Lelievre, to the 25% income tax. It Is imtime ago, allegedly with part of the
portant to note that where a comdirector of a society which calls it
band's pay and has not. been heard
self Montmartre-Moulin Rouge has pany pays the tax of an employee,
of since.
Since that time Harrison
acquired the hall for very little for example, in the case of an -imhas been batoning and doing a good
money and that it will again be ported film artist, who is paid his
job.
turned into a music hall. Present salary tax-free, this tax is added to
Unit he will move into the Bagaplans call for reopening late this the artist's income for surtax purtelle will be made up- of three
poses, thereby greatly increasing the
year, or mid-year of next.
Am'fericans and five French musiHouse was shuttered at the time tax liability.
cians. Arty Drellnger, sax, who reCan this extra tax be avoided?
of the sale, but had recently been
mained, with the band as long as
cinema. Stickers for
Yes, providing one Is consulted
Evans was there, has returned to operated as a
a Buck Jones thriller "were still on when the contract to com^ over is
the U. S.
the outside boards when the sale made. The method adopted is quite
legal.
was made.
What about allowances and re*
Once, the hub of Mbntmartrc, the
Vienna Angel Dies
hall is now almost historic.
Fifty liefs?
Unless a person working In EngVienna, Sept. 10.
years ago it saw royalty and worldGu.stav Heller, 'Chocolate king of famous figuires slip into its plush land is over here for at least six
Austri<i, died last week. .Heller was
seats.
Artists flocked to its dance months he cannot Claim reliefs such
the maecenas of the Vienna legits. floor.
After the war it was trans- as marriage and other personal alEvery manager went to him, asking formed into a music hall where lowances. The six months Is reckfor financial help, if his theatre was Argentina and Mistinguett were regr oned froh} April 6, one year to April
on the verge of closing.
Heller ularly starred. But along with The 5, the following year. Fo>, instance,
rarely refused.
Girl From Maxim's' and other Paris if a person came over in January
Many stars of today and former traditions, the Moulin Rogue's popu- and stayed or worked to July, for
days owe It to him that they became larity gave way to modernism, be- income tax purposes he would only
be In England three months. It is
famous.
came a cinema and then folded.
important to know this for people
intending to come over to England
to work.
For a person working in England
for less than six months, the only
allowances that would be granted
than the present offering, are those wholly and exclusively inBonnet
Windmill more
which leads to the conclusion that curred in the ordinary course of his
her brief, but steady, succession of profession. Any additional allowLondon, Sept. 9.
hits will not be unbroken with this ances, such as hotel expenses, enPl:iy in three ni'ls liy Dodie Smith, pre.

•

.

.

.

'

,

•

Plays Abroad

Over

'

New

Tirocidero in Paris

WAR

iiy

iiuthor

TROUPE FROM PARIS

Postponed Once More

Is

by H. M. TennftiU, I-tU., vroduced
Muri'Hy Miicdonnld In conjunction with

RenlHi)

KEEPS CHINESE

'

'

'

.

.

-.

•

is^p.bope for an bpening now
.

earliea^t.'''

;

Prdbably encouraged by the sucBallet', at the ColiGardfen theatre is
inaugur?iting a thre^ months' season

cess

of'

seum,

HoDlind Bans 'Day'
',

Tlie'-rfa^iie, Sept.

iL

Mayors of Amsterdam and Rott^i:oam followed the example of thiir
Hague colleague and banned 'Judgment Day,' by Elmer, Rice..
,
.

^ It is

now

practically impossible to

the pldy^iri' H61Whd,'^as no
WB«^any-ean-do-any box-office withthe three biggest towns.
Ptodujcfe'

'

out

l.,ondon,

ihf.-iLre,

the Ice

.

,

'the,,Covent

on Oct. 21. Covent
Garden Amus. Co., which took over
the hou fee last July with 'the iritentiion' of keeping it open 42 Weeks ,anniiailly, is headed by Bruce Otley,
of Ice dancing

,

connected with the Erlanger bank.
Group is -now negotiating with
important attractions suitable' for'the' WoUse aiid looks' tb be a
•

virlbuB

;.

-

.

'

comipetitor of the Drury Lane for
housing the more spectacular shows.

one.

Carola Wllher.s
Blllle

Ttelty

Ivy

J>ai'y

,T:inet

}l;il16n
'Pllney

.

.

.

.

\\'illljm»

I''oiit;lii.'4

.Teler

Ciu'.son

Kiii>rrt Movelli.in
.MfircUiiinLi^ll^

CortieOy thrlllor in

Kli-th

TTomo
OHborn

.Tiimei

M.-ison

Cerll

I'lirher

.Sir

London, Sept.

M:iude

Miiry }Ilnton

preHitnlifd

'i'fica,

ment. It is not a play in the atcepted
term; it might be described as drama
only in the sense thpt life is drama,
or comedy, according to the way you
take it.'
,
One vital thing, in its favor is the
supervisiori of production, and castShe knows
ing by the authoress.
her characters, she has met them,
and havih'g been an aclres.s .h'-TSeif,
apparently
able
to. communishe. is
cate to the players what she intends
to convey.
Dialog sparkles on the form of
conversational analysis of lif^ and
It
the. relation of sex .to the stage.
sincere, honest. outspoken, but
is
never vulgar mo.stl.y projected via
convers.-xtion.
goes
This
humorous,
on for the first two acl'S entertainingly, but the final bout is unsatisfactory and, slow.. Icadinij. nowhere.
Sonri^ drastic, .pruning, even' at th.e
.

,

—

•

.

of clever.jlin.cs,,
prov;e "'the gr^g^ .effect ',

saci'ifice

Mi.s.s

cesses

Smith's

four

wpyld im,

pi'evioiis sucplot, any

were not based on

liy

H iiyniHrl(ul,

Bninui Hlxiflii.H
Patrick N'o'.nn
,S,'tni
HlgKinn,
.,
Taxi Driver....

Kvndne

)iy

iJniilL

CvWUt

l.oniliin,

I

Verney

Jerry Miinncl
.Wnl Ti'c'ivi'nK

,

,

.

Ucrnnrd

.('iirl

.irci'licrt

Do.ctor ChiU'llon
Jaice Verney

Jennifer Knowli
Sylvia Fern.

.

&.
lit

,Sepl.

,

A

Mr.i.

8.

Viindi.Iciir
.^vi^
.11 irry
J
(He WiKon
.Coi'doii lliirki-r
,"no WMi'd Toinpli'lon
I.nia Diincfin

. .

.

Dodie Smith plays, the
plot is the sort of tripe one usually
Neverreads in cheap magazines.
theless it encompassas brilliant entertainment and uproarious amuseLilte past.

afts
U'Hi'yrn,
Krnnl(

tJirei>

liy

prod-iccd

IJunfpe,

TheaCro Uoyal,

l(on;i)d

.

».

l..(iiiiaH

Viendn^

..Mholl

.

.SliiiDiion

''".(Ilia
.

.

.\'i(il('t

traveling to and from
and other expenses may

only be granted as & concession, not
as a legal right. Expert knowledge
is required to obtain these numerous

PHANTOM LIGHT

Jardlne

Vnno
.

Hut ton;

rhrlHtophrr

tertaining,

England

St. JJollor
.T'eter Co'te

Gllllim

.Itiaun

Brian MorolIl;in
.Simon

.'.
.•

Jolo.

.Sept.

':i7.

8,

DIniih

Paris, Sept. 14.
Paris, Sept. 14.

before,^*! middle-. 'ijf ."October, at the

New

Anlhonv

Chinese actors (24) who were
Theatre du Trocadero, which was scheduled to appear in Paris at the
originally planned to be the official
Cpmedie des .(Thamps-Elysees starttheatre of the expo, has had its
ing Oct'. 5, have cancelled their apopening date postponed again.
pearance due to the Siho-Japanese
As early as Qctober of last year, war.
Commissioner.' Emond Labbc was
Troupe, headed by Tcheng Yenconsidering other theatre^ for the Tsio,
was due to arrive in Marseilles
special
and near the end of this month. Word
presentations
expo
finally
des has reached Paris, hewever, that the
'chose'
the
Theatre
Champs-Elysees. This sumnier, the troupe has not been able to leave
theatre was, promised for September,
Pekin to go to Shanghai to catch
with clearing, of ground for' inaugutheir boat.
ration blamed for a month's setback
in work.
There is no date being set now for
GoTent Garden's Chilly
its opening.
.^bjOr troubles have
bobbed up.,fEohi,ctinje- to time and
Policy; Ice Ballets
delayed work^'to. iiiGh' an extent that
London; Sept, 21.'
there

at

fiPH..

l,o\l<:y

concessions.

Not only have we practicial experience of all the possible concession.s that may be' obtained, some of
which are not even known, by the
ordinary taxation practitioner in
England, but we succeeded in obtaining a ruling of what is known
as 'Prestige Allowance.'

The result of all this is that instead of paying 25% income tax, in
addition to surtax as mentioned
above, the average rate of tax paid

by imported clients is as low as from
Discardin.'^ all tradition, the Haymarket the-trc presents 'The Phan- 5% to 10% of their etfrnings.
Do lawyers in England dcaI:;With
tom Light.' It is one of the worst
.'
attempts at pre:-ent-day melodra- income tax?
iJnlike America, lawyers in Engmatic comedy playwri.uhtinj? that
London,
audience
land
.very rarely do income tax work
has come before a
in years.
-U.'. pT \heit cli^ritsi, They would be
'

.

,

•

,

,.

.

^

.

oiit-modi^d.
respects, a par^iphra^s
of 'The' Ghost Train,' 'with the locale
altered to- a lighthouse.

to admt iii requirfs.highly Ispeciallzed knowledge to "obtain' -all allowa'rfcfe^f arid .concessions.
make
it a regulaf practice to prepare full

about for mo.st of

accounts for all- clients, including the
small acts.., As 3(' rnitter of fact a
good deal of wot'k %'iient to us by
lawyers. Incidentally, I occasionally
receive complaints from artists who
are canvassed by people in dressing
rooms to do their iricohie 'tax work,
often collepting money, and nothing
more is heard from them after the

Plof

It is in

'

unbelievably

it

some

'

Authoress

.fr;o]s

•

•

first

We

the first Act wjlh minor .charactars to
create atnriosphere, without defining
the issue. THrou.!?h6ut there' is nearwit dialo*; to provide co:nedy wisecracks lor Gordon Harker, Lortdoii's
most popular cockney dialec,tiqian.
Characters are firmly represented
by generally competent players, and
the manai^emcnt of the enterprise
was deceived into believing it had Revenue have .sent in their, demati:'.'?.
a proposition for London by its In some cases artists have had to
Won't .pay double. In other word.s, it Jt>s
hearty provinciiil reception.
become a racket.
Jolo.
be long before It folds.
'.

'

'

—

;

LITERATI-SPORTS

VARIETY
Wlnohell Drops Out Pro Tern

2d

Eagrle's

Week

of Strike

Starting yestetday (Tues.), Louis
Strike at the Brooklyn Dally Eagle
Sobol, Broadway columnist of the is now in its second week.
Guild
N. Y. Journal-American, is being pickets arrested on disorderly' consyndicgi'ted in the 100 or so papers duct charges Wjere. all acquitted in
Winchell's
Walter
yhich carried
Strikers are working
he courts.
Winchell is on a :oward reducing the Eagle's adverdaily chatter.
leave of .abssncp until ,mid-Novemr tising and circulation and blaim a
ber bacause oif pressure brought reduction >in the latter of 50,000 the
about by his second film for 20thweek. The paper is, however,
first

Fox ('Love and Hisses' with Ben publishtnjg regularly with 4 skeleton
Bernie), and uniil that's completed staff.ha;U .forego hi? journalistic" as well
officials
have posted a
Strike
as' his Jergens- Woodbury broadcast
Threatened warding next to the telephones at
every Sunday night..
headquarters which reads: 'Be disall
of
because
.physical brsalcdown
commitments creet, these wires are tapped.'
contractual
.these
caused both the-,xadio sponsor (Len.

.

;

.

nen, ac.lVIitcboll) arid King FeatuMq
Syndicate ? (Hearst) to acquiesce on
the time out. George Fischer, Hollywood columnist, started substituting

Bay

Sprlffle's

Scoop

.

Sunday

on-

.

'

(19).''

'

"

•

•

Arthur F.
.Wlnchell'5' aiftbrney,
DrisQoll, 'iri^antiitie is* diqliering a
•new deal: with. Joe Connpl,ly, .president of ICing: Features; and is due
.

confab

a

jfor

today (Wednesday).
on possible libel

-

Claufee over liability

puits'is holding, uj) tjie consummiatio'n
of ths. dsii.
„
•

,

.

Although awards are still seven
months away, Ray. Sprigle* crack reporter for the Pittsburgh PoSt-Gazette, is ;klreiady- figured a certainty
for Pulitier Prize in journalism' for
lis sensational expose on U. Si '.Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black and
Sprigle, .51, is
:he .Ku Klux Klan.
one of most colorful scribes in Pittslurgh newspaper field and has long
ieen known for a series of beats.
Others, however, have been, strictly
local." This.is the first timp he's
ever "captured one that's rocked| the
entire' country.
"

.

^

.

'

"

.

'

.

•

25. fir the N.

Y; Daily Mhrror.as its
correspondent,' having

Hollywood"
signed with King Features [syndicatfe.
is for 6;ne ye.ar and calls for
five, columns a week, at $600 weekly;
Skolsky ^ got., $46.0 .from the N. Y.
t)aily News; which he quit a couple
of week? ag5, being succeeded by

Deal
:

He .spent

a

month

in

Birmingham,
on Black,

and is back there
low-up material.
..

getting folsco^op,
Sprigle

.

,

'

•

is

a la the.

new

negotiations

on

between Walter .WincheE and King,
where the syndicate, rather than the
Daily Mirror, will bear the brunt of
the payroll, The daily," in turn, buy?
from the syndicate at a nominal
.

fee.

Block's Solo Pitt P-G
. Paul Block, for 10 years publisher
and part owner of Post-Gazette, only
morning daily .in Pittsbu;!gh, has
acquired dll outstanding stock of
that 0ap.er and is now its sole owner.

Announcement

of.

this

last

week

served to verify reports which had
circulated ?ince

August that

first

Block had bought out interest of

W.

R. Hearst.

For many yearS
derstood

in

It

had been unnewspaper

Pittsburgh

circled that Hearst was hedivily in
tercstedl in Post-Gazette, In addition

tp his ownership of afternoon Sun'
Telegraph. Both properties were
covered by a single mortgage filed
in
Pittsburgh when Block
and
Hearst entered the city In 1927;
bought up Post, the iSun, Gazette
Times and Chronicle Telegraph, respectivelyi and consolidated them
Into
the Post-Gazette and Sun
Telegraph.
At that time. Block
agreed to stay out of Sunday field,
.

.

.

publishing pply six days weekly, and
ihdicaitioiis

were

that he

would con

tinue to do, this.

Footbafl

New

By Dick

Editorial shifts include transfer of

Tom DeVane,

There's the whistle and we kick
on this 1937 gridiron season with
from coast to coast that
should run pretty much true to form.
At any rate, we leel the favorites
in this first week of play will. predominate with one exception, and
that only because of the psychologiHold your hats boys,
cal angle.
'cause here we go.. .,

have also lost Noble Kaiser because
of illness. However, they've got all
the manpower necessary for a successful season, and may pick tip
enough speed to carry it through to
a successful finish. Despite Butler's
stubborn opposition, Purdue will
romp plenty scores.

Ohio State<i-Texa8 Christian
Here :are two t6p-nptch elevens,
both having' compiled favorable records a year ago and neither too
hard hit by graduation. The Buckeyes have had -a wealth of injuries
to contend with, but Christian will

in

former editor of Movie

off

takes over Screen Biook;
formerly of the
Llewellyn
Coast staff, becomes editor of Hollywood, and Dorothy Hosking, former

who

Story,

Miller,

selections

.

associate editor of Romantic Magazine, becomes editor of Movie Story.
John Grandjean, art director of the
Hollywood office, has been trans-

New

feirred to

York.

offices arc. being, retained ifor studio and fan writer contact; k.Off ice is under the. manage-'
ipent of Gordon. Fawcett, with E. J.
John Swartzkopf and
Smithson,

Holjywopd

"•

Chairles Rhodes, photographer;

•

:

L. S. U,r-Florida
Louisiana was one of the toughest
the nation- in '36, but its ranks"
h^ve been depleted by thp awarding
Talent is still being
of diplomas.
recruited and replacements are capable, so Florida, on the upgrade, will
find the going kinda tough. There's
too much State spirit still remaining
,

.
^

Simmy

certainly irtiss
Baugh—75%
MusIq News .Syndicate
\
of the T, C. U; attack "last year was
Music news syndicate, known as) 'wrapped up in Mr. Baugh. RegardMu^ic Features and Photo Syndi- less of their chattei:' of new matecate, of N. Y., has been formed by
rial and" a "better balanced sqiiad,
Josepih ;R. Fliesle'f. -.ICipenirig shot there's still no Baugh, and so they'll
will be a' column by Lpuiis .Reid,. bow to a hand-picked; veteran Ohio
former radio ed of the N. Y. Ameri- State team.
can.
Will be on both concert and
Cornell,—^^enin State
..

.,

on the situation.
Sidelight on Sprigle's Black expose was fact that the newspaperman, whose trademarks are a 10gallon hat and a smelly corncorb
pipe, was- running for re-election, as
justice of peace of Moon Township,
near Pittsburgh, where he resides,
at same time that he was in Birmingham. Unable to do any campaigning, he lost the nomination but
says he doesn't care since it doesn't
pay anything.
About 15 years ago, Sprigle was
a short-story writer of no little
reputation, haying crashed a flock

stories

of the class fiction magazines.

For

no reason at' all, however, he
dropped this activity and hasn't
turned a hand at tale-telling since
except for an article denouncing IJ.
S. Senator froiA .Pennsylvania, Joseph Guffey, in the American Mercury several months back.

•

"

.

.

.

'

umns

are being sent to papers this
Series is dated, for start.
Sept, 20.
Outfit figures on offering .the service free for about three months,' then
charging. Idea is ultimately to px^

week.

.

Probable Football Wiimers
And Proper Odds

.

pand w^th columns on pthpr subr
Fliesler is p.a. ior the American .Society of Conippsers, Authors
and Publishers.
,

jectis.

(Sept. 25, 1937)
By DICK FISHELL
(Inter-City

Scranton's

New

newspaper venture rumored
.

for Scranton (Pa.) is a Sunday edition Of the Scranton Tribune, morning daily, reported sche'duleii for
Official announcement has
been withheld, to date. Tribune until recently was known as the ScranOct.' 3i

Republican, the city's oldest
daily.
Frank D. Schroth, until 1934
associated with the Kerney newspapers in Trenton, N. J., is editor

ton

'

Network Sports Commentator)

GAMES

WINNERS

ODDS

Ohio State-TCU
Cornell-Penn State
Calif ornia-St. Mary's

.Oliio State
.Ccirncll
.Calif ornia

7/6
6/S
6/5

New Sunday Ra;

^

Purdile-Butler

.....Purdue

IiSU~Floridsir '«••••

«ti^TT

lowa-WashlnctPn

...

(Predictions Ba^ed

CPPTRIGKT,

1936,

and publisher.
Tribune, Scranton's only morning
paper, has circulation of about

Hugo Bezdeck, with halfbacks

37,000.

Allie

BT VARIETY,

like

A

"

.

.

copyboy at $15 per.
awc-strucic gal librarian, when
in.

whispered

one of young Earle's fellow-copywork does' he

boys, *What kind of

do?
'Oh, he's a copyboy just like us,'
the reply.
'Only he comes to
car.'

Pittsbureh

own
this

—Ohio Wesleyan

The Bishops

of Wesleyan always
group of stalwarts, while
has been toasted from
coast to coast as the No. 1 team of
the land.
Pitt will have little

have a

fine

Pittsburgh

trouble.

—

Stanford Santa Clara
Coast critics and prognosticators
are yelling a scoreless, tie on this
one because of Clara's great '36
record, and the return to action of
Stanford's Bill Paulman. It's a tossup, with the Indians as one of thP
top teams of the Coast supposedly
having ah edge. Our choice is Clara
.from the psychological standpoint
only,
Stanford still cannot appreciate the fact that the Bronchos are
a major" opponent.
Buck Shaw,
Clara's suave mentor, is again pointing for the Indians and he'll take 'em.

Indiana—Center

.

.

last weelt as a

the office in a

decision:

,

.

Arthur Mefford, of the N. Y. Daily
Mirror rewrite staff, has filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy giving

'

-

was

of sophomores playing in their
backyard, Washington will take

.

Mayor

Record

to

INC.

Brotherly Love

—

walked
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affiliated
Bo McMillan, of All-American
with, the Modern Group, Inc., a lit and have awakened to the realization fame at Center College, now heading
erary. agency, will probably do a that Mary's is not a. tune-up but a the Indiana forces,
lost his most
major
opponent.
And
so, led by Mr.
weekly stint for the mag.
valuable player in Vernon Huffman.
Plan to abolish coverage of dis
Hyde .will probably abandon ef Bottari, they'll start the season on Center," always big in a football way,
tricts and beats by reporters of each
the right side of the ledger.
forts to continue Re-Vue", a publica
will provide tough opposition, but
paper in Philadelphia and substitu- tion which
PnrAae-Butle'r
he started earlier this
McMillan has the squad and can
tion of a city news bureau, was sug'
"year with seyeral associates, and de
The Boilermakers lost two corking bring the boys up mentally to get
jested at last meeting of City Edivote his time +o Cue. He was for- backs in Stalcup and Drake. They them off on the right foot.
tors' Association.
Idea was given merly ^ith The New
Yorker and is
passing consideration by Bulletin generally credited with
being re
Record and Ledger, but was firmly sponsible for developing the formula edition of one-acters by American sistant on amusement desk. Skedded
nixed by Moe. Annenberg, publisher used in the 'Talk of the Town' section authors edited by Margaret G. to help out Ed Schloss on drama and
Mayorga.
of Inquirer.
music and Elsie Finn on films.
of that mag. .

No

Jack Lait, N. Y. Mirror editor,
Inq, at same time, jacked up local
leaves for the Coast Sept. 28 for a
news coverage by naming George
Denver's 5-Day "Week
Editorial employees of the Denver month or so. His family's out there.
Reedy, who recently came to sheet
Fair trade contracts in accordance
from Chi, as night city editor, and News went, on a five-day week as
a
Guild contract with N. Y.'s Feld-Crawford Act have
calling all reporters in for genera! the result of
meeting and talking-to. Men cover- signed three months ago. Likewise now been signed by more than 40
ing beats were told jobs would be the 'News radio broadcast will also publishers.
"Fred "Vandersmit, day cable editor
endangered if caught trading stories go On a five-day basis. It seems
Boone in New York.
with reporters for opposition Record, nobody on the paper can run the of the Associated Press" in N, Y..
In some quarters, it was believed
Alex Griffin, Record c,e., on her.r broadcast like Alberta Pike, drama left last week for London and will
that Block's recent sale of his Mil
and picture critic and editor, and join the bureau there.
waukee Sentinel to Hearst was par ing of edict, notified his men same since Saturday and Sunday are her
James V. Skaates, reporter on Cogoes for thsm— only double.
Said
of
deal by which he acquirec
days off, there will be no newscasts lumbus Citizen, has moved into pubR-ecord
which
ordinarily
doesn't
go
Hearst's interest in Pittsburgh mornon
those days. The Guild contract licity berth with the Columbus (O.)
heavily
for local stuff— would
ing daily. Post-Gazette, incidentally in
with the News is the only one ip the Chamber of Commerce.
pants off Inq if Annenberg
is building new plant, which will be beat
state.
Modern Age Book has signed a
sought battle. Whole thing seems to
ready first of year.
closed Shop contract with the Book
have meant little, however, with
CHATTER
and Magazine Guild, First closed
neither paper exliibing any. outCopy Boy in Purple
Aubrey Wii.'»>crg readying a new shop contract secured by the Guild,
George H. Earle, 4th, son of standing scoops and reporters still book.
Grace Z. Brown, radio scriptist
Pennsy's
millionaire
governor, cjuaffing at same bars.
Sydney Spier has quit as editor of now living in Miami, has been in
started to work on the Phflly
City eds also requssLed

first

7/5
3/1
5/6

on Fair Yfedther)

Wolf and French, put a topnotch outfit on the field. However,
Rhoads' Denver Record
they are a rugged squad and an
On his 36th anniversary as a press ambitious one, and may provide the
photographer /an Denver, Harry upset of the day. Cornell, under
Rhoads was given a three-column, Snavely, has one of the standout forpage one head, a two-column picture ward walls of the east, but is having
of himself and a page of notable a tough time .locating backs to put
pictures taken- by him, in the Den- behind it. They've been riddled by
ver News.
Rhoads, 56 years old, injuries and scholastic difficulties.
started 'on the old Denver Republi- colored whirlwind named Brud" Holcan, has not missed a pay check land, at left end, may provide the
since, and has had more than 150,- spark that will turn back Penn State
000 of his photographs published
in a close shindig.
thought .to he a record.
California^St. Mary's
One of his two daughters, a colThis is one of top games of the
lege student, also works as a partCoast and onp of. the most fiercely
time photographer on the News.
contested through, the year. Cfd has
a wealth of material, while Mary's,
Cue Maff's New Setup
Fillmore Hyde edits Cue mag, with a strong first eleven, hasn't too
Cal is usually a
starting with the current issue. Jesse much in reserve.
Zunser, listed as editor, takes ove^^ slow starter, but the Bears have
the managing editorship. Harry Ma- started right from their first practice with one eleven working as a
guire, formerly editor and publisher
unit. They've got the heavy artillery
of Ringmaster and now

that sale of paper
to Bloclz wz^s made public, Sun-Tele
also announced .that Block .was no
longer in charge of its national ad
vertislng service.
Hereafter SunTele's national: ads will be sold
through Hearst, International Adver
tising Service headed by Rodney E

the lad
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Washington

Pittsburgh-Ohio Wesleyan ........ PIttsburgrh
Stanford-Santa Clara
.Santa Clara
Indiana-Center ... H
Indiana

At same time

An

Fishell

Book and Hollywood.

now
.

;

cate

13 Fawcetts Under One Roof
Fawcett Publications has shifted
editorial offices on two mags from
York, thereby
Hollywood to
centralizing its 13 mags in one office.
Two mags shifted over 'are Screen

Ala., digging 'up the facts

which, ra'h in six installments, was
syndicated to more than 70! papers
by the N. A. ^j', A. and ;is considered ,the biggest single-handed
Ed Sullivan. King Featiires-Mirror newspaper beat of the century.
Two other of l^prigle's best-Tcnown'
deal was delayed by negotiations because the newspaper held out for reportorial stunts took place, first
$500 weeicly!and Skolsky insisted on when he had 'himself confined to
May view, County institution for
$800.
Skolsky starts in- late October be mental and physical diseases, and
cause he .wants to get His- new wrote ah expose of conditions; .there,
Bromb-Seltzer (NBG)- radio show, and then, during coal mine strike,
opening. Oct. 3, under way a. couple he went to work as an ordinary
of weeks before tackling the news miner and came out after a week
to
do a comprehensive series of
chore.

Skolsky deal with the King syndi

Wediiesdaj, September 22, 1937

from the-Huey Long regime for the
'Qaitors from Florida .to handle.
lowai—Washiuffton
Iowa lost, its colored sensation,
Qzzie Simmons, and. its coach, Ossie
Solem.' In. contrast, the Huskies have
been hit by the departure of nine
regulars from the school's RPse Bowl
representative^ [With the' nine went
the internal dissension that was im-.
pop music and will' combine n^wsPenn State Is not in. the big time peding their' progress to some extent
and feature. Will be. dffered both
editor dallies and weeklies.
class. It's been a long time since a year ago, and "with a fine group
Sanfl'ple col-

Sobol, 'while temporarily substituting for Winchell put, of' town, will
remain ^n the >I. »¥. Journal. N. Y.
.'home'
Winchell'?
Daily. Mirror,
.For more than 10 years city
paper. ;wlll be .without a Broadway
columnist for- the tlnxe. Yesterday of the- old Post and then the Posthewsp4per.
Spirigle
left
(Tuesday), the fi^st day of Winchell's Gazette,
drpp-pu{, the Miirroj: es^rried .a news work in Pittsl?urgh in 1932 tp ta^ce
story of his' neai;-collipise - ^nol' a a political appointment,' director of
)>p3ved announcement that ,he would supplies in Allegheny county. When
party with which he was associated
resume in th^ near future.
was licked, he returned to P6st-Gazette, not as city ed but as general
Skolsky Signs Witli Hearst
Sidftcy fekolslcy starts around Oct. assignment' reporter.
,

'

to

guard at 619 City
room, which re
cently hit the news when Transradio
put a man there and pulled a few
beats on the papei's.
C.e.'s claim
now room is used as general hang-,
out for lawyers' runners, dopes'ers.
tipsters and what have you, instead
of legit newsmen.
station 24-hour
Hall, reporters'

Charm mag.

The Annenbergs reported after the
Jacksonville (Fla.) Times-Union.
Gordon Fawcett succeeded John
manager

LeRoy Johnston

as western
for Fawcett Publications.

Lou Frankel left Tide mag last
week. Radio department is now being handled jointly by the staff.
Little, Brown bringing out a new

liabilities; of $4,640,

Major

Thomas

no

assets.

Coulson,

former

who captured Mata Hari and then wrote a
book about it, author of a new opiis
of untold spy stories of the war.
British Intelligence officer,

CARNIVAL OF CHAMPS

LOOKS LIKE SELLOUT

Gate for the 'carnival of champions,'
the boxing show during
which four titles will be at stake,
to be held Thursday (23) at the Polo
Grounds, N. Y., is expected to top
New York the past week seeing the gross drawn by the heavyweight
about the production of her play, contest between Joe Louis and
'Cabana.'
Tommy Farr recently, despite the
John Russell, aged 4, has been lower top.
Prices for the latter
signed by Republic Pictures. Child event had ringside priced at $23,
actor's father is Russ Countryman, whereas for the foUr-way card the
head of the Associated Press' art top is $16,50.
•
department in N. Y.
Advance sale indicates taking of
Arthur Bronstein has been shifted $350,000 or more as against $297 .GOD
from Philly Record city staff to as- net for the Louis-Farr fight
,

t

;

'

Helen Tours

Great Neck

at

ill

borne.

'

"•

Eugene Kelcey Allen dieted

'

^
oft 22

pounds.
Bill

wrenched

Norton

knee

at

oflfs
to the, Coast
w?ek.
Stanley Felsh,. Chi band .manager,

George Jessel
this

.

.

•

.

town for a week,
Roger Wolfe Kahri at Mt. Sinai for

in

'

'

"

'

'

tions.

•

•

-

Sammy TurneA

-fo^iwerly of Dillinghfim. forces, .Requiring stable of
race horsesi
Jack Pearl, (not tlie Baroti) recovered and due Taack in a BroadvOray

box- office;

'

•Radio City tolirs starting recordbreaking' business this week with
visiting Legionnaires,
Bill Halligan's salary .boosted by
Pabst. He will handle Tapacan exhibit at World's Fair.
.

^

American Legion's national amashow at Madison Square
Garden Thursday (23 ),
Charlie Washburn, planed to Chicago Monday (20) to hypo 'Brother
.
Rat' engagement there.
Johnny Miccio, manager of People's,
Bowery, hurt in an auto accident
'

teur boxing

'

Barmby'arid
John Evans are woi'kihg on new
ideas for tl\e advancement of G.IJ.T,

under Norman B, Rydge.
Censorship authorities have been
rather quiet of late, meaning, no
doubt, that "the class of pix- coming
from abroad has improved.
New dance cabaret, Top Hatters,
is running an American band of 10
performers under name 'Americanadians.' Chief is Le Verne, once at
the Browh; Derby,' Hollywood.
•

Shirley Ann Richards, Cinesound's
leading femme, due for personals
covering with new release, 'Tall
Timbers.'
Unit is seeking a new
femme name for its next opus,
"Broken. Melody,'- starring Lloyd
•

*

Hughes.
Noel Bennett and George Griffiths,

Saturday, Mending fiow.'
Hoyts' niabe- officials, will leave for
Nick' Mamula (Par) drove up to America next month to take a look
Narragansett with friends for final at the pic industry. Charles Munro
day of races there Saturdajr (18);
-Hoyts plans to send its own
and
Edwdrd says
Ryskind
Morrie
men abroad from time to time for
Childs Carpenter are at thie latterls
farm in Connecticut coUabing on a experience.
Acts appearing for the Tivoli
new play.
Typographical error in the pro- chain include the Flying Elmars,
gram the opening night of. 'Richardj Cieorge Bolton, Earle and. Virginia,
George
Hurd, tteiining and Raye,
n,' caused plenty of snickers. It was.
Herbert Loe, Heather Gayle, Joe
fixed pronto,
Albertina Rasch dickering for the Petersen, Grace Emmerson. May
dance staging stint^^^of a Broadway Reddy, Pope and Delang.
"

«

^

'

"

.

tuner when she completes
for Metro's 'Rosalie.'

dances

The Hartmans, their first film
chore for 20th-Fox completed, are
motoring back east via Frisco. Open
«t the Waldorf Oct. 21.
Louis
Epstein
gets
.

in

.

today

(Wednesday) from London, where
he handled the Cotton <31ub show.
Troupe arrives tomorrow (Thurs-

in

New York

the Bulldog Drummond role of Sapper's play, completed just prior to
his:demise and as yet uhtitled. Veteran Bert Goote is also in the cast.
Edmund Quarry, United Artists
publicity head, has resigned, with
A. Schleman, his assistant,
charge, Schleman's assistant

now
is

Reva Reyes to Deauville.
Robert Taylor to London.
William Powell expected.
Odetfs cabaret reopening.
Adolph Zukor off to Cannes.
Ketty Galian passing through.

taking English les-

sons.

Francois Rozet, comedian, dead.
Cecale Sorel back from. a tour;
Lola Le Blailc at the Casanova.
Bernard Helda back from America.
Bemadette Dugue at the Europeen.
Radio 37, new Paris station, open.
Cirque d'Hiver reopening Sept.. 17.
Browning and Star in from Lon-

Wallace Ford hospitalized for sur-

Constance Bennett aired in from
N. Y.
,

Ruby, Keeler home after siege

in

John Blystone back from north-

Downing,

&

British

.

'

-

the

b^ ^ impossible for the coaches .to
splmter.
H. (Bill) Thornton, general
manager pf the London Pavilion,
will shift oyer to Oscar Deutsch's
new Odeon theatre in Leicester
Square, when it is ready in Octoberi
Was forrtieirly fet thfe Leicester
S£[uare theatre and also did' a spell
at one of the Paramount Astorias.
Gloria Day, formerly one of the
Three Californian .Redheads, and
more recently with the Slate Brothjers at the Palladium, was put into
the Stanley Liipino -Laddie Cliff musical, "Crazy Days,' due to open at
the Shaftesbury, after a tryout outof-town. Clicked so well that Lupind
is writing in a special part for her,
at>d Instead of her solo appearance
she. will appear thrice during the
evening.
.

,

,

.

Wv

"

British' Broadcasting Co," to h^ive
a woman ^producer qn its variety de-.
partment. Doris A^riold.
Ruth Sejwyn negotiating for the
American'' rights of 'Gertie^ Maude,'
no-vv playing at ,St. Martin's.
Edmund Quarry, press director for
United Artists, (juit; .Hilton R. Schlema'n stepped up to fill the spot.
'Fred Emney engaged as comedy
ringmaster for Grosv6nor House
cabaret-circus, o'pening Sept. 23.
Harry Griattan Guinness, Movietone editor in Australia, dined by
the London organization it the Trocadero.
Anhabella's latest film just completed at Denham, finally titled
'Dinner At the Ritz,' in place of
:

"Riviera.'

•

'

'

,

division chief, for

where he was
job with ERPI.

.

half.

•

is

vacation-

ing.

tor fight picture deals.
Roy A^y^ole to do the Medina
Club Tallyhoo room m.c.
Sam Levin away from his State

Ticket agencies bought $50^000
worth of seats Sot 'Bonnet Over the Lake office, and quite 111.
Windmill,' Dddie Smith's latest, beatSam Ward visiting the Memphis
ing her. previous success 'Call It a homestead for a couple days.
Day.'
Neal Kean and Margaret Helcke
Sister of Beatrice Lilhe, who is off to Kansas
City permanently.
the
widow of Arthur WelgaU,
606 Club holding a grand opening
Egyptologist,
engaged to marry of their larger quarters this week.
Napier Dean, son. of Sir Aubrey
Jim
Ameche
and frau back home
Dean:
after Hollywood stay with brother
King and Queen took a second Don.
peep at 'A Day at Utt Races' (MG),
J.
Miles,
representing Western
commanding a print of the picture Theatres. Ltd., Canada, in town for
to their Scottish residence at Baltalent.
moral.
City Hall getting a picketing with
Hermoine Baddeley wanted by representatives pf various schools of
the Shuberts for the new 'jPolies,' complainers.
for which" Florence Desmond and
Ben Bloomfield's children have
Steve Geray have already' been been photographed more than any
^

'

.

Syihey
By

Eric Gorrick

Cecil Mason, Col boss, on looksee
tour of Queensland.

Metro renovating the St. James
•nd installing Mirrophonic.
Wrestling is growing in favor here
ind pulls plenty away from the b.o.
Dale Adams of the Marcus unit,
Wcovering from an appendix opera•

•

tion.

Hoyts granted an okay by Melbourne City Fathers to erect a new
.

•

Army

Pleyel.

Lawrence

Tibbett

sing in 'Othello' at the
in Oct,
.

.

.

Mowd

Charles Munro, Hoyts, due to o.o.
prisbane for probable extension of

two years

Carole Lombard building a new
home on her valley rancho.
L. S. B, Shapiro, Montreal Gazette
columnist,

gandenng

the

lots.

dene Raymond and Jeanette MacDonald siestaing at Lone Pine.
Monte Proser winged in from New
York, on Wanger puffing chores.
Hunt Stromberg back frbm Six
weeks' rambling through Europe.
Norman Alley, Universal Newsreel
cameraman, off for the Shanghai
•

'

front.
Sil-^rerstein

moved

asisistant

Oahagan

into Metro
to
Nat

and

Melvyn

in

Catalina

deck-lolling

waters.

Metro
newsreel
crew
bulbed
roundup of 75,000* wild horses .In
Arizona.

Adele Wilde, of the New York
on her Republic player

stage, started

contract.

Jack Benny and Mary Livingstone
Will rent instead of building their
o-vm palazzo.
Spencer Tracy wrangling a tractor
on a grading job for a polo field on
his valley rancho.

Fernand Gravet due back on the
Warner lot Oct 6 from France for
'Food for,,;5candaL'
Russell J. Birdwell underwent
minor surgery and did not peep
while tmder ether.
Helen Chandler sprained a hip
doing a terp routine for GN's *Mr.

Boggs Buys a Barrel,'
Francis Healy. formerly with NBC
New York, has joined Howard
Benedict's Radio praisery.
in.'

Harry Friedman has

left

Loeb,

&

Walker
Loeb to become legalite
for William Morris Agency,
Harcy Sherman, Charles P.'Skoura^
and Dick Dickson prowling the

Wyoming Rockies

for bear.

Robinson arrived from New
appear with Shirley Temple
in 'Rebecca of Sunnybrook^F^rm.'
A. C. Blumenthal guested by H. M.
Warner at the C!alabasas rancho,
where H. M. has reverted to thU
Bill

York

to

other youngsters in Chi show biz.
Johnny Jones gave a luncheon for soiL
William Pine suffered a shoulder
all Jones, Linick
Schaefer maninjury when a camera dropped on
him while helping to make 'The
Buccaneer.'

&

agers, assistants and treasurers', plus
the retired list, last week.

Gloria, daughter of Sam Wood, an
actress in' her dad's film, 'Nayy Blue
ahd Gold,' following return froih

Des Moines
The

WPA forming a

symphony

Skowhegan.
or-

chestra here under direction of Willard Mpore;
Mr. and Mrs. A, H, Blank are
spending the weekend at the Elms,
Excelsior Springs.
Capt". Ben Scovell, English Shakespearian actor, giving dramatic readings before church and civic groups

Jack Benny, accompanied by his
brother, is taking. a leisurely motor
trip from Chicago to Hollywood via
the Pacific northwest.
Joan Bennett winged back for
gander at her new home and quick
trip east t£)k{ng children to school
preparatory to opening in 'Stage
Door' Oct. 15.

here.

Local cops must pay their way
Indianapolis
into theatres on bank night days
^just In case one
it has been ruled
By Bill Klley
should win.
Phil Dunas, district manager, CoState Fair promises to be biggest
lumbia, out of Chicago, and W, E
Branson, district manager RKO. Chi- yet.
Alec Templeton booked to open
cago, were visitors here this week.
Hall series next month.
The Shrine auditorium season Town
George Choos in town to defend
opens Oct. 20 with the Mordkin bal
a law suit only to meet a change of
'Tovarieh' is set for Nov. 4 and
let.
'Anthony and Cleopatra' for Nov. 29. venue,
Helen Jepson due Nov. 16 as first
In a pin ball machine hearing, it
on the list of artists to be presented
is disclosed by the. Automatic Mer
by Nancy Martens.
chandisers' association of Iowa that
Henry Watkins, trumpet, and
lowans put $1,560,000 a year into the Johnny Jackson, sax, new
members
marble machines 'just for fun.'
of Lyric house orch.
Capt, Ben Scovell, Shakespearian
Charles M. Olson and Ted Nicholas
actor of Salisbury, England, pre- to Chicago to see stage shows with
sented 'Henry the Eighth' at Cen- an idea to booking them into Lyric.
tral Presbyterian church and will
Charles Olson and his frau to Chido other plays for church and civic cago on a shopping trip. He to shop
groups here.
for' new acts, she for new
fall
After a three-month test, Tri clothes.
single features
are
finds
States
Ernest Tamler, manager of the
preferred at the Des Moines anc Rex, nabe, is swelled with pride at
Roosevelt houses. The test includec the sv/ank appearance of his newly
two features at the Des Moines and decorated house.
one of the two showing at the Roose
Jack Goodman in ahead of Bowes'

—

velt,

Harry Hold^berg, manajger of the
Paramount, a hero when a gas leak
in the refrigerator system of the
Argohne apartment routed all resi
his chain.
pany for West-End pre-releases.
Charles B. Cochran writing to his dents at 2 a.m. Holdsberg punched
'Dimples' (Fox) comes in at the
Marion Dix in from London, where
•nd of this month to catch school she sold an original story to Gau- friends in London from Winnie Shce- all call bells in the lobby and called
police
and fire departments, thereby
CaliHidden
Valley,
farrti,'
in
han's
vacations.
mont British for Jessie Matthews
fornia.' Figures he will be back in saving several lives.
Wynne Davies is making out nicely next pic called 'Speaking of Love.'

pic house.

from

sales chief,

siestaed at Ensenada.
Mel Brown back after
directing in England.

Helen
Douglas

Salkin out of town the last

life©

U

,

in for conferences.

production
Levine.

•

back

Albert D. Lasker, head of Lord &
Thomas, a visitor,
Dick Powell and Joan Blondell

as

Chicago

•

Skeets Gallagher, here oh holiday
with his family, making one picture
for Warners and returns pronto to

opening at the Salle couldn't face the thought of planking down five bucks per for mainscheduled to tenance.
For the Royal Variety performOpera here
ance Nov, 15, the libraries have purBourdet, chased more than half the house
'Fric-Frac,' by
r.eppening soon at the ITieatre de la and will donate the profits therefrom to the Variety Artists' BenevoMichodiere.
RKO throwing a party at the Brit- lent Fund,
John Paddy Carstairs will direct
ish pavillion for French premiere
'Incident in Shanghai,' one of his
Great.'
the
'Victoria
of
Charity gala planned for premiere o-wn originals, for Paramount British
Material has as a
of Felix Gandera's latest film, 'Dou- at Pinewood.
present
Sinobackground
the
ble Crime sur la Ligne Magi not.'
'Secrets.de la Mer Rouge,' Harry Japanese struggle.
Football will be directly televised
Baur's latest pic, shown privately at
the
first
time
in
the
afternoon
expo.
for
the
at
Pavillion
the Marine
Raquel Miller replacing Maurice programs Sept. 16 and 17, when the
Chevalier in the Casino revue as he B.B.C. mobile television unit visits
the Arsenal Stadium at Highbury
is going to London to make a film.
Wilhelm Furtwaengler directing for demonstrations.
Emile Boreo to star in the Prince
'La Walkyrie' and 'Ninth Symphony'
Theatre reopens
of Wales revue.
Champs-Elysees
des
at the Theatre
commencing after extensive rebuilding Oct. 18.
Colombier
Pierre
work on 'Balthazar,' with Jules Management now dickering to let
Berry and Daniele Parola in the the house to an American film com-

Russian

Henry
Hathaway
Broadway looksee.
James R. Giranger,

Dave

.

Jack Harris to be the regular
broadcasting
feature
for
British
Broadcasting Co. every Saturday
fortnight.

.

,

Noel Co^war,d elected a member of
the Athenaeiiiri' Cliib, most austere
community in Ldridori.

'

flayhduse Circuit,

.in

the hospital.

John

.

'

sen transferred to the N.Y. met
jrea. Murphy has been hx indusixy
lor msfoj year§, leaving Prudential

"

gery.

'

'

of-

fices.

'

Lou "Cowboy' Goldberg planed
back to the Coast last Sunday (19)
to resume charge of the accountii^
department of' the William Morris don.
office.
Llyne Clevera headlining at the
Still clowning, George S. Kaufman Europeen.
end Moss Hart have routed the
Cirque Medrano celebrating its signed.
'southern', company of 'You Can't 40th anniversary.
Author of *Van Gogh,' just proTake It With You' through New
Jo, of Jean, Jac and Jo, recovering duced at the Arts Theatre -Club, used
England and Canada.
to be a jockey. He is writing a play
from "a serious illness.
Nat Holt and Charles Koemer,
Reinhold Schuenzel, German di- on the life of Michael Collins, Irish
RKO division managers for Cleve- rector, signed by Metro.
leader,
land and Boston, retiurned to their
Albert de Courville has secured
Fred Adison and orchestra set for
hpmes last week after lining up fall a Paramount appearance.
the British rights to *The Women'
shows in New York.
Metro dickering for Julien Du- and will produce it here after the
Legionnaires' Broadway jam - up vivier and Henri Jeanson.
censor has ceased finding fault
forced the Cotton Club to postpone
Mistinguett slated to star in the with it.
its opening from last night until next Casino de Paris revue.
Bill Bailey, of the Cotton Club
Friday when learning how much
Jime Knight dancing with Hal revue, recently at th? Palladium, to
traffic would be tied up.
return here Dec. 27 to pick up 64
Roach in a Montmartre club.
Phil Adler will be company man
Paulette Mauve re-engaged to star weeks of work in vaudeville and
ager for Ctieryl Crawford, who in the next Concert Mayol revue.
picture theatres.
schedules four plays during the seaReginald Denham's play, "The Last
Perchoir rieopening Sept. 15 with
son. Elizabeth Hull is in charge of a revue by Victor Valoir and Treno. Straw,' replaces 'Busman's Honeycasting and Philo Higley will handle
Julien Duvivier's latest, film, 'Car- moon' at the Comedy theatre Sept,
the press.
Edward Percy is collaborator
net de Bal,' opening at the Marivaux. 29.
'Miss American Legion,' Elaine
'Catherine, Empereur,' by Maurice and Lucie Mannheim stars,
Russell, of Gulfport, Miss., before Rostand, in rehearsal at the Odeon.
Freddie Carpenter back from New
she reached New York for the con•Quadrille,' Sacha Guitry's latest, York, but returns by the next boat
ypntion, parade of which yesterday in rehearsal at the Theatre Made- to be a featured dancer in the new
(Tues.) she was elected to lead, was leine.
Sam Harris-(3eorge Kaufman-Rogerswired by Paramount for a screen
Three Bonos writing a sketch to Hart musical, 'I'd Rather Be Right,'
test while up north.
Cinema Exhibitors Ass'n clamping
go into the next Casino de Paris
gWilUam Patrick Murphy, vet New revue.
down on plan for a Press and Propngland salesman for ERPI, has
Recitals by Dancers and Singers of aganda Bureau, because members
,

Hollywood
Frank Kilduff opened publicity

,

Beachcomber feature in the Daily

Paris

61

formerly in charge Of west 'vacash.
Dominion Filnis publicity.
Rosita Moreno back from BroadEmbassy Club, one of the. most ex- way vacation.
clusive niteries in London, is going
Cliff Smith better following blood
in for attractions after several years. transfusions.
First act is Ross and Stone, which
Clara Bow and Rex Bell living at
opens Oct, 20 for two weeks with Santa Monica.
option. Team will .double from 'It's
Gene Milford GN's new editorial
of girls.
^
in the Bag,' revue at the Savoy,
film supervisor.
Harry Warren erecting a new
Richard Liddle, of Ilford CineIrate American wrote a letter of
Bevhills
palazzo.
Service, film stock manufacturers, protest
to
the press about the
Aben Kandel joined the Metro
sailing for N. Y.
spectacular train wreck scene in Ivor
Henry Sherek back from three and Novello's 'Crest of the Wave' at the writing regiment.
F, Britten Austin, British authoij.
American
Claims
a half weeks on a continental itin- Drury- Lane.
'"^
trains are made of steel and it would fortnighting here.
erary with
Mrs.

Express while the latter

Johanne Kolstan, Norwegian femme
ckier booked for the ice carnival this
winter in Madison Squajre Gsrdien,
is

London in time "to stage a coifple of
Broadway shows fpr Christmas.
Henry Edwards deserting picture
producmg to return to the stage in

State-Lake line girls celebrating a
Hollywood.
Lai
Foun's
Chinese
Wonders raise,
Western Suburbs Cinemas con- booked by William Morris for eight
Pete's Steaks new quarters in op
expand
its
nabe
chain
tinues to
weeks' American tour, opening Chi- ieration.
throughout this territory under di- cago, Sept. 25.
Bill Murray, William Morris radio
rection of A. J. Bezant
King's
Mrs. Harry Foster, formerly Flor- head, in town,
Theatre^ is also out after more ter- ence Chumbecos, leaving for America
Ed McConnell out of hospital, but
ritory, in opposition to' Hoyts. Both at a moment's notice, on intimation still a sick man.
W>S.C. and K.T, are powerful indie that her mother is ill in Alabama.
Jack Goodman off to advance a
Pat Dixon, of the Palmer, New- Major Bowes unit.
operators in the big nabe centres.
bould office, doing J. B. Morton's
Sammy Tishman to Kansas City

day).

Kurt Robitschek, London and
Paris producer, has altered plans and
remains in New York instead of
going to Ihe Coast.
Baron George Wrangel, erstwhile
Heggie,' society reporter, on the
Journal, now handling class east
cide cafe publicity lor Dave Green's
«fAce,

VARIETY

in the commercial art field since his
return from New York.
London
Sir Ben Fuller shipping the Mbntague revue to New Zealand for a
Betty Sto'ckfeld to Paris for anrun try following low b.o. here.
other film.
Williamson-Tait will send' 'Over
Odette Athos to star in a revue in
She Goes' to Adelaide before playMunich
in the fall.
ing a season in New South Wales.
Mickey Btantford has forsaken
Chatter about that certain exhibs
seek to introduce admission charge films- to learn store business.
of 12c4 as a try for biz on low week
Esme Percy to the iSouth of France
nights.
•,
to convalesce from ah eye operation.
Dancing and Ice skating will soon
Russell Swann back, and now
bow out in favor of open air attrac- using" a stooge for his cabaret work.
tions, with Luna Park as the big
Sir John Reith returning to Broadhighlight.
casting House following severe auto
Concert performers in Melbourne smash.
include Edmund Kurtz, Marshall
Paradise Club, in Regent street,
Palmer, Vera Bradford and Georg
launching a floor show with i line
Schneevoigt,

adjustment.
Heat turned oji Monday in offices,
which .is unusually early.
Jim Tully-says Jack Dempsey has
Invented automatic hot-footer,
Pic industry will hold annual ball
Aileeri Stanley expects to return in aid of charity in October, It's a
Irom London end of this month.
big social event in 'the lives of the
John Crobi,' bartender at the Wood- film boys and gals here.
stock, is tops for hangover prescripArthur iGrillespie, Roy
sacro-illiac

.

CHATTER

Vcdncsday^ September 22j 1937

Broadway

'

.

Anniversary unit making the rounds
oi newspapers with manager' Ted
Nicholas of- the Lyric.
Paulo Gruppe will come to Indi,anapolis as first cellist with the Symphony orch.
He was hired by
Fabien, new director. Another new
arrival is Boris Schwarz, violinist,'

who

will be concertanaster.

.

1

•^Wednesday, September 22, 1937

VARIETY
geles, Sept. 17.

Widow and

son sur-

News From

vive.

OB ITU ARIES

Jules Stein, 80, husband of Juliete
Dika, died in Hollywood, Sept. 6,
of a cancer.

Norman

Medical Center. She had been In
OSGOOD PERKINS
Osgood Perkins died suddenly show business for a number of years
Tuesday (21) in Washington, D. C, working most of the time in road
where he had opened the night be- units.
fore in 'Susan and God.' Story apSurvived by a sister, Nellie A.
pears in the legit department this Bryant, with whom she had been

.16

in

week from

.a

jpractice,

in
died
Morsell,
79,
Washington, Sept. 17, after a long

soon after

it

.

studios' are vieing- with each other
Marine
to turn out the best entertainment
Band.tmder Sousa and then became without counting the production
a member of the .Boston- Ideals dollars. Hollywood is thinking only
He was - musical in terms of film rental revenues.
opera company.
director of the Washington Gridiron
Two impelling factors are spurclub until 1932, when he retired in ring the studios into heavy negafav^^
Capt.' Braclson, of the tive costs. First, the -pressure from
Marine Band.
New York home offices to keep. the
theatre wickets spinning with quality, product of showmanship equal
WINNIE MELYILLE
Winnie MelviUej '42, -musical com- to the best which has been released
edy actress, died in London Sept. 19. since August; seconds the conviction
Originally a concert' singer, she on the part of picture makers that
gained' marked success in British good .stories, capably directed and
productions of musical comedy and cast with star names, when given
for. a time was a member of the elaborate and unrestricted producD'Oyly Carte Gilbert and Sullivan ion accoutrements in scenery, muprjganization. Latterly she has been sic .and costuming, never fail at the

He

toured with the

IJ.S.

'

|

I

was

brought' to this cpuntrytrom France,
Starting a' stage career at the age
of 9,^Mrs., Mayes was billed as 'La
J Petite^ -Esmeralda'
and .'La Petite
Esmathilde' and made ihany tours of
the vaUde ciircuits. Mrs. Mayes vii^
among, the- first musicians to perform
'
wheii facllo station KED was opened
here, and later joined the staff at

'

*

'

'

,

,

'

KMOX.

In '1936 she conducted the weekly
radio program' sponsored by the"
Women's Conuhittee of the Symphony Orchestra, writing the script, ^^^^^ vaudeville dates.
arranging the music and accompanyShe was formerly the wife of
•.ing the soloists.
Derek Oldham..
Survived by her husband. Dr. Joseph F. Mayesi a daughter, and one
JOAN L. RUSSELL
son, Samuel Houston, who is the
John L. Russell, .62, known pro
youngest member of the Philadelphia
fesslonaiiy as John Lowell, actor
Orchestra.
and director of silent films, died in
Los Angeles, Sept, 19.
rrivFonn s ^MiTn
Santal, ^he father of Evangeline^Russell
'

I

-

-

|

'

.

i

ClilIo^rd?ISh,%,T™t

Fe hospital in -Los Angeles, from| 5fj55*f^J]?^?i'l^,,j7v^*^^^^^
directing 'Ten Nights in a Bariroom.
peritonitis whiqh developed folloW'
Surviving are his- widow and a
Several
ing a ruptured appendix.
Jack,
a Columbia Pictures
failed to save his son.
blood transfusions

cameraman.

life.

He was a vetieran director at XJni'
versal where he had handled 150
CLIFFORD HEATHERLET
productions since starting there in
Clifford Heatherley, 48, died In
1920. At one time. he produced and London Sept. 15.
directed the .William S. Hart west^
manager of the
lot Previous^
erns on the
Qugg^ theatre, and had played on
had worked for Tnangle Films, the stage and in films, v For the
Biograph
Vitagraph,
Ince,
Thoma^
^e played in the British proand other pioneer companies. When ^,^^.4^^,^^ 'Church Mouie,' 'Katherine
taken ill he was preparmg to co- L^e Great" and 'Abdul the Damned,'
^"'•^"S ^^^^^ productions.
1

U

,

^^^^

withFMd

bS;

I

The widow and one

child survive.

The tentatively identified body of
Frank Gero, 50, employee of the

&

Bingling. Brothers-Barnum
Bailey
Circus, who was' killed by a train
near Crekola (Okla.) early Sept. 17,
was buried in Greenhill cemetery
'
the following day.
City and county officials endeavored unsuccessfully to contact
-circus officials in. an attempt to provide positive identification of the
body, which was found, horribly
mangled, on the railroad tracks near
Crekola.
.

HERMAN

L.

'

ARTHUR HARRIS
64,

managing

di-

rector of WGRC, New Albany, Ind.,
died Monday (6) in New Albany.
Death was caused by a gall bladder
ailment.
Harris had been active in the promotional field in that territory for
many years, and in the fall of 1936

founded

SIDNEY M. GOLDIN
Sidney M. Goldin, 57, died in New
Sept. 19 of a heart attack. He
stricken several weeks ago
while on location in Easton, Pa.

York
was

originally

WGRC.
WGRC, and two

Svvinley, 45, British actorauthor, died in London Sept. 16.

His early ambition was to be a
playwright, but his success as a
member of the cast of Beerbohm
JTree's 'Midsummer Night's Dream'
in 1911 persuaded him to give up
He was best
writing for acting.
known as a Shakespearean actor,
but had been equally successful in

modern

roles.

worked for the old

his

way home

-

after his lecture tour.

Says he. may come, back.
Orangeburg, N. -Y., pup track
opened last Wednesday, follpwing. the
Mineola decision, but closed- by the
sheriff after the first race.

-

-~

'

•

Coast
Warren Hymer

filed an answer, to
the suit for $6,973 back alimony filed

Wife of John B. Kennedy, radio by his former

wife,.

Mabel Hynier

'

-

-

'

.

&

.

.

•.

.

.

<

'

.

.

.

-

.

.

PARAMOUNT

Waltz/

Edward

:

Sutherland, $1,050,000.
'Big Broadcast of
Leisen, $1,000,000.

MitcheU

1937,'

New

Season
*High, Wide and Handsome,' Roubcn Mamoulian, $1,800,000.
'Souls at Sea,' Henry Hathaway,
$1,655,000.

'The Buccaneer,' Cecil B. DeMille,
$1,400,000.
'Angel,' Ernst Lubitsch, $1,250,000.
'Ebb Tide,' James Hogan, $1,200,000.
•Wells Fargo,' Frank Lloyd, $1,200,000.
'

'True

Confession,'

Bug-

Wesley

gies, $1,000,000.

Lubitsch

Esther de Boer-van Rijk, 84, who
as popular in Holland as Marie
Dressier in America, died in the

announcer, pinched' in :White Plains,
N. Y., for drunk- driving; when She
blasted at a man. who sides\fiped^ber
car.
She repeated some of the
language in court and Will' answer
contempt charges today (Wednes-

•

000 plus.

ESTHER DE RIJK

.

<

Broadcast of 1938,'
'The Big
companies but in recent years
has been making Yiddish features in Mitchell Leisen, budg., $1,000^000.
DeMille second prod., budg., $1,000,Europe and Palestine.

second

budg.,

prod.,

Last Season

$1,000,000.

'Dodsworth,* Goldwyn prod., William Wyler, $1,150,000.
'Garden of Allah,' Selzniok-International prod,^ Richard Boleslawski,

Bride daughter of publisher.
to Capt. Stephen Ban-

tions.

Mae -Clarke

Agua

at

croft

Bride

is

Caliente, Sept. 14.
picture actress.

motion

Groom, a former Stanford football
'A Star Is Born,' Selznick-Inter- player, is pilot with Pan-American
national, William Wellman, $1,600,- Airways.
000.
Ruth Kline to Charles Holstein,

$1,600,000.

.

New Season
'Dead End,' Goldwyn prod,, William Wyler, $1^00,000.
Goldwyn
Dallas,'
$1,150,000.

'Stella

King Vidor,
'Goldwyn
shall,

Follies,'

prod..

Marco

of

.

prod,,

Polo,'

Archie Mayo,

400,000.

'

Sept. 19, in Pittsburgh. Groom is a
reporter on Pitt Post-Gazette and
bride is former city editor of Homestead Messenger and now in adver-

$1,-

.

.

work.

tising

George Mar-

$2,000,000.

Goldwyn

WARNER'S
Last Season
of the. Light

MARRIAGES

UNITED ARTISTS

Joseph.
to
Macfadden
!EIelen
•Come and Gpt It,' Goldwyn prod,,
Wigers in N. Y, Sept. 17. Groom is
William Wyler and Howard HaWks,
publicist for Macfadden Publica-

'Adventures

$1,000,000 plus.

was

Judy Kelly to Burt Shaw in Covington, Ky., Sept 3. Grooni is featured vocalist with Dick- Stabile's
band and bride

is

a sister of Paul
with Stabile;
.

who also sings
John
'Charge
Brigade,'
Helen Judd to Cromwell McKechHague Sept. 7.
Ford, $1,500,000.
Michael Curtiz, $1,200,000.
She was on the stage till a few
'Prisoner
of
Zenda,*
Selznick nie, at Beverly Hills, Sept 17. Bride
'Anthony Adverse,' Merwyn Leis secretary to Noel Gurney, of the
weeks before her death. She played Roy, $1,100,000.
prod., John Cromwell, $1,200,000.
in London, Paris, Berlin and Brus'Nothing Sacred,' Selznick prod,, Myron Selznick agency. Groom is
New Season
'Hurricane,'

Goldwyn

prod.,

Kelly,

,

sels several times.

MRS. WILLIAM LAWRENCE

'Adventures of Robin Hood,' William Keighley, budg., $1,600,000.
'Tovarich,' Anton Litvak, $1,400,'

Mrs. William Lawrence, wife of 000.
the real estate executive in the Par'The Life of Emile Zola,' William
amount theatre department at. the Die ter le, $1,000,000.
home office, died Friday night (17)
'The Great Garr^dc,' James Whale,
after a long siege with cancer.
$1,000,000.
She had been confined the last
'Submarine D-1.' Lloyd Bacon,
few months at the Lawrence home $1,000,000.
in Teaneck, N. J.
METRO
Last Season
'The Good Earth,' Sidney FrankBURR B. GROVE
lin, $2,000,000.
Burr B. Grove, 60, died in
'Camille,'
Clarence Brown, $1,Scottsbluff, Neb., hospital, following
500,000.
an emergency operation, Sept. 13.
'Maytime,'
Robert J. Leonard,
Grove had operated theatres in

Pine Bluffs, Wyo., and Bayard, Neb
before going to Gering, Neb. Sur
viving are his mother, and a brother

William Wellman, $1,000,000.
'Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Selznick, Norman Taurog, $1,100,000.
'Vogues of 1938,' Wanger prod.,
Irving Cummings, $1,250,000.

20TH CiENTURT-FOX
Season
'Lloyds of London,' Henry King,
Laist

$1,200,000.

New
'In

'A

Day

at the Races,'

Sam Wood,

$1,100,000.

Butler, $1,100,000.

illness.

Georg^e Nenes, 50, Miami, Ariz
theatre operatpr, died in Los

An

the

Victor

'The Road

'Broadway Melody of

1938,'

'Girl of the

are WICO players.
Charlotte O'Brien, film actress, to

Yuma, Ariz,
Belle Baker to Elias E, Sugarman
Bride is the
N. Y., Sept. 21.
comedienne. Groom is editor of The
Billboard.
M'agdalene Maskel to Sterling Ferguson, Sept. 18 in Santa Barbara,
Calif,
Bride is fashion editor for
19, at

COLUMBIA
Last Season
'The Lost Horizon,' Frank Capra,

W.

S,

Van Dyke,

'The

$1,600,

and

Mrs.

M.

H.

Straight,

daughter, in Kansas City, Sept

17.

Father is continuity editor at WHB.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold White, son, at
Mason City, la., Sept ^. Father is
operator for KGLO.
Mr, and Mrs. Fred Alger, daughter,

$1,850,000.

The
$1,

^

BIRTHS
Mr.

$1,000,000,

Sept 16, in Pittsburgh. Father is a
RKO-RADIO
sports writer for Pitt Post-Gazette
New Season
and new addition places him just one
Toast of New York,' Rowland short of Eddie Cantor's five-girl rec-

Golden West,' Robert V, Lee,

Leonard, budg., $1,000,000,
'Conquest,' Clarence Brown,

Selznick story de-

Richard Wessel, screen actor, Sept

James Whale,

'Top of the Town,' Ralph Murphy,

Roy

Del Ruth, $1,000,C00.

700,000,
'Rosalie,'
000.

Back,'

Myron

Arnold Olsen to Blanche Martin,
Sept. 15; at Bridgeport Conn. Both

Walter Wanger.

UNIVERSAL

$1,500,000.

months

Henry King,

$1,120,000.

Courageous,'

KHQ

Z.

Chicago,'

of.

partment.

Last Season

Mrs. Louis A. Wosmer, 41, after Fleming, $1,000,000.
•Parnell,' John Stahl, $1.,000,000.
year's illness, at Spokane, Wash, She
New Season
was wife of owner and operator of
KHQ and KGA in Spokane, and 'Marie Antoinette,' Hunt Strom
took active interest since helping to berg prod., budg., $2,000,000.
'The Firefly,' Robert Z. Leonard,
start
13 years ago.

John Schmidt, 53, waiter, known
in the Times. Square area, died Sept
11 of a heart attack after two

Old

head

in

Season

$2,000,000.
'Heidi,' - Allan Dwan,- $1,000,000,
'All Baba Goes to Town/ David

$1,650,000.

'Captains

MABEL LINN
Mabel Linn, 45, died July 8 of
complications in the Jersey City

.

-

'

ION SWINLEY
Ion

-

;

,

.

Surviving are his *vife, Mrs. Marie
Louise Harris; a son, "Charles Lee
Harris, manager of
brothers.

'

He

m

'

line

GANTVOORT

Gantvoort, 50, died
Sept. 17, in New York, after an illness of several weeks.
He had made several Broadway
productions, including 'A Primer for
Lovers' and 'The Long Road.' He
had been active in pictures in the
pre-sourid era and authored the
'Leather Pushers' series which Regi
nald Denny did for Universal. Re
cently he had been with the Hammond Electric Organ.
Survived by his widow, three
daughters and four sisters.
L.

Arthur Harris,

^.

Allen Fagan, 47, died in New York,
Sept. 17 of a heart attack.
brother of Ina Claire, he had
played in a number of productions in
which she appeared as well as In
other plays, his last appearance -being
ih *Pre-Honeymoon.' Besides his sis
ter he is survived by his widow and
his mother.

A

street

powerful

Hymer claims the statute
Bolton.
of .limitations bars the suit.
J Suit. was. filed in L.. A. by- Rita
Stanwood, who claims to be the original discoverer of Deanna Durbin,
FaUcin, agents,
against Sherill.
charging that she has not received a
day)..Japan orders geisha girls to cut commensurate share of the star's
earnings.;
out frivolity during .the war.
Nola Luxfordy screen player, filed
Shirley Lloyd, singer, with Ozzie
idxoffice.
History of the business Nelson's orch., developed appendi- a- counter suit for. alimony to the
divorce
action
started
by
her
huscitis oni the train from N. Y, toIS replete with names of films Which
band in Los Angeles.
went to the public bearing the mark Boston last Wednesday. Hospitalized
Cross complaint 'for divorce is on
of production extriavagance. In con- ih the Hub.
N. Y. Auto Trailer show opened file in L. A. brought by Carmelita
trast, every studio can point to a
Monday. About 50 styles of mobile Roach against her comedian husr
disappointing return on films which
band, Bert Roach.
homes on display.
'Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is opposing
might have pushed into big grosses
Will of the latie Sir James Barrie
if the managements had been more
gives Elisabeth Bergner $10,000 'for the government's' claim against him
courageous: instead of conservative. the best performance in any play of for $9,927 asserted overdue on his
1933 Inconie tax.
is that intuitive knowledge of mine.'
L. A. Superior. Court ruled that'Inside Story,* expose of the reswhen to spend lavishly which is the
of Hal Roach's
taurant racket, to be done at St. Spanky McFarland,
mark of the successful showman.
'Our
Gang,' must appear either in
Paramoimt leads the- studios in Boniface's auditorium in November.
person
or through a guardian to
Swann has. revised the originumber of higher cost pictures for Francis
again his earnfiled
contest a claim
nal Arthur Lee script.
who obi
1937-38.
Columbia, which put out
Postal Telegraph agrees to take ings by Jack Edelstein,
Frank Cap^ra's 'The Lost Horizon,' out. four branch licenses as theatre talned a $3,531 judgment against
and Universal, with Top of the ticket offices and will- be permitted the inoppet's father and is seeking
Spanky
's salary to satisfy
to
tie
UP
stopped
had
Town' and 'The Road Back,' were in to resume service. State
the plaster.
.
the lists last season, but so far have 'em.
,
.
Roach requested the federal
Department store featurmg two adno entries this year, to date.
films made for a perfumer. fioVSmnient to check on thei- activivertising
The compilation of pictures, diArthur Cremin, director of the ies Of Melton Barker and WiUiam
rectors and costs, follows:
N. Y. Schools of Music, is trying to D. Patton, who are alleged to have
legislate swing music out of existence. mulcted' mothers of talented mopLast Season.
Using adolescent boy and girl for pets in Oklahoma and Texas by intest he says experiments, proved that ducing them to pay high fees for
•I Met Him in Paris,' Wesley Rugswing aroused lustful desires. Argues film tests for their children. Sevgles, $1,220,000.
eral hiothers are said to have come
'The Plainsman,' Cecil B. DeMille, that sMjring may be the real cause of
to the Studio exhibiting contracts for
S6X crinii6S*
$1,150,000.
Special ii^ts used to illuminate services of their youngsters.
'Champagne

, ,
„
. ^ . „
FAQAN
ALLEN

,

FRANK GERO

Herman

year, the group of heavy expenditure pictures consists of films which
are budgeted for heavy expense re"The
gardless of mounting costs.

illness.

cerebral hemorr-

hage in a St. Louis hospital. Mrs.
Mayes' family said she played the
i<feax' on the Orjiheum Circuit, after a
week's

Herndon

the naval landing pier at 129th
and North River" were so
the-' blew the fuses, leavdarkness. Battleships
ing the pier
gave
group,
trained
their searchlights on the
Equity
Stagecrafters,
s
landing until lights could be restored
a performance at St. Boniface
Hedi Kiesler, star of 'Ecstacy,' and
church Friday night. For the beneDid 'Taking the her husband, Fritz Mandl, suing each
fit of the church.
Other- for divorce in Vienna. She
Count*
Six police cars established a cor- wants to go back to the stage.
Barbara Stanwyck greeted her old
don around the Paramount building
just before noon last Tuesday. Kept schoolmates of P. S. 152 before saila lot of people from going to lunch, ing_ for the West Coast last week.
Family of Jean DeKoven, Ameribut did not bag two men and a girl
who got away with $100, a gold- can dancer who disappeared in Paris,
has abandoned search for her.
watch and a diamond ring.
_
who
Jardine,
Rev. H. .Anderson
married' the Duke of Windsor, oh

East

(Gbntinued from page 1)

HERNDON MORSELL

Mrs. Esmeralda Berry Mayes, 49,
reputed to be the first woman to introduce the saxophone to the American stage about 37 years ago, died

'•

accountant for

.

City.

ESMERALDA BERRT MATES

,

40,

residing at 143 Pearsall Ave,, Jersey

issue.

last

Mariln,

Fox- West Coast, died Sept.
Santa Monica, Calif.

the Dailies

This department conUAns rewritten theatrical news items as published during the week in the daily papers o1 New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no credit ior
these news items; each, has been rewritten irom a daily paper.

$1,300,000.
$1,000,000 picture

ord.

no longer

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Cooper, daugh-

tangible evidence ter, Sept 15, in Los Angeles.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Beckenbach,
Hollywood in the
future commercial and artistic great- a daughter. Sept 18, in Los Angeles.
ness of the industry.
Father is an animator with Metro.
novelty. It
the faith of

is 'a

is

OUTDOORS
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Tmleni Exchange
York, Sept.

Int'I

For

New

20.

Editor, Variety:

.

>

Echoes of V.F.W. Convention Still
Heard So»k Shooting Gallery Prop.

—

to You'), Fredrlc

March and

Florence Eldridge in 'The Christian
Hero,' directed by John Cromwell
(yeh, the same guy who directs pictures); Cromwell also directing the
Theatre Guild's 'The Ghost of Yan-

Buffalo,

Sept

Ft Worth Closes Down, Beating

•

•

STRAWS
A -H'WOOD DATES

COLE

=

Manm

Jierry

-

'

'everyday existence.

1

New

Set Leon
York, Sept

It is interesting to
20:

We

Editor. Variety:

about the .good ole
Broadway days gives me a pain in
This

note the part

humor has played

in the emergence of the United States from the
depression.
sang ourselves jout
of economic strife with such songs
as ^Prosperity is Just Around the
Comer,' 'Old Man Depression Got
the Blues,' etc.
joked about rethat

talk

52d Street.

I used to work in the best of 'em
We
Reisenweber's, Healy's, etc.—when lief and park benches. We smiled
And, boy, at people who lived in trailers, and
started as a busboy.
what they did in those days, they joked about the new way .we'd found
could never get away with now, to keep from paying income tax.
either in the form pf food, or enterHumor, in all its- forms, has beien
I

tainment

advertise a chorus of eight girls
Jf you counted only six or seven,
there was a standard alibi, -bh, one
of the girls (they didn't call 'em
kids in those days) got sick, but

ings

and diplomatic

intrigues.

be back tomorrow.'

If

you

ever got curious the next night, some
other girl got sick.
This thing about the orange juice
stands on. Broadway so what! This
Is an era of mass proxhiction.
Looks
like the Hawaiian juice stands, with
a rhumba rhythm thrown in for
nothing^ are the only ones that can

—

Fair Goes for

lATSE

Washington. Sept...21.
Peace parley to end rivalry over
Federal exhibits at the New York
and San Francisco expositions is
docketed this week by Government
officials administering $4,500,000 of
public money appropriated for competing world fairs.
Round table talk over type and
size of government participation in
the two shows will involve Secretary

whether

to duplicate exhibits or try

and provide entirely distinct attracCharlotte, N. C., Sept 21.
tions on each coast Econpmy quesThe North Carolina State Fair will tion looms, with President Roosevelt
operate with

all

organized labor this

seeking to hold
tures.

year.

'

May

down

restilt

in

all

expendi-

decision

to

At the request of Dr. Dorton, C. spread the cash farther by fixing up
W. Hollowbush, national representa- identical exhibits for both Gotham
tive of the American Federation of and Frisco.
afford Broadway rents. Maybe that's
Customary practice has been for
why we were forced off the Main Musicians for 'North Carolina, and money-dispensers to dole out arbi-

•

Arthur

Drag.

Leon.

(Leon

&

Eddie's).

Wbitehead's Circus Orgranixinr
New- York, Sept 15.
Editor,

Varjety:

Pakula, representative of
Stage Hands' Union, presenfed de- trary amounts to individual departments, with cabinet officers parceltails of union contracts.
Representative HoUowbush said ing their allotments among various
the State Fair has been on the Na- bureaus and subordinate divisions.
Theory is 'educational' display actional unfair list for the past four
quainting the public with some of
years and that Dr. Dorton asked for
the
more important and more unique
the labor union contracts to put the
services rendered by each governfair 100% under organiz<ed labor.
mental machine cog. Actual effect
has been boring conglomeratioon of
charts, disjointed layouts of pictures
Minn. Fair
and considerable tedious printed
propaganda.
St. Paul, Sept 21.
'

Will

you please be

fair

enough to

the statement that Ralph
Whitehead 'was ordered off the lot'
of the Tom Mix Circus 'even though
he was getting but scant attention
from the performers.' I have never
Minnesota's 78th annual State Fair
to my knowledge been in the same hung
up a new attendance record of
city with the Tom Mix Circus, have 636,681.
Biggest single day of the
never been on. their lot and, conse- eight-day expo was Labor Day, when
quently, have never been ordered off 161,486 attended.
correct

OK

L'Tille Betters

While we are on the subject: Isn't
GETS
employes of the
Cole Bros.-Clyde Beatty Circus have
Newark O., Sept 21.
heen admitted to union protection
John J. Carlin, of Philadelphia,
under a closed shop agreement of owner of Buckeye Lake park has
greater news value than the errone- purchased an additional nine-acre
ous report that an individual has tract of land adjoining the park area
been ordered off a circus lot? Or for further expansion.
am I crazy?
Before the next season gets under
6A. FAIR DATElS
way the American Federation of AcAtlanta, Sept 21,
tors will have
organized every cirWith September on wane, fair seacus of any consequence in the country—including the Tom Mix show, if son is really getting under way in
are schedit is of any
consequence at that time. Georgia. Two more fairs
uled this month, Cobb County event
Thanking you for your interest,

MORE FABK

Ralph Whitehead,
Executive Secretary,
American Federation of Actors.
!

Yeah, But

New
Editor,

I]

i

When?

York, Sept

17.

Variety:
I'm only
a 10%er and, while
Hollywood and radio pay the bills,
"ows about this for an idea of
wnether or not Broadway is dead:
Here are some of the names you'll
on the Big Street this fall—
^ankhead, Burgess Meredith, Cohan,
waiter Huston,
Sylvia Sidney, Lunt
jna Fontanne,
Clifton Webb (and
fere's a chance that Adele Astaire
*y also be in a show opposite him,

Sept

21.

Kentucky State Fair closed Saturday (18), with official attendance
figures of 140,352, exceeding last
year's figures by 7,827. Receipts are
expected to exceed the $70,000 mark
set last year. The General Assembly
yearly appropriates $60,000 for staging the fair.
Johnny J. Jones Exposition did
well on the midway. Horse Show
did big biz all week, and Saturday
night show played to capacity. Seats
were all reserved, and were sold out
days in advance, at 75 cents to $2.
Fair opened Sunday (12), with free
gate on that day only.

Dance played

pesaukah).

formance.

stand,

Following is a schedule of fairs
with names of secretaries:

;

Harrv
Oct.
rarlv

.Newton County (Covington), Oct.,
Klherlon County. (Hlborton).
V. Hulnie; Trwin County (Ocllhi)
Novcin'hcr, Claude McNeill; Routh
Kair (ValdOHtn), xNov, U-H, H. K.

Oiluni;

1.

In

(Jpniglii

Wllkln.xon.

Oct

16.

Attendance has greatly increased
during the several days since announcement of closing was made.>
Whiteman is expected to make a
tour of one-night dance engagements.

John Murray 'Anderson has arrived to direct Billy Rose's 'Show of
Shows;' which wni try it on the dog
in Texas' and tlien hit for the West
Coast. Chorus of the show has been
recrliited from the fiesta.

Tommy

Gleason,. understudy for
Everett Marshall, went on for him
at Casa Manana one night last week
and was well received. Gleason is
with the California Varsity Eight in
the revue. It was his first chance
•in two years as Marsliall's understudy.
•U. S. District court reset the injunction In the suit against Rose for'
S^t 24. Rose, sued by Mrs. Margaret Mitchell Marsh, author of
'Gone With the Wind,' and her publishers,
the Macmillan Company,
charging he used material from her
book for the 'Gone With the Wind'
episode in Casa Manana. Rose was
in New York conferring with copyright attorneys when case came up.

A

by

Wire

2^%

who has been one of
Casa Manana bump contestants nightly, sprained her back so
badly for her 'art' she is out of the

Weatherford,

Nix Norfolk

three

Slots

Norfolk, Sept 21.
Slot machines in Portsmouth, Va.,
are coughing up flocks of grief for
their owners instead of nickels for
the players as a result of a drive
on them by the D. A., Robert Mc'

act.

Alexander Oumansky, who di'The Last Frontier' square
dan^e last year, and 'Road to Rio'
in Dallas this year, has reopened his
Murren.
dance studio here and also opened
Places of business are slated to be
one in Dallas. He wants, to produce
wiped clean as McMurren struck out
a Texas ballet
against City Manager, who ordered
Stuart Morgan will send a new act
first batch in raids returned to ownto New York when the show closes.
ers.
C. M. returned them because
He has been rehearsing it here.
$300^ license fee had been paid on
Members are Fauntleroy Farmer,
them. McMurren says city had no
rected

Thomas Bell, Harry Disbrow and
Marie Mason, the latter from New
Orleans. The Morgan No. 1 act will
go in the 'Show of Shows.'
Harriett Hoctor missed her dance
Fun at the Carnival
in a Casa Manana scene because a
Miami, Okla., Sept 21.
zipper
on a boot would not work.
T. J. Tidwell carnival ran into
court trouble no end while playing All the men's horses could not pull
it together In time for her to appear.
here last week.
Two employees, June Sappington,
fan dancer, and Henry Herbert,
Salt Lake Is 12th
charged with being an assistant in
directing the act, were fined $10 and
Salt Lake City. Sept 21.
costs in county court.
First fruits of Salt Lake City's
Suits filed by two women of near- $25,000 advertising campaign,
inby Tulsa, against the shows were augurated about six months ago,
settled out of cou;-t.
The two, one proved a record harvest when local
of whom asked, for $10,000 and the chamber of commerce
announced
other for $5,000, 'agreed to settle for Tuesday (21) that Utah's capital was
$400.
the twelfth most popular tourist
Women claimed injuries allegedly mecca in the United States and Canreceived when an 'octopus ride,' in ada during past summer.
which they were sealed, partly broke
and jolted them.

WLS

to 12,000 before

giving

one

Bairn

grand-

evening

per-

Washes Out Fair
Lynchburg, Sept.

'

Saved Girl from Snake
21.

Directors of the 32-year-old Lynchburg Interstate Faiir Association
washed up the organization last
weekend by meeting and declaring a

Says It Was Politics
Wildwood. N. J., Sept

21.

Middle Georgia Legion (MIlledKeOct., C. B. McCullari Washington

Dooley;

21,

Billy Rose today, announced Arthur Garfield Hays, New York attoi*ney, would defend him in copyright
suit filed by Mrs. Margaret Mitchell
Marsh, author of 'Gone With the
Wind.' Federal Judge James Wilso
will hear suit here Friday.
Triple
system.
Rose announced he would accept
one of three film offers from Metro,
Killed
Live
Warner Bros, or Selznick by Nov. 15,
New Orleans, Sept 21.
and take a year flyer in Hollywood.
A ferris wheel cable he was coil
The court ordered Impounding of
ing in dismantling the show coming all moneys which the fiesta associain contact with a live wire fatally tion may be utider contract to pay
shocked George McCain, 47-year-old Rose, pending outcome of the suit.
^carnival employe, at Gonzales, La., Attorney for plaintiff said Rose has
neai" here Thursday (16).
In drag- been receiving '5 per cent of gro.ss
ging the cable toward a truck it receipts of fiesta. James F. Pollock,
touched an uninsulated portion of business manager of the fiesta, said
the main power line.
Rose had been receiving
of the
'Knock it loose, boys,' he begged, gross receipts since Sept 5.
stumbling into a tangle of other
Cass, Mack and Topsy ended Casa
cables.
Freed from the wire, he Manana engagement Friday (17).
failed to respond to artificial respirTexas gals take their 'bumps' seation.
riously.Mary Lou Bentley of

Recent closing of a carney on
North Wildwood's boardwalk was for
political reasons. Mayor Redding de
final split of $1.79 -a share on l,130y4 Glared at council meeting last Thurs
vllle),
day night
County (SanderBvlUe). Oft. 12-1(1, G. S. shares of stock.
Chajirtan;
Walker County (r^KayettO,
Hizzoner made charge after deleAction winds up all business exOct,,
C.
W. Wheeler; Clayton County cept an attempt to locate eight miss- gation from the fire department,
W. J. Bstes, Jr.; KlDorton
(.Toneshoro),
Counlv Colored (Klbei'ton), Oct., I^ee lloy ing stockholders last heard of in dis- which sponsored the carney, asked
Jordan

Fort Worth, Sept.,

The Fort Worth Frontier Fiesta
will close next Sunday night
Expiration of Paul Whiteman's contract
at that time and an early fall with
nights that make the open<i^.ir Casa
Manana rather cool, were given as
the reasons for closing three weeks
earlier
than the scheduled date,

dough for operations as
the law books put nix on such fees.

at Marietta and Tri-County Exposi(Lake WinneRossville
tion
at

?uiiiter County (Amerlcus), O.. P. Johnson, Ootober; U.ecatur County (HalnbrldKC),
T. Ifi. Itlch; Ben Hill County
Oct.
(ntzgeialii). Oct., Homer 'WateiH: C'hiittuhoochee Valley Expo (folumbuH). Oct.
Pellx.' 1.,. .Tenklns; American l-eslon
IH-'i'.l,
County (Ceilnrlown), Oct.; GeorBln
I'ulk
Slate Kxpo (Macon), Oct. lS-23, H. Uo.ss

of Hamilton, O., owner. Prompted
by this action, promoters in Marlon
County are considering reopening a
track on the outskirts of the city
which was closed in 1929.
Operators of the track in Hamilton
County evidently expect no trouble
with the law, having announced that
betting will be conducted on the

Suit

biz taking

Louisville,

it.

the fact that 1,000

.

sheriffs.

commission, and Secretary of Agriculture Wallace and Edward J.
Flynn, from the Gotham commish.
Principal issue for threshing is

Milton Berle.

Indianapolis, Sept. 21.
Legality of dog racing in Indiana
evidently going to b6 a matter
of personal opinion with county
is

A $75,000 track in Hamilton
Gov't Mulling Cut for
County is scheduled for opening next
Fair Appropriations month, according to Frank Farney,

.

,

she'll

ter quarters at Rochester, Ind., after
traveling 15,225 miles during, current
season.

important to mankind and its social
system from primitive times. Let's
have more accentuation on humor in
our everyday life and well have less
differences and complications in our
of Commerce Roper and George
and, marital relations, our business dealCreel, from the San Francisco fair

There's many a sick duck or
chicken that went ..out ii^..those days
which the present :gei>eration would
murder the proprietor for. They'd

ly

Early FaDChiD; Rose

21.

Echoes of the Veterans of Foreign

Wars convention entertainment mix-

up are still being heard here. Half
The wireless is still confronting
a dozen well-shorn lambs have called
difficulty of discovthe ever-present
on the district attorney demanding ANOTHER PARALYZED FAIR
the
masssatisfy
to
talent
kee Doodle' by Sidney Howard, with grand
ering new
jury action against gambling
consumption listening public. The Ethel Barrymore; Jean Arthur in concessionaires
Goes Rosy Red
who evacuated dur- St. John's Anniial
voices and Clare Bbothe's 'Kiss the Boys
on Infantile Scare
tireless search for new
Good- ing the convention but after the
the
of
part
always
bye.'
new Ideas is
'take.'
St John, N. B., Sept 21.
broadcasters' problem, for the public
And how's about Gertie Lawrence
George Barnett from Troy, proits new favorites.
Excellent weather for all but the
tires quiclcly of
In 'Susan and God'; Jane. Cowl prietor of a shooting gallery ConEadio today is not the novelty it in Mak Gordon's 'Antoinette'; Nor- cession, pleaded not guilty in City closing day, and yet, the St. John
Exhibition association, and all midwas at the beginning, and conscr ma Terriss in 'Great Lady'; Con- Court when charged with permitway and other concessionaires took
quently it has a definite standard to stance Cummings in 'Mme. Rsvary'; ting
flrearms
Veterans' it heavily on the button for the 1937
the
in
It is a social necessity a Jiew 'Ziegfeld Follies' with Willie
maintain.
amusement park. A woman spec- St John fair.
fill a definite
to
comipitted
is
and
Eugene
ijoward,
which
Velpz and tator who was wounded by a stray
Fair collided head-on with an inYolanda, and proba,bly Libby Hol- bullet is the complainant
purpose.
epidemic, which
fantile paralysis
We Have been fortunate enough to man and Rudy Vailee; 'Balalaika,'
Injust about wrecked patronage.
the
biggest
hit
in
London,
foreign
with mayhave had the intcrchflitge of
cidentally,
the fair association was
broadcasts on numerous 'special' oc- be Kitty Carlisle in it; and the new
censured by' the local health au'EM
TRICK
Rodgers
and
Hart
hiusical
exfor
these
general,
in
But,
casions.
thorities for 'half way co-operation,'"
change programs l)ave been limited Dwight Wiman, 'I Married, an AnThe district health officer ha:d re-'
gel.'
IN L.
to newsworthy items, and historical
quested all theatres as well as the
How
do
you
.like that?
Broadseries
of
begin
not
a
Why
everilts.
fair to bar all children iitlder 16,
which way's dead, huh?
exchanges,'
•entertaimnent
The theatres co-operated" tO0^; ticAngeles, Sept 2lv
Samuel T. Lyons.
will, undoubtedly, bring to light new
Cole Bros.' circus had 'em Oh the co Jading- to Dr. G. W. 'MdMilTaH, Hhl6
jnterhational' favorites, and combat
district health officer, but he critistraw
opening
at
performance
of
Bcrle's Laff-It-Ofl Idea
the existing cry. for new. talent.
four-day downtown Los. Angeles cized the fair association for allowAs ari indirect effect of this exNew York, Sept. 20.
stand Sunday, grossing in excess of ing children of all ages accompanied
change a greater feeling of friejttd- Editor, Variety:
$20,000 on day and pointing for easy by adults to enter.
linesfs between all nktions concerned
Attention has recently been cen- $100,000 on downtown and additional
may result. The far-reaching sfgfour days at Hollywood stand.
nificance of such a proposal should tered on the necessity of humor in
Paps WiD and Won't
Outfit .winds up season Nov. il at
be considered, by the broadcasters.
diplomatic dealings, as well as in our
Clarksdale, Miss., then goes to winr

'i^ln'i jSo,

63

BUFFALO STILL UPSET

What They Think
Greek

VARIETY

Earlier this year, as- •council for a donation in order that
sociati^'n paid off $14 a share after Christmas party for kids, which usu
.selling its buildings and grounds to ally was paid for by carney receipts,
wouldn't have to be eliminated.
the city.
tant

states.

A
sank

Philadelphia, Sept 21.
Texas diamond-back rattlesnake

fangs into the arm of a sideat the Doylestown Fair,
here, last Friday, when he
grasped it as it was about to .strike a
its

show owner
neiar
girl

performer.

The owner, Charles Hicks, Upper
Darby,

was

Pa.,
coiling.

grabbed the .snake as

He was

it

rushed, with a

motorcycle escort, to Abington
orial Hospital, where the fangs
cut out. He'll live.
The girl performer quit.

Memwere

^
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If you folks want a real good
lime • « • go «ee *52nd 51/

<<ro

ItecA;

t&if^

your

(^Humph! Stars! Thal^s what '52nd

etchings^

Major. • lAo o/ify picture I tranf fo

St:

.

u full of:'

$eeii*52ndStr"

a knockout • • • but
have you seen ^52nd Si.'"?

^^Sure that's

«Dofi'£ be alarmedf

These

babe

. • *

all I

want is these 2 tickets to ^52ndSt:'^
teaser ads are

available to all exhibitors

playing this mad, merry

Re/0d$ecf thru
>

••

••

.

.
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I^s the SreakJn CM^
Aiithors; Pix

'.

*f pjalp magazines,
annuai gross business

The. future

do

.^hich

aii^

Times Change

.from

Behind the Present Bullish

•^ritihg
e'ef their

.

*

$20i0*00,000 to- $25,006,000

in'

'first

.

.

^

London, Sept.

28.

MAUDE ADAMS'

By BOB LANPRY
Radio, which wants to sell soap,
has taken up its position among the
stars,

the

producers,

the fantasies

—

TO PIX COS.

5G

PER MONTH

—

AS

to $1.10 top for jsome
shows, yet to open, has .been givea

A PROF.

•

production costs have been, nor has
Washington 'broken down' such
Other than, properties, the
production outlays have been defrayed by the general office of the
WPA in the city. Same goes lor
items.

theatres rented.

Theatres are virtually the only
of the WPA project which
have returned money to the U. S,
units

treasury. Up to last week there h6d
been $317,000 taken in by b.o.'s and
turned over to the Governmeiri. But
that figure is inconsiderable, when
compared with the amount allotted
by the Government to the relief theatre.
Up to the end of last month
(August) $12,200,000 had been ex-

pended oh the Federal Theatre in

New

'

WPA

—

.

theTotal for the country on
atre shows a cost of $26,644,000 in
the same period, yet that sum is not
vast, when compared with the $454,in the
000,000 devoted to all

WPA

country.
As for production costs thus far,
auditors state that 10% of the sum
Theatre Projpaid oiit of the
(Continu'ed on page 67)

WPA

Course

RECORD

Too

^

Drama,

criticism doesn't mean a
thing, the N. Y. World-Telegram
leels. That's the answer to the new.*st switch in that daily's drama de-

Vallee contends this not only
would redound to the benefit of
broadcasting but would act as a
great aid for performers who otherwise might be heard properly.

the

contracts

MCA's

partment, with Sidney B. Whipple,
Schenectady, N. Y., Sept. 28.
United Press reporter, in as drama
An electrical time reminder,
J
„ritic, in. place of Douglas Gilbert,
adaptable for radio station use, which
Who goes back to feature writing. automatically flashes notice to the
Paper felt, it seems, that Gilbert was speaker at a specified time before he
being 'tod serious' about it all.
finish, has been perfected by
that pictures are
; Daily believes
Jnuch more important than plays and
should be given all the room posHble on the drama pages. Whipple
W an ace' reporter, having come especially into the limelight during
Coverage of the Hauptmann trial, and
the paper- thinks he is a good reporter, which is what it wants,
lather than a critic per se.

business a year,

i.e.

they

in the value of
negotiate,

Music Corp. of America.
perhaps a record high for

This

is
is

all times.

specialization
in
bands,
from which, of late, has developed
complete floor show revues plus

Crooning Cowhands
In P. A.'s Build

Up

B.O.

other talent,
makes the higher
Warbling cowboys are In demand
brackets understandable, since the for personal appearances. The sagename bands run into fancy figures brush Barirymores bring the cusfor hotel, cafe, radio and stage dates. tomers in and are now opening up
is to
the General Electric Co. in SchenecMusic Corp. works on a 10% to as new audiences for their screen
tady. For broadcasting purposes, a much
as
30% agent-managerial cavortlngs. Most popular currently
rated in seconds, can be commish. and it's estimated that the is Gene Autry, Republic lariat tosser,
signal,
flashed on the screen. At the end agency's gross income runs from With Tex Ritter of Grand National
'finish'
of the 'set' times, the word
$3,000,000 annually upwards. This is runner-up.
Another fave who has been wowis flashed on the reminder, and a
exclusive of a wholesale liquor
low-toned chime strikes.
business which J. C. Stein, prez of ing 'em between picture assignments
at
use
dssigned
for
MCA, operates, selling to the hotel.<; Is Fred Scott of Spectrum, Set into
Gadget is also
employees' instruction meetings, at and cafes he books bands into, and the Golden Gate at San Francisco,
Scott stayed on for four stanzas.
conventions, etc.
run apart from MCA.

in

Announcing

And Radio

Scripting

For Priests of Future

PER YEAR

.

York- alone,.

.

—

•.

WPA

York from 55c

and the agents not advertising of
Hollywood. It is the greatest development In the history of highpriced big time, de luxe, transcontinental radio. It. has swept all but
Hollywood, Sept, 28.
a few of the personality superPossibility of Jack Robbins retirsupers into the Hollywood and Vine
St. Louis, Sept. 28.
ing from his multiple music publishoffice buildings and the network
Miss Maude Adams, dean of Amering holdings looms -as the veteran
studios,, filling up the first and over- ican actresses, who retired from the
music pub has manifested .a desire
taxing the second>
stage in- 1918 with oiily a brief cometo regain his healtii and 'take things
At the moment the Hollywood back in 1931-32, is comfortably eseasy for a while,' as he puts it.
rush
is
at
its
fevered,
flesh-pinching tablished in Columbia, Mo., where on
Partnered with Metro-GoldwynMayer in a number of music pub- apex of plans^ buzzing and stagger- Oct. 1 she becomes professor of
drama at Stephens College, a girl's
'lishing ventures which are tied in ing .arithmetic in pencil' columns on
Miss Adams will .receive
with Metro, 20th Century-Fox, Wan- the Brown Derby's tablecloths. Trend school.
salary for her two months as
ger. Universal, etc., it is believed that has been hailed, cheered, predicted, $10,000
head of the college dramatic departthe film studio interests involved, discussed and interpreted.
fcombination, will buy
At the. moment, too, there is a ment and efforts are being made by
eon of ;the late publisher, and secre- singly or in
the faculty to have her stay indefout Robbins' interests.
slight condescension. There are those
itary .of the. firm.
who are asking: 'Was New York a initely in order that she may esr 'The
understanding in
general
tablish a Maude Adams School of
success? Did they build Radio City
^he trade is that F; E. Blackwell,
Drama.
on the wrong Coast?'
editor, heads up the Holmes faction, Vallee's Signal Light
Miss Adams will have complete
Anybody visiting Hollywood but charge of production of plays. InMdsH.-W. Ralston, vice-president in
staying ^is regarded with sonie cluding scenery, costumes, lighting,
charge of circulation,, heads up the
Idea to Improve Radio not
curiosity
and
commiseration.
'What
Bmith faction. Writers, selling one
etc., and 300 students will attend her
are they going to do back there?', classes.
^roup aver they can't sell the other,
Rostand's 'Chanticleer' in
Rudy Vallee.is trying to interest they ask, feeling perhaps a twinge of which she starred in 1911 is skedded
Cmd artists selling one group are
National Broadcasting in what would
(Continued on page 30)
to be one of first plays produced by
(Continued on page 23)
amount to an innovation in the air
Miss Adams. Upon her arrival here
He thinks all mikes should
field.
last week, on her way to Columbia,
have three signal lights on them as
Miss Adams refused to grant an inif
so
that
performer,
guides for the
$20,000,000
terview to reporters. Dr. James A.
Prama Criticisin Need
a person is too close to the mike a
Wood, president of the college, said
green signal will be flashed, too far
IS
BIZ
MCA'S
it took him six months to establisli
Not Be
Serious/
away a red signal would be given,
a contact with Miss Adams and three
while white would indicate everyyears to persuade her to accept the
Theatrical agency doing $20,000,000
N. Y. Worid-Teny Says thing's o.k.
position.
:

r

Boosting the tl<^et prices of thft
Theatre Project shows In New

Subway

FOLLOWING

-

..

in

.

JACK ROBBINS

MAY SELL OUT

But Spent $12^000 to Get It

—

this field,.

.

PAGES

With news theatres at several several explanations by the adipinmain railroad terminals, this city is isti-ators, but the statement. l$\ 'BeShows There Lurks Trou- now to have its' first film hoiise on ginning with the fall season the' Federal 'Theatre is determined tq meet
ble
for
Agencies and its Underground system.
Jack Davis is planning another all production costs . . ..at the box
Sponsors Film Stud i o link in his chain of MonseigneUts, office.' Excluded from that objective
Ideas on Salary Influenc- and, this one, In addition to an apf are labor costs, probably inclusive of
proach from the street, will have wages to' actors,
ing the' Radioites Already direct access from the booking platJust how it Is expected to turn the
form of the Baker street station.
trick, in light of attendance last seaNo one on the
son, is .a puzzler.
STARS
Project in N.Y, knows just what the

-slick scribblers
professional training

The continued success of the. pulp
.
Beems. to be in little doubt, but the
kind of pulp t^at is to be successful is the question to which editors
publishers' are giving thought
today. Consideration of this question has been stimulated by the
dropping- by Street & Smith, one of
ihe oldest and most important pulp
houses, of nine' magazines, eight of
Ivhich were scrapped this month.
itVhile the official rieason for the
Scrapping of these publications has
|)een. given as the rise in costs of
fabor and paper, the firm is also
reported to be suffering from a bad
Jflse of familyitis.
/ Trtiis situation was brought' about
by the recent death of George
Smith, president of the house for
tttany years, and has resvilted in .two
Ifepofted groups within the firm,
iOAe of these is headed by Artemas Holmes, son-in-law of the late
peorge Smith, and present head of
ijhe firm, the other by Gerald Smith,

Cinema

Holljrwooditis of Transcontinental -P e r s o nality

..

'

Far,

WILL CIUSL 'EM

Same kids who, a couple of weeks
9 ago, were all under 12 in the lesser
year, is jcurjently being- widely dis- towns/ in order to get in at the chilNearly
circles.
a
<!Us^e4 in iraide
dren's admish, are now insisting
score ol houses publish these mags, they're 12 or over. Otherwise they
Which sell about 10,000,000 copies a can't get in at all.
tfnonth and have a reading public of
Infantile epidemic in scattered
perhaps .40,000,000. Long considered spots has put 12 years as the stopthe 'borscht circuit* of the fiction
age for admissions to films.
game, -many,
.^t

64

1937

FTP Took In $317,000 in N. Y. Thus

Now Important Market

Br ROKCRT BEINHART
'

29,

'

Alleghany, N. Y., Sept.

28.

announcing and
been added to
the curriculum of St. Bonaventure
College, conducted by the Franciscan
Fathers at Alleghany, N. Y. Rev.
Claude Kean, O. F. M., who has

Courses in radio
script writing have

served ai? program director for college broadcasts during the past year
over WHDL, will teach script writing.

Addition of radio courses is considered significant because St. Bonaventure's is a Catholic college graduating many young men who later
study for the priesthood.

Vp and Coming ,i„toOII

of

COMEDY

Addr.H VAniETY, Naw Yotk
:

:;:|)

PIGTUItBS

VARIETY

Holbiird to

Behind-Ae-Scehes Palaver StiD

Going

Ch

to

Make Peace

in

Vacash

Other

Merritt Hulburd, Samuel Goldwyn
production executive, leaves the
Coast in a couple of weeks for a
month's vacation In Europe, On his
arrival in New York he is expected
to remain several days before sail-

Many

About Wm. Fox

Suits Revolving

Wednesday; September 29, 1937

ing.
Is currently

Regular G-B dividend....*......

'

Polo' -and

.

Important personages
of the trade who ^re anxiops to
promote peace between William

Best Selling Pix Scores

DUVmERSET

'

Fox

an<| sSine" of his adversaries in
those disputes which have sprung
from the magnate's former film ac«

And

although there i^ not
much to be heard on this subject iii
general trade circles, friends of
Bill Fox are still active in an effort to achieve a settlement, in his
behalf.
Whether Fox ever returns
to active service in the film industry is a thing to be questioned.
None-the-less, and although he is
surrounded by a lot of various litigation, he continues to 'be n^tich dis>•
cussed in flimdom.

tiviti^-.

.

<Can't

(20th).

Show' (WB).

(Mercep-Whitlner.)

"

ON

Artiste and MtfdelS' (Far).
(Koehler-Youngr-Arlen-HoUnnder-

,

Rubln.)

.

M

Jfohnsoh-Burke;

Small-Goetz Talk

like to cloak Bill
credit to the nt!W
prosperity and the benefits which
are accruing to his 'successors, as
an indication,, in part, at least, to
make peace with- the former film
-

.

boss.

Reviyiii^ Reliance
Unit,

Maybe ViaUA

Mussolini;

that there was give and take on .both
Duvivier, besides wanting
sides.

.

'

Y.

.

Down to cases, even the founda- New York on an indeterminate visit,
might be described as having states he. may also make a picture
been changed- in' feorganizinjg the starring Robert Donat in London.
He has Donat undei; contract
.(CoMinued on page 21)
On fulfilling its producing contract

Dave Appolon.

,

LITVAK TIED TO 3-YR.

DIREaOR PACT AT WB

over to RKO as a producer, while vak to a three-year directing pact
Gbetz stepped into the legit field under which he will meg two films
meantime in association with Max annually.
Litvak, who recently brought in
Gordon in production of 'The
Women.' Gordon-Goetz will them- 'Tovarich,' will take a European vacation before starting work under
selves- film it. ...
his new termer.
.

•

=

Rio de Janeiro, Sept, 18.
South American- police forces are
looking forward to the arrival of
Sidney Howard, Hollywood., scriptwriter coming doWh in search of
material for Samuel Goldwyn. Authorities fear the political situation
is apt to be 'erroneously interpreted'
and ackersely reflect on the country.
Prejudice is based on previous
cases in wliich writers have attempted to inform the world their
impression of prevailing conditions
based on material obtained overnight. This outlook applies to all 11

SAILINGS

Sheeban East

'

New

York) Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Miller (NormanOct. 9

(London to

M

He Has No

die).

Says

Charles Boyer.

Pix Plaas

GSeorge Cukor.
Clara Dollar.
Jacques Deval.
Brian Donlevy.
Frank Forrest
William Frawley.
jBilly Gaxton.
Janet Gaynor.
Mitchell Hamilburg.
Kenneth Hodkinson,
Garson Kanin.

Myron

another B. A. film column
1st referred to the fate of two earlier
Hollywood productions, 'Hi Gauche,'
and 'Under the Pampas Moon,' the
action of which took place in Ar
gentina, too. However, he said, they
Were cautious enough not to show
in this country.

HARRY COHN HEADS WEST
Geor£:e

White,

-

Nate

Spingold

Ac-

company Columbia £xec
George White accompanies Harry
Cohn and Nate Spingold west today
(Wednesday) by plane and starts
immsdiately on his first 'Scandals'
under the Columbia aegis. Cohn also
goes into work pronto on 'You Can't
Take It With You,' which he's been
reviewing east preparatory to the

this

raids.

Clayton.
(^ohn.

Danielle Darrieux.
Earle Ferris.

Shep Fields.
Leo Fischer.
Frank Fishman.
Bob Gillham.

screen production.
What irks the film executives is
'Can't Take' Will have an important cast lineup, now being set the idea that one commercial enterprise should on sponsored time comby Bill Perlberg cn the Coast
Cohn came east for the Columbia ment on another commercial busiboard meetin,?, same slate Of of- ness, meaning a film production. The
attitude at mrnie producers, regardficers being elected.

upon

for self-ballyhoo. But
when so summary a knock as 'one
gong' on a more-than- $1,000,000 pro
duction investment may tend to
commercially dent that investment,
it's something to' think about.
seize

it

all nlgh^"

The

raids never

happen..,

The grind starts at three in the.
afternoon and one night the genial
bass asked the trumpet player why
he didn't take his instrument home.
The guy yelled back, 'What, for only

Marc Lachmann.

Mack

open

chairs.

Joe Glazer.

'

It's,

the lights go out for a few minutest
and glasses disappear faster than
cities did from the Orpheum route.
In five minutes action carries on.
This is the only,' floor show we
ever saw where cops furnish the
blackouts.
Paul Mall, minus the
black face of his Winter Garden
days. Is the capable m.c. and he con.fided to us after his 4 a.m. show, the
fifth or sixth, he couldn't remember,
that the boys in the band were
unusually well behaved this evening
...they were still sitting on their

Harriett Hilliard.

Careful to avoid captious carping less of the radio plug value, js
with the press,, trade or national, the whether or not there doesn't exist a
fhie legal distinction, on the ground
picture industry, however, is still
of commercial libel, through a spon
seriously mulling the effect of the sor underwriting a commentator's
It stems from attack on a competitive program.
radio opinionators.
Jimmy Fidler's 'one- gong' vote for
Or, put in reverse, the film proWalter
Wanger's 'Vogues'
(UA) ducers want to know what would
which, of course, has. since proved Procter & Gamble (Fidler), Jergen's
itself at the box office.
But for a (Winchell), Bromo-Seltzer (Skolsky),
time, the handicap the production et al., think if this or that film promight have to overcome, if over- ducer were to have a cinematic sit'
come it would, was causing much uation or a dialog sequence wherein
intra-trade brow-wrinkling.
the characters expressed their opinRadio commentators' critical ap- ions on the merits, or otherwise, of
praisals have heretofore taken in this or that soap, beauty aid or
Fidlcr, George Fischer, Winchell and nostrum.
now Sidney Skolsky is slated for an
Like all favorable comment, the
NEC national show, with a like idea. film business is frankly happy to

city.

to a well-rehearsed buzzer sys«
temi..,went there apd stayed for
two steak sandwiches and threj

N. Y. to L. A.

One Gong on Soapl-Asks Filmdom

man's

due

Selznick,

George Brown.
John D. Clark.

country.'
this,

Cleveland, Sept. 28.

Every town has one and so hai
Cleveland. ..we mean the hot spo^
...the place where everyone goes
when every other place has gone to
bed. 'Freddie's' is the moniker In

Milton Weinberg.
L. Ward Wheelock.

& Gamble

BlAY

By JACK OSTERMAN

Harry Wallin.
Walter Wanger.

Harry

mounted

police

LEAVES

.

Lou

Procter

Hills

Kirk.

Louis Shurr,
Herbert Silverberg.

Pelicula, hopes that ttie director

?k Gave

.

Young Mussolini will be given
short shrift in his quest for info
that niay be useful to his dad's plan
for building up the Italian cinema
Hitler situation in (5erindustry.
many, accentuated by last Saturday's
chummy session between the Fuehrer
and the Duce in Munich, has seemingly solidified Hollywood's determination to avoid extending the glad
hand to Mussolini, Jr., that ordinarily goes to important foreigners.

A BROADWAYITE

Monte Proser.
Gieorge Raft.
L. J. Schlaifer.
Mr. and Mrs. David O. Selznick.

•

Suppose

chill.

tive Italy."

William Leahy.
Victor McLaglen.
Dr. Herbert Meyer.
Marcella Napp.
Pat Patterson.
Harry Popkin.

'

•

into seclusion at Roach's
In Beverly Hills while this
center of picture production prettygenerally prepared to hand him the

home

Barbara Keon.

-

of Paramount's new production, 'Ar
gentine Love,' will visit Buenos
Aires before shooting, in order to
obtain a 'faithful reproduction of the

-

Clark.

Ralph Cooper.

Myron

Oct. 2 (New York to Nassau) Hy
Winnie Sheehan reached New
Gardner (Carinthia).York Saturday (25) from the Coast,
Oct. 2 (London to New York) John
but has no plans for the immediate
BarbiroUi (Britannic).
future that he can announce at this
Oct. 1 (New York to London) Mr. time. Former
Fox^JifSiuctioti' chiefand Mrs. Jack L. Warner, Mr. and lain will be in theiHast indefinitely.
(Normandie).
Mrs. Jack Cohn
A producing arrangement with
Sept 29 (London to New York) United Artists h^i^ tierak'teported as
June Clyde, Olive Blakeney, Bernard a possibility on numerous occasions,
South American republics.
.Advance reports indicate Ho- Nedell, Thornton Freeland (He de but nothing is hot at present.
ward will base his story on com- France).
Holiywo'dd, Sept. 28.
mercial aviation, on which subject
Sept. 29 (London to New York)
'Cooperation is assured, provided no Romney Brent (Queen Mary).
Winfield R. Sheehan and his wife,
attempt is made^o inject revoluSept. 29 (New York to London) Maria Jeritza, now in New York, is
tions for the sake of drama or pub- Victor
McLaglen, Brian Donlevy understood to be east in connection
licity.
with arranging releasing facilities
(Berengaria).
Sept 2& (San Francisco to Hono for a number 'of pictures practically
lulu) Bobby Breen, Eddie Kline, readied for production by him, Mme.
Buenos Aires, Sept 13.
Jeritza will fulfill radio engagements.
Buenos Aires film trade review, Mike Rosenberg <President Hoover

diately

•Beverly

Thomas Beck.

Buddy
Hollywood, Sept 28.
Warners has tied up Anatole Lit-

with Hal. Rpach and went imme-

guard around the^ Roach residence as
soon as Roach and his guest arrived
and will maintain three men on ppst
24 hours a day while his visit lasts.'
Young Mussolini made no cracksf
other than to say that California.'
looks as beautiful to him as his na-

Walter Abderson.
Germain Aussey.

early last year, Reliance

became inactive, but it washed up
its commitments to UA under satis
factory circumstances. Small went

PK

•

.

tions

28.

Vittorio Mussolini, son of II Duce,
arrived in California last Saturday
(25) by airplane from New York
.

RKO

UA

UA

Hollywood, Sept

To

Produce Trade Winds'

—

How

'

them

63

Under Heavy Guard

that, meaning he would have the
40 grand clear, M-G balked.
Hollywood, Sept. 28;
So far as can be learned, the
Tay Garnett who is preparing to
money Duvivier nbW' is to -receive is
of
Lovjng' at' RKO,; is
direct
'Joy
talked
close to the' prices K>rigLhaUy
$40,000 for the .first picture during working out plans with SamueV J.
the first year, $^,6bo for each of two Briskin,
production executive,
or more pix during the second year, for filming (Jarnett's original yarn,
and $50,000 for pix made during 'Trade Winds.'
third year.
But. there is nothing
Director garnered a flock of backsure -about Metro agreeing to pay his
ground footage for the projected
ta^ces.
Duvivier, it is thought, also
picture on his lapt year's globegave In on some of his points,, such
ciircling tour.
^
as right to select his own story,, stars
and assistants^ as he does in this
country.
L. A. to N.
Anatole Braunstein, A.d. Schulberg's rejp in Paris, arranged it all.
Richard Aldrich.
Edward L. Alperson.

different lines.
it
However, the downtown fjxperts might differ ftoih the Reliance,
dont sawy this,, angle, and while which previously
was their producproclaiming to be receptive to make
ing label, Sni^ll cannot say at this
peace with Fox, point olit that such
time, nor are any deals on distribuarguments on.behatf of BiU. Fox, as tion
advaftced tb" the point where
above, are made entirely unmindthere's anything definite.
ful of the manpower* the new money
Belief is that Reliance Would faand the vast, reorganization effort
and that, the latwhich have gone into the i^vitaliz- vor a return to
ing work of the properties in ques- ter would likely be agreeable to discussing a ^eal.
Small, who. -is in
tion.

with

Ganiett in Deal

$40,000 each for his first three pictures, wanted Metro to pay tayes on

.Edward..Small and Harry M. Goetz
may revive the Reliance producing
organization thirough which they
made pictures for United Artists release,
setting it up again along

somewhat

At

56

is a lot of hush-hush about
the final terms., but it is understobd

These would

La

45

•

Fox with some

•

32

45

There

arisen.

U. S.

29

DEAL

Paris, Septt 21.
Julien Duvivier and Metro have
finally settled their differences and
Duvivier is going to direct films for
the latter in Hollywood.

lAne-Freed.)

Hijs friends point out. that upon
the one-time ruins of William Pox's
film eipplre, new and moire promislng monuments of
trade have

FEARS

28
29

HVood Lxtends Icy Paw to Young

(BrownTFaJn; Loe?ser*Sherwin,)
'Mr. Dodd Takes the Air' (WB).
(Warren-Dubln.)
'Double or Nothing' (Par).
(Coslow-Sleirel J

.Page 11

*

,

'Vogues of 1938' (UA).

.

'

Have Everything'

(Gordon-Revel.)

'Varsity

of Pix Interest

Metro-Maxwell alrshow opposing Bowes on CBS.... ....... Page
Lucky Strike's Dick Powell.. .*•*.•....
Page
Paramount not radio-minded
Page
Radio reports on Conrad Nagel-Violet Homing, Jeanette
MacDonald
«....................•>*..«.....*.,..
Page
Indie music pubs fear film domination*
.....Page
Protest Calif, tax on Gershwin estate......
....Page
,
Reviews of Elissa Lahdi's play, 'Lady Have a Heart' (owned
by 20th); and Trench Without tears' (owned by Par for
Dietrich); Fonda-Dalton legit play, 'Blow Ye Winds', n.s.g...Page
Page
Tom Mix's circus plans next year........

winding up his work

on 'Adventures of/.Marco
'Goldwyn Follies.'
There are

News

Millar.

Ozzie Nelson*'
Rodney Pantages.
Charles R. Rogers.
Nate Spingold.

two hours?' The band is tagged,
Graham Gardner and his Diplomats,
and they certainly are diplomatic. ..
they'll eat and drink with anybody*
Freddie is the original guy who
wouldn't play a dog act because the

Ben Washer.
George White.

Roy Wilson.

dogs wouldn't mix. He has a line of
four girls, the fifth one is out with
pyorrhea. (Did we spell it righU
we' never had itj)
As Joe Lewis
would say, he went to 'no' expense
Paul Lukas, Jack Buchanan, Dan- for costumes.
ielle Darrieux, August Janssen, DaThey had a sneak preview here
vid Sarnoif, Raymond Lange,
the other night of 'Stage Door.'
Kitzinger, Mr. and Mrs. Dudley
People from Akron and Toledo came,
Digges, Paul Rotha, Kurt Weimhold,
in and caught it... some sneaking,
Cliff

Work.

ARRIVALS

M

Dr. Eugene Ormandy, Hannen Swafr
Leo Reuss, Louis B. Mayer, Sonja
Henie,
William
Kendall,
David
Hutcheson, Mary Garden, Clifford
C. Fischer, William S. Paley, Henry
Lartigue, Douglias Fairbanks, Jr.,
Maurice Winnick, Gilbert Miller,
Cole Porter, Fernand Gravet
fer,

we'll sayl

Whispering Phil Selznick ha.s a
'quickie' here called the WonderBar, probably so-called because yovt
wonder how so many people can get
to it

Phil's a soft-talking lad and
(Continued on page 10)

y^eiaesiar, September 29,

Selznick East

Palaver,

on

Payicl O; Selznick leaves for

(D

to discuss

New Rekasii^

new

28.

Friday
arrangements to follow the termihation of present setup with United

Brother iviyron, Janet Gay-

Artists.

and George Cvikor accompany

iior

Goldwyn's 50G from Riv

N. Y.

releasing

'Dead End' rental but of the
Rivoli, N. Y., on a four weeks' run
is reported at $50,000.
Picture is first from United Artists
that has been available to the Riy
in several months.

make under

his

more

UA

pictures to

ber's

contract

He

have

ready

it.

April.

for

production

Contingent on

a:

new

Yet the Difference
come,

mmooo

deal,

Suit

fionnel,

000,000 suit of thje trustees against

Mayer former officers and directors of the
due in from Europe company, for approximately $2,100,The settlement is mostly in
Selznick will remain 000.
this week.
the firm's cash
east for about two weeks on UA, cash, thus benefiting
position, forthwith, and additionally
Metro and other deals.
winds up that, much-involved piece
.Walter Wanger is also coming on of bankruptcy matter.
with the Selznick party. Wanger
Adolph Zukor and his son, Eugene,
deal
has a 10 - year producing
in addition to the Kuhn-Loeb group,
discuss this with Louis B.

in N. Y.

•With

Lattei:

UA, while the

Selznlck-Inter-

for
just
calls
pictures, all for delivery

contract

tiational'

Ave more

during the current (1937-38) season.
Wanger's stock is up as a result of
iVogues/ while Selznick-Int'l, because of 'Star Is Bom' and 'Prisoner
of Zenda,' plus owning 'Gone With
.Wind,' is also in a commanding position to iMssibly get a slice of
from the Korda-Goldwyn combination.
However, Goldwyn and
Korda are claim&d to have the nec-

HARMON TO PAR

in In-

Jey unit.

William LeBaron, Par production
executive, negotiated the ticket with

Harmon, who staged the Sidney
Kingsley Pulitzer prizewinner, 'Men
In White; in New York.

Henigson Leads Off

At M-G With Tanny'

year,

(Continued on page 52)

'

ditions in general, isn't bringing an

increase in total .national gross over
year.
Box office statements
show that while business is up over
last yeitr, at the same time it. should
be rumnin^j much higher,' in th€
opinion of those who express disap-

last

Settlement Vs. London
'Ghost' Pic

Plagiarism suit brought by Wallace Irwin against London Films was
last week settled out of court for 'a
Case, based
substantial cash sum.'

on Alexander Korda's production,
'The Ghost Goes West,* was scheduled for hearing in the N. Y. Federal District court next Monday (4).
Action was brought in April, 1936.
Sidney R. Fleischer is attorney for
the novelist.
In his suit, Irwin claimed the
Korda pioture, was based on his
'The Transplanted Ghost,'
story,
which appeared in Everybody's
Magazine of January, 1911. Story
later was published in book form in
a collection called 'Humorous Ghost
Action named as defendStories.'
ants London Films, the producers;
United Artists, 'which released the
pic in this' country, and Robert E,
Sherwood, who made the screen
adaptation for Korda. Accounting of

America in January, 1936. It starred
producer's plans.
Wanger goes east along with the Robert Donat, with Jean Parker featured. Rene Clair directed.
al., on Friday.

Selznicks, et

John D. Clark, head of distribuCentury-Fox, departs

chief of the

company, after

wnich confabs Clark will niake a
company's exchanges.
t5
IS expected that
«
Clark's trip will
"Oliver
several weeks.
'.i

i

Cohen Getting Six
Ready for Major
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Emanuel Cohen is readying half a
dozen films for production at Major.
Six are 'Star of Sahara,' 'Two
Weeks With Pay,' 'Man in Evening
Clothes,*

Back Love,'
'Eight Hours.'

'Call

Woman' and

the decision to give the firm

is

.

controversy.

One of the chief problems of the
Universal firm is that of financial re.trenchment. There is belief within
(Continued on page 21)

IHen' Gross $1,200,000

.

In U.

Last year during August and September there were limited numiber
of good pictures on release whereas
this season there has been an un-

IfWOOD ODIPIIT
IN 4 MONTHS.
149

Ditto in Foreign

S.;

On- the Universal financial situa-

from the company that no financing is necessary.
'100 Men and a Girl' is one of the
current season's b. o..hits and by all
tion, it Is Indicated

Indications is estimated to bring into
the company's coffers immediate
cash in large bundles.
Film is' figured to gross around
$1,200,000 domestic and probably as
much or more foreign, 'Pic Is "understood to stand the company
around $750,000 in production cost.

PK

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
'With 20 films completed between
in dollars but
May
and
1
Aug. 31, "Warners led the
not in attendance because of increases in admissions in various summer production parade, accordparts of the country. This thought ing to figures just issued to the
is a bit disturbing, too..
studios by the Academy of Motion
The mild alarm that is caused by Picture Arts and Sciences.
failure of grosses to run substantialFinished films totaled 149, with
(Continued on page 21)
20th-Fox the runner-up in the race,

U. S. Quiz OD Coast
Into

M-G Exchange

Records with F-W.C.
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Law and Harold F. Cologling the books of the
Metro film exchange here in renewed investigation of allegations
that the Sherman Law has been and
is
being violated by major distributing companies and Fox-"West
Albert
are

J.

lins

Coast theatres.

•

'Free

Ztikor Due Back Soon
On expected return sometime next
week

may
the

of Adolph Zukor, Paramount'*
hold a board meeting so that
chairman may" attend before

shoving

off to the Coast,

Company held
day

but

(23)

a meeting Thurs-

was

it

of rubber-stamp

character.

completing 17, and barely nosing out
Paramount, with 16. Republic and
Radio made 14 each, Metro and Universal 12 apiece, Columbia, 10; Mono-

gram,

Walter "Wanger and Grand
each; Larry Darmour
4,
and Condor, 3 each; Samuel Goldwyn, B. P. Schulberg and Major, 2
each; Hal, Roach, Colony and B. F.
Zeldman, one each,
9;

National,

Trado Marh

llOKlstereil
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Universal Pictures, Inc, and subsidiaries
showed consolidated net
loss of $627,933, after all charges, for
the 13 weeks ended July 31, third
quarter of company's fiscal year.
This compares with a net loss of

No. 3

INDEX
Bills

.,

Burles.que

Chatter
Concert

,
'.

Dance Tours
Exploitation

Warners, ZOth and Par Already

Own

.

»

15 Years Ago
Film Booking Chart
Film Reviews. ...

Forum

First

Few Broadway

The picture companies are getting
the first whack at Broadway this
season, before the regular line legit
producers can get going.
First straight play entry on the
Broadway scene (not counting '"Virginia' at the Center, N. Y,, a mu-

That's

two out of three

week's openings.
Winds,'

stars

Third,

Henry

of

last

'Blow Ye

Fonda

from

Report around that Walter
Wanger has a piece in it is denied
films.

Eye View
House Reviews...
Inside—Legit
Inside—Music
Inside—Pictures
Inside Radio

therefore olcay with the Dramatists
Guild rules, 'Lady Had a Heart,'
which followed in last week, was
bought up by 20th-Fox abroad, but
the local production is not with film
money, allegedly 20th merely owning the .film rights. Play was tagged
'Jean,'
when the film company

bought it

ing.

all

fact that

-

—

International

News

11

Joe Laurie, Jr
Legitimate
Literati

Music

New

,

Acts

News from

,

the Dailies

Nite Clubs

Obituary
Outdoors
;

Radio—Pacific Notes
Radio Reviews.
Radio Showmansiiip
Sports
Vaudeville

,

21
53-56
58
.44-46
48

Cl
...47-49

01
G2-C3
2-27

Pictures

Radio

52
49
60
57
46
25
49
17
14-15
63
21
50-51
58
45
6
38

;

Girl's

Legit Entries

around, possibly started by the
Fonda is under contract to
Wanger and in the play by special
permission.
Third distinct film entry bowed in
last night (Tuesday). It is 'French
Without Tears,' another British import, Paramount having paid $50,000
for the rights in London, allegedly
intending it for Marlene Dietrich.
Gilbert Miller is the producer, with
Par claiming it has nothing to do
with the local production on financ-

was 'George and Margaret,'
financed by Warner Bros, for John
C. Wilson. It is a British entry and

t1

Cenls

U's $627,933 Loss

Corps of Government auditors
and two undercover agents are aiding in the inquiry, David O. Decker,
of the home office legal staff of
Metro, is here to look after the com- $579,379 in comparable quarter last
pany's interests.
year.

sical)

Today (Wednesday)
for the Coast for
confabs with Darryl Zanuck, pro-

week

a constructive buildup. No changes
have been effected, and if differences
had existed between executives, an
official
communication from Universal's board of directors indicates
that these have been smoothed. Trade
talk had involved R. H. Cochrane^
Charles R. Rogers and J. Cheever
Cowdin as principals in an internal

receipts total to slightly more than
last year, at the same time theatres

8^£|Jing the

Jion for 20th

of the

clave of U's bigwigs during the past

pointment.

may be running ahead

Wallace Irwin Wins

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Henry :Henigson
selected
has
Tanny,' play by Marcel Pagnol,
French dramatist, as his initial pro- profits and damages were asked.
duction
In its reply to the suit, London
at
Metro with Wallace
Beery starred and Frank Morgan in Films claimed the film was adaptied
• featured comedy role.
from a story called 'Sir Tristram
Production will start following Goes West,' by Eric Keown, which
the completion of Beery's current appeared in Punch, in May, 1932. It
"tarrer, 'Bad Man of Brimstone.'
was conceded by Irwin that Sherwood was innocent of any plagiarism,
since he merely made the adaptation
CianBim-Wanger Huddle on assignment from the studio.
According to the novelist's suit,
the basic idea and virtually the enHollywood, Sept. 28.
Br. A. H. GianninI, United Artists tire plot of 'The Ghost Goes West'
Jjead, now back here,
conferred with was identical with his 'The TransWalter Wanger today (Tues.) re- planted Ghost.' Pic was released in

Clark West Today

Messers. J. Cheever Cowdin,
Charles R. Rogers and R. H.
Cochrane, the three chief executives of the company, and by
formal resolution have expressed the utmost confidence
in all three of these gentlemen.
Board of Directors
Universal Pictures Co.

combined with con-

A

Films Over

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Sidney Harmon, New York stage
producer now preparing to place
'Cassandra Kelly' and 'Bobin Landlug' on Broadway, reports to Paramount in mid-November on a deal
to produce films in the Harold Hiir-

thiis

'

IN

NOV. AS PRODUCER

Theatre operators and distributors
little discoiuraged over the fact
that a higher percentage of hit picare a

Apparently one
prime results of the high con-

hauling operations.

24.

ments you have recently published with regard to the internal affairs of the Universal
Pictures Co., which statements
have had a disturbing effect on
our personnel as well as on our
customers, we shall appreciate
it if you will publish the fact
that this board at its meetings
this week hais listened to reports of progress in the com-'
pany's business, presented by

PLUMBING REASONS

tures

York, Sept.

Editor, 'Variety:
In view of the hurtful state-

On

usual crop of box office attractions
for the playdating calendar. The
great difference in quality of picform the biggest aggregate payoff tures should be creating' a bigger
end of the proposed settlement, difference in gross, operators feelwhich is subject to court approval, ing that business isn't up far enough,
and may be forthcoming in a week in view of the factors that iBgure to
or sooner.
make it much more.
question
Root, Clark, Buckner &; Ballantine, which also concerns the students of
coimsel for the trustees, prosecuted the grossing charts is that while b.o.

UA

(Continued on page 21)

Universal company chieftains are
ways and means for over-

niulling

New

the Upside, Not
Commensurate wi^h the
Improved Quality

Par Trustees'

.

:will

U's 'Confidenice'

in

,

Changes, and Trying to Build Co.

Recent Crop of B.O. Hits,
•

Settles

he will
discuss release of 'Wind' while east.
He has offers from several major re-;
leasing ^rms. Metro has offered him
Finally, Paramount gains surceaseCulver City facilities for producing from its old financial woes and that
'Wind,' along with, M-G! actmg per- 77B situation by settlement of the
He long-delayed and pending $12,writers and directors.
.

No

Septem-

Product^ by No

in-

tends completing treatment on 'Gone
With the Wind' while east so as to

S

Within Universal Smoothed Over;

Means as Walloplnir as

.

.

SllOODO

August and

Last

.

j^elznick: has. tM>ro

mm

MIGHT

him.

Besides 'Nothing Is Sacred' and
^onx Sawyer,' now In production,

VARIETY

CROSSES 0K[ BUT Rogers-Cowdin-Cochrane Situation

UA or M-C; Meeting Mayer

Holly wood» Sept.
,

PICTURES

I^ST

..28-43

36
32-33
34
59
47-49

' ...

.

PICTURES

VARIETY

4

NO LEGAL COSTS

Kuykendall Huddling with Pizor

September

TTe^lnesdAy^

Allowable in UnsacceBsful Copyright

2%

1937

Phily Indies Aver Par s Losses

Salts

h Philly; MPTOA Hands-Of on Par
•

Although the United MoUon Picture Theatre Owners of Philadelphia,
•which led exhibitors irn that zone on
a bitter boycotting camp algii against
Paramount, is a unit ol the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America,
th^ latter is taking no active position
in tHe beef against Par and may not
be expected to embarrass this distributor through any steps at this
time. Ed L.' Kuykendall, president
yvho arrived in New
declared that al-^
though the unit in ..Philadelphia
headed by Lewen Pizor, went after
Par vigorovisly, he felt that since the
matter was not a national issue, the
of the.

MPTOA,

York Monday

MPTOA

(27),

should not take action.

.

Kuykendall will leave tonight or
tomorrow (Thurs.) for. Philadelphia
and will confer with Pizor on general matters ahd probably discuss
developinents in connection with the
boycott, but is not expected to tryto influence the Philly group one
way or another. Fact that the

Extending Runs
Philadelphia independents 'in the Par boycotting
groupi to get. along with fewer
pictures by lengthening runs
has no significance from a New
York viewpoint other than this
is typical of a move throughout
the whole country toward extended playing time—exactly

what Par and

all distributors
More
fighting for.
playing time, however, no matter what distributor's pictures
are purchased, is profitable only

have been

the

•when

enough

good

are

pictures

to stay longer.

true of any situation;
th^ country, playing time

This
in

is

from one day up being entirely
depehdeht upon the quality of
the picture.

NOW

GN'S IN

A SPOT

has not done anything
about the Par boycotting campaign
except to deprecate the failure of
Par to deliver, the pictures over
which the fuss arose, is reported to
Philadelphia, Sept. 28.
.
be due largely to a disposition on
Indie exhibs, in present suspicious
the part of the majority 'of the state of mind wherever an exchange
MIPTOA members not to go against is involved, started a momentary
Par ak exhibs have in Philadelphia flareUp against Grand National last
and Minneapolis. Allied States has week when the company sent out a
encouraged this much more than any letter announcing it wouldn't deliver
one.else.
27 of the 52 pix it promised for
Going into conferences immedi- 193C-37,
:

WITH PHILLY EXHIBS

'

lately

on arrival in

New Yprk

Ed Levy, getieral counsel of
MPTOA« Kuykendall declared

with'

Whole matter was quickly

the however,

that
repre-

to pay- the;

Although nothing has been heard
of it lately, Kuykendall stated that
the Walter Vincent radio competi
tion committee will continue to exist, seeing that improvement in the
handling of stars and film material
on the air is realized at all tim^S;

The MPTOA"

is particularly interested in seeing .what M^tro does on
the air with its own forthcoming

prpgram.
After a brief stopover In Philadelphia, Kuykendall will go to

Memphis

to

Convention

attend

Sunday

the Tri-States

and

Monday

(3-4).
He also hopes to look in on
the convention of the northwestern
theatre owners at Seattle Oct. 22,
In connection with th* MPTOA 10point program, Kuykendall in a prepared statement yefcterday (Ttesday). took cognizance of the threats
of legislative action by Allied States
as a means of correcting abuses of
which Allied's members complain.
He reminds that the
never
considered the legislative channel itself as a forcer for trade practice
reforms, but has repeatedly tried to
impress distributors with the thought
that .unless some:thing. was done
legislative action would become a

MPTOA

,

.

fees.

republic.
Rigaud,.-. Par's

on jurisdic-

against

month

when

John

settled,

Bachmann,

ing

fea-

tured role.

'It is

DECIDING ON OKLA/S

WILL ROGERS MEMORIAL

holding that

was

thie

basis of both stories

'common domain.'

in

LA. INDIES TO

decide
to
authority
unlimited
whether the memorial will be a hospital, a museum, a park or some type
of public institution.
The last legislature appropriated
$200,000 to help in building it near
Claremore, on land donated by the

Rogers estate. Another $150,000 is
expected to be added from private
made throughout the
donations
country shortly after Rogers' death.
Gen. Hoffman stated an effort will
be made to learn and follow the
wishes of Mrs.- Rogers. CJov. MarHollywood, Sept. 28.
land has indicated he favors the (ConLos Angeles indie exhibitor group struction of an Indian museum but
voted Monday (27) to take legal ac the Commission has not acted on the

GO AFTER PAR

A

NEW DEAL

PER

York*

contract. Voclay and handed-'
a new five-year deal at 20thcalling for ^ /three pictures annually at $100itOdi p^r. film.
Next assig[iyn55n^; 'Mr. Nickleby

Bros,
New them

Fox

Hollywood, Sept.

28.

•

.

Merman's 2d

'

.

have hopes of. salaried jobs on the
proposed Govcpuiment commission.
The proposed qualification that the lems. They are urgent, important
commissioners shall have no con- and of vital consequence to our
tinuing interest in the business may business.
Some progress has been
be signiflcaht.
made by our own efforts, but we are
•However, MPTOA welcomes the frankly disappointed in not being
support of Allied or any other exr- able to get better cooperation and
hibitorsy to a definite practical plan to advance our program further. Adto regulate comimercial abuses and ditional support, if sincere, will help
prevent injustices.
We have al- to get results. And it should not be
ways been ready and willing to work necessary to place the whole induswith any other branch of the indus- try under rigid Government regula'

with its inevitably litigation,
tax burden, penalties and politics.'

tion,

°

'

check of 340 Par accounts in
Was found there
were 31 Par pix played during week
of Sept .5; 39 during* week of Aug.
29; 38 'during -^eek of Aug. 22, and 24'
This incuririg week of Aug. 15.
cluded Par" pix being shown at -6?
Warner Bros,' houses and 10 ComerIn

'a

"

this entire zohe; it

'

'

:6rd-Publix theatres.

Lines are,h9lding fast right along.
',

Deanna's "Baby' Preps

.

Sits-

Down' and ^^Mwpn

Struck.'

London, Sept, 19,
Mfetro has put its first major Brit
ish^ picture, 'A Yank at Oxford,' in
production at Denham, somewhat in
advance of schedule. British play
ers signed to support Robert Taylor
include Vivien Leigh (a Korda con

on loan), Edmund Gwenn,
Griffith Jones and C. V. France.

Schwartz (who is suffering a stroke
and hadn't been approached by
strike committee); 56th St., owned by
William Goldman, and Lansdowne,
owned by Harry Denbbw,

.

'.

•

If strike isn't settled within coupla
months. Par bound to be hurt still
Many exhibs have stated
urther.
that by. that time they, will have,
made plenty of provision for filling.,
,

and will be in no position
o take on Par even at more favor-,
able prices. Furthermore, they say,,
hey're not going to sigh up for pijt
hat will be four jnonths old. This
means Par will suffer for whole year,
from their viewpoint.
all dates,

.

Poster Biz a Barometer
Further check on damage being
done Par is provided in report thi*
week of George P. Aarons of Philly,
secretary and counsel for National
Oster Service Association. This is
cooperative organization of indepen-

dent

men

>

and lobby display
country's 32 film zone&

'poster, still

in

its subsids, Associated DisCorp. and Republic Display

Through
])lays

Corp., it provides displays for products of aU companies,
Aarons' report reveals that since
th6 strike began on Aug. 1, poster
companies are selling to indies 85%.
fewer Par supplies than same time
last year, in terntories where the
fight i^ on organized basis. In Philly
Even in
sales have dropped 95%.
territories wher^ there is no organized strike, poster renters complaining that calls ior Par paper and dis»
plays have fallen off as much as 65%.
"

.

Tank' Gets Going

Gene Autry's contract, held by Re'During this prolonged
struggle for voluntary adoption of a public, is not for sale at any price,
definite program of self-regulation Herbert J. Yates, chairman of the
that was jso .fair, .so .practical and of Republic board, said last week.
such obvious benefit. to. the industry
Darryl F. Zanuck is said to have
as a whole as to be above sincere expressed a willingness to purchase
criticism* our rival organization (Al- the warbling cowhand's ticket for
lied) preferred to play politics and 20th-Fox.
withhold any support of these proposals.
At long last it seems that
Allied is oni the verge of giving their
for 20th
support to the MPTOA trade pracHollywood, Sept 28.
tice proposals in the form of a ,'Guff ey Act for the iWovies.
It is difEthel Merman is spotted as a fea-^
ficult to explain why they should op- tured in Irving Berlin's 20th-J'ox
pose the voluntary adoption of our filmusical,
'Alexander's
Ragtime
proposals for practical self-regula- Band.'
/
tion of commercial practices, then
Warbler will step into the picture
advocate statutory regulation of the following her toil in the Same stusame practices by the government dio's 'Bread, Butter and Rhythm,'
Possibly some of the Allied leaders Sonja Henie starrer.

theatres participating in strike, Par
is' definitely taking a setback. Comlittle better
than $2,000,000 a year in the terri.<.
Of this indies provide 35%
tory.
and chains the rest.

,

RITZ BROS/ $100,000

Antry Stays at Rep

from week to week, dependupon Par releases, but with 200

Only seven indie houses in immediate, vicinity of Philly have given in"
so far. They are Sherwood and Balhave been imore, owned by Earl and Joseph
Cimarron' the complained of pic- half dozei\ different ideas
Tort;. Bluebird, owned by Fred Felt;
persons.
different
by
offered
same- background.
ture, had' the
The Commission has been given Southern, owned by Sam and George
Judge Woolsey dismissed the suit
owned by Joseph
Telt;. Unique,

Conn

All Marine^'.from an
'Destroyer,* for a third Austin vehicle. Frankie Da.rro will be starred
in 'The Fighting Cadet* on the fall
schedule.

costing the ex-

between $10,000 and
Exact figure on loss

here

pany ordinarily does a

and

In
'Calling
original yarn,

•

varies

suggestion.
tion against the Paramount distrib
The last Congress appropriated
uting organization to force latter's
adherence to contractual, obligations. $500,000 toward the project but the
William Mosely Jones, speaker of bill was killed by President RooseCalifornia Assembly, has been re- velt since the Oklahoma. Commistained by the exhibs to frame the sion had not yet decided on what
Novis
Austin to
was to be built.
court action.
President Roosevelt suggested that
Legal move is the outgrowth of
Films
in
Par's failure to deliver six features, a crippled children's hospital be
assertedly contracted for in the '36< constructed and indicated that He
'37 lineup.
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Exhibs backing the ac- would sign a hill fOr such a contrimtion if the Oklahomans decide on
Arthur Hoerl and Edward Dewey tion represent o^^-r 100 indie theathe hospital and Congress again
have been, assigned to screenplay, tres in the L. A. territory.
passes the measure.
^Highway Patrol' and 'Detour to Admove to have Rogers' body
venture,' respectively, which Maubrought back to Oklahoma for per
rice Conn will produce with Gene
manent burial in his native soil is
Austin featured. Donald Novis willunder way.
(Sen. Roy Hoffman,
appear in a Conn filmusical tagged
PIC.
chairman of the Memorial Commis
'Come Out Fighting,' with Irving
sion, has received a deed .to 20 acres
Wing scripting a second Novis picof land on which the memorial wiU
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
ture, titled 'Singing Star,' in New
Darryl Zanqck ^ore/up the Ritz be placed.

Rex Hale is also toiling
York for Conn, adapting

is

'

'

•

$15,000 a week.

tentions at once.

Warble

this 'week, local sources aveif

change:

importation

from the Argentine, has a

and buying strike.
Paramount entering Its third-

indies' date

the agitation

ttiat

npt without reluctance,' Judge
WOolsey opined, 'that I must reverse
my previous order, for 1 think that
the allowance of fees to the successful party under Section 40 of the
Copyright Act constitutes a sanction
which tends to be a deterrent both
Oklahoma City, Sept. "28.
on infringers of copyright and on
Gov. E. W. Marland and Maij. Gen.
wholly unfounded copiyright claims
of which this instant cause furnishes, Roy Hoffman have agreed on Sept,
it seems to me, a conspicuous ex29 as a meeting dat* for the Will
ample.'
Rogers Memorial Commission. At
Caruthers claimed .that RKO inwill atfringed on his unpublished story, that time the Commission
of a
The- Sooners* which was based oh tempt to decide what, sort
constructed. A
the early settlement of, the West. memorial should be

says:

try or faction of exhibitors sincerely
Interested in working out our prob-

in error

stead of statutory copyright.

local

threat.

He

Hollywood, Sept 28.
With Fred MacMurray selected as male lead opposite Isa
Miranda in 'Lady of the TrojiParamount has leased a
ics,'
plantation in Cuba for location
sequences and will send a production company to the island

tional grounds in that , the suit was
based on commori^law copyright in-

.

'

winning attorneys'

cided he was

manager, explained that, in
he plans- seeing distributor
accordance, with standard exhibition
sentatives on this trip in connection contract, all films could be had at
with the 10-point program in an ef- prices originally contracted for. .All
fort to get action on conciliation exhibs had tO do was send in notice
boards aiid various trade practice that they wanted them.
concessions^
He believes that furUnited Motion Picture Theatre
ther progress may result from the Owners,, indie
org,
immediately
discussions planned and that distribs mailed notices to aU members warnare more and more seeing the -heed ing them to notify GN of their infor friendlier exhibitor relations,
conciliation Of disputes, etc.

With

Friday (24) in an opinion he de-

On

Per Wk;

Philadelphia, Sept. 28.

Locale

.

•

MPTOA

Rhumba

Judge John J. Woolsey, N. Y.,
decided last week when he reversed
himself in awarding $2;500 to counPictures in
sel for RKO Radio
the $l,000,00d infringement action
brought by AUen Caruthecs, writer.
In dismissing, the action Aug. 17,
Judge Woolsey directed Caruthers

$10,000 to $15,000

eral

of

Effort

Average

Attorneys successfully defending
copyright suits are out Df luck if
they expect to collect fee* lyom the
is
action
the
opposition uniess
brought on statutory grounds. Fed-

Holly wood,- Sept. 28.
Additional work on the script of
'Baby of the Family,' forthcoming
Universal starrer for Deanna Dur
bin, is being done by Monte Brice.
Story is an original by Pamela
Harris,

who

teamed

Trivers to turn out the

with

Through pressure on other ex--changes, release dates on many pix
been moved up to prevent
due to absence of Par,
United Motion Picture Theatre Owners claim.
Thirty-two major comhave

shortage

pany releases were made available
Barry from Sept. 3-Oct 3.

first script.

a bulletin issued by'
week declared, 'ex-'
wajiving clearance on repeat runs ahd other steps are being
taken to be sure of a plentiful supply
of good product for many months.
If you encounter any difficulty in
'In addition,'

UMPTO

Bill

New

tracted

was

hibitors

Hart Files Another

Suit Vs.
suit

UA for $685,000

against

,

_

United Artists

this

aire

Thursday (23) in
filling dates, communicate at once
Aside from the star, other Ameri
N. Y. supreme court by attorneys
with the secretary of UMPTO.'
cans in the cast Sir;4. Lipnel Barry
for Williain S. Hart. Charging conmore, Maureen O'SuUivan and Tully tract violation in connection with
Powers of attorney to allow a committee do all buying for the indie
Marshall, all playing as Americans. the release of his picture, 'Tumble
Remainder of the characters are weeds,' the plaintiff seeks damages exhibs in Philly are still coming in,
but slowly. About 200 houses have
native.
totalling $685,000.
On his previous suit, brought in been signed up so far.
filed

last

.

Gable's British Role
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Clark Gable's next film for Metro
will be 'Spur of Pride,' scripted by
R. C. Sheriff from P, C. Wren's
novel.

Gable plays a British army officer with locales in India and Africa
against a military background. Louis
D. Lighten will produce,

ISA MIRANDA'S PIC

BOW

Hearing on Par's appeal
1931, Hart won a jury
verdict of $85,000, plus $1,759 costs U. S. District Court's refusal
Appellate division set that verdict it injunction against strike
aside last July, leaving the plaintiff held in Circuit Court next
the choice of carrying an appeal to (4). Mass meeting will be
a higher court or bringing another Broadwood Hotel following
action.
Hart's attorneys are House,

same court in

Grossman, Vorhaus & Hemley. UA
is represented by O'Brien, Drlscol

against
to gtant
will be

Monday
held in
day,

.

.

&

Raftery.

WB

MICKEY

NEMN

BACK,

'FEELING LIKE MILLION'
Flack Shakeup

Holly wood, Sept. 28.
Hollywood, Sept, 28.
Departmental plans and changes
Marshall Neilan will direct the
Maurice Conn musical, 'Feeling Like
Tropics' as the studio bow of isa now under discussion at the War
Miranda, Italian star recently signed ner studio will be settled early in a Million,* with the only casting asLucien Hubbard will produce. A October on the return here of S signments set so far being 'The
deal Is now being talked with Selz- Charles Einfeld, advertising and pub
Three Gentle Maniacs.'
Nicholas Barrows and Robert St,
nlck International to borrow George licity head.
Cukor for the directing chore on a
Einfeld is due back for an extended Clair scripted from an idea by Conlater Miranda starrer.
stay out here.
nie Lee.

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
set 'Lady in the

Paramount has

.

.

—
.
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BOOM
Schehck,

Back

Hdp

Lift British Prod.

Hollywood, Sept.
Joseph
here last

H'wooi Urges

in

28.

V^ood, London, studio for release
-Within the next year. Schenck said
on his arrival that Hollywood's direct cooperation is absolutely neces'jary for the raising of British film

standards to- the lever of our own
and that it is up to us to supply
methods both as a means of relieving pressure on Hollywood proeduction, and 6t the ^a;rne time exieriding a helping hand to produc-tloh" in a country which is one of our
best markets.
Schenck went into a prolonged
huddle with Darryl F. Zanuck, ex-ecutive in charge of production, and
'his aide, William Goetz, on the British plans. Hollywood staff of 20thFox will cooperate to the fullest extent, with Zanuck planning to go
'abroad ntixt spring to start the prb-

;

Standards

NEW FILMS

mm
And

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Fernand Gravet will sing in 'Food
for Scandal,' his next Warner starrer which -Mervyh LeRoy will -produce.
Rodgers and Hart are cleffing several ditties and the film goes into
production' immediately after Gravet
arrives in Hollywood from Europe.

Space Getting
Harder to Find—Full
Studio

3BIGIfW00D
AGENTS MERGE

London, Sept.

quires a kitchen maid at once.'
Result was a queue which
started growing at eight in the

morning

S.

sHould encourage British production
'in this

ones, to the new company which will
act as a holding concern for the com-

way because such encourage- bined corporation.
Company handling

ment cannot hurt Hollywood, in

fact
will benefit theatres In this coimtry. By. working in direct coopera;tion with our studios here, the Brit.Ish producers will have the benefit
of our resources such as directors,
stats and supporting players, writers
•nd technicians, he pointed out.
Schenck said there is no change
In the status of Gaumont-British in
It

,

plays,

stories

and writers, out of the Edington office, headed by Rosalie Stewart, is
not affected. It is expected that another group from the radio field will
be brought into the picture also.

NITERY HOOFER DRAWS

Which 20th-Fox owns a large Inter-

LEAD IN 'RADIO REYES'

est.

PAR WANTS TRACY

IN

RAFT'S 'SPAWN' PIC
Hollywood, Sept.

28.

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
lead in 'Radio City Revels,'
top bracket filmusical to be proby Edward Kaufduced for
man, will be Ann Miller, nitery
hoofer, who was recently placed

Femme

RKO

.

'Spawn of the North' will be under a term contract. Previous
George Raft's next film at Para- appearances were in 'Stage Door'
mount, with the studio attempting and 'New Faces.'
Ben Stoloff will direct 'Revels'
to borrow
Spencer Tracy from
Metro for the same production with a supporting cast that includes
which is skeded' to roll around the Bob Burns, Milton Berle, Victor
Helen Broderick, Buster
last of October, Henry Hathaway Moore,
West and Meslissa Mason.
Jack
directing.
Hathaiway, accompanied by Rich- Mintz, Matt Brooks, Eddie Davis
ard. Talmadge, is seeking location and Dorothy Yost are scripting.
spots around. Los Angeles harbor
following Taimadge's return from
Ketchikan, Alaska, where he directNavy to Do It All Over

'

'

.

some by virtue

Down

the

Ways

Hollywood, Sept.

,

set as 'Millions

ary.

producer assignment on

Confession.'

On

WB

Expansion

'

JEAN MDIR FAVORS

OVl

B'WAY

.

as

was over last summer when
M. Warner and Joe Bernhard

legit situation

doing that

H'WOOD

New York

looking

for

a

and plays, Warners

is

may have

film prospects,
Warner will survey, the material
market and ogle any likely talent
for Hollywood purposes.
WB's v.p. additionally will meet
with Warner distribution executives
and branch managers while abroad.

stager.

make her home here

Plans to

definitely,

Oct. 8 and will fdhction until
the return of Jack L. Warner, who
sails from New York for six weeks

,

accompanied by Mrs.
Friday (1) to look in on
the London production situation. On
the same boat are the Jack Warners, latter going over for the same

28.

purpose.

Simone Simon is tuning up the
Flock of pix execs are currently in
London on the quota and foreign pipes to warble three ditties in 20th'Love and Hisses,' BernieFox's'
production
situation.
Col. is considering around 10 pictures in England.
Joe Seidelman,
head of the foreign department, .is

over there now.
Scribs Start Travellinir

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Paramount has assigned Patterson
McNutt and Harlan Ware to script
the next Bob
Burns-Martha Raye
Mature. 'Arkansas Traveler.'
Other Par writing assignments set
Walter De Leon and Francis Martin
on Collefie Swing';
Don Hartman
.and Frank Butler
on 'The Yellow
^ightingale,'

Ensenada.'

Winchell starrer.
Two of her numbers will be 'Sweet

Someone' and 'Lost in Your Eyes,'
by Gordon and Revel, while the
third will be the bell song from
Delibes' opera, 'Lakme,' an aria that
has made many a famed coloratura
run to cover.

Bigelow loaned

Sr. Fairbanks Challenges

U. S.

Tax Claim of $9,926
Washington, Sept.

28.

Another

screen personally last
the growing horde of
Hollywood leaders who are fighting

week joined

Government's atempts to grab bigCol.

Success Story

mer

Simone's Warblers
Hollywood, Sept.

Actress came east last sumfor strawhat dates, one being the
tryout at Ogunquit, Me., of 'Dearly
Beloved,' by Charles Beahan. Is a
native of New York and was in legit
before going to the Coast four years
ago.

legit.

consideration as cast toppers.

sails

mCANEER'S' WORLD
PREEIM SET FOR N. 0.
New

Orleans, Sept. 28.
The world premiere of 'The Buccaneer,' story of the life of Pirate
Jean Lafitte, will be held In
Orleans late In December, the Association of Commerce here was informed by Cecil B. DeMlUe Friday
The film will contain consid(24).

New

erable footage lensed'in and around

New

Orleans by crew headed by
Bill Pine, Hal Rbsson and Dewey
Wrlgley, cameraman, earlier in season.

A number of Cajiins from bayoU'
country near here also appear in film
because Hollywood professionals and
extras were unable to manipulate
the tricky pirogues used in some of
the scenes. Also prorninent In the
cast is Anthony Patorno, local radio
actor, who has part of Rafael and
who

Is

also

assisting

in

technical

capacity on the film.

York

she likes.

Yarn deals with Stephen "Decatur's
Dissatisfaction with her last few
naval victories over the Barbary pihave songs by Mack rates and will have a tremendous pix was the cause of her coming in Europe tomorrow (Wednesday).
Gordon and Harry Revel and Lew climax in the burning of the cap- east, according to 'Miss Muir. Would
Jack Warner is expected back at
consider another studio deal only if
Pollack and Sidney D. Mitchell.
tured Yankee frigate Constitution in
the studio around Dec. 1.
it called for a maximum of one or
Tripoli harbor. George Raft, Frances
"7^
two
films a year, with tin\e off for
Farmer and Ray Milland are under
Jack Cohn Sailing
_^Jack Cohn,

situation,

'

Program Abroad

•

Scott quintet.
Picture will

Cohn,

Goldwyn-Korda

One other proposition which is also
held to be on the fade, if hot altogether out at this time, is that by
which Prudential, with the help of
the Rothschilds of Et^gland, might
have put up the entire amount
necessary for. exercising the control'
options, and, as collateral, take a first
Foreign operations, notably In mortgage on all U,A. assets. The
England, and prospects of any ex- amount mentioned is $5,500,000.
pansion iat this time will receive
Such a deal envisioned Mary Pickfurther executive notice from War- ford accepting as she has a right to
ner Bros., With Jack L. Warner, head do only $1,500,000 rather than $2,of production for the company, meet' 000,000, in cash, and taking the
ing Sam E. Morris on the other side balance in stock, thus remaining with
early in October. Warner, accom
the firm.
panied by Mrs. Warner, sails toThiere is nothing here which would
day (29). Morris is already abroad. indicate that the deal whereby
WB's v.p. in charge of production Mervyn LeRoy would participate as
at the studio will be away Ifhree a third party in the Goldwyn-Korda
weeks or more inspecting the foreign deal is by any means certain to gosituation and discussing production
(Continued on page 21)
well
other matters with Morris.

Hollywood, Sept. i28.
inHal B. Wallis will sit in as top
having no idea of going
'True back to Hollywood. Is considering executive at the Warner studio when
several plays, but hasn't found one H. M. Warner pulls out for New

for Defense,' following completion of
his

The parties have more than one
financing deal on the tapis.
Just
which deal the lads will work out is
one' of those things.
Skepticism is
expressed over the chances of British
sources putting up the required full
$6,000,000 to exercise the option.
One of the proposals which is now
stated to have gone floppo concerned
a suggestion that might have brought
N. L. Nathanson, of Canada Into the

sal-

WB

Jean Muir has given up films for
legit.
Having wound up her conHollywood, Sept. 28.
Lewin's next picture at tract with Warners, the actress is in

Paramount has been

fortnight.

penditure does not improve the turned their executive attention tochances of making a good picture, ward Europe, Bernhard going over
would find no takers here at this at that time reportedly to consider
possibilities of theatre expansion in
Quota Inflnence
England and on the Continent. No
Clear to see in the new buzz of definite plans were made in consework is the influence of the White quence of his- trip.
Paper on quota. United Kingdom
has
Since that time, however,
producers, gambling on the new law entered the legit producing field in
keeping close to those proposals, London. Warner is expected to look
look to the coming year as another in on this new venture as well as
studio
bonanza.
Stimulating
to lay out film production plans with
Irving Asher for the Warner Ted(Continued on page 44)
dington studio, where facilities may
be enlarged for heavier schedules
in future. Aside from viewing the

.

Albert

in

time.

Again for Par's 'Defense'

28.

Completed cast of 20th-Fox's *Re-,
becca of Sunnybrook Farm,' which
rolled yesterday (Monday) includes
Shirley Temple, Gloria Stuart, Helen
Westley,
Robinson,
Phyllis
Bill
Brooks. Jack Haley, Slim Summerville, Alan Dinehart, Dixie Dunbar.
Peters Sisters and the Raymond

finally

traffic

bucks per week offered as

of representing extended British plans' of U. S. producer-distribs, others because major
local concerns stick to the principle
that class pictures cannot be made
for the restricted domestic market.
Of the jobs now in hand, it is
observable on analysis that budgets
imder $500,000 are the exception and
not the rule. During the financial
frenzy of last January, outlays of this
size were roundly condemned as ex
travagant and unnecessiary. And al
though Louis B. Mayer's recent as
sertion that money is no guarantee
of quality in pictures brought cheers
as
from the local big-shots; any theory Latter
attempting to prove that fair ex- Harry

ed fishing sequences for the picture.

'Becky'

jammed

Dover Street.
Cause of the enthusiasm
couldn't have been the five

early this year, local studios are now
up to a pitch of activity well over
normal, with subjects on the shooting
schedules suggesting a busy winter

'

added that

which

and

priactically

28.

obtain financing to exercise their
control options on United Artists will
probably be closed in New York. It
is for this purpose that David Rose,
Alexander Korda and certain of the
letter's
financier associates
(Prudential Assurance Co.) will be leaving for New York within the coming

Robert Taylor re-

stating: ,'Mr.

'

,

19.

Snooty West End employment agency posted a notice

'

-

London, Sept.

Sides

and floor space at a premium.
Productions currently occupying
the stages, as well as others set to
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Edington-Vincent, Charles K. Feld- follow, reflect the determination of
man and the Feldman-Blum agencies producers to make only pictures, of
ductibri ball rolling.
have consolidated into the Interna- international standard. Thirty or
*
The five to be made in England
tional Artists' Corp.
Each of the more of the films due out of the
this season will be produced by
trio of agencies will turn in its pres- studios before the close of 1937 will
S^kmuel Engel and Robert T. Kane.
ient client setup, along with all new be offered in the American market,
Schenck
the U.

Y.

Any deal by which Samuel Gold*
wyn and Alcxande;- Korda hope to

Schedules on Almost Alt

BUT NEW NAMEPLATES

Due Back in N.

It?

Money Again

Big

London, Sept. 19.
In a recovery from the slump
which mastered British production

.

al.,

To Consummate Goldwyn-UA Deal

01

FOR

'vthese

.

Korda, Rose, Et

Or Could

Tunes for Gravet

M. Schenck winged baqk
week elaborating on the

announced plans that 20th-Fox will
produce five pictures at its Pine-

1

.

U. S.

ger slices of film earnings.

Zoltan

Budapest, Sept. 17.
had an almost

Greguss

fatal stage accident at the beginning
of his career when he fell, from a

LeRoy's $2,000,000 Ready
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Mervyn LeRoy is ready to go
through with his United Artists deal
which will set him into the organization as a producer-owner the same
as Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander
Korda, just as soon as the other
principals complete their financial
arrangements.
LeRoy has $2,000,000 to throw into
the new organization, he said, em-

high platform and fractured a lot of
bones.
He spent a long time in a phasizing that it's his own coin and
plaster cast but returned to the not that of his fathe;:-in-law, H. M.
stage after seven years and, after Warner. He has two films to commany privations, achieved success in plete under his Warner contract and
will make them between now and
several plays last season.
RKO has just signed Greguss. He next spring, he said.
is due in Hollywood as soon as he
can get out of his current engage
Singing
ment at the Vigszinhaz theatre.

Danger

Garrett's 1st

Hollywood, Sept.

28.

—Men

Hollywood, Sept. 28,
Jack Randall's next singing thudand-thunderer for Monogram will be
'Danger Valley.'
R. N. Brac^buiy
will roll the cameras as producer-

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Universal's next Crime Club picSquabble aboilt his income tax on
Columbia borrowed Joe Bigelow 1933 compensation was carried to the ture, 'The Black Doll,' will be difrom Sam Goldwyn to write the U. S. Board of Tax Appeals by Dou- rected by Otis Garrett, who has director Oct. 20.
Six-gun warbler is undergoing
glass Fairbanks, who is challenging been upped from the cutting de
screen play of 'Ea.sy Sailing.'
vocal coaching to improve his sinjand Duke Atteberry on
Film is a Grace Moore starrer with Internal Bureau's deficiency assess- partmont to megger.
This will be his first assignment. ing.
ment of $9,926.
Nat Perrin producing.
.
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HOMLOFHCES FEAR DALLAS SETBACK
HAY OPEN WAY FOR MORE DUALS
Immune

South Heretofore
state Decision

Be

If

OKU

to Two-for-Ones-

—Inter-

Gillham West, Alec Moss

Ad, Wilkie Pub Top
Can4 Heads
While Bob Gillham is on the Coast

Upholdins^ Price, but

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Columbia

now

figures it,'ll get out on its 'Lost Horizon' $2,000,000
first the home-office was skeptical,
agreeini
biz for the theatres, but possibly not getting the production-distribution end off the nut.
Meantime, Col lightly regards its tiff with Frank Capra in that tht
company figures a settlement will be effected. This, despite Capra'i
suits in Hollywood for $100,000 salary arrears, and another in England
for alleged misleading advertising on a Col pic.
Superior Judge Robert Kenny Monday (20) in L..A. sustained Columbia's
demurrer to Capra's $100,000 suit. Director has been given 10 days tp file
Picts.

production Investment. At
it

would do okay

°

Alec Moss, exploitation head of
Paramount, will be in charge of ad- an amended complaint.
This new arrangement
vertising.
will exist in future when the head
is one's desire to have his own busiExpansion of business 'which required twice as much floor space promptof the publicity-advertising departness prosperous a defense.
ment at the h o, is on the western ed Pathe Films to move to the RCA building. In nevf quarters, the com'The result of this transaction was front where he plans spending more pany has virtually the whole west end of one floor. Old space in the
to take "from others that which they time from, now on.
Al Wilkie is in RKO Tsuilding will be occupied by Grand iN'ational Films, which formerly
have the right to believe and to top charge on the= publicity ttnd.
had some departments lockted apart from the main home office floor,.
know shall not be taken. It is as
In its new offices, which also will be occupied by Pathegrams, a Path*
Gillham flew out Friday night (24)
certainly theirs as the right to with a stopover at Kansas City, his Films subsid, the company also has room for an elaborate directors' meetbreathe the right to live.
room. DuPont Film Mfg. Co., in which, Pathe Films holds a substantial
ing
about
He'll
be
away
town.
home
'The distributor respondents have two weeks this trip.
interest, also has moved into the Radio City group, now being located tit
the legal right to contract for the
No. 9 Rockefeller Plaza.

Done by Concerted Action

'

'

Characterizing

adverse

the

de-

cision in Dallas against the Interstate circuit and 10 major producerdiStributor;s as unfortunate, since

exhibition prices for
pictures protects the product, industry spokesmen in New York view
•the Government ruling as laying the
southwest as well as .other parts of

maintaining

country wide open to double
billing.
Success of distributors in
the Texas area to specify minimum
admission prices of subsequent runs
and keep double bills out of the area
has made it possible for the first-run
accouhts to demand higher tariffs at
the b. 0. Price wars now may come.
the

Fear is expressed that independents in the Interstate territory may
swing into double billing. If they
do, it may -mean that the big chains,
such as Interstate, Robb & Rowley,
Jefferson Amusement and Griffith,
may be forced to meet such competition and lower prices by also going
.dual, the same as has. happened in
other parts of the country where
larger operators tried to continue
with single features, but ultimately
had to give iiL Balaban 6i Katz in
Chicago and the Great States circuit
in Illinois and Indiana are examples
'

.

—

exclusive exhibition of their copyrighted pictures to their respondent
exhibitors.
If they should do that
as a result of common understand-

that would be illegal. But if
they do that without any' such common agreement or imderstanding, it
is free from condemnation, so far
as the law is concerned.'
Before leaving for California upon
receiving the court's decision, Hoblitzelle, president of Interstate and
Texas Consolidated, said, his companies 'wiU bow to the ruling of the
court.' He added that until his counsel , determines .whether, an appeal
will be taken, 'we will operate our
theatres without change in policy.'

EDUCATIONAL SET TO

RENEW WITH 20TH-FOX

of this.

No portions of the south are in
Some comfort is dedouble bill.
rived from the fact that not only
Texas but eastward to the Atlantic
seaboard double bills have never
Question is
gained a foothold.
whether the public will accept duals
In the Texas area in the event they
are attempted. Opinions in this connection are a guess,. although pointed
out that, while the Dixie fans are
strong for bank nite and the like,
they want their shows short rather
than long. Maybe it's the traditional
laziness of the southerner that makes
,

.

too tired If sitting through two
features, newsreel, trailers, possibly

him

a short and bank nite.

This

is

the

hope,' at least.

The

.

Inteirstate contracts

with ma-

.

-

tire

for

has been

many

Decision Today
Dallas anti-trust action,
for the major distributors,

a defeat

may be
appealed by legal staffs of major distributing companies. They probably
will not get together to decide just
what course to pursue until today
(Wednesday) or later this week. An
is always possible biit all facbe weighed before attorneys for the majors decide what

Entry of Ford Motor Co, into the color-picture business will swell Government propaganda about the national park system. Detroit car maker
has promised to put $25,000 into reels depicting natural beauties of three
western reservations,, with films bemg distributed via Interior Department
for educational use. Motor mogul's cash will be used- in recording scenes
at Utah vacation spots, Zion and Bryce CUtnyon parks, and Cedar Breaks
national monument. Both black-and-white and tinted reels are skeddejl.
Will be two-reelers. First color venture by Ford. - Previously motor magnate has paid for regular pix of Yellowstone and Glacier parks.
«

appeal

tors will

Under the old Educ-20th. contract. clarification before the decree is ento en- tered by means of a petition for regage in production of shorts on its hearing.- It also might be secured on
own hook excepting the Magic Car- argument on the form of .the decree.
pet series put out by .Fox-Movie- Third approach might be by maktone.
ing it a grounds for appeal after
the decree is entered.
Those familiar with the Texas case'
IiicorporatioBs
studied the decision for several hours
Monday before being able to summarize its full content because Of the.
CALIFORNIA
unusual lengthiness.
Sacramento,
El Capltan C«ll«Re o( the •Theatre';
Gist of decree was:
cajMtal stock, 600 shares;
none subHcrlbed.
Dlrecfors: Henry Duffy, Dale
(1) That there was conspiracy.
winter Duffy, B, M. Winter.
(2) That' the use of the, clause
pursuant to conspiracy constituted a
Century was not permitted

exhibition

Cosman Rides

to

Dallas, Sept. 28.

Interstate circuit has been violating
Sherman anti-trust act in forcing

the

Reason why Beatrice (]Mrs. George S.) Kaufman withdrew as story
editor of Samuel Goldwyh's New York office is explained by. -her that
the job interfered with her private life. Dramatist's 'wife includes a number of playwrights among her intimates ^nd they frequently asked her to
read their plays before the scripts reach managerial hands. Being witn
the Goldwyn outfit developed a situation where not only did those friends
desist from seeking her opinion, biit they got out of the habit of visiting
the Kaufman domicile. So she decided the job was the wrong, idea and
took a wallc, Sam Marx, Gbldwyn's story head, while east, appointe^l
Julius Evans, former producer for the
Caravan Theatre, to' succeed
Mrs. Kaufman.
'

WPA

'

restraint of trade.
(3) That the individual contract
between each distributor and the ex-

hibitor in this case

was

illegal.

Script is being written by Frank Whitbeck, Oliver Garver and Hermaa
for an ambitious trailer to exploit Metro's n6xt season's product
Idea .has received the okay of Howard Dietz, advertising and exploitatioi
chief. Series of trailers to be titled 'Behind the L^ns' also is to be iissue«i
giving audiences lowdown on some aspects of film, making. Second MetM
exploitation .reel following '.Romance of Celluloid* goes out late this fal
under the title, 'The School of Experience,' The first is a new idea Itt

Hoffman

trailers

and has been

w.ell received.

Own

Cosman, head of J, T. Cosand Producers Laboracommended the defendants for the tories Inc., testified before Bankend sought but chided them on the ruptcy Referee Harold P. Coffin, last
week, in the bankruptcy hearing of
means employed.
His ruling was in connection with Cosman, Inc. Cosman so far for.got
action instituted by the Government himself as to drive down to the
asking for injunction against the bankruptcy court in his Rolls Roy.e.
Interstate Circuit and Texas Con- The attorney for Gevaert Co. of
Hoblitzelle-Bob America, Inc., one of the two credisolidated
(Karl
O'Donnell, et al.), Paramount, Vita- tors listed by Cosman in the bankto legal achievement of the desired
conditions.
The judge, in effect,

RKO, Columbia, United ArtMetro and 20th Century-Fox.
After three days of testimony and
arguments in court. Judge Atwell
pondered the issues for 48 hours before finding with the Government in
this language:
'The sharp issue, the battleground
of this case^ is whether the respondents conspired together to bring
about the fixing of a minimum 25c.
charge by the subsequent exhibitor.
'The conviction is inescapable that
there was such an agreement Beyond even the citing of testimony is
the irrefutable fagt that such contracts as the exhibitor respondents
made with each of the distributor
respondents was itself in violation
of the Sherman anti-trust laws.
'One of the respondents, Mr. Karl
Hoblitzelle', is one of the city's finest
characters.
He sought legal advice
before he began crusading for these
contracts.
The conclusion that this
court reaches is not a criticism of
him nor a condemnation of him. Nor

J,

T.

man,

Inc.

ruptcy, got wind of the fact that (he
Rolls was parked in front of tiie
courthouse, and while Cosman was
on the witness stand had a sheriff
seize the car. The first that Cosman
knew of it was when his chauffeur
came up to report. When last seen
the Rolls was being driven off by
the sheriff's deputy.

Unusual feature of the bankruptcy
the fact that only two creditors
are listed by Cosman, Gevaert and
Leslie Handler, a receiver appointed
at the behest of Harold M. CJoldblatt,
the barrister, in an attempt to colis

.

lect a

,

judgment obtained by him.
company formerly was

Cosman

the sales agency for Gevaert in this
country. On June 28, 1937, Gevaert
Co. obtained a judgment of $116,853.23 after an award in arbitration
for unpaid balances due on sales of
its

raw

stock

company.
that the

made by

the

Bankraptcy

allowed credits

M

close

.

Lew Wertheimer, new executive aide to Joe Sbhenck at the 20th*-Fox
studio, is of the Wertheimer brothers, who operated The Dunes, Palm
representation
that
these
had been previously allowed Springs, and. known at the Detroit Florida and Coast resorts. An intimate
by the Cosman Co, to one of its cus- of film executives, Wertheimer has accompanied Schenck abroad on sevtomers. Another item of over $17,- eral pleasure trips. Film man is grooming Wertheimer as a studio exec.
000 was claimed by Gevaert as the
difference between the prices actuIt may be Metro 'News .of the Day' on the film but as far the lab on
ally received by the Cosman Co. on
10th avenue, N. Y., is concerned, the newsreel is still Hearst's Metrotone
sales of Grevaert. film and the sales News,
Three signs outside the entrance to. the laboratory and editorial
prices reported to the Gevaert Co. offices proclaim this fact. New York phone
book also'still calls it Hearst's
on these sales. These items were all Metrotone News,
included in the claim'^ filed in bankruptcy by Gevaert
It is estimated that 'Stella
upon

credits

Upon a previous examination of
Cosman's attorney, the latter testithat J. T. Cosman, Inc. held

fied

among

its

Producers

assets a series of notes of
Laboratories, Inc. (an-

other Cosman corporation) aggregating $30,000, which were in the
possession of Cosman.

Despite this testimony of his attorney, Cosman denied that this
company had any of these promissory
notes
and disclaimed any

knowledge or recollection of these
.

notes being in the possession of this
company. When he persisted in disclaiming any knowledge of the notes,
a most unusual
thing happened,
Cosman's own attorney asked to
take him off the witness stand for a
conference, and when Cosman resumed the witness chair he produced the notes which he admitted
'

Dallas' Avill turn in a domestic gross rental
to United Artists and Selznick-International of around $1,700,000, 'Star is
Born'- will top that for $2,000,000, a 1936-37 delivery.
'Stella' has had

around 500 extended playing time engagements where held longer thin
originally contracted for.

Arthur Hornblow ,Jr., one of the few persons really on the inside of tht'
famous fake armistice- announcing the end of the World War, has been
invited to appear on a trans-conlinc ital hookup Armi.stice Dav and relete
the lowdown of what happened. Tornblow was an ofTicer in the U. S.
Army Intelligence Corps at the time.
Entire shooting script of 'Marco Polo' by Robert E. Sherwood is inbook Frances Marlon has written, 'How to Write ind
which will be publ shed in November by Covici-Friedc.
This alone takes up more thi'.n one-third of the book. Dedication is to
the late Irving Thalberg.

corporated in the
Sell I'ilm Stories,'

The Independent Theatre Owi ois' Assn. of New York is taking exception
to continuance of bank night by Locv/'s in the metropolitan area, ciaiminf
that Loew's with its first run.', buying power, etc, has the picture,"! and
doesn't need this hypo.

Cosman had been

Gevaert Co. also claimed

Cosman compainy

Probably unprecedented' in picture exploitatioa is the still continued
ballyhoo on ^Gone With the Wind,' already an adn>ittedly over-publicized
(in advance) campaign so that by the time the picture really goes into
production next year, and is slated for release, the trade wonders how
any campaign can be devised to top the present one. The buildup got out
of hand with the crystal-gazing on who would play which role.
.

Hearing in RoIls-Rc^M; Car Seized

second-run admissions to keep above
25c., Judge William H. Atwell ruled
Saturday (25) in Federal District
court here, but he pointed the way

ists,

Action on Texas

With all the international excitement created by the ravages of the mysterious submarine in the Mediterranean, a nuniber of majors are planning
undersea hlms to capitalize on the publicity. Warners,, however, will be
'first into the. theatres with a submarine drama, titled 'Submarine D-1,*
which was Wjeli into production when the excitement first began. U. S.
Navy cooperated to make the film authentic. Meanwhile Lloyd Bacon,
who directed 'Submarine D-1,' is pushing a second undersea craft story in
which he plans to use miich of. the footage shot in 'D-1,' which will point
up the. drama of a pirate undersea craft with heavier emphasis.

years.

Jadgre AtweU's Decision

graph,

Map

Multiple channel recording, first tried out by Leopold Stokowski an^
Although not urgent, the matter of course of action to pursue.
the Philadelphia Symphony for Universal's '100 Men and a .Girl,' turned
renewing the contract between EduFrom the lengthy decision handed out a distinct success. Orchestral renditions of Tschaikowsky, Mozart,
cational and 20th-Fox for distribu- down, several film lawyers believed Liszt, Wagner' and Verdi are incorporated in the picture. Due to the fact
tion by latter of the Educ shorts that the status of the double-bill that instead of one microphone and a single sound track being used in tho
product is expected to be set shortly. clause still remains in doubt. Under- recording, 14 mikes made six simultaneous recordings, one for each prinNegotiations toward renewal be- standing is that the majors will ask cipal orchestra section,- it became practicable to permit emphasis on an^
tween S. R, Kent and Earle W. Ham- for clarification but just how re- section desired. Divisions were violins, 'cellos and basses, woodwinds,
brasses, harp and percussions. Result achieved have Industry talking.
mons have been interrupted by mains to be seen.
Kent's illness.
This might be done by asking for

jor dlstribs fixed 2Sc as the minimum
price a subsequent run must charge.
What precedent the Dallas decision
may have, so far as a collective pol-.
icy of distribs in setting any miniadmission price for a theatre
TEXAS
on selling their film, is another matAustin, Sept. 28.
All
ter for possible consideration.
SouthweAtern Xlteaire llqulpnien't Co,,
contracts now specify that no theatre Houston; merchandise;, capital stock,
Incorporators:
A. Mortciisen,
shall charge less than 10c. This flg- $16,000,
George H, Heck, J, W. HUU
contracts
in

mum

Distribs to

ing,

that

in his pocket all the time
he was testifying. This next
is
scheduled for Wednes-

had. been, hearing
to

$5,000;

day

(29).

Earle W, Hammons is claimed the champ yachtsman in show bu-siness.
President of Educational has taken dowii two first and one .second wins
His sailboat is called Four Windi.

in yacht. racing competition this season.

,
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ADMISH MUST UP THIS YEAR
20thRecedesfrom%DemandsinNJ.;
That Co. Plus M-C,
[

WB Claim 701 Sold

Minneapolis, Sept. 28.

'[
,

r

.

•

Due

.lieu of this, flat-rental for

-

mn

.

'

company

on

previous

It originally
percentages.

contracts.
..eight

.

percentage

,

,

Materials,

GEORGE WEEKS MAY GO

demanded

INTO INDIE DISTRIB.

mont-British last week,

may

:Organ-centage pictures. Despite the strike ize his own sales organization for
agaiiist percentage deals, however,' the handling of independent picthe indies, members of Northwest tures. Pending, any definite plans in
Allied, have been buying M-G new- this direction, Weeks is considering
season product with foui- pictures two connections which, at the moIt also claims to have sold ment, are in preliminary stages of
at 40%.
'70% of Twin City possibilities. The discussion.
playdate strike against Paramount is
He plans to take a trip abroad the
•keeping most of the Twin Cityin- middle of October or around Nov. 1,
dies from buying that product.
his resignation becoming effective
Warnei" Bros, has a national policy the latter date.
Last spring "Weeks was reported
calling for 40% on two pictures, 35
when his. contract with
on.' four
and 30 on 12, but Rud leaving
•_Lohrenz, local branch manager, with the company expired during the
.

:

,

.

.

.

.

GB

•

-

home

office

permission,

been summer.

has

He

has been hanging on

on a flexible basis, offering since then, sseing the company past
optional deals in certain situations. convention time .and well into the
" This
company, too, claims to haVe selling season.
Before coming to
clQsed 70% of Twin City possibilities. GB, Weeks headed his own producoffers optional deals of flat ing-distributing company, Mayfair
rentals or six pictures at 35% and Pictures.
He states he probably
the balance flat and has sold many wouldn't organize another company
.ot the Twin City accounts. United for himself.
Artists and' Universal also are makWith Weeks resigning, sales super-,
Ing optional deals.
vision will come directly under Arthur A. Lee, v.p. and general manager of GB, with Clint White, asHollywood, Sept. 28.
'

selling

V

.;

RKO

»

.

'

•

•

•,

*

•

sistant to

Columbia Pictures has negotiated
a deal whereby its A product will
flrstrun showings at the RKOHjllstreet and Pantages theatres on
B day-date basis. Top bracket prod,uct from Universal and Radio, also
is sewed up for the houses.
.

.

^
'
'

Five films soon

to. "Ije

Weeks, becoming assistant

g.m. directly under Lee. An east' i,
division manager has heen appointed,

have

.

Arthur Greenblatt drawing

this sales

while selection for a western
division is unset following resignation of Kenneth Hodkinson. Latter
is going into business for himself.

post,

shown are

figured as likely holdovers, running
around 12 weeks and hence shutting
out all other top product of the three
companies until around Jan. 1. Congested situation seems in the offing
in view of the fact that the trio will
put out at least 15 'A' pictures in
that time besides the five already

Make

It

—

Since 1929

Before the current (1937-38) seais over, it will be costing film

son

much more

adniissions,

it

is

to see pictures

than

.

-

.

-

.

,
.

-

,

_
'.

deals just closed,

'TIME'

scales

the

Blow
and

Y.,

Seems Worse Down

12 of the country's 65 collection dis-

Under Than

in U.

Melbourne, Aug.

tricts, the take from admissions was
on the upgrade. Most of the slumps
S. were relatively
small and were confined to 'the rural areas and thinly-

31.

'

Outbreak of

to

noted in many scattered parts of the
country where operators declare
they are testing tilted admissions to
see if the public will pay more. Anticipating that the 'average film fan
will dole out extra coin to see pictures if the boost isn't too high at
the start, and realizing economics
demand a higher return' at the
ticket windows from now on, opera
tors are picking out houses here and
there where anything from a nickel
up may be added to the admish.
There are many theatres where the
increase is only a nickel at this time
but such houses may add on another
nickel later if the public responds.
Higher rentals this season, coupled
with payroll increases for other help
in operation of theatres, greater cost
of materials and other items are
making it almost, mandatory to try to
get more from the consumer. I'The
operators cite, among other things,
that, the cheapest thing the public
.

infantile paralysis

is

settled states.
Declines were noted
in Colorado, Georgia, 8th Illinois
Kentucky, Mississippi, Montana,
Hampshire, North Dakota,

district,

New

11th Ohio, 12th Pennsylvania, Rhode
Famil.y trade has completely disapIsland and South Dakota seqtors.
peared, and managements have cut
The gains far overshadowed the
down their staffs to the lowest level,
occasional dips, with Manhattan, Chiusing full crews only on Saturdays.
and Los Angeles, which proAn official of Hoyts stated that cago, the
largest amounts of amuseshould the outbreak continue for duce
ment
levies, showing healthy rises.
three months his chain would lose
The Third New York district, coveraround $200,000.
ing the Broadway area, collected
Managements recently made an $6,352,590, a clinib of $1,013,134, while
appeal to the distribs for a reduc
the Sixth 'California district, which
tion of hire .costs, but, according to embraces Hollywood and L. A., took
Hoyts,
distribs
have refused to
(Continued on page 25)
grant any cuts, with the result that
the boys are taking'a severe Jolt.
•

Biz in the nabes and stix is tragic,
and many exhibi express the hope

HORROR WAR

SINO-JAP

that the Government, will close all
shows as quicldy as possible. This
would allow a breathing spell' until
the scare has passed, plus being an
Sino-Japanese warfare coverage
out from contract obligations.
for U. S. newsreels went off on a
With nearly 100 schools closed, hew tangent in the past week as
requested
that
its
children under 16 prohibited from RKO-Radio
clips
in
Pathe
attending shows, adults staying in Chinese-Japanese
buys .today is theatre, admissions and their own homes, and travelers News be jerked while other reels
that this is one .thing that hasn't
giving Victoria' a wide berth, it can encounteried increasing censorship
gone up since the depiression: Theo- easily
No reason
be* seen just iwhat the out- difffculties in China.
ry is that the public should expect
or Pathe for elimirtatbreak is doing to show biz in this given by
to pay nfiore.
ing Orient conflict scenes. Embassy
territory.
Scientific Approach
Newsreel, N. Y., was asked to yank

SCENES ORDERED OUT

'

RKO

There

REEL SHIFTS,

ROLAN OVER TO RKO

is

no concerted

territorial

action toward fcicreases. at the box
office and in 'mt>.st .^11 cases the situation is apprcfefchei' for every individual theatre operation with care

(Continued on page 10);

Grand Na-

.

,

I

!

I

I

I

Hollywood, Sept.

28.

Merle Oberon remains in London
to star in Alexander Korda's producseat 1.200.
tion of Robert E. Sherwood's drama,
Harris circuit, originally sold out 'Over the Moon,' under an extension
to WB in 1929,
has undergone com- of her leave granted by Samuel
plete reorganization in
few" Goldwyn.
last
years and now numbers 16 houses
She returns to Hollywood in time
in western
Pennsylvania and east- to start 'Kiss in the Sun,' with Gary
.

Cooper, for Goldwyn Nov.

15.

forward weekly reports on
shorts regularly where played so
that Diamond may guide production accordingly for the benefit of
the Par- theatres as well as other accounts using the company's shorts.
Interstate
preceded the report
idea with a shorts manual which
completely covers rnerchandising of
the briefies. It has been made available to all other Par partners. The
Hoblitzelle-O'Donnell circuit of
around 100 houses, all in single bill,
is the most profitable account for
shorts in the whole country.
Circuit attaches as much importance
to shorts as to features and goes out
to sell them, in nearly every ad giving over 50% of the space to the one
and two-reelers. also turning over
about half of lobby space, front,
chain

time, are determining what is
wanted in the shorts department.
The Interstate- chain in "Texas, for
example, which strongly favors the marquee, etc,, to them.
One stunt Interstate pulled that
short subject because Karl Hoblitzelle and Bob O'Donnell sell them proved very profitable was putting
strongly in that section, started the together 12 one-reelers and selling
reporl^to the home office, and oth- them as a feature, giving it billing
sending 'em in in- of 'Jam
ers ali^eady
Session.'
Chain picked
clude George W. Trendle for the siiorts that had names such as Rudy
Detroit zone; Carl Bamford for the Vallee. Ina Ray Hutton. etc., and
southeast, and the Inter-Mountain exploited as well a.s advertised it
group in the Salt Lake territory op- heavily all over the Texas territory.
erated by Harry David. The thought This hasn't been tried by any other
is to have all groups in the Par
chains so far.
first

lot

28;

infantilis paralysis cases

How Best to Merchandise Shorts

Barret McCormick,
Louis De Rochemont, producer at
'M. of T.' reel, becomes general manager artd in charge of all reel activiParamount's theatre partners, at
Bill Gear, who has charge of
ties.
are reporting on
Contract of major importance for
request,
Par's
the !March of Time' radio show, will
Republic has been negotiated with
continue as is, with the added duties shorts to the home office as means
Loew's, which has taken the entire
of assisting the monthly reel activi- of providing a guide for: the com1937-38 program of this company for
ties and publicity.
pany on what type of short is most
its Greater New York houses.
TheAl Sindlinger, who has charge of desirable, which type isn't and
atres include those in the 'A' classiReporter, exploitation whether any series or types are bethe Photo
fication.
Another deal for Republic publication for M. of T., continues
ginning to grow stale with audiis with the VarbilQw circuit in New
in this capacity but will concentrate ences. Idea of the plan, as evolved
Jersey and Pennsylvania.
on all exploitation: Otis Peabody by Lou Diamond, Par short subject
Swift, who had charge of publicity chief, is to get a new check on prodrecently for Fortune and Life, will uct from various parts of the coundo publicizing for all Time. Inc. in- try for study in connection with
Harris' Pitt Bldg.
terests, with 'March of Time' his production. .Audience comment, rechief interest just now.
action, local notices,' etc., are inOther shifts are expected in 'M. of cluded.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.
Purchase of a piece of property T.' personnel in the next week.
Under this plan, theatres, for the

Oberon's London H.O.

the clips Saturday (25) morning
while reports of similar action came
from nearly every exchange center.
have been confined to iour within
Though the execution scene at the
last two weeks, school age bhildren tag end of the Pathe newsreel was
(Continued on page 62)
horrifying,
those
in
the
trade
charged that reason for widespread
elimination order was because competitive newsreels had recognized
them as library shots, doubtlessly
from the 1931 warfare. Reel showed
Chinese troops wearing blue uniforms, not used by them in recent
years. Quality of print also was in-

Brunswick, Ga., Sept,

A^lthough

,

pany's product.
Saul J. Krugman,
special sales representative for GN,
set both deals in association with local distribution men.

ern Ohio.

N,

agency,

march toward the growing worse here and managethat prevailed prior to '29, is
ments are in a pretty tough spot.

.Tendency

Shift of Ralph Rolari, vice-president in charge of advertising and
promotion for 'The March of Time'
reel next weslc, will brine about a
complete realignment of 'M. of T.'
staff. Rol'an goes to RKO-Radio Pictures Oct..l in an executive capacity,
attached to sales and advertising,
and contacting Jules Levy and S.

have important circuit
representation in the south.
Both
the
Kincey-Wilby
Saenser .and
chains have signed for this com-

in Mt. Lebanon sector and has
already started construction of new
1.000-seat house. Northside spot will
be erected this winter and is to

at

advertising

.

will

last week in northside district for
"theatre site indicates start of expansion program by Harris Amus. Co.
here.
Circuit recently bought big

lumbia Picts contact

Washington, Sept. 28.
Booming business was mirrored
clearly in the amusement field during the last fiscal year, with the
Government's share of admissions
taxes ballooning 21% during the 12-

planed to the Coast yesterday (Tues- month period ended June 30.
Preliminary figures on tax haul for
day.) to succeed Fred Stanley in the
Columbia studio publicity depart- the 1937 'fiscal term, issued Saturday
(25) by the Treasury Department,
ment.
Harry Cohn, Columbia prez, and showed tiie Government pocketed
Nate Spingold fly to the Coast to- $19,740,191. Besides being the closest the figure has come to the $20,day (Wednesday).
000,000 mark since before the depression, the total showed an in^
crease over 1936 of $2,628,010.
Infantile Bugaboo
Improvement apparent in the calculations was widespread. In all but

expected that this

.

•

Col. Coast Publicity
George Brown has resigned as Cor

.

booked.

From

George Brown Heads

added burden for the public will be
countrywide rather than sectional
although for the next few months
increased tariffs wiU. probably be
considerably spotty.

Sam

Labor,

Mandatory to Pass It on
to the Consumers
B. O.
Scales Haven-t Kept Pace

fans

Up 211 Almost

.

.

tional

Year, Amus. Taxes

Yieldii^ Uncle

it
is
now.
As theatre operators
everywhere begin to seriously con^
George W. "Weeks, who resigned
sider experimentation with higher
as general sales manager of Gau-

V Metro and Paramount continue to
'insist on specified number of per-

l

Etc.^

Biz in Past Fiscal

In-

NATIONAL MOVE

•

Since offering the optional deals,
26th -Fox claims to have closed 70%
'-of available. Twin City account's.
!

PWiiTlur

Upped

creases,

the entire particular significance.

..

:

ii;

Higher Rentals, PajrroU

"lineup, rentals of the top eight being
based on maximum returns to the
•

ill

Australia's Chief Film

Twentieth-Fox here again is in good
in N. Y. Oct. 3
Censor
of. indie nabe exhibitors as a
Creswell O'Reilly, chief film cenr^ult of recfeding on its compulsory sor of Australia, is due in New York
r perderitage deal stand and the 'boy- Oct. 3 from London oh his way back
-cott' or 'buyers' strike' against it has
Home. He will be here for several
•been called off.
days' before leaving for Los Angeles
Company now is offering the up- and San Francisco, which he plan's
town and suburban situations the op- visiting on his return route back to
tibn of a deal calling for percentage Australia.
'on eight top pictures and the balance
O'Reilly's visit to N. Y. was viewed
of the product on flat rental, or, in by industry officially as having no
'

"graces

'

Booming Show

If IJB^^

'

dicative of its age.
One rival newsreel executive,,after
viewing the Pathe shots, commented
that perhaps the bars were down on

horror stuff and that some companies
were digging in their files for startN. Y. cameramen ascribed the Pathe views as having
been taken by Merl LaVoy, last reported In South Africa.

ling material.

F

&M

Customers

Poll's rindings
St. Louis, Sept. 28,
of St. Louis nabes want
bills \yhile those who

double feature

patronize the deluxers desire one
feature, plus selected shorts and
stage, shows, according to the poll
being conducted in 31 houses owned

and controlled by Fanchon Si Marco.
requests asked particularly for
bands such as Whiteman, Waring,

Some

Wayne King, Benny Goodman and others.

Bernie,

Gable, Taylor. William Powell,
Muni, Tracy, Power, Gary Cooper,
Dick Powell, Colman and Mnvch rate
that way among male stars. Myrna
Loy is the most popular femme
screen player, followed by Loretta
Young, Colbert, Ginger Rogers, Kay
Francis, Stanwyck, Crawford, MacDonald, Bette Davis and Shearer.

'.

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

Bottom Drops Out

L A., Brutal

in

Week

(MG)

(5th

(MG)

—

Racketeers*
'Sea
Central
(Rep) (2).
{Reviewed In VAmrrY Aug. 25)
Criterion—'Sophie, Lang Goes
West* (Par) (29).
(Reviewed in Variety iSept. 8)
Globe—'Something to Sing
About' (GN) (2d wk).

Los Angeles, Sept. 28.
BROOKLYN'S CHESTY
town are shot
to pieces currently, with takes in Most Houses in the Chips—'Double,'
months.
'FUght,' Neat $17,500
most instances lowest in
Some of the trade is brutal. Night
Brooklyn, Sept. 28.
attendance is away off, and with the
Downtown deluxers are making
kids back to school matinees aren't
money this week because of firstfaring any too well.
Combination of the usual Septem- rate picture fare and satisfactory
ber reaction, following top grosses weather. Fabian's Par with 'Double
of or
reopening
Loew's Met with
August,
Nothing,'
during
and outdoor attractions Broadway Melody,' and RKO Alschools,
which are playing to capacity are bee holding over 'Thin Ice' are all in
the main alibis.
the chips.
Pictiu'e grosses in this

Hollywood—'Emile

(WB)

Zola'

(8th wk).

Hall—'Lost

Music

Horizon'

(Col) (2d wk).

Handsome' (Par) (2d wk).

—

'It

Happened

in Hol-

(1).

Rivoli—'Life

the

of

Party'

Estimates for This Week
(RKO) (2).
hit the open-air amusements is
(Reviewed in.VAMEiY Aug. 25)
Albee (2,500; 25-35-55) 'Thin Ice'
the fact that last Thursday night
and 'Flight from Glory'
Roxy—'100 Men and a Girl'
(23) within a radius of two square (20th)
Will
(U) (3d wk).
blocfe in the Hollywood-Wilshire (RKO) (2nd Wk.) plus fite pics.
area more than 20,000 people at- give house okay $14,000. Last week
Strand 'Back In tirculation'
tended tiie Cole Bros, circus, a soft- $16,500, fine.
(WB) (2).
ball game and the midget races at
Fox (4,000; 25-35-55)—'13th Man'
(Reviewed in Variety July 28)
Horses'
stadium.
and
Gilmore
(Col) and 'Wine, Women
Week of Oct. 7
Even the downtown and neighbor- (WB). Will derive good $14,000.
Astor-'Firefly* (MG) (6th
hood subsequent runs are starving Last week 'Women Men Marry'
wk).
Six houses in one (MG) and 'All Over Town* (Rep)
for patronage.
Capitol—'Madame X' (MG).
group locally grossed a combined got pleasant $13,500.
Central ^'Criminals
in
the
$3i90fl last week, more than 50% beMet (2,400; 25-35-55 )—'Broadway
low normal. Terrific falling off in Melody' (MG) and 'Man Who Cried
Air' (Cdl) (9).
observsome
theatre attendance has
(Reviewed in Variety Aug. 18)
Look forward to good
Wolf
(U).
ers asking if dual bills may not have $15,500.
Globe—'Something to Sing
Last week 'Vogues (UA)
an important bearing on the drop-off and 'Bad Guy' (MG) got. $15,000,
About' (GN) (3d wk).
in public interest.
good.
Hollywood—'Emile Zola' (WB)
Big disappointment of the week is
Paramount (4,000; 25-35-55)
(9th wk).
the weak draw of Shirley Temple in
and 'On
'Music Hall
'Stage Door'
'Wee Willie Winkie,' day-dating at •Double or Nothing' (Par)get
splenthe State-Chinese, following brief Such a Night' (Par). "Will
(RKO).
Last
week
hold.
and
did
$17,500
twora-day engagement at the Car(Reviewed in Variety Sept. 15)
'Killers
of
'Something to Sing 'Varisty Show' (WB) and
thay Circle,
Paramount
'Souls at Sea'
$12,000.
About* (Cagney) also running far Sea' (GN) (2d wk.) got good
(Par) (6).
Strand (2,000; 25-35-55 )—'Borneo'
behind expectations at the Par.
(Reviewed in Variety Aug. 11)
(20th) and 'Game That Kills.' (Col)
Estimates f«r This W«iek
Rivoli—'Life of the Party*
Last week
Will get fine $8,000.
Carlhay Circle (Fox) (1,518; 55- 'Dangerous Adventure' (Col) and
(RKO) (2d wk).
'Zola*
(WB) (3d 'Legion' got passable $5,000.
83-$1.10-$1.65)
Roxy—'Life Begins in College'
week)^ Hitting the sMds with the
(20th) (8).
rest of the town, but still profitable.
Strand 'Back In Circulation'
Second week dropped to $8,300, third
lowest take house hds had in months.
(WB) (2d wk).
Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 30-4055.75 )__'Willie Winkie' (20th) and
week 'too Men and a Girl' (U) (2d
•My Dear Miss Aldrich' (MG) dual.
week) was $4,500, fair.
If biz exceeds "$7,000 Everybody wiU
to

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

be surprised; blah. Last week, 'Big
City* (MG) and 'One Mile from
Heaven'

(20th),

pretty

weak

$15,000,

at

AT

CINCY

$9 300

Downtown (WB)

(l,iBOO;

65)—* Dead End' (UA) and

30-40-55'Footloose

Heiress' (WB) (2d week). Holding
exceptionally strong, in the face of
general biz slump, and should finish

week
Initial
good $fl,00O,
slii>ped a little after strong opening,
but finished at healthy $14,700.
Four Star (Fox) (900; 40-55)—
•Girl Said No* (GN). Experiencing
one of worst weeks house has ever
had with brutal $1,500 best in sight
for initial week, under renewed
with

grind policy.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-5585)— 'Dead End' (UA) and 'Footloose
Heiress* (WB) dual (2d week). What
biz there is in

Hollywood appears

going to this Goldwyn opus which
on second week should wind up with
oke $8,500. First week below esti
mate, but big at $13,000.
Pantages (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)-r
•100 Men and Girl' (U) (3d week)
and 'Man in Blue* (U) dual. Biz
oke on final four days Of run with
likely $5,000 in the till. Second week
finished with satisfactory $9,200.
Paramount (Partmar) (3,595; 3040-55) 'Something to Sing About'
(GN) and stage show. This one
isn't living up to its name so far as
take is concerned so will have to be
satisfied with $14,000, slim pickings
Last week, 'Double or Nothing*
(Par) on holdover hit satisfactory

—

Cincinnati, Sept. 28.

Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—'Forlorn River' (Par) and '23% Hours
Leave'
(GN), split.
Normal at
Ditto last week on 'Born
$2,200.
Reckless*
(20th)
and 'Big Shot'

(RKO),
.

Of the three new releases at the
major cinemas currently, 'Thin Ice*

split.

Grand (RKO)

(1,200;

25-40)—'100

Men and

Estimates for This Week
(3,300; 35-42)—'That Certain

Albee

Woman' (WB). N.s.h, at $10,000.
Last week 'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA)
got $17,000, big,
35-42)—
Capitol (RKO)
(2,000;
'Wife, Doctor' (20th).
Transferred

from the Palace,

fair $4,500.

Last

EKO

Lincoln, Sept. 28.
'Souls at Sea' is cutting th.e best
figure of the new ones, apd 'Broadway Bill,' back the seventh time,
with '(Counsel for Crime,* is doing
swell. Houses are still losing money
and running 25% under a year ago.

Estimates for This Week
Liberty (LTC) (1,200; 10-15)—'Sea
Racketeers* (Rep) and 'Pigskin Parade' (20th) split with 'Ride Ranger
Ride* (Rep) and 'Public Wedding*
(WB).. Fair, $800. Last week 'Dark
Journey* (UA) and 'Princess Comes
Across' (Par), sharing with 'Forlorn
River* (Par) and 'Legion of Missing

Only the Warner is falling behind,
with, a weak dual, 'Great Gambini*

Best at $3,500

Week a swell $15,000. That's a cinch figure
for h.o., and house would have no
10-15-20)— trouble stretching to a third, week,
but probably won't, on account of
'Flight
'On Such a Night* (Par) and
product
jam. Last week 'Love Unfrom Glory* (RKO) split virith 'Think
Fast, Mr. Moto* (20th) and 'Wild and der Fire' (20th) was fair enough at
Woolly' (20th). Withers film carry- $6,800.
Art Cinema (Hendel) (290; 25-35*
ing the load, $1,200, so-so. Last week
Goods'
(Weldeh).
'She's No Lady' (Par) and 'Imitation^ 50)— 'Damaged
of Life' (U), split with 'All Over Finally gave up after 11 weeks,
Town' (Rep) and 'Michael O'Hal- which was about seven more than

Two Women' (MG)

took over.

fair, $2,000.

Orpheum (LTC)

(1,350;

originally figured. Got around $25,(Aep). Dumpy, $950.
Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40)— 000 on the run, which means a wad'
of profit, and was averaging about a
grand weekly at the wind-up. Gabe
Rubin taking over house again and
resumes foreign film policy Wednesday.

loran'

'Souls at Sea' (Par). Paramount had
no desire to stick this pic in with
no ads because theatres are warring
With the newspapers, so took a big
spread of national copy. Film is
after $3,500 and will be doing well.

Last week 'Broadway Melody' (MG)
drained all its money in -two days
and then dulled miserably, $3,100.
Varsity (Westland) (1,100; 10-15)—

'Broadway

(Col) (reissue) and

Bill'

'Counsel for Crime' (CJol). Okay for
such booking, $1,000, Last week 'It
Happened One Night' (Col) plus
(Col) got nice
'Girls Can Play'
$1,100.

$13M
HOTCHA, SEAn

'ZENDA'

good at so fortunate.
Estimates for. This Week
Shubert (RKO). (2,150; 35-42)—
Blue Monsjt" (Hamrick-Evergreen)
'Thin Ice* (20th). Opened Tuesday
(21).
Great $15,000 for the first (90.0; 27)—'King Solomon's Mines'
week. Will, hold for a 21-day run. (GB) and 'Public Wedding' (WB)
Looks around $2,400, fair.
Last week fLost Horizon*
(Col) dual.
closed a three-week run Monday Last week 'Can't Beat Love' (RKO)
(20) for a total gross of $28,500, and 'Happened Out West' (20th), five
days,
slow
at $1,250.
great
Colisennjf (H a m r i c k-Evergreen)
(1,900; 21-32)— 'Captains Courageous'
(MGM) and 'Married Before Break'

fast'

(MGM)

dual,

five

30-40-55)— '100 Men
(U) (3d- week) and 'Man
in Blue' (U) dual. Third week cut
to four days and aided by a preview
Second
should bring oke $5,500.
week off in common with rest of

Hallet

town for fair $8,000.
State (Ldew-Fox)

Philadelphia, Sept. 28.

(2,950;

(2,024; 30-40-55-

$20M Only Bright Spot
picked

up a

neait

$4,100

for

nine

Biz, which began sliding right after days in the last stanza on second
75)—'Willie Winkie' (20th) and 'Miss
,y
Aldrich' (MG) dual.
Temple just Labor Day, is now definitely in run.
doesn't mean a thing downtown on the dumps. With b. o.'s strong durBoyd (2,400; 40-55-6'5 )—'Lost Hori-

current week, dismal $11,000 best ing August and early September, the
that can be offered. Last week, 'Big continued own-swing is hitting exExpected, that
City' (MG) and 'One Mile from hibs as a surprise.
Heaven' (20th), $13,200, about what with cool weather this week might

zon'

was expected.

Earle (3,000; 25-40-55)—'Life of
Party' (RKO.) and Mai Hallett band
5I?„^*?Se. Knocking out a profitable
$20,000. 'Dodd Takes the Air' (WB)
with Ethel Shutta and Mitzi Mayfair
on stage last week was satifactory

United Artists (Fox-UA) (2,100; 3040-55)— 'Big City' (MG) and 'One
Mile from Heaven' (20th) dual. Citizens of this big city of the west
coast are passing up the pic of that,
title on move over from State and
trade pretty bad at $3,000.
Last
week, 'Wife, Doctor' (20th) and
'Chan on Broadway' (20th), fared
somewhat better, grabbing around
$3,200, still nothing to brag about.
Wilshire (Fox) (2,296; 30-40-55-65)

—•Big City' (MG)- and 'One Mile
from Heaven' (20th) dual. Move
over for continued first run for this

start the surge back, but week-end
grosses indicate that this stanza may
be the worst in months.
Earle continues to marshal the
parade here with 'Life of the Party'
(RKO) and Mai Hallet on stage. Due
for about $20,000, which is good, but
suffers from comparison with some
recent weeks. Fox, which wants to

avoid bringing back stage shows by
use of strong films, will have to get
something better than the present
offering,
'That
Certain
Woman'

(WB), which

isn't clicking at all at

(Col) (2d wk).
Looks miserable at about $7,000, and is being

all.

'Brodaway

Melody'

(MG)

Expecting only

$5,000. terrible.

at

at $17,900,

Fox (2,300; 40-55-65)—'That Certam Woman' (WB). Came in slow
and failed to gather any steam; will
do only $13,00,0. Last week's $10,800
for third week of '100 Men and a
Girl' (U) was moderate.

„

Stanley

(3,000;

$3,900 in Six days.

at $8,000, great.

Opened

'

away sharply

City' (MG) also fell
after a brisk getaway,
fitfully at $15,000.

and wound

lip

_

Stanley

(WB)

(3,600;

25-40-60)—
and Horace

'Life of Party*" (RKO)
Heidt's band. Band shows are turning the trick, so much so that the
deluxer is on the way to setting

WB
a

new mark. On Friday Heidt broke

the house's opening day record, went
ahead to top $7,000 on Saturday, and
looks like a cinch to come pretty
close to ^28,000. That's phenomenal.
Last week 'Confession* (FN) and

Dick

band

Stabile's

n.s.h.,

around.

$16,000 for poorest take here in
couple of months.

a

(WB) (2,000; 25-40)—
Gambini' (Par) and ."WildMoney* (Par). Current dual's definitely on the weak side, and not
much expected; will be lucky to
crack $3,500, pretty weak. Last week
•Dead End' (UA), on h.o. here after
a great session at Penn, had plenty
left and came through with better
Warner

•Great

than $8,000.

fix

in B. A.

Buenos Aires, Sept. 13,
During August, .1937, a total of 47
pictures was released here, in comQf
parison with 51 during July,
these 47 pictures, 33 were from the
U.S., six 20th-Fox, five RKO, five
Columbia, four Warners, four Paramount, four Metro, three Universal,
one United Artists, one Republic.

Remaining

13

films

consisted

of

tively.

Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 21-32-42)—
Horizon'
(Col)
(3'd
week)
Sighting for $7,500, big. Last week,
'Lost

'DUGKLING'

AWAY

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
Production of "The Ugly Duckling'
(900; 32-37-42)— 'Thin Ice' (20th) and got under way at Metro yesterday
'One Mile from Heaven' (20th) dual.
Monday) with Harry Rapf producHot release after two big weeks at ing, Edwin L. Marin directing.
Fifth; reaching towards $4,200, big.
Cast topped by Judy Garland and
Last week 'Topper' (MGM) and
'Think Fast, Moto' (20th) dual, five Allan Jones also includes Fannie
days, big $3,100, halted to make way Brice, Reginald Owen and Lynne
$8,500, hotcha.

<

40-55-65)— 'High, for 'Thin
(Par).

(1,750; 25-40)

(4th wk).
Had
house brought in
(25) and biz
fight pix Saturday
spmied. Should get close to $6,000
on current week, and combo sticks
for three days into fifth week. Last
week 'Ice* was good for $6,400.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35,50)—'Souls at Sea* (Par). Got away
in splendid fashion, but not holding
up. Hiere won't be a loss at $14,500,
but that's considerably under expectations, based on what film has been
Last week 'Big
doing elsewhere.
Ice* (20th)
started to slip, but

four English, three German, two
Last French, and one Palestinian, Polish,
Italian and Argentine film, respec-

Also weak opening week week 'Thin Ice' (20th) and 'Mile
$10,000. 'Zola' (WB) in tomorrow, from Heaven' (20th) dual (2d week)

Week
Friday with good notices, but failed
Aldfaie
40-55-75 )— 'Dead to show anything spectacular over
(1.200;
brace looks $5,000, fair. Last week,
Doing $12,500 the week end; will knock off $14,000,
•Wife. Doctor' (20th) and 'Chan on End' (UA) (2d wk).
which
is
good,"
Holds.
Hit
a
nice
which makes it dubious.
Broadway' (20th) oke at $6,100.
'Wife,
$17,800 for the opening stanza. Looks Doctor' (20th) rang up
$14,300 last
set for another week,
week, which was punkaroo.
GLEASON'S 4-WAYER
Arcadia (600; 35-40-50) —'Under
Stanton (1.700; 30-40-50)— 'Back in
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Red Robe* (20th).
Opened very Circulation' (WB). Expected to do
Jimmy Gleason has signed a four- punkaroo, but built a little over about $6,000 in eight days, n.s.g.
wuy contract with Republic to pro- weekend. However, insufficient to 'Windjammer' (RKO) was yanked
put
it on velvet and won't last the before last weok
was up, when it
duce, direct, write and act.
week; $1,000 for five days is about began to fall -^fr badly; caught only
Tees off with 'College Nights.*
Estimates for This

$3,000.

Colonial (Sterling) (850; 10-21)—
'Sea Racketeers' (Rep) and 'Blazing
Sixes' (WB) dual. Heading for $2,300, good.
Last week 'Hideout in
Alps' (GN) and 'Range Defenders'
(Rep) dual, so-so $2,000, slow.
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen)
32-37-42)—'Varsity
(2,400;
Show'
(WB) and 'Bad Guy' (MGM) dual.

yanked.

Wide and Handsome'

$13:000.

'Big Business' (20th) dual, six days,

okay

Fulton (Shea-Hyde)

—'Thin

days, split

with 'Woman Chases Man' (UA) and
'Born Reckless' (20th) dual, three
Garnering about $4,06o, okay.
Last week 'Slave Ship' (20th) and

days.

Girl'

Heidt and, 'Life of Party' heading for
what looks like a new record at the
Stanley and '100 Men and a Girl*
cbming through nobly at the Alvin.
'Souls at Sea* is fair enough at the
Penn, but on the strength of what it
has been doing elsewhere its gross
here may be slightly disappointing.

and 'Wild Money.*
Men* (Mono), down to $700.
Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-20-25)—
Estimates for This Week
'Love Under Fire* (20th). Will ride
Alvin (Harris) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
average, $2,100. House has been able
Deanna
to maintain a fairly even keel, while '100 Men and a Girl* (U).
others are suffering. Last week 'Em- Durbin starrer running true to form
peror's Candlesticks' (MG) was only and producing its predicted wallop.
able to go four days, then 'Between Should have no trouble knocking off

$12,500.

Philly Cryin the Blues; 'Party,'

Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.

Ago-^'Souls' that the

95% from Tear

.

scale.

•

Although It was generally figured
continued market slump
combined with a big football weekend, would have a sobering influence
on biz, trade for the most part has
continued unabated.
Friday and
Saturday were particularly good*
things' took, a slump Sunday, but
looks like a bang-up finish.
Greatest bulk of the biz is being
divided by two Spots, with Horace

BIc Off

a Girl' (U). Moved over
copping the thick gravy, racking from Capitol for third downtown
up $15,000 for the Shuberf. 'Big week; $2,500, fair. Last week .,'Stella
Dallas'
(UA)
(3d week), smashed to
Certain
"That
City* at the Palace and
Woman* at the Albee are neck-and- $3 800
keith's (Libson) (1,500; 25-40)—
neck in a $10,000 swing.
First ^inge of autunm weather was 'Prisoner of Zenda,' (UA). Switched
in from the Albee, $5,000, strong.
a b.o. booster over the week-end.
Seattle, Sept. 28.
Regular houses have opposish this Last week 'Dead End' (UA) (2d
Puyallup's big fair, which draws
week from two indie stands. Taft, week), same.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)—'Lost up to 40,(raf0 daily, largely from Seat2,600-seat auditorium in the Masonic
tle and 'Tacoma, is felt at local b.o.'s.
Horizon'
(Col).
Shifted
from
the
Temple building, has a vaudefilm
Show there runs nights, too, which
policy with BlackSton's magic show Shubert for fourth downtown week, hurts most. '
Last week 'Borneo'
and 'Reported Missing' (XJ) at a 3Sc- fair $4,000.
Take is slightly off the past 10
Indie 'Ecstasy' is being (20th), $3,500, tame.
42c scale.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—'Big days, although the first-runs have
shown at the Emery auditorium, put
offset the general situation with
Fair, $10,000.
Last dandy
of the theatre zone, at a 25c-35c-42c City' (MG).
product Second runs are not
week 'Wife, Doctor" (20th),
is

$13,000.

and

THE DUMPS

IN

.

lywood' (Col)

Indicative of the trend for locals

.

•4-

LINCOLN

,

Paramount—'High, Wide and
Rialto

Mayhe Record 28G,W Sock 15G

of Sept. 30

Astor—'Firefly'

wk).
Capitol—'Good Earth*
(2d wk).

Cagney Slim 14G

ICE' THICK

Tarty'

Pitt Still Bullish; Heidt,

(Subject to Change)

Biz All Around; 'Winkie Dismal
$18,000,2 Houses;

Runs on B'way

First

Wednesday, September 29, 1937

Ice.'

Orpheum (H a

m

r i c k-Evergreen)
32-37-42 )
'Super
Sleuth'
'Confession' (FN) dual.
Only $4,900, slow. Last week 'Fast
Living* (Par) and 'San Quentin'
(FN) dual. Prison break yarn in
dailies helped some for $6,400. good.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27)—
'Small Town Boy* (Rep) and vaude.
(2,700;

Carver.

—

(RKO) and

(UA).
this

Single bill, most unusual for
house, routed for $13,000 and

building,

Around $3,200, fair. Last week '01and Johnson All Over Town* Trouble'

sen

wonderful.

Last

week

'Double or Nothing' (Par) and 'Wild
and Woolly' (20th) dual, mild $5,800.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (850; 21-32)—
'Exclusive' (Par) and 'Venus Makes
(Col)

dual.

Anticipates

(Rep) and vaude. moderate $3,000.
okay.
Last week, 'Wings
$2,500,
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen) Over. Honolulu' (U) and 'Ever Since
(3,106; 32-37-42)—Trisoner of Zenda' Eve' (WB) dual, $2,200, slow;

PICTURE GROSSES

UTednesday, September 29, 198T

Loop Looks Up, with Epidemic

m

Hmm! 1m Bands,
$20,m

'SiBg'

ns
'Big City,' 'Girl Said No,'
'Carnival of Champions' fight
;«flw.
That's everything from Gil4>eM; and SuUivan to prize fights.
.

Off;

And the

Bstimates for Tfxin Week
Apollo (Katz-DoUe) (1,100; 25-40)

Thiii Ice

—'Double or Nothing' (Par) dubled
With 'Flight From Glory' (RKO).
Program moved over from the Circle

AD Hey-Hey

Legion Surrenders N.
'Horizon

for iholdover.

Results are mild at
Last week, '100 Men and
(U) did $5,000, okay.

Girl'

Circle

(Katz-Dolle)

(2,800;

date. May go through the Christmas
holidays.
Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)— 'Varsity.
Show' (WB) (2d run), and 'Hideaway' (RKO) (1st run), dualed.

h0 local wickets.
Also there is a strong line-up of
Holdovers are again
flooding the loop, as houses continue
iohold on to b.o. pix. 'Horizon' and
»lOO Men' are in their respective second weeks at the Chicago and Palbeer 'Topper' was moved to the Gardespite
tick for additional time,
Weakness at its Roosevelt run; 'Stella
pftllas' is at the Apollo, following a
fibwerful Oriental gallop.
'.Oriental is again high up in the
tiucks with 'That Certain Woman'
|nd= a 'swing' stage show including
Clyde McCoy and Et^rl Hines orRoosevelt is set for best
chestras.
frtrid coin with 'Thin Ice,' which

.

.

opened Saturday (25).
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)
'Stella Dallas' (UA). Here foUowg two smash sessions at the mam->
jnoih Oriental, and will hold to exiigllfent $7,000. Last week. 'Mr. Dodd'
(WB) was jus't another week at
-

E

15,100.
,

Chicaea

(B&K)

(4,000;

and stage show

Xiost Horizon' (Col)

(Snd week).

Had

35-55-75)—

money

strong

a

stay here last week at. $39,000 despite a slow start, and will stick currehtly to another profitable mark at
$31,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
^^Topper' (MG). Not much hope for
this one, which came here after a
sickly stay at the Roosevelt.

Maybe

Last week, 'Double or
Nothing' (Par) managed fine $7,200.
Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 35-55-75)—
$4,000,

off.

'Certain

Snow.

Woman' (WB) and stage
McCoy and Earl Hines

Clyde

orchestras headlining on stage and
accountingvfor major share of coin.
Nearly $32,000 heading for the boxpifice.
Last week, 'Stella Dallas'
(UA) finished a great fortnight to
$26,000.

/Palace <RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
Men' (U) and vaude (2nd
week). Turned in a mighty fine $26,-

p-'lOO

oOO for its initial week and building
steadily currently, with added take
fine to take on kids. Maybe $20,0li0

week, excellent.
Roosevelt (B&K)

this

75)—'Thin

Ice'

-

(1,500; 35-55-65-

(^bth).

Came

in Sat-

a
Running fast over
?ui:e b.o. y^inner.
he week-end fot- predicted $20,000,
Last week Topper'
a pleasure.
{MG) was a fadeout, scramming
Mter one flabby session at $10,700.
State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 2.5-35-

urday (25) and indicates that

it's

45-55)—'Sing and Be Happy' (20th)
&nd vaude. House has a constant
trade that gets added strength cur-

Above

tently in the picture.

$14,000,

Last week, 'Naughty Mari(MG) was a big coin session
With $15,000 for ilg revival.
United Artists (B&K-tJA) (1,700;
95-55-65-75)—'Big City' (MG). Not
much expected from this one; maybe
about $15,000. Last week 'Dead End'
(UA) completed a highly profitable
three-week gallop at $13,800, fine.
)plenty.
etta'

LEADER

IN 1>R0V.

—

AT

—

$12,000

-

tenda;

m

$13,000,

K.C.

PLEASANT

$8,000 IN

,

PORTLAND

Portland, Ore., Sept. 28.
'Lost Horizon' is the biggest b. o.
pet of the week at the Paramount,
following two big weeks of 'Thin Ice'
at. that house.
Henie pic went to the
Mayfair to mop up some more.
Parker's
held 'Prisoner of
Zenda' for swell xeturns. 'Souls at
f ea' went to the Blue Mouse for a

UA

fourth week.

°

.

—

—

run).

.

—

—

•

(W[G) was best in tp^n at $li,3fift.
(2d run), got $3,500, good.
Majestic (Fay) (2,?00; 25-35-50)—
Show* (WB). At the moment the going iS very good, and'
should pace continue, $10,000 segitii!
$12,000,
sure. Last week '100 M^n an4 Girl'
(U) and 'Man Who Griecl Wolf' (U)

mODY'

Central

OK,

HEALTHY

.

JNaughty Marietta' (MG) and 'Hell
JJivers' (MG), revival booking of two
previous hits did better than average at $2,800.

>^,^'Pbeum

(Hamrick

-

Evergreen)

".000: 30-55 )-'Make a Wish'
Stuff

Super Sleuth' (RKO). Program
and weak at $4,000. Last week.
^J^°^' ^WB) and 'Big Shot'

Cav^^
ftf+r
atter

(RKO)

i

disappointing

and

pulled

five days to $4,400.
(Hamrick-Evergreen
(^ nftn**^?^"?*.
(3,000:
30-55 )-'Lost Horizon' (Col)
van Coronation'
(20th). Answering

BOWIS

$10,000, IND.

100'

MONTREAL

standing up well.
Estimates for This Week
50)—'Lost
Palace
(CT)
(2,700;
Horizon' (Col) (2d wk). Did well
on week-end and may add another
$6^000 to last week's excellent $10,000.

Maybe

it

Indianapolis, Sept. 28.
was the cooler weather

over the week-end, but something
suddenly helped downtown theatre
grosses to pep up after several days
of lagging; 'Back in Clirculation,' in
combo with a Bowes stage unit, is
doing healthy trade at the vaudfilm
Lyric, to set the pace in the firstrun spots, while 'Varsity Show,' at
the Circle, and 'Big City' at Loew's,
are in green pastures, with okay

(2,700; 50)— 'BroadEverybody in
to this one and should
gross $12,000, one of best this year.

Capitol

(1,'000;

25-35-40-55-65-75Flight' (GN).
this one will

85-99)— 'Love Takes
Hopes are not high

started off terriftiC, but Mled to hold$8,000,
up; disappointing at ^,800.
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-80)—
Montreal, Sept. 28.
'Souls at Sea' (Par), With one exCapitol will lead the town currentception, this is the only stand with
a single picture. Big opening and ly with 'Broadway Melody of 1938'
and
a
possibility
of touching $12,000.
maybe $12,000 on the week, beat so
far this year. Last week, 'Double or Loew's should run second on '100
Nothing' (Par) and 'Sophi.e. Lang Men and a Girl,' which also did big
Goes West' (Par) not up to usual week-end biz, pointing to a very
good ^8,000 for this house.
'Lost
at $8,000.
ICorizon,' h.o. at the Palace, is also

Mayfair

(Parker-Evergreen) (1,400
30-55)—'Thin Ice' (20th) (3d
Week), and 'On Such a Night' (Par).
J^etting okay $3,000.
Last week.

Paramount

25-35-55-85-99)

(3,664;

—'High, Wide' (Par), plus Hudsonde Lange orchestra and Yacht Club
Boys. Portion of draught ascribed
to Yacht Clubbers fOr excellent $50,000 first week ending last night
(Tues.).
Holds.
Third week (last
week) for 'Double or Nothing' (Par)
and Shep Fields, $36,000, very good.
Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 4060^85-99-$! .65)—'Lost Horizon' (Col)
and stage show.
Under advance
hopes but good at $85,000 and
chances a second week. Last week
the Legion held 'Zenda' (UA) (3d
week) to $85,000, but immense this
far down on the ruh.
Blalto (750; 25-40-55)— 'Outlaws of
Orient'
(Col)
and 'Carnival of
Champs,' fight compilation. Highlights of four big bouts not helping
'Orient,' only about $6,500. fair. Last
week, *40 Naughty Girls' (RKO), the

same.
Rivoli

25-55-75-85-99)—

(2,092;

•Make a Wish'

(RKO).

management

The Riv

is probably wishing it
hadn't bought this one; only around
$8,000, very bad. Stays until Saturday (2) when 'Life of Party' (RKO)
comes in. Final (4th) week of 'Dead
End' (UA), $22,000, good.
Eoxy (5,836; 25-45-55-75)—'100 Men
and Girl' (U) (2d week). In spite
of the Legion ground to smash $66,500 last week (1st) and on second
at hand will hit $50,000 or close to it,
remaining a third. The other Durbin picture. Three Smart Girls' (U)
also went three weeks.
Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)—'That Cer,

Woman'

tain

over

(WB)

Davis-Fonda

Bettfe

$24,000 last
is

week

$14,000.

(2d
week).
item hit good
but on holdbadly, under

(1st)

down

melting

Remains three more days,

'Back in Circulation' (WB) opening
Saturday morning (2).
State
35-55-75)—'Vogues'
(3,450;
(UA) (2d run) and stage show headed by Enric Madriguera orchestra
and Bert Frohman. It's anniversary
week here but nothing .sensational
is
happening; at around $28,000,
npwever, good. Last week. Topper'
(MG) (2d run) and Chick Webb orchestra, around $30,000.

'SOIJLS'

GOOD

$19m

WASH.

,

,

'CtRCIJLATION,'

to $10,000,

good, matching last week's gross
with 'Road Back' (U) (2d run) and
'On Again, Off Again' (RKO) (1st

—

Week

Estimates for Tills

Broadway (barker) (2,000; 30-55)
--San Quentin' (WB). (jobd enough
Last Week, '"Big City'
ft $5,500.
(MG) and 'Dance, Charlie' (WB),
were better than expected and
mopped up great $7,300.

.

:

'Varsity

'liORIZON'

•

may nudge up

This twain

.

attractions.

'High,

25-40)

—

.

Biz Ups;

Okay 85G, Tarth' 38G,

—'Varsity Show' (WB). Pic, originally slated for tiie Apollo, opened
The Legionnaires have now cleared
here under a new pooling arrange- out and turned the town back to the
ment; $7,500, good. I^st week, dual natives, but before they evacuated
<rf
'Double or Nothing' (Par) and Thursday (23) pictures which had
'Plight From Glory' (RKO), was also opened or were on holdovers suffered from their presence. A disap
good at $7,850.
pointing Wednesday and Thursday
Keith's (Kane) (1,300; 15-25)
the downtown houses was asHSoosier
Schoolboy'
(Mono) and for
vaude, Wendell- Hall the headliner, cribed to the fact the playful World
but take is only $3,000, which is red. War laddies were still around, and
from the neighborhoods were
folks
I#et week, 'Legion of Missing Men'
ypol) and vaude headlining Estelle leery about venturing into their
Tsaylor was very poor at $2,500. midst.
On Friday (24). and over th^ week
House may fold or change policy.
end, however, business begaaJto pick
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-40)
up where the attractions had box
'Big City' (MG) and 'Girl Said* No' office draught, smd at severalUhea
(GN) and 'CJarnival of Champions' tres, includingf the Roxy, Y*iw:;apftount,
fight films on triple bill.
Take will Capitol and ^^usic Hall\ no com^
be okay at $8,200. Last week, 'Broad- plaints threatenr-'TiDstJJorizon'
way Melody of 1938' (MG) started get $85,000 or better at the Hall; will
not
very big but tapered off at $9,500, what had been looked for, but good
dimdy.
enough. The picture holds over, but
Lyric (Olson) (2,000; 25-30-40)
at this, figure is not a strong pros
•Back in Circulation' (WB) and Maj. pect for a second week, alUiough,
'Bpwes anniversary revue. BotJi parts with the Legion out of the way,
laie bill given credit for nifty momentum should be back to normal
$W,000. La^ week, 'All Over Town' everywhere.
Piy>vid«no«, Sept. 28;
(|{>ML) and vaude
was dismal at
Very encouraging is the play given
$«,S5b.
Another week' of hits and misses.
'High, Wide and Handsome,' pluis
Hudson^de Lange orchestra and
BU'lfi are fairly strong^ but i^orgeous
Yacht
Club Boys at the Paramount,
Indian summer weather Is preventat $50,000 on the first week and the
ing moist downtown theatres from
same figure for '100 Men and Girl'
On
its
second
lap at the Rbxy. Both
making a bigger showing. THvo holdshows are sticking another week.
overs in town^ 'Prisoner of Zenda'
'Good Earth' might have b6en big<
moving from Loew's to the Carlton
ger but for current conditions, al
though a probable $38,000 at the
and '100 Men and Girl' at Fay's
stageless Capitol is very satisfying.
after a so-sO week at the Majestio.
Also holds.
Leading t^e pack are 'iSouls at
'Vogues' and the Enric Madriguera
Sea' at the Strand and 'Big City at
orchestra are celebrating the 17th
Kansas City, Sept. 28.
anniversary of the State to the tune
Loew's. "Toast of New York' at the
Jubilesta mobs having fled town, of about $28,000; good, but, so far as
Albee And 'Varsity Show* at the Ma
in moves the American Bar Ass'n the rest of the town is concerned,
jestic are nip and tuck, but the latter
convention, which is expected to they can hand it back to the Legion,
very likely will come out on top.
'Make a Wish'- is the poorest of a
draw 10,000 people to KC during the
Strand and. Majestic are going it
disappointing lot of pictures, the first
week. Which should be an item of seven days at the Rivoli looking only
single bill.
Of the two combo spots, the Ent" some importance to picture b.o.'s.
around $8,000. Ouch! In spite of
pire seems to have Hie advantage,
Openings, with the Jubilesta fad- how empty this one is leaving the
Fifi Dorsay in person tilting things
ing out Saturday (25), a day after Riv, it will snooze- on until Saturday,
a shade above I^ay's.
when 'Life of the Party' tries its luck
openings, were not all they could here.
Other disappointers, though
Estimates for Tbis Week
have been. However, prospects are not so bad. include 'Something to
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 2S-35-50)
bright
for
nice
About,' under $9,000 on its first
Sing
takings.
'Prisoner of
'Toast of New York' (RIOD) and
Zenda'
is proving to be great fod- week at the Globe; probably not as
'Forty Naughty Girls: (RKO'). Opposish is pretty strong all-around; dej at the Midland. It's on a dual much as a weak $7,000 for 'Love
pace is oke, but not more than $3,000 bijl. 'Double or Nothing' is doing Takes Flight' for the Central; about
okay at the Mainstreet.
$5,000 for 'Shanghai Express' (rein prospect. Last week, 'Vogu^ of
vival) at the Criterion; only a fairEstimates for This Week
1938' (tfA) and 'Big Sfhot' (R^CO)
Foit (Fox) (2,200; 25-35-40)— 'Wife, to-middlin' $6,500 from 'Outlaws of
were off with a bang, but petered
the
Orient,' quartering at the Rialto,
Poctor and Nurse' (20th) and vaude.
out; so-so at $6,800.
Carlton (fay-Loew's) (1,400; 25- Not better than average $9,500. Last and under $14,000 for 'That Certain
35-50)—'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA) and week '100 Men arid Girl' (U) and Woman' on its second week .at the
Strand. 'Woman' remains three ex'Women Men liiarry' (MCr). No't very vaude, $11,200, okay.
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40) tra days, house bringing in 'Back in
likely to make any real showing;
maybe $3,500, n.s.aP, Last we^, Rouble or Nothing' (Par) and Circulation' Saturday (2).
'Firefly,' on a $2 run at the Astor,
'Broadway Melody' (MG) om hold- 'SopJtiie Lang' (Par). Looks nice at
$JJ,P00. Last week 'Certain Woman' dipped sharply last week (3), ending
over was ditto.
Empire (Indie) (1,600; 25r3S-50)— (Wfi) ?md 'Annapolis Salute' (RKO), up with only $7,700, but 'Zola' continues to do nicely at the Hollywood,
(Gol) and so-so $7,500.
'It Can't Last Forever'
Midland (Loew) (4,000: 25-40)
last week (6th) being $18,000. WarFifi Dorsay on stage,
OflE to tepid
'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA) and 'Bad ners hope to keep 'Zola' going until
start, but building^ look<s lik-e $6,500.
Guy'
(MG).
around
Jan. 1. No closing date up
Pic.
is .xmexpectedly
ojtee. Last Weel?, 'DuWaw of Orient*
drawing bigger nightg than mats. for 'Firefly,' but believed immineni
(Col) was a trilte bettftir at $ft-i90ft.
$13,000,
Last week
*lOO Men Satisfactory
Estimates for This Week
Fay's ("2,0'00; 25-35-30)
Melody'
(MG),
got
and Girl' (U) (2d we<rft) an4 vaude. 'Broadway
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.8!5-$2.20)—
Maybe $5,^00, fair. Not only ii op- $l-2,500, pleasant.
Having
'Firefly' (MG) (4th week).
Newman (Par) (1,900; 25-40)
posish tou^, bjit ploture made poior
difficult time of it; only $7,700 last
'Life
of
Party'
(RKQ.)
and
No
'She's
showing at si5tor=ho.u3e, M^estic.
week (3d) and expected to blow
Last week, 'Lady FiMits Bacg' (IJ) Lady' (Par). Fair, at $5,000. Last after another week or so.
'Varsity Show'
(WB) and
was pretty good at $6,500, consider- Wjek
Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
'Hideaway' (RKO) (2d run) got
ing stift compjptition.
'Good Earth' (MG). In here on first
"Big $4j500, okay.
Loew's (3,200; 25-35-50)
run at pop scales after prior $2 run
Uptown.
(Fox)
25-40)—
(2,020;
'100
City' (MG) and 'Girjl Said No' (-GN).
Men and Girl' (U). Moved here from at the Astor and good at $38,000,
Getting variety 6t comment, big «ie Fox
and getting a splendid play, meaning holdover, though anticipahouse will do well with anti^atea todicates fine
$5,000 and will prob- tions had been for more. Last week,
$13,000. Last wegk, 'Prisoner of Zen,ably get a second week in this 'Big City' (MG) failed to arouse
da' (UA) and Women Men Bfeppy' Qp.use.
Last week 'Thin Ice' (20th) much interest, under $20,000.

to big exploitation for great returns
Chicago, Sept. 28.
Business is ready to go places at around $6,000. Last week, 'Thin
throughout the town this week, due Ice' (2(Jth) and 'jlhe'a No Lady'
factors.
(Par) closedra good second week at
Most
important
imto many
tortant is the final lifting of the kid $5,600.
Unit.ed Ardstfl (Parker) (LOOOt 30
attendance ban, with reopening of
yesterday
(Monday), 55)—'Prisoner of ^enda' CUA) (2d
schools
wjfe
Big results, gettMg $5,000
?ntis takes a terrific weight oif the week).
and
especially,
which
have
may hold longer. Flrat week
theatres,
ipabe
been having a tough struggle of it topped aie town's grosses with great
$8,300.
during the past few weeks.
"Weather has cooled off sharply.
JUi the vacationists are back in town
etid at their desks, which has re?ulted in natural added strength for

Y.,

Wide'-Yachters 50G, Durbin 50G 2d

©.3Q0.

4-

'

VARIETY

up of such strangely-assorted

ide

(CT)

way Melody' (MG).

reach $7,000, mild. Last week, 'Chan
on Broadway' (20th), $7,600.

the effects of a flock of

new

class

nabes mushrooming through the outskirts

and suburbs.

'Souls at Sea' (Par) la an' easy
leader and should do well, but considering the type of opposition won't
gross anything like expectations.
'They Won't Forget' (WB) had a
sock build-up after critics' preview
but it won^t get above average. They
want star names here. 'IQO Meri and

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'ShangOld
hai Express' (Par) (reissue).
Dietrich starrer found 'em looking a Girl' (U) is a surprise, word-ofthe other way; only about $5,000, mouth catching up with the crix
poor, indicated.
Prior first run of raves and boosting the third week
'On Such a Night' (Par), around the beautifully.
same figure. Management may try
Estimates for This Week
stage bands here but nothing set as
Capitol
(Loew) (3.424; 35-06)—
yet.
'Something to Sing About* (GN) and
Globe (1,274; 25-50-65)
'Somevaude. Bob Crosby orch on stage
thing to Sing About' (CJN)
(2d
and
new
Cagney
angle heavily sold,
week).
Cagney pic got nothing
while Legion was in town, finishing but. it won't better flop $15,000. Last
week 'Dear Miss Aldrich' (MG) sad
first week at under $9,000 Sunday
night (27) but may pick up gait a $16,000.
Earle (WB) (2,244; 35-66)— 'Souls
bit on second (current) for gross not
at Sea' (Par) and vaude. Ina Ray
far behind this sum.
Hollywood (1,454; 55-85-$1.10-$1.65- Hutton aiding to make up the best
pop
bill in town and combo will
$2.20)— 'Zola'
(WB) (7th week).
Slackening up a little, last week take honors in a walk with good
(6th) being .$18,000, but still very $19,500. Last week 'It's All Yours'
good and well away from a closing (Par) and Heidt band slipped to

—

still

town going

Last week 'Souls at Sea' (Par) very

Washington, Sept. 28,
Plenty tough this week and the
boys are huddling In their offices
trying to figure out why. Return of
summerlike weather, night football
and crowds flocking to the President's Cup Regatta are as good reasons as any, although there is some
talk that it may be the beginning of

'Confession'
(WB)
Charlie. Dance' (WB).

good

$19,500.

Keith's (RKO) (1.830; 35-55)—'100
Girl' (U) (3d week). Holding to nice $7,000. Last week climbed
over estimate to big $10,000.

Men and
and

'Dance,

good at $9,000.
Loew's (M.T.Co.) (3,200; 50)— '100
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
Men and Girl' (U) and 'Reported (600; 50)— 'Jeanne' and 'Loie Fuller
Missing' (U). This one is getting a Ballet' (2d wk),
Still getting good
good play and looks like $8,000, very hou.ses and .should count $1,500, good,
good. Last week 'Love Under. Fire' after $2,000 last week.
(20th) and 'One Mile from Heaven' , St. Denl.s (France-Film) (2,300; 34)
(20th) middling at $5,000.
'Cinderella' and
'Antonia, Roman
Princess (CT) (2,300; 50)— 'Make Honf{rois.' House back to pre-sum(RKO) and 'Big Shot' mi-r biz and should gross around
a Wish'
grosses.
,aood.
Last week
Turnover problems are troubling (RKO). Good biz on week-end and f)(j,000, vory
the staff at Loew's, with a pi-ogram liable to gross $7,000, very good. 'Blanchctlo' and 'Trois Artilleurs au
running three and one-half hours Last week, too, very goo4 $6,000 on PensionaL' got $(5,500.

Met (WB) (1.853; 25-40)— 'They
Won't Forget' (WB). Heavy bally by
crix cancelled by no marquee pull
;\nd will have to be content with
average $4,500.
Last week 'Lost
Horizon' (Col) (2d run) nice S.-i 000.
Palace
(Loew) (2..363: 35-55)—
'Dead End' (UA). Swell notices, one
.sheet even eivint? it nn f>d'*^orial. but
won't bettor li^ht "il 4.000. t n^f week
'Double
No!'>"i>
or
(Par)
to••

bogganed

to lii?ht $14,000.

—

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

'

$4,500. Last week 'Confession' (FN)
was $4,000, light.
^/^^^
Minnesota (Publix-Singer) (4,200;

Wednesday, September

1937

.29,

'

Tommy Dorsey-Crosby Combo,

Socko

25-35-55)—'Varsity Show' (FN). No
raves here and having some trouble

Hub; 'Heroes -Berle 17G

iii

Boston, Sept. 28.

Buffalo in

Good Shape,

Big guns this week are 'Vogues'
*Big City' Neat at $10,000
Memorial and 'Dead End' at
Buffalo, Sept. 28.
tha Orpheum and State. 'Doublj or
Business is 'running true to form'
Nothing,' with Tom Dorsey band on
but
Met.
here currently, with good grosses in
the stage, is terrif at the
not the Keith Boston with 'Sat- most houses. Things -hav^ subsided
urday's Heroes' and Milton Berle on some-what from the sensational takings earlier in the month, but are
stage.
satisfactory..
'Something to Sing About,' on still plenty
Estimates for This Week
dual, holds for a third week at the
Hub.
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-50)—
.
Estimates for This Week
'Vogues of 1938' (UA) (2dwk). Drew
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 35-55-75)— neat notices and moving along for
(RKO) and probably $13,000. Last week as exHeroes'
'Saturday's
stage show, starring Milton Berle. pected; big at $15,500.
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)—
Away oflE at $17,000 after a islow
(MG) and 'Blonde
Guy'
Last week 'Naughty Girls' 'Bad
start.
(RKO) with Ozzie Nelson on stage, Trouble' (Par). Box office holding
Last week
its own for okay $5,500.
$17,000.
(20th) and 'Mr.
Wooly'
and
'Wild
Fenway (M&P) (1,400 r .25-35-40- Moto' (20th) (2d week), did aU right
50 )_' Varsity Show' (WB) (2d run)
at $5,600.
"and 'Chan on Broadway' (20th) (1st
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 30-50)
Just marking time,
run), double.
—'Big City' (MGM). Snappy busiabout $4,000, Last week very good, ness being registered, and' gross will
Air'
Takes
the
$7,000, for 'Dodd
better $10,000. Last week
(WB) (1st run) and 'Souls at Sea* probably
'Varsity Show' (WB) jumped .over
(Par) (1st run), dual.
estimates and came in with fine
Hub (Grand) (930; 20-30-40)
$9,800.
'Something to Sing About' (GN) and
Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 25-40)—'Thm
(GN)» dual (3d Ice' (UA) (2d run). Brought back
'Killers at Sea'
week). Aiming at satisfactory. $4,500. and should do better than $7,500.
Last week (2d) good $7,000.
Last week 'Dead End' (UA) (2d run),
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 25- registered fine second week. $9,500.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 25-35)—
40-55)—'Vogues' (UA): and 'Lady
dynaB.o.
•Girl Said No' (GN) and 'Armored
Fights Back' (U), dual.
Off again currently to
mite, shooting at good $18,000. Last Cai' (U).
week, third frame of 'Thin Ice* about $6,000. Last week 'It's All
Salute' Yours* (Col) and 'Motor Madnass'
'Annapolis^
(20th)
and
(Col) was excellent; nearly $8,500.
(RKO), double, very good $12,000.
at the

_

cated.

week 'Double or Nothf
managed $10,500, fair.

Last

ing' (Par)

reviewers' pans and luke-warm reception from customers affecting the
mild $6;000 in prospect. • Last
week, 'Life of Party' (RKO) only
$4,000, poor.
State (Publix-Singer) (2,300; 2540)—'Marry the Girl' (WB) and
'London by Night' (MG). 'Battle of

(M&P)
or

(4,300; 35-55-

(Par),

Nothing'

with Tonvmy'Dorsey pn'stage; Socko
Last week 'That Certain
$37,000.

Woman.'

(WB)

and

.show,

stage

MPLS. WEEPING;

$21,600.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-4050)—'Dead End' (UA) and 'Can't Last
Hitting top
Forever' (Col), dual.
brackets, around $18,000. Last week
•Lost Horizon' (Col), single, pleased

mSITY' $7,000,

.

with

$15,700.

•

Paramount (M&P)
55)_'Varsity' Show'

•

Broadway' (20th),
Last week
at $6,000.
socko $12,000 for 'Souls at Sea'- (Par)
(2d run) and 'Dodd Takes the Air'
(WB) (1st run), double.
Scollay (M&P) (2,700; 25-35-40-

and

on

'Chan

dual.

TOWirSBEST

25-35(2d run)

(1,800;

(WB)

=

Weak

added, making
lots of show for the money; en route
Last Week 'Think
to good $3,200.
Moto'
(20th) and 'Blonde
Fast, Mr.
Trouble' (Par), duals, pretty good at

Champions'

fight film

.

$3,000.

Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)— '39
Reissue
Steps' (GB) (2d week).
going along at fair $600 clip. Last

week was $700.
Uptown (Publix)

(25-35)—'Toast
New York' (RKO). First nabe
Mild $2,800 in prospect.
showing.
Last week, 'Good Earth' (MG), at
of

$4,000, big.
World (Stefles). (350; 25-35-40-55)

—'Fire Over England' (UA),
No
cast names and having tough sledding. Looks lUie poor $1,000.~ Last
week, 'Gow' (Indie), out after four
poor days, $4001

HIGH, WIDE, HANDSOME'

.

Minneapolis, Sept. 28.

50)—'Stella DaUas' (UA)

(2d run) nose-diving to the lowest level in
and 'Footloose Heiress' (W]$) (1st months. Top loop figure this week
run), dual.
On the skids, around
Last week will be about $7,000 and the total
$4,500 for seven days.
'Confession' (WB) and 'Wild and first-run takings may not run much
(20th) ..(both
Woolly'
2d run), above $20,000—an amount that the
double, $4,200, for six days.
Minnesota or Orpheum alone someState' (Loew) (3,300; 25-35-4b-50) times garners.
—'Dead End' (UA) and 'Can't Last
Again, absence of outstanding atForever' (Col), dual.
Very hefty, tractions seems to be the principal
around $17,000 on ythe life.
Last factor. However, a general business
week 'Lost Horizon' (Col) adequate letdown also is being advanced as
$11,000.
an explanation for the drop. Cool
weather and the football season
opening, with 48,000 attracted here
Dakota
Minnesota-North
to
the
State football game, don't help.
Estimates for This Week
Aster" (Publix-Singer) (900; 15-25 >
'Exclusive' (Par) (2d run) split
with dual first runs 'Reported Miss(U) and 'Hopalong Cassidy
ing'
Rides Again' (Par). Looks like. fair
$1,000. Last week, 'Last Train from
Madrid' (Par) spilt with 'Midnight
Madonna' (Par) (2d runs) and last
Baltimore, Sept. 28.
Business Is holding up in good three days dual first runs 'Westshape this week, with all houses go- bound Limited' (U) and 'It Can't
(Col),
got $1,200,
ing along at a steady pace to fair Last Forever'
returns.
HipfMDdrome, playing a pretty good.
Century (Publix-Singer) (1,600;
combo setup of 'Something to Sing 25-35-40)—
Under
Fire' (20th).
'Love
About' (GN) and a stage presenta-

m;nGHTnx

mm BALTo

—

AND

H.O.

DENVER

Denver, Sept.
'High,

28.

Wide and Handsome,'

at the
the biggest money-getter
and will be held ov,er a few days.
Standees were the rule Sunday.
'Varsity iShow' was pulled after a
pbop- five days at the Denver. 'African Holiday' is pulling better than
average at the Rialto, usually a sqbsequent.
'Prisoner of Zenda' .may.
be held an extra week at the Broadway because of its good gross in the
third week at first runs.
Estimates for This Week

Denham,

is

session.

Century

Barnett,

La Rue,

opening again.
Paramount (Fox)

(Loew's-UA)

(3,000;

15-

(MG). Building in good style, with $11,500 indicated. Last .week, 'Broadway Melody' (MG), held up fairly well to
25-35-40-55 )--'Topp€r'

Detroit, Sept. 28.

hi;s
relatives, the
of
as a sta'ndih fdr T&rzan's
call.
caught him signing one of
his own tabs and asked why the
owner should have to do such a
thing.
He answered, 'Just want to

him

'

.

.

.

(2,000;

'

•

\

.

25-40)

(FN) and 'Think Fast.
Good going at
(20th).
l.ast Week 'Borneo' (20th)
$3,000.
and 'Marry the Girl* (WB) did only
$2,000.
Rlalto (Fox) (900: 10-25)—'African
Grabbing $1,700,
Holiday' (Ind).
which is big. House is usually a

-

.

(Continued from page 7)

and what

is

Any

ment.

regarded as good judgblanket order to tilt the

everywhere might be disastrous, but any "situation where the
product and conditioais appear to
warrant an increase, it is either being done or, at the moment, is under

tarilfs

consideration,
Home offices of
chains favor the tilting of prices
anywhere possible and are encour-

aging partners or affiliated circuits
toward such a goal.
In 75% of the Washington, D.'C,
theatres where Loew's, RKO and
Warnei's, plus independents, operate
30-40-65)—'Stella Dallas' (UA) (2d the scales have been increased with
week). Looks like nice $9,000 for arrival of fall weather. Other cities
second' session, following big $13,000 where increases are being tried inLouisville,. Chicago,' Minlast week.. Oh thiis basis, opus fig- cludes
ures to stay a third week.
neapolis, Salt Lake City and PhilaMichigan (United Detroit) (4,000; cfelphia. Joe Bernhard,
theatre
30-40-65)—'Vogues of 1938' (UA) chieftain, is
one who takes the posiwith Tommy FaY-r heading the stage
tion that the theatre is justified in
show. Slow opening, but figures to
grab a nice $26,000 on seven days. seeking more since in every other
.

'

WB

commodity prices have jumped. At
a meeting of Warner Bros, zone
managers a few weeks ago the question of increases at the b.o. was the

topic for considerable discussion but,
in
as
other chiain quarters, no
blanket order was issued.
Admission-conscious for some -time now,

Warners has been adding a niclcel
here and there where it thou.!?ht the
public would accept it but this circuit as well as Pariamount and others, plUs independents, have experienced some cases where increases
had

•

*

.

Admish Must Up

'Confession'

Fairly quiet here currently, but
everybody figures to come out nicely
on the profit side.
Nip-and-tuck affair for top coin
$10,300.
between Michigan and- Fox, former
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,200; showing' "Vogues of 1938' plus
15-25-35-40-55-66)
'Something to Tommy Farr heading the vaude, and
Sing About' (GN) plus stage review Fox playing '100 Men and Girl' with
and fight pix in which local boy won Vince Barnett and Jack LaRue topworld title, combining to turn in ping the stage show.
Around $26,000, neat, last .stanza for
rosy $13,000.
Last week, 'Life of
Estimates for This Week
'Toast of New York' (RKO) plus
Party' (RKO) plus vaude, $12,200.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 25-40)— Major Bowes unit on stage.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500: 15- 'Happened in Hollywood' (Col) and
'League
Frightened
Men'
of
(Col), 000: 25-40)— 'Souls at Sea' (Par) (3d
25-35-40-55)—'Double
or
Nothng'
(Par).
Got off to good start and dual. Figures for good ^5,300. Last week) plus 'Slim' (WB), dual. Forhold'ng steady pace for $9,500. Last week $5,500 on 'Can't Have Every- mer opus moved here after two sesweek, windup of 16 playing days for thing' (20th) (3d week) plus 'Man sions at the UA, giving the house a
•100 Men and Girl' (U) to very hey- Who Cried Wolf (MGM), former walloping
$12,000.
About $7,000,
film being moved here after two good, last stanza on
hey total of $23,000.
'Confession'
at the Fox.
(WB) (2d week) plus 'When Thief
New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15-25-30- sessions
30-40-65)—
Fox
(Indie)
(5,000;
'100 Meets Thief (UA).
40-55)— 'Wife, Doctor, Nurse' (20:h).
Men ahd Girl' (U) with Jack LaRue
United Artists (United Detroit)
Using limited capacity to ban^ out
and Vince Barnett topping vaude. (2,000; 30-40-65)—'Dead End' (UA).
$4,200, good profit, Second week set.
Off slowly, but perking for fine Clipping off a good $12,000, and may
St-niey (WB) (3.450; ] 5-25-30-4')- $27,000. Over $27,000, nice, last seshold for second session. Second ses55) (2nd wk)— 'Souls at Sea' (Par). sion on 'Wife, Doctor, Nurse' (20th)
sion of 'Souls at Sea' (Par) last
Sol d .'iS.OOO after wow opener to with Veloz and Yolanda on .stage.
week grabbed okay $9,000. following
$14,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (2,000; bumper first »stanza of $16,700.

—

.'One Hundred Men and a GiiT
alone is bucking the general trend.
Estimates for This Week
Embassy (Cohen) 1,512; 35-55-75)—
We
'Stella Dallas' (4th week). House has
had a tough time trying to buck the
United Artists by playing this picture day and date. The Embassy's biz
check on who steals the most; me has consisted mostly of overflow.
Expect to do better with 'Stella' in
or the bartender.'
Visited the Expo on its closing the fourth week now that it has
folded at the other house. Looks like
night and bade farewell to the con$3,'500.
Last week was pretty bad.
cessions whose owners already didn't $2,500.
Most of them
say goodbye to.
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—
stuck to the finish. We saw an ani- 'High, Wide and Handsome* (Par)
mal show which displayed a living and 'Hot Water' (20th). Paramount
250 pound turkey which weighed 50 will probably take a beating on this
pounds more than the one we were musical, which had a disappointing
opening^ with little signs of better
in two years ago at the Fulton theahead. Looks like moderate .til7,000.
atre.
Looked like a Thanksgiving Last week 'Varsity Show' (WB) and
dinner for Kate Smith.
did
'Holy
Terror'
disappointing
But to get back to the beautiful $16,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 35-55spot wte were in, the Mayfair Ca75)—
Madame'
(RKO) and
'Music
for
sino, we only regret they installed
Martini is a
a twp-week policy, .this .season, al- vaude. Although Nino
better name than most of those
though 'we -will have been there
which grace the Golden Gate marJohnny Hauser's band is quee, -'Music for Madame' is not up
three.
with us... they played all summer the Gate's alley. Mug house,, which
at -Grossinger's in the Catskills and caters to the town's only vaude
the boys, are just getting used to crowd, goes for sturdier stuff. Even
American food. Shayne and Arm- with exclusive showing here of the
poor
strong ruin tradition by going right •Battle of the Champions' a
Last week 'Flight from
$13,500.
into, their dances sans songs, and
Glory' (RKO) did $14,000, which was
Freddy Craig, Jr., is truly a mental okCi considering.
wizard. .remembering 10.' things at
Orpheum (F&M) (2.440; 35-55-75)
one time. This kid has a better —'100 Men and Girl' (U) and 'CounDurbin picture
memory than Milton Berle's mother. sel for Crime.'
Rube Bernstein; handling Billy holding up better during the first
initial ctanza than
Rose's .affairs",
goes With Hose's few days of the
'Lost Horizon,' previous topper set
'Show" of Shows' and after launching
for a nice $16,500, Irast week (4th)
that joins Jane Cowl as manager in 'Lost Horizon' (Col) did aii amazing
"We caught Rube $7,000.
her new play.
yelling through a big speaker at. the
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55Expo telling the folks about the 75)r-'Big City' (MGM) and 'Talent
'New York hasn't got Scout' (WB) (2rid week). Looks
Aquacade.
like a profitable $9,000, after a betit... Europe hasn't got it but Cleveter than expected first week. Last
land's got. it... what are you going
week this pair did oke $16,000.
to do with it?' The answer the night
St Francis (F-WC) (1.470; 55-75we saw it was capacity. There's $1.50)—'Zola* (WB) (2nd week). Resomething of a career. . .Bernstein, sponse to the Paul Muni picture for
from burlesque to Walter Huston to Warners has been a disappointment.
Weismuller to Gowl iii one genera- Expected building power has failed
Last week it did
to materialize.

we understand

usinig

Mr. Moto'

$27,000, Fine, Detroit

Week

of

Hollywood Selznicks, are.thinkmg

•

Farr 26C; 100 Men,'

/

Estimates for This

Sept. 28.

reopening

houses here this week.

•

-

Tommy

weather,

—

.

•,

Togues,'

San Francisco,

Summer

schools and the stock market dip are
taking their, toll of business in the

(Continued from page 2)

Aladdin (Fox)
25-40)—
(1,500;
'King Solomon's Mines' (GB). No
complaints at $3,500.
Last- week
'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA) did a fine
$5,500 and "went to the Broadway.
Broadway (Fox) (1,500; iS-AO)—
'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA), following
a week at each the Denver and
Aladdin. Nice going at $3,000. Last
week 'Thin Ice* '(20th) ran about tion.
'Tovarich' opens the dramatic seaeven with the former week, doing a
fine $4,500.
'Ice' was at the Broad- son here and one of this natives
way two weeks and a week at each asliced us if it would be presented in
the Denver and Aladdin.
Jewish: We told them Molly Picon
Denham (Cockrill) (1,500; 25-35- and John Halliday left the cast in
50)—'High, Wide and Handsome' New York, but they're trying to get
(Par) at $7,500, fine.
Last week
Gordon and Violinsky for the
•Wild Money' (Par) and stage show Vera
road.
was plenty good at $10,500.
Well, that about cleans up CleveDenver (Fox) (2,500; 25-35-50)—
'Varsity Sho-w*
CWB) and stage land and in view of the prison
band. Poor $4,000; and yanked on breaks since we have been here, it
five days. Last week 'It's All Yours'
could stand a little. They have a
(Col) did a big $12,500, assisted by a
new rule in the county jail here...
stsi^c show*
Orpheuni (RKO) (2.600; 25-35-40) a cell for the prisoner and two ad—'Life of Party (RKO) and 'London joining cells for visitors. Makes it
by Night' (MG). Good biz at $7,200. easier to chat and exchange little nic
Last week 'Big City' (MG) and 'Rid- nacs. Four escaped so far this week
ing on Air' (RKO) did a neat $10,- with
for
next week
prospects
000, being held three days to give
the
house a middle-of-the-week brighter.

tion built around the Big- Apple Ameche-Young combination and title
luring some femme matinee trade,
craze, threw in an extra attraction
with the showing of films taken at biit will be lucky to exceed mild subsequent.

recent championship fights In which
a local boy, Harry Jeffra won
world's batamweight title, garnering
a pleasing $13,000.
'Double Or- Nothing' (Par) at
Keith's got off to a good start, indicating a profitable $9,500, while the
New is using all' of its limited ca-;
pacity to give 'Wife, Doctor, Nurse'
(20;:h) a good $4,200 on the opening

Osterman

$16,500

.

$7,500

'

This is another oft week--the second in succession—and grosses are

100 Men Alone OK,

b.o.;

.

Metropolitan

Frisco;

Orpheum (Publix-Singer) (2,890;
Woman'
25-35-40)—'That
Certain
(FN). Bette Davis a magnet, but

—

75)—'Double

Too Nice Weather and Market Dent

the grade; light $7,000 indi-

making

to be dropped.

Regionally Handled
Paramount has upped scales

;
-

-

:

'

'

$10,000.

United Artists (Cohen) (1.200; 3555-75)—'Vogues of 1938' (UA). Got
off to a tough start when it opened
on one of the warmest days of the
year. With the weather against it.
Technicolor fashion picture may
be held to $10,000, but good. Last

week

-

(3rd) 'Stella Dallas" did $5,000.

Warfield (F-WC) (2.680: 35-55-75)
—'Doctor, Wife, Nurse' (20th) and

•Footloose Heiress* (WB). Had expected great biz, but will have to be

with mild

satisfied

Last

holdover.

$9,000

week

on

the.

$16,000.

certain houses' in various keys but
not others, experimentation being
with such theatres as it is felt might
stand a boost at this time. A. H.
Blank, operating in the Illinois-IowaNebraska territory is adding on a
nickel or more here and there and
in the New England territory various theatres are attempting to assess
the public a bit more for film.
Most of the south and \vest have
been slow to experiment with higher
prices, but with bumper crops this
year in these territories, oparators
are hoping to be able to meat added
rental and other costs through stiffer
ticket costs.
In the Illinois-Indiana
territory there have been a consider-

able number of increases of a minor
nature. tThe Great States chain in
with the idea
of making the public dig a little
deeper this season. In labor-stricken
areas or situations where local conditions for other reasons make increases dangerous, the operators are

.

^

this territory is toying

viewing chances very carefully.
In New York, the No. 1 key of the
country, there have been only a few
in levies.
Of the larger
houses, only the Roxy has boosted its
top admission, minor kites elsewhere
being at morning mat hours or other
times.
raises

Pitt*s Tilt

Pittsburgh, Sept.

28.

admission scales here
a year has just been
announced by Alvin, Harris site
hiking night top from 40c. to 50c.
Raise, however, gives house only
nickel -more since 5c. of that goes
for taxes.
Unlikely,
however, that Alvin
move will launch a general ruipe
among first-runs. That price brings
house to the Penn's level, \ji\h only
First

in

tilt

in

more than

•

Fulton and Warnefr now stickinrj to
40c. Stanley, with combo policy of
for

•

pix and

flesh,

gets

60c.

'

•TABIBTI'S' I.Qin>pN OFFICE,
g

MartiM'*

St.

n«M,

INTERMATIOMAL NEWS

Trafalgar Mquar*

Just

on 20th s

Crick to Concentrate

Anzac Interests

Members

Exclusively;

Sydney, Sept.

28.

man of the board of Hoyts and a diwill
rector of General Theatres, and
20th
devote his entire time strictly to
future.
the
In
.

Boolcing deal between Hoyts km,
Snider-Dean is all ready for signafollowing
ture and will include the
theatres at present controlled by
S-D; Saint James, Brisbane; Lyceum,
Sydney; and
Itfelbourne; Mayfair,
His Majesty's, Perth.
Hoyts will handle the film buying
j^r these houses for a period of 10
years, plus buying pix for its own
This will not interfere
vast chain.
}n any way with the indie operation
6f Shider-Dean in its own indie nabe
Jhouses, but will simply give Hoyts
D better city coverage.
'

HLM

FRENCH, DUTCH
IN

WORK

IN ITALY

Rome,

Sept. .17.
Two foreign, pics are being made
in Italy at present. One is a French
production, 'Naple au Baiser de Feu'
(Naples Kissed by Fire'), exteriors
for which are being taken at Capri.
Augusto Genina is directing this pic,
in

which TlnO Rossi is starring.
Other film is a Dutch-Italian pic

being turned in a

Manenti

Giulio

Luisa

Ferida

femme

star

double
the

is

itself, especially in the cities.
the booking deal will be a
considerable help in that it will not
pnly take care of the excess film
itbotage contracted but will enable

the story 'immoral' and prohibin toto.
Humorous side of it all:
sors understand French
it

with German

to continue outbidding Great6r Union for product.

only

it

Weil

all:

is

will

PARIS NITERY

SEASON OFF
WITH BANG
Paris, Sept. 21.

JAP EMBARGO

town has begun

those

who

and again

.Managenaent board of the booking
eonibine will consist of Leon Snider,
Dean, Ken Asprey and
Sfiorge
Charles Munro.

STYMIES

U. S.

First

getting

settled

for

and

Establecimientbs Filmadores Argentinos having been inaugurated, two
other projects for studio units will
shortly be realized.
Argentina Sono Film, most important local producing company,
which up to date has worked on
small sets without suitable conveniences, is building new studios
On the grounds of the Jockey Club
at
San Isidro, a Buenos Aires
suburb.
Another producing company, Cinematografia Iguazu, whose first picture 'Los Locos del Cuarto Piso'
('Zanies of the Fourth Floor') is
ready for release, is constructing
studios at Loma de Zamora, near
Buenos Aires. -Intends to make six
pictures during the coming season.
Roberto Castellani has been appointthis

the

appearances look as thoiigh

first

The Hague,

Sept. 17.

here

Nearly all' picture-houses
and in Amsterdam opened the new
09ason with American pictures. At
ti^e Hague are 'Personal Property'
Cheyney'
(M.G),
'Last
of
Mrs.
(kG), 'Ex-Mrs. Bradford' (WB),
^reen Light' (WB). In Amsterdam:
•Think Fast, Mr. Moto' (20th-Fox),
'She Met Him in Paris' (Par), "There
Girl', (Jladio); 'This Is My
(20th.Fox).
City theatres in Amsterdam and
The Hague did good business with
^e English Dietrich picture 'Knight

Goes

My

Affair'

Tokyo, Sept. 28.
Finance Office has banned foreign
film imports indefinitely.
Not certain what procedure will be taken
as regards the films en route here.

There
to do

is. -sufficient product
until January.

on hand

°

AU coin remains stymied here,
with no hope of getting it back to
the home offices for the time being.
Tokyo, Sept.

6.

Although the Manchuokuo government has definitely decided to

product.
ih« comedies, have all the public
American
Inability to rely on
iupport. German pictures, a few
yean ago very much in demand, are product would, in itself, be a big
hurdle for the hew distributing
out of the running and there are
channel to overcome, but because
only a few French pictures, the best
40% of the product used in Manones, imported.
chuokuo is Chinese, present hostilities will cut off that source, leaving
the new government organ with but
Jap pix, representing only 20% of
the total requirements.
Because of the extremely close conDurban, Sept. 2.
New Metro theatre here opened nection between the governments of
'

New MG Durban House

Japan and Manchuokuo, many here
with 'After the Thin Man.'
New building is one of the town's feel that the take-over of distribution in Manchuokuo by the govern*lghts and on opening was capacity.
ment, is a trial-horse and, if sucLocals seem to like the new house,
cessful, will result in a similar move
which looks to be a success. M'.
in Japan.
This would present a
Davis, new general manager of S. A.
considerable problem to thfe Amertor MG, attended the preem, plus a
icans, who would then face the problot of celebs.
lem of continuing to do business
under distasteful conditions, or abandon the market to Europeans, who
Argentine Pic in Paris
wouldn't be so squeamish.
Buenos Aires, Sept. 2L
Understood that the U. S. Dept.
Argentine film production will be of State and the Hays org. have gone
riiooting,
in on record as approving the action
for the
first
time,
Europe. Lumiton Production Co. is of the distribs here in withholding
sending two cameramen, Alfredo product.
Traverso and John Emer, to Paris to
do exteriors for its forthcoming proFilm with
duction, 'Argentinos en Paris' CArgentmes in Paris').
and Flo
Manuel Romero directs the pic
London, Sept. 19.
•ttd cast includes Florencio ParraVogue Films, Howard Walsh's comvloino, Irma Cordoba, Tito Lusiardo
pany, is in action again. Just set Bert
«nd Enrique Serrano.
Ambrose for film titled 'Kicking the
Moon Around,' from an original by
Perkins in
Tom Geraghty. Supporting Ambrose
are Harry Richman, Florence DesTokyo, Sept. 8.
E4 .Perkins, publicist of Los An- moii and Evelyn Dall, the permageles, arrived here last week and is nent crooner in the Ambrose band,
arranging a concert tour ior Maritza who iij having a star part written for

THERE MAY BE

New Ambrose

Richman

Desmond

Tokyo

several dates.
^^'^^'ns, while here, expects lo
nuddle with Shochiku on the idea of
^fy'^foping.a plan for conducting a
,

PUDlicity

campaign .in Europe and
America for export product, if and

wnon made by Shochiku.

punctured balloon.

Announced
splurge,

mere

with

here

way back

a

great

in February, the
dwindled to a

outburst has

initial

and it now seems dubithe great revolutionary film
to be one of the chief attractions of the expo will be finished
by the time the big show folds, up.
ous

trickle

if

planned

At the time the plan came to light,
was tO' be the largest and most
magnificent thing this country had
ever seen by way of picture produc-

it

.

tion.

Government

itselif

was

to

make

an initial cash advance, and the huge
amounts to be spent were to be covered by public subscription.
Too,
practically every known writer, musician, actor and actress In the en-

eration of Labor.
All of this was
approved by the Popular Front gov-

ernment, then headed by Leon Blum,

SOME PIX FOR

First opening of major' importance
that of Max Spiro's Bagatelle,
former stand of the old Montmartre,
but catering to the same uppity-up

crowd which was given

and the three parties making up the
Popular Front. Pic was to retrace
the French Revolution and' show

its

YET

G.U.T.

initial

her.

This means Miss Desmond will
probably not go into the 'Ziegfeld
on Broadway, for which she
was signed by the Shuberts.
Picture starts shooting in October
at Ihe Pine wood Studios, with Arthur Wood directing. Michael Carr
and James Kennedy of. the Peter
Maurice Music Co. have written the
Follies'

inLisic.

how the Frenchman himself is the
master of his own country.
What has actually happened is
something entirely different. Production under the direction of Jean
Renoir, as originally planned, has
begun, but whole story has been
changed and a great deal of that

opening earlier this year when Hayward Powers' Society Band was
Sydney, Aug. 31.
brought over.'
Picture people here are trying to
This seasons opening was just as figure out what product Charles large-scale grandioseness Is to be
much on the upgrade, with custom- Munro, Hoyts, hooked in N. Y. Pic omitted.
ers coming in evening dress or not
One of the reasons given for omitis also guessing as to what will
What is left of mob
being admitted.
happen when Walter Hutchinson ting 'all of that' .is that the picture
Powers' band is now batoned by
(Continued on page 61) '
hits here next week.
Ford Harrison who, with two other
When Charles Munro got back
members of the original band. Is from his N. Y. trip, insiders said
holding one side of the stand, while that he'd tied up
everything 20thSerge Glykson, with Jerry Mengo Fox, Warners, Unl, Columbia,
RKO
vocaling and bearing down on the and UA,
and that Greater Union
drums, is on the other side. Bands .would have to scrape around with
as presently composed are just about
the British and indie stuff.
equal, both turning out swing and
Now, it's tipped that Universal
tango to the liking of the steppers, may swing over to GUT,
and that
and both liked.
the UA contract was. only made to
The Townsends, in from South cover General Theatres In case a
America, but American, are the only long-termer went through. Which
Rome, Sept.. 17,
attraction oflfered. On opening night,
It won't.
Such being the case, it
Official statistics published on the
numbers,
•

—

$3,500,0111)01

ITALIAN PROD.

a foxcouple stepped three
trot, a tango and lai one-step, all
three of which clicked excellently.
If opening- night is^^ 'any indication
of what Is to foUow, this club Is set
to catch the best biz 'bf the nighters

would place
sition

GUT

a healthier poespecially since

in,

altogether,

amount

of capital invested in the
Italian film industi^y show a big in-

Columbia, too, is said to be ready to crease: for last year.
trade with GUT, and it has been
In the season 1935-'36, the first one
mentioned that 20th-Fox would still after the state stepped in to help the
like to see some of its ace pix cinema, capital invested was roughspotted Into the State,
Sydney, ly $2,000,000, which was over twice
which is gut's show-window.
as much as the investment in the
previous season.
This time, the
Liebeskind Enroute
capital invested is over $3,500,000, a
good setup considering that during
Buenos Aires, Sept. 13.
'

this season.

'

Paula Singerman
Buenos Aires,

,

Home
Sept, 21.

Singerman,
locally
w.k.
Nat Liebeskind, general manager part of this period sanctions and the
stage actress, is expected back here of RKO in Argentine, left Buenos burning
the
CINES studios
of
Sept. 30 from N. Y., after two years' Aires yesterday (12) for New York, cramped Italian production.
itbsence, to play at the Teatro Na- in order to take part in a RKO sales
cional with a local cast.
convention.
Opening night is fixed for Oct, 7.
He is due back here Nov. 17.

Paula

Regular G-B Dividend

'Dance Day and Dated in

Two Jap

j

SeUer, harpist.
First date set is
J«eiji Scimei Kaikan,
Sept. 21. After
Playing Osaka, Kyoto and Kobe, she
will go to Hongkong
and Manila for

collapsed almost as completely as a

-

take over distribution of, all pix
product for that country, commencing next December, it may have a
Without Armor,' though the critics tough time making a go of it. American distribs here, with the apunanimously panned it.
proval of their respective home ofIt appears more and more clearly
decided to withhold all
that American pictures, especially fices, have

Ed

the French, govern-

tire
country was to contribute
something to the making of the film.
To be called 'La Marseillaise,' film
was to be- realized under a co-op
com- form within the framework of the
Syndicate General des Travailleurs
de rindustrie du Film, with the
patronage of the Comite de Coordirnation du Film of the French Fed-

was

No More German Films

of

to give a helping hand to picture production in this country has

are back from vacation

winter, night life begins again apace

try

B. A. ment

Buenos Aires, Sept. 13,
Argentine film production is taking another step forward. Studios of

ed managing director of
With pany.

to strut.

Ultra-Ultra

Paris, Sept. 19.

STUDIOS

GOING UP IN

the town is going to step a faster
pace this' coming season than for
many years.

INCOME

Tops at Hague;

TWO NEW

Fall swing in the nightie life in
this

11

Fihn-But They Forgot Ahout Money

'

part.

.-

U< S. Pix

Cen-

subtitles.

Tragic side of
out $2,000.

Had Ahout a $1MOOO

Eduard Weil,

$1,000 for publicity.
Then the
film was shown a second time.
This time the censors called
ited

I'elrvhone

That Was a Swell Dream the French

film distributor, he need not
bother with subtitles on Sacha
Guitry's
'Faisons
un Reve'
('Let Us Dream') and that they
would pass on it if shown the
original French copy. This was
done and the censors okayed
the film.
Weil then spent $1,000 printing up subtitles and another

SPhus,

)0[oyts

Show

version.

producer.

be the Italian
and Annie van Duin will
be starred in the Dutch version.
Script was written by the Dutch
ZekendorfT
and
translated
into
Italian by two w.k. Italian playWrights,
Gherardo
Gherardi
and
C.
V.
from
away
splitting
With Hoyts
Ludovici.
Kurt Cksrro will be diipreater Union in General Theatres
rector for both versions, but Giorgio
the first of the year, Hoyts will be
Ferro.ni will help with the Italian
left with more product than it can
handle

to

Vienna, Sept. 17.
of the Austrian cen-

sorship board told

Resigns Hoyts; Latter's S-D Deal
Stanley Crick, local head of 20th
Century-Fox, has resigned as chair-

Goes

TABIETT, I.0ND017
Tempi* Bar 0O*l'5Ol2

Cifblfl Aildreii«:

Win Be Paid

Sept.

30

London, Sept. 28.
Holders of Gaumont-British cumu-

Chains; Points to

End of Big Feud

lative first preference shares will receive their regular half-yearly divi-

dend on Sept. 30,
Payment on the preference dividend- due last March was held up
Tokyo, Sept. 28.
by both Toho and Shochiku for the
pending the outcome of the injunc'Shall We Dande' (RKO) has been past six months. RKO, heretofore
tion applied for by shareholders,
day and dated in all Shochiku and tied to Toho for release, will in the
claiming the dividend was not earnToho theatres. This is not only un- future service only Shochiku houses,
ed. The injunction was denied and
usual as a booking, but is important Spierman having closed a contract
payment was made in early April.
with
in that

it

points to a conciliation be-

.

Kichizo Chiba, Shochiku'd for

tween two big Japanese chains eign manager.
Under the new
which have been feuding bitterly.
.

Fox,

Towa

setup, Metro, 2bth
Shoji, Saneisha, United

Satit-e

on Hollywood

Tokyo, Sept. 6.
Artists and RKO are aligned with
Actress in Brazil
Richard D. Spierman, w.k. in the Shochiku, while Paramount, Uni
Rio de Janeiro, Sept. 18,
pix biz in Latin America, has as- versal, 'Warners and Columbia are
Following a lightning visit to Holsumed management of the RKO of- tied to Toho.
lywood, Dulcina de Moraes, pop
Efforts, made several weeks ago, young Brazilian actress, has decided
fices hi Japan, replacing F, A. Kennedy, who has left Japan for Amer- to smooth out the differences be
to produce a satiric play on the cusSpierman also assumes the of- tween Toho and Shochiku, seem to toms of America's filmland before
ica.
fice of chairman of the American have been stymied, as no announce
departing for New York to perform
Motion Picture Assn.,. vacated by ment has been made regarding a ih legit next winter.
rapprochement. Because bf present
Kennedy.
Interesting point of the play will
of
management
also aggravated situation here, due to the be a motion picture scene with aeChange
brought about a change of RKO's Sino-Japanese hostilities, it isn't tors as the audience on stage, prostatus in the alignment of foreign likely that the two outfits will con
vldlng dual entertainment and introdistribs which has been maintained tinue the feud, however.
ducing a novelty for the Rio public.

By
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PARAMOUNT NEWSREEL

Inaugurates

New Departure in Screen Reporting with
Known Radio Commentators, headed by

Nine^Nationally

Voice Staff* of
Gabriel Heatter.

The

i

1^

"'""^ the

GABRIEL HEATTER, ciiief of Paramount

Newsreel "Voice

Staff.**

dynamic personality.

the

Vibrant,,

or the

No one bet-

ter than he at mixing big

news with

human -interest stories.
Selected by Women's National
Radio Committee of 20,000,000
club women as Radio News Com^

colorful

mentator No.
^

1.

Ver

Commercially

sponsored by more evening adver-'
tisers than any other news com-

mentator on the

air.

1

MARKJAWIEY
Triumvirate to Cover Spot News. Trio of well known radio commentators will be the voices behind spot news for the Paramount Newsreel.

Thesfe keen-voiced gentlemen are Sidney Walton. Joseph Boley and Mark
Hawley, Walton at.one time wa| identified, with WBAL (Baltimore) as
news editor and commentator. Later joined
(New York) where

TON

he wrote and presented his own news program. Boley was staff an^
nouncer ^or WjAS (Pittsburgh) and later at KQV. Hawley with considerable experience as announcer
is

noW

transatlantic news

audience in the country.

on some of America's greatest stations,
commentator over WOR, with largest local

.

VARIETY
^

|REGORY ABBOTT

will specialize

on

disasters, w£|;r

^ith the Paramount Newsreel since 1931.

Has

and tragedy. Has been
also

been announcer on

WOR

and WMCA,. Whett he's not describing events for
he spends his time singing and composing songs in con»
with his work as a church soloist.

jadio stations
|he~ftewsreel,
jl^ection

behind the football games.. Has been doing
more than seven yea/s. and is rated as an expert
commentator on track and field events, baseball, hockey,3oxing, football,
basketball, polo, swimming and tennis. For past three years has broadcast
all major football games over NBC.
BILL SLATER

owns the

"voice'*

sports broadcasting for

H

"PARAMOUNT NEWSREEL, as always,
I

concentrates on service".

.

t

I

i

I?

''Service

i

i
I
I

i
iOE BOLTON will cover baseball, track events, college athletics. Is sports

and staff announcer at WOR (New
York). Has large following for his own program— 'The Man About
Town." Varies the monotony of life by Mc-ing nationally sponsored

announcer for

WCAU

radio programs.

(Philadelphia)

8
•X-.

•s*

i
i
I
P

Paramount

Newsreel Editor A. j.
Richard as his organization starts second decade of achievement.

'A

m
W'

"We believe exhibitors and
the public want news
presentation to be the
primary function of a newsreel.

We

I

I

We

are not depart-

have selected these nine
specialists from radio because we feel that their
voices will lend added impetus and audience interest
to photographed news happenings."

mentalizing the news.

i

i

above everything

else," states

I

i
i

i
%
m
m
i
i

FILM REVIEWS

VARIETY

14

Fred

Stone.-

Bro^^^^^^^

Gimia

Marifn

•cdT.y

liking for practical
joking with some very good luck. at
roulette, selects her lor two weeks
'v'a^atio'n at a swanky mountain reluxury, all
gort Where she lives
of
expenses paid. From the

m

I

Stuart,

BUected byjv" "am ^' ^^Ujfi

.

by^ SS^reii w.«.
f,°„'er''f?in^"Mori;."
Mitchell
PonKs' Lew Ponack-sidney D.
and Murrov
chariM Tobiaa. Ai inaterlal_and
^numjje«
Menc-her; RJ>* Bros^

JM

•

^

camera. Booert
silvers;
Sept.
lievlewed In Projecllon Boom, N. T..
mine.
24, '37. mmnlntc time, 00
•••Themseivee
.

Jnci!..;....
Vn^".''f

Tonv

Joan Marsh
'.'.V.'.Blxie

Polly

Oliver Rtearns, Sr.

••

Mo.ss..

•••MaurtrcaBG

;;jiarjor"e

miss Murphy..,..
T. Bdwln Cabot
oiue Stearns...

vJ^n

ting pretty, SO to speak, relieved of
to the former
the necessity to return
,
,
,
jije of singmg to bad accompamment for the saUors. Then she meets
a young peasant, the village postman,
and her emotions become strangely
mixed. The youth explains to her
of nature, theJovelU
of moimtain fiowers, the song
ness H*"*!^'
of brooks and the sighs of tall, sentinel^ike pines. Little Anni gets all
confused.
^
^.
j
The Count sends his high-toned
friends a wire which tells them the
truth about Anni and where she
came from. They give her the shoulder and the hotel manager says some

able football fans.
•The Great Garrlck» (WB).
Finely made period romantic
comedy. Brian Aherne in title
role, supported by Olivia de
Havilland and a cast of good
actors in costume. Will need

chln^r J?

''.':**'!'.:-.::-.::V.:::'.nob^"^^

Refewe

Norman wHUs

_

The Ritz

Bros, soar to stardom in

Begins in College,' the production that was to have been the
'1937 Pigskin Parade.' It marks them
them as stellar comedy stars a la
the Maxxmen. Totally different in
central story content from 'You
Have Everything,' which
Can't
prompted this bigger opportunity,
current entry of collegiate and the
gridiron capers finds theiri running
rainpaht 'to another box office touch-

*Life

Scenes in

„

„^

„,ut^u

4v,^

^oTnoi-a

Sant

I

^

-

.

,

to

through in great

style.

V^tLi^w^X
football bench.

Then they re seen most
-^j.^^

^e

freres R tz first appear as
student tailors with a record of seven

Tonedoes her4oic
as the peasant mail

w

acting

l"«,M«"l^-«S®?,,,!^1^2I.^So^^l.lJS'*^f

something out of the
Robert Young is given some
very incredible things to do and say.

v®?^

E«ar in character parte, and Lynne

^^S2*+Klt"4Kl3^^

'76 boys,

Dialog

Tr»-i

^r.

Is crisp,

5hiK?'c ^r^it
Tunberg and Don Aiuuigers
cream.
|

dleton's interpretation of the todian
grid star is standout, , Joan Davis,
comedienne, serving as his principal
foil,
especially excellent in that

goofy

|

Goes

Collegiate*
all .have
good
chance to catch on. KuUer-GoldenPokrass also did meritoriously with
the special numbers for the Ritzes.

28.

mlnn.

dl Melnn
Admiral Monti
Maddelcna Monti
Count Armalla
Marin

Noblll
Plptro

Alberto

-.Joan Crawford

...Franchot Tone
Rohort Young

Burke

Blllle

.Reginald Owen
Lynne Carver

George Zucco

Mary

Jean Cabot
M. Janin
Innkeeper.
M. Noverre.
Thlerre.

LeBrun..
M. Moreau.

Fritz Leiber
.Etlenne GIrardot
Dorothy Tree
Craig Reynolds
.Paul Kverton
Trevor Bardecte.
Milton Owen
Albert van Dekker
Chester Clute

A

•

I

NEW YORK

w

1

is

proflte most by the reof the story.
<3a+
Youre setinterpolated song, «v,«,v«.

Me

on

Fire,*

sung by Miss

only for
situation.

its

dramatic value in the
'

.

I

conceived to embarrass the visitor.
French actors take over the management of an inn on the CalaisDesmond Tester Paris road. When Garrick appears
Arnold Jame
..wiillam Dewhurst en route to the capital, the innkeeper,
Mortimer
james Pjrrie
Cowper,.
Francis L. Sulllyan servants and guests are acting their
Hugo Brandt.
Ujg^''Qj„
Drusiiia.wius respective roles. Trumped-up quarJerry Vemo rels ending in murder, duels and
steward
Seyler strange happenings' take place to
.Athens
Aunt Veronica.
the visitor. He sees through
^'^''^^------^A^ J^'uiiS'tt frighten
Peter buU the fraud and enters into the scheme
spurgeon
Tony Qulnn as a willing victim.
Harrlgan
However, a

^^^^^^^^^^^^

my

I

.•

-

|

young woman, who

Exhibitors will be cautious in set

is

a stranger to

Date of this one is set a couple of the French actors, arrives at the inn
'Madame X' in first runs until
drawing strength is established. years hence, when presumably a to stay the night. They try to send
ren William. William Henry. Directed by However, it might 'serve to leaven regular passenger aerial service is in her away but Garrick, believing she
operation between England and the is one of the. ribbers, invites her to
Sam Wood. Screenplay by John Meehan, the comedy and flliriusical relep'-es.
based on drama by Alexandre Blsson; muU. S. Even allowing for the futur- take his suite.
Flin,
Subsequent comslcal score. David Snell; Interpolated song.
istic element, it is all a bit improb- plications comprise the fun in the
'Xou're Setting- Me On Fire,' by waiter
able, but it is weU done, exciting, and story, at the end of which Garrick
i>onai<iflon. Bob Wright and chet Forres^;
splendily acted. Should make good vmmasks the plot against him, and
'r:i2^rmr^'^^iJr^%-.u^^^
either side of the Atlantic as a sec- discovers the girl was not one of the
rector. Tom Ahdre. Previewed at Uptown
RKO release of Robert Sisk production
players. She has fled, but the two
theatre. L. a.. Sept. 21, -37.
Running Features Van Heflln, Marian Marsh. Di- ond feature.
Stranded young English chorine in meet later in Paris.
'"1"^
rected by Edward KlUy.
Story, George
Jacqueline Fleurtot
Gladys George Templeton: screen play, Paul Yawltz and New York is accidentalty involved
Tale is not without some very
Rayihond Fleurlot
John Beal David Sllversteln; camera, Nicholas Mu- in a. gang murder. She doesn't. wit* amusing angles. Fact
is, it is a farce,
Bernard Fleurlot
Warren William suraca; editor, Frederic Knudtson.
ReUeglncld Owen viewed In Projection Room, N. T., Sept. ness it, but sees the men involved, should be played as a farce with
MaurIcA Dourel
and could clear a harmless hobo who speed and increasing hilarity. Such,
William Henry 23. '37. Running time, 6S mlns.
Hugh Farlman, Jr
Henry Daniell Val
Lerocle
She however, is not the case. Whale's
...Van HeflJn is charged with the crime.
Phillip Reed
Jean
t^.
Marian Marsh leaves for home the next day and is direction is geared to a slow tempo.
Ly nhe Cai-vcr b'rances
Helene
.........Richard I2!ne followed by one of the mob, who, to His romantic
passages between Brian
Emma Dunn Red Watson...
Rose
;...Alan Bruce
Uuth Hussey Burgceon
make
sure
she
will
out
Annette
be
of
their
Aherne and Olivia de Havilland, the
Ooc Thomas
Minor Watson
Luis Albernl Dubrowsky
Sclpio
...Frank Jenks way, frames her on a theft charge principals, are quite charming, but
Dr. LaFarge.'
George 2(ucro Sam
Best and she is sent to prison.
W11U6
much too long. Action never hits
,-.C'oWi WItherspoon
Nora
Coach Banks
...Walter Miller
On release the girl discovers there the:velocity which the situations de..Tonath'an Hale
Hugh Farlman.' Sr
Crawford Weaver
Adla Kuznetzorc Baker
Capt. Dorcas
President Hcmmond../
George Irving has been a search for 'the missing mand.
Cast contains many players who
Calkins
John Arledge witness,' whose testimony, the accpsed
./
That perennial of the vale of tears, Freshman .....
...Dick Ilogan man claims, can save his life.
She seem to relish the idea of costumes
Jones
Al St. John rushes to Scotland Yard, but her and whose
stage and screen experi'Madame X,' blooms, a gain in colors And.v
President Mitchell.
.Charles Trowbridge
story
is disbelieved.
In
despair
she
ence
justifies their selection. Aherne
not quite' so* vivid as in former years.
Timed to cop the seasonal inter- stows away on the New York-bound gives a fine characterization of GarChosen by Metro, as a vehicle to
Gang try viarious means rick. Miss de Havilland, as the unest in football, this junior varsity air liner.
demonstrate the dramatic and emo- entrant won't score. Strictly frosh of silencing her. When cornered, welcome guest who creates the comtional talent of GladJ's George it material and a story from the bot- the actual murderer parachutes from plications, meets all the acting replane,
having knocked out the quirements and looks like a cameo.
the
protom
of
the
trunk.
Script
and
possesses lachrymatory qualities. It
Crack-up is barely averted Horton gets some laughs asGarrick's
duction are cornier than i. walka- oilots.
used to be a idrst class burst of tears; thon champ's dogs.
by the young detective who is en valet; Melville Cooper is sufficiently
now it's a quiet, comforting sniffle.
'Saturday's Heroes' is ballyhoocd route to investigate the girl's story. authoritative as head of the French
'rime has aulied the poignancy of
develops for the two, players, and Atwill makes a less imas an expose of professionalism in Love interest
I

ting

•

its

I

SATURDAY'S HEROES

I

Blllle
Burke,
Robert
Franchot Tone.
VoUng, Reginald Owen, Directed by Dorothy Arzner.' From play by Ferenc Molnar; screenplay by Tess Sleslnger and Brad-,
musical
score
by
Franz
Fobte;
Waxbury
man; song. 'AVho AVunts Love,' by Waxman and Gus Kahn; dances, Val Rnset;
camera, George Folsey; film editor.. AdrlEdward
nsst.
director.
Fnzan;
enno
Westwood, Sept. 22, 'S7. Running time. 100

RudI Pul

....Henry Mollison
'
Krlc
Helen. ....................... .Claudia De l
Betty Bosa- Clark
Mrs. Curtis
Harrison Green
Constable

George in a waterfront dive, seenris
to have some melody, but is spotted

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Metro release of James Kevin McGuInproduction.
Stars Gladys .George;
features John Beal, Reginald Owen. War-

Metro release of Joseph L. Manklewicz
production. Stars Joan Crawford; features

Qlullo

An

nesB

(WITH SONG)

ConteR.<ia

make
I

(WITH SONG)

The Bride Wore Red

Anni

office.
nr-

MADAME X

Weor.

Hollywood, Sept.

box

ting

—

,

J.^""*

Hull
.Warren^S^lJ

,

Molee
Horatio

Atwill
O'Kellt

.Anna Lee

1

FIiTi.

dance.
bit too much in reaching for laughs
at other times. Fred Stone as the
coach, Gloria Stuart as the co-ed in
love with Dick Baldwin, football
captain who, incidentally, is an acceptable juvenile, all register. Joan
Marsh is the campus vamp. Tony
Martin, spotted as band leader, figures only as the singer of one song.
Ed Thorgersen, Movietonews' regular sports
narrator, does the foot
.
ball radio announcer, and Maurice
Cas.<5 and Dixie Dunbar are incidental.
'Why 'Talk About Love?' (PollackMitchell), 'Sweet Varsity Sue,' 'Big
Chief Swing It.' and 'The Rhumba

,

Henry

"c^vTction and
-^STi^^ hewl^rather
than Miss

keep ^"im"aw^;
at nights
thinks about it.
emotion. It
Not a film to enhance Miss Craw- CSeorge who
lord's popularity at the

Sheila Curtis......

«««

S^XhwhenmusT
he

powwow

Mme. Moreau

NON-STOP

as a hotel maid. Least sympathetic
'Ole is played by George Zucco, who
Cnnnf Armaua thinks un the idea

song and
She's inclined to grimace a

Indian

-

NlcollQ

1

Horton
Cooper

Luis Albernl
Lana Turner
Marie Wilson
Linda Perry

Basset,

Auber

nilns.

»T

Olivia de Havilland

Edward Everett
Tubby
.....Melville
M. Flcard
Lionel
Beaumarchals
Henry
Sir Joshua Reynolds....

Josephine Bentham^; camera, Gilbert warPreviewed In projection room,
rentMj.
Running time, .68
N. Y., Sept. 24, 'ST.

W^P

wn ui
badly miscast in a naive story
J' which
fa teiiousW related

I

Monogram release of Dorothy Held proFeatures Anne Nagel, Warren
duction.
Directed by William Nigh. ScreenHull.
Dean Bpencer, from original by
play,

Brian Aherne

David .Qarrlck
Germalne

.

I

^

(RKO).

Bride for Henry

I

?SerriT?vei?^hiSg in tL film^ e^^
t^^Fl chancefor Miss Crawford to
"A'Pf ll!"PJl°!*-.irf°lYS brhL'Sl^and'^Ldi''^^^^^^

«

it's

A

cal director, Leo F, Forbsteln; -production
assistants, William Cannon and .Sherry
Shourds. Previewed at Warners Hollywood,
Sept. 24. '87. Banning time, 82 mins.

^

SiMmblea of ItSSn moStaSSf
gg'St a feSLal wh?re th^ffi^^^
dancine are

as uninspired as the script. Ail
the long shots of the games are obHooc.
vious clips.

•

.

mountain resort are

.the

HS?- J» ffi = ilrJ« ^ hiLS,i
SSSales -nilce Ire' charrSg

Killy's

rather dreary edition for the
Most beneficial effect of the naduals, where it certainly won't do tion's supercharged box offices is
auspiciously. The femme touch, from .the encouragement given to studios
fact Dorothy (Mrs. Wallace) Reid to explore new fields for film mateproduced from Liberty magazine rial. 'The Great Garrick,' an origyarn by Josephine Bentham, is all inal screenplay by Ernst Vadja, diplenty of exploitation.
over it. Essentially a women's film, rected by James Whale and superSpeolman'
(WB)<
Perfect
The
treatment plus story will make the vised by Mervyn LeRoy for Warners,
An upper bracket comedy for
men squirm in their seats; for the is a marked departure from the curskii-ted audiences it is, charitably, rent run of Hollywood product and
the family trade with good perand
fairish.
Flynn
Errpl
by
formances
.
.
x,.
a film which wlU stimulate critical ~
Story is a 'teenth helping to the discussion. Its reception at the payJoan Blondell and a. swell supplot of the rotten^rich, stupidly gate" is extremely problematical.
porting cast Can play everytoys
spoiled Junior L'eagubr who
Among its distinctive features are
where.
with men's affections iand is finally
a strictly fictional romantic comedy
Ittsn Who Cried WolT (U).
brought around to a decently gravi- stoiy around
the person of David
tated landing by the man meant for
A. 'B' that will get. by as the
18th century English actor,
Marrying him on moments Garrick,
her.
No. 2 feature on dual bills.
a production of superlative ."workspur because she was stood up at her
-'Wine, Women »nd Horses'
fabricated
manship
from old prints
who
wedding by a foppish silly
of the period, and acting by a fine
(WB). Inconsequential race
drowsed in a picture house, the chap cast in the flamboyant
manner detrack item with Barton Maceventually brings her around to yeamanded by the. script. The mechanLane and Ann Sheridan on top.
son by blithely arousing her jealousy ical excellence of the film
reflects
For th6 double bills.
and wide-eyed interest in proving the earnestness of the artistic
enEscape by Night' (Rep).
popular with other girls.
The photography is perfect,
Anne Nagel and Warren Hull as deavor.
Featherweight gang meller.
and
the
microphonic
effects
splendid.
the leads fail to play their roles with
Release
prints
wear
a
sepia
tone
the clan that might have made the
True, which enhances the beauty of the
daries of the story. The production film brighter and more alive.
too witty visual presentation.
toSS^out is of the bestf mechani- they are impeded by not
Audiences will recognize these atParticularly
lines and sequences, and moss-beardcally and scenically.
tributes' and the film will gain fa^ood are the photographic montages, ed situations
Henry Mollison ,is a bit tiresome vorable comment upon, its unusually
give •yo^ "Madame X' with all
as the socialite who failed, to show fine mountings. Rank and file of cusits trimmings.
tomers, however, are likely to base
Miss George's performance is ef- up at his wedding, but his role is judgment solely on the entertainfectlve,,her
A'???^?]?!?!.^^.! HePll^ P.!^r.^?;..Pi^,V?j? ^shlw!
ment values of the story, and on this
point there will be sharp differences
of opinion.
Auroman- is laitniui ana moving, xiav- actme ^«:.iijr ^
*oi.
Vajda has written of an incident in
theatre tion and projection, Production far
^
Direc- Garrlck's career when the English
where she achieved a distinct com- from elaborate or expensive. Bert.
star was invited by the Comedie
edy success in 'Personal Appearance,' tion and camera fair.
Francaise
to appear for a guest seaShe'
this is her third dramatic role.
son at the famous Paris theatre, siipis a good actress, but nothing in
ported by the French players. On
'Madame X' wiU start the fans writhis farewell night in London he an(BRITISH MADE)
nounces his intentions, which arouse
London, Sept. 14,
Warren William plays the .hardbitter comment from the pit.
To
General Film DIstrlbB release of Gau
Features Jobn appease their wrath,' he facetiously
mont-Brltlsh production.
Loder, Anna Lee, Francis L. Sullivan,
explains that soipe good acting might
Frank CelUer. Directed by Robert Stevenson.
Henry Daniell is the villain, Lerocle. Adapted from novel 'Sky steward/ by teach the French a thing or two.
'
These remarks, when conveyed to
Ken Attiwiii;
William Henry pl&ys Hugh.
p^^^^^^ d?«
e "v^'h the players" at the Comedie FranJohn Beal has the prize SDOt of i: "-.V:."^
^rr.._
caise, arouse animosity, and a plot is

The picture ducUon is nearly jierfect Pwtorially
is highly effectual.
away from the onus pf having and m every technical respect,
.

Edward

is

•

I

I

Heroes'

'Saturdfty's

•

the developments.
Practically the entire production
depends on the Ritzes. fony Martin is back again to sing but aside
from Gloria Stuart and Fred Stone.
who may be recognized, there is not

nova yen.

Second stringer for the Incur-

very nasty things. There is nothing
left for Anni but the long road back
home. That is, until the peasant
postman overtakes her, places her in
his. cart and life starts anew,
'The Bride Wore Red' is alleged
down.
derived from a play by Ferenc
This would panic 'em normally
Molnar. Screenplay is by Tess Slesi^iit nninniriVn^ with thp fnotball sea^^n '^'Sl^'S: a* 'fi? DarSl ^^^^ ^t^iS^fv^^^^r^n^^^^^
proZanuck comedy recipe for this trio « by Dorothy Arzner and the
stiU
gets
owu", thit merely
football stuff,
luutii iwwaiM.
too
luu much
serving as the peg to hang most of

almost comes to life. What's more,
the actor has a definite theatrical
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
fiair and a personality that registers.
Warner Bros, release of Jamca .WhalA
Is a prospect for better parte.
production, supervised by Mevwyn IjeUoy.
Others in the cast are pretty much Features Brian Aherne, Olivia do Havilroutine, except. Frank Jenks, who land, E. B. Horton, Melville Cooper and
brings a semblance of conviction to Lionel Atwill. Directed by James -•Whirie.
by Ernst Vajda; camera, Ernest
another comic-strip character, the Screenplay
niuslo and arrangements by Adolph
dumb football lineman with a Casa- Haller;
editor. Warren Low: musidirection Deutsch; lllm

Gladys George who pays and
pays in this dated story. An
upper bracketer when played
with a strong companion.

•

,

Now

'Madame X' (MG).

.

,

-.F^^S Kohie?: Jr.
Brewster Twins

v.
f.ou

office

to prove his point that all
people are born free and equal; that
environment is a matter of luck.
Everything seems to turn out just
as he planned it. Annl falls in love
With a nice young matt, already engaged, and it occurs to her that if
ghe snags him before her credit at
^otel Hins out, she will be sit-

weav"
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Hob Hay
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bolster this one.
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Coach o"iarH.\
GeorKo Binck

touchdown.
'The Bride Wore Bed' (MG).
Joan Crawford in en Alpine
supported by Franchot
idyl,
Tone, Robert Young, Billie
Burke and Reginald Owen.
Marquee values will have to

fable; a

The Coimt figures it would be a
great hoax on some of his friends if
they meet Annl from the low dump
when she is all dressed up in the
finest clothes which Paris offers. He

;

niu mother....

(20th).
"Llf e Beflns In CoUeje'
in
Ritz Bros, soar to stardom
gridiron
collegiate,
hilarious

wmdow

j.^jjg nestlings.

|
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her suite she glimpses the mountain
In
heights and the Valley depths
^j^^ branch of a flr tree close at hand

:
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THE GREAT GARRICK

Armalla,

why Count

who combines a

_

(MUSICAL)
''%?u<4rn:''su!e'nTz
joan'^mvis.
Joan

the reason

is

Life Begins in College

Wednesdayf September 29, 1937

Phillips

Paul Porcasl
Moore
Frank PugUa

Dii'kle

Joan Crawford talks about the tall
pine trees, the cold morning air at
sunrise, the emerald lake in the valley and the stars in the milky way,
She turns those big eyes on the wonders of the firmament and discovers
It's not very good poetry,
poetry.
and the star of 'Untamed,' 'Possessed'
and 'Dancing Daughters' has a hard
assignment in this film to make the
audience believe it could all happen,
Maybe she doesn't believe it herself
It is a Cinderella story about a
tough little girl who sings for a living in an Italian waterfront cafe.
She is the worst of a bad lot, which

;

'

'. . . .

,

•

,

.

Jacqueline rFleuriot's

sin,

suffering,

grief and sacrifices Numerous pleas
for mercy in film criminal courts by
brothers, sisters, cousins and aunts

have taken the edge from Raymond's
that
his
argument
impassioned
mother be spared the ignominy of
a murderer's fate. The years have
passed, and entertainment tastes have
.

quickened. 'Madame X' is a fine old
Audiplay, dated and putmodyed.
ences, will leave theatres expecting
to find the coachman, with the horse
and buggy.
There is reverent handling of the
Bisson play. John Meehan's script
follows with devotion to the familiar
and developments. His
situations
dialog is as modern as the action permits. Sam- Wood's direction is conventionally sound within the boun-

That's a trite sub- and' the girl vindicates the conject and this effort adds nothing. Pic demned man.
Whether the life of one down-andis crammed with hoke, much of it
unrelated to the matter at hand. out would be considered of sufficient
Many attempted comedy touches, value in Sing Sing to broadcast a
which might be from an old giag world appeal to save a miscarriage
man's scrapbook, are left hanging, of justice is a moot point, but it
without anything to tie them to the m'>kes a dramatic story,
Francis L. Sullivan makes an oily,
yarn.
Whole story is improbable
and the atmosphere of a college nauseating villain: Frank Cellier is
campus in the fall has no relation a convincing blackmailer; John
to fact.
Loder and Anna Lee are a na^^sable
Surprisingly enough, out of all pair of lovers, and Desmond Tester
this Van Heflin, as the tempera- as an infant violin prodigy gets the
mental grid star who refuses to be mo-st out of his part as a curious,
victimized by faculty hypocrisy, meddle.some boy whose one ambition
turns in a thoroughly workmanlike is to desert the catgut for the saxo
job. Character he plays is clumisily phone.
conceived and written, but his perGood photot;raphy and convincing
formance is so clearly thought out direction make the most of the
and eloquently played that the role materiaL
college football.

.

portent role stand out in a large ensemble. Important bits are played
by Luis Alberni, Fritz Leiber, Etienne Girardot, Henry O'Neill and
Dorothy Tree.
.

Anton Grot's art direction calls for
special comment.
One of his exteriors shows reflections of a line of
poplar trees in a garden lake, a
visualization which ranks with the
best things of its kind which the
screen has shown. Adolph Deutsch
has written a melodious score, played

by Leo F. Forbstein, which is bright
and lively. Ernest Haller's camera

work

is a series of pastels.
'The Great Garrick' is a film worth
the exacting effort which unquestionably was required in its making.

Artistically, first class; commercially,
Flin,
a question mark.

—
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PERFECT SPECIMEN

the son has been tried and convicted
of the crime. Somehow the tensity

Hollywood, Sept 28.
TWnrner Bro8. Mleaae at Harry Joe Brown
Stars Err.ol Fljun and Joan
^m"tion
t';?''HMr featuwa. Huifh Herbert, B, B.
Directnn Dick Foran. -May Bobson.
Story, by Samuel
Michael Curtte.
"^'*'^h

such a' situation might conceivably
provoke isn't put over with much
punch.
Among other things, the
love Interest never materializes.

nnlne I^awr^nce RlJey. Brewater
and Fritz Falkenateln; cnmern.
Kosher; flUn editor, Terry Morse;

butler, Forrester Harvey, and a police captain. Xatter is played effectively by Robert Gleckler. Harvey
gives little. Marjorle Main, sister of
the slain man, is a new and striking
type with an interesting screfen voice.

R?niy

Mm He
J?hn?feB

,

Wla;

Sa

Ilunnlngr time. 82 mine.
'37.
.Errol Flynn
iBereeford WJcks

20.

t

comedy there is to be
wov6n around a cockney

little
is

found,

Previewed at Wnmera' ^ol^ywood,

Heath

What

•

mualci^l dlrecSin^S- illrcctor, Gene
Fronk
? ?. f 60 F Forbsteln; asst. director,
C;,

KintBrew Shaw

Warner .Broo. production and releaee.
Features Barton MucLane. Ann Sheridan,
Dick Purcell, Peggy Bates. Directed by
Louts King.
From novel, 'Lady Luck,'
bv W. R. Burnett; adaptation, Roy Chanalor; fllm editor. Jack Saper: camera, James
Van Trees. At Fox, B'klyn, dual, week

James
.GwnvlUe Bates
Hairo Davenport
.Tim Hennlhg

Sept. 24, '87.

An

comedy

excelleht

right in the

which

George

Mayhew
Mayhew

Barton MacLane
Ann Sheridan
Dick PurcoU
Peggy Bates

:

Prea Barrow...,
Mrs. Mayhew...
Bright It
Eight Ball

^...AValter Cassell
Lottie Williams

Kenneth Harlan
Eugene .Tackson
Charley Foy

Broadway
Joe

James' Bobbins

,

tracks around the country, are poorly photographed and wilt never get
the bahguiils cast for these sequences
much' of a hand.
dubious bet even
for the twinners.
MacLane and' Sheridan can't resist
the horses or other forms of gambling, wine, thriUs, gaiety, etc., sj»
when- MacLane marries a righteous
little lady from the sticks, with a
ma-in-la-w .behind her who'& also not
tailored to hi:; tastes, he discovers it's
one time he handicapped things
wrong.
For the finish he's bade at
the track with another wife, the

A

Sheridan plays the second wife, but
it is only a minor matter for her
scrapbook.

Peggy

colorless

Bates,

as wife No. 1, and Dick Purcell as
hdt brother, contribute almost nothing.

MacLane this time is a sympathetic
character and while it. won't mcrease
his. stock any, it does indicate Mac
Lane doesn't have to be
menace all the time.

of leading wonxan part.
Story by Samuel Hopkins Adams
relates the efforts of a crusty old
t3rrannicar woman to prepare lier
grandson for the requirements of a
huge inheritance and the manag;e.ment of a giemt manufacturing enterprise.
He is proficient in the arts
and sciences but is sheltered from

cast as
*

a

Char.

SARATI LE TERRIBLE
('Sarati the Terrible'.)^

(FRENCH MADE)
Georges Rlgaud and

Jacqueline Laurent.
Directed by Hugon. Story. Jean Vignaud;
Vincent Scotto and Jncque.t Jaiiln.
Running
At Cinema Madeleine. Paris.
time, 105 mlns.
Cast: Harry Baur, Georges Rlgaud. JacDallo,
Laurent,
Rika Radlfe,
queline
Jean. Tlssler,
Jeanne
Charles Granval,
Helbling, Narilne Plcard, Yvonne Hebert,
P. de GMlngamp, Kssenllne.

elbowing' with ordinary folk. Flynn
looks the perfect specimen of manhood. Miss Blondell enters into the
qoiet of his life by smashing through
a wicket fence in her car. She starts
his education along new lines when
he learns that women, or just one
woman, are as complicated as calculus and damsite more exciting.
Thereafter the yarn is pure adventure. His escapade into the world
with Miss Blondell and his disappearance are mistaken for kidnapping. The national dragnet is spread
with sail the trimmings;.Hugh Herbert gets some howls
from a nitwit part. Horton does a
neat bit. as private secretary- to the
grandmo'ther,
who is amusingly
played by May Robson. Dick Foran,
Beverly Roberts, Allen Jenkins, Dehnie Moore and Harry Davenport con-

m'us'',c,

Despite triteness of story and

its

hoaded for good
returns among the localites. Abroad,
however, it depends on whether the

bad

•

spots, this

one

is

of Baur cairries weight. Entire
pic is built for Baiir and he takes
hand in his u^ual competent manner.
Story is little more than an old-

name

time meller. Baur is a rich- owner
of a che9p'Tooining house, for coalheavers on the docks of Algiers. His
tribute substantially.
young niece, Jacqueline Laurent,
Everything about the film is first who has a fortune in her own right,
run.
Some shortening would help. falls in love with Georges .Rigaud, a,
Photography, sound, sets' and- musical "rich coimt, who has come to work oh
accompaniment are tops. Biz should the harbor to forget a forrner life of
be just as good.
Flin.
gambling, which had' driven his

Cried Wolf

release of Eph A.«!her protlucIViUure.s I.cwla Stono, Hurbarn ,Rea<l.
Dlreetetl by Lewis. U. Foster.
and adtxptutlon. Chas. Grayson and
S.v.Hai-tlc-tt; fllm editor, Vrank Gros.s; caniI'nivcr.Miil

tlciii.

Tom Urown.
St()i-.v

ei-a.

tioorfje

dual,

week

.1.1001118011.

Sept.

24,

At Met, Brooklyn,
'37.

RuiinlnB time.

mother alrhost insane. Rigaud takes
the tumble twice, once for the girl
and the second time when he forgets
he is re-making himsielf and gambles
away money he hasn't got. He confesses his .\yeak.ness t6 'Mlle, Laurent,
who immecliately' becomes the brave

woman who

and hopeful

helps

him

pull himself around.'

I.iuvrencp

Fontaine

Lewis Stone

'

.

-

.

,

.

.

.

.

least resistance and. gives this E. M.
Ashei- production none of the bril-

liance it might have.. well been able
to use.
The dialog is routine, the
situations are never very tense, and
comedy relief is conspicuous by its
near absence.
Picture's- strongest
point is its novelty of plot.

Stone plays an actor who confesses
crimes he knows nothing about,
building himself up with police as a
chronic nut, so that when he is ready
to carry
out the killing he has
planned for years he will never be
suspected.
Intended victim, played
to

satjslactorily

by Jameson Thomjis,
Had years 'before run off with his
wife and boy. An unusual twist to
i\e

.

lias

story

been

which promised more than
developed

concerns

the

efTorts
of the murdereravenger to confess to his guilt after
'I'antic

.

Romantic meller in low gear. No
strength, carbon copy yarn
and ordinary performance.
Will
have to hitch-hike to grab even dual

chamber.

Rigaud, recent Paramount signee,
is handsome enough to rush to the
aid of any heroine, and handles his
part convincingly. Jacqueline Laurent is a looker in the upper categories, with enough talent to class
her as an actress. Dalio again proves
that he is one of the best feature
actors in France as Rigaud's roommate. Rika Radife, as Baur's mistress, and Charles Granval, as boss
of the coal workers, both deserve
Outnote for their performances.
standing in minor parts is the work
of Kssentlnl as the downtrodden personal servant of Baur,
Lighting suffices and photography
is

excellent.

Main

fault of the pic-

Pic is being shown
is ierklness.
here with Enpliiih sub-liUcs for the
Hugo.
benefit of tourists.

ture

Robert

Screen play,

:

Billy

Tommy JJupp
Korl .D wire
Jack Jimltli
..,.Snub P6Ilnrd
Archie Ricks

Reed...-

Clark

Reod

Dftd

Bartender

.'

Tombstone Kid

Hank
Slug.

Hcber Snow
King

Ctiories

-

SherirC Grey.,

ISdward

Uay Whitley and

his

with the Phelps Bros,
Tornadoes.

Cn-s.-iidy

Range RambloiH,
and Tex

Rittcr'a

follow the story.

Performances throughout are exceptionally good, Stars are pi'obably
without peer in Slavic tongue cine-

marquee

Probably one of Tex Ritter's
worst and will disappoint piany of
his fans.
Name will be enough to
in for a gander, but the
result will do no good for the next
one. Like too many others, carelessness with detail, stiff support and
dialog from Dixie detract from the
star's values.
Made for the lower
floor of two-story shops.

Runner-up and a Hollywood. bring 'em

ma.

.

Krospect in the femme continr'Rnt is
Mob of racketeers scramming the larja Malicka, blond lovely. Hurl.
cops hide, out on & farm, become infected with the clean, pure air, the
Arizona Guniighter
cows and chickens and the peace of
the rural countryside.
From big,
Republic release of A. W. Haciicl pro.
bad gunmen the hombres melt into duetlon. Stars Bob Steele. Directed by
Original story by Harry
big gobs of sentiment about the Sam' Ncwdeld.
Olmsted; screen play by Qeor;;a H,
blind old man and his Seeing-Eye p.
Plympton; fllm editor, S. Roy Liiijy; c.imdog.
When the gang chief wants era.
Bob Kline. Reviewed In Projection
them back on the firing line they Room, N. T,, Sept. 22, '87. Running lime
rebel, and finally turn the mobsters BO mlnu.
Bob .Steele
Colt Ferron..
over- to the constabulary.
.Jean Carmen
Beth Lorlmer
Hero, who never was really guilty Wolf Whltson
Tel Adams
..Ern(c Adims
(just dumb).- marries the farmer s Grizzly Barr
-..Lew Mc-Jhan
Bralt
daughter and the gunmoll grabs oft anake
Steve Clark
Sheriff
Whole Farley..the local bank president.
John Merton
Karl Haekett
thing is one of those romantic dream Durkln
A, C. Hendoriion
world yarns which nrobably won't Governor Gray....
even kid the pulp fiction addicts. BeThere's more plot than often found
sides which it went out- of style with
'Turn to the Right.'
in mesqulters in 'Arizona Gunfighter,'
Production, direction and. acting is but it dips below the level mainpretty niuch what tl\e story deserves.
Charles Waldron, hovl^^ver, cashes in tained of late by Bob Steele in his
on the quiet nossibilities '6f the blbid gallop for western fame. Film beman, while Bill, as the Seeing-Eve longs where most cactus canters fit
pooch, is a fait successor to Rln Tin in unobtrusively.
The story is there,
Hobc.
Tin.
but there Is too much of it and many
spotting.

,

Only difference between this and
the other hackneyed formula is that
the meat is horses instead of the
traditional cow. Acting is also done
by the nags while more human play-

.

.

ers mechanically utter what Is unquestionably some of the tritest tripe
ever heard on screen.
Film -was too obviously made with
one eye on the clock and the other

oh the purse.
Musicking is good, as western

'

so
..

ingredients fail ib blend.
One drawback is that the star of

THUNDER TRAIL
Paramount production and release. FeaMarsha Hunt,
Roland,
Gilbert
tures
-

the piece.

'

Bob

stuff

but' there should be more
thought given to injection of same
it does not stick out like a sore
thumb or; worse, like it doesn't be-

Roes,

-

Steele, is allowed to

long

at

Film

all.

oresei^ts a

dudey-

looking string quintet in a sageland
saloon, during the horse stealing
days, with up-to-minute washboard
accomp, modern costume, etc. It all

makes

for

a

ridiculous reaction. Hit-

ter's range yodeling is best, bet and
should be adhered to if any semblance of credulousness is to be re-

tained,

(Miss) Jerry Bergh's screen debut
remains In exactly that category as

mannerisms far as acting is concerned. Would
Dlrecte'd by Charles
Charles BIckford.
Barton. Original Mpry. Zane Grey; screen and even voice belonging to a cow- do better to stick to the ballyhooed
play. I^obert Tost «knd Stuart Anthony;
boy,' this agile western lad is shy of N. Y, society from whence she is
Reviewed In Pro- true thespian ability.
camera, Karl Struss.
He registers supposed to have sprung. Lines acjection Room. N. T., Sept. 27, '87. TRungrief, anger, and fiiithful loyalty in corded her do not even give her a
nlng time, 50 mine.
chance, but preneral impression is
Gilbert Roland this picture with the same series of
Arizona 'Dick* Ames,
of that she doesn't rate one. Rest of it
and
misplacement
Marsha Hunt grihiaces
Amy Morgan.
Charles BIckford words.
Lee Tate
He's not alon'e in this re- is from hunger.
Hurl,
....'..'.
Monte Blue spect, only that the acting burden is
Jeff Graves'
James Craig
Bob Amea.
Oddly
piled on too heavily here.
That rarity, a wellronade western, enough, his .best dramatic ettort is
with the few light love scenes when
'Thunder Trail' carries adult as well he does not have to exert himself
('The Meaaenger')
(FRENCH MADE)
Should not only too much.
as ""juve appeaL
Paris, Sept, 21.
Aside from Steele's performance
click at Saturday matipees, but is a

Of

act.

stature, build;

'

'

-

.

LE MESSAGER

'

stron'g lower-decker for duals in the
nabes.
Has an absorbing story,
plenty of action and a capable cast
with sufficient name draw.
While 'Thunder Trail' is written
from standard ingredients, it ha$ at
least one novel slant.
Has to do

in actionful scenes, Ted A4anis gives
added lift with his outlaw, turned
hero, characterization. Lew Meehan
is as deep-eyed as western fains like
in the character of the two-timing

outlaw aide. Jean Carmen, reputedly froin the eastern stage, seems
with two brothers whose father was competent enough as the pretty
One urchin is daughter of the outlaw, though given
killed by outlaws.
taken along by the culprits -and brutal treatment in some closeups.
V/car.
raised as the son of. the chief vilThe, other grows up ultilain.

Pathe Consortium Cinema- relcaai^ of
I'llm.H Albajtros production.
Foaturoa Oaby
Morlny, Jean Oubln,- Jeun-Plerre Auniont.
Directed by Raymond Rouleau,
Adapted
by Marcel Achnrd from orlginnl by Honry
TJern.stein; mucic, QcorgOH Auric; camera,
Chnrlea.,Kreuger.
.\t
Marlgnun, Paris.
Running time, KM) mine.
Ca.<Jt.-— Oaby Morlny,
Jenn Cabin, .Toan«
PJono Aumont, Monii (loyu, Maurice Bscande, Alcovw GuIhoI. Urncst Ferny Bclty
Rowc, Princesso Kiuulou.

.

mately, to ehter the scene, recognize
his father's slayer and ultimately
Throughout the yarn the.
kill him.
characters are thoughtfully conceived and the action is fairly logical as well as lively.
Whole cast plays creditably. Gilbert Roland ana James Craig are
the brotfers, ..former having the fatter part; KTarsha Hunt in the inevitable beeo^iCu^ daughter of the persecuted, L^nd^wner.
Charles BIckford. is thji JiefLvy. .Direction is much
better t}iam^;>t^ornial for westerns,
camera .awSr^oimd also being on the
'

.

,

up-arid-fi^^^^"

Hobe.

PAN TWARDOWSKI
rected by Henryk Szaro.
Screen plo.v.
S.
cameraiDan.
Prof.
W. Gaelorowslil
i'toinwurzel; ntualc, Jan Maklakiewlcz.
.At
RunBelmont, N. Y., -week Bept.
ning time, RO mlna.
Twardowski
Fmnci.tzek Bi-odnlewicz
;

-\Vlfe

Ills

Neta

lillzbielji

Mother

HarszczcwHka

Mai'Ja Malicka

JunoHza Stepowskl
Maria Bogda
Zofja LIndort
Josepb Wepi'zyn
Jun Kurnakowicz

Devil

Queen Barbai-a
King Zygmunt.

.

..'

Servoht.

(In Polish,

No

English Titles)

Seldom dp the Poles

of the U.S.
get a chance to see their own people or hear their own language
Therefore,
spoken on the screen.
they should flock to see this latest
importation, one of the best Polish
imports.
Film is exceptionally well acted

and generally well handled by the
entire company. Word of mouth in
sectors where Poles abound should
make this entry not unprofitable.

Otherwise,

minus English

can't mean
ences.

much

BOOTHILL BRIGADE

Tit)

three-sided angler.

mina.

Lon Cardigan....
Bobbie Reynolds
Bull Berke
Calico Haynes
Jeff Reynolds..
John Porter.........

Johnny Mack Brown
...Claire Rocholle
Dick Curtis

..Horace Murphy
,.Fi;ank

La Rue

...EU Casnldy
Bobble Kelson

Tug Murdock

Frank Ball

Murdock
Holbrook

.Steve

Brown

.Frank

Clark
.ElIls

but as it stands it will suit
as one of the better-acted sage sagas.
Will never set the b. o. on flre nor
will it drag on the light end of dual
parlors.
Johnny Mack Brown is easily one
of the most acceptable action actors
fans,

(POLISH IVKADE)
StarczowHkl (Star) releaue ot ItiirnFllm production.. Starti Francluzpk Brodand ICIzbleta Barazczeweku.
Di-

nlewicz

Hl.<3

(In French)
This will undoubtedly go down as
one of the better Alms produced in
France this year. And it deserves
-'Le
Messager' works on the
W. Huckel it.
Republlifc release ot a A.
St,ara
production.
Johnny Ma<-k Brown. eternal triangle, but a suicide twist
Directed bv Bum Newfleld. Story, Harry at the end, handled in a somewhat
Wi Olmsted; screen play, George H. Plymp- out of the ordinary manner, helps to
ton; camera, Bert l.ongenecker. At Arena,
N. Y„ dual, Sept. 27-8, '87. Running time. relieve the monotony of an ordinary

With a little more gun fighting
this would be more to the liking of

J. S.

Ka.sla

Meantime, Baur is raving and
being a genuine villain in his atTommy Hradley..
Tom Irii-own tempts to separate the. two. Climax
Nun
.Barbara Read
when Baur tries to seduce his
cbtnes
f.'apl. Waller Reld
Gleckler
Robert
'.'ofknniece—a scene that would never get
FoiTO.stcr Harvey
Halliitjim'
Billy Wayne
by the censors in New York^and
(;oorKi» l^i-adlnv.
Janieson Thomas
she flees. She refuses to return and
Amelia llnidle.v
Miirjorle Main
continues helping Rigaud, who is resuch an extent that he inThis picture might have been much molded to
in place of the
worthier with proper investitures. stalls machinery
loaders and thus puts Baur out
barge
Lewis Stone, Tom Brown and Barbara Read as cast toppers are com- of business.
Seeing all is lost, Baur gives his
mensurate with ,the 'B' budgeting
consent to the girl to marry and
right down the line.
bridal
her
in
suicide
Screen play follows the lines of conjniits
niins.

<l(i

by B, N. Bradbury,

ISmmett, At Arena, N. Y.. dual, Sept.. loRunning time, 98 mlns,
ll, '37.
Tex Rilier
Tex Randall
Jerry llor.iih
Jenn Reed

tomimic acting conveys enough to

.

Paris, Sept. 9>
Gallic Films' relea.se oC Andre Hugbn
production.-' -Stiirs Harry Baur; features

.

.

Himaeli:

.

Most previous appearances
have been in costumes which- fit his
six foot two.
The versatile Miss
Blondell, whose abilities are considerale more appreciated across the
.country with the paying customers
than in the Hollywood sector, adds
another good performance to a long
list which covers nearly every type

.

George Meeker

'

he should never have -l6ft behind at the mutuel windows. Miss
girl

skill.

Man Who

llond

Alper

V.'nldron

THE TRAIL

(WITH SONGS)

.

May Robspn.
the man who

.

.

Murray
Cliai-lea

HITTIN'

Grand National releaHO of lidwjud Finney production. Stars Tex Rltter. Directed

'

Even the horses aren't much good
in what they slapped together for
Barton MacLane, Ann Sheridan and
some lesser players. That's less than
can be' said for most westerns. Numerous race scenes, shot at leading

Plenty of names for
spaces the letter on the electric signs.
Film" l>as pulling power to get the
public in. They will go out satisfied.
Direction by Michael Curtiz is
paced for laughs, of which there
are many. At the same time he tells
a convincing sentimental story about
a very rich young man who breaks
away from the restraint- of severe
rearing and ~flnds love and amusement in the world of common peoThere is no attempt to treat
ple.
The only
with a social problem.
moral is that a film possessing an
amusing premise, developed with ingenuity and originality, acted by epgaging players and well produced,
will do business at the box office.
Picture will do a lot for Flynn,
who shows hinuieU capable of play.r
ing light comedy with. considerable

.

time. U4 mlns.

Marjor'.e

Hugh Herbert, Edward Everett HorDick Foran and

Running

Jlin Turner.
Valerie^

is

groove of popular fam-

entertainment, and a film which
will please everywhere. In addition
there are good ..performances, by the
two stars, Erroi Flynn and Joan
Blondell, who get fine support from
ily

ton,.

Ward

Red
Pop

Wine/ Women and Horses

'.

• • •

Jo
Spulsy

Fred

li?kv^^"\T:'''".*'.***.*v//.A^^^^^^^
Dannlet Moore
riBrnbe"e'. . ;
HuKh O'Connell
Hotel Clerk...
Burke
flnoderass
Hoo'ter
0«Tl C'nrter.

Capper Regan

Bill

Mr 5"ttin
i\'lL^"'"'':::::::;::::v.BeV«%^

Cracow, ancient capital, to study
the mysteries of life. To gain the
love of a woman and riches he sells
out to the devil. His flrtale prayers
to drive away the evil one still
leaves him out on the limb.
Some of the photography is too
apparently phoney. Same goes for
some of the witchcraft and magickOn the whole, however, the
Ing.
camera work is standard. Direction
keeps things going with only a couple of minor slacks,, expected in
Dialog,
most old world arrivals.
iudging from response, is good and
Much of humor
full of chuckles.
lost in native, tongue but panis

Anne Nagel
Dean Jaggor
Steffi
Duna

lilnOa

Char.

^oun Blondell
- • -Hueb Herbert
Edward Everett Horton

rnrter

ESCAPE BY NIGHT
Republic release ot Harold Shunmle proFeatures AVllUam Hull, Anne
Nagel.
Directed by Hamilton MeKadden.
Original screen play. Harold Shumate;
camera, Edward Snyder; superyl.slng editor, M^irray Seldeen; fllm editor, W. Donn
Haye.s; mu.slcal director, Alberto Colombo,
Reviewed In Projection Room, N. Y., Sept.
23, '07.
Running, time 07 mlns,
Nick
William Hall
duction.
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titles,

it

to Amierican audi-

in

the

Hollywood badlands.

For-

tunately, he is never given the awklines so common to budgeted
buckaroo operas. It's possible that
his own intelligence eclipses the
threat of the wrong laughs at the
wrong times. Too many don't care,
from director down, in the average
western, and the result is immediately sad and in disfavor.
Also, for once, an actress was combined with looks to pair ofl" with
the lead. Miss Rochelle is not only
one of the better looking cow man's
datters. but knows how to mouth a

ward

Jean Gabin, again in the role of a
hard-boUed guy who takes what he
loves and leaves what he does not, is
the center of the triangle, with Gaby
Morlay holding down the femme
corner to a nice degree, and JeanPierre Aumont turning in the b?st
performance of his career in the
other corner.
Direction by Raymond Rouleau is
effective enough, but snatches of inexperience can be scented in several
places, where the right breaking moment of a scene has not been gauged
correctly,
some being overdone,*
others, underdone. Photography, for
the most part, is excellent, but some
shots, like the back of Cabin's neck
and shoulders when he goes into a
clinch with Mile. Morlay, detract
from the whole. Scissors could have
erased this fault, as they could have
some of. the overdone scenes.
One oiE the biggest faults is a closeup shot of Can-Can dancers in a

Paris night club which does not fur-,
nish light relief, evidently intended,

and which mlijht be attributed to

Rouleau's inexperience. But, evervthing considered; the pic is b.o. in
this country and, with some cuttip-^.
stahds a good chance of cashin.tj in
abroad.
Adaptation of the storv from
Like Brown, though, she has
line.
been given something on which to Henry Bernstein's tjlay of the r>''rne
For 'that matter, dialog name has been well hnndlpd. G.-'bin,
chew.
husband of a rich En"liRh wom-n.
throughout is way above tlie hack
Betty Howe, divorces her to marrv
neved.
Squatters rights to valley soil and her secretary. Morlay.
Divo'crd
the shady wresting of the land fiom wife Is so enraged she-u.sps Influsnc^
them is the. theme. Most of the real to keep Gabin from fretting a n'^w
holders
via
position.
is
saved
for
the
In
df^sneratinn
he finrH-*''
estate
Brown's sledge ftsts while acting as accents a nost in Africa for ' R
community defender. Has his usual months, Icavittf Miss Morlav hchird.
troubles with the gal -who don't un- He does so well that A"mont is prM
They b''pn-'-<-»
derstand, but rights himself and. his. down to helo hirn.
cronies in the end by snapRing the fa'?t friends f^d Gabin's cont'*^""!
tnlk of his wife causes Aumont to
behi nd -the-scenes manipulator.
ff>n
for her unseen.
Lenser Lon^enecker is rapidly disHeat pot.s A nrnont and "H" h^tinguishing himself as one of the
better muggers. Manages to get in '"oturn. Hr^ '^nkos love to M.i«'; i^'^'ii'-,
•^'^
f^'"''*'
plenty of good angle shots and un- l^v. but with no sii''cc«^s
usual scenery in the hard riding se- <!he c-'in opiv tnlk ."^boi't Giibi'v -f'*
quences. Director Newfield, oresum- i<! iust be"!""!"" to r'et unrtrr hpr
'"•.ni-iin
vp.
unexneft^dlv
ably the busiest director in the west ••kin w^"n
T-^o f>r>''<; thom tof'thor 'n ji
turn.*!,
if the recurrence of his tag on press
tH-^Ti
books is an indication, does well with .ni>»ht oliili tHv^^tons to
nFr>11".
i^nrl
niif
this, as with most of his otlio:* ones. l-iotll but. "">
But then he had something t-> woi:k
Hurl.
(Contiiuiert on page 27)
with. too.
'

•

The Poles cannot

forget that they
are a very devout Roman Catholic
race and show it in nearly everything they do. Their films are no
exception, so this Polish treatment
o£ 'Faust,' althoufjh taking a little
extra latitude with the original,
gives them more than usual opporIt's
tunity to display that feeling.
a sure click with the auditors as l.s
the traditional folk music, lusty livinc. etc.. Indulged la throughout. \
The age old tale of diabolical
dealings in souls is pictured in
Poland of the 14th century. Marked
from birth by Satan, the. boy Twardowski grows and hies himself to
•

,

-

'

.

,
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-IT

^ charming new screen sweetheart
twosome aglow with the joy of

a

lilting love 'laughter -excitement

show with a

V ^>

tingle all its

own!

Shrieking police sirens blended with the voice the
world adores *
as a society jewel robbery puts our
hero on the spot. and leads its athrill to that sweeping climax under the stars at HOLLYWOOD BOWL,
where we hear that sentimental hit ofhitSy "I Want

n

Jtf

The World To Know/* sung with full symphonic

SWELL ENTERTAINMENT
NATURAL BOX OFFICE.
accompaniment."

i

With gldrious new music by
A JESSE

LASKY PRODUCTION
DIRECTED DY JOHN BLYSTONE
L.

tarn Ptir bi 6eririidt Paretll nd Itbiil Hirirl

RUDOLF FRIML
compoaer of ''The Vagabond King,**
''The Firefly,** etc-and by other great
compo$era

. . .

lyrict by

€u» Kahn,

l^^^fi HALE

J K

O

mo

yiHo^ffj

.

.

.
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{For tnfomaHon of theatre and film exchange bookers. Variety presents a complete chart
of feature releases of
current quarterly perwd. Date of the reviews as given xn Variety and the
running time of prints are included.)
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all

American

the

distributing companies for

WEEK
TITLB

OF
BBLEASB
fi/6/37

PBOQUCEB

RANGER STEPS IN
MYSTERY OF HOODED HORSEMAN
THE GOOD EARTH
THE OUTER GATE
BLONDE TROUBLE
WINDJAMMER

Col
Ed Finney
I-Thalberg

,Par
^
G. Hirliman
A.JSchaefer
A. W, Hackel

Cliff

Col
L: Darmotir

10/8/37

10/15/37
'

10/22/37

10/29/37

Gene Autry-S.

Melodrama

GB

Sidney-J.

Si

E.

L. Stone-B,

B. Dix-Fay
Jessie

Neumann
Norman Foster
K.

K

Bretherton
William Wyler

McCrea
Reed

L. R. Foster

.

Wray

BKO

Musical

G.

H. Schlom

Bep

Rom-Dr

R. Griffith
D. Selznick
L. Edelman

20th

UA

Rom-Dr

Novarro-L. Lahe
Henie-Power-Treaoheif
B. Colman-M. Carroll
D. Powell-Waring-Healy

W. MacDonald.

Col

Melodrama

Far

Drama
Com-Dr
Rom-Dr

MGM

M. Johnson

20th
20th

John Stone
D. O. Selznick
J. Pasternak

WB

BKO

WB
WB

H. L. Decker

Col

M. H. Hoffman
Hunt Stromberg

Mono

MGM

MGM
MGM

M. Shaiier

Far

W. Wanger

Ed Grainger
R. Lord

Condor

Musical
Musical

Drama
Drama

Rom-Com
Com-Dr

Com-Dr

W. Gargan-J. Barrett

Musical

D. Montgomery-J. Parker

Par

Melodrama

Rom-Dr

Jesse L. Lasky
Sol C. Siegel

Musical

Western

H. Wj;«on
Robt. Presnell

-

Henry Blanke
Bryan Foy

Biog

Com-Rom

Schertzinger

Robt. Sisk
G. Engel
Sol Lesser

,S.

Musical

Melodrama

RKO

UA

Smith Ballew

Rom-Dr
Rom-Dr
Drama

WB

U
GN

Outdoor

W. MacDonald

Col

Mystery

J.

Mankiewicz

R, N. Bradbury
Ernst Lubitsch

MGM

Western

Par

Rom-Dr
Comedy

David L. Loew

BKO

Sol Siegel
R. Griffith
Robt. Presnell
V. Saville

Bepub

Bryan Foy
B. Barslty

Everett Riskin

M. H. Hoffman
B. H.

Hyman

Par

Edw. Kaufman
H. Wilcox

John Stone

W; Wanger
B. G.

DeSylva

H.

Brown

J.

& A.

Alexander

Col
H. Rapf

Mel Shauer
A. Lewis
L,

Schwab

L. Fox-S. Starr

M. LeRoy
E, Finney

Rom-Com

Mono

20th

U

UA
GN

WB

Western

Rom-Dr
Melodrama
Melodrama

Rom-Com
Rom-Dr

Col

Comedy

MGM

Western
Hist-Rom
Western

GN

Par

BKO
RKO
20th
UA
U
WB
GN
Col

MGM
Par

9/29

100

7/28

75
55
110
77

9/29
9/29
7/28
9/15

Sam Wood
William Nigh
R.

Mamoulian

J.

Blystone

W. A.

Wm.

Seiter

Dieterle

Nick Grinde
Schertzinger

Ray McCarey
Ralph Murohy
Edw. Killy

Al

R. Thorpe
R. N. Bradbury
Ernst Lubitsch

Edw. Sedgwick
Wm. Witney
Sid Solkow

Allan

Dunne-Carey Grant
Rex-Sheik (horses)

Howard-Joan Blondell

Noel Smith

Leo McCarey
Arthur Rosson
Clarence Brown
Chas, Barton
Alfred Santell
Herb. Wilcox
.

Eugene Forde
Tay Garnbtt
Cummini^s

Louis D. Collins
G. Fitzmaurice
Robt. Florey
Joseph Santlcy
David Butler

Mystery

Drama

Brian Aherne-de Haviland
Bitter

0/30

85

9/22

90
73

9/15
9/1

62

Lamont

Jack Holt- Wynne Gibson
R. Montgomery-R. Russell
Buddy Rogers-B. Grable
B. Meredith-Ann Sothern
Cantor-T. Martln-J. Lang
P. Foster-Carol Hughes

Tex

60
98

Tim Whelan
Chas.

/

Michael Curtiz
Lynn Shores

Western

9/29

.

Irv.

GN

62
58

Dwan

E. Flynn-Joan Blondell
E. Linden-B. Mallory

Musical

9/29
6/30
9/15
9/1

S. Rogell

B. Lahr-B. House-Auer

Musical

80
123
61
90

G. Ratoff

Musical

Com-Dr

9/8
9/8

Nate Walt

Com-Rom
Com-Dr

.

Joseph Kane

Morgan.-Wm. Lundigan
L. Banks-F. Robson
Wm. Hoppcr-June Travis

Ncagle-Walbrook
W. Oland- Joan Marsh

Melodrama

9/22
9/6/32
7/28

8/4
8/18

C.

Biog
Mystery

Comedy

9/8
9/29

91
70

Cummings

Milt Carruth
Ed. Goulding

Joe E. Brown-Helen Mack
Three Mesqulteers
Temple-Hersholt-Treacher

L.

9/8
7/21

85
64

76
72

Art Lubln

Dletrlch-H. Marshall

Coleman

9/22

55
65
140

Mervyn LeRoy
Al Herman

Fay Wray-Bichard Arlen
Wm. Powell-M. Loy
Tom Keene

G. Huston-B.

68
€5
75
90

Logan-Rii)ley

Rom-Dr
Comedy

8/11
8/25
7/28
8/25
9/1
8/11

100
65
62
63

Bennett-H. Fonda

John Wayne- S. Bromley
C. Ralns-G. Dickson
J. NewIH-C, Hughes

I.

8/18
9/15

80
86
65
78
100
120

7/9.1

Gus Meins

Garbo-Charles Boyer
Marsha Hunt-Gilbert Roland
B. Stanwyck-H; Marshall

BKO
20th
U

WB

J.

90
76

8/4
9/29

D. Arzner
R. N. Bradbury
C. Reisner
Edw. Cline

Overman-R. Karns

Van Heflin-M. Marsh
D. Del Rio-G. Sanders-Lorre

W. Wanger
Trem Carr
Mervyn LeRoy
A. Herman

r

L.

Drama
Western

Football

20th
20th

9/22
8/18
8/25
8/18

Conrad Nagel

Ken Maynard

Rom-Com

Com-Rom

King

Harold Young
Sid Salkow
R. Enright
A. Rosson

Col

t>rama

A. Hornblow

M. Connolly
Par

.

Gladys George-W. William
Ann Nagel-W. Hull
Irene Dunne-R. Scott
N. Martini-J. Fontaine
Gene Autry-J. Allen
Ritz Bros.-P. Brooks
D. Kent-R. Wilcox
Paul Muni-G. Sondegaard
R. Reagan-June Travis
Cagney-E. Daw

K. McGuinness
Mrs. W. Reid

6/30
9/1

59
71
75
66
66
90
66
85

9/15
8/4

.

P. O'Brien-Blondell

/ Western

Condor

80
64

9/22
8/11
8/11
7/28

105

Irv.

J.

Com-Rom

S. Bischoff

'

D. R. Ledei^an
Albert Ray
B. Z. Leonard
Geo. B. Seitz
Robt. Florey

B. Davis-H. Fonda
B. Cabot-Beatrice Bobertai

Musical

Lew Brock

M.

Hayward

Mystery

Western

9/8
8/18
8/18

B. Eason

MaoDonald-Allan Joneg
£. M. Oliver- J. Beecher
B. Bojs:ers-B. Grable
W. Baxter-J. Bennett
I. Hervey-K. Taylor

Seiter

Melodrama

XiOuis

G. Rogers-L. Talbot
'

W. Wanger

Wm.

T. Talley

Al Werker
H. C. Potter
H. K6ster

J.

Crawford-Tone o
Jack Randall
G. Michael-L. Crabbe
J. Gleason-ZaSu Pitts
K. Baker-P. Patterson

Mankiewicz
R. .N. Bradbury
Par

W. Keighley
'John Brahm
Karl Taggart
Erie Kenton
Chris Cabanne

Mrs. M. Johnson

C. Quigley-B.

Mystery

8/4
7/21
7/21
8/7/34
9/1

.

j;. -Withers-P. Moore
T. Kelly-E. Patterson

Comedy

J,

J.

&

Mr.

Cromwell

J.
.

'

Durbin-Stokowskl-MenjoQ
B. MacLane-A. Sheridan
D. Foran-E. Clancy

Operetta

Irving Plchel
S. Lanfield

W. G&rgan-O. Hey ward
J. Elllson-M. Hunt

Melodrama

UA
U
WB
GN

Hilllard

Musical

Com-Dr

.

Baymond-H.

Com-Dr
Com-Dr
Western

%

.

O. Kruger-J. Wells
J. Hutchinson-G. Mnrpby*

Outdoor

UA
U

.

Cooper-Baft

Musical

M. Fessier
B. P. Schulberg
Robert Sisk

"H. Lttchman.
Sonnie Hale
P. Borzage
N. Bradbury,
H. Hathaway
W. A. Seiter

Matthews

Henry

May

Joe

Tracy-Bainer
T. Keene-C.

Cahn

R. N. Bradbury
William Nigh
E. A. Dupont

K. Francis-I. Hunter

Musical

9/1
7/28
7/28

Nugent

E.

R, Stevenson

Chatburn

Drama

WB

'

115
6S
65
60
66
70
85

Wm. Clemens

Outdoor

Kaufman

Kane

J.

D. Silverstein
G. Marshall
A. E. Green

Jack Randall
D. Merrill-Lamble
K. Morley-G. Richards
B. Breen-B. Bathbone
Lorre-V. Field
S. Ballew-H. Angel

Comedy

61

•

C. Vidor
L. Selandcr

|Surnette

Carroll-F. Lederer.

B. Cabot-J.

Drama

McDonald

R. Del Ruth

A. Lee-B. Young-Robeson

Western

Q /on
71 //9II
i»0

'

M.

Melodrama

95
60
68
81
65

£. B. Schoedsack
B. Lynwood

Young-D. Ameche
K. Baker-J. Wyman
C. Reynolds- A, Sheridan

Rom-Drama

.

64
70
100

D. Butler

L.

Melodrama

UA
U

/A

8/4
8/25

B. Connolly

O. Stevens-W. Bourne

Musical

O

67

64
58

V. Willat

I,

F.

Par

BEHIND THE MIKE

.

Melodrama

20th
20th

M. .Carruih
King Vidor
L. Bacon

Bogers-R. Taylor

8/4
A/10

Scott

Raoul Walsh
Richard Rosson
Allan Dwan

Mono

IN circulation
TRAILING TROUBLE

BOOTS AND SADDLES
CABNIVAL QUEEN
LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA
LOVE IS ON TBE AIR
SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT
LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE
PARTNERS IN CRIME
SATURDAY'S HEROES
LANCER SPY
ROLL ALONG, COWBOY
I MET MY LOVE AGAIN
IDOL OF THE CROWDS
THEY WON'T FORGET
RENFREW OF THE MOUNTED
MURDER IN GREENWICH VILLAGE
DOUBLE WEDDING
THE COUNTRY BEYOND
ANGEL
FIT FOR A KING
TRIGGER TRIO
HEIDI
THAT'S MY STORY
FAREWELL AGAIN
OVER THE GOAL
WALLABY JIM OF ISLANDS
THE AWFUL TRUTH
KING OF SIERRAS
CONQUEST
THUNDER TRAIL
BREAKFAST FOR TWO
VICTORIA THE GREAT
CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY
STAND-IN
MERRY-GO-BOUND OF '38
THE PERFECT SPECIMEN
HERE'S FLASH CASEY
TRAPPED BY G MEN
LIVE, LOVE AND LEABN
THIS WAY, PLEASE
THERE GOES THE GROOM
ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN
WESTLAND CASE
THE GBEAT GARRICK
TEX RIDES WITH BOY SCOUTS

Par

BKO

MGM

GB

R. N. Bradbury
Hathaway-Jones

Back

LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE

Western
Western

Norman Krasna

52ND STBEET

10/1/37

Spectacle

Mono
Mono

Coinedy

LADY FIGHTS BACK
THAT CERTAIN WOMAN

MADAME X
A BBIDE FOR HENRY
HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME
MUSIC FOR MADAME

GB

Ewing

H. MacFadden
Sam Newfield
N. Taurog

Holt-Mae Clark
R. Toomey-E. Ralston
R. Taylor-E. Powell-S. Tucker
Dvorak-John Trent
William Boyd

Rom-Com
Rom-Com

20th

Col

Bryan Foy

V

•

Rep

BKO

M. Connolly

b

NAUGHTY GIBLS

Drama
Musical
Melodramai
Western
Western
Action

WB

PRAIRIE THUNDER
GAME THAT KILLS

40

Mono

H. MacFadden
G. Archalnbaud

Woodbury

Jr.- J:

60

Franklin

S.

J.

Melodrama

M. Asher

E.

LOVE TAKES FLIGHT
THE BRIDE WORE RED
STARS OVER ARIZONA
SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST

Outdoor

WB

TOM SAWYEB
MEN AND A GIRL
WINE, WOMEN AND HORSES

9/2-1/37

Col

>

Ray Taylor

S. Erwin-Jean Muir
Dick Foran-Ann Nagel

Comedy

MGM

GB

Sam Goldwyn

GANGWAY

THIBTEENTH GUEST (Beissae)
THE FIREFLY
MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH
THIS WAY PLEASE
VOGUES OF 1938

Western

Comedy

Sol Lesser
Sol Wurtzel
Sol Wurtzel

HAPPENED IN HOLLTWOOD

BOBNEO
WILD AND WOOLY

W.

Coniedy

WB
WB

Roih-Com

Em. Cohen

100

9/17/37

REVIEWED

TIME

Bennett

S. G.

Ritter

J.Benny-G.Patrick
F. Stone-M. Lord
C. Trevor-S. Blane

Col

William Berke

CONFESSION

THE WOMEN MEN MARRY

O. Davis,

Drama
Rom-Dr

20th
20th

Perlberg

Harry Rapf

£.

Outdoor
Musical

Par

RKO

WB

R. N. Bradbury

;

ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN
ANNAPOLIS SALUTE

Mono

WB
WB

M. LeRoy

Wm.

Musical

Melodrama
Drama
Melodrama

WB
.

Tex

Western

U

Par
Par

.

9/10/37

L. Ovcrman-E. Whitney
George O'Brien-C. Worth
VI. Heyburn-J. Madden
J. M. Brown-C. Bochelle
Alice Faye-Ritz Bros..Ameche
Wm. Gargan- J. Rogers
Stanwyck-Boles
P. O'Brien-H. Bogart

MGM

H. Sherman
S. C. Siegel
Robert Sisk
N. Johnson

MAN

Musical
Action

Melodrama

Jack Cummings

ALL YOURS
KING SOLOMON'S MINES

SOULS AT SEA
Life of the party
SHEIK STEPS OUT
THIN ICE
PRISONER OF ZENDA
VARSITY SHOW
COUNSEL FOB CBIME

Par

Rep

B. P. Schulberg

IT'S

BIG CITY
GOD'S COUNTRY AND

Reid

WB
WB

FOOTLOOSE"1iEIRESS

It

BKO

UA

Sol Wurtzel
Sol Wurtzel

BAD GUY
WHEBE THE WEST BEGINS
ATLANTIC FLIGHT
ON SUCH A NIGHT
MAKE A WISH
THINK FAST, MR. MOTO
WESTERN GOLD
DEAD END
MAN WHO CRIED WOLF

Paul Muni-Lulse Ralner
Ralph Forbes

ZOtfc

WB

DEVIL'S SADDLE LEGION

^/ar/37

B. Allen-E. Stewart

Drama
Drama

20th

J. H. Steele
L. E. Gerisler

OUTLAWS OF THE ORIENT
SHADOWS OF THE ORIENT
BROADWAY MELODY OF '38
SHfel'S NO LADY
HOPALONG RIDES AGAIN
PUBLIC COWBOY NO. I •
FLIGHT FROM GLORY
LOVE UNDER FIRE
MB. DODB TAKES THE. AIR

Western
Western

Goldwyn
'

HIDEAWAY
ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN
HANDY ANDY (Reissue)
DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE

GN

L. Schwab
E. M. Asher
S.

liUCK OF BOARING CAMP
ARTISTS AND MODELS

J5/13/37

Go!

Mono

MGM

Chadwick

E.

I.

,

1^/3/37

DIRECTOR

MINS, BY VARIETY

SEA RACKETEERS
BOOTHILL BRIGADE
YOU CAN'T HAVE EVERYTHING
REPORTED MISSINQ
STELLA DALLAS
SAN QUENTIN

8/20/37

\.UEN

TALENT

TYFB

DISTBIB.

Cabanne
James Whale
C.

Ray Taylor

,

56

9/29

110
68

8/25
9/22

82

9/29

72
66

9/15

62
95

9/29

"
It

VARIETY

.

.

.
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and what a box-office

baby he

is ! ...

He and Minnie

and Donald and Pluto and
-

'

;.

all

1).

the Others .

. .

growing bigger

and bigger day by day!
GET ntADY TO RAVE A80UT:
''CLOCK CLEANERS''

"HAWAIIAN HOLIDAY"

"LONESOME GHOSTS"
"PLUTO'S QUINPUPLETS"

"DONALD'S OSTRICH

"WYNKEN, BLYNKEN AND NOD"
*'THE

OLD MILLf

.

DISTRIBUTED BY

RKO-RADIO

PICTURES

PICTURES
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H'wood P. A.'s GoiMed

AAAA Ignoring lATSE Situation

19

North Dakota Divorceinent Defense

Holljrwood, Sept. 28,

Least for Present

Hollywood Screen Publicists Guild
now boasts 100% membership in the
major Coast studios, with the ob-

some. 11,000

members when they

have a peak

call of

viating of difficulties that previously
had kept the Metro fiack contingent
on the sidelines, Guild will hold a
mass meeting at the Hollywood
Legion Stadium, at which decisions

On Coast, At
Board of strategy ot the Associated
America has
Actors and Artistes of
least,
decided to ignore, pfflcially at
jurisdictional threat hy
the recent
Alliance of Theatrithe International
Last Friday's
cal Stage Employes.
at which it was
(24) board meeting,
planned to vote an appeal to the
American Federation of Labor excancelled
ecutive committee, "Wjas
and no further miSeting is, planned.
Understood the session wa^ called

•

not over 1,500
at

is

its

height.

.

it

'

Termed Unfair

may have better existence.'
No Modification By lA

The staterhent clearly indicated
that the lATSE has not modified its
to assume- jurisdiction over
all workers in the industry, and to
insist that the lATSE emblem be

Trade Competish

.

program

placed on all firms.

Leaders immediately started circulating telegrams asking SAG to
call special mass ineetipg of membership to plan fight against encroachment of the lATSE, First tele-

Several newsreel
exercised, over

executives

are

what they contend

is

-

'

'

SWG

.

arise.

1,500.

Charles

Brackett,

acting president

C0CALIS-20TH SETTLE

OVERAGE SUIT FOR lOG

of the Screen Writers Guild, said
that the *IATSE does not want the
$5,000 a week person who, in most
cases, acts strictly as though he was

Suit of 20th Century-Fox against
Sam Cocalis and his theatre circuit
for overages on certain 20th Century-Fox films has been settled for
$10,000, according to accounts. Trial
was on one day. This suit has been
hanging fire for a couple of years
of a reply to announcement Sept. 15 and in one instance went to the N.
by heads of the three Guilds that Y. Court of Appeals after the lower
William Bioff, representing George court once dismissed the case. The
E. Brown, president of the lATSE, C. of A. ordered a new trial.
was not authorized to speak for the
The case was to have come up bemembership of any of the three fore N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
Guilds when he stated the lATSE Aaron Steuer.
Settlement suggeswas extending its jurisdiction to tion came from the bench, although
cover all workers in the film indus- parties had been on the verge of
try, including actors, directors and
settling matters out of court a couple
writers.
of times before, but Cocalis seemWhile Holmden's statement did ingly walked out each time.
not name the SAG, it was obvious
20th Century-Fox sued for around
he was referring to that organizar $26,000 and rather than be subjected
tion when he stated:
to protracted court action and attor'For the benefit of the studio ney costs, a settlement was urged by
workers, William Bioff, chief of the the company almost at the start.
lATSE, adequately summed up the Cocalis is operator of the nabe Cosituation by the following statecalis-Springer chain in N. Y.
went, 'As long as these groups were

a company emissary advancing not
only his company's policies and purposes, but his own selfish motives.'
Communication was in the nature

able to accomplish improved working conditions for
their members,
the lA did assume

a 'hands off'
policy, but we wiU
not stand by
and see the rank and file kicked
irom pillar to post, led
by a chosen
satisfy a premeditated plan
f

«Lu?® Proclucers which amounts to
nothing
more or less than the tail
wagging the dog. The lATSE is not
a membership
vulture, as we need
neither
numerical
nor
strength
revenue from per
capita tax, which
cannot be said
for one of these
company Guilds which
has enrolled

Ramish, Gore Extend
Coast Chain to Six

,

.

.

,

'

judgments would
had work for only

lATSE statement, addressed
Robert Montgomery, president of
SAG; Lewis Milestone, acting president of Screen directors Guild, and

28.

lix

not giving the striking union a fair Dakota, because these statutes forbecause she had endorsed bid one corporation from owning
& Hardart's cup of coffee in another's stock, wh&n the effect is to
advertising matter used by the cafe- destroy competition or when the
terias.
combination tends to destroy compeCheck by SAG officials revealed tition, it is alleged in answers filed
that such, endorsement was made to
the Patamount-Publix federal
about a year ago during a visit to court suit attacking the constituN. Y., and that' it was no fault of tionality of the North Dakota theh«rs that an American Federation of
atre divorcement law and seeking a
Labor imion now was picketing the mandamus to prevent its enforceautomats.
ment.
SAG obtained its charter from Because of such violations, the
AFL, which is the reason the N. Y.
plaintiffs 'are in no position and
branch was notified.
have no standing in court to question the validity of the act,' the
answers set forth, asking for dismissal of the suit.
J. P. Deveney and L. B. Schwartz,
Northwest
Allied
counsel,
and
Abram F. Myers of national Allied
States, who will assist the state of
North Dakota in defending the suit,
prepared the answers. They conr
tend the divorcement law is justified because of the existence of a
Hollywood, Sept, 28.
monopoly that has eliminated a free
The battle for the Screen Directors or competitive source pf film supply.
Guild for producer recognition is set
^For a long time prior to the enfor discussion tonight (Tuesday) at actment
of the theatre divorcement
the' first meeting of the Inter- Allied
law, eight major film distributors,
Council of the SDG, Screen Actors including
Paramount, produced more
Guild, Screen Writers Guild, etc.
than 75% of the pictures exhibited
Coimcil will also mull the lATSE
in the U. S.,' the answeres state. 'The
threat to assume jurisdiction of all
independent exhibitor, In order to
phases of filming.
Some leaders of the SDG" fdvor remain In business, is compelled to
making collective action in an ef- buy the product of two or more of
these companies.
fort to force recognition while others
'There is no free market In films,
favor waiting the arrival of Louis
B. Mayer to present the matter to such as in other commodities. Paramount
refuses to sell Its film to
Mayer and Joseph M. Schenck. The
SDG is anxious to have SAG sup- other theatres in direct competition
.

,

to

Minneapolis, Sept.

Over

Horn

unfair .competition from the 16millimeier and S^millimeter field,
with one company reported getting
out a duplicate of the regular newsgram prepared by John Carradine reels, only a few days after the five
reels
deliver to exhibitors.
U.S.
names':
Fred
following
carried the
Castle t'ilms how is putting out
Maciyj[urray, Melvyn Douglass, Fred
some nine issues' of what it calls
Keating, Allan Joslyn, Keye Luke,
Nedda Harrigan, 'News Parade' annually and as many
Victor
Killian,
William Harrigan, Nick Lucats, editions of 'See,' which officially is
Lucian Prival; Oale Sondegaard, said to contain shots of novelty or
Jessie Ralph, Dorothy Tree, Mark freak news matter. These are availLawrence, Dorothy Peterson,' ZaSu able in both sizes, and also in soimd.
But the thing that has aroused
Pitts, Sarah Haden, Stella Adler and
It was apparent several newsreels is the report that
Lionel Stander.
there was dissension even among Metrotohe's 'News of the Day' is
the actors, as several who signed furnishing the newsreel clips at
Castle this
later asked to remove their names. about $350 per reel.
week refused to reveal where it obSJP.'s 200G Libel Suit
Screen Playwrights, Inc., renewed tained its material or whether or
its attack on the Screen Writers not this was the price when quesLatter
Guild by filing a $200,000 libel suit tioned about Metrotone,
against the latter organization. Ac- company, of course, can dispose of
tion is based on a letter allegedly film as it sees fit. However, Castle
written by Philip Dunne, chairman spokesman was inclined to discount
of the membership committee of the imfair competition angle, conSWG, to P. G. Wodehoiise, urging tending that the newsreel only went
ithe latter to resign from member- to second-run accounts after the
ship in the Playwrights. Complaint first three or four days.
More than one newsreel company
was, signed by John Lee Mahin,
president
of
the
SP.
Authors is aroused because they claim that
League of America, Inc., and di- such a practice is much the same as
rectors of the
were also named releasing a feature three or four
as defendants.
days after it opens on Broadway
Negotiating committee of Screen for the 16-mm. trade.
Thus far
Directors Guild announced it .was- major producers have not made
abandoning efforts to negotiate an their features available in 16-mm.
settlement'
with pro- size until a year or more after na'am|cable
ducers, and that any future action tional release, to exhibitors.
simplified at some later date.
would depend upon desires of SDG
No definite action has been taken
membership. Committee was com- thus far and the situation probably
Holmden Raps Guild
posed of Howard Hawks, A. Edward will not be laid before the Hays
Hollywood, Sept, 29.
Sutherland and John Ford.
Pro- office because the newsreels figure
Fight between the International ducers refused to negotiate with the
that it is not within that organizaAUiance of Theatrical Stage Em- organization imless unit was divided
tion's jurisdiction. Possibility, howGuild
Actors
Screen
and
the
ployees
into two groups, onfe composed of ever, of repercussions among newsfor jurisdiction over actors was the directors and the other of unit
reel exhibitors- lis a result of freeing
brought out in the open with is- managers and assistant directors.
newsreel material for 16 and 8-mm.
suance of a statement by Harland Producers claimed wOrk of two was
distribution so soon after the. origiHolmden, lATSE v.p., attacking the dissimilar
conflicting nal release date ^has several newsthat
and
SAG for allegedly signing 11,000

members when

Union Protests
Automat Pluff

break

l&nm. Newsreels

,

.

Cafeteria

.

.

.

ADD HEADACHES

Paramount subsidiaries, the Pubcircuit and American AmuseBut, of course, this is as the pro- will be made on all major, problems.
ment Co. are violating the Clayton
Membership now totals around 210,
ducers would wish it.
amendment to the Sherman anti'While it is evident that the according
to
president
Mervin
Cafeteria union last week pro- trust act and the North Dakota
Guild leaderships are tools of the Houser.
tested to the Screen Actors Guild criminal and civil codes by owning
producers and do nothing for the
and Metro that Eleanor Powell was and operating 11 theatres in North
memberships, the lATSE will

when production

not
deny the pleas of the Guild membership committees, for affiliation
with the lATSE, but will open the
Thomson was door to those seeking admission, as
off because Kenneth
it is the right of all to enjoy the
unable to attend.
Idea apparently is that the lATSE right of organization of their own
has gotten itself out .on the tip of. desire so that they and their families

a long limb and that any move by
provide a
the Four A's might only
chance for a face-savmg maneuver.
Pointed out by individual AAAA
heads that the lATSE position is
completely untenable, and it would
A's to take
l)e imwise for the Fovir
any action whatever.
General, feeling among the Four
A's officials, now that the first surprise of the IATSE;move has worn
be beneoff, is that the thrieat will
the various performer
to
ficial
unions in Hollywood and New York.
Although the threat has tmdoubtedly
ended any thance for a; tie-up between the three major show business
unions, for several years at least, the
feeling is that the AAAA groups, the
Screen Directors Guild, the Authors
League of America and the American Federation ot Musicians will
now stand closer together 4han ever.
Interchangeability of cards among
the Four A's groups is now virtually
set. Screen Actors Guild, American
Federation of Radio Artists and the
American Guild of Musical Artists
have all approved the proposed new
rule. Equity- council was to approve
it at the regular, weekly meeting
yesterday (Tuesday) afternoon. According to the terms, those four
groups will have interchangeability,
with any other member bodies permitted to come into the arrangement
Approval of the-,
if they so vote.
rule by the various boards is still
not absolute, as the action in each
case must be approved by the membership at large. Understood the
new rule calls for a central treasury,
with the share of dues splif between
the various groups in which each
performer works. All but Equity
will have a sliding scale of dues, a
complication that may have to be

Takes In Everything In Pars Suit

up in •a?ms.

reelers

W^

One report"
that the 16-mm.
newsreel, when it contains last-minute material like the Hindenberg
disaster and the Shanghai bombings,
bears- no copyright insignia.
This
is denied by Castle Films with the
statement that the reels were copyrighted.

50

WB

Extras East Get
Checks Upped to $8.25

Eastern office of the Screen Actors
Guild last week obtained boosted
checks for 50 extras used by Warners in a racetrack short. Tilt was
from $5.50 to $8.25. Involved the
use of 'wardrobe' and 'interviews.'
Told to report for mob shots, the
50 extras were instructed by Warners to wear topcoats and hats 'as
the weather might be cold.' Were
also 'interviewed' on their arrival at
the Vitaphone studio as to suitability for the shot.
On protest by Mrs. Florence Marston, checks for the $2,75 difference
were mailed to the players involved:
>
Luther Reed, Inc, eastern commercial studio, has signed a contract
Number of other
.with the SAG,
smallies are still outstanding, but
Educational, Mentone and Blake are
expected to sign within a few days,

.

INTER-ALLe

COUNCIL MEETS

'

with its own showhouses and it pur'
port before moving.
Members of the Inter-Allied com' chases the other companies' products
mittee are directors William A. Well for its theatres to the exclusion of
man, Frank Capra, Richard Wallace, independent- exhibitors. Its theatres
Lewis Milestone; actors Ralph Mor- receive preferential treatment from
gan, Franchot Tone, Elizabeth Ris- it and from oth^r major distributors.
don, Robert Montgomery; writers, As a result, it can put any indeJane Murfin, Boris Igster, PhUip pendent exhibitor out of business
and it is throttling competition.
Dunne and Charles Brackett.
'Throughout the U. S., Paramount
has 1,400 affiliated theatres.
Year
by year it has gone increasingly Into
N. Y.
the exhibiting end of the business.
It has a uniform contract for independent
exhibltoris,
but relaxes
this for its own theatres.
'Without the existence of this state
New York stagehands, Theatrical
law,
every North Dakota independProtective Union No. 1, is turning a
cold shoulder upon the offer of pic- ent exhibitor would hold his propture houses for a 6% increase this erty, lease and equipment at the
year, another 6% in 1938 and 6% in mercy of either Paramount or one
1939 as mean's of returning the 15% of the seven other major exhibitors.
cut in de luxers that was taken by Furthermore, there would be no
the hands in poorer times. The boost possibility of free competition in the
for other than de luxe theatres un- husiness and it would be only a
der .the offer was 5% each year for short time before Paramount enthree years in return for 12% slashes joyed a monopoly of the business of
in pay.
exhibiting motion pictures in the
TPU instead wants a 15% raise state, and the other distributors and
now for de luxers and a 12% boost it would be in a position to build
for other theatres, retroactive to and acquire more theatres 'to the
Labor Day last. In demanding the detriment and jeopardy of indereturn of the cuts now instead of pendent exhibitors. In order to preover the three coming years, the serve competition and to stop moN. Y. deckhands are attempting to nopoly in the motion picture business
get a better deal than Brooklyn, in North Dakota the law is essential.'
Local No. 4, did in accepting the
The Sherman anti-trust law and
offer of 6-6-6 and 5-5-5 last spring. North Dakota criminal and civil
No. 1 was made the same offer then code have not been Invoked because
but turned it down. Thus Brooklyn of the difficulty of proving the effect
got its first 6% immediately and then of the Publix theatre ownership
and
this September got- the second 6%, operation on competing
independent
while No. 1, if accepting at this late exhibitors. Such proof, however, Is
date, would be a year behind Brook- not required under the
divorcement
lyn in recouping the slices. It is as- law.
sumed that's why No, 1 is refusing to
Unless Paramount is victorious In
take the 6-6-6 and 5-5-5 offers now. this suit Publix
wil have to dispose
Operators in picture houses other of its 11 North
Dakota theatres next
than de luxers have accepted the year.
10% increase offered them 10 days
ago and are being paid this boost but
acceptance is with the proviso, not
exactly defined, that this is not the
IN
Y.
final deal.
Further meetings with
de luxers are yet to be held.
."

"

r.

DECKHANDS BALK
AT ONLY 6^ INCREASES
.

.

AUTHORS LEAGUE
N
LAUGHS OFF 200G SUIT

SWG

Hearing on Thurs.

Hollywood, Sept, 28,
Screen Writers' hearing before the
Los Angeles, Sept. 28.
after minor huddles with Kenneth National Labor Relations Board on
Pacific States Theatres (Ramish Thomson, SAG executive secretary. jurisdiction, scheduled for Monday
(27), was postponed until Sept. 30
and Gore Bros.) have announced
because no tried examiner was availpurchase of a site for erection of a
able.
deluxe theatre in Manhattan Beach,
to Coast
Session on Thursday (30) will be
sixth house in its chain.
Ben Washer, New York press head devoted to the disposition 'pf preStructure will house a 750-seat
Construction will start for Samuel Goldwyn, planes to the liminary matters, including motion
theatre.
around Oct. .25, with theatre ready Coast today (Wednesday) for a of producers challenging the jurisdiction of the NLRB, and asking
week's stay.
for opening about March 1.
Will huddle with studio heads and complaint that the Screen Writers
Cost of land, building and equipGuild has presented be dismissed.
ment will run approximately $70,000, 0.0. new product.

Washer

.

No comment was forthcoming at
Authors' League of America headquarters, N. Y., this week regarding
the $200,000 libel suit Of the Screen
Playwrights against Screen Writens'
Guild, ALA branch. Was explained
that Marc Connelly, ALA prez, is on
the Coast and that papers in the suit
had not been received at this end.
Details of the action and the attitude; of Connelly and other ALA
and SWG tops isn't known. Several
individual ALA members were inclined to dismiss the matter as unimportant.
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'ince A|igtist 15th, Exoctly 1,137

Have

Radio Programs

Publicized to Countless Millions

.

;

*

.

JOAN

WARNER

INTEEHNimm
As Musical PresenfoHons of
Score Have Skyrocketed

•

.

•

Its

.

Tuneful

"That Old feelIng"
Number

Info Aniericq's

1

Song

Hit«

These Air-Lane

Build-Ups Continue at the Rate of Hundreds a

Wbik
That

AH Over

Exhibitors

New

Picture

the Country Are Getting

Feeling of Records Such as

No

Musicol

Has Given Them Fdr Months I

NEW YORK

CriY

'SAM niANCISCO

ROSIOK

Doy

.

.

.

grossadt aver

.

.

|20G;000.

In

two

second week fiofd-over of UnifecT

... p/o/ed N> over 30,000 people
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of ffadro Gify

Xr/isf Theofre.

.

weeH-encf of KeiU's A^emorfo^
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DSMVERl.
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MvQ business of the Denver forced move-over to the Afoddtn—oncf Ihen
3 weeks confinuous fiirsf run.
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ALAK MOWBRAY
MARJQRIE GATESOM
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DOROTHY McNULH

TKE WALTER
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JEROME COWAN
•
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ALITA KRUGER
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WANOER MODELS

by IRVJNO CUMMINGS
Originol Sereisprplay by Samuel and Be Ho Spewack
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The

Girls'

Eye Yiew

By Marian

Bill

Squire

France Could Use the Westmores

villain—husband of Miss Prim, and Robert le Vigan
loff is the grasping
batty from drink and poverty and strings himself
Is an actor who goes
up to a convenient beam.
Dialog is all in French, but exceptionally well done English captions
tell, you what's going oh if your French is weak—or non-existent.
Realism is maintained by "vvardrobe in keeping with the surroundings.
One cabaret scene gives a definite contrast in hair styling. There are none
of those long, full- glossy bobs so dear to Hollywood. Hair is done close
to the head or longish in the back and close at the' sides. But they're still
ignoring natural eyebrows and drawing a tiny, fine line where fancy lists.
In fact, Junie Astor's Incredible eyebrows arfe practically the sole false
note in the French slum sc6ries:
The brothers Westmore could do a bit of missionary work in the. coifThere is much blonde hair bleached to the soft, shiny
fure division.
sufferer from this treatment is Jany Holt,
quality of sun-dried hay.
who is quite attrjactive outside of the cotton batting hair.

Cagney O.K. for Bdofln'
When' Jimimy Caghey isn't taking a poke at someone or doing a little
plain and fancy hoofing, 'Something to Siiig About' is nothing to yell
about. Cagney is light and graceful in his first musical, but as for his
'vocal efforts,' he, gives the impression that he knows as well as anyone
else that his voice will never give Crosby or Powell any sleepless
nights. He pastes no ladies in this opus, but stages one bang-up fight
to keep the Cagney fans happy.
Evelyn Daw, the Cagney heart flutferer, takes care of most of the
vocal assignnients in a pleasant if not very interesting voice. She bustles
anxioiisly through her ingenue partr and seems vastly relieved when
she can stop acting and just sing.
Two of her best gowns are a telephone doll effect evening affair in
sheer fluttering white, and a black and white street dress. The latter
has ah interesting top arrangement, back, ^nd full puiSed sleeves- of white
(embroidered ,organdie, with.^the black panel iip the front, and a tiny
white throat ruffle.

complete with foreign accent which she doesn't forget
once, is the blonde menace, looking most effective in a flowing white
hostess gown; with strass outlining the huge sleeves and banding the front.
The old Hollywood assumption that newspapers forget foreign wars,
political battles and the latest scandal when they get a bit of West Coast
gossip, prevails in this picture. Every move of star Terry Rooney (Cagney)
is reported in screaming headlines all over the country, to the exclusion
of all other news.
Gene Lockhart does a swell job as the self-important producer, and
William Frawley is a properly harried and haywire p.a.
Barrie,.

It's a little frightening to think what 'That Certain Woman* might have
been without Bette Davis, Henry Fonda and all the other nice people
the picture is fortunate enough to have in the cast. When things aren't
happening to Miss Davis, she is making sacrifices, and vice versa in* such
quantities that they might stretch both credulity and risibilities—but
because they happen to Miss Davis, there's nothing funny about it.
You've got the whole works, including a termagant father, whom Donald
Crisp makes someone to conjure with, and Henry Fonda's invalid wife, who
is Anita Louise looking very fetching in an over-pne-eye black hat and
a wheel chair. Ian Hunter is the sort of friend every girl dreams of having
(and she can just go on dreaming it iip for aU the good it does her, usually).
Sidney Toler contributes a swell detective, and Mary Phillips is a staunch

—

but disapproving friend.
Orry -Kelly does Well by .the wardrobe, which is subdued, so It won't
take your mind off the action, or such is the natural assumption. Mis^
Davis is in squarish-shouldered tailoreds with swing skirts and little round
white collars for the most part. One negligee is neatly arranged to outline
her tiny figure, rearward, with shiny satin panels to call attention to the
front. She wears a variety of styles, the most becoming being a new one
all smoothed back on top with a cascade of longish curls in the back.
You can't copy it by brushing your hair straight back, though. There's a
tricky little arrangement of shadow waves above the ears to keep you from
looking skinned.
There's some not too believable newspaper hounding thrown in, with
Hugh O'Connell leading the pack and remaining to be a loyal friend—and
that does happen once in a while.
Picture is based on, or rather suggested by the Valentine's Day massacre, with Miss Davis the unfortunate widow of one of the toughies, and
that's about the least devastating thing that happens to her right up to the
'everything's going to be all right now' fadeout.

Deanna As a

Little

Miss Fix-It

It seems a shame to use players like Adolphe Menjou and Mischa Auer as
mere background for Deanna Durbin. She's a refreshing youngster, but
Menjou has much more entertainment value than the lot of a harried trom-

The manpower and the system
and the policies are entirely new,
and so are conditions. These are
arguments which are going on mostly unofficial behind the scenes.

.

sought to lay

down

which were foimd

the conditions

to

be onerous

to

his adversaries.

There are millions involved, pro
and con, and it's still at the crossroads of settlement, so that if in the;
next few months a definite peace
action arisen:, it will not be too surprising to the trade, and hardly unexpected to insiders.

Fox Film and Fox Theatres, tohave suits pending against

gether,

Fqx, in Nassau County,
aggregating sought damages of up|25t000,000. Bill Fox has
counter-clsiims for alleged breach of
contract, and in which he seeks
damages of around $2,000,000. Directly or indirectly, the parties are
involved in other pending litigation.

William

wards of

An<^ if Fox settles, what will he
do next? That's one of the conundnuns plaguing some. Fox is far

from through.
a color process,

He is
home

interested in
movies, pat-

and camera equipment.
Not yet 60, and although his
health is stated by friends to be preehts

carious, Bill Fox's interests are still
mostly of the film business, in or

out of litigation.

Laurie, Jr.

New

York, Sept.

28.

Dear Aggie:
over and everybody in New York seems
to be happy about it, especially the boys and giris in front of the Palace,
the first time they've been able to stand there since the Legion was in
town. I get a great kick talking to the old gang. Some of 'em are getting
along pretty well playing night clubs; others Are working at odd jobs,
and some are playing the ponies, A few of 'em look pretty seedy—they
look so seedy they're afraid to pass a canary. I missed Meyer and Effie
Gerson's restaurant. They are going to open a place on the Coast, They
sure deserve good luck because they're grand folks and have done plenty
to help the actors for the past 25 years—they ironed niany a wrinkle
out of troupers' stomachs.
You'd a been proud of me irt the parade, Aggie. The three of us from
the Coolacre Post joined in with the rest of the Californians and we made
a great showing. We kinda spread out. It was a pretty long march and
it wasn't as easy on my tootsies as it used to be years ago when I 'kicked
'em around' in the Dockstader show. I think I'm going to sue my arches
for non-support. Ha Ha.
A lot of people thdught it was nonsense for a lot of guys to be marching
all day and getting a little stewed and raising hell. But I say with everybody in Europe marching with guns and cannons and long faces we ought
to be very happy we got a lot of guys just marching with canes and only
looking for laughs. ,Ahd As for hell-raising, you remember Aggie when
we played the college towns, especially football season, and they're supposed to be educated guys. Boy, give me them Legionnaires against one
college town that's rubbed down with a bar rag.
Who dp you think 1 r^un into last week? Elsie Moore, the girl I did an
act with before I met you. You shoulda got a load of her. She's awful
fat and has a shape like boiling cabbage, She looks like a stack of mellons. She's married to a guy. who owns a stove repair shop In Iowa, He
was here for the Legion convention and brought her and their three kids.
He's a typical towner. Has one of them last bid voices and ties his shoestrings into knots so he can stay up late. He sure is proud that his wife
was once an actress and when there's anybody around he asks her to sing.
She's still a little 9tage-struck because she sings when he asks her and she
stiirhits those high ones low. They invited us to see them whenever we
get to Iowa. I wonder who's booking that now?
I was invited to a dinner they gave Jack Norworth and Aggie, I wish you
were there. It Was a real tribute to a real guy. Willie Collier, Sr., spoke
and the kids of today can learn plenty from him just watching him time
his stuff.
Then Julius Tannen had 'em in the aisles with his buttonbusters; he is still the greatest of all monologists. Then Gene Buck made
a talk. Gee, Aggie, that guy is got plenty of heart and how he does love
his Broadway and his brother and sister troupers. With guys like that,
Broadway can never' die, Then Jack Norworth got up and told us this
was the first dinner ever given to him in all the years he has been in show
business. It seems funny, they've been giving dinners to guys that even
sign a. contract lor a short, and here is a great trouper, one of the keyWell, the Legion convention

is

,

"

Korda Due Back
(Continued from page 5)
through.

Doubts are expressed

in

this regard.

And

it is

known

that the parties

are still discussing ways and means
for raising the option money through
the American group of Atlas and
Lehman, bankers for RKO.- In that
event,, the most likely result could
and
be an amalgamation of

RKO

U.A.

.

Korda

has

managed

to

raise.

half of the amount it
understood, coming from the
Prudential Assurance Co., with $1,-

$3,000,000
is

000,000

from Xord Beaverbrook in
Korda

the form of a personal loan to

and $500,000 lipm a prominent local
exhibitor belifeved to be Sidney
Bernstein, who controls a large circuit of cinemas booked in conjunction with Gaumont-British.
Beaverbrook is back of a new
newsreel orgaii^z^tion called National, which opens at Oscar Deutsch's

the Alhambra site
His son recently joined
the Odeon directorate, also buying
in on Jack Davis' newsreel circuit,
which will be extensively enlarged.

new Odeon on
next month.

All of which Is further tied in by
the fact that the Deutsch-Odeon cir-

Grosses Off

—

By Joe

,

Two Months Ago

Petered Out

There was a time, a couple of
months or so ago back that Bill
Fox, through the mediation of
friends, had a chance to talk personally on peace with his adversaries,
Howevier, something went
loco then.
From what has been
gathered, Fox in seeking peace also

cuit is openly allied with United
Artists here in theatre operation.
bone player allows him.
'100 Men and a Girl' doesn't quite make up its mind whether it is a
concert or a comedy, having the colorful Leopold Stokowski for music
lovers, and Mischa Auer, Alice Brady and Frank Jenks for laughs, with
Miss Durbin running back and forth between the two factions. It's nice
to know that Miss Durbin has such a remarkable voice for her age, but
(Continued from page 3)
only an operatic name a big one can impress an audience out of boredom with 'A Heart That's Free' and others of the parlor concert group,
than they were a year ago
higher
especially when they go on for so long.
Alice
ly
Eugene Pallette, giddy
Brady^s husband, and Billy Gilbert are assets to the comedy end.
does not reflect fear that the downMiss Durbin, as a little Miss Fix-it, dashes about in little-girl frocks,
ward trend of the m,arket and unthe dressing up left to Miss Brady. She wears a long white chiffon cut to
a deep f ront-V, outlined in strass, with panels floating from the shoulders. rest in Wall Street is affecting the
Her new hair arrangement is the best coiffure break she's had— a short full b.o. Operators point out that the
bob smoothed back from the face, but not flat to the head.
history of depressions has always
been that the theatres are the last
French Rewrite Hapsburg History
it is felt that
Charles Boyer plays the ill-fated Archduke in 'Mayerling' and if you to be hurt. Moreover,
need to know any more except how to get to the Filmarte, N. Y., it's your conditions throughout the country
loss.
Of course, if you aren't in the mood for misery, don't bother, be- generally are hot reflected in the
cause any filmgoer knows that no good will come of it when a royal son's way Wall Street is acting, every
romance is frowned upon by royal papa. Even less good than usual comes check at least, so far as theatres are
concerned, making it appear that
of it in 'Mayerling,'
based as it is on the famous Hapsburg tragedy. Although historians still disagree about what actually happened, producers conditions are vastly improved over
last season.
of 'Mayerling'
take the matter out of the graybeards' hands and arbiirarily finish
There are many local reasons why
the royal lovers off in a suicide pact.
It can't be
easy to emote in tight basques and bustles, but Danielle pictures may not be showing larger
^arrieux manages this with more restraint than seems actually necessary, gross gains over comparative prod^mce Universal has signed her for a term of years it might be a good idea uct of 12 months ago and it may be
lor Mile.
Darrieux to develop another facial expression. The one she that radio is one answer. The strong
employs is very good for 'Mayerling,' but might become a trifle monoto- trend toward sports bf> all kinds,
nous in time.
though seasonal and sectional, may
"lombers of the cast will be recognized from 'The Lower Depths,' also be cutting away a little bit,
V\^A-^
^^''^oloff and Suzy Prim.
a lot of versatility football time now being here.
shows
Prim
Miss
anH
«nd a fair portion
of Miss Prim in the ornate drop-shoulder court gowns,
This week, throughout the nation,
business is ranging from good to big
(Continued on page 27)

—

Men

Just Hopin' Hell Hit a Branch Mgr.

various companies that formerly
compromised Bill Fox's film kingdom.

Bette Davis Saffers All Over Again

.

Lefty Golfs with Exchange

.

A

Mona

Fox

21

(Continued from page 2)

As. the title implies, 'The Lower Depths' is not a particularly cheerful
being the height oi Paris misery and poverty. Roughly
bit, the 'Depths'
speakrng, Jean Gabin as 'Pepel' is a Gallic counterpart of Spencer Tracy,
apd Louis JQUvet (in looks only) of Ned Sparks. Suzy Prim belies her
name as the blonde harridan sister of gentle Junie Astor, Vladimar Soko-

„

VARIETY

stones of biu: profession, gets his first dinner. It's a screwy street.
I know you'Ui laugh when I iell you I was out playing golf with some
of the men here from the Film Exchange, I didn't want to go because
you know I ain't so hot at this pasture billiards. But I figured I might
get luck and hit a branch manager with a ball. We made up a foresome
and I afterwards find out the three guys I was playing with were three
checkers from the Coast branch here for a visit. I shouldn't have bragged
about how much business I did on our last checked picture.
Glad to hear you had a couple of good pictures since I've been away.
The only trouble, as you say, with good pictures Is that the kids sit through
them twice. The boys got a big laugh when I told them thrfl you hung
your washing on the marquee and people thought It was a strip tease and
packed the joint. That's a good gag Aggie.
Expect to start back this week. Want to see a few shows, so far the
shows I've seen all seem to have people that were in 'Three Men on a
Horse.' Everybody is doing a Levine, Hart and Shirley Booth, Somebody
called it mass production,
I hope this finds you well and happy.
I want to show Kerwin and
Mallen the Statue of Liberty, they've never seen it, and I want to see it
too.
Everybody wants to be remembered to you, I do miss you a lot,
Aggie, and. will be glad to see your funny face again. Love and kisses SEZ
_

Gene Fowler sez, 'after listening to some
seems most of them cut their jocular veins.'
.,

P.

S,:

currently which are good,
excellent at the b.o. are
'Double or Nothing,' 'Lost Horizon,'
•Stella

Dallas,'

'Souls

at

Sea,'

'100

Men and

it

U Situation

on leading 'A* releases but with
lesser pictures figured it isn't bringing in startling totals. Pictures on
display
big or

Your

Lefty,
of these radio comics

(Continued from page 3)
the company that this may be .successfully handled from operations.
No abridgment of the authority
of Charles R. Rogers over production

a Girl,' 'Thin Ice,' 'Prisoner
of Zenda.' 'High, Wide and Handsome,' 'Dead End,' 'Vogues' and has been made nor contemplated.
'Wife, Doctor and Nurse.'
Rogers is understood to have come
This, a large and very 'representa- east with records and figures upholdtive list of b.o. hits, isn't getting as ing his kind of studio operation, and
much from the public as might be the intimations are that he obtained
expected. Operators at least contend a 'moral victory,' and will return to
that it should be more.
the Coast at the close of this week
with wings. spread and not clipped.
R. H. Cochrane, president and
biggest individual
stockholder of
the company, is still the head of the
firm'.
Cowdin as chairman and over(Continued from page 3)
lord of the various operating committees and boards within the com,

Selznick

pany remains in unaltered sway.
Universal has made every effort
to keep its problems to itself. Since
and
Wanger
The
N. L. Nathanson bought into U's disare due in New York Monday (4).
tribution system in CanaCTu, the name
Jock Whitney will be in the East of the Canadian
nabob has become
at that time. Accompanying Selznick involved
in all sorts of accounts
will be Myron Selznick; George Cucoupling him to
essary cash supply to swing the options costing around $6,000,000.

Selznick

party

kor, who will direct 'Wind'; Jacques
ger way.
Deval, Selznick writer, and Barbara
Now talk

Kcon, production assistant

to Selznick.
Only official feature of the
trip east by the Selznick party is for

discussions on 'Wind' with

Whitney

Latter has
Sidney Howard.
written a lengthy treatment of the
book.
Wanger, who was here three
weeks ago, was called back to cul
three pictures, assertedly leavin'i
unstated unfinished business in Now
York.
Hal Home, associated with
him, is still in the east.

and

Universal in a big-

hieard in the trade that
Nathanson might be interested in obtaining financial control of all of
Universal, or the American end at
least, additional to his present control of the Canadian end of the company. Nathanson is financially able,
it is held, to swing such a deal.

Jules

is

Brulatour

is

another

name mentioned, but downtown

big
ac-

counts give the imoresslon that BruIntour (Eastman Kodok) also misht
Hcyirc to dispose of his interest in
Universal.

'
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OGKTOBER!
THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA (PAUL muni, CaU
Sondergaard, Joseph Schildkraut, Erin O'Brien-Moore)

THEY WON'T FORGEKciaude
Edward

Norris, Otto Kruger,

Rains, Gloria Dickson,

Lana Turner)

THE PERFECT SPECIMEN

THE GREAT GARRICK (Brian aherne,

ouvia

HAVILLAND, Edward Everett Hortoh,
Cooper, Lionel A twill, Henry O'Neill)

Melville

de

Directe<i by Michael Curtiz

PUy

by

Nocman

• Screen
Reilly Raine,

Lawrence Riley, and Brewster
Morse and Fritz Palkenstein From
the story by Samuel Hopkins
Adams > A First National Picture

WEST OF SHANGHAI (BORIS KARLOFF
eral Wu Yen Fang, Beverly Roberts, Ricardo

WARNER

as

Gen-

Cortez)

BROSr
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PICTURES

Pulp Mags—Authors
(Continued from page 1)

Theatre Circuit Carbons

and newcomers to the playwriting game often get experience
likewise reported unable to sell the in the hinterlands, so the pulp field
offers an opportunity to the newpther.
Smith comer. A lot of pulp writers stay on
Mags dropped by Street
are Pocket Love, Pocket Detective, this 'borscht circuit' and eat steadily

Com- once

Topnotch,

Western,

they, hit

it

right,

while

many

popular, formerly

Walt Fraiher Heads Both

With Production or Selling

Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.
Two different programs on the
same station for rival theatrical circuits—that's what Walt Fram'er, air
vet hei:e, is doing currently on
WWSW. It's the result of Harris
Amusement. Co. taking over the
sponsorship of his 'Show Shopper'

Of Visual Educational Films
Lost:

copies aiid at tige is Max Brand (Frederick Faust)
sold to break who does his work from the French
Cote d'Azur and is said to gross
$100,000. per yedr. Others high up
from a publishing standpoint. Most in the money brackets are Earle
pulps sell for lOcrlSc on newsr Stanley Gardner, 40, and ah exstands, from 'which the publisher lawyer who earns about $75,000 a
Arthur Burks, H. Bedford.
gets 5c-6c oh lO-centers, about lOcr year.
Overhead and Jones and Charles Francis Coe are
11c on 15-ceriters,
consider- other well established writers in the
cost df returns' is highV
able number of these* however, are field.
sold abroad,- especially in England.
Prominent among the graduates
200,000

for

,

50% must be

A

profit of ^300-$500 per issue is considered doing fairly well

even.

:.'

-

A

Altogether there are about ISOSCO pulps published, with the presaway from weeklies,
ent trend
toward monthlies and quarterlies.
TrQnd is also to mags of 112 pages
instead of 12a because of upped
The total number of magacosts.
considerably,
as
fluctuates
zines
perhaps ho other business outside of
show business destroys so many
get-rich-quick hopes.

are Dashiell Hammett, James Warner
Bellah, Octavus Roy Cohen and
Ernest Haycox, who now sells westerns to Collier's.

Alumnae

Women who

of the Pulps

have written for pulps

and stepped out into the

slicks in-

'

clude Faith Baldwin, Mary Roberts
Rinehart, "Vina Delmar. The first two
of these sold their fist stories to Bob
Davis when he was an editor at
Munsey's. Some writers keep a foot
in both fields dividing their time between writing for pulps and for

Pulps are a seasonal business,
with spring and early summer the
worst seasons of the year. The poorest months are April through July. slicks.
The editorial cost per issue for a
Other women writers include Jane
pulp runs from $600-$1,000, with Littel who edits two love mags and
some houses getting by on less. Es- writes in addition about three stories
for
timates of monthly editorial bills
per week, Peggy Gaddis, from
Some say Georgia, said to be. supporting three
the entire field vary.
about $75-100,000 per month. Har- families, Mazie Gregg who turns out
pubrecently
old B. Hersey, whose
1,000,000 words a year and at 30 has
lished book 'Pulpwood Editor* has .written her 30th. novel.
attracted much favorable attention,
The picture angle of pulps is bemonth.
declares it to' be $250,000 per
coming more important today. Big
Few Earn Over $10,000 a Year
firms are now watching the better
Only a few writers in the field pulps more than heretofore and even
do outstandingly well financially, see advance copies of the mags,when
but about. 30-40 writers make up- possible. Stories are sometimes purwards of $10,000 a yean Consistent chased just for the title with "only
pulpsters tc» make a satisfactory liv- one or two situations saved. One pulp
ing must turn out and sell 10,000 writer recently turned two picture
words a week, but of the total man- scenarios into pulp stories. Trailers
uscripts received by mags,'- it is es- will advertise the story in the mag,
timated that .only. -about 1% is and the mag will push the picture
with ads, thus getting extra pubusable.

-

^

'

•

'

Public taste is currently swinging
to smarter stuff in the magazine
, field
and this has influenced the
pulps to .some extent. Depression
material, for pulps is morbid' 'stuff.
Horror stuff goes over big in. bad
'

•

With improved conditions,
love and adventure go better.' With
times.

in reading matter currently
going up, the trend in pulps today,
is to print more subjective material, 'With perhaps -slightly less em-

taste

.

While action

action:

al-

ways remains the principal characteristic' of any p^ulp story, at the
present time, more character and
emotion is being introduced.

One puip executive claims that
pulps are a great means of blowing
steam, and points out that lynchings occur most frequently in states
where pulp sales are poor.
off

The average pulp yarn
to

is

directed

an adolescent reader market. The

mental age of the pulp reader is considered to be that of a 17-year-old
boy who naturally demands excitement and plenty of it. Pulp houses
aware of the trend today .are however, coaxing in. the character reader.
One fdct remains unchanged however, a pulp yarn always tells a
:

•

story.

Failures of pulp magazines which
have tried the slick formulas are
frequent.
You can't make a city
slicker out of a hick farmer, because
the result is always rejection by the
pulp public. Neither will it pay to
try to "sell ads. "Pulps as a general
rule don't care much about ads or
subscriptions as the budget is carefully watched and such publications
are more cheaply delivered in bulk
and sold on stands. Advertising beyond a certain point raises the mailing rates.

The pulp field falls into three general classifications:
one-third are
westerns, one-third mystery and detective,

and one-third miscellaneous,
up by love and adven-

but headed
ture.

Broup

Others

in

the

miscellaneous

include

confession, pseudoghost, horror,
aviation and such specialized fields
as astrology.

scientific, spicy, sport,

The pulps have for many years
Deen recognized as the
'borscht cir-

^

While the Hays

A

&

Presently conceived plan would
use only already finished short features.
A number of picture executives already have indicated that
they will give these educator-ap-

Detroit Fibn Chain

and Shadows'
Warner Brothers'

tinue his 'Footlights

Believes in Airing

WWSW

every morriing at 11:30,
This s'now runs lor
half-hour and has been in existence
for couple of years. Program.! for
both circuits are- essentially the
same, news, gossip, previews and
plugs for attractions playiag in circuits' respective houses.

Pix to Build

was

Idzal, manager and trustee
theatre,, here, has filed peti-

tion with federal court asking fee
for his services during reorganizaIdzal's petition is
tion of theatre.
part of claims, iiggregating $346,203
(the largest sum ever sought here in
bankruptcy proceedings), in connecIdzal,
tion with reorg of theatre.
who served as 'temporary and permanent trustee as well as manager
asked* the
theatre,
has
of
the
coiu:t to determine if he is entitled to fees in addition to his $200
weekly salary, plus $25 for expenses
as manager of the house.

aired

WW

J,

Sunday

WJR,

WJBK, Detroit,, and
WXYZ's state .net.

apnrovail,

«u« for slick writers.
Just as

legit

If

But as far as launch'n:; into any
even modified program hi educational
picture making, it is understood that
these same officials even have rejected thought of such a thing. Their
attitude is that visual-education d^es
not belong: in the film business, and
that the Industry is designed to make

(26) over

WMBC

silent

distributiohi

Detroit, Sept, 28.

WXYZ,

films

nothing els6, particularly if they can
be distributed inexpensively. They
dp. not have to be bothered with

Fourth statewide ether bally of a
by United Detroit Theatres

and

eight stations of

Bally centered On 'Double or Noth- and sell, entertainment alone.
(Par), which opens at the
There will ba little or no comMichigan theatre here Friday (1), plaint
about editing old shorts by a
and included music in the film plus
committee of representative educadramatized excerpts from the plot.
ing'

Detroit, Sept. 28;

Dave
of Fox

proved

Up B O.

film,

(Par),

DAVE IDZAL WANTS
FEES FROM FOX DEI

give

thus far

in setting

'

under
sponsorship on

may

office

work done

up a modified visual-education program, its directors are not
expected to sanction any arrangement tied to politicos in any way or
directly connected with the present
DistribMotion Picture Producers
utors organization.

new. type of item for the
and found department at
is on ifile at the Paramount, N. Y.
It's a blackjack that has seen
obvious wear but no one's
claiming it so far.
lost

fneatres

It's

program

blessing to

.

Originated in the

WXYZ

acted by
direction of

tors just so these short features are
at least 18 months old and it's established that their further, salability
has bean exhausted by exhibitors.

WXYZ

studios, enplayers under the

James Jewell.

Program is. the fourth in less than Numerous companies see in' this a
months to build up theatre b.o. means of obtaining additional 'revWith success enue.
They sfty that even with

six

through ether b^Uy.

the past ones. Understood the
stunt will be used extensively in the
future.

of

changes and
tribution, they

new prints plus dismay be able to malce

some extra coin on these

sales

to

educators.

Aside from the fact that executives directly Intercs'.ed in any new
IN NEB.
development in the visual-education
field claim that educational Ins'ituWhen appointed trustee, Court
tlqns and schools generally have
told Idzal he would serve without
nothing like the facilities for hanpay, but in his petition Idzal dedling any extended program of tallcclares .that in view *of substantial
Lincoln, Sept. 28.
change in financial condition of the
Fate of bank night in NebraskdP ing films, producers have evidenced
company' he feels he's entitled to
no desire to enter the producing end
lays with the supreme court judges
receive a fee in addition to Salary.
of educational subjects.
They conGeorge A. Marston, referee in npwTf- cose having been argued be- tend that this does not belong with
bankruptcy, is scheduled to pass on fore them this week in the final re- the picture industry as now conetc.,
lawyers,banks,
fees asked by
view of District Judge Fred Mass- stituted and that none can expect
some time this week: Reorg of the more's Beatrice Theatre Corp.
licity, for both.
(Fox- them to undertake such a project.
Columbia which will release four theatre was approved several weeks wesco) lottery decision of last April. Many of them have expressed the
O'Brien,
the
Judge
Ernest
A.
belief' that this must be carried out
serials this season has already ar- ago by
Case
was
to
have
been
test,
a
to
dethrough a subsidy by the public
ranged to have one of them appear plan calling for leasing of spot to cide for all time and
in all instances
simultaneously in pulps.' The fblir Skouras Bros. Complications have of bank night practice in Nebraska, school system, the government, or by
theatre
the
'of
means of a fund set aside by some
sdrials are Frank Buck (animals), delayed turning dver
.the district court judgment to afr
institute
or foundatipn
such as
Frank Hawks (aviation). Secret of to the new Fox Michigan Corp.,- and feet the whole state.
Rockefeller's. They esUmate that a
Trfeasurg
Island
(adventure
and minority stockholders. last week Qled
Wrangle
started
when
went
case
court
of
apCincinnati
in
$15,000,000 fund would provide the
pirates),
and WiM Bill Hi'ckok an appeal
Litter, 'development is ex- against the bank highters and they interest to carry on such a project.
(western) Trea'Sure Island has bs'fen pealsi
refused to stop in other spots ias
sold
to
pulpsl
Argoisy
recently pected to deWj^^tIll past Jan. 1 the
"And back of all this is the prewell as failed to bring the case im-,
bought ->a story on Warner's" 'Invita-, switching of %ieaitr.e's control to new
mediately to supreme court review vailing Idea amon:^ pic'.ure company
corporation, f/.
tion to Murder.'
to have it settled.
Omaha Motion executives that they don't want to
Leading; agents in the pulp field in-,
Picture Exhibitors Associatioh with deal with boards of education dielude Ed Bodin, August Lenniger,
28 theatres was placed under tem- rectly or to bother with handling of
Pennsy
Lurton Blassingame and Robert
porary injunction by the court prints. Hence, for the time being,
Thomas Hardy. Latter firm is conagainst operation with bank night, any visual-education lineup looms
2 Spanish Pix and
ducted bj* the widow of ithe agent.
the court allowed the inl unction largely a? an institutional affair for
to stand after argument preliminary the industry with pi separate organiBreaking into the pulp field is
Philadelphia, Sept. 28.
to the lottery review.
T>ok stfand zation formed to handle all de'ails
about as difficult as getting into any
Prometheus Pictures, New York, that the lottery final decision would of distribution, handling of prints,
other. It's tough to get started. Howetc.
ever, about 50% of the slick writers owners of 'The Spanish Earth,' film answer the whole probleni.
today have come up through pulps, which was banned by Pennsy State
Judge Messmore, now a member
and these include H. G. Wells, Board of Censors here two weeks of the supreme bench but ineligible
filed
appeal.
Board
has
ago,
have
ah
Theodore Dreiser and Sinclair Lewis.
ALUED'S
IDEA
to participate in the decision, is an
Of the other 50%, half- hit the slicks agreed to take ahbther gander at pic interested by-sitter. Judge said that
direct and the rest througli having with full membership present.
any man giving of time and going U. S. Reffulatlon of Fix a la GulTeyfight
Court
is also on to force apVlnson Law
a successful novel. Every ms. that
out of his way to resistor, or be
comes into a pulp office is read, and proval of 'Spain in Flames,' which near the theatre v/hen a drawing
here last February after
Atlantic City. Sept. 28.
is
being conducted, is giving cononce a new find is made, pulp pub- was nixed
group
of
50
was
appointed
Goverby
A Federal regulatory act for the
lishers, who are notorious as foUawsideration, whether he buys a ticket
nor Earle to view it, when an aooeal or
the-loader-boys all jump aboard and
not.
Such consideration to par- motion picture industry, abng th-2
was taken to Censor Board's thumbs ticipate
are anxious to buy the newcomer's
in a drawing makes it a lines of the Guffoy-'Vinson law for
down. Hearintj in Common Pleas lottery
stuff.
in the
eyes of the state the bituminou.s -coal industry, was
court will be held early in October
suggested by Abram Myers, general
Since the organization fiVe years on an order requiring censors to statute, he believes.
Such was argument of the attor- counsel of the Allied States Assoago of the American Fiction Guild, show why their ruling should not be
ciation of Motion Picture Exhibitors,
ney general's office.
which acts like the Authors League reversed.
William H.
at the 18th annual convention of the
for pulpsters, much has been done
'Spanish Earth* was deemed 'too Wright, bank night counsel, claims
Owners of New
the state is tryin-? to set the case up Allied Theatre
to raise the level of the pulp "wi'iter, horribly gruesome for general r-jJersey,
at
the Ritz-Carlton here
particularly in his own esteem. It lease.'- but indicated there might be on a new. basis boEore the supreme
Friday (24). Myers said that Concourt,
on
material
pulpwhich
did
that
about
1,000
not
estimated
if
is
no obj(>ctions
exhibited for adults
gressional leaders had advised him
come up in the lower court.
sters are making a fair living at this only. Feared it mi^ht create a morto prepare a program which migiit
work throughout the country today bid interest in kids to start a sci'ap.
be embodied into law at the nsxt
in
members
up
paid
300
with about
session
of Congress.
He declared
CUPID ON RAMPAGE
the Guild. The organization has done
Southio's. Acquisitions
that past legislative proposals, such
Chicago, Sept. 28.'
much to glorify the American pulpHamilton, O.. Sept. 20.
as the anti-block booking laws and
ster.
It's June in September for a numSouthio Theatres, headauartered
the divorcement of theatres from
While smart publishers in the field here, has taken over the Kentucky ber of the boys in the Indiana- producer ownership, would not solve
are watching their step to see. that and State, Danville, Ky.. nravioii.?lv Illinois circuit of Jack Rose and the evils of the industry. He then
Three picture house proposed the regulatory act to be
they do not go the way of vaudeville operated by Warners, Bill Y'in'.vel Alex Manta.
to which a pulp book has been com- has been named city manage-. Com- execs took the marriage route within administered by a board of dispared, and which the old Literary pany operates the Paramount, Pal- the week.
interested experts,
Art Wortha, manager of the Roxy
Digest did when the new forms of ace a.nd.Rialto horo, and the ParaIrving Dollinger of Linden was
news weeklies came in, the writer mount, Gordon, Sorg and Strand, at and Fox in LaPorte, Ind., took unto elected president, succeeding Lee W.
Not.
along.
The
Middletown.
Palace and Marion, himself Mary Helen Duke on Sept. Newberry
who has the stuff will get
of
Allenhurst.
Sam
everyone can stand the gaff of turn- at Marion, O.. operated unie.' name 23; Rex Williams, of the Hoosier, Myers of Morristown was named vp.;
ing out at least 10,000 saleable words of Midhio Theatres, is part of the Whiting, married Estelle McClos- David Snappen of Perth Amboy,
it
what
key
chain,
on Sept. 26, while Al Raymer, treasurer; Jacob Unger of Hillside,
a week, however, which is
Tracy Barham is general manager, booker for the circuit,
marries sec.; Maury Miller of Passaic, asst.
takes to earn $100 a week in the
Eleanor Beckler on "Thursday 130).
and George Fettick, booker.
treas.
field.

BANKO TEST
TO HIGHEST COURTS
-

.

.

-

,

'

'

'

.

.

oh

phasis

:

Grayson, billed as 'Cinemia' Lady.'
a 15-minute period at 5:45 p.m.
every day in the week except Saturday and Sunday.
At same time, Framev viU con-

One Blackjack

its

WWSW

$6,009
least

to Dicker

Rival Chain s Air Idea;

Whisperer and Skipper, slick writers are going hlihgry. In
known as Hard^ the eyes of the arty writer, they
may stoop to conquer, but they eat.
Boiled, was dropped earlier.
The pulp writer who gets going may
Costs
sell all his stuff, while even the good
trend
future
of
pulps
the
With
program, which has been kicking
are
publishers
giving sUcTc writer Mnay place only 30% of
uncertain,
around as a sustainer first on
his material.
costs even closer scrutiny than is
and then KDKA for more
No.
1
Pulpster
carefully
field
of
this
usual in
than a year how.
The dean of pulpsters both from
budgeted expenditures. To produce
Deal was closed over week-end
one issue of a pulp runs to about the point of view of money and pres- and includes Framer's wife, Nan
plete, F^ds,

.

No Mood
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...WHICH HAS riFLriLLED EVERT
PROMISE . . . NOW MAKES ANOTHER!
Lancer Spy"

is

one of the rare pictures that truly can be

called great! Great because of

man whose
"/

won

its

daring theme of the one

astonishing adventures entitled him to claim,

moment

the Great War!'' Great because every

throbs with einotional intensity and amazing drama!

Great because from

its brilliantly -playing cast

George

Sanders emerges as one of tomorrow s outstanding
(just

Power

as did 20th's Tyrone

and Sonja Henie in "One in a
every
its

man and woman who

praises to every

in "Lloyds of

Million").

sees "Lancer

one with ears

stars

London"

Great because

Spy"

to hear!

will shout

No

picture

ever deserved a more enthusiastic, big -production campaign. Sell

it

measure up

that

way arid 20th promises you profits that

to those of 20th' «

most important pictures!

with

DOLORES DEL RIO
PETER LORRE

•

GEORGE SANDERS

•

JOSEPH SCHILDKRADT
and

VIRGINIA FIELD • SIG RUM ANN •MAURICE
MOSCOVICH LIONEL AT WILL LUTHER ADLER
•

•

Directed by Gregory
THE KEYSTONI
OF YOUR FUTURf

Ilatoff

Astooiate Producer Samuel
Engel • Screen play
by Philip Diinne « Ffom a novel by Marthe McKenna

Daxryl F. Zanuck

in,

Charge of Production

.
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EXPLOITATION

STAGE BAND POUCY UP

By Epes W. Sargent
Nine Honest

Hen

St. Louis.

A

Omaha.

A full page cooperation ad, a legi'Double or Nothing' presents a
timate selling proposition, engineered natural for ballyhoo stunt in its own
by manager Harold 'Chick' Evens plot. Idiomatic title carries punch
and publicity director Jimmy Harris itself and can easily be enhanced.
of Loew's was one of a number of Eddie Forester and Ted Emerson of
efforts used to exploit MG's 'Broad- Omaha theatre went to work on that
way Melody.' The ad was used in angle.
Gathered twenty-five old v^allets
the Sunday Globe-Democrat following opening of the pix and it was the ^nd pocketbooks, put one buck bill
in each and had them dropped, as if
first time this rag ever permitted use
of such an ad for a cinema attrac- lost, in various spots of downtown
Omaha. Each carried identification
tion. Transcriptions of song hits and
bits of Eleanor Powell's tap dancing tag bearing Foreister's name and theatre address. Nine wallets were rewere aired over radio station WIL.
Evens and Harris cracked the ex- turned to theatre and finders were
clusive West End residential district given buck returned and another bethrough a tieup with a high class sides, putting into effiect title of pic-

circus heralds, made up from na-.
tional ads, were distributed by a

ture.

Forester secured interviews with
each of nine gathering human interest angles for newspaper publicTie-up with Bee News netted
some three columns space, including
pictures day of opening.
ity.

Campaign

was

embellished

.

i

.

WB

Free Side
Universal rode in on a Loew theawhen the Interstate chain,
of Texas, framed a talent hunt with
four winners to go to Hollywood

which H^idt la conducting every
night on the stage. Wimuqg oouple
will be given week'a wpfjy with
Heidt at Loew's State bj Hew York

when he opens

there, oSt.

T,

Second was with Darrell V. Marradio ed of Post^Gajsette, with
for final decisions.
Tryouts are held in all smaller prizes free tix for Heidt'^ network
Idea was a
spots, the winner in each to go to. broadcast from here.
the nearest key city for a finals, coupon contest, with H'nd'fc playing
either Ft. Worth, San Antonio, Dal- medley of unidentified turies duil?ihg
engagement
of
his
Stanley
first
day
Winner
sent
will be
las or Houston.
and first ones under the gun with
from' each of these four spots.
th6 prized'
Where Universal gets the ride is correct titles gettmg
ducats. Both stunts weiiKa good for
its 'Hollywood \Screeh Test' short
dailies.
with the house advertising: 'To see plenty of space in the two
what you are doin^, see etc' Might
Jazzing up 'few'
have been made for this campaign.
Meantime it's a /business builder
Gfaicani.
Long run of "Wandering Jew* ^t
for the Interstate. Bob Q'Donnell is
running things and giving it his Playhouse here ore'Sites to exploitaR^che.
tion
campaign
set
l^an
by
best.
During tfte lifst four Peek's p.I(jii
ture got as much press spaee as any
tin,

Diking Up Drina

Rochester.
With contests particularly hard to
Slace in Rochester dailies these days,
lanager Lester Pollock of Loew's
Rochester crashed the~editorial sanctum with one for 'Dead End' that got
across because it added interest to
the paper's own advertising columns.

Women were

given an imaginary

$50 budget with which to pretty up
Drina in the film to compete with
her rivaU Contestants were to select
the costumes from newspaper ads
and paste the ads on a cardboard.
Paper plugged the contest with news
stores and office ads. First prize of
flO and 10 pairs of free tickets to
.oew's.

other single picture ekoei^t 'Stella
which went In under a new
policy set-up for the Oriental. For
'Wandering Jew* RocK^ set up his
ads with a foot-steps out used diagonally, and plugged not only in English language papers, bjit in both
German and Jewish. Former using
name of Conrad Vei<it as greatest
German actor, and the latter by
plugging the picture as fr<im a Jewish legend.

Rochester.
of the Dixie

Manager Eddie May
launched his Saturday children's
matinees with, a 'Six Star' show providing plenty of promotion angles.
Boys in cowboy costumes passed out
heralds in neighborhood, heralds
bearing ad for, the show and serial
numbers, several of which were
posted in lobby^for free admissions.
Youngsters urged to appear in
?owboy or Indian costume, with
prizes

for funniest, best and most
onginal. Free candy bar for every

cnud attending the show, which included film 'Californian,' first chapter of, 'Wild West Days' and Joe
Penner hi 'New Faces of 1937.' Singing numbers with Manager May at
ine organ rounded out the program.

issue of the local paper as 'the b.oy
with the Rube Goldberg braiilT because of the odd mechanical effects
he uses to animate the theatre signs.

His latest was large block letters
(Continued on page 62)

Ruth Roland's

Building

Los Angeles, Sept. 28.
Holographic will left by Ruth.
Roland, screen actress, disposing of
an estate valued at more than $1,000,000, was filed in L; A. superior
court. Document bequeaths 50% of
the estate to Miss Roland's husband,
Ben Bard, and 45% to be divided
equally between Edith B. Thompson, an aunt, and Mrs. Edith Garven,
counsin of Mrs. Thompson.
Sum of $100 is left to' J. R. Roland,

—

Up
A,d3

Okl&4

Digressing

from the usual school
Spok matinee the Kiva and Ritz

Theatres of Ada realized that other
scnooi supplies were also needed and
a
•"^atmee.

School

Tablet

and PencU

Admission to the show was any
nve-cent value tablet or
pencil.

$1,000,000,

Half Willed to Ben Bard

decedent's father,

.

able of a struggle as a first-run in

view of the difficulty to obtain
worthwhile film. This Week playing
'Shanghai Express' on a revival,
house has booked 'Sophie Lang Goes
West' from Par as its next.

St.

if

living.

V

Loo Nabe Burglaries

As 2 Are Nabbed

Solved

Memphis.

Malco

Memphis

Theatres.

Inc.,

bought 10 theatres of the Warner
Brothers Kentucky circuit. The the-

Schwartz, treas., and Mrs. Sidney
Samson, Mrs. John M, Sitterly, Mrs.
W. E. J. Martin and Mrs. Max
Levine, directors.

Des Moines.
has been completed on the
Collegian theatre, to open this
at Ames, Iowa, under manageof Joe V, Gerbach.

Work

New
week
ment

Detroit.

As rumored
seat

eastsidc

previously, the 1.500Cinderella nabe was

to United Detroit's 16-theatre
circuit last week. House, formerly

added

owned by James

N. Robin-son.
Philadelphia.

Apollo,. Gloucester, N. J., remodeled,
Sam Kalikanm ownei'.
Rialto, Wilmin'Tton, operated by A..

two at Danville, two at
New
Owensboro, two at Fulton, two at
Henderson, one at Princeton and one J. Belair enlarged.
Sam Varbaat Mayfield. A half interest in Malco low's circuit
takes over Rio, Camden,
Memphis Theatres is held by Para- N. J.
mount and Paramount will buy outri.^ht the two houses at Danville,
which are too far out of this, terriColman in Roach Pic
tory to be operated by Malco Mematers are:

phis Theaters.
Sept.

Louis,

St.

28.

five

nabe

local

gendarmes

pix
houses in. last 10 months were solved
Burglaries'

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Ritzville, Wash,
Hal Roach hajj signed Ronald ColThe new $30,000 Ritz theatre
opened last week. Roy C. Irvine is man for the starring part in 'Fancy
nabbed Bernard Tucker, 19, a for- owner.
Free.'
mer usher in one of the houses and,
Yarn is an Eric Hatch original.
Los Angeles.
on his confession, Cecil Winner, 42.
Inc.,
and
Pacific States Theatres,
Warrants
a real estate sailesman,
Ben Berinstein have announced they
SMFE Meets Oct. 10 iii N. T.
charging grand larceny, a felpny in will build at once a $95,000 900-seat
Strides made in motion picture enMissouri, have been issued against theatre, near Ventura and Laurel
Winner.
Canyon boulevards in San Fernando gineering during the last 12 months
House will be opened will be outlined in sessions at the
Tucker said' he served as lookout valley.
fall gathering of the Society of Mofor Winner when the latter broke around Jan. 15, 1938.
tion Picture Engineers to be held for
into the Manchester' theatre from
Buffalo.
four days starting Oct. 11 at the
which $347 worth of tools, radios,
The Cataract theatre, Niagara Pennsylvania Hotel, N. Y.
etc., were copped and also on anFalls, owned by A. C. Hayman, being
The demonstration of three dimenother occasion in the same house razed and new theatre seating 1,800,
when $207 worth of goods were to cost $350,000, erected on the site, sional films by G. W. Wheelwright
taken. Tucker formerly worked at ready by early spring. Will be op- 3d, and another of Stereophonic
this house. He implicated Winner in erated as formerly in conjunction sound recording and reproduction,
via a special film, by J. P. Maxfield,
burglaries at the Lindell, Gravois with the adjoining Strand.
of Electrical Research Products, will
and Maffitt theatres, all controlled
Salt Lake City..
be highlights.
by the St. Louis Amus. Co. Winner
TheBanner of the Intermountain
accusation
last

week

of

when

the

denies

stating

that

atres, Inc.,

now

flies

over six houses

a number of in Salt Lake City with the acquisiFOR THE KIDBIES
and he didn't tion of Center, 1800-seater, being
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
know they had been stolen.
constructed by Fred and Herbert
Characters that run through Leon
Auerbach, owners and operators of
Schlesinger's
Looney Tunes and
20tli
Has the Roxy, town's largest department store.
Merrie Melodies, film cartoons, are
Columbus, O.
in heavy demand by toy makers for
Legal Bills Rolling In
J. Real Neth will add a fifth theatrade.
Addison S. Pratt who acted as spe- tre to his string of nabes when he the Christmas
David C. Green, merchandising
cial master in the Roxy theatre re- opens the Markham theatre in Coexpert, has been ticketed as excluorganization submitted a detailed lumbus' South Side about Oct. 10.
William Chesebrough, who owns sive agent of the -Schlesinger corbill for his services to N. Y. Federal
poration to make tieups.,
Judge Francis X. Caffey for ap- 10 theatres here, has begun work on
the Drexel, new nabe in suburban
proval.
Mr. Pratt asks for $10,000 Bexley.
-^Ixpects
open about
to
for the three months' work he de- Jan. 1.

Tuoker brought

hirii

articles, to dispose

^

of

Now

voted to the involved Roxy matter.
Ip his report he states there were
33 sessions; 2,659 pages of testimony
taken, and his report which resulted
in 20th Century-Fox taking over the
theatre, consisted of 78 pages.
At the same time, Russell V.
Qruikshank, appraiser for White
Case, turned in a bill for $1,500.
Cruikshank, in July, 1935, appraised
the property at $3,300,000 and at the
hearings
jumped his figure to-

Taxes Up

New

'

&

$3,500,000.

Argyll

Parsons,

R.

an

appraiser, who determined' the price
the theatre lobty rentals should be,
asks $1,250 for his work.
also

York.

Almost a dozen Loew managers in
the past five years have stemmed
State, on Broadway,
starting first as Al Rosen's assistants.
Newest to leave him for houses of
their own are George Daniels to the
Dyckman and Marty Waldman to

from Loew's

Eddie
Loew's Canal, both N. Y.
Burke, erstwhile Roxy house manager,

now

first

aide to Rosen.

Denver.
Cecil Lynch named manager and
booker for the Gem, Tivoli and Colo-

dime grind spots owned by
Bob and Ed Mapel.
rado,

Dale Kline, resigned as manager
of the New Victory, succeeded by
H. K. Allen, former owner of the
Island, Grand Island, Neb.
Robert Dane made manager of the
Ogden, replacing Tom Ward, promoted to manager of the Hiawatha.
William Hughes, former Hiawatha
Both are Fox
manager, resigned.
.

Dallas,'

Orazy Sign
Jean Derth, of the Warner theatrg,
Memphis, was described In 9 reeent

Hamilton, O.
To discourage bringing babies into
the theatre, and thus reducing, partially at least the annoyance thus
caused, the Rialto, second run house,
local unit of the Southio circuit, requires a child's tickets for every infant, regardless of age.

again but no definite decision has
been reached nor a tentative date
set aside when such plans may become effective. From time to time
during the past year, stage bands
Norfolk.
have been discussed for the house
Allen Sparrow has taken over his
by its operators, Harry L. Charnas duties as manager of Loew's, Richand B. S. Moss.
mond.
Roger Driscoll coming to
House has experienced consider- Norfolk as his successor.

Plot the Tunes,

Too

(Continued from page 7)
in $1,282,160, an increase of $199,870.
in the First Illinois (Chicago)
area was $1,588,042, up $209,229.

Grab

Freer Spcndinfr
economic conditions and
spending saw a substantial
comeback in the custom of charging, premiums for desirable amusements . ducats.
Tax
payments
Better

freer

proprietors who sold tickets
more than the established price
rose 130%, zooming from $15,379 to
Collections from brokers,
$35,514.
who pay only 10% of the excess in
contrast to the 50% collected from
box offices charging extra .sums,
mounted 44%, hiting $170,047.
Chiseling, on the other hand, fell
off.
Treasury noted a drop of $18,302 in payments on the established
price of Annie Oakleys, with the
total from this source skidding to

by

for

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Betty Laidlaw and Robert Lively,
who script tunes as well as stories, houses.
have been assigned to write music
Ramon Gaytan has leased Colonial,
for the entire series of 'Renfrew of Pueblo, from Westland Theatre, Inc.
the Mounted' films for Grand Na- Plans to show Spanish and Mexican $560,444.
Regular admissions, mostly
films.
tional, and have turned in the first
houses but also covering
of the series.

Team

.

also

is

Honeymoon,' GN
by Bud Barsky

scripting 'Honolulu
film to be produced

Cukor's Stopgap Deals

,

Costume Garnival

band policy for the Criup for consideration

stage

terion, N. Y., is

by

stilt-walker, 24-6heet posting, and
theatre display featured six foot cutout head of Martha Raye over box

door-to-door campaign.
Three oi town's largest music office window, mouth agape through
the downtown district which patrons bought tickets.
stores in
yielded window space for 'Broadway
Melody' copy and music departments
Girl in Window
in every 5 and 10 store in town doLancaster, Pa.
nated counter space for song hits
Giving the musical score
of
from pix, Evens and Harris also engineered free cooperation ads with 'Double or Nothing' the works, Bert
Leighton.
manager
of the Grand
department
stores
biggest
one of the
Theatre,
here,
hung
his
reentire
camwith Eleanor Powell and a large
paign around a single gag. He tied
tail shoe shop in the downtown district displayed fall footwear in front up with a music store in the heart
of the shopping district to spot their
of a huge blowup of the popular
prettiest warbler, in a window for a
Miss Powell.
full week in advance of the picture
and spend her days singing 'Double
Someone Gets a Bike
or. Nothing' songs to the crowds via
Frank Boucher worked a gag for P.A. system. When the girl was not
the Wild West Days club to boost in the window, a borrowed radio
the Universal serial of that title. turntable mouthed the lyrics. WinClub members got a ticket with dow was trimmed with paper from
punch spots for the 13 chapters, and the picture, with central figures
a hole is punched for each attend- being cut-outs from 24 sheets.
Similar tie was made with a radio
ance. All who have a perfect score
dealer who posed one of his ma^at the end of the run, get a chance
chines between big cut-outs out
to win a bicycle.
front
where the public got plenty of
local
from
promoted
a
Bike was
music and a chance to read a good
furniture store which sells them,
and the back of the membership big plug card.
card carries an ad for the store. It s
Using a Band
a neat scheme to hold them constant
in attendance, and seemingly new.
Pittsburgh.
managed l^e-ups for- Horace
Voucher took up the press book idea
of free candy at the first episode Heidt, curreiit at Stanley, with not
and got out a special throwaway just one Pittsburgh newspaper, but
two. First was with Sun-Tele on
for the kids.
sponsorship of Big Appl^ contest,

tre stunt

Theatre Changes

AGAIN FOR CRITERION

Working on 'Melody'

grocer dealing in this territory. Tie*
iip resulted in the distribution of
30,000 12x18 circulars, one side of
which was devoted to pix and theatre and the other to the grocer's
wares. Ten thousand heralds were
passed out with the current issue of
the Liberty Magazine and 10,000 4x20

25
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Hollywood, Sept. 28.
David O. Selznick Is postponing
production on Margaret Mitchell's
'Gone With the Wind' until next
'

spring,

George Cukor, skedded
Is

to

direct.

playing with other studio deals

the meantime.

'

'Barn Dance* Debut

in

Work began

Pai?cagoula, Miss.

this

to film
sports
events, legit, etc., reflected a healthy

week on the 15%

foundatiorts for a new theatre building on South Pascagoula street, to
be erected by J, O. Cole and E, F.
Grant, lessees and operators of the
Nelson theatre.

rise.
Government share went
up $2,365,698, hitting $17,367,439.
Take from cabarets was up about the
same, mounting $214,417, or 16%, to

$1,555,352.

July Dips, Per Usual
Pawhuska. Okla.
Livelier summer theatre business
the
remodeling
are
James building at 121 East Main for this year than any time since the
the new Osage theatre to be op- .depression hit has not curbed the
erated by A. M. Abbott, also owner customary hot-weather slump at the
of the Kikekah theatre here.

Workmen

box

San Francisco.
Clarence Laws, manager of the
United Artists theatre in Berkeley,
has purchased the interest of Charles
Carroll in the Roxie, Oakland. Laws
is resigning from the Fox-West Coast
organization, owners of the United

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Adele Wilde, New York stage acArtists theatre, Oct. 1.
tress, makes her film debut in the
next Gene Autry picture at Republic,
Norfolk.
'The Old Barn Dan,ce.'
.Edgar Doob. brother of Oscar
Sol Siegel will produce and Joe Doob of. the M-G-M, has been sent
Kane is set to direct from a script to. Norfolk a.s asst mgr. of the
being prepared by Charles Francis Loew's State theatre, succeeding I,
Royal,
M. Yerby, who has been assigned to
same title at Loew'.s, Richmond, Va.

HOW

IT'S DONE
Republic's lavish Tuner
Buffalo.
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Varsity, operated by Basil Bro.s.,
Hollywood, Sept. M.
Work,'
'Blondes
at
fourth Torchy damaged $5,000 by flrj: due to short
for
plans
Republic has announced
circuit,
Sound
and
back.stage
equipproduction on a lavish scale of 'Sing Blane newspaper drama, got the ment was completely
destroyed.
Your Way Out.' musical by Albert starting gun last week from Bryan
Variety
Club Barkcrettos
this
Warners,
Glenda
Farrell
With
Foy
at
Morris.
J. Cohen and Gouverneur
week elected Ruth Rappaport pres.,
Harry Grey, ejiecutlve supervisor starred and Frank McDonald direct- Mrs. Jacob Lavene. v.p.; Mr.s. Albert
D.
Weil,
Mrs.
sec;
Melvin B,
of Republic musicals, will produce. ing.
.

Treasury Depai'tment
Federal haul from
levy, based on July
wicket gro.sses, tumbled for second,
successive month, although ramnning well above 1936 and earlier
office,

figures

10%

show.

admish

levels.

Collections by the

month amounted

Government

lust

to $1;599,242. a dip

under prior stanza but up
$215,135 over same frame of 1936.

of ,$33,846

was the third biggest

"Total

and

the

July-to-August

this year,

drop

was

much smaller than has been the c-^.-ie.
The decline between June and July
this year, for instance,

was

$24i 017,

while tho haul last summer full off
$184,380 between July and Au'uist.
With the Feds taking more mnney

every month this yoai' than during
1936, 1935, and before, the ei'^ht-

month cumulative
242, a

year.

ri.^e

total

of $1,562,346

hit $12,752,in the past
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Impressionistic drauy

ing of Miss Crawford's
exotic new role *..by
CalbxaitK, M-G-M
Staff Artist and noted

American Illustrator

i

Joan Crawford
never been in

has

all

her lustrous career

production so

a

The

glamor- ful as

in

Bride

glitter- ful

women

{designer Adrian

most Parisienne mood).

his

And Romance

rears

Franchot Tone who
"/

Met Him

In Paris

M- G -M
and

that gold

is

/

Wore Red"

Especially for
iri

and

it

its

grand

in

has the

s

r. O. brilliance

ore&s

rSSdnattons

handisome head in the pleasant persons
and Robert Young {he's smoother than
it

of
in

').

has lavished gold on "The Bride Wore Red"
will pour back into your box-office, happy Mr. M-G-M Showman!

r A/so in the cast ; BiUie Burke • Reginald Owen • Based on the play "The Girl From Trieste" by Ferenc Molnar - Screen play
LbyTess Slesinger and BradbuiTy. Foote . Directed by Dorothy Arzner • Produced by Joseph L. Mankiewia • An M-G-M Picture

"1

J

•
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Film Reviews
LE MESSAGER

HEAVY UTHO BALLY
FOR WARNER RELEASES

LE JUIF POLONAIS

(Continued from page 15)

('The Polish Jew')

(FRENCH MADE)
he is catching his
when Miss Morlay appears to
in Africa,

more
train

Ulead with him. He will not listen
until she tells him that Aumont has
committed suicide. She stays on the
train and returns to Africa with him.

some

handles

Aumont

difficult

scenes well, as when he is seen falling in love with Miss Morlay as
(jlbin talks of her, and when he
tells her of his love after his return.

Gabin and Miss Morlay handle the
difficult closing scenes with convicHugo.
tion.

C'intsma de P.-xrls relea.sa of

JacQUfs llaik
production,
Stars Iliirry Baur.
Directed
by Jean ICemm. Scenario by d'Erckmann
Chatrlun.

week

Cinema do I'arl.s,
Running time,

Al

Is',

Sept. 10, "97.

MathlH

Y

70 mina.

Harry Baur

.

Catherine

Muddy Berry

Christian,

Georges

Annette
ter

Luclen Daylc

;

Rlchter
Muller

Cressoniere
Simonc Mareull
J,(i

.....Geo Laby

,

nou Is Pre File
Mile.

•

Riviere

Raymond Gurdanne

-^"•hol

.Raymond Turoy

the Polish Jew

Maurice

Jule.i

•

-

with English Titles)
Adapted for a. film from the drama
'The Bells,' in which both Sir Henry
Irving and Richard Mansfield trouped
(In French,

Kindei-arzt Dr. Engel
('Baby Doctor Engel')

more than a quarter-century

(GERMAN MADE)
(WITH MUSIC)

Film release of Europa-Tobis pioFeatures Pftul Horblpev antl Viccluitlon.
Directed by Johannes
toria Von Belasko.
At
Mualo by Hans Somnner.
Blemann.
<^asino

Casino, N.
ning-time.
Dr. En^el
JMarlit

Y,.

M

week

Sept.

mlns.

17,

„
« w
Paul HorblKer
Vlktorla von Belaako
.Arthur Fritz EuKensi
,

Winkler

Hans

•

Kose VoUborn

Fiau. von Wild
Dr. Bttumbusch
Oakar Dlllmann
Joaet Boelke
Julie, aelne Fran

Hans Lelbclf
Oscar Shn.a
Ernst LcBal
Josef ine Doni

Direktor Neumann
Bchwester Anna
Schwester Bertha

.^."Walter Steinbeck

Menta Egios
Elizabeth Botn
.Toachim Horn
.Babsl-Schuiz Reckwell

Peter
Kinder; Ing6

(In

Run-

'37.

German, with English

Titles)

Simplicity marks the better direcand acting in this comedy-drama. Had as much care been exertion-

pruning out extraneous
cised, in
matter, the outcome would
As
have been more satisfactory.
turned out, it should prove satisfying box office in German language
houses where no English titlmg is
needed because it has more balance
i>et\yeen comedy, pathos and action
•thau 'numerous recent Teutonic efforts wixh the cinema.
Fable gives the scripters and director an opportunity to try their
fll^ill in handling clever juvenile acatory

,

.

and a large number of kiddies.
Success which attends their efforts
the production. In
only a few instances do they, permit
their activities to go overboard.
Most deft acting contribution is
tors

Is a highlight of

that done by Arthur Fritz Eu'gens,
as the ailing illegitimate child of an
orchestra violinist. Youngster has a
nice sense of panto and handles his
yoice well. Paul Horbiger, a familiar
to German audiences, fits the kindly

taby doctor

Viktoria von Be-

role.

laako, as the unwed mother and viosatisfying in her highis
ipitched moments but is no beauty
and often looks awkward in the
role.
Hans Leibelt, as the pet doctor, and Ernst Legal, a bald-headed
•Trombone player in the cafe orches-

ago,
this pic wears its age heavily. Fault
largely lies with the adaptation.
Version won't do save in those spots
where Francais films are insistently

demanded.

Yarn

provide several hilarious comedy moments.
Old trait by German film-makers
of wandering about in forwarding
the plot bobs up only in the pro-

longed hospital entertainment scene

Vhen undue

interest

shown

is

in

timeworn comedy gags of the perThere are other
forming troupe.
spots where footage could well have
Film could have
rbeen trimmed.
been 25 minutes shorter and that

much

better.

Dialog seems effective, if at times
wordy. Photography is ace high.

Wear.

Urilany Szobat Keres
('Lady Seeks Room')

(HUNGARIAN MADE)
(WITH SONGS)
Budapest, Sept.
Patrla

proUuftlon

and

release,

16.

DIreflPd

by Bela Bulogh. Scenario, Mlklos IjUs'/.Io;
adapted from musical comedy by KuUnyi
and Rejto; music, -Paul Zslgmondy.
Klarl
liUkacH
Mr.i, liukaca

Irene /.llahy
istvan Sonilo
Clzl Lengyei

Csahoa
Mrs, Sovanka.
JDr. Papay....

Julius
;

Kabos

Oct.

2.

Heavy newspaper advertising campaigns are projected for 'That Certain Woman' while 'Tovarich,' 'The
Great Garrick' and 'Submarine D-1'
Will be nationally 24-sheeted,
Both
newspaper and magazine ballyhooing
is being readied for 'It's Love I'm
After,' 'The Perfect Specimen' and
'Alcatraz Island.' Other productions
designated to receive special buildups are 'Hollywood Hotel,' 'First
Lady,' 'Adventures of Robin Hood,'
'Jezebel' and 'Return From Limbo.'
Campaign was formulated at a series of conferences participated in
by company executives including
Harry M. Warner, Jack L. Warner,
Hal B. Wallis, S. Charles Einf eld and

one about the
man who murdered another and
years afterwards was sO tortured by
his conscience that he brought about others.
his own ruin.
Unfortunately the
story, isn't even recounted interestretells the old

ingly.

Role played by the starred Harry
is
that of a rural Burger15 years before the
outset of the story, had done in a
Polish Jew traveler who stopped at
his inn loaded with coin.

Baur

meister who,

partment,

Ilona

having

quit

where he was

the

N.

Y.

film
editor, may go to thfe Coast into a
publicity post at the studio.

(Continued from page 21)
utterly at variance with the sordid character
in the 'Depths.'

'Big City' With Keystone Finale
Luise Rainer shows what a remarkable person she really is in 'Big
An immigrant girl, she dials 'operator' and gets 'information' an
achievement duly respected by all seasoned New Yorke.s
Spencer Tracy turns in a 'typical Tracy performance,' which is reviewese for swell. He makes you forget that the plot of 'Big City' is somewhat scrambled and more than a little far-fetched -whenever he's on, but

—

City.'

he isn't on all the time.
Keystone tactics are employed at the finish, to the audience's delight,
when every ex-pug from Man Mountain Dean to Jack Dempsey (the tavern
keeper) join in the skull-bashing cab war, while the mayor (Charles
Grapewin) and the district attorney (Paul Harvey) look on appr»vingly.
Miss Rainer takes Fate's buffeting in trim little tailored frocks, going
native becomingly in a couple of scenes with scarves tied over her head
and under her quivering chin.

'Make a Wish' Makes a Villain Go Wrongr
'Make a Wish' stars Bobby Breen and his well-known voice, but its main
purpose seems a deliberate and malicious attempt to devil Basil Rathbone
professionally. Poor Mr. Rathbone!
One of Hollywood's most polished
and subtle villains— an actor who knows his way around dramatic roles—
and what happens to him in 'Make a Wish.' He has to cavort boyishly,
He must go whimsical, with pipe and
as a temperamental songwriter.
fishing rod, on butler Donald Meek. And when he isn't hurling music to

a.ssistant

the floor and chewing pencils, he's gazing fatuously at Bobby Breen and
mooning over Bobby's mother, Marion cilaire. He has to welcome joyously the prospect of having a boy's camp right across the lake while he's
in the middle of composing an operetta, when any right-minded musician
would flee in terror.

'

'

$500,000
Suit

Orer WRVIValk'

CONTRACTS

.

Hollywood, Sept. 28,
Marian Weldon signatured Paramount player pact.
Arthur Langes composer-arranger
option snatched up by 20th-Fox.
Walter Bullock and Harold Spina
won six-month option renewals as

Warners yesterday. (Tuesday) obtained a delay of trial of the $500,000
plagiarism suit of Irving Gielow,
playwright, until the depositions of
the actor, Robert Montgomery, and 20th-Fox cleffers,
Michael Whalen's player option
of William Elfeldt, music arranger
for WB, are obtained on the Coast. lifted at 20th.
Ivan Tourjansky dotted lined a
Federal Judge Alfred G. Coxe granted the postponement after- attorneys Columbia directing ticket.
Nick Castle, 20th-Fox dance direcdeclared the testimony of the two men tor, 'janded
a new term tieup.
was necessary for the defense of the
Radio exercised its option on Diana
action.
Gibson.
Gielow claims 'Flirtation Walk'
John Nicholaus drew new five-year
had been lifted from his play, 'Give pact as Metro's lab chief.
Me This Night, or Flirtation Walk.' Metro signed Hugh Butler as
Gielow also charges his songs, 'I scripter for a year.
David Hertz copped a scrivening
Can't Believe' and 'Mr. and Mrs. Is
ticket at Metro,
the Name' were used without his
Jean Chatburn signatured a Metro
okay.
playing termer.
Attorneys for Warners in asking
Gus Kahn handed new lyricizing
for the delay told the' Court that pact at Metro.
Radio optioned Ernest Pagano,
although Montgomery did not appear
scripter.
familiar
with
in the picture, he was
Victor. Baravalle's new termer as
tihe original story and could testify
RKO music head.
as to whether it had been stolen.
RKO picked up the player options
Elfeldt handled the music of the pic- of Cynthia Westlake and Lee Patrick.
ture.
Norman Reilly Raine captured a
new writing termer at Warners.
Niven Busch moves into the Warner scribbling contingent on term

Shirley Starts Another

of their

most

effective exhibits.
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actors,

inem

and the script always gives

little scope.
Much more could
oe gotten out of the fine actors who
«re at the disposal of Hungarian
screen directors.
« the much-advertised 40-picturesa-year production of the local indusIS going to be
no better than
rl^f^ason's first samples, the impo ters of American
features will do
"etter business
than they expected.
Jacobi.

VPTOWN

^-^^'l^—
. ,
irovldonce.
R,

1.?

c^V^

TlIE.VTKi;,

I'or1.4G0 scnts.
Keltli-.VIbee
by
« mnnnjfea
Siicrlllw for quick snle. XeniiH.
i.

Lincoln. Sept. 28.
Freak accident claimed the life of
Frank Preston, 25, exhib of free pix,
on 'merchant nights' i.n small towns
of western Nebraska. Was in an auto

mV

with

Daanna Durbin

"VOGUES OF

<»f the FumouN
Hophle LunfT KNcaitndeNi

Lang Goes West'

A Paramount

1938"

nnd

STAUTING THURSDAY

On

stage

l'ow<«U

— HandarionTHylor

— Fl«tclier

Ilob««rt

.

Criterion
^ B'w»y &

2=i<»

45th St.

Opini 9

i.tn,

Mldnloht Showi

Emanuel Cohen bought 'Star of the
Sahara,' original by Hazel Chri.slie

PARAiWOUNT,;S

Hollywood, Sept.

28.

Campbell
topping the

and

Cecil

Cunningham

ca.sl.

Harold Hurley produces and
rector has not yel been named.

di-

I

P.M.

rMi iiri

w

HKf.U'OVKK
'High,

Wide

and Handsome'

Dunns

Irene

Randolph Scott

Yacht Club
Boys

Twiet Dal ly 2 :40- 8 :40

Buy

Edgar Rice BmTOUfjhs sold 'Monster Men' to Principal.
'One Minute Alone,' airplane yarn
by Dalton Trumbo, taken by Metro.
Warners purchased screen j-ights
to 'Garden' of the Moon.' Satevepo.st
serial by John Barton Browne and

H. Bedford Jones
'Eight Hours.' by
nold.s,

to

run

in

Quentin

Colliers,

by Emanuel Cohen.

Rey-

acquiriid

RADIO
CITT

DeLange Band

MUSIC HALL
"LOST

B«r«y. at SI

BETTE

DAVIS
HENRY

FONDA
^•^B'wny.

47tli

St

HORIZON"
SpaclacuUr Stag* Produetlona

Sent]

in

p. m.
Advancs

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE

IHudson

ingston,

'They Knew What Happened' goes
before the cainera.s at Paramount
Oct. 4 with Lew Ayres, Loui.se

t*

Oreh.

rosco.

MacDonald.
Richard Sherman's Satevepost two'Serenade for a Wealthy
parter,
Widow,' acquired by Joe Pasternak.
accident which upset the projection
'The Last Express,' by Bayard H.
truck
of
his
back
the
in
machine
Kendrick, bought by Universal as
Crime Club film.
and crushed his skull.
George Batcheller bought 'Light
Happened near Edison, Neb.
Fingered Ladies,' by Armstrong Liv-f

THE KNOWING ONES

Plcturn

with UBHTJHL'DK MICHAKfi

Orcli.

'im().\I>WAY MKT.OnY of 19««'
JCIoiiiior

StuRe
Attraction

8it«clat

Another

'Sophie
Kiirlc Aladrlf^uerti

Week

lird

''100 MEN
AND A

*•
25* WM.
•ATS*-*
1

.

FREE FILM EXHIB KILLED

Held Over

• MNi tl.

ROXY

STORY BUYS

Hollywood, Sept. 28,
^
'Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm' got
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
(In Hungarian)
Irene Zilahy has returned to Hun- under way at 20th-Fox yesterday
Universal bought dialog and soimd
gary after much success in French (Mon.) with Shirley "Temple starred rights to Gerald Beaumont's short
pictures, most notable of which was and Gloria Stuart and Helen Westley story, 'When Johnny Comes Marchin the screen version of 'Tovarich.'
ing Home.'
heading the supporting cast.
She ia pretty, has charm and culture.
Sound screen rights to 'Linger
Allan Dwan directs.
Because she had some personal sucLonger, Letty,' stage play by Anne
cess in the second-rate musical on
acquired by Paramount
Nichols,
Jvhich this picture is based, it was
from Miss Nichols and Oliver MoTrouble with most of these Hun«!anan pictures is not that little
jnoney must be made to go far. but
that they lack pep and tempo. Com^ay IS sijpplied always by the same

(iiimiiitiiiitmiMiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniriiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiliiiiitiiiiirMiiMiiuHiiin"

Tlk At.

ticket.

Kokeny

.turned into a screen vehicle for her.

and costume she assumed

<.

RENEWS

...llonti E.szterhnzy
l^aHzlo Foldenyi

Autitle

Eye View

.

John McManus, who is in the
Warner home office publicity de"Times

Girls

It's quite a halcyon camp at that.
There are no quarrels among the little
When a police lieutenant from the
fellows, not even a practical joke. AH of the happy youngsters sit about
big burg pops up to revive .the unrespectfully while the maturely co\nposed Bobby Breen sings to the camp
solved murder, Baur tries to throw
Breen Troupe to 'Lulu
him off the track by scoffing at the
fire.
And Herbert Rawlinson, magnificently inuscular, sport shirt outclues the cop uncovers and finally
doorsily open at the throat, beams and beams on his amenable charges.
marries off his daughter to the
Of course, Rathbone's operetta is a hit, and Miss Claire, in a flowing
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
shield- wearer to throw him oft the
gown with pleated chiffon sleeves, ruffled skirt, a train and flowers around
scent. That coup is effected, but the
Principal Productions dispatched
murderer's conscieince creeps up too Bobby Breen and a company of 80 the neck and down the front, sings the leading role. Thereby, she loses
her' fiance, Ralph Forbes, but takes his exit cheerfully in spite of the fact
closely on him. Bad point of the to H<^nolulu on
Saturday (25) to
that Mr, Forbes has longer eyelashes of his own than most of the girls
Aim ,is that he is not publicly un- make background
scenes for 'Stowcovered, but succumbs to a heart
paste on.
away in Paradise.' Eddie Cline diattack after a frightening dream.
In the lead, Baur has the camera rects.
Radio City Music Hall Goes Whimsy
focused on him almost entirely' and
Wanda Tuchock scripted from Don
gives, in the main, a good perform- Blanding's original.
The Music Hall symphony goes whimsical this week with what Is
ance. Maddy Berry, as his offspring,,
announced as a 'strong burlesque' of old-time ballet music. There's soAieis especially comely and turns in a
thing so majestic about the M, H, symphony that the offering is greeted
deft
pei-formance.
As the cop,
U
TUNERS
with polite arid very subdued giggles. It doesn't seem quite the thing
Georgfe La Cressoniere is offbeat.
to laugh at them even when they assure the customers that they intend
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Direction stodgy almost all the
to
be funny.
way and at tinies downright
Songwriting team of Jimmy Mcfumbling. It shouldn't have taken Hugh and Harold
The ballet's 'Romantic' number pleases the visiting firemen, witVi the
Adamson has been
anywhere near 79 minutes to comgirls daintily decked out in white wigs, tiny pUrple hats with ostrich
renewed
by
Universal
for
another
prehensively tell the story. Camera
plumes, tight bodices and dark panniered skirts decorated with huge pink
year.
fairish.
Bert.
coyly out among their twirls.
Pair's last was 'Merry-Go-Round roses. Fluffy green underskirts peep
A colorful revival from Paris Exposition days is the Rockettes conof 1938.'
ti'ibution. Wearing red and white hats, red pajamas and white boleros,
Plagiarism
they give their famous precision kicks a rest, and do unison taps in
rush tempo that sounds like buckshot being spilled on a tin roof , . on«

linist,

tra,

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Warners plans to cover the nation
its most ambitious advertising
and exploitation program, opening
up with 24 sheets in 1,500 cities and
towns
ballyhooing
Zola,'
*Emile
which goes out on general release
with

The

Oueni 9

:3S a
:35
n.m.

25
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Radio's Trouble Calendar

Stock Market Reactions Feared;

These are days of revolutionary develqpments within the radio industry.

Next several issues of Variety will no doubt record some of the most notable news events in the entire history of broadcasting. Unionization of
actors, mounting costs of personality shows, thie musicians union controversy with its auxiliary involvements of transcription, phonograph disc
rights, ASCAP, networks versus affiliates, station compensation, and the
pro and anti-administration difficulties brewing within' N.A.B., all promise
action and foreshadow, possible changes.
/ —^—
On the station side some of f adj^s ostrich-like policies are maturing in
the form of difficulties that could perhaps have been avoided: Or at least

Might Clip Budgets, Hurt Radio
Ad agency execs are beginning to
the etratic behavior
oi the stock market during the past
several weeks will have any effect
on advertising appropriations in the
immediate future. What the agency
men are hoping is that the downward trendt of the board won't cause

WBALonWLWLine

wonder whether

New addition to the WLW-Line
weqk is WBAL, Baltimore, First
Dixie invasion for the Line.
WEAL, a 10,000-watter, is Hearstowned' and a meriiber of the NBC
blue and Mutual webs.

this

the manufacturers to start tightening the pursestrings, junking or

A

guided.
widespread critical tendency among broadcasters toward their
trade association has already produced fireworks at recent committee meetings.
It will require artful parliamentarians to keep the Oct. 12 special
lot of the broadcasters
convention from making sbme. drastic severances.
are obviously in a mood to speak their minds with unprecedented candor^

A

'

paring campaigns, -v^rhich have already been worked out.
cuttailIf a general trend toward
develops, it' is expected' that
broadcasting will b^ hit along with
the pther niedia. It ,may bp only
temporary, but* the rap,: it it "comes,can be hard enough to prevent the
current broadcast season from even
paralleling the record year just past.
General belief in the trade is if the
stock market really reflects a flurry
of business uneasiness it is merely
temporary and that there is hardly
any cause for concern.

-

LYDIA PINKHAM CO.

ment

FROWN STOPS

SERIES

:

Voice of Experience' (Sayle Tay-

While specific problems demanding- specific attention will naturally
dominate the discussions there does exist—as witness the growing agitation
EAST and DUMK?;
for a 'czar' to unify the broadcating industry a tendency to see the full
Kellogg program, WJZ, Monday, picture and to advocate wholesale rather- than piecemeal revamping.
Wednesday and Friday evenings at
7:45 P. M.
broadcasters have, in convention and out of convention,

—

Stated bluntly,

had more than their share of quackery, demagoguery, horse-trading and
sheer ignorance. They were led to believe and many were willing to believe nonsense about their ability to do as they pleased, ignoring, or' suppressing the things and thei people and the organizations they found
inconvenient rather than' realistically striking the best bargain, which
inevitably meant being united and intelligently t>repared to bargain.
Through all the various developments and experiences and flops there
stood out above all and at all times the super-flop of all the six-month

lor) has ceased his sustaining pro-

grams on Mutual at the behest of his
sponsor, Lydia Pinkham. Commerweek-daily live quarter-hours
ride 26 stations set oii and by the

cial

WQXR, New York,

WLW-Line.

Develops Opera

Bankroller balked because the suswere hitting the ozone earlier
"Voice'
the sponsored talks.
had been heard over Mutual at 12:30
p. m.; over WLW-Line at 2:30 p. m.
In dropping off Mutual, 'Voice' will
continue non-commercial on

tainers

—

license.

than

MOVING

Repertory Co.

possible unpleasantries of the Oct. 12 convention and its sequels
in the end count up for the radio industry as a net gain. If nothing
broadcasters in general should learn the other fellow's viewpoint—
a course of study many of them have scorned and neglected.
.

else,

WOR

Pinkham permitting, even
though the broadcasts in New York
area will air parlier than the commercial chores, which have their
and WHN.
outlet on
Angle is that the sponsor originally
eyed Mutual, when seekinig a setup
for the program, and the deal was
balked at tak-almost set when
ing the medicinal. Pinkham, through
San Francisco, Sept. 28.
Record number of personnel its agency, Erwin, Wasey, then
changes in the local NBC staff dur- dropped consideration of Mutual's
ing the past week by Don E. Gil- facilities when it could not include
man, vice-prexy, in charge of the WOR in the layout.

The

may

only,.

FOR COAST

.

WMCA

NBCERS

WOR

Western Division.

On

Oct.

1,

when

all

changes be-

Lewis S. Frost, Gilman's assista!it, beads east for an
extended visit to the web's Radio
City headquarters tc. discuss Pa-

come

effectlv?,

Coast operations with home ofUpon h s return to the
fice execs.
Co&st his ofiEice will be in Hollycific

wood

San Francisco.

instead of

F. Anderson, ^who for eight
has- been Western Division
sales manager for NBC, leaves to
become business manager ,of the
owner of
Honolulu Advertiser,

Harry

years

outlet.
Honolulu
NBC's
Sydney Dixon succeeds Anderson,

KGU,

remain in Hollywood,
where he has been assistant sales
manager of the Western Division, in
charge of Hollywood sales. William
B. Ryan, who recently joined the
San Francisco sales staff, will be
sales manager here.

but

will

THINGS TO CRY ABOUT
Radio

Editors

'Annoyed

'

Becansc

of
joins the production departto replace Charles Flesher,

geles,

ment

who

leaves to afflliate with

Rubicam

David'
"

Elton,

in

transferred

its

debut over

WQXR,

to

the

web's HoUywocd production staff
Lee Strahorn shifts- from the press
staff to replace Hegelund.
Nell Cleary of the continuity ac
ceptance department, moves to the
prtfss- staff, with Marie Elbs transferring to Miss Clcary's post in continuity acceptance.

Holly Holers 4th Year
Hollywood, Sept.

28.

Along with other healthy eventualities in the station side of radio should
be cited the probable sweeter odor in the future of the regulatory precincts in Washington. The previous necessity, supposed or actual, of consulting specialists in backroom politics in order to secretly clear the way
to ultimately obtain officially the license, facilities, powers or other
favors sought has long been ticketed: 'Noxious—keep lid tightly closed.'
,

—

—

Messrs. McNinch and Craven are regarded as an improved brand of
American and other obscure F.C.C. commi..sioners. History certainly teaches that the disposal of valuable franchises by the Government does inevitably unless rigorously
In cooperation with the Juilliard checked and ruggedly kept to letter—result in the state of affairs that for
School, the station recruited mem
radio did exist in Washington. The radio lobby in Washington was and
bers from the ranks of aspiring is frowsy, palsy-walsy, boot-licking, and ethically in. the basement.
Yankee yodelers on the cuffo come
on of training and mike technique in
The greedy, grubby, cynical business going on in Washington for years
return for services. Jascha Zayde has left its mark both on broadcasting and upon the general outside repu-

of new
pieces.

—

,

acts as clipper of the pieces to fit
the one hour show. Essence of operas
is

>

tation of the broadcasting business. It is. nothing short of sheer luck -that
has* kept the radio license structure from a rip-snorting exposure.
That
danger is still not entirely avoided although the new personnel of the F.C.CL
and the avowed determination to tear up the rails of the weU-known and
much- travelled 'inside track' has possibly weakened irreparably the full
attack of the pro-investigation bloc.

In the meanwhile it may again be pertinent to reiterate that the over*
prominence of Washington in the affairs and the thinking of station men
generally has contributed in some measure to the factional disharmony,
the failure to unite on major trade problems, to recqgnize and anticipata
tendencies, and to do much specializing on actual operation, program*
building and such esoteric intangibles as showmanship.

whole
Radio scribes squawked that this
was unhandy and the network's
press department then started hand-

several programs on

KIRO

Its inability to unite has naturally left radio wide-open to attack. There'f
no secret about the radio biz being more vulnerable to A.F.M. attack, fof
example, than the mechanized film theatres who might, with equal logic;
be charged with the very job-killing that is now cited against stationsL
The merits of the question need not be considered here the fact that radio
father, J. M. Butler, in Detroit.
Has been musical director for Cen- is singled out for attack and on its side proven befuddled, mutually dis*
Omaha
Co.
trustful and quite unarmed, either defensively or offensively, is the imtral States Broadcasting
portant consideration. Recent events have, of cbiurse, given tremendous
studios.
Butler has been vacationing in impetus to the 'czar' propaganda.
to
goes
and
East for month o)e' so,
But, meanwhile, with the developments already gotten under way in
his Detroit connection without reWashington, and the wisdom that may follow the recent and imminent
turning here.
buffeting of all and sundry, perhaps the radio industry, to some extent^
may purge itself of some obstructions to its wholesome growth.
Arch OboUjf to L. A.

here.

—

_

Chicago, Sept. 28.
Arch Oboler to the Coast to write
the ether scripts for the new Lifebuoy show for Ruthrauff & Ryan
agency.
Oboler goes in on a three-week
Should the script plan fall
ticket.
through Oboler will get a threeweek envelope, but will stick to
write the entire script series should
the plan to use dramas materialize.

FRIEDMAN IMPROVES
His Private List of Football Winners
Sent Out by Mutoal
Lester Gottlieb, Mutual web's p.a.,
supplying the radio editors of the
land with a weekly list of football
game choices selected by Benny

CBS SIGNS UE
PRODUCERS

is

FOR%

Friedman.

Young

Hollywood. Fred
Hegelund- of the production staff
of the Womproducer
become
will
an's Magazine of the Air, daily afternoon variety show, succeeding

&

fidelity

.

Gene

manager

permanent operatic

made

N. Y.,
station
Sept. 25 under the direction of Raoul
'Gateway to Opera* proQuerze.
gram is a one hour version of singing dramas featuring' a group of 40
young American singers in a series
high

retained in slicing.
Orchestral and overture music is
recording liNBC's attempt to cut down its supplied from stations
part musical acpostage bill on press releases by re- brary. For most
two pianos
from
comes
companiment
unmet
with
sorting to flimsies has
records will be
favorable comment from radio eds. and an organ but
backgrounding
They complain that the paper used for occasional
makes editing difficult and that the and preludes, etc.
shade of blue used for the blye network releases is hard on both the
Eddie Butler duits Badio
editor's and the typographer's eyes.
Omaha, Sept. 28.
When the daily batch of handouts
Eddie Butler, pianist and organist,
went flimsy, the guff was printed in
of KOIL, Omaha,
employ
left
has
story
one
format,
with
wide sheet
Bluffs, to enter investset along side the other and the and Council
business' with his
thing folded like a timetable. ment banking

NBC Makes 'Em Do Some Work

Milton Samuel will become man- ing it out in galley form.
ager of the San Francisco press
staff, of which he has been a memBaker's Job Switch
Hollywood
ber for eight years.
Seattle, Sept. 28.
press department will be operated
independently,^ with Hal Bock con
Gene Baker, who has been protinuing in charge.
duction manager of KIRO iot some
Filling Samuel's former post will time, has been appointed manager of
be Robert McAndrews, assistant to the local offices of James Lunke and
the NBC night program manager Associates in charge of Weco Radio
here and former publicity director Productions unit, local transcription
Lunke, heading the firm,
for St. Mary's College. Jerry McGee, concern.
producer, will be transferred to the has moved to Chicago where he has
opened a branch office.
post of assistant to the night pro
Baker was with NBC and CBS in
gram manager, Robert Dwan.
the program departGlen Dolberp, former program New York in
He still continues to handle
in Los An- ment.

KFI-KECA

Radio's first
stock company

Metro-MaxweD Program Opposite

Fr'.edman airs each Sunday mornWatch Co. over two

ing for Parkgr

WOR

and WGN. On
CBS has expanded the managerial
makes no score scope of its. subsidiary, Columbia
Tuesday he Artists, Inc, to include those prosubmits a private livst to Gottlieb, gram framers and producers who
which is sent to all editors and col- have long wotked for the network,

Mutual

outlets,

these broadcasts he

Bowes; Hobler to

H wood for Month

will erect a studio on the lot from
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
which the show will be remoted.
Metro studio airshow, sponsored
Showboat, which is replaced by
House
Maxwell
by General Foods'
the MG. opus, terminates one of the
Coffee after Nov. 4, will battle it out longest consecutive runs in radio,
with Major Bowes instead of with- winding up 265 weeks on the air
without a break Oct. 28,
Donald
drawing from its National BroadCope, producer of the piece, and
casting time niche and swinging over several cast members swing over to
Benton &: Bowles the Log Cabin show, also a B & B
Columbia.
to
agency, handling 'the account, has production for General Foods.
Atherton Hobler, prez of the
will be no shift
decided

-that there
Fourth anniversary broadcast of
^Hollywood Hotel' Friday will have from the Showboat hour and also
Gladys George, Warren William and belatedly confirmed closing of the
John Beall in the dramatic spot, Metro studio deal.
re-enacting their picture parts in
By piping the show east, from
'Madame X.* William also had
guest spot on the first soup airing, here at 6 p,m. on Thursdays, a rebroadcast
wiU not be necessary. Bill
bit
from
Dolores Del Rio will do a
Bacher, who will have charge of
•Life of a Lancer Spy' on the program Oct. 8, and following week production, is due back from New
Fred Astaire takes the spot in 'Dam- York today to get the first program
in shape.
Understood that Metro
sel in Distress.'

forecasts.

Following

umnists on Mutual's file.
Last Saturday Friedman nailed
nine out of 11 stabs. Much better
than he used to do when picking 'em
for Variety.

chiefly handling sustaining dramatic
show's.
Vets on the CBS payroll,

who have been

squiggled to contracts by Artists, Inc., include Irving
Reis, Nila Mack, Brewster Morgan,

Earl McGill and William Robson.

Jimmy James' Record
E. P. H.

James

will this Friday (1)

have served 10 years in the same
job, manager 6f sales promotion at

NBC.

In radio that's a century.
Don
Oilman, v.p. for the NBC Coast end,
agency, will pass a month on the recently ticked off his 10th also.
Coast during the Metro show's preparation period. Bacher will have as
Tony Cabooch In Cleveland

assistants Harry Kronmah and Mary
Cleveland, Sept. 28.
Edith Stahl.
Tony Cabooch, veteran ether diaRobei't Ripley program, broadcast lectician, joins the United Broadfrom the east, precedes Log Cabin casting Co. staff here this week for
on National Broadcasting red netand WCLE airings. Cabooch
work on a switch from Friday night. has been signed for two months.
Change takes effect with inaugural
Only a sponsor will keep him here
of the Log Cabin program Oct 9.
longer than that.

WHK

Above named have been coming In
for publicity in recent months, and
it is slyly suspected in trade circles
that Artists, Inc., stepped in as
10%-ers with the idea agencies
might shortly be knocking on tho
producers' doors to secure their
services as directors of commercials.
One of those signed, Brewster
Morgan, is currently doing a celluloid directorial chore for Metro,
having been tabbed by the film company after staging CBS' summer
Shakespearean series. Morgan's pact
with Artists, Inc., becomes effective
when his termer with Metro expires.

WOKO»
studios

Albany, moving into

on Oct.

1.

new

'^ediiesdayv
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CANADA

NIX
American View of Canada

DOMINION TERMS Lucky Strikes Considering Dick Powell;

Canadian radio; situation at the moment is extremely involved.
Awareness of this lack of clarity is thought to be a conditioning factor
in the American networks' apparent disinclination to attempt a commercial alliance, American broadcasters note thesje facts as regards Canada:
(a) The government imposes ryles on its ovm network and on its
privately-owned competitors (alsb sometimes adds house rules apThis ability to penalize
plicable orily to the government stations).
•aggressive, private management through possible governmental red-.
.tape, pure spleen, bureaucratic vagueness or pressure from voting
organizations casts a cloud of uncertainty over everything.
(b) Canada is. cursed with east- west, French-English, CatholicProtestant, wet-dry and other -intense frictions within its borders
that might easily involve American network radio advertisers in em-

Transamerican Building Audition

.•

.

,

.

barrassments.
certain fear of American, business domination and the ofTcial
(c)
cultivation assiduously of a 'British tradition' attitude is a nebulous
but very definite psychological coloration that might bear down upon
American network radio penetration of Canada.
(d) The Canadian publishers are actively hostile to commercialized
radio and as regards the government stations are thought to have
the power, as they probably have the inclination, to impede in greater
or lesser measure the free competition of radio as an advertising medium.
(e) Freinch-speaking broadcasters in the Quebec and eastern Ontario sector have gotten acpss the idea to some extent that the French
patois requires special production on the spot; therefore network advertisers might be inclined to resist basic groups for English language
ptograms originating in America.

NBC

Lucky Strike Puzzle

.

I

COMPETITION
NBC

Gives

Massolini-Hltler

OnTe

Hollywood, Sept 28.
Transamerican
Broadcasting
&

and CBS After ProTreatment

the
musical
number 'Harbor Lights' on the
Lucky Strike Hit Parade has

tracted

Consideration of
Offer to Work Out Commercial Relationship with

.

seller

15% PLUSAGE

of

caused much comment around
the music business in New York.
Tune wasn't even mentioned in
the cig program's ratings until
after it had become the No. 2

Government Chain See
Too Many Difficulties

A

PARAMO'NT NOT

S9

and among the

First week 'Lights' became the
,
country's best sheet seller the

Lucky Strike program
Columbia and IfBC have become
cold to the bid from the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. th&t. the two
American networks ally themselves
commercially with the CBC's various hookups. Webs on this side regard with skepticism the CBC's proposed methods "of doing business and
are afraid they woul4 be assuming
too' many
headaches.
They now
figure it would be best lor them to
confine
themselves
td
two
the

Dominion spots, Montreal and Toronto, which NBd and CBS now
make available to American a-dver-

first fi^ve

played.

.

listed it

as No. 5. Although the number held top spot in the seller
list the week following^ the program dropped it to seventh
place.

Television Corp. has Don Becker, its
program chief, out here to build a
show for presentation to American
Tobacco Co.
After the program
has been put together, with the cooperation of the Local Lord &

Thomas

office, it will be waxed and
platter shipped to New York for a
hearing by Jim Rogers,. L
T exec
on the account, and subsequently,.

&

George Washington Hill, American
Tobacco prez.
Program will have Dick Powell
as the singing m.c, with the girl vocalists and comic to be selected
through agency-Becker discussions.
Indications are that it will not carry
the label of the Warner Bros, studio.
the Transamerican stanza is
okayed it will be cleared over the
link which Lucky Strike now holds
on the NBC-Red Wednesday nights.
CIg account Will retain the Saturday
period on Columbia for the Hit
If

Philly Inquirer Cancels

Swap Deals

WnL;WIP;

of

Concentrating on

WCAU

Parade,

L & T has also shows in the making for Pepsodent and Commercial
Investment Trust, Tom McAvity,

director in tjie New York ofStation, FDR a Chain
Philadelphia, Sept. 26.
tisere.
fice, hB$ been transferred here to
Simultaneous with sudden burst
Operating heads of the Canadian of friendship between WCAU and work on these assignment with the
Yesterday (Tuesday) NBC carried
L. A. branch.
on WJZ, N. Y., only the talks from Broadcasting Corp. this summer in- Philly Inquirer comes cancellation
vited NBC and CBS to submit sugtheir Berlin conference by Hitler
by the newspaper of time-space
gestions on how the latter could sell
swap deals it has had with other raand Mussolini.
their clients on clearing their respecdio stations for more than two years.
After the spiels by the duo of dictive programs over CBC links. Also
Inq called off swaps coupla weeks
tators were skedded, NBC swung
to send reps to the CBC's home office
ago with no explanation to stations.
around and carded President Rposein Ottawa to help develop a workFranklin Cawl, promotion director,
velt to talk from Bonneville, Oregon,
able rate card.
had no comment except that it was
Ruby Cowan, radio contact for the where he was inspecting the erection
Two main objections to the CBC result of a 'temporary change in
Paramount studios, is in town for a of the huge dam. F.lD.R. was aired proposition which
the American
Both stations and paper
few days to make the rounds of the over WEAF and as many red-web webs have arrived at involve the policy.'
have from time to time expressed
advertising agencies on a goodwill stations as wanted the program.
CBC's proposed policy of taking the satisfaction with swap deals. Sheet
conflicted,
Programs
both
riding
agency
.tell
the
quest. Object is to
commercial programs of any net- was using five minute shots plugheads of the excellent cooperation the ozone at 12:30 p.m.
work on this side and of making the ging want ads daily and 15-minute
the Par lot has been getting from the
same rates available to an American weekly dramatisation of Sunday
former's reps on the Coast and to
advertiser if it wants to do business novel on WIP.
WFIL used one
offer the agencies' -New York ofdirect. While the Canadians expect five-minute
plug and two spots
Cincinnati, Sept. 28.
fices any help possible in connection
the American network to get its daily, plus the dramatization.
Starting this week listeners oif
with Paramount talent. Cowan desales commission by adding 15% to
WCAU will air each month the
and WSAI get their swing
(Tuesday) that
clared yesterday
the rate card, the client's agency can awarding by the Inquirer of $200 music on a restricted basis.
By
Paramount has no intention of puteliminate this added tap by working prizes to the city's bravest fireman order of Powel Crosley, Jr., presiting on its own air show.
NBC yesterday (Tuesday) after- through the Dominion's own sales and policeman. This is hot a trade dent, musical studio sustainers are
Cowan figures on. leaving New noon tried a new means of staging division.
be strictly sans jam.
deal, but said 'by station merely to to
His
York at the end of this week. He an audition, inviting a dozen agency
American networks also don't like be 'good will gesture.'
edict,
revolutionary In big time
will stop off ^t Philadelphia, Wash- men to a luncheon spread in the the idea of following each other's
WCAU is to build, half -hour show radio, is reported to have been
ington, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Cleve- Rainbow Room and having Hilde- commercials over the same hookup. of hero
awards. The coin is passed prompted by letters of protest from
land, Cincinnati^ Chicago, St. Louis, garde as hostess. During the feed, To them the aspect is entirely dif- to the winners
by the Mayor, with dialers.
and Kansas City to tune, in on locftl the
with
some ferent when it.^oipes to exchanging Moe Annenberg, Inquirer Publisher,
singer
obliged
William Stoess, musical director of
programs for singing and novelty warbling.
sustaining programs with the Cana- and other biggies on scene.
both stations, is to judge what is
material that might be of interest to
Levy brothers, owners of WCAU, and what isn't in the scat category.
Back after having worked in Eng- dian system.
department.
the studio's talent
Leaders of orchestras whose music
land and France since before the
Under the arrangement which the have been reported trying to buy
and WSAI
Coronation last May, Hildegarde was^ CBC is making with privately op- Philly Ledger In partners with Is picked up by
from local night spots will be relast year NBC's highest paid sus-' erated Domini9^ sit^tions.the income Annenberg.
quested to play not more than one
taining performer. Under contract from time sales arie to be split evenly
DEPT.
swing tune per broaidcast under the
to NBC Artist Service, the net's between the C!anadian station and
new Crosley command.
talent peddlers weire never able to the parent Canadian network. From
SCRIPTS
Stoess' definition of swing music:
bag the singer a commercial pro- the 50% it gets the Canadian net'Basically it is a rhythmic effect
gram of her own. She was placed, work will pay the line charges, the
however, on quite a few guest shots. general operating overhead and 15%
which prooCuces a desire to dance.
Chicago, Sept. 28.
commission to ad agencies. When
On the dance -floor such treatment
Program department established,
all these items are deducted there
of music Is fine. But to be successBuenos Aires, Sept, 4.
last June by John Blair in conjuncful for radio, swing must be an inPHILLY BULLETIN CRACKS will be nothing left to remit for Short wave
concession
granted
tion with his rep firm Will begin a
services to the American networks.
terpretation of music that gives the
syndicated script service this week. Daily, Previously Impervious to Pub- Hence, the proposal that they get Radio £1 Mundo for its two stations, melody predominance and yet proLRU and LRX, by the government, vides sufficient rhythmic treatment
theirs by adding a commission to the
Start-off will be an offer of some
licity, Openlnc Up
forced Jaime Yankelevitch to erect
card rates.
to retain the original idea.'
15^ programs to stations represented
his contributions to the short-wave
Change in the WLW-WSAl muby the firm.
Philadelphia, Sept, 28.
Later, according to
field, CXA8 and CXA14 outside the
on
Delcfe Owen, head of department,
Radio, film and legit p.a.'s here
boundaries of the Argentine in Uru- sical policy is an about-face
hotcha styles which enabled a few
stations outside the firm will also be are gleeful over news that the Philly
guay.'
*
serviced.
Bulletin is melting on the matter of
LRU has 7,000 watts, greatest in all individuals and combos groomed on
those stations to climb in radio and
Sheet, with more than
Programs which have been lined publicify.
S. A. It's mate, LRX, has five which
music realms. Among them are Raup so far by Owen are mostly se- 500,000 circulation, has been almost
is
1,000 watts less than the 6,000
mona, the Mills Brothers, Morin Sisimpossible to crack, although rerials, and the majority lay stress on
of Belgrano's twain.
short cast and easy production set- cently it has opened up a little with
Practice of moving his short-wave ters, Fats Waller, Little Jack Little,
ups.
activity into foreign soil by Yan- King's Jesters and Seger Ellis.
Among the list are a coupla a local by-lined film 'column.
Understood now that Henry Pleaskelevitch is frowned upon by both
which have had spots around here
the local government and the other
with favorable results, but a couple ants, music crick, will shortly in1ST
operators..
Broadcasts,
however, 'SILVER
new writers are at work turning out augurate a series of daily stories on
Kansas City, Sept. 28.
amusevarious
on
page
woman's
the
come in over the border just as
new stuff. Stations contacted in the
Radio
station KMBC announced
pix.
though located in the Argentine.
preliminary campaign have shown a ments. Articles will carry
via a display advertisement in a lodecided preference for across-thecal Sunday newspapers its fall setboards rather than for coniplete dra- Joe Bolton's Roving Job
up of air fodder and labeled it
Advance
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
matic shows, or any other form.
Four part play, 'First Love.' inGen. Mills Baseball 'KMBC Great Show Season.'
Peep from Rutherford augurates
'Silver Theatre' Oct. 3.
This publicity and the twist on
Department is also making plans
Joe Bolton, baseball play-by-play
Cleveland, Sept. 28.
to do a couple
transcribed series to palaverer this past season on WHN, filmdom's slogan sorta irks the boys
John Royal and. Doc Morton Of Grover Jones, veteran film writer,
be aired by stations where program
They look NBC were in town for week-end sold the yarn to Young & Rubicam
N. Y., has been signed on a year- in the picture houses.
for Rosalind Russell
and James
staff i3 inadequate
to produce stuff around contract by General Mills, upon the line Greater Show Season ceremonies bringing
into the
Stewart.
of their own.
blue chain.
M. A. Howlett, of
On WHN, Bolton handled Jersey as their property.
Broadcast for first three weeks
Brooklyn, N. Y., former owner and will carry a 'continued in our next'
City (Int. League) games bankrolled
of
also in town, but tag.
by 'Wheaties.'
Syd Dixon's Promotion manager
FEERIS TO COAST
not for ceremonies.
Starting for new employer Sun.Earle Ferris, partnered with Tom
Friday
Dixon
Effective
Sydney
(1)
Howlett came here to protest staLynn Murray's New Task
day, Oct. 3, Bolton will spend the
Jizdale in p.a.'ing radio personalities,
Lynn Murray, choir leader, has
winter analyzing areas and situa- becomes sales manager for NBC's tion's refusal to broadcast Judge
« driving to the Coast.
Replaces Harry Rutherford's radio talks unless they been signatured also as a band contions where General Mills' baseball western division.
received
advance copies of the ductor by CBS.
Continent-hopping to o.o. his branch campaign did not come off too well F. Anderson, who has quit.
o«>ce out there
Dixon is being upped from the speeches. Rutherford's Watch Tower
His first baton assignment will be
and see some of his this summer.
accounts who are living
Bolton is a son-in-law of Leo post of bossing NBC's Hollywood Bible Society once held a big block next Wednesday (6) on the sustainon and airing from
of stock in the station.
ing show built around Patti Chapin.
sales office,
the Coast.
Bondy, v.p. of the N. Y. Giants.
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CAPITOL HEARS F CC WILL DISCOURAGE

(Continued from page 1)

commonplace

than

rather

excep-

tional.

FURTHER PRESS NETWORK OWNERSHff
Enabling Legislation, However, Migbt Get the Biz
from Supreme Court, So 'Public Convenience'
Clause

May Get Some

Washington, Sept. 28.
Handcuffs for networks and the
press are "in prospect when purge of
the Federal Communications Commission begins under the stewardchip of Frank H. McNinch, new
chairman of thie regulatory agency.

Stretching
this clause (Sect. 303 [i]) that public interest would not be served by
allowing webs to own transmitters.
Initial approach to the goal is expected to take form of an unoffcial
policy via which the Commish will

all applications from either
newspapers or chains to build, buy,
or lease transmitters^ Probably could
duck a legal challenge for a considerable period, if the lawyers are
Ihe prospective crackdown, policy adept in finding other grounds which
which the new chairman will Insti- would serve as ostensible reason for

reject

With a general trial of all F.C.C.
personnel generally anticipated, industry listeners at official keyholes
of
last week heard additional details

upon direct orders from the turning down pleas.
White House. Alairm spread through
Assault' on present press or chain
tute

lobbyist ranks with circulation of
report that President Jloosevelt has
instructed new broom-wielder to
take sensational steps which will
silence complaints about alleged mo"

nopoly.

These are described reliably as the
handed out by F. D.
before he departed on his present
trip to the West Coast.

eailing orders

*

1.

No more newspaper-owned

sta-

tions.
2.

No more web-owned

stations.

in3. Watch with suspicion every
dividual in the jpresent Commish and
report who should stay and who

be beheaded.
Confirmation of these rumors was
seen in reports from other sources
that McNinch is privately pondering
legal problems about the extent of
the Commish powers and is toying
with idea of proposing stiff regula^
tions which will curb the big boys
qf the Industry. Understood he has
asked various Individuals, mostly
lawyers not primarily interested in
radio practice, for advice and has
come personal brain-trusters analyzing records of the F.C.C.
Prospective tightening also Is bulTirarked by renewed reports that the
New Deal is waging a strenuous
campaign to head off the threatened
Congressional investigation. Administration spokesmen have been heard
•whispering that clean-up by Mc-

ehoiild

'

Ninch will satisfy squawkers and
obviat* need for any grilling.

controlled transmitters is not ex:*
pected immediately. Without specific
legislation, it is believed attorneys
would tie up the Commish with injunction proceedings, based on contention that cancellation or denial
of. licenses was unconstitutional because either arbitrary or conflicting
with guarantee against loss of property without due process of law.
Whether the government could
successfully take a clear-cut position
against both chain and press ownership is a topic which has engaged
lawyers for some time. Few industry counsel think such policy or
statute could survive court attack,
pointing to various decisions in

fric-

tion between ""the picture industry,
as suchi and the radio advertisers,
as such. Picture execs protested
calm
against disturbance of their schedules
be In Hollywood!
j>lans by the demands or requireDtstarber for
Not One Direstlon
Regardless of how long it lasts, or
ments Of sponsorship. They asked
Hollywood
Juves on Network
or if it- lasts indefinitely,
That for 'cooperation.' More or less radio
is going to be tough on radio.
CBS is going into the autumn sea- will take in the advettlsing. agencies promised to cooperate but, according
son sans any commercial network in the beginning. Later—prediction to advertising soxirces, it is imposprograms ,aimed expressly at the —it will take in good bid Joe Spon- sible to even get an interview with
a responsible film studio executive
kiddles.
sor Back in Minneapolis and Detroit
through the 'official' channels of coNetwork be^h losing sponsors of lecaiise he will pay the bills.
operation urged upon them by the
youngster serials and similar shows
There's the case of the continuity
When, two-and-haU years ago, re- boy scouts from Tacoma who thought pix spokesman. After repeated, failures to observe the etiquette sugto
enough
strictions were placed on the meloallurement
140 a week
dramatics and a stop-watch and rattle down to Hollywood. NoWt gested, most of the advertising agenhatchet poised over the commercial seven months later, he's getting $400 cies have frankly gone through talent agents or directly to the talent.
'Buck Rogers' and 'Bobby a week.
plugs,
Benson' script shows quit because of
There 'are the several radio writ- This gets them results. And results
Columbia's attitude.
ers and radio directors sent but from is what they want, with a minimum
New York at agency expense only to of delay.
Newcomers from, the ieast find
je Wooed away by the film studios.
themselves at a bidding disadvantage
That picture Influence
against such old Hollywood insiders
Even discounting " some o£ the as J. Walter Thompson's Danny
stories as typical Hollywood exag- Danker and ft couple of others
gerations there's no inistdking the whp've been around and know valsymptoms. Proximity to those film ues in a way an easterner cannot
studios, if nothing else, is going to
them for a long time. Again

"

cases wherie issue of class legislation was raised. But they concede

that the Commish might cause much
trouble and harrass licensees during
the time needed to get a case before the Supreme Court, which ordinarily takes six months to two
years.
Residential Clause
roundabout move to restrict the
chains and the press is reported in
the making, with McNinch pondering the possibility of a regulation
outlawing leases and a rule requiring applicants to be residents of the
community where the particular
transmitter Is or Would be situated.
Step of this sort would cause plenty
of hardship if retroactive, in view
of the many transmitters which now
Most harm would be
are rented.
done to NBC, In view of its General
and other
Eliectric,' Westinghouse,
and
leased properties, but CBS
various newspapers also would be
.

Clash With rix Already
There has already been some

embarrassment as if it weren't quite
sporting to rub it in.
New Yorkers may, however, re-

A

•

Legally DUfloaltT
Exactly how the Commish will
proceed against webs and the press
invasion of radio remains to be setLikewise controversial how in a hot spot.
tled.
The lease question has perplexed
far it caii go under the present law
and Whether the Supreme Court the. Commish considerably of late,
would uphold either amendments to while there has been additional conthe act or decisions aimed particu- cern over the matter of absentee
larly at chains and newspaper appli- landlords. Hanging fire at present
Is the Coliunbia plea for consent to
cants.
Legal problem la difficult Com- rent KSFO, San Francisco, which
mish has three ways to carry out the has drawn an adverse report from
It an F. C. C. exsiminer, and the same
reported White House wishes.
can request Congress to enact new web's plan to assume indirect conlegislation barring both networks trol of WAPI, Birmingham.
and publishers from owning- transmitters; it can adopt formal regulations prohibiting applications from Bealle
a Greeley
either group; or It can reach an in
For
formal understanding that neither
faction will receive favorable treatJames Bealle, of J. Walter Thompment. Lawyers are qonvinced that son's radio publicity staff, has been
the courts would toss a monkey- transferred from the New York of•wrench if either of the first two ave
fice to Hollywood. Agency has most
nues are followed but concede the of its program originating from that
present law is broad enough to al
point.
low the Commish to cold-shoulder
In the Coast office Bealle will
newspapers and chains from the serve as assistant to Ed Fortman.
viewpoint of 'public interest, con
venience, and necessity.'
Touchy legal question Involved
In newspaper curbs has been raised
before, without any satisfactory answer being supplied. Senator Burton K. Wheeler of Montana last year
obtained from F.' C. C. Chief Counsel Hampson Gary an opinion that
a statute prohibiting newspapers
'

Does
Thompson Agency

to their drab home town in
confidence. The headaches will

tiu-n

CBS INNOCENT

—

:

RESEARCH JOB

COMACTUP
FORHDS

mow

drive up the miscellaneous expenses, he -bogey of mounting costs, bidding
the payroll, the costs/of doing. busi- against' the wiles of Hollywood
ness. It's going to be necessary to agents and without the realistic lowsell even larger quantities of soap, down of experience.
or what have you.
If the studios furnjsh a deisirable
and convenient supply of big names
—at big fees—there follows the
question—what about the writers
and directors and lesser personalities
who, not having names and meaning
nothing to circulation in themselves,
save as craftsmen, are stiU. li»fected
with big salaryitis from exposure

Joint Committee on Radio Research expects to let out next week
the contract covering the field phase
of the rural listening survey which
it is supervising for NBC and ColumThe iwo networks are jointly
bia.
&ianclng the project and figure that
the job of collecting data from farm- io Hollywood?

MAY END CBS

.

them between

.

$20,000

How many account^ can stand the
and $25,000.
gaff?
While webs have agreed to have
Obviously a limited number. And
research
a
done
by
work
the. field
that number—this is the point—itnust
organization picked by the Joint lave extra-speclally successful and
Committee, NBC and Columbia popular programs to warrant the exwould like to do the tabulating of xa special costs.
the questionnaire fill-ins on their
A good show with a top rating
own tab machines. This is suggested audience of millions of listeners can
economy purposes, but the afford the cost. At almost any price
for
chances are that the JCRR will have perhaps- certain sinash programs
the same outside research outfit do would be good buys. It's the ones
the tabulating. The findings will be that don't bring in the winners that
published in a b(Jok prepared by will determine the ultimate nature
NBC and CBS staff men.
of Hol^wood radio and the eventual
Sample farm counties from every character of the accounts that can
state have been picked by the Joint
and will flourish in that environCommittee for the field job. Specific ment
routes and the exaci number of calls
Skeptics are anticipating some
in each county have been laid out costly Hollywood radio clambakes.
for the doorknockeriS' and beUrlngers The difficulties of the proletarian
and it is proposed that the inter' programs with a mere $10,000 budget
viewers work every day in the week taking a bad beating when pitted
so that the farmer himself will be against plutocratic rivals with twice
actually reached through Sunday
as much to spend are cited. It will
ers will cost

calls.

genius to win against some of
the situations that may bob up. Try
tStke

'Ave Maria' Expansion
'Ave Maria Hour,' Sunday evening
half-hour religious program currently riding -nine Inter-City System
stations fed by aWICA, N. Y., ex
pands.to the N; >'x/ .Sta|le Broadcasting regional, commencing Sunday
(3).

Program

is

a commercial,

OCTOBER

THIS

Or finding it,
to find such genius.
try to hold it.
sure to end up for some
It's
lot of fog. Damp,
auspices in fog,
chilling, morale-murdering fog.

A

Some Fnn, Anyway

ROMP
After a march forward of more
than two years, during which CBS
did not fail each month to bag a
income greater than the
gross
corresponding month of "the previous annum, Coliunbia execs are apprehensive that record may be
snapped in October.
.

Fear, far from groundless, is that
'37 may glide imder
that of Oct. '36. Last year's take was
the tallest in any single month in all

income in Oct.

CBS' history—$2,754,808.
There are going to-be many more
)lank, sponsorless night-time niches
CBS next month than last year.

on

in the summer, Columbia
hopes soared, but disappointments mounted. With the season!
underway, CBS folio of time occupied and ^ committed reveals what
some would term an 'alarming* number of naked evening notches.
Blank spots:
Sundays: 8 to 9 p. m.; after 10 p. m.
Mondays: 6-7 p. m.; 7:15-7:30; after

Early
sales'

10:30.

Tuesdays: 6-7 p. m.; 7:15-7:30; after
But it'll possibly be the greatest 10:00.
experience radio ever had. It's a
Wednesdays: ,6r7 p. m.; after 10.
cinch to profoundly alter the course
Thursdays: 6-6:30 p. tji,; 6:45-7;
of network programs and in the 7:15-7:30; after 10.
Fridays: 6-7 p. tn.; 7:15-7:30; after
with meanwhile, nobody would dispute

copy on broadcasts asking for dona
tlons to further the. charity work
of the sponsors, Franciscan Friars,
with Monastery at Harrison, N. Y.
Dramatizations of lives of saints, en

1

that Hollywood will always be a radio origination center.
So long as
Hollywood is the powerhouse of film'
dom and so long as the two-way tug
of radio personalities toward pic

10:45.

Saturdays:

6-630;

after

6:45-730;

10:45.

Though

CBS

daytime

biz

has

perked very appreciably over start
acted by professional casts, furnish tures, and pix stars toward radio, of last falli a great many of both day
that's a certainty. The networks are and night programs are not sprawled
the entertainment.
N. Y. State' regional stations added creating an impressive radio row, over the number of stations used by
shows last year. Loss of the World
as outlets are WINS, N. Y.; WABY, the radio colony of singers, rtiusl
Albany; WIBX, Utica; WSAY, Roch clans," bit actors, technicians, an- Series, which will not be sponsored
ester; WBNY, Buffalo; WMBO, Au- nouncers and general hands is. grow- this season, also crimps the October
ing.
Hollywood radio is there to income.
burn.
stay but it may be asked as a rational
EVfen with rates up 10%, both day
question how many of the accounts and night, over last season, the
now there can stay there indefi< crystal-gazers at CBS are dubious
that this October will, touch the
nitely?
As Chester LaRoche of Young & record peak of the last one.
Rubicam, Who has been giving a good
deal of thought and study -to these
Jane Walsh,
very problems, points out, 'Many ol:
the programs have simply followed
Gets Barbasol Spot
their stars to Hollywood.'
Mary
Jane Walsh, warbling newIn other words, many of the .pro
grams are not in Hollywood -because comer to network radio, has been

WXYTs Ijly WIiite Hero WiD Be Shown

Maiy

New,

On Screen bnt Under Special Chuses

from having any

financial interest

in the broadcasting business would
withstand legal challenges. Without
Detroit, Sept. 28.
supplemental legislation, the Com'The Lone Ranger,' WXYZ's westhiish cannot, according to Gary, orern serial aired over Mutual and Don
der a divorce of the press and radio,
or prevent publishers from acquir- Lee web past four years, starts going
ing new stations. He said a ban on on celluloid soon under a contract
press-radio links would be a 'rea- signed with Republic by H. Allen
regulation
of
interstate Campbell, King-T'rendle Broadcastsonable'
commerce by Congress.
ing Corp. general manager.
Regulation of chains is less knotty.
Deal, under consideration for some
Under existing code, the F. C. C. is time, calls for one feature-length
empowered to 'make special regula- fiicker and 15 two-reelers, the fortions applicable to radio stations en- mer due for release around March 1
gaged in chiUn broadcasting.' While and the serials on regular schedules
this authority .never has been exer- after that time.
cised and consequently never has
Contract stipulates character of
been tested some lawyers concede' 'Ranger' must be identical with chartlie Commish might decide, under acter In radio program (a two-fisted

—

—

fella

who never

kills

anyone and of any advantage in glamour, re

wholesome qualities only)
stories will be based on radio
scripts of Fran Striker, author of the
displays

Film

Ranger.
•Ranger* serial, heard thrice
ly over
and 14
coast,

WXYZ,

its state

web,

week

MBS

sources or other factors unique to
They must share their
personalities with the motion picture
industry.
Hence the need for pro
pinquity of radio and picture pro

Hollywood.

ductlon.

Don Lee stations on wesi;
Lux, Campbell Soup and one or
was recently renewed for an two others make a virtue of being

other 52 weeks by Gordon Baking
Co.

Appearance of western hero on
screen will be first time 'Ranger' has
ever made a public appearance,

WXYZ

officials having successfully
shielded hero from juvenile listen
ers for past four years for fear of
destroying Illusion,

tabbed by Erwin, Wasey agency for
Barbasol program. Series of quarter-hour Friday night periods starts
over 15 Mutual stations on Oct. 29.
Auditions are still proceeding for
an orch to background the soprano.

in

and

of

Hollywood.

Otherwise the

majority of the Hollywood orlglna
tions have slight, if any, environ

mental tie-up.
Indeed agency men who a year or
so ago thought of Hollywood origination as a curiosity-stimulating
asset in and of it&elf, are now ques
tioning its value since It became

Circus

Bemote Sponsored

Knoxville, Sept. 28.
First time any sizable circus ever
figured in a local commercial broadcast transpired last week in Knoxville.
made a deal with the
Hagenbeck-Wallace show to air a

WNOX

complete description of a matinee
here.

Program was sponsored by
flour mill.

a local

RADIO

Wednesdair, September 29, 1937

VARIETY

Air Unions Crystallize; Indie Guild

Craney-Symons Issue Letters Joindy
Two br6adcasters from the northwest threw
themselves into the musicians' employment situation last week- with a call to arms directed at western stations. ^T. W. Symons, Jr., of KXL, Portland,
and KFPY, Spokane, and Ed Craney, of KGIR,
Butte, Mont, did the clarion act through a couple
inimeographed letters mailed in the same envelope.
Craney's communication urged complete defiance
of the Federation's requirements, while Symons
took a more conciliatory point of view but urged
that the western broadcasters get together before
the Oct. 12 meet of the National Association of
Broadcasters in New York and decide the course of
action they wanted taken, regardless of how it might
affect the interests of NBC and Columbia.
Symons-Craney letters have caused some dismay
among the networks, fearing that such regional
meets might produce enough flre-breathing to forestall any chance of a harmonious solution of the
problem at the

New York

Stations Outside

NEW YORK NOMINEES

NAB

Local Board of Radio Actors Union

Pue

Monday

local

night

(27)

AFRA

last

the folboard:

its local

Teddy Bergman, Marc Smith, Wilfred Lytell, Marion Barney, Lucille
Wall, John Brown, Niles Welch, Ted
DeCorsia,
Joe
Latham,
Edward

New

get-together of the industry.

Clark.
Walter
Speaks, Carol

WIND SWITCHES CHI
U OUT, NOTRE DAME

of

named

lowing nominees, for

NAB

Cbverned by Same Basic

for Election

New York

istration to steal back the show. This same administration came off with anything but flying colors
at the last broadcasters' ^sion in
York when it
was at the insistence of the opposition on the association's board that the
called for the Oct. 12

Network

IN

Preston,
Margaret
Earl Waldo,

Deis,

Union

Organization of the performer and
technician ends of radio is gradually
assuming a simpler picture. Three
main groups now domln&te the field,
with the other smaller or less active
ones being steadily pushed into the
background.
Three large and rapidly growing
organizations
are
the American
Federation of Radio Artists, affiliated with the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America (AFL); the
American Communications Assn., affiliated with CIO, and the American
Guild of Radio Announcers and Pro-

Henry Shope, Emerson .Williams,
and, by petition, Floyd Buckley, Carl
Eastman, Alexander McKee, Steele
Jamieson, John Pickard, Charles ducers (indie). AFRA is organizing
Webster, WiUiam' Adams, Al Sinton the performer end only.. ACA and
and John MicGovern.
AGRAP are organizing both ends,

Additipnal nominations may be
Chicago, Sept. 28.
Sudden switch last week gave made before next Monday (4) night's
WIND th6 Notre. Dame football meeting. AFRA national board will
schedule over WLW-Transamerican meet tomorrow (Thursday) after>
line, Jdthough. the station had en- noon.
tered into" a vferbaj," agreement early
lait summer to .do^ an exclusive on
the Chicago U. games.
Mix-up over the deal has Chicago U. burning, but the station
claims the college had refused to put
.

,

A.CA

Ci-O.-Miliated

NAB

Sufficient

gathering.

Toward

Pulled Sympathetically

western broadcasters might be swung, into line tq
the militant group's viewpoint the dominant
policy of the convention when it comes to voting
on the musicians' issue. As the membership in the
now stands, out of the total of 413 dues paying
stations 210 are affiliated with NBC and Columbia.
This creates a balance of power that makes the networks' outlook still less cheery.
Some broadcasters foresee a possibility of the
affiliated outlets breaking away from the
and
entering into their own deal with the AFM. They
also look on the forthcoming meet as likely to offer
a side picture of no mean proportions, this involving a sturdy attempt of the NAB's current admin-

make

'

31

but the former

is

concentrating on

the technician angle, -tvhile the latter is stressing the performer end.

•

Agreement in Musicians' View
—

stations not affiliated with the net- got farther .than ever before but
will have no alternative but that's still miles from ink on a line.
Tomei offered Levys band at once
tb accept the/same bsisic agreement
same terms as allowed KYW,
which a committee reptesenting the
network affiliated outlets concluded which has already- signed. He conwith, the American Federation of sidered this large concession, inasis 50,000 watter and
Musicians last week. '".Joe- Weber, much as
Offer meai;is
prez,' disclosed Monday (27)
10,000 watts.
that the agreement with the affiliates employment of 16 men at $45 for two
contained a clause which prevented hours of sustaining per day. In adthe unioii from giving the non- dition^
was
concession
another
any. more advantageous thrown in. WCAIJ could deduct pro
affiliates
terms.
rata for any part of the two hoursAgreement or memorandum con- used and paid for at regular comr
•

works

m

.

WCAU

KYW

'

Bummated between the
board and the

tive

AFM

execu-

com-

affiliates'

mittee involves the additional expehditufc of $1,500,000 a year for
musicians among the affiliated outlets during the next two years. This
,

same committee has also drawn up
a uniform contract for use between
the stations in the group and their
local AFM branches. Both the uniform contract and the method for
.

allocating the $1,500,000 are subject
to the approval of the affiliated stations, which are slated to meet in
New York Oct. 12,
Weber is leaving Friday (1) for

the American Federation of Labor'
convention in Denver and will be
absent from New York until Oct. 13.
NBC and Columbia are meanwhile
expected to work out new two-year
agreemsfLts for staff musicians employed by them in New York, Chicago, and hos Angeles. Negotiations
for such contracts are being handled
in

New York by web

officials direct.

Actors Union

anything on paper until it had in-,
terviewed and okayed the sponsor
Came the "offer from Transamericah,
plus- a 30-minute period before and
after games to be commercial, so
Ralph Atlass nixed the Chicago U.

Organizing

Is

.

San Franci^o

WLW

Bob

'

WLW

KYW

.

'

union has advised the management
of KOMA that its personnel in the
four classifications have been signed
up 100% but that no pressure will
be brought to negotiate a contract
until the station has had a chance to
dig up counter data.
Headquarters of the ARTA in New
York explained last week that the
organization's policy will not be to
claim jurisdiction over these various
classes

If
of
station personnel.
other unions to cover each classification develop, the ARTA, which pro-,
poses to call itself the American
Communications Association, will
gladly agree to the transfer of such
members.
In the meantime the
ARTA' figures that it is better to
have them in some union than unorganized.
ARTA also claims that the personnel of WBBZ, Ponca City, affiliated
/with the Oklahoma Network, has in
large part joined that union and that
it has a
substantial representation
in three othei: outlets of the regional

Management

sides.

declares

it

TTf-r-

:

nothing of a lockStaff, it is understood,
awaiting arrival of an
organizer from New York to conduct negotiations Friday with star

however,

tion's

is

new

ownei-,

Technicians

John

Chicago, Sept.

WWSW,

station

of

tion

(riee

Pa.,

with

signed

ARTA),

Marks

first

of

Smoky

City's outlets to go union, arid
will form the nucleus of new local
drives
to be- established while
herd on others.
will
With members lined up,

ACA

ACA

present demands this week. Usual
40-hour week, closed shop, 25% increases, etc.

Los Angeles, Sept. 28,
Radio producers are restrained in

by L. A. musicians'
union from staggering schedules at
Full crews at tuneup
rehearsals.
time are made imperative. Custom
has been to work eight or 16 men at
a time in drilling different sections

a recent ruling

of the bands.
Ukage will tilt budgets
hundred dollars weekly.

several

link.

Jealous of Spielers?

WCAU

w

into,

starlight last

Tuesday and

Washington, Sept, 28.
Eight announcers on the staff of
NBC Washington studios go on a
five-day week, starting Oct. 4.
Other employees, however, will
six—or seven— day
on
continue
schedule.

William Klein, .back
Broadcast

Germania

to
in

his

WIND

Chicago,

after skittering through Europe,

From

Shuts Out Non-Memhers

Iraci.

the
American Communications Associa-

Pittsburgh,

American

,

Federation

of

(AFL) has the musician
end completely sewed up and is not
concerned in the efforts of the other
groups.

"

-

•

tion of the picture, indications are
that
and
may join
forces within the liot distant future,

ACA

AGRAP

leaving only two main bodies in a
struggle for the radio scene. .Since
AGRAP several months ago adopted
the CIO vertical setup, the two

groups have been coming closer together in sympathy and (lately) In
cooperative
eftorts.
At stations
where the ACA is actively organizing technicians, AGRAP is holding
off, while ACA is generally, reciprocating.

'

Joining Forces?
Since it as yet hasn't the necessary
organizational setup, to handle a vertical
union on a national scale,

AGRAP

may well find it expedient
to join forces with the
for that
reason, as well as for greater numerical strength.
Also the CIO

ACA

backing might prove invaluable in
case of" a scrap with the networks
or

AFRA.

Meanwhile, AGRAP is pushing its
membership drive nationally. Organization has formed A free-lance
announcer chapter, in which the
membership includes David Ross,
Ted Husing, Paul Douglas, Andre
Baruch and other name mlkesters.
Group also claims to have organized

KYW,

Philly,

.

100%, as well as the

WCAU, Philly; WEEI, BosWBBM, Chicago, and WBNX,
WNEW, WOV, WABC, WOR and
WMCA, New York. Sound effects
men of CBS, WABC, WBBM, WJZ
staffs of

ton;

men and knows

'

Philadelphia, Sept.. 28.
Possibility of
and footers'
Local coming to agreement on house
band before settlement of national
issue, Oct, 15, now seems remote.
Doc and Ike Levy, Owners of station; Stan Lee
Broza, program director; A. A. Tomei, prez of union;
Rex. Riccardi, secretary, and HerbSyme,
ert
labor mediator, confabbed

Chiilo Branch of Actors Union Elects;

been approached by the

out Or. strike.

nicians.

'

-

hasn't yet

of Labor affiliate^ is interested in
the technician end, as are the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees (also AFL) and. the Associated Columbia Broadcast Tech-

Tending toward further simplifica-

•

'

the claim made by the American Radio Telegraphers Association
that it has enrolled the annoimcers,
continuity writers and program producers, as well as the technicians, of
KbMA, Oklahoma City. The CIO

groups, the In-

Brotherhood of ElecWorkers, American Federation

trical

boys.

ing

field' is

the. less active

ternational

Musicians,

Chicago deal, made verbally at the
beginning of the season, caused no
More than 75 local radioites have,
little -flurry
on sports pages and become members of the San Franamong universities, this being, one cisco Chapter of the American Fedof the first times any of the Big 10 eration of Radio" Artists, following
mercial rates.
Doc Levy offered alternative, He had agreed to' let its games be aired the granting of a charter by the'
wanted to pay. $800 weekly for a by one station exclusively.
AFRA national boaird in New York
combo sustaining and commercial
City.
The local chapter covers all
band. Tomei balked, as this would
of Northern California from the
Kennett
Off
mean only $45 per man, plus leader's'
Tehachapi mountains to the Oregon
Cincinnati, Sept. 28,
He'll, however,, put whole
stipend.
border,' as well- as the entire state
With personnel changes under way of Nevada. Charter members have
thing up to general membership of
at
and WSAI, latest departees elected
the Local at a meeting next Tuesday.
a governing board, which
include Bob Kennett, who served as
its
oppose
he'll
that
indicated
He
production manager for the past will in turn elect, officers for the
acceptance because it. would be of- year; Fritz Witte, of the
San ^Francisco chat)ter early this
program
deand would tear partment, and Al Heifer,
fensive to
sports- week.
down entire union scale. He pointed caster, who also were with both
A recent meeting of more than 150
out that WRAX, which sells a quar- stations for more than a year.
radio artists and announcers was adter-hour for $26.50, just signed a
Position of production manager dressed by James Wa'iingt'on, Eddie
termer for 12 men at $60 for four will not be filled permanently for Cantor mikeman; Norman Field, nahours a day. WCAU gets $180 per some time.
tional executive secretary and secquarter-hour.
ond vice-prexy of AFRA, and CarlBUCKLEY WITH CBS
Reports of strikes and lockouts inton KaDell, announcer and prexy of
volving entire staff of 10 gabbers at
Bob Buckley has resigned as New the Los Angeles chapter, all of whom
WPEN-WR\X, with this Friday (1) York manager for the William G. flew to San Francisco for the event.
as the big cay, seeped through radio Rambeau Co., station reps, to join Vic Connors, executive secretary
Men just signed up the Columbia sales staff. He takes and organizer of the -local chapter,
circles here.
.with American .Quild of Radio An^ up-bi&^ew job Oct. 4.
opened the meeting, following which
nouncers and Producers. Guild has
Bucki^ came over to Rambeau John B.- Hughes, Mutual-Don Lee
suddenly come into Philly fast and from the mag field about a year and web newscaster, was named temit is understood that crews at sevporary chairman.
a half flgo.\

First instance of the Committee eral other outlets, including WCAU,
on Industrial Organization extend- have been signed virtually 100%.
its
unionization activities in.
Whatever is happening at WPEN
broadcasting beyond the technical is being kept well sub rosa by both

Of

•

.

-28.

First for-members-only meeting of
Chicago local of American Federation of Radio Artists was held Sunday (26) night and board of directors and officers electied.

For a couple of days preceding
the meeting, and the day following,
Chicago performers were complaining at the closed door policy adopted
by the temporary committee. General thought was. that it was too soon
to shut out everybody except paid
,

members, particularly those who intended to join but were prevented
from doing so because of the scarcity
of radio pay checks.
Many felt that it would have been
a better policy to have let all performers attend, even though only
actual members were allowed to
vote. At any rate, the morning after
the meeting there were numerous
squawks that the Chicago local
wanted only those who were up in
the bucks, that it didn't care whether
the two-shots-a-week guy got in or

Rally

and WEAF are also claimed by the
AGRAP. Although the organization
could join at the door, before going likewise claims its membership drive
into Sunday night's meeting, and a among actors and singers is 'progood many joined that way.
ceeding satisfactorily,' the AFRA,
While
expecting
little
some
because of its Four- A's tie-up, is
trouble in effecting a complete union conceded to have the edge there.
policy here' So far no organization
Altogether, AGRAP claims barhas come out openly against AFRA gaining is in progress at WAAT,
and, according to agencies and sta- Jersey City, and
WORC, Worcester,
tions, they can have no feeling in the
Mass., and organization is complete
matter until AFRA itself comes out at WPEN, Philly, Group is active at
in the open. As yet AFRA does not 11 other
stations, has taken action
exist officially to agency and station against three other stations before
executives and it will not until it the National Labor Relations. Board,
makes known its policies and de- First national AGRAP convention is
mands.
scheduled for Friday (1), in Now
However, it is pretty well known York.
that, without official seals, two large
ACA is negotiating this week with
agencies and two major stations arc
not in accord with a union policy

among performers.
Board and
night
three

officers elected Sunday,

include performers from all
networks, independent sta-

made

whereby

perlormer.s

WDAS,

KYW

cDntruct

V/V/GW,
its
comcome up
.

and free lance players. Elected before the NLRB yesterday (Tucs.)
afternoon.
to the board were Ann Seymour,
Feeling among AGRAP and ACA
Philip Lord, Carleton Brickert, Ray

mond

Jones,

Hugh

Studebaker,

Henry Saxe, Bernard Burke. Forriest Lewis, Virginia Payne,
Frank
Official Idea
Dane, Be.ss Flynn, Judith Lowry,
On the other hand, the temporary Mark Love, Ed Davis, Harry Walsh.
committee felt that the closed door Stan Thompson, Pat Peterson, Philip
policy was well worthwhile in that Vuikin, Major Holmes, Dick Wells,
Myles Reed.
it furnished the squeeze which added
Of these, Carleton Brickert was
a good many members immediately,
many of whom would have dilly- elected president; Ann Seymour, vice
were

WCAU,

Philly, has a
Philly, and
Pittsburgh.' Hearing of
plaint against CBS was to

with

tions

not.

dallied until actually forced in by. a
Arrangements
closed shop, policy.

the technical staffs at

and WFIip,

president;

and

Philip Lord, treasurer,
Jones, executive sec-

Rayi-no(.id

retary.

members

in regard to the .former's
contracts with several studios is that
the pacts are anything but .satisfactory, -but are as good as could be expected, considering the difliculties.
Idea is that
wants to get established in the field and is willing
to take weak contracts tp gain its
point. When the deals come up for
renewal, the feeling is. better tarms
can bo sought. MeatlWhile, the p^.cts

AGRAP

will

)'•.•^

vading the

t')

keep

field.

AFRA

from

in-

—
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TOM McMAHON

JEANETTE MacDONALD

Sunday, 8 p.m.

WABC, New York

(N,

iMorse International)
Jeanette MacDonald carried plenty
responsibility Sunday night as
Vick Chemical's one- woman show.
There was a background chorus and
orchestra of course, but essentially
she was on her own. On her own,
with a load of
it may be added,
continuity designed by somebody to
make her seem friendly and chatty
and informal and just too, too darUnfortunately this line of
ling.
phoney baloney put Into Miss MacDonald's mouth some of the most
asinine chatter that ever threatened
a dighii&ed artist's dignity.
Vick of course has its ideal and its
pattern. They've used it. on Nelson
Eddy, whom they consciously sought
to convert into an unnaturally simple homebody. Formula usually requires a churchly hymn to set it off.
It may or may not be a deliberate
effort to concentrate mark-smanship
on a particular segment of the population.
That might justify the silly
talk from an advertising standpoint
although scarcely from Miss MacDonald's.
That less-than-sensible
role they've given her may possibly
make a hit with some of the odd
mixtures in the radio audience. But
in other directions the public will
not be uniformly pleased.
Her singing is of co.urse splendid.
She was a trifle edgy at the getaway
and pinched the high notes on. the
first couple of numbers.
She is too
experienced a trouper not to have realized the burden she was carrying
alone with only nominal background

and so I thought I'd take a two
page ad in Variety the week of
Sept. 29 when we start our eighth
year on the alvm
/JANE

AGE
rjANE

.'ACE

oi

You are not • Are you starting
that again? I told you the last
threw that money
time when you
out taking ah ad in VarietyBut it got a lot of coinment
people read it and

'

Peopled So you made Jack Benny
laugh, and Nat Burns and Bennie
Fields and 4*-—
Oh, it's not only they— -^dont you
think anybody 'else reads Variety
about the Mfm agency?
Mr. Hiaminert might see it| or the

—how

Anaoin people-—
(Jane

We better not remind them it's
our eighth year. Somebody might
remembvr to take us off.

ACE

But for eight hundred dollars we
can take a trtt double page.

JANE

Eight 4iundred dollar s4 That's
fine. When my father needed five
hundred we couldht afford it;but
for a thing like this—

Ace

N.

games

W. Ayer)

Y.'s slice of sponsored grid
in Atlantic Refining's $350,000
which will involve 163

campaign,

games by season's end, are being
aired on WOR. Station does not
tag along with any specific school,
but gets what the sponsor considers
the outstanding game of the week.
Th^t is a thoughtful move for, in the
Manhattan area, description of games
must vie against Fordham's games
(Kellogg) -on WINS, Yale's home
sked (Socony) on WMCA, plus the
sustainer highlights each Saturday
•

on

•

CBS and NBC.

and Penn State, in the
curtain-raiser on Atlantic's sked,
produced, a hangup game all the way.
Cornell

The Big Red pulled the

tilt out of
the fire in the final minutes, romping in on the crest of a 26-19 score.
McMahon, the describer, warmed
up gradually as the game proceeded,
after getting off to a slow start.
Throughout the first quarter he was
slightly hesitant and at times quaint
in his use of grid terms. He missed;
too, in injecting color and his vocabulary of pigskin persiflage might
'

have been larger.

-

.

Improvement was noted as he
worked, however, and long before
the end he was buoyed with confidence and ease In talking. On his
credit side, McMahon was very accurate .and careful to indulge in no
dramatics.

false, hair-raising

Al -Triggs did o.k. as the 'color*
man, plug palaverer and, general
statistics reeled Qff at the half and
'

•

of her selec- game's end. Fuel firm is very conprobably Vick's selections, sideirate of its listeners in the mantions,
tended somewhat to follow a single ner of touting itself; plugs before
type of familiar middle weights. The and after the game and briefly benet result vocally was a treat for all tween the quarters.
deal of the pre-game talk dealt
Who love rich, vibrant singing.
Vick may cling tenaciously to a with institutional plugs for the
theory they have presumably done schools which proved as dry as cotwell with heretofore. Nevertheliess ton. Might just as well have been
the trade observer almost inevitably reading out of either the Cornell or
would react "unfavorably to the Penn State catalog. Football fana
lines given Miss MacDonald,' lines cupping the ear were interested in
which she manages tft in«ik6 soUnd the gridiron glories of the para lot less'blah'than they IfttrinSlbaliy ticipants, not their academic achieve*
Bert.
are.
It would seem constructive ments.
.
_
criticism- to. suggest- a middle cotirge
avpiding the extravagances of the
first, script while carrying with -the 'The Shadow*

The range

support.
•

A

•

-

'

•

:

ORSON WELLES

obviously good notion .of, having the bramaiizatiqii
star talk' to her public- Let Mis^ 30 Mins.
MacDonald be her natural self. That bLu^ coal
is
charm enough and . glamour Sunday, 5:30 p.m.
enough,- Vick is trying to gild a lily. l^R-Mntual, New
Land,
'
(Ruthfauff

But your father basnt the circulation .Variety has.

'

jANEI 'Who says so? SiotBdEXX

Ace

We might need a good writ eup,and-

[JANE

Xes? How about those shorts we
made—the way we got panned.

ACE

But if I take out a two page ad-*

Jane

Not

ACE

I guess 'I've got scmethlng to say
about it±« W^ose scripts are thyy

fJANE

Listen— I

'with

AL TRIGGS

Game

ATLANTIC REFINING
Saturday, 3:15 p.m., ED ST
WOR, New York

VICK CHEMICAL

page 2

and

Cornell-Penn' Stat«
2 Hours, 45 mlns,

Songs
15 Mins.

'BILL PITTS PASSES BY'
Comments and Anecdotes

#

York

& Ryan)
That melodramatic and at' times

astonishing crime tracker-downer,
'The Shadow,' returns to the ether to
15 mns.
probably find a rather sizable slice
Stistalninrof listeners waiting for him. In this
Sat, 7:15 p. in.; Wed., 10:45 p. m.
series, the sponsor will benefit from
WBEN, Buffalo
having a program aimed right at the
Bill Pitts is introduced as soldier, -vulnerability of the audience he
.

.

-

traveler,- ^idyentu.rer, .newspaperman
and his .inaterial lives up- to the ad-

Orson Welles, -young and good acvance.' Furthiermore, he has an en- tor still riding a crest of recognigaging radio personality,' .combining tion won-. when with the Federal
some of JEhe easy story style of Alex- Theatre Projefct, does the title role*
ander Woollcott with voice and de- Contrary to 'The Shadow's' quondam
livery characteristics of Kis own".
habits,' he now works in -the meloIn the session /caught he opened dramati^aitions as well as leeringly
with humorous comments on a psy- giggling the program on and off the
chologist's
statement
that
many ozone.
teachers are ready for the padded
Series of 26 programs, they will
cell. Commentator gaye. teachers the present the experiences of a wealthy
break,. pointing, out the many disil- yoimg man solving crimes that baffle
lusioning factors which, work on an the coj^s. -That the character can >
ambitious -young girl fresh oiit of make himself invisible when turning
normal school, including fogey prin- into 'The Shadow' is a bit fantastic,
cipals-, politics in the school board but as with these things the stunt
and the obstreperous pupils them- stands muster with show's listeners
selves.
and appreciably colors the proceedNot a sensational essay, but one ings.
well handled and calculated to have
Show caught (26) concerned an
listeners saying, 'Isn't that a fact!'
impecunious citizen framed by a
Socko portion 6f the broadcast pair of murderous bank robbers.
was, surprisingly enough, -the speak- 'Shadow* rescued him just this side
er's description of tumbleweeds he of the prison execution chamber.
saw when working- as a cowhand in Well done, both as to script, acting
the west. Vivid picture painted was and producing. '
Bert.
one ball of weeds bounding
of
through a campfire and rolling on,
JURY TRIALS
aflame, to ignite other balls until, the Dramatic
prairie was covered with whirling, 45 Mins.
bounding, gyrating balls of fire.
Monday, 10 p.m.
Only weak spot in the airing was
a story intended to prove that Japa- WOR, New York
nese spies are dumb.
Point was
(Kiesewetter)
rather vague.
This is, all things weighed, good
However, it's a testimonial to Pitts*
radio.
Yet posNot
expensive.
delivery and choice of words that
sessing the abaility to draw listeners
he's able to hold attention with little
Proyarns about this and that while most and better still hold them.
commentators are viewing with grams resume substantially as before
alarm the big news events such as although with a new author.
Basic
human appeal of any
war in China and the alleged Ku
:

my money-

.

•

•

.

.

ACE

can get Harry Conn to
write the act and call It the

Easy Conns'^
Well you wait and see if there
isnt ,a two page ad in.yarfeety the.

•

.

.

,

FAMOUS

MENNEN

t-^f

^

^

-

J

Klux

Klan

affiliation

of

Justice

Reed.

Black.

CONRAD NAGEL, VIOLET HEMING
'Women of the World'
Royal Gelatine
Thursda,v, 8 p. m. EDST
WEAF-NBC, New York
(J.

Walter Thompson)

Vallee variety show (23) trotted
out no more than a passable playlet
In dein 'Women, of the World.'
veloping the yarn, there were many

the stripped-dpwn-to-essenlial9
drama of the cross-examination re-^
quires primarily that the dialog be
plausible and swift and the direction and pacing accelerate to an occasional shrill pitch. Perhaps there
may be an over-abundance of quibbling by the lawyers and an improbable, discui-siveness granted to
witnesses. That doesn't count. What
does is that the show rewrites actual
trial,

court records (changing names,
into, tight little dramas.

etc.)
'

.

A clever idea at recess from the
moments, .but courtroom action' had a careless
what almost completely scotched it shaver put on trial for his -ignorant
was the dreary and totally unneces- neglect of his face. Here was a pip
sary explanation that was shirt- continuity conception as begun. But
tailed to the conclusive twist.
It it ran on and on twice or thrice as
was the sort of thing which makes long as it should have been arid
tedious,-

•

repetitious

-

persons

gnaw

fingernails.

Nagel was quite

o. k. in the role
of a patient in love with the femme
psychiatrist played by Miss Heming. Latter, current on Broadway in
the legit 'Yes, My Darling Daughter,'
didn't display much knowledge of
mike technique. Fact curdled much
Bert.
of her effectiveness.

some of the respect, or at
some of the favorable and

spoiling
least

memory-impressing
It

isn't

flrst

impact.

in nature apparnetly for

some advertising agencies

to

permit

a good idea to stand on its own
simple, direct and obvious merits.
They sledge-hammer it into nausea.

Land.

)
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PUGH

S.

JOHNSON

PIGSKIN

AU

BEOMO-QUININE
p.ni,

Monday, 8

ON PARADE

WJZ, New York

iStack-Gohle)
Husky-voiced, he-mannish, sally,
filangy, forthright, the ex-boss of the
N.R.A. speiit his entire first quarter
hour under Grove sponsorship telling his listeners his theories on
political debate, on what he would
.and would not do henceforth, and
urging listeners to blame him, not
Bromo, and not NBC. It may not'

Afternoon

Sustaining
Saturday, from 2:45 p. n,
WNEW, New Yorlj
Aimed to corral" the grid

among New York's Saturday

vin-Fillmore Trio
Transcriptions

Saturday, 8 p.m.

M., W., F., 7 a.m.

WGY,

—

•

warm

style.

Johnson should command a following. He may be relied upon to
colorfully
himself
with
express
Americanisms
liberally
earthy
seeded throughout and he may also
be counted on for clear-cut opinions.
He himself scorns openly the academic frigidity of 'objectivity.'
AH in all he impressed as different
from the run-of-mill commentator.
And very emphatically he is a perponality.
eonalities.

sets the scene for the various 'experts' of the studio staff.
Latter,
coming on to dish the dope on varii js
games, include Earl Harper,

plugger; Eloise Rowan,
organist;
Shirley Sadler, contralto; Eddie La
Rue, electric steel guitarist, and the

trio of Harold and Ernie Garvin and
John Jager, Richard Brooks and Mel Paul Fillmore.
Vocals are mainly the old familWright. Excitement mounts during
the afternoon. Program is put on by iars, presumably popular with farmthe WNEW special events depart- ers; They are sung with vim and
smoothness
to organ and guitar ac-^
ment, under Larry Nixon. Listeners
String plucker also
are invited to phone for scores of companiment.
the pet schools.
Seems likely to does solo passages, sounding well.
build into a popular show for the Martin did a philosophical patter
And radio trades in per- sports public during the grid season. chorus in a number on one of the

Hobe.

A

daring choice for a sponsor. But
probably a good one. Wally Butterworth dishes out the sales gab.

Land,

LOU BBEESE OBCH.
Sostalnin?

Tharsday, 11.15 p. m. EDST-

l/FEAF-NBC,

New York

Breese band, ensconced in N. Y.'s
French Casino,, gives out with more
than .staple dance music on a shankof-thfe-evening ride oyer NBC-red.
Orch clings to music, which will win
favor with the boys and girls who
turn living rooms into ballrooms;
very little palaver is indulged in,

which is unwatered wisdom.
Martha Perry vepts the vbcals,
which fit the band, and lass labors
In with the crew and doesn't try to
make it a mere background for her;
that, too, is wise for the occasion.

Trumpet

licks of Breese are good.

EDDIE DOOLEY, PAUL DOUGLAS
Sports Commentating
15 Mins.

platters heard. Addresses dialers as
'Neighbors,' spieling in folksy style
on the merits of Layina, Laycho.w
and Milkchow (the last named
plugged just before the signoff).

Advertising becomes mighty repe-

LIGGETT & MYERS

but perhaps agriculturists
will not mind, this- at .7 a,m.
product book, obtainable from Purin^^
NeweU-Emmett
(
dealers, contains some-, of. Martin's
This fall will be mjingy with poems and pictures of. cast. Jaco.
football broadcasts.
Setup of 62station coast-to-coast for this one.
Douglas, Dooley presents an easy
Listeners who take their spprts listening, spiel .of biographical, hisp
seriously enough to look for analysis torical,
anecdotal material.
Rer
should lend an ear. Added, presence capitulations of weekend games will
of guest football greats, coaches, et follow on the Saturday shows.
Chick Meehan guested on the
al, and the try-to-catch-the-authority-in-selections contests insures even preem and as usual pulled out the
traditional crying towel so familiar
more barkers.
Opener was little more than a to seasonal openings. How those
forecast of what was to be expected boys purr as thfey scratch one anteam buildups and other's vanity! It's all good for dear
this
season,
general press agehtry of the sport'. old Rutgers and should help the
Hurl.
Assisted by another vet, Paul sponsor peddle more leaf.

Thursday luod Saturday

WABC,

N. Y.

6:3(^

arranger.

a trio on Columbia's Saturday
night Swing Session. This type of
program is something new for Caruana, but the three brothers had zest
and perfection of notes to indicate
they had been doing it for months.
Jimmy, who has been about for
some time as arranger, plays clarinet
and cornet while the others handle
the guitar and bass fiddle.
Playing two original arran.ijenriisnts
for three instruments, combination
offered the closest approach to dulcet swing heard recently on the airwaves. Polished handling of notes
and dovetailing of three players
sounded like a five to seven-piece
orchestra. Boys have plenty on the
Studio audience howled apball.
Weor.
preciation.
as

maries,

titious,

A

.

•

PETER PAUL LOYANICH

&>tern«

Taub,

Thursday, 8 p.m.

WJZ, New York
To the listeners, this show was
more than a Carnival of Champions.
It
was a Carnival of Fight Announcers. As welterweight Barney
Ross was the ring champion for tho
night, so Tom Manning ran away
from the

field

in his

He's
announcing.

coverage.'
fight

curate,

clear,

blow-by-blow

new to
He was

impartial,'

big-time
acwell-in-

fast,

without hypoing the
action, brought all the excitement
from the ringside through the loudAlways used fighters'
speaker.
names and never stumbled. In the
whole, realm of sports broadcasting,

formea

fight

and,

descriptions

have consistently

aroused the most criticism. For the
first time, a competent mikester is
available.

In all fairness to the other blow-

Mins.

by-blowers of the show,
admitted that Manning

ROYAL GELATINE
Thursday, 8

p.

m.

EDST

must be
drew thfe

it

assignment.
As verified in
newspaper accounts next day, the
(J. Walter Thompson)
Ross-Garcia scran was the highlight
Battle
was a dingof
the
series.
Loyanich, youthful pianist, has
been creating quite a stir around dong scrap between two tough, fast,
and hard-hitting hpmbres,
classical music circles with his adroit clever
keyboarding.
When Jose Iturbi compared to which the other tussles
On the evidence
started sponsoring the Frisco kid, were tame stuff.
the' Vallee, variety program did a of their work this time; howevef,
slick one in giving the boy a whack. none of the other? <:ould have hanRoss-Garcia
match as
that
dled
Not alone on novelty did Loyanich
prove ,a good gviest, hcu-|delivered capably, perhaps. "Very, fact that it
was such a hectic session made it a
soundly tp boot.
Fingering out Mendelssohn's 'Fan- tough test for the gabber. Not only
tasy
P Sharp Minor,' lad dis- did Manning meet that, test handplayed not only emotional grasp and somely, he was so fast in covering
sensitivity but a knack of the key- the action thiat when the pace slowed
board that was rather eyebrow ele- occasionally, as when the boys
His forte is sparred for openings, the spieler had
vating in its effect.
time to fill in with summary and
his tonal understanding.
Iturbi intro'd his protege, giving follow-up comment for late dialers.
him a glowing buildup the lad hand- At such times he tnentloned who was
(Continued on page 40)
ily lived up to.
choice

WEAF-NBC, New York

,

m
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Meroer.
4

and his two brothers,
Frank and Len, made their air debut
musician,

Schenectady
(Gardner)

Advertising shares equally with
college song transcriptions
and what-have-you. Opens with a music on this series of quarter-hour
15-minute warm-up at 1:45 p, m., waxers aimed at farm listeners. Bethen comes on at 2:45 for the bal- tween each vocal or instrumental
ance of the afternoon until 5:35. number the drum is beaten loud
Idea is to grab a fiock of participat- and long for Ralston products guaranteed to make hens lay often, cows
ing sponsox's.
sound interesting as set forth in cold
Between the waxed rah-rah songs, milk copiously, etc. Program has
type. It wais as spieled in the Gen- Douglas Arthur acts as m. c. and Chic Martin, poet-philosopher and
eral's

With Olem niocaruiyt
Tom Manning, Sam

EDST

WABC-CBS, New York
Jimmy 'Jiggs' Caruana,

RALSTON'S PURINA
fans

afterlisteners, this session brings a
potpourri of scores, predictions, sum-

noon

33

CABNIVAL OF CHAMPIONS

SING, NEIGHBOR, SING
CARUANA SWING TRIO
With Chic Martin, Elolse Bowan, Instrumental Trio
Shirley Sadler, Eddie La Rue, Gar- Sustaining

Football Results

Covoaneniatot
15 Mins.

VARIETY

Firm Name.

State.
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Raymond Is MBS Bankroller in fTwest;

which has been so foggy Here for
several months is now made plain
by the statement that KMO, Tacoma,
will be the key outlet for the new
will apDon Lee-Mutual web.
parently continue with CBS programs until its contract expires Dec.
31 when KIRO will take over the
wire under agreement signed with
Columbia effective Jan. 1.

Carl

E.

Seattle

Not included at Present

( Attention'Geiters,

appeared

last

week

as having guaranteed the
expansion into the northwest of the
will be the
Mutual network.
key city for the Pacific Northwest in
which 11 other stations in Washing-

KMO

ton and Oi'egon are affiliated. Louis
Wasmer has also been mentioned as
figuring in the set-up.
Official announcement tended to
set at rest all kinds of rumors that
have circulated in radio circles here
and in Seattle as to the possible sta-

,

local ether enemifes have cooperated
on anything ahd particularly unusual because of negligible return to

Outstanding Stunts

.

WNEW.

FOLLOW-UP ON FLOOD
KMOX, ST. LOUIS

After expiration of its contract
with CBS, KOL will step into the
two states.
picture with Mutual affiliation, it is
New web will be known, as the understood. That the Switch of CBS
Mutual System of the Pacific Northfrom KOL to KIHO will not occur
west with Haymond as president.
until after the first of January seems
The new affiliation became effective certain how, yet executives of KOL
Sunday (26) with a half hour dedistill continue their smiling refusal to
catory program originating in New
be quoted.
York, San Francisco, Los Angeles
and Hawaii.
John Blair on an eastern tour to
sign, up WGBI'for his station rep
Seattle, Sept. 28.
Status of KOL and KIRO on the firm, and to confer with a couple of
network other airers.
Broadcasting
Columbia

officially

Tie-Vps, Ideas)

.4

tion that would be the key on the
Tacoma,. Sept 2ff.
Haymond, president of new Don Lee-Mutual setup in the

KMO, Tacoma,

1937

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

KOL

KOL,

2%

UTednesday, September

•

Mis3> Smith's second stint on Oct. 7
have radio's firstjpreview broadof a skedded Broadway play

y/ill

cast,

A

.

when Jed Harris production of
Up on Big Story
Thornton Wilder's version of Ibsen's
St, Louis.
one of the Arst local sta 'Doll House' preems. Play opens in
tions to cover the flood story, of the Toronto for a one-month road tour
Ohio and Mississippi rivers last Jan on Oct. 8 and on preceding night
uary, revisited the territory nfear will be heard on Miss Smith/s show
Charleston, Mo., recently ^nd made with Paul Lukas, Ruth Gordon, Sam
a 30 min transcription pf the. contrast Jafle arid Dennis King, cast toppers,
between conditions, during the flooc ep^fcting their respective roles. "They
and at present aind the program was .entrain immediately after radio stint
for Canada;
aired Saturday (25).
During the heighth of the flooc
'Eat Out' Month
KMOX established headquarters at
San Antonio,
Charleston and on recent trip a crew
Cooperating with 700 Alamo Beer
headed by Jerrjr Hoekstra of the
station's Public Affairs Department, dealers, KMAC designated Septem'Eat
Out
Month,'
ber
as
Howard W.
traveled through a region which was
under 20 leet ol water eight months Davis, manager of the station, got
ago. This is where the U. S. Ariny mayor to make a proclartation in the
engineers created. ^ spillway, to leS" daily press,
Cafes, restaxurants, night clubs and
sen the water pressure oh communibars serving this brand of beer had
ties further down the Mississippi.
Transcriptions made by Harry W. signs posted in their' place of busiFlannery, news commentator, and ness.
Marvin E.
Mueller,
announcer,
Follow

KMOX,

I

,

painted

word

vivid

at

picture

of

bumper crops, bustling and happy
commimities and included interviews
with residents of the territory and
the singing, of negro share croppers

Herscliell Hart^.p.d. at

back from

troit,

WW

J, Desojourn in N. Y.

a'

as they v^orked in the fertile fields,
contrasting this condition to that last

January when almost everyone Mfas
fleeing. for their lives.

War

at First

Hand
Vancouver.

CKWX

made Canadian

radio history by broadcasting interviews with
Sino- Japanese war refugees from
Shanghai upon arrival here aboard
the Canadian Pacific's Empress of
-v
Asia. Job entailed considerable detail
.

work, with Reg Dagg, commercial
manager and special, events announcer, going over to Victoria the
night previous and boarding the liner
on its arrival there in the early hours
of the morning. He arranged the interviews on the five-hour crossing
to Vancouver and, when the first
hawser came ashore at the CPJl.
dock here, heaved^ his mike lines
ashore. Interviews were on the air
before the gang-plank was in place.
Football

„
WSB and WAGA,

D»pe
Atlanta,

operated by the

Atlanta! Journal, have distributed
scads of copies of Football Dope

Book, cbntaining schedules and other
information compiled for ready reference, and which have made many
friends lor station in this pigskin-

SUCCESS STORY No. a
IDA

BAUEY ALIEN

From March 1

to

May

30,

13,895 l»tt»nw«K«r«ceiv«d

bj Mrs. Ida PaiUj AIUb.
whoa* WN»| H6m«mak«rs
of tha Air ia ihm ioadlng par-

program in Now
York City. A cottploto stato
•ad citjr broakdown of this
mail roapoBso will be soat
on roquoat.
ticipatiBg

.

minded

sector.
Pocket-size, it lists 204 teams,
coast-to-coast and also last year's
results.

KWK's

Baseball Stunt

Louis.
.
,
tieup between
and GenMills broke all major league
baseball
attendance
records
for
children last week at Sportsman's
Park -v/hen 15,000 young 'uns between the ages of 10 and 16 jammed
into reserved sections.
Distribution
df 360 prizes, ranging frpm bicycles
to tennis rackets, was principal magnet that attracted huge throng.

A»

KWK

i.

eral

Every kiddie who attended was
presented
with
a
package
of
Wheaties and KWK, through a
trade agreement with the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat, morning rag, used
1,700 lines of space in advertising af-

Johnny

fair.

General

Mills

O'Hara,

the
sportscaster

KWK-

started

series of invitations to ball park one
week before red letter day. Movietone pix were made of youngsters

and shown in four
operated by Fanchon

WBNS
.

,

This

first

&

.•}."--

city's first radio jam Session
air last Sunday a.m.

under city ordinance must wind up
dancing at midnight Saturday.
Jack Price handled announcements
on opener, but probability is Jim
Yerian, 'Start the Day Riglif m.c„
will take over next week.

WNEW
Radio

NEW YORK
Personal

Management

RICHARD KRAKEUR
Lou Shurr

Covers

CBS

Premiere

New. York

RAINBOW ROOia
RUSS CARLSON

WBNS.

for the Jate broadcast.
Knick's musicians will be augmented by tooters from bands in
various hotels and restaurants, which

For Six Weeks

CITY.

.

.

I . . .

uct in tho world's richest

market I... Get in touch with'
WHN's Program Planning
Department today.

1540 BROADWAY'
NEW YORK CITY

j

make way

Opening October 6th

RADIO

Showmanship attracts
AUDIENCES
Audiences
mean SALES ior your prod-

\

runners

Sunday from 1 to 2 a.m.
Walter Knick 11-piece studio band
drops Saturday moi'iiing show to

RETURN ENGAGEMENT

At the Piano

^Metro*Goldwyn-Mayer stu-'
dioi and Loew'a Theatres reults in SHOWMANSHIP!

Marco here.

Innovation will be a
regular feature of that station every

Beginning Sunday, Octobei 3rd
5:30-6 P. M.-NBC Red Network

Affilia.

with the

Late Swing: Program
Columbus.'

went on the
over

WHN'»
,tioii

Office

City.

two most unusual stunts
have beeri arranged to hypo Kate
Smith's first two programs In her
new series on WABC. Freak tieup
with rival station for ballyhoo and
first radio preview of a skedded
Broadway play on Sept, 30 and Oct. 7
respectively are gimmicks laid out
by p.a. Bob Taplinger.
Opening program will be covered
from lobby and backstage at Columbia Playhouse No. 2 by Martin Block
s

WNEW

with a
wire for a descriptive
broadcast of pre-broadcast activities.
Will cover 15 minutes preceding the
signal at 8:00 p.m. It's a first time

w
COUNT
MOST

uiEED E compiiny
RmEsentninm
Mgilf

YORK

•

CH/C/)GO f

osrnofr'titttfKiiMtiU9

RADIO
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WOY

Campbels Network

Allen

Chicago, Sept.

•

AUen Campbell,

COAST UNGUALS
WOV,

28.

general manager of the King-Trendle network
on a choo-choo bound tor the Pacific coast. His apparent purpose has to do with Coast production rights and deals for
H.

FEEDS 10 EAST

Ideas
all

in Michigan, is

its

N. Y. station which airs
commercials in Italian with

the exception of iwo weekly periods,
has lined up the largest hookup for
any
foreign - language
program.
Spread rides daily over 10, eastern
seaboard stations for La Rosa
Sons, Inc. (macaroni).
Talent is.
live, presenting music and dramati-

various WXYZ, Petroit, programs. Actually an auxiliary motive is
understood to concern possible network.
Campbell and his boss,. George Trendle, have long been advocates of
moderate-wattage big market stations. They watched a number of
the abortive webs such as American, Affiliated, etc., very closely and
still believe that a hook-up of choice markets, excluding super-power
on one side and avoiding the dubious markets altogether, could produce sellable combinations. With the King-Trendle experience in
regional network operation as a backlog Campbell is on his present
trip expected to more or less open canvass station opinion along these
indicated lines.
Campbell's setup, if and when It goes through, will be based on a
coverage of major markets in the nation rather than territory. Network would contain not more than 15 stations for the starter, running
through such towns as Boston, New York, Buffalo, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Toledo,
Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Kansas' City.

&

zations in Italian.

Originated at WOV, shows are
fed WRAX, Philly; WICC, Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; WAAB,
Boston;
WABY, Albany; WIBX,
Utica; WNBO, Auburn, N.Y.; WSAY,
Rochester; WGAR, Buffalo.

Grid Guest Announcers
Chicago, Sept.

AUDIBLE AFTER

RATE-CUTTING WEW,

St,

Louis,

f of.

SUSPiaONS

11

Has

YEARS!

New

Slogan

St. Louis, Sept. 27.

•The Station You Will Listen to
Again' is the new tag line for
which, after 11 years as a noncommercial station, entered the business field several weeks ago under
the direction of Al S. Foster and
Father Wallace Burke, both formerly
connected with WWL, operated by
the Lyola University at New Or-

WEW

IN
-

'

CAL

Los Angeles, Sept.

28.

Los Angeles radio circles are bris- leans.
king with accusation and innuendo
Winning tag line, selected by Fosof rate card trimming and other con- ter, was among 1,038 received in
cessions, to $(ir advertisers. One spot response invitations over the air, was
is. charged .^ith doing a -two-for-one
offered by Miss AUie Seitz, Mt. Carbiz, offering- 26 weeks for a 13-week mel. 111.
Her reward for submitting
jpayoff.
most appropriate tag line was a $50
Another has had- flung down Its cash, award.
is operated by
W.ave liength the charge of offering the Jesuits of St. Louis university.
$2,500 Worthf pi time for $1,000. Several minor^' Infractions of rate card
WCLE's Mutual Feed
adherence 'have' also been bruited
Cleveland, Sept. 28.
about. This time the smaller indies

WEW

;

are outside the pale of suspicion.

WCLE, new

local

outlet

28.

Guest announcer fad is now going into the -football season, after
galloping through baseball.

With Russ Hodges set to do the
Cardinal games for Chevrolet deal-

Rejuvenation

of

the

ers on WJJD, Norm«in Ross will act
Also there is
as permanent guest.
list, an All-American
which includes Steve Reid,
Notre Dame; John Drake, Purdue;
Red Grange, Illinois; Andy Pilney,
Notre Dame; Merle Wendt, Ohio; Ed
Jankowsky, Wisconsin.
Each is scheduled to do a broadcast of a game in which his alma
mater participeites.

a weekly guest
set-up

Detroit News

WWJ Carries Out Theory

Reserves 7:15 P. M. Across Board for Station Experi-

ments in Production
Detroit, Sept. 28.

WWJ's

new

program
policy,
of certain sustainers
will not be changed regardless of
commercial possibilities, gets under
way this week with five regularly
skedded visual shows.
All five
shows set for 7:15 p.m. Monday
through Fridays, and will originate
in station's free radio theatre.

whereby time

sustainers are: Sunday, Elmer Scott,
Executive Secretary of the Civic
Federation of Dallas, beginning his
8th year on the air; religious sei:vice.
Dr. David Lefkowitz, Rabbi Temple
Emanu-El,, with
Temple
choir;
Thursday. Senora Milla Dominguez,
soprano with orchestra (Senora Dominguez, the wife of Dallas Mexican
Consul); 'Round Table,' talks and
interviews by persons from civic organizations; and Saturday, remote

Monday show, tagged 'Causes of
Crime' and tracing individual cases
of how and why persons became program from North Texas
criminals, will be under Axel Gruen- Teachers College, Denton.
berg. Who will direct Detroit News
Players, with Ole Foerch in charge
of studio ork.
'Souvenirs,' off air for year, returns, to Tuesday night spot.
Will
include Wynn Wright, WWJ's dramatic director, and Rita Alcock as
'Grandpa and Nancy'; strings directed by Mischa Kottler, with Winifred Heidt and C. Herbert Peterson
as vocalists.

WFAA's

Saturday, 7:45-8:00 a.m., 12:10rl2;15
p.m., 6:00-6:15, except Tuesday at
6:30-6:45 p.m.
late period of news
comes from 10:15 to 10:20 Tuesday,

A

Thursday and Saturday.

MONTREAL, IN
YANKEE ACCT. BOOM

CFCF,

'

1?hursday's program, directed by
Paul Ldash, will have the 'Smoothies,'
the 'Bachelors,' Eileen O'Day
in a period of funmaking, tagged
'House Party.* Wellington Granzow
will produce.
set so far Is the
Extra,* which'll
be aired Friday nights. This program uses artists and personages in

Montreal, Sept.

.

Underwood,

Home

grams usually jammed on networks,
are nearing completion and will get
underway soon.

sales

From
sales

Elliott-Fisher.

Product,

Eno

American

Proprietaries,

JOCK WYATT, ANNOUNCER
Buffalo, Sept. 28.

Wyatt, formerly of WWJ,
has joined the WBEN anWith change in time, WFAA, Dal- nouncing staff.
las,
has instituted a series of
He comes from the acting family
'artistic' sustaining programs. High- and is related to Jane Wyatt, film
lighted throughout the week, the star.

Jack

Dallas, Sept. 28.

Detroit,

DEALERS' CHOICE
makes

28.

Indicative of the upswing in Canadian radio business, CFCF here is
curirently airing shows for the following international sponsors: Lambert Pharmacal, Good Humor Mag,

Standard Brands, Procter & Gamble
the staff of WNAD.
(four programs for different prodThey are Edwin Angelo, Warren
ucts), Coca Cola, Ionized Yeast and
Milton Sales Corp.
White, Ned Nedved, Caryer Hard- the news.
wick, James Cooper, Jack Wilson,
LineUp totals 36 programs a week
Series of daytime sustainers, deJay Crumm, Jack Yocum, Ruth signed to give listeners a breathing at times varying from 15 minutes to
a full hour.
Davis and Winfred Stabler.
spell from certain type's of pro-

Mutual Network, will feed the junWLS Dated for Dairy Show
ior chain 12 programs weekly.
Columbus, Sept. 28.
Heard on the programs will be
Barn dance troupe from WLS,
Ruth Parks and Nell. Riggs, pianoHollywood, Sept. 28.
Frank Healey Jias moved over to orgaQ duo; Jim Siands and Gene La- Chicago, will give two performances
RKO-Radio. studio to handle radio Valle,- comics; Jimmy Ague, bari- at the Ohio State Fairgrounds* Colicontacts.
tone; Dick O'Heren, tenor; Golden seum on Sunday, Oct. 10.
Event is a part of. the National
He has been with Helen Ferguson Girls Trio and Louis Rich's Oroffice. Dave Heenan replaces.
Dairy Show, Oct. 9-16^
chestra.

fact that

5^n**l?l

series of sustaining pro-

grams Is interspersed with daily
hews programs, Monday through

Kottler, WWJ's musical director,
will
guide the Wednesday sustainer, title 'Kottler Conducts' and
consisting of old and new tunes,
with a symphonic dress.

Student Staff at WNAD
Norman, Okla., Sept. 28.
Ten University of Oklahoma stuFifth of the shows
dents have been named members of Detroit
News 'Radio
:

HEALET AT BEO

The

35

VAttlETY.

you advertise over

dealers

eager to

WLW

support your

campaign.
experience, dealers

message over

WLW

know
is

that a

heard and

They know WLW- advertised
merchandise moves faster.

heeded.

WLW^THE

NATION'S STATION

>

'

RADIO

VARIETY

Eager to Oblige

Agencie^ponsors
Lovelland CoVel (candy bars) is ers, while Liberty Service Stations
52 one-minute transcriptions, present a quarter hour of college
Melody Time/ on WGY, Schenec- music 'lollowinfe the game broadAutomobile Club of Michigan
lady, through Lavin & Co., Boston. casts!
is backing airings of U. of Detroit
t
over- WJBK, Detroit,
New Century Beverage Co., grid games
with Al Nagler handling.. Bob Mcthrough Emert R. Ham agency, will
15-minute .pre-game
giving
Clean
use 30 weekly 3pot announcements
;alk for Motorola Radios,
lor one "year on IIYA, San Franising

^

cisco, starting Sept. 20,

C. H. Baker Shoe Co., through S.
Inc., signed for a year's
Shaving Cream, has L. Kay,
starting Oct. 6, on KYA, San
series,
six
has signed Norman Twigger for
Francisco, using- a transcribed promorning' (8 a.m.) news broadcasts a
'M'agic Isle' 15 minutes
week on WGAE, Pittsburgh. Makes gram tabbed
;wice weekly.
two news commercials for Twigger
on same station, since he also broadDynamite Cereal Products, Inc.^
cS^Ftei^ttightly (11 p. m.) for Duquesne
through Emil Brisacher & Staff,
Brewing Co.
.

Mennen's

.

sponsoring

Freeman Keyes has brought

hour

in

a

-

transcribed

,

'Adventure

series,

Wedne^daj, September 29, 195T

quarterBound,'

on
Raymond Jeffers as hew business thrice weekly Oct. 4 to March 2
KFRC, San .Francisco.
chief for .the Russel M. Seeds agency,
Chicago.

Blackett-Sample-HummerC placed
Jeflers was previously with the
Goodrich and the Goodyear tire si'nd series of 15 minute e.t.'s, 'Houseboat
dramatic sketch, on WGY,
Hannah/
rubber firms.
five mornings weekly, starting Sept.
Arrow Beer, tied up with WJSV, 27, for P. & G. Lava Soap,
Washington, for four daily news peBBD&O has spotted transcriptions,
Spieling to be done by
riods.
Jimmy Hurlbut, newly appointed 'Peggy Tudor Interviews,' for Oneida
(Tudor Silver), starting
Limited
editor.
station news

Washington studios last week
Justice
Mr.
radiogrammed

Black—alleged Ku Klux Klan
appointee to the Supreme Court
—inviting him to speak over
network.
the
could be made,

Arrangements

NBG

assured the

up the speech at.
Norfolk, when the. City of Norfolk docked at the Virginia port.
Invitation also held good for a
broadcast from the Capital, if
the ,hew member of :the Supreme Court preferred.
No reply was received from
justice, to P.ick

the silent justice )vho last "week,
in London, refused to meet,
newshawks or give any statement on his alleged connections
with the KKK..

Boland Wendt has left Hearst his guests at the
Radio Inc. as San Francisco sales Camel rah rah.
representative.

No

been announced

yet.

opening

of

his

has.

successoi*

Ed Gardner ended
holiday

and

is

his

Hawaiian
Feg

readying, the

Gordon Kelly is the new mikeman Murray show in HoUywdc^.
at K'GrGC, San Francisco. Previously
t. Ward Wheelook wheeled into
Malcolm
with KQW, San Jose.
Greenwood, Jr., formerly with KLS, Hollywood from Philly for the Ken
Murray-Oswald
souper signoff.
junior
Oakland, is now a KGGG
mikeman.
Ted Flo Rito takes over the music
spot on Jack Haley's Log Cabin
baritone in

Armand

Girard,

NBC

show.

San Francisco, will attend his sister's. wedding in Los Angeles Oct^ 9,
Sam- Kerner turned over producwith Henry Schnetz subbing for
tion, of the Olsen- Johnson piece for
Girard on" the Woman's Magazine of
Richfield Oil to Ted Sherdemdh.
the Air two days.
Artie Auerbach set for a dialect
Zarova, Russian soprano wi^h KBC bit' oh the Camel Caravan' for 13
San Francisco, fills a guest spot weeks.
Thursday (30) on the Maxwell
House Show Boat program from
John Boles, Barbara Stanwyck and
in

Hollywood. Bob Stevens, tenor, also
of the San Francisco staff, remains
in Hollywood for the remainder, of
the Show Boat series.

Guy Hamilton

—

Fresno Role

Charles

Gerrard,

NBC, San

Causes Buzz

Sept. 30, afternoon,

Procter & Gamble is using Italian
language programs with a brace of

Coast Notes

Pacific

Washington, Sept. 28.
Stepping in where angels fear
to tread. National Broadcasting's

Standard Beverages, Ltd, through
Emil Reinhardt agency, Oakland, has

has

actor,

Anne

Shirley will play their picture
parts in the Lux broadcast Oct. 11
of 'Stella Dallas.'

Art Bush headman! in Hollywood
Columbia Management, which is
of .concert and artists bureau.
Larry White second in command.

left

of

combo

Francisco, for Hollywood.

,

Bex and Von Gallion, novelty
team, have been added to the NBC
staff in San Francisco, making their
network bow Monday (27) as guests
on the Sperry Flour 'Monday Blue
Chasers' program over the coast Red
web. Billed as 'Galloping Gallions,'
duo draw a Tuesday night s.ustainer
on the Blue chain starting Sept. 28.

Raymonid Paige sighing for the
sea while his palatial yacht is tied
up at the L.A. harbor. Two hour
shows weekly confining him to dry

Los Angeles, Sept. 28.
five-a-weekers on WOV,
15-min.
Guy C. Hamilton, general manager
Oxydol is getting plugged signed for nine broadcasts on Satur- of the McClatchy stations, is re;
N. Y.
KFRC,
starting
25
of
Sept.
over
days
'Albiun
labeled
with a series
ported an interested party in the
Love/ live dramatization of great San Francisco. Live talent, Doug new station, KARM, due to start opIvory soap is Moritell in 'Today's Football.'
Italian love yarns.
McClatchy staeration in Fresno.
of
reader
LafEredo,
using 6ulseppe
tion in Fresno is KMJ.
Charles Marshall and his MaverSignal Oil has added KMED, Medhis own writings.
HamiltiJfi's exact connection with jcks, cowboy entertainers with NBC,
Both programs commenced this ford, Ore., to the coast NBC-Red
It may not San Francisco, booked for the 'HusKARM
is not known.
'Carefree
Carnival'
releasing
its
wfeb
week.
shows from San Francisco Sunday extend beyond an advisory role to bands' Night' of the Rockridge
and nights.- Logan & Stebbins agency George Harms, local LaSalle-Cadil- Women's Club, Oakland, Nov. 12.
singer
Maxwell,
Richard
lac dealer without radio experience,
(26)
Sunday
the account.
philosopher,
has
homespun
in whose name the license has been
Carlylo Stevens joined the barker
commenced a series of programs on
granted by the F.C.C. It is gener- staff at KNX (Hollywood).
WOR which originate in the chapel Nash is placing a one-minute ally
understood in radio circles oiit
ceme
Park,
Memorial
transcription
campaign
through
Graceland
of
ahead,
looking
Hamilton,
here
that
Don Aastin jftamed program direcGeyer, Cornell & Newell.
tery at Kenilworth, N. J.
.

land.

Phil Cohan revamping his Chesterbroadcast from Hollywood. Hal
will play only current tune
films and guesters will be called in

field

Kemp

occasionally.

Sally Eilers draws the guest spot

on Chase

&

Sanborn airshow

Johnny Marvin guitaring

Oct.
at

3.

KFI

(Los Angeles).

Eddie Jensen, commercial manager
new sta- tor of KMPC (Beverly Hills) as suc- of KVI, Seattle-Tacoma, arrived
which has CBS affiliation cessor to Van Newkitk, who moved back in his "Tacoma office after a
two- months' trip around the ;u." S.
starting in December, due to the ef over to Don
Lee-M'utuiil as head
feet upon Fresno which has hereto^
special eventer,
Jean Wiley appointed Setrttary of
fore been sewed up tight by MC'
Birt Fisher, manager of KOMOClatchy, former CBS affiliate, but
Norman Sper picking football win- KJR, Seattle, succeeding Gladys Nienow with NBC, should any rival ap ners 'for the fun of it'

interested himself in the

Knox

of Kansas City (Crystex),
Karl Galbraith, calling himself
through Allen C. Smith agency, Kan- 'Hotshot Kid,' is picking the ponies
over KGA, Spokane, 15 minutes
sas City, begins a Weekly quarter
daily during the Playfair racing seahour transcribed proigram Oct.
over KYA, San Francisco. Contract son, sponsored by Spokane Brew'

I

tion,

,

over KECA meyer, who resigned to get married.
(Los Angeles) on Fridays. He did
Hamilton's role although vaguely it for a price on Camel Caravan last
Dorothy Simpson is now the hosErwin Wasey & Co., Seattle, Wash, hour each Sunday with WBT, cVias- outlined at present is not unlike the season.
tess for KVI at Seattle studios, while
former position of the Levys in Phil
placing a twice-weekly transcribed lotte, N. C.
Dorothy
Tennant shows them around
operated
adelphia, who at one time
quarter-hour show on ICFRC;- San
Thomas Conrad Sawyer 'Looks at during the night shift.
Francisco, Sept. 28 to Dec. 23.
Biverbank Canning Co., River- KYW, NBC station, as well as the World' for another 13 weeks on
bank, Cal., starts plugging its Ma- WCAU, the Columbia affiliate.
KFI (Los Angeles) for Sweetheart
Vic Hurley appointed continuity
Miller Jewelry is sponsoring 15 donna Tomato Paste through 15soap.
director, KOMO-KJR, Seattle, by Diminute pre-game talk by Al Nag minute transcriptions Oct. 10. CamD. P. Brother A Co., Detroit, has
rector W. W. Warren, succeeding
ler,
prior
to
Detroit Lion pro paign has already been placed on 13 quarter-hour transcriptions of music
Tyrone Power will have his studio Grant Merrill, who has gone to Holgrid games over WJBK, Dettolt stations by the Klinger Advertising discs by Glen Gray's Casa Loma boss, Darryl Zanuck, introduce him
lywood.
Games sponsored by Chrysler deal Corp., New York.
orchestra for Oldsmobile.
on his Woodbury series Oct. 3.

expires

March

27, 1938.

eries, Inc.

pear.

Albert Bros. Milling Co., through

'

Chile Nitrate has placed a half-

Gene Ince, recent L.A. radio ed,
hung out his production shingle in
Hollywood.
Earle Ferris making
Coast call in four years.

hii

first

Patsy Kelly will tell Phil Baker
just how happy Hollywood Is to
have him on his first Coast airing.
He has been warned by the Chamber
of

Commerce not

to take

her

liter-

ally.

of

Results

—

^In

sales.

That's

what

NOTICE!

Michigan Radio Network

the

PULLS

for advertisers.

HOME STATION POPULARITY
does

it.

home

station clearer

because
of

8SMiM6lfi

hear the

Listeners

—

it

Jack Oakie had the football teams
Southern California and UniverLos Angeles as

sity of California at

^Prefer it

is their local

source

entertainment

WHEN PEOPLE LISTEN
THEY BUY.

»

.

.

WBCM
WFDF
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AND COVERAGE DATA
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Fully Protected

by Copyrights
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:
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.

Any infringemant or us* of this idea, plan or pro.cedure, without th* conssnt of the owners, will b«
prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law
I

FOR FULL INFORMATION ADDRESS

MURRAY HARRIS

11

DIRECTOR OF SALES
Address—628 Third Avenue,

Operated Continuously -Just Like Coast

to

Coast Networks

Dallas,

Texas
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S7

ON

For Chicago Spot Coverage

WENR
ONE
dous

NBC

of the great stations of the great
sales influence in the country's

itself felt for

watt station

.

.

•

many of the

Netwo^B^ENR

No. 2 market. Th^Rrantage

extends to the prosperous towns and rural

power makes

Blue

districts,

whe^^'ENR's

country's leadin^^Pertisers.

equipped with every modern radio

fac^^ for

wields tremenin

Chicago

itself

direct purchasing

WENR is a 50,000-

doing a thorough selling

job! YouHl be in good company with these leading

PROGRAM

ADVERTISER
Acme White Lead & Color Works
^American Can Company

"Smilin*

ER

Ed McConnell"

**Bea Bertiie

&

all

*£merson Drug Company

Borax Company "Death Valley Days"

die Lads'*

American Home Products Corp.
"Easy Aces"
—Anacin
Brown &WiliiamsonTobacco Co. "Tommy Dorsey's Orchestra"
*Campana Sales Co.—Italian Balm "Campana's Variety Fair"
"Eddy Duchin
Elizabeth Arden
and His Orchestra*^"

Manufacturing Co. "Dr. Karl Reiland"

"Sidney Skolsky-

Hollywood Ne^

& Gamble-Ivory

^

^General Foods Corporation

Or Nbt>-^

"Believe

—Log Cabin Syrup

WW
Robert Ripi
'Jack Haley &Va^pShow"

^General Motors Corporation

It

"General Motor:

^cert"

Soap "The O'NeiUs"

*-Oxydol

"Ma

*-Camay

"Pepper Young's Family**
"The Road of Life"

*-Chipso

f

—Huskies

"Pontiac Varsity Show"

ac Motors

J

•

PROGRAM
"National Barn Dance"

bratories, Inc.

Perkins"

*-Crisco

"Vic&Sade"

-Ivory Soap

"The

*-Ivory Flakes

"Life of

{Gospel Singer"

Mary Marlin"

Radio Corporation of America "The Magic Key of RCA"
"M. B. Sachs Amateur Hour"
Sachs, Morris B.
Sherwin-Williams Company "Metropolitan Opera

Auditions of the Air"
Manufacturing Co., Inc. "Time to
»»
"Gen. Hugh^Pnson"
Standard Brands, Inc.—Bakers " WernerJanssen'sOrchestra'
Grove Laboratories, Inc.'
"Lum and
Swift & Company
"Junior Nurse Corps"
Horlick's Malted Milk Corp.
»
Warner Company, Wm. R. "Warden Lawes-20,000
*Household Finance Corporation " Edgar G ***^^ncanbedone
Years in Sing Sing"
Jcrgens -Woodbury Sales Corp
Griffin

,

-Woodbury Soap
-Jergens Lotion
Lambert Pharmacal Company

*Lamont Corliss

& Company

"Tyron^gwer

Wasey Products

"Carson Robison 6c
His Buckaroos"
Welch Grape Juice Company "Irene Rich"
"Zenith Foundation"
Zenith Radio Corporation

"Waj^^P^inchell"
"Grg||j€entral Station

"H^ands

and Wives"

*NBC programs broaiM^by Station WLS which

uses

"When

same transmitter and frequency as

WENR

in Doubt... Follow the Leaders"

.
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SPORTS NAMES FOR SALE
Chl Affency Wraps

Chicago Football Schedule
Chicago, Sept,

among Chicago

Rivalry

28.

stations

for football audiences reached the
feverish state this week, and, since'
the same games get two or three
station airing in. some cases, the
broadcasters are stepping out on exploitation angles in order to win
listeners.

couple instances, football
will go sustaining, but stations figure that the commercial periods before and after the brawls
are valuable enough to warrant exploitation.
In

a

games

WBBM

are to do
WJJD and
complete Northwestern sched-

Both
the

uletoIjSpjHir station airing for Kellogg! and using a line-.up of guest
stars. from AU-American lists to assist Russ Hodges, who carries the
Those
brunt of the announcing.

lined up already include Steve Reid,
Northwestern; John Drake, Purdue;
Red Grange, Illinois; Merle Wendt,
Ohio State;.. Andy Pilney, Notre

Jay Berwanger, Chicago.
thege
that
provides
Scheduling
guests appear on the day their alma
mater tussels with Northwestern.
Station is also plugging heavily on
the appearance of Warren Brown in
talks,
15-minute
before-the-game
Sponsored by Nu-Arts, through Malcolm Howard agency, s^tion figures
Brown's name will get 'em a lot of
audience, due to his sports page following.

Dame;

.

.

WBBM,

eveh though carrying the
Northwestern schedule sustaining,
going into the heaviest exploitacampaign it has ever given
First, the station hds lined
up a list of guest announcers, similar to that of WJJD, but
plugs the fact that their guests wiU
appear only for between-the-halves
summaries, and, hence, not mar John
it

tion

football.

WBBM

Harrington's' spieling.'

Besides

this,

they're

the

letting

,

Inside Stuff-Radio

B. B., Football

Chicago, Sept, 28.
do their stuff, so announcers don't
have to guess. Pat .Flanagan to do
Sports names are being signatured
Associates foi:
the before and after periods.
by Van Cronkhite
With three other stations, WGN, ether and personal appearances.
and WENR, no all-season Among those already contracted for
one-team schedule will be followed. representation are Jimmy Foxx,
All are to pick what they consider hiome-ruh clouter, mermaid Jane
the best game of the week.
Fauntz and footballers Sam Francis
is to do a couple Notre Dame, a
and Jay Berwanger. Others are to
couple Illinois, and a couple North- follow.
western, a^iong others. Quin Ryan
Names are being peddled to likely
acts as head announcer, with Tom ether sponsors by Pete Peterson,
Fpy and Frank Schrieber set as as- general sales manager of the Cronksistants.
Stations will plug their hite film.
Foxx has been grabbed
game dioices heavily, and back up up already by Kellogg for testitheir decision by authority of the monials.
Tribune's sports department. Like
all stations, choice is based on local

G. W. Hill (American Tobacco) and Lord & Thomas pick 'Hit Parade'
(Lucky Strike) song hits via Music Corp. of America under an old deal
MCA bands allegedly survey the country and submit their find-

whereby

&

ings.

MCA

WMAQ

WGN

interest.

NBC's two

WMAQ,

stations,

WENR

and

will both air football every

Saturday, but no schedule- will be
week preceding.
to be decided
whether a network or local airing
will get the most interest.
Both
stations may take net stuff, it may
be one and one, or both can go local,
depending on what the boyS think
the fans like best.
Biggest upset of the week was the
switch in policy of WIND. Station
had signatured University of Chicago earlier in the season, causing
some stir since the exclusive which
college gave WIND was a radical
dep'arture from the policy of the
Big 10. Last week, however, station dropped U of C, and decided to
take WLW's Notre Dame schedule
over Transamerican line.
Reason given for switch was that'
the University refused to okay any
sponsor the station* brought in.
Transamerican airings must necessarily
be sustaining because of
Notre Dame's policy, but it is understood that a 30-minute period before and after games has been op;
tioned by the net for sponsorship.
Only sure deal for Sunday foot-

KELLOGG'S65

laid out until the
At that time, it's

world know they've developed some ball (professional) airings is that
kind of a running scoreboard. By sponsored by Metropolitan ChevroRuss Hodges
thi8>'>,Vl plays can be re-enacted, and let dealers on WIND.
will enable the station, they, hope, and Dick Hanley are toi do the Chito beat everybody else a full io min- cago Cardinal schedule, and got the
utes in getting statistics on the^ air. drop on the season by airing first
Hal Brunett, publicity and special game last Firiday (24) night. Is the
events director for WBBM, will act
as observer for Harrington. He^s to
scout teams two days, a week, both
W. and opposition. By doing so,
the plugging says, he'll be so familiar with the teams that he can
work the electric gadget in the
b6oth to get a quicker and more accurate report than other airers get.
Gadget is a pushbutton system to
illuminate names of players as they

Up

and Swim Stars

second year for the spohsor-stationschedule tje-up.

GRID GAMES

gets a fee for this service -andj of course, under the previous
bands were on the Lucky Strike band
things, a flock of

MCA

scheme of
cavalcade.

lately has been trying to devise a new means to supplement the
service. It also cross-checks with other barometers of the public's
tastes, plus the muisic dealers, jobbers, etc., idea being to arrive at as accurate a gradation of 'most played' and 'moist popular' as possible.

Agency

MCA

Serious discussion of current news by Iryin S. Cobb and Rupert Hughes
was being conisidered for the Walter Winchell spot by- Mann Holiner of
Lennen & Mitchell agency, now^in Hollywood,, but deal yren.t cold when
Hughes had to pas$ it up due *to previous commitments. Substitute is
being talked as running mate to Cobb- for sale to another, sponsor, as the
Jergens program will be handled by George Fischer, who has terminated
his Don Lee-Mutual affiliation to air the picture gossip for the lotion outWinchell is taking a nine- week layoff from radio, and columning to
fit.
concentrate on his picture work.
Fisher was notifiied by his new sponsor he must confine himself to
the Jergens- chore. Meant the film gossip-gurgler had to drop his coastto-coast Sunday sustainer on Mutual.
Under contract to Don Lee artists' bureau. Fisher was paid off on that
end for his non-commercial chatter which has been carried in' the east
since early summer. Mutual stations in the east getting his gab free.

Kellogg will be runner-up to Atlantic Refining this fall in the sponCereal
sorship of football games.
company has lined up 65 intercollegiate contests in the east, midwest,
south and Rocky Mountain area.
Also of gridiron complexion is a

is building the first mobile, outdoor television transmitter for a
series of experiments which will commence next month. Tests will mark
the first time television has been tried out in the open.
Sports events,
chiefly, will get the Visio treatments.

Saturday afternoon 40-min. program
labeled 'Football Jamboree,' which

the open.

will ride the

WHN, New
KQV,

WLW-Line, using WLW,
York; WFIL, Philly;

WIND,

Chicago;
Cleveland,
and WJR, Detroit. Shows will precede sustaining broadcasts of the
weekly high-light games. Talent will
include WLW's- sports spieler. Bob
Newhall, a male singing octet and
Pittsburgh;

WAAB,

Boston;

WGAR.

an 18-piece orch.
Schools set for Kellogg sponsorship are Fordham, on WINS, N. Y.;'
Vanderbilt, on WSM, Nashville, and
WAPO, Chattariooga; Catholic and

U

George Washington on WJSV, WashNorthwestern on WBBM,

NBC

Criterion of

from the

•

how

may be

slowly tele experiments are proceeding

fact that only after eight years indoors has

NBC

gained

gone out into

WOR, New York, has created the ppst of executi\)e producer and filled
the spot with the appointment of Arthur H. Samuels. Newcomer will
fashion sustaining programs for the station and Mutual web. Goes on the
payroll Oct. 11.
Samuels was editor for Harper's Bazaar and House Beautiful for the
past seven years. Prior to that he was an editor on the 'New Yorker.
Bob Cunningham, program director for Omaha studios of Central States
Broadcasting Co., and Gunnar Back, chief of continuity of Lincoln studios,
taking flings at' academic side of radio. Cunningham has joined faculty
of Municipal University to instruct evening class in Radio' Broadcasting.
Back is on University of Nebraska faculty instructing in Radio Methods,'
.

similar course.

ington;

Chicago; Ohio State on WNBS, Columbus, and WTAM, Cleveland; Ok-

lahoma on WKY, Oklahoma City; -a
mixed sked of Alabama and Auburn
games on WSGN, Birmingham;

WALA,
WJRD,

Mobile; WHBB, Selma, Ala.;
Tuscaloosa; WSFA, Mont-

With the current revival of the 'czar' idea for broadcasting Eric Palmer,
who was around the last N- A. B. convention tub-thumping for the idea^
has nominated himself as .'the prophet without honor' of the movement.
Not now connected with radio he states tha|t his interviews with broadcasters at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, convinces hirti tiiat 90% favor such
a' system of handling the industry's problems.

gomery.

CKY, Winnipeg 15,000 watter, is moving from 910 k.c. to 960 k.c. Switch
From KLZ, Denver, one game
was approved by the Canadian air authorities after complaints were made
weekly will be broadcast from the
Birmingham, Sept. 28.
that CK'V's signals were getting interference from an outlet in Canada
cards of Colorado State, College of
Bill Terry will announce football
and another in Mexico.
Colorado, Utah State, Wyoming and
games for WSGN. Won out over
Colorado U. The Nebraska sked will
nine finalists in auditions conducted
be aired over KFAB, Lincoln.
Live Talent
by Les Quailey of Philadelphia, who
Campbell to Coast
N. W. Ayer agency laid" out the
is associated with Ted Husing in anColumbus, Sept. 28.
list for Kellogg and spotted the de*Hornet' Netting
nouncing games.
Live talent shows here are comChicago, Sept. 28.
scribers and their observers. Same
H. Allen Campbell, general sales
agency also handled Atlantic Re- ing on early. WBNS has new parWins Football Audition

'

.

WBNS'

Show

On

manager of WXYZ, Detroit, hopped
to the Coast today (Tuesday) to set
and Organist Geer Parkin- the 'Green Hornet' show oil the Don
son. Title tips off audience at which Lee network on the sunshine slope,
it's aimed
'Down on the Farm.'
starting Oct, 11.
Uncle Ezra and the 'Folks from
Tuesday-Thursday 30-minute evePleasant 'Valley,' a noon' show for ning scripter will be piped direct
past four years, "moves to 5 p.m. from the WXYZ studios in Detroit,
this week on participation basis. Its Campbell will talk to two prospecformer sponsor, Cussins & Fearn Co., tive clients for coast sponsorship*
take for WBNS' Inquiring Reporter, though the show will start sustain^Johnny Neblett. This is a six-a- ing on the appointed date if no deal
week shot at 1:15 p.m.
has been signatured by then.
ticipation half-hour for 7 a.m'. daily
rural character. Uncle Ezra (Joe

fining's line-up.

Ferte)

Canada Sparts Coverage
Regina, Sask., Sept. 28.

NS'/s?,;-;?**...

•.•.•.V.-.*/.X'.'.V,

^^^^^^

Most unique radio situation in
Canada now existing at all. games
Western Canada football conference owing to anxiety of sponsors
to bankroll games and sudden de-

in

mand

of fans for plenty of football.

Conference comprises town teams in
Calgary, Winnipeg, and Regina. At
recent Regina-Calgary game five
announcers from three cities de-

—

OH

scribed battle by remote control.
None were on networlcs, with remotes 350-780 miles distant. Announcers have been riding trains for
hundreds of miles every week, be-

THEfft

ing almost continuously going some
place.

WHBQ, Memphis

Sports

Memphis, Sept.
.

Nice?

It's

to

know

is

listening

downright, important

that the right set of •ars
to the thumping of

your innards.

W«

feel the same way about radio
That's why we took
the trouble to check up—to make
sure we are reaching the right
kind of ears—AND PLENTY OF

programs.

-

WTIC

Going strong ior sports

WHBQ

28.

this fall,

now

has broadcasting rights
on football games in Memphis, covering Southwestern, State Teachers
College, high school and prep games

market of Connecticut,
New York, eastern MasVermont and New
Hampshire has plenty of money
to
spend.'
Government figures of Memphis and intersectional games
show 16% more spendable income played in Memphis, including Unithan the national average, 23% versity of Arkansas vs. Ole Miss, and
more retail sales, and 50% more Ole Miss vs. University of Tennessee.
.

western

sachusetts,

food sales per capita.

Bob Alburty handles the broadcasts.
All
told,
WTIC's primary and Games are sponsored by Coca Cola.
Sportlights, sponsored by Adam
secondary coverage areas include
some 4,()00,000 of these rich and Hats, gives daily resume on sporting
easily reached prospects.
Smart events all over the country.
advertisers are proving to their now adds still another sports pror
own profit how economically they gram—the Football Roundup, weekly
can .be influenced through southfeature sponsored by Walter
ern New England's top station.
Hunter, Inc., on Saturdays, including
Write todaif for our new 32-page brochure giving full details on the
football Scores and college football
Ross Federal Survey and facts about the WTIC billion dollar market.
tunes.

THEM.

For " instance,
Ross
Federal's
stethoscope revoaled that advertisers obtain 149% more coverage
in the Hartford market through
WTIC than those using the second station.
What's mpre, the

WTIC

WHBQ

50,000

WATTS

HARTFORD, CONN.

TUo Truvolers

nrontlcnstlnff Service Corporation
Vtwxl W. Morpiicv, <ienerul Ttlunutrcr
NJtC! Ited Xetwork itiiil Viinkoe Network
•TnmcN V. Cluiioy, ]tiislnoNN iMiuiufrer
Niitlonul Representntlves; Weed Jt Coinnanv

Member
<

HI0A«O

I>KTROIT

NKW YOKK

SAN rKAN<"ISCO

Sabbath Swing Show
New Swing Show scheduled to
start on WNEW, N. Y., next Sunday
Martin Block will act as m.c.
Madison Personal Loan sponsoring
the 60-minute program starting at
(5).

11:30 a.m.

Louis audiences are supposed to be pretty touf;h to play
but they have never sat on their hands (fijs^uratively
speaking, of course) as far as we are concerned. Good
St.

to,

Showmanship automatically eliminates such a

THOMAS PATRIGK,
HOTEL CHASE,

ST.

possibility.

Incorporated
LOUIS

RISPRTUSBNTATIVK:" PAUIi H. RiVYMER CO.

NKW YORK

CHICAGO

SAI^

FRANCISCO

KWK

'
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Here and There
WCFL programer, Claudine McDonald works with him
bed right next to his on some broadcasts.

Dad.

Max
NBC WCAE,

Jack Steck, gabber at WFIL,
Philly, to emcee two shows weekly
at Fay's theatre.
One is 'Auction
Court,' an original with him, and

arranger at other is amateur show.
organizing a
Morrle Lowell, Chicago's
Norman Frankel is now with the
book-writing producer, off to N. Y, swin^ band with Jeanne Galbreath
being made of as vocalist.
Houck & Co. agency in Roanoke,
to supervise a short
Va., as account exec and radio dihis tome.
Tom Wilmot, formerly of WCAE, rector. Produced recently a program series for, the' Roanoke Gas
Judith Waller, Chi NBC educa- Pittsburgh, and later scripter for Joe
addressing 250 edu- Penner and Jack and Ldretta Clem- Light Co.
tional, head,
ensj-^has left ior San Francisco and
cators in Minneapolis.
Cookie Cunningham, captain of
a continuity post with the Hearst
Ohio State's 1925 grid team, is asstation there.
Howard McKent Barnes, 'Wings of
sisting Johnny Neblett with broadfor
NBC
signatured
writer,
Dawn'

Adkins,

chief
Pittsburgh, is

•

___

'

Jack Henry, manager of WBRY's
branch, running week-

management.

New Haven

John S. Redshaw, called the modern -Trader Horn, guesting on the
stanza Oct. 19.
•It Can Be Done'
Ralph Patt, announcer at WJR,
eight years,
into the station's
moves
Will consales staff .department.
tinue on early morning show with
Edgar A. Guest, Jr.
Detroit,

past

for the
his desk

Frank Biurke, formerly of
Hamilton,
staff at

Ont.,

CICLW,

joins the
Detroit.

CHML,
spieling

Litchfield Junior Court, juve judicial session, in second season at

cash.

WTHT,

at

CKLW,

now handling

publicity

in

two-

Britain,

Conn., getting set for fiddlers' contest

and jamboree Oct,

3.

James, woman explorer, off
WELI, New Haven, to gather book
material in Lapland.

Loansbury

chattering on

is now HollywoodWOOL, Columbus, for

James D. Shouse, general manager
KMOX, planed to New York for
conference with CBS execs.

of

nine

George

Hinkle,

vaudevillian,

citizen.

Harold Kolb, organist, in console
Tolande Langwortby has joined matutinal daily at WTIC, Hartford,
Radio Events, Inc., as a script scrib- for G. Fox, department store.
bler.

—At

WCOL

a

new George Mackoy

gossip

program has

NBC
bee;n

baptized 'The Keyhole Kid,,

—

Regina, Sask. Don McMillan, CKCK vox popper, grabbed Chinese laundryman on street for questioning about Chino-Japanese war. He didn't
want to discuss the war. But he did try to give his imitation of Bing

Crosby.

Memphis A feud of long standing between Memphis' official- meteoro-.
W. Brist, and Memphis' unofficial weatherman, 'Professor' Coston
Franklin Whitaker, streetcar motormari, after much prolonged and inter*
mittent exchange of comment in Memphis newspapers, has taken to the ain
legist, F.

—

Wichita Harry McNaughton, in interview
en route to Hollywood, said:

at airport

here Saturday night

—

Betty Hudson, fashion commentator

Detroit.

Columbus

W

S &
Food Products radio program over
want a Divorce.'

John Jacobs, formerly with KTSA.
Newark Sideshow barkers, some with 30 years' experience in spieling,
San Antonio, Tex., new mikeman at
KMOX, St. Louis, replacing Spen- developed acute self-consciousness and mike fright when aslced to say a
cer Allen, resigned, to become sta- few words at the New Jersey State Fair into portable mikes thrust under
their kissers by WOR.
tion director at Pittsburg, Kans.

for WJSV, Washington, back from
Paris with the latest dope on femi-

ballad

—New

is entitled: 'I

'Popularity Of old 'who-was-that-lady-I-seen-you-with' type of question
and answer joke is on wane.'

Moskins' Credit Clothing Co.

stint,

in

Franza Werner, music, librarian at 'Morning Minstrel' for Orkil Electric
Detroit, becomes a U. S. at WTIC, Hartford.

Memphis— Cotton Carnival, Peach Festival, Watermelon Festival have
been highlights, now Dresden, Tenn., is inviting radio stations to broadcast
the first annual Sweet Potato Festival.
Dept. of Commerce Airways, is now
Trr.nsradio pressman at KDYL, Salt

Lake

solo guest stint
stcin Music Hall

on the Hammer-

show

Oct.

1.

City.

former KTSA
Jacobs,
chief wordslinger, San Antonio, gone to
ultra KMOX, St. Louis.

Johnny

frills.

John M. Baldwin, KDYL
Clyde Hunt, WJSV, Washington, engineer, is perfecting a new
engineer, speeding Westward short-wave transmitter for the hip
Tony Bessan, ch'ief announcer and
with President Roosevelt's party, pocket.
program director of KMAC, San AnHarold Ferry pinch-hitting on engineering staff.
Ray Freifeider, former radio tonio, de-tonsilled.
editor of the Southampton, L. I,, N,
Patsy Kelly, gueststafs On Ben
Viola brury, hostess ?it KNX, Y., Press, now sports-comnientating
L. A., back home in Washington for on station WAAT, Jersey City, N, J. Bernie's American Can show Sept.
28 from Holly wood.
a visit.
chief

-

WJSV, Washington,
Beloungy, engineer for

WBT,

Charlotte, N. C, to Birmingham for
Columbia to direct the renovation
of studios and offices at WAPI.

Daily, Jr;, 23-year-old

has John C.
South African,

who will take the place of Shelton
Young as announcer. Young has
been sick-leaved for six months

at

his doctor's orders.

Howard Claney
morning

Cfuarter

and

'

•Sweet and Low,' at WICC, Bridgeport.

San Francisco
coast loop

—

Westbrook van Voorhis, voice of
'March of Time,' filling several
speaking engagements in Columbus.

Hartford.

WXYZ,

JiAi

on

Herb Welch

Hank Kecne and hillbillies
week stand at WNBC, New

Alice

.

Val Clare

QSU games

Waterbury.

Walcott Wylie upped from chief
announcer to program director at

I^eill

AlaFjorie Richmond^ of th^ dramatic staff at WXYZ, Detroit, home
after a three-month .European va-

casts of this season's

Atlanta—Hudson Butler, announcer at WATL works Sundays because his job requires it but because his religious principles are opposed to
Sabbath labor he has asked the station to deduct one day's pay. Station
gladly obliged.

WBNS, Columbus,

ly 'Question Mark,' studio quiz fest.

WBRY,

39

ailment yet undiaignosed.

Holland Engle,
gets a hospital

VARIETY

at the studio last week. He is confined in yniversity hospital with an

News,'

is

handling a daily

sustainer,-

over

the

'Women

NBC

red.

Fred Ford, sports commentator on,
WCAU,'Pliilly, collapsed in his office

E. F. and' Anne (Mrs.) Huinmert
Elwyn Quinn .is the newest KDYL, are due back from their European

Salt Lake City, announcer to get the
flying bug and is now within a few
hours of his pilot's license.

N.

T.

Bass, formerly

with

the

trip in a

couple of weeks.

Ed Krause' comes to WOW, Omaha,
from Kansas city to m.c. new. song
Easy Washers. Will be originated from stage of Omaha theatre^
Sunday afternoons for half hour
fest for

Grace' lifcDonald, of Ray and
Grace McDonald, dance team, currently in 'Babes in Arms,' does a

spell via

WOW.

41
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faculty lor drawing people out, they
tell him things, and he laughs with
'em, never at 'em. His shows airways
move forward without pressure, yet

Radio Reviews

KIDNAP EXPERIENCE
But

It's

he keeps himself backgrounded.
On this particular assignment
Boyle ambles with a mike to one of
four remote points where he Jesse
Jameses the luncheon-bound natives
and nabs a bit of their time with
questions which may concern any.
topic, but sticks pretty close to matLatter
ters of a nose-bag nature.
work themselves e&sily into the
straight commercials.
Each person answering questions
correctly gets a 50c check at sponNew twist is what
sor's eatery.
Boyle calls the 'gold star question.'
It's a particularly difficult one, and
only those who have been interviewed are qualified to tackle this
Correct answer brings a
baby.
dollar check good at the cafeteria.
Hoyt.
nice local job.

ZENITH FOUNDATION

(Continued from page 33)
fighting, told the round and

Weduesday, September 29, 1937

TRACY-LOCKE-DAWSdN

Just Mistaken Identity in
Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Sept. 28,

With Wlllard Waterman, Murray
deTwo men last Wednesday tried to
Forbes, Arthur Peterson, Templescribed the scene.
drag Gwen Wallis, bride of WIP's
ton Fox, Isabel Randolph, Phil
Of the other mike artists, Bill
Lord, Roy Shield's orchestni
manager, into their car
production
Stern led the also-ran contingent.. He Drama
in what papers here blew up into
did not cover any blow-by-blow 30 Mins.—NBC
'daring daylight kidnap attempt in
tasks, but his opening job of scene- ZENITH RADIO
midtown.' Actually it was a case of
setting, picture painting and his be- Sun., 8:30 p. m. CDST
mistaken identity. Mrs. Wallis was
tween-rounds comments were pic- WLS, Chicagro
turesque, colorful, concise and acrescued by pair of cops who h?ipBrown)
(E.-H.
Sid. Mercer, covering the
curate.
pened to be in car directly back of
Now in the stages of a build-up for
first scrap between Apostoli and
the 'kidnapers.*
to
Thil, was calm, unhurried, and stuck the mental telepathy stuntingf
excellent
Two kidnap suspects are Peter di
an
program
does
come,
this
Lacked
reporting.
straight
to
plea for tolerance.
Stefano and Arthur Mungiola. Postyle,- however, and in the few mo- job dramatizing a
Several sequences were used, suplice also found in their auto 1,500
ments of fast slugging,, he fell bearranged
12,000
representing
slips,
hind the action. Also failed to make posedly from history, and
policy
the scrapping clear as to who was chronologically, to show the progplays, totalling $2,000. The men said
Too often said ress of public acceptance for that
walloping whom.
they thought gal was friend of
new. First, a sequence from
•he* and 'him' instead of the pug's which is
theirs who's an entertainer at 1214
500 B. C, where the radical religion
««J5S^ And he neglected to men adherent was greeted with slicing; STREET SCENE'
Club.
i»»oh rounds, etc.
when the creator of With Bill ElUott, Mack Parker
Sam Taub, covering the closing next, the period was
Interviews'
Sidewalk
thought balmy;
Jeffra-Escobar imbroglio, was plenty a new thought
Alternate
Cities
Mins.—
But he later, when he was laughed at; and, 15
ispeedy and clear enough.
when new thought is Daily, Odd Times
Sponsored Birthdays
couldn't resist tlie temptation to finally, today,
constructive WICC, Bridgeport-New Haven
pose as an expert (often ludicrously) presumed to get only
interest.
man-in-the-streeting BridgeWICG
and both he and the audience were
Indianapolis, Sept. 28.
of this por't and New Haven on alternate
period
three-week
a
-After
doubtless sated with the drubbings
Live talent comes back on the
sort of teasing, the sponsor is to do days with Bill Ellicttt and Mack
by the shank of the evening.
mental telepathy via Parker putting the questions in the Kirk Furniture Co. program over
Clem McCarthy, on the Ambers- experimental
period is probably respective burg^. Series started on WFBM, starting this Sunday (3) at
Montahez set-to, handed out the air. The build-up
too long for an ideal in interest hold- a steady noontime sked, but com- 11:30 to 12 noon (CST). Stan2a, to
sourest stanza of the night. His mamethod of presentation
chine-gun monologue style wasn't ing, but theinteresting study to the mercial commitments nave .com- be scripted where necessary by Jim
an
forms
pelled a spotty listing that won't Matheny, will again be in hands of
Qvelped, either, by the dull fight he
'trade,' demonstrating, as it help.
As the two lads radio what
•was covering.
can be made the most
does,
Of two shots compared, Elliott's Jack Harding, local ad agency guy,
-wrestled and pushed each other
who did the spieling on last winter's
effective means of propagandizing
around the ring, it became more and any subject. It has power, but is was the sounder job, winning more
effective response. Problem of pull- Kirk show, 'Daii Cupid's Interviews.'
more absurd for McCarthy to de- neither shocking nor blasting.
One starting this season will bear
ing
in
citizenry
microphone
to
is
they
scdbe the proceedings as if
Technically, the show is good
were exciting. To the listener it Writing is smooth, and the various solved by giving passes .to film de tag 'Your Birthday Party.' Leading
grew monotonous and dull. Credit sequences have the deft touch of one luxers (Poll's in Bridgeport, Para- colleges and universities of Indiana,
the spieler, however, with the state who knows both his trade and his moimt in New Haven). Both houses towns and communities near Indpls.,
ment that the crowd was razzing the subject Acting is okay, musical get enough on the cuff to call the plus, local social, business, and ihses^ons their commercials, Elliott
scrappers.
and backgrounds have plugging after practically every In- dustrial organizations, are beings
On the other hand, McCarthy's transitions
Loop.
class.
terview. Theatres also supply passes mailed questionnaires by Matheny
-worst showing, of the night was in
given to contributors of questions for purpose of determining who and
His
handling the commercials.'
BOLLEY
use.d.
what will be honored each Sunday.
•windy, repetitious, insistent blurbing LEO
Sports Talks
This main stem routine is usual
Idea is to use the Sunday nearest
of RCA radios gradually tended to
Mins.
now and depends in large on how respective birthday or founding date,
incite mayhem. That's pot only bad 15
fast the public comes in and how Inbroadcasting, but it's poor salesman- TYDOlL
with the talent coming from it
F., 6:45 p.m.
&
M.,
W.
teresting
the
answers
are.
few
ship for RCA.
chosen for each Sunday.
clucks, and it becomes annoying.
While the program was spieled as WGY, Schenectady
Street noises much more audible
Leo Bolley, celebrating his first
a commercial for RCA, actually it
•was a paper sponsorship proposi anniversary as Tydol sportscaster in Bridgeport stanzas than New
B.
B. sLicmo
Elem.
tion. IfBC had grabbed exclusively over WGY, proved himself to be as Haven,
Due to the number of its programs
Tights to the figbte. It was unable -to skillful in answering question^ as he
line up an authentic sponsor, so had is in asking them. Announcer John' LOIS MILLER
originating on the Coast, Benton
'party,
th«
arranged
who
Sheehan,
•to turn the stanza over to its af'
iS'Mins.
Bowles agency is slicing both the
submitted Bolley to a barrage of PITTSBURGH COAL CO.
filiate company.
Hohe;
size and cost of its N. Y. publicity
queries on his radio and sports -Mon., Thnrs., 7:45 pjn.
T»
department. Pete Bowles, younger
background, biggest thrill, qnd fun- KDKA, Pittsburgh
brother of Chester B. Bowles, chairniest incident in broadcasting, air
SEYMOUR SIMONS OBCH
Lois .Miller's a Pittsburgh fixture.
With Barry McKinley, Sally Nelson favorites, etc.
She was assistant organist to Dick man of the board at the agency, is
Niagara
University
of
former
30 Mins.
Leibert at the Penn theatre years being sent to Hollywood to p.a. on
folbuilt
up
Bolley
a
has
athlete,
CHEVROLET
that .end; Paul Craig has been let out.
lowing at W(jY since he took over ago and when the organlogue busiSunday, 6:30 pjn.
Setup for the B.
ness went to seed, she went in for
B. programs
the Tydol program a year ago. Con"VV ABC- CBS, New York
radio.
Her present commercial this fall calls for all the shows to
j&idering the fact that he Is in SchefCampbeU-Eujold)
nectady only a few hours on tiie doesn't differ any from countless come from the west save Phillips
New Chevy show on CBS; replac days of the broadcasts ^Bolley's others she's had in the past. It's a Lord's 'Gangbusters' and the script
Ing Rubinoff, is an okay half-hour of headquarters are in Syracuse, where little homey announcing, some ex- programs.
melodious music, with the two vo he airs on late evening and other pert organ playing and a lot of
calists woven neatly into the suave spots over WFBL ^he tyrhs in. a pretty good singing, all. of which
flow of Seymour Simons' orch. Lay- good job. He possesses a deep voice., she does herself.
Taylor the Town Gossip
There's an- intimacy al^out Miss
out makes for a lulling program and a rapid fire though clear delivery,
Cleveland, Sept. 28.
one which, though it •won't arouse a friendly manner and apparent Miller's programs that .brings her
any excitement and word-o'-mouth knowledge of sports and eomiriend- Tight through the loudspeaker into
Leisy Brewery, one of the biggest
the home and while a show of this local users of radio, launches two
ballyhoo, nevertheless will be in able literary style.
Jd'co,
sort can hardly be spectacular, gal
(there
each Sabbath claiming its
new news broadcasts over
gets about as much out of the setup
share of listeners. For the product
this week. Programs will
as possible. Her speaking voice is and
plugged ancT.the sponsor's traditional H. A. BOYLE
'Kurbstone Kollege'
attractive, her pipes are satisfactory be aired over each station on alternarrow formula, talent and produc- Interviews
and her pedaling is tops. Altogether nate nights and will be five minutes
tion is properly pointed.
15 Mins.
a nice local musical quarter-hour long.
Simons and the two singers hail
SYSTEM CAFETERIA
session without fireworks but with
from the midwest. McKinley's able M-W-F,
show will- be a jimior March
11:45 a.m.
suf-ficient
entertainment for
•baritone has been heard regularly on
the of Time, dramatizing highlight news
WHB, Kansas City
placid.
.the webs and he holds down this asCohen.
event
the day.
of
program
(Ferry-Hanly)
signment neatly.
Miss Nelson is
will have Graves Taylor as a town
rather new on a network, but her
H. A. Boyle, who pjohfihiy has 'STREAMLINE REVIEW'
gossip.
Shows will replace Tom
throaty contralto Is certain to be more steady customeris tjiaii any With Garnett Marks, Don Kerr
caught more frequently after the word merchant in town (hes been 30 Mins. ^Local
Manning's sportscasts, which Leisy's
•way she'll establish herself on this doing sidewalk interviews for three LOOK MAGAZINE
sponsored over
for the past
show. Lass formerly was staff vo- years here) is a happy and logipal Nightly, 11 p.m.
two and one-half years.
calist with Simbns' crew.
Bert.
choice for this chore.
Boyle has WMCA, New York
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SHOW

SETS SUGAR

Dallas, Sept. 28.
Acting upon results of a contest
held approximately six months ago.
Imperial Sugar Co., on renewal of
contract .over WFAA, Dallas, has instituted a series of three quarter-

hour programs' over the Texas Quality Network, which started Sept. 27,
Mondays,
Wednesdays,
Schedule,
Fridays, 9:15 to 9:30 a.m.
One transcription and two live
talent shows will be used per week,
the. transcription on Monday utiliz-

Hamp

ing Charlie

and JHis Rhythm

Rascals; Melody Souveiurs on Wednesdays, with sweet, romantic music
interspersed by poetry, organ and

vibraphone; Songs to Remember on
Fridays,
with Imperial
Quartet,
vibraphone, violin and organ. Programs, originate at WFAA, Dallas.

Agency

Tracy-Locke-Dawson.

is

Coach Smokes

Up

It

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
First Coast football coach to take
a radio commercial during the season is Howard Jones of University
of Southern California. For a quarter hour each week he will talk
football for Roi-.Tan cigars.
Ken Frogley, sports editor of L, A.

Evening News, will egg him on.

WHKCs

Football Sales

Columbus, Sept. 28.
Clean sweep on selling football to
sponsors has been scored by WHKC.
Station first grabbed an Atlantic Refining contract to air Ohio State football games, then followed by lining
up Ohio Oil Co. (Linco) to sponsor
Saturday night resumes.
Predictions by Bud Sweeney each
Thursday and a Monday post mortem ^ave been sold to' Budd 8c -Co.,
local jewelry firm.

Tenn. Gaines Set

'

.

A

&

—

Knoxville, Sept. 28.
has paid the
of Tennessee $2,000 for exclusive rights to all

U

WROL

games this autumn, both
on the home loam and at visiting
football

its

,

stadia.

Station is now trying to unearth a
sponsor for the tilts.

i

Arch McDonald's Occasion

—

WGAR

WHK

NEW

WHK

WGAR

—

WTAM

Washington, Sept.

—

Look magazine's
paign in the Manhattan area
nothing more than the
ing of recorded music of the
speedy tempo. Interspersed

McDonald, who has built up a big
following with his baseball and other
sports spiels, conducts four programs

WJSV, sponsored by General

over

Mills, Tydol, Kellogg's Corn Flakes
and Wash Williams, local coal mer-

chant.

camconplay

sists of

rapid-fire

comments by two

more
with

to the biggest

alter-

Comments are
in the current and
copies of the publi

nating announcers.

on what appears
forthcoming

Audience in America

cation.

Copy is rather terse and voiced in
slightly sensational tone by the
two spielers. One nice thing is the
smooth speed of the program, which

WITH.

.

a

SHOWMANSHIP
•

probably suggested the^session

WKY

draw

has a

flair

for doing things that

attention to itself.

Its

showmanly

activities add up to a package of personality that dominates the Oklahoma radio
stage.

named
owned

WKY

In fact, last Pebruary, Variety
the outstanding newspaperstation in America.

WKY

beats all in Oklahoma, too, i^ cov-

erage, programming, facilities and in volof local and national business. But

ume

most important of
It

Beats All

How

It

all

.

.

Some

may

believe

the

!

catching the type of buyer, the

OKLAHOMA
'

vis -l^L r"£

Cj-A-f,-.'

•

s

-

:« « j v

CITY

• \ j

r

THE NEW

RADIO SERIES

mag

enjoys.

In view of the fact the Cowles
family, publishers and sponsors, own

New Production

two Des Moines stations, KRNT and
KSO, and active in the radio industry, it was expected by some that
the programs on behalf of Look
would have been given more production.

Bert.

Add

Big Experiments
Chicago,

rr-

.

title.

..

Pays Out for Advertisers

.

,

originally

planned label, 'Stop, Look and Listen'
would serve better.
Late evening spotting is a natural
for the sponsor, with an eye to

iSept.

. .

ready to

AUDIENCE
FAX!

28.

Attempt to discover if children
can be sold toothpaste will be started
by lodent through the Vanderbie &
Rubens agency here. Has signatured
for a local test of 'Don Winslow of
the Navy,' script serial, on WMAQ.
local NBC red transmitter, starting
immediately.
Show will continue on the rest of
the network on its sustaining pattern.

Drama

*TARZJIN
I. Combined D&S
Comic Strip circu-

lation

25,000,0001

.

.

Script

, .

Cast

Adventure
delight and demand

Thrills

. .

.

the ears of 100,000,000* men,

women and

children
and
dominate a nation's purchas.

.

.

^

ing power!

WRITE— WIRE

played to
50,000,0001

Robert Collier

3. Books read by

5223 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

'2* Films

25,000,0001

—

network.

(Schwimmer &

Scott)
late-night

28.

Renewal of contract between Arch
McDonald, sports announcer, and
WJSV was celebrated Monday (27)
by studio party thrown by Columbia Broadcasting Company.
Baseball mogul, Clark Griffith owner of
the Washington Senators
was
among prominent guests whose congratulations were aired over CBS

Los Angeles,

Calif.
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RADIO

FORD CONSIDERS 'PORGY'

AMOCO NET

N,

W, Ayer

Oflfers

In Radio

IDEA TOUGH
.

peddled up and

down

the seaboard

from Maine to Florida, a' niche
network must be obtained.
To date no suitable time has
cropped up to match Amoco's meason a

split

urements.

rights,

webspread bankrolled for
Amoco was an all-colored layout
headed by Ethel Waters four years
ago. Program did. a quick fold, ocLast

to an audience
resident in Dixie.

gram

of Jeanette

Alka Goes

Kass-Tohrner had Gershwin

Atlanta, Sept. 28.

At present Amoco is carrying on
WATL Sunday (26) rolled a whole
campaign of spots, plus a hand- flock of celebrations into
one with
ful of newscasts in the territory in a trio of sponsored programs
lasting
which the product is sold; some one hour and 15 minutes. Occasion
being
is
contemplated.
sports stuff
dedicated
its

'How
'I

On and On

here.

did that sausagre we ate last night agree with you?'
think it hurt my liv«rwurst.'

'As I left my hotel room this morning
hanging himself on the chandelier.'
•Well, did you cut him down?'
'No, he wasn't dead yet.'

I

noticed a

man

in the next

Questioner to Japanese Interpreter: 'Ask him If he turned out the
(Interpreter does so.)
Witness (sputters volubly for a full minute).
Interpreter: 'He say 'no'/ ('The Mystery Man' at the Hayes.)
(Leo Carrlilo was one of the first to tell the gag In his monoleg ,
the creator of it.)

'Any sap can find a pearl
diamond out of a nut.'

In

an

oyster, but

it

takes

a smart

room

li^^*'w<<-r)!'
>

if

not

girl to get

»

KENT IN LANCASTER

new equipment.

station's

(Re-printed jrcm Variety Feb. 15, 1928, when these gagi were already so
antiquated- as to be known as 'released' jokes. Fact that they have been
overworked, evidences that they are some of the hardiest quips to have
been employed. It will be noted some had even found their toay onto the
then silent screens. Since then these, among others, htve become 'released,'
even for radio. Others will be repHnted from time to time.)

Chicago, Sept. 28.
Alka Seltzer has renewed its two
NBC programs for another 52-week
ride each. Uncle Ezra gallops onward for another year on the NBC
red effective Nov. 12, while the National Barn Dance wafts through
another year on the NBC blue starting Oct. 2.
Deals set through the Wade agency

WATL's Gala Shindig

predominantly

MacDonald giving

terrific run for
dialer attention when the two
oppose each other. Reason for
their optimism is that a recent
survey brought to their attention shows that Miss MacDonald outdraws "Buck' Benny in
the picture houses.
Songbird is doing a series for
Vicks.

supervise the: splitting up of the
operetta into broadcast serial bits
assigning Fanny May Baldridge to
pad out the book of the show.

casioned, according to observers, to
the effort to sell an all-Negro pro-

Released Gaffs-Now for Radio?

Jack Benny a

to

W

only,

41

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Columbia boys hold visions

sponsor the series of 13
half-hour book-and-music broadcasts
of a radio adaptation of
George
Gershwin's 'Porgy and Bess.' N.
Ayer agency, on the Ford account]
has submitted the idea direct to the
throne at Dearborn.
Radio version of 'Porgy' is controlled by the Kass-Tohrner agency,
which got an 0. k. from the late
composer on the air layout early in
summer. After closing for the ozone

American Oil Co., through its
agency, Joseph Katz, continues to
look for a network spread which can
requirements. Since the fuel
fit its

Figure

Gershwin Show

Form

Up for a yea or nay decision from
Ford Motors this week is the proposition

is

How They

VARIETY

'My name Is on that towel.'
'Is that your name. Hotel McAlpIn?'

Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 28.
First 15 minutes of program was
Gene Kent of Columbus has been
sponsored by Henry Grady Hotel,
next half-hour by Palmer Electric given the continuity desk at WGAL
Columbus, Sept. 28.
here.
Formerly
with several CoCo., who did all wiring, and 30WBNS has scheduled full line-up minute variety show sponsored by lumbus stations, Kent is expected to
hypo the station's dramatic programs.
of •bro?.:'.casts of bands current in Graybar Electric Co,
He
succeeds
J. T. Hershey, who
hotels
and
eateries.
dowtttown
Talent appearing on programs inErnie McKay frorh the State Res- cluded Harry Hearn's orch, Ruth resigned to enter the U. of P. law
school.
itauraht and Grady Mullins' South- Lockhart, Ellis
Williams and Ken
em Gentlemen from Deshler Wal- Keese, vocalists; Earle Landis, vioHotel will get six airings linist.
KFOR Sells Bentley
lick

WBNS' Band Bemotes

'You have been eating oranges.'
'How can you tell?'
'By the skin on your face.'

-

weekly.

John Bentley, sports

Nebraska State Journal here, goes
on the air for Clark's Clothes six
nights weekly via KFOR starting

FISHER WITH WOAI

on Both Stations

WCKY

WSAI started
for Sloan's Furriers.
Program, aired thrice weekly.
Uses Lyn Cole's

script-

ing three daily dramatic serials, totaling three hours and 45 minutes a
we^k on the air.

Program, Monday through Friday
at 12:30 p.m., is aired directly from
Ormond's niterie.

•nd Powell Crosley's
this

week

Texas Light

where for

17 years

he was advertis-

ing manager.

Larry

my

wife's birthday

and

I'nt

thinking of the present.'

'

I'll

be right down as soon as I
on the stairs.'

on something.'

slip

'Slip

'Do you serve lobsters here?'
'Sure, what do yon want?'
'What's the name, please?'
on the envelope, you dumbbell.'

'It's

artists,

Hammond

is

now

'Did you ring?'
'No, the bell did.'

'Can you

tell

'Sure; stand

me

the quickest

on the railroad

way

track;

to the cemetery?'

thereH be » train along

BECAUSE
IT

avoids wasteful duplication.
is flexible

enough to meet

all

distribution

conditions.

affords unlimited expansion opportunities.

where more than 55% of

concentrates
retail sales
all

are made, and more than

the people

56%

all

of

live.

THE WLW LINE

IS

THE MOST

SENSIBLE BUY IN BROADCASTINQ.
SOLE AGENTS

TRANSAMERICAN BROADCASTING
JOHN

L.

Complete Broadcasting

m TELEVISION CORP.

CLARK, President
Facilities

Wired and Transcribed

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

521 Fifth Avenue

333 North Michigan Avenue
STAte 0366

5833 Fernwood Avenue
Hollywood 5315

Murray

Hill

6-2370

liar/

'What gives more milk than one cow7'
'Two cows.'

WKT's Laundry Show
Oklahoma City, Sept. 28.
Four Aces, instrumental and vocal
began an Approved Laun
dries of Oklahoma City sponsored
program over WKY last week.

the.

Cincinnati. Sept. 28.

job, Fisher left
and Power Co.,

can't; it's

'What Is the diflercncc between you and one who dyes wool?'
'Do you know?'
'Surci One who dyes wool Is a Iamb dyer, while you arc a —

1.

here.

To take the new

First local prograim ever broadcast jointly by L. B. Wilson's

Oct.

Will be a 10-minute ether shot and
San Antonio, Sept. 28.
Fisher last week stepped at 10 p.m. Will consist of football
into the post of v.-p. and general doping and whatever sports stuff is
manager of WOAI, 50,000-watter in the making.

Beeman

SHOW

Sponsor Spots Lynn Cole Orchestra

'I

Lincoln, Sept. 28.
editor for the

Station's staff was presented durB0J9 McGrew from, the Neil House ing programs and operi house held
bandstand and Don Chiesta in the at studios.
Virginia Cdvalier Room are slated
for four broadcasts a week.

WCKY, WSAI DIVIDE

'Think of the future.'

In

a minnfe,*

RADIO

VARIETY

42
E. K. Jelf s

Wednesday, September 29, 1937

Re: KLRA's Power

Advance

WASHINGTON DOCKET

F.C.C.'S

Washington, Sept. 28.
E. K. Jett as
engineer, succeeding
chief
acting
Gomdr. T. A. M. Craven, was ratified last week by the Federal Communications Commission.
Temporary technical boss, who has

Little Rock, Sept. 2.
Editor, Variety:
In your issue of Sept. 15, -under

Appointment of Lieut.
'

been short wave expert,

Washington, Sept. 28.
Florida: Miami Broadcasting Co. granted new relay
broadcast station to be operated on 31,100, 34,600, 37,600
and 40,600 kc with 15 watts; WJAX, City of Jackson-

a leading

is

station to be operated, days only, on 1160 kc with
100 watts; Kenneth H. Thompson, \irhittier, new station to be operated on 1170. kc with TOO watts, limited
time to WCAU, Philadelphia.

new

DBCISKWS

contender for regular appointment,
which will be deferred until after
Frank R. McNinch, new chairman,

WFBM's

period,

Henry

S.

programs, is
Ipd, in charge of farm
aking no chances on last-minute
schedule changes.
Realizing the farm experts scheduled consider the daytime hours as
•their best time to contact the farmers
in person, and sonlstimes might not
studios
be able to get to the
for noontime appearances. Wood took
He had each man scheduled
steps.
agree to drop in at the studios far
in advance of his mike time apd
make a platter of the speech.
All he asked was that the men let
him know at least 24 hours in adFrom the first week's ex
vance.
perience, with two talks scheduled,
it looks about flfty-flfty on the se
ties, with one in person and one

WFBM

'

.'
r
at applicant's request.
Chapin, Oshkosh, application
.Wisconsin: Walker
for hew station to be operated bn 1010 kc with -250
watts dismissed at request of applicant.
.

&

.

.

NEW APPUCATIONS
Alabama: tVBRC, Birmingham, involuntary transfer
of control of corporation from Marcellus D. Smith, Jr.,
deceased, to Eloise H. 'Smith.
California: MoUin Investment Co., Huntington Park,

JIMMY BRIERLY
JEANNE ELLIS
KING'S

MEN

BOb LAWRENCE

Omaha Crime looked Jnto
Omaha, Sept. 28.
M. P. Wamboldt, producer of new
crime series show to be aired by

MARION MANNERS
HARRY ROSENTHAL

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
New

"

:

Mexico: Hopes of Earle Yates for a daytime
Las Cruceis went glimmering with a report
by Examiner George H. Hill recommending commish
denial of the proposed project.
.Dearth of talent and doubt that operation of the sta^
tion would constitute an 'economic use' of the requested
.930 kc frequency were given as Hill's principal reasons
for a turn-down.
Confiicting testimony concerning
available local talent included statements by the applicant that plenty of Spanish and Mexican singers,
plus students from the State college, could be utilized,
but a former professor of music at the college declared
that in his opinion 'there was not sufficient musical
talent available in Las Cruces to give an hour's pro-

3

Skelly,

ARTISTS MANAGEMENT
BUREAU INC
17 East 45th Street,, New

MU.

Tel.

was

Omaha

in

l^st

week

working with police gathering au-

BAD HABITS

thentic case histories as script

ma-

new fhow.

will

terial for

Program

present lineup of radio's name dramatic stars and will be cast each

York

•

gram a

Waldo Abbott

Series

From

University Aired on

WJR

Ann

Rebuffed

Anew

In Washington

Will originate in Chicago.

Washington, Sept.

By

now

JANE WEST

most popular
family brings you more
radio's

[aughter Jears

/>nd

Presented by Ivory Soap

[-(eart-throbs
99

*V

loo °

o

pure

"^^'^^ '^^"-^
LISTEN NBC
Blue Notwork, Mon. to Frl. 11 a.m. EST
|M NBC Red Network, Mon. to Fri. 3:45 p.m. EST
• •
Dir.,

MGT.,

COAST TO COAST
BLDG.,

NEW YORK

in

CITY

interests,

attempts

to

28.

blocked

expand

holdings by acquiring Ohio outlets,
suffered another reverse last week
when the Federal Communications
Commission refused to delay effectiveness of a grant to the rival Community Broadcasting Co., Toledo.
In denying petition for postponement, Commish took no action on
requests of Scripps-Howard's broadcasting subsidiary. Continental Radio
Co., for sweeping study of the ownership of Community and the connection with George B. Storer, who
owns transmitters in Ohio and West
Virginia. Continental has an investigation request on file alleging that
information given the Commish in
the Community case was not truthful and charging that monkey business characterized granting of the
Community application, the collapse
of Storer's opposition to proposed
transfer of
from Zanesville
to Toledo.

WALR

COMPTON ADVBRTIBING ACRNCT

ED WOLF— RKO

Arbor, Mich., Sept.

And His Orchsstra

GRUEN WATCH PROGRAM
IBearlnnlnr Sunday, October Third

NBC

B«d, 6:30-6 P. M.

Bn^Bwlck Kerorda

i

iMl iirlnjf

DONNA DAE

28.

U, of Michigan starts broadcasting
on opening of school with hine
weekly programs plugged over WJR,

COLLEGE

Chicago

INN,

.

In charge of Prof. Waldo
Abbott with both students and
faculty on series of educational programstreating
techniques
of
Detroit.

Scripps-Howard

MAESTRO-COMEDIAN

.

day.'

Scripps-Howard

repeatedly

RINES

Yates was found qualified in all capacities to opprate
the proposed station and a need for daytime service
was acknowledged in the area which, at present, Is
entirely without.
Applicant, seeking power of 1 kw for the '930 kc
transmitter, was repi::esented by Arthur W. Scharfeld
and Philip G. Loucks.

week.

2-1888

WHK

JOE

.

.

CHARLES SABIN
VIVIENNE SEGAL

.

station at

Arkansas: KILU, Little Rock, renewal of license for
relay broadcast station.
Maryland: W^BR, Baltimore, install new equipment
and directional antenna system for day and jnight operation, boost power from 500 watts nights, 1 kw days, to
1 kw nights, 5 kw days.
Pennsylvania: WFIL, Philadelphia, install new equipment boost day power from 1 to 5 kw.
Texas: WACO, KTSA Broadcasting Co., Waco, boost
day power, from 100 to 250 .watts.
Utah: Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints,Salt Lake City, request new international station in
Saitalr, to be operated on 6,020, 9,510 and 11,710 kc.
h

NBC

WGAR

.

SET FOR HEARING

-.

facts are that our applicafor directional antenna was
dismissed at our request.
But we have been operating with
5
kilowatts day, unlimited time
since sometime in June,
ARKANSAS BROADCASTING CO.,
S, C. Vinsonhaler,

tion

WHK

.

•

^

M

The true

.

'

& N a G f

2% kilowatts day to 5 killowatts daytime had been dismissed
on our application. This is in error.

for night use.
Indiana: Indianapolis Broadcasting, Inc., two new
Gonsral Manager.
relay broadcast stations to be operated on 38,900, 39,100,
39,300 and 39,500 kc with two watts.
Iowa: WHO, Davenport, special experimental author- Frisco
Milestones
ization to operate a facsimile station from 10 p. m. to
San Francisco; Sept. 28.
4 a. m„ PST, on 1000 kc; Clinton Broadcasting Corp.,
Two Coast IJIBC network comClinton, new station to be operated on 1310 kc with
mercials celebrate anniversaries this
100 watts nights, 250 watts days.
week.
Albers Bros. will stage a
Massachusetts: WAAB, Boston, change power of auxparty following thie broadcast of its
nights,
watts
iliary transmitter from 500 watts to 500
Good Morning. Tonite show tonight.
days.
1
Missouri: KCMO, Kansas City, new relay broadcast Piress, agency e^tecs and members
of the cast will witness^ the cutting
station to be operated on 100,000, 200,000, 3d0,000 and
Broadcasting Co., of the first anniversary cake in the
500,000 kc with five watts;
Program is produced
studios.
Kansas City, new relay broadcasting company, to be
operated on 100,000, 200,000, 300,000 and 500,000 with by Marigold Cassin of Erwin-Wasey
agency.
10 watts.
•Standard Symphony Hour, oldest
Nebraska: Central Nebraska Broadcasting Corp.,
Kearney, erect vertical antenna, increase power from radio commercial in the West, sponsored by the Standard Oil of Cali100 watts to 100 watts nights, 250 watts days.
North Carolina: Jonas Weiland, Kinston, new relay fornia, observes its 10th anniversary
NBC-Red web Thursbroadcaist station to be operated on 1622, 2058, 2150, on the Coast
day, Sept. 30, with a special program
2790 kc with 35 watts.
Puerto Rlcoi WPRA, Mayaguez, change frequency which may he released over several
frc^n 1370 to 630 kc, make changes in' antenna, boost stations in addition to the five basic
night power from 100 to 250, watts and change hours outlets which regularly release the
program. McCann-Erickson agency
of operation from specified hours to unliniited.
Tennessee: WAPO, Chattanooga, install new trans- handles the account.
mitter and directional antenna for night use, change
Singing Motormen to
-frequency from 1420 to 1120 kc, boost power from 100
watts nights, 250 watts days to 500 watts nights, 1 kw
Cleveland, Sept. 28.
days.
Cleveland Railway Chorus proTexas: KPAC, Port Arthur College, Port Arthur, gram switches from
to
change frequency from 1260 to 1230 kc, jump power this week. Chorus consists of mo-,
f ^om 500 watts to 1 kw, change hours of operation tprmen, bus drivers, conductors and
from days to unlimited, install directional antenna for pros from the Orpheus Male Choir,
night use:
whose director, Charles Dawe, also
Virginia: WTAR, Norfolk, make changes in direc- leads the railway singers.
New
tional antenna, install new transmitter and increase series, will also use iQcal amateur
power from 1 to 5 kw.
talent.
Washlnsrton: Evening News Press, Inc., Port Angeles,
company
occasionally
Railway
new station to be operated on 1500 kc with 100 watts i^es the program to attack local
nights, 250 watts ,days.
newspaper's in current fare flght.

KCMO

,

M

antenna and an increase in- power

from

kw

.

ARTISTS

KLRA's

,

dice.

Indiana.—WGL, Fort Wayne, gfanted day power Increase from 100 to 250 watts, make changes in equipment, commish sustaining Examiner Tyler Berry.
New<Mexico: Walter Biddick Co., Tia Juana, application for authority to supply electrical transcriptions to
XEMO, Tia Juana, denied as in case of default.
New Jersey: W3XDD, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc., Whippany, granted boost in power to 50 kw.
Ohio: .Continental Radio Co., Toledo, denied request
to postpone effective date of the order of the Broadcast
Division entered July 6, granting plea of Community
Broadcasting Co. for a new daytime transmitter on
platter.
1200 kc with 100 watts, and denying application of
Continental for same assignment until 20 days shall
have expired after final decisiori on its petition for
Seattle stations at Pair
rehearing on said applications.
Seattle, Sept. 28.
Pennsylvania: WPEN, Phila"deli)hia, granted change
Hugh Poore, Cecil Solly and' Frank in hours of operation from sharing with WRAX, PhilaCoombs presented their regular delphia, to unlimited, on 920 kc -vHth 250 watts nights,
KOMO-KJR programs by remote 500 watts days, using directional antenna for night use.
from the western Washington fair (facilities of WRAXi). Also granted authority to transgrounds at Puyallup, 20 miles away.
fer control of corporation from Clarence H. Taubel to
On Saturday, Coombs took his John Iraci and power jump from'250 watts nights, 500
troupe of 30 youngsters to the fair
watts days, to 1 kw, using directional antenna, on 920
for the broadcast of 'Uncle Frank's
'
kc, sharing with WRAX.
Kiddies Hour.'
Virginia: WDBJ, Roanoke, grarited authority to inKVI, Seattle-Tacoma, also broadstall auxiliary transmitter for 1 kw, for emergency
cast from the fair three of its prouse only.
grams with 'Woman's Page of the.
Angeles 'Broadcasters,
Port
Port
Washington:
^pAir:
:
Angeles, application for new station to be operated on
1500 kc with 250 watts days, lOO watts nights, dismissed

ON TOUR

reports,
you
stated
that
application for a directional-

sion

Shows'

Illinois: Decatur Newspapers, Inc., Decatijr, application for special broadcast station to be operated on 1550
1 kw dismissed at. request of applicants; WCLS,
Joliet, granted petition to withdraw aptilication for
change in hours of operation from unlimited days,
specified nights, to unlimited all times without preju-

kc with

,

Decatur,

'

uled hearing.

'

Inc.,

WBOW

•

farm

Broadcasting,

change frequency from 1200 to 1310 kc and hours of
operation from sharing with WJBC, Bloomington, to
unlimited (requests facilities of WBOW, Terre Haute,
is assigned 1290 kc); WHBF, Rock
Ind„ when
Island Broadcasting Co., Rock Island, change frequency
from 1210 kc to 1240 kc, install new transmitter, increase power from 100 watts nights,' 250 watts days, to
.500 watts nights, 1 kw days, install directional antenna

March
ville, Jacksonville, granted, renewal of lidense to
Chaj;nber of Commerce,
1, 1938; WSUN, St. Petersburg
period
St, Petersburg, granted renewal of license of
takes the throttle.
ending March 1, 1938.
^
Georgia: WAYX, Waycross, granted day power boost
In-Case Disks
from 100 to 250 watts and changes in equipment; Athens
be
to
station
new
for
28.
application
Indianapolis, Sept.
Times, Inc., Athens,
watts
Setting from 15 to 20 county agri- ojperated on 1210 kc with 100 watts nights, 250
withcultural agents and federal farm days dismissed with pirejudice as request for
noontime
drawal was received less than 30 days prior to schedheads for short talks on the
'

Commodore

Illinois:

Commis-

Communications

Federal

amateur theatrics, elementary singing, and diction and pronunciation.
University band and Glee club
take-up alternating Saturdays, with
round table discussions, carillon constory
dramatization,
short
sketches, play reviews, and health
lectures divvying up other time.
certs,

Programs,
originating
in
Ann
Arbor, telephoned to Detroit, and
aired from there, are all student
written, audited, and managed! No
advertising, just plain education.
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Central Booking Office, Inc.
64 W. Bandolph St., Clilcngo, III.

THE KING'S JESTERS
AND THEin ORCHKSTRA

Appoints Eep

WELI, New Haven, has designated
Furgason

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE

Aston as

sales rep.
It's a 500-watter.

its

national

with

MARJORI^ WHITNEY

ni.VE FOUNTAIN ROOM
HOTEL XASALLi:, CHICAGO
Dir.: Consolidated

Radio ArlUts,

AND

D'ARTEGA

Inc.

HIS

ORCHESTRA
JELLO
7:00-7:30— NBC

.

*

Over-Hasty Decision Attacked
Stations Claim

Station Heebeegeebies

Waterbury Petition Wtfs Reversed

Afternoon of Morning
Washington, Sept. 28.
Charges that it doesn't know its
own„ min<i were shrugged oflE last
week by the Federal Communications Commission in denying plea for
reopening of the case which wound
up in frequency shift for WATR,
Waterbury, Conn.
On technical grounds that the decision already has been carried before the courts, the full Commish
refused to grant three-station peti-

WTIC on Upbeat
Hartford, Sept. 28.
With night rents practically solid
across the board,- WTIC is doing considetable daylight selling,
Looks
like the best season yet for the
Travelers' 50,000-watter.
Hartford Electric Light Co., which
last semester financed a class musical, is turning to a weekly dramatic
shot with GuyHedlund and. his Playhouse troupe.
George Hinkle, vaudevillian, has
been hired by Orkil Electric for
song-and-patter two a.m.'s per week.

Irwin Cowper is back with his
'Romantic Bachelor' under the auspices of New England Laundry, 15miniite Monday lunchtime.
Since
the last series Cowper has married,
which makes the new stint a real
test.

G. Fox is offering Harold Kolb,
organist, in a daily matutinal.

Was

It

On

Passed

tion for rehearing on the Connecticut
transmitter's move from 1190 to 1290
and ducked responsibility for reviewing its off-again-on-again action
last July. The bench, however, will
rule on the soundness of the Broadcast Division's Finnegan act, when
the
application first was
turned down and shortly afterward
was granted.

WATR

The case which
fused to reopen

the

Commish

re-

one of the most
startling bits of mind-changing on
record.
Occurred at the mop-up
session just before the summer recfess
when scores of long-pending
matters were settled in aissembly-line
fashion.
Although the point was not raised
in the petition for a new hearing,

Commish
burgh,

is

is

accused by WJAS, PittsDuluth, and KDYL,

WEBC,

Lake

Salt

City, present occupants of
1290' roost, that it acted arbitrarily in' allowing
to move
to this channel.
Court will hear

the

WATR

argument that

at

.

its

mdrning

ses-

sion the Broadcast Division voted
against and so announced in an official
release—the Waterbury station's frequency shift and then in
the afternoon reversed itself again
making an official statement of action on the identical proposition.
Counsel for the three appellant stations wants to know what happened
during the lunch-hour recess that
caused the divisionites to perform
such a flip.

—

—

Short-Wave Channels Set for Navy,

Regina, Sask., Sept. 28.
Add station headaches:
A week before announced
opening date CKCK officials
found roars of presses in

Leader-Post
newspaper, two
floors
below, were breaking
into one of new studios. Will
either have to rebuild studio at
cost of $7,000 or operate from
it only when pres.ses are silent.
Also found no second hand
had been attached to $300
worth of electric clocks for
Btudids
and they must be
shipped to England for necessary adjustment.
New vertical radiator antennae,

second:

wooden

one

'
'
'

Go

to Best Tubiic Service
Washington, Sept.

Four

of

the

28.
cant provides the most convincing
Pan-American proof of public service operation.

five

Govt, Operation
Scramble for the frequencies is
view of the threat of
government operation, seen in the
pending Celler Bill which authorized
construction of a short-wave transmitter for Federal agencies, and in
light of formal opposition of the
commercial industry to erection of
the projected government station.
Added importance resulted,, f

frequencies reserved for short-wave
operation by the United States Gov-

significant in

ernment go on the auction block \n
immediate future under Federal
Communications Commission decision to find a user

who

will protect

•

the channels against foreign nations.

Attempt

to

make up

for lost time

in

mm

before next year's Cairo conference
found the F.C.C. last week calling
for. public hearing on competing applications of General Electrict Co.,
National
Broadcasting
Co.,
and
World Wide Brdadcasting Corp. for
right to occupy 9550, 11730, 15130 and
Good-Willing
21500 on temporary basis. These are
the berths allotted the U; S. for FedChicago, Sept. 28.
Both Frank Rand, CBS publicity eral operation and tentatively assigned to the Navy by President
director, and John Gray,
newswriter-announcer, steamed out Roosevelt;
Open bidding for the frequencies
of Chicago- last Friday (24), to go to
KTUL, Tulsa, for last Sunday's open- was decided upon by the Broadcast
ing of new CBS Barnsdall show Division several months after Commissioner
George
Henry Payne
originating there.
Rand is continuing on a good will •charged the industry with trying to
tour of that part, of the country; steal the assignments and declared
while Gray remains permanently at another Teapot Dome scandal was
KTlJL to be CBS production repre- in the making. Commish will parsentative on Barnsdall shot.
cel out the channels to what appliworld,

arrived

right,

all

two sections wouldn't
to

fit

so

Bidder

but

fear that unless some America/r'ltUtion is using the frequencies before
the 1938 conference other countries
will demand return of the spots.
With the field narrowed to three
contestants by decision of Columbia
Broadcasting System not to enter the
tiff, World Wide has the edge.
Ofr
flcially backed by the Pan-American

had

be prepared locally.

Rand

WBBM

Union, quasi-government body ia
which all Latin Amierican republics
have membership, plus reported in.

formal support of the State Department.
Company operates WIXAL
and is headed by Walter S. Lemmon,
wealthy inventor. Another advantage is the backing of the Rockefeller Foundation and the fact that
present
mercial.

^

operations

are

non-com-

—

BUnON TUNING
WORRIES INDIES
Philadelphia, Sept. 28.

Automatic tuning feature on most

new

radio sets has the small stations
here worked up to a lather. With the
button method of dialing in the
etherizers, only a small number of
stations can be obtained. They must
be set on the tuner by the dealer
when he installs the radio.
Tiny kilowatters fear that when
Mr, and Mrs. Radio-Buyer are telling the dealer what stations he or
she wants to be able to pull in, the
part-time independents are going to
be forgotten. WTEL here, which is
in latter category, has started a regular spot announcement campaign,

asking purchasers of new sets to be
sure it is included in the list' of desired etherizers.

Brewers Go for Sports

WGAR

Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.

Harry Keck, sports editor for
afternoon 'Sun-Telegraph,' ticketed
by Pittsburgh Brewing series of
over
Prevues'
'Pigskin
weekly
WCAE. Question-and-answer show,
with Jimmy Murray, who'll call the
Pitt grid

games for Atlantic Refinthem and Keck doing

ing, shooting

cenlet

the answering. It's his first time on
the air with a sponsor.
Keck is second Pittsburgh sports
writer to go in for radio commer-

Other

cially this fall.

is

doing

WWSW

for

Duquesne Brewing.

Buffalo, Sept. 28.

WBEN

supervisor of
production, has resigned to join the
Ralph H. Jones advertising agency,
Took over his new
Cincinnati, O.
post Monday (27), continuing to specialize in radio production.
seven
Obrist has been with
years. In addition to handling production, he has been doubling as
commentator and Special features
announcer. As a commentator his programs have varied from 'Hollywood
impressions' to a 'Camera Club of
He'll continue to write
the Air.'
scripts for the latter, mailing them
from Cincinnati to be spieled by *

WBEN

substitute here.

WFfiR
NfiTIONQL

REPRESENTPTIVES

EDWRRD RETRY &

CO.

Ever

PEYSEE VICE NEISE
Chicago, Sept. 28.
Jack Peyser has been added to the
WJJD announcing staff to replace

George Neise, who left to freelance.
Pey.ser was formerly of WLW,
Cincinnati, and KMOX, St. Louis.

homes

one of every

that spend

the man, they say.

the

programs

three of the state's retail dollars.

certainly

We

radio station.

since our first venture in-

to the ether, we've been as fussy

about our

Obrist to Cincy
Obrist,

make

likewise,

make the

Al Abrams,

of Post-Gazette stalf, who's
similar type of show on

Ed

Clothes

And

GOES COLUMBIA

programs

as

a

prep

are rated tops in

in this fertile sales area.

^

And we

haven't gone high hat

school lad getting into his first tux.

in our

new

And now, we are prouder than
ever as we further improve our

is still

in

by having the swell programs of the Columbia Network
to put before our listeners.
Just in case you haven't heard,
we strut our stuflf through the
state's richest market, the Northern

number of

accounts and total dollar volume

togs.

The

old rate card

eflFcct.

array

Ohio counties in which live more
than two million folks (better than

H

Ohio's population).

We

reach

CLEVELAND'S FRIENDLY STATION
Member Columbia
John

Btsic Network

F. Patt, Vice-President

Edward Petry

&

and General Manager

Co., Inc., National Representatives

MUSIC

VARIETY
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ultra in his dance style.
ster,
Further in that school is Duke
'Sponge
composition,
Ellington's
Cake and Spinach,' which Barney
is

Week s

Last

IS Best Sellers

Bigard and his Jazzopators jam out
on Variety 626, coupled with 'Moonlight Fiesta'

...Mario

Harbor Lights

by Juan

Tizol, the

same

British Prod.
(Continued from page 5)

whose 'Caravan' was subseof
quently developed by Ellington into them, too, is the effective .Invasion
Berlin
My
This work possesses the the field by Hollywood majors, with
a click.
Robbins
So Rare
same character and should assert it- Warners, Metro, 20th-Fox and RKOFeist
self.
That Old Feeling
Radio (through Wilcox) already an
Lucky Miliinder and his Mills accomplished fact, and Par expected
Harms
Have You Any Castles, Baby?
Blue Ribbon Band swings out with
Select
Moon Got in My Eyes
to weigh in after Adolph Zukor has
'Irish Eyes Are Smiling' as Ernest
Witmark
Remember Me?
R. Ball never dreamed it would ever, o.o'd the local set-up.
A^iller
Afraid to Dream ..........
be jammed, and 'Camp Meeting JamObservable as well is the replaceSantly-Joy
The First Time I Saw You
boree,' reverse side, medleys 'Swanee ment of fqrmer leading units by new
.Crawford
Sailboat in the Moonlight
River,' 'Ol' Man River' and 'Gonna
outfits, which are already springing
'..
Tonight';
both
Robbins
Rukkus
VaRaise
a
Mine
Yours and
the top
into prominence among
riety 624.
.Remick
Know Now
Capitol
WJII Osborne on Decca 1394-5 is rankers in production here.
Shapiro
One Rose Left in My Heart.
smoother with Dick Whiting-Johnny doesn't live here any more; G-B apRemick
You Can't Stop Me From breaming
,
Mercer's crack tunes out of 'Variety pears to have no fixed plans after
* Indicates /ilthtuical song,
t Indicates stage production song. The
Show,' coupling 'On With the Dance'- its- last Jessie Matthews picture is
You've Got Something There' on done; British & Dominions is out of
others are pops;
one, and 'Have You Gbt Any Castles,
production, and Criterion
and 'Moonlight on the big scale
Baby?'
Osborne has finished what looked to be a
CampusT on the other.
and/or Dorothy Rogers with, a vocal promising career, because Doug
chorus do the singing honors as ef- Fairbanks, Jr. has lost his enthusiasm
fectively as Osborne's band smoothly for England and is en route back to
interprets the tempos.
Hollywood.
Mai Hallett is finally catching on
Instead, the field is now doniinated
in important circles to the same deby London Films, Herbert Wilcox,
gree as has long been his sphere in
An extraordinary Symposium of classic, 'A Study in Brown,' is the the New England ballrooms where, Jack Buchanan Prods,, Mayflower,
as a maestro-manager of dance spots, and Associated British, plus frankly
Swing is Victor's Albunx C-282, four sack-up piece.
Ambrose on Decca 1405-6 is rep- he (with Charlie Shribman, his busi- American' units like Metro and the
12-inch platteM by the Benny GoodBUB, Tommy ..Dorsey, Bunny Berl.- resented by a quartet out of the ness representative) booked the name New Yprld-20th groups.
(»B and Fats Waller orchestras with atest Jessie Matthews-GB .filmusical, bands of the country. But invariThe Indies
a galaxy of swing r^ts who give out Gangway.'- 'Moon or No Moon' is ably, in a battle of music, Hallett
Tagging along behind are Assojam in the nth degree. The Good- paired with 'When You Gotta Sing' outshone the combos for which he
man contribution is 'Sing, Sing, Sing' on the first; and 'Lord and Lady paid heavily. They drew 'em in but ciated Talking Picts. (Basil Dean),
medleyed with 'Christopher Colum- Whoozis' with the title song on the he clicked, because Hallett's basic with a program of more -fixed, doEvelyn Dall, Sam Browne dance music and his general rostrum mestic than international interest;
bus'; Fats Waller offers .^Honeysuckle oth6r.
Rose' and 'Blue, Turning Grey Over and a trio do the vocal honors, but showmanship had that something
British Lion, whose stake is on
You'; Tommy Dprsey and his band in the main, the smooth Ambrose that got the hoofing bunch. Decca
do. tricks with 'Beale St. Blues' and style which has rapidly thrust that 1402-3 culls a brace of tunes out of similar proportions; and all sorts of
'Stop, Look and Listen'; and Beri- London maestro ta the fore in Amer- RKO's 'Life of the Party' and Hal- individual companies which retain
gan's chores are 'I Can't Get Started' ican disk sales distinguishes him lett does right by 'em. TTie first pair distribution contracts with major
and 'The Prisoner's Song' as that again with this brace of tunes.
constitutes 'Roses in December' and houses like United Artists or Genlachrymose ballad was never writMore Jam: Louis Armstrong't ver- 'Yankfee Doodle Band'; the other eral Films.
ten. The album is the last gasp in sions of Irving Berlin's 'Alexander's couples 'Let!s Have Another Cigaret'
Survey of activity reveals nine or
•wingo.
Ragtime Band,' backed by 'I've Got with the film title song. Jerry Permore productions in different stages
Settihg a new record at the Broad- a Heart Full of Rhythm,' with herein kins, Buddy Welcome and (Miss)
at Denham. London Films has just
way, Paramount last week were Bing Satchmo' scintillates with his horn Teddy Grace split the vocals on the
Crosby's 'Double or Nothing'- (Par) and his pipes and his general style. quartet. The same Teddy Grace on closed down on. 'The First and Last,'
Decca 1398 vocalizes with distinction directed by Basil Dean 'with Leslie
and Shep Fields on stage. This is the Decca 1408.
Frank Froeba, one of 52d Street's two foxtrot ditties, 'Rock It for Me' Banks featured; "The Drum,' Technifippling-rhythmist's third return to
the Par and much of the b.o. must champ ivory-ticklers, now has a and 'I'm Losing My Mind Over You,' color successor to 'Elephant Boy' is
be to his credit. Anyway, 'Blossoms swing combo surrounding him on both authored by Kay and Sue going along to its close; 'The Chalon Broadway' and 'Stardust on the Decca 1401, with 'Josephine' and "The Werner.
Benny Goodman Quartet (clarinet, lenge,' recalling the first ascent of
Moon,' his chores on Bluebird 7136 Big Apple' as his offerings. This
the Matterhorn, and Merle Oberon's
certainly evidence that Fields' dansa- 'Apple' is the Bob Emmerich-Buddy vibraharp, piano and drums) are
patioh style has body and. stability Vernier tune, as distinguished from sweet-swlngo with 'Avalori' and 'The 'Divorce of Lady X' are both shootsecond Oberon subject, 'Over
and that rippling rhythm isn't a flash another, and the Al Rinker Trfo is Man I Love* on Victor 25644, And ing.
featured vocally. This is the same on Decca 1400, Freddie Fisher and the Moon,' by Robt. E. Sherwood,
In the pan.
from starts in a few weeks.
Victor and Bluebird have two very Rinker who, with Bing Crosby and his Schnickelfritzers band,
Harry
Barris, comprised the original Minnesota, cut up with 'Wabash
Interesting versions of 'Caravan,'
Independently in the same stages,
Shep Fields' Bluebird 7138 waxing Paul Whiteman Rhythm-Boys. Kurt Blues' and 'Ding Dong Daddy,' al- New World is finishing its Annabella
perhaps is a bit to be preferred. It's Bloom vocals 'Josephine' but, in the though the abstract waxing can't opus, 'Dinner at the Ritz,' with anmain, it's the Froeba swing style gi' « the proper idea of this band's
aired with 'Satan Takes A Holiday'
other scheduled for the same star
S
distinguishes this disk.
unique style.
y that sterling swing arranger, that
Since Rudy Vallee has switched
oh her return from the coast, and
Larry Clinton. Victor 25653's verSam Engel is already getting down
sion of Juan Tizol and Duke Elling- over to the pop Bluebird label for
'TIL
bigger
sales' purposes he's been reto the job of starting the first Grade
ton's 'Caravan' is more swmgo, as
issuing
many
of
his
Victor hits of
done by 'Bnnn/ Berlgan, and this
Fields subject for 20th, 'He Was Her
Pittsburgh
Boom
Opening
Delay
time another Larry Clinton swing the past . 'Mad Dogs and EnglishMan,' in which Victor McLaglen
Keeps Stabile on Road
men' from the 'Third Little Show'
will also be ispotted. Wilcox's com(Noel Coward) and the 'Whiflenpoof
pany is busy with 'The Rat,' second
Song' (waltz) are on No. 7135, with
Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.
Vallee and the Gentlemen Songsters
New Italian Room of William under his RKO-Radio deal; Excelofficiating vocally.
sior has just shot 'Paradise for Two,'
In the standard Guy Lombardo Penn hotel, Pittsburgh, originally with Jack Hulbert
and Patricia Elstyle on Victor 25656, 'You Can't scheduled to open Oct. 1, won't be
lis.
Metro's Robert Taylor pic, 'A
Stop Me from Dreaming* and 'In a ready until middle of month, so
POLLACK & MITCHELL Little Carolina Town,' latter auhas arranged series of one- Yank at Oxford,' begms in about a
Score Avaln with
thored, and vocalized by Carmen nighters for Dick Stabile's band in fortnight Victor Saville is scripting
Lombardo are smooth foxtrots.
his filmization of A. 'j. Cronin's
tri-state area until spot is ready.
'*MY
Tommy Dorsey's moderated swing In meantime,
Orrin Tucker's orch best-seller, 'The Citadel.'
versions of 'Night and Day' (Cole
AFFAIR"
will
stick
at
hotel's
Urban
At Pinewood
Roof
until
Porter) and 'Smoke Gets in Your
Most active at Pinewood is Jack
Eyes' (Jerome Kern) highlight Vic fall-and-winter room is launched.
Jack Denny opened two-week en- Buchanan's unit, which, in three
tor 23657.
More swingo on Victor
25658 by Lionel Hampton, out of gagement Friday (24) at New 'Penn, months of formation, has completed
SWISS
Benny Goodman's orchestra,, heading moving from there to Chase Hotel in three productions, with a fourth on
his own unit and doing tricks and St. Louis.
He'll be followed at Pitts, the floor ^^nd the fifth and last of
HILLY BILLY"
licks with 'Confessin" and 'Drum
From the 20th Century-Fox
spot by Carl (Deacon) Moore and the 1937 pirogram to follow.
ComStop.' Hampton is featured In the
Muslval, "THIN ICE." atarrlDg
latter on the drums, whereas his Harold Stern, each for fortnight's pleted are 'Smash and Grab' and
S«nja Hpole
standard vibraphoneing highlights stay.
•The Sky's the Limit,' both starring
Following week's engagement at Buchanan, and 'Sweet Devils,' with
'Confessin.'
Red Nichols' version of 'Twilight Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh, Horace Bobby Howes. Rene Clair
is biisy
in Turkey,' one of the pieces that Heidt goes into Coliseum in nearby
directing 'Break the
News,' coso quickly brought Raymond Scott Greensburg,
Pa.,
for one-nighter, starring Buchanan, Adele
Astaire
to the. fore, is novel on Variety 625,
Sam fok PuBUSniNG CO '.../^ A.,.-..ii
Oct. 1.
and Maurice Chevalier. To come is
backed by. 'Cream Puff' by Franklyn
1250 SIXTH AVENUE
Sid Dickler, Pittsburgh leader, is a second Clair
Marks, another exponent of a new
production, possibly
running
for
board
of
directors
style
of
ultra-modern
of
composition.
tinter.
NtV^ YORK
a
Looking ahead, the comNichols, as a swing pioneer swing- Pittsburgh local at coming election. pany
has six slated for 1938, with
John Gielgud in 'Richard of Bordeaux' as the first.
Gaumont-British's recent activities have been confined to this studio; finished is 'Non Stop New York,'
chap

Famous

In the Dark ,,,
Cabin ol DreamS;vV^.».

Whispers

,

;

,

I

1

'

Disc Reviews
By Abel Green

.

.

.
.

;

"
-

.

as if the company will have any
active production there this fall.
At the third major U.K. centre,
Elstree, Associated British is lin'ng
up a' big program for the end of the
year, embracing 10 to 12 productions,
but detailed plans are still to be revealed. Also in work there is Mayflower Prods., just back from location with 'Vessel of Wrath,'* starring
Charles Laughton.
'St.
Martin's
Lane' and 'Jamaica Inn,' also starring Laughton, are next on that
unit's schedule.

Smaller Plants

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

Boom

These three stages therefore account for upwards of 30 pictures,
but subsidiary plants like Ealing and
Teddington are also springing into
activity, although with productions
of more modest calibre. Basil Dean's
unit at the former studio has a full
program, which will feature two
Edmund Gwenn subjects and one
with the domestic top rank comic,
.

George Formby.
Warner-F.N. at Teddington aims
to spend more on Its 1938 budget,
and Jack Warner is expected to talk
over plans with Irv Asher for mOre
ambitious production, in which top-

Burbank

line

players

roster

will

That again, however, is not
expected to mature before the new
year, so that otherwise the schedule
here remains as is.
British Lion continues to jog along
at Beaconsfield, though the only
slated subject here likely to Interest the outside market is a remake
of John Buchan's 'Huntingtpwer.'
Only big plant still dark is the
assist.

unlucky Amalgamated
outfit
at
Elstree, whose troubles are still unsolved. Pinewood remains the most
likely purchaser here, but there's
no deal so lar.

'

.
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TRAMPS

FLASHES
ANMOCNCINO
A KKW BALI^AD

"THERE'S MUSIC
IN

READY

MY HEART,
GHERIE"

Bjr th«

Ace Writera

JOSEPH McCarthy
and

JAMES HANLEY

,

Destined for Peak
Popularity!

SAM FOX

MCA

SECRET

LOVE

PUBLISHING COMPANY
IJiO SI»TM
BCftBUlLOINC

1

AVtNUt
ROOlO City

NtW TOOK

"OVER NIGHT"
"MY

.

They're Hero

"Why

MOVIETONE

Talk About
Love"
"Big Chief Swing It"
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HOllYV/OOD SONGS*
RCA 8UIL0IN0-RAtM0CrTY-NEWT0RK,N.V.
PHItKORNHEUER. Cgn.Mqr.

Now at Radio City's Center, l^ew Yoric
by ARTHUR SCHWARTZ and ALBERT STILLMAN

YOU AND KNOW
AN OLD FLAME NEVER DIES
GOOD-BYE JONAH
IF YOU WERE SOMEONE ELSE
I

lll(l>\t N

I

VMI

>

\

M >n

PMN

FEELING
K

Collegre

COLLEGE"

"VIRGINIA"
l(

Score

\m. lUKKh

fortlicomlng ^Otli

"LIFE ItFGINS IN'

The Year's Greatest Production Score

lOSEPHINE

KMiN

tile

The Hits from the Great American Musical Romance

I

MAKE
A WISH
Ml IK

a hokum thriller of transatlantic air
service, and the last Jessie Matthews
pic, 'Sailing Along,' is now on the
floor.
Twentieth-Fox is going into
this studio later, but it hardly looks

Songs Hits by

POLLACK and MITCHELL

From

Century-Fox

I

KNOW
OR DON'T YOU CARE
KMI\I \M> ^VMM»
MN

DON'T YOU
'>>

SAMOA OF SAMOA

LIKE TO SEE

I'D

Collegiate"

New

FEIST

STILL LOVE TO KISS YOU GOODNIGHT

I

"The Rhumba Goes

f

>.

(It

I'hk

1629 Broadway, New York

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORAtlON

•

799 7th Ave.,

New

York

.

MUSIC

We^es^Eay, September 29, 1937

When

Caesar s Hollywood Trip To

Irving

Explain Soimiwriters' Objectives
VINCENT RIZZO FINED
Draws Bap From Union on UnderScale Charge

«f toia.wcefc to addr«s' the local
of the organization on the
Philadelphia, Sept, 28.
ctatus of.the spa's mechanical rights
Vincent Rizzo, batoneer at Hotel
controversy wilAi publishers. Coast
Adeiphia's Cafe Marguery, was fined
meeting will be held Monday. (4) and
$1,000 and expelled from Musicians'
the visit is being made at the inviUnion for. six. .months for paying
tation o£ ti^P: SPA officers currently
John under scale. He had a hearing belocated in the Aha colony.
fore exec board last Tuesday (21)
for
the
SPA^
is
gocounsel
Shiilroan,

members

and

ing along with Caesar.

Caesar declared yesterday (Tuesday) that the scheduled trip and
talk had no political significance; nor
was it being made to hypo the Coast
SPAites into aligning theinselVes:
with the eastern members in the
nreseni wrangle with publishers^
Film studios are showing a reluc-

;a.

trial

on Friday. He was found

Does He Sleep?

ings Next Monday (4);

Paris, Sept. SI.
Busiest man in town at pres-

He

leads his

own band

at

the Ritz every night between
nine and midnight.
2. He broadcasts five times a
week around the noon hour
over Poste Parisien and Radio

'BIG

He

3.

is

singing nightly, and

playing with the band at the"
Casanova, winding up around

dawn.

.

4. He is making four appearances a day at the Paramount
with Fred Adison's band, singing and playing a guitar,

'

were getting from $45 to $55.
The band goes out next Tuesday.
Another one hasn't been selected yet.

$15,000 Claim

Berlin

Is

ASCAP BREAKS

DOWN ITS NEB.

.Crawford Music Co. and Mario
Music Co., made an informal talk

SPA's iexecUtive council
Dreyfus told why he

before the

Monday

TAKE

(27),

$11.25 as Finally Paid

'

•

.

,

made.

ASCAP's report shows that $53,Indianapolis, Sept. 28.
Fall? City Casino, local balWoom, 984.33 was paid in 1936 to. the 44,000
the Soif four years old this month, with composers represented by
ime same band since, opening. Six- ciety from Nebraska sources alone,
giece oombo features Reiff Stuart, Of this Douglas coimty (Omaha)
oiibling.on trumpet and saxi and paid $22,361.33 and Lancaster (LinHal, Bailey on the bull fiddle. Boys coln) coimty paid $14,435.55.
Breakdown shows radio stations
•Iso operate the dance hall.
unlike other, spots of the sort, the, paid $4,137 each (nine of them); 250
^aljs City CJasina has niver hosted, pic houses, $45 each; 24 restaurants
f visiting name orch, using the same and hotels, former $56 each and lata^rtet night after night.
ter $360 each; dance spots, $25 each,
and miscellaneous, $139. Gene Buck,
pres. of the society, authored this
issuance, and judgment wiU be made

Music Notes

from

claim for $754, E. B. Marks', will get
$5.65, while Mills Music, Inc., which
gave $3,585 as the amount" due; is

down

ings.

Bankruptcy of Engel-van 'Weisman, Inc., song folio' publishers, was
cleared up Monday. (27) when Irwin
Kurtz, referee in bankruptcy, signa-

tured an order approving the allocation

dividends

of

made by

the

trustee, Frederick E.' Goldsmith. The
payoff to general creditors amounted
to 3/4 of 1%.
Irving Berlin, Inc., which put in a

claim for $15,000

when

the Engelnickel-folio idea blew

van Weisman
up a year ago, will today (Wed.)
ceive a check for $11.25. Out "of

rehis

for $26.89.

Fred Engel

has

meanwhile
business on

returned to the lyric
his
own, making it a combination of

film fan

mag and

current song x£-

leases.

coMnnnEE
HUDDLE

PROTEST GERSHWIN

With the

Society's royalty dis;

fornia to contest the state's tax
litigation over alleged political
claim against the. composer's possesbiases shown in determining the
'sions. State contends that Gfershwin
Among the was a resident and, if that Is proved,
availablity standings.
firms which at the last meeting of
the estate is subject to a percentage
the committee put in a demand for of
the residue.
an increase in availability points
His mother, Mrs. Rose Gershwin,
were Santly Bros.-Joy, Select Music, who will receive the entire estate,
Inc., Joe Morris Music Co., and New
since the composer was not married

ened
Joe Glaser, manager of Louis Arm
strong, left Monday (27) for Holly
wood to meet the. bandleader who is
on his way there from Dallas.
Armstrong goes to work in Bing
Crosby's next, 'Badge of Policeman
CRoon,' which is due to roll Oct. 1

World Music Co.

'It's

• Nutty Nursery Rhyme' and 'Just
• Simple Meiddy' with Rocco Voeoo
©f Warner Publishing Co,
Cole Porter has turned In to Producer William Anthony McGuire for
'Rosalie* at Metro.
Tunes are 'In
the Still of the Night,' 'It's All Over
but the Shouting,' 'Who Knows?' 'It
Wasn't Meant for Me,* *Why Should
1 Carie?'^^ 'Spring Love Is in the Air'
and I've a Strange New Rhythm in

My

Heart.'

'Vernon Duke leaves for New York
score 'Serena Blandish,' S. N.
Behrman's Broadway show, as soon
as he cleans up George Gershwin's
.unfinished chores on 'The Goldwyn
to

Nest

m

N.Y.

board of directors of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers.
This year's gathering of the performing rights' organizations was in

was

TIFF

Bob Ward and Chet Georre

PATCHED UP

PiantadosI Betarns to
and Music, Inc.

Wayne

,

Paul Whiteman, Fred Waring,
Guy Lombardo, Abe Lyman and
Jack Denny each put up an initial
Broadway's Gone Hawaiian,' 'Lost $5,000. It is said that Waring has in
m Your
recent months done most of the
Eyes,' and
winchell's Column.'

'I

Wanna Be

in

Henry Busse
nave

to

Uoh
Wfeir

and Otis Bene have peddled

tune,

S^*".'

.

and Harry Kogen
a tune, 'Found My
be published by Harms.

written

^ove,

Eddie

'It's

^
Ward

Sleepy
*ox 'She's

scoring four 'A' pro-

auctions at Metro,
'Live,
i^earn,
*^a3t

Time in
Got That

Love and

'Navy Blue and Gold,' 'The
Gangster,' and 'Mannequi
nn.'

Mechanical rights bureau of the. Music Publishers Protective Ass'n expects to develop a new source of income for copyright owners as the result
of discussions now going on with laboratories which do recording for commercial slides. These companies would be charged a flat rate of $10 per
the outfits which stencils spiels that go with the slides figured
could give the stuff more listener appeal by interpolating some
gen. mgr., this
music. In taking up the matter with Harry Fox,
company urged that the fee stipulated be a reasonable one, since the cost
would have to be absorbed by the recording laboratory.

that

Gordon and Harry Revel

M

Music publishing business is defined broadly, save for the several indie
firms, into three major groups; Warners, Bobbins and Dreyfus. WB controls Witmark, Harms, Remick and T. B. Harms Co. Bobbins has the firm
of that name. Feist and Miller with picture company affiliations embracing
Universal, Metro and 20th-Fox. Max Dreyfus' firms are ChappeU, Crawford, Mario, and a piece of T. B. Harms Co. (sharing in Jerome Kern's
interest), plus the CSeorge Gershwin Pub. Corp., a subsid of Chappell. This
differs from New World Musio Co., another Gershwin unit, subsid of
Harms.
In view of the fact that Max Dreyfus is still also committed contractually to Warners until 1939, under the original deal when WB bought out
Dreyfus' companies and then placed him in executive supervision thereof,
the trade persists in its belief that a more than casual affinity exists between the WB and Dreyfus groups, despite their supposed competitiveness.
This belief is heightened by the fact that A. M. Wattenberg is attorney for
both Dreyfus' own firms and also is on the directorate and attorney for
WB's Music Holding Corp., which embraces all groups.

Words number.
One of

George Piantadosi returned to his
post of general manager of Words
week after a twoAlbert von Tilzer. Eddie Grant & Music, Inc., last
from financial
«nd Harry MacPherson sold four day walkout resulting
O'Connor, head
Johnny
differences.
songs to Sol. Lesser for Smith Balof the firm, subsequently explained
jew's starrer, 'Cowboy in Hawaii.
They are 'Drifting,' 'Hawaiian Mem that Piantadosi had been induced to
indefl^
ones,' 'Riding to the Rhythm of the stay on with the organization
Roundup,' and 'I Left Her on the nitely.
Beach at Waikikl.'
W. & M. started operatmg last
year with five band leaders as the
Latter group, consisting
partners.
Mack
turned in. five numbers for 20thJox's 'Love and Hisses.' Ditties are
a Good Sport,' 'Sweet Someone,'

there.

King's iig Opening
Chicago/ sept.

New

28.

record for Palmer House

Em-

room was made last Saturday
night at the Wayne King openBesides King and his orches-

pire
(25)
ing.

tra, 'Veloz

and Yolanda were adver-

tised, as gvests.

show 815 people at
more money spent
than on any other single evening
since room opened. In May, 1933.
Attendance record is held by Veloz
and Yolanda, who, in 1035, pulled
1,153 persons, but the take was less
than King's, minimum being $1 per
person less then than at present.

Official flgureg
the tables, and

Paris.

Forrest have finished 'Always and
Always,'
which Joan Crawford
warbles in Metro's 'Mannequin.'

•

Meet

Next convention of the Confederation of the Int. Societies of Authors
and Composers may be held in N. Y.
during the late spring of 1938. Motion to extend an Invitation In that
direction is slated to come up at
next Thursday's (30) meeting of the

Follies.'

Eddie Ward,

CMC

and left no will, claims h,er son
never relinquished his residence in
New York and that hip legal address

Inside Stuff-Music

Sammy Cahn

liave placed

TAX

coming due next weelc,
IN CALIFORNIA
this committee must revise or attest
the availability allocations by the
Abrahariv
Rosenthal,
of counsel
end of the current week.
Committee was expected to make representing the estate of the late
George Gershwin, has gone to Calito avoid threattribution

several adjustments

Aimstro&g with Bin|^

it.

ASCAP wants to have the Neand Saul Chaplin braska act found unconstitutional.
the Last Thing I'd
Do' with Grawford Music, and 'Sing

their wishes for a code. Where the
opposition is figured to come from
at the conference are small indepenBut both the Crawford and Mills dent publishers who hold that any
restrictions imposed on them could
songs have failed to catch on.

only serve to further the dominance
of the music industry by motion picture producers. These smallies arc
expected to charge that major indie
pubs are forced to favor a code for
fear of reprisals tKat producer-controlled reps on the diriectorate of
the American Society, of Composers,
Authors and Publishers may take
against them.
Whatever opposition there is to the
issuance of a code by the government it is generally conceded th?it
FTC will find tha;t majority opinion
in the industry favors such Federal
supervision and the exploitation evils
committee
availability
Publishers
as practiced in the music business
of the. American Society of Com- are contrary to the public's interests
posers, Authors and Publishers met
sift
mass
the
yesterday (Tuesday) to
of protests lodged by publishers
against their current availability rat-

By Bankruptcy Referee

*

favor of a long term membership in the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
Linceln, Sept. 28.
and alstr' assured the writers that
every important publisher would
ASCAP came through this week
soon extend their contract with the with submission of facts here for the
Society for at least another 10 year's three Federal Court judges who
beyond -the expiration date of the heard the opening of the case seekpresent agreement, Dec. 31, 1939.
ing enjoinment Of the legislative act
passed last spring outlawing the
ASCAP. Opening of the case was
in Omaha, Sept. 11, at which time
Consistent
orders for factual submission were
wais in

Publishers who are unable to attend or send representatives have
been urged to write the FTC abou.

ness.

.

tance "to renew contracts with SPA
writers for' "fear that the letter's
comihitmishts, to the SPA may divest
the studios of many of the rights
they have heretofore held.
At Caesar's, invitation Max Dreyfus/ who controls the Chappell Co.,

Advocates of a code of fair trade

Does

Craze

exception to every rule arises currently with the quick demise of the
sundry. 'Big Apple' songs, although
the dance, if anything, is growing
in popularity because of its freakish-

guilty Saturday.

Spot is on A scale, with the men
supposed to be getting $60. A. A.
Tomei, p.rez of the Union, said they

APPLE' BREAKS RULE

practices expect to have a delegaleast 30 publishers on hand
Not Coincide tion of at
when the conference on the proposed
IVith Tune CHcko
pact opens before the Federal Trade
Commission in Washington this MonIt's been historic that with every day morning
(4).. Effort is being
new dance craze, the popularity of made to have the pubs bring along
the songs coincides with the vogue their professional managers- so that
to the
To wit, the some of these can testify as
of the new terps.
dire need for suppressing plug bribCharleston, Black Bottom, etc. The ery if their jobs are to be preserved;

Dance

'("''

37.-

Pubs Fear Film Domination

Indie

ent is without doubt Bernard
Helda, batoh-swinger.
1.

Irving 6aesai% president of tiie
Songwriters' Protectiv* Assoeiation,
Hollywood at the end
|» flying out

YASJETT

of

it

MPPA

The Al JolsOns (Ruby Keeler) are sponsoring a studio connection for
Bobby Crawford, erstwhile music publisher and it may be that, because
of Miss Keeler's new contract at RKO, Crawford will assume music supervision of her first musical there.
Miss Keeler and Mrs. Mary Crawford are a familiar Hollywood twosome
and among the topflight femme golfers in show biz, and Jolson-Crawford
are old pals. Jolson has long felt that the ex-music pub belonged in Holly
wood on production.

It Open
Columbus, Sept. 28.
band openings last week

Columbus
Three

ttirew into high gear the downtown
dine-and-dance- season here.
Bob

McGrew opened at the Neil House.
Ernie McKay returned to Louis- Yee's
State Restaurant,
six'

where he had a

months' run last winter,' and

Don

Qhiesta pried off the lid in the Hotel
Virginia's Cavalier Room.
Crrady Mullins' Southern Gentlemen are current in the Deshler Wallick Hbtel.

:

PAR'S

MAGYAR TUNER
Hollywood, Sept.

28.

Laszlo Halasz, Hungarian composer, dickering for a music spot at

Current advertising campaign of Oldsmobile includes the giving away
of sheet music copies of 'In My Merry Oldsmobile.' Original order placed Paramount.
Salzburg Festival maestro left for
with Witmark, copyright owner of the old tune, is for 100,000 copies.
Witmark is making, it a specially arranged edition, with B modern fox- St, Louis to conduct opera series.
Oldsmobile Is
trot scoring augmenting the music as originally printed.
additional financingsouvenir.
Following Piantadosi's return his describing it as a 40th birthday
Hygo Musical Bankrupt
professional staff became minus one
Hygo Musical Products Co., Inc.,
'Whispers in the Dark' was written two years ago by Leo Robin and
man, Eddie Kelly.
Frederick Hollander. In the meantime it had been collecting dust on a 120 West 48th street, through its
president, Hyman Goldman, filed a
shelf at Paramount.
Song was Christopher Columbused two months ago and spotted Into petition in bankruptcy in N. Y. FedI. A. DROPS BIZ REP
•Artists and Models' by Abe Frankl, shortly after he came in from Famous eral Court Friday (24) fixing liabiliHollywood, Sept. 28.
ties at $1,652 and assets at $200.
Music for just such work. Famous publishes It.
L. A. musicians union voted MonAmong creditors listed for an unday (28) to abolish the office of busiMetro included by error 'You Made Me Love You' (I Didn't Want to named amount is Jack Schwartz
representative.
ness
in the cue sheet of 'Broadway Melody of 1938' as 'Dear Mr. Gable.' Music Co. on two claims for alleged
New resolution passed calls for the Do It)'Made
Me' is published by Broadway Musio Corp. and Joe McCarthy music patent Infringements.
president to appoint four members 'You
These cases are now pending in
V, Monaco co-authored this song many years aigo. For the film
James
and
as
jurisdiction
his
to work under
U. S. District Court.
given
a topical treatment as Judy Garland sings it.
was
it
replacement for ousted office.

,

MUSIC AND DAKCE TOURS

VARIETY

plugs on WEAF,
are computed

ComUned

WJZ

Pirate Songsheets Sans Authority

WABC

and

(Sept. 19-25.)

through Saturday
*Boses In December
Uterlln)

New York

Back

(Harhi!))

(i'-aninus')

*Moon Got

iri

-

,

.

'

.

J. C.'s frere.

of

Me From

.temU'K)

I

Time

First

»

Leon Navara and Rita Rio

into the

CRA.

Y., Oct. 2 for

in

My

Club Marty,

Don

Bostor opens at
Grove, Reading, Pa., Oct

Cocoanut
13.

Hollander replaces Peter Kent
Chick Webb, set as first New
at New Yorker hotel, N. Y., Oct 8. Year's Eve engagement at the 71st
Regiment Armory, N. Y., Dec. 31 by
RockwellJoe VenutI switched to
CRA..
O'Keefe management.
TVlll

Saw Ton

I

(Hantly-Joyi

into

Los Angeles, by Rockwell-O'Keefe.

Dreaminir

•

One Rose Left

Hea^t

(Shapiro)

Remember Me?

Woody Herman opens

(TVItmark)

Can

i Forcet

You

(aie

at

Norman-

ballroom, Boston, Oct. 1 with a
weekly NBC wire.

thrice

iCh-nppell>

So Rare

Emery Peutsoh. proems
Book Cadillac hotel; Oct.

(Wltmnrk)

(

Bmklng My

into Rooseveit hotel,
Orleans, Sept. 30.

New

Heart

Bob Sylvester stays at Seven
Gables, Mllford, Conn., for an indef

iKemlck)

Myself and I
(Words mil Music)
at Sea
(MlllB)

(Popular)

to

Mai Halleti plays one of 'the'
dance dates of the season for Virginia Military Academy's first annual dance Oct. 8 and 9,

Dream

.

CMUler)

Caravan
(Kxcluslve)

Stardust on the

experiment for

Moon

(Mnrka)

'

Loveliness

-of

You

Blanche Calloway stays the entire
season at the Southland Cafe, Boston. Has a Yankee net line.

.

(Miller)

Indtcotcs fXmusical song.

previously.
New policy involves

hop in admlsh from buck per couple to $1.10
per head, but effective only on nights
stars offered. Mac McIllwain, brought in from Kansas, remains for fall season as m.c.
Policy calls for names at least

when name

once per month, perhaps more often
during winter speU.

Dick Himber at Essex, N. Y.
Dick Himber's orchestra opens at
the Essex House, N. Y., Oct. 15, suc-

t

Dec.

31.

Jimmy Dorsey

,

Park. Nothing of this size in name
attraction has been seen at Bepny

niterie,

Artists.

Ebbtide

Afraid

Ruby- Newman follows Al Donahue into the Rainbow Roon/i, Radio

engagement after opening Sept '25
for Harry Moss' Associated Radio City

Moon
.

WNEW, New York.

dver

i<'atnou8>

I Know Now

Sept. 28.

has had its conrenewed for anothei- six
months at Donahue's restaurant
Mountain View, N. J- Unit clears

Dan Austin band

Lee Shelley

(Morrla)

Sttop

at Detroit's
13.

tract

Moonlight on the Highway
,

Clyde McCoy being one-nited to
Coast by CRA for Gus Edwards.
Band opens at the Palomar ballroom,
Los Angeles, Oct 6.
ithe

.

(KobUIns

Yienl VienI

Band and Don Peebles orch

was somewhat

Andy lona booked

(lierlln)

'

•

.

Kansas City, Sept 28
All time house attendance record
anji his' own existing record was
shattered by Bepny Goodman and
Ills band at the Municipal Auditorium here yesterday (26) when 9,100
paid admissions at 90. cents tops were
recorded at the door.
Date is part of the Jubilesta cele
bration booked by MCA., Show is
under the direction of W. H. Stein,

Cleve open-

(1).

Harry Candullo stays at Arrowhead Inn, Cincy for an indef run;

Hollywood, N.

Sept. 30.

Blossoms on Broadway

at Peony Park last Saturday
as first of list of liame attractions to
be brought to Omaha dance spot on
hew policy this s,eason. Fanner and
orch on one night stand basis for
sizable guarantee "and percentage

9,100 Hoof at 90c

Eyes

Cabin of Dreams

Can't Stop

showed

Norwalk and South Norwalk.

Van

C.

Friday

(Sh.xiilro

My

Me
Omaha,

is this

.

Paul Tlesen crew opens the winter
season in the Grill arid Palm Court
of the Hotel Commodore, N. Y.

(select)

confiscated

Sally

My

N. Y.

Grill,

So Many Memories

.

New

In

ing

Nat Brandwynne replaces Harold
Nagel, at the Pierre hotel, N. Y.,
Eddy Rogers band succeeded CorOct. 24.'
Rainbow
the
in
Codolban
nelius

Baby?

*VnUspers in the Dark

'

local authorities,
thousands of the, folios on news
stands and in magazine stores in
Britain, PWinfleld and
Bristol,

•

»That Old Feeling

on Tour

.

Hoffman

Castles,

Menende* rhumba orchestra the Detroit A,

Nllo

goes into the new Havana-Madrid,
N. Y. nitery Oct. 1.

'•

.

Have Yon Any

in
Attempts are being made by two Kavelin
store chains and a magazine distribYears
After
utor to settle suits brought by the
Albert Kavelin is back In N. Y.
Music Publishers Protective Associaroad work. He's
tion in connection with the three- after two years of
band of 15
some's alleged sale of contraband rehearsing an augmented
Changing style from the
songsheets. The litigation, involving pieces.
dished
formerly
syncopation
Co.
sweet
Walgreen
the W. T. Grant and
stores and the Ginsberg News Co., to newer swing.
During its tow the original 10which distributes in Westchester
Blackstonie
County^ N. W. and lower Conneoti- piece band pjayed at the
the Mark Hopkins
cut, is the result of the MPPA's lat- hotel, Chicago;
Book-Cadillac,
est drive to suppress the sale o£ hotel, San Franciscb;
Athletic
bootleg lyric folios at street corner Detroit, and the Detroit
rizaiRM' neighborhood magazine stands. Club.
In the case of WSlgreen's chain
officials claim that clerkis put the
contraband publications on sale
without the kiiowledgfe of the regDamages
ular purchasing agents.
being asked of the Ginsberg outfit
Latter states that it or
is $37,000.
dered 3,000 copies of a folio but re
ceived only 2,500 for distribution.
Arthur Hoffman, the MPPA's Chief
investigator of bootleg song sheets,
extended the drive last week to upper Connecticut. With the aid of

Two

Sunday

week from

the

for

the Upbeat

On

Most Played oh Air

Walgreen Stores Claim Qerks Peddled

Wednesday, September 29, 1937

will play a onenighter at Valley Dale, Columbus,

on Simiday, Oct.

Production Number.

M.

L. ('Blackie') McBoberts, trum-

Paul Tremaine opened at the Stork pet player,

LouisviUe

Club, Providence, R.

Summer Spot

Revamped

Sept. 25 for

I.,

with Alice Grobe

niinHiiiiiuiiiiMiitniiinniiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiinriiiiiiiiiiniiii

Archie Bleyer going to Hollywood
next week for radio work.
Village, Louisville, Ky., Dec. 1 for
30 days on his fourth rjetum date at
Clyde McCoy opens at the Palo
the spot within six months.
mar, Los Angeles^, Oct. 6. His next
Formerly a summer spot, the Vil- stand will be the Trianon ballroom,
and
lage has been redecorated
Seattle. Gus C. Edwards booked.
primed as an all-year location by
Walter Linton, operator. Biz over
Harold Knight orch out of the
the summer prompted change in Adelphia Hotel, Philly. Replaced by
wire has also been Max Essner. Vincent Rizzo outfit
policy.
set up.
remains to play the show.
Riley went In first in early July
and' has been back twice since then
Art Shaw opened season Sunday
to the

now

band in San Antonio, Tex.

ROC.

for Winter

Mike Riley returns

3.

L. A. Goodwin, trombone player
with the Johnny Fielder orchestra,
San Antonio,' is in Dallas attending
the Southern Methodist University.

iiiiiiiii

ceeding. Nat Brandwynne, who shifts
to the Hotel Pierre, where Harold
Nagel has been holding forth in N.Y.
Himber's last hotel work was at
the Ritz-Carlton, N, Y., having been
on the air principally for Stude- during August and September. His
baker and now for Lucky Strike. He winter stint will be followed by Don
will have Stuart Allen featured with Bestor, Johnny Hamp, Reggie Childs,
et ah for CRA.
him.

ii^

-HiiinniimuiiiittiiiMtiiiiitwiiiiitMiiHniHmtiiiiiiiitiiiinitiiU)iiuintiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiii«^|

=a

Gypsy

GORDON

and REVEL

CLICK AGAIN

WWH

11
11

This sensatidnal score for
Darryl Zanuek 20th Cantury-Fox production:

11
iJ

"You Can't Hava

11

Eviary-

II

thing"

A-WLW

Seaion'B loveliest.

MOONJT
New

Mllla

BalUd

SEA

Uelodr Special

DREAMS FOR SALE
Twn

31
'

SonKlflirlonB

Hits

from OB'B "OANOWAY".
With JBBSIE MATTHEWS

Wkse Discs

Bessie Smith, Colored,

Sold 4,000,000 in 5 Years, Dies at 43

Swlng-Jlnffle

A GYPSY FROM
POU GHKEEP SIE

YOU'RE MY DESIRE

and

rated

tops

as

at the age

among

of

43,

record

race

The accumulated disc turn'I Got the World in a
'Weeping WiUow Blues' and
'Haunted House Blues' have never
been excelled, with Frank Walker,
responsible for her discovery, estimating that in the aggregate over
4,000,000 of her platters were sold
between 1924 and 1929.
Walker, at the time recording
Jug,'

Inc

FREED
is

week

Mem- manager

over of her

JUST A COUNTRY
FOY AT HEART

BROWN

phis last

died in

sellers.

VinUy I'omUn'u Top Tun«

"Broadway Melody"

who

Bessie Smith,

will Hudson'N Lntest Hit

Mills Music,

ing dance at Pullman, Wash., Oct 15,
night before the W. S. C.-University
of

Scors

AgainI

Thair

Nawsst

tha Biggest and Bast in the Series

.

Here Are the Hits from "Broadway Melody of 1938"

for the Columbia Phonofound her singing in a
small colored cafe in Selma, Ala.,

graph

Co.,

(pop.,

200).

few

li

THE LOVELINESS

||

OF YOU

II

YOU CANT HAVE
EVRYTHEMG
PLEASE PARDON US
LOVE
-WE'RE

m

I

li

Johnny Long opens
Plaza

AFRAID TO DREAM H

hotel,

Boston,

at the Copley
Sept. 30 for

DANGER—

li

LOVE AT WORK

i|

MCA.

He

brought her on to New York and
after a period of instru<:tion and general piloting, he started recording
her. The following year Walker put
her in vaudeville, where she earned
as high as $2,500 a week and became certain of a 40- week route at
a minimum of $1,500 a week.
While the blues singer was at her
height as a money maker. Walker
induced her to let him put aside a
percentage of her earnings. After
he had saved $75,000 for her, she
insisted on having it all back. Within
a few. weeks she Irad squandered
every doUar of it. Hers has been
a hand-to-mouth existence for the
past

YOURS AND MINE
I'M FEELIN' LIKE A MILLION
YOUR BROADWAY AND MY BROADWAY
EVERYBODY SINC

This was in 1923.

if
11

Washington traditional football

battle.

HE'S

I'M

Del Bryson band played Playland,
Rye, Saturday, and Ritz ballroom,
Bridgeport, Sunday. Auditioned for

Paul Whiteman will play for the
Washington State college homecom-

Moon or No Moon
Kmery Deatsch's

(26) at Hamilton Park, Waterbvuy.
Russ Morgan in Oct. 3.

MCA Monday.

Lord and Lady Wboozis

It

years.

She marri^ a colored Philadelphia police sergeant. Jack Tee, during one of her vaude tours, .but this
alliance lasted but a few years. Four
other colored race singers of the
same surname developed reps in the
same field. They were Clara, Mlamie,
Laura and Trixie Smith, none
them related, it was with Clara that
Bessie Smith occasionally appeared
in vaude and sang duets for records.

Orrin Tucker preems at Edgewater Beach hotel, Chicago, Oct. 13.

A New

the St. Francis hotel, San
Oct.

Hit on th« Horizon

ONCE

Red Norvo and Mildred Bailey

into
Francisco,

IN

A WHILE

||

7.

M!i>-ii-€^
Bob Chester has been set by Rockwell-O'Keefe for four-week stands
Van Cleve hotel, Dayton, and

at the

1270

Mysnc.
•

SUth Avenno

|hc.||

Nenr yorb||

^s'liiinniiiiiMitiiiiiiiilniuiinMiiiiMiinniiiiiniMMiiiiiiiinriiiMMirmMiiinniiiiiinMiiiiitii::

THE SEASON'S BIGGEST

SONG

HIT

SO RARE
Most Played

THE

*

HIT

799

7tii Ave.,

New York

— Most Sold

Deservedly Topping All

SONG FROM RKO'S LATEST MUSICAL, -THE

ROSES
IRVING BERLIN,

Inc.

•

IN
799

LIFE OF

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.

THE PARTY"'— NO.

1

•

ON THE

799 7th

Lists
Ave.,

New York

AIR

DECEMBER

SEVENTH AVENUE. NEW YORK

•

|

itiii|itiiiiniiiiiiiiitHiHiiii(iiiiitinitiiiMMiMHiiiiiinifiiiiiiiiiririiHiitiiiiiiMiinnriniiiiiiiniiii^

.

Robbins Music Corporation

11

HARRY

LINK, Gen.

Prof.

Mgr.

.
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M

K. C. Jublesta's

VAUDE--NITE CLUBS
Dan

Eno# to Keep Out of Red

Not
Kansas

Sept

City,

.28.

MRS. JEAN MALIN'S U.

During nine days of iCansas City's

Jubilesta, which bowed
Saturday (25) approximately

TAX

out
200 000 people attended.

The huge
Many aud housed three productions
simultaneously.
shown
were
which
Vaiide.in the arena grossed $75,000;
Music Hall
the 'Desert Song' in the
touched $14,000, and the 'Ice Follies'

between

as being

and

.$il$,000

.

Little

Old

'

spot's

name.

years ago, was slappeci with a lien
for Federal income tax Friday (24)
by Internal. .Revenue Collector. Joseph P. Higgins. The government

.

draws were Wednesday
Thursday with Buddy Rogers
orch iand Edgar Bergen sharing billApproximately 50,000 people
ing.
smashing the wickets. Bergen didtt't
-blow in town until time '•for first
evening showing Wiednesday.. Said
he didn't know he had' an opening
Disappointed
matinee
niatinee.
crowd used same pasteboards 'for
evening show. Coin refunds made
were under $200.
Benny Goodman closed the Jubir
Biggest

No. Carolina Kids
Stil Going Nuts

1932-1936.

NAME BANDS

Mantep, .N, C, Sept 28.
City Big Apple addicts, whose
ideas of newest stomp-and-wiggle
dance are borrowed from pro
troupes appearing on circuit or at

popular

niteries,

Small-town kids of high school
age are .the real performers, displaying near genius in inventing steps
and playing up local angles with
words and gestures. North Carolina
shore has proved mecca tot Big
Appleists, 'With youngsters cashing
in on Roanoke Island- pageant, 'The
Lost Colony,' to add to zippy reper-

SPOTTED IN

iesta

•

industrial exhibits were in this
year. Last year that -section grossed

No

and kept the venture out of
This year $35,000 guarantee
by business ^en will make up for
that loss,

couvert to $2.50 daily. Latter move
will be regulated by other openings
which Waldorf will use as a gaug6.
The $2,50 formerly prevailed on

weekends and holidays.

Cincinnati, Sept. 28,

21

when

the Star-

Roof does seasonal .fold« The
Hartmann, Eve Symington and Leo
Reisman and Xavier Cugat bands
hold forth..
Edgar Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy will be.,added to
the show later imthe season but will
not .open with room's preem.

Addi-

tion of ventriloquial twain will cost

about $1,000 more.

RKO'S $l,5i FOR

'Em

St. Louis, Sept. 28.

Marion Jordon of 'Fibber McGee
and Molly' did a p.a. Sunday. (26)
night at the Municipal Auditorium
from a wheel chair while Dr. L. E.
Friedman; and a nurse watched from
the wings»
She became ill a few
hours before show time at the Hotel
DeSbta. Audience was not told how
Mrs.
Jordon
tick
was but were adjusted to the wheel chair by an explanation of a sprained ankle. With
her husband she wowed .'em with a
12-minute routine.

STRIPPER

toires.-.

Event was

by Larry

promoted

Sunbrock, president of the National
Radio Artistes Assn. Show grossed
reported $7,648 from nearly 15,000
attendance, with hillbilly acts from
KMOX, WIL, KWK, St. Louis, and
WSM, Nashville, rptmding out show.
.

JOE BESSER HEADING
'CANDID CAMERA' UNIT
'Candid Camera Capers,' musical
revue unit produced by Bobby San-

agented by Harry
RKO routing next
is travesty on candid
with special book,
lyrics and music by Ken Nichols.
Costuming by Mahieu and special
scenery by Kaj Velden.
Joe Besser heads cast, which includes
Bo^ce and Ladd, Louise
Sherry, Sybil Kaye, Diane and Du
Val, Jack Starr, Hanako Sisters and
Charles Bourderer's orch.
Also, a

ford,

is

WPA

STANLEY, Pin, AGAIN

—

.

S^^w

and arrangements,. Shep Fields

Safanac Lake

set for

When going, unit will have its own
men and will effect tieups
with local kodakeries.

advance

manager

By Happy Benway
Coming and
Fritz

(N.Y.C),

here

ogling Mrs. Eugene Platzman, wife
of the

Chaplin to

Head

Matty Rosen and Bill Miller are
producing a unit, 'Broadway Merrygo-round,'

which

opens

at

Fay's,

week of Oct, 15. Lita Grey
Chaplin and Don Cummings are already set, ,with
Philly,

.several acts yet- to
?e added to the
roster vvhich will
include 16 line girls.

Another

vampus

new.

Cuties,'

week with a

unit

is

'Carroll's
this

which opens

split at the Majestic,
t'aterson, N. J.,
and proceeds next
ganza to Fay's, Philly. Produced by
«arry Carroll, lineup
includes Sue
^ack. Bros.' and Rita, Shay
ana Grafton,
5 Royal Hawaiians and
a hne of
girls.
,

filed

Jackie Morton, Kenneth
Cantrell and Mrs. Cantrell, following a raid on the theatre, have been
continued until Sept. 30.
Entertainers are accused of giving an indecent performance.
tertainers,

going: Jean Platzman,

Heidelberger

Tulsa, Sept 28.
against J. R. Cauble,
of the Roxy, and three en-

Charges

music arranger. .Roland

R.-

.

Cooper, cousin of Garry, Lake Placiding. ...Gertrude Broderick back to
N. Y. C. after a successful summer
ozoning here ... Joseph (Hawaii) Tio,
who was at the Will Rogers, is New

is

in next stanza for second visit here
in four months and then It'll be Ted
Lewis again, likewise doing a quick
repeat.
Nothing definite in sight after that
until Nov. 12 when Fred 'Waring's
ore plays its first stage date here in
five years at top salary,
Stanley's
even shelled out for a band show.

Rajah, Reading, Adding Yaude To

.

•

.

•

to

bait

is

.

notice

clause

shows,

much

in closing acts or
in the same order as
obtains at Equity for legit shows.
Rehearsals also would be curtailed
to
maximum number of weeks
.rather than - unlimited
rehearsals
which currently obtains. ,
.

French' Casino and Leoh & Eddie's
were signed yesterday (Tuesday),
by the AFA, International Casino,
the Hollywood Restaurant and the
•American Music Hall had alrbally
been pacted. Negotiations are being
carried on with the Paradise.

Contracts In &11 cases call for
recognition and closed shop, $40 a
week minimum, the checkoff and a
no-doulbHing rule by which managements are prevented from working a performer in two spots for a
single week's wage.
With closed shop edict of AFA on
chorus jurisdiction of tHe
acts,
nitery shows would naturally go to
Chorus Equity. If it provides employment for its .unemployed members latter would welcome new out-^
let if not the headaches attendant
.

.

thereto.

giving

With

jurisdictional change
crfntrol of New York

AFA

hurleys. Chorus
jurisdiction over

Equity Inherited
choristers which
had formerly been held by Burlesque

Artists

Association.

Latter

has provided plenty of headaches already with Equity choristers finidlng
hurley a hew kind of show business
for them and none willing to participate

in the

bare-chest tableaux

and romps, and therefore the acquisition of this field .of
has meant nothing to

show business
Chorus Equity

other than induction of. stooge chorines into organization, many of
whom don't belong in show business.

Chorus Equity's Stance
Mrs. Dorothy Bryant head of
Chorus Equity, was never too san.

guine about taking over the hurleys.

the deal claiming that membiers of
the B.A.A, would not go for the
double dues nick and vamped to
out-o-town stocks where neith.er
AFA nor Chorus Equity has. jurisdiction. Another mixup that would
practically call for a double scale in
Chorus Equity has provided addi.

headaches-.
Regular road
tional
scale for legit muslCale is $35. Burley roadshows claim they can't stand
the gaff and are paying girls on road
$26 until if and when Chorus Equity

With

Give Opposish to Warner s Astor

.

AFA

adjusts matter.

bound.. .Mrs. Wm.
'Mother* Morris to N. Y. C. to bring
Pat
back Morris office 'muggs'
Galvin of Rochester, N. Y., here
ogling a future spot. / .Harold (W. B.)
Rodner here look-seeing at the Will
Battle of the vaudfilmers looming
Rogers ... A. B. Anderson to Waterin Reading, Pa, this fall with the
town, N. Y., managers' meeting...
Rajah, indie spot which was once
Arthur Alverez, local radio announthie Keith house in the town, recer, to Rochester for that station tryinserting flesh to buck opposition
in
Ford' oil -tanking
out... Bert
Warner's Astor,
southern, waters. .Jimmy Marshall
Vaude was returned by Warner's
rushed back here for emergency
to the Astor several weeks ago on
treatments.
In
a Friday-Saturday basis only.
Bob Burk, newcomer at the Will jumping into competition, the Rajah
Rogers, hits with his new song, will use flesh three days weekly,
'Strange Loneliness,' which he wrote opening shows on Thursdays to get
while bedding.
a beat on the circuit house.
Already both spots have lined up
Those who remember Ethel Clouds
should drop her a line of good cheer much more expensive and larger
shows than town$ of Reading's size
at the Will Rogers hospital here,
Mark Vance, who is bedding at the have been wont to play regularly in
recent years.
Will Rogers, doing nicely.
When the Rajah brings* back acts
Write to those whom you know In
Saranac and elsewhere that are sick. on Oct 7, a flve-act bill will lead off,
.

be done all over again.
that with closed shop
would have protection all around on contract-jumping
and other inconveniences. Those
signing would haye to post bonds
covering two weeks' salaries for performers, operate with a two weeks'
iziiig .has

effective niteries

She knew things wouldn't jell and
far from welcomed the inherited
headaches.
Bur ley ops, too, have
due been given the runaround through

York City

.

'Merry-Go-Round' Unit

NAME BANDS
WB

Piece
craze

line of 16 girls.

Lita

GETTING

being

Romm and
month.
camera

"

.

most wandered away from arrangement and now the work oif organ-

.

Nitery biz on the upbeat, this burg
Dance is practiced nijghtly, in all
going 'in for its all-time-high spots along the shore,
is
with' summerAnn Corio, burleycue stripteaser,
dance music season.
long paigeant—commemorating first makes her vaude debut at RKO
Main battle, 'of bands will be be- colonization of America and birth of Keith's,
Boston, Oct. 14, at a salary
tween the Netherland Plaza and the Virginia Dare, first U. S.-born white
of $1,500 for the week. Emmett J,
Hotel Gibson,
child contributing new gags.
Callahan, her husband and manager,
Former hospice opens its swank
'Looking for the Lost Colony,! in had asked $2,500 but compromised at
Pavillion Caprice Oct. 7- with Jimmy which dancers shuffle, shading their latter figure when assured of
addiDorsey's orch. First night couvert eyes Indian fashion, is popular num- tional RKO dates if Miss Corio demwill be $4 a person, including sup- ber,
'Rocking Virginia Dare,' a onstrates b,o, on the solo Boston
per. Regular charge will- be $2 mini- circling stomp, with- arms cradling date.
Deal was set between Callamum pn Saturdays -and $1 other imaginary infant, rates second in han and Bill Howard, RKO booker,
nights.'
In Ralph Hitz's National dance appeiil.
Chorus of Redskin last week.Hotel Management chain, its book- war whoops from an Indian dance
A unit with line girls will be built
ings are through Rockwell-O'Keefe. number in the
pageant has around Miss Corio 's strip specialties.
Dorsey's stay is lor two weeks,' with given moppets a theme song for
an option for two more.
their caperings, with 'rah-rah, wahNewly-opened Beverly Hills, back hoo-hoo!' replacing customary 'Praise
of Newport, Ky., gives Greater Cincy Allah!'
North Carolina kids—particularly
its third casino-nitery.
Spot has
Barney Rapp's New Englanders in- those living in desolate shore region
are taking Big Appling seriously.
def
Arrowhead Inn 'Is playing
Harry Candullo's orch.
Lookout Dance is often done barefoot by
Pittsburgh, Sept, 28.
House has Herbie Holmes' band. groups of 14-year-olders, in general
Fright tossed into Stanley,
deThese places have the ace floor stores, bowling alleys and other
places having nickelpianos or vic- luxer, at scarcity of b.o. stage names
shows locally.
has temporarily disappeared, with
Very
trolas.
few
radios
those
In
Castle Farm, suburban dine and
Harry Kalmine, zone manager, lindance spot, operates only Friday, parts.
More precocious native youngsters, ing up enough attractions to see site
Saturday and Sunday nights, with
through October at least, Horace
who
have
the
price
to
visit
the
local
constant changes of road bands.
Heidt is current and following him
Greystone ballroom, pop dansant nitery, get slightly wacky on potent Buddy Rogers comes in. He's booked
in Music Hall, plays traveling bands North Carolina, h^pews, before dance without a
band and will work on
gets
Required
their
hot
bring
to
over week-ends and occasionally
own liquor, under N, C, law, drink- stage with house's regular pit crew.
through the week.
ing habits of the younger set show On same bill are Mitzi Mayfair and
In addition, the town is sprinkled
same priginality as their dance in- Judy Starr.
with many old and new minor cafes ventions.
Week of Oct, 8, Xavier Cugat
comes back, for first engagement here
that play local musicians, in comsince March, 1936, when he was
binations ranging from three to a
caught in big flood and lost more
dozen pieces.
Indecent
Charge
than $10,000 worth of instruments
.

but with change of managements and other shifting scenes

'

.

At St Loo Show

AFA

shop agreements with

last season

.

—

Wheelchair

in

Some of the
smaller niteries around N. Y. signed
vantage both ways.
closed

.

ANNCORIO,

.

Wow^

Jordon

Marioln

American Federation of Actors is
renewing its drive to bring niteries
under its' jurisdiction arid Under
closed shop regulations. Organizers
for AFA have been propositioning
nitery ops in New York and other
key cities upon premise that isuch
an arrangement would work; to ad-

'

should go south to

get the real dope.

$35,000

consisting of two acts and two
It's an all-high for the inn
is also considering upping the

Show opens Oct

_

the red.

which

light

.

Saturday night .with a dance.
The dance "Wtis the only Saturday at-i
Goodman grossed $7,200 at

WALDORF'S $4,500
SHOW AT
COUVERT
N. Y.

ment

Mrs. Malin in December
last was sentenced to two. years and
fined $2,000 on her plea of guilty to
viblatihg the Vifhite slaye law. Her
present address is the. Essex County
Jail at Caldwell, N. Y.

Niteries;

Chorus Equity's line Jurisdiction

bands.

.In 1936,

arid

traction.
a 90c top.

Renewing Drive on

47

New

LIEN; STILL IN JAIL

amount covers the years

$60,-

"

000.

,

St Nitery

York, first American nitery to open
in the 14th street area in more, than
a decade, will make its premiere
over 14th street's Crystal Palace,
Oct 1, with a lineup of old timer
entertainers
consistent
with tbe

claims she owes it a total of $24,115,
including fine and interest. The

$150,'

actually nearer
000, probably being
Music Corporathe former figure.
tion of America furnished talent and

.produced the'vaude sector for

S.

Christie's

Show will include the Original
Dixieland Jazz Band, Joe Howard,
$2,50
Eddie Leonard, Lea Barbera, Arthur
Behim and a Florodora Sextet. Spot
Lucille Malih, wife of the late
For fall opening of its Sert Room,
has ah NBC wire and was booked
Jean Malin, femme impersonator, by Billy Jackson.
the Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y„ is
spending about $4,500 for entertainwho was killed On the Coast a few

fall festival,

Hall skimmed to
in the Exhibition
a beautiful ^12,000. Making a total
gross of something ov«r $100,000.
Nut has been variously estimated

m

New

s Good, But

VARIETY

including

Henry Armetta,
Balabanow

3

X

Sis-

ters, 3 Kitaros,

flash turn
Marion.
Warner's will
countei: with Neila Goodelle, Titan
tirio. Bob Hall, and the Mann, Dupree and Lee flash, plus a local band
on the stage. Following the opening
battle in the war, Warner's has th&
California Collegians playing against
Mai Hallett at the Rajah.
What is equipping both sides to

and

Sid

.

and bands is that Eddie
Sherman is handling the Rajah
get

acts

against the

Warner

office,

Sherman

AFA

.

organizers canvassing

the nite clubs on the closed shop arrangement it is expected that organization will call a geneiral meeting
of the nitery ops latter part of next,
month. What happens then will give
a good idea as .to whether or not the
niteries can see any advantage to
AFA affiliation or closed shop.

B*klyn Strand's Vaudfilm
Idea Cold; Fox, Too, Chills
Proposed
for
vaudfilm
policy
Strand, Brooklyn, is noyf definitely
out.

Unions wanted minimum termer

rather than stagger plan that had
been submitted.

also has Fay's, Philly, in opposish to
Return of flesh at the Fox, BrookEarle, With a total of 11 weeks lyn, was also stymied for same reaplaying time through indie spots in son.
Latter house, however, conthe east. Sherman can buy acts away tinues its weekly ams, with occafrom Warner's, which currently has sional pro guesters, which seemi
but four weeks and two days.
okay with the union crafts.

WB's

•

.
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NEW ACTS

New

York
as it Is to believe, is still
city) it is w.k. and Saturday night

Night Club Reviews

is

whoopee night and no kidding.

a rather large. Colonial-mansion style house that Harris has.
for pruning. It tends to slow down There's a nice bar and a big room
seating a couple of hundred or so,
the show:
Noteworthy in the production In- if full. No cover, but a $1 minimum
vestiture is a costuming that would tap, a good four-piece orch and a
do credit to a Broadway show. floor show which is above average
Frances Feist's designs and Ver- only because it includes the work of
onica's execution of the costumes Harris.
Al Richare signally noteworthy.
Night caught the show consisted of
ards and Leonard Reed did the Lee Lane, a dancer along usual'
The copper- nitery floor lines, Peggy King, anOK.
dances,
also
colored gals are nice collectively other such, and Helen Kearns. a
and include several lookers. There lass who sings those naughty songs
are 16 ponies, sixr chorus boys and a in that so-you-get-what-I-mean mandozen showgirls.
For Bayside these songs are
ner.
Harry JSobol put over a Holly- pretty shocking; in Harlem they
wood preem for the Cotton Club woftild pass as just average, on the
with calcium, etc., unusual for a suggestive line. But Bayside loves
nitery opening. Same $1.50-$2 table it. She was distinctly the hit of the
d'hote dinner policy and no-couvert show. Hdrris writes most of her mathereafter.
Spot has the capacity, terial.
the name power and general impresRay Reynard, fiddler, leads the
siveness of show values to continue
orch and sings now and then. He
grossing as importantly as in the
has a pleasant croonerish voice and
A^el.
past.
doubles into the floor show. HarHe is still
ris completes the unit.
a powerfully-lunged gent. He gives
out a lot of swing now, and not bad
careful,
he'll
not
at all.
If you're
(LONDON)
also bust into 'Mandalay' and things
It's

COTTON CLUB,

N. Y.

third edition of the 'Cotton
Club Parade' in Its transplantedfrom-Harlem location to the heart
of Times Square takes its place
alongside of its predecessors as a
fast, somewhat frenzied, over-dancingest but, in toto, satisfying colored

The

overboard on hoof-

revue. That it's
ing is a common failing of Negro
floor shows, and is explained away
by the obvious fact that any 'serious'
sihging doesn't seem to be accepted
by the ofay trade; also a fast dancing
pace is most consistently successful
formula.
As a sidelight on this, one wonders what would be the result if
they .ever got away from the same
routine of torrid terping; a coocher
(usually backgrounded by a Congo
lyrics
double-entendre
rTrT-rT>inotif);
(Ethel Waters started that vogue,
land that takes in all the sundry
switches on the 'Pool Table Papa'
school of lyricizing); a 'new' dance
(Suzi-Q, truckin', peckin*, etc.); and
the cavalcade of standard Negro fol>But Herman Stark, imprede-rol.
sario of the Cotton Club, both aptown' and in midtown, has found
from many years, of experience just
yrhat pays, so what price glory?
Cab Calloway works like the traditional trojan in keeping things toBesides heading his name
gether.
'

^

,

•

CIRO'S

CLUB

London, Sept. 16.
Ciro's Club reopened for the regular season with a program made up
of Jack Harris' band and Milton
Very smart audience
Douglas.
seemed to be equipped with inordinate appetites. Difficult to account
for this, other than the fact that the
©and, he's omnipresent throughout food is superior to most night spots,
the proceedings, m.c.'ing, clowning, better served; and with more atten-.

.

dancing, hi-de-hoing and pacing' the tion to individual tastes.
entire show. He's a veritable mainBesides wining and dining and the
stay of the whole works. With the 20-minute turn of Milton Douglas,
sudden scram-out to Hollywood by the evening is devoted entirely to
Bill Robinson, the Nicholas Bros, dancing, with music provided by
were impressed into service and Harris' excellent orchestra. There
young Harold Nicholas was assigned is a certain sameness about the
the yeoman task of co-starring with music, it is mostly swing, and there
Calloway. The 16-year-old tapster, Is a notable absence of plugging of
of inherent 'cute' personality, is a pop ditties.
precocious trooper, and save for the
Douglas bills himself as 'American
fact that he's been around these
Originally opened
Song Stylist.'
parts a bit too much—lacking the
the May Fair hotel, then
vintage qualities which makes such here at
came to Ciro's, where he scored so
Vets as Bo jangles acceptable at any
successfully as to warrant his rehandily.
end
sustains
his
time—he
He posAvis Andrews, prima; Mae John- engagement this season.
sesses a good baritone, clear enimson, comedienne a la Mae West, and
ciation, and a rhapsodical method of
clicking with a Westian specialty, indelivery, all of which makes for a
cidentally; Tip, Tap and Toe, tippersonality which is not used to the
top terpers, doubling from the Paramount on Broadway; the Tramp best advantage, because of the selecBand, again the standrout novelty tion of numbers. However, Douglas
has been taken up by society and is
of' the evening; The Chocolateers,
corking comedy male trio of dancers; being paid handsomely for private
James Skelton, vocal number-leader; entertainments.
Curious people, these Britishers.
Freddy James, hoofing specialist;
Dynamite Hooker,, ditto; Will Vo- Imagine asking for old numbers indery's Jubileers, vocal choir (Vodiery stead of listening to a new lot.. If
flso did a sterling job with the en- Sophie Tucker returned tomorrow,
ire musical supervision and orches- the first night audience would detration); Shorty Snowden and his mand 'Yiddisher Momnftr,' etc. Jolo.
Lindy Hoppers; Engagi, ape-ma^;
princess Orelia, Pete
Co., Cuban
rhumba-Congo dancers; Tondelayo,
coocher; and the Calloway and Arthur Davy's orjchestras round out a
(BAYSIDE, N. T.)
full and, betimes, fulsome entertainDave Harris used to be a standard
ment. Lots of quality, but too much vaude act, did a bit of song-writing,
quantity. It should be pruned, al- and was one of the top song-plugthough at the premiere both halves gers around some years ago. Now
nvere merged into almost a two-hoiir he's running a sort of roadhouse on
revue.
his own, one of the few spots on
.

&

Benny Davis and

P

DAVE HARRIS'

Fred Coots Long

Island's north shore, and doing
Again nave contributed a strong quite well.
score, of which 'Harlem Bolero'
It probably comes as something of
(new dance), 'Tall, Tan and Ter- a surprise to realize how many
rific,' 'Go South, Young Man,' 'Night- places like this there are around, unfall in Louisiana' and 'Always in sung and unheard of in the genersil
the Mood for You' are highlights.
run of things, away from the beaten
The tramp band (their version of track, but quite important in the
'Caravan' is a wow) with their kazzo local communities and making pleasswingo were a particular click along ant headway. Thus, Dave Harris'
with the 3 Chocolateers, whose spot is not likely ever to get notice
eccentric
comedy
peckin'
and or attention in the general N. Y.
mugging registered.
Harlemesque trade channels, and the regular
J.

Shakespeare ('Hi-De-Ho Romeo' by night-club habitues are not likely to
Calloway and Mae Johnson) is a hear of it. But in Bayside, or Flushif it's a matter ing, or spots like that, (which, hard

tossup for inclusion,

The

THEATRE

of the

STARS

but that's your own fault.
request from the audience for
'Yankee Doodle Boy' found him
miraculously equipped with a flag,
a hat and a stick. But he does that
well, and he works hard and long.
And there's no doubt about it; he's
like that,

And a

.

standard; he

knows

his biz.

The food is' not" at fetU bad and the
liquor seems to be okay. But what
counts is that it's a pleasant spot to
go mildly, wild in, and not far from
home, so that the missus can still get
back at about midnight and^ drive
In suburban life
the maid home.
Kauf.
that's important.

LA CONGA,

N. Y.

wich Village, Club Yumuri's signal
click in midtown Manhattan over a
Now
year ago showed the way.
comes La Conga, and still to come
is the Havana-Madrid, also in midtown, with some of the personnel
.transplanted from El Toreador uptown.
looms, as the El

HlTDSON-DeLANGE ORCH.

Paramount, N. T.
Will Hudson and Eddie DeLange
are much better known in Tin Pan

places as she gains experience.
Turn includes several songs, I
Heart' being the standout.
Xiive
Also a pair of Spanish numbers. Although it's a dicker now, 'Heart
would, be improved, if varied in
tempo and if the chirper's enuncia•

My

were improved. However, she s
okay for the best niteries and also
Hobc.
looms as a future pic bet,

tion

MARK PLANT

Mo-

rocco of the Cuban-Latin niteries,
situated on two floors in the former

(13)

With Betty Allen
25 Mlns.

—
—

Alley circles ^radio, recording, music publishing than to the public.
This is their stage debut and a supposed condition of the Par engagement was that Hudson also conduct
at least one number.
Instead, DeLange maestros (in tails, while tha
rest are in summery miifti) throughout, besides doing some of the vocalizing, the latter in a weakish baritone. Hudson makes no personal appearance but is' referred to as the
arranger and co-composer with DeLange of some of their" pops. Betty
Allen, vocaliste, also curtsies Hudson
for his 'Pop
Man,' a sequel to

Com

Songs
7 Mlns.;

One

'Organ Grinder's Swing.'

Her

first

pop is 'That Old Feeling,' not by
Mark Plant; former football player H-DeL.
For stage purposes, Hudson-Dewith the robust voice, has been in
shows
Lange must prove themselves with
pictures, in Winter Garden
and in niteries. He is a single in one time. The band, per se, is a smooth
for vaude or picture houses who can dance combo, running the gamut
hardly miss. .Both voice and per? from the opening Thythin number to
Recorded for New the finale of a real jam session.- Essonality okay.
State, N. Y.

Acts, as his missing f rom the

files.

When caught Thursday night (16),
Plant did three songs that were
chosen to suit his strong voice, the
type that suggests .operetta qualifications. Plug for songwriter and recent feature release on one, 'That
Old Feeling,' is hardly necessary.
Singer struck oil with audience
here but no show-stoppier. Char.
Nitery Placements
Herbie Kay's orch, Sebastian's cafe,
Culver City, Cal.
.
. ,
Eugene Jarvis, Eugene's Bagdad,
Hollywood.
Anne Crosby, Clara Bow's It cafe,
Hollywood.
Frank Gallegher, Swing club, Hollywood.
Clyde McCoy drch, palomar, Los

^

.

Biggest musical effect on America
in the past five years has been the
rhumba, and while it took a few.
years to make its impression indelible on the populace,' it's now bursting into fnU bloom with a number
of Cuban and Latin niteries. Scatnether
in
the
tered heretofore
reaches of near-Harlem or Green.

La Conga

AVBELIO COLIJMBO
Songs
Arcadia Restaurant, Philly
Mexican warbler has a lovely soprano voice, looks, taste in duds and
an appealing manner. Has a bit to
learn both in singing and showmanship, but has what it takes to go

Angeles.
„
Jack Kendle's ordh, Palomine cafe,
San Fernando Valley, Calif.
Manuel ContreraS and his NBC
Latin American' orchestra with Conchita Marteniz at the Aldridge, McAlester, Okla.
Three Peppers, song trio. Hickory
House, N. Y;
Edythe Wright, singer; Three
Esquires, vocal trio; Jack Leonard,
Hotel Commodorie, N. Y.
Anna Kbuznetzova, singer; Russian
Art Restaurant, N. Y.
Manchito, singer. Club Yumuri,
N. Y.
Paiil Taubman and William Adler,
Napoli,
concert duettists; Ralph
'

.

Cafe Basque and Caveau Basque (for
a time also known as Le Boeuf sur le
Toit, until the Paris nitery enjoined
the billing), with a smart atmosphere which, if maintained, should singer. Hotel Ambassador, N. Y.
find wide appeal.
The drawbacks
Georgie Tapps, dancer; Diamond
for the McCoy Latin-American pat- Bros., Readinger Twins, Paradise
ronage is that sometimes the Har- Restaurant N. Y.
lem influx asserts itself, because of a
Armando and Fleurette, dance
predilection for the Spanish motifs, team; Billy Gilbert, Mario's Mirador,
and that's usually the beginning of N. Y.

it's a sweet-hot,- swingocombo, personnel comprising
sax section of four; five brasses,

sentially
st.Vled
a'

.

guitar,

clarinet,

piano.

DeLange heralds a medley

of their

own

songs and after each one takes
bow which looks awkward and should be. eschewed. 'Solitude' is credited to Duke Ellington
but DeLange stated he did the lyric.
Compared to the big-name band
lineup' at the Par heretofore, Huda curt little

son-DeLange don't compare for boxoffice, values as an attraction which,
of course, explains the augmentation
with the Yacht Club Boys.
The
band's Brunswick records have been
finished technical jobs and rate
.

among the

better-grade waxings, but

that hasn't the ballyhoo value compared to a radio buildup, for ex-

ample, where H-DeL are still quite
unknown. The boys' best trade rep
are as crack arrangers (chiefly for
Mills Music) and as songsmiths, For
sCage purposes they have the musical

foundation but not the alliire.Abel.

BUBCH'S CANTON BimiY
Canton, O., Sept.

28.

The Grand opera house here will
reopen Oct 1 with stock burlesque
produced and managed by Bob
Burch, who has operated the housa
for the past two seasons. The comis now in rehearsal, cast including Ranee and Gordon, Charles
(Bimbo) Davis and B. Hamp, and
Gertie Beck.

pany

'

.

the end.
Cas Frankliji, baritone, Chase
Just as Eliseo Grenet has become Hotel, St. Louis.
Jean Sargent, Pierce and RoUand,
a name maestro lure for the Yumuri,.
La Conga has two crack bands in Ross Irwin, McDonald and Ross,
Escarpianter,
Jose
noted
Cuban Mayfair club, Boston.
Francis McCoy; Karre Le Baron
pianist, and his Havana orchestra,
and Ramon Littee for the Argentine Trio, LeRoy and Sharp, Nancy
tempoii. Panchito Riser, Hilda Sala- Healy, Sinclair Sis, Jackie Hilliard,
zar and a trio augment vocally. Royal Frolics, Chicago.
Adrian Trio, Kay Tolin, Club
There is no other floor divertissement and none is needed for the Esquire, Toronto.
Peggy LeBaron, singer; Virginia
drop-in,
no-couvert,
no-minimum
policy. Both bands are exceptionally MacNaughton, dancer; Grace Morworthy and the word-of-mouth gan, Ruth Long, Sing Trio, Loretta
Keller, Le Mirage, N. Y.
should spell strong b.o.
'

Miguel Roldan from Yumuri has
moved over with the new syndicate, which Jntludes Oscar Roche, latter arotmd every stray neck, with
also of the Yumuri, and Robert A. Esther Shaw as the hula queen.
"Martyn, Wall streeter..
South Sea Island effects were dePrime motif is Cuban-Spanish cui- signed by W. R. Ferguson to brighten
It's open to
sine and vintages but not limited formerly cold foyer.
thereto although' the daiquiri is the street, giving gawkers an eye-full of
piece-de-resistance, as to be expected. grass rugs, chef in window kitchen
The upstairs room (street floor) is case, palm trees, tropical bar and
bowls.
Hawaiian ensemble
the main cafe and bar; downstairs fish
for dancing, etc. It looks like a cinch wanders around, while Fred Heikel's
click in the N. Y. nitery scene. Abel. orch stays in lobby's done-over cocktail lounge. Totals up to three bands,
five bars and three rooms featuring
different entertainment under same

MAYFAIR CASINO
(cleve;.And)

Cleveland, Sept. 27.
Biggest, most persistent and optimistic impresario in Cleveland to-

day is Nate Weisenberg, who, after
dropping
$300,000
into
Mayfair
Casino in last two years, spent another $35,000 in revamping it for
week's reopening.
Sportsman-backer was badly burnt
on big name bands in 1936, but still
is sold on flashy novelties and girl
shows. After two weeks of darkness
for redecorations, he swung open

Jack Osterman topping a Fanchon &
Mirco unit plus John Hauser's orch
on stage and a new Hawaiian cocktail room.
First two performances had fourfifths of tables filled, partly because
of Osterman's comeback rep and fact
he comes from nearby Toledo,
Comedian brought in from New
York Mirador Club is m.c. for Gae
Foster chorus of 12, headed by Evelyn Farney, tapper. Freddie Gray,
Jr., blackboard mental wizard, also
in 45-minute revue.
Mayfair goes Hawaiian this season
in a big Way. from coconuts to leis.
Dozen gals in native costumes toss
'

\

CONCLUDED a

record two
engagement at San

year's

Francisco's Exclusive

CLUB i)EAlJVILLE

NOW

2nd WEEK
PALACE, CHICAGO
Management

MCA

.

roof.

George Pomerantz, formerly manager of Palmer's restaurant In New
York, succeeds Harry Propper as
managing director. Propper, who
originally founded the Mayfair, resigned because of ill health and differences with owner over policy
changes.
Pull.

last

his 2,500-seated theatre-cabaret 'with

C[tfinf^»fny
^Artists of the Dance^*

BILLY COSTELLO
(I'opeye

SallQr)

Dresaedi'

by

SIDNEY FISHER
Shaftesbury
Avenue

75/77,

FEMINA

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

(VIENNA)
Vienna, Sept.

16.

Mondaine Revue theatre opened
this

ALWAYS WORKING

year's season with 'Garden of

Women,' book by Wilhelm Gymes
and Hugo Wiener, music by Karl M.
May. In the cast are Hertha von
Langen, Ruth Staff ler, Dorothy Poole.
Fritz
Imhoff,
Fritz
Heller,
and
Fleischmann.
Fritz Heller's parody of Sascha
Guitry and Fritz Imhoff's parody of
Napoleon drew hearty applause at

the opening.

Females are prettier than the
which is the main (perhaps
the only) reason why the Femina
was able to hold out during the critical years,
Catchy songs .by the house composer, Karl M. May, aire certain to
become popular.
Maass.
other,

'WHITEY' ROBERTS
NOW

COLONIAL, DAYTON,

O.

Week Sept. 25
Playhouse, Winnipeg, Can.

Christmas Card Agents
enslly earned seUlnfr
Folder Assortment. Sella on

pr6flta

liargre

new

21

siBht for $1.00.
Other Holiday assortments.
Write iot particulars,

DOROTHEA ANTEL
226 West 73nd

St.,

New

York. N. T.

'
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Worth Fiesta Takes

Ft.

Hirst Circuit

Siesta;

VARIETY

4<>

16 Burlesk Roadshows Poor Biz

Week

Workers Getting Ready to Scatter

,

of Oct 3
Folly'— Huaaon. Union City.
'IMiiiLB BellPK'— Howftra, Boston."
'Pleiisure Miul'— Tror, Philadelphia.
•Habes With charms' Gayety, Wash-

Tageant

ington.
'Foot

Fort Worth, Sept.

• 15

28.

Fort Worth took the show people
of the Frontier Fiesta this year--and
the Frontier Centennial last year to
Its heart.

So when the show closed Sunday
night (26) after a three-month run,
Some of
townspeople felt a loss.
the performers left at _ once, but
others are remaining a' week or
longer.
IVlany of them will begin rehearsals
soon for Billy Rose's 'The Show of

YEARS AGO

York

to rest

Father of Mary Astor asked the
courts to release her from an apprentice contraict to Harry Durant.
Then only 17. She was to get $100
a week. Anything over that gave
Durant a 25% cut.

Grey -Downs,
No.

1,

Texas

—Gaypty,

Balti-

— Capitol,
Toleao.
— Uoxy,
Cleveland.

still assisting.

Rochester stock company tried a
new plan. Rehearsed three days
Sweetheart and played three.

will leave for a try at Holly-

5pot.

Mary

MINUTE

set-up at $2,000,000.

Too

high.

crimination.

will

Famous Players shares, which had
but
open at the Versailles Club, been at par, dropped to 94,

New

York, Sept.

Oct

1

Gomez- and Winona, dance team,

Orpheum

30.

Three Swifts, jugglers, will open point
th^

at

Stanley Theatre

in

Pittsburgh.
Chester Frederick, dancing star of
Pioneer Palace, will go to New York.
The Huberts will go into Mae

West's next ^picture.

shares went up to 26.

Two

rise.

Texas Interstate circuit back
tiyo-a-day ifter trying three.

to

burlesque was taboo in New York.
Wheh they finally found their way
around they went for shows in a
big way.
Despite take being up to expectations all around, it was accepted as
momentary cheer to a previous siege
of bad biz .with burley operators
reported convinced that they can't
operate much, longer unless former
burlesque classification is given back
and- emblazoned on their theatre

Al Jolson checked a fire panic in
the Apollo, Chi., where he was playcable
Electric
ing in 'Bombo.*
fronts.

Cabin Kids will make two movie
caught fire and he kidded the audishorts in New York and then will
ence .while he stamped out the
go to Hollywood.
blaze.*

none too

ports emanating from the road.

re-

With

ings

meager

stands

but a few of the
number of ad-

in

it loolcs

like a

ditional closings of houses

and shows

within the next fortnight.
Independent Circuit, operated

by

Issy Hirst, of Philly, started out latter part of

Star theatres, Brooklyn; Palace, Bufand Empire, Newark, on the

falo,'

verge, -circuit would

narrow down

to

and same amount of shows.
Out-of-town managers, especially
those catering to dyed-in-the-wool
burley fans, claim their patronage
possibilities have been greatly handicapped by Hirst's break with Burlesque Artists Association and swingover to AFA which has compelled
them to cover up. burlesque signs to
avoid double jurisdictional trouble
10 houses

FRISKY FROLICS
This show's really got something.
In fact, it's -got lots of things, of the
kind that it takes to make good burleque. Of the -half dozen Hirst burley operas so far unveiled here, this
one is heads and torsos over any. It
has comedians, a snappy well-drilled

for Hirst.

chorus, some
general pace

Former good paying stands have
experimented with the hybrid shows

top, strippers, and a
and atmosphere that
bespeaks good showmanship.
The

girls are better

dressed

than

looking arid better
anything seen here

this season; they are rehearsed down
to the last detail; and they act as

though they enjoy
ponies

,

personalize

it.

Some

of the
routines,

the

which Is something that hasn't happened in the chorus since Josephine
Baker zoomed out of 'Shuffle Along.'
The main comedy assignment goes
to Bob Carney, who works himself
into a lather; but draws overflow
returns.
Carney started the per^
formance from scratch without even
a ripple, but by the time he "Was
half way through he had the crowd
yelling.
Working straight, going, in
mostly for monologs and patter, he
proves himself a showman, if only
by his gr>od-natured kidding of the
gang across the footlights. Some of
it could, stand soap and water, but
the stags didn't seem to think so.
Bert Carr does an effective Hebe
comic, but his material

is

too deep

indigo.

-

sans classification for the past month
and are seemingly convinced they
can't, snare their former customers
past the wickets, even though shows
are still burlesque with a new tag.

They won't come

in to find out.

A group of the out-of-town house
ops came to New York this week for
a conclave with Hirst and left in a
hu(f, saying they'd hang out their
burlesque signs again regardless of
what agreement he may have with
AFA

and

if

he

didn't

like

it

he

could take out the shows.

Mdst of the houses already tossing
roadshows have or will revert to
stock burley policy.
Change will
considerably slice nut since the Hirst

shows are geting $1,600 weekly flat
this season and since they are not
pulling biz don't

mean a

thing.

House operators claim they can
troupes at from
$1,000 to $1,200 a week and pocket
the difference. Also when on their
own they can hang the burlesque
install better stock

Bee Palmer is head stripper, with
two other strip routines going, to
Dianne Johnson and Jane Marshall.
Miss Marshall looks good enough to
the boys to draw down an exuberant neons again.
round of applause before the peeling
even begins. Both girls show something new in court plaster. "Donnette Delys has a striking contor- Nitery Cbirper Held
tionist act which had 'em yelling for
more.
Shaplifting Charge
This show is a good illustration
of what a burley producer can do
even on a shoestring if the keeps
Philadelphia, Sept. 28.
his mind on talent and not on smut.
Some of the other operators on the
Philly
Eddie
Knowles,
nitery
wheel ought to be compelled to take
chirper, was held in $600 bail here
a look at this performance. But why
bother?
Maybe they might learn last Saturday (25) on a charge of
something.
Burton.
walking out of a department store
with a $110 overcoat.
According to police he walked into
Wanamaker's, slipped off his old
coat and put on a new one, and
then
sauntered
out.
Detectives
• 9
shouted for him to stop, but instead
he also took up the cry, 'Stop, thief
and began running. He was caught

On

Hexter in Hosp
Billy Hexter, producer of shows
Maude Adams credited with the on former Columbia Circuit, and
Harry Barth, will head for New
to
system
invention of a lighting
York to pick up replacements and permit more illumination in pix also burley house manager, is confined at Polyclinic hospital, N. Y.,
th^n to the Club New Yorker. Then
houses. Never did much with it.
being treated for stomach ailment.

Dixieland Jazz band, less pianist
Russell Rolsinson and bass fiddler

.

Buffalo, Sept. 25.

.

one-night stands in Texas.

,

Apollo shows will now go direct to
Shubert, Philly, also operated by

W-C.

number of queries as to Where's
Minskys or a hot burlesque show in
Trouble with the Shubert units. town with coppers following the
Many of the shows too weak an,d in downtown edict and telling them

Larry Lee and his band will make for repairs.

consent.

FOR BURLESK
Quartet of operating hurleys got a
belated, play
from the visiting
Legionnaires on last half that is reported to have made, up for their
ignoring of the shows earlier in the
week. Visitors enhanced the grosses
handsomely with Eltinge, Republic,
Apollo and Oriental giving one and
two extra midnight shows nightly to
accommodate the crowds. In all instances performers also got a break
through the extra reniuneration.
Biz Was mostly at night and the
later the better, idea being that the
visitors had plenty of sightseeing to
occupy them in the daytime and

in

August with 16 houses
and as many shows. With recent
dropout
of
Gayety,
Milwaukee;
had several months to go, cancellation of arrangement was by mutual Keith's, Minneapolis; Century and

BOOM

•

Ulnda Wassau Goes Uome

TAN VAUDE

Roadshow hurleys are

healthy condition according to

season about a month old and tak-

LEGION^LAST

Frances Roberson, Fort Worth, and
if the Legionnaires had known the
Leo Herzog, Wichita Falls, Texfis,
Jenie Jacobs sued the Keith set-up
The information booth in
dance team, will appear with the for $2,000,000 imder the Sherman spots.
Times Square conducted by the
band at Oklahoma City.
act.
C^harged' oppression and disPolice Department received' any

Hinda Wassau will visit her family
In Connecticut beforfe resuming stripteasing.

'N'

—— —

From reports, the burley houses
may have done better from the start

,

first

BLACK

Parisian Flirts'
Embassy, Rochester.
Aleet the Girls'
Empire, Newark.
Maids'
Jacques, Water-

Moonlight

bury,

wood.
Mrs. Florence Couthoui, leading
Paul Whiteman and orchestra will Chi ticket spec, planned to incorearly evening.
begin a onernight stand tour with porate and sell- stock. Valued the

Oklahoma City the

B'KLYN CASINO GOES

'Cupid's Cnrnlvar— uayety, Cincinnati,
.loUes Begcre'— Casino, Pittsburgh.
'Beef Trust'— National, Louisville.
'Say It With Girls'— Garrlck, St. Louis.
'Bars and .Slrlpes"— Rialto, Chicago,
•Swing High'— Casino, Toronto.
'Gaieties of 3 038'—Palaco, Buffalo.

Casino, Brooklyn, drops out of the
Willer-Callahan rotating chain after
this week (30) with house installing
'Merry Models'— Lyric, Allentown, Mop.- combo of sepia and white musical
Tues.; Orpheum, Reading, Thura.; Earl,
Atlantic Ctiy, I'Vl.-tiat.-Sun.
— for next week opening Friday (1)
and going stock burley after that.
Pola Negri arrived on the Coast
Casino had been getting shows dito make, pictures.
Received with
rect from Apollo, N. Y., and found
wild acclaim, and had to dodge
them too heavily nutted for Brookparty-givers.
Her departure less
lyn. Although contract arrangement
spectacular.

Blossom Seeley was back In town
adagio, and
Benny Fields
at the ColpnijiL

Stuart Morgan dancers,
team, will leave for one- week bookings in Detroit and New York before returning here for 'The Show
of Shows.'

Paraao'

'Stnpe .Scandals'

'Bozo KnyOor'

a^d then will

Hollywood.

May See 'Em Dwindling Down to 10

—

Loo«e

more,

<

(From Vaubtt and Clipper)

Shows,* a road show which is expected to'take to the road about Nov.
Place and date of opening are
1,
undecided.
Lionel Atwili, Joe Cook and VinJohn Murray Andferson is work- cent
Lopez on the bill at the N. Y.
ing on the production. Victor Leigh-,
Palace made the show so long the
ton wiU book it and handle pub-, newsreel
had to be dropped. Even
licity.
with that elision the show ran three
Everett West, manager and star of
hours and a half.
the California Varsity Eight, featured at Casa Manana, has been
Bessie Barriscale topping at the
signed to a three-year contract by Riverside
and getting over on her
Rose and will be featured,- in the picture rep.
road show.
Everett Marshall will remain here
Harry Langdon and Jimmy Savo
a few weeks recovering from a bad put plenty of comedy Into the bill
Cold.
at the Palace, Chi. Eddie Leonard
'/Harriett Hoctor will leave at once also
on the show.
for New
heat} for

of

Billy

they will go to the West Coast to
work in a unit with Ken Murray.
Slimly-attended Equity meeting
Charlie King has signed with
proved to be a hot number with the
Ralph Hitz of the National Hotels charge that the yearly loss was in
Management Corporation to work excess of $50,000.
with bands in hotels the company
operates in the East.
Shift in N, Y. cricks took WoollManager James F. Pollock and cott from Times to Herald, Mantle
Mrs. Poilock will make a trip to from the Mail to the News, LawCalifornia.
rence Reamer to the Sun.
Merle Tucker, fiesta radio director, will go to Station KGNC at
Amarillo until construction of KROD
Meeting called last week by AmerWerba's Sunday Vaude,
at El Paso is completed. He will l->e
ican Federation of Actors summonmanager there.
ing all members of the Variety ReAlso in
Rose will remain here 10 days,
vue Association, operators of former
going over production details of the
burley houses in New York, to mull
road.'Show with Anderson and Carlinaugurated over new regulations turned out an
Brooklyn,
Werba's,
ton Winckler.
Sunday vaude policy this week (26) opera boufTe. The hurry-up affair
Boyce House, publicity director of
playing eight acts and pix. House, was held at the Eltinge, N. Y., with
the fiesta, wiU take a month's vacaformer burley, plays $1 top legits about six of the 14 house and show
tion.
during week with vaude shows for operators showing up. After the conThat .'Wind' Suit
clave both claimed victory but who
Sundays only, booked direct.
Federal Judge Wilson Saturday
Vaude is being talked for the Shu- really won is anybody's guess.
The week previous Harry R. Cal(25) approved an agreement in a bert, Newark, currently playing road
plagiarism suit against Rose where- legits which, if set, will go in Oct. 10. kins, chief organizer for the AFA,
by monies due Rose and the Terri- Shubert is under lease to Jules Lev- submitted terms of a new deal of
hurleys.
torial Producing Corporation, which enthal, who would retain for vaude operation of the fbrnier
he heads, from the fiesta will be spotting his legits at the Broad in- Among other things It called, for
time,
hours
suptwo
rehearsal
less
falls
house
latter
for
placed in the court registry pending stead. If deal
per period between afternoon and
trial of the case, probably in No- to materialize for L6venthal it may
1.30 p. m. curtain time
vember. Money due Rose from the be taken over by Wilner & Callahan, night shows,
on opening show instead of 12.30,
Territorial Corp., remains impounded, operators of 42d Street Apollo, N. Y.,
and $1,000 cash bond irom each of
hy court order.
for burlesque.
the houses operating to protect salAttorneys for the plaintilTs. Mrs.
aries of member actors.
Margaret Mitchell Marsh ^ and the
D. C. DEAL LOOKS COLD
After much hemming and hawing
Macmillan Company, her publishers,
Deal whereby Max R. Wilner and a compromise was effected whereby
obtained court approval for taking Emmett J. Callahan were to have
shows would .start at 12:45 p. m., with
depositions of witnesses before they taken over Rialto, Washington, D. C, two-hour supper time but no bond
leave Fort Worth. Suit was brought looks cold for now, with house prob- matter settled. Group of producers
on a charge Rose had n.sed Mrs.
ably booking concerts and occasional present stated such a matter would
Marsh's novel 'Gone With the Wind,' legits via the Jules Levcnthal $1 top be prohibitive at this time, admitting
as a basis for
all had been taking a beating through
an episode in ^Casa circuit.
Manana.
Callahan and Wilner were to have inability to hang the former burRose had planned to use part of taken over house this month, but lesque shingle outside their, theatres.
Jnis episode in 'The Show of Shows,' with a few wrinkles yet to be ironed Matter simmered down to the AFA
put the suit may affect these plans oiit are none too Sanguine with bur- practically invoking the same reguto some extent.
lations as had obtained when houses
ley in its present state.
'

,

AFA s Attempt to Organize Burlesk
Resolves Into

Maybe

Newark

,

.

,

Much Hem-Hawing
were under

jurisdiction of Burlesqiie
Artists Association.
Latter had alinsi-sted upon bond but now
with no bond up and some of the
hurleys paying off thrice monthly,
instead of weekly, performers and
chorines are again in the middle
should any of the houses fold suddenly without payoff.
Meeting was somewhat of a secret
but when it leaked the Mayor's, cen-

after

two shots were

ways one

ways

sorship committee'' burned at the secretiveness and not having been invited to sit in. Latter is reported as
having retaliated by calling the
Weinstocks, operators of the Rept;b
lie, and Max Rudnick, operator of
the Eltinge, down to City Hall for a
general going-over and a last warning to clean up their shows, or else
At this meeting, matter of restoring

burlesque
classificatiiDn
came up
again but didn't get anywhere. M.
Masterson, head of the censor eom
mittee, told them he had been work
ing on a plan for restoration, but
their action of quiet conclaves with
his committee not being called in
had set that back.
Calkins is reported as having at
tempted to sign houses, up for a year
,

fired.

Magistrate Atkinson Costello, in
holding Knowles, said: 'I'm sorry to
see you here, Eddie, You were alof

my

favorite singers.'

Chorines File Claims
Against Oxford, B'klyn
First instance of alleged violation
of an agreement with Chorus Equity
in connection with 'ex-burlesque*
theatres will be arbitrated.
Claim
has been filed against the Oxford,
Brooklyn, which suddenly folded.

One week's salary for 10 girls is
sought because there was no closing
notice.

Agreement

stipulated

one

week's notice be given.

Goodman's Cleveland

Slice

Cleveland, Sept. 28.

For Benny Goodman's onc-night
date at Trianon Ballroom yesterday
Charlie Horvath hiked his
(28),
prices to a new high after signing
orchestra to what is a record-topping
deal here.

under new AFA agreement which
was nixed since AFA was only given
temporary juri.sdiction over the
houses because of reported change
Ox policy from burlesque to vaude

Dance hall's advance $1 ducats
were all sold out, and tax at gate
was jumped to $1,25. Goodman was
in on a 50% split of gross which, on
expected attendance, would give hinj

revues.

about $2,300 for the evening.

,

'

VARIETy HOUSE REVIEWS

VARIETY

so

Show Me the Way to Gk> Home,
which nobody questioned.
The nearest thing to a discovery
Horizon'
With the feature, 'Lost
in the show is the toe tap dancmg
cur(Coi), taking 118 minutes, the
of Gladys Stewart, who *<>"ows Edrun
to
inclined
munsonT She does only one number,
munson.
rent stage event is
achievmf a very
well, achieving
there is but does it welV
What
tyi
side.
skimpy siae.
to the sKimpy
fasMaprhyth^^^^
tap rhythm on her toes.
'-gt
makes
and
n^inutes
runs about 20
Sid Raymond, 'who_acts as ^m. a
a passable sample of how thmgs throughout show, is
partners, Buddy
are out on in the Rockefeller sector, closing with her
who give
House's producing staff shares Lewis and Herbert Reade,
Lewis and Reade
In the first Florence impersonations.
three items.
where
Roece has her ballet troupe flitting are introduced from boxes,to finish
with they
sDotlifiht
spotlight
« simple
litH*
th*>v
eiven the
' are given
°-,
through
ruuKii a
=.....K- little design
\:
T-^.-°-i ,
J on the
Pantaloon imitations begun by Raymond
a Columbine, Pierrot and
The three then pom fo^^
giving a touch of skittimsb 1^"™?'^ stage.

MUSIC HALL,

in.

Berlin, Sept, 15.

Wintergarten departs from its
^j^j^ month to the
acrooawc po"«.y xuu,
extent of importing two gxrl umt^

i

|
I

one -of. these, 'Dagenham Gu:l
p.^^^ ^^^^^ the show. There may
be fiome who can go for raucous
drumming and
jjgg.pjpeg, eternal
^
^hem this
^
ma^cning,

I

.

,

.

—

1

to the eye-enticing proceedings.

no

I

mustd«
musi- be
outfit must
no looks outni
,
XT
An,
Has
it. anythmg to do

lees
lees,

1

.

.1.

pretty dismal.

In behind the footlights to give a 1"??!

^^n'*

,„

w^r

STATE,

aome tapping thrown
Worked with clarinets, ^umpet

in brass with

Winterfifarten, Berlin

N. Y.

W^dnesdaj, September 29, 1937

an iota of make-

N. Y.

,
j a happy
u
'Vogues* ,is mdeed
choice
land sax. Mediocre turn, althoughone Clyde McCoy trumpet sequence Uq top the anniversary bill here arid
plenty on opening day (23) to
chirper U^*
femme
^"^r^
Dailv"
keep the wickets buzzing. With the
couldn't p5l herself from boards
after three encores, although act not. lengthy film ostensibly the draw, the
stuff, stage show was cut to four acts.
torchy
Does
ultra-clicko.
Carr Bros, and Betty pace with a
Pipes are punk, but gal is okay
comedienne, which pulls turn out of lively routine of knockabout gymnasties handled with ease by the
the fire plenty.
S«^Jack
male duo and spaced with neat
Follows with tapper
mour. Debutantes again and then Bo dancing by the femme member,
Bert Frohman foU^^
Brummels, three wmics who are
a
reminiscent of Ted Healy s crew, but pleasant assortment of pop tunes. A
.^^ piano, trumpet and viola, vet m.c. of the niteries, Frohman's
^^^^ ^^j^^, act, but drewUasy manner instantly ingratiates
dfuckies Three Byrne Sisters next him with an audience and his fol,

I

•

•

.

ment very standard, aimougn gaisi .L.ew Parker and Co, tickle 'em
Lewis,
Marie Grimaldi, George- Church and Ned Sparks, Winchell, TedDurante,
lookers and well dressed throughoQt, Parker has a glib dedrums, the orbs, too, come in for a were nice
pSerson invest the three W. C. ^Field^. Barrymore
and as good as any at their specialty. liVery and is ably assisted by a
grace Robinson, Arliss, Cantor, Laughton, few shooting pains.
femme and deadpan stooge on-stage,
poetic characters with lots of
Priscilla and Perry Mayo close
in the deuce
May
and
Walthon
Jolson.
and
straight I and the male duo in audience.
charm.
and
I,
fi,i-<»c upf
i.H with
witrt gusto.
msm There
inerei stooge act with m.c. for
thingsEight Big. Apples close the show, pick
Jan. Peerce, .Viola PhUp and the
audithe
secth.
with
^ar
siSe^flre
Th-is-ct-il
fsnt
siS/e^mbl-e- take
chltr? S?v?nTr'ocii'di^li^^^^^^
S^Fa^rau^^feme* e^fS
Iwys^ and gir^^
onl item for a melodic -measure e„ce as light
the cin they seirjtr Both guys;_a_nd^^e
pitched in a sombre mood. The ul- demonstrate red hot gyrations of
tive S. A. tunes and pop swing.
^f^^^ng^
music are loaded With ginger. One
Could
tra-modemistic set which goes with hgtest dance craze.
,
minutes.
Cofhbo features brasses throughout,
70
Show times
Pictufe is 'Back in Circulation stunt is better than the other. Spring
the vocal passage gives 'em somer
have been improved somewhat; by tppt soothing melodies,, with Madriat.
Satiirdajr had
stare
show
to
First
head
arresting
(WB).
the
on
one
the
lands
equally
air
the
Herb.
into
thing
Iguera doing batoning.
Standouts
cutting.
lobby.
The few minutes allotted to the standees and waiting line
of the other in a single hand-stand.
are special arrangement of 'Stardust'
Kiley.
fast and
final number is packed wilh
Another spring and they are standand 'Satan Takes a Holiday,' latter
highpowered action. Anita Jakobi,
to head.
head
ing
utilizing triclc lighting and. phos»
a wiz at acrobatic tap, serves as the
Two Tantons, :cutting some good
Iphorescent effects on instruments.
.„
*lead-oh for the Rockettes. The dance
K. C.
figures, on the balancing pole, click
Brightest thing on the Par bill this K^ith the skeleton dance edging oft.
crack
"
that the Une smacks out with
nicely.
.
is
are the Yacht Club Boys lyho, Patricia Gilmore vocal, solos 'Pent26.
stanza
Sept.
wealth
City,
Kansas
rhythmic
and
precision
tv^x^, with plenty of
ho^se on Third Ave.' and '.Yankee
and XPeters,
...1
Dorian aiiu
i^ywau
20th i^^^^^
«.«<<rv chores
PhnrM lor
for ^uin
the same girls recently perfoimed
A bill with good possibilities this k^y^ts and gags, grab off a hunk on since their sundry
latter with su£FesUval
-at the International Dance
While the femme clowns and Par pix, hav? become someining flVjient gusto to build for zippy prowe<?k but goes awry on the routin- laurels.
cafe
and
of
tray
stage
auction number, band backing her,
holding
a
a
as
the
guy,
Ljf
well
around,
g film as
Band's IS minutes should!
ing.
Suite from Shostakovitch's balleti in£

Sos

.
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FOX,

'
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Yach^

contribution
'=o«t'g»"5<?53,gJ„ 'WoodSipowever, bandsmen araw the open- Jj^J^^^^t^ For soiko, there is a bar- cinematic backgty>unds. the
^^t^t p^3j^g3
pleasant enough
cartw
while a uisney
„
.,,
quarter hour and the let-down
the ascending four intersperse their novelty lyric dis- tunery and dansapation to make
^^^^
Cafe,' completes the screen biUthat follows when Capt. Spiuer andK j^,^
carrying his partner 1 courses with a nice sense ot kidding them decidedly at home in a class
Odec.
his seals take over is terrific; and
cask wherein Jimmy Kern has developed Uitery,
thWc no
r.A recovery
r^^vMTT.
'there's
into a bit of a glib wit with the
^enext.
» Down-front
spotting of Gregory
Claire Schlichting, -roly-poly co- ] selfjoshii^.

tras
tra's
•

.

,

1

-

^

I

.
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BALTIMORE

HIPP,

—

TABOR, DENVER

Sinilhl
Kenny Sintthi_-^.^„j^^
sliphorh,_
[Harris,
With 'High, Wide and^Hand9C«neM
^^th
over
canary and ^o-piano work by
Baltimore. Sept. 26..
cus of (Par) on the screen, moved
gags
sas:. and loads
"wsj^'^^^
^
Denver, Sept. 25.
.Conrad are worked g^s^th^aiJ
^^^^ nearby,
irom iis
,
the Tiff and Judy
y_ _
-^^j.
Fast moving and entertaming,
The showmanship
.^^^
^^^^
Eddie Stanley, headliner, was ably
Hudson-DeLange _ orchestra
the
next niche
nms
tempo
Toe assisted by Miss DeForest, and she
^e
a
Hi^P
stand
could
and
of
Tap
portion
^^^ers
Tip,
and
stage
(New Acts)
S'^ghTS
j„gS^J„/«/3i3SUs*on
the
s
is
the
act.
does
plu
She
portio
n
a btda that is
round out the stage
.
42 minutes welded into presentation hjgo.
^««n„ cvcle. Ace trick is balancing of a Yachtsmen.
Then, she peels the golden
visihng acts m^cur^^tty
The' colored TTT terp good.
table-lamp on his forehead^whU^
form and featuring th,i current^J*- ^^^\^^;.%
opr tirit^d gTa^^s
"for"'^ ^oti^r
bk^ct ^^^^^^^^
hirk'
iiarn^^^
t^fo'"S
i"o^^so
of
bik^
^on
a
^.^
ularity of the "Big Apple.* 'A Ime
^^^^
^^^^^
Stanley
two men and girt. Act as caught teetermg back and forth
which is being controlled by only .« j ,. where they came to attention thinks folks should laugh at him,
12 nicely costUiUed girts backs up was hewed to essentials; neat prance
one foot. At he same time he ^ee^
»
stepping. They're also jUst looking at him, but no go. Gets
the spliced in specialties ,<?f Marjpne on and then into speedy series of
with
the
ozone
going
slat
'hoops
Slim
finish
fast
with
waxbtet;
and
flips
some
of
his
jokes
via
the
old
gomersaults
gag of
this session,
two jobs ^
Gainsworth, Wgit
«,i..ri.«or round
^
i
T-r>,.r,A and
anH round
rmin<i inpioiin:
^
^
^
\_
^
another ^ whirling
with all hands on deck.
Timblin in hU blackface gagging;'-—
^
^
doublmg into the new Cotton Club a letter from home, hammers the
For comedy the bill has Johnny] on the free angle. Big hand
Billy Spivey and two couples, an
show. On the Par rostrum, using piano as Miss DeForest sings. Neither
Only 1 First half closes with an American their -standard drumhead base, they get any place on that.
jaounced as the authpr and ongt Bjerkes and Isabella Dawn.
Lamont's Cockatoos do some neat
nators of the 'Apple' dance, and thing difEerent about this dumb-guy- J act, Carmen, Bell and Bell. Open
clicked handily.
Billy Reed, hoofing and m.c. ing girl turn is that Berkes lets the] ing number, with Catmeh looking
Biz good but not big opening day. tricks on merry-go-rounds and tetAbel.
ters.
femme carry the act. Besides eh- smairt in white tails, is a musical
One counte a few items by
throughout in pleasing manner,
in
Une
the
ringing a bell the required number
gaging in by-play with Berkes Miss ! duo with tap which brought big apOpening by Reed and
of times, A good flash.
a well-sold routine to 'Goonft GJooha Dawn, puts her husky larynx to a| plause. While girl chianges, boys do
Arlene and Norman Selby do acroand an okay hoofing session by lyric and indulges a hl^ kick | an accordebn and cornet combo
batic ballroom and novelty dancing,
Reed, provides snappy, start and routine. Berkes* eccentric soft shoe 1 -which had to be encored. Carmen,
interspersing
jin a lovely blue costume and brillimakes ideal spot for Marjorle Gains- work, keeps him in the runnings
.
_ it with a bit of magic
Pittsburgh, Sept. 26.
„
gowned,
nicely
great]
a
and
.take
a
is
Capt.
Spiller
seals
Here
does
an
disappearing ^ct— turning
slippers,
effech-c.'garette
worth.
ant -studded
since Horace
It's been seven years °
.deal of time to get nothing much] tive toe number which closes the
well-appearing
lit into cigar.
He blares on a cornet
= femme with person
,
?
_„j
r.
,
from
and
spot
pipes
this
? done,
Spiller works the mammals act in spite of rousing palm-smack- Heidt last hit
'as she. dances.
alii?; and a very legit pair of
Opening setting is an Irish scene.
who should go places in a big way. deliberately. Slowness of the act is ing.
the enth.usiasm of the mob, he's been
Did three numbers, ^Smoke Gets in | due to his putting each seal through] Two tindners have one of the away too long and can. come back with line as Irishmen and colleens
doing Irish dances.
Your Eyes,' an opera .^d^ jazz ar- each trick, except the one fin stand, slickest perch acts around here in a
Green and
as often as he likes. Not in a flock white costumes.
The line is seen in two numbers ,o„g t^
rangement. and ^Itahto. Street So^^^^
Second routine is
Their stuff is plenty
*T...,.-„
deluxer modernistic—tdo slow-^with line in
plus an encore, /Indian liove Call,
one of which may be the 'Big Ap- Uar|, but put over with a laugh and of blue moons has the
airHi. had to beg off.
pie.'
Harlan Christie, ni.c.« sticks to a. wise-crack that keeps the mob ever played host to a more vocifer- white and black long dresses. ClosFrn number by line next, cleverly pat introductions this trip. Hoyt,
setting shows artist's concept of
howling.
ous au<iience.' From curtain to cur ing
worked out and artistically lighted,
Rosita Serrano, billed as a South tain, a span of about 75 .minutes hell, line with horns and fork do
with a waltz clog and skating numtheir dance as Lester Harding, m.cAmerican radio star, is posey, ritzy
cinas 'Get
'fiAi- nnk>>.> t>Ai..'«j nr^
c^i^wi*
only
half that long, they sings
bar by Billy Reed interpolated, very
that
seemed
T¥ee^ Behind '^Mer'Satan
and no shakes
nicely received and perfectly set-io
London Ballet has the wherewithal kept up a machine-gun barrage of Stagd show tag is 'Dance Mania.'
bring on Slim Timblin in his darkWashington, Sept. 26.
The best part of the bill is the pic*
applause and there wasn't a numto
it over at this house: ward
put
laugh-getter
town preacher stuff, a
Two acts and a band show, with robe, looks, variations. And it's artis- ber in the layout that didn't; rate at ture, "Wee Willie Wirtkie' (20th).
'from start to finish. Customers liked no attempt to mix 'em or dress ^em
Only a fair house on opener. Rose.
least three bows,
everything Timblin gave them on up beyond standard style, give house tic without being arty. Direction is
Ever since he came out of Call
sh-w caught and he, too., had to beg bill that is varied and satisfactory fine and costuming well thought out. fornia more than a decade ago with
oF fo permit show to continue.
but nothing above average. Only un- There are six numbers, each with a an idea, Heidt. has been a shrewd
coloring,
the opening a
Finale, well worked out build-'up usual touch is in Toet and Peasant' definite
showman but with experience and
Chicago, Sept. 26,
of nie 'AoDle,' had Reed bringing on overture, in which house organ is classical dance with girls in white experimentation has come a per
This week's stage show is an ex-^
S^'vey with some questlbns about used to sock home the finale with pleated Greek dresses, the last a fection of that idea.
Today the ample of what can be done with •
can-can done in black.
ibi new craze, followed by a vocal double effect.
stands
quite alone, presentation or vaudeville bill. Inhusky
maestro
Three Loose Screws, well dressed
ar-i two youthful couples giving out
Opens up with Case Bros, and
playing second fiddle to none
stead of taking' the easiest way out
with all the gyrations identified with Marie, doing their tight-rope stuff chaps doing some neat tumbling in a
From the very opening, when the and slapping four or five adts on the
Line, Reed, Spivey in one. Using three walkers in act good-humored way,' dose.
hoofery.
ttie
full stage reveals Heidi's .28 hire
stage plus a line of girls and letting
town
to
go
then
Instead
twosomes
of
the usual newsrieel, an lings,
ard the
is novel here and customers perked
including
three
femmes, it go at that, the master minds here
very
.a
and
M.G.M. short with Vera and Alfredo. decked out across a terraced plat
for the full routine
up at start.
stnng series of curtains.
Next comes. Hal Sherman. Dead- Codona is shown in memory of the form, there's the feel of good enter- Went a bit out of the ordinary and
have gotten up a bang-up novelty
Film is 'Something to Sing About pan soft-shoe tapping, a smooth gag recently dead artists.
tainment about thej. premises. And bill that will do
business and cause
(GN) dIus oictures of recen,t cham- monologue -and a demonstration of
Heidt loses no timer .in justifying ex
tiUc that will, accrue handsomely to
pinnshit) fights in. which local boy, truckin', Suzy-Q and tango, which
pectations.
He's packed his show the benefit
of this house.
H"T.y Jeffra, won world's bantam- I-created-in-HoUywood, using nut
v.- th musical excellence, novelty and
They've
Burm,
got
two
excellent midwest
weight -title.
Panto
titles got him three bows.
humor, fairly tearing through a rou- name bands
on the stage -under the
Philadelphia, Sept. 26.
mime got over ^through excellence
tine that hasn't a solitary soft spot.
novelty billing of 'The Battle of
Stage show here" this week mild
rather than novelty.
The Heidt formula per se hasn't Swing.' Both
the Clyde McCoy and
Bob Crosby ord[i takes over to concoction of vaude entertainment changed much. It still emphasizes
wind up show, Crosby warbling, 'I'm skillfully blended by Manager Sid youth and. variety, just as it did the Earl Hineis orchestras have real
Indianapolis, Sept. 25.
the Fella Who Swings the Band' to Stanley, in absence of units, which originally, but now it has. polish and following around this section, and
the
two
of
Ma.ior Bowes' Second Anniversary start things going.
them
together on one
Kay Weber house ordinarily uses.' With nothing taste without sacrifice to that aUr
show -rates as an amusement bargain
Revv.s, on its second weelt out, runs flounces out- in chiffon party dress socko, show nevertheless is satisfac- essential campus
atjjfiosphere.
srp-iothly and is better than tlie re- to coo 'Whispers In the Dark' and tory and moves along
that few theatregoers around here
snappy
pace
at
Heidt
himself
is still a self-effacce-'; units tlie tyro impresario has band, gets spot again to pound out as result of intelligent staging.
Biz ing leader, doing his announcing can pass up;
Pit' orch works on
sr ; this way.
Both bands do an excellent job,
'Twilight in Turkey.' Then it's 'Moon faiir when caught;' Pic is 'Blonde briskly
and without embroidery,
0 arid house provides an attrac
s'
Trouble^ (Par).
in My Eye,' in which Bob does per
V
mixing only briefly in tlie genjeral each- getting a crack at swinging it
sstting.
ti
House band set oil stage to back outline but making his leadership down the lane. -Had the house
feet Bing imitation without saying
"Tiiw is opened by three boys
swaying
with the music. For the
M. c. is Milton' Douglas. quite evident just the same with the
so, followed by Red Hutchins and Kay show..
b" ;d as the 'Southerji Gentlemen,' Galligher, lanky, bespectacled boy, Offers no chirping and makes
the
little thoroughness of his presentation. He finale there is a smash flash, with
vocalize in harmony, and fol)
V,short blonde gal, who steal the attempt at humor. Merely intros acts permits his specialists- to gather the two bands oh either side of the stage
and
k witli a tap routine.
show with demonstration of the in- routme fashion.
glory and thev all come through in plus the house pit orchestra getting
T-lDzekiah Jones, Negro v^ntriloto.cether
in
Rag.'
a
'Tiger
blast
of
Mbna
Leslie, cape dancer, imported great shape.
of hoofing was
Latter
type
'shag.'
Tops among them are
with his 'colored
follows,
qu;ct,
With two such attractions on the
rage am'ong high school crowd here from Texas Frontier Fiesta, fell flat. Burton
a classy young hoofer
ChTlie McCarthy.' Patter is very six year's ago, but hasn't been ex Gal is a looker and does nice terp with a Pierce,
definitely Astaireish flair; show, it needed only two acts to
p; :-, all comedy built on the sup
Kids are intro routine garbed only in long red Alvinb Rey, the electric-guitar' wiz, finish up and round out a good stage
ploited -on stage.
the
dummy
from
g- "X theft of $11
cloak.
Swings her scenery around and Jerry Browne, the half -pint who bill. On first was Ross Wyse, Jr., in
Finish is okay duced by Crosby as couple of ams
''"'.G vcnti-iloquist.
his ever surefire act, Wyse has gone
he picked up o'l Southern tour and snappily to let boys know what they carries most of the comedy.
w" n dummy sings 'Shoe Shine Boy.'
whether they are or not, they are may expect, but shows little until
Musical novelties that have been steadily forward and today has a
.\n' imptession of Kate Smith is
near
ei)d—then plenty.
Even this sure-fire for years and are yet in- turn that is real entertainment from
She just non-pro enough in their attitude
gl- -:n.. by Mildred Maye next.
Encore is repeat, which didn't elicit much in the Way of clude the Toy Band number and start to finish. He handles him.self
h ?-)s the illusion by being built It) wow 'em.
that swell 'Flight of the Bumblebee' smartly, and works will with his
indicated to house they were the applause.
al -v^ Miss Smith's lines and singing
Opener is line of eight gals, Le- arrangement, with Rey starting it Out femme partner who has learned
troupers working
and
not
McCoy
the
vocal
but
..raciio theme song,
h
nore's Debutantes.
Nicely gammed as an encore and the band picking many new tricks. Were over solidly.
new routine.
c- 'cotion is not so good.
and
lookers.
In
it up
Bauduc
quits
first
in sections first the strings, Will make good anywhere on their
drums
to
demand
Ray
finale
ap"3 of the high spots is provided
pearance worked in Scanty attire and then the saxes and finally the comedy and knockabout.
by Vae Seven Philhiarmonica Riots, onstrate his 'original Dixieland shufOther turn was a colored dancing
trumpets.
Bass warbling of Bob
fle' to get nice hand, and Bob uses did snappy tap terp. Middle session,
-.uo of boys who shine biest in an
a
however, was a pretty ballet turn in McCoy registers soundly and so do team. Son and Sonny. Regulation
ossiojQ of Borrah Minevitch and guitarist for gag chatter in middle
ii
Too slow for Fay's specialties of three King Sisters hot hoofing work that dovetailed
'Limehouse of 'Remember Me,' which is long and long gowns.
playing
Ra.*cal3
b
(.the blonde Yvonne -looks like crack
with the show. Both work fast and
E' :s,' "They do other pop numbers flat. Bob Haggart and Eddie Miller aud.
First of acts is pure carbon of Stan comedy timber); Larry Cotton, Art furious and deliver what's expected
down front for 'Man With the St.
w' "h are also well received.
were a
'>my Edmundson uses a black- Louis Blues,' which leads into 'St. Kavanaugh's'turn with balls and In- Thorsen, Charles Goodman, Bernie of 'em. Others on the show McCoy
Performer is Mel-OIdy. Mattinson and Frank De'Vol.
femme singing trio with the
i to illustrate his ability to talk, Louis Blues' to bring entire company dian clubs.
b
The 'Heidt of Entertainment' is orchestra, and a sin.ele, Irene Jame.s.
and write upside down and on for finale. Most of act is just He's no Kavanaiugh. Plenty adept at
.so 'l
smnms.
b?- wards. H6 uses stooges entirely a band playing smooth rhythm, but juggling the balls, but entirely lacks now the Californian's trademark and with the Hines band, Okav
Also good with he comes by it honestly. Picture for the situation. M.c. is Dick W?ro
-ve "him the words from their they went for the kid dancers and comedy technique.
t-)
Did clever bit at end, 'Life of the Party' (RKO), with who stays nicelv in the backf^rounO;
-:1
w'
pisitibns in. the audience. Crosby's vocal chords gaVe the Bing- the clubs.
Wom:in
best
thing.
which
Broudy
overture
rounding
Certain
put him over well with house Dave
out
.Picture is 'That
of these feieders' have a gag mind^d ^emmes the next
Biz phenomenal right from (WB), Business excellent at ^^'' ^'^•^
bill.
Pic is 'Something to Sin^ About' and brought caH for encore.
He
tAviit when spelled backwards.
Goio.
Craig.
Cohen
O'Connor Twins follow in solos start.
show on Friday,
closes with a backward rendition of (GN) and biz fair.
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caught by pater.
Plenty of applause and ample curtain calls.
It's been a long time since a dusky

EARLE, PHILLY

VARIETY

51

strong with another medley of songs
Newsreel, N.
with which he has long been idenPhiladelphia, Sept. 26.
tified.
This leaves them wanting
The American Legion on parade,
Berlin, Sept. 15,.
Scala has two big attractions this more and he does a brief encore. The up Fifth avenue, takes the lead-off
greeted first song'-and-dance act clicked as enhouse
capacity
A
liusiastioally as the Dixie trio; boys month, one
It's the subject
international, the other show is over here, but Nixon and spot on this show.
show are pleasing with hoofing and
Bhowing of Earle's new stage
spirit- local,
Sands" try to do the remainder of holding local interest, and indicative
Entire second half is given over their act while the house band of the smart showmanship- in-placing
which got away under a severe ual, moaning. One. member does a
Hash
tapping
routine,
while
duo
sing
indication
every
to the 'Czar's Ballet,' but even that makes a noisy dash to return from the. huge procession and a flash of
handicap, but gave
'All- Qod^s Ghillun Got Rhythm.'
dose left the mob enthusiastic and the pit to the stage. When, the band Times Square merrymaking at the
solidly with" the patrons
of clicking
Maestro Woodbury fallows each of clamoring for more. First number, is set, the line of girls do a finale front precipitating overflow business
ran, at this
;he 13-piece orch solo offerings dur- 'The Sylphs,' is
tefore it wound up. It
a ballet done as with everybody on stage for the cur- Thursday (23). Topic takes precedence over the Sino-Japanese maperformance, just short of an hour, ing a 10-minute band specialty devotees to the classical school like tain.
utilizing the late George Gershwin's to have it dished
Picture
is
'Hoosier
Schoolboy' terial, though Universal has gone
Fairy -like
out.
which is under average for the compositions.
Chick
Parry, tenor creatures in white tulle dresses move (Mono) and biz was very light at to town again with close-ups of
Pic feature it 'The Life of sax man, wrote special arrangement.
house
dreamily through the moonlight to third show opening day (24). Kiley. actual hostilities, etc.
audience
the Party' (RKO), but
Which began with 'I've Got Rhythm,' strains of Chopin, In this the princiWith Lowell Thomas at the mike,
seemed more interested in gory 'oUowed by 'My Man' during which pal terper is Valentina Blinova,
Fox Movietone shows the Way with
newsreel from war-torn Shanghai.
MLiss Davis sang emotionally.
Rewhose grace, added to the charm of
a comprehensive job on the gigantic
Mai Hallet and his orch headline mainder of program consisted of the whole, brought down the house.
Legionnaire inarch on the second
ihe bill. Show opened with micro- 'Can't Take That Away From Me,' Of the shorter sketches the most outBoston, Sept. 26.
day of their annual convention in
phone trouble, which threatened to and for finale, a streamlined ver- standing is 'The Porcelain Princess,'
Big noise on the Keith stage this New York City. His comment inwhole proceedmgs. sion of 'Rhapsody in Blue.'
bust up the
a perky number done in stylized Chicludes
pertinent figures on the numnumopening
its
played
week
is
Milton
Berle
and
it's a longWhile orch
Pic Is 'Wife, Doctor, Nurse' (20th- nese costumes which are unusually
ber of Forty and Eight miniature
ber Hallet dashed off and on stage Fox).
Gus.
attractive. But it is in 'The Soul of drawn-out barrage of blab. For the trains, the two-and-a-half -mile patrying to locate the difficulty and
the
Rose'
first
40
that
Igor
Youskevitch
minutes
he
was amusing, dy- rade, the 800 floats, as well as the
have it adjusted. Thie speaking apreally has a chance to show his stuff. namically
energetic,
rowdyishly fact that it took more than 17 hours
uaratus hadn't been fixed when the
Though already tck) fat, he does some rampant, and the breakfast show to pass by. Not only has the camera
Grace, came On.
first soloist, Teddie
stunning leaps and otherwise forms crowd liked his stuff; but 90 min- effectively grabbed the outstanding
apoloher,
Introducing
Hallet, in
an
Detroit,
adequate
background
exfor
the
Sept.
26.
utes
of
this
Miss
ebullient
gent is a bit portions of the procession, as well
gized for the conditions and
as the planes flying overhead and
This, burg may go nuts over its quisite Blinova.
too strenuous.
Grace, working under these trying
Scala customers have always gone
Between windy introductions and the trouble police had in keeping
circumstances, won a nice hand for sports champs, but from the cheers for ballet in
the crowd of 1,500,000 back, but
a big way, and the manhfer singing of 'Dispossessed.'
accorded "Tommy Farr's appearance agement sees to it that they get what Berlet banter a few acts squeezed some unusually fine night parade
through and made favorable impresThe mike was beginnmg to get on initial show caught
Friday after- they want. Terp fare doled out this sions. For example, there are Diaz, shots are included.
pounded
we'll While Frankie Carle
morith
is particularly satisfying both Don, Dolores
noon
Universal's two cameramen,
Demis
everyand
(24),
it
in their exlooks like natives
out 'I've Got Rhythm' ana
to the visiting gentry and b.o.
citing long distance adagio tossery; George
Krainukov and Howard
thing was hotsy-totsy again when would have preferred to see Farr
Bill opens with the American act,
ick Detroit's World Champ Joe O'Donnell, Blair and Company, re- Doris Rhodes, capably singing blues Winner, have done a magnificent job
the orch went into 'Goona Goo,' very
Not only did rocking ap- peating after only a three months' of which her best bet was 'That Old in covering the warfare about
hot and ultra jazzy. Misis Grace re- Louis.
Shanghai. U's editor probably apappeared to shout a verse of this plause greet appearance of Welsh absence. It's naturally a tough spot, Feeling.'
Then there is Tommy Mack in his preciated this because the two lens
one with the boys accompanying, 30xer, who is taking his first flyer but you can't put the kibosh on such
and she seemed much happier and into vaude, but the mention of Louis' well-routined tomfoolery as theirs. radio character of 'Judge Hugo boys get their names on the film
name during Farr's act drew plenty House, keyed up for a good time, is Straight,' getting plenty of laughs, credits. It's more moving and more
more at ease.
in harness with Berle, on his tongue- comprehensive, perhaps, in scope
The show went into high as far as of boos.
let down with a thud by Margit tied chatter.
Jolly Gillette, a very than this reel's Initial special and
audience enthusiasm was concerned
It must have been because the
Hocky, who chirps at the mike, It's
with the introduction of 17-year-old British heavyweight boxer offered tough on Cortini, the magician, who young, very charming songstress, is shows fewer torn bodies. Embassy
the
fawarbled
who
Perkins,
Jerry
payees modesty in place of his for- has to follow, and even when he definitely a pleasing discovery for wisely points out that the reels are
vaude,
and
her
envoealling of 'Cabin of shown to illustrate the horrors of
miliar 'Little Gypsy Tea Room,'
mer arrogance while training for the makes a playing victroU disappear,
Dreams' and 'Johnny One Note' war.
cored with 'Where Are You?', which Louis bout. He's sock as the inter- the folks don't warm up much.
earned her extra bows. Jack GilCamera picture shows Shanghai
stopped the show and called for an- viewee of Eddie White, warbling
Things begin to look up again with
other encore, this time 'You're Just comedian, who returns after his turn the appearance of the tiVo Lihdstroms ford clicked solidly with Hollywood waterfront while under bombardToo Marvelous.' Lad's personality, to interview Farr. Latter tells an on trick ice-skates, clowning up and impersonations, and Bert Gordon ex- ment, with buildings burning, and
changed
pleasantries
with
voice,
Berle
in
notable
typical
barricaded streets.
if
not
Then
smooth
plus a
oke joke, talks about America and, down a teeter-totter. It's not so
there is a close-up picture of Japaturned the trick.
then goes into a little shadow box-, much their tricks as the slickness hebe dialect.
For an opener Berle sang that old nese troops on actual duty, with the
Gloria Gilbert, called by Hallet, ing in a white-roped ring erected on
that
which
they're
dished
out
with
who did what m.c-ing there was, the stage. Act runs about six minutes makes this a corking act. Giiy with peace wheeze, 'Let 'Em Keep It Over camera crew passing into Japan's
There,' and among the several clos- military lines drawn up on the Gar'dancing top,' also had the palm- of entertaining stuff.
the funny mug has a way of easing
Clad
Rear Admiral O. G.
pounders working overtime.
Besides Farr and White on the 45- around corners, or of falling onto ing numbers and speeches was a dull den bridge.
in a striped outfit. Miss Gilbert pre- minute.show are the LeFons Troupe, the edge of a chair just before it's 'thank you' song, including promi- Awachi, commanding the Japanese
feasented a very effective routine,
Chinese acros; Don and Shirley, hill- too late, that belongs to tht stuff nent mention of his Hollywood activ- troops, poses exclusively for Uniities.
versal's cameramen. Captured Chituring, of course, the spinning busi- billies; Allen and Kent, hoofers.
that great circus clowns are made of.
'Saturday's Heroes' (RKO) on the nese tank, arms, guards rushing to
ness, both in wide circles and in a
Of the supporting acts. White's
Estelle and Le Roy, American
the front lines, soldiers actually
Foa:.
small radius, poised on toes.
own turn placed near the top, in ad- dance team who crossed to this side screen.
firing from behind barricades and
Joe Cabonaro and his bass fiddle dition to the work he does with for the Coronation last spring, gool
the terror written on the faces of
came next, although throughout the Farr. Garnered a big hand, and an 'em. They do three numbers in all
Chinese refugees being herded down
Halshow he'd been clowning with
encore for his comical tunes and and the folks storm for more. Estelle
the street behind Japanese bayonets
let and collecting sporadic laughs, iokes.
is a looker and knows how to drape
has been as clearly caught as if done
Chicago, Sept. 26.
mostly because of his corpxalence,
Opening is the LeFons Troupe, the rags.
Mister,
if -you're
wailing that for a- feature film. Most gripping
Hig gyrations while supposed to be hree males and two femmes, backed
First half closes with Truxa, who
playing 'Nola' on the fiddle tickled, by Chinese garden set. Usual aero has siure managed to mismanage vaudeville went with Herb Williams, sequence of some 800 feet are the
Jimmy
daring
scenes about the harbor taken
Hussey
busiand
Nora
Bdyes,
comedy
then
alleged
his
did
also
as
stuff, plus a few new twists on some
himself. He was sitting in a mighty step into the
State-Lake this week, while the Chinese were attempting
ness while singing 'Sole Mia.'
of the old standbys. Nice hand.
pretty spot with the gobs of jpublicity
Shaw and Lee came on .next with
Don and Shirley, in deuce, get gleaned from bis brilliant wire tricks catch a guy named Steve Evans, and to hit Japanese warship by bombing
one of their familiar patter routines, •;heir share of approval. Mixed duo in the pic 'Truxa,' which name he dry those tears. He has the same from the air and troops oh shore
including the business of getting are garbed in evening clothes, and now uses through the permish of spirit, gives just as much entertain- were replying with shrapnel. Bursttheir hands and legs all tangled up.
heir tenor and contralto pipes do a Tobis. But the boy just has no idea ment, and is an equal master of his' ing of shells in the harbor is followed by one or two direct hits
trade.
They were also well received.
fine job oh the hillbilly tunes.
Here's a
of how to sell himself.
As far as material goes, a good recorded as a hospital ship scurries
Show wound up with the orch givSome different type of hoofing is guy with $1,000,000 stunts, who
ing, its impression of 'Xmas Eve in offered by Allen and Kent.
Duo doesn't know what to do with them. deal of Evans' stuff is remindful of for shelter.
Pathe follows with series of views
Harlem.' Very good light efEects and ;um in some smart tapping while His partner, too, if someone would Jim Barton; but timing, business and
card manipulation such as doing a tango, and otherwise make only fix her up, would be plenty oke, delivery stack up to make Evans a showing troops hurrying about and
also
cheering sections indulge in at foot- themselves valuable to. current line- because she's right at home on the somebody that the biggies should be buildings on fire. Foggy prints, the
ball games helped bits.
up. Pair's parents come on near end tight rope. But they are both togged fighting for. And soon. The third troop garbs and settings plainly inshow, opening day, ran 10 minutes dicate library shots in some in•to display how they hoofed in their
out in duds that make you want to
1931
heydays. All getting over in a big look anywhere but at them. They overtime because they wouldn't let stances, perhaps from the
trouble, (illip winds up with a coldhim go.
way.
Salt
do a stimt crossing each other in a
Standout is Evans' Poli.sh laborer blooded execution that is a hairNice crowd at opening show Fri- handspring that's A-1 stuff. High
drunk bit. Also Mussolini and Lon raiser.
Salt Lake City, Sept. 26.
day afternoon (24).
Flicker
is
spot, of course, is Truxa's famous Chaney's 'Hunchback.'
Paramount gets a break on its
Pete.
This is the last week Salt Lake's 'Vogues of 1938' (UA).
back somersault, wnioh brought him
Rest of the bill rates a so-so in 10th anniversary, with a letter from
to light last season. Audience gets the majority.
second largest theatre, Orpheum,
It suffers from bad President Roosevelt commending the
its money's worth in goose fiesh spotting, and
Benewsreels
addressed to A. J. Richtag.
this
under
too much comedy. Also,
will be known
L. A.
when, after two attempts, he finally why have two acts following each ard, newsreel chief of Par. reproginning Wednesday (29) a vertical
Los Angeles, Sept. 26.
lands on the rope, instead of the other which depend principally on duced.
Further break is that the
new
naroji
its
flash
was
Evelyn Law is making a personal floor. Impression when caught
neon sign will
impressions-of stuff? For that mat- new commentators, taken from the
appearance currently in conjunc- that his two misses were not inten- ter, why have 'em even on the same radio field, get a preliminary workUtah.
In bill?
tion with Grand National's 'Some- tional, but you can never tell.
out and show up well in some 10
Built like an old-time vaude bill, thing to Sing About,' in which she
any case, this boy is in bad need
Opening turn is Dick and Dottie different clips, possibly tops for this
c\u:rent flesh offering satisfied open
plays opposite James Cagney.
It's of a few tips.
He's got swell stuff
Remy, equilibrists. They're okay as program in number.
her
initial
stage
appearance,
and
raw!
it
but
is
ing day crowds (22).
Sports really come into their own
a novelty.
Hoof a little, do hand
being spotted early on the bill
balancing on skates and apparatus as several reels focus attention on
By Woodbury, house band leader .didn't
help at today's opening perincluding hand stilts: also add one- football and the comln* world series.
and m.c. still merrily-socko, un- formance.
Despite this haindicap,
hand
hop-along
stuff and traveling Ed Thorgensen, for FOx Movietone,
leashed a new load of material in and a natural nervousness. Miss
shows Duquesne at Pittsburgh getsplits.
Indianapolis, Sept. 26.
colintroing three acts— all okay ^and Law came through with flying
Murray, King and Roberts, comedy ting ready for the gridiron season
Awkward running order and slow dance
ors, revealing a load of personality
team, isn't too good. Opening and probable contending baseball
two band numbers.
and a fine trained voice, that is par- pace handicap this bill assembled which leads to the girl's picketing teams for the world title. Latter
Band opened with a swingy ar ticularly effective on the higher under very modest budget. It con- of the act, is badly staged, and work depicts Yankees on field and in
sists of three acts topped by Wendell
rangement of 'So Rare' with vocals notes.
of the boys is messy throughout, action while National League conShow as a whole is badly rou- Hall and a line of six girls.
excepting for- the knockabout finish tender is rated a toss-up as the Cubs
t)y Shirley Davis, local debutante,
tined, but talent manages to wade
Bill opens with line of girls fol- with
the girl. .She comes through are shown playing the N. Y. Giants
who formerly was a featured war through the obstacles. Opening en- lowed by Joe Silva, man doing some with ah
excellent tap specialty and in Chicago in the first game of the
is
a
Fanchonettes
banjo-playing.
the
uninspired
semble
by
stiff
and
the
bier with Carol Lqfner's outfit at
recent series. Thorgensen concludes
clicks on appearance.
routine
novelty
somewhat stilted
Nixon and Sands, a comedy talking
Earl Lavere and Helen Ware get with the comment that barring a
Bal Tabarin
San Francisco, with
in
the girls garbed in leopard ef- team, are next with a ventriloquist bv all right, he with his intermittent miracle there will be another nickel
Shirley, 17, curvacious as the dollar
fect gowns, with their purses when bit. However, the act is broken up
series.
Scotch
.sign, has a host of admirers in her
gags
and
and
she
accordion,
revealing full-sized figures to work in three different spots on
Bill Slater, former NBC sports
with her semirrube characterization.
home town. Three-month stint with opened
of a supposedly male dancing -part- the bill and it never gets started. Clicked here.
commentator, does a bang-up asLofner's band appiarently applied a
ner.
Man
also acts as m.c. although he
Barr and Estes are still getting signment in a series of clever past
nice lacquer on her mike technique.
Maestro Rube Wolf then puts the obviously is not at home in the along, and did all right on this bill season shots that Paramount has put
She has a lush blues voice ahd 'de^ house band through a swing numjob.
even though Earl Lavere works as together in a pre-season review of
livers in major league manner.
berj following it immediately with
Lang and Lang juggle balls and eccentric comic and Steve Evans grid prospects. Camera shows MinStearns and Dean, eccentric hoof
a swing v6rsion of oldtime tunes,
clubs and do a bit of talk does imnressions. the two things on nesota, Pittsburgh, Yale, Navy and.
ers, follow.
Duo effect joke cos with quite a few of the numbers Indian
12 minutes which Barr and Estes depend for Fordham elevens in action in their
in the next spot.
Their
fumes and feature some fast spins, more or less marred by the swing
should be chopped to eight for the their comedy.
Male character is highlight plays in searching for stars
Gal member slips off stage, while
tempo injected.
sake of speed. Johnny Sanna, who funny, and woman's appearance is for coming year. That Fordham inpartner, in a new costume, gives his
First act is Rubber legs Holmes,
three tap and acrobatic dance good.
She does all right on tan terception and touchdown dash is a
agile gams an ample workout;
Ga negro hoofer, who offers a diversi- does
numbers in succession in the fol- .<?tuff, and he noses over easily with pip.
Metro's 'News of the Day*
then appears and pair sell a couple
Miss Law is spotted
fied routine.
spot, also would benefit by
the same impressions he's always shows Yale's squad in prelim pracof
Donning to follow, opening with a ballad and lowing
soft
tap
numbers.
wooden toy soldier costumes, team then doing a medley of tunes from trimming his routines and time con- used, as well as the origination of tice.
siderably.
Pathe handles Justice Black, the
dance steps bit.
engage in a pleasing doll dance the Cagney picture that won her
More dancing is then provided by
House line does two routines, court issue and the Klu Klux Klan
which gained them several calls.
deserved tribute.
the line of girls. Next, Nixon and
of which is up to standard with Intelligence, showing princiMiddle spot was nothing short of
Jimmy Dickie, local cartoonist, Sands do the bulk of their act which neither
pals
involved and then letting Ray
routining
or
costuming,
but
okay
in
sensational.
The Correllis, father gives a lesson in the art, follows
?Driglc tell the remainder. Sprigle,
and son, stage an aerial act which with a cartoon drawn in eight sec- Includes some mild chatter with a in nerformance.
itt
Post-Gazette
reporter,
who
Picture is 'Sing and Be Hapoy*
was the best of the bill. Son carries onds and then introduces a real .<:ong and dance finish. After this.
that
(20lh). and business at early evening wrote the expose yarn, relates a
bulwark of the act. A good looking novelty by utilizing the services of Nixon is. out of breath so badly
ho can scarcely introduce the show's show opening day good, despite rain. concise story of how it all happened.
kid with iron nerves, youngster disa
execute
who
Fanchonettes.
the 24
Rest of show is the usual run of
headliner, Wendell Hall.
He also
Loop.
plays some head balancihg stunts
huge landscape with animals in makes an extra long speech in order
fleeting Spanish revolution coverage,
Which made a seemingly cold audi near-record time.
airplane records and freak.<;. fashto give the house band time to da.sh
ence rise in recognition.
In subse
Dorothy Lull, singing comedienne, from the stage to the pit for Hall's
ions, tuna fishing, Hitler, rasslin", etc.
quent routines, boy, balancing on his entertains with a couple of burSUITS'
Lew Lehr grabs the laughs with his
dome, hops up an eight-step ladder, lesque numbers and some fine acro- act.
Reading, Pa., Sept. 28.
model airplane oddity and an odd
Wendell Hall opens by singing a
Walks,
unaided by umbrella or batics, and is followed with a burRobert H. Suits, manager of submarine. Paranvourit adds a thrill
balancing rod, on a steel wire from lesque routine of ballroom dancing fast novelty number, "Two Lovely
Us,' the lyrics of Loew'p Colonial here, was made di- by catching the Mormon Meteor,
Between
Eyes
has
:,"u.,^^^Se to balcony.
House is tense by Armando and Lito. Finale
poeeding racer, on the salt flats in
trouble
forgot
and
had
he
w'hlch
three
Loew's
visional manager of
wiiUe youth prepares for a 40-foot the Fanchonettes in a doll dance
Utah and taking the spectator on
covering up on the show caught. houses in Evansville, Ind.
upside down slide.
Briskly ar routine that is well handled.
^p'-t of the ride.
His comedy sense and pleasant stage
J^ngmg his leather cap and attach
L. G, Peters, of 'Washington, has
Screen also has Paramount News
'March of Time' (RKO-Radjn). the
ment for a slide, young Correlli. and Betty Boop cartoon.
Trade manner carries him through, how- been transferred to succeed Suits
f^rilv chort on the bill, conchir'e.s the
for
medley
oldtime
an
does
He
ever.
waits for signal from
to.seP'=:ion
father, and about normal at opening
60-mlnute show.
Vfear.
his second number and then finlshci here.
"len coasts down
the wire and is day.
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VARIETY

W^dneddaji September 29^ 1937
•

Ruth Longr
Rodolfo & Alva
Esquires
Frankie Gallagher
Sing Trio
Jack lieonard
Henry Monet
Swing Club Girl Rev
Loretta Keller
Thora Malthalaon
Dorothy Roberta
UQtel Ediaoa
Uarguerlta del Rio
'Pegrery Le Varon
Guy Aennle
Billy Swanson Oro
Juan de Uartlnla
Fred Thompson Ore
Leon A Eddie's
Seveoi Seas
Moiel l£sBez ttooH (Fiiiro-Pago Boom)
Tops^'a
Ltly Gibson
Nat Brand Wynne O Lou Martin Oro
Gloria Drayson
Honolulu Dancers
Dick Stone
Eddie Davis
Josephine
Tl\ompaon
Jimmy Lowell CO'
R J Callman
Billy Reed
Pat O'Shea
Somerset Housa
Hotel Gov. Clinton Ahl
Chuck Fody Oro
James ICeogan
Arnold Sis
Jack
Owens
Phil D'Arcy Oro
Corllea..& Palmer
Jean Rogers
Botty Borden
Stuart Jules
Kathleen Mayo
Somerset Swlnif Bd Barney Llnd
ICay Marshall
La Verne Tr
Leona Rice
Dorothy Daniels
Swlnff Club
Halnest Tate & S
Agnea Johnson
Tic Toe Sis
Hotel Half Moon
Nan Blackslune
Trecadero
(Brooklyn)
4 Squlrea
MIradbr
Hal
Brown
Garwood
Van Ora
Ken Casey Oro
Phil Romano Ore
BPttc Carter
Bobby Gilbert
Virginia Dare
Armando & Fleur'te
CHICAGO
Betty Williams
Roy Sedley
Bull-Bull
Walker 3
Ruth Denning
Hotel Lexington
't'ho Duanos
Danny Rogere
Billy Wh'rte Ore
Andy lona Oro
Dean Murphy
Jean & Gloria
Dancing Dietrtcha
Hotel UeAlpIn
Warden & Dade
Mori's
Hotel Brevoort
J" Messner Ore
Sally Joyce
'Lqu Ferris Oro
Jaros Sis
Jeanne D'Arcy
Binckliliwli
Earl Smith
Murray's
Gonzales & Menen
Commodore Duo
Joe Sanders
(Tuckalioe)
Hotel New Sorker
Joe Parlato
Ray Keating Oro
Ronald St Roberta
(I'erroce Room
Buddy. Kennedy
Pete the New.sboy
Drake Hotel
Lambertons
June Glory
Benny Meroft Oro
(Gold Coast Room)
The Onks
Chec Pnrce
Florence Cast
Fred Warings Ore
AI Lambs Ore
The Reyes
Jack Marshall
Grand Terrace
Tommy Lyman
Jimmy Savo
Larry Powell
Gene Archer
Barbara Parks'
Ada- Brown
liolel Park Central
Paul Gerrlts
Andy Kirk Ore
On<r> Club
(Coconnat Grove)
Corlnna MuraGeo D AVashington
8 Spirits of Rhythm
Jerry Blaine Ore
Bemis Kids
Al- & Anise
Maxine & Janice
Johnny McICeever
Henry Busse Oro
Hotel Edgewnter
Kvelyn Ran
I'arudlse
Club Allnuet
l'''red Cameron
Rencii
.fay Freeman Oro
Deohe Page
Phyllis Kenny'
(Board Walk)
Lucille Johnson
Sally. Oaman
Hotel riccadilly
Diamond Bros
Mtckle Lucas
Roger Pryor Oro
Georgle Tappa
Jeanette Lane
Enrico & Novello
Jeno Bartal Ore
Readlnger 2p
Jerry Gllddeh Oro
Les Trluner
Hotel Pierre
Klutings Animals
Pavilion Roynl
Colusimoa
H Smitb Ballet
Harold Nagel Oro
(Valley Stream L.I.) Bob Tlnsley
A Warren
Ore
Hotel Palmer Hoose
"
Alls
Roscoe AiJ
xvu0uue
otel Plnka
Delia & BUly Mack Inga Borg
(Empire Room>
(Persian Boom)
Danny Beck
Mile Zee Zee
The
DeMarcos
Duchlh Ore
Jill Dener
Ashley & Ware
Alexander Gray
Paul Draper
Virginia Vaughn
Gladys Crane
Gasparre's Oro
Cackles O'Neill
Nina Rlnaldo Oro
4 Aristocrats
Hotel ftooseivelt
P]aci» Elegante
Abbott Dancers
Gny OO't
Guy Lombardo Ore
Larry Maddl Oro
Hotel Shermao
Lew King
lloteJ ii>i\n\ -Plau

1214 Girls (S)

3

Variety Bills
WEEK (Sept. 27)
NEXT WEEK (Oct. 4)

in

Ann Rush

Connie Lee
Melody- Blenders 3
Jean Riccardl Oro
'

Venice Grille
Dolly Parker
Marlon Broine

'

STBEAXHAM

Andre & Brett
Martyn & Mayo

Palave

Lee Donn
Davo Poole

ALBANY
(iriind
,

Don Redman Ore
Chuck & Chuckles
Bowie

Dalley
"Waters

&,

EUa Mae

^

BOSTON
-Boston (30)

Helene Denlsson Co
^^onohalnnts

George Beatty
Fats Waller Ore
Marshall & Janet
(23)

CLEVELAND

Week

Hudson Wonders

Jack Guilford

Don &

I>

Billy

T

Sara Ann McCabei

Bert Gordon

Tommy Mack

Edna

Strong:

'

Harry Rose

Jolly Gillette
Diaz, Don & D

Calif Collegians

Zlmmy

Doris Rhodes
(24)

Variety Ge^mbols

C

Manhattan

O'Connor
Dogs
& A Keith

Green

BIRMINGHAM

Paramount
Rawlcz '& Landnuer

& Girl
LIVERPOOL

TBOT

Stanelli

Nelson

& Hagen

Savoy Jr Bd
Laurie,

M&H
.

& Aylln
Rupert Ingalese Co
Raluhnno & Page
GREAT YABU'DTU

Stanford &
Halls

f-rtickney

STARTS

Regal
Archer Bd
Jay & Cullen
Sereno Sc June

New

OCTOBER 22ND

Grlsha
Carleton Sc Juliette
Paul Thompson
Ed SlngeC'
Hotel St. Regit
.(Viennope Roof)

Savoy Jr Bd

H
G
PLYMOUTH

&
Nesbitt
Laurie, Joy &

3

Mllsom

Dudley's

Mona Grey

& Joan

Sis

Midgets

.

otel WaldorfAitoria

Cabaret

Marlssa Flores
Raphael
Hotel WelllnKton

CITY
&

CITV

WASHINGTON
Capitol (1)
Minor & Root

•

.

'

3

Mlohlgan (1)
Abe Duval Co

CHIOAnO

Clilnago (1)

Moderne
Jack Monte Ore
Maryon Dale
Cliatean

Holland & Hart
Lew Parker Co
Fred Sylvester Co

Gloria Gilbert

Founs

Rhythm Boys

Calletite Cabclleroa

Charioteers

Alex Tempieton
Lail

Carol Sis

DETROIT

.

Consuein Flowerton
Trinl Plaza

Mlt7.t

Brunford (24)
MItzl Mnyfair

PHIT^ADET.PMIA
Enrle (1)
Vince Barnelt
Jack Larue
Marjorle Galnsw'rth

Tf

Co-eds

3

Swifts

Horace Heldt Ore

READING

Bob Hall
Neila Goodelle

(24)

Mann, Dupree

Shaw

Titan

Gloria

»

Karle (1)
Xavler Cugat Ore

PlTTSBIRfiH
Stanley

& L

(24)

Ray Hutton Bd

Ina

Snub Mosley Ore
Club Gancho
Loa- Gauchos Ore
Pedro

Week

of Sept. 27

Kst

Ivor Keya
Klrnku Bros
8d

half

Van Dusen

Sam

(50-2)

LinHeld Co

Dominion
Lpe Donn

CAMDEN TOWN
Gnumont

Joe OrtnesH
Keith Wilbur

H & M Rlstorl
CLAPTON
EAST

HAM

Gninudn
Murrny tttpwart
I'vatasMa

DoiiovTn

.

& Lawr'nce
A-

Joan Hill
Club YumnrI
Empire
Stefaniifs SongMters RHsco Grenpt Ore
Itoslta OrioEfa
HAMMERSMITH Oeorge Negrele
Palace
DlosU Costella
Cresso Bros
Mahchlto
Raymond Smith
Felipe De Flores
ISLINGTON
Cotton Club
Blue Hall
Cab Calloway Ore
1st half (:!i-29)
Nii'holuH Bros
Van Dusiin
Tip,' Tap
Toe
Sam LInfletd Co

ed:»ionton

LJ5YTONSTONE

Rink
Holmes k Edwards
Harry, Andre & B
Martyn A Jfavo

RluUo
Murray Slewart
Latucha St I.nwr'nco
Donovan & Xlayos

&

Pavllhtn

Tramp Bd

Vodcry'a .Tublleers
Chocoluteers
'J'eddy )luie

Toiidcleyo

Dempaey't
E Carpenter Ore
Don Alberto Ore
tlHi-k

Leon & Lucelte
C (-harllon Co

STItATIORD

IlayoH

AVorth
SIhvl f-'tanford GhDelia ven & Pago

Avis Andrews

SHEPH'RD.S BISH Dyriamltp Hooker

Premier
FInlny

Willie .TncUson

Kl Clilvo

ItrtMidtviiy

Fhilay
Sibyl
l)e

,t

Worth

Sl!infi>rd

(ils

Haven & Page

Carlos Montoya
S

Pnuii)f>ro

D'AvoIop

St

A

Hickory llonitr
Joe Marsala Oi'c
Peppers
Adele Glriird
Hickory Lodge
(Lorclimont, N. Y.)
Zlnn Arthur Ore
Blaine Howard
H'lyw'd Kesrnttrxtii
Mitchell Ayres Ore
ra

Jelesnlclc
Rev-

NTG'

Ore

Joey Ray
Hotel AmbnMHndor
Larry ,Slry Oro
Hotel ItllinHtrr
(Mooiiliglit 'I'errnco)

Bernle Cumniln.<5 Or

IVAngelo & I'orler
AVaUer Cntiimtna
Dorothy Crone
Hotel Commodore

(Palm Room)

ToiTMny Dor.xpv Ore

Hdythe

AVrlglvt

Kee

Ilirado

Oro

Oro

La Conga
Josp Escarpenter Or

Rninon Li tee
Hilda Salazar
I

Continental 3
Joe I.iandy
Believue-StrHtford
(Planet Room)

Meyer Davia Oro
Ben Franklin Hotel
(Coral Cafe)

Mo* JafCe Ore
Benny tlie Bum's
Deloyd

Bd

Ozzie Wells
Benny's Swingsters

Dorman

Versailles

Bergere Oro
Joe Rodriguez Oro

Haywood
Allen
St.

4

Chanticleer

4

Green Bros 4
Marie Almonte

Horacio ZIto Oro
Oeorge Sterney
Le Mirage
Harry. Horton Ore

Wlvel
Bob Asen Bd

Mofgan

Arline

Helen Benton
Orace Maimers
Pedro Blanco Oro
Helen Heath

Warwick

Whitney

Evelyn Nesbitt

Bob Lee

Ginger Sutton

•

LOS ANGELES
Bali

Fnmaua Door

Bruz Fletcher
Cliarles

.'i

Marcpli
j\ffgie
.N'Ick

Muzzy

Auld
Cochran

Itlllnioro
ilrnfny

Bowl

Grier Ore

Uuaqos
Crlen Pope
Jan Rubinl.
Blltmorettes
Dclorea St Andre
Dick Webster
3 Rhythm Raacalr
•'<

Cafe International
Loe Murray

Rhythm Kings
UprblP Kay Ore
I

Thpodor.s
Intornatlunal Girls

Cafe

l,»-

Ma«*

'Wm Ifoffmon
Clare Co

Club Hawaii
Hawaiian Oro

Gro»r
Donald Kovis Ore.
Hal Kemp Ore
CiK'oiinnI

Helalne

&

Don'ida'n

June Varnelt

Penn Raymond
.lune

Wanda

Collins

1533 LufiiNt
Rubb'r Leg.s Wlirma
Merclp M;iriiupz
Ollie Potlpr

Diana Toy
Club
Jane Jones
Paul Kendall
Gladys Bagwell
Rose Valyda
Tiny Meredith
Little

Oniar's

Barry

Ad & Lib

Hawaiian Paradise
Sol Brights Ore
Satlni Tuai Loa
Sol Hoopi Ore

Patay Evans
lAilu

Mil ye

Honey Brown
Stella

Dome

Brooka

Florenre Harris
Fats Smith
Elizabeth Bmuiy
Marie Wll.son

D J
«
Ooorge Redman
Ore
Bill Johnson
Elm<r
Xani Woods Ore
Loliln Ando
Swing Kings Ore
Dee Kis
Hotel Adeipiilii
Dornlhy Black
I

Costlp.«

Palomar

'I'lic

i>Ki\n

Tom

Eddie Beai

Lawrence

ilevariy WUahIre
Ted FioRIto Ore
Debutants

'Sis

Edith Roark
Vera Haal
Vera Burgpss
Joan Barclay
Cliff Hall
Evergrern Casino
Henry May Oro

Del
.1

Ohrll

Buthskeller

Little

Jack Griffin Oro
Marty Bohn
Nancy Lee
Marrone Sc Galla
Ruth Warren
Kay King
Latimer Club
Eileen Mercedes

Ann Morgan

Mildred Lande
Jane Warren
3 Musical Rascals

8

Ynclit Club

Mary Hubbard

C

Libby Glrla
Weber's Hot Bran

(CamUen)

Dick Pell
Heney Nalhan
Al Macool
Eddie Blum
Peggy Wood

Louis Chalkin' Oro

Ray

Miller

Guldo & Eva
Bobble Tremalne
Mackie & Paul

&

Allen

Sheridan

DETEOIT
'BlosHom Heath
Moore & Revel

Claudia Wheeler
Geo Willlains
Arlene Sutton

Albernlce
Geo Storney Ore
Brodell Sis (3)
Book-Cadillao Hotel
(Casino)
Ron. Perry Oro
Chalet

Johnson Ore

Bill

Northwood bua
Russ Lyon Ore

Woods & Bray

•

*

Geraldlne Ross

Bob King

Hank Fomlsb Oro
Commodore Club

Plantation
'

Maria

Steppe Sis

Len Sarn'er
Moe Glaft
RItx-Carlton
(Crystal Room)

Van Levis Oro
31 Club
Frisco Ore
I
Lindaley Sis
Dolly Nixon
Nick! Gajlucd

Dee

Sis

Win?iie

Mack

Lambs Tavern
Larry Meii Oro

Erfquires

8

Harlemettea
Willows

Palina

Billy Calizone I

Union Grill
Karl DuLaney

Bugbee

Pines

Artie Specter B
Italian iiardena
c:ovato Ore

Etsil

Carmen

White Mansions!
Dale Harkneas Oro

dayman

Ruth Craven

Par Settlement

(Clemdnton)
Milikopf Ore

(Continued from page 3)

Charles fk Celeste
Patsy Clancy

Faye

Billy

Dolly Wellington
20th Century Tavern

Lou Longo Ore
20th Century Co
Ted Pike
Corday Sis
Ned Walsh

&

Betty

(C)

S Carlisle

Both Calvert
TonI Etting
Parrlsii Cafe
Ted Linsey Ore
Shin Bones & F
Blanche Washlhg't'n
Primere

Parisettcs
Uutkln'n Ratliskeller
Travis & Gray
Jerri Marcella
Dolly Vaughnn

this action, a

hangover

firm's
77B situation.
firm's fees will be in

suit

from the

What
this

that
case is

probably something yet to be determined by the court. Other counsel
in the situation include the firms of
Dwight, Harris, Koegel
Caskey;
Simpson, Thacher
Bartlett, besides
Max D. Steuer. Majority of the defendants were represented by the

&

&

Dwight

firm..

Bartlett

is

Simpson, Thacher

&

counsel to Paramount.

:j

(Jypsy liCe

Helen Hart

V Normand Ore
'''rahk

Ponti

The K-L
Zukors, will
off of

contingent, plus the two.

make an aggregate

around

pay-

$1,000,000, or approxi-

mately

50%

of the total settlement

figure.

It is

understood from unoffi-

cial

sources that the Zukors will pay

Par

around $450,000, between the
.^onya Kotllfirskaya
t\vo, of which amount around $45,000
Fronia Stanislavsky
will be in cash. Balance covered by
'Jypsy Rita
Teva Gorodetsky Or 10-year promissory notes, according
Russian Kretchma

'Stamp's Cafe
Bella Belmont

Marie Latell

Kav

Cliarlle

to Indications.

In so far as known, all other payments by others will be in cash or
mostly.

Maurice
Klalne

&

Rodell

Owens

Bablptte

Agnes 'I'olle
Evan B Konlalne

Wiles
Sparkplug George

3

Milt

4 Vesper."!

iFlorldlanH Ore

dl

Hotel Roosevelt
(Cocktail Bar)

Barons

Beth Chains

I'als

Angelo

Show Boat
Al Marsico Oro
Harlem Casino.
Edith
Jimmy Wadkins Or Marvel DeLaney
Larry Steele
Mary Lee
George Gould
Wayne Thomas
Louise Mann
Noel Sherman Girto
Helen

3

Silver Ltike Inn
.Toe

Ntxon Cufe

H Middleman Ore
Sally Hughes
Bobby Cook
Darrow St Costa
Terry & Walker
Mlaco Co

Blllie

oBob dayman Oro

Jack Hutchinson
Irving Braslow Ore

Inn

Pete rontrelll Ore

Bin' Green's
Oro

George OUyer
Jack Lester

Streets of Poris

I

Oomlnlp Coiumbo
Ken llPnryson

Nina St Rosa
New Penn
Jack Denny Ore
Judy Lane

Elaine Grey

(Cafe .^lurgucry)
Vincent Rtzzo Ore
Bob Roltner

Ri'd'llniflona

Bailey Sis
3 Internationals

Gene Osborne

A

SImpson'.s MiirionptB Lftn* Parker
Ore
liailey
Theod'ra' Ik Dpiif.shii Mildred
Barth
Upd Norva c>i-c
GInl, De(Ju)ncy
Hudson Metzger Gls Nora Wlllliiiiis & L NIckl Nlckolal
Lolptte Gerard
Jean Mc(.'ullv
I'arifl
•Alllclrnl

Bonnie Baker

Jimmy Brown

Bobby Morro Ore

&

PITTSBUKGH
William Penn
(Urban Roof)
Orrin Tucker Oro

Charlie Wilson

Marionettes

Montez

I

Sammy Kaye
Tommy Ryan

Palnmbo's
Eddie Tliomas
Patti Crawford

(Camden)

Voodoo
Voodoo Dancers
Chas Strickland
Basin

& M

Bernle Berle Ore
Ceditrwood Inn
(Malaga. N. J.>
Clarence Mich Ore
Franky Schluth
Joe Armstrong'
Darlene Jones
Billy Chester
Embassy Club

MItzi Gf=een

Cliff

Bi-os

Enters & Borgia
Lee Lament
Cafe Metropole

M

Billy

McKay

Jeffrey Gill

Barrett

Havana 3
I'O Coq Ronge

(irace

Eleanor Bowers
Bnla Inn

Gali-GuH

Lams
coddle Davis

Judge

Shaw Oro

Lorraine

Rond Hal

Marusia Sava
Simeon ICacavaeff

Frolics

Nina
Loucey Lane
Carmen Lit a
Havana-Madrid
Nilo Menendez Ore
Club Normandie
Buddy Wagner Ore Jo!>e>.Man7.aneres

Music Hall Boya

Valhalla

Maurice

Or Marlta

Arcadl Stoyanovsky
Daria Blrse

Ralph Watkins Ore

Spoons Brown
Bubbles WII.skii
YAlma Mlddlclon

& Brown
Kretchma

Volodia Katov

SocarasH
Eddit Smith
Lillian Fitzgerld
FInsa SextPtle
Rpo & Curley
•

Izzy BelliH

Harry Rose
Gypsy Lee
Tavern On Green
(Central Park)
Hughie Barrett Ore

Nadia Ludova

Harlem t'prour
House
Eraklne Hawkins Or
Bobby Evans

Dolores
Ohlqulla

Cunterliury M. H,
half (27-29)

Cook

Nicholas Matthey
Michel Michon

Teriy Lawlor

Cl^ib 62cl St.

.

(1)

Buddy Rogers

May fair Girls (8)
Ed Silverglade

Patricia Gilmore

Ch.Trioteers

Int'l.

Milton Kellem Oro

Don Renaldo Ore

Henny Youngman
Don Ragonese

.

^^aurice Rocco Oro
Dorothy Sautters

G & R McDonald

Frank Froeba
Jerry Kruger
Jerl WIthee

Crance

Sc

Jacqueline Mlgnae
Kit Kat Club

Joe liCWis

Jerry Blanohard

WASHINGTON

I^ce
(Silbert

S:

G

Club 18
Andrews Oro

Jack White
Pat Harrington

Astor (1-2)

H'wood Rov

Mai Hallett Ore

Mildred Roselle

Honey & J Wilson

(24)

Maurice

Germalne Roger

Sandra Landl

Judy Starr

Will Osborne Oro

Arcadia

Nlcholal Grushko
Julian Altm'an

Artlnl
.leunne Devereaux

Malo

NlPo Roschin
Carmen Torres

Silverglade
Johnny Graff Oro
Izzy Bell is

W

.Tiivelya

Jackie Gleason

Ed

Lee Leslie
Gene Walters
Gladys Faye
Vaughn Comfort
Feldkamp Oro
International Casino Gua Martel Ore
Geo Olsen Ore
Surf side
Yaacha Bunchuk Or
Basil Fomeen Ore
(Atlantic Bencii)
Calgary Bros
Bobby Hayes Bd

Herman Hyde Co

Les

Kay

Ivan KornllofI
Sands Polqt Club
faul RebuccI Oro
Stork CInb

•

Irene Helda

Luclenne & Ashour
Ketty Mara Co
Ties Menchlaasl
Ii«a Robenls
Roberton

Mayfalr

3 Martins
Musical Nitwits
Ida Nash
Bernice Foley
Viola Klaias Ore
Yorktown Tavern
Bill Bilger Ore
Jaa Bailey

,

Cosrya Krumin
Karlo
Lohya Kalbouss
Elena Slavnaia

Mary Lane
H' Raymonds
Danny Hlgglns
InKa Borg

Dormonde Bros

Lllyan, Dania,

Kelly's

Allan Small Ore
•loe Capello Ore
Alontmartre Boys
Carter & Schaub

Les Aurette
B.I and B.I
Llnd Carenzio
Corlnne

Claremont Inn
Carl Harte Ore
Club Cavalier
Mark. Sable Oro

Henry Berman

NEWARK

Jimmy

Patricia

Wm

Buffalo (1)
jMaJ Bowes' V

Cardboard Danny
Walton Roof

Gale Parker
Marlta Ryan

Sommerfleld
Anchorage
Lou Valera
Stanley Mbehan
Ben Yost Collegians Rocheil
St RInata
Russian Bear
Mystic Plato

^

Las Guarecitas
Rolando
Bertolottl's
State (80)
El Dorado
Joe Hembree's Ore Cass
Nelson's
Cats
Hagen Oro
Geraldlne 9c Joo
Angel's Rhumba Bd Helen
ljUba Malina
Morgan
Guy Robertson
& Joe Mandel/ Cascade Billy
Dave
Fox
Anne White
Billy Reed
Lewis Sc Ames
Bovard
Sis
Lillian Loralne
Ann Woods
Cordoba Sin
r Henderson Oro Tates
Renee
Villon
Sis
Franco & Francinl
Freddie Bernard
itili'a Gny UO's
Cuban Rhumba Bd.
Ethel Gilbert
El Toreador
Ann Courtney
Spike Harrison
Don Juan Ore
Emmett Casey
Fausto. De Ijjado
Jerry White
Teddy Rodrlguea
Henry LaMarr
Cortes & Maid a
>EW YORK CITY Shea & Raymond Jack
Arnold
RIcardo De C'aro
Purnmount (20)
Sid Hawkins
BAIXAS
Titi & Pelllii
Hudson-De L Oro
Jerry Ryan
Casino (1)
Yacht Club Boys
iVeneh Casino
Anson Weeks Oro
Callente
Tip, Tap & Toe
(FoIIes Bergere
Art
Jarrett
Revue)
BOSTON
Beth Raborn
B
MInevltch
Co
Metropniltnn (1)
Helen Shaw
Russ Morgan Oro
H'wood BandwaKon Barto & Mann
Ruth Wayne
Lou Breese Ore
Stan Kuvanagh
BITFFAI-O

HEW YOKK

Lois-

Wes

Bd Mayetaoft Oro

Antonlla Morales
Jose

Betty Bowker
3 Musical Rogues

Leo Reisman Bd
Ralph Rutgers Oro

BEs

NEW YORK
Barney Gallant's

Danny & Edith
Blanche Saundera
Le Roy McCoy

I

Geo. Hall Oro
Dolly Dawn

LEDDY A SMITH

via

Scott

Grace O'Hara

I

'

Dun Sc Dee
Dawne Sis

Club
Oi-c

-

Jacques Fray Oro
A Rasch Dancers
Charles Walters
Hotel Shelton
Gene Fosdlck Oro
Hotel Tan

Anna Rogers
-

Yorkers

O'Shea

Hal Richards Oro

McN

OXFORD

Dan.Dohovan

Ritz

Lucan & McShane

Valda Hatton
Rose O'Neill

Lethia Hill

.

Hotel St. Morlta

Regal

M

Dantzis Oro

Eli

Palace
Ronald Frankau.

Grimsby

RKO TOUR

& G

Joy

BItz

Terry's Juves

May Jack & Buddy Aleo

.

(Brookljra)

Nes.bltt

NUNEATON

Pavilion

Claude Dampler
Benara,

Al Shumakor

Herman Ors

Ui>nngl

Buhrman &

'Marrie'

Helen Cagle
Jack Rose
Toto Canglosl
Mario Baslnl

Dwlght Flske
Hotel St. Gebrce

Ilnion

Jack Stocks
Canadians

Peter Cotes

GLASGOW

Doc Hyder

Earl Walton Ore
Ted Blackman
LeRoy & Sharpe
(Colleire Inn)
Lois Deppe
Frankie Masters Or Miller Sis
4 Cats St. Fiddle
Bill Snyder
Jackie Heller
Boris Romanoff Ore Mae Alix
Emmet Vance Oro Donna Dae
Harvey & Ethel
Ahearn Bros
Blue Lantern
Harry's M. \.
Powatan
Qneen Mary
Chas Carrier
Maude Feely
Cabaret
Sid Tomack
Nat Alonzo
Joe "VJCebb Ore
Hotel Stevens
Chas Engles Oro
Rels Bros
Pat Burns
Valerie Dumont
(Continental
Room)
Will
Marie Paul
Henderson Oro
Berntce Horton
Jack Irving
Al Hanawav Oro
Carlos Molina
Ray Jones
HakN
Yvette
Club Continental
Jerry McGlnty
Rainbow Grill
tJ Karanagh Oro
Theo Troy
Herbert Dexter
Chico Reyes' Ore
Eddy Rogers Ore
Dick Gale
Mildred Rock
Irene St. Clair
Jessie
Pengra
Doryce & Drew
8 Parisians
RnlnbniT Room
Mnrya
&
Martin
-u
Continental
^
n
3
Dorothy Blaine
Avis Kent
Emery Deutsch Oro Si j„J. ci„
Ruth Martin
H Smith Girls
Eddie Lebanon Oro Palmer
5i,
'I,,
The Rose Bowl
Sis
Corktown Tavern
r»i. Sydney
Hvrtnov Rosa
Rnaia
Ten-Forty Clab
Dr
Phil Ka>%
Bernard & Henri
Dorothy Johnston
Helen Myers
Joaquin Garay
Dixie
Painter
Healy
&
Oarnella
Hl-Hat
The Bonuers
Lewis Sis 2
4 Dictators
Stanbeck
(3)
Pauline Alpert
Ai De Lage Co
Armtda
Carol,
Millie
Jean
&
J
Obenor
Thelma Kingsbury Wmie Shore
Billy Scott Ore
Coyle McKay Ore
Chalan & Aldythe
Kenneth Davidson
C^lheri
Zoller & Wilburn
Club Villa D
Yacht Clnb
Stroud 2
13 'C Notes
Irving Alexander
Marlon Melrose
Raye St Naldl
Oahlns & Lessy
Hotel Bismarck
Chuck Stevens Oro
Paul Reno
Ruth
Petty
Bivlera
Alexander Ore
(Walnut Room)
Webster Hall Hotel
Jeanne
'Wtilker
Cozy Corner
Mickey Alpert Oro Eddie Varzos Ore
(Cocktail Grill)
Belva White
J Hubert
Val Ernie Oro
Ted Sc. Mary Taft
Lucio Garcia
Ted Cook Oro
Helen Dorsey
Eddie Garr
Ralph Fisher
May Joy
Wlnl Shaw
Paul Neighbors
6
Cozettes
Ramon & Renlta
PHILADELPHIA
Art Mooney Oro.
Bill Farrell

Ore

Kiiille'Paltl

LUTON

.3

Viking Cafe.
Billy Callahan

Raye, Prince &
Earl Denny Ore

'

Norman Long

(5eorge Herrlot

COMPLETING
EUROPEAN TRIP

Sylvan

Frank Sprlngman
Puggy O'Neill
Ann Andrews
La Verne
Whitey Verillo Oro

I

Shakespeare
'The Stag Party*

Great Herman
Jimmy Emery
EDINBITRGH
Tommy RusspH
Royal
Radcllffe & Rodgers Ernie Marconi
A & B Harvey
Bertha Wllmott

Proctorn (X-4)
Star Follies

LAMBERTI

6

Eddie Smith

Chester's

.

Jack Gwirford

Ghezzi Bros
Jones & Thorhas

KUda Bux

Proctors <30-2)
Dick, Don St D

(1)

Macarl Serenadors
Billy Russell

Freddie Bamberger
Drake & Fraser
Bdlson & Louise

Wyse Jr

SCHENECTAOT

CHICAOO
Mlltoit Berle

Empire
Harry Welchnian
Norman' Evans
Jenny Howard

TIvolI
& Willie

Lehr

Co

Keller Sis

Ross

Rite

ABERDEEN

(1)

Lottie Mayer
Brltt Wood

Jolly Gillette

Doris Rhodes

IPSWITCH
Bd
KINGStON.

Slarple

Peacock Gardens

Fay Kay
Marty Barton Oro

Leonard Cooke

.

Billy Cotton

Warren-Dene Gls
Louise Co
Hobo Riley

Ed

Doris Fields

-

LYME

Empire
i Musketeers
V Storrs

Vic Oliver

Xyrlc

of Sept. 27

ASHTON VNDER

(24)

Evers-& Dolores
Rio Bros
Mary Small

Tommy Mack

Palac«

(1)

& S
lNmANAPOI.IS

Bert Gordon

Percellys

Sully

Lewis. & Van
Harris. Claire

Milton Berie

Averards

3
2

Chahey & Fox
Palnre

(24)
6 Star Follies

Dla;;,

TOTTENHAM
Palace
& Ed\Vard3

ShanRhal Tr
Condos Bros
Johnny Burke
Ina' Ray Hutton Bd
Margie Palm

MoCarroH

lipaise

&

Block

<«ranu(1a
Johnson (Mai'k

Holmes

Chuck & Chuckles
Oappy Barra Co

(1)

WALTHAMSTOW

.

Klce
Sid Golden
Gregory Qulnn & n
Eldoradlans
J Dunetin & Myril*
Sunset Iiui
Ace Pancoaat Oro
Mao Francis
Alice Nolan
Chubby Reed

Marlon Kingston
Nancy Barry

I

connection with bills below indicate opening day ot
show, whether full or split week

Hugo

La Marr

Sally

I

Numerals

Use Hart

-

Tommy Monroe

I

THIS

Infl Instrumental •

ZX Club

'

Leslie Sla

1214 Club
Allan 'Gale

Vpra Dunn
ShirlPy Halp
Jimmy Blake

Chances
pany will
A. Kohn,
company.
it

is

appear slim that the comget anything from Ralph
former treasurer of the

However, Jesse L. Lasky,
held, will play $27,500.

Sidney R. Kent, it is had, is down
for $275,000, and John D. Hertz,
$125,000. Understood that others, including Jules' Brulatour, Sam Katz
and other former members of the
board are aggregately in for around
$700,000.

.

Wednesday* September*
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THE ROAD'S GETTING WISE
Cohan s Slant on Present-Day N. Y.

Equity More Chipper; Opposition

PLENTT OF BIZ

Told in Song; Ist Musical in 10 Yrs.
George M. Cohan's

latest

pop song,

New York was New

«When,

Criticism

York,

(He

games,

Most of the

.

is strictly

Yankee

a

booster). The lyric may reflect his
opinion of the street of bright lights,
one line reading, 'If you want a real
breath of fresh air, take a stroll
around Washington Square,' yet he

says that the present Broadway
the Broadway they want.'

band and

'is

said:
'That's the only character
I've heard clearly all evening.'

X^ohan has maintained a philosophy
which

rare in

is

show business ever

he teamed up with Sam H.
Harris and is in line with his ideas
The public is
about Broadway.
labeled 'they' by the Yankee Doodle
boy, and when a play failed to click
he would invariably remark, 'Well If
they don't like

it,

We'll take

it

JUIS

MONTHS IN

off

and try another.'
That was during his author-actormanager seasons, when Cohan and
Harris were on their own. Back together again for a second se^ison, he
is rehearsing' 'I'd Rather Be Right,'
Rodgers and
'
the Kaufman-Hart,
Columbus, Sept. 28.
Hart musical which Harris will preLocal record for advance advertissent at the Music Box, N. Y., next
month. Although played in one set, ing is being claimed for Robert
the company is one of the largest Boda, manager of the legit Hartman
Boda's programs for his
ever spotted in that theatre. Cohan's Theatre.
part is exacting, approximating if season opener, 'Tovarich,' last week
not exceeding the number of Hal- carried a 'mail orders now' ad for
Helen Hayes in 'Victoria Regina,'
met's lines.
due at the Hartman next Feb. 24-26.
Last week he appeared in Madison
•Victoria Regina' poster in the
Square Garden at the invitation of
Hartman lobby bears the legend,
the American Legion and sang 'Over
'Coming Soon.'
There,' the number that swept the

ADVANCE

A.E.F,, to whom the song was dediIn Schenectady last week, house
cated. The Legionnaires' went wild
and the demonstration for the popu- management refused to advertise way
lar little guy continued for many in advance, as requested by the 'Vieto.a' management, claiming it might
minutes.
Cohan's TRight' will be the first hurt shows in between. UBO office

musical show he has appeared in in
10 years. In 1927 he jumped into
his 'Merry Malpnes' when Arthu
Deagon suddenly died during ti.
Boston pre-New York engagement,
then brought the show to Erlanger's
(now St. James). There was another

booking the show, upheld
the theatre in the dispute and buildup will start only in regulation time.
in N. Y.,

[

10-year interlude prior to 'Malones,'

he and William Collier appearing in
'Hello Broadway,' which followed
the annual Cohan revues.

MARC KLAW'S SON
COMMITS SUICIDE
Joseph Klaw, one of the late Marc
Klaw's two sons, was found dead in
his

motor car

last

Wednesday

(22),

having killed himself by attaching a
rubber hose to the exhaust, then
closing all windows In the car. Body
was found by another motorist in a
wooded section of Long Island, near
New York. Indications were that

Budapest, Sept.
Greatest

Anglo-Saxon

hits

17.

may

disastrously here. Recent examples are 'Victoria Regina' and
'Whiteoaks.'
Mazo de la Roche, play, at the
Maygar Theatre, got unanimously

flop

bad notices. Word-of -mouth abuse
and weak b.o. confirmed the failure.
Only redeeming point was the acting
of Piroska Vaszary in the part of
the grandmother.
'Victoria Regina,' at the Vigszinhaz, was regarded as a sort of historical revue, with main accent on

period costumes. Elma Bulla was decidedly miscast in the queen's part;
she is too nervous and fidgety and
failed to bring home the character
until the last act. Pager also missed
the right note in the part of the
Prince Consort. General public, not
having sufficient interest in English
history, found the play slow and uninteresting.

financial troubles led to the suicide,

although

Klaw was head

of a

He was 50 years
Young Klaw was auditor

concern.

candy

old.

for Klaw
Erlanger, and, it is understood,
was the cause of the split between
the then leading managers. During
his father's absence from the city,
the story is, the son attempted to tell
oft Erlanger and demand that he
*iot make certain transactions until
his father returned.

&

Upon the elder Klaw's return he
Bided with the youth and the battle
between the 'syndicate' heads started.
Erlanger bought out the partner, which probably turned out well
for Klaw, since, not long afterwards,

the K.

&

E. enterprises

went

into

eclipse.

Recent accounting of the Erlanger
showed the liabilities to be so
gr6at that the estate is believed to
be worthless. One of the creditors
is Charlotte Fixel,
who established a
dower right as Erlanger's commonlaw wife.

Be Names,

Cos.

— And

They

SMALLER QUARTERS
WFA Theatre Project Now Have

Spot 'Em, Too

TIPOFF TO MGRS.
Reports from the road clearly indicate that there is plenty of business to be had for standout shows
this year. Names are not requisite,

WPA

PLAY RIGHTS TODAY

One

instance

Administrator of the estate of the
late Florenz Ziegfeld has set a new
date for the proposed sale of possible rights to all shows in which
the showman was managerially interested. Auction will be held today
(29) at noon in the rotunda of the
County Court House, White Plains,
N. Y,
Stipulation that no bid of
less than $7,500 for all the rights
claimed will be recommended for
approval.

was the press recep-

Women' in Chicago
Reviewers conceded the
merit of the show, original of
which^ is still getting good coin on
Broadway, but they blasted the calibre of the company. Show started
like a clean-up with a $20,000 week
in Detroit, but the Loop critics, who
tion given 'The

week-

Floor in Chanin Building

theatre project quarters at
110 East 42nd street, N. Y., were in
confusion early this week when ofInstead of
fices were condensed.
three floors the project now ocConr
cupies one, the eighth floor.
siderable saying in rent will result,
which is in line with the cutting
down on the relief, theatre's allotment from the government.
Financial department, which takes
in the treasurers and managers crew
was moved out and is now spotted
at 95 Madison avenue.

ciplining 50

WPA

members

for

ing against orders during a

flourishing,
but there has been, Coast telegraphed William S, Coffey,
criticism of the presentations, which administrator, to set the date back
may be a tip-off to managers. In- so that they could come to New
clination to put out road shows with York and protect their interests Jn
low-priced players has been de- a number of the shows listed.
tected.

last

Equity, following the over-

ruling of the council's action in dis-

Can

PERKINS' SPOT

stration against cutting

down

federal

the

among

relief

had won

tors

theatre,

officers is reassuring.

strjjfc.

demonof the

reaction
'

Objec-

their point nt the first

quarterly meeting, but it was alleged that 100 Equityites walked out
before the slim vote- was cast,
wearied- over the wran-jlln^ that
continued through most of the afternoon.

.

One

of the administration leaders
'•he opinion that the result
rather fortunate, because it
elided a controversy which might
have been strung out for years. That
idea is based on the fact that the
recalcitrants had consulted attorneys who are usually limelighted
in such situations, and there was
the possibility of legal proceedings
against Equity.

expressed

was

WPA

It had been anticipated that the
meeting would disclose firesh pro-

,

by the opposition element.
However the appeal from the $50
posals

LEFT OPEN AT

occupied the- group's attention,
despite the fact that the fines had
fines

been suspended.

know what

it is all about, declared
the cast was strictly mediocre.

EQUITY

One scribe started his review
with the comment that it looked as.
though Chicago would take it on the
Sudden death of Osgood Perkins
chin with those typical 'road shows.'
All-women show does not feature last week was received at Equity's
its leading people, nor do most of headquarters with deep concern, he
the shows which are playing the having been the association's first
hinterland at this time.
However, vice-president. As such, he was quite
and during
casts have been given direction and active in its affairs
experience by the process of switch- council sessions. Because of Perlcins'
ing players in and out of the various passing, the council was quickly adcompanies.
journed. It is understood that the
Chicago made no such complaint office will remain vacant, out of rewhen the No. 2 'You Can't Take spect to the deceased. In that event
It With You' opened there
(stiU the post will not be filled until the
running), nor against 'Brother Rat,' annual election next spring.
Perkins died at three a.m., Sept.
which jumped on to the Coast
and is faring well. Indications are 21, soon after he appeared at the
that hits without names have a bet- National theatre,, Washington, D. C,
ter chance when duplicated for the as chief, support to Gertrude LawFour
road, but there still are skeptics in rence in 'Susan and God,'
such stands and they are liable to hours later the body was cremated,
dent the promise that showmen hold which was his wish.
It had been decided to go on with
out for the road.
Loop is figured to make a real le- the ..performances, Paul McGrath
git comeback this season
and a making the replacement, but Wedneshouse shortage there is not out of day's matinee was cancelled because
Miss Lawrence was hysterical after
the question.
Critical spanking of
'Women,' therefore, created a buzz much rehearsing and strain followon Broadway and its effect will be ing Perkins' untimely passing.
watched.

Among

the touring attractions are
of 'Tovarich,' but
neither is alluded to as a road show.
One company is called A and the
other L, but that appears not to be
a managerial stunt. One 'Tovarich'

two

is

companies

headed by Marta Abba, who was

in the New York cast, it being the
show.. Other has Eugenie Leontovich. who was in the London
company, and that outfit is the L
show. Understood that the latter insisted there be no No. 1 and No. 2

A

and won the argument.

They Like 1, Razz Another
But Both Dubious in Lond.
London, Sept.

27;

Have Been Here

Before,' J. B.
Priestly's latest, opened at the Royalty theatre (22) to a receptive priess.
Despite scribes' liking for usual dignified
supernatural
lines,
play's
'I

chances are dubious. Wilfred Lawson plays lead.
'Take It Easy' opened at the Palace
(23) to a unanimous razzing from the

and polite, though just as
unanimous, disapproval of press and
stalls, and looks to exit momentarily.

DOROTHY BRYANT WILL
SCRAM EQUin PRONTO

First Flop

'Honor Bright,' which the Shuberts
Dorothy Bryant withdrew Saturday (25) in Detroit
executive secretary of Chorus Equity, after trying it out for several weeks,

At the request

r

On the sidelines an observer ven-"
tured the opinion that, s'nce some of
the opposition's leaders have settled
in casts pointed for long runs they
have become

less radically minded.
On the other hand, it was stated
that the same people werewas active
as ever in Equity and the affairs of
the Four A's or affiliates.
There exists a situation in Equity,
because of the Illness of Frank Gillmore, which resulted In his being
ordered by his doctor to the Coast
via boat. Equity's head will probably have less friction with the opposition, especially since he is slated
to step aside and handle the affairs
.

of the reorganized Four A's. There
are other officials in the association
on whom the'opposish is expected to
center their fire when the various
situations within the stage unions
are cleared up.

Operation Forces

Banks Out of 'Qmto';
Will

Open Next Wed.

Removal ot a Kidney stone, described as a minor operation, forced
Leslie Banks out of *To Quito and
Back' in Boston late last, week. Theatre Guild, which will open the?'season with the Ben Hecht play, states
the English actor will be able to re-

,

appear next week. Show, Which was
dated to premiere at the Guild Monday, will debut next Wednesday (6).
Play is still in Boston, with Walter
Greaza temporarily in the Banks
part.

gallery

•

Sini^le

Around

AUCTION ON ZIEGFELD

and those attractions which have
Sale- was to have been held on
already opened out of town are Aug. 5, but several authors on the

since'

VICTORIA'

to

But Hix Resent 'Cheap'

first-nighters at-

tending 'George and Margaret,'
which opened at the Morosco,
N. Y., last week, missed a number of laughs because Noel
Coward had directed the players to talk as fast as they could.
At the end of the show a comedy maid enters, but utters no
words, merely moving her lips.
Woman turned to her hus-

an American

and

rooter

League

Have

Doesn't

a Wonderful Town,'
typically Cohanesque,
is a lament but
written this summer despite, the ball

New York was

Claimed Not as 'Red' as Formerly

of

the council of Equity was called in
special session Monday (27) for tlie
purpose of choosing her successor.
Regular council meeting was held
Tuesday, but the additional huddle
which failed of its purpose, was designed so that the matter not take
up too much time during the usual
weekly huddle,

considered the first fliv of thie
season, although it is said that the
play will be revised and presented

is

in

New York
Play was

niick, R.

I.,

later.

first

tried out at TMatu-

early in the

was

summer.

listed as the first straight
entry on Broadway this fall.

It

play

Mrs, Bryant is anxious to reEquity
the post, from which she
tions, with Joseph Klaw in charge linquish
Chorus Equity is following the
summer, staying on
of the house and shows. House has resigned last
lead of its parent association by
another
time
when
until
such
only
hands
family's
been out of the Klaw
First
campaign holding quarterly meetings.
for some years and is currently used leader will be selected,
dated for Friday
by CBS as a broadcasting play- to organize ensembles in night clubs of such sessions is
afternoon (1) at the Center Hotel,
throughout
theatres
presentation
and
house*
Following the split, Klaw erected
The other Klaw boy, Alonzo, and the country will start soon, and she formerly the No. 1 Elks clubhouse.
Members will be admitted only If
the Klaw theatre on West 45th street, deceased's wdiow and son, Joseph, figures her successor should be in
action at the start of the movement. possessing a paid-up card.
Y, «nd backed several produc- Jr., survive.

Chorus

estate

A

Meets

MANAGERS OKAY NEW
SCALE FOR DECKHANDS
Managers have come to agreement
with the stage hands union anent
wage scales in New York and a twoyear arrangement is to be signatured.
Showmen conceded returning the cuts which were made in
1932, but objected to restoring the
old broken time rates.
A compromise boost was finally okayed.
Grips and clearers, whose pay goes
from $50 to $54, will also get 25 cents
more per hour for rehearsals and
overtime, new rate being $1,75 the
hour. That applies up to five p,m.
Broken time up to eight a.m. calls
for $2 per hour and $2.25 on Sundays,
Heads of departments' new
scale is $82.50, a lift of $7.50 per
week and $3 per hour for overtime,
while flymen and curtain men are
upped from $54 to $58.
New scales are retroactive as of
Sept.

6.

.

Pi/s Burn

TMA s

at
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S4

in Rehearsal

Shows

or Else Edict;

Cleve. Play

of .Yankee Doodle,'
Theatre Guild.
'Hooray for What,' Shuberts.
'A Doll's House,' Jed Harris.
G. Krimsky.
'In Clover,' J.
'Follies' (road), Shuberts.
'Between the Devil,' Shuberts.

House Bomhei 'Hands

'Ghost

I-Show to-a-Nan Rule the Headache
Several members of the N. Y,
Theatrical Press Agents, local ex-

'Happiness* to Start

group, formed last

ploiters

'Anffel Island,'

Pitt Playhouse Oft

.

'I'd

'

with attempting to force them into 'Pursuit of Happiness' under a new
the union by tyrannical and despotic director, Frederick Burleigh, late of
means, when Clarence Jacobson, paid the Indianapolis Civic Theatre. He
succeeds Herbert V. Gellendre, who
business manager of the TMAT, adguided the Playhouse during its first
dressed a meeting of the p.a.'s at the two years..

when Jacob-

Press tjgents burned

which was that joining TMAT
under those conditions was no dice.Jacobson was told that the press
agents were the highest paid work-

gist of

'

Board

agents in the TMAT were
sented on the union executive board
by three members of the craft, and
promised an increase to five if the
local p.a.'s came in. Present mem-

CHI

WPA DROPS ONE

OF

ITS

THRE

HOUSES

•

he
Thepdore

bers,
.

said, were
M'itchell

Dan
and

Slattery,

Lodewick

Publicists said they had
hever. heard of Slattery, that Mitchell had not been a New York p.a.
in years and that Vroom was likeyrise )not >a New York exploiter. Al-

Federal

Vroom.

Chicago, Sept. 28!
theatre has decided not

renew its lease on the Princess,
and will content itself with only
two houses f6r the season, the Great
Northern and Blackstone.
Princess lease expires Oct.- 3; and
though some road agents have joined
the TMAT, contention is that only on that date the current bill of oneone N. Y. agent is a member. acters will be transferred to the
NYTPA claims virtual 100% mem- Blackstone.
bership among the locals; p.a. of
Decision was also reached whereevery show now running belongs to by Sunday matinees of 'Monesh'
itwould be dropped so that the Illinois

..

Important point is the rule of
TMAT that one man can only do
Members
publicity' for one show.
at the meeting told Jacobson that
was okay ioi treasurers, because a
treasurer could only be in one boxoffice at a lime anyway," but that it
would be ruinous for p.a.'s.
.

to

Symphony could

give

concerts at
the Great Northern, rather than at
the Civic theatre, as was done last
year.
its

Current Road Shows

One member pointed

.

CLEVE'S

HANNA

TIFFS

ended

43rd annual tour under canvas
the best season since 1929,
htere,
its

Frank

F.

Miller,

gen. mgr., claims.

•

28.

Cleveland Play

known little theatore out part of Its roof
early Friday morning (24), blasted
windows in nearby residential buildings and has started the year's most
scathing investigation of the Cleve-

House, nationally
tre here,

Attack
land Federation of Labor.
being directly blamed on the
is
stage hands' union, which recently
put the house on the 'unfair' list.

annual tour

and has confined its tour
to Ohio, playing many towns where
the company had appeared each

Thomas Lenahan, head of the CFL,
at a recent meeting, denounced the
Play House as 'posing as an amateur

will play theatres in

Ohio

-cities

will

then

two

during fair weeks artd
launch a tour of one-

on

May

its

1

year for. the past three decades-,
Beth Kinsey, founder of the troupe,_
is out of the cast, assisting in the
management of the company. Tent,
props and other equipment will be
•

>

theatre when it was charging ad-,
missions and paying professionals.'
Directors answered that it is a nonprofit and privately endowed enterprise with purely cultural aims, and
refused to concede to the demands.

Blast occurred in a third-floor balroom. Half of the theatre's win-

let

Cleveland, Sept. 28!

Union

trouble,

which postponed

the start of the Hanna's legit season

was

N. Y.

THEATRE LEAGUE

SEC.

POST STILL OPEN

with
League of New York Theatres is
signing of a new contract by William
Blair, jr., house manager, and Milt still stalling on the appointment of
Krasny, head of the musicians' an executive secretary. For a time
the board of directors held auditionst
union.
Under the new set-up, the thea- or something akin to that, would-be
sees
being given' the once over by
orchestra
hire
a
pit
tre will have to
whether means of quizzing as. to their experifor every play' booked,
straight drama or musicail. Debated ence and backgrounds.
a

week,

.

finally

settled

.

dows were smashed by a black-powder, bomb, causing damage of $1,000
to the $260,000 building. - Explosion
threw people out of bed in close-by

apartments and was. heard ten milei
away.
Accident will not hold up the sea(1) of th«
son's opening. Friday
world: premiere of a. new mystery
melodrama, 'The Other Half Stone.'
Eliot Ness, city's safety director, is
having a detail of cops and detectives cover it to prevent any more

Number of applicants for the post sabotage. Plans even to plant dicks
that held up the originally
skedded Sept. 27 opening was the has been steadUy climbing, while the in the audience, which is giving
question of how many musicians board is reported to be quibbling Frederic McConnell something else
Play House's manover the appointment.
It appears to worry about.
were necessary!
ager is afraid this may kill business,
Krasny at first demanded six, that no one can get the job unleiss
giving firstrnighters the alarming
with
the
unanimous
assent
of
the
while Blair asked for a minimum of
idea that anything and everything
They com- board.
four union tunesters.
may come off.
promised oh five for straight dramas.
$1,000 Reward
Musicals call for 12 to 24. Reported
Instigated by the theatre's indigsalary figure per man is $78 mini- Farnsworth Better
nant directors, who are among the
mum for 26 shows booked.
point

.

'

After Appendectomy

Hanna also signed a winter contract with stage-hands, raising heads
to $75 per week, assistants to $72.50,
with $3 per hour for overtime and
a minimum of five men for each
show.
Season's opener on Oct. 4 is
'Tovarich,' followed on Oct. 11 by
•Show Is On'; Oct. 18, 'Doll's House';
Oct. 25, 'Amphitryon'; Nov. 1, 'Antony and Cleopatra.'

New

Al Golden Play
Set by Milt Shubert
Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.

Alfred L. Golden, Pittsburgh playwright who recently returned to
town after doing a six-month writing stint at 20th-Fox, has sold a
new play, 'Men—the I^ogs,' to Milton Shubert for early production.
Piece was written in collaboration
with Milt Gross and was originally

'

town's

wealthiest

tycoons,

a

stiff

former ad- police drive is on to nip the bombers.
ministrator of the legit code, and Reward of $1,000 is being offered
more recently with the WPA theatre for any information leading to their
project in Washington .arid New arrest.
Thomas Sidlo, Walter I.
York, is recovering from an emer- Flory and Laurance Norton are
gency appendicitis operation at the executives who dug down in their
Leroy Sanitarium, N.' Y. Physicians own pockets to raise the- amount.
say he is out of danger, although it
John B, Fitzgerald, prez of the
had been reported that peritonitis stagehands, and backstage boss of
had developed.
the civic auditorium, was yanked on
Patient recently withdrew from the carpet by Ness for questioning.
the relief theatre project, but .re- He admitted that he had two unsucmains on the advisory board.
cessful business conferences with the,
P. H. heads which led to the 'unfair-to-labor'
brand,
but denied
knowing anything about the bombBig N. 0. Season
ing.
Ness is also quizzing Finnegah
on veiled threats. John Laws are
William

P.^ Farnsworth,

^

New Orleans, Sept. 28.
City will experience the most outstanding theatrical season in many
years as a result of booking of some
of Broadway's outstanding artists
and plays into the municipal auditotium.
Attractions will be; sponsored by B. M. Grunewald.

.

tion in a friendly light.
should be a separate union of press
Some of the NYTPA members agents, with the theatrical p.a.'s in
favor union affiliation, but declare one unit, which would be divided
^ the setup of TMAT all wrong. Don't into two groups, one for road men
believe they ought to be in the same and another for local boys, and each
union with treasurers, and maybe with separate ruleg because condinot with managers. They feel there tions affecting each are different.

the"

Union has been strenuously fighting to organize the .theatre, vi^hich
uses students as stage-hands in its
training school. Demand' was made
for five professional stage-hands at
a total salary scale of $300 per vv;eek.

Company

stored here.

.

'

Miliersburg, Sept.. 28.
Co., oldest reper-

Kinsey .Komedy

toire troupe in existence, has

of

'

SETTLES UNION

.

(Walter Hampden), Embassy, PortEarnlngr Power
Press agents claim that the earn- chester, N. Y.
'Boom Service,' Geary, San Franing power of both free-lance agents
cisco.
and those holding steady jobs as p.a
'Boom Service,' Masonic Aude,
for one producer will be cut.
As for independent and free-lance Rochester, N. Y., 27-29; Capitol, Alpublicists,
some maintain offices, bany, N. Y., 30; Bushnell Aude,
paying rent and salary of secretary Hartford, Conn., 1-2.
'Susan and God' (Gertrude Lawor other assistants, and feel that
rence), Ford's, Baltimore.
they are as much in business as are
'To Quito and Back' (Sylvia Sydcommercial exploiters.
ney), Colonial, Boston.
Other freelances who do not
'Tobacco Boad,' firlanger, Philamaintain offices say the only way delphia.
they can live is by taking more than
'Tonight at 8:30,' Biltmore, Los Anone job as a hedge against a floppo geles.
They claim! it essential to overlap
•'Tovarich'
(Marta Abba), Royal
jobs to prevent long periods of idle
Alexandra, Toronto, Can;
nessj Under the one job plan, they
'Tovarich' (Eugenie Leontovich),
sfty, they would have to wait around
American, St.' Louis, Mo.
for rehearsals to begin and find
'Victoria Begina' (Helen Hayes),
themselves on a limb if their sliow Shubert,
Boston.
laid an egg.
'Women,' Erlanger, Chicago.
Publicists drew up a contract last
'Yes, My Darling Daughter,' Erspring and recently went to the langer, Buffalo, N. Y., 30-2.
League of N. Y. Theatres and asked
'You Can't Take It With You,' Harfor recognition. Managers took the ris. Chicago.'
matter up but, before it came to a
'You Can't Take It With You,'
head, the League was told by lATSE Plymouth, Boston.
officials to lay off.
This put the
'You Gan't Take It With You,'
managers on a spot and the matter Shubert, New Haven, Conn.
was tabled, although it was said
they .viewed the request for recogni-

Bombing

Season, Best Since '29

Company opened

out that the
Week of Sept. 26
TMAT was asking the p.a.'s in on
First stock venture tried out here
'Behind Bed Lights,' Shubert, New
terms which meant not ohly less
since th^ depression days is the new
ark;
J.
N.
money, but the probability that
ManhattanStock Co., backed by
'Boy
Meets Girl,' Werba, Brookmany of them might not be able to
William Bernard of New York.
lyn, N. Y.
niake a living.
Troupe is taking over the old Man^
'Brother Bat,' Selwyn, Chicago.
Press agents Say no other theatrihattan, formerly devoted to Yiddish
'Brother Bat,* Nixon, Pittsburgh.
cal union limits the earnini^ power
'Bury the Dead,' Brighton, Brigh- drama, using Winchell Smith's old
of its members. Actors have worked
•'Turn to the Right' as a starter^
ton, N. Y. (28).
in two shows at the same time, arid
'Children's Hour,' Garden, Atlantic Saturday, Oct. 2.
also frequently do radio on the side
Two leads are Sylvia Paige, forCity, N..J. (27).
Stage hands work In a shop at the
'Leaning
on Letty'
(Charlotte mer film actress known hereabouts
same time as holding stage berths, Greenwood),
Chestnut St., Phila- for radio work over WHK, and Fred
and, scenic artists design as many delphia.
Hall, another 'ex-' from Warner's lot.
shows as they can get.
'Passing
of Third
Floor Back' Leland Stanford Harris is directing.
.

Cleveland, Sept.

Up 43d

nighters in smallei: towns.

also cutting its apprentice school to 20 students and
training' will be more on actual production than in courses of instruc-

press
repre-

that

H.

'Antony and Cleopatra,' Rowland Stebbins.
'Yes, My Darling Daughter'
(road), Alfred de Liagre.
'New Faces,' Leonard Sillman.

is

.

explained

Sam

Harris.

.

Group

ary.

,

Wmd

Kinseys

H.

Miracle,'

Maiachy's

Delos Chappell.
'Stag^ Door' (road),

strictly for all local players. They'll
be paid, but only a nominal sal-

ers of the three groups, that many
were specialists, qualified by years tion.
of experience for their present jobs,
Season will consist of seven shows,
and that they resented being dic- each running three weeks, and windtated to by managers, treasurers or
ing up with a musical, something
concern
no
was
It
'outsiders.'
other
the Playhouse has never tried be.of other front-of -house men, they fore.
Martha J. Arnold is the biz.
said, how press agents conducted mgr. this year and Bill Woodside
themselves.
is in charge of publicity.

Jacobson

Guild.
'Father

Original intention was to launch
'Biseries with
the subscription
ography' buti after a series of preliminary tryouts, Burleigh discovered he couldn't cast the S. N.

son told them they would have to
come into, his organization or else.
Terms, he said, were already fixed
Behrman comedy satisfactorily.
for the most part by TMAT. MeetPlayhouse is returning to its semiing took no official action, but indropping
dividual members made hot state- amateur status this season,
ments expressing their own views, its Equity classification and going in

'

Sam

'Wise Tomorrow,' Barney Klawans-Wamers.
'Madame Bovary,' Theatre

Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.
Pittsburgh Playhouse's third season will get under way Oct. 26 with
'-.

Algwjquin.

George Abbott.

Bather Be Bight,'

Harris.

wintex-,

openly charged the Theatrical Managers, Agents and Treasurers Union

Questioned After 'No Fair' Ruling

&

Opener will be the 'Zle'gfeld Folfor two matinee and two evening performances starting Nov. 24.
Others in the list will include Helen
lies'

Hayes in 'Victoria Regina,' Salzburg Opera Guild, and San Carlo
Opera.

Fixing

In

Clover'

which was
Baltimore, and is due
'In Clover'

tried out in
to open at

searching for another uijioh organwho allegedly said that the theatre might experience some disorder
and violence because of its negative

izer

attitude.

Latter hint disturbed McConnell so
police prothat time a
actors were
'Other Half

much

that he asked for
tection a week ago. At
group of 32 apprentice
beginning rehearsals of
Stone.'

Case is becoming a cause celebre
of all of Cleveland's labor vandalism because of the importance of the
theatre.
Built through benefactions
of two millionaires, Francis E. Drury
and Charles S. Brooks, it was recently given a large grant by the
Rockefeller Foundation for its 'experimental theatre laboratory work.'
It's affiliated with Western Reserve

called 'G-String.'
the Vanderbilt, N. Y. next week, University.
To refute charges of being a comGolden authored 'Mimi Scheller,' was brought back for further rewhich ran briefly on Broadway last hearsing.. Full rehearsal time was mercial theatre, the trustees pointed
out that the P. H. averages 71c per
not used up originally.
season.
season ticket, barely enough to cover
Piece was first known as 'Mid•summer Night,' with John and Ger- maintenance costs and not enough to
Original costs of
•CHRISTIE' IN ATLANTA
ald Krimsky presenting. They are pay union scales.
also readying 'The Fireman's Flame,' 10-year-old building were paid off
Atlanta, Sept. 28.
through subscriptions and endowUnsmooth opening night perform- old time meller which goes into ments. As
an educational institution,
ances have been bane of Federal American Music Hall, N. Y. night
it gave
a series of Shakespearean
Theatre Project officials since the spot.
performances to 6,000 school kids
WPA entered show business here.
last season for a record-low admisIn an effort to combat this, a special
sion fee of 35c.
Entire system of
Kondolf to Chi
preview of Eugene O'Neill's 'Anna
experimental work would be nulliChristie' was staged Monday (27)
George Kondolf, new production fied, the baclters claim, if pro. stage
night for WPA employes of Atlanta, head of the WPA theatre project in
hands have to be hired.
show starting its regular five-night New York, left for Chicago last Frirun tonight (Tuesday);
day (24). Trip will include several
Directed by John Cameron, newly days vacation. He was in charge of
Ziemer Back on Job
assigned here, the show stars an- the project there, and came east on
Buffalo, Sept. 28.
other newcomer, Betly Barlow, who short notice. Visit now is partially
Fred Ziemer, treasurer of tlie Errecently completed her studies in to clean up some project matters and langer since its opening, has re.

drama
nia.

at the University of Califor-

Clyde Waddell and .John Wil-

liams head the support.

personal affairs.

Showman will probably be back
on the job early next week.

.

turned to his box-office duties.
He broke both legs in a fall d'.nvn
the theatre stairs last season.

LEGITIMATE GROSSES
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Comedy Parade

STAR-WAGON' OFF TO

in Chi Brings Coin;

VARIETY

55

Legion Jamboree Hurt Legits;

$9,500 IN PITTSBURGH

fomenSiWt 'Rat; 'Can't' 12G Each

Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.
Legit season got under way at the
last week considerably ahead
of inaugurals of the last few years,
but the start of 'Star-Wagon' wasn't
so auspicious from a biz standpoint.
Hot weather staged a comeback at
th_e. same time, and a flock of theatre's chief supporters locally hadn't
returned to town from summer vacations, so, despite the lure of the
Anderson-Meredith - McClintic - Gish
names, the play couldn't better a
pretty ordinary $9,500.
Sharp division of opinion on the
merits of 'Wagon' was further disr
concerting to its biz possibilities.
Opening was fair, but the take
slipped immediately, and the whole
week wound up rather sluggishly.
Looks like the Nixon is in for one
of its busiest seasons in some time.
October is booked up solidly, with
'Brother Rat' current and "Tobacco
Road' (third visit here), 'Madame
Bovary,' 'Antony and Cleopatra' and.
'Tovarich' following in the order

25%

Grosses Dived

Around

All

Nixon

Chicago, Sept. 28.
of

Plenty

box-office

interest

in

'Boy-Girl' $5,500,

Newark

•The Women,' last week's legit newNewark, Sept. 28.
comer, and it looks a cinch for ripe
•Boy Meets Girl,' on its return encoin returns for a four-week gallop gagement at the
Shubert, having
here. Notices were
at the Erlanger
been here in the spring, turned in a
Crix were
good, and the giggly word of mouth fair $5,500 at the b.o.
from the femmes who thought the very favorable in their reviews.
Current attraction is 'Behind Red
show 'naughty' is an aid.
Lights,' in for two weeks, and then
Other two comedies of the town, 'Brother Rat' for one week, after
•Brother Rat' and 'You Can't Take It which the house goes vaudefilm.
Estimate for Last Week
With You,' continue at an excellent

•Boy Meets Girl,' Shubert (1,960;
^
there's plenty of 50-$1.50). Second showing of comedy
support at $5,500.
with a new Yiddish show, here got fair
'Monesh,' doing turn-away business.
Has had a tremendous party demand,
with sell-outs far in advance.
Estimates for Last Week

tace,

with neither slipping.

Over at the

WPA

action,

•Brother Rat,' Selwyh (1,000; $2.75)
Holding to steady b.o.
(6th week).
trade, which is far on the right side
of the books at the present $12,000
gallop.

Despite Tough

Breaks 'Susan'

•The Women,' Erlanger (1,300;
$2.75) (2d week). Got away fast last
•week and turned in ai big opening
session at $16,100.

Can't

•You

Take

It

Got

With Yon,'

(34th- week).
(1,000; $2,75)
Running merrily on and on, with the
end still far in the distance. Again
week.
over $12,000 last

.

$12,000, D. C.

Washington, Sept. 28.
Despite the death of Osgood Per•Monesh,' Great Northern. Theatre kins three hours' after the opening
parties going ^reat guns here.
night performance and cancellation
One-acter seri«i«. Princess.
of the Wednesday matinee, 'Susan
Due to and God' wound up the week with
•The Straw,' Blackstone.
open shortly.
approximately $12,000 at $2,20 top.
Skipped matinee, at which nearly*
$1,500 was lost in refunds and turnaways, was caused by Gertrude
Lawrence's refusal to play without
make-up, three physicians having
orderfed her to lay off mascara during a full day's treatment for inflamed eyelids. Condition had been
aggravated by loss of sleep during
the hectic 36 hours after Perkins'
death, but had nexisted before. She
was o.k. by the end of the week.
Almost" no cancellations because
Boston, Sept. 28.
All reviewers
Perkins' death.
Regina' is easily the of
•Victoria
caught the show Tuesday night, with
queen of the current three shows on
McGrath playing second lead
Paul
the local boards. With standees for
review, that,
second
a
every performance during the first and gave i.t
doubt over other performances,
of four weeks at the Shubert, Miss plus
all over the local
Hayes attracted a spcko $27,500, keieping the show the
week.
crowding the records in the $3.30 sheets throughout
Following two good weeks, the
cl QSS
is dark for seven days, reis sailing house

WPA

$27,500,

WOW

slightly

shows

of

first

two new

an unexciting but fair gross.

'Miles' Folds; 'Service'

'Room

$8,000, 4tli Wk., Frisco
Service' comes to the Copley Oct. 4
for a run.
Estimates for Last Week
San Francisco, Sept. 28.
^Victoria Rc|:ina' (Shubert) ($3.30)
'Miles- of Heaven,' with Walter
(1st week). Opened a four-week engagement with a bang, getting a heap Huston, Nan Sunderland and Barat the Curran
of carriage trade from in town and bara O'Neill, closed
dragging in a drove of out-of-town- Theatre Saturday (25), after two disFirst frame whammo appointing weeks.
ers besides.
•Room Service,' which saw four
$27,500.
next
'To Quito and Back* (Colonial) weeks at the Geary theatre,
better,
($2.75) (1st week). Ben Hecht's new door, has been faring much
play brought in under Theatre Guild although the dip in the stock market
San
struck
auspices is benefiting greatly from and the heat wave which
the s'ubscriotion list. It is les<! pop- Francisco the latter part of the week
Howular than the $11,000 for the fiwt of cut the gross considerably.
ever, biz should pick up during the
two week.s would indicate.
•Can't Take It With Yon' (Plym- fifth and final frame.
Estimates for Last Week
outh) (2.20) (3d week). Still a very
'Room Service,' Geary (4th week)
ponular piere of entertainment here;
Comedy has been
daffy comedy survived successfully (1,700; $2.50).
oke here, although Indian
tVie incoming of Mi-'s Hayes and Mirs doing
Sidney on oopositinn stages; third summer weather in San Francisco
stanza very okay $'l6,40D.
keeps most people out of doors.
However, seat sale for fifth and final
stanza is 25% above advance for previous week. Fourth week showed a
turnover of $8,000.
^
•Miles of Heaven,' Curran (2nd

lETTY' SOCKS
INPHILLY,
$14^00

Regina.'
Locust, recently acquired by Lawrence Shubert Lawrence as an addition to the local Shubert chain, might
also have gotten off to an auspicious
start.
No opening date at all has
been announced for this house.

Charlotte

offered

Greenwood

in

'Leaning on Letty,* and kept up its
good strrak with an entirely okay
Show's in for four weeks
$14,500.
and, with rave notices and scant op.

make the grade.
Erlanger has 'Tobacco Road' and
like to hold it for a third
week. Pittsburgh booking requires
Last week's
it to leave Saturday.
biz was surprisingl.v sturdy, with
two-for-oneing turning the trick.
Even with the low scale ($1.50 too)
and two-fors, the show, playing it«;
position, should

would

local enFaf^ement, stairted off
with a nice $8,000.
City has nary an opening now
when 'The Pa.ssing of
the Third Floor Back' starts a week's

fifth

until Oct. 11,

engagement

Estimates for Laiot Week
'Leaning on Lettv'- (Chestnut) (Tst
(1.646; !t;7.50)— Fine openln^j

week)

night started this one off on ri'^ht.
and canacUy Thur.sday Tn"^.•^.lso
helped, Pivir". It a ."sturdy $M.500 '^n
the week. In for four weeks, with
notices, word of mouth rnd extra

foot,

ad^'ertising exoected to help.
(1st
Roafl'
(Erlan-^er)
•Tobac'^'*
week) (2,000: $1.R0)—Plenty of twnfor-oneinp, but showed real strencth.
esoecially at T^nt'jiees; $8 000; rnpnp^ement vroi'id li'r-; to hoM it f'^»' a

week, but other bookings prevent.

Des Moines, Sept. 28.
Ashton. Jr., Io\ya diTheatre
Federal
the
of

'HONOR' SATISFACTORY

rector
Project, has been named regionnl
director for Iowa and Nebraska, and
Torre, 'Between the Clarence Talbott, former project diDevil.'
the state of Washington,
Glenn Anders, Marguerita Sylva, rector for
has been named Iowa state director.
•Three Waltzes.'
was production
formerly
Talbott
Eric Wollencott. Maidel Turner,
Clayton CoUyer, Nigel Blake, Arline manager for station KC)L, Seattle.
Francis, Louise
Larabee, Morgan
Plans are under way for opening
Conway. Doro Merande, Tom Gra- of the Iowa Theatre Project here at
nani, Alma Dickson, 'Angel Island.'
the Kendall Community Playhouse,
Tamara. Earl Oxford, Leona Powrather than in the President theer.';. Blanche
Ring,' 'Right This Way.'
atre downtown, used last season.
whitford Kane. 'Robin Landing.'
However, the company will be a
Ruth Gilbert, 'Processional.'
production group, rather than a
.

Yan

keo Doodle.'
Charles La

$10,000 IN DETROIT

,

Nothing

week

like

Detroit, Sept. 23.
predeces.sor a
its

but 'Honor

previous,

scampered home

last

week

Brifh'o'

at

Daughter.'

'Honor Bright'.s' gross was amas.scd
from nine performances, including

two matinees,
nicely,

I

1

eight performances at the
and pleased all around.

WPA

'Captain Brassbound's. Conversion,*

1

I

ful Time."

Saturday

Show

Has

Heart*

a

Longacre

thp

at

*

result.

Is

Estimates for Last Week
•Babes in Arms,' Shubert (25th
.

week)
Socked
(M-1.385;
$3.30).
down. about 25% through jamming of
Square by Legionnaires;
Times
*
around $13,000.
•Blow Ye Winds,' 46th

(2nd

St.

week) (C-1,375; $3.30). Opened late
last week; drew tepid press, but
some b.o. activity; chances better indicated this week.
•Brother . Rat,'
(42nd
Biltmore
week) (C-991; $3,30). Not aided by
Legion convention, either, with takings dipping under $6,500; betters
eveh' break at figure, however.
•French Without Tearis.' Miller (1st
week) (C-944; $3,30). Presented by
Gilbert Miller and London associates; written by Terrance Rattigan;

Started last week badly, as did mo.st
others,
but closed strong; nearly

RAT' LIVELY

I

formanccs

to satisfactory $10,000.

reached

$7,000.

•How Come Lawd,'

49th

St.

(1st

week) (D-700; $3.30). Pre.sonted by
Negro Theatre Guild; written by
Donald Hey wood; slated to open
Thursday (30).
•Lady lias a Heart,' Longaci'e (l.it
week) (CD-1,019; $3.30). Opened
'

6ALT0

Saturday (25); unfavorable
and chances doubtful; called
Baltimore, Sept. 28.
With both legit houses open, local
reaction by press and public to the
season at hand indicates bullish doing for the unusually complete setup
promised during the coming months.
Response to 'Brother Rat' at Ford's,
a repeat in this town, was hey hey
from the gun, ringing up $11,800 at
Pre-Broadway
the final countup,
opening of 'In Clover' at the Mttyland got off to a promising opening
night, but petered out after a brace
uncomplimentary notices, not
of
reaching $3,000 for the week's effort.
Advance on 'Susan and God' at
Ford's this week is reported good.
Maryland is currently dark, but has
the Columbia Grand Opera Co. in
for a full week of repertoire next
week, as Ford's lists 'Wise Tomorrow' pre-Brpadway showing of a
Warner Bros, import.
Other bookings for October include George Abbott's premiere of
'Angel Island' and 'Many Mansions'
at the Maryland, and the Guild production of 'Amphitryon 38' and
'Leaning on Letty' scheduled for
.

Ford's.

Estimates for Last Week
•Brother' Rat,' Ford's (1,988; $2.20).
Good advance and very steady play
thereafter, piled up profitable $11,800
Good reaction
for this repeater.
from local crix and appetite for
flesh, long absent, helped stimulate
doings.
•In Clover,' Maryland a, 570: $2.20).

Nice opening night turnout f jr this
pre-Broadway attempt by the Krimpetered out following general
dressing-down by the local reviewers, garnering $2,700.
.skys

t'lc

with a satisfactory $10,000,
House is d?rk currently, but reopens
Darling
'My
with
(3)
Sunday

'

JSrlanger

Group of
kinds of opposition.
one-act plays is drawing froni the
Hollywood mob and with a heavy
advance second week should pan out
equally profitable.
Estimate for Last Week
•Toniffht at 8:30,' Biltmore (D-1,656;
$2.75.) (1st week). On six nights and

Lady

'The

thumbs down

On' did not get the
best of breaks by attempting a repeat at the Winter Garden. It is
.JToing to Chicago after a two weoks'
date ending Saturday (2) inste-'d of
staving an expected month or so.
Due next week; •iSusan and God,*
Plymouth; 'To Ouito a'hd Back,'
r-iiild: 'In Clover,' VanderbiU, r.nd
'Th'* Fireman's Flame,' one of those
meller and beer shows f^t the exchurch American Music H"1I.

all

Cass

Ballyod
at .$2.75 top.
but the town was evidently
let down follnwing the amazing .ses^Room* $10,500, Buff
the week praviWomen'
'The
on
isipn
Opening vehicle will be
cuit plan.
ously.
Buffalo, Sapt. 28.
and other plays
Estimate for Last Week
Room Service' hit a nice gross of 'Ah, Wilderness,'
inf'iKlc
season
planned for the
'Hono' BrlTht,' Cass (r,400: $2.73
approximately
last
here
$10,500
'Arms and the Man.' 'Thri.«tv Soil,' ilop). Hit while the town v;a,s on a
week
'Ej:cursion' and 'Having: a Wonclcr- letdown, but completed nine pcr--Plfiyed
stock company, this season, moving
to several Iowa towns over a cir-

stprted
ivith a

,

Last week both the Chestnut and
Former
the Erlanger fared well.

Herbert

Darling

Year's eve.

'Gaorge and Margaret,' an English
comedy, opened at the Morosco, and,
while its press reception was divided,
business was better than expected.
Show got $7,000 in five times (opened
Wednesday) and started this week
with an $1,100 house.' 'Blow, Yfft,
Winds,' which postponed to Thursday
at the 46th Street to duck the Legionnaires, was accorded a teord

.

'Madame Bovary.'

Daughter' (road).
Franklin Downing, 'Ghost of

Los Angeles, Sent. 28,
Noel Coward's 'Tonight at 8:30' did
smart at the Biltmore on initial week of a two-stanza engagement, considering the weather and

house won't start until Oct. 18, when
Helen Hayes arrives in 'Victoria

FTP

Reed,

New

•

•

Florence

IstWk.

anticipated.

(1,500; $2.50). Floppo of this
Al Shean, John Williams, Anthony week)
new play not unexpected. Walter
Huston and a strong supporting cast
possible to give it
Don Beddoe, Victor MacQuarrie, did everything
Little likelilife, but to no avail.
'Faiher Malachy's Miracle.'
hood of any further dates. Last
Constance Cummings, John O'Conshowed
a take of a slim $6,500..
week.
nor, Robert Vivian, Alice BelmoreClifle,
Jacqueline de Witt, Hazel
Hanna, Maurice Manso-n, Irving MorShakeup
Iowa
row, Arthur Chatterton, Arthur Grif-

Lawrence Grossmith, Boyd Davis,
Helen Flint, Agnes Doyle, 'Yes, My

any sales made after seven p. m.
the good-timers grew weary
and vamped home, every pight was

becoming more and more ap- Hollywood Playhouse. Shaw comedy imported from England; opened
Tuesday.
parent that Philly is in a show-going debuted (23) and is set to run
•George and Margraret/ Morosco
through Oct. 17.
Opened
mood, which makes the delayed
•The World We ILlye In,' Mayan, (2nd week) (C-961-$3,30),
opening of the full legit season all premieres 30th. with cast bended by middle of last week, getting mixed
notices; business, however, better
Particularly Jack Baston, Wfiltep Marshall, Pathe more regrettable.
than indicated} $7,000 in five perunfortunate is the Forrest's failure tricia Craig, Carole Woods, Gareth formances.
Hughes and Ahgu^ Cairns. John
•Having Wonderful Time,' Lyceum
to relight when expected. First men- Bair directing.
$3.30).
week)
(CD-1,000;
(32nd
tioned as opening Labor Day, this

Blair, St. Clair Bayfield, Victor Beecroft, Margaret Curtis, Paul Porter,

Hanforth.

H wood For

two matinees group of pldylets garnered very good $10,500, more -than

Philadelphia, Sept. 28.

the week's lowest attendance. Ticket
agencies closed up early, with hardly

It's

Engagements

Janice

Lures

east-to-

Um;il

'The

right

•

fin,

*8:30'

when

of the parade)

traffic was ruled off either wcy
from Fifth avenue, accounted for

wejt

press.

Coward's

,

week.

'To Quito and Back* opened last
week at the Colonial and turned in

Most legit theatre attendance
dropped so much that, although there
was strong attendance from Thursday on, grosses in most houses
dipped 25% over the previous week.

—

BOSTON

by the invasion

last

Estimate for Last Week
'Star Wagon' (Nixon; 2,100; $2.75)
Not even the marquee strength of
Anderson, Meredith, McClintic and
Gish could null the season's opener
above a mediocre $9,500. But mavbe
Pittsburgh's still, strictly a musical
town.

.

'Can't Take It With You'
with, the
through nicely in its fourth week at opening Monday (4) Bovary.'
'Madame
the Plymouth, and was dented only ATS show,

theatre zone.

named.

Harris

IflCTORIA'

The American Legion convention- Night

dumped plenty of money into
last week, but the theatres got little if any support from the
First three days of the
visitors.
meet Times Square was so jammed
with people that traffic was suspended. It was almost impossible to
reaih theatres, and not a few New
Yorkers refused to come into the
ites

New York

Tovarich' $10,000,
Split-Week Ind'polis
Indianapoli.'!, Sept. 28.
Eugenie Leontovich, here in 'Tovarich' at the Engli.'ih theatre, for
three nights and one matinee per-

pre.s.s

'Jean'

abroad.

•On

Location,'

Ritz

(1st

week)

Presented by East
(C-918; $2.95).
Coast Studios; written by Kent
Wiley; opened Monday (27) after
several postponements; plenty
panned.
•Room Service,' Cort (20th week)
(C-1,0599; $3.30). Eased off because of
convention crowds, with takin'ts a
couple of hundred under $14,000;
should come back and again approximate capacity.
•The Show Is On,' Winter Garden
(repeat eng.) (2nd week) (R-1,671;
$3.30). Business not so good during
convention and managehient decided
to shoot revue to road; open in Chicago next Monday (4); next show
due is 'Hooray for What.'
•The Star Wajon,'. Emolre (1st
week) (CD-1,096; $3,30). Presented
by Guthrie McClintic; written by
Maxwell Anderson; welt regarded in
Buffalo but only fair in Pittsburgh;
opens tonight (29).
•The Women,' Barrymore (40th
week) (C-1,048; $3.30). Like most
other attractions, the gross declined
during the Legion poings-on; did
very well, thoughj with better than
.

.

$14,000.

•Tobacco

Road.'

Forrest

(199th

week) (C-1.107; $1,65), Not so much
off; low price run. leader turned in
With

statement.
.satisfactory
count at $5»500.

the

(5th
week)
Claimed over !^20000, but reported to be under tHot
mrrk; however, final days last week
VT-v fjood.

• Center

•Virirlnia,'

fM-3.438; $3,30).

•Yes,
hou.se

Mv

Darlin<r Dancrhter,' w-vweek) (C-87C; ."^3.30).

(33rrl.

Like the others, the dron could not
hi"
estimated around
.staved
off;
$6 «00,

•Y«u Can't Take
Booth <12nd week)
Lop.s affected

week,

thiin

with

It

With Ynn.*

(0-70"-

the
!?14,700; virtual caoacity.
.

?!3.'0>.

other shows
quoted
gra,ss

la.st

at

Revivals

Abbey

Players, Amb?s.sF'.d'>r: li:n-

ited se?.son starts

Saturday

'K^t'o Roche' the ooenin';

Richard V.'
but slipped

'Kinpr

(2), v/ith
att'-ar'^-^n,

St. .Tar"'^- d-^ ng
wi'th field ]'j.st

formance, Thursday, Friday. Satur- okav.
day (23, 24, 25). opened the legit week.
.-reason nicely to the tune of approxiWPA
mnlcly $10,000.
*A Fcro Is'Birn,' Adclphi; due to
Supporting cast wr.p K^vcn xinani- op'-n Friday (1).
It,'
colo-cd
Ti^f-'^vette;
•Swinrr
mous boosts by the trio of local
cricks.
revue moved to Harlem.
.

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY

56

Alas, he isn't onstage very

meaning.
long.

Plays on Broadway
George and Margaret
Cotnpdy

111

2J.
Si'Dt.
J^lonisio,
CowHi-il nntl
(N'l fl

wrillen

soi-i;ilotO;

presentpd at the

throe ncls,

liy
John C. Wilson;
Wui>npr UroH. nlso ukby Gernlcl Savory; $3.;i0

lo-.i.

Moya

Gin vs
'

Irene
.Vrthur

.

Nuh'Pnt

Gralmm
Browne

Morland

:M;ilc.i>lni

j\lic>
l)u(ll?y ;
J'YaiiUic.
(."laude
Jto-^er

Macrae
Boulter

llbsalyn

AVnrner
Alnn "Webb
Gladys Henson

.Richard

lieer.,.^

luck in the past few years^ has
directed the play for himself in what
has become to be known as the
system method of direction.
honor
Fox bought the picture rights. Hollyat least two
wood may do okay with it, but Thus, for instance, in and Fonda
Broadway will probably give it the instances, Miss Dalton
are permitted to sit absolutely quipt
once-over lightly.
for 10 full minutes and do nothing
'Lady' was reputed to- be quite
more than gab at each other.
comic and perhaps that was so over
There are two very interesting
there. In the version displayed here
which suggest that the physical
there is little diversion. Maybe the sets
production was most distinctly not
fault is in the adaptation, though
And that, too, is a
the story impresses as having small a cheap one.
since they won't be in use
shame,
appeal. Idea of servants being glamKai'f.
orous appears to have been better long.
taken care of in 'Tovarich.'
Jean is butler and valet to Count
Mariassy, a rather senile codger -who
Young man is
three acts preSisntcd
In
is a prime minister.
Comcily-ri-aiiin

much

They are still laughing at this
farcical comedy in London and accoi-ding to the giggle count at the
station is well espremiere here, 'Geotge and Mar- personable but his
tablished, since Jean's father had the
garet' should register at least modsame position in the household. Suderately well.
it is announced that he has
denly
JE^n C. Wilson and Noel Coward,
elected to parliament on a
whs are managerially associated, been
ticket opposed to his excellency's.
gathered the present cast, two of the
That makes no difference to Jean,
players having been with the latter
who continues valeting. Old boy
in his Tonight at 8:30.* Coward also
worked on the show as stager during even smiles when the man attacks
him on the floor of the legislative
its pre- Broadway showing in CanThat may account for the chamber and, in fact, the socialist
ada.
speed of the dialog. Coward told party forces the count out of office.
the actors they are in America now Katinka, his daughter, defends the
and should talk fast, the dialog old boy and indicates- a loathing for
being speeded so much that a num- Jean. Actually she is in love with
ber of comedy lines were lost to the the man, and he with her. That she
has a politically aspiring husband
first nighters,,
Lovers" em'George and Margaret' is a trick makes no difference.
play in that neither of the persons brace in her home and, in the last
They are ex- act, she reveals the affair to her
in the title appear.
pected visitors to an English fam- mother, who admits having strayed
from the marital path, too.
ily consisting of parents and three
Main fault with the play is the
grown offspring,; Dudley, Frankie
and Claude. There is no plot, the absence of effective comedy. Perplay sitnply designed to divert solely formance indicates it is one of those
in-b6tweeners that liberally dot the
th rtugh dialog.
stage seasons. Vincent Price, young
Alice, jthe- mother, is the sparkplug
and man who landed iii 'Victoria Regina'
proceedings,
flighty
the
of
funny, fussing aplenty to be ready but ducked its road tour, gives a
for thfe expected George arid Mar- good enough performance as the
glorified valet, while Elissa Landi
garet, whom she likes, The others,
including complacent papa Malcolm, shows spirit as his titled lover. OthIbee.
ers are so-so,
th-T)k the couple are bloody bores,
.

•

.

F^rnkie, the daughter^ has a tep for
hr.ving affairs which seem not to distu -'i the elders nor brothers.
Along comes a friend of Dud's, a
ni:-! enough fellow called Roger, and
thr/i's the finish of Frankie's single
'

-issedness.
•

BLOW YE WINDS
Comedy-drama

In

thr^e

acts

(8

scenes)

by Valentine Davlsr,' )>reaen(ed by Arthur
Hopkins -at 40th St. Theatre, N. T.,, Sept.
'"tl; stars Henry Fonda, features Doris
Oalton; staged by- Hopkins; sets Clrker
and Bobbins; $3.30 top.

23,

ON LOCATION

Hltz, N. Y., Sept. 27, 'av. by Kast
Coast Studios, Inc.; written by Kent Wiley;
staged by same;^ ?2.To. top..
Nolllo Burt
Jack Norworth
Father Kennedy..
Leslie l)fnl.Mon
Gene Cahot

at

^Annle

<

.Len Doyle
Kir.;
John

Windy OUoiirke
Doc Howe.
Benny Kaplan

F.
...... .Mark iilnder
Bei» H. Roberf--

Mackenzie
Dnd Klnnear
AVIll Curran
Sheriff JtcLeasH

Charles Keane

Lamar King
Geoige F. Spaulu'lns

Mary

Wallace....

Stella

Amy Rand
Fay

I'rnyton

A, Uonnett
Kathleen Hart
.Marjorie. Xovton
Jo'in

Tomlln
......

*

Foster.

Billing says 'On Location' is a. comedy of the golden west, but that was
a promse unfilled for there is so
Latter,
little to lure the playgoer.
if any, will probably grow weary of
looking at the single interior of a

cabin in the Hockies.

How -an

attractive girl, intent on

working a gold mine .that has

Irene Browne as the mother carmost of the show in a manner
remindful of Mary Boland. Arthur
Macrae, a juvenile, over here for
the first time, scored as the saner
of the sons.
Rosalyn Boulter as
Frankie, Morland Graham as pop,
Moya Nugent as the maid and Gladys
ries

WPA

,

as the successor who don't
talk, are the chief support.
Play has an eight player cast, and
there is one set, so with an average break it should get by.
Ibee.

Henson

staged by present-

ers: .$:t.ao top.
.Tudlth Alden
Vincent Price

Kliirl
ri>iiiili>sH

Mnrhi.SHy

Count (lyorgy
Rfidic Announcer
.

.

.

. .

.EltiiHa

Land!

Lumsden Hare
Royal Beal

v

Ilonlci
Fcri^ncsi:

'.Hilda S^pong:

't

Cciunl('s.M KatlnkH...
('i)unl MarlnSHy

ICerck Falrman
ICalherlne Standing

Tom

Bate
Richard Bowler

ElMtrUliin

Gene

They thought well of this comedy
In Vienna last winter, when it was
called 'Jean,' so much so that 20th-

to either have an affair with
or marry him. That breaks in
on the impending romance between

Amy

Girl suddenly declares she won't write the
story &nd when it is disclosed that
the men are WPA'ers, Cabot calls
who likes nothing more than fishing things off anyhow. Men are about
and sailing boats and who hates the to leave for another relief project
the
priest
smoothes
the
city and who has no ambition what- when
ever.
The two fall in love. Will ruffled waters.
There is no fun in all this,
love win or will Miss Dalton's career
win? Davies, the author, thinks it although there is a line here and
there which calculated to register.
can- be arranged so that both do and,
One has the film actress declare to
in three pleasantly chatty acts he
the director that she took him off

But there

Vincent Price and

Jran

wants

passable entertainment. But, as is,
it is just another miss.
Subject matter is hackneyed, but
treated pleasantly enough.
IDoris
Dalton is a Ph.D. facing a brilliant
future.
Henry Fonda is a sour lad

proves his point.

The Lady Has a Heart
Conicily in three acts preucnled at LnnK*(ie. N. Y., Sept. 25, '37, by RufUB Phlland WalMon Bnrratt; adapted by EdWMi'd Hoberts from Hungarian Original by
Ij;idl!i]uuH Bu8-Feketp;
Kllssia Twinill featured;

might have made 'Blow Ye Winds'

is practically no action
chatter beaomes mighty
stuffy on occasion.
t'onda or
M'iss Dalton attempted to really act
things out maybe it wouldn't be so
bad. But they are both inclined to
sit
around and take things easy.
Fonda not only gives the imp,ression
of being miscast but practically convinces that his heart and hi? mind
are elsewhere.
He just recites his
lines as they come and that's that.

and

the

H

Miss Dalton is no better. In fact
there is only one piece oi good acting in the play, that in a small role

by Edgar

Stehli

and

this 1« $o

director.

hamburgers and put him on caviar.
Male section of the cast was recruited from the Lambs club, most
of whom have not appeared lately.
Samuel Ruskin Golding sponsors
the show under a corporate title and
it is reported he is also the author,
billed as

Kent Wiley.

Ibee.

Plays OutofTown

Princeton, Sept, 27.

Comedy
kan.

in three aots by- Terence }lalllpresfnted by Gilbert Miller jn a.«sii-

elation with

Albery,
ling,

Howard Wynham and Hronwon

Directed by Harold J^'rench; selSovey; at McCarler theatre,
N. J,, one day, Sept. '^t,
Broftdwa/ last night (28) st

Raymond

'PiUnceton,

f Opened
on

the Henry Miller
Kennelh Lake

GOOD NEWS FOR TAIL GIRLS!
smart «syKU|i/mU/ on th«

new

theatre,]

Anna

John N. Ostrander, Paul Francis Cunahan and Hamilton

Taliaferro,

Mott.

In 'George and Margaret,' an English comedy which opened at the
Morosco, N. Y., last week, those characters are often mentioned, but do
not appear. Same idea was used in a sketch played by the Four Cohans
at the old Union Square theatre. Fellow by the name of Mulciahy was
Between shows a picture inscribed:
talked about, but never entered.
'This is Mulcahy' was placed in the lobby, which brought laughter.
It is a first play by George Stivory, son of Kenneth Douglas and Grace
Dougles appeared over here in 'A Pair of Silk
Lane, British actors.
Stockings.'

&

Co. anounces the publication of 'Adventures
Although Dodd, Mead
the Immortals,' by Lowell Thomas, the book was written in collaboration with Percy Burton. Latter Is ciirrently manai;er and agent for
the Abbey Players, troupe which opens at the Ambassador, N. Y., Saturday (2). Work is a volume of reminiscences and is Burton's experiences
with notables of the London and. New York stage, with whom he was
associated. Burton also was press agent for Thomas.

Among

.

Having closed his apartment and stored the furniture, Gilbert Gabriel
has gone to the country to write another book. It is a biography of Wilr
liam Walker, a buccaneer who operated in and around Nicaragua.
Former drama critic, who was shufflied out when Hearst scrapped the
N. Y. Arher^can. is considering several Hollywood offers and will probably
go to the Coast during the winter.
There are two stage unions which have jurisdiction in vaudeville, preAmerican Federation of Actors has the prinwhile Chorus Equity has the say about the chorus.
There was some misunderstanding ^of that status, due to the ruling out of
burlesque^ but the two organizations are now supposed to operate in both
fields throughout the country.
sentation and night clubs.
cipals,

Norman Bel Geddes has set back his proposed musical show imtil. the
of the year. It m^y .be a revue, but a book musical was also planned.
Designer-manager is casting 'Lower Than Angels,', a six-scened melo-

first

drama by Victor Wolfson.

on Broadway was .'Excursion.'

Letter's first play

Eddie Cook is back with John Golden, handling 'Susan and God' as
company manager. He was general manager when Golden and the late
Winchell Smith were together and "when a number of road shows -were'
.

in his care.

Plays Abroad
Glueck au( der

Kleines

Wieden
('Bit of

Luck on the Wieden')
Vienna, Sept.

15.

Comedy In four acta (ten scenes) by Viktor Skute^.ky, pi-oduced by Wllhelm Chm(>lnltzky at Deutsche Volkstheatre, Vienna;
scenes set by Alfi-ed K,unz; music, Alexander SlelnUrecher.
FntU Mol/.er

Frau Kchlkula
Agnes
Franz

Maria West
GIsela Werbezirk
Oily Holzmann

,

....Hans Olden

MGM

signee, who will film
also an
in Hollywood in Lon Chaney parts.
Reuss has only to play in the third
act, the big scene with Catherine
Huebscher, pretty laundress, who became the Duchess of LefelA'e. It is
the pnly scene of the comedy which
has^ drama.
First two acts are too long-drawn
out.
Sardou's i)lot fails to develop

under Weigel dialog, which, though
snapi^y at

tinpies,

is

only at

when Gruen's music

sets

its

in.

best

Then

is able to show once niore
Round trip through old Vienna, his ability as a lyric writer.
Christl Mardayn is excellent; Leowith a well-constructed logical plot.
Story" might have happened in the pold Biberti as the annoyed Duke is
romantic days before the rational- energetic and manly; Fouche, police
chief, as acted by Kurt von Lessen,
ization of 'love.'
Viktor Skutezky's name appears is not funny enough at times; Stoehr
for the flrst time on the author's list as Count Neipperg is reserved.
Maasa.
of the Deutsche Volkstheatre.
Agnes (Oily Holzmann), of iceskating rink fame at home and
IS
abroad, is a servant girl Irom the
country. She comes to Vienna, has
London, Sept. 14.
everything she wanted and dreamt
Play In three acts by W. Chelhumof— except a lover. Frau Schikola .Strode, produced by John Fernald at t-ha
theatre, Swiss Cottage, J<ondon,
(Gisela Werbezirk in one of her Embassy
.Sept. 13. '37.
funniest roles) invents a lover for 'Ernest Wobb
.Ellis Irving
her. Writes long love letters to calm Mabel Thatcher
Hybil Grovn
the young blood of the country lass. Stanley Thatcher......... Nicholas Hanncn'
George Softly
Harry llilliard
Eventually, of course, the real man Rosle
Splller.,..
An.gela Baddeley
shows up, who, by coincidence, re- Major Warmlnslde
Arthur Wontner
sembles the love robot and marries Miss Tuttle.
Helene Purls
Florrie
RuHi Wytin Owen
her.
Series of side comedies run through
Excellent play, both froni the
the play: the Prater (amusement disstandpoint of technique and the protrict), Grinzing wine halls, workingmen at the Steyr automobile factory, viding of entertainment for ordinary
etc.
Old-time humor and modern theatregoers. Plot is foreshadowed
times are well intermingled for much for the student of drama, and comes
(Continued on page 62)
laughter.
Maass.

Weigel

THE DAY

GONE

—

French Witihout Tears

good

while Stehli is onstage the play
begins to acquire significance and
that,

and- the

Savings banks in New York have been advertising in the dailies, listing
of names of persons whose accounts have been inactive
for long periods, Lists show that such persons have money to their credit,
and indications are that many have forgotten the deposits. Amounts are
not announced and may be small, since the banks are required to include
all accounts of $10 or more.
One savings institution last week listed a number of professionals, including Maude Nugent Jerome, Fred F. Prdctor, Jr., Wilda Bennett Schable,

many thousands

no.

nuggets, could get in that spot is
a conceit of the author. That she
takes on a relief group from the
to work the claim is another.
Story starts wandering, and becomes too involved to hold attention,
but on the scene arrives a director
from Hollywood and his cameraman.
They come to an isolated spot
to film an unwritten story which is
another thing to be or not to be
believed. Seems that director Gene
Cabot knew of Amy Rand and her
project and so decided to get her
own story, and depict real life among
gold miners.
Father Kennedy, priest of the district, enters into the scheme to fool
the director. Crew is one of castoffs, including a button-hole maker
from the Bronx whose dialect comedy does not register, and a youth
who fled jail after serving time on
an assault charge which he claims
was untrue. He is in love with
a young school teacher who, some-

There is another impending pairIn'^ not so romantic, when Claude,
King
James Doody
tbs stolid son, falls in love with Tom
Hayden Chase
Henry Fonda
G\~dys, the maid. When mom hears Capt. Terry
........Harry Kermsen
Albert Hayes
they are to marry, the inflection of George Cosden
I^lnda L.ee Hill
her voice is such that a solid laugh Amy Baker
AIll.Hun
Blaine Cordner
came out. Gladjrs.does a bit of her Joseph
Christine Ijawrence...,
Dorla Dalton
own reasoning with mother and gets Benjamin Lesslng.....
Blair DavJes
Otto Hardt
Kdgar Barrier
okay of the family.
».
Doran
....Helen Murdoch
But there haS to be a new maid, Mary I^esKlng
Ruth
«.,«,,. Mary Rockwell
joins the camp.
and Gladys breaks her in. The comic John McKnl«;ht
ISd^ar Stehli how
Also from Hollywood enters a
Beer looks as funny as they say she An Klevalor Man,
James Clalrton
blond vamp, one Fay Foster. Gene
does. Entering and moving her lips,
nothing comes out and then finally
had directed her in a picture in
It is barely possible that a differ- which she
Goorge and Margaret are announced
is shown frequently takby the inarticulate Beer as- the cur- ent cast and a different director ing a bath. Fay likes the guy' and
ta'n descends.

Stutf-LegH

Inside

Arthur Hopkins, who hasn't had

"

'
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,

Philip Friend
Brian Curtis
Guy Mlddlelon
Hon. Alan Howard......... IFrankliUWIoii
,

Marianne
Monsieur Malngot

fjimonc PellUf-iin
...Miirccl Valli'e
l-t.-Coniniander Roger.M
Cyril Uavniond
Diana Lake
I'enelope Dudley AViird
Kit NellHn
Hubert GreKK
.Ja(;qupllri»^ MainKol
.LK-nucllire Porcl
Ijord llpybrook
Edward Ryan

MADAME SANS GENE
Vienna, Sept. 16.
roaied.v in three acts, hy Ifan^
from S;ird(>irs jiluy oC same title;
Hernlmrd (Jriien; produced by HellimiMi Hellmer »t Thculre an der WIen,
Vienna; si'cne.s dli-ectod by Fritz Gultman;
MuHii'ul

WelKel,
niusl'-,

dani-M. Frit?; KliiiKenbe'.-k orchestra, Anion. Paullk,
Napoli'on
.T.eo Rcu.xR Brnndhofcr
i
Catherine
Christl Mardiiyn
;

the first act of 'French Without
Tears' were as funny and mature as
the second, Gilbert Miller would undoubtedly have another 'Tovarich'
on his hands. But whether the play
can overcome the weaknesses of the
first act and the first half of the
second act remains to be seen.
During several uncomfortable moments in the first half of this imported comedy, it is difficult to understand how England took it to its
bosom with such acclaim, but once
Terence Rattigan, the author, gets
If

You'll view

them with enthusiasm because

their svelte lines are skillfully designed for

the Lowered Heel .. their colors ace matchad
to the rich autunin shades you -11 be wearing.
Black bucko with wine dnJ grey palchet,
brown with green anJ copper-rust
,
,

*mad«
txprossly (or

49 WEST 34lh

ST.

4S0

FIFTH

AVI.

I.

0QjK

0

MILLER

562 FIFTH AVI.

1559

I'WAV

.

'••'Cevre

,

.

Leopold
von

l'''"""h^

KiM-t

Count Neipjierg

Bi'hertI
I.,eH8f-n

Kmll Sioehr

Offenbach's and Lecoque's musical
sarcasm are closely followed by
Berrihard Gruen. It is an excellent
score that the composer, -wh'o was
signed by
a short time ago, has
written.
He excels himself in the
first act, when the author, Weigel,
gives him the chance to underscore
the events on the stage. In the secinto his stride (somewhere approxi- ond and third, Gruen
contributes
mating 9:45 p. m.) the result becomes more modern music. A tango, 'Wir
a gay, sparkling affair which makes Bleiben Zusammen'
('We Remain
for uproarious comedy and Grade
Together'), -a parody on the police
entertainment. As it now stands, the affairs of the French
revolution, and
second half of this fluffy play packs a song on why the Viennese
are best
more laughs than the average full- liked in the world look like socks.
lengtH comedy and builds up to a
Premiere is at the same time the
(Continued on page 59)
farewell for Leo Reuss Brandhofer,

A

,

MGM

Mgt.:

LOU CLAYTON

Columbia Studio, H'wood

Attention, Legit

Managers

Vluy, "Hpulnh nnd the l»«ron," v»mAiiUior
for qiilpk reiMliiiK.
lenvlnfT for Kiiroi»e Nov. )»t.
Writ© or wlro

])Iet«d

K.

J.

KONLANDE

Care Variety, New/ York

)

CONCERT
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GUILD STALKS INDIE
^

.

J.

Vaude Showman, Barney Mee, Enters

Chicago Opera Outlook Improved;

Chicago, Sept. 28.
Chicago City Opera season, which
run the seven weeks from Oct.
30 to Dec. 18, is running far ahead
on subscriptions over last year, with
the increase already more than 20%

-

'36

20% Over

Ticket Subscriptions

HIPP OPERA

Concert Management in Kansas City

DOWN

uvill

Blame Legion

over the 1936 subscription list.
Among those singers already con-

Grosses for Alfredo Salmaggi's
twin opera companies was off again
last week. Legionnaires still remain-

tracted for are Gina Gigna, Feodor
Chaliapin, Erna Sack, Kirsten Flag-

Friday (24) night at the Hipp, N.

for Dip in

Week-End

town were blamed

Wage

for the dip

made

being

is

who

tone Fardulli,

of bari-

returns to

the

Chicago Opera after an absence of
Special Hellenic comtwo years.
mittee has been organized in sup-

and

Fardulli appearances,
of the Chicago Opera
exploitation centers

the

of

port

much

and

publicity

Unexplained skid

Academy

of

Cheieip-

of Music, Brooklyn,

LINGUAL IDEA

where

of $1,100 were run up for
Saturday (25) and $1,600 for Sunday
(27), Beginning next week-end, the
schedule at the Hipp will go back to
three nights a week. Bow-out of the
Italian vaude venture leaves the
house open to Salmaggi again.

around him.
Other artists scheduled for Chicago. Opera appearances are Marjorie Lawrence, Lily Pons, Lawrence
Josephine Antoine, GioTibbett,
vanni Martinelli; Ezio Pinza, John
ITS N. Y.
Charles Thomas, Lotte Lehmann,
Burke, Joseph Bentonelli,
Hilda
Training
a group of Negroes for
Lauritz Melchior and Eleanor LaMiss LaMance has been ballet work as long as three years
Mance.
screen tested by Paramount, and it's now, Eugene von Grona is planning
understood that the studio, should
to pr'^sent his American Negro BalLaMance be signatured, will spot
her to sing the title role in 'Carmen.' let on a concert engagement in New
York this fall. There are 36 members in the ballet.
Previous to organizing the ballet

NEGRO BALLET SET
FOR
DEBUT

'

FUND ASSURES
OWN syhph org

Opera Competish
Buenos Aires,

Sept. 21.

composers of operas and balComposers who have already
had their works produced at the
Colon have the right to send in,
without participating in any competition, a new work of a similar character,
which will be produced
lets.

also affected the

figures

B. A.

tine

Andre Burdino, Gertrud Wet- Y., when only $2,000 was claimed.
tergren, Elen Dosia, Helen Jepson, Saturday (25) was up to $3,000, still
Elizabeth Rethberg and Jean Far- not high.

Much

Scales

That

Priced Companies NecesManagement of the Colon Opera
sarily Cannot Be Raised House announces that, until Oct. 11,
competition will be open to ArgenAll at Once

fitad,

dulli.

However,

Realizes^,

Grosses

ing in

:

American Guild

moved

has

to

of Musical Artists

obtain

recognition

strictly in the order of arrival,

one

from the minor opera managements composer having the right to send
in only one composition, and must
in the New York area. Has no.tified not present another during the next
them of its 'intention to organize' three years.
New composers' works will be
the field and has already held preliminary conferences with several. entered for competition and will be
Those approached include Alfredo produced in the order selected by
Salmaggi's Hippodrome Opera Co., the judges.
Amedeo Passeri, George De Feo,
Columbia Opera Co., Armand Bagarozy and J. Franklyn Viola, Foirtune
GaUo, George D'Andrea. and Enrico

Family Strains

Odierno.

Although Salmaggi is supposed to
have had a contract with the Grand
Opera Artists Association (since

AGMA

expects

to

make

Sppk

slow

,

Ann

mark

the first time in 27 years,
since the days of Victor Herbert and
Emil Pauer, that Pittsburgh will be
on a symphony par with Boston, Chicago, Detroit and all of the other, key

on Nov;

With

9.

otiher artists

appearing

many

ments, calls lor (1) recognition of

season
York.

is

He

Sol Schoenbach, of New
succeeds to post held since

Ruth Slenczynski, AGMA as representing solo singers, 1922 by J. Walter Guetter. Guetter,
child pianist, makes initial recital solo dancers, opera stage directors,
who was first bassoonist, died last
here, Jan. 10.
Four month sched- stage managers and prompters; (2) May.
ule includes: Richard Crooks, tenor, Guild shop; (3) bond to cover salspots.
Other flirst desks filled, by William
clarification
aries;
of
require(4)
Orchestra will employ 90 men, 70 Nov. 19; Fritz Kreisler, Nov. 29; BosM. Kincaid, flutes; Marcel Tabuteau,
of them local musicians and others ton Symphany under Serge Kousse- ments for costumes, etc., and (5) oboes; Robert McGinnis, clarinets;
out-of-towners, all of them picked vitsky, Dec. 8; University of Hel- rule that the manager may not col- and John Minsker, English horn.
by Dr. Otto Klemperer after long sinski ohorus of 60 Finnish singers, lect any agent or booking fee or
There again will be three femme
times

before,

mouth. Jan. 18; Gina Cigna, Metropolitan other 'kick back.*
Wage minimums hflve not been
Klemperer comes here from Los soprano, Jan. 28; Georges Enesco,
set, but will probably oe worked out
Angeles Saturday (25) to inaugurate violinist, March 1.
February attractions and regular in individual cases. Contracts are
three weeks of rehearsals preceding
Others who May Festival artistsi' will be an- dated to expire June 1, 1938.
first concert on Oct. 21.
Planned ultimately by AGMA is a
him during I7-\yeek nounced shortly.
will follow
campaign to encourajge and extend
season are Carlos Chavez, Walter
the performances of opera in English,
Damrosch, Eugene Goossens and
Idea has long been a pet theory of
Georges Enesco.
Lawrence Tibbett, AGMA prez, and
such name members as Lauritz Melchior and Richard Bonelli. Group
(Continued from page 1
series

of

auditions

last

musickers in the band.

They are Edna Phillips, harpist;
Lois Putlitz, violin section; and Else
Hilger, violincellist. Miss Phillips In
private life is wife of Sam Rosenbaum, prez of WFIL and vice-prez
of orchestra.

FTP Take

Pons'- Rain

Checker Dec. 7

Detroit, Sept. 28.
Lily Pons' delayed performance of
end Detroit
series
Civic Opera's winter
last
spring but deferred due to soprano's
illness, has been set for Masonic
Temple aude here, Dec. 7, as the
highlight of local opera season.
Opera society is also sponsoring
series of plays" by Clare Tree Major
Children's theatre, and will bring
the Salzburg Opera Guild here Feb.
23 at Orchestra Hall.

Tiucia,' originally set to

•

believes that the future existence of
ect in the metropolis went for nonpayroll purposes. But the $1,220,000
did not go into production aloi^e.
Rents were paid for theatres and offices, also for furniture, light and
equipment, all of that being included
in the 10% calculation.
As for current expenses paid out
for props, iand many items where
ready cash or quick payment is required, a monthly sum is turned
over to the project. Figures of the
month of August indicate the cutin total.
ting down of the

WPA

Atlanta Attractions
Atlanta, Sept. 28.
Richard Crooks will open Atlanta
Music Club's fall series Oct. 26, to

be

followed

by

Guiomar Novaes,

Brazilian pianist; Dec. 14 and Roth
String Quartet Jan. 11. Artists will

appear

at

Atlanta

Woman's Club

aude.

There
was
$944,000
throughout the country,

expended
which

of

$455,000 was spent in New York.
First show to have the $1.10 top
will be 'A Hero Was Born,' due at
the Adelphi Friday (1). Revival of
'Processional,' due into the Elliott
Oct. 11, will have a top of .83c (75c
plus 8c tax). There have, been no
figures on the admissions tax for
federal relief shows, one of the most
incongruous angles of the whole re-

opera in this country depends on its
presentation in English and will plug
the idea in its magazine and a
general campaign. Also plans on an
effort to make opera more progressive and bring production up to
date.

National, board

held Friday

(1).

meeting will be
Immediately after-

ward Leo

Fischer, executive secretary, will leave for a month's stay
on the Coast. While gone he will
pick reps for the Los Angeles and
Chicago offices of the organization.

Philly

Forum Set
For Active Season

Philadelphia Forum, intelligentsia
and entertainment group, has
added three more events to its season's list. They include lectures by
•

lecture

Carl Fritschy, veteran concert entrepreneur, is going into his 31st season with a series of six concerts in
Ararat Temple. Seaison tickets, $7,
$8 and $10, and few available. Past
few years have seen a 100% sellout for this series and indications
are for a repeat this year, which
means in neighborhood of $20,000.
Great amount of interest in fifth
season of the Philharmonic, K. C.'s
'depression " horn' symphony popularity has enjoyed steady increase.
This is a subscription series with a
nut around $115,000 for the ten pairs
of concerts. Warms the Music Hall
of the muny aud.
Kansas City Concert Series, al.so
set in the muny aud, is primarily a
promotion for utilization of aud fa-

Marks Barney

Joffee 's first

experience in this field. Present advance ticket sale, which is touching

60% .of capacity, would indicate
that this alert showman is on his
way to turn in a good job. Joffee
is the guy responsible for bringing

at

Phily

and training the 36 dancei;s away progress in gaining more than mere
from tap or other types of stepping recognition from the small comPhiladelphia, Sept. 28.
traditional to the Negrq, von Grona panies. Pointed out that such comPhilly orchestra is turning into a
had devoted' himself to concert panies work on a slim margin and
family
affair.
Latest addition is
are
not
able
to
much
higher
pay
dancing.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.
wages nor meet stringent require- Herry Berv, who's filling spot
ments. Yet the work they offer is in
Pittsburgh ie assured a major
accident to Anton
many instances all that is available blanked by auto
symphony orchestra for the next
Arbor Conceit Dates for
a large group of operatic singers. Horner this past summer. In horn
two years when drive for $300,000
Ann Arbor, Mich,, Sept. 28.
Figured the wage standards and section with him will be his brother,
pulled up just $60,000 short of
iSerge Raohmaninoff, pianist-com- working conditions will have to be Arthur. Basses already have family
goal and with still a few weeks
Plans call for a com- poser, opens University of Michi- slowly raised, over a period of trio. They are led by Anton Torello,
to
go.
plete reorganization, with all mu- gan's Choral Union concerts here on several seasons.
who directs his two sons, William
Standard contract, as tentatively and Carl.
sicians on a seasonal contract basis, Oct. 22; followed by Cleveland Symled by name guest maestros. Will phany, Artur Rodzinski conducting, drawn up by the AGMA board for
Also added to symphony for new
submission to the opera manage-

pm

City, Sept. 28.

its initial bow with Barney Joffee,
former theatre operator, in the
managerial cloak.

cilities,

Prominent in

merged with AGMA) covering recognition and minimum wages, its
terms have not been learned by the
AGMA board and a new pact may
have to be drawn» Understood

$300,000

Kansas

Concert biz seems definitely on
the upgr'ade here. Three series this
year: Fritschy Concerts, K. C. Phils''
harmonic Orchestra and the Kansas City Concert Series.
Latter is
a newcomer to the field and takes

Detroit

Detroit, Sept. 28.

a

means

policy on a lot-of-show-at-a-quarter
theory. Sold out something over a
year ago; house has played vaiide
without a break since spring of
1934.

Following line-uiis are the largest
array of concert talent ever heard
In KC in a single season:
Fritschy Concerts: Kirsten Flagstad, Oct. 19; Fritz Kreisler,

Nov.

9;

Lauritz Melchior, Dec. 7; Salzburg
Grand Opera Guild, Feb. 1; Vladimir Horowitz, March 1; and Trudi

Schoop comic ballet, March 15.
K. C. Philharmonic Ork: Yehudl
Menuhin, Nov. 4, 5; Lawrence Tibbett, Dec. 2, 3; Robert Casadesus,
Feb. 17, 18; Grace Moore, March
4.
Other guest stars may be
3,
booked.

Kansas City Concert Series: Lily
Pons, Nov. 24; Ruth Slenczynski,
Dec. 6; Jooss bfellet, Jan. 22; Jascha
Heifetz, Feb. 14; Vronsky and Babin,
March 7; Richard Crooks, April 13.

MASCAGNI WORKING

ON TWO MORE OPERAS

Symph Launches

400G Subscription Drive
As

vaude back to Kansas City, when
in 1934 he took over the Tower theatre (now Fox) with a vaude-film

of building attendance

at 1937-38 season of Detroit

Symph,

new

plan has been devised for selling half-season and single admish
tickets, in addition to the regular
season ducats.
Annual subscription drive, with
$400,000 as goal, scheduled to end
Oct. 25, the date of opening rehearsal.
Orchestra will be under
co-conductors
season,
with
this
Franco Ghione, of La Scala, Milan,
sharing the rostrum with Victor
Kolar, assistant under the late Osslp
Gabrilowitsch.
Band will also play as Ford Symph
on the Ford Sunday Evening Hour
over CBS, under guest conductors.
recently
setup
Latter
prompted

Rome, Sept. 17.
Composer Mascagni is busy with
two new operas, one which he hopes
to have done for 1940, the 50th anniversary

'Cavalleria

of

Rusticana,*

and the other which he wants
1941,

50th

to

Rome in
will coincide , with the
of
the
opera,
anniversary

finish for the

World Fair

in

which

'Amico Fritz,'
For the 1941 opera the libretto has
already been written by Mario
Ghisalberti.
It is called 'I Binnchi
Neri' (The Blacks and the
ti
i
Whites'), and is set in a Tu.scan
town of the Middle Ages, where two
rival factions, the Black and the
Whites, were having it out.

Alabama Culture
Birmingham, Ala., Sept. 28.
season skedded by the

Concert

of Ford
symph directors, because of dissatjs
faction over small number of guest-

Birmingham Music Club lists a
number of standout names. Included

appearances accorded him.

are

Kolar

to

resign

as

one

Elizabeth

Rethberg

and

Ezio

Pinza in a joint recital Oct. 8, the
AldouS Huxley and Gerald Heard
Membership ducats are $5, which
Salzburg Opera Guild pres3nting
and Philly performances of the Theincludes six morning and three eveMeltzer in Vienna
Mozart's 'Cosi fan Tutte' Dec. 12,
production,
ning muslcales by local talent.
atre Guild's forthcoming
lief set-up.
Dorsey Whittington, director of the
Vienna, Sept. 17.
Sidney Howard's 'The Ghost of YanClub has tie-in with All-Star Conorchestra leader Birmingham Civic Symphony OrFir.st American
kee Doodle,' with Ethel Barry more
cert series, sponsored by Atlanta
this season was Edward Meltzer, of chestra, in a piano concert Feb. 3
and Dudley Digges.
Philharmonic
Deny Secret Marriage
whereby
Society,
Other theatrical dates include the Chicago. Directed the Philharmonic and appearances by Gergor Piatigormembers can buy trip ducatis to AUBuffalo reports of the secret marsky, Rose Bampton and the St; Louis
Star numbers, Ponselle, Menuhih, riage of William J. Neill, Jr., local Guild's 'Jane Eyre' and 'The Masque orchestra in Musikverein hall.
Orchestra
under
the
Played two American composi- Symphony
Rachmaninoff, Jooss Ballet, Eddy, concert manager, and Leonora Co- of Kings.' Forum's season opens
tions, 'Mississippi,' by Ferde Grofe, baton of Vladamir Golschmann.
Plagstad, St. Louis Symphony Ork, rona, Metropolitan Opera soprano, Oct. 11 with "a program by the Joo.ss
Events will be given in Phillips
'Five Miniatures,' by Paul White
and
in
held
Events
generally
are
Ballet.
were
at from $10 to
management,
who is under his
$5, and get season
.

tickets to their

own

affairs for $3.

denied last week.

the

Academy

of Music, Philly.

Much

applause.

Auditorium.
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On

Brooklyn Strike Goes
last

ing the early
settle the strike at the Brooklyn
Drily Easle by mediation have as
yet brought no adjustmient in the
between M. Preston
di/i'ercnccs
Goodfellow, publisher, and some 300
of his employees,
Brooklyn paper continues to publish

editions regularly, with
declaring that circulation

all

its

strikers

and advertising is being cut down
by a militant campaign. No statemont has yet been published in the
Eagle

itseU

regarding

the

strike.

Move than 20 editorial men working
as strike breakers include:
RobTsrt Grannis, David, George,
Geis. Tom Barrett, Fay Steven-'
son, Esther Coster, Fred: Anderson,
Jimmy Woods, John Lewyj Edwin B.
Wilson, Joseph Early, Eugene C. Dup?\s, David Bixler, Floy4 Barger,

John

Adolf Brown, Vincent Kirk, Harry
Ciarke, Al Delaney< Helen -Brown,
Ruth Davis and Mary. McCormick.
Among those who have quit the
strikers' ranks and returned to work
are

Lou

Niss,

sports

copyreader;

Harold Parrott, spdrts writer Jimmy
Murphy, soorts editor, and Martin
;

Dickstein, film editor.

Hy

Nathan Go "Seyf s-}IVttk
Announcement of the imminent

to remain for the feature
picture, thus keeping his record partially clean at any rate.

fused

Sinclair,

week and durpart of this week to

made

Efforts

Wednesday, September 29, 1937

Gardner, freelance writer and

the Eagle's Broadway columnist, is
-not on strike and continues to mail
in his material, which he syndicates
to six other papers.
He is a nonGuildsman and a liart- time employee.
>

Theatrical press agents and picture publicity offices are, in several
instances, refusing to send news to
the paper. At least Ave p. a.'s for
B'\/ay legit shows have withdrawn
their ads from the Eagle, in addition
to which they send no- news nor
opening night tickets.

arrival of Ken has publishers of the
present-line news digest mags jitTime underwent a considerable shakeup several weeks ago,
claiming it was merely about time,
and now News-Week is going for a
really big switch in personnel, with

tery.

names added all along the line. With
both, it is known' to be a matter of
getting ready for tough opposition
since the Smart-Gingrich Chicago
outfit is known to be. solid enough
to make trouble.

News-Week has taken on

Sinclair

Lewis and George Jean Nathan,
former as book critic, his first assignment of the sort ever, and latter
Both, reportedly,
to handle drama.
will get 'very big money,' supposed
to be new high payment for jobs of
Also Gerald Myatt, forthe sort.

Picketing Pic Crick

front of the home of Martin
Dickstein, Brooklyn Daily Eagle

Tully's Mike Bids
Jim Tully returned to the Coast
last week after visiting New York
during which time he was on the

film critic.

air three times.

Two pickets from the Jlewspaper Guild are operating in

Their

•

signs

hail

him

as

a

scab.

Boston,

Sept. 28.

Boston Newspaper Guild

mem*

Ralph Trost,
picketed
sports writer for the striking
Brooklyn Eagle, assigned to
cover the Belmont Open golf
matches. Picketing took place
on the golf links with three
following'
Boston* Guildsmen
Trost around the course.
bers

Several commercial accounts were
offered Tully and are being considered for him by the Wilson, Powell
& Hay ward agency.
Phllly

Newshawks' Vice Probe

Philly sheets, called to task by
court for active work thejir reporters
were doing on the witnesses in grand Fawcett publications,.. and will join
jury probe of vice here,, swiped an up Oct. 1.
First
novel by John Wexley,
80-20 compromise, all in their favor,
at meeting with Judge Curtis Bok Warner staff scripter, has been acFriday. Probe, which is Indirect out- cepted by Random House for winter
.

.

•

growth of expose of courts run. by
Winchell Renews
Philly Record last January, has
Walter Wincaell has renewed with every gambling and horse-race spot
ments and Ralph Robey is coming
Daily Mirror, -Inc., and not King in town shut down.' Plenty sensain Vto handle" business and financial
Features, contract being signed last tional exposures exfJected-and newsnews.
Broa-jvay cctumnlst's new hawks "were giving little peace to
week.
Thomas J, Cleland has re-designed deal calls for- only six columns a
anyone called before jury in its.
the mag, which will change its- for- weak, instead of seven.'
star-chamber proceedings.
mat and editorial formula. It will
Winchell denies that the clause
Judge i36k summoned city editors
remain the same size, but more em- over who would assume legal rephasis will be placed on the signifi- sponsibility in case of libel -suits was to his chambers Friday after one
cance of news than heretofore. the cause; that the N. Y. tabloid and witness was reputed to have become
That's along announced Ken lines, the King Features Syndicate would, hysterical from relentless chase and
As result
latter having said, at first announce- per usual, worry about that. 'Reason questioning by reporters.
ment of its formation, that it would the contract was held up,' says of confab, compromise was drawn
divulge the 'inside' of news, rather Winchell, 'was because I just dreaded up.
than merely dishing it out.
Eds agreed their men would stop
signing any more contracts, not beputting bee on witnesses in City Hall
In the case of News-Week, the in* sure what my platis were.'

mer

editor of Cosmopolitan, will
join to handle a number of depart•

.

corridors before they efitered jury
In return. Bole said he would
furnish press with names of witnesses before they entered.'. Papers
won an agreement they could question witnesses at will after their
testimony had been given. Bok also
promised daily press donference to
reveal info given by each of those
called, except in cases where secrecy
was imperative. Papers won another
point herCj however, for Judge
option discovered by John Martin,
agreed tliat. if he didn't give out a
Boston .Book Fair
Ledger publisher. May stymie the
witness's testimony, it would be
deal altogether.
Plans for a book fair in Boston every man for himself.
Martin, nominal owner of the are under way, with the opening set
On matter of photogs, Court said
sheet, has nothing in it but salary. for Nov. 8 in the Herald-Traveller
Other stockholders, principally heirs building. Fair is being sponsored by it would try to influence D. A.'s ofof Edward Bok, wanted to sell the the Retail Bdard of Trade, Boston fice to have witnesses pqse before
paper over his head. Action was" book merchants, and the Boston entering room if lensers would agree
no. other pix.
halted, however, when he produced Herald.
Exhibits include, ih addi-. to. take
an option, which he has. held foi- tion to books, displays illustrating
years, to buy up their stock. Now manufacturing and production procPub's $16,843 DebtA
wants a fancy figure for this option, esses.
Among creditors of the Fifth Ave.
which the heirs must have before
Fair will differ from the New Pub. Co;,* against which, an involvmthey can sell.
York exhibit last year in that books tary petition in bankruptcy was filed
will be classified by type and pub- in the N; Y. federal court last; July,
Stocking: Mag: Snlt
lishers will not have their own are' Mary Thayer and Dr. Fulton
Ultem Corp., publishers of the booths. Groups include travel books, Grant, who wrote editorials for one
monthly mag, Silk Stocking Stories, children's" books, sporting books, of the outfit's mags, .'Trips.'

new blood is largely made possible
This is in line with; Broadway rethrough an infusion of Vincent Astor ports that the coliimnist was getting
coin.
Aster's Today, -was merged tired of the severity of a three-ply
with News-Week earlier this year. grind newspaper, radio and picture
work, combination of which, brought
about a near-breakdown recently.
Ledger Sale Stymied
V/inchell, concentrating solely on the
Mpe
Ledger
Philly
to
Sale of the
Theatrical Press Representatives
film, with nine weeks' vacation from
publisher of the Philiy
Ass'n, at its meeting last Thursday Annenbejrg,
the mike and the paper, states that
Inquirer and N. Y. Morning Tele(23), acting on the Instigation of the
he's sleeping and feeling lots better
owners
Levy
Bros.,
Theatrical Press Unit of the Guild, graph, and the
now.
Unanimously adopted a resolution of WCAU, is 'being held up by an

room.

—

'

.

-

supporting

the

objectives

of

the

and expressing sympathy.
Arthur Pollock, Brooklyn Eagle's
drama critic, has joined the Guild
strikers, and has been on the picket

strikers

Cleveland Rodgers, editor, is
writing the Sunday 'd^rami. column,
with Dave Bixlpr, wntil recently a
Gopybojr, and Harry Ma'dden, of the
general' staff, are covering- shows.
"Latter was picketed fn the Lpn'gacre
theatre Saturday night at opening
of 'Lady Had a Heart' during interline.

'

.

mission.

Pollock Is seeing shows regularly,
despite the. strike, since he's also the
Christian Sciebce Monitor's 6'way
critic and enjoys second night privil3ges on "behalf of the Mbnitor.
,

•

has

filed suit ,in the.

court against

N. Y. supreme

Arrow Publishers,

Inc^.

and Harry 'Donnenfeld, its president,
Three Guild Strikes
t.o stop, theni from using the word,
Besides the strike at the Brooklyn stocking, in the title of its publicaDaily Eagle, the Newspaper Guild tion. The Stocking Parade. Plaintiff
has two others in progress at thfe asks for permanent injunction and
present time." One of them is at the damages.
Ultem contends that it
Seattle Star, and another- was called has used the trademark. Silk Stock.,
last w?ek (24) at the Waterbury ing
Stories, for over six years, "and
(Conn.) Democrat.
thinks the money it has spent in exThere is also a possibility' that ploiting the mag entitles them to excity-wide strike, will be called in clusive use of the head. .Arrow's ti-

[
"

Wilkec-Barre, Pa.,
involving
four newspapers in the city.

N. T.

the

tle,

Ultem

avers, misleads the read-

ers.

Motion for a temporary injunction
pending trial of the- case will be
heard this week.

Sun Co. Union Set

Blanket raises of 5% to 15% for
thtse earning less than $00 per weak
are agreed to and restoration of the
10% cut for space rates.
Bocidss DeLong, other officials of
ths Sun's union are Edward P. Duffy,
vi:c-president; Preston S. Krccker,
treasurer; John C. Draper, secretary,
and Helen Calamari, asst. secretary.

Paper Co., $1,874; Repro Arts,
and Criterion Linotype, $5,057.

Look
Scibel Frce-Lancingr

George

Seibel,

vet

drama

critic

$611,

Staff Shifts

Look has made sev.eral personnel
shifts recently, in addition to taking

who was let out by the Pittsburgh on Gideon D. Seymour from the AsSun-Telegraph in a political move a sociated Press of Great Britain, Ltd.
yecr ago, has been signatured to deJ. C. Herrick, formerly in Now
liver a monthly article to two Pitts- York, goes to Hollywood, with Wilburgh publications.
One is the liam Nelson, formerly with Mid^
Jev/ish Criterion and the other the Week Pictorial, going to Washington.
Mucical Forecast. Another former Vernon Pope, managing editor, has
Pil.sburgh theatre crick, Harvey the final say on pix in Des Moines,
Gaul, is also a regular contributor with Gardner Cowles, Jr., president,
to the Forecast.
also taking an active part.
Pope's
Since he left the Sun-Tele, Seibel principal assistants are Dan Mich.
has been concentrating on free-lance Tom Mahoney and Charles Burns.
•wrliing, having already disposed of
Associate editors include Carl Garta romantic novel to a .newspaper ner, Esther Janss, Noble Robinson,
outfit for syndication.
Betty Welt and Virlea Wood.
•

Aired from WFIL..
Shawell's
novel,
Julia
'When
Autumn's Here,' is due off the
Arcadia House presses Oct. 11. Already has two film bids for the
ment.

•

.

rights.

Barrett C. Kiesling's' tome, 'Talking Pictures, How They Are Made,
How to Appreciate Them,' has hit
the stalls. Book has a foreword by
Will Hays.
New editor of Fawcett's Screen

Book

is

Tom DeVane,

publicity

of
He'll

staff

Hollywood.
New York.

forrrierly

RKO

.

studio

be stationed

on
in
in

Victor Knox, theatrical columnist
Evening News, has
annual four-week Hollywood stint, including interviews and
special studio stories.
Hugh Wagnon succeeds Paul Simmons as chief of bureau in Baltimore
in charge of the A.P.'s Maryland
of the Buffalo

left for his

service Oct.

1.

Simmons moves

to

Atlanta as feature editor.

Kennett L. RaWsdn, former asst.
editor at Putnam's, has been made
succeeding Diarmuid RusLatter is the son of 'A-E.,' late
and has no plans as yet.
Don Blanding, Hctnolulu poet and
novelist, voyaged to "Hollywood to be
adviser
technical
on the filming of
editor,
sell.

Irish poet;

his stqfy,- 'Stowaway in- Paradise,'
starring Bobby Breen for Sol Lesser.

,

.

?

-

.

Chief among the creditors are
printing and engraving firms. Phillips & Van Brunt claims $55,838,
part of which is contin.gent as endorser of notes. Others filing claims
and the amounts are the Supremo
Advertising Service, $36; Ronald

publication.
Next issue of Cinema. Arts, fancy
picture mag publiished by A. Griffith
Grey, will be delayed, but will appear, it is claimed;
Si Shaltz, ace Philly, Record scribbler, now writing a daily radio shot
for the sheet's promotion depart-

Lester Biedermah, "of the Pittsburgh Press sports staff, has an article on Art Rooney, season's big*
gest and luckiest racetrack plunger,
etc.
The schedule, of debts filed Mon- in the current issue of Turf and
Committee handling the fair inday (27) by William P. Downey, the Sport Digest.
cludes Russell Gerould, Richard Ful"dharles W. CDinty') Moore, feacompany's president, fixes its liabili-<,
ler, Margaret Ford,- Mrs. Mary Jackties at $16,843.
Its assets of $6 in- ture writer for St. Paul Dispatchson,
James Braime, Christopher
cliide 'misc. manuscripts, value $1.' Pioneer Press since 1928, left that
Ronne, Charles E. -Lauriat, A. C.
rag to join the staff of William P.
Ofden, Robert M. Linscott, Laetitia
Kenney, president of the Great
Jack Gould to Times
Bolton, Elise Lillie and Ralph Adams
Northern railroad.
Cram.
Jack Gould, Broadway reporter for
Aniia Jane Phillips, reporter on
Plans for the second N. Y. Times the N. Y. Herald Tribune for the last the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, has
National Book Fair to .be held in several years, leaves that paper next sold an article" to Town
and CounN. Y.- from Nov* 5-21 are well under week to cover the same beat for the try.
It's about an Indiah servant
way. The second fair, which -will N. Y. Times.
she had while touring Asia last year
again be jointly sponsored by the
Besides handling theatrical trade with Margaret Sanger.
publishers and the N. Y. Times, will and union assignments, Gould has
Aleen Wetstein, who writes a daily
be more elaborate than the first and also worked on features.
column for the Pittsburgh Press, has
will. occupy two floors of the Inter
gone to Hollywood for an extended
national Building in Radio City in
stay
and is doing her. stint from
LITERATI OBITS

Contract between the N. Y. Sun
stead of one as heretofore.
and the Sun Editorial Employes'
Ray Bond, of Dodd, Mead, is in
Movie-Goer's Debts
Union was signed last week. Union
charge of publicity.
Movie Publications, Inc.,- publishis entirely composed of newsroom
ers
monthly,
Movie-Goer,
disof
the
workers and has no connection with
Val Peter Adds Another
tributed in the Loew houses, last
the Newspaper Guild.
D'e Volkszeitung, published in St.
Ccntract was signed by the pub- week filed a schedule in bankruptcy Paul since 1877, and one of the out
the
Y.
federal
court,
in
N.
through
lisher, William T. Dewart, and Edstanding German language dailies in
mund S. DeLong, president of the its vice-president, Clifford Rellings, the country, has been purchased by
employes' group.
It continues the showing liabilities of $73,487 and asVal J. Peter of Omaha, publisher of
amounting
sets
to
July
$32,358.
In
5-day, 40-hour weekj establishing vaa string of German ra^s throu-^hout
cations of' from one to three weoks, creditors filed an involuntary petithe country.
Vblksze'tung will ra
depending on length of service. It tion in bankruptcy against the corp.
tain its handle and W'll continue at
The
outfit
is
in"
now
the
of
a
hands
provides for severance pay up to 20
its present location pending estabreceiver.
wcolcs and sick leave.
<

CHATTER
Leisure League to publish Dorothy
'Reading
Character from
Handwriting.'
John R. Tunis recuping from an
operation and out of the hospital
yesterday (27).
Karl Kamb of Hollywood has peddled a fiction story, 'Midsummer
Morning,' to Esquire.
Lee Puhrnian, Atlanta Constitution
rewrite man, back in Philly recuping from an attack of arthritis,
Harry Hamilton, Metro writer,
back from three months in Samoa
where he scripted, a novel, 'Watch
Us Grow.'
Frank G. Stein has been appointed
.westeirn
advertising
manager of
Sara's

Henry H. Stansbury, 63, leading
Washington, D. C., journalist a decade ago, died at a sanatorium in
Catonsville, Md. He had never fully
recovered from a stroke suffered in
Paris nine years ago. He started his
career oh The Rome (Ga.) HeraldTribUne 40 years ago and was that
paper's war correspondent during
Spanish-American War. In 1900 he
joined staff of San Francisco Examiner, was transferred to the N. Y.

It's the second, time for her
on the Coast this year.
M. C. Mill, Inc., New York, will
publish 'Murder at the Manor,' murder mystery novel authored by Mrs.
Clifford Sturgeon, Newark, O. She's
former Molly Come, one-time reporter on the Ohio State Journal.
John W. Harden, with the Char-

there.

lotte. (N.C.) News for the past 10
years as general staff man, and for
the past three years doing a daily
American and went to Washington column, 'Snapshots,' has gone to the
as correspondent for the Hearst Salisbury (N.C.) Post for similar
lishment of a new plant. Name of papers in 1917. He was made man- duties.
'Time Out,' sports cartoon which
the ownership has been changed ager of the Washington Universal
from Daily Volkszeitung, Inc., to Service Bureau in 1921 and became Chester Smith, sports editor, and
Jack Berger, cartoonist of the PittsRotary Press, Inc.
chief of the Hearst foreign
"'

service

Harry B. Schunecht, associated in 1927. He retired to his estate in burgh Press; started in their own
with Peter publications since 1916, Herald Harbor, Md., in 1932, after paper little more than a year ago,
is now being syndicated in more
transfers from the Buffalo (N. Y.) his health broke.
than 150 sheets.
Volksfreund to St. Paul as resident
Eilffar A. Custer, 76, newspaper'Death by Proxy,' novel by Sam
pu'olisher of the 'Volkszeitung. Cor
man and author of 'No Royal Road,' Fuller, Republic
studio scribe, has
nclius Sittard, erstwhile editor on his autobiography,
which was pub- been accepted
for publication by
the St. Paul sheet, stays on as editor
lished just a month ago, died in
is
Hillman-Curl

of New York and
Philadelphia, Sept. 25. Was stricken
expected on the stands in the fall.
With cerebral thrombosis several
Elmer Peterson, former editor of
weeks
before
Sprigle No Plx Fan
his book was due to be
Better Homes and Gardens, who reRay Sprigle, the Post-Gazette re published. Doctors said only his tired recently to locate in Southern
porter who scored the biggest news will to see the biography come out Califdrnia, has picked up the quill
kept
him from dying then. Reviews,
beat of the year with his, expose of
again as western editor for the mag.
Justice Hugo Black's membership in most of them favorable, were read He is headquartering
in Hollywood
the Ku Klux Klan, has never seen to him before he died.
and will pen articles on gardens of
a talker and swore he never would
Edward J. Herman, 52, died Sept the stars.
see one. However, he relented just 22, in St. Vincent's Hospital, IndianBenn Hall, asst. radio- editor of
a bit last week when Pathe news
apolis, after a brief illness. He was Billboard, and Helen Mdrgan. free
reel, made a shot of him narrating the author ol a book called, 'Health
lance writer, were married at N. Y.
the details of his scoop.
is Wealth,' and was in Washingtort, City Hall,., on Sept. 25.
Hall was
Sprigle couldn't resist the tempta
D. C, trying to syndicate a iseries of formerly on the Sunday and radio
tion of seeing himself on the screen health articles when he was attacked staffs of
the N. Y. Times. Bride has
but timed his visit to coincidie with by the malady which brought about been a reporter and feature writer
the showing of the newsreel and re- his death.
on several N. Y. dailies.
in-chief.

.

.
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That Legionnaires
Gone, Damage Not Much
Resume

Fishell

*
The first week's games found the they mis.sed Sammy Baugh against
dope running just as expected with Ohio State, They also discovered
only a mild upset "here and there to they lacked the punch. The Razormar the slate. This Saturday every- backs of Arkansas have that punch,
body, including the Big Three, gets and more, with most of the main
on the touchdown path, and pickin' cogs of last year's title-winning
will be tougher as will the opposi- array back in the moleskins, seeking their second southwestern chamtion.

Corbpll-Colgate!

pionship.

The Big Red Team showed power
and ability to rise to heights when
necessary in .turning back Penn
State. Their forward wall is admitColgate, after a
tedly excellent;
tune-up, gets into action with a veteran eleven which, if unable to penetrate that Cayuga line, will pass
their way to a decisive victory,
N. Y. U.-Garnegrle Tech
New York is a good club, well
coached, but lacks the manpower
represented in the Skiboes' liheup.
Carnegie, with the tried and true
Sutherland
offense,
should
""Jock
make their new coaching staff very
happy with an edge over the Violets.
Ohio State-Purdue
The Buckeyes had

little

—

California Orei:on State
certainly
looked like the
in romping over St. Mary's.
Oregon is not reputed to have too
much, and the Golden Bears have
waited- too long for just this year to
be upset, This will help in developing Cal's reserve.

Cal

money

,

the

in

what

of

crop up.
in

(inter-City

Network Sports Commentator)

WINNERS

GAMES

Cornell

Colcate-Cornell

ODDS

were

There

instances

reported

wherje hotels, bars, cafes, restaurants! etc., put a heavy tilt on the
price for liquors.
In one hostelry,
a Le.'^ionnaire was asked $9 for a
bottle of Scotch that normally sells
foi: $3, but generally speaking, there
was no general price upiping in
hotels and cafes.
•

,

NTU-Carnegie Tech

Carnegie Tech

Even

Ohio State-Purdue...
Texas A & M-Manhattan
Northwestern-Iowa State

Purdue
Texas A

Temple-Mississippi

Temple
Minnesota

5/6
7/5
Zy^/l
5/6
8/5

Fordham

2><i /I

M

.

& M.:

Northwestern

Minnesota-Nebraska
Fordhain-F &
Bostph Coliegre-Kansas State
Arkansas-TCli
Wisconsin-Marquette
^

, .

. . .

Boston College
Arkansas
Wisconsin

....California ...i
.LSXJ .........
Carolina-No. Carolina State ..... North Carolina

9/5
8/5

Even

California-Oregon State..;

LSU-Texas
iNfo.

WaahingtonTSp. California

....So.

•«•*.«.•....

9/5
9/5

.......Even

California

2f4/l
2/1

..Vanderbilfc

Vanderbilt-Chlcago
Michigan-Michigan Stat^

.

V5

Penn

Penn-Maryland

Michigan SUte. .......
(Predictions Based on Fair Weather)
COPYRIGHT, 1937, BY VARIETY, INC.
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high
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how

much over
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rights,
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for

it
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Dl Gov.

Hedgerow theatre added the 12.'ith
play to its repertory last night with
a performance of 'Bystander,', by
Robert Brennan, produced successfully in Ireland, but never before
seen in this country. The Abbey
Players of Dublin first presented it
in 1930 and have performed it since.
Despite Irish' background, 'Bystander' is not the type of play one
with Irish playWrighLs of
today. Its locale is an English prison
(Blackmoor), the guards and offi-

during

(23)

the

four-title

boxing ganda.

Whatever propaganda there is may
The punch split Griffin's lips
said to be Socialistic or aimed at
and he was led away by cops With be
the cruelty and- injustice of penal

the claret spilling, bat later re- legislation and prison rules. And the
turned.
prison presented is not made out to
Griffin has a connection with a be any tougher, because it happens
group of wrestling promoters and to be English, than any other.
their press stuff was barred by
Nor is 'Bystander' despite the
Parker in the Mirror. In retaliation drabness of its setting, essentially
Griffin
is
charged with having morbid; It is by no means as con-

planted

an unfounded yarn about sistently oppressive and depressing

as 'The Last Mile' or 'Criminal Code.'
Actually it might well be called a
comedy since it ends on a fairly
ly

Plays Out of Town
French Without Tears
(Continued from page 56)
curtain that will send them
home laughing loud.
It is sophisticated comedy in its
lightest sense; the humor and situations are of an obvious type but
there is a certain spontaneity about
it that will register with the audilast-act.

.

—

ence and put

it

in a

gay mood.

by

their

win

sprinkled

throughout

its

three

acts.

Not

the least credit for this belongs to
the players, for Miller has endowed
it with a cast that would be difficult to match.
Chief weakness of the play's first
half lies in the author's sophomoric
effort to create humor out of an Eng-

The plot, such as it is, concerns
a screwy prisoner, masquerading under the assumed name of Austin
Plantaganet Bystander while he
serves a life sentence for a murder
which he did not commit. It's pretty
hard to accept his Quixotic motives,
but it'' is easy to enjoy him as a
character and to be amused by his
refusal to abide by prison regulations, his champion.ship of unre.st
among the convicts and his general
unruliness.
At the time the play
opens, a new Governor has just arrived at Blackmoor and proves to
be a martinet a 'Captain Bllgh' on
dry land who believes that the 'cat'
His predeis the best corrective.
cessor has apparently tolerated Bystander's antics, but Sir Reginald
says he won't.
Then he discovers
that Bystander is really his own
brother and he wants to get rid of
him. But Bystander won't be trans-

—

and
mispronunciation
meager knowledge of the French ferred, and he makes life mi.serable
Unless one knows French, for Sir Reggie. Here the play bemuch of the intended humor of the comes verv confused. It's brought
fir.st act will be missed completely
out, vaguely, that the governor has
a.terrific handicap for any Broadway once committed a crime himself
audience.
(forgery), but ju.st why, in the end,
textold
an
derived
from
Title is
when Bystander has been freed bebook for Engli.sh children learning cause someone el.sie has confessed his
French and the play deals with a crime, he is able to force his brother
group of young Englishmen, prepar- to rcsiTn his oo.st is by no means
ing for the diplomatic service by cleor.
The f^nple had the whole
cramming French in a tutor's estab- AU^Uence nuzzled.
li.shment in the South of France;
They
were puzzled; too, but undisrupted
by
a
Here their studies are
npcessarily so, by the character of
flirtatious girl.
Jones, a clerk in the prison office,
First to succumb Is Kit Neilan,
to be timid and drab
appo.TS
who in turn is loved by the tutor's who
and emotii'mless, but who proves,
daughter. Then Lt. Comm. Rogers
every so often in impassioned solilofinds he cari no. longer resist the amorquies, to be burning inwardly with a
ous advances of the villa campus
to reform the world and tear
queen and finally Alan Howard, the desire intolerance.
He's a 'commy'
down
perfect cynic, who.se mission he felt
at heart, but a conventional penit was to caution all comers against
pusher on the surface. Jones' recital
the promLscuity of the untiring
fiery noetry and the scenes he
pants-chaser, falls for her with a of

lishman's

language.

resounding thud.

That's all there

is

.

Christian

the

Dietrich.

happy note and has laughs generous-

—

will again be successful

Paramount owns
reportedly intending

looked

like

to

it-

of an ambassador who is unwillingly following a
family career and would much prefer being a novelist, Frank Lawton
It is he,
is his usually capable self.
in fact, who lends whatever merit
there is to the duller moments early
But the chief comin the evening.
edy lines and situations are entrusted
tn Hubert Gregg as Kit Neilan and
They
Cyril Raymond as Rogers,
roles to perfection.
their
bqnrile

As Alan Howard, son

Their .second-a'-t .scene, when they
discover they are gelling the merry

nlays with imaijinary
lauchs, but won't be

people elicit
accepted by

ordinary -audionces.

Mahlon
formance
ter; John

'T'-v.^^f

Prfirdway. hut

render'

i.'-.n't

meant for

it is an ima^^i.native
of "/ritin" fipH very Hcceptable
in this kind of a theatre. Waters.

n'"'>'^

b.o.

but

the

tenders got peanuts in comparison
champ^ end of coin. Biggest
winners appeared to be the government, which got $26,000 in taxes, and
the state, which drew down half that
to the

sum.
It
appears, that the show was
stated too soon after the Louis-Farr
fiCht and had it been dated in October the takings might have been up
to the expected $375,000.
Fact that
the American Legion was goodtiming in town didn't help either; for
the lads of the A.E.F. were intent
on other things rather than fights.
As a matter of fact the legion staged
its

own boxing show with amateurs

at the

Madison Square Garden bowl,

nor did that help.

The bout between Lou Ambers
and Pedro Montanez for the lightweight title was given top billing
hut

in

action

about fourth.

rated

The lightweights went through 15
boresome rounds and long before
the final bell the fans started the
old razzaroo. Ambers kept hi^ title.

Plenty of Action

The real fight of the night was
between Barney Ross, who also kept
his welterweight crown, and Cerfina
Garcia.
"That too went the limit.
They made a mistake in not putting
that match on top for it was the
best contest, and figured to be so
anyhow, what with the Filipino
haying Barney on the floor in Frisco
last season.
Ross proved himself a
real fighting

champ

again.

He

cut

Garcia around the eyes and reddened
gore made the chap from the Far
East look like an Indian. Champ, too,
was mussed up somewhat' but in the
latter stages of the bout he proved
the best man by outpunching the
contender, four or five to one.
First event was between the European champ, Marcel Thil, and Fred
Apostoli of Frisco, who copped the
affair when the referee
in the 10th round.. Thil

stopped It
was badly

cut over the right eye.' He made no
complaint and won the fans by his
manner and style. For the blow-oft
there was the Sixto Escobar-Harry
Jaffra match for the bantamweight
crown. Jaflra« from Baltimore, pasted
the dickens out of the Porto Rlcan
at the Hippodrome last spring and
he copped the title without so much
excitement.

The fans started walking when the
show was half over and at the. end
the audience had dwindled to half
of its disappointing size. Jacobs was
not disturbed over his show misfiring and announced a similar multichamp card would be staged next
June. That's his story and he
be stuck with it.

may

Fight Notes

Jacobs served box lunches to tho
press.
It was a long sesSeat cushions
would hav« been more, welcomed.
There were no knockouts and no
knockdowns except one in the single
prelim. Arthur Donovan stopped the
Thil-Apostoli fight but the Frenchman didn't look that much hurt.
Montanez lost several rounds by
low blows but that made no differAmbers
ence in the actual count.
out-smarted him and once almost

working

sion but not that long.

tilted the fellow over,

much

to the

surprise of ringsiders,

Naill gives a vivid per
of this difficult characWallace is capital a.s the

humorous Bv.slander and Peter Enele
first-rate as Sir Reginald. Other performances aro acceptable and .T.i.sner Deoter's direction first-rate. The
single .set is especially effective and
a particular word is due for the
lifThtin'.'.

surefire

crowd was 50% under expectations.
So Were the matches.
The gate was $198,600 and 30 G's
more added for picture and radio
rights (sustaining), Then came deducts. The eight glove throwers in
the four main events got $152,000,
which is I6ss than the figures given
out. The ball park collected its 10%»
and the cost of the training camps
plus advertising ran the nut up
plenty.
Also a charity was to get
two percent of the profits. The con-

show..

—

Arkansa.s—Texas Christian

—

a.ssociates

OHE-PUNCH PARKER

By JACK PULASKI

That 'carnival of champions' which
Lake, Who can't live without a man Mike Jacobs staged at the Polo
any man. Marcel Vallee as Mon- Grounds, N. Y., Thursday (23) night
siieur Maingot, the tutor, almost steals
the show with his bit and helps was a flopperoo financially and fistimake the initial stanza tolerable with cally. On paper the idea of presenthis authentic and convincing char- ing four title contests
on one card

Dan Parker, N. Y. Mirror's sports cials, and convicts are Engli.sh and
columnist, smacked Marcus Griffin, there isn't an Irish brogue in a carcolumnist on the N. Y. Enquirer, load. Nor is there any reference to
anti-English propaat the Polo Grounds last Thursday Irish politics or

in a racing sheet and sent the
story to out-of-town papers.

go out and get. man power in any
cf their mentor, Noble
powerhouse their way to a win if shape or form. Texas is better than
they can stop the Schmidt passing average, but riot quite up to the
well-rounded Bengals of LSU.
game.
North Carolina North Carolina
Texas A- & M.-Manhattan
State
Texas comes to New York reputed
Here is another of those dog-eatto he the best in the southwest with
the emphasis on the aerial works. dog affairs where people shoot relaThis '37 edition of the Kelly Greens tives to insure victory. Carolina let
is the b^st since Chick Meehan has down against South Carolina last
taken oyer. They're big and strong, week and were only able to secure
and if the Aggies don't paiss them to a tie. They'll take it put on State
death they'll cross them by running this Saturday and really go to work.
that ball for too many touchdowns.
Washington Southern California
Northwestern- Iowa State
Washington, a great passing team,
The Wildcats get off With stiff op- looked impressive in that departposition and tune up for as tough a, ment in bowling over Iowa. U. S. C,
schedule as they come. Don Heap after wallowing in the doldrums for
and Big Vanzo will lead the parade the past few years, is rumoired to
to down Iowa State.
have what it takes. Between ToTemple-Mississippi
nelli and Schindler, the Trojans will
Temple wr.s unimpressive in its grab this one, and possibly ride the
opening f races which is explained crest until the annual game with
by a green line and just fair re- Cal.
serves.
Ole Miss had a bit of diffiPennsylvania Maryland
culty, but also, won its opening.
The Red and Blue have their big
Warner has the power and they're boys up front back in uniform, but
playing under the familiar arclights must develop a quartet off ball hanof Temple's own stadium, which dlers. Maryland, a good
last fall,
gives them a slight shade.
will just be average, and will be
Minnccota-Nebraska
beaten down by- that fast-charging
This Ncbrr.clia outfit, like all oth- Pennsylvania line.
ers, is a bone-crushing squad that
Vanderbllt—Chicago
puts out all the way. A year ago the
The circus is back in town! Ray
Gophers just snatched a victory in
Morrison, the ringmaster at Vandy,
this game with a last minute score.
again has his boys throwing that apMinnesota, if unable to get Andy
too many
Uram loose, will tally via the air in ple around. Chicago has money
to
not enough
one of its toughest encounters of the scholars and
purchase football beef. Vanderbilt
entite season.
wild.
run
will
Fordhani-Frauklin & Marshall.
Michigan—Michigan State
F &
alwayis brings up a good
Michigan football stock has been
crew of boys with plenty of talent,
but the Ram, with a trickier offense at a low ebb since the Benny Friedthan its ever had, should have no man and Harry Newman days. Their
has
system
difficulty
in
third- kick-pass^and-prayer
lotting
the
consisted only of the latter. Hunk
stringers finish the gcme.
Boston Collesre Kansas State
Anderson has joined the staff, in
Gil Dobie grinned last Saturday as charge of the line, which should help
a powerful B. C. squad went to town. some. State, however, has 24 letterThe Wildcats of Kansas State are the winners remaining, and take keen
guests this -week, but too many delight in knocking off the Wolverdiplomas last June has raised havoc ines. Michigan will be stronger, but
with this squad; The Wildcats may there has been too much shifting of
come along, but they're not quite men and positions to warrant a sucready, while Boston College is.
The- Spartan season
cessful start.
.

so

Parker

will

Kiser,

we.re

that
their antics on 45t.h street, in front
of the. Booth, N. Y., interfered with
the performance of *You Can't Take
It with You.'
One theatre manager
sought to quiet the good-timers, but
when several conceived the idea of
lifting a manhole cover and lowering the showman in, the manager
hastily beat a retreat. Performance
was held up for 20 minutes, after
which the visitors mooched into the
Broadway throng.
,

T/^

".

runaround and re.solve to drink it
c'^, is a light comedy gem.
Penelope
Dudley
Ward clicks
nicely as the hot-and-bothered Diana

department

early in the week, but
most of them reported a rise, in trade
later on.
Retail liquor stores reported land office biz, while inexpensive
restaurants
credited
the
Legion' for the exceptionally heavy
grcss revenue.

Legionnaires

(Oct. 2, 1937)
By DICK FISHELL

Turns Out Two-Way Hopperoo

acterization.

There was a drop
store, biz

_

Probable Football Winners
And Proper Odds

That Boxing 'Carnival of Champs'

American

the

Legion convention did for and to
New York show that approximately
$7,000,000 was expended during last
week. This exceeds preliminary estimate by more than $1,000,000.
Considering
the occasion, comparatively little damage was done
in hotels and cafes, or so. convention officials aver, emphasizing that
no more loss was sustained than at
any other big convention when certain irresponsible elements always

much power.
Broadway cafe biz was bad and
LSU—Texas
The Boilermakers from Purdue, dethe usual flock of fights and drunken
You never can discount that
spite .the loss of their touchdown
arguments were clocked.
twins of a year ago and the illness Louisiana spirit and their desire to

mud and
'

difficulty

and

Christian,
rain showed

with Tsxais

—

Wisconsin Marquette
Slowly but surely the Badgers of
Wisconsin have been building. Harry
Stuhldreher of the famous 'Fout
Horsemen' has been rooting his systerh, and the time is nearly ripe. An
A-1 backfield, graduated from Marquette; taking with them whatever
potency it had. The front wall is
good, but there's nothing behind it—
certainly not enough to stop the
fighting Badgers.

.

19

Now

FdotbaD
By Dick

VARIETY

Ross was hurt by Garcia but he
fought back the harder and agiain
proved a courageous champion.
Tyson (Harry Kay) agency lo.st
32 rin-^side tickets priced at $16.50
each. Whether lost in transit or not,
has not been discerned. Locations
were checked at the Polo Grounds
but none of the pasteboards turne?'up. Agency pa'd ushers $25 to check
.

up without

avail.

'

CHATTER

VARIETY

60

deemed

to

Wednesday, September 29, 1937
band to Jan

be already

Savitt'g

Top

Hatters.

Hollywood
saxailihonist at WIP, Alfred
Hubbs.
doin^
his
again
McLiiin
Stoney
^e\vyn Douglas had his tonsils
an ice skating revue as a build for
Frances Maddox at the Cafe Ang- spiel from WIP's studios, after a out.
adult trade. Admission is 50c., with
Joe Bernhard has grippe.
opening Sept. 22, for four month of airing from his bed followDavid L, Loe^v abed with a sever*
skating allowed after the re- lais,
weeks.
Jim Tully has returned to the general
ing a fall that dislocate^ his hip.
cold.
concludes.
vue
Coast.
'Anthony and Anna* closes at the
Otto Kruger in for ether and film
Sir Ben Fuller Is still puzzled
the
theatre Oct. 2, after two
Whitehall
deals.
Bill Halligan has sworn off
about his Bijou theatre- site in Mel- years' run.
Wendy Barrie sprained wrist at
horses.
Doesn't know whether to
bourne.
Paris
tennisk
Ella Shields off to San Francisco,
Rodeo at Madison Square Garden sell to an indie Concern or rebuild
Joe E. Brown winged in from Vanand goes from there to Australia
starting Oct. 6.
and use fOr legit.
couver.
Frank Neal.
Hannen Swafler got in yesterday
Serfee Lifar In from vacation.
Concert' performers here include for
Hugh Boswell back at Metro from
Roy Williarri Neill, currently megfrom London on a periodic visit.
Edmund Kurtz, Tossy Spivakovsky
Singer Louis Delaquerriere dead.
England.
Ben Atwell is press agent iox Jed and Georg Schneevoigt. Shakespeare glng for Irving Asher at Teddington,
Radio
Buddy DeSylva erecting a Holmby
over
singing
Reine PaUlet
Harris' 'A Doll's House,' due soon. Binks and Harry Gaze are giving a to seek naturalization^
palazzb.
Hills
Cite.
Emile Boreo doubling from the
Henry Henigson had a birthday
Louis Shurr returned to New York series of lectures.
Fred Adison's band at the Para- but
"
the
no party.
*Wihg& of the Morning' (G-B) is a Paramount theatre with Cafe An- mount.
last week after summering on
Milton Hoffman joined ^he M. C.
Coast.
smash hit here ajnd Annabella, star, glais, besides televising.
Jini. Witteried postcjrding from Levee agency.
F. j. Spickernell, film exhib, is to
Dorothy Willard, kin of Chi- has bounded into immediate popuwent be Lord Mayor of Portsmouth for London
Leonard Goldstein Is now tagged
cago McCormicks, reported angeling larity. Take on second week,
B.
A.
catching
the
Leonard.
L.
year.
Navarro
Ramon
the. second, successive
to $11,000 in 900-seater.
'Many Mansions.'
Bill Thomas going for a Toluca
Remarkable the way newsreel
Bertram Mills- has booked. Bunny C. show.
Larry Fox, producer for Unilevel Dryden, cable aerialist, for his Olymhigh
vacationing in Lake mansion.
on
keeps
Stevenson
Viol«t
biz
lookthiatrette
9
and
vacash
for
town
versal, in
Yola d'Avril now a full-fledged
week after week at 25c. on 80 min- pia Circus season, opening Christmas. Interlaken.
ing over the; shows.
U. S. citoyehne.
Tom Coyle is in Charlie Miller, of the MCA Chiutes' sessions.
Berlin Opera presentations here
Arthur Wenzel recovering from
Frances Feist, who designed the charge for Greater Union.
cago office, over on vacation, and winding up.
an appendectomy.
new Cotton Club costiunes, is related
Ken Hall is preparing to shoot taking in, most of the nite :spots and
Ralpli T. Walker here studying
Pat West is a jury foreman in
to the late Leo Feist.
' Eddie Kane, accompanied by Billy 'Broken Melody' for Cmesound, with shoWs.
'True Confessions.'
expo buildings.
Lloyd Hughes. Eric Thompson will
Dave Rubinoff (and fiddle) back
African Theatres Corp.'s London
Lucienrie Delaf arge back from a
West,^ arrived Sunday (26) by motor design the sets and cast is being
from midwest tour.
office moving from Daly's to Queen's tour of Europe.
•
'from the Coast for a visit.
chosen to support Hughes.
Frank Orsatti and Jean Chatburn
hotel buildings, adjoining Metro's
Times Square streets seemed unGrand Palais being readied for trekking N.Ywards.
baseball seasons are Empire.
Football
and
duly quiet and almost deserted Fri- rapidly drawing tO a close arid
the fall auto show.
Grant Mitchell, back for Metro's
Connie Russell gave a special auday (24) .after most of Legionnaires cricket will replace. Wrestling will
in
his
English
'speaking
Gabih
Jean
'The Last Gangster.'
dition to 'Louis B. Mayer at Clarhad started for home.
Judy Garland looking over plans
also quit in a few more weeks and Idge's hotel, with Metro's execs re- latest film, 'Le Messager.'
cast;
Metro
Mar'cellia Napp, of the
a try will be made again With box- ported interested.
Marlene Dietrich back in town, for a Bevhills manse.
ing of&ce, arrived Monday (27) from ing.
Gregory Ratoff visiting Eugenie
front pages.
Toscanini will conduct two con- breaking onto
the Coast to visit her sister^ Natalie
in St. Louis.
Leontovich
corthe
aropnd
just
Spring
With
Metro throwing a cocktailer for
certs this' fall at the Queen's Hall,
Napp, of the MOrris office.
Charles Skouras back from bagner tent shows are readying for a Oct. 30 and Nov. 3, both of which WiUiam Powell at Maxim's;
10-day
bear in Wyoming.
ging
from
Phyllis Perlman'back
season in the stix. Wirth's circus is
broadcast.
will'
be
Club
ireopenHarlem
Montmartre
George Burns and Grade Allen
trip ahead of road company of 'Yes, still doing well on the road and will
back to Broadway, Oct. 5.
My Darling Daughter.' Forrest Cros- come into Melbourne lor a season West End News theatre owners irig with Freddy Taylor's band.
Mickey Rooney halfbacking for
squawking at Charles Woolf for givman now ahead of the show.
Germans now charging admission
later.
High, Hollywood.
Fairfax
fight film exclu- to their expo pavillion cinema.Louis-Farr
ing
the
floor
City'
Casino's
in
International
'Thunder
New
Two British pix,
Zion Myers has started work on
- show, tuned up*, and with all the
(UA) and 'Moonlight Sonata' (UA) sively to Gaumoht-British.
Gipsy Markoff closing at the Casa- his Metro producer ticket.
-set, is slated for a fell
by the wayside, and will be: Bert Firman and his band to do nova; off to Hotel Ritz, London.
^Jjil« iiiiirii "mil
Lionel Short of the London Daily
second press review tonight.
assisted back into the cans by a fortnightly broadcasts, first in sevVersailles catohing more visitors Mail traversing the film lots.
Chicago and pleased management—pleased to see eral years, although he Wcis a regu- in August than all of last year.
of
Dick. Stevens
Isa Miranda, Par's Italian actress,
earlier
its
days.
in
lids
close.
'BBC
he
lar
feature
Pa.,
Benny Goodman, of Beading,
lienry Bernstein's 'Le Voyage' tore a ligament in her ankle.
Thornton Freeland and wife's
(not the maestro), dance, promoters,
Plans are going ahead for whoopee
Harry Sherman bagged nary a
Theatre Gymnase.
time during Sesqui Anniversary next (June Clyde) trip to America is closing at the
in towKi on a band shopping trip.
grizzly
in Wyoming b'ar hunt.
Midi
to
Jules Berry off for the
Thomas Beck, 20th Century-Fox year in this city. Stanley Crick, Fox ptir'ely a Vacation, as he is due back start work in 'Balthazar,' Pierre CoWarren William back from primeenunits
of
big
in
charge
of
head,
is
months
to
do
another
here
in
two<
Holfrom
contract player, plahed in
val piscatorial perambulations.
lombier's latest.
special
for
visitors,
by
tertainment
pictiure
Korda.
for
Janet Beecher preparing to build
lywood last Thursday (23) for a two
Two Cirque d'Hiver elephants
or three weeks visit in New York, request of the government.
Eddie Oliver, Ben Bernie's former stopping a i>erformance with a pri- a house and root into Westwood.
Richard White looks like making arranger-piaxiist, here forming his vate fight—no one injured,, but conBoston and Saltimore.
Eric Coster, 20th-Fox publicity
try
in
a
his
stock
with
out
okayman;
band.
^Opens
Carlan infantile paralysis victim.
English
at
own
stu.XJniversal's
Laichmann,
Marc
siderable 'damage."
Anne- - Morrison Chapin scrioting.
dio publicity dhief, is east to greet :ough nabe centre. Got away. with ton hotel, Amsterdam, and eventualoffering 'The ly a West End hotel.
Judy -Garland's next opus for Metro.
4i)anlelle Darrieux's arrival today "The Bat' and is now
Reinhold Schimzel, German direc(Wednesday). Lachmann escorts U's Killer' CNightstick'), aftelc which
Carroll Levis and his Radio Distor., .reported at Metro on his term
new import back to the Coast next comes 'The Streets of Londori.*
Berlin
coveries signed for 26 .weeks with
iiclcct.
Rubinstein' premiered in Canberra Radio Luxembourg for Quaker Oats
Monday. Charles B,'. Rogers, U stuNelson Eddy wrenched a shoulder
dio head, back to the Coast on Sat- for Australian Broadcasting Com- at $1,050 per broadcast.
Lord &
Fritz Wendthaus scrivening a new footballing for dear old 'Rosalie' at
mission and scored a tremendous hit Thomais set the deal.
urday.
Metro.
Frank Wilson, of Loew's Ziegfeld with classy concert crowd. Comedy
Georges Banyai's first play in Lon- one.
Frank Morgan has sold his Palm
*On the- Avenue' (20th) at the
stall, conceived the idea of mounting Harmonists also got away to a good
don will be 'L'Extravagant CapiSpdngs antique shop and gone in
a camera on the car owned by start here for the same management. taine Blec,' French farce by Jean Marmorhaus-.
for pil.
Cast chosen for 'Balalaika' includes Blanchon, which will 1>e adapted
Chelle Janis, the Ziegfeld's manWalter -Crondstay penned the notes J'rank Capra peddled his Bel-Air
ageress, and thus see the Legion- Robert Halliday, Margaret Adams, and staged by Atiriol Lee.
for 'Katzensteg/
estate "^ite to Dick Powell and Joan
naires parading from the ideal van- Marjorie Gordon, Don Nlchol, Thadee
John Argyle Prods, bought a
Werner Kratiss- to open middle of BlondelL
tage point. The camera, of course, Slavinsky, Bert Matthews, Yvonne script on the life oi Marie Lloyd,
Bose Stradner, who hails from
WAS a Aimless prop, but it achieved Banvard. Jan Kowskey and Lesley which- will be filmed at Welwyn September at- the- State theatre.
time ogling
'Actress,' "With Agnes Straub, big Vienna, spends her spare
Crane. "W-T will open the attraction Studios and distributed by AssoIts purpose..
the.PajCiflc. ...
„
legit bit of last -season, reopening.
with
a
top
of
$2.
ciated, British Cinemas' (BIP).
Warner golf tournament at th6
Regis Toomey, guesting on Tay
'Black Pearls,' featiuring Reris, Gtafriett's yacht, trapping the toothSnider-Dean sent the Connors'Alf s Button,' which is the next
Old Oaks country clubj Rye, N. Y.,
Friday (24) was won: for the third Paul revue unit to play Ts^smania vehicle for the 'Crazy Gang' film, having -its -first -showing in Berlin.
s6M6 'tuna.
time straight by Leonard Palumb'o until the infantile outbreak abates. starts shooting eafly in January at
Brigitte Homey back to Berlin
borrowed Robertson
Universal
of the foreign pybllcity department.
Efftee Broadcasters building up Gainsborough. Renee Houston will after final shooting of Sudermann's White from Warners to script 'The
Palumbo also won the Film Daily nicely in the commercial field under play the femme lead. Picture will 'Katzensteg.'
Black Doll.'
tournament in June. He brought in the direction of Tom Holt. At one cost $200,000.
Deutsche theatre beginning its new
Jack Randall traded his six-gun
a winning 75 Friday. Booby prize time Holt was manager for Ada
Laid up with pleurisy contracted season with 'Friederick the First,' for a rifle and went hunting the
went to Joe Zybelewsky with a 180 Reeves; then joined P. W. Thring during try-out week at Streatham, by Hans Rehberg.
elusive deer,
in pic production, married Thring's Laddie Cliff was out of the West
Lou Gehrig signed with Sol Lesser
Ellen Frank penciled for the new
End premiere of 'Crazy Days' at the Terra Film-Kunst pic, under direc- for 'Laughing Senor.' Smith Ballew
daughter and entered radio.
tuned galloper.
Springtime
means conventions. Shaftesbury. Leo Franklyn, from tion of Carl Boese.
Sydney
Vicki Lester goes to Radio for
Paul Wegener to play the Captain
Metro execs, are huddling in the ace Australia, substituted.
New Prince of Wales theatre, built in Strindberg's 'Totentanz' ('Death 'Having Wonderful Time' on loan
city spots throughout the CommonBy Eric Gorrick
from Mervyn LeRoy.
wealth, after which Par will bring on the site of the old one, opens Dance'), at the Kurfurstendamm.
with a special performance at 8
Murray Spivack succeeds Raoul
reps
from
everywhere
hear
Maria
Roland,
Fatherland's
ace
to
Hary
Infantile paralysis still a b.o. blow
Subsequently the original yodeler and legit triller, negotiating Krauskarr as assistant to Al Colunw
Huntet's chatter on the new lineup. o'clock.
In Melbourne.
bo. Republic musical director.
U has just gotten through huddling non-stop policy will .be reverted to, for a big tour in South America.
Frank Tait visiting Sydney with under Here Mclntyre.
with four shows a day.
Harri.ett Hilliard and her husband,
Second annual collection for the
his brother, E. J.
Associated British Cinemas (BIP) maintenance of a home for old or in- Ozzie Nelson, back in Hollywood
has decided to do 'Star of the Cir- valided artiste is to take place on after one-night tour of tho east.
Snider-Dean readying a new re
cus,' local version of 'Jumbo,' with Sept. 15. Not only will 8,000 artists
vue with Gladys Moncriefl.
Sam Wood handed an admirals
Walter Mycroft, head of the produc- sacrifice their eamings for that day, cap by the cast of Metro's 'Navy Blue
Louis-Braddock fight pic is playHonolulu
tion department, having already en- but 700 vaude, circus and cabaret and Gold,' which he is directing.
ing the Hoyts' chain. Not much,
gaged
Emile
Boreo for the Schnozzle managers as well are to turn in
John Boles moved over from CoBy Mabel Thomas
Norman B, tlydge back from MelDurante part.
lumbia to Paramount, having contheir total receipts.
bourne after a huddle- with bankers,
Dave Bums, after closing with
cluded his contractual obligations.
Claude Gillingwater resting hei-e. 'They Came by Night,' at the Globe
Metro's 'Naughty IWarietta' is still
'Bob Benchley getting up courage
playing repeats around here and
Lew King and his wife down for theatre, immediately signed for the
to start scribbling a 400-page tome
pulling trade.
a short stay.
new
Cicely
Courtneidge-Bobby
for which his -oublishers are howling.
Chicago
Howes
musical,
which
Francis X. Bushman back in a featplays
three
Fay.Compton will appear here in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nathan
weeks in Glasgow, then comes to
ured role in Metro's 'Thorougbbreds
the near future under Williamson- honeymooning.
Tait management.
Eddie Pierce jumped in for week- Don't Cry,' and also ogling BroadSheldon and Daily, old-timers, the Hippodrome.
wav.
Basil Foster will take over the end.
Jimmy Lear, Col's exploitation here for one year.
by
Lord Peter Wimsey role when 'Busspotted
Millicent
Holliday,
man, from Sydney lo Melbourne to
Paul Sanders in town after a Coast
O. I. Johnston of the Walt Disney man's Honeymoon' transfers from
Mation Gering at Pasadena Commuset the premiere of 'When Yoti're in S'tudios vacationing.
expedition.
the
Comedy
nity Playhouse, steps into Col's 'I
to
the
Victoi-ia
Palace,
Love,'
Dr.
George
Halley
to
Detroit
fOr
a
J. J. Franklin and family to Cali- Sept. 27.
M^'-ried ?n Artist.'
This marks a stage reHarry MuHer, one-time booker for fornia for four months.
turn, as he retired into a business couple days.
The John Stones denart Oct. 2 on
the old Tivoli chain, is in the pic
Ed Levin moving his family closer a two months' tour that will take
Fred Leahy, Paramount, knows career four years ago.
biz as manager of the Plaza theatre,
to the Loop.
them to South America, thence to
Aloha
really
what
means.
Bendigo.
New
York and back home.
Morris
Silver
and
Sammy
Clark
to
Jack and George Temple, brothers
Probe into pic taxation still conN. Y. and return,
tinues here and many big distrib of Shirley, around the island.
PhOadelpliia
George Jessel and Norma Talexecs have spoken their piece before
Eddie Darling had 'a grand time,'
By Herb Golden
madge in town for a few days.
the Commission.
he says, with the Ed Sawtells.
Minneapolis
Mort Singer back to Chicago, then
Weintraubs are touring the stix
Mr. and Mrs. E. Gardner, Shirley
By Les Rees
Cliff Harris recuping at home from away for Minneapolis conference.
for Snider»Dean. Act will be spotted Booth, Waikiking it for one month.
a tonsil slice job.
soon into, a new revue unit for the
Sam
Schoenstadt
and
Max
Levin
Adolph Ramish back and has acC, L, Lees new University of MinMilt Weeks seriously ailing at arranging the next CAPA shindig.
"^ame mana^'ement.
quired another holding for his chain
nesota director of dramatics.
Philly General Hospital.
W-T will roadshow 'Over She here.
,
Baseball announcer shortage in
Fred Waring's 'Pennsylvanians
Goes' in Melbourne until the Marcus
Polly Willis scripting new mike Chi as boys all leave for St. Louis
Mrs. Dick Shayer the house guest
spotted for Orpheum Oct, 8.
show quits in Sydnev, next month.
series for possible commercial.
airings.
of Gypsy Helfands at the beach for
*Hy' Chapman, Columbia branch
Georfre Gee is starred,
John
Facenda
and
new
back
frau
Jackie Heller week-ended in hos- manager, suffering from infected eye
Noel Coward's 'Fallen Angels' in month,
from Virginia Beach honeymoon,
pital, taking a check-up after a too- lid.
H. L. Miller, talent scout for Col,
for a run try at the Apollo, MelMike Levinson set to open his much-work
summer.
'Great Raymond,' magician, openbourne, Fred Hughes nroducing, by will teach English while" at the U. of 'Lash of Pentitentes' in Shamokin,
Sammy Tishman back from Kan- ing legit season at Lyceum this
Hawaii.
arran<Jement^ with Snider-Deari.
N. W. Ayer's Larry Witte doing a sas and Missouri fight
picture selling week.
Cliff Holt is Dutting in some very
Waikiki Wille; the Winchell of Ha- radio gossip column on KYW now.
tour,
and
off
to N. Y.
Jo
Griffen, Minnesota Terrace
nice .exploitation
work for the V ail, home and will resume his*
Lew Pizor recovering in Temple
Paul Sanders now on sales staff of tenor, seriously ill in University
Hoyts' 'chain. His dad's in charge of writings.
University hospital from intestinal Esquire Featuresand assigned last hospital.
thf» Efftee radio unit in Melbourne.
ailment
that has him down.
Helen Thurston featured in the
week to cover Michigan.
Bess Ackerman recovered from
Metro fl,'?ured on taking off 'Good F&M Legion Show,
WFIL's new studios almost ready
sent
down
A. J. Balaban regularly catches the illness and back on Columbia secreEarth' to make way for 'Maytime,' from L.A.
now, while KYW getting set for cor- stage shows in town though
the tarial job.
but as soon a^s notice went up biz
nerstone
laying
of
its
new
building.
Adolphe
Balaban-Myers
Mike Fadell, publicity man, getMenjou and wife will be
houses are straight
took skyward 1-sap and pic remains.
Ed Roecker doing the chirping on pictures.
ting once-over at Mayo clinic.
Theatre grov/th ih nabes continues mest artists with the Community the new disked series being
sent out
Players here,
Duck and pheasant hunting seaRandolph St, bookies turning on
fls indies find finances to allow erecby the Pennsy State publicity bu- the lights and air-conditioning again, 'son starting Oct. 9 Expected to deSol Lesser completed arrangetions.
Film Board Trade is nreoarreau.
after two weeks spent ducking in populate Film Row.
ing rules to prevent overseating, if ments with Don Blanding for 'StowMrs, A. T. Hild back from summer the dark.
Ernie Hill resigned from Paraaways in Paradise*
:po<!sible.
leave and hammering Lit Brother
Ben Coles doing some business mount sales' staff to accept Warner
Representation may be made to
Giggie Royce nd his Young Hotel Chorus into shape for fall appearfor his 'Look' mag, and took A. E. Brothers' assignment.
the government by exhibs asking band remain on until 1938, rounding
ances,
Meyerhoff back to Des Moines for
Harold Weiss from Chicago rethat action be taken io prevent erec- out one solid year at the Young.
Gabriel Gelinas from WIP's house ad conferences.
(Continued On page 62)
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which he had followed for

calling

News From

the past 40 yearsi

FRANK HUNT
Frank Hunt,

VIKGINIA EARL

by the Armco band on

broadcasts

Virginia Earl, 62, one of the leadof the 96's, died in
ing musical stars
sanitarium Sept. 21.
a New Jersey
She had been the guest ol the Acat Englewood the
tors' Fund Home
last two years.
Miss Earl niade her stage debut at
of the juvenile
the age of 12 in one
productions of The Mikado'., which
Uterally infested the country about
that time, following the success of
with 'Pinafore.'
ventureis
similar

"WLW

th?n spent twp. yejars in Australia.
Coming home she toured in Hoyt's
'A Hole in the Ground' and then
spent two years in 'Wang' with De

victim, diseasie first infecting one leg

•'

until his demise.

Kohlmann, a native of Germany,
came to the 'Q. S. 53 years ago. For
25 years he. was an instructor of
brass instruments at the Cincinnati
College of Music.
Survived by a son, Charles.
/

'

ROBERT STEVENSON,

SR.

Robert Stevenson, Sr., 53, formerly
one" of Broadway's top box office
treasurers, died Sept 25, at Laguna
For two years she played with Don^ Beach, Calif., where he resided for
peiley and Girard in 'Later On,' and about two years.
He was a cancer
'

which was amputated some months
before he moved west.
He was long connected with the
Wolf HojJpe^.' But it was not until Morosco theatre, being in charge of
the
that
Y.
Casino
to
N.
came,
she.
th^ box office during several long
she took a permanent place as a runs including 'The Bat.'
His son,
Broadway favorite, playing in nu- Robert, J., who has been .managing
merous George Lederer- productions. .Erlanger's, Buffalo, for the past year
She was featured in other 'produc- or so, planed to the Coast for the
tions and in 'Sergeant Kitty'^ she funeral, which .was held Tuesday.
.

achieved stardom, but her" chief successes, .centered about the old CiaION SWINLET
sino, though in later years she was
Ion Swinley, 45, well known
regarded as an Augustin Daly Star. Shakespearean and riadio actor, died
Later die went Into vaudeville -with in hii? sleep at his London home
fair' success, but withoiit repeating Sept. 16.
Graduating from the Acadher' musical comedy hit.
emy of Dramatic Art, he played
.

.

.

She

.

by

survived

is

Mamtie Earl, also

an

her

actress,

,

sister,

and two

brothers.

•

many varying
light

roles, from Shaw to
comedy, ;and dramatic radio

roles.

At the

tiine of his

death he had

RUTH .box AND
been appearing in Sydney Carroll's
Ruth Roland, 39, former serial ac-'. last Shakespearean production of the
and reputedly one of Holly- season at the Open-Air theatre, play-

^ress

•

wood's wealthiest, died Sept. 22 after
a lingering illness. She is survived
by her husb'andj Ben Bard, actorproducer, and her aunt,. Mrs.' Edith
B. Thonipson.
Funeral was held .Sept. 24 at the
Wee Kirk o' the Heather, Forest
Lawn Memorial Park, Glendale,
with a Christian Science service,
^urial followed in a mausoleum at
Forest Lawn.
In 1930 Miss Roland's fortune,
largely earned in real estate, was
estimated as exceeding $6,400,000.
Heavy losses during the depression
reduced it considerably but she^-was
still/considered very wealthy.
Deceased entered pictures in 1915
and played In many serials for
Pathe, Kalem and Balboa in the old
lilent days, undergoing many dangers
and often escaping death or serious'
injury by the proverbial hair's
breadthv She also was starred in
dozens of feature dramas.
She was first married to Lionel R.
(Lee) Kent, later becoming the wife
of Bard. Her fortune was accumu.

"

lated through

shrewd

realty deals.

OLIVER W. TUTTLE
W.

Tuttle, 50, one-time
station KPO, San Francisco, died of a heart attack Sept. 20
at his home in Burlingame, Cal.

Oliver

manager of

Tut^tle,

who was promotion manager

foi;
the San Francisco Examiner,"
Hearst morning daily, at the time of
his death, in 1922 was manager of
.

the Examiner-owned station, KUO.
He became affiliated with KPO in
1924, and was largely responsible
for .the station's development toposition of importance in the following year.

A

pioneer in local radio circles,
continued his interest in
while Examiner promotion manager, arranging numerous promotional tie-ups between the
paper and KYA, Hearst-owned San

Tuttle

broadcasting

t'rancisco station.

His
Oliver

Marie, and a son,
Tuttle, Jr., six years old,

widow,

W.

survive.

ing Solinus in 'The
rors.'

He was

also

Comedy

of Erthe author of

four plays.

.

hospital. Canton, O., Sept. 23
after a series of strokes,
close
friend of the late' President William
McKinley, he became interested in

A

65,

CARL EVANS

Carl Evans, siS, superintendent, of
the municipal zoo at Columbus, O.,
died suddenly Sept, 23 at his home
in that city from a heart ailment.
He had been in charge of the operation of the zoo there since its
creation in 1929.

•

New

BESSIE SMITH

She had returned to Memphis
join the 'Broadway Rastus,' a
Beale street musical production Details in the Music Section.

ing?.

to

player,

died

Sept.

m

Santa

Lynn

Willis,

30,

announcer

at

KYW,

Philadelphia, jumped to death
from a second-floor Window of the

Presbyterian hospital, Philadelphia,
•Sept. 21.
Delirious after an operation, he left his bed on the first floor,

ran
Jug

up a stairway to the next land
and battered his way through a

screen.

KYW

joined
last May after
years service at WIP, Philadel
He had been on sick leave
several months before changing affiliations and had only been back
about a week when the transfer was
announced.
His wife, the former Barbara
Kenna, and his mother survive.
"W'illis

six

Phia.

CARL KOHLMANN
Carl Kohlmann, 75, solo trombonwith the Cincinnati. Symphony
orchestra since it was organized, in
1895, died Sept. 23, at his home. Although in ill health for the past
year,- he played with
the orchestra
last season
and performed in weekly

ist

•

'

Monica,

after

a .'three-year

illness

24,

of

the steamship companies.

Utah first state definitely to sign,
an exhibition, contract with N. Y.
Fair, Johhhancocked ra'iS>

Yarmouth (N. S.) fair in a jam World's
over a nude painting in the art ex- week,
hibit. Dominie turned it to the wall

'

from paralysis. She was injured in and the artist turned it back again
an automobile accident.
and dared the minister to repeat
Surviving are her mother and a
Huntsville, Tex., convicts to stage
a rodeo. Will stay inside the prison
brother.:
walls.
Four Sunday sessions. Top

Coast

William F. James,, former newsJOSEPH KLAW
Artef players'' move to Daly's and paperman and husband of Margaret
Joseph 'Klaw, 49,' son of Marc will .rename the house.
Irving, film actress, was granted proKlaw and himself a producer of
President has issued the usual bation for five yearS' following his
stage shows, killed himself With car- proclamation making Columbus Day conviction on seVen forgery, charges
in Los Angeles,
bon monoxide from the exhaust of a national holiday.
Friends of the late George GershNick Stuart, orchestra leader and
his parked car in' N. Y.,. Sept. 22.
win planning a memorial in the form former screen player, and Ruth
Details in the legit section.
of a grove of 10,000 treeis planted in Eileen Skinner, who were divorced
Palestine.
To be located noil; far in Reno last May, applied for a mar'*
from the Gabrilowitch grove and riage license in L. A. and announced
ROSALIND COGHLAN
Ex-bride, a
Rosalind Coghlan Pittman, retired similar tributes to Georjge Washing- they will re-marry.
ton, George V, dnd Hoxy.
nitery thrush, sang with Stuart's
^
actress and daughter of Rose CoghCleo Mayfield's camp at Lake Sun- orch.
lan, died in Forrest Hills, N. Y., Sept. apee, N. H.,
burned down last TuesHamilton 'Buddy' westmore
27, of a cerebral hemorrhage.
day, Loss about $15,000.
dropped his contemplated resistance
She was for many years on the
Gabriele d'Annunzio given presi- to the plea of Mfartha Raye for a
dency of Royal Italian Academy, divorce from him in L. A.
legitimate stage and in •O^udeville.
vacated by the death of Sig. Marconi.
Street cleaners figure Legion paMAY ARCIER
rade made six times as much litter
May Arcier, known in theatrical as the Lindbergh welcome. Ran 625
circles as Mrs. Lloyd A. Balliet, died tons.
Doris Havens to E, Samuel LonThomas Nolan, chauffeur for Ben holm, in Philadelphia, Sept. 25. Bride
Aug. 20, at her- home in Dayton,
prize $10.

^

°

.

'

.

'

MARRIAGES

•

She had

befen

ill

for

some

Bernie, freed of a drunk driving
studio organist at WCAU, Philly.
charge- last Wednesday, Magistrate is
said it was a borderline case* but Groom is former radio singer.
Art Wortha, manager Fox-Roxy, ^
gave him the benefit, of the doubt
Legionnaires in the 40 and 8 con- LaPorte, Ind., to }&iry Helen Duke».
tingent returned all traffic signs non-pro, in LaPorte on Sept 123.
copped during their three-day colRex Willlamfl, manager Hoosler
lecting tour. In recognition of the
theatre, Whiting, Ind., to Estelle Mctreatment accorded them by the
Closkey, non-pro, on' Sept, 26.
.

GEORGE McCLfelNNON
George McClennon, 49, comedian
and trick clarinetist, died Sept. 24,

WILLIAM MILNE

.

-

police.

Cornel Wilde to Patricia Knight
George M. Cohan the hit of the
Legion show at the Garden, Wednes- In N. Y., Sept 21. Both are legit
day.
Sang 'Over There' until his players,
voice hoarsed up.
James AuU to Sarah H. Longacre
Clifford Odets^ 'Golden Gloves' re- at Norristown, Pa., Sept 25. Groom
titled 'The Manly Art' by Group
is p.a. at KYW, Philly,
Theatre.

Lewis Leverett and Martha Drieblatt added to faculty of the New
Theatre school for the season.
Hubert Julian, Harlem's own aviaMONA MOORE
tor, fell oft a chair in Paris and
Mona Moore, 25, singer, died sud- broke his arm in three places. Says
he can't go to help China win the
denly in Chicago on Sept. 22.
She had worked in niteries and war.
Toscanini and Furtwaengler In a
vaude. Parents survive.
jam. Italian does not believe the
German conductor should try to conBrother^ 29, of Mary Margaret Mc- duct at Beyreuth and Salzburg.
bride (Martha Deane, WOR, New Furtwaengler retorts that music
York), died Sept. 25, 1937, after a should rise above politics.
May
gallstone operation in Winter Park, decline to conduct at Salzburg next
season, but there's plenty of time in
ria.
which to change his mind.

Isabelle Steams to Samuel- Carlyle Monroe in Peterborough, N. H.,

Sept

28.

Groom is
NBC.

Bride
'with

is

legit

television

actress.
interests

of

Juliette Kengal, dancer, to Leigh'
ton Brill, writer, Sept. 26 at Yuma.
Doris Borbrldge, dancer to Van
Faust Metro studio music exec,
Sept. 26 at Yuma.
Stella Agius to Mike Camilleri,
Groom is conSept. 26, in N. Y<

nected with Music Publishers, Inc.
Juliette of France to Harri Henri,
in MiUerton, N. Y., Sept 19.

Ted Peckham is stealing Billy
Margaret Lynam to Byron VandeHenry Erb, 50, formerly pianist Rose's stuff and hiring British peers grift at Yuma, Ariz., Sept 24. Bride
with Los Angeles Philharmonic Or- for his esfcort service. They will also is a stage and screen actress.
chestra, died at Gardena, Calif., go into the chorus of a B'way musiFRANK B. ARNOLD
cal.
Sept 23.
Frank. B. Arnold, 69, for many
League of Nations will probably
make an exhibit at the
years identified with the film busiy. World's
William Gargan, 68, father of Wil- fair. Committee lias N.
so' recommendness, died Sept 21 at his home in
Mr. and Mrs, Bert Spurlin, son.
liam And, Edward Gargan, actors, ed. Now a question of funds.
Miami, Fla., «fter an illness of sevFatner is
died in Hollywood, Sept 22.
Outdoor
art fihow in Washington Sept 24, in Hollywood.
eral months.
an assistant director at Metro.^
Sq. reports sales of $1|200.
For many years he was a theatriMr. and Mrs. Jack Proctor,
Biological Photographic Assn., in
Father, 64, of Paul Malvern, film
cal advance agent and prior to his
convention
in
Rochester,
shows daughter. Sept 24, in Los Angeles,
retirement traveled for the Foreign producer, died Sept 23 in San Diego, photos in color of the blood stream Father is film publicist
of a rabbit. Had been done before
Film Exchange Co, His widow and
To Mr, and Mrs. Ed Sullivan, son,
in black and white, but color adds
several nephews and nieces survive.
Dallas,
Aug. 29.
Father is
at
to educational value.
The body was returned to Columbus,
Mayor protests assignment of spe- manager of the Majestic In that city.
his former home.
Mr. and Mrs, Bob Buckley,, son,
cial cops to guard jewels of nite club
(Continued from pag;e 11)
patrons.
Afraid it will make them (3ondell Memorial hospital, Libertygigolos, he explains.
viUe, 111., Sept 22. Father is with
JOHN McGARVEY
Gloria Allen, 17, parachute jumper, CBS sales deparimenti
John W. McGarvey, 57, veteran would be so long that it would have
seriously
injured at Roanoke, Va.,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Byrd, daughPittsburgh fight promoter, died last to be run serially. But the truth
her
when
chute
ripped.
With
her
week at his home after a long' ill- seems to be that all those himdreds sister and brother in an act known ter, Sept 23, in Hqllywood. Father
ness which became critical only re- of thousands of francs needed were as the Batavia parachute jumpers. is an actor at Republic. Mother is
subscripnot forthcoming by public
the former Virginia Carroll, filin
cently, however,
Playing at a fair.
Original
plan called for
Fourth annual Night of Stars, for actress.
He had returned only a few weeks tion.
Mr. and Mrs. John Auer, daughago fromi San Francisco where he 'shares' of one franc each beine sold. Palestine fund, set for Nov. 17 at the
Garden.
ter, Sept 23, in Hollywood.
Father
had his newest find, Billy Conn, When the picture was produced,
Examination into the mental status
leading contender for the middle- those who had bought the share of Robert Irwjn begun yesterday is Republic producei:.
Mr. and Mrs, Norman Campbell,
weight crown, take on a few of the would have that amount deducted (Tuesday.) in the Tombs prison.
from their entrance fee when they .Figures released to show 30,044 son, in N. Y., Sept. 24. Father is
Coast hopefuls.
saw the film.
persons enjoyed the camping facili- general manager of Radio Orchestra
Story will now retrace the history ties of Palisades Interstate Park this Corp.
BURNETT C. M«KINSTRY
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Whitney,
of three men from Marseilles who summer. New record.
Burnett C. McKinstry, 53, manNational Broadcasting to experi- daughter. In New York, Sept. 22.
came to Paris and took part in the
ager and proprietor of the Lake
ment with mobile television unit Father is sports writer for N. Y.
unThree
practically
Revolution.
Breeze hotel, Buckeye Lake, O., died
Oct 18.
Daily Mirror.
known actors in comparison to the starting
Returning travelers report the
Sept, 18 in Mt, Carmel hospital,
Mr. and Mrs, Leonard Lyons, son,
big star nafnes originally announced French beaches are using photos of
Columbus, after suffering a stroke
—will carry these three roles. Atlantic City contestants as samples Sept 22, in New York. Father Is
of apoplexy.
Broadway column.'st on the N. Y.
of Pierre Renoir, Louis Jou- of what they can show.
He was well known in the amuse- NamesPaul
Dullac,
Andre Zibral,
Mineola fair opened Monday. Open Post
vet,
ment park field in central Ohio and Maurice Escande and Suzy Prim are nights for the first time.
Mr, and Mrs. Louis Lewyn, son; in
before becoming associated with the
A. B. Hopkins, of the recently Los Angeles, Sept 26. Father is a
still connected with the production,
hotel management.
auto trailer show, attacks as shorts producer for Metro.
but they are only a handful to the closed
inadequate provision made by N. Y.
ones first announced.
World's Fair of only 43 acres as
THADDEUS COWAN
Bobby Godet, singer with Shep
Production his finally gotten un- parking space- for mobile homes.
Thaddeus Cowan, 97, who por
Also says $1 a week space rental is Fields band, is temporarily soloist
much
of
but
indicative
how
way
der
trayed the role of 'King Neptune'
on WNEW, N. Y., while the orchesbacking is lacked was an appeal in too low.
in the beauty pageants at Atlantic
N. Y. department store has opened tra is out ol town. Godet was origthose who could
City, N. J,, died Wednesday (22) at one paper asking
a marionette sale. Has 128 different
appear in mob scenes to go to Fon- figures and seven type.s of theatres. inally a bailadist on the station
the age of 97.
October will bring 100,000 conven- about 18 months ago before he was
Cowan was a fisherman* Each tainebleau, as they could appear in
discovered by Fields. Rejoins band
and lunch- tion vi.sitors to N. Y,
pageant year he had his day as 'King the film and 'their fares
Blliott Jacoby to write the musical on its return.
Neptune' and then returned to his eon would be paid.*

BIRTHS

'

Paris

'

LYNN WILLIS

Bureau of Taxation for N. Y. state
reports drinking on the increase.
Figures for first eight months of the
year $2,405,940 in excess of. same JJllis, et fil;
Carmello> Riviera, leader of the
period in '36.
Drake's pop priced eatery closed orch at the Toreador, Harlem Spanby a strike. First time in 25 years ish nitery held by the police in the
the doors have been locked. May knifing of Carmello Correa, his rival,
for the affections of a local charmer.
stay closed rather than sign up.
N. Y. police staging drives against
American Legion pilgrimage to bootblacks
and handbook makers,
France
thie till
'

Blackford, 23, screen

William Milne, age 55, died at the
W411 Rogers Hospital Sept, 24. For
the past 22 years he 'was connected
show, with which tented attraction with Loew's TTieatres, Inc., as as
he traveled several years.
sistant manager.

Bessie Smith, blues singer, who
originated in one of the Beale street
theatres in Memphis, was killed in
that city. Sept 26, when an auto in
which she was riding overturned.
Her work attracted the attention
of theatrical agents and she played
Broadway engagements in addition
to making m^iny phonograph record-

score for Cornelia Otis Skinner's
version of 'Edna, His Wife,' which
she will iise this season.
Congressional Library recataloguing its volumes. Frank Scully's 'Fun
in Bed' classified as a sex book and
put on the shelf along with Havelock

East

put $1,400,000 in

MARY BLACKjPORD
Mary Bernice

in the Municipal Sanitarium, in Chihorses and became a prominent fig- cago, where he had been confined
ure around the eastern Ohio fair since 'last May.
circuit.' He later purchased an interest in the
England Carnival
Co., and became ddeifit as a 'b'arker.^
He then was engaged in this capacity by the Ringling Bros, circus side-

the Dailies

department contains rewritten theatrical news items as published during the week in the daily vap^tfi'^ Wertf Yorfc, Chtcago,
San Francisco, Hollywood and London, Vabiety takes no credit for
these news it^ms; each has been rewritten from' a daily paper.
This'

Elk

City, Okla.,
theatre owner, died at Polyclinic
Hospital in Oklahoma City, Sept. 24,
after an illness of three weeks.
His death was attributed to heart
disease. He is survived by- his wife
and a sister.

THEODORE C. (DOC) McQUATE Ohio.
Theodore C. (Doc) McQuate, 64, time.
ex Outdoorshowman, died in Aultman

''

—

Dream

•

.

OUTDOORS

TTediiesdaT't

Chatter

Qeve

Expo Shuts Just in Time

To Save 'Acquacaders from Freeze
TOO LITTLE AMUSEMENT

Cleveland, Sept. 28.

Another two weeks of Lake Erie's
the
rapidly cooling breezes and
Aquacade's swimmers would have to

Rochester Passes Up F»Ir Which
Trusted Too Much to Live Stock

Rochester, Sept. 28.
wear Eskimo swimming
of
In opinion of man in the street,
vive, so Sunday's (26) closing
hit a hew low
Exposition
Great Lakes Ext)osition came off at Rochester
and
in entertainment value this year>
the right time. Centennial had been
real
will jiave to demonstrate some
extended three weeks, which were showmanship in future or play to
worthwhile as far as attendance was the sparrows.
Emphasis this year was placed on
concerned, although Billy Rose's
but city folks
mermaids risked pneumonia up to a county fair angle,
showed little interest in sheep and
brief warm spell lart week.
cain see 'em at
farmers
while
cattle,
near
Crowd of 81,359 turned out to
Admish of 35c. considered
taps blown. Official total attendance home.
stiff to look at a few washing
lor fair's secohd and last year was pretty
machines regularly on display in the
3,518,740, large enough to satisfy
exhibits- were
Industrial
stores.
civic sponsors.
nil and nothing offered
Closing ceremony on Radioland's practically
show which
horse
to
comparable
by
x>utdoor stage was, highlighted
and hoi polloi
complimentary speeches from Lin- used to draw society
coln G. Dickey, general manager; alike.
'

Dudley
man;

Blossoin,. genieral

De Luxe midway shows drew

chair-

Plays Abroad

(Continued from page 80)
placing Russell Abbott, resigned as
EIKO assistant booker.
Peppino and Camille, dancers at
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace,
leld over for Casa Loma engagement.
Dan Field of Pioneer Theatre
Corp., Iowa circuit of houses with
headquarters here, establishing New

with the requisite amount of suspensive interest for the normal-pay-asyou-ehter" patron. It is almost certain to have a West End showing

York office.
„ „ ,
,
Peck Gomersall, Universal western
sales manager, in town to help com-

especially as there is but one set,
hree principals, and a total cast of

THE DAY

plete

,

,

'

U;niversity of Minniesota givmg re-^;
funds to dissatisfied football season
icket purchasers whose locations are
behind goal posts.
Kenny Sargent and 'Pee Wee'
Hunt with Glen Gray and the Casa
Loma orchestra at Hotel Nicollet
,

Minnesota Room.
^
,
Louis Rubenstein, Twm Cxty mdependent circuit owner, recovering
.

from major operation .at Mayo

clinic,

Rochester, Minn. .
.
Warner Brothers* feminine office
staff gave farewell party for Evelyn
with
gift prior
Lee and presented her
o her departure to be wedded.
Jack Friedl, son of PubUx chain
general manager and captain of
team,
football
high
Washburn
starred in first game against South
.

fire

'

"

.

52,000 attended Minne-.

'§Iore than
groups, which closed sex sota's opening football game with
T. HoUiday, press; Dr. Ui- of church
and strip tease tents and North Dakota State, minor opponent,
cola Cerri, U. S. cpmnjissioner. gen- education
penny
allowing
all box-office records for
for
breaking
officials
scored
eral here, and Mayor Burton.
an initial contest
Johnny Weismuller, co-star of tossing game.
All records smashed by advance
S,

.

.

Rose's marine spectacle, is staying
here for a few days with Lupe Velez
^frying to arrange some vaude dates
before returning to Metro's lot.
Swimmer and his wife are asking
for $7,500 per week for appearances.

:

Eleanor Holm Jarrett,
lesqued Aquacade's final

.

who

sale for University of Minnesota
football, Notre Dame and North-

DALLAS

bur-

IS

DEAD

AT END OF FAIR

Simple, lovable chemist has a nagging wife and loves a buxom upcountry, girl, who sympathizes with
him. He takes his wife out on the

river and 'accidentally' pushes her
overboard. Year later he is married
to the young girl, whb teUs him that,
in due course, she will have a baby.
Brother of the late wife is a police
inspector who also loves the girl,
and tells her he is certain her husband pushed his wife overboard td
inherit her money and is proposing
to do the same thing to her. She
grows to believe this and mistakes
every kindly intent on the part of
ler husband as. part of his scheme to
poison her. Finally she asks him
pointblank if he murdered his first
wife. He confesses; says it was all
for her and that he lives only to

make her happy.
hie

way

whereupon she looks
toward the flies with an ecstatic ex>ression and exclaims: 'And he -did

it all

('Hearts in

Newspaper muggs who were foolenough to expect some liquid rewards for plugging the centennial
were left with tongues hanging out.
Instead, they were handed small
ish

Triangle Players of downtown
Y.M.C.A. to open season in Novem
ber with 'Silver Cord.'
Broken ankle still in cast, so Florence Fisher Parry is, writing her
Press columns from bed.
Mike CiuUen had to have a sur
geon straighten " out that barber
trained in inflicted gash in his neck.

from Van Buren, Ark. He did a free

show
night

In football stadium Saturday
Which drew 20,000 and re

Pianist Chauncey Gray quitting
Dick Stabile for job with Ernie
Hoist at Manhattan's El Morocco.
Lou Brager. here with news that
he's been trahsf^red to real estate
dept. in
home office from Philly.

peated his chore Sunday night. He
got $10,000 for the two appearances.
bronze medals 'for distinguished
Attendance
exposition
at
the
service.' Another laugh came when through Saturday night (26) had
Gov. Martin L. Davey, supposed to crept up to 1,606,666.
Haven
be guest of honor for ,an all-Ohio
weekend, showed up four hours late
By Harold M. Bone
SHY ONE TEUCK
when ceremonies in his honor were
Harry Shaw's mother seriously ill.
Blackwell, Okla., Sept. 28.
nearly over.
Billy Elder to Gettysburg briefly.
Although buildings are due to be
Truck and trailer belonging to the
Stagehands continue at former
demolished before April, deal is on Western States Shows were partially
scale.
to keep some of them for a 'little burned when the truck sideswipec
Irving Hillman now an asst. theexpo' in 1938. pl&n is to combine another truck belonging to the car- atre mgr.
Aquacade grandstand and Radio- nival two miles north of Tonkawa,
John Hesse joins local epidemic of
cold
land's stage for. outdoor operas,
victims.
Fire started when the impact of
20th-Fox building new $30,000 exsymphonies and plays for four the collision spilled gasoline from
change here.
months next summer.
tank on back of the truck.
lATSE prez Bill Barry busy with

WB

New

labor conventions.

Sheesley's Hole

Up

Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 28.
Completion of arrangements for
Sheesley's Shows to establish winter

Gabriel Levenson against
Unity Players here.

Knives on a Carney
Lynchburg, Sept.

to

di-

rect
28.

Alex Dean to split time between
B'way and Yale drama school.

Fight on the midway at the AmJelesnik's Continentals
handling
herst 6-County Fair sent Danny Taft Grill assignment this year.
Shubert has pencilled 'Between
Moore, Sheesley carnival employee,
and Johnny Martin, Lynchburg man, the Devil' preem for Oct. 14-16.
Chas. Rogers has left Milford to
way organization.
to hospitals for knife wounds.
scene designing At Amherst.
Approximately 100 of the show's
Fray was a free-for-all,- with teach
Daggett Lee a.gain handling Woolemployees will remain in Charlotte county authorities tmable to find out sey concert series for Yale Music
during the winter season.
who slashed whom.
School
quarters here again was announced
by J. M. Sheesley, head of this mid

.Max Hansen

Seppl
Stadlhofer
Roal

head. If midway exhibitors "follow
are opening Hotel through on their sit-down strike,
Yorker's ice rink Oct. 8, while main thing left will be the Casino
Walter Arian is going back to To- revue.
ronto Skating Club as head inDefinite shot in the arm for at
structor. His partner here, Frances tendance Saturday (26) was the apJohnson, is joining Maribel Vinson's pearance of Bob Burns and a sup
hill-billies,

17.

mann.

'

porting cast of

SnoV)

Vienna. Sept.

Musical comedy In threo acts l>y Balph
Benatzky, at Volks Opera, Vienna, Sept.
10, '37; directed by Max Hansen; scenes
set by M. HoessUn; orcbestra. Arthur Gutt-

,

ice carnival.

Terateeer

Qeofrey Clarke

Theo Van Goeh

Wilson Barrett
Dorothy Black

Slen
Scurat

Scott

Papa Taoquay

Harrold

FranK

Snell

Noel Dalnlon
David Bain
Philip Thornley

Oauffuln
Toulouse LAUtrcc
RouIIn ..:
Dr. Cachet

Sydney Trevellyn

An Interesting, but harrowing
play, narrating the life of the famous painter and his contemporaries
like Gau^in, Seurat and Laqtrec.
These biographical plays about

.

'ar-

whose names are unknown

to
the great majority of the public,even when brilliantly written, have
tists

little commercial appeal, and this
one is far from being a' masterpiece
It is too verbose
of construction;
and all the scenes are too' long.
'

-

In his curtain speech, the author
claims every line of the name part
as Van Gogh's own, culled from letters the painter had -written to his
brother. As. a biography, they would
be interesting reading."
Esmond Knight gives a magniflcent performance of the epilentic
artist, and there are at least half a
dozen other roles excellently twrJolo.
formed.
-

•

Infantile Scare
(Contmued from page

HERZEN IM SCHNEE

•

Duke and Noble

for me.'

London, Sept. 13.
Play In seven aoenea by Dan Burke, pro.
dUced by Kre* O'Poriovan at Arts Theatre
Club. London.
Esmond Knl^t
Vincent Van Gogh
Arthur Bawtree
Bev Van Goffh...;
..Bertha Northnn
Mrs. van Oosrh.w

Jolo.

.

New

traih,'

Pretty good stuff, with a cast that
the requirements pqt upon them.

'

series of film shorts.

'

fills

western, games being seU-outs month
before season opened.
'High Tor' to open Universi^ of
Minnesota theatre fall and winter
season Oct. 19 With 'Is Life Worth
Living?', 'Life of Man,' 'No More

show by
Frontiers,' 'Kind Lady' and 'Man
wearing galoshes, flew back to Holand Superman* to follow.
Unable to make satisfactory translywood to play in 'Tarzan's Revenge'
arrangements, 'Schnickel
portation
opposite Glenn Morris. Backstroke
Fritz' band from Midway Gardens'
Dallas, Sept. 28.
champ was signed by Principal Pronight club cancelled Rudy Vallee
ductions, with picture to be released " The Greater Texas and Pan Amer- program radio appearance last week,
through 20th-I'ox,
ican exposition ba^ shrunk to a but will go on air with Rudy latet.
Walter Dare Wahl and Johnny
Trama jumped from Rose'? cast into Texas exposition and, with many
new stage revue at Mayfair Casino, activities in prospect of abandon'
Pittsburgh
downtown theatre-cabaret. Comedy ment, looms as a local proposition
By Hal Cohen
team now featured with- Jack OsterExecutives have announced that
man.
With his Tyrolean cafe on Midway Cavalcade, free outdoor .spectacle,
L. B. Cool reported seriously ailgone dark, Herman Pirchner trans- was costing $700 a day and must be ing again in Sharon, Pa.
Joe Hillers celebrated their 11th
ported Otto Thurri's orchestra to his closed for economy reasons. Final
Alpine Village in theatrical section. shows were scheduled Sunday night anniversary over the weekend.
Art Rooney being paged by majoi:
Statisticians who checked figures
considerable pressure was studio for bit in racetrack flicker.
but
(26)
estimate that during 230 days of two
Wayne Thomas has abandoned his
seasons the Expo drew 7,500,000 visi- being brought .by midway sihow orch for an m.c. berth at the Show
tors, 60% of whom were out-of- men and state patriotic groups to Boat.
towners. While somewhat debatable, keep it .open.
Press news editor Harry Augus
they also claim the lakefront show
Midway bowmen, headed by Nat to teach journalism at Duqiiesne U
brought $30,000,000 into city, in re- and Joe Rogers, signed a declaration this year.
Jack
Hollister will do the publicity
turn for costs of $1,250,000. Guaran- 100 per ceht Insisting that the front
this season for Pittsburgh Symphony
tors, who put up approximately gates be made free if Cavalcade
orchestra.
$1,500,000, got around 50% back,, and closes.
The spectacle is at end of
Michael Gusikoff named concert
chalked rest down to civic adver- midway opposite front gate and is master for Pittsbiirgh Symphony
tising.
the only attraction to lore customers this year.
Helen Baker new guitarist with
way.
their
Showmen's Leaflie Gets $3,500
Over the weekend the exposition Jean Wald's outfit, succeeding LuDuring last week an Expo benefit
trying to interest cQle Hopper.
officials
were
for Showmen's League of America
Ruf us Blair in from Hollywood for
sponsoring
his annual contact mission with the
drew 3,500 visitors, despite icy Henry Ford in the idea of
he show for the rest of the fair.
movie press.
winds, netting $3,500 for its hospital
State school officials planned to
Jack Hollister named publicity diand cemetery fund. Tom Mix drove
send groups of students, to fair as rector for Pittsburgh Symphony
In from nearby circus to do a perclosing Orch this season.
scholastic
proposition
in
sonal for it.
Reopening of Plaza cafe imder
weeks, a program which stimulated
Evelyn Chandler and husband, attendance last year. They indicate, Freda Pope's management awaiting
Bruce Mapes, who topped ice ex- however, that they will not be in- granting of license.
Carlton Miles in ahead of 'Tobacco
travaganza at Winterland, are sail- terested if Cavalcade is discontinued
Road' and Elmer Kenyon here blurb
ing Oct. 11 for London to opep at
With .schoolmen on one side and
'Madame Bovary.'
Show Box Theatre. Also scheduled showmen on the other, each pressing ingHenry
King in town getting color
to do a skating scene in next As- for continuance of the show, the stuff on steel mills
for next 20th
iaire-Rogers musical, followed by exposition has plenty aching in the flicker, 'Giant Swing.'

In a very strong
and he proves his contention,
throws himself in front of a rail-

scene,

"

'

'

eight.

•.

_

VAN GOGH

GONE

worth an American gamble,

and

negotiations with Publix for

product deal.

IS

(Continued on page 62)

.

suits to sur-

September 29, 1937

.

.Fritz Imboft

Johanna Wllhelm

Mia? £>mlth

7)

allowed to attend
theatres.
Slim' attendance and excitement due to plague caused au-

are

not being

thorities to close

down

schools.

St. Louis, Sept. 28.

With only three deaths attributed
and 37 cases

to infantile paralysis

reported to the city health depart-

Hulda. Gerln
ment since Aug. 1, authorities are
not alarmed over the situation and
Ralph B'enatzky's first operetta there has been no discussion of closhad the title,. 'Love in Snow' (1908). ing pix houses.
This one is the composer's 87th. In
between he wrote world successes,
Philadelphia, Sept. 28.
European successes, and quite a few
Infantile paralysis scare about over
which did not cross the international
boimdaries.
'Hearts in Snow' be- in Philly, Health Department anlongs to the last ^category.
nounced yesterday. Only seven cases
Show contains a good story and reported last week, and, with coming
melody. Story plays in St. Anton on of cold weather, few more expected.
Arlberg, rendezvous of the upper
Film biz here wasn't badly hit by

10,000 in winter-time for skiing. Max
Hansen, in the role of Seppl, is en- epidemic, but exhibs breathing relief.
gaged to Rosl (pretty Johanna WilOmaha, Sept. 28.
helm), but Miss Smith,, believed to
be a duchess (Hulda Gerin), coxaes
Ban on public gatherings and theto St. Anton. Hansen falls for her. atre attendance of minors due to in*
Orders full-dress, to be tailored by fantile paralysis will lift next SatImhoff, ex-father-in-law.
Rosl inurday. Dr. Kinyoun, health departtrigues. Full-dress is cut in terrible
fashion.
Miss Smith breaks with ment medico, made announcement
Seppl.
He marries his first love, Monday after checkup.
Rosl.
Revealed steady decline in new
Benatzky's music had several en- cases over two weeks. With improvecores at the premiere. 'Lilly of Pic- ment in cases under observation,
cadilly,'. 'Hearts in Snow' (blue), 'In theatre ban lifts Saturday permitting
St. Anton am Arlberg' (foxtrot), and
weekend play by junior at b.o,
'Hoechste der Gefuehle^^ (tango) are
re-well orchestrated. Excellent dancing figured to immediately return
ceipts to normsd, and expected have
by the girls.
Maass.
strong hypo'ing. effect at every house,
•

•

GOING GREEK
London, Sept.

Exploitation
17.

Musical In two acts by Guy Bolton, Fred
Douglas Furber; dyrlcs and
r.erner, Goodhart and HoRman;
pre.3enled by Firth Shephard; produced by
Leslie Henson and Herbert Bryan at the
Gaiety, London, Sept. 16, '37,
Nikolas
Gavin Gordon
Pantages
Richard Caldlcot

Thompson,
music by

r.aander

Roy Royaton
Pomona. Pollicaplllos
Mary Lawson
Gwendoline PettUer Potta
Rosalind Atkinson
Ins Caiew
Louise Browne
Alexandres Saggapopolous. .Leslie Henson
Palla^- Pollicaplllos
Fred Emney
ThonlRsso Mogollnl
Richard Hearno
Host
Ian Dudley Hardy
A lawyer
John K. Coyle
Juno
Muriel White
^
J^l'P--'
Fred Le Peel
Flap
Robert Hutchinson
Flop..
Tommy St. Denis
.

Same

theatre,

same

cast,

sanie

(Continued from page 25)
for 'Varsity Show' as a cross- the
front banner. Letters worked on a
cam shaft and danced around crazily.

When

the power was off they were
out of alignment and several persons called up to tell the theatre the
letters were apparently falling off,
which suggests that it would help to
arrange to break the current at intervals to obtain this effect more
frequently.
When a theatre sign can break
the local columns, it's a pretty good
indication that the sign man is up
and coming. Howard Waugh says

Derth

is

that sort.

type of show.

There is a serious
melodramatic plot, but it is merely
a vehicle on which to hang the various specialty turns by the respective

Anotlier from Bam
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO sales
promotion manager, is out for the
direct mail championship and husthe two prin- tling hard.
His latest is a folder lor
cipal comedians, Leslie Henson and
•Music for Madame.' Probably not as
.Fred Emney, are presented with
costly as some of his novelties, but
time bombs by the bandits, whom, as
a handsome product with trick foldtheir leaders, they have doubleing and a real photograph mounted
crossed, and told to hold the bombs
to serve its own page and, through
in their hands for two minutes while
a cutouot, also to give a front splash.
the others get out.
One of them
Enclosed as six scene stills in tint
comes back for his coat and they
whitfh will help out the lobby disquickly drop the bombs into the
plays in most houses. If Bamberger
pockets thereof.
does not get the top award, it is
There is a beautifully staged going to be a mighty slick campaign
artistic ballet, for no more reason that licks him.
than anything else In the show, and
individual mention of the Artists
and their methods of entertainment
Ducats for Lunch
would be merely a reoetition of
Oklahoma City,
what has been said of them for years
Standard Theatres, Inc., through
past,
Pat McGee, manager, and Paul OrLast year's Henson show at the mond Grubb, manager of Ormond s,
Gaiety was enormously successful. night club-restaurant, gave each lady
This one is a paraphrase of the attending the club's luncheons on
same, and there is no conceivable Monday, Tuesday or Friday, matinee
reason why it should not repeat.
aickets to the Criterion, Midwest or

members of the cast,
Toward the finish

as usual.

Jolo.

Tower

theatres.

.

«

OUTDOORS
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Benny Dryden Injured

What They Think
when

pica for LiTinc Music

San Francisco, Sept
Editor,

ago

years

seven

About

18

tures.

400 musicians

In Hollywood about
the needs of mocan probably fill
producers in making
tion picture

H

were humanly

it

the serv-

producers
would not hesitate to eliminate then).

the movie theatres threw
orchestras, Joseph N.
out. their
Weber, president Of the American
Federation of filfusicians, :gave us the
Argument that we coiild riot stop
^progrtss' and seemied'in a more, or
less helpless state to" handle the sit-,
uation at that time, and has done
nothing since to remedy the situa-

When

"

'•

ROADSIDE

"..

Sex

If

we

intend to wait for any sug-

about getting musicians
gestions
back into the theatres from our
federation officers (drawing big fat
salaries

and trust funds)
'

have to

h

wait' imtil

we may
freezes

over.

Most of us former theatre musicians haye been imder the impression that there was
a standing
agreement between the stagehands,

Why were

the musicians kicked

hood of $25,000. It's iqipossible to
cite what they gross annually, but
in round figures, it amounts to $2,-

program which is broadcast from
Empire State Tpwer.
These announcements are correct
During .the
and self-explanatory.
period that I have been General
Manager of the Empire State Observatories, Earl Harper and I have
conducted this program, and Publicity Associates has had nothing
whatever to do with same. When I
was appointed to my present position a year and a half ago there
was no broadcast on the Tower.
About a year ago I made an ar^
rangement with WNEW for the
present program which we then
the

From

Shrewd curb stand

vintage,
'Strip a

other

WOR

and to this organization is
to
available.
In the meantime the

it

has- its

five,'

specific

lexicon.

or 'wreck a buck' being

ways of making change;

'creep'

draught beer and 'choc hi' is
malted milk in curb code;- fountain
is

is 'shoot one'; bottled 'coke'
'pop one'; cherry 'coke' is 'paint

'coke'
is

I

was both

UW

Cobleskill, N. Y., Sept. 28.
Officials of the Cobleskill fair en-

make

justice to

Supreme Court

possible the public

marriage, on the exposition's final
night of a Pennsylvania couple who
had been contacted through announcement over WGY. Association, in several of its plugs via
WGY, offered a prize, expenses, etc.,
to the pair from the most distant
point who would agree to be spliced
before the crowd, as the grand finale
to the show. Donald S. Horwood, 28,
of Scranton, Pa., and Sophie M. Oldeziewski, 21, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
one of several couples answering the
air offer, arrived in Cobleskill the
morning of the night the wedding

'f

INC.

Julia Chandler.

War

Another Nod to B'way
Detroit Sept

menced.

On the other hand, attendance figures are expected to hit the hoped
by the closing date. At
the beginning of this week the expo
was more than 100 days old and
nearly 14,750.000 customers had been
admitted. It has -sotpe 70 days yet
to
and oidicBls feel sure that the
for 20.000.000

nm

remaining number needed to

total

the 20,000.000 will enter, despite the
fact that the peak of the tourist season is passed.

Peak record day so far was that
of Aug. l6, when 363,340 rubberneckers paid 10c. to ogle the show. Part
of this was no doubt due to the fact
that the 16th fell on a Monday, which
is a half-price entrance fee day.
If the 20,000,000 number is reached,
it is estimated that nearly $4,000«000
will have been paid in admissions
alone, which says nothing of the
amounts spent inside and the much
larger amounts 'spent in France by
the visitors.

WEATHER-PARALYSIS
HIT CANADIAN FAIR
London, Ont., Sept. 28.
The Western Fair, held here each
September, went into history this
year with an unofficial deficit Of be-

tween $12,000 and $15,000. The fair's
seventieth annual exhibition saw an
attendance decrease of 43,000 from
1936.
Last year a substantial operating surplus was shown.
Officials this year battled against
bad weather, coupled with the epidemic of infantile paralysis, which
necessitated

children

bein^

kept

away from the exhibition grounds
until the last day.

—and

Broadway

why

it

is

25.

Two

in

in

Trouble

Charlotte, N.

C.

Frankie Monaghan and

Sept. 28.
Max Mas-"

company

sink, attached to a carnival

currently playing North Carolina
are being held in jail at
fairs,
Raleigh on the order of the coroner.

They

are charged with responsibility for an automobile wreck that
resulted in a broken leg and injuries to two occupants.

engaged Miss Gibson I was proper recognition.
for Studebaker, and
Harry W. Cole.

Circus Routes
Week

oroadcasting

I

Concessions reported best business
in

many

years.

SLAPS CAENEY GAMES
Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 28.
The whirl of. wheels and the clink
of coins was absent on the Ideal
Exposition Show's midway as the
result of a police order

Angelo,

Wcathei-for<l,
lllll.sboro,

'I'cx.,
•>;

1;

Donhaiii,

all

CommemoTation Rodeo

Urown wood,

R;

Di-iilon,

K;

7;

banning

American Veterans.

Barncs-Sells-Floto
Swn

28.

I|air last week broke
attendance records In its history
and closed last night (25) with capacity crowd watching auto races in
afternoon and George A. Hamid's
review in evening.

of Oct. 4

'world

Detroit Sept. 28.
championship' rodco,

Olympia
arena's
10th birthday, opens a li-rday stand

Cole-Beatty-Maynard

irou.ston. 'IV.x., i-;>; 1<(>]i union
required by fair officials to belong ('h:irtp.v,
r.ii.,
J.afiiyciKf,
7:
tp the Cowboys' Turtle Association. Orleans, 8-10.

A

commemorating

0.

El Onli-o, Cal.^, 1; J'hoonlx, Arl-/.., B;
contestants in the annual rodeo at
Tucson, 0.
the State Fair here when it was anRingUng Bros.-Barnum & Bailey
nounced that entrants will not be

in the
show business, that we instinctively
give Broadway what we feel is its

prominently,

Easton, Sept

AUentown

so-called gambling devices at the
carnival here under the sponsorship
of the local chapter of the Disabled

.

and so

AllentoWt Big Biz
all

day wait.

Editor, Variety:

long,

At the same time repprts that the
government had already appointed
a committee to study {he question
have been denied, while ilL Locquin,
government delegate at the exposition, has denied that any negotiations
to continue the show have been com-

"

EMPIRE STATE,

management
cir-

O., Sept. 28.

Although executives would neither
deny that Tom Mix
or
circus, motorized, will go on rails
next season, it is reported.
The show, moving on some 40
trucks and trailers, is said to be
planning to go out on 20 or more
affirm

one'; lime 'coke' is 'paint one with
sunshine'; milk is 'Sweet Alice,*
while buttermilk is 'curdle one'; hot
dogs are 'bun pup's' and hamburgers
'slash a meat ball.'
Curb hoppers possessing personwas to be staged.
ality earn about $3 a shift plus tips,
They obtained a license, but the
usually averagng a fin for tiie
new Todd law. requiring a 72-hour
evening.
In some western cities, curb hop- lapse between the iiJsuance of the
pies alsQ are entertainers while biz permit and the performance of the
It's not uncommon..to get ceremony, stood in their way. David
is n.s.g.
a three or five act amateur show O. Chambers, assistant to Milo R.
for the
Sta^te
while waiting for a choc hi and a Kniffen, attorney
Agricultural
Department and a
bun pup.
Schoharie County leader, brought
the pair before Supreme Court Justice Francis Bergan, of Albany. He
N. 0. Poster
signed an order waiving the three-

New- Orleans, Sept. 28.
Wholesale destruction of posters
no of the Ringling Brothers, Barnum &
danger of vanishing from the New Bailey circus was halted by local
York scene—by Epes W. Sargent, police Saturday (25) with the arrest
was enjoyed by most of your distant at 2 a.m. of a man giving his name
readers, I am sure. That pleasure as Wiley Moore, 53. He told police
was derived from the fact that the he was a union billposter, and that
writer had a very interesting sub- because of a disagreement over labor
ject to deal with; also because he used in putting up the posters, he
had been ordered by his union to
knows his Broadway.
The movies and newsreels give us tear them down and destroy them,
Moore was charged with malicious
frequent scenes of New York's brilliantly lighted streets, which dazzle mischief, but this was later changed
us with such overpowering flashes of to destruction of property after a
illumination as to be inconceivable conference between police and the
in their grandeur in any city outside district attprney's office when it
of New York. All of such scenes I was learned from circus representcompensation.
invariably locate as Broadway! Yet atives that more than $250 worth of
I have been
advised by my at- they may not be the famous street, posters had been destroyed.
rcyney that an infant can bind him- at all. But they reflect so well, and
self for what
the law calls 'neces- so brilliantly, the spirit life and
Saddle Sitdown
saries' and also
may bind himself gaiety that those of us who enjoy
Oklahoma City, Sept 28.
When a contract is for the infant's reading about Broadway associate
Possibilities of a strike of cowboy
Deneflt.
Certainly,
with a street which has flgured so
under

NEXT SEASON?

-

Vox Popper Himber Pops In Again tures.
Publicity Associates has no manaNew York, Sept 22. gerial or publicity connection with
Editor, VARiErt:
the Tower and its Observatories, nor
Permit me to offer a few addi- any jurisdiction whatever over the
program being conducted
tional facts to the item that appeared radio

a

IX ON RAILS

listed the aid of a

show and reopening agpin
next spring at near $13,500,000. This
was stated to be .a conservative estimate.
Funds would have to be
yoted by the government and, with
the finances of France in their presr
ent state, it is not easy to see a bill
for such an amount passing.
tering* the

manners.

WOR

contract such as this
and
cumstances such as these
"^^ssary and beneficial.

•

Cnrb Hopping
Curb hopping is strictly an Amer-

Biggest and most important ques-

.

tion, of course, is that .of money.
Siecond in line is the consent of the
44 natipns participating and lasily the
International Committee regulating
dates for such shows. Conservative
estimates place the expense of 'win-

NEARLY BALKS FAIR

It originated durican enterprise.
ing the 1925 Miami land boom, but
since then has gained hundreds of
protagonists in practically-every city
of the United States.Like every other McCoy biz, U. S.

definite

going.

a performance.
The boys waxed skeptical, so
ilewell. explained:
'It's like this,' he said, 'none
of the guys on the lot go tq the
Some of the felgirl shows.
lows have their wives working
in tho^e .places, an<i we don't
like to ina)ce,' *em feel bad.'

Canton,

seems pretty

it

Majority of opinions from the man
in the street to the directors, commissairs and even cabinet members,
is in favor Of reopening in 1938. But
it takes more than that, to keep it

.

72-H0l)R UCENSE

.

something about it. From all reports,
the governments of other broadcast will continue as now over
countries
have long since done the entire Mutual Broadcasting Syssomething about it and the musi- tenl as a sustaining program.
Because of the article published
cians arO' working in the theatres in
in this week's Varibtt you may also
those countries.
is privileged
like
to know that
Perhaps the CIO could help us out
to sell no broadcast from the Emof this dilemma.
pire State Tower other than The
F. R. Fuller,
Microphone in the Sky' program
Local No. 6, A. F. of M.
with its present personnel and fea-

•

other year,

that it will dose its door's forever on
the stroke of midnight Nov. 21, 1937.

'

.

tween Fredda Gibson and myself.
The item stated that Fredda Gibson is desirous Of abrogating her
contract and agreement with me on
the grounds that at the time of signing she was an 'infant' and that because of her obligations to me as her
pwnager and agent she wasn't earning as much money as she felt she
should. Six months ago, before the
contract was signed, Miss' Gibson
was with a road band, receiving ap-;
proximately $40 a week during the
weeks the band worked seven nights,
nothing some weeks, and a fraction
$40 other weeks.
The contract
Between us guararit^d her, whether
worked or not, a sum in excess
of her earnings during
the previous
year. In fact, she has earned much
•iiore than the guaranty
and is now
earning about four times her earlier

here

week.

.

the commencement* the program has been just as it is now announced by WOR and Empire State,

in Variety of Sept. 22 regarding the there.
contractual obligations that exist be-

longation of the Exposition for an-

Sheesley's carnival played
last

operators, with
an eye toward having cash registers
jingle a. prosperous tune, have installed public address systems on
grounds fringing eatery, enabling
curb gourmands to receive prompter cars when the 1938 season-' is
So far as
After attractive gal curb launched next spring.
service.
hoppers takes an order from patrons could be learned none of the rollwho drive up, she spiels request ing stock has been purchased.
into a mike, picked up by chef in
The Mix show lost heavily the past
kitchen. Soon as order is filled, chef season through accidents to trucks
bellows out specific order and gal moving from one city to another, it
serves guests from tray suspended was said.
on the side of a car door.
Chain curb stand proprietors also
envision importance of personality
of young men and women who
They're offering courses
curb-hop.
salesmanship, psychology and
in

under contract with the
Inc.,
is
is something for our national offiBamberger Broadcasting Service to
to explain to the rank and file
it.
and also to let us know how much thus continue
Up to the present moment there
longer the Musicians are going to
be barred out of the motion picture has never been a commercial sponsor for any program broadcast from
theatres.
The first-run movie theatres have the Empire State Tower because
recently raised the admission charge Empire State, Inc., would never confrom 40c to 55c, with some talk of sider same. The organization has
raising it further to 65c, and still now agreed to accept a suitable
no living music in the theatres. sponsor if and when one satisfactory

maybe the Government can do

Maybe more.

000,000.

.cers

"Well,

an important

.

operators and musicians, which protected each other in .their employment In other' words, all three
crafts must work together in the
theatres, or none at all.
What has called "The Inquiring Microphone,'
and which was shortly thereafter rebecome of this agreement?
named 'The Microphone in the Sky.'
cut of the theatres when sound pictures came in, without recourse to
the aforementioned agreement? This

is

tempting food.
It has been estimated that there
are 50,000 curl^ lunch stands in this
country, ranging from small hole-inthe-wall eateries, to- sumptuously
fitted units costing in the neighbor-

.

'

28.

attraction.
So are p.a, Systems, efservice, and by all rneans,

WOR

'

appeal, also,

lads learned someethics when

new about

M.

J.

flcient

<.

.

Sept

double-thick malts.

and- relief rolls.

Newspaper
thing

Newell said he didn't know because he had never looked in oh

Salt Ji.ake City,

Paris, Sept 19,
that the pros and cons have
had their say concerning the pro-

No^
all

28.

A

Up and down. the^ U. .Sf.r Appian
way, showmanship* is helping to sell
hamburgers, hot dogg, pop corn and

An Explanation
This year a heroic, but Isolated atNew York, Sept. 24'.
tempt by the fighting New York Local to get' the musicians back into Editor, Variety;
the theatres^ met with but little sucJust for your own information I
cess; A successful fight, can only be
am attaching hereto copies of the
achieved by a 'firm stand oh the part opening 'dnd closing announcements
of every red-blooded' local- in our for 'The Microphone in the Sky'
American Fedejation of Musicians. program, same being made from the
Moreover, this fight can only be
Studios before and after the.
waged effectively by a rank and file
movement

Wives

of

Lynchburg, Sept.

Soon a^, the show, hit town,
the scribblers,, asked .Whitey
Newell, Sheesley press agent,
how the girl shows were.

BIG BIZ

still

WPA

Wary

CURB

EATERIES

.

Thousands of musicians, who
capable performers on. thisir in-, tions and phonograph recordings.
struments and experienced in conRichard Hitriber.
cert and theatre work, are ,now.. on
'

21,

Not Enough Coin Seen for Holdover

A

wardrobe, photographs and similar
things, "The best proof that a good
job was done for her is that her
present earnings from the Lucky
Strike show alone are about four
tim6s what she made six months, ago.
Also in this short space of. time I
procured a guest shot for her .on
are Hamnwrstein's,
-electrical transcrip-

,

tion,

I finally con- feet Wednesday afternoon, suffering
vinced them that she might add to a fractured skull, broken arm, shock
the merit of the program and they and possible internal injuries.
then reluctantly agreed to let her
flower bed in which he thudded
go on the show—provided they did partly saved Dryden from instant,
not have to pay for her. During death.
all the time that shef was on the
Studebaker. iAiow I paid her from
my own pocket In addition to that
I Went to great trouble and expense
in grooming and coaching her for
radio, converted her from a hand
singer into' a radio performer, and
also went to great lengths and expense in reference to her publicity,

'

'

French Expo Likely to Fold Nov.

Tacoma, Sept 29.
aerialist who, with
his wife, has been performing on the
high wire at the Puyallup fair, was
critically injured when he fell 40

I

to tion to Stuart Allen.

gainfully
enl'musicians,
20000
picture theatres,
oioyed In moving
sound pichad been displaced by

film records.
Bosslble to dispense with
'select 400' the
ices of the

63

Benny Dryden,

approached the 8p<msor's
agency requesting fhem to use' her
on the broadcasts, they told me there
was no need for a vocalist in addi-

20.

yAmryi

VARIETY

I

,

fi;

h;

I.nkp,

New

here Thursday
rider

f30).

and roper,

When

is

Candy Hammer,

handling show.

the 20,000-seat Olympia was
opened in 1927 the initial event was
a rodeo.

I

"

Wednesday, September 29, 1937
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asset good digestion

JOANNA DE TUSCAN,

GENE SARAZEN,

goIf
champioinz'Tvewalked,
I giiess, thousands of
miles around .golf
courses with Camels.
They never throw my
nerves out of tiine."

EVELYN CHANDLER,
figure skater: "What an
isl

I smoke Camels during
meals and after. They do
help to keep my diges-

tion in order."

fencing champion: "I
en|oy smoking so much

—and

I

£nd

that with

.

Camels I can smoke
Camels don't give
ragged nerves."

often.

me

-J.

--J

CAN PEOPLE REALLY TELL THE DIFFERENCE IN
CAMEIfS COSTLIER TOBACCOS ?

The Best Answer

is

This...
FRED McDANIEL,

HERB LEWI9,

Texas rancher: "Me
and Camels have
been getting along

Detroit ice hockey
star; "I go for Camels in

a big way.

niighty fine now
for over 15 years.

After an exhaust4

tag

game— extra

—

I never saw- the

periods and
they give me an
all

beat of Camels for
tastincss."

invigorating 'lift'

Year

in

millions

for finer tobaccos.

a special regard

And

pleasure this

and

^ureknowthevalue
of healthy nerves 1
*rd walk a mile for

ica.

means to them!

cos has been the subject of
discussion.

my nerves."

jraised as
tell

The

much

to the severest test

to whether or not people could

the difference.
feel

Amer-

or the world.

—

smoke them steadily.
As you enjoy your Camels, you'll reali2e
how true it is that there is no substitute

question has often been

The way smokers

. .

If you are not a Camel smoker, perhaps you, too, would enjoy a cigarette
with a richer, cooler taste. Turn, then, to
Camels. Judge them critically I Put them

CAMEL'S use of choicer, costlier tobac-

a Camell'ifor Camels don't frazzle

among smokers. They

are the largest-selling cigarette in

smokers do appreciate the added

SID WETZEL, tunnel engineer: "I
face danger

Camels gives the answer! Camels enjoy

and year out. Camel pays

more

toward

for costlier tobaccos.

THE CAMEL CARAVAN
now on the

air with

a

full -hour

show!

Includes "Jack Oakie College" and

Benny Goodman's
fast minutes of grand fun and

"Swing School"! Sixty
music Every Tuesday night
CS.T., 7:30

m

at 9:30 pm°EJS.T., 8:30

pm

pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T, WABC-CBS.

COSTLIER
OTIS BARTON, un-

TOBACCOS

der-water exploren
"After a dive in the
'bathysphere'

— or

A MATCHLESS BLEND

any time I'm feeling tired I always

—

want a Camel.
get a

'lift'

CamcL"

IN

I

Camels are a matchless blend of finer, MORE EXPENTOBACCOS—Turkish and Domestic. The skillblending of loaf with leaf brings out the full, delicate flavor and mildness of these choice tobaccos.

1 4^^4.4

SIVE

with a
.

fill

CopyrlEltt.

1037.

It, J.

Reynolds Tobacco Company, Wlnston-Salcnit N. C.

SHERWOOD,

HENRY SNOWDON, col-

shopper: "Noon-time is

lege wrestler: "After a

one of my busiesttimes.

tough match

IRENE.

smoke
tion's sake
Camels' means so much

time I'm feeling tired—
get a 'lift' in energy with
a Camel. It's a mighty

MRS. VINCENT MURRAY,
home-maker: "Believe
me, I appreciate how
mild Camels are I smoke
steadily and Camels
don't have any *ciga-

to mc."

pleasant feeling."

rctty' after-taste."

That's

why

'for diges-

—

— or

any

!

V
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